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Foreword 
This report of the proceedings of the Twelfth Internation- 

al Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles 
was prepared by the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- 
ministration, U.S. Department of Transportation. 

We wish to thank the authors and all those responsible for 
the excellence of the material submitted, which aided mate- 
rially in the preparation of this report. 

For clarity and because of some translation difficulties, a 
certain amount of editing was necessary. Apologies are, 
therefore, offered where the transcription is not exact. 
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Introduction 
Th~ International Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV) 

Program originated under NATO’s Committee on the Chal- 
lenges of Modem Society (CCMS) and was implemented 
through bilateral agreements between the United States 
Government and the gowmments of Franc~, the F~dCral 
Republic of Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Japan, 
and Sweden. The participating nations agreed to develop 
experimental safety vehicles to advance the state-of-the-art 
in safety engineering and to meet periodically to exchange 
technical information on their progress. 

To date, eleven international conferences have been held, 

¯ ~ each hosted by one of the participating Governments. These 
~ conferences have drawn participants from government, the 

worldwide automotive industry, and the motor vehicle safe- 
ty research community. International cooperation in motor 
vehicle safety research continues at the highest level. As 
work on experimental safety vehicles was completed, the 
research program was expanded to cover the entire range of 
motor vehicle safety. The ESV Conferences now serve as 
the international forum through which progress in motor 
vehicle safety technology is reported. 

The proceedings of each Conference have been published 
by the United States Government and distributed world- 
wide. These reports, which detail the safety research efforts 
underway worldwide, have been recognized as the defini- 
tive work on motor vehicle safety research. We are sure that 
this outstanding example of international cooperation seek- 
ing reductions in motor vehicle deaths and injuries will 
continue its past success. 
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Crash Avoidance 

Chairman: Ubaldo Quaranta, Italy 

Relationship Between Visibility Needs and Vehicle-Based Roadway 
Illumination 

August Burgett, Linda Matteson, Marian exists because there are no specifications for minimum light 
Ulman, and Richard Van Iderstine, intensities above the horizontal. A similar concern in 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Europe about the lack of overhead sign visibility adds hope 
that this need for some minimum, but non-glaring ilium- 

Abstract ination might be the common basis for this performance- 

Nighttime accident data was studied to determine priori- 
based specification to help achieve harmonization of world- 

ties for accident reduction through the use of improved 
wide specifications. 

vehicle roadway illumination. The relationship between the 
The approach, as proposed in the NPRM, is based on the 

driver, vehicle, environment and target was then modeled, 
visibility needs of night driving. The basic needs are to stay 

resulting in thousands of conflicting, yet high priority target 
on the roadway, to avoid pedestrians and other objects on or 

points. Prioritized accident data and target similarity was 
near the roadway, and to see signs to the side and above the 

then used to reduce the number of targets to a more manage- 
roadway. A review of these needs, including a detailed 

able number for specification purposes. The resulting speci- 
analysis of accident files, led the NHTSA to evaluate the 

fication, based on safe driving needs during nighttime driv- lighting requirements for a variety of conditions and 

ing conditions, will be the basis for developing future 
situations. These conditions include the presence of either 

lighting throughout the world, 
an approaching or a following glare-producing vehicle and 
driving on curved and hilly roads as well as roads that are 

Introduction straight and level. This paper presents an overview of this 
effort. The results are two new vehicle-based specifications 

In a Request for Comments that was published on Au- for roadway illumination which have the potential of 
gust 14, 1987, the National Highway Traffic Safety improving the level of safety of night driving, one which is 
Administration (NHTSA) announced a plan for a long-term compatible with today’s headlamps, the other based solely 
effort to develop a vehicle-based roadway illumination on visibility needs. This paper discusses only the latter. 
performance requirement. A Notice of Proposed Rule- The effort consisted of developing and using a computer 
making (NPRM) was published on May 9, 1989 (54 FR model of visibility to determine the necessary amount of 
20084) which proposed such a vehicle-based roadway light that the vehicle must produce to enable the driver to see 
illumination specification for inclusion as an option to the important features, such as pedestrians and lane markers. 
current headlamp photometrics required by Federal Motor The necessary amount of light for each of a large number of 
Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 108, Lamps, driving situations was determined. 
Reflective Devices, and Associated Equipment. This approach has the advantage of providing a basis for 

Several factors and events have coalesced to form the developing any of several vehicle-based options, including 

basis for this action. These include the analysis of accident specifications that are compatible with the performance of 

data which shows the potential for reduction in accidents existing lamps or specifications that provide an 

and injuries from improved headlighting and the volume of improvement in safety. This approach also provides a basis 

petitions from vehicle and headlighting manufacturers to of comparison with performance of existing lighting 

have new headlighting systems that are different from those 
systems, addresses the concern about illumination of signs, 
and provides a basis for continuing international 

that already exist. Attendant with new systems are new discussions on harmonization of headlighting 
photometric specifications because the headlighting specifications. 
systems are either intended to provide better light for In order to develop the model and to then condense the 
customers or have optical systems that can not meet the myriad of resulting targets into a manageable specification, 
current requirements. There is also an entirely different nighttime accidents needed to be more fully understood. A 
beam pattern required for the lower beam in Europe. key question associated with the analysis of accident data is 
Additionally, a research paper by John Arens (1)* showed how motor vehicle headlighting is related to the various 

that there may be a problem with visibility of roadway guide types of accidents that occur. These relationships are most 

signs due to insufficient upward light from new head- easily understood if accidents are divided into single- 

lighting designs. This potential sign visibility problem vehicle and multiple-vehicle categories. For multiple- 
vehicle accidents, headlighting may be involved in several 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, ways. Headlamps help prevent accidents by enhancing the 
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conspicuity of vehicles and by marking their edges. On the (CHESS), a popular headlighting model written by the Ford 

other hand, it is possible that headlamps that produce Motor Company (2). CHESS examines various visibility 
excessive glare, whether from misaim or poor design, may situations and various glare situations and determines 
cause accidents. While such excessive glare is undesirable, whether a specified headlighting system provides sufficient 
some light is needed to provide for sign illumination and for illumination to see a pedestrian or a stretch of lane marking 
silhouetting targets otherwise not visible. There appears to or whether the glare produced by the vehicle lighting system 
be no clear and concise way to determine the involvement of causes discomfort of another driver. The performance of the 
these effects in multiple-vehicle collisions, lighting system in each situation is noted, and from a 

For single-vehicle accidents, headlighting is more compilation of the results of all the roadway situations, a 
directly involved in the ability of the driver to see the road Figure of Merit (FOM) score is calculated for the 
and roadway features and obstacles. Thus, lack of proper headlighting system. This number represents the percentage 
roadway illumination can contribute to a driver failing to of the simulated distance traveled in the model over which 
stay on the road or to a vehicle hitting a person or other the headlights performed adequately, The FOM is most 
object on or near the road. Although existing accident data useful for comparing the performances of two different 
bases rarely contain accident-avoidance information such headlighting systems. Whereas CHESS begins with a 
as the illumination that is provided by headlights, or the headlighting system and a set of roadway situations and 
relationship of headlighting to the accident, it is believed generates a number representing the adequacy of the 
that improved illumination will reduce the number of most headlighting system, this project requires a program which 
types of single-vehicle nighttime accidents. For these starts with a set of roadway situations and calculates a set of 
reasons, the analysis of accident data for this project was roadway illumination specifications; thereby defining an 
limited to single-vehicle accidents. This analysis is reported adequate headlighting system. 
in a companion paper, "Estimation of Reductions in CHESS incorporates the work of many other researchers. 
Accident and Severity Rates for a New Vehicle-Based The key components of CHESS are the DeBoer discomfort 
Roadway Illumination Specification" (Paper No. 89-5B- criterion (3), the Fry equation for veiling brightness (4), the 
W-011). Blackwell equation for threshold contrast (2, 5), and an 

From the analysis of accident data, it is apparent that any equation for actual contrast. Though CHESS could not be 
evaluation of roadway illumination needs for night driving, used in its current form for this project, the same building 
must address the visibility of pedestrians. It is also apparent blocks are used in the program described here and are used 
that the visibility of roadway features, such as lane for determining road illumination requirements. 
markings, that can assist the driver in maintaining the 
vehicle within the driving lane must be considered. The Glare and visibility algorithm 

visibility of lane markings will also help reduce the number The approach combines the glare effects with the deter- 

of rollover accidents and other accidents where the vehicle mination of necessary illumination for target visibility. 

hits a tree or some other offroad object. It was assumed that Considering glare limitations and visibility requirements at 

when sufficient illumination is provided to see pedestrians, the same time requires, that the program must simul- 

then that same level of illumination will also provide taneously solve the equations for determining the necessary 

visibility of larger or more reflective inanimate roadway illumination and acceptable glare intensity. For instance, 

objects, therefore no additional targets were modeled, the discomfort an observer experiences as a result of light 
After using the accident-data analysis for developing the from the glare vehicle is dependent, in part, on the lumi- 

model, the accident data was used to eliminate many close nance to which the observer is adapted. This "adaptation _ 
or overlapping test points with conflicting illumination brightness" is the brightness of the observer’s surroundings 
needs, i.e. a pedestrian and an oncoming driver’s eyes. It which is influenced by the intensity of the headlights of the 
also helped by reducing the total number of test points that observer vehicle. On the other hand, the headlighting sys- 
resulted from exercising the model. The resultant tem of the observer vehicle must generate sufficient illu- 
condensation became the vehicle-based roadway ruination so that the contrast between a target and its back- 
illumination specification. A complete technical report ground are greater than a threshold value. The contrast is 
detailing the development of the models, instructions for decreased by the presence of veiling brightness produced by 
use, the computer program coding, and the accident data the headlights of other vehicles. 
analysis is available in Docket 85-15; Notice 7, at the 

The intensities for the two Vehicles are calculated Using 
Docket Section, Room 5109, Nassif Building, 400 Seventh 
Street, SW, Washington, DC 20950, USA. an iterative approach. The approach consists of eight steps, 

The Modeling 
as follows: 

The approach of this project was to determine the vehicle 1. The placement of the observer vehicle, a target, 

forward lighting necessary to view critical roadway targets and a glare vehicle are determined. Positions are based 

at night by modeling night driving scen~trio.s: This reflects a on target type, road geometry, velocity of the observer 

reversal of the method used in the Co’riapr¢h~ensive vehicle, and the type of glare situation, either oncom- 
Headlamp Environment Systems Simulation Model ing or following. 
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2. An initial intensity is assumed for the headlight- eye-height, which would conflict with glare restrictions. 
ing system of the observer vehicle. This intensity may The use of a focus point which was lower than one foot 

not be close to the final intensity for that specific target, would have decreased the distance between target and back- 
~ but it provides a number to use in calculations in the ground, thus reducing the contrast and increasing illumina- 

first iteration of the algorithm, tion requirements. 
3. The background brightness and. target brightness For the simulation of the oncoming glare situation, the 

for the specified observer vehicle intensity are glare vehicle is separated from the observer vehicle by twice 

calculated, the distance between the observer vehicle and the pedestri- 
4. Using a specified DeBoer value and an adaptation an. Two glare situations with the glare vehicle following the 

~ brightness (equal to background brightness), the max- observer vehicle are also considered. Vehicle locations for 
imum allowable intensity for the glare vehicle is each of the glare situations will be discussed in a subsequent 
determined, section ("Fixed Program Parameters"). 

5. The veiling brightness from the glare vehicle is 
calculated. B. Lane markings 

6. The actual contrast and threshold contrast are Lane markings are also handled with the eight-step algo- 
-~ calculated from target brightness, background bright- rithm, but a lane marking is modeled differently than a 

ness and veiling brightness, pedestrian target. A fifty’foot segment of lane marking is 

7. The actual contrast and threshold contrast are considered as the target. This agrees with the method used in 
compared to determine if the target is visible. CHESS. The fifty-foot segment is centered at a point two 

8. If not visible, (i.e., the estimated actual contrast is seconds traveling distance ahead of the observer vehicle. 

less than the threshold contrast)the observer vehicle The two-second rule agrees with the criterion used in 

~ light intensity value is adjusted by the model and steps CHESS. The fifty-foot segment of lane marking is centered 
3 through 7 are repeated until the target is visible and at the two-second distance on the assumption that a driver’s 
the necessary observer vehicle light intensity has been eyes will tend to be focused on the center of a target. Third, 

determined, to the nearest 10 candela, the angular size (area) of the target is calculated. 
For lane marking visibility, oncoming-glare vehicles are 

The program results include a minimum forward-lighting 
located at twice the distance from the observer vehicle as the 

.~ intensity for the observer vehicle, a maximum forward- 
central point on the target. Glare vehicles following, are ¯ ~ lighting intensity for the glare vehicle, and angular coordi- 
located at the same positions as in pedestrian-viewing situa- 

nates relating the vectors for the lighting intensities to the 
tions. This will be discussed more completely in a later 

vehicle coordinate system, 
paragraph (Fixed Program Parameters). 

The target types C. Signs 
Three types of targets were examined in this project. 

~ The eight-step algorithm was not used to evaluate sign 
- J These are: pedestrians, signs, and lane markings. Eight pro- 

visibility. It was decided to treat signs differently from the 
grams were written to implement the basic visibility algo- 

other visibility targets. The method chosen is based on a 
rithm described previously as well as the variations on the 

1987 SAE Paper written by John Arens (5). The retroreflec- 
algorithm necessary for evaluating visibility of the different 

tance values used in that paper are also used in the simula- 
targets, 

tions of this project. Against a background of limited com- 

- A. Pedestrian targets plexity, a sign should be legible if the luminance from it is 
greater than 1 fL. (1). The intensity from the observer vehi- 

A pedestrian is considered to be a stationary target, stand- 
cle necessary to cause a minimum luminance of 1 fL. on the 

ing on the right shoulder of the road. The visibility criterion 
sign may be calculated from the distance to the sign and the 

is that a driver should see a pedestrian target at a sufficient 
specific intensity per unit area (SIA) of the signing material. 

distance that the vehicle may be stopped before it reaches 
Most guide and warning signs need to be legible for five 

the target. Therefore the pedestrian is separated from the 
to ten seconds before reaching them in order for drivers to ~: observer vehicle by a distance equal to the stopping dis- evaluate a sign before reaching it and then react. Stop signs 

tance, the combination of the reaction time and the decelera- must be visible at the stopping distance. 
tion time, of the observer vehicle at a specified velocity. 

For each of the programs, the representation of a pedestri- Fixed program parameters 
an is 2.5 feet tall and 1.0 feet wide, with a reflectance of Many constants and variables are needed for the various 

-. 12%. The small target size was selected as representing that roadway situations. Values for characteristics such as ambi- 
part of a pedestrian which is most likely to fall into the ent brightness of the sky, reflectance of a target, target 
lower, brighter portion of a headlight beam. In the model, dimensions, and driver eye-height had to be selected. When 
the driver’s eyes focus on a point on the simulated pedestri- possible, these values were selected based on design guide- 
an which is 1.0 foot above the ground. Use of this height lines of associations such as the American Association of 
reduces the occurrence of high intensities at or above driver State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). 
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Driver eye height is among these parameters. Driver eye- necessary parameters differ with target type and road 

height was chosen to be 3.5 feet because this agrees with the situation. 

eye-height used as a basis for highway design (6). Mirror For this project, a variety of speeds was used for each 

locations were determined based on measurements of loca- target type. Velocities were generally selected after it was 

tions of mirrors in 12 cars representing about 35% of the determined what range of speeds produced program results 

1986 U.S. automobile sales. Values for the reflectance of (illumination levels) which seemed practicable for current 

mirrors were based on Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Stand- headlighting technology. For pedestrian situations, the 

ard No. 111, Rearview Mirrors. The reflectance of the inte- greatest speed which produced an illumination level which 

rior mirror was set at 80%, slightly more than twice the seems achievable is 40 miles per hour. Because of the higher 

minimum in Standard No. 111 and the reflectance of the retroreflectance of signs, lower light is required to achieve 

exterior mirrors was set at 60%, slightly less than twice that visible luminance. The criterion for necessary visibility was 

minimum. For overhead signs, the specific intensity per unit also different. It was discovered that, for speeds up to 65 

area (SIA) values used are characteristic of High-Intensity miles per hour, lighting requirements for sign visibility 

Grade sheeting recommended for permanent highway would likely be practicable. 

signs. This sheeting has an SIA of 200-250 cd/fc/ft2. In situations involving glare--all but sign situations--the 

Locations of the glare vehicle in the various roadway user must enter a DeBoer glare value. A criterion value of 4, 

situations were selected so that the glare vehicle would be representing deBoer’s perception of ’just unacceptable’ 

present most of the time as the observer vehicle approached glare, was selected so that any glare achieved would be 

the target. In mirror situations, two following distances deemed to be ’just acceptable’ (2, 3). 

were used. A distance relating to two seconds traveling time Deceleration and driver-reaction time must be entered in 

at the specified velocity was used because this is recognized situations in which visibility distances must be equal to 

in driver training courses and state driver’s handbooks as vehicle stopping distance. This includes pedestrian situa- 

the minimum safe following distance. A second following tions and situations involving stop signs. To avoid acci- 

distance of 25 feet was considered because this situation is dents, a driver must stop before or upon reaching these 

likely to occur in rush-hour traffic, targets. The vehicle stopping distance is a function of vehi- 

Roadway reflectances were selected based on research cle speed, driver reaction time, and vehicle deceleration. 

findings of the Ford Motor Company. Information on reflec- Driver reaction time was chosen to be 1.42 seconds. This 

tances was sought from other sources, but the only informa- corresponds to the mean value used in CHESS. The source 

tion found appropriate for this project was in Modeling for this value is a table published by L.M. Forbes (7). This 

Vision with Headlights in a Systems Context by Bhise, et al. reaction time represents a combination of data from Morti- 

(2) mer (8) and Normann (9). The original work by Normann 

Values used for the other parameters were based on the includes only the time required for a driver’s foot to travel 

best information available. All these values are incorpo- from the accelerator to the brake pedal. Mortimer’s work 

rated directly into the programs, and may be changed only centered on perception time. The combination of the two 

by editing the source code. includes both perception time and physical reaction time. 
Deceleration (0.5 g’s) also corresponds to the value used in 

Program outputs CHESS. Moreover, 0.5 g’s is less than that required by 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards for new auto- 

The output data from each program include the distance mobiles (FMVSS No. 105, Hydraulic Brake Systems, Para- 
from the observer vehicle to the target, the distance from the graph $5.1). 
glare vehicle to the observer, angles from the vehicles to the Pedestrian locations and lane marking locations are pre- 
targets, the minimum illuminance required to be produced scribed within the programs as functions of road geometry. 
by the observer vehicle, and the maximum illuminance al- Lane markings are always located on either edge of the lane 
lowed to be produced by the glare vehicle. The output an- in which the observer is traveling. Pedestrians are always 
gles may be expressed in either a vehicle-coordinate system located on the right shoulder, two feet to the right of the lane 
or a lamp-coordinate system. In the vehicle-coordinate sys- in which the observer is traveling. Sign locations, however, 
tem, angles are referenced to the center, front of the vehicle are to be entered by the user. For this project, sign locations 
at ground level. In the lamp-coordinate system, angles are were selected from Section 2A-16 of the Manual on Uni- 
referenced to the center of each headlamp, form Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) (10). A range of 

locations meeting the MUTCD guidelines was selected to 
Using The Models represent a variety of sign types. The seven signs examined 

The programs discussed above were written with ease-of- are: 

use in mind. User inputs were minimized without limiting 1. Stop sign mounted on the right side of the road, 12 
flexibility. The user is required to select the target type and feet from the right edge of the observer vehicle’s lane 
the coordinate system--vehicle or headlamp~in which the of travel. 
program results will be described. Then, the user must enter 2. Guide sign mounted on the right, 12 feet from the 
several other parameters required by the program. The right edge of the observer vehicle’s lane of travel. 
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3. Guide sign mounted on the right, 30 feet from the target, that result from exercising of the model, a basis for 
right edge of the observer vehicle’s lane of travel, determining how to prioritize and then combine many of 

4. Warning sign mounted on the left, 2 feet from the them was necessary. The basis for deleting a target was 

left edge of the observer vehicle’s lane of travel, initially the analysis of accident data. The target 

5. Warning sign mounted on the left, 12 feet from the specifications for a driving situation with a higher priority 

left edge of the observer vehicle’s lane of travel, would pre-empt target specifications for lower priorities. 
6. Overhead guide sign, directly over observer vehi- Based on these results and a preliminary review of the 

cle’s lane of travel, modeling results, it was determined that only scenarios 

7. Overhead guide sign, mounted over lane adjacent representing three priority driving situations would be used 

on the right to the observer vehicle’s lane of travel, for establishing the final specifications. The driving 
situations modeled are visibility of lane edge marking on 

The program permits a series of curved road segments, 
straight/level roads, visibility of pedestrians on straight/ 

but for this project, a single curve with a constant radius of level roads, and visibility of lane edge marking on curved/ 
curvature of 1000 feet was used. According to the American level roads. Speeds of 20, 30, 35, 40, and 55 miles per hour 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials are considered. Glare-producing vehicles, either 
(AASHTO), this is a minimum curvature for a roadway with 

approaching or following, are present for each of these 
a design speed of 60 miles per hour (6). For hills, the grade 

situations. Signs were also included as necessary targets. By 
of the slope is user-entered, and the user is required to select limiting the driving conditions to the highest priorities, the 
a ’hill type’. Maximum hill slope for this project was se- 

number of points with lighting specifications is substantially 
lected to be 10 percent. According to AASHTO, this is the 

reduced. 
maximum slope for a 40 mile per hour design speed (6). 

The minimum amount of light needed to see targets and 
There are four possible selections for hill types, and these the maximum amount of glare light that should be present 
differ somewhat for oncoming vehicle and following vehi- 

was calculated for each driving situation. The large number 
cle glare situations. In each glare situation, either the glare 

of specifications was then reduced to a smaller number for 
vehicle or the observer vehicle is located at the extreme, 
crest or sag, of the hill. This causes requirement of illumine- 

regulatory purposes through a multistage condensation 

tion from the headlights at the greatest vertical angles. For 
process. The processes for reducing the number of 

sign visibility situations, either the sign or the observer 
maximum intensity specifications, the number of minimum 

vehicle is located at the crest or sag of a hill. 
intensity specifications for pedestrian and lane marker 

Table 1 defines the abbreviations used for describing the 
targets, and the number of minimum intensity specifications 
for sign target were slightly different, however the basis for 

roadway and target scenarios in the tabulated outputs of the 
each reduction was similar. 

models. This table should be used with subsequent tables for Though the visibility needs-based requirements are not 
identifying the scenarios chosen, 

specifically limited by the design of current headlighting 

Table 1. "l’erminolog¥. systems, some roadway-illumination requirements were 

For use in understanding the terminology use in some of the eliminated because they appear impractical to achieve. For 
tables the following key is provided, example, unrealistically large illumination requirements 

The items in the DRIVING SITUATION col ........ locity, lly f gl lig driver age, DeBoer level, road geometry, road grade, target 
genera occur when the source o are is a ned with the 

type, and glare situation. Abbreviations are defined as roadway feature that is to be seen. One situation in which follows: 

First 2-digit # - Vehicle speed this occurs is for visibility of the right edge marker on a right 
STRT - Straight roadway curve when traveling at 55 miles per hour. The model 
RCUR - Right curve 
LCUR - Left curve indicates that the vehicle must provide the equivalent of 
LL - Level roadway 
C1 - Hill situation Crest 1 as d .... ibed in Figure IA-I. 71,910 cd. Because of the impracticability of this 
C2 - Hill situation Crest 2 as described in Figure IA-I. 
S1 - Hill situation Sag 1 as described in Figure IA-I. specification for low beam headlighting, this group of 
S2 - Hill situation Sag 2 as described in Figure 1A-l. 
PED - Pedestrian target, points has been dropped from the overall specification. The 
CT LM - Center lane marking target. 
RT LM - Right lane marking target, other group of points which is dropped corresponds to 
SIGN--OTHER - A sign target than a stop sign. 
GLR CAR APPR - Glare is caused by an oncoming vehicle, avoiding a pedestrian when traveling at 55 miles per hour. 
GLR CA -Glare i ...... d by ....... ing vehicle. With an approaching vehicle, this would require an LT 2 S FOLLO - Glare is caused by reflection in the left 

mi ..... f the lights of a vehicle following equivalent intensity of214,020cd, for the observer vehicle. at 2 seconds. 
CT 2 S FOLIO - Glare is caused by reflection in the center The selection of minimum intensity specifications for 

mirror of the lights of a vehicle following 
at 2 seconds, pedestrian and lane marker targets started with the 

RT 2 S FOLLO - Glare is caused by reflection in the right 
mirror of the lights of a vehicle following compilation of all of the specifications. From this list it was 
at 2 seconds. 

seen that for each combination of road geometry, vehicle 
speed and target location, the angular location of the 

Development of the Roadway- specification for the observer vehicle remained the same 
while the angular location of the light for the glare vehicle 

Illumination Specification changed for each of the seven glare situations. This led to 
Given the large number of scenarios, each with a distinct seven (usually different) minimum specifications for the 
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same point for ~e observer vehicle. Requirements for he the minimum in~nsity needed to see when a glare vehicle 
glare vehicle varied both in location and in intensity. The was approaching, rather than following. This step in the 
largest of he seven minimum in~nsity requirements for the process led ~ a total of 33 minimum intensity specifications. 
observer vehicle was retained, and the other six points were The driving si~ations for ~ese points are shown in table 2. 
dropped. The selec~d point consistently co~esponded to The total number of specific~ions was reduced fu~her by 

Table 2. Minimum intensity situations. 

TARGET TARGET HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
DRIVING SITUATION ILLUM MAX/MIN DISTANCE ANGLE ANGLE 

(~-c) (~t) (degree) (degree> 

20, AGE=BS.W=4.STRT LL PED,6LR CAR APPR 0.435 MIN 68.84 6.67 0.83 
30, f16E=35.W=4.STRT LL PED,6LR CAR RPPR 0.639 MIN 122.86 3.73 0.47 
35,flGE=35.W=4.STRT LL PED,6LR CAR flPPR 0.791 MIN 154.94 2.96 0.37 
40,AGE=35. W=4.STRT LL PED,6LR CAR flPPR 1.002 MIN 190.36 2.41 0.30 ~ 
20,f16E=35.W=4.STRT LL RT LM,6LR CSR flPPR 0.322 MIN 58.97 5.84 0.00 
20,f16E=35.W=4.STRT LL CT LM,6LR CAR RPPR 0.546 MIN 58.97 -5.84 0.00 
30,f16E=35.W=4.STRT LL RT LH,6LR CAR APPR 0.425 HIN 88.20 3.90 0.00 
30,A6E=35.W=4.STRT LL CT LM,~LR CAR APPR 0.814 MIN 88.20 -3.90 0.00 
35,AGE=35.W=4.STRT LL RT LM,6LR CAR APPR 0.502 HIN 102.84 3.35 0.00 
35,A6E=35.W=4.STRT LL CT LM,6LR CAR APPR 0.998 MIN 102.84 -3.35 0.00 
40,R6E=35.W=4.STRT LL RT LM,6LR CAR RPPR 0.595 MIN 117.49 2.93 0.00 ~ 
40,A6E=35.W=4.STRT LL CT LH,6LR CAR RPPR 1.221 HIN I17.49 -2.93 0.00 
55, A6E=35.W=4.STRT LL RT LM,6LR CAR RPPR 0.984 MIN 161.45 2.13 0.00 
55, A6E=35.W=4.STRT LL CT LH,6LR CAR APPR 2.158 HIN 161.45 -2.13 0.00 ~ 
20,AGE=35. W=4.RCUR LL RT LH,GLR CAR flPPR 0.386 HIN 63.75 7.23 0.00 ~ 
20,AGE=35.W=4. RCUR LL CT LM,6LR CAR RPPR 0.61 MIN 64.13 -3.53 0.00 ~ 
20,R6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL RT LM,6LR CAR APPR 0.345 MIN 64.13 3.55 0.00 ~ 
20,A6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL CT LM,6LR CAR APPR 0.578 HIN 63.75 -7.21 0.00 ~ 
30,A6E=35.N=4.RCUR LL RT LM,GLR CAR APPR 0.675 MIN 92.88 6.38 0.00 
30,86E=35.W=4.RCUR LL CT LM,GLR CAR APPR 0.812 MIN 93.44 -i.00 0.00 
90,A6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL RT LH,6LR CAR APPR 0.427 MIN 93.44 1.03 0.00 
30, flGE=35.W=4.LCUR LL CT LH, GLR CAR APPR 0.877 HIN 92.88 -6.35 0.00 
35, flGE=35.W=4.RCUR LL RT LH, GLR CAR RPPR 0.967 MIN 107.46 6.90 0.00 
35,R6E=35.W=4.RCUR LL CT LH,6LR CAR RPPR 0.885 HIN 108.11 -0.07 0.00 
35,RGE=35.N=4. LCUR LL RT LM,GLR CAR RPPR 0.48 MIN lOB. lO 0. ii 0.00 
35,H6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL CT LM,6LR CAR APPR 1.022 HIN I07.46 -6.26 0.00 
40,R6E=35.W=4.RCUR LL RT LM,6LR CAR 8PPR 1.391 MIN 122.03 6.34 0.00 ~ 
40,flGE=35.W=4.RCUR LL CT LM,6LR CAR RPPR 0.927 MIN 122.77 0.73 0.00 ~ 
40,A6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL RT LM,6LR CAR RPPR 0.526 MIN 122.77 -0.69 0.00 
40, flGE=35.W=4.LCUR LL CT LH,6LR CAR APPR i.iii HIN 122.04 -6.30 0.00 
55,AGE=35.W=4.RCUR LL CT LM,6LR CAR APPR 1.003 MIN 166.75 2.74 0.00 
55,R6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL RT LM,6LR CAR APPR 0.68 MIN 166.75 -2.68 0.00 
55,R6E=35.W=4.LCUR LL CT LH, GLR CAR flPPR 1.184 MIN 165.76 -6.80 0.00 ~ 

~ POINTS THST WERE RETAINED IN THE FINAL VEHICLE SPECIFICSTION. 

geometrically grouping these points and judiciously specifications spanned the entire region in front of the 
selecting the maximum value of the specifications within vehicle where signs occur, and these were used for the final 
each of the groups, leaving 10 minimum value requirement. These may be seen in table 4. 
specifications for the final requirement. A foreground maximum illumination point at 32 feet was 

The process for reducing the number of maximum chosenbecauseitrepresentstheforegroundatabouthalfthe 
specifications that correspond to pedestrian and lane marker distance to the quartet of nearest points located at 64 feet. 
targets was similar. In this case however, the points were The specification for illuminance directed at this 
grouped geometrically using approximately common foreground point must not exceed the average of the 
vertical angular locations, illuminance directed at those four points located at about 64 

The minimum of the maximum values of intensity within feet. 
each group was selected to represent that group. This The compiled set of specifications for the vehicle 
produced 17 maximum value specifications. The driving requirement is shown in table 5, and a graphic repre- 
situations for these points are shown in table 3. The total sentation is in figure 1. 
number of specifications which were maximums, was 
reduced further by judiciously selecting points that Implementation of the Specifications 
generally covered the angular area in front of the vehicle, There was almost universal agreement among 
leaving 6 maximum-value specifications for the final commenters to the Notice of Request for Comments (50 FR 
requirement. 42735) that any new performance requirement should not 

For visibility of signs, a total of 13 minimum value test the vehicle as a whole, but should test the headlighting 
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Table3. Drivingconditionsformaximum groupingvalues, 

TRRGET TRRGET HORIZONTRL UERTICRL 
DRIVING SITUATION ILLUM DISTANCE ANGLE ANGLE    HRX/MIN 

<£-c> <£t) <degree) <degree) 

20,RGE=35.N=4.STRT LL PED,CT,SEP=25 FT      0.146 26.44 0.00 8.69 MAX 
20,RGE=35.N=4. STRT LL PED,RT,SEP=25 FT 0.228 2G.82 5.83 6.74 MAX 
20,AGE=35.N=4,STRT LL CT LH,LT SEP=25 FT 0.187 26.82 -5.89 6.74 HRX 
20,AGE=35. N=4.RCUR LL RT LM,CT 2 S FOLLO 0.158 72.09 2.08 3.21 MRX 
20,RGE=35.N=4.STRT LL PED,CT 2 S FOLLON O. 14G 72.11 0.00 3.21 MAX ~ 
20,AGE=35.N=4.LCUR LL RT LM,CT 2 S FOLLO 0.162 72.0g -2.05 3.21 MAX ~ 
20,AGE=35.W=4.RCUR LL RT LM~RT 2 S FOLLO 0.246 72.28 4.24 2.51 MRX 
20,RGE=95.W=4.STRT LL PED,RT 2 S FOLLOW 0.228 72.99 2.1G 2.51 MAX ~ 
20,AGE=35.N=4.RCUR LL CT LM,LT 2 S FOLLO 0.195 72,48 -0.07 2.50 MAX 
20,AGE=35. W=4.STRT LL PED,LT 2 S FOLLOW 0.198 72.39 -2.16 2.5i MRX ¯ 

20,AGE=35. N=4.LCUR LL CT LM,GLR CAR RPPR 0.067 121J40 -1.49 1.65 MAX 
20, RGE=35.N=4.STRT LL CT LM,GLR eRR RPPR 0.059 122.29 -4.93 1.64 MRX ~ 
20,RGE=35.N=4.RCUR LL CT LM,GLR CRR RPPR 0.064 123.02 -8.39 1.63 MRX ~ 
30,RGE=35.W=4.LCUR LL CT LM,GLR CAR APPR 0.074 179.36 1.7g 1.12 MRX 
30,RGE=35.W=4.STRT LL CT LM,GLR CAR APPR 0.058 180.80 -3.33 1.11 MAX ~ 
40,AGE=35.W=4.LCUR LL RT LM,LT 2 S FOLLO 0.236 130.77 -4.92 1.39 MAX 
30,AGE=35.N=4.RCUR LL CT LM,GLR CAR APPR O.OGG 181.77 -8.50 1.10 MAX 

~ POINTS THRT WERE RETRINED IN THE FINRL VEHICLE SPECIFICRTION 

~ble4. Signvisibilitydrivingsituations. 
TARGET    TARGET HORIZONTAL VERTICRL 

DRIVING SITURTION ILLUM DISTRNCE RNGLE ANGLE MRX/MIN 
<F-c> <Ft) <degree) <degree) 

UEL= 65,AGE= 35. LCUR C1 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 468.58 -14.50 0.50 HIN ~ 
UEL= 65,RGE= 35. LCUR 52 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 481.22 -9.00 2.00 MIN 

~ VEL= 65,AGE= 35. STRT 52 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 477.05 -2.50 2.00 MIN 
VEL= 65,AGE= 35. STRT C2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 477.05 -2.50 0.50 MIN 
UEL= 65,RGE= 95. STRT S1 SIGN--OTHER 0,002 476.67 0.00 9.50 HIN ~ 
VEL= 65,AGE= 95. STRT C1 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 478=26 4.50 0.50 HIN 
UEL= 65,RGE= 35. STRT $2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 478.26 4.50 2.00 MIN 
UEL= 65,AGE= 35. RCUR C2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 472.70 12.50 0.50 MIN ~ 
VEL= 65,AGE= 35. RCUR LL SIGN--OTHER 0.002 472.11 13.50 2.50 MIN ~ 

.~ VEL= 55,RGE= 35. RCUR SI SIGN--OTHER 0.002 397.31 11.50 4.00 HIN 
UEL= 65,AGE= 95. LCUR SI SIGN--OTHER 0.002 466.52 -16.00 2.00 MIN ~ 
UEL= 65,AGE= 95. LCUR $1 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 470.60 -13.50 9.50 MIN ~ 
UEL= 40,AGE= 95. LCUR $2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 289.00 -8.50 5.00 MIN ~ 
VEL= 90,AGE= 95. LCUR $2 SIGN--OTHER 0~002 21G.20 -3.00 6.50 MIN ~ 
VEL= 20,AGE= 35. STRT $2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 146. G7 0.00 9.50 HIN ~ 
UEL= 20,AGE= 35. STRT $2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 147.16 4.50 9.50 MIN ~ 
UEL= 30,AGE= 35. RCUR $2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 219.62 9.50 6.50 MIN ~ 
UEL= 65,AGE= 35. RCUR SI SIGN--OTHER 0.002 467.80 15.00 3.50 MIN ~ 
UEL= 65,AGE= 35. RCUR $2 SIGN--OTHER 0.002 462.82 18.50 2.00 MIN ~ 

~ POINTS THAT WERE RETAINED IN THE FINAL VEHICLE SPECIFICATION 

devices individually. To respond to these comments, a (RID’s); i.e. each RID must provide the necessary 
procedure which tests components was developed for illumination for the vehicle requirements. Locational 
verifying the performance of the vehicle in meeting its aspects such as height above the ground and distance from 
roadway-illumination-performance requirements. This is the vehicle centerline also affect the individual RID 
accomplished by trigonometrically convening the location performance. These would be established by the vehicle and 
of test points from a vehicle coordinate to a roadway- lamp designers. Depending on the actual locations, the 
illumination device (headlamp) coordinate system. The required performance of the RIDs could be very different 
actual illumination performance from each device would be from present headlamps, but it does not have to be if lamp 
determined by the vehicle designer in such a way that the locations and numbers are similar to those used today. 
roadway-illumination-performance requirement for the A visual representation of the trigonometric conversion 
vehicle is met. For each headlighting system, the designer’s of a target specification from the vehicle reference to a 
task includes the apportionment of the illumination task headlamp reference may be seen in figure 2 and figure 3, 
between contributing roadway-illumination devices where side and top views, respectively, are shown. The 
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Table 5. Roadway illumination test points (vehicle coordinate using two RID’s 22 inches from the ground spaced 48 inches 
system), apart, the values for left and right respectively, are: RIDVA 

TARGET TARGET ~OaIZONTA= VERTICAL = 0.75 deg. down, RIDHA = 3.50 deg. right, and RIDVA ---- 
ILLUMINANCE DISTANCE ANGLE ANGLE 
(fc) (ft> (deg) (deg) 0.75 deg. down, RIDHA = 2.00 de. right, with a combined 
>=2.158 161.45 -2.13 0. GO intensity value of > 27,890 cd. to be apportioned by the lamp 
>=1.002 190.36 2.41 0.30 

>=1.184 165.76 -6.80 0.00 designer between the two lamps. 
>=1. 391 122.03 6.34 0.00 
>=0 ¯ 927 122 . 77 0.73 0.00 

>=0 ¯ 595 117 . 49 2.93 0.00 

>=o.61o 64.13 -3.53 o.oo "~-- 166.75 ft. -- >=0.578 63.75 _7.21 0.00 
>=0.386 63.75 7.23 0.00 ~- 0.00 deq. 
>=0. 345 64.13 3.55 0.00 
>=0.002 472.70 12.50 0.50 

>=0. 002 468.58 -14.50 0.50 
>=0. 002 476.67 0.00 3.50 ZI.005 f-c 
>=0. 002 472. ii 13.50 2.50 
>=0.002 467.80 15.00 3.50 

/ >=0. 002 470.60 -13.50 3.50 
>=0. 002 466.52 -16.00 2.00 
>=0 ¯ 002 462 . 82 18.50 2.00 
>=0. 002 289.00 -8.50 5.00                                                                 / 
>=0.002 213.62 9.50 6.50 ~ ~2.74 4eg. R 
>=0. 002 216.20 -3. oo 6.50 
>=0. 002 146.67 0. oo 9.50 
>=0. 002 147.16 4.50 9.50 TOP VIEW <=0. 058 180.80 -3.33 1. Ii 
<=0. 228 72.39 2.16 2.51 VEHIC£E BASE~ <=0. 064 123.02 -8.39 1.63 
<=0. 059 122.29 -4.93 1.64 
<=0.162 72.09 -2.05 3.21 Figure 2. Conversion from vehicle to RID performance. 
<=0.146 72. ii 0.00 3.21 

¯ 32.00 0.00 0.00 

¯ Target Illuminance is less than or equal to the average of 
the target illuminance values actually measured at the 64.13, 
63.75, 63.75, and 64.13 foot targets. 

/     SIDE VIEW 

NOTE: when designing the system, the Roadway Illumination 
Device (RID) intensity values are to be apportioned by the ~ ~I0~0~ET~Y S~EE~ 
lighting designer among the RID(s) within the system so that 
the total system illuminance at each test point above falls / 
within the required limits. 

,,3.50 deg. R7 
lo 

8 
2.00 TOP VIEW 

7 

~ 
~,; ~ 

HEADLAMP (RID) BASED 

~ ~ 
Figure 3. Conversion from vehicle to RID performance 22" RID 

~ ~ ~ HT., 48" separation. 

~ s Taking the final vehicle specifications of table 5, and 
~ ~’o using headlamps that are 24 inches from the ground spaced ~ ~ ~ " ~% 48 inches apart, the conversion to a lamp-based reference is 

o ~’7 ,L _ %_j4 __,~    1% shown in table 6, and the test points for left and right are 

-~o -~o ~o ~0 graphically shown in figures 4 and 5 respectively. 
HORIZONTAL ANGLE (DEGREES) 

Maximum 13 Minimum ¯ 9 2 ; ¯ 26 

Figure 1. Vehicle-based test points. 
7 

reference for measurement is now the axis through the 
center of the RID instead of the vehicle centerline at the road ~    ~ ~ ¯ 
surface. In the side view the vertical angles (RIDVA) are 

identical for each test point, but in the overhead view, the 
test points, either illumination or glare, do not have the same 

horizontal angle (RIDHA), since the reference axis now is 
the axis ofeach light producing device. Even though the two 

RID’s illuminate the same target in space, the angles from -2 ~" ~" ~� ’ ~ ¯ 

each to that target are different. When testing on a screen at 
30 

60 feet as is presently done, the beams of light projected to 
-20 -10 0 10 20 

that object in space pass through two different locations on HORIZONTAL ANGLE (DEGREES) 

that screen giving different photometric performance ~x,~u~o ,,NilUS. 

requirements for left and right RID’s. For the example point, Figure 4. Left RID test points. 
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20. Summary and Conclusions 
7 A relationship between the nighttime visibility needs of 
~ ~4, 27. drivers and vehicle-based roadway illumination has been 

, 
3o established through the study of nighttime accident data in 

the United States, and by modeling the parameters and 

20 . events of seeing and driving at night. The resultant set of 

impo~ant targets was reduced in number through the use of 

0 prioritized accident data and thejudicious elimination of 

-~ ~" ~" ’~- ~ targets with similar illumination requirements. The 
-2 ¯ ~. ~4. ~ resulting 30 targets and associated locational and 

o o illumination specifications for vehicles offer significant 

-~0 0 ~0 20 ~eedom of headlighting system design while assuring all 
.o~,zo~ ~s~ vehicle drivers consistent roadway illumination for sa~r 

5. Right RID test points, 
nighttime driving. This work should provide a sound basis 

for developing future vehicle-roadway lighting throughout 

the world. 

6. Vehicle specifications with RID specifications 2-1amp system, 28" H~, 24" from centerline. 

TEST TRRGET TRRGET HORIZONTRL UERTICRL TOTflL LEFT RIGHT RIDVR 
POINT ILLUM MRX/MIN DISTRNCE RNGLE RNGLE CRNDEL8 RIDHR RIDHR 

NUMBER (~-c> (Ft) <degree) <degree) (cd)~ 24"SEP 24"SEP 28"HT 

1 0.146 MRX 72.11 0.00 3.21 761 1.58 -1.58 1.63 
2 0.162 MAX 72.09 -2.05 3.21 845 -0.46 -3-63 1.63 
3 0.228 MRX 72.39 2.16 2.51 1196 3.74 0.58 0.93 
4 0.059 MRX 122.29 -4.93 1.64 887 -4.00 -5.86 0.71 
5 0.064 MRX 123.02 -8.39 1.63 962 -7.47 -9.31 0.?0 
6 0.058 MDX 180.80 -3.33 1.11 1905 -2.70 -3.96 0.48 
7 1.002 HIN 190.36 2.41 0.30 36310 3.01 1.81 -0.30 
8 2.158 MIN 161.45 -2.13 0.00 56260 -I.42 -2.84 -0.71 
9 1.184 MIN 165.76 -6.80 0.00 32520 -6.11 -7.48 -0.69 
I0 1.391 MIN 122.03 6.34 0.00 20710 7.27 5.41 -0.94 
11 0.927 MIN 122.77 0.73 0.00 13970 1.66 -0.20 -0.93 
12 0.595 MIN I17.49 2.93 0.00 8210 3.90 1.96 -0.97 
13 0.386 MIN 63.75 7.23 0.00 1570 9.00 5.45 -I.79 
14 0.345 MIN 64.13 3.55 0.00 1420 5.32 i.?? -1.78 
15 0.61 MIN 64.13 -3.53 0.00 2510 -i.75 -5.30 -I.78 
16 0.5?8 MIN 63.?5 -?.21 0.00 2350 -5.43 -8.98 -I.79 
17 0.002 MIN 468.58 -14.50 0.50 460 -14.26 -14.74 0.26 
18 0.002 MIN 476.67 0.00 3.50 460 0.24 -0.24 3.26 
19 0.002 MIN 472.70 I2.50 0.50 460 i2.74 12.26 0.26 
20 0.002 MIN 472.11 13.50 2.50 460 13.74 13.26 2.26 
21 0.002 MIN 466.52 -16.00 2.00 440 -15.76 -16.24 1.76 
22 0.002 MIN 470.60 -13.50 3.50 440 -13.26 -13.74 3.26 
23 0.002 MIN 289.00 -8.50 5.00 170 -B. ll -8.89 4.61 
24 0.002 MIN 216.20 -3.00 6.50 95 -2.47 -3.53 5.98 
25 0.002 MIN 146.67 0.00 9.50 45 0.78 -0.78 8.74 
26 0.002 MIN 147.16 4.50 9.50 45 5.27 3.73 8.74 
27 0.002 MIN 213.62 9.50 6.50 95 I0.03 8.97 5.97 
28 0.002 MIN 467.80 15.00 3.50 440 15.24 14.76 3.26 
29 0.002 MIN 462.82 18.50 2.00 440 18.73 18.27 1.75 
30 ~ MAX 32.00 0.00 0.00 3.57 -3.57 -3.57 

~ ILLUMINDNCE AT THIS POINT CDNNOT EXCEED THE 8VERDGE OF THE ILLUMINBNCE 8CTUHLLY 
PRODUCED 8T POINTS 13, 14, 15, 8ND 16. 

~ TOTQL CDNDEL8 MUST BE 8PPORTIONED BY RID SYSTEM DESIGNER 8MONG THE RIB’S WITHIN 
THE SYSTEM. FOR EXBMPLE, IN THIS TWO LHMP SYSTEM, THE CHNDELB VBLUE FOR EHCH RID 
COULD BE 50Z OF THE TOTDL. OR, FOR THOSE TEST POINTS TO THE LEFT OF THE VEHICLE 
CENTERLINE, THE LEFT RID COULD BE DESIGNED TO CONTRIBUTE 75Z OF THE CBNDEL8 
8ND THE RIGHT RID ONLY 25Z. CONVERSLY, THE RIGHT RID WOULD THEN HQVE TO PROVIDE 
75Z OF THE LIGHT TO THE RIGHT OF THE CENTERLINE, BND ONLY 25Z TO THE LEFT. 
8NY BPPORTIONMENT COULD BE USED THHT WOULD FULFILL THE VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS. 
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Using PCDETECT to Compare United States and European Beam Patterns 

Eugene Farber and Calvin Matle, in emphasis: the European low beam is shaped to provide 

Ford Motor Company bright, uniform foreground illumination with minimum 

glare; the U.S. low beam produces more~of a spotlight effect 
to illuminate obstacles and delineation along the right edge 

Abstract of the roadway. These differences notwithstanding, U.S. 

This paper describes the results of comparison of the 
and European lamps can produce very similar overall 
results when evaluated by CHESS (1).* CHESS 

performance of U.S. and European low beams with the (Comprehensive Headlamp Evaluation Simulation System) 
PCDETECT seeing distance model developed by the Ford is a computer program developed by Ford that evaluates 
Motor Company. PCDETECT is a revised version of the headlight beam patterns by conducting thousands of 
DETECT seeing distance model, developed by Ford in simulated seeing distance and glare "tests" on a simulated 
]975, and is programmed to run on IBM PCs and test route. Given that a particular European low beam 
compatibles. The beam patterns studied were the U.S. produces CHESS scores typical of U.S. low beam, should it 
H4656 low beam and the European Granada H4 low beam. be regarded as acceptable for U.S. driving conditions? 
These lampshaveverysimilarperformanceasmeasuredby CHESS results by themselves may not provide a 
the Ford CHESS headlamp evaluation program, completely valid basis for determining the acceptability of 
PCDETECT was used to compare the seeing distance European lamps on North American roads. There are two 
performance of the lamps, under conditions likely to reflect reasons for this. First, because the figure-of-merit is an 

the differences in the beam patterns, overall score, situations in which a particular beam pattern 

On level roads and in mild horizontal curves, a correctly may be very poor or even unacceptable may be offset by 

aimed European low beam performed as well as or better other situations in which the beam performs especially well. 

than U.S. beams for objects on or near the road surface. The Second, CHESS does not take into account the visibility of 

European beam provided substantially less illumination of traffic signs and certain other traffic control devices. The 

overhead traffic signs than the U.S. beam, resulting in visibility of unilluminated overhead signs is an especially 

shorter legibility distances. Also, the European beam was pertinent issue in comparing U.S. and European low beams. 

generally much more sensitive to misaim than the U.S. This is because these signs are common in the U.S., and 

beam and gave significantly lower seeing distances to European low beams characteristically direct little 

pedestrians and pavement lines. Finally, seeing distance to candlepower above the horizon. 

pedestrians and pavement delineation on sag vertical curves The purpose of the research described here was to use the 

(valleys) was substantially less with the European beam. Ford PCDETECT Seeing Distance Model (1) to compare 
the performance of U.S. and European lamps in encounters 
that might be expected to produce a significant advantage or 

Introduction disadvantage for either beam. 

The beam patterns of U.S. and European low beams are 
distinctly different. This dissimilarity reflects a difference *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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The PCDETECT Seeing Distance candlepower distribution of ~h~s lamp is shown m 

Model figure 2. 

The PCDETECT Seeing Distance Model was used to 

ca Iculate seeing distances for European and U.S. low beams 

under a range of conditions for several different types of 

visibility "targets’. 

PCDETECT was developed by the Ford Motor Company 

and is written in QuickBASIC for IBM-compatible personal 

computers. It is a revised version of the DETECT seeing 

distance model developed by Ford as a FORTRAN program 

for mainframe application (2). PCDETECT calculates the 

distances at which a driver can see various objects on the 

road at night, as illuminated by the headlamp system 

specified by the user. It incorporates revised visibility 

algorithms and geometric routines. The revised visibility 

algorithms are based on more recent and comprehensive 
Figure 1. H4656 low beam. 

formulations for calculating contrast thresholds, including 

new formulations relating age and individual differences to 

contrast sensitivity and disability glare effects (3). The 

revised model also incorporates more elaborate geometry 

routines to insure accurate projection of sight lines and 

candlepower on hills and curves. PCDETECT also 

calculates the discomfort glare experienced by the observer- 

driver in opposed situations, as expressed by the DeBoer 

glare index. 

PCDETECT provides a series of interactive menus that 

allow the user to define the conditions of observation in 

detail. The menus address such factors as observer and glare 

vehicle headlamp type. misaim and configuration, roadway 

geometry and characteristics, visibility target type, 

characteristics and location, glare parameters, and driver 

characteristics. Figure 2, Granada H4 low I~eam. 

Oeadlamp Beam Patterns The characteristic differences ~etween UoS and 

The beam patterns used in the study were as follows: European low beams are evident in the figares~ The 

European beam has a much sharper vertica~ candle~ower 

United States Beam--The U.S. beam pattern is an gradient than the U.S. lamp, providing less candlepower 
average H4656 halogen low beam. The candlepower at above the horizon and more candk:~)ower ,iasl beiow the 
each point on the grid is the average of the horizon than the U.S. beam. Also. the guropean beam has a 
corresponding points from 25 samples of H4656 more unitB~ horizontal candlepower distribmion ~han *he 
lamps. The candlepower distribution of this beam is U.S. beam and provides more illumination ~o tl~e ~e~ of 
shown in figure 1. The "hotspot". i.e.. the point of centerline. The U.S. beam. by contrasL concentrates more 
peak intensity, is located at H = 2.0° right, V = 1.5° illumination in an intense spot that is aimed at ~he right edge 
down and has a value of 20.121 candlepower. The line. 
average intensity of this lamp. calculated by adding up 

all of the candlepower values in the grid and dividing VisibHRy Targets and Road Condiiions 
by the number of points is 23 t0 candlepower. 

European Beam~The European beam pattern is the PCDETECT was exercised with t~-le U~ ~, and Kuropea~ 

average of two Ford Granada H4 low beams. This beam patterns for various visibiliU ~arge~s, locations and 

particular system was selected to represent European road conditions. The visibility ~arge~s s~udies wer~ as 

low beams in this study because its overall follows: 

performance, as measured by CHESS, is almost 

identical to the U.S. average H4656 lamp. The hotspot Adult pedestrian 

of this beam is located at H = 2.0° right. V = 0.5° down Pedestrian reflectance: 0,025 cd/i~lx im~ 
and has a value of 14533 candlepower. The average Road surface (background~ reflectance 0.()~ cd/ 

intensity, as defined above, is 2154 candlepower. The lux/m2 
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Height: 1.77m Road surface reflectance: 0.019 cd/lux/m2 

Road type: two-lane highway, 3.7m lanes Length: 30m 

Location: six lateral locations from 3.7m left to 5.5m Width: 10cm 

right of the road centerline (see figure 3) 
Other baseline conditions 

Traffic signs (element legibility) Baseline conditions common to most of the runs 

Element reflectance: 9.5 cd/lux/m2 were as follows: 

Sign panel (background) reflectance: 1.9 cd]lux/m2 Ambient luminance: .0003 cd/m2 

Element size (stroke width): 7.6cm Driver age: 35 

Road type: four-lane divided highway, 3.7m lanes, Driver contrast sensitivity: 50th percentile 

2.4m median Glare car distance (when present): 91 m 

Overhead sign location (center of sign): 5.9m high, Road alignment: level and tangent, except as noted 

centered over left edge of right lane (see figure Headlamp height: 0.61m 

9). Headlamp separation: 1.22m 

Roadside sign location (center of sign): 2.7m high, 

9. lm right of right edge of rightmost lane (see CHESS Results 
figure 9). Both beams were evaluated by CHESS to develop an 

Post-mounted delineator (PMD) overall figure of merit for each. Results of the CHESS runs 

are summarized in table 1. These runs were made with 
Reflectance: 3.2 cd/lux/m2 random misaim based on U.S. data (5). The CHESS Figure 
Area: 100 cm2 of Merit scores are essentially identical for the two lamps. 
Road type: two-lane highway, 3.7m lanes The U.S. lamp produced discomforting levels of glare 
Location 1.8m to the right of edge of rightmost lane slightly less often than the European lamp and were slightly 
Height: 0.9m better for detecting pavement delineation. The European 

lamp was slightly better for detecting pedestrians. On the 
Pavement delineation (right edge line) basis of these overall scores, the performance of the two 

Delineation reflectance: 0.025 cd/lux/m2 lamps is very similar. 

Table 1. Results of CHESS exercises with United States and European low beams. 

Percentage of Encounters Neeting Visibitity Criteria 

Overatt Unopposed (Without Grate) Opposed (With Gtare~/~ Opposing 

Beam Figure of .... Drivers 

Pattern Nerit Detineation Pedestrians Detineation Pedestrians Discomforted 

U.S. 65.2 88.3 ]7.7 87.2 28.1 4.0 

European 65.1 87.6 39.2 86.7 29.5 5.0 

a_/(gtare is from identicat beam pattern) 

PCDETECT Results Going from right to left, the seeing distances ranged from 
about 125m to 75m for both lamps in the absence of glare. 

Pedestrians The seeing distances were slightly greater for the U.S. beam 
for pedestrians located to the right of the centerline and 

Effect of Pedestrian Location--PCDETECT results for slightly longer with the European beam for pedestrians to 

the pedestrian are summarized in figures 3 to 6. Figure 3 the left of centerline. 

shows seeing distance to the pedestrian as a function their In the presence of glare from a corresponding lamp, the 

lateral location on the roadway for the U.S. and European European lamp produced somewhat longer seeing distances 

low beams with and without glare from corresponding 
than the U.S. lamp at all lateral locations~ The differences 

lamps (i.e., from lamps that are the same as the observer’s 
ranged from 5m to 15m. Note the .... dip" in the seeing 

distances for pedestrians located on the centerline. This 
lamps). The pedestrian locations range from the leftmost occurs because at this location, the pedestrian is close to the 
edge of the left (opposing lane) to a point 1.8m off the driver’s line-of-sight to the opposing lamps and glare is at a 

roadway to the right, maximum. 
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Figure 3. Seeing distanc.e to pedestrian with U.S. and Figure4. Seeing distance to pedestrian for U.S. and European 
European low beams with and without glare from same beam. low beams with glare from opposite beam. 

These results are consistent with the differences between yielding seeing distances as much as 40% less than the U.S. 
the beams described above, beam. 

Mixing United States and European beams--One of the Horizontal curves--Figure 6 shows seeing distances to 
concerns expressed regarding the mixing of U.S. and pedestrians on mild right- and left-hand curves (radius = 
European beams under U.S. conditions is that the driver of 1745m). On both curves, the European beam produced 

) the vehicle with the European beams would be at a relative consistently longer seeing distances than the U.S. lamp. It is 
disadvantage in meeting situations with U.S. beams because clear that the European lamp, with its horizontally spread- 
of the higher glare levels of the U.S. beams and the lower out pattern, is less sensitive to mild curvature than the U.S. 
peak candlepower of the European beam. Figure 4 shows beam. 
seeing distances for the U.S. and European beams, each 
against glare from the other lamp. Under these conditions, Delineators on vertical curves 

- the two lamps gave very similar results: the U.S. beam gives Because of the steep candlepower gradient of European 
slightly longer seeing distances (5 to 10m) than the beams close to the horizontal, they can be expected to per- 
European lamp for pedestrians to the right of centerline, form somewhat differently than U.S. beams on both crest 
while for pedestrians further to the left the results were and sag vertical curves (i.e., hill tops and valleys). Figure 7 
almost identical, depicts a 400 meter crest vertical curve connecting opposite 

Headlamp misaim--Figure 5 compares seeing distances 3% slopes. The included table gives seeing distances and 
-- for U.S. and European lamps with and without glare from DeBoer discomfort glare values for the U.S. and European 

corresponding lamps under ’worst case’ misaim conditions, 
beams for both the vertical curve and a straight road. The 

Under this condition, the observer car lamps were misaimed 
design speed for this vertical curve and the sag curve dis- 

1-degree down and the glare lamps were aimed 1-degree. 
cussed is 90 kph. The target was a 100 cm2, lm-high post- 

up. Based on headlamp misaim distributions in the U.S., 
mounted delineator having a reflectance of 3.2 cd/lux/m2, 

this or a worse misaim condition would occur in about 
.... 2.5% Of encounters. In the no-glare case, seeing dis- and located 2m off the roadway to the right. 

tances were much less than with properly aimed lamps On a level road there was no difference in seeing distance 

for both beams. However, the European beam provided between the two beams, but the U.S. lamp produced some- 

seeing distances that were substantially (25% to 50%) what more discomfort glare. On the vertical curve, theEuro- 

lower than the U.S. beam. Under glare, the seeing distances pean lamp gave 8% longer seeing distances and almost as 
were further diminished, with the European lamp much discomfort glare a~ the U.S. beam. The European 
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Figure 7. Seeing distance to a post mounted delineator and discomfort g~are leve~ on a 400 meter crest vertical glare with U,S. and 
European ~ow beams. 
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beam was certainly not at any disadvantage under these curve. However. the decrease was greater ~r the European 

conditions, lamp (29%) than for the U.S. lamp (t6%)~ Also shown on 

Figure 8 depicts a 244m sag vertical curve, also connec- the figure are the incident on-target candlepower totals pro- 

ring 3% slopes. Seeing distances to the post-delineator tar- duced by the two lamps. On a level road. there was little 

difference between the two lamps: however, on the sag get are ~ iven for the vertical curve and straight road for the 
curve, the European beam produced only a fraction (less 

U.S. and European beam. No glare was introduced because 
than 20%) of the candlepower produced by the U.S. lamp. 

with this geometry, glare effects are nil for properly aimed This is because under these conditions, the target was above 
lamps. Both lamps gave shorter seeing distances on the sag the cutoff line of the European beam. 

Figure 8. Seeing distance to a post-mounted delineator on a 244m sag vertical curve with U,S. and European ~ow beams, 

Traffic signs Pavement delineation 
Because of the sharp cutoff of the European beam. it A series of PCDETECT exercises were carried out ~o 

would not be expected to perform as well as the U.S. beam catc ul ate seeing distances to a pavement delineati on tar- 
in illuminating unlighted overhead guide signs, which are get--a painted right edge line. The runs were made wi th ~he 
common on U.S. Interstate Highways and freeways. Figure U.S. and European lamps under four geometric conditions: 
9 shows a ground-level view of a four-lane divided roadway straight road. [eft and right curves of 872m radius and the 
with an overhead sign and a roadside sign. Glare is from a 244m sag vemcal curve described earlier. All of these con- 
platoon of three opposing vehicles in the inside lane, a ditions were run with and without glare from the corre- 
reasonable worst case condition. Visibility and illumination sponding lamp, and with and without misaim. The misaim 
data are given in the incorporated tables. The legibility conditionwasthesameasusedinearlierexercises:observer 
distances given in the figure represent the distance at which lamps aimed one degree down. glare ]amps aimed one de~ 
the sign lettering first becomes readable, gree up. 

The results are consistent with the differences in the beam The results are summarized in table 2. 
pattern. The U.S. low beam put more than twice the candle- No misaim On a straight road and with correctly aimed 
power on the overhead sign than the European beam and lamps, the U.S. and European beams yielded identica] see- 
provided 23% longer legibility distance against glare from ing distances. On the left and right hand curves, the Euro- 
corresponding lamps. In the case where the European tamp pean beam gave longer seeing distances than the U.S. beam 
is opposed by glare from U.S. lamps the difference was by 15% and 12%. respectively. The difference is of more 
29%. The U.S. lamp also provided better illumination and significance tbr the left curve than ~Br the right curve be- 
visibility distances to the road side sign. cause in the latter case. both beams give ample seeing 
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F~gure 9. Legibility d~stance to overhead and roadside signs with U.S. and European low beams with glare from three opposing 
vehicles~ 

distances In l~tct_ both lamp:s ~ive longer seeing distances 
Table 2, Seeing ~istances to a 30-meter long right edge line, 

on the rig ht hand curve ~han in the straigh~ road case. On the Seratgh~ Cu~e Cu~e Vertical 

sag veriical curve. ~he U.S. beam provided 26% longer Be~ Misaim Road Left Right Sag 

seeing dis[antes than Ihe European beam. u.s. No 125m 94m 152m 101m 
}{’)’lh misaimBoth beams produced considerably short- European 125 108 171 80 

er seeing distances to the edge line under the worst case 
U.S. Yes 78 74 Iii 72 

glare conditions s~k~died. However. ~he E~ropean Io~ beam European 57 63 129 52 

was much more sensitive ~ o m~smm than t}~e U.S. ~ow beam. 
On ~he strai gh~ road. the seeing dia~ance was 37~ longer where veh icles with correctly aimed U.S. and European low 
with the U,N. beam. On the left curve and the sag vertical beams were each exposed ~o glare from each other, the 
cur,~.e the U.S. ~an~ p resu ~led in seeing di~ances tha~ were. 
respective~y, ~79~ and 38% longer man ~he European beam. 

pertb~nance of the two systems was nearly identical. 
However~ there are conditions under which the European 

On ~he right curve. ~he ~uropean beam gave ~6% ~onger low beam. because of its steep vertical candlepower 
seeing distance, Again it needs to be pointed ou~ thal ~his 
difl’~rence is of less significance ~han the di~ferences oh- 

gradient, is a~ a disadvantage compared to the U.S. beam. 
First. the European lamp, with i~s sharp cutoff of 

served under other conditions because ~he seeing distances 
on ~he ri~h~ curve are. i~ any case. relatively tong. 

candlepower above the horizon, provides substantially less 
~ 

illumination of overhead traffic signs, than the U.S. beam. 

gu mmary and Conclusions resulting in shorter legibility distances. 

On ~evel roads and in mild horizontal curves, a correctly 
Second. the European [amp is generally much more 

aimed European low beam per~k~rmed as well or better than 
sensit ive to misaim than U.S. lamps. Under the reasonable 

U.S. beams [k)r targets on or near the road surface. [n worst case misaim conditions used in this research, the 

particular, becauseot’thehorizomaIspreadofcandlepower. European lamp provided significantly ~ower seeing 

the European lamp produced longer seeing distances to distances to pedestrians and pavement lines than the U.S. 

pedestrians to the ~eft of the, two-lane) roadway centerline, beam. 

Mixing correctly aimed U.S and ~uropean low beams in Finally, on sag vertical curves (valleys), targets that lie 

traffic does nor appear ~o cause a proNem. ~n situations beyond the point where the culoff line is intercepted by the 
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roadway are not as well illuminated by the European lamp. (2) E. Farber and C. Matle, PCDETECT: A Revised 
The result in this study was that seeing distances to delinea- Version of the DETECT Seeing Distance Model. 

tion elements was substantially less with the European Transportation Research Board--68th Annual Meeting, 
beam. 1989--Paper No. 880547. 

Based on these findings it would appear that in order for (3) V. Bhise, E. Farber and P. MacMahan, Predicting 
the European type low beam to be suitable for the U.S. Target Detection Distance with Headlights, Transportation 
conditions it would be necessary to (1) control misaim more Research Record 611, Transportation Research Board, 
closely than is necessary with U.S. low beams and (2) pro- National Academy of Sciences, 1976. 
vide more intensity above the horizon line to better illumi- (4) Commission Internationale De L’Eclairage, An 
hate overhead signs, analytical model for describing the influence of lighting 

parameters upon visual performance, Publication CIE No 
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Vehicle Conspicuity 
K~re Rumar reducing measure. In Canada, the Netherlands, and Austria 

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute the question of compulsory DRL is close to a solution. An 
account will be made of the advantages and problems with 

Abstract 
Collisions between road users are the most serious and Introduction 

frequent road traffic accidents. When trying to look deeper 
into the question why a collision really happened a frequent According to official statistics (UN 1986) collisions 

and true answer is that the other road user was not detected between road users constitute about two-thirds of all 

until too late. Certainly accidents may happen in spite of road accidents in many countries. These accidents cause 

detection, e.g. due to misjudgement of speed and/or heavy economic losses and human suffering. A very 

distance. But early detection is a necessary condition for common explanation for most accidents is of the type 

safe road traffic. "I did not see .... I detected too late .... Suddenly he 

For most road users the most dangerous vehicle in road was there... ". Increased vehicle conspicuity is really one 

traffic is the automobile (the truck, the bus, the passenger of the primary problems in road safety work. 

car). Therefore, the most important conspicuity is that of the Another support for treating vehicle conspicuity as one of 
automobile. It is true that the highest risk is that for the the main road safety problems is found in the results from 
motorcycle. But even if the risk is high the accident the accident-in-depth studies carried out in road traffic. The 
frequency and the risk for others are low. two largest and best controlled studies known (Sabey & 

Vehicle conspicuity can be obtained at least four ways: Staughton 1975; Treat 1980) are unanimous in pointing out 

¯ Contrast (brightness, colour) 
the human error as the main contributing factor (60-90%). 

¯ Motion (against background or internal) Recognition errors dominate and typical errors mentioned 

¯ Size (angular) are (ranked): 

¯ Information technology (radar, microwaves, 1. Improper lookout 
infrared, ultrasound, etc) 2. Excessive speed 

For several reasons internal motion and angular size are 
3. Inattention 

not workable variables. Information technology is probably 
4. False assumption 

the solution of the future--but not today. Contrast can be 
5. Improper manoeuvre 

obtained by choice of colour. But the effects in some situa- 6. Internal distraction 

tions are not too good. Another way is the use of lights on the At least (1), (3), (6) could be classified as being closely 
vehicle. Specially in levels of lower ambient illumination related to vehicle conspicuity, to detection of other road 

lights on vehicles (DRL: Daytime Running Lights) call users. 

attention in the periphery of the visual field--detection! In road safety work many efforts have been carried out 

In Sweden, Finland, and Norway DRL has been suc- and are still carried out to try to reduce these human errors 

cessfully tried as a conspicuity enhancing and accident by information, education, and training. But even if it is 
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possible to increase driver attention by such means it will Modem information technology applied in road traffic 
never solve the problem because it is of a more basic (RTI) may offer still other possibilities; radar, microwaves, 
perceptual nature, infrared, ultrasound, etc. 

We cannot change the size of vehicles (even if we from 
Conspicuity. 

the conspicuity point of view would like e.g. the frontal area 
Road traffic due to its speed has a built in inertia that of motorcycles to be larger). Some efforts have been made 

requires driver action based on predictions. Otherwise the to introduce motion on the front of vehicles, but designers 
traffic would become very jerky. Predictions in turn require do not like the idea. Information technology is probably a 
early detection. Otherwise there is no time for mental sim- good solution in the future--but not today! Consequently 
ulations of various possible outcomes, what remains to manipulate is contrast. 

By visibility in this context is meant the possibilities of 
road user to detect and identify the relevant objects and Contrast 
events in front of him. By conspicuity is meant the ability of 

Experiments to study the effect on conspicuity of the 
a road user to make himself visible and conspicuous to other 

colour of the car against various backgrounds have been 
road users. Consequently visibility and conspicuity is the 
same problem from two sides, carried out (Dahlstedt & Rumar, 1973). The results show a 

Conspicuity and to some extent visibility contain a cogni- marked effect of contrast. A colour which is good in one 

tive aspect. But in this paper only the main visual function is situation (e.g. black in winter) may be bad in another situa- 

treated. The reasons are that the visual problems are more tion (e.g. forest road in summer). This is of course quite in 

basic and have to be solved first, and that it is probably line with all the laboratory studies that have been carried out 

possible to compensate for deficiencies in the cognitive (e.g. Blackwell, 1946). But the most interesting result was 

function (mainly expectancy based on experience and that with low beams all cars (irrespective ofcolour) reached 
knowledge) by enhanced perceptual conspicuity, the same conspicuity as the best colour for each back- 

The detection process may be split up into two categories: ground. Consequently some kind of daytime running lights 
peripheral detection and central detection. (DRL) seem to be a possible way to improve vehicle 

During the history of man we have been both hunted and detection. 
hunters. In those two roles the detection of moving creatures The effect on detection of lights on motor vehicles is 
(attacking or escaping) in the peripheral visual field was a dependent on several variables such as ambient daylight 
matter of life and death. And according to Darwin what was illumination level, landscape and background reflectance 
important to survival soon became a characteristic feature 

factors, colours, etc. Ambient illumination primarily de- 
of the species. Consequently motion is a key stimulus for 

pends on the sun’s altitude and the weather. The sun’s alti- 
human detection. We even have special receptors for vari- 
ous types of motion, 

tude is a function of time of day and of latitude and season, 
while weather has a more complex background. The closer 

Vehicle detection to the poles, the longer are the periods of low ambient 

illumination. In December the ambient illumination at noon 
However, in present road traffic the "attacking" vehicles 

is five times higher in Rome (40°N) than in Stockholm 
are sneaking up on us at a very high speed, silently and 
without any inherent motion. Therefore thi~ inherited talent (60°N). Also the twilight periods are longer. But in the 

of ours does not function for survival in traffic. We have to Swedish analyses of accident reduction after introduction of 

replace the historic motion by something that gives a corre- DRL no difference was found between good ambient illu- 

sponding peripheral conspicuity to motor vehicles, mination conditions and bad ambient illumination condi- 

Daylight detection of other vehicles in central vision tions. Landscape reflectance factor and colour is varying 

where the resolution capacity and the contrast sensitivity is with snow, frost, rain, fog, vegetation, etc and angle of sun, 
high is normally no problem. But in strong shadows and shadows, etc. But also weather(overcast, rain, haze, etc)has 
with dark backgrounds detection may be a problem even influence. There are also daytime glare situations such as 
when we look straight at the vehicle--in central vision, low opposing sun when DRL may have an important effect 

However, when another approaching vehicle appears on vehicle conspicuity. 
where we do not expect it, we are not looking for it, and if we 
do not detect it in peripheral vision the situation might Lights 
develop into a critical one. Consequently peripheral detec- Most studies of vehicle detection as a function of light 
tion is considered the crucial visual function concerning intensity have been carried out in central (foveal) vision 
detection of other unexpected approaching vehicles. (e.g. Allen & Clark, 1964, King & Finch, 1969, HiSrberg & 

From a psychophysical point of view the detection of a 
Rumar, 1975, Attwood, 1981, SAE, 1984). The results from - 

visual target is determined by its 
these studies indicate that in central vision on the one hand, 

¯ contrast against background, even very low DRL intensities (<100.cd each) might in- 
¯ angular size, crease vehicle conspicuity, but on the other hand quite high 
¯ motion, intensities (<5000 cd each) are even more effective and 
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create no problem, Now on this later point there is some conspicuous than the white one. But in objective detection 
disagreement. Hrrberg & Rumar (1975) and A~twood studies, colour (white and yellow) seems unimportant, 

(1981) argue that if DRL are to be accepted in dawn and What influences the results is light intensity, not colour of 

dusk glare problems might occur and they suggest a max- light. From the legislative point of view both colours could 

imumvalue of 1000-1500 cd for DRL in dawn and dusk. be accepted. 
Rumar, HiSrberg and their co-workers have in several Concerning area, their results again indicate no differ- 

studies systematically investigated the peripheral conspicu- ence between 70 cm2 (special daytime running lights) and 
ity of oncoming vehicles as a function of vehicle lighting 200 cm2 (headlights). Swedish and Norwegian standards 

intensity and as a function of level of ambient illumination, and most studies with special daytime running lights use 40 
The results from these studies indicate that in broad daylight cm2 as the minimum area. But in Finland the minimum 
(>3000 Ix sky illumination) the intensity correspondent to required area is 70 cm~. 

an ordinary low beam (about 400 cd) is needed to improve 
vehicle conspicuity in 30° peripheral vision. In 60° periph- 

Some positive effects except conspicuity 

eral vision more than 1000 cd is needed to increase vehicle DRLhave many positive effects besides the main one, 

conspicuity, improved peripheral and central detection. 
In another study using 20°peripheral vision it was shown One is that an oncoming DRL-car is estimated to be 

that when the ambient illumination level decreases (dawn closer than an unlighted car (Attwood, 1976). 

and dusk <1000 Ix sky illumination) considerably lower Another is that it is easier to estimate the lateral position 

intensities are needed to substantially increase peripheral on the road of a DRL-car compared to an unlighted car 

vehicle conspicuity at 600 Ix about 300 cd~ at 400 Ix about (Attwood, 1976). 

200 cd. It is easy to identify an opposing DRL car as moving and 

Since 1984 the SAE Lighting Committee is carrying out not stationary. An unlighted car might be stationary or mov- 

special DRL-studies in connection with their meetings. In ing, it is hard to tell at long distances. 

one study (April 1985) peripheral conditions were also in- Those road users that probably benefit most from DRL 

vestigated. Their results seem to favour higher values than are pedestrians and cyclists. Andersson & Nilsson (1981) 

those recommended by HiSrberg & Rumar and by Attwood. have shown that the accident reduction for those groups as 

Maximum intensities in the H-V point of about 5000 cd are an effect of the compulsory DRL in Sweden 1977 is larger 

discussed. It should be noted that their studies are normally than that for motor vehicles (see table 1). These groups 
carried out at higher levels of daylight illumination, probably use their peripheral vision more than drivers. Fur- 

In general it is agreed that the maximum intensity of DRL thermore these road user categories often have visual degra- 
should be in the horizontal plane and concentrated in the HV dation which give a visual status that is lower than that of 
point (rural situations) or slightly to the left (in right hand drivers. 
traffic). 

The light can also change over time either by flashes (as Accident analysis 
in emergency and maintenance vehicle warning lights) or Early studies in US and Sweden give positive results of 
by modulated light (changes between high and low levels of DRL but are not well controlled. Later studies in Finland, 
intensity). Sweden, US, and Norway are however carded out as well as 

Such means to improve vehicle conspicuity have been is possible considering that a fully experimental rotated 
extensively and.successfully used for emergency and main- design is not possible. They all support each other and 
tenance vehicles. Here colour has been used to separate present corresponding effects. A review of the evaluation 
different categories of vehicles from each other. We know studies is given in Helmers (1988). 
that especially peripheral vision is sensitive to this type of 

Here we only present a Swedish representative study 
change of stimulation. There are several studies ofemergen- 

(Andersson & Nilsson 1981). They used single vehicle acci- 
cy beacons but since flashing lights are reserved for special 
vehicle signals they are not suitable as DRL. 

dents and night-time accidents as controls, thereby balanc- 

For normal road vehicles the idea of modulated light is 
ing for irrelevant factors that may have varied during the 

applied on motorcycles. Proposals have been presented in before and after periods (DRL was made compulsory in 

several countries, e.g. USA, Australia (e.g. Tratner 1980, Sweden 1977). Table 1 gives the results. 

Jenkins & Wigan 1985). Some negative effects 

Lights: colour and size Some possible negative effects are often discussed. The 

As far as is known the only studies of the effect of colour most common ones are: 

and luminous area of DRL have been carried out by HOrberg ¯ No effect if everyone has them (the novelty effects 
& Rumar (1975) and SAE (1986). disappear) 

On colour, their results indicate that in subjective evalua- ¯ Worse for those not having them (effect of expec- 

tions observers say they find the yellow or amber DRL more tation and masking) 
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Table 1. The accident reduction of daytime collisions as an either we accept an upper limit for DRL at or 
effect of introduction of DRL in Sweden 1977. above 1000 cd or we prohibit the use of DRL in 

DAY NIGrlT dawn and dusk and prescribe ordinary low beam 
during these periods. 

Single Acc toni:to1 Control ¯ Masking or rear signal lights such as brake lights 

¢ollisions - 13 % ¢ontroZ does not seem to constitute any problem (F~irber et 
al, 1976). Masking of front direction indicators 

(’Head on - 10 % might be a problem with very high (>5000 cd) 

/~agul.a= - 9 ~ DRL intensities (SAE 1986). At longer distances 
Subgroups ]Rear end - 2 % these problems may appear already at a DRL- 

|Car-bicycle - 17 % 
k, Car-pedestrian - 21% intensity of 1000 cd if they are mounted too close 

to the direction indicators. Again if we prohibit 

600 z~ RUNNING LIGHT INTENSITY the use of DRL during dawn and dusk there is little 

~ 0cd need for having position lights on. 
¯ . tz--m 100cd ¯ Petrol consumption is naturally increased by 

~ 500 ~."~ ~, :’-... o--o 200 cd .DRL. Estimates and empirical studies concerning 

,., ’~~ 300cd the size of this effect vary. USDOT (1981) calcu- 

z \,, luted the cost increase of DRL to be 2-3 per cent. 

t~~- ~00 ~’ But there seems to be a fair agreement that the 
~ 

\                ~ ~........ 

increase is of the order of less than one per cent 
"7 

(Rumar 1981, Transport Canada 1985). Also bulb 
~- 300 

~’" 

u ~ ’. replacement needs will be increased by DRL. 
LI-I 
F-- 

c~"’ -. zx...... ¯ The bad experiences in Sweden with separate 

"~’~----2"-~2~7-~-~:,~_ __-- .... -c 
auxiliary DRL (dirt, corrosion, etc) indicate the 

200 
~ ~.--__ ~:-~ advantage of integrating the DRL in the car con- 

150 ~ struction, as a part of the standard light 

0T 1½5 3~0 6~5 8½5 12~0 1750 equipment. 

SKY ILLUNATION (LUX) DRL: legislation and trends 
Figure 1. Peripheral (20°) detection distance (m) of oncoming 
vehicles as a function of sky illumination (lux) and DRL inten- Present legislation concerning DRL mainly concerns mo- 
sity (cd). torcycles (Australia, France, Canada, several states in USA, 

Denmark and some others) and only specifies conventional 
¯ Glare in dawn and dusk periods (masking effects) low beam (300-625 cd in HV in Europe) except for USA 
¯ Masking of signal lights such as direction indica- where modulated low beam is accepted. 

tors and brake lights (if rear position lights go on 
at the same time) Finland and Sweden have laws on compulsory DRL for 

¯ Increased petrol and bulb consumption motor vehicles with special lights although low beam is 

(economy) permitted in both countries. (In Sweden even reduced low 

¯ Auxiliary DRL quickly lose their efficiency due beam.) Sweden specifies 300-800 cd at HV while the Finn- 

to dirt, corrosion, bad aiming, etc (durability) ish standard specifies 600-1200 cd at HV. Norway and 

Canada have introduced DRL-laws for new vehicles. (In 
The following comments can be made on these Norway valid from January 1, 1985 in Canada valid from 

arguments: December 1, 1989.) 
¯ The daytime running lights as a whole are no Sweden and Finland are trying to reach an international 

doubt more effective for the larger proportion that (ECE) agreement on the illumination requirement for DRL. 

have them. Results vary from 10-30% reduction Presently discussions and studies are carried out in the 
of daylight collisions but they are all clearly Netherlands and in Austria with the intention to investigate 
positive, the feasibility of a DRL legislation. 

¯ Those few that are not using DRL when most 
vehicles have them will in certain cases be in a Conclusion 
worse position than previously. But this is rather 

The basic assumptions behind DRL are: 
an argument for and not against compulsory DRL 
and must be considered against the total reduction 1. That they increase vehicle conspicuity/ 
of accidents obtained, detectability. 

¯ Glare in dark dawn and dusk periods might occur 2. That increased vehicle conspicuity decreases the 
with DRL over about 100 cd (Attwood, 1979). But risk user collisions. 
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The studies carried out support both hypothesis. H6rberg, U and Rumar K. Running lights-~conspicuity 
Furthermore, the introduction of DRL seems to be very and glare. Rep 178. Department of Psychology, University 

efficient also from cost benefit point of view. of Uppsala, Sweden, 1975. 
~’.., Jenkins, S E & Wigan, M R. The applicability of a 
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Why the Windshield Should Be Included in Motor Vehicle Inspection (§ 29 St. 
VZO = Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration) 

Walter Schneider, Establishment of Standards for 
Auto-Sicht-Sicherheit, Cologne, Authorized Windshields 
Federal Republic of Germany The legislative body has provided protection against the 

consequences of production-caused faults in optical media 
used in vehicles by the establishment of § 40 StVZO 

Abstract (=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code), 
Windshields are subject to wear and tear which leads to para. 1, clause 3: "Windshields made of safety glass which 

stray light values which, according to legal court demands, are significant for the vision of the vehicle driver must be 
engender unusually slow speed limits. They disregard clear, transparent and free of distortions." The necessary 
reality, transmission degree is to be measured by vertical radiation 

Windshields must be considered as a wear and tear part 
insofar as their condition as regards traffic safety is variable 

course, in accordance with the technical guidelines for 

and unreliably predictable so that a periodical inspection 
inspection under this regulation of § 40 StVZO (=Motor 

within the meaning of § 29 of the Motor Vehicle Approval Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code). 

and Traffic Registration Code (=StVZO) is necessary for Since, however, the transmission degree decreases with 

the preservation of traffic safety, the inclination of the windshield, it is then high time that, in 
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view of windshields inclined at 60°, the regulation as re-~ through windshields in various degrees of wear" was also 
gards inspection of the necessary degree of transmission be the theme of a test in Sweden executed by Helmers and 
reviewed; then the retardation of recognition of obstacles on Lundquist whose results were published at the end of 1988 
the street under the influence of inclined windshields is a (VTI-Rapport 339a). 
long known fact which I would like to recall here by refer- Experiments were made in Sweden among other things 
ence to figure 1. with a windshield whose share of stray light lay by 3,04 cd/ 

lux×m2. The reduction of the recognition visual range by 
this stray light value amounts to approximately 15% as Recognition Retardation 
compared with free vision. 

Distribution of Stray Light Values in 
the Vehicle Inventory 

2.6 / .s Gr. l, Are stray light values of this sort to be found in practice? 
A glance at the stray light data of 896 Vehicles which were 
tested in differentiated in the of a very manner area Cologne 

:~.4 - c Gr. ,=-.,,,,.,,~ / may help to answer this question. The results of this study 

A Gr. ,~’~ will be presented in detail by H. Derkum at the conference 

"VISION IN VEHICLES" in Aachen. His measurements, 
made with the stray light analyzer of A. Timmermann, 
included 6 measurements each of stray light (at first in a 

soiled condition) in the main area of vision. The distribution 
~r., of the mean values of this measurement is reflected in figure 

2.0 - 2. 12% of the measured vehicles have a stray light value of 
c ~r. ~ over 3 cd/luxXm2~ 

This value of 3 helmet visor cd/luxXm2 by safety a was, 

1.6 -                                                 following an accident, object of legal assessment in view of 
the existing authorized speed. The Regional Court of 
Appeal in Hamm (Federal Republic of Germany) 
established that the driver was allowed to drive not faster 
than 30 km/h due to the limited visibility caused by stray 
light (written decision attached). 

Since one may hardly expect, however, that such a legal 
1 I I 

no* 40* ~o0 judgement can attain a decisive behavioral strength, the 

Windshield Inclination possibility of solving the problem of limited visibility lies 
rather in the replacement of this kind of obstructive optical 

Figure 1. Recognition retardation by various windshields and media. various groups of test persons in relation to inclination of the 
windshield (excerpted from Schneider 1976, 350). Returning to the data from H. Derkum: Further, he tested 

the cleaned windshields. By half of the windshields only the 
At that time, experiments were made with inclinations inside resp. the outside was cleaned at the outset. As may be 

only up to 50°. On the other hand, the time by darkness-- seen in figure 2 there is a stray light index of over 3 cd/lux X 
uptorecognitionofanobstacleinone’sownlowbeamlight m2 by approximately 7% of the vehicles when only the 
before the observer on the street by oncoming light was also outside of the windshield is cleaned. 
differentiated between young and older test persons and By completely cleaned windshields there remains finally 
people who wear glasses. Then, times up to recognition of 0,4% of the vehicles with a stray light index of over 3 cd/lux 
obstacles with an average up to 2,8 seconds were measured. X m2 (figure 3). 

The Significance of Recognition Distribution of stray light values by 
Retardation by Stray Light cleaned windshields 

The experimental measuring procedure for the One may well say, as regards the results of this test: It 
establishment of time up to the recognition of obstacles was appears that the limited visibility caused by stray light is for 
continuously used and may, in view of this, be considered as the most part a problem that can be easily solved through 
the standard. By field tests, as used many times particularly education. How does one motivate and convince drivers that 
by the Swedish Traffic Research Institute "VTI" for for their own safety it is necessary to clean the windshields 
research into vision by night, the shortening of the available regularly, particularly on the inside? An answer to this 
brake distance can then be realistically ascertained, question will not be attempted here, instead it is to be passed 
"Recognition distances of obstacles on the street as seen on to the people of the media. 
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Comparison 
soiled, exterior resp. interior cleaned 

ao%- windshields as a part of the vehicle which wears. The facts, 

m ....e (...8) particularly the measurements of Derkum, teach us better. 
~%. ~ .xt.,or ,,. (,.824) !n this respect, i~t remains open as to whether a far lower 

m int.rlor oL (No472) stray light index as the one mentioned in the decision of the 
2o%- Regional Court of Appeal in Hamm should lead to 

replacement of the windshield. It is still a great difference 
15%- between the demanded highest speed of 30 km/h and the 

usually driven speed by low beam light. The question as 
; 

regards which threshold value should lead to the refusal of a 
test sticker by the inspection in accordance with § 29 StVZO 

5~- 
(=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code) 

0% ~ ~ ~ ,    ~    ~    , ~    ~ , ~ should remain open here. Only the question as to whether 
0 0.3 o.s 0.8 ~.2. ,,~ . ~.~ 2.~ , 2.~ 2.r 3.0 , 3.0 the possibility now exists for the motor vehicle specialist.to 

stray light values [ *dim ] ~ refuse a test sticker is to be more closely examined here. 

Figure 2. Stray light values (Average o! 6 measurements each, 
random sample of passenger vehicles from the Cologne area-- Legal Basis for Inspection of Windshields and 
N 896), H. Derkum 0989). Judging According to Administrative Law 

The legal situation appears to me--in particular after 
~is~ri~,~ion o~ s~:~a~, r~i~h~ values being informed by experienced administrative lawyers--to by cleaned windshields 

be as follows: 
50% ~ In order to consider motor vehicle windshields as a part 

51,5% 
which wears in legal assessment, § 30, para. 3 of StVZO 
(=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code) is 
to be observed. This stipulation reads: 

40%- 

"For traffic and operational safety, important motor 
so%- vehicle parts, which in particular Canrwear easily or be 

easily damaged,~must be so constructed that they may 
20% - 

be easily (simply) inspected and replaced." 

1o%- 5,5~ This version exists since 1973. The explanation for its 
--__ 0,~% 0,1% 0,2% 0,2% 0,4% 

introduction states: 
0%- 

I    I    I I    I ~ I I 
0 0,3 0,8 0.9    1,2    1,6 ¯ 1,8    2,1 ~ 2,4 2.? ~.0 ~ 3,0 

stray light values [ act. ] "The new version of para. 3 emphasizes the cur- 
~ rently recognized principle that, in particular by tech- 

Figure 3. Stray light values (Average from 6 measurements nical inspection in accordance with § 29 (StVZO = 
each vehicle) from 896 passenger vehicles in the Cologne area " 

(Derkum 1989). Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration 
Code), it is necessary that the named vehicle parts may 
be inspected without fundamental loss of time." 

Is the Demand for the Replacement of As regards the windshields, this possibility exists only 

since measuring facilities resp. evaluation methods exist 
Worn Windshields Reasonable? which are also capable of evaluating installed windshields. 

Should the demand of the Regional Court of Appeal in This possibility now exists, on the one hand, with the 

Hamm (which was made on the motorcycle driver), that in measuring instrument of A. Timmermann and, on the 

view of the worn safety helmet visor he should drive not other, with a photographic procedure for which an atlas with 

faster than 30 km/h in darkness, be transferred to drivers of comparative examples of exact measured windshields is at 

passenger vehicles who have similarly bad windshields on the present time in preparation. 

their vehicles, one would surely share my decided What then is the stand of legal clarity as regards the 

expectation that this demand will not be met. For the owner wording of the regulation in § 30 StVZO (=Motor Vehicle 

of a vehicle with such a worn windshield there remains then Approval and Traffic Registration Code) as well as its 

only the alternative of replacingit. Who then is to bring the substantiation. 

driver to do this? In view of the regularly recurring The person who applies this regulation is, according to a 

"Inspection of Motor Vehicles and Trailers" in accordance questioned administrative lawyer, well advised when he, 

with § 29 of StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic due to failing explicit directions, attempts to ascertain from 

Registration Code) this question may take on concrete form. the tenor of the wording those cases in which § 30, para. 3 

The so-called worn parts receive particular attention in § 30 StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration 

StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code) was applied in administrative practice and in which 

Code). Until now it has not been the norm to treat the manner. It could, however, only be established that below 
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the ordinance level no binding definition for "easily worn" that windshields belong to these parts, as may be described 

("wear easily"), "easily inspected" and "easily replaced" through the connection of 6 of the Traffic Law (=StVG), 

in connection with § 30, StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval paragraphs 22a, 40 StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and 

and Traffic Registration Code), and insofar generally valid, Traffic Registration Code). 

may be found. From the comparison of new windshields with those in 
When, nevertheless, the criteria of § 30, para. 3, StVZO use in traffic one recognizes which criteria are subject to 

(=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code) change. Here in particular is the stability against outside 

are brought into connection with the subject of windshields influences of interest. One of the criterion from the first 

as parts which easily wear, an interesting legal comparison group belonging to stability against outside influences is 

of required and existing criteria will then be possible by way defined, based on regulations for abrasion testing (ECE-R 

of the concept technical stand. Due to failing absolute stand- 43, para. 8.1.3, Appendix 3, para. 4, Appendix 6, para. 5.1.3, 

ards for "simply" and "easily" one must limit oneself to appendix 9, para 2.3), as a measurable factor, namely light 

approximate comparisons, scattering. Exactly this, however, has now become assess- 

For the legal examination which is to be made it is practi- able with currently available measuring and evaluation in- 

cal to classify the regulated criteria, i.e. criteria for wind- struments. Interesting in this connection is the opinion of an 

shields which are defined by the regulations, into two administrative lawyer which may be summarized as 

groups. The first group includes those criteria which are follows: 

described by the paragraphs 22a (approved construction As increasing portions of stray light influence traffic 

details for vehicle parts) and 40 (windshields and wind- safety, an approved upper limit was added to light scattering 

shield wipers) of the StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and in windshields through the stipulation of the ECE-Regula- 

Traffic Regulation Code) as well as the TA Nr. 29 or the tion 43, in particular Appendix 6, para. 5.1.3. The accom- 
equally valid requirement of the ECE-Regulation Nr. 43. panying abrasion test is, in accordance with its nature, a 

§ 22a, para. 1 reads: simulation test which, under reproducible laboratory condi- 
tions, imitate traffic influences in a time-lapse procedure, 

"The installments listed hereafter, irrespective of 
which substitutes for the actual encumbrance later. The 

whether they are used on vehicles which require regis- 
standard threshold value of 2% for light scattering which 

tration or those which require no registration, must be 
was set by the distribution of design approval for wind- 

produced in an officially approved design: . . . 3. glass 
shields is therefore an official measurement for stray light 

plates made of safety glass (§ 40)." 
portions which are not yet considered as dangerous to 

§ 40, para. 1 of StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and traffic. 
Traffic Registration Code) reads: By such simulation tests only a standardized wear and 

tear can be considered and the results (i.e. the model approv- 
"All glass plates---excepting mirrors as well as cov- al) loses significance when the actual conditions for usage 

ering plates for lighting equipment and instruments-- 
deviate. Should such deviations become significant, the 

must be made of safety glass. Glass or material similar 
examination of the approved item should then be recom- 

to glass whose broken pieces cause no serious injury is 
mended for the maintenance of traffic safety. 

considered to be safety glass. Plates made of safety 
The light scattering of 2% which is mentioned in this 

glass which is of significance for the vehicle driver 
regulation also corresponds approximately with a magni- 

must be clear, transparent, and free of obstructions." 
tude order of two stray light units with the A. Timmermann 

The criteria of group 1 need no particular interpretation as measuring instrument, as comparative measurements have 

regards wear and tear. Some of these criteria are those with shown. 
which changes during the operational time of the plate, the According to § 30, para 3 of the Motor Registration Code 
wear and tear relevant to traffic safety are to be shown on (StVZO) the inspection should be easily reached. Due to the 
which the final decision is based to replace the glass plate relationship with § 29 of the Motor Vehicle Approval and 
with a safer one. Traffic Registration Code the standard "easily tested" 

The criteria classified in the second group are those from (’°simple to test") is to be fixed within the framework of the 

§ 30, para. 3 StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic periodical § 29 inspection. The inspection of the bright- 

Registration Code) which are to be developed. These crite- dark-limit condition of low beam headlights, in practice 

ria are to be described so that they correspond with the now for decades, is suggested for use as a comparison. As 

technical stand, which is determined particularly by the long as expenditures for personnel and apparatus for the 
criteria of the first group and at the same time are compara- measuring of stray light in windshields lies in this magni- 

ble to the indefinite legal terms of § 30, para. 3 StVZO tude, it may be qualified as simple. 
(=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code) As regards the requirement for easy replacement, a com- 
and suitable for making these concrete, parison with other parts which wear is also given, namely 

§ 30, para. 3 StVZO (=Motor Vehicle Approval and Traf- brake linings and brake shoes. The expenditures correspon- 

fic Registration Code) deals with important vehicle parts for dent with the individual technical stand cannot--and in the 

traffic or operational safety. Presumably it is indisputable past were not--be questioned according to § 30, para. 3 of 
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the Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic Registration Code the light motorcycle of the appellee and thrown to the 
(=StVZO). The currently available techniques for installa- ground. The highest speed in the area of the accident 

tion and removal of windshields also may not be questioned is... limited to 60 kmih. By reason of the collision the 
(according to wording and administrative practice) in light complainant was seriously injured. 
of § 30, para 3 of the Motor Vehicle Approval and Traffic The complainant is of the opinion that the appellee is at 
Registration Code (=StVZO). fault for the accident thereby that he did not adjust his speed 

to the particularly adverse conditions of the street and 
References weather. He is also at fault because he did not apply the 

Derkum, H. (1989)--"Stray Light in Windshields-- brakes and did not attempt to make way for the children. 

Measurement and Effect." Lecture announced for the Grounds of the decision (edited) 

conference Vision in Vehicles 3, Aachen, September 1989. "The appellee is at fault through negligence for the 

Helmers, G. & S.-O. Lundkvist (1988)--Direction serious bodily injury to the complainant. He, having caused 

Distances to Obstacles on the Road Seen through the accident, is in violation against § 3, para. 1,part2ofthe 

Windscreens in Different States of Wear--VTI rapport - Traffic Regulations (StVO). According to these regulations, 

339A, Link6ping (S). he was duty bound to adjust his driving speed to the 

Regional Court of Appeal, Hamm (1989)--Grund- und extremely difficult conditions of the street, traffic, visibility 

Teil-Urteil (=Judgement on the Substance of the Claim and and weather as laid out in the case. He did not meet these 

Part Judgement) from June 30, 1988 27 U 232/85 in: ZVS stipulations sufficiently. 

35. 1989, p. 37-38. According to the convincing statement of the expert 

Schneider, W. (1976)--Sportliches Styling witness, the speed of the light motorcycle driven by the 

verschlechtert die Sicht im Auto. (=SportyStyling Impairs appellee was at least 55 km/h before the collision. This 

Visibility in Auto) in: UMSCHAU 76, Heft 16, p. 529-530. result was determined convincingly by the expert based on 

Timmermann, A. (1986)--Direct Measurement of the skid marks of the motorcycle and using as a basis 3,5 to 

Windscreen Surface Wear and the Consequences for Road 4 m/sec2. According to this, the accident took place at least 

Safety--Vision in Vehicles I, Elevier Science Publishers 26 m before the final position of the motorcycle as shown in 

B.V. (North-Holland), 1986, p. 331-342. the traffic accident sketch. The speed area determined by the 
expert is essentially in accord with the expert opinion which 

Appendix: Law and Justice in Service     was the basis of the preliminary proceedings. This expert 
has also determined the driving speed of the appellee to be 

to Traffic Safety approximately 50 km/h. Finally, the appellee himself has 
conceded his held speed to be 50 to 60 km/h. According to 

Regional Court of Appeal, Hamm this, the speed of at least 55 km/h for the light motorcycle 
Helmet visors reduce visual range, particularly in rain. was, however, in view of the generally adverse weather 
Judgement on the substance of the claim and Part conditions which prevailed at the time, but also in view of 

Judgement pronounced on June 30, 1988, (27 U 232/85 the clearly impaired visibility of the appellee caused by 
Regional Court of Appeal, Hamm) these conditions, decisively too fast. This the appellee must 

Statement of facts (edited) have been aware of and it should have caused him to make a 
On November 16, 1988 at approximately 16.45 hours the clear reduction of his speed to not essentially faster than 30 

appellee drove with his light motorcycle on a 6,45 m wide km/h. The circumstances necessary for such a speed 
street. He wore glasses as well as a crash-helmet with reduction were also clear to the appellee. The heavy rain, the 
lowered visor. On the vehicle of the appellee dimmed tar asphalt wet from rain, the impaired visibility caused by 
headlights were switched on. Extremely bad weather mist and twilight, the light reflections on the street caused 
prevailed, the sky was heavily overcast. It rained heavily, by the street lights on the edge of one side of the street and 
Due to advanced twilight resp. darkness, street lights were finally the fact that he was driving wearing glasses and with 
switched on-~on the edge of the right lane (for the appellee a lowered helmet visor must have given the appellee the 
the direction of traffic)whip lights were switched on. impression of strongly reduced visibility and the necessity 

At the same time the, at that time, almost six-year-old for a clear reduction of his driving speed. Moreover, the 
complainant wanted to cross the Gtitersloher Stral~e from clearly impaired visibility caused by rain on the visor of the 

left to right--for the appellee the direction of traffic-- safety helmet stood unmistakably in the forefront. 
(southwest to northeast). The children wore light green resp. The expert, established specialist in the field of "Vision 
light yellow-brown jackets and brown resp. red pants. The and Traffic", has, by request of the Senate (i.e. the court), 
complainant held the hands of her siblings. She had given an opinion on the visibility conditions at the time of 
observed the traffic before beginning to cross the street. She the accident and, at the same time, has examined the visor of 
saw vehicles approaching from the left at a greater distance, the safety helmet. Summarizing, the expert has concluded 
With her siblings she attempted to cross the street quickly, that stray light is considerably heightened through water 

Before the children reached the other side of the street, drops on the viewing shield which are unavoidable during 
however, the complainant and her brother were caught by rain. Dependent upon the head wind and posture of the head, 
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stray light coefficients would result which could go beyond of driving by sight and driving adjustments to the street, 

the critical threshold of 3,0 and at times also reach 6,0. traffic, visibility and weather conditions (§ 3, para. 1, StVO 

Thereby, anobviousobstructionofviewisathandwhich, of = Traffic Regulations), the improvement of visibility 

course, still allows one to recognize head lights and tail possibility by raising--in part--the visor and, above all, to 

lights of other road users as well as strong contrasts quite allow for the difficult visibility conditions by clearly 

well in the dark, but by oncoming light, i.e. glare, could reducing the driving speed. This should have been clear to 

make the recognition of weak contrasts by dark background every responsible driver and also to the appellee. Also, no 

impossible. In the case at litigation, possible sources of reasonable doubt exists as to the degree of the required 

glare would be (1) the head lights of the oncoming reduction of speed. It was obvious, indeed most urgent, that 

passenger car of the witness Hanschmidt and, to an even in any case a speed was to be chosen not much higher than 

stronger degree, (2) the street lights fitted with high pressure 30 km/h, therefore corresponding with that speed limit 

lamps. The latter guarantee flawless lighting during dry which is increasingly being stipulated for purely residential 

weather conditions, however, by wet pavement they pose a streets and zones with traffic abatement, but alsb 
traffic safety disadvantage. The individual drops on the corresponds in general with that speed which is demanded 

visor scattered the light from the street lamps and the by difficult visibility and traffic conditions for the 

oncoming passenger car so that a glare condition appeared, protection of other participants in traffic, in particular the 

The field of vision is then broken into particles (visually pedestrians. Accordingly, the appellee has, through 

considered) which lead to a situation in which weak negligence, violated against his incumbent obligation to 

contrasts could no longer be recognized. The appellee exercise due care in accordance with § 3, para. 1 of the° 

should have, under these conditions, raised his visor, at least Traffic Regulations. 
in part, so that he, on the one hand, would have been This violation of obligation by the appellee also was the 

protected from the rain and, on the other, would not have to cause of the accident. The appellee could and should have 
look through the visor, whereby admittedly the water drops recognized the complainant and her siblings in time and-- 

on the glasses worn by the appellee could have eventually by a clearly reduced speed--reacted in a manner that would 

caused an obstruction of his view. During oral commentary have prevented resp. diminished the results. 

and supplementation of his written opinion the expert stated In accordance with the results of the evidence the Senate 
that under the given circumstances---closed visor, rain, (i.e. the court) assumes the speed of the oncoming vehicle 

pedestrians who were essentially clothed in dark toward the appellee to be approximately 40 km/h. The speed 

garments--the appellee should not have driven faster than of the complainant and her siblings, based on the evidence, 

30 km/h. is set at ca. 1,5 m/sec~uick walking. Proceeding from the 
The Senate (i.e. the court) agrees with this opinion given values, the expert has come intelligibly and 

without reservation. The basic principle of the regulation of convincingly to the conclusion that the complainant was 

§ 3, para. 1 of the StVO (=Traffic Regulations) is the law of recognizable practically by the appellee exactly one second 

driving by sight, the "golden rule" of traffic. Driving by before the collision thus--by a calculated speed of the 

sight means being able to stop within the area visible at a appellee of at least 55 km/h---ca. 15 m before the place of 

glance. The primary law, driving by sight, is valid by day impact--as she discovered the outer right head light thus 

and by night, by all weather conditions and for vehicles of attempting a reaction demand. 
every kind (cf. BGH = Federal Supreme Court, NJW 1961, The expert did, however, raise some doubts as regards 

1588). A motorist who drives at dusk on a city street wet discernibility and explained, among other things, the 

from rain must expect that pedestrians will cross the street, following: The covering of a head light of an oncoming 

Should, by the given visibility conditions, observation of vehicle by a pedestrian crossing the street from the left is of 
the street and recognition of obstacles be complicated by course visible when one stands at the place of the accident, 
interference from lighted oncoming vehicles, the driver watching and waiting for the event. This in no way means 

must then make allowance for this situation by lowering the that a driver in the actual traffic situation also must see the 
speed and a heightening of attention. He must be able to stop covering. One is dealing with a peripheral event whose 

on visual range and is not allowed to drive blindly into conspicuousness is not designed to necessarily demand the _ 
uncertainty (cf. BGH = Federal Supreme Court, VersR attention of a driver. The expert confirmed this fundamental 

1969, 373; 1976, 189). opinion also during his oral explanations and additions to 

In the case at litigation, the existing considerable his written opinion before the Senate (i.e. the court), 
obstruction of vision due to rain, dusk and stray light however qualifying his observations: Whether or not the 
through a closed visor wet from rain must obtrude upon the occurrence may be distinguished in an individual case resp. 

mind of the appellee. The fact is that it also has not remained must be distinguished depends, among other things, above 

concealed from him. On the contrary, as his statement in the all on the distance; it is, for example, noticeable when it 
written charges of the traffic accident shows, he referred occurs nearby in an area of ca. 20 m and the head lights as 
expressly to such an obstruction of vision to the police well as the approaches would be concealed by the person on 
officer who made the on-the-spot investigation of the short notice. 
accident. In that case nothing was more obvious than the law It is exactly this nearby area which is the object of the 
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conflict inthiscase. The expertconvincinglyexplained---as avoided by an adjusted speed. The expert has made a 
mentioned that the complainant became visible to the statement as regards the avoidability. 

appellee ca. 15 m before the collision. In this nearby area the The expert has come to the conclusion intelligibly and 
visibility was given by the concealing of the right head light convincingly that even at a speed of 40 km/h for the 
of the passenger vehicle of the witness also following the motorcycle the accident would not have happened. 
comments of the expert. It is a case of a noticeable Assuming a speed of 35 km/h, according to the Senate 
concealing of a. head light from the oncoming passenger (i.e. the court), the highest speed at which the appellee 
vehicle in the nearby area of 15 m before the motorcycle should have been permitted to drive, an area for bringing the 
driver~ vehicle to a standstill of 9,73 m (1 sec. reaction time) + 7;9 m 

In addition, the appellee--at 15 m---could and should (purely area for braking by a brake retardation of 6 m/sec2 
have seen the complainant and her siblings even in the direct 

which the. expert described as realistic for this motorcycle 
light beam of his headlights. The expert has stated as regards 

even when the street is wet), results, a total then of 17,62 m. 
the capability of motorcycle head lights (low beam light) 

In this case, the time avoidability resulted from the 
that, according to his experience, these (head lights) offer, 

following consideration: The motorcycle needed at 35 km/h 
under the given conditions by poor contrast objects, a 
visibility of approximately 15 m, admittedly only then when 

a time to bring the vehicle to a standstill totalling 2,6 sec. (1 

the object is found to be directly in front of the vehicle. So~ 
sec. reaction time + 1,6 sec. time for braking). In this time 

was the arrangement of this case. (2,6 sec.) the complainant and her siblings, at a walking 

According to this, the appellee, with the required speed of 1,5 m/sec, would have already gone 3,9 m and 

attention, should have and could have recognized the would have crossed the street long before. According to 

complainant approximately 15 m before the collision--the this, the accident would have been clearly avoided. Using a 

opinions of both experts agree in this matter. The attention speed of only 30 km/h as the basis, the avoidability appears 

of the appellee was, however, missing. He did not see the even clearer. 

children at all before the collision, as he himself admits. Finally, the appellee could have swerved to the left within 

Instead he recognized only a shadow of his motorcycle his own lane. This was easily possible and reasonable. Here 
directly before the collision. The accident could have been also the accident would certainly have been avoided. 

Large Scale Experiment About Improving the Night-Time Conspicuity of Trucks 

Schmidt-Clausen, H.J., Finsterer, H., compare their accident-rates with unequipped trucks. This 

Technical University, Darmstadt experiment shall be finished in 1991. 

Abstract 
Accident-rates of trucks 

Starting the first experiment about additional markings of 
Based on the experiments in the laboratory about marking trucks for better conspicuity during night-time driving, it 

of trucks with passive retroreflective materials for better was found that especially trucks with a low silhouette (for 
conspicuity during night-time driving, a large scale example platformbody trucks) wcrc involved in much more 
experiment is started in the Federal Republic of Germany. night-time accidents than other trucks. For an investigation 

About 1,000 trucks are equipped with special markings of in Germany in the early 80th (when these experiments were 
different shapes. The accident rate of these trucks and the started) the results are plotted in figure 1 (1).* 
rate of unequipped trucks will be compared. In addition the For both, side- and rear-impact, the accident-rates are the 
aging and the pollution of these materials shall be highest for the platformbody type. This drew the attention to 
investigated, the fact that there is a need for an additional marking of 

The planned time of duration of the tests is about two trucks either with passive materials or lamps based for ex- 
years with the aim to improve the relevant International ample on LED. 
Regulations on behalf of light signalling devices. 

Optimum Luminances of Rear Position 
Introduction Lamps 

Starting from the accident-rates of trucks, an In figure 2 the main results about an assessment/experi- 
investigation about additional marking of trucks was ment "optimum luminances of rear position lamps" are 
performed. This investigation led to so-called contour- plotted (2). 
markings, which enables the driver to recognize the car in The results show that there are still possibilities for im- 
front as a truck over a large distance, provement of the "light values" of rear position lamps. 

This kind of contour-marking shall be tested in a large 
scale experiment, marking roughly 1,000 trucks and *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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~ The barr-marking seems to be second. The results are 
Truck type I 

[ I l 
roughly the same for rear- and side-marking of trucks. 

Platformbody- I i 
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Va nbody 
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Figure 1, Accident-rates in percent for different types of 
trucks. 

1970     1975     1980 1985 Year 

Assessment of Luminence 

too 
brightbright-_ ~iii !l°!b ~- °~° ~/’A/                              /cr           sities            ent Figure 3. Axial light intensities of rear position lamps of differ- production required             T ypeA in years, the ECE-Regulation. a, b, c: minimum/maximum       T ypeC light inten- 

too dark                        -=- I 

1,0              10              100     [/cd                       ~     ~     ~ J ¯ 

Figure 2. Assessment of luminances of rear position lamps Type B Type O 

with different light intensities during night-time driving. A: size 
of the rear position lamp. a, b, c: minimum/maximum light inten- 
sities required in the ECE-Regulation. 

Figure 4. Samples of marking of trucks. 

The boundaries "a" and "b" in figure 2 mark the minimum /cd-m-z 

light intensities (I = 2cd, I = ned), "c" the maximum of I = 

t     ~1 "~Type                            A 

12cd. 100 . 
~- In the traffic situation the light intensities as plotted in . 

figure 3 are found (3). "a" and "b" describe the minimum 

i! 
i 

value of the light intensity of rear position lamps, "c" the 
maximum value. As shown in this figure there is an aging 1 

effect of lamps due to different reasons. It seems that there is 
a need for improvement and checking of lamps of trucks. 

Additional marking of trucks 

In a down-scale experiment the improvement of conspi- 
cuity of trucks by additional markings was investigated. Out 

0 50 100 t50 200 d/m 

of a series of different markings in figure 4, 4 different side 
markings are plotted (5, 6, 7). The results for the necessary Figure 5. Necessary luminance L for marking of trucks for dif- 

ferent viewing distances. A, B, C, D: Different types of marking 
luminances are shown in figure 5 where the luminance L in (figure 4). 

dependence of the recognition distance of a truck is plotted. 
The results show that the contour-marking "c" needs the 

lowest luminance values, that means it is the best additional Large scale experiment 

marking. To prove the improvements of conspicuity of trucks dur- 
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ing night-time traffic, a large scale experiment was initiated scale experiment in other points of the"glare zone" of low 

in Germany by the Ministry of Transport. The aim is to beam headlamps the change of "light value" will be 

equip 1,000 trucks of different types with barr- or contour- measured. 
markings on the basis of retroreflective materials of differ- 
ant types. Parallel a control group of 500 trucks of similar Conclusion 
types is chosen for comparison of accident-rates. Due to The accident-rates of trucks during night-time traffic 
legal (national and international) problems at this moment, indicate that there is a need for an additional marking of 
only 200 trucks are equipped, but up till autumn 1989 all 
1,000 trucks will be equipped. 

Beside the comparison of accident-rates of the different 111350L!/c: 

types of truck accidents, other effects like aging of the used 10000- i 

materials and of headlamps of cars are investigated. From 
i 

other experiments about aging on behalf of "light values" i ’, 

of traffic signs, the reduction of the retroreflective factor R" I 
¯ 

is known. The results for a white material of a special type is 
10(:0 

:1 ,. ~ ’r i’i’ ,I I = 625 
shown in figure 6. The reduction is nearly 20cd- lx-1 - m-2 

i ~ 
/~’~’~ per 5 years. *~-" 

100 

R,/cd.lx-l.m-Z 
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Figure 7. Changes in glare values of low beam headlamps, a: 
maximum permissible glare-intensity. 

~ 
O~o trucks. In a large scale experiment the accident-rates of 

::::i::~::: o 
S 

equipped and unequipped trucks will be compared. In 
addition the change of "light values" of retroreflective 

j si::! 
materials and low beam headlamps will be chequed in 

0 o~ :: ..... 
normal traffic situations. 

1965 1970 1975    1980 1985 Ye~ar References 
(1) Gauss, F. a.o.: ~u6ere Sicherheit van LKW und 

Figure 6. Aging of retroreflective materials during use in traf- 
fic. a: minimum required value for retroreflection factor R’. b, c: Anhiingern, FAT-Report Nr. 27, 1982. 
confidence levels for 95%. (2) Schmidt-C]ausen, H.J.: Optimum Luminances and 

Areas of Rear Position Lamps and Stop Lamps, ESV- 
Conference Oxford, 1986. 

The aging of materials fixed on trucks may differ from (3) Schmidt-Clausen, H.J.a.o.: Leuchten- und Schein- 
these results. So in addition the aging of retroreflective werfertiberprtifung im Verkehr, Deutsche Kraftfahrtfor- 
materials will be investigated, schung Heft 297, 1987. 

To get the optimum luminances of markings, the low (4) Erke, H.: Ein Konzept zur zus~itzlichen Sicherung van 
beam headlamps must emit a minimum amount of light LKW-Hecks, International Report, 1977. 
above the cut-off (glare zone). Up till now there are no (5) Schmidt-Clausen, H.J.a.o.: Seitenbeleuchtung van 
requirements for these values in the relevant regulations. LKW, Deutsche Kraftfahrtforschung Heft 302, 1987. 
From early experiments (3) it is known that the glare value (6) Schmidt-Clausen, H.J.a.o.: Riickw~irtiges Signalbild 
of a low beam headlamp is nearly independent of the age of van LKW, Deutsche Kraftfahrtforschung Heft 303, 1987. 

the headlamp (figure 7). (7) Hartge, J.E.a.o.: Riickw[irtige und seitliche Kennt- 
The hatched boundary (a) in figure 7 marks the maximum lichtmachung van LKW durch retroreflektierende 

value of glare in the point B50L. In addition in this large Materialien, CIE-Report 415, Venice, 1987. 
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Assessment of Experimental Methods for Determining Braking Efficiency 

Richard W. Radlinski, an accurate representation of how the vehicle will perform 

Vehicle Research and Test Center, in the hands of the consumer. 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Although the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) has issued two notices of 

Abstract proposed rulemaking for a harmonized braking regulation 
(FMVSS No. 135), and both of these notices have proposed 

Six different experimental methods for measuring brak- 
methods for determining brake balance via full-scale 

ing efficiency have been utilized and evaluated by the Na- 
vehicle tests, final agreement among the various parties in 

tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration at its Vehicle 
the harmonization ~process has yet to be achieved. In the 

Research and Test Center. This work has been performed in 
course of the harmonization process NHTSA has evaluated 

support of international efforts to harmonize passenger car 
a number of different vehicle test methods to measure 

braking regulations. Four of the methods are similar in that 
braking efficiency. This work was performed at NHTSA’s 

they measure brake force distribution at one or more brak- 
Vehicle Research and Test Center (VRTC) in East Liberty, 

ing rates on high coefficient of friction surfaces and calcu- 
late braking efficiency as a function of a hypothetical peak 

Ohio. The purpose of this paper is to describe the methods 
evaluated and to summarize the results of the evaluation in 

tire/road coefficient of friction (mu). The other two methods 
each case. 

measure maximum non-locked wheel deceleration of the 
vehicle on a particular surface and then rely on meas- Brake Balance, Adhesion Utilization 
urement of mu to calculate efficiency for that particular 
surface. Generally, the four methods utilizing the brake and Braking Efficiency 
force measurement approach produce similar results, al- "Brake balance," "adhesion utilization" and "braking 
though one of these four is a very low-speed test that does efficiency" are all terms which have been used somewhat 
not necessarily predict efficiency at higher speeds. The interchangeably during the harmonization process to refer 
other two maximum deceleration-based methods do not essentially to the same aspect of braking system perfor- 
necessarily produce similar results due to the fact that they mance. Although they are closely related they are not 
measure a somewhat "different" braking efficiency, equivalent. It is important to understand the relationship 

between these three terms as well as several other basic 
Introduction terms as they will be usedthroughout this paper. 

Recent international efforts to harmonize passenger car Brakes generate brake torque at the wheels in response to 

braking regulations have stimulated considerable interest in brake system inputs. Brake torque is transmitted via the tire 

methods for determining braking efficiency or the ability of and wheel assembly to the ground or tire/road interface, 

a vehicle to utilize available tire/road friction without wheel where the retarding force for that particular wheel is 

lockup. At the present time the European braking developed.Thislongitudinalforce, commonly referred to as 

regulations, Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) the brake force, divided by the normal force at the wheel 

Regulation No. 13 and European Economic Community cannot be larger than the peak tire/road coefficient of 

(EEC) Directive 71/320, contain requirements for wheel friction (mu). Attempting to increase this ratio (i:e., increase 

lockup sequence and acceptable ranges of braking brake force or reduce normal force) so that it exceeds mu 

efficiency, but these requirements do not specify a method results in wheel lockup. 

for determining brake performance data needed to verify Brake force distribution or brake balance simply refers to 

that the requirements are being met. Because of this lack of a the distribution of brake forces front to rear (or axle to axle 

specific or objective test method for measuring the in vehicles with more than two axles). Brake forces by 

necessary braking parameters, the United States has been design are equal left to right so that it is not necessary to 

unwilling to accept the European proposal to adopt the work in terms of distribution on a wheel-by-wheel basis. By 

ECE/EECrequirements "as is" in aharmonizedregulation, knowing the brake force at each axle it is possible to 

Throughout the world there appear to be many different calculate the vehicle deceleration by simply summing these 

methods being used to obtain the necessary brake forces to obtain the total retarding force acting on the 

performance or "brake factors," but there appears to be vehicle. At this point it is possible to account for other 

little agreement on any particular approach. Methods being forces such as aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance in 
employed range from calculation of brake factors starting the total retarding force, although usually these "parasitic" 
from some measured or assumed lining coefficient of forces are assumed to be insignificant and are neglected. 
friction to inertia dynanometer tests of complete brake ’Once the vehicle deceleration is determined, it is then 
assemblies to full-scale vehicle tests. The United States has possible using simple rigid body dynamics and static weight 
favored the full-scale vehicle test approach because it distribution to calculate the dynamic normal force at each 
evaluates all of the braking-related components together as axle. The ratio of the brake force to the calculated normal 
a complete system and is the method most likely to provide force at the axle is referred to by the ECE/EEC regulations 
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as the adhesion utilization (AU).Th-e European regulations those that appear in Annex 10 of ECE Regulation No. 13, 
contain requirements for adhesion utilization as a function the"brake distribution annex" for vehicles without ABS. In 

of deceleration for all vehicles that do not have antilock ¯ all of the first four methods, brake applications are made on 
braking systems. The adhesion utilization "curves" for relatively high-mu surfaces at braking levels below the 

each axle must fall within specified ranges, lockup point of any of the wheels. By utilizing a high-mu 
Once the deceleration of the vehicle is known and the surface, brake force distribution and braking efficiency can 

corresponding adhesion utilization for each axle has been be determined Over the broadest possible range of braking 
calculated, it is possible to calculate the braking efficiency levels. It is not necessary to know the exact value of mu for 
for that particular operating condition. Braking efficiency these tests, only that it is high. The calculations then make it 
or the percentage of available surface friction that can be possible to predict efficiency on lowerrmu surfaces. 
utilized without wheel lockup is 100 times the ratio of the The last two methods are fundamentally different in that 
maximum vehicle deceleration without wheel lockup they involve tests at braking rates right up to the point of 
divided by mu. To calculate efficiency from deceleration wheel lockup (or beyond in the case of skid checks) on a 
and adhesion utilization (AU), it is simply a matter of particular surface. In these methods it is important to know 
finding which wheel has the highest AU (this is the wheel the exact value of mu for the test surface; without this 
that will lock first and it will do so when mu = AU) and then information it is not possible to calculate efficiency. 
dividing this value into the deceleration and multiplying the Different surfaces must be employed if efficiency is to be 
ratio by 100. It should be pointed out that in this particular determined at different braking rates as it is not possible to 
case efficiency is being calculated based on rigid body extrapolate results on one surface to another. Another 
assumptions, fundamental difference is the fact that measurements for 

It is also possible to determine efficiency more directly these last two methods take into account road surface 
by measuring the deceleration that a vehicle can achieve friction and roughness and the performance of the vehicle’s 
without wheel lockup on a particular surface and measuring tires and suspension, as well as the brakes, in the test results. 
the peak coefficient of friction of the vehicle’s tires on the This is not the case for the first four methods, which 
same surface. ECE/EEC regulations utilize this approach to essentially just measure the brakes and calculate efficiency 
determine the braking efficiency of vehicles with antilock for a hypothetical situation (rigid body vehicle, smooth 
braking systems (ABS). They then specify a minimum road, given tire/road mu). 
measured efficiency that must be achieved. Each of the six methods will now be discussed in more 

Since for vehicles without ABS, ECE/EEC regulations detail: 
specify that AU for each axle must fall within certain limits 
over a broad range of decelerations, this in effect places Torque transducers 
requirements on calculated braking efficiency. It is Torque transducers are typically strain gage transducers 
important to make a distinction between calculated and that bolt onto the brake drum or rotor via the wheel studs. 
measured efficiency because if the rigid body assumption The wheel-and-tire assembly is then bolted to the transducer 
does not hold, the two values of braking efficiency may not with a separate set of studs on the transducer. In some cases 
be the same. the transducer is not a separate component but is built into a 

special wheel; This type of transducer is usually referred to 

The Methods as a torque wheel. A device of this type is shown in figure 1. 
Since either type rotates with the wheel, slip rings or rotary 

With the above background as a basis for better transformers must be employed to provide a path for excita- 
understanding the fundamental differences in various tion and output signals, In addition, because different vehi- 
approaches to measuring braking efficiency, the methods cles have different wheel bolt patterns, various adaptors (or 
studied by VRTC will now be discussed. The following 

different sets of transducers) are needed to enable a broad 
different methods have been evaluated: range of vehicles to be tested. Some installations also re- 

¯ Torque Transducers 
quire spacers to prevent the transducer from interfering with 

¯ Single-Axle Snubs 
brake calipers. Unless special wheels with a "deep dish" 

¯ In-Road Force Transducers 
offset are used with the universal type transducer (as op- 

¯ Low-Speed Roller Dynamometer 
posed to a torque wheel customized for a particular applica- 

¯ Skid Checks and Stopping Distance Tests 
tion), installing the transducer results in a wider axle tread 

¯ ECE Regulation No. 13, Annex 13 Efficiency width. This is not a particular problem, however, unless the 
tires interfere with the body; tread width has no effect on 

The first four methods are similar in that they involve the brake force distribution. 

determination of brake force at each wheel or axle (either by Commercially available transducer-slip ring assemblies 

direct or indirect measurement); it is then possible to for passenger cars and light trucks cost in the neighborhood 
calculate adhesion utilization and braking efficiency using of $10,000 per wheel, not including signal conditioning or 

simple rigid body dynamic equations. The equations data recording equipment. Torque transducers are available 

typically used in the analyses are essentially the same as forheavytrucksbutarenotwidelyusedbecauseofhighcost 
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lockup on a high-coefficient surface provides continuous 
brake force distribution data over the entire range of braking 

levels that a vehicle will experience in normal use. The 
constant-input approach measures forces at one braking 
level per stop, but if the linear torque-versus-pressure as- 
sumption is made, and if pressure data is available, it is 
possible to extrapolate torque-versus-pressure data from 
one constant-input stop to all possible braking rates. A line 
is simply fit from the point where braking starts (i.e., brake 
force threshold) up to the data point generated by the single 
stop. A better approach is to make several constant-input 
stops at various braking rates and to fit all the data with the 
line; this minimizes the risks inherent with large 
extrapolations. 

Figure 1. Torque wheel and slip rings installed on vehicle. If pressure information is not available, a single constant- 
input stop only provides brake force distribution, adhesion 

($15,000 or more per wheel) and the difficulty of adapting 
utilization and braking efficiency data at one braking level 

them to the many wheel-end configurations that exist on this 
and, since none of these parameters are necessarily linear 

class of vehicles, with respect to braking rate, extrapolation to other braking 
Torque transducers can be used either with or without 

rates is not possible. By making stops at various braking 
transducers for measuring hydraulic brake-line pressures. If rates, however, it is possible to assume a linear relationship 
they are used with pressure transducers it is possible to 

between "points" and to approximate the nonlinear rela- 
determine the torque-versus-pressure relationship of effec- 

tionship with straight line segments. The more braking rates 
tiveness for each brake. Typically a linear relationship is 

that are utilized, the better the approximation of the non- 
assumed and regression techniques are employed to "fit" linear relationship will be. 
the data. The slope of the best-fit line is the parameter used When the constant-input test approach is utilized, torque 
to describe brake effectiveness. Although this linear as- data is usually collected for the entire period of time that the 
sumption can introduce some degree of error, the magnitude brakes are applied and then time-averaged for each brake 
of the error is generally considered to be small. The slope is over the period after the initial transient dies out. If pressure 
divided by the tire’s rolling radius to give effectiveness in is being recorded, it is also usually averaged over the same 
terms of brake force instead of brake torque. Since tires are time period. The average torques (and pressures if avail- 
flexible elements that change their rolling radius as forces able) are then used in the calculations of brake 
acting on them change, assuming a constant rolling radius at effectiveness. 
this point (this is how most torque data analyses are done) With a ramp application, continuous brake force distribu- 
also introduces some error in the process. As is the case with tion-versus-deceleration data is developed in a single stop, 
the linear assumption on the torque-pressure relationship, it and thus, by making calculations at small deceleration steps, 
is generally assumed that this error is small, nearly continuous relationships can be established for adhe- 

If pressure information is available, it is also possible to sion utilization and braking efficiency. This approach does 
determine the front-versus-rear brake pressure relationship not require brake pressure information but does lend itself to 
and then to use that information with the brake effectiveness digital data acquisition methodology and digital computing 
factors to relate the front and rear brake forces. Although techniques due to the high number of computations 
this appears to be a redundant process since the brake forces required. 
can be related directly from the transducer measurements at Although VRTC has not performed an extensive experi- 
any point in time without any pressure data, measuring mental comparison of the constant-input and ramp apply 
pressures and using this approach has the advantage that it approaches, we have examined a great deal of data gener- 
provides an indication of brake system input-output charac- ated by General Motors where both methods were per- 
teristics and separates the performance of the foundation formed consecutively on the same vehicles. This analysis 
brakes from the brake pressure proportioning valve(s). In indicates that both apply methods give essentially the same 
effect, it provides a building-block or component perfor- brake force distribution-deceleration relationship. 
mance superposition approach as opposed to an overall The bulk of the torque transducer testing that has been 
system efficiency measurement approach, performed by VRTC has employed the constant-input ap- 

Vehicle road testing with torque transducers can be done proach with pressure transducers. In the most recent testing 
in basically two different ways: (1) ramp brake apply or (2) " that has been performed, which will be discussed later, three 
steady-state (constant-input) brake apply. Either approach repeat stops were run at each of four different braking rates. 
can be used with or without pressure transducers utilizing Effectiveness was then determined by the slope of the line 
the analyses described above. With the ramp apply ap- best fitting the resulting torque-pressure data points and the 
proach, one stop that progresses up to the point of wheel threshold point (determined from a static test). 
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Single-axle test tribution at normal driving speeds that utilizes instrumented 

The single-axle approach involves making brake applica- plates installed in the test track and requires essentially no 

tions with brakes operational on only one axle at a time. The instrumentation onboard the test vehicle. This system, 
........ .... called the road transducer plate (RTP) facility, can be uti- 

................. same input levels are used on each axle in order to be able to 
.... lized to test vehicles up to 10,000 lbs GVWR. GM has 

relate the braking forces. Vehicle deceleration is measured 
constructed four of these facilities, although two of these 

and then brake force for that axle is calculated knowing 

vehicle mass. In order to account for parasitic drag, a coast- 
were earlier designs that are no longer in use. The basic 

down or no-brake test is run and the deceleration measured 
concept is not new; instrumented plates have been used in 

inspection stations for a number of years to measure brake 
......... in this test is subtracted t¥om the braking tests before the 

force at each wheel. With these inspection station testers, 
......... force calculation is made. Deceleration can be measured 

the vehicle is driven on at walking speed and then stopped 
with a decelerometer or it can be calculated from vehicle 

while still on the plates. GM has taken this basic concept, 
speed data by differentiation. The latter approach is most developed very accurate, low-friction transducers and inte- 
frequently used because it produces a high level of accu- grated them with a microcomputer-based data acquisition 
racy; decelerometers lack accuracy due to vehicle pitch system to permit highway-speed drive-over testing and 
effects, mechanical noise and road gradient effects, highly automated data analyses. The GM transducers measo 

............. This approach has been used for a number of years for ure brake force as well as vertical (normal) force and lateral 
heavy trucks. SAE Recommended Practice, "Brake System (side) force at each wheel, although side force data is not 
Torque Balance Code-Commercial Vehicles-SAE J225," being utilized for any particular purpose at the present time. 
first published in ! 971, specifies this method. A more de- The RTP computer sums braking forces to determine vehi- 
tailed and comprehensive version of the test for commercial cle deceleration and calculates vehicle speed by timing the 
vehicles was developed by an SAE committee in the early start of normal force for each axle, having been given the 
1980’s and was published as Recommended Practice,     axle spacing (wheelbase) of the vehicle as input 

"Brake Force Distribution Test Code-Commercial Vehi- information. 
cles-SAE J 1505," in 1985. VRTC was deeply involved with GM agreed to share its RTP technology with NHTSA in 

SAE in the development of SAE J 1505 at the same time that the form of drawings, schematics, material lists, software, 

the first Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) for a etc., and in 1987 VRTC completed construction of a facility 

............ harmonized braking regulation for passenger cars (FMVSS similar to those at GM. The NHTSA/VRTC facility is lo~ 

No. 135) was being developed and decided to apply the cated at the Transportation Research Center (TRC)ofOhi0, 

truck approach to passenger cars. Reference 1 describes the where it is available for use by others through TRC. Round 

result of this VRTC effol~. The first NPRM (Notice l) for robin testing has shown that the GM and NHTSA RTPs 

FMVSS No. 135 included the VRTC procedure, and it be- produce equivalent results. Figure 2 shows the NHTSA 

came known as the "single-axle" procedure. Comments facility; the GM facility is described in detail in Reference 

received by NHTSA relative to Notice 1 indicated that many 2. 

commenters did not particularly like the single-axle pro- 

cedure because they felt it was time consuming, required 

disruption of the hydraulic system (to install pressure trans- 

ducers and shut-off valves for each axle) and was prone to 

experimental error. 

The instrumentation required to run the single-axle pro- 

cedure consists of an accurate speed measuring system, a 

timer or time-base recorder in order to determine the time 

between two preselected speeds and pressure transducers to 

measure brake pressures. In addition valves are required in 

the hydraulic system to permit the brakes on each axle to be 

shut off. As is the case with torque transducers, pressure 

instrumentation is not required if extrapolation of results to Although the GM and NHTSA systems incorporate four 

other significantly different braking rates is not necessary, tf individual transducer plates that measure all four wheels 

pressure is not measured, a peda! force transducer must be simultaneously, tests conducted by both GM and VRTC 

used to measure input level so that the same input level can indicate that essentially the same results can be achieved 

be used on each axle and the various forces can be related. It with only two plates (a left and a right) operational. Appar- 

is desirable, but not absolutely necessary, to use a brake ently brake force distribution does not change by a signifi- 

applier to ensure that a constant input is achieved, cant amount during the short time period between front and 

rear axle crossings. Conceivably, it might even be possible 
In-road force transducers to achieve satisfactory results with a single wide plate since 

In the early 1980’s General Motors (GM) developed a the brake forces are usually summed on each axle prior to 

highly sophisticated system for measuring brake force dis- calculating brake efficiency. 
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When testing on the RTP, the driver starts his brake appli- rear occurs on the RTP in the majority (but not all) of the 
cation at a fixed point approximately ~70 feet ahead of the tests. One hypothesis is that braking is initiated too close to 
plates. He must select a vehicle speed at the point of brake the RTP plates and that vehicle pitch is not at its steady-state 
application such that the crossing speed is as close as possi- level before the vehicle "hits" the RTP; however, this hy- 
ble to the target speed. Both GM and VRTC have been using pothesis has been checked with four significantly different 
40 mph as the target speed. The first snub is usually made at vehicles instrumented to measure pitch and found not to be 
0.2g at an initial speed of 45 mph and in each successive the case. 
application the deceleration is increased by 0.1g and the 

lo0 

initial speed is increased by 2.5 mph until wheel lockup 
occurs (at which point the test run is aborted and the data 

from the snub discarded). The driver uses the vehicle’s ~" ~°- 
speedometer for judging speed and a U-tube decelerometer ~ - 
for deceleration. Exact decelerations are not really neces- ~, 6°- 
sary as long as a reasonably well-spaced broad range of 

Static Weight Dlstrlbutlo~ 

braking rates are achieved during the test, and because of 
this experienced drivers can run satisfactory tests without 
the decelerometer. 

It is possible to test at crossing speeds as low as 25 mph, ~ zo- 
but below that speed the driver has a difficult time judging 
the application of the brakes without stopping on or before g 

6!~ ....... !, 6.6 6!~ 6.~ o!~ 0.g ~.o 
the plates. The upper limit on crossing speed is a function of 

Vehicle Deceleration (g) 
how fast an approach speed is practical (at 0.Sg the initial 
speed must be approximately 20 mph above the desired Figure 3; Comparison of calculated and measured normal for- 

ce distribution. 
crossing speed). VRTC has successfully run tests at 50 mph 
crossing speed. The cost of reproducing the GM-designed four-plate RTP 

Only minimal driver training is required with the RTP. at TRC was approximately $300,000 including a building 
Although it does take some level of skill, drivers.who are for the data acquisition/computer system, pit excavation 
given brief instruction and allowed an hour of practice can and minor paving work around the pit. Although it would 
usually perform quite satisfactorily. One key instruction appear that the cost of employing RTP technology is high, 
that should be given to drivers is that they must maintain a this is not necessarily the case. Since testing has shown that 
constant or slightly increasing input force on the brake pedal only two plates are necessary, and since vertical force dur- 
when crossing the RTP. If a driver reduces pedal force, 

ing braking can be (and usually is) calculated from rigid 
hysteresis in the brake system results in erroneous results. 

body equations knowing vehicle static wheel weights, an 
At the present time the vertical (normal) force meas- 

RTP facility could be constructed at a much lower cost. The 
urement capability of the RTPs is primarily being employed 

current RTPs employ a total of 32 transducers for four 
for vehicle static weighing. Although vertical forces are 
monitored during braking runs, the data is not being utilized 

plates; it is conceivable that a two-plate (acility could be 
constructed with only two transducers. This would greatly 

in calculations of adhesion utilization or braking efficiency 
(rigid body dynamics are used to calculate vertical forces), 

simplify the data acquisition hardware requirements and 

This is due to the fact that vertical forces fluctuate consid- reduce system cost significantly. It is estimated that a light- 
vehicle facility could be constructed for less than $50,000. erably due to road irregularities and suspension dynamics 

and the frequency of this variation is so low that the RTP VRTC is currently developing a road transducer plate 

does not capture a complete cycle. RTP dynamic vertical facility for heavy vehicles adjacent to the light-vehicle fa- 

force data is therefore not necessarily representative ofthe cility. This system shares the data acquisition system and 

average dynamic normal forces existing on the vehicle dur- computer with the light-vehicle RTP. Rather than design 

ing braking. To a certain extent, dynamic vertical forces transducer plates from scratch, commercially available 

measured by the RTP are influenced by the profile of the transducer plates manufactured in Europe that are sold for 

approach road immediately ahead of the plates, use in inspection stations are being evaluated. These plates 

Figure 3 provides an example of the difference that exists are respectively low cost (approximately $12,000 per pair). 

between calculated vertical force distribution and that ac- They measure longitudinal (braking) forces only and em- 

tually measured by the RTP vertical force transducers. This ploy electronic load cell technology. The transducers are 

data is typical, and higher and lower levels of fidelity be- much more accurate and have a faster response than the 

tween calculated and measured results have been experi- hydraulic plates that have been in use for a number of years 

enced. Figure 3 indicates that the weight transfer off of the in inspection stations. VRTC performed a comprehensive 

rear axle as measured by the RTP is greater than the calcu- static calibration of these plates in the laboratory and as a 
lated transfer. A review of over 900 RTP tests conducted by result of obtaining positive results, installed them outside in 
VRTC indicates that this greater transfer of weight off of the a pit on the test track for dynamic evaluation. Since the 
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plates are 2.5 inches thick, only a very shallow pil is 
~oo0- 

required. ~x~o ,.2 
4O0O 

Figure 4 shows the heavy-vehicle transducer plates in- 
stalled in the pit on the track. Each tran sducer is actually two 

separate plates each supported on strips of roller bearings 

and placed end to end to provide a total length of approx- " 

imately thirteen feet. Only one of the two plates is instru- 

mented with a single load cell: the other is spring loaded ,ooo~ 

against the instrumental plate. In running over the plates, the | 

vehicle encounters the plate without the load cell first so that 

it can transmit the braking force to the instrumented plate. 

The total length of the transducer allows approximately one 

full wheel revolution to be recorded so that the brake torque 

variation that typically occurs in a single wheel revolution 

can be averaged out. T~rn~ 

Figure 5. Brake forces recorded on one heavy-vehicle trans- 
ducer plate during crossing by ~ive-a~le ~ractor semitrailer rig. 

less than $10,000 for light vehicles and less than $20,000 for 

heavy vehicles. 

A roller dynamometer (light-vehicle model) currently in 

use at VRTC is shown in figure 6. This tester is quite old 

(about 20 years) and is shown installed above the floor. 

Most of the installations overseas are in pits, so that ramps 

are not required. The original VRTC tester emp!oyed hy- 

draulic load cells that were connected to pressure gauges 

calibrated to read in force units, but these have been re- 

placed with electronic cells sucl3 as those used in testers 

Figure 4. NHTSA heavy vehicle RTP. produced today. 

Although the dynamic evaluation is still not complete, the 

initial results look very promising. Figure 5 shows brake 

force recorded on one of the plates during a test of a five- 

axle tractor semitrailer loaded to 80.000 lbs. The signal has 

been filtered with a 50 Hz low-pass filter identical to that 

used with the light-vehicle RTP and the quality of signal is 

comparable to that recorded with the light-vehicle trans- 

ducers. Assuming that the dynamic calibration phase pro- 

duces positive findings, two more transducers will be ob- 

tained and installed approximately 35 feet away on the track 

in another pit. This will enable the facility to measure the 

brakes on a tractor and its trailer (or trailers) at approx- 

imately the same time. With the existing single pair of 

transducers there can be as much as a ten mph speed drop 

before the trailer wheels cross the plates. Figure 6. Low-speed roller dynamometer. 

Low-speed roller dynamometers In order to measure brake force distribution with such a 

Roller Dynamometers are very common in Europe in single-axle tester, it is necessary to add a transducer to 

garages and inspection stations, but they are rarely found in measure input to the brake system so tha ~ the front- and rear~ 

the U.S. They consist of roller sets that cradle one axle of a axle brake forces can be related. The most conveniem way 

vehicle at a time and drive the wheels independently left and to do this is with a peda! force transducer. This device must 

right with electric motors (usually at speeds below 5 mph). have relatively high resolution since brake pedal forces to 

The motors drive against the brakes and are mounted sc that be measured are relatively low. Either a ramp brake appt) or 

their reactive torque is transmitted through transducers that a constant-~nput apply at various ~evels can be adopted, In 

are calibrated to read out directly in terms of brake force, most testing conducted by VRTC the constant-input ap- 

These devices are not expensive and can be purchased for proach has been utilized. 
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Skid checks and stopping distance tests determine the maximum deceleration possible (with all 
brakes operational) without wheel lockup. Several stops can 

Skid checks are simply vehicle braking tests to determine 
then be added in order to determine which axle locks first. 

which axle locks first on a particular surface. When coupled 
Such an approach has been recently evaluated by VRTC and 

with a non-locked wheel, minimum-stopping distance tests 
the results are presented in Reference 3. This report indi- 

on the same surface, a relative measure of overall vehicle cares that the procedure for determining surface coefficient 
braking efficiency can be obtained. However, unless the 

(i.e., the first step in the process) does not produce results 
coefficient of friction of the test vehicle’s tires is known, tire that are consistent with those measured with a traction 
properties cannot be separated from brake system proper- trailer on the same surface with the same tires. Generally, 
ties. For example, a vehicle that has poor brake balance but the results obtained from the vehicle test are significantly 
good performing tires may exhibit the same stopping dis- lower than those obtained with a traction trailer, a device 
tance on a particular surface as a vehicle that has good brake which is considered to be more accurate because it directly 
balance and poor tires. Although it can be argued that mini- measures horizontal and vertical forces. The report hypoth- 
mum stopping distance on a particular surface is the most esizes that a major cause of this difference is the rigid body 
meaningful braking performance metric because it provides assumption in the calculation procedure for mu. Since the 
an evaluation of the stopping performance of the entire vehicle is not a rigid body and does not operate on a perfect- 
vehicle system, the fact remains that it is not necessarily an ly smooth road during testing, axle normal forces can drop 
indicator of the braking efficiency metric calculated from below the calculated values, and thus wheel lockup will 
brake force distribution. Suspension properties also exert an occur at lower than expected decelerations. 
effect on stopping distance but do not enter into the braking Another possible way of implementing this procedure 
efficiency calculation, which assumes the vehicle to be a would be to replace the first step with a test to determine mu 
rigid body on a fiat road. by means of a traction trailer or other reliable friction 

The skid check-stopping distance test approach deter- measuring device. This would then remove the need to 
mines braking performance at only one braking level per make the rigid body assumption. 
surface. In order to cover a range of braking levels it is 
necessary to test on several different surfaces. Comparison of Results from the 

The second major proposal by the U.S. for a harmonized Various Methods 
braking regulation (FMVSS 135 Notice 4) incorporated the 
skid check-stopping distance approach as a method for reg- The first four methods discussed should in theory provide 

ulating braking efficiency. This proposed rulemaking spe- comparable results because they are all designed to measure 

cified skid checks on two low-coefficient surfaces and stop- brake force distribution either directly or indirectly, and to 

ping distance tests on one (the lower mu) of these surfaces, then utilize this information with the same basic equations 

This is in addition to the stopping distance tests on a high- to calculate adhesion utilization and braking efficiency. The 

coefficient surface which have appeared in all proposals, skid check-stopping distance method does not really 

NHTSA is presently considering comments (most of which produce a braking efficiency metric although it should be 

express concern about definition of test surfaces and repeat- possible to calculate efficiency if tire/road peak mu and 

ability of this approach) before proceeding with additi:aal brake system apply time is known for the stop. Even so, this 

rulemaking action for a harmonized braking regulation, efficiency might be different than efficiency from the first 
four methods because suspension performance entersinto 

ECE Regulation 13/Annex 13 efficiency stopping performance. The final method discussed (Annex 
This approach is defined in the portion of the regulation 13) appears flawed because of its inability to measure mu 

that specifies the requirements for vehicles equipped with accurately. If this problem could be corrected (by using a 
antilock braking systems (ABS). An identical procedure is traction trailer, for example) then the efficiency should be 
specified in EEC Directive 71/320, Annex X. In this ap- comparable to that determined by the stopping distance 
proach, tests are first run with brakes on only one axle at a method. 

time operational to determine the coefficient of friction of Although VRTC has performed tests using all six 

the test surface. (By determining the maximum deceleration methods over the last several years, no single vehicle or 
with brakes on one axle and calculating axle normal force group of vehicles has been subjected to all six methods in a 

using rigid body equations, it is possible to calculate coeffi- systematic fashion. This is primarily due to the fact that the 
cient of friction, mu). Once mu is determined, stops are various methods have evolved and have been evaluated at 

made with all brakes operational and the ABS cycling on the different times during the harmonization process. There 

surface to determine the resulting deceleration. The ratio of have been many cases, however, where two or three of the 

the deceleration with cycling ABS to the theoretical max- methods have been used on the same vehicle or group of 

imum based on mu (i.e., mu X g) determines the braking vehicles and from the results of these tests it is possible to 
efficiency, infer something about how the methods compare. 

This basic procedure can be applied to vehicles without Five different vehicles, each with ten sets of burnished 

ABS by simply replacing the second step with a test to original equipment (OE)linings and proportioning valves, 
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have each been tested using three of the methods: torque 
transducers, RTP and low-speed roller dynamometer. ’*-- Rear Bias 

Figure 7 shows the results for one of the vehicles and ,0.- 
indicates that agreement between the three methods is quite ..._ Torque Tran sducers 
good. Similar agreement was found on the other four 

vehicles. 
One disadvantage with the low-speed roller tester is that 

because it is a static test device, it cannot be utilized for     "~a ,..- 
testing vehicles with load- or deceleration-sensing rear     ,.- 
brake pressure proportioning valves; vehicle deceleration 
and weight transfer during braking is not simulated in a 
static test. This lack of weight transfer also means that 

Front Bias vehicles with front brake bias (most passenger cars) lock ,,.- - 
their front wheels at a relatively low braking level; braking o., 
levels equivalent to those on dry pavement cannot be 
simulated. This is why the roller tester results in figure 7 
represent lower decelerations than the RTP or torque 
transducers. ,,.- Rear Bias 

One concern that has been expressed about the roller ,°.- 
tester is the fact that it measures brake performance at low .~. ,,.- RTP 
speed (3 mph). In the tests of the five cars with burnished "-" 
OE brakes it did not appear that brake balance at 3 mph was 
significantly different than at higher speeds. The RTP tests 
were run at 40 mph and the torque transducer tests were run "~ ,,._ 
at 45 mph, and they are very similar to the roller tester 
results at 3 mph. However, in another series of tests where uJ 
the RTP and roller tester were both used on a group of 68 0°.- 

vehicles, many of which were different models, the RTP and ~.- 
roller tester results were significantly different for a number ~. Front Bi a s 
of the vehicles. Figure 8 shows an example of the level of o.0 
difference that was found. Apparently some vehicles do 
experience a change in brake balance with speed and in such 
cases the results from the roller tester will not predict 
higher-speed performance. Rear B ias 

The single-axle test and the RTP have both been run on a 
group of eleven vehicles (Reference 3) and for nine of these ’~" 

vehicles the two different methods produced similar results. ..,~ .._ Lo -Speed Dynamometer 
For the remaining two vehicles, however, there were :~ .,.- 
significant differences that could not easily be explained. ~ ~. 
Speed difference was not a factor as test speed was the same ._e 

x ~.~ 
for both tests. Since the single-axle method is a much less ._o ~.- ,t~j..,_-~~.o           ¯ .. ¯ 

direct method of measuring brake balance and it involves 
more steps than the RTP approach it is possible that some uJ 

,,.- 7 
form of measurement errors were introduced into the single- 
axle test measurement process. 

VRTC has not conducted any tests that would allow a "’’ I I I I I I Fir°nit B~as I 
direct comparison between the skid check-stopping °., 

distance approach and the other methods, but tests have 
Figure 7. Comparison of torque transducer, RTP and low- 

been performed comparing the Annex 13 efficiency test to speed roller dynamometer test results--one vehicle with 10 
the RTP. Since the skid check-stopping distance approach is sets OE brakes. 
fundamentally the same as the Annex 13 approach (both 
approaches involve making stops to determine maximum above, the Annex 13 procedure is flawed in its method for 

deceleration on a particular surface) this comparison measuring mu. To evaluate the effect of correcting the mu 

provides some insight as to how both of these methods measurement problem in Annex 13, ASTM traction trailer 
would compare to the RTP. data collected during the test program has been utilized to 

The Annex 13 versus RTP comparison is described in recalculate efficiency. Figure 9 shows the comparison 
Reference 3, which indicates that the two methods do not between the RTP and this modified Annex 13 result for one 
produce the same results. However, as was mentioned of the three surfaces used in the test program. It can be seen 
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that there are still significant differences between the two rolling radius to convert torque to force, this does not appear 

methods. Similar difference exist on the other surfaces as’ to introduce any significant error. Torque transducers are 

well. Figure 9 illustrates the result of the fundamental relatively expensive ($40,000 Or more per vehicle), 

differences between methods which measure brake force however, and adapting them to different vehicles can be 

distribution and calculate efficiency from rigid body difficult. 

dynamics and methods which measure maximum vehicle The single-ax!e test method measures brake forces at 

deceleration on a particular surface and use this information each axle indirectly. Measurements of the deceleration of 

along with mu to determine efficiency, the vehicle during a small speed change (about 5 mph) with 

brakes on only one axle at a time operational are used to 
~0 _ ~o,rB,.s calculate brake forces on each axle. Instrumentation 

- required to run the test is minimal (speed vs. time and brake 
LOW Speed Dynamometer 

rD _ 
~ 

pressures or pedal force must be determined), and its cost is 

.......... , relatively low compared to the other methods. This 
~, 9D -- .. approach requires that the vehicle’s hydraulic system be 
¯ ,o0 "disturbed" to install shut-off valves (and pressure 

i,’" ~’* ---..~. transducers if utilized) to enable the brakes on each axle to 
- .’°"~ 

~ 
~’--~ be disabled. Tests that have been run to compare this method 

- .’" to other methods indicate reasonable agreement in most but 
- not all cases. Because it is an indirect method for measuring 

~0 
Front alas brake forces, it may be more susceptible to the introduction 

o ° olt o!2 o13 ’ oi, ’ o16 oI~ ’ oi, ’ o16 ’ o19 ,.o of experimentalerror. 

Peak Tire/Road Coefficfient                    Road transducer plates (RTP) measure brake forces at 

Figure 8. Example of difference between RTP and low speed each wheel directly without the need for onboard 

roller dynamometer results as found on some vehicles, instrumention. RTP technology has been perfected to the 

,20 point that measurement and data reduction process is highly 
automated, and a single RTP is able to test many different 

,0o- types of vehicles. Although the RTPs currently in operation 

~ 
. o are quite expensive ($300,000 or more), it appears that 

~ ~ adequate facilities could be constructed at a much lower 

g~" o ~ ~ cost ($50,000 or less). Because the instrumented plates are 

~ seven feet long, the RTP only measures brake forces for 
60- ~ 2 3 4 ~ ~ ~ about one full wheel revolution. It also has a somewhat 

~ ~e~tV.,,o,o,um~.r restricted useful speed range (25 to 50 mph for NHTSA’s 

~ ,o- RTP) but tests that have been performed indicate that the 
’~ " RTP measurements compare well with those from torque 

20- ~*n~. - ~ ,TP T.~t, -~-- transducers. 
ModlfledAnnex 13 .... test (3 Low-speed roller dynamometers are relatively low-cost 

0 ($10,000 or less) static test devices that direcly measure 
Figure 9. Comparison between RTP and Annex 13 methods braking on one axle at a time at speeds less than five mph. As 
(Annex 13 modified to utilize traction trailer data for mu). is the case with the single-axle procedure, a transducer must 

be employed to measure brake system inputs to ensure that 
Summary and Conclusions front and rear axle results can be related and superimposed. 

Six different approaches to measuring braking efficiency The low-speed roller tester produces brake balance 

have been extensively evaluated by NHTSA/VRTC. These measurements that agree well with those from higher-speed 

six methods fall into two basic categories: (1) methods tests with torque transducers and the RTP, but only when the 

which determine brake force distribution and then calculate vehicle does not have a load- or deceleration-sensing 

efficiency from rigid body dynamics equations as a function proportioning valve and only when the vehicle’s brake 

of mu (tire/road coefficient of friction) and (2) methods balance does not change with speed. This limits the utility of 

which determine maximum deceleration capability of the the device, as many vehicles appear to fall into the category 

vehicle on a particular surface. In the latter category, where the low-speed static tester will not accurately predict 

braking efficiency can be calculated only if mu is known, dynamic performance at highway speeds. 

Methods that employ torque transducers, RTP, single- Skid checks provide a measure of brake bias, and 

axle snubs and low-speed roller dynamometers fall into the stopping distance tests give a metric that is an indicator of a 

first category. Torque transducers make it possible to vehicle’s overall stopping performance. Nevertheless, this 

accurately record torque output at each brake for an entire information only applies to the particular surface that is 

stop. Although an assumption must be made about tire used for the tests. Various surfaces must be utilized if the 
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results are to be generalized over a broad range of oPerating approach will not necessarily produce the same braking 
conditions (this is not the case for the first four methods, efficiency as the brake force measurement-based methods. 
where all testing can be done on one high-mu surface). 

-~ Constructing and maintaining several surfaces for testing References 
can be a very costly proposition, but it offers a very realistic (1) Radlinski, Richard W. and Flick, Mark A., "A Vehicle 
condition in terms of how the consumer will operate the Test Procedure for Determining Adhesion Utilization 
vehicle. Tire/road peak mu and brake application time must Properties," SAE Paper No. 840334, 1984. 
be known in order to calculate braking efficiency from (2) Wolanin, Michael J. and Baptist, Thomas A. "Road 
stopping distance, but this value may differ from braking Transducer--Objective Brake Balance Measurement 

~    efficiency derived from the first four methods because of Without Vehicle Instrumentation," SAE Paper No. 870266, 
vehicle suspension effects and road roughness. February 1987. 

The Annex 13 approach to measuring efficiency is flawed (3) Flick, Mark A. and Radlinski; Richard W., 
in its technique for measuring tire/road coefficient or "Harmonization of Braking Regulations--Report Number 
friction. If this problem is corrected the approach may be 6: Testing to Address Surface Friction and Vehicle Braking 
viable, but as is the case with stopping distance approach, a Efficiency Comments to the SNPRM," Vehicle Research 

~’, number of surfaces will be required to cover a range of and Test Center, Final Report No. DOT HS 807 393, March 
braking rates. Also, for the reasons given above, the 1989. 

Dynamic Analysis of Vehicle Rollover 

Andrzej G. Nalecz and Alan C. Bindemann, documented in the various collections of rollover accident 

University of Missouri-Columbia data compiled by the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Howell K. Brewer, 
Administration (NHTSA) (1-4)*. According to data 
collected from the Fatal Accident Reporting System National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (FARS) rollover was identified as being a factor in over 20 

Abstract 
percent of all non=collision fatalities in single vehicle 
accidents which occurred in 1986. Data collected using the 

Statistical analyses of collected accident data have shown National Accident Sampling System (NASS) in 1985 shows 

that incidents involving rollover represent a major safety that 20 percent of the 18,400 fatalities which occurred that 

concern based on both the frequency of occurrence and the year were in accidents involving rollover, while at the same 

severity level of occupant injury. Computer based models time, rollover occurred in less than 7 percent of all 
accidents. Several studies of accident data show a strong can be used to provide valuable insight into the dynamic 
correlation between vehicle size and/or type and the 

behavior of vehicle rollover and determine the influence of 
likelihood of its involvement in a rollover accident (5-12). 

basic vehicle design parameters on vehicle rollover propen- A report by Snyder et al. (6) shows that utility vehicles have 
sity. This paper describes two computer based models the highest likelihood of rolling over in an accident. Other 
which can be used to investigate vehicle rollover. The first reports indicate that small utility vehicles, those having a 
of these models represents the Intermediate Tripped Roll- wheelbase which is less than 100 inches, have the highest 
over Simulation (ITRS). This computer simulation is capa- number of occupant deaths per 10,000 vehicles registered. 
ble of determining the response of a vehicle which slides The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) has 

laterally into a rigid curb, initiating vehicle rollover. The concluded that the major reason behind this high death rate 

second model is the Intermediate Maneuver Induced Roll- is associated with the propensity of small utility vehicles to 
rollover and eject occupants in an accident. The Institute over Simulation (IMIRS) and is used to investigate un- 
study attributes 46 percent of all occupant deaths associated tripped vehicle rollover accidents caused by sudden or ex- 
with utility vehicles to single vehicle accidents which 

cessive steering and braking inputs. Results obtained from involve rollover with ejection (7). The InStitute also found 
each model are shown and general purpose sensitivity that the fatality rate due to rollover in single vehicle 
methods are applied to each model in order to investigate accidents of light pickup trucks, those weighing less than 
the relative influence of various vehicle design parameters 

3200 pounds, and intermediate utility vehicles, those with a 
on vehicle rollover propensity. The use of Rollover Preven- 

wheel base between 100 and 120 inches, is substantially 
tion Energy Reserve (RPER) as a measure of vehicle stabil- 

higher than the rates associated with the different classes of 
ity is explained and demonstrated using each model. 

passenger cars. The fatality rate associated with passenger 

Introduction cars in rollover accidents was found to decrease as vehicle 

Accidents involving vehicle rollover have been and size increased. 

continue to be one of the .most hazardous types of vehicle 
accidents. The serious nature of the rollover problem is *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Because accidents which involve rollover occur fre- parameters. Finally, the high costs associated with full scale 

quently and typically impart serious injuries to vehicle oc- rollover testing can preclude extensive parametric 

cupants it is both beneficial and necessary to investigate and investigation. 

identify the factors which contribute to rollover. In general, Analytical investigation into the dynamic behavior of 

these issues might be related to human factors such as age, vehicles is the most effective method of determining the 

alcohol involvement, or driver reaction in an accident situa- influence of design parameters on vehicle response. While 

tion; they might also be related to environmental factors analytical methods have found only limited use in the inves- 

such as pavement conditions, curb profile, and embankment tigation of human factors, these methods are quite useful in 

conditions. Finally they may be related to factors associated the study of environmental and design factors. Computer 

with vehicle design such as track width, suspension geome- based simulation models can be used to predict vehicle 

try, and minimum acceptable ground clearance. Research response in a variety of conditions, gain insight into the 

into each of these safety issues is imperative since utility fundamental reasons behind dynamic phenomenon such as 

vehicles and light pickup trucks make up a growing share of rollover, and provide information on the influence of design 

the American new car market and the domestic passenger parameters on dynamic response. 

car fleet continues to undergo a rapid reduction in size and There have been numerous analytical studies into the 

weight. The results of such investigations can be used to causes of vehicle rollover. Jones of Calspan Corporation 

lower the number of rollover accidents and to find ways to (15) analyzed the mechanics of rollover as the result of curb 

mitigate occupant injuries when rollovers do occur, impact. Calspan (16) also used its Highway Vehicle Object 

A considerable amount of research into the factors which Simulation Model (HVOSM) to investigate the influence of 

influence rollover propensity attempts to find correlations roadway features on rollover. Systems Technology Incorpo- 

between vehicle parameters such as weight, wheelbase, and rated (STI) (17) developed a tripped rollover model which 
track width with rollover statistics from accident data bases simulated response of a vehicle which slides laterally into a 
compiled by organizations such as NHTSA and IIHS. The curb. Later the University of Missouri-Columbia (18) used 
Texas Transportation Research Institute (8, 9) examined this model to analyze the influence of design parameter 
rollover risk of passenger cars as a function of road type and variations on rollover response using sensitivity models. 
vehicle weight and found that vehicle rollover did increase This paper presents an overview of current rollover re- 
with decreasing vehicle weight. However, this study could search sponsored by NHTSA and being performed at the 
not make any conclusions relating vehicle weight to the University of Missouri-Columbia. The Intermediate 
dynamic behavior associated with rollover since weight Tripped Rollover Simulation (ITRS) is described and dem- 
could simply correlate with one or more vehicle parameters onstrated for the cases of simultaneous and oblique curb 
such as track width, wheelbase or moments of inertia, impacts. An energy based rollover stability measure known 

There have also been numerous experimental studies of as Rollover Prevention Energy Reserve (RPER) is intro- 
rollover behavior. Habberstad, Wagner and Thomas (13) duced and the influence of basic vehicle design parameters 
investigated the influence of occupant ejection and roof on this measure is determined using sensitivity methods. 
crush on occupant injury in a tripped rollover test. Calspan The paper also illustrates the Intermediate Maneuver In- 
Corporation (14) examined the rollover behavior of a duced Rollover Simulation (IMIRS). This model can be 
Volkswagen Rabbit on a sloping soil embankment in order used to investigate the rollover propensity of vehicles which 
to determine the effect of roadside features on rollover are subjected to severe cornering and braking accelerations. 
propensity. Prompted by litigation, American Motors Cor- Results obtained from the IMIRS simulation in J and S turn 
poration performed both tripped and untripped rollover maneuvers are presented. Sensitivity methods are used to 
tests on a variety of vehicles in an effort to demonstrate that determine the influence of several basic vehicle design pa- 
a wide range of vehicles could be made to rollover. More rameters on a dynamic measure of rollover stability. Finally, 
recently, several experimental tests have been performed to 
demonstrate the rollover stability of several popular utility 

the paper describes the development of the Advanced Vehi- 

cle Rollover Model (AVRM). 
vehicles. While tests of this nature can sometimes provide 
useful information, they frequently provide inadequate in- Intermediate Tripped Rollover 
formation regarding test conditions and are not always Simulation 
sponsored or performed by totally impartial organizations; 
therefore these tests must be examined critically. An extensive review of accident statistics has shown that 

Experimental tests can provide useful knowledge on the a majority of vehicle rollovers are initiated by an excursion 

dynamic behavior of rollover accidents, but like statistical into a roadside feature such as a curb, ditch, or embankment. 

tests, they are poorly suited for determining the influence of Most frequently, a driver loses control of the vehicle and it 

vehicle design parameters on rollover behavior since it is skids at a large sideslip angle when it strikes or crosses the 

often difficult to vary vehicle parameters one at a time. tripping roadside feature. Vehicle contact with these 

Experimental repeatability is also an extremely important roadside discontinuities can result in high levels of 

when trying to access the influence of different design deceleration that generate large inertia forces which act on 
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the vehicle. These inertia forces generate rolling moments roll axis is parallel to the ground and lies in the vehicle’s 
about the roadside discontinuity and if these moments plane of symmetry at all times. The sprung mass is attached 
exceed inertia couples and gravitational forces which resist to the unsprung mass using four springs and four viscous 
vehicle roll then the vehicle will leave a four wheel stance dampers. There are also four upper bump stops and four 
and can rollover. The purpose of the Intermediate Tripped lower bump stops attached to the unsprung mass to prevent 
Rollover Simulation (ITRS) is to investigate the tripped excessive relative motion between both masses. Each bump 
rollover motion of a vehicle which slides into a curb. The stop consists of an elastic element placed in parallel with a 
simulation permits investigation of impacts at different viscous damping element. The suspension model is illus- 
sideslip angles as well as different angles of incidence with trated in figure 1. 
the curb. The ITRS has been used extensively to investigate 
rollover behavior by examining the energy exchange which sp~o~g M~ 

occurs in tripped rollover situations. 
A moderate level of detail was used during the 

Yu 
formulation of the ITRS. This represented a compromise 
between an overly simplistic model which would be 

incapable of examining the influence of vehicle subsystem                                                  I~ 
design on rollover propensity, and a highly detailed model, 

Unsprung Mass which would require that extensive vehicle measurements (Front and Rear 
be performed in order to obtain the data required to drive the Suspension Systems) 

simulation. Also, because there is very little experimental xu 
investigation into the impact forces which occur when the Vehicle Roll Axis 

tire and wheel contact a roadside feature it i~ unrealistic to 
develop highly detailed vehicle models until more is known Suspension Spring and Damper z u 

about these impact forces. Figure 1. The IT~lS vehicle model anti non-inertial reference 
Work on the ITRS was initiated after performing a s~tstem essumea. 

sensitivity analysis (18) of an existing tripped rollover 
simulation (17). This rollover simulation program was No planes of symmetry were assumed in the analysis, 

intended to investigate the rollover behavior of a vehicle therefore all elements of the inertia matrices describing the 

which was skidding, at a sideslip angle of 90 degrees, into a sprung and unsprung masses were included in the equations 

curb. The simulation permitted small variations in the of motion. The degrees of freedom include three angles of 

heading angle of the vehicle as measured relative to the curb rotation and three linear translations of the unsprung mass, 

at the instant of impact. After performing the sensitivity the vertical position of the sprung mass, and the roll angle of 

analysis of this model it was decided that an improved the sprung mass. The model assumes that the pitch and yaw 

tripped rollover model should be developed based on the angles of the two masses are identical. The following eight 
previous one. Improvements in this new model include the generalized coordinates are used in the model. 
addition of forward dynamics, the inclusion of all dynamic 

q 1 = x longitudinal position of unsprung mass c.g. in 
couplings in the equations of motion and the addition of a 

the absolute reference system 
more sophisticated curb impact model. These additions 

q2 = y lateral position of unsprung mass c.g. in the permit investigation of tripped rollover accidents over a full 
absolute reference system 

range of vehicle sideslip angles and incidence angles with 

the curb. q3 = zu vertical position of unsprung mass c.g. in the 
absolute reference system 

ITRS model description q4 = z~ vertical position of sprung mass roll axis in 
The ITRS simulation utilizes an 8 degree of freedom the absolute reference system 

model to represent the vehicle. The model (figure 1) con- q5 = ~u unsprung mass roll angle 
sists of two masses, one representing the vehicle’s sprung q6 = ~s sprung mass roll angle 
mass and a second mass which represents the combined q7 = 0 vehicle pitch angle 
unsprung masses of front and rear suspension systems. The q8 = W vehicle yaw angle 
masses are connected using two pins attached to the front 

and rear of the sprung mass which can slide in vertical slots Equations of motion 
located in the unsprung mass. The pins permit the sprung The equations of motion for the ITRS model were formu- 
mass to move vertically relative to the unsprung mass and lated using the Newton-Euler approach. Provided the origin 
also allow relative rotation between the two masses. The of the non-inertial reference system attached to the rigid 
pins represent the vehicle roll axis, whose position is deter- body (point P) is located at the body’s center of mass (i.e. ~ 
mined from the kinematics of the front and rear suspension = 0) or is not accelerating, the rigid body equations of 
systems. The suspension model assumes that the vehicle’s motion can be written in the following form: 
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the Newton-Euler equations can be applied separately to 
each of the bodies. If this approach is used then the reactions 
which occur at the connections between the rigid bodies 

z must be determined. Additional equations of motion ob- 

z ",, ¯ 
tained from separating the system into subsystems can be 

]~""~ 

connections,    used to solve for the reactions which occur at the system 

- The ITRS model is a multi-body dynamic system in 

: _-- Y which the first body represents the unsprung mass, and the 

x~ 

-’- Y second represents the sprung mass. These bodies are inter- 
connected through the vehicle roll axis, and by numerous 
spring and damping elements which comprise the suspen- 
sion system. The origin of the non-inertial reference system 
attached to the unsprung mass is located at the unsprung 
mass c.g. Therefore the first form of the Newton-Euler 
equations (1) of motion were used to formulate the equa- 

Figure 2. General rigid body motion, tions of motion of the unsprung mass. The origin of the non- 

Fx=,,(~+vzo~-Vyo9 inertial reference system attached to the sprung mass is 
located in the same longitudinal plane as the sprung mass 

Fy = = (~ + vx ~-~zo,3 c.g., however, the longitudinal axis (the x axis) of the non- 
inertial reference system coincides with the vehicle roll Fz = na (~’z + vy COx- Vx COy) 

(1) axis, and does not pass through the c.g. of the sprung mass. 
Mx = I~x 6>x + Ixy (¢by- �ox o,xz) + Ixz (6~z + mx �oy) + (Izz- Iyy) coy o)z + Iyz ((t~- o~) Since the origin of this non-inertial reference system does 

not coincide with the sprung mass c.g., and the origin of the 
My = lyy ~ + Ixy (6)x + �oy a~Z) + lyz (r~z + �ox Oy) + (Ixx - Iz,,.) ok t~ + Ixz (o~" °~) 

system is expected to accelerate, the second form of the 

Mz = Iz2 i~z + Iyz (63y + COx mz) + I= (6)x- my 1073 + (Iyy- Ixx) �ox my + Ixy (o~- o~) 
Newton-Euler equations of motion (2) had to be used to 

formulate the sprung mass equations of motion. The result- 

If the origin of the non-inertial reference system does not ing equations include all moments and products of inertia 

satisfy either one of the two conditions listed above then the and also include all dynamic couplings. 

Newton-Euler equations of motion must be extended to the External forces 
following form: 

The external forces which act on the vehicle include 

Fx= m[’~/px + Vpz �oy - Vpy �oz + Dz ~y - Dy ~z + 
gravitational forces, the normal reactions at the wheels, the 

�oy (Ox py- �oy Px)- �oz (�oz Px- 00x Pz)] frictional forces of tires, and the impact forces which occur 

l~y=m[~/py + Vpx �oz- VPz �ox + I~x 0~z o ~)z 0~x + 
when the vehicle strikes the curb. The tire normal reactions 

�Oz (Oy Pz" �Oz Py)" �OX (�Ox I~y- �Oz I}x)] 

are calculated using a linear spring and damping element. 

The normal reaction is dependent on the radial deformation 17z=m[~tpz 
+ Vpy �Ox- Vpx �oY + I~Y 6x- Px o~y + 

of the tire, as well as the rate of radial tire deformation 

(2~ (index i = 1 ..... 4 is used to denote each of the four wheels): 

M~ = I=/~ + ~y (~ - o~ o9 + x,~ ~/~ + Ox %) + ~=- I.) % o~ + I~ (o~- ~) + 
m(pyaz- pzay) Fzi = Kz ATri- Bz hTri ATri > 0 

MY ffi Iyy 6~Y + Ixy ((bx + �OY09 + I]~z (~Oz + �~t my) + (Ixx" Izz) �ox O)z + Ixz (0~ - (L~) + 

(3) 

~-~,~ Fzi=0 ATri < 0 

Mz = Izz 6.~z + Iyz (?oy + O~t o.xz) + Ixz (¢bx - �oy O9 + (Iyy - Ixx) �ox 0~ + Ixy (0~ - (o~) + 
The radial deformation of each tire is dependent on the 

m (Px ay- Px ay)                                       vertical position, roll angle and pitch angle of the unsprung 

where,_Px, Py and p~ represent the x, y, z components of the 
mass. 

The x and y components of the tire frictional forces are 
vector P~ and ax, ay and az are the x, y, z acceleration compo- 
nents of the non-inertial reference system origin (point P). 

computed using the following relations: 

It should be noted that all velocity components in both 
sets of equations are measured in the non-inertial reference Fxfi = ~l,x Fzi fx(Vxi) 

system. Also, in both sets of equations Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, 
(4) 

and Mz represent the x, y, z components of the external Fyfi = l.ty Fzi fy(vyi) 
forces and moments which act on the rigid body as seen in 

the non-inertial reference system. In the case of intercon- 
nected multi-body systems, the bodies can be split apart and where, p.~ and lXy are the sliding coefficients of friction of the 
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tire in the x and y directions and fx(Vxi), fy(Vyi) represent ~ Suslxmsion and Wheel 
nonlinear functions of the tire sliding velocity. These func- 

~ 
~eforrmtion 

tions are introduced to insure that the frictional forces act to ,,. Wheel -- Frame, Powerlxain 
" Compliance Deformation 

oppose vehicle motion and prevent the sudden reversal of "~ K , K3 

tire frictional forces if velocities Vxi or Vyi change signs. The ~ ’ 

form of functions fx(Vxi) and fy(Vyi) is shown in figure 3. ~ -- K4 Unloading/Reloading Curve 

f(vi) 
Point 2 --/’1 Lateral Crush 

~egion II      , Region llI     ,, 
Permanent __~ 

-- Crush 

1.0 ~ ~ Energy Absorbed During Impact 

Figure 4. Force deflection characteristic used in the ITRS for 
-VcrJt curb impact. 

’ Verit v The scrub force which is generated during a curb impact 

,’ is determined using the following relationship: 

"� ...... 1.0 Fscrubi = Its Fimpacti f(vxi) (5) 

where, ~ts represents the tire friction coefficient along the 
Figure 3. Velocity dependent tire frictional function, 

curb, Fimpacti is the impact force normal to the curb, and 
f(vXi) represents a non-linear function of the tire’s scrub 

The force which occurs when the tire comes into contact 
velocity shown in figure 5. 

with the curb consists of two components, an impact force 

which is perpendicular to the curb, and a scrub force which - 

acts parallel to the curb. The impact force is dependent on f ( V Xi) 

the amount of deformation as well as the time rate of change 

in the deformation. The deformation is determined based on 

the location and orientation of the vehicle relative to the 

curb. A force displacement curve having three linear slopes 1.0 
in three regions is used to determine the elastic portion of 

the impact force and is shown in figure 4. The first region of 
-Vx the force displacement curve is totally elastic and is used to 

represent wheel compliance. The second region represents a 
, VX v 

zone where plastic deformation occurs as the wheel and , 
suspension elements undergo permanent crush. As the                  ’ 

I 
amount of deformation increases, more solid members of 

- 1.0 
the vehicle such as the frame and powertrain are deformed 

and the third region of the curve is utilized. If the vehicle 

rebounds after impact the force displacement curve will 
Figure 5. Velocity dependent tire scrub force function. 

unload using one of two slopes. If the deformation is totally 

elastic, i.e. in region I, then the force displacement curve Energy based rollover stability criteria 
will unload at slope K1. If the deformation is plastic, i.e. in 

regions II or III, then the curve will unload at slope K4. If In order to analytically investigate the influence of design 

plastic deformation does occur then the amount of perma- parameters on a vehicle’s rollover stability, decisions must 

nent deformation is noted and the force deformation curve be made regarding the criteria which will be used to quan- 

will reload using slope K4 on subsequent impacts. Thus in titatively measure vehicle rollover stability. One widely 

subsequent impacts the impact force is computed as a func- used rollover stability criteria known as the Static Rollover 

tion of previous plastic deformation. Stability Factor (SRSF) is defined: 

The portion of the impact force which is dependent on the 
SRSF = Track Width (6) 

time rate of change in the deformation is modelled using a 2 Heightcg 
viscous damping characteristic. The force component As shown above, the SRSF is a function of two easily 
which is dependent on deformation and the force compo- measured vehicle parameters and, as the name implies, is a 
nent dependent on the rate of deformation are added togeth- purely static measure of rollover stability. Because of its 
er to obtain the total impact force, simplicity, the SRSF cannot be used to determine the influ- 
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ence of vehicle design parameters on the dynamic rollover vehicle and environmental parameters as well as the initial 

behavior and has mainly been used in statistical studies conditions of the tripped rollover test. The utilization of 

which attempt to find correlations between SRSF and roll- RPER in analysis enables determination of the influence of 

over propensity, all vehicle design and environmental characteristics on ve- 

Vehicle rollover is essentially a problem associated with hicle rollover propensity using a time varying measure of 

stability. In a rollover situation, a vehicle which generates dynamic stability. 

small roll angles will return to a four wheel stance and is During the development of the ITRS the first RPER func- 

considered stable, however at larger roll angles the vehicle tion (described in (18)) was refined to account for the 
can tip over and is considered unstable. Classical stability change in the elastic potential energy of the suspension 
theory states that the stability Of a system’s equilibrium system and tires as well as to include the effect of suspen- 
position can be investigated based on the change of the sion crush on the center of gravity position at the static tip 
system’s potential energy caused by small perturbations of over angle. This new measure of RPER was designated 
its stated variables. If this change is positive then the system RPER3 and is described in (27). 
is stable, if negative then the system is unstable. For exam- 
ple, when a vehicle has a roll angle of zero an increase in the 

Sensitivity analysis 

roll angle raises its center of gravity position, thus increas- A vehicle’s dynamic system and subsystems (suspen- 

ing the potential energy of the system, which indicates that sions, brakes, and steering for example) are comprised of 

the initial position is stable. However, when a vehicle’s roll many elements whose characteristics directly or indirectly 

angle equals the static tip over angle then increasing the roll affect its dynamic response. Understanding how design 

angle will lower the center of gravity position and decreases characteristics affect a vehicle’s dynamic response is a fun- 

the system’s gravitational potential energy, making the sys- damental step in the design process. Unfortunately, the in- 

tem unstable. The example illustrated above refers to stabil- fluence of system parameters on a vehicle’s response in a 

ity of an equilibrium position and could be extended to the particular maneuver is not always obvious. Sensitivity 

more general case of stability of motion. However, this methods can be used to determine the influence of any 

would necessitate investigation into complex and difficult vehicle design parameter on its dynamic response, making 
issues related to dynamic analysis (Nalecz (19), (20)). them very useful in the analysis and synthesis of a complex 
While it is not always practical to perform a classical stabil- mechanical system (23-26). 
ity analysis on a complex, non-linear dynamic model it is There are various types of sensitivity measures which can 
possible to gain useful information on vehicle response and be used to investigate the influence of design parameters on 
stability by examining the time history of the vehicle’s vehicle response. These include first order standard, first 
kinetic and potential energies, order percentage, first order logarithmic, and second order 

In a majority of tripped rollover accidents, a vehicle’s standard sensitivity functions (26). 
kinetic energy before impact with the tripping obstacle is The first order standard sensitivity function is equal to the 
largely translational. As a result of impact a portion of this partial derivative of a system variable taken with respect to a 
translational energy is converted into rotational kinetic en- particular system parameter and is useful for determining 
ergy. If the vechicle gains enough rotational kinetic energy the influence of a single design parameter on a particular 
it will roll past its static tip over angle, which represents an system variable. The first order percentage sensitivity func- 
unstable equilibrium position. At this point gravitational tion is calculated by finding the variable change associated 
force acting on the vehicle begins to exert a destabilizing with a parameter change of some user specified percentage. 
influence, rather than stabilizing, and will pull the vehicle Percentage sensitivity functions are useful for comparing 
over. the influence of several parameters on a particular system 

The concept of Rollover Prevention Energy Reserve 
(RPER) was first introduced by Nalecz et al. (18) and was 

variable. For example, if a designer wished to investigate 

used as a measure of vehicle rollover stability in the sensi- 
whether a 2% increase in track width would influence the 

tivity analysis of a tripped rollover model. This energy 
vehicle’s roll angle more than a 2% reduction in center of 

based stability measure examines the difference between 
gravity height then percentage sensitivity could be used. 

the potential energy required to bring the vehicle to the 
The first order logarithmic sensitivity function is deter- 

static tip over position and the rotational kinetic energy of 
mined by multiplying the first order standard sensitivity 

the vehicle created as a result of vehicle impact with the 
function by the parameter value and dividing this product by 

curb. If the vehicle has a sufficient amount of rotational the variable value. Logarithmic sensitivity functions are 

kinetic energy to raise the vehicle to its static tip over posi- dimensionless, making them useful when comparing and 

tion and overcome any energy dissipation which might re- ranking the influence of various parameters on system vari- 

duce rotational kinetic energy then RPER will become neg- ables. Second order sensitivity functions are determined by 

ative, and rollover will occur. RPER is dependent on both calculating the second partial derivative of a system vari- 

static factors such as track width and center of gravity able with respect to a system parameter. Second order sensi- 

height, and is also dependent on the dynamic response of the tivity functions can be used to gain additional insight into 

vehicle. This makes the time history of RPER dependent on sensitivity results when two or more parameters exhibit 
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similar first order sensitivity. Table 1 summarizes each sen- rollover and the RPER reached negative values. At 23.13 ft/ 
sitivity function, s the minimum value of RPER is only slightly negative, but 

as the speed increases the minimum values of RPER be- 
Table 1. Summa~ of different sensitivity functions, come strongly negative. These results indicate that RPER is 

Sensitivity Amlytieal Numedc~a a very useful dynamic function for assessing the reliever 
Type Expression Expression Units 

potential of a vehicle in a simultaneous tripped reliever 
situation. 

~V AV V 
lstOrderStandard ~- 

~" ~" ROLLOVER PRFVENT’rON ENERGY RES~"RVE 

1st Order Percentage 
~V 8P 

A V V 
~p /--,a~..,, ,t/= RPER 

av v av P 
1st Order Logarithmic 

~" V ~ V None 

2nd Order Standard          ~             AP            P-~ 

ITRS results >- .......... 
The initial conditions which must be supplied to the ITRS 

simulation include the vehicle heading angle measured rela- ,,,z 
tive to the curb, the initial distance of the vehicle from the 
curb (measured from the front right tire), and initial velocity 
of the vehicle center of mass (figure 6). TZME (See) 

Figure 7. RPER of ITRS in simultaneous impact ease (q’=0 
degrees). 

/ 

/ The curves shown in figure 8 illustrate the RPER of a 

/ vehiclewhich is initially located 7.5 feet away from the curb 
/ (Yu = 7.5 ft) and has an initial yaw angle ~/= 25 degrees. The 
/ values of RPER were computed using initial velocities of / 
/ 17, 20, 23.73, 25 and 27 ft/s. As before, the vehicle came to a 

VinitaI 
/ stop prior to impact with the curb in the 17 ft/s case. Roll- 
/ over occurred in the 23.73, 25 and 27 ft/s cases, however, 
/ the 20 ft/s case did not result in reliever. The initial velocity Yu .~/ 
/ of 23.73 ft/s was found to be the rollover threshold speed for 
/ the initial conditions of this oblique impact. In the oblique 
/ impact the minimum value of RPER at the rollover thresh- 
,, old speed falls below the minimum value of RPER which 

occurs in the simultaneous impact case. This is because 
Figure 6. Initial conditions used in intermediate tripped roll- 

when the vehicle strikes the curb at a positive oblique angle over simulation. 
the front wheels of the vehicle strike the curb first, the 

The time histories of RPER obtained from the ITRS sim- vehicle then yaws until the rear wheels strike the curb, and 
ulation using data typical of a full size passenger vehicle are then the vehicle rolls over. A palpable amount of energy is 
illustrated in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the RPER of a dissipated during the time period between the front and rear 
vehicle initially located 7.5 feet from the curb (Yu = 7.5 feet) wheel impacts and the vehicle must possess enough excess 
and parallel to the curb (~ = 0). These initial conditions kinetic energy toovercomethisdissipationifarolloveris to 
produced simultaneous front and rear wheel contact with occur. 
the curb. RPER was computed using initial velocity values The sensitivity methods developed by the University of 
of 17, 20, 22.13, 25 and 27 ft/s. In the 17 ft/s case the vehicle Missouri-Columbia (Nalecz and Bindemann (21, 22)) have 
came to a stop before reaching the curb and vehicle impact been utilized to determine the influence of various vehicle 
occured in all cases with initial speeds higher than 47 ft/s. design parameters on the time history of avehicle’s RPER in 
The instant of vehicle impact with the curb can be identified tripped rollover maneuvers. The sample sensitivity results 
on each curve at the point where RPER begins to decrease, presented in figures 9-12 have been obtained in simul- 
The initial velocity of 23.13 ft/s was found to be the thresh- taneous impact at the rollover threshold speed of 22.13 ft/s. 
old speed for tripped reliever in simultaneous impact cases. The percentage sensitivity functions which have been cho- 
For initial speeds smaller than 23.13 ft/s vehicle reliever did sen for analysis represent the variable change caused by a 1 
not occur and the RPER curves for these speeds always percent parameter change and can be interpreted in the 
remained positive. However, the results obtained using ini- following manner. If the percentage sensitivity function is 
tial velocities greater than or equal to 23.13 ft/s resulted in positive then this indicates that an increase the parameter 
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SENSITIVITY OF RP ENERGY RESERVE SENSITIVITY OF RP ENERGY RESERVE 
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Figure 11. Sensitivity of ITRS RPER for mass/inertia parameter Figure 12. Sensitivity of ITRS RPER for force parameter set. 
set. 

dissipated by the frictional forces generated by the tires. A the transient behavior (and relatively large values) of the 
higher friction coefficient will produce higher friction 

sensitivity function increase is caused by the nature of the 
forces and the loss of additional kinetic energy prior to 

sensitivity methods used in this analysis (see Nalecz and 
impact, resulting in lower impact speeds. Figure 12 also 

Bindemann (21,22)). Other influential parameters on figure 
shows that increasing the elastic region of the impact force 

10 are the undeformed suspension spring length SPRLGN 
deformation curve (Point 1, figure 4) will decrease vehicle 

and tire radius T,. The figure indicates that increasing either 
RPER. Because plastic deformation during impact will dis- 

of these parameters will decrease RPER, which is very 
sipate a portion of the vehicle’s kinetic energy plastic defor- 

reasonable since increasing Tr or SPRLGN parameters has a mation helps to reduce the risk of rollover and the onset of 
secondary effect of raising the vehicle center of gravity, plastic deformation can be hastened by reducing the size of 

Figure 11 illustrates the influence of vehicle mass and the elastic deformation region. 
inertia parameters on RPER. The figure shows that increas- 
ing the sprung mass initially increases the vehicle’s RPER, Intermediate Maneuver Induced Rollover 
however, after impact the sprung mass exerts a negative Simulation 
influence on RPER. This is because after impact the inertia In the past, there has been a considerable amount of 
force of the vehicle tends to rotate the vehicle about the debate and controversy surrounding the phenomenon of 
curb, and therefore a larger sprung mass will produce a maneuvered induced rollover. These are rollover accidents 
larger inertia force as a result of impact. The increases of the which typically occur on smooth pavement and are initiated 
roll moments of inertia of sprung and unsprung masses Ixxs by driver steering and braking inputs, rather than an excur- 
and Ixxu produced increases of vehicle RPER during impact, sion into a roadside feature. While maneuver induced roll- 
which was expected, since the roll moments of inertia op- over accidents occur infrequently in comparison to tripped 
pose the roll acceleration of the vehicle, rollover accidents, it is justifiably argued that a vehicle 

The influence of impact and force parameters on vehicle should not rollover as a result of steering and braking inputs 
RPER is illustrated in figure 12. As seen in this figure the which might occur in a collision avoidance situation. Much 
pavement friction coefficient ~.~y exerts a strong positive of this controversy centers around off-road utility vehicles 
influence on RPER. This is logical since the majority of and light pick-up trucks. Critics of these vehicles claim that 
kinetic energy which is lost prior to impact with the curb is the high ground clearances associated with these vehicles 
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result in a high center of gravity, and increase their rollover Y’,Fx = m (iJ ~ r V) 
propensity. 

The Intermediate Maneuver Induced Rollover Simula- ~Fy = m (Q + r U) (7) 
tion (IMIRS) developed by Nalecz (28) can be used to 
investigate vehicle maneuver induced reliever as well as 
limit handling maneuvers. The IMIRS represents an exten- Y~Mz = Iz i" 

sion of the Lateral Weight Transfer Simulation (LWTS) 
described in (29). Like the ITRS the IMIRS utilizes a vehi- handling model are those generated by pneumatic tires, 

cle model of intermediate detail, which requires a modest gravitational and aerodynamic effects. A non-linear tire 

amount of vehicle data and computation time. model based on the non-dimensional slip angle approach 

IMIRS model description 
was employed in the simulation. The tire model determines 
the side force, braking force, and aligning moment gener- 

The IMIRS simulation utilizes two coupled vehicle dy- ated by a tire in combined cornering and braking maneuvers 
namic models to simulate handling and rollover behavior; based on the conditions of normal load, longitudinal slip, 
an illustration of each model is given in figures 13 and 14. slip angle, and camber angle which are imposed on the tire. 
The vehicle handling model has 3 degrees of freedom, while Example plots of side force versus slip angle and braking 
the rollover model is a 5 degree of freedom model, force versus slip ratio are shown in figures 15 and 16. 

~rob 
a-~ 

Longitudinal 
Fy Slip Ratio 

FYr° Pyfo S = 0.0 

~ 
S=0.2 

S =0.4 
N 6re ¯ o S =0.6 

F yn 

FYfi 

x 
Slip Angle 

a 
N~i ~ ~      Y 

~n rt / 
Nfi Ixfi y 

Figure 13. IMIRS handling model. Figure 15. Tire side force versus slip angle in IMIRS simulation. 

Fx 

-- (~ = 10 Slip Angle 

-- (x=20 

--  =30 
Bum til’fness w 

Sprung Mass Roll Center And Damping Element Slip Ratio 

Anti-Roll 
Damping Element Figure 16. Tire braking force versus slip ratio in IMIRS 

And-Roll simulation. 
Stifness Element Suspension Spring 

And Damper 

Figure 14. IMIRS reliever model. If the applied brake torque exceeds the frictional torque 

produced by the force generated at the tire/pavement inter- 
The generalized velocities used in the handling model are face then the tire is assumed to become locked and the 

forward velocity U, lateral velocity V and yaw rate r. The sliding frictional force is assumed to act in a direction oppo- 

equations of motion employed in the vehicle handling mod- site the tire’s direction of motion. If the applied thrust torque 

el have been obtained from the Newton-Euler formulation: exceeds the tires traction ability then the tire is assumed to 

The external forces and moments which act on the IMIRS begin spinning and the tire thrust force acts in the direction 
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of the wheel plane. The friction ellipse is used to determine The suspension system used in the rollover model is 
the tire limits of adhesion in all directions and is shown in similar to that used in the ITRS and is illustrated in figure 
figure 17. 14. The sprung mass motion is constrained using a pin 

which slides in a vertical slot in the unsprung mass. Two 
linearly elastic springs and viscous dampers support the 

sprung mass. Bump stops limit the relative motion of the a -S~p angle 
sprung mass in roll and heave. These bump stops are mod- 

v-ContactPatchVelocity elled using non-linear, hardening springs which become 

FX- B~aking For~ infinitely stiff if compressed to zero length. The front and 
~ ~Fy)m~x rear tires are combined at the left and right sides of the 

’/ (Fx)max- Max. Braking Force 
vehicle and are modelled using a linearly elastic spring 

~v y)max-Max. Si~ Fo,ce placed in parallel with a viscous damping element. 
R-Max. Resultant Tim Force 

IMIRS rollover prevention energy reserve 
(S f)max- Max. Sid~ Force With Braking 

~Fx ) m~ Rollover prevention energy reserve was used in the ITRS 
~ 

Figure 17. Friction ellipse in combined cornering and braking 
simulation as a dynamic measure of vehicle stability in 

conditions, tripped rollovers. The concept of RPER has also been ap- 
plied to the IMIRS to assess vehicle stability in maneuver 

The size and aspect ratio of the ellipse is dependent on the induced rollover situations. The formulation of RPER used 
peak braking and cornering friction coefficients, pavement in the IMIRS differs slightly from that used in the ITRS 
conditions, and tire normal load. The IMIRS tire model uses because of the differences between the two maneuvers. The 

~_~ Calspan tire data to determine the following tire IMIRS determines RPER by subtracting the kinetic energy 
characteristics: of vehicle rolling motion, obtained from the Lagrangian 

¯ Cornering Stiffness 
formulation of the rollover model, from the amount of po- 

¯ Camber Stiffness 
tential energy required to raise the vehicle center of gravity 

from its instantaneous position to the static tip over position. ¯ Peak Cornering Friction Coefficient 
This measure of RPER is designated RPERa. ¯ Peak Braking Friction Coefficient 

¯ ¯ ¯ Sliding Friction Coefficient Results obtained from IMIRS 
¯ Slip Ratio at Peak Braking 
¯ Aligning Moment The IMIRS was used to simulate a J-turn maneuver using 

vehicle data typical of a small off-road utility vehicle. This 
These characteristics are computed as functions of tire 

maneuver simulates a vehicle being driven in a straight line 
normal and side loads. The aerodynamic side force together 

at 58.67 ft/s (40 miles per hour) and given a ramp steering 
~ with aerodynamic yaw damping are also included in the wheel input of 240 degrees in 0.5 seconds. The steering 

model, 
wheel was then held stationary. The pavement conditions 

In order to investigate untripped vehicle rollover behav- 
used in the simulation had a moderately high coefficient of 

ior, a vehicle rollover model has been added to the IMIRS to 
friction (SN = 110). A high coefficient of friction was cho- work in conjunction with the handling model. It is a planar 
sen so that the vehicle could generate a value of lateral 

model and consists of two masses, sprung and unsprung, 
acceleration sufficient to cause rollover. If the road surface which are connected through the various elements of the 

suspension system. The rollover model is coupled to the had a low coefficient of friction, such as that of wet pave- 

vehicle handling model through the external forces which ment, then the vehicle would tend to skid or spin out rather 

than rollover. The roll angle of the unsprung mass as well as are applied to the planar model. These forces include the 
the roll angle of the sprung mass measured relative to the side forces generated by the tires, the inertial forces acting 

on the sprung and unsprung masses, and gravity. The de- unsprung mass are shown in figure 18. 

grees of freedom used in the IMIRS rollover model include: The time history of RPERa obtained in the J-turn maneu- 
ver is presented in figure 19. The shape of this RPER curve 

~bu--Roll angle of the unsprung mass is qualitatively different from the characteristic shape pro- 
yu--Lateral displacement of the unsprung mass center duced in the tripped rollover cases. These dissimilarities are 

of gravity caused by fundamental differences between tripped and 
Zu--Vertical location of the unsprung mass. center of maneuver induced rollover behavior. RPER in its most basic 

gravity form represents the change in potential energy required to 
~-~ ~s--Roll angle of the sprung mass relative to the un- raise the vehicle center of gravity to the static tip over 

sprung mass 
position minus the rotational kinetic energy of the vehicle. 

Zs--Heave of sprung mass relative to the unsprung In the case of tripped rollover the rotational kinetic energy 
mass 

of the vehicle reaches a maximum value shortly after impact 
The equations of motion of the rollover were derived with the curb and then decreases as the vehicles rotate to 

using the Lagrangian formulation (28). the static tip over angle. In maneuver induced rollover acci- 
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dents the rotational kinetic energy of the vehicle tends to ROLLOVER PREVENTION ENERGY RESERVE 

increase continuously. 
NANUEVER INDUCED ROLLOVER 

ROLLOVER IN ,.I-TURN 
4000 

INIRS ROLL ANGLES 
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Figure 19. IMIRS vehicle RPERa in J-turn rollover. 

ROLL ANSLE (Pad) 
reduces RPERa. Increases in the unsprung masses (Muf and 

Figure 18. IMIRS vehicle roll angle in J-turn rollover. Mur) and yaw moment of inertia Izz seem to have a positive 

The sensitivity of vehicle RPERa to selected parameter 
influence on RPERa, however, an increase of the sprung 

groups in the 40 mile per hour J-turn maneuver has been 
mass roll moment of inertia Ixxs tends to reduce RPERa. This 

performed utilizing percentage sensitivity functions. The 
seems to contradict the results obtained from the sensitivity 

influence of two groups of vehicle geometrical parameters 
analysis of the ITRS where an increase in the vehicle roll 

on RPERa is shown in figures 20 and 21. Figure 20 indicates 
moment of inertia raised vehicle RPER. One reason for this 

that an increase of the sprung mass center of gravity height 
difference is that in the maneuver induced rollover the 

decreases vehicle RPER~, while an increase in the front and 
sprung mass roll acceleration changes signs as the sprung 

rear track widths increases RPERa.The influence of geo- mass rolls to the outside and is then stopped by the suspen- 

metrical parameter set #2 is shown in figure 21 from which sion elements which oppose this motion. Since inertia tends 

it is seen that RPERa can be raised by increasing spring track to oppose acceleration it may exert a negative influence in a 

widths. Changes in front and rear roll center heights RCf and maneuver induced rollover. The figure also shows that shift- 

RCr, static suspension spring length SPRLNG, and unde- ing the vehicle weight distribution toward the rear of the 

formed bump stop length BSLNG appear to have very little vehicle increases RPER~, in agreement with the sensitivity 

effect on RPER~ in the J-turn maneuver induced rollover, of parameter as shown on figure 20. 

The most influential geometrical parameters appear to be, in The sensitivity of RPERa to changes in the stiffness pa- 

order of importance, sprung mass center of gravity height, rameters is illustrated in figure 23. The figure shows that 

front and rear track width, suspension spring track width, RPER~ can be increased by increasing the stiffness of the 

the distance from the front axle to the vehicle e.g. a, and the suspension springs and tires K~ and Kz and by shifting the 

unsprung mass center of gravity heights HUF and Ht~R. vehicle roll stiffness distribution KRdist toward the front of 

The influence of vehicle mass/inertia parameters on the vehicle. The stiffness of the bump stops K2 as well as the 

RPERa is presented in figure 22. The results show that the auxiliary roll stiffness contribution from anti-roll bars 

sprung mass initially has a beneficial effect, however, when and Kr~ had little influence on vehicle RPERa in the rollover 

the vehicle beings to roll an increase in the sprung mass induced by the J-turn. 
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SENSITIVITY OF RPER IN IMIRS SENSITIVITY OF RPER IN IMIRS 
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Figure20. Sensitivity of lMIRS RPERa for geometrical parame- Figure 21. Sensitivity of IMIRS RPERa for geometrical 
ter set No. 1. parameter set No. 2. 

An Overview of the Advanced Vehicle center in static conditions and this location is determined 

Rollover Model (AVRM) 
based on a kinematic analysis of the suspension system. 

Dependent suspension systems are modelled using a beam 
The University of Missouri-Columbia is currently in the axle representation (figure 25). The beam axle is assumed to 

process of developing a complex simulating program (30) pivot about the static roll center of the suspension and can 
which will be capable of providing detailed analysis into all translate in a vertical direction relative to the sprung mass. 
of the most common types of rollover accidents. The The suspension springs have non-linear stiffness 
Advanced Vehicle Rollover Simulation (AVRM) will be characteristics which are computed using polynomial 
able to simulate maneuver induced rollovers, as well as functions of displacement with coefficients which are 
rollovers caused by vehicle excursions into roadside determined experimentally. The damping rate of each shock 
features such as curbs, soft soil, and embankments. The absorber is a quadratic function of the damper’s rate of 
vehicle model assumed in the AVRM simulation has 14 displacement. Both independent and dependent suspension 
degrees of freedom. The sprung mass has 6 degrees of systems have elastic and viccous damping anti-roll ele- 
freedom, three translational and three rotational. Each ments. Both types of suspensions, independent and depend- 
suspension system has 2 degrees of freedom and each wheel ent, can be employed in any combination at the front and 
has a rotational degree of freedom. All phases of various rear of the vehicle. 
rollover events will be simulated including pre-rollover The frictional tire model used in the AVRM is based on 
motion, rollover initiation, rollover and post impact motion, the non-dimensional slip angle approach and utilizes a dual 
The simulation will be able to provide an estimate of friction ellipse concept to determine the limits of adhesion 
rollover impacts severity using a sprung mass/ground in different directions under combined conditions of 
impact model, cornering and braking or thrust. This model includes 

The AVRM will be capable of simulating virtually any modifications to account for the large values of camber 
type of independent’ suspension system through an angles, as well as overload conditions which can occur 
equivalent swing arm suspension model (figure 24). The during tire impacts with roadside features such as a curb. 
pivot point ofeach swing arm is placed at the wheel’s instant Several discontinuities which existed in the previous 
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Figure 22. Sensitivity of IMIRS RPERa for mass/inertia Figure 23. Sensitivity of IMIRS RPERa for stiffness parameter 
parameter set. set. 

version of the tire frictional model under conditions of FSprungMass 

combined cornering and braking have been eliminated 

through the development of a dual friction ellipse 

representation. Figure 26 and 27 show examples of side ,t’~ "~ 

force vs. slip angle at various camber angles in both fzee 

rolling and heavy braking conditions. ~ 

The forces and moments generated during vehicle impact 

with roadside features are computed based on the three 

dimensional state of the tire caused by interference with the 

terrain profile. The tire impact model is illustrated in figures 

28 and 29. Figure 28 shows the three dimensional 

representation of the tire impacting with a curb at an oblique 

angle. The impact model consists of numerous springs Suspension --~ Suspension- Suspension 

which have been specially arranged to ensure that the Equivalent Instant Center BumpStops 

generated impact reactions are adequate in various vehicle 
Swing arm (Fixed to Vehicle) 

&Suspensi°nshock AbsorberSpring 

maneuvers including those which produce excessive 

camber angles and overloads. A radial cross section 
Figure 24. AVRM equivalent swing arm representation of 

detailing the spring locations and orientations used in the 
independent suspension. 

tire model can be seen in figure 29. The deformation of each 

spring is determined based on the wheel’s orientation 
to generate reactions during sprung mass contact with the 

relative to the terrain surface. The forces and moments 
ground. The forces produced by each node are based on both 

produced by each elastic element are then totalled to obtain the amount and rate of change of deformation. The force/ 

the net reaction of each wheel, deflection characteristics of each node are similar to those 

A vehicle/ground impact model employs 21 node points used in the wheel/curb impact model of the ITRS (figure 4). 
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Figure 25. AVRM representation of dependent suspension 
system. 
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Figure 28. AVRM tire terrain impact model. 
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Figure 26. Side force versus slip angle in free rolling 
conditions at various camber angles. 

o Figure 29. Cross section of tire impact model. 

estimate the severity of the rollover event. The frictional 

scrub force generated by each node are calculated as a 

..... , function of the normal reaction and sliding velocity of each 
.... -.... ’ -d.. ’ "~" "" ’ "" "" node. Examples obtained during testing of the sprung mass 

SLIP ANGLE {Deg 
ground impact model are shown in figures 30 and 31. 

- FZ-BO0, S-0.6. Hux s HuY NODIFIED The eouatlons_~ _ of motion for the AVRM are derived us;no 

conditionsFigure 27, atSidevariousf°rCechamberVersus~-^’^~slip angle in heavy braking the Lagrangian formulation in quasi-coordinates. In 

=""’~" addition to sprung and unsprung masses the AVRM model 
permits inclusion of 6 additional masses which can be used 

These deformation characteristics account for both elastic to investigate the effects of various passenger/payload 
and plastic deformation at each node and can be used to configurations. 
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Preliminary results obtained while testing AVRM 
subsystem models are quite promising and indicate that it 
will be a very useful tool for investigating of all types of 
rollover accidents. 
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Real World Rollovers A Crash Test Procedure and Vehicle Kinematics 
.... Evaluation 

T. M. Thomas, the high speed film. The vehicles tested represent a range of 

S. K. Cooperrider, vehicle geometries from passenger cars to utility vehicles. 

S. A. Uammoud, The vehicle kinematics results include presentation of 

P. F. Woley, position, velocity, and energy profiles. The results are 
-- compared with those from the dolly rollover test at similar 

Failure Analysis Associates, Inc. speeds with a similar vehicle. 

Introduction 
Abstract 

Automobile rollover accidents have been a subject of 
Until recently, crash tests to study real world rollover research for more than 50 years (1)*. Despite years of study, 

- accidents have used either snubbed dollies or guided ramps, the mechanics of vehicle rollover remains poorly 
Neither method accurately represents what occurs during a understood, a situation that can be attributed to the 
curb trip rollover accident. This paper discusses .a series of complexity of the tollover process. Many factors influence 
rollover tests conducted by Failure Analysis Associates, the likelihood of vehicle rollover, including vehicle 
Inc. (FaAA), in which the test vehicles are slid sideways, characteristics, pre-rollover vehicle dynamic motion, and 
released from tow, and tripped by a curb, as could occur in a the nature of the mechanism initiating rollover. It is well 

~ real accident. Another vehicle was launched from a FMVSS known that a vehicle’s propensity to roliover depends on 
208 doily for comparison. The test vehicles contained vehicle characteristics that include geometric dimensions, 

unrestrained front seat anthropomorphic dummies, inertial properties, and suspension characteristics. Pre- 
The tests were documented with real time and high speed 

photography. Vehicle kinematics was found by analysis of *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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rollover dynamic conditions including orientation, sideslip restraint systems in a rollover situation. These procedures 

angle, and both translational and rotational velocities affect are not designed to replicate real world rollover initiation 

rollover occurrence. To further complicate matters, vehicle mechanisms, and in fact research indicates that substantial 

rollover may be initiated by a number of different mecha- 
differences in rollover mechanics may exist (13). A better 

nisms including tripping on the roadway surface under understanding of real world rolloverbehavior will be useful 

forces generated by tire-pavement interaction, tripping due in designing for occupant protection and developing 

to impact with a curb or other object, and tripping due to analysis and test procedures to evaluate occupant 

forces generated off road by tire-soil interaction, protection. 

A research project focusing on the mechanics of auto- Test Description 
mobile rollover is underway at FaAA. This paper reports a 
portion of that effort concerned with understanding how In order to examine curb tripped rollover mechanics, five 

rollovers are initiated and how different initiation mecha- 
curb impact tests and one dolly rollover test were 

nisms affect the subsequent vehicle rollover mechanics. In conducted. The tests and test vehicles are identified in table 

particular, this paper reports results of tests conducted to 
1. The test vehicles were chosen to cover a wide range of 

investigate rollovers tripped by a curb and to compare the 
vehicle sizes from a sub-compact automobile to a full size 

vehicle behavior in this situation with vehicles launched 
van. A second compact size vehicle of the same make and 

from a FMVSS 208 dolly, model as used in the curb test series was rolled in the dolly 

Analysis of accident statistics provides insight into the rollover test. The center of gravity heights were measured 

rollover initiation mechanisms involved in real world acci- 
for each vehicle in their test condition and are reported in 

dents. Most researchers agree that the majority of rollover table 1. Test vehicle weights, wheelbase, and track width are 

accidents occur off the roadway (2,3,4). The most frequent also given in this table. 

off-road trip mechanism involves the vehicle tires plowing Table 1, Test vehicle description. 
through soil, often on a sideslope (2,3,4). A less frequent, Test Number 1 2 ~ 4 S 6 
but not uncommon situation is tire and wheel impact with a 
curb or other object (2,3,4,5). The research reported here Test Type Curb Curb Curb Curb Curb Dolly 

concerns the mechanism of rollover initiation by curb con- Test Speed 29.9 29.6 29.3 29.6 30.2 30.2 

tact. A study of rollovers tripped by tires in soil is planned (mph) 

for the future. Vehicle 1981 Same as 1979 1972 1981 Same as 
Hodel Challenger #1 with 8210 C20 Impala #1 

Background ,heelsSteel 
The mechanics of vehicle rollover has been approached Vehicle 2630 Same as 1930 4360 3490    2787 

from both an analytical and experimental viewpoint. Weight (lbs) #1 

Several proposed analytical models treat the rollover Wheelbase (in) 99.8 Same as 91.4 125. 115. Same as 

initiation process as an abrupt trip where the wheels of the 
#1 

impacting vehicle are suddenly stopped by an object such as r,ack Width 55.8 Same as 52.3 67.9 61.5 Same as 

a curb (5,6). These analyses produce an expression for the (in) ~1 #1 

minimum velocity needed to trip the vehicle, although the CG Height (in) 20.9 Same as 20.3 30.3 21.7 Same as 

values computed with these methods are much lower than                           ~                          #1 

the minimum velocities found from testing and accident Anthropomorphic 2 2 2 2 2 0 

experience. More complex models that treat the vehicle Dummies 

suspension and tire properties in detail have also been 
developed (6,7,8). These models provide more realistic The tests were conducted in the crash test facility at the 

evaluations of rollover mechanics, although the authors are FaAA Test and Engineering Center. The nominal speed for 

not aware of studies that report close agreement between all tests was 30 mph. In the curb trip tests, the test vehicles 

analytical and experimental results. The lack of agreement were towed sideways and released just before curb impact. 

can be attributed to the poor state of understanding of real 
A soap solution on the concrete track reduced the 

world rollover initiation mechanics, coefficient of friction, making it possible to stably tow the 

Most automobile rollover testing has been directed test vehicles laterally. The dolly rollover followed the 

toward evaluation of occupant protection in rollover FMVSS 208 procedure. 

accidents. Far less effort has been spent on tests to provide The tests were documented with high speed movie 

an understanding of real world rollover mechanics. The cameras. Vehicle and ground based targets were placed in 

objective of test procedures such as the SAE J857 Jun 80 camera view to permit film analysis to determine vehicle 

ramp rollover test (9), the FMVSS 208 dolly rollover test positions, orientations, and velocities. Pre-test and post-test 

(10), and other dolly test procedures (11,12) is to evaluate photographs documented the vehicle and test conditions. 

the occupant protection capability of a vehicle and its Rest position measurements were made in all tests. 
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Test Methodology dumm ies occupying the left and right front seat positions. In 

addition to the onboard cameras, five ground-based, high The test vehicles described in table 1 were free of 

previous major damage and modified only to allow speed cameras and a shuttered video camera were 

installation of onboard cameras and. in the case of the curb positioned as shown in figure 2 to document the vehicle 

motion for later fi lm analysis. To facilitate the film analysis. trip test vehicles, underbody tow and guidance hardware. 
inch tape and targets were applied to the vehicle at selected The two types of tests, the curb trip and the dolly rollover 

test. require substantially different test set-ups and locations, and stationary targets were placed in the 

procedure, foreground of the overlapping camera views. 

The test vehicles and the rollover dolly are guided by 

attachment to a tow-shoe through a bridal assembly. The 

tow-shoe, captured on a monorail, ~s propelled along the 

monorail by a continuous wire rope cable driven by internal 

combustion engines, Tow-shoe speed is controlled by 
Camera 5 

t’ollowing a predetermined acceleration schedule. The 

towed vehicle or dolly is released from the tow system and 

tow-shoe only a few feet from impact with the curb or the 

rollover dolly snubber system. 

The curb used to trip the test vehicles was a 6-inch square =[ZZI 
section of steel tubing rigidly affixed to the monorail and 

c 

surrounding concrete roadway. The test speeds for the curb 

impacts were nominally 30 mph. The vehicles were oriented 

to impact the curb while sliding sideways with the right side 

leading as shown in [’igure 1. Camera3 

Cam/~eraq- ~ Panning Video Camera Iappro×, 70’ from CL 

14’                   and 60" high) 

Camera 

’~ 
Spacing 

Direction ~ 

of _ 
Travel 

Camera 1 
Curb 

Figure 2. Camera 

The dolly rollover test was set up and conducted m 

Figure 1, Curb test vehicle, 
accordance with the guidelines contained in FMVSS 208. 

The vehicle was launched from the dolly and rolled ~aterally 

Typically, to accelerate vehicles laterally for laboratory with the right side leading. The dolly inclined the vehicle 

impact testing a set of dolly wheels replaces the tes[ an angle of 23 degrees and elevated the bottom of ~he 

vehicle’s original tires and wheels to permit the vehicle to be leading tire 9 inches above ground. The doll y fi xture is 

rolled sideways. However. this method clearly cannot be shown with the test vehicle in figure 3, 

used for curb trip tests because the wheels and tires are not in Rotation of the vehicle was induced by the 4-inch trip lip 

place to contact the curb and trip the vehicle. For this series on the dol ly, which applied loads to the tire when the dolly 

of tests, the vehicles were slid sideways on a film of soap was rapidly decelerated, The dolly fixture was accelerated 

applied to the concrete roadway just prior to conducting the to the selected test speed of 30 mph by the same vehicle ~ ow 

test. a test method first identified in (13). system used in the curb trip tests. When the dolly was 

In order to more closely represent the attitude of a side- stopped suddenl y by a snubber system of energy absorbing 

sliding vehicle in a real world accident, a slight roll angle, as material, the test vehicle was launched onto a dry concrete 

would result from the tire-ground interaction, was built into surface. 

the test vehicles by extending the off side suspension with The motion of the dolly rollover test vehicle was recorded 

wood blocks, A 2.5 degree pre-impact roll angle was built by five high speed ground cameras and a video camera. 

~nto each vehicle, tape and targets also were placed on the car to enhance film 

In the curb trips, onboard high speed cameras recorded analysis. The high speed cameras were parallel to 

the motion of the two 50th percentile male hybrid ll vehicle ro!l axis and spaced with overlapping fields of view. 
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Test Results 
The five curb trip tests, conducted on four vehicles. 

resulted in two to!lovers. The vehicles that did not rollover 

did not sustain the minimum force impulse necessary to 

cause a rollover due to failures of their wheels or axles under 

the curb impact loads. When these events occurred, the 

vehicles would roll slightly, clear the curb, and slide to rest. 

The vehicles that did rollover in Tests 2 and 3. rolled 1 and 

1 I/2 revolutions, respectively, over an average distance of 

47 feet. The vehicle launched from the roltover dolly, Test 

rolled three times, coming to rest on its tires 70 feet from roll 

initiation. Figure 4 shows the cumulative vehicle roll angle 

versus distance for the Test 2, 3. and 6 vehicles. The curb 

tripped vehicles tended to roll in a more purely lateral 

Figure 3. Rollover dolly with test vehicle, manner, resulting in damage primarily to the off-side roof 

and A-pillar area. The dolly rollover vehicle developed 

In both the curb trip and dolly rollover tests, a series of some yaw and end-to-end contact during the rollover 

ground targets and event correlation flashes were placed in sequence, resulting in damage to the off-side front fender 

the view of the cameras, and the leading side roof and door frame area. 

Angle (degrees) 

Data Processing 
Vehicle motion data was obtained by detailed analysis of moo 

the high speed film using a Vang nard Film Anal yzer. The Tesl 

/ time base was established using the 100 Hz timing marks 600 

generated in the cameras and exposed on the film edge. The 

timing marks and the Vanguard frame counter were used to 
~oo 

determine the film speed in frames per second, providing a 

time base, The horizontal and vertical displace ments of the 
~oo 

"re~t # 
projected position of vehicle’s center of gravity were 200 
determined at selected time intervals through the event 

using the film analszer. In determining the distances 0 --    - ~ - 

traveled bv the vehicles, multiple-measurement scales 
-2o 

Distance 

within a single field of view’ m the p~ane of the vehicle 

targets were used. This was done for each camera wew. a Figure 4. Roll angl~ distance, 

procedure that helped compensate for out-of-plane wews 

and lens distortion. The overlapping cameras were Vehicle Kinematics 
synchronized by a series of ground based flashes that Horizontal velocity versus time plots are presented in 
occu~ed simultaneously and appeared ~n the view of each figures 5.6. and 7 for the tests that resulted in rollover. The 
camera, horizontal velocity plots for Tests 2, 3, and 6, are annotated 

A table containing time, horizontal travel, vertical travel, to reflect the occurrence of significant vehicle-to-ground 
and roll angle was generated through film analysis for each 

test. Time intervals ranged t¥om a few milliseconds to 80 
impacts. Differences between curb trips and dolly rollover 
tests become apparent when viewing the respective 

milliseconds, depending on the vehicle’s position and horizontal velocity versus time plots. When the vehicles 
motion. ’vehicle to ground contacts, along with airborne 

events~ were noted. Test data was converted to computer 
impacted the curb, a velocity change of approximately 20 

data files and a computer program was used to calculate 
feet per second (fps) over .060 seconds resulted in Test 2, 

various vehicle motion parameters. The following time 
and a change of 18 fps over a period of .040 seconds in Test 

histories were generated for each test from the computer 
3. The average decelerations for these events were 12,4 g’s 

aridly sis: 
and 13.2 g’s, respectively. 

These decelerations are in sharp contrast to the dolly 
~ Vehicle center of gravity displacement in the rollover test. where the initial velocity loss caused by the 

horizontal and vertical planes: vehicle contacting the ground of 18 fps occurred over a 
¯ Roll angle; much longer period of time, .43 seconds, a 1.3 g average 
® Horizontal, vertical, and rotational velocities: and deceleration rate for the event. 
® Kinetic. potential, and total energy, The deceleration rates experienced during curb impact by 

This data was used to produce the plots presented in this the vehicles that did not roll were approximately half the 

paper, values of the Test 2 and Test 3 vehicles, In Test 1 the curb 
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Velocity (feet/see) 
so                                                    regression of the data in figures 5 and 6 for the curb trip tests 

--Curb impact resulted in an average deceleration over the entire event of 
40 Test #2 0.32 g. However, the vehicle decelerations and the resulting 

relative velocities between the occupant and vehicle as a 
ao -’~R. tires result of discrete occurrences during the rollover sequence 

~------R. side body Roof 
often are more significant in addressing the occupant 

2o ~. ,~,~ protection issue. The rapid deceleration during a curb 
L sido body impact may result in occupant motions or impacts with the 

lo R. tlree vehicle interior that result in injuries. 

The dolly rollover event produced an average decele- 
o , ~ , , , ration of 0.31 g from launch to rest. In figure 7, two distinct 

o 1 2 a 4 5 6 deceleration regions are seen. From initial launch to 
Time (eec) 

approximately 2.1 seconds, the vehicle decelerated more 
Figure 5. Horizontal velocity v time, curb trip. rapidly, 0,39 g, than in the subsequent travel to rest where 

Velocity (feot/eec) the average deceleration was 0.08 g. During this final period 
so in which the vehicle rotated 360 degrees, but only traveled 7 

feet before landing on its tires, the rotational kinetic energy 
40 Test #a was greater than the translational kinetic energy. The most 

significant deceleration of the dolly rollover vehicle 
3o side body occurred during initial tire-to-ground contact, an average 

side roof deceleration of 1.3 g over about 0.43 seconds. The dolly 
2o rollover tests conducted by Orlowski (14) utilizing vehicles 

body 
of similar size to that used in Test 6 produced similar trends 

lo roof in horizontal Velocity loss. 

Figures 8, 9, and 10 depict the rotational velocities versus 
0 .... time for Tests 2, 3, and 6. While the two curb trip vehicles 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Time (see) responded similarly, with peak roll velocities of 260 and 

Figure 6. Horizontal velocity v time, curb trip. 300 deg/sec, the dolly rollover vehicle achieved a peak roll 
rate of 460 deg/sec. Because the velocity lost during the 

50           Velocity (feet/see) impact with the curb is of similar magnitude to that lost by 
/--Leavino dolly the dolly rollover vehicle impacting the ground, the 

~ 
R. tires 

horizontal force impulses must also be similar. However, 
40 ~ i/.~-~L, roof Test #6 

the difference in roll rates can be attributed to the 48 degree 
roll angle of the dolly rollover vehicle when it strikes the 

30 
~/ 

\ fn. ~ide body 
ground that results in a larger moment arm from the point of 

to the center 20 ~@F--~--L. rear tire impact of gravity of the vehicle. 

~ ----Reer tires                                         Velocity (deglsec) 

10 
front body 

0 1 2 3 4 5 5 300 
Time (see) 

Figure 7. Horizontal velocity v time, dolly rollover. 200 

impact deceleration was6.0 g’s; in Test 4, 5.5 g’s; and in lOO 

Test 5, 5.4 g’s. 
o 

Average decelerations for the rolling vehicles can be 

determined for portions of the rollover event from linear -too , , 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 regression analysis of the horizontal velocity versus time 

Time (sec) 

data. Generally, the deceleration values have been rePorted 
Figure 8. Rotational velocity v time, curb trip. 

over the entire rollover event rather than over selected 

ranges. Orlowski (14) reported an average deceleration for The initial total energy of the dolly rollover vehicle was 
the rolling vehicles in a series of FMVSS 208 dolly rollover greater than that of the curb trip vehicles, as can be seen in 
tests as .43 g between dolly launch and point of rest. Hight figure 11. The total energy shown here is the sum of the 
(4) reported deceleration rates ranging from 0.40 to 0.65 for kinetic energy from the vertical, horizontal, and rotational 
vehicles in actual rollover accidents on level ground. Linear velocities; and the potential energy. Most of the energy is 
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Velocity (deglsec) tending to roll the vehicle are relieved allowing the vehicle 
500 

to slide over the curb. An average deceleration of about 13 

400 Test #a g’s and corresponding force of approximately 35,000 lbs. 
occurred in the curb impact of Test 2. In Test 1, the same 

ace /~ F’~A vehicle that rolled in Test 2, but equipped with~cast 

aluminum wheels, did not roll because the wheels fractured 200 
under a deceleration of about 6 g’s and a corresponding 

loo force of 16,000 lbs. Deceleration levels of about 5.5 g’s 
occurred in Tests 4 and 5, where component failures also 

o prevented reliever. 

-lOO ...... Several differences were seen between the vehicle 
1 2 a 4 5 5 behavior in the curb trip relievers and the FMVSS 208 dolly 

Time (see) 
reliever including: 

Figure 9. Rotational velocity v time, curb trip. 
¯ Much higher deceleration rates during curb 

Velocity (deglsec) 
impact than in the corresponding first ground 
contact of the dolly launched vehicle. 

400 Teet #6 ¯ Higher angular velocities experienced by the 

3co dolly launched vehicle. 
¯ Higher initial energy in the dolly launched vehicle 

2o0 due to its initial c.g. elevation approximately 1.5 
feet above the ground. 

lOO These differences should be considered when using dolly 

o rollover test results to analyze real world reliever events. 
Although occupant kinematics is not the focus of this 

-100 
~ ~ ~ 

o 1 2 3 4 -~ 6 paper, the differences in occupant behavior in dolly 
Time (sec) relievers and curb tripped relievers should be noted. The 

Figure 10. Rotational velocity v time, dolly reliever, higher initial deceleration and lower angular velocities 
experienced by the curb tripped vehicles will result in very 

associated with the horizontal velocity, therefore, these different occupant behavior than seen in a dolly launched 
plots are similar in form to the horizontal velocity plots. The vehicle. This difference was apparent in the rollover test 
primary reason for the added energy in the dolly rollover reported in (13). 
vehicle is the potential energy resulting from its position on Although differences exist between dolly launched and 
the dolly fixture at a 23 degree initial roll angle, real world relievers, the work reported here and the test 

Energy (ft-lb) project discussed in (13) illustrate that such tests are not 

lOO rh ..... do> difficult to perform. 

To,t #5 Future Work 
Many areas for future investigation into rollover behavior 

6o~ 
~A/-,.~ 

remain. FaAA intends to continue research into the effect of 
other sideslip angles on curb trip behavior, occupant 
kinematics in curb tripped relievers, the behavior of 
additional vehicles in such tests, and also plans to conduct a 

2o 
similar investigation into the rollover behavior of vehicles 

k~-"~ ~. tripped by tire-soil interaction. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Focus on Safety Relevant Properties in 
Abstract                              Vehicle Technology Development 

In Swedish statistics from 1985 and 1986, the percentage       An increasing number of investigators claim that 

.~ of "oncoming vehicle" accidents is four times greater on improvements of crash avoidance properties in cars do not 
snowy/icy roads (16%) than on dry clear roads (4%). The increase the net driver-vehicle safety. For instance, the 
percentage "rear end" accidents is the same (6%) for both distinct improvements with antilock (ABS-) brakes in 
road conditions. Also the fatality numbers (364 people in experimental driving tests found by Rompe et al (1987) 
"oncoming vehicle" versus 26 in ’rear end’ accidents) were contradicted by accident records from real traffic 
indicate that more emphasis should be put on instability and according to Aschenbrenner et al (1988). 

- skidding problems (typical for oncoming vehicle accidents) It has also been concluded that training of drivers on skid 
than on braking distances and steering-while-braking pads and in advanced evasive manoeuvers may increase the 
problems (rear end accidents), accident risk in real traffic. Glad (1988) found that drivers 

Vehicle dynamics show that the cornering performance with skidpad training were involved in more accidents per 
of the rear wheels must be superior to that of the front mileage unit than comparable drivers without such training. 
wheels, ifa car is to be stable at all speeds. This is illustrated However, controllability (steering and braking) 

.... by some hydroplaning fatality cases, where the tyre pattern performance had been emphasized with a disregard for the 
was much deeper at the front than at the rear. Since traction directional stability properties both in the tests by Rompe et 
or braking forces reduce the side force, skid recovery will be al (1987) and in the skidpad training evaluated by Glad 
more difficult in a front wheel driven car, if the driver (1988). This may explain the paradoxical findings by Glad 
depresses the clutch pedal before countersteering. (1988) and by Aschenbrenner et al (1988), since there are 
Experiments with experienced drivers offered an evidence from Swedish accidents and driving experiments 

- explanation to why such a behaviour still is recommended that poor stability may contribute to a much greater number 
in many driver training courses, of serious accidents than what poor controllability does. 

Influence on stability from vehicle design and equipment Therefore, the question on stability versus controllability 
is being even more pronounced with antilock (ABS-) may be decisive both of safety and of public demands on 
brakes, 4 wheel steering, cruise control, etc. This must be vehicle technology developments in the future. 
considered in research on vehicle black spots in accidents, Influence on stability from vehicle design and equipment 
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is being even more pronounced with ABS brakes, with steering), if the cornering performance (or cornering 

front/rear or four wheel drive, with cruise control, with four 
stiffness coefficient as defined by SAE, 1975) of the front 

wheel steering, with (prohibitions on) studded tyres, with 
wheels is inferior to that of the rear wheels. See Strandberg 

increased differences in tyre adhesion between wet and dry (1983) and Strandberg et al (1983) for mathematical details. 

conditions, etc. This must be considered in research on 331 killed people 1988 

vehicle black spots in accidents, in vehicle inspection and ~, 256 ac¢ldmtt= between motor vehicles 

testing, and in driver training programs, ott~ers 3 :: :’ 

Directional Stability Versus 
Controllability in Accident Statistics 

In official statistics of Sweden from 1985 and 1986, the 

percentage of "oncoming" vehicle accidents with personal . 

injury is four times greater on snowy/icy roads (16%) than 
Rear En~ 

: 
on dry clear roads (4%), SCB (1986) and SCB (1987). The oncomtn~ I 
percentage "rear end" accidents is the same (6%) for both , 

16o 
road conditions. When considering the Swedish accident           o ao 40 80 ~to 14o lt~o 1~o    18o 

Number of killed people 

numbers from 1985 and 1986 to be representative samples 

of these accident types, Strandberg (1988) found that their Figure 2. Number of killed persons in different types of 

difference in road slipperiness sensitivity was significant on accidents between motor vehicles, Sweden 1986. Data from 

the 0.001 level (chi-square 173 and 253 respectively), 
sea (1987). 

Perhaps it is contrary to common belief, but slippery road Since lateral tyre forces are reduced by longitudinal ones, 
conditions are much more overrepresented in "oncoming" stability may be reinforced also if the front wheels are 
than in "rear end" accidents. See figure 1. This indicates overpowered or overbraked compared to the rear wheels. 
that more emphasis should be put on instability and 

skidding problems (typical for oncoming vehicle accidents) 

than on braking distances and steering-while-braking 

problems (rear end accidents). 

1044 accidents 1124 accidents 

Ice 

Dry 

~w~l Figure 3. External forces and their resultant acting on a vehicle 
lee 

~ 

(air- or waterborne ship above, and car below). Stability and 
Snow Dry spontaneous return to original direction, since the resultant 

Wet force applies to the rear of centre of gravity. Sequence of events 
and direction of motion from left to right. 

~ Superior front wheel cornering performance, on the other 

Figure 1. Distribution of road surface conditions in two types hand, may initialize spontaneous skidding and spin-outs. 
ofpolicereportedaccidentswithpersonalinjury, Swedenl986. That has been confirmed in a considerable number of 
Data from SCB (1987). 

accident case descriptions. A pilot investigation of Some 

Also the fatality numbers in multiple vehicle crashes are 
hydroplaning fatality cases, revealed that the tyre tread 

dominated by "oncoming" accidents. According to 
pattern of the skidding and outspinning cars was much 

Swedish statistics from 1985 and 1986, "oncoming" 
deeper at the front than at the rear (table 1). 

vehicle accidents killed 364 people, while 26 persons died 
In the year of 1986, 327 car drivers and 155 passengers 

upon "rear end" accidents. Figure 2 gives the division of 
were killed in Swedish traffic accidents, that is 9 car 

fatalities during 1986 between different types of accidents 
occupant fatalities per week. According to table 1, rear 

wheel skids and poor rear tyres may contribute about a 
between motor vehicles, 

quarter of this average during certain time periods. 

Superior Front Wheel Cornering 
However, a more scientific and systematic approach is 

needed before any general conclusions can be drawn on the 
Performance Threatens Stability relative influence from the front tyres compared to the rear 

A vehicle is stable if the resultant of external forces ones. Therefore, a case-control investigation is being 

applies to the rear of the centre of gravity (figure 3). When planned to study if poor rear tyres are overrepresented in 

aerodynamic forces are negligible, this condition is fulfilled accidents on slippery road surfaces. See the last paragraph 

in a car at any speed (and without demands on compensating of this paper. 
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Table 1. A sample of car occupant fatalities reported as hydroplaning accidents, where it has been attempted to assess the tyre tread 
pattern depth. Cases (2-8) discovered in Swedish newspapers from four summer weeks in 1988, and an additional accident (Acc. ref. 
no. 1) from 1987, the documents of which were investigated on request from a local Court. 

¯ ~ Acc. No. of DEVIATING CAR     TYRE PATTERN (mm) 
Ref. Date Killed Skid Wl~eels Rear Rear Front Front Comments 
No. People at Driven Left Right Left Right 

~ July 25, 1987 
~ Rear Front 2? < 1.6 New New BHN 794. Rear tyre ph0t0~ 0n|y, 

~ 2 July 25, 1988 1 Rear Rear 0-I Burned > 6 > 6 KY, 96~. Car 0n fire. 
’’ 3 July 29, 1988 1 Rear Front 0-i 2       4 4 ~ 991. 

4 July 29, 1988 (1) Front Rear 2.5 2.5 3 3 ~.O 4~4. P10w out (fl’0nt skid). 
5 July 30, 1988 1 Rear Rear Tyres burned & destroyed KHO }4}. ,inibus skidding. 
6 Aug. 4, 1988 3 Rear Rear 0.5-1 1 4-5 4-5 EBK ~22. 
7 Aug. 15, 1988 1 Rear Rear 2 2 7 7 ~ 964. Single ~ehic|e ~cc. 

~. 8 Aug. 20, 1988 2 Rear Rear 1 1 3-4 3-4 T~U88~4. 

No.2-8: i0 Hydroplaning fatalities in 4 weeks discovered in this survey. 
No.2-8 but no.4: 9 Rear wheel skid fatalities in 4 weeks discovered in survey. 
No.l-8 but no.4:12 Rear wheel skid fatalities. Total number discovered in survey. 

Stability and Controllability in Front Wheel Drive and Studded Tyres 

Different Situations and Cars Common driving experience indicates that severe yaw 

Directional (yaw) stability is often reduced when and rear wheel skids are unlikely to occur in front wheel 
driven cars. However, irrespecitve of front or rear drive, controllability is improved. Therefore, some measures on 
Strandberg (1988) found spin outs more frequent than plow the car may deteriorate safety, though they are based on 
outs in double lane change tests on ice with ordinary stud- 

many individuals’ experience from normal driving and 
ded tyres. Since then it has been observed that the stud 

though they aim at increasing the driver’s control over the 
protrusion tends to increase at the driven wheels and to 

vehicle, decrease at the other ones, particularly in front wheel driven 
Also contributing to the contradiction is that skilled cars. Therefore, front wheel driven cars with studded tyres 

drivers are able to better control the motion of the car by may be more susceptible to unexpected loss of stability on 
forcing it into an unstable state. For instance, in competition winter roads. 
driving or the like it may be advantageous to turn the car Stud protrusion was measured by the VTI during the 
quickly and precisely. Then the throttle may be used to spin winter 1988/89 on a sample of 200 cars in Sweden. To 

the wheels and the hand controlled (parking) brake to lock achieve results representative for the Swedish tyre popula- 

them up. tion, police officers selected the cars randomly from the 

This was demonstrated in a television program (Billing, normal traffic flow on suitable roads. The average stud 

1988), where the VTI test driver kept the car spinning in protrusion was greater at the driven wheels. The difference 

was most pronounced and statistically significant for front about nine revolutions while its speed decreased from 70 
wheel driven cars. See table 2, confirming that front wheel 

km/h to standstill. The car was front wheel driven and the 
driven cars with studded tyres tend to be less stable on ice, 

hand brake acted on the rear wheels, when longitudinal tyre forces are negligible. 
In the same broadcast it was made clear that severe yaw The corresponding hazard of front wheel drive is rein- 

motions, being extremely dangerous in real traffic, may forced by the fact that common education recommends 

occur unintentionally and suddenly if the rear wheels are drivers (even of front driven cars) to depress the clutch 

overpowered or overbraked. Such cases may well be pedal before countersteering in a rear wheel skid. The rec- 

initialized on icy roads by the automatic cruise control ommendation may stem from successful tests with experi- 
enced drivers, who are unlikely to resist countersteering devices, though they are considered contributing to safety 

by helping the driver to keep the speed limits, until the skid is fully developed and to avoid any recovering 
action before depressing the clutch pedal. See Strandberg 

It has also been observed (Strandberg, 1988) that rear 
(1988) for further details. 

skid recovering may be simplified by braking in certain 
Nevertheless, studded tyres on today’s average car seem 

ABS-equipped cars. Since overbraking of the front wheels to improve safety on ice and snow according to the prelimi- 
reduces their side forces, the need of precise countersteering nary results from a case-control (pilot) study carried out in 
becomes less pronounced, two Swedish police jurisdictions from November 1988 to 
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Table 2. Stud-protrusion-statistics. Data from Random selection of 200 cars in traffic on Swedish roads during winter 1988-89. 
(Report by Samuelsson in preparation,) 

Driven Average Tyre Stud No. Variable Std. Stdo Min. Max. 

wheels Protrusion of Mean Dev. Error value value Comments 

(Variable Definition) Cars (ram) (.m) (m) (.m) (n~) 

Rear Rear Right 90 0.89 0.46 0.00 2.00 

Rear Rear Left 90. 0.90 0.47 0.00 1.90 

Rear Front Right 86 0.84 0.44 0.00 1.70 

Rear Front Left 86 0.83 0.46 0.00 1.90 

Front Rear Right 72 0.75 0.50 0.00 2.30 

Front Rear Left 71 0.80 0.50 0.00 2.30 

Front Front Right 75 1.01 0.51 0.i0 2.60 

Front Front Left 75 0.96 0.50 0.00 2.60 

Rear Rear minus Front       86 +0.06 0.34 0.04 -0.95 +1.05 

Front Rear minus Front 71 -0.21 0.27 0.03 -1.15 +0.45 Man 5igni~. < O 

April 1989 (Strandberg & Junghard, in preparation). Based of an Anti-Wheel Lock System (ABS) for the Average 

on the share of studded tyres in 30 accident involved cars Driver in Difficult Driving Situations. Proceedings (pp. 

andin 126 cars bypassing the accident site, the accident risk 442-448) on the llth ESV Conference, Washington DC, 

was assessed 90% greater for cars without studs. However, May 12-15, 1987. 

the safety superiority on ice with studded tyres was not SAE--Society of Automotive Engineers (1975): Vehicle 

significant(0.1 < p < 0.2), and the relative risk is expected to Dynamics Terminology. SAE J670D, Warrendale, PA 

be different (from 1.9) when more data are available for 15096. 

analysis. SCB--Statistiska Centralbyr~in (1986): Traffic Injuries 

1985. Official Statistics of Sweden S-115 81 Stockholm. 
SCB--Statistiska Centralbyr~n (1987): Traffic Injuries 
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Volvo Concept for Active Safety 

Lars-Runo Tillback, Johan Wedlin, lateral/longitudinal accelerations and yaw 
Volvo Car Corporation, G~teborg, Sweden velocity give good indication when limits of 

adhesion are approached. 
Abstract ¯ The vehicle and its control system should be 

unsensitive to disturbances. As a background for the following discussion some of the 
most significant limitations which affect driving safety are It is well known and accepted that the lateral and 
pointed out. Conventional chassis design compromises are longitudinal accelerations of a vehicle are limited by the 
analysed and the resulting property levels are described, available tyre/road friction. On a smooth and dry asphalt 

As a result of this a number of areas, in which improve- road the maximum acceleration at braking and curve 
ments are specifically desirable, are identified, driving is around 0.8-1.0 g for most cars. 

Active suspension and four wheel steering are two rela- Since the required accelerations during normal driving 
tively new techniques. Active suspension has been studied are 0.2-0.4 g this gives a good safety margin (figure 1). 
at Volvo during several years in the CCS (Computer Control Other road conditions may however change this. Ice, snow 
Suspension) version. Four wheel steering has been added to and water on the road decreases the friction to, in some 
this study at a later stage. Specific emphasis has been put on cases, very low values. The safety margin is then drastically 
the potential to achieve new and better compromises in the decreased or even negative if the driver does not change his 
interest of driving safety, driving strategy, i.e. lowers the speed and brakes and 

Simulation and test results are presented which show accelerates more gently. Since the common trend has been 
some of the potentials of each system, towards wider tyres, the difference in safety margins on dry 

After that a synthesis of the desired property improve- roads respectively icy or wet roads has increased. 
ments and the possible improvements from active systems 

Aw~il.~0~le friction coefficient (-) is done. . - ............... 
This results in a special project--Volvo Concept for Ac- 

tive Safety (VCAS). This project also includes a study of ~.00 .............................. 

safety, tyre development as an important part in improving driving 0.8o ................. ~ ....... 
t-- Std tyreI 

The ideas which went into this project are described more 0.60 ................. 
in detail and the principal design is presented. Test results 
which support the ideas are shown, o.4o~ "’- 

Finally it is concluded that a combination of active sus- ,in, 
pension, four wheel steering and purpose developed tyres 0.~0- 

can give a significant improvement of driving safety. 
0.0a- 

Water layer Introduction o~y osphoff    Wet ospholt (B ram/90 krn/h) 

Road condition 
Accidents with cars depend on several factors, separately or 
in combination: Figure 1. Available friction on different road conditions. 

¯ Surroundings (road, sight, other vehicles) The above facts are the main reason for the creation of the 
¯ The vehicle Volvo Concept for Active Safety--VCAS. Other 
¯ The driver limitations of the conventional vehicle are pointed out in the 

As a car manufacturer our task is to influence the vehicle following. 

and its adaptation to the surroundings and the driver. 

This paper deals partly with the problem of adapting the Limitations of the Conventional 
vehicle to changing road conditions and partly with the Vehicle 
adoption of the vehicle properties to the driver. One of the significant factors regarding the adaption of a 

A lot is still to be learned about the driver’s behaviour in vehicle to the surroundings is the variation of friction 
different situations. Volvo has however established the between tyre and road. Snow and ice are of course well 
following basic rules regarding the handling properties: known reasons for decreased friction. The use of winter 

tyres, with or without studs, is an accepted solution to get ¯ The control properties should be as consistent as 
higher friction. This type of tyres, however, gives a number 

possible, 
of drawbacks. Apart from increased road surface wet and 

¯ The feedback signals through the normal controls higher tyre/road noise, the steering and stability on non- 
(steering wheel, brake pedal, accelerator) should covered roads deteriorate. 
be distinct and together with feed back from There is no similar solution regarding lower friction 
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caused by water layer on the road. Wide tyres, which are handling requirements. They also have to fulfill demands on 

required for the high speed stability (and fashion), wear resistance, rolling resistance etc. 

combined with very smooth road surfaces and longitudinal The undoubtly most important task of the tyres is to 

tracks on the road, can result in very low friction values interact with the road surface to give a friction level which is 

already at moderate speeds when the road is covered by high enough to assure safe use in traffic. 

water. It is therefore the intention of this work to create an 

Another factor which reduces the effective friction on a 
overall concept which allows the best possible use of the 

conventional vehicle is the fact that the car is rolling during existing tyre grip and to lower the demands on the other tyre 

curve driving and pitching during braking and acceleration, 
properties in favour of raised friction on bad road 

which gives two effects: 
conditions. In other words, to change the tyre property 

One is caused by restricted wheel travels. Wheel travel is 
profile towards a more friction oriented one. 

"consumed" by the roll motion in curve driving. The inner 
Tyres of this type exist already. In many countries winter 

wheel comes closer to the rebound stop and a relatively 
tyres, with or without studs, are used during winter periods. 

small unevenness can cause the spring action of the body to 
These tyres are of course optimized to get higher friction on 

lift the inner wheel. Since this risk increases with higher 
snow and ice. They have more open and deeper tread 

lateral acceleration it can result in sudden change of 
patterns and are also often more narrow than the 

characteristics, 
corresponding standard tyres. As a result of this they have 

The other one is caused by the induced tyre camber, 
lower cornering stiffness (figure 5) and lower maximum 
friction on dry asphalt road (figures 2 and 3), which cause 

Practically all wheel suspensions, except live axles, give a 
camber angle change of the tyre against the road when the 

degradation of steering and stability properties. This type of 

body is rolling or pitching. This results in a decreased 
tyres, however, gives also a significant improvement 

friction level as compared to the maximum capability of the 
regarding hydroplaning (figure 4). 

tyre. Si~0foo_rce (N) ....... : ..~/artieol load 4 kNt...~ 
Uneven or bumpy roads cause variations in the tyre to i .......................... i i ~ ! ! 

road force. Because of the tyres degressive vertical force/ 
4.000- i ~ :: ! ~ ~ 

friction characteristic, the result is a net loss of friction, 
3.500- 

;*---~"~i ....... ~---~--~ ....... 

figure 2. 
3,000- :, ~    ,    ~ : ~ ~ 
2,500- 

Sde force friction coeffcent (-)       _.T-S-. ------i , 
120 .................................. i:~ -.... btm tyre on wet [         1,500-          "                   i      ii                      " ..... Stdtyre°nwet1 

i i ,~~~ i i i ! - ¯ -- VCAS tyre on wetJ 

i :~.~. ! ..~ ......... ~. ~ ~.. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

0.40-    ~ ~ i i ~ ~ ~ ~"~’ ~ ~            Figure 3. Side forces as function of slip angle. 

0.00 i ; ; , i i i i ; , 

Figura 9. Friction coefficients on dry and ~et asphalt roads. .-...:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:-:,.:... 
......................... Normal tyre 2 

This can be quite severe when the car is excited with the i ................. i:~:~:;:!:;:~:i INormnl tyrm 3 

can be so high that the wheels are lifted from the ground. 

These problems are true limitations of the conventional i i 
car in the sense that they can only be minimized at the ! 

sacrifice of other properties. The Volvo Concept for Active 
Safety aims at solving them without this sacrifice. 

70 8’0 ~0 1 ~0 1 ~ 0 

Purpose-Developed Tyres Vehicle velocity 

The tyres are involved in many sub-properties of the Figure 4. Velocities for initial reap final loss of adherence on 
vehicle, like ride comfort, noise isolation etc, apart from ~ater layer. 
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Cornering 
stiffness (Nideg) 

1,200- by the tyre, figure 6. A tyre with lower cornering stiffness 

and friction can hence give the same cornering behaviour on 
1.0oo .... 

2~!~~ -~ 
¯ an active suspension car as a "tougher" tyre on a conven- 

aoo ............ ! ........ 
~ , , ~ ~ 

tional car. 

t- Soo ........... ~ .... : ......... M(~I ),gteral acceleration (m/s2) 
~ , "~ ~ :~ :~ .~ .~ .: " : <-- Rear axle limiting Front axle limiting --> 

i i i 400 ............ :../-.-..4 .......................... i ...................... i ............ i ............ ~ ............. Y 9.50 ................... 
i .................................. 

............................ ¯ ." ........................... [......Optimum .................. 
2001- 

~CAS tyre g.O0- 
..~ .-" ,.K ~ ."" .................................... 

, i i ~ i ~ i i 
~~4                       ~ ’~’~’~ 

~ 
’""’" 0 , , , ,     , 

8.50- 

tandard 
0 1 2 3 4 ,5 6 ~ ~ ~ 10 8.00- .~ ~.[.[.~ ~.~. ve u ol forc  [--’" i i i 

Figure 5. Cornering stiffnesses as function of load. 7.50- 

7.00 ........................................................ 
i ........................... i ........................................................ 

These facts have lead to the idea to develop a tyre which is 6.,50- : ~ 
similar to a winter tyre regarding hydroplaning properties, 

8.00 ] :: 
cornering stiffness and friction on dry asphalt road but .oo .ao Ao .do .~o 1.oo 
which fulfill normal demands (or better) regarding .other Relative front ax e 

roll stiffness (-) properties. The demands on steering and stability 
properties, maximum lateral acceleration etc. will be Figure 6. Maximum lateral force as function of relative roll 
supported by the action of the active suspension and the four distribution. 
wheel steering system, according to the following chapters, 
in order to fulfill high demands on these properties. Roll moment distribution 

The result of this philosophy is a prototype of the VCAS- 
The roll moment, caused by lateral acceleration, can be 

tyre. A development program is set up with the tyre 
controlled by an algorithm which uses the yaw velocity 

manufacturer Michelin with the intention to fully explore a 
overshoot as an error signal: 

new optimization of tyre properties, towards more grip 
orientation. 

U’~3 r The tests presented in this paper are run on tyres with data t~ __ t~rn 

according to figure 2, 3, 4, 5. e 

Tyre data are measured and implemented in the tyre L 
model described in reference (4)*. This tyre model and data 
are used for the simulations presented in this paper, where: 

The Effect of Active Suspension Yaw velocity error 
The Volvo active suspension, CCS (Computer Controlled 

t~ Measured yaw velocity 
Suspension), is described by Tillback and Brodd (5). It U Vehicle velocity 
allows control of body motions in the v~rtical, roll and pitch # r Front wheel steer angle 
modes. It also allows control of semi-static vertical force L Wheelbase 
distribution between the wheel and the dynamic force 
variation between tyre and road. The vehicle is then effectively steered at high lateral 

The improvements regarding tyre-road grip are derived accelerations by the change in roll moment distribution. The 
from the following facts: result of this method is that both the steering response and 

Body roll the stability are improved. The nominal roll moment distri- 
bution can be closer to the optimum according to figure 6, 

The body roll is kept at zero roll during curve driving. The which further increases the available lateral grip compared 
wheel travel in a conventional car is partly consumed by the to a conventional vehicle. 
roll movement so that the outer wheel comes closer to full 
bump and the inner wheel closer to full rebound. By elim- Controlling the sprung mass 
inating the roll the free movement before the suspension The sprung mass is controlled in all modes by a "sky- 
goes to full wheel travel is increased and the tyre to road 

hook"-algorithm, as shown in the first part of the expression 
force variations are minimized., below. 

Another important effect of the zero roll is that the tyre is 
This makes it possible to use very high relative damping 

kept at zero camber angle. This reduces the slip angles and 
compared with a conventional car without deterioration in 
ride comfort while, more important in this case, reducing 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, the body to wheel motion so that the tyre to road force is not 
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F-Cs’X This is presently not regarded as very important for Volvo 
l~ra = ka-Vdem = ka-(( ’) + (ku.Vvu +kmu’a,~)) 

Ds cars since they have a turning diameter of less than 10 m 

where: 
(between kerbs). 

It is however clearly shown that it is possible to influence 
Idem Required valve current Ds Simulated damping 

k= Actuator/valve coefficient ku Unsprung mass vertical the car behaviour significantly by using 4WS. 
V~m Computed actuator velocity velocity coefficient 

demand V,u Vertical velocity of VOLVO dynamic control steer (DCS) 
F Measured force between unsprung mass (integrated 

actuator and sprung mass from a~) The Volvo concept of using 4WS, hereby introduced in 
X Measured actuator position krnu Unsprung mass vertical 

Cs Simulated stiffness acceleration coefficient the VCAS, is aimed at compensating for the improvements 
a~ Vertical acceleration of 

unsprung mass in properties other than the pure handling on dry surfaces, 

affected by the suspension going to full rebound or full 
primarily the aquaplaning resistance and wet grip properties 

of the tyres, described in the tyre section above. The aim is 
compression, also to keep the feeling of the car familiar, rather like a 

The effect of body motion is illustrated in figure 7, which 
shows the superior body control at lower frequencies for the 

standard Volvo. 
Later studies have pointed out the potential of giving the 

CCS system. car an initial yawing motion when entering a curve, then 

Re a i~_e.....~..�..�.e..!.~.r..a,t.!..0..n....,!.n.....e..o..r....~..?..d...y....!d..B.). ............... , ........................... : stabilizing it when in the curve. Landreau (3) suggests a 

i i 
proportional steering with a delay, while Nalecz and Bind- 
emann (1, 2) show the potentials of using a so called rear 

20- advance steering system. Both of these systems are open: 

loop but have the advantage of using simple input signals. 
Closed-loop 4WS systems would of course have a greater 

0- potential, but these demand more expensive transducers and 

~ a more error-sensitive control loop. 
.. For the VCAS we have adopted a rear advance steering 

-20- ¯ :~ ........................ ~ ......................................................... system, which we have called Dynamic Control Steer 
Improved comfort (DCS). This system can be described by the equation 

--4"0 I~r = kl(U) ° [~f q- k2 ° l~f 

0 1’0    2’0 3~0    4~0    50 
Frequency (Hz) 

where r is the rear wheel steer angle, r is the front wheel steer 

angle and f is the front wheel steer velocity. U is the vehicle 
Figure 7. Comparison between CCS car and passivecar from velocity while k1 and k2 are parameters controlling the 
road measurements. system. Positive rear wheel steer angle is defined as in- 

Controlling the unsprung mass phase steering (understeer effect). 

Tyre to road force variations which are normally caused kl(U) = k3 . U - k4 

by unsprung mass to road resonances are minimized by *he Parameter k~(U) is the so called steady-state factor It 
ability of the active suspension to control the vertical move- gives a rear wheel steer angle proportional to the front wheel 
ment of the wheels separately. The second part of the ex- angle and is velocity-dependent in the way that it increases 
pression above controls the unsprung mass. with vehicle velocity, as shown in figure 8. This dependence 

The Effect of Four-Wheel Steering is designed to give a more consistent steering feel and in- 
creased stability with increasing speed. 

Existing systems Parameter k2 is the transient factor. It controls the addi- 

Four wheel steering systems (4WS) have been the subject tion of yaw motion when entering a curve which gives faster 

of intense studies in later years, both theoretically and in the vehicle response, and the counteraction of the yaw motion 

presentation of a number of experiment and production when leaving the curve which gives improved stability. It 

vehicles. Most of the earlier work emphasized using 4WS has no effect in steady-state conditions. 
for improving the high speed handling, often used the The principle of the Volvo DCS is shown in figure 9. 
concept of minimizing the vehicle slip angle, as well as the Since kI increases with speed while k2 does not, the 
low speed manoeuvrability (parking manoeuvres), vehicle is increasingly stabilized with speed, as compared 

The high speed handling has been improved, but not to a with a conventional 2WS vehicle. Figure 10 shows the gain 
significant degree since most modern cars already have 
good stability and steering properties. Also, the concept of 

between steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration for a 

minimizing the vehicle slip even further makes one of the 2WS Volvo with standard high performance tyres and with 

inputs used by the driver to monitor the vehicle behaviour, 
the special tyres, and the VCAS with special tyres. 

weaker. As seen in the figure, the gain is decreased for the VCAS 

The turning radius can of course be significantly reduced, compared with the standard car. This can be compensated 
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0"30"k’L                                 ~ .................... ;                                                       -- 2WS Std tyres 
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--0.10- . .............................. i ...... 
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............................................... 0.060- f 
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~ 
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Figure 8. Variation of steady-state factor k1 with vehicle Figure 10. Lateral acceleration gain. 
velocity. 

The rear wheel steer angle is limited to 2 degrees, which 
is quite sufficient to create good stability. We have chosen 

.... not to go further to achieve a smaller turning radius, also for 

"~ ~:~::~ x~~~T~ ~ 

thereasons described above. The possible 2 degrees rear 
steer angle thus gives a turning radius decrease by about 

~~~ 
E T,~ CUR~~,~_~ 0.16 m. 

"N ~/ WHEN TIME STEERING WHEEL System layout ".~/ TURNS BACK AGAIN THE REAR 
~/STEADY STATE WHEELS STAB I L I ZES THE CAR 

REAR WHEEL IS The Volvo DCS system, as described above, is entirely 
/ TURN,N6 SLiGhTLY controlled by electronic input signals, derived from (a) the 

~/ AGA I NST 
front wheel steer angle, (b) the front wheel steer angle 

~ ENTERING THE CURVE velocity and (c) the vehicle velocity. The signals are proc- 
WFEN THE STEERING WHEEL essed within the onboard main CCS computer (5). The 
TURNS, THE REAR WHEELS 
TURNS THE CA~ INTO resulting output signals is then fed into the rear wheel steer- THE CURVE 

ing actuator, which acts on the track rods of the Volvo 
Multilink rear suspension (described by Andersson, Bane 
and Larsson (6)) figure 11. 

THE SYSTEM CAN BE DESCRIBED AS: 
The control system of the actuator is doubled in order to 

¯ check for system errors. In case of any error detection, the 
[3~ = K,[ U] × [3~ + K~x[3r actuator is pushed to initial (mid) position by stiff springs 

~. and then locked in that position, resetting the car to 2WS. 
no= ÷~ ~ .... This system is necessary since a malfunctioning rear wheel 
K1 AND K2 A~E CONSTANTS TO steering system would make the car potentially unstable. 

More research in the field of reliability is necessary before 
Figure 9. Principle of Volvo DCS. putting any electronically controlled rear wheel steering 

into production. 
by changing the front steering ratio. An example of this is 
also shown in the figure above. Test and Simulation Results 

The two factors k~(U) and k~ have to be carefully tuned to 
In the following section, we will show with simulation 

get the desired properties for driving safety (stability) and 
and test results how handling is affected for 3 cases: 

course stability for different driving situations. The 4WS 
vehicle has been computer simulated and tested, with the (1) 2WS with standard high performance tyres 
special tyres. The simulations have been made with the (2) 2WS with special aquaplaning resistant and high 
vehicle and tyre model described in (4). The tests have been wet grip tyres 

made, subjectively together with Michelin at the Michelin (3) 4WS with special aquaplaning resistant and high 
test tracks in France, and objectively at the Volvo test tracks wet grip tyres (VCAS) 

in Sweden. The simulation model used is described by Bakker, 
Thetwofactorsk~(U)andkahavebeenchosentogivethe Pacejka and Lidner (4) and includes the tyre model 

desired properties, while avoiding giving the vehicle the developed by Volvo and the University of Technology in 
typical "4WS behaviour" for the reasons mentioned earlier. Delft, the Netherlands. The 4WS system is modelled as an 
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acceleration as functions of the peak lateral acceleration, 
figure 12 and figure 13. 

~ 2W$ Std tyres t .,. 
_ ~ ~ ¯ ~ ..... ~ , simulation ~===== Sin~30~me Io.g to yaw velocity (ms) 

i 
~ i x 2WS Std tyres 

i ! measurement 
I~ 250- i 

i i ~ 
i .... 2WS VCAS tyres 

~ 200- ~ 

~ 
~ simulation 

i 
~ 

~ ~ 
. . + 2~ V~ tyres 

~ ~o x ... 
measurement 

I 150- ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

100- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
simulation 

o 4WS VC~ tyres 

50 .... ~ ~x. ~, measurement 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~ 10 1’1 

Latera! acceleration (m/s2) 
Figure 12. Lane change test. Sine time lags to yaw velocity. 

.     . ~ 2WS Std tyres 
S~n ~ me lo to lateral acceleroUon (ms) s’ u at’nn -’-- 

J ~    ~    ~ ~ ~ x ~ measurement 

~oo ~ ...... ~ ~o ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ..... 2WS V~ tyres 

350~ . ~ ~ ~ ...... ~ ~ ~ simulation 

250J 
~ ~ .... " ~ ; ~ measurement 

¯ ........ ~ ........ ~ ........ ~ ~-* ~ + , :. -- 4WSVC~tyres 
200~ " " ’ ’ ~ 

~=’’~’’-7--T- ~ ~ ~ .simulation 

~so~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ....... ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ : o 4WS VC~ tyres 

100- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ measurement 

0 i i i i i i i i i i 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Lateral acceleration (m/s2) 

Figure 13. Lane change test. Sine time lags to lateral 
acceleration. 

Figure 11. DCS system layout. 
The co,elation between simulations and measurements 

analog system, while the CCS system is not modelled at this is quite good regarding time lags to yaw velocity; for these 

stage, the DCS system has a strong influence. The co,elation 

Measurements are ~n on a CCS car equipped with DCS, regarding time lags to lateral acceleration is not so good; 

which can be disengaged when applicable. The test this is probably due to that the CCS system is not included in 

equipment consists of a steering machine and a gyro the simulation model. ~e advantages of the CCS system 

platfo~ measuring yaw velocity, lateral acceleration, roll makes it possible to m~e better use of the tyres, here show- 

angles etc. ing as decreased time lags to lateral accelerator. 
The diagrams show that the time lags of the 2WS car with 

Sine time lags according to ISO/TR 8725 standard tyres are more or less retained by the 4WS vehicle 
(lane change test) with special tyres. The 2WS car with special tyres has high- 

~e c~ is driven at 80 ~ on wet asphalt road. A er time lags, especially to lateral acceleration. ~e 4WS 

sinusoidal steering input is given at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. 
vehicle, however, is not quite so good as the standard 2WS 

~e test is repeated with different steering wheel angle at higherlateral accelerations, which indicatesthatthe max- 

~plitudes. ~is test includes the dynamic behaviour of the imum available grip of the special tyres is, as expected, not 

car, and it is our opinion that it co,elates well with the quite so high as the standard tyres on dry asphalt road,.but 

subjective assessments of the vehicle h~dling. The test still good enough. 

mainly evaluates the steering prope~ies at no~al cu~e 
driving, but also the avoidance manoeuvre stability at high- 

Step response 

er lateral accelerations. Many propeaies can be extracted 
This test is mainly for evaluating the vehicle stability, 

from the test results; we have chosen to show the sine time which in our case is mainly controlled by the CCS system 

lags (second pe~ time lags) to yaw velocity and lateral 
but also by the transient p~ameter of the 4WS system. The 
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car is driven straight ahead at 80 kmha when a steering step 
Rel~.~e yaw coefficient input is given. The yaw velocity overshoot, defined as the ¯ " 

difference between the yaw velocity and the lateral acceler- 
...._.J ation divided by the vehicle velocity, and the vehicle slip 1.25 .............................................................................................................................. 

angle are calculated for different steering wheel amplitudes, 
1.00 

figure 14 and figure 15. 1.o0 .................... .- -~ ........................ 0.91 .......................................................................... 

~\~\ 

~ 

0.8 

Yo~0.v(~locity overshoot (dog/s) -- 2ws Std tyros 0,75 .................... t~"~ ................................................. ~ ..................................... 
simulation ¯ 

- .......... i ..... i 
17.5- ¯ i i x 2WS Std tyres 

0.50 .................... ,~,..~ ..................... 
measurement 

12.5- i 
simulation 0.25 ................. tr~--~ ................ 

+ 2WS VCAS tyres I~.~ "~ "~ 
10.0, i 

~ 
measurement 

0,00 

’: ~ .... ""j ;-" - 4WS VCAS tyros Stcnderd CCS with VCAS ~ith 
7.5 .... i .,,~’~$ ~ u ; simu orion Volvo 760 special tyros special tyros 

:~ 5.0- - S~ i - i o 4WS VCAS tyros Figure 16. Side wind stability. Yaw coefficients. 
+ "~ :: ~ 

I 
measurement 

2.5- ¯ ~o i ¯ ! i 7-- ~ 

The diagrams show that already the CCS with the softer 0.0 , , , 
0 50 100 ~ 50 2O0 25O special tyres stabilizes the car with a yaw coefficient that is 

Steering wheel angle (dog) 91% of that of the standard Volvo 760. The VCAS is even 
better with a yaw coefficient of only 81% of the reference 

Figure 14. Step response. Yaw velocity overshoot,              car. This test has been used for the first set-up of the parame- 
ters k] and k~ since it involves many normal driving 

Vehic~ slip angle (dog) -- 2WS Std tyres situations. " - simulation 

+ x 2WS Std tyres 

5" i i 
measurement Conclusions 

~-~ 4- i . o ..... 2WS VCAS tyros The work presented in this paper shows that a symbiosis 
i simulation 

" ¯ × ~ of the CCS, DCS and the trye systems gives a significant 
+ ....... i ........... + 2WS VCAS tyros 

3- ¯ measurement improvement of important properties. 

i ..... i~t’ ~ ...... --4W5 VCAS tyros - The DCS system described in this paper would have 

2- i ..~/".-i i ..... simulation given a slight improvement of steering characteristics in 
+ i ...... i o 4WS VCAS tyros combination with normal tyres. By combining tyres with 

1- X°.~/~ i measurement special characteristics with DCS and CCD, much more 
~ i ~ significant improvements in several properties are i 

el i i       ; ~ achieved. 
0 5~0    1~0 1;0    200 250 

Steering wheel angle (dog) Figure 17 is a synthesis of the results and illustrates 
clearly the gains which are achieved. Driving safety, driving 

Figure 15. Step response. Vehicle slip angle, pleasure and comfort properties are improved. These gains 
are made without deterioration in other properties. It is 

~ The diagrams show that the stability of the VCAS is as therefore to be considered as a true step forward in the 
good as that of the car equipped with 2WS and standard application of new technology in passenger cars. 
tyres. The correlation between simulations and meas- 
urements are not so good in this case, due to the fact that the Property controlling 

system: 
CCS system is not modelled. Since the yaw stability is 
mainly controlled by the CCS system, the measurements Driving safety Hydroplaning I tyros 

~" show better results than the simulations. The trends are Cornering ~tobility I CCS 

however still the same. A more detailed model including the Gap on uneven rood I CCS 

CCS system will be set up in order to create better prediction Driving pleasure Steering response I DCS 
possibilities also for avoidance manoeuvres. Driving comfort Side wind stability ~)CS+CCS 

Course stability 
I 

DCS 

Side wind stability Ride comfort Body movementa I CCS 

~; The car is driven in natural side wind stochastic distur- Noise comfort Tyro noise 
I tyros 

bances. RMS-values of the yaw velocity and wind velocity Tyro economy Tyro wear J tyFeS’t-CCS 

are calculated and the yaw coefficients RMSyaw]RMSwind . ! 
are calculated. The coefficients are compared with, and 

Volvo J60 
referenced to, the 2WS car with standard tyres, figure 16. with Std tyros 
No simulations of this test have been made. Figure 17. Property profile compared with standard. 
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Braking and Stability Performance of Cars Fitted with Various Types of Anti- 
Lock Braking Systems 

B.J. Robinson, B.S. Riley, 
providing improved stopping distances as well as 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, 
controllability. 

Stopping distances can only be reduced if the anti-lock 
Department of Transport, system comes into play when the locked wheel tyre-road 
United Kingdom friction coefficient is not the maximum achievable. On the 

vast majority of road surfaces, which exhibit characteristics 
Abstract similar to the Brake Force curve of figure 1, the braking 

The effectiveness of four modern anti-lock braking force coefficient is less when the wheels are locked than 

systems has been assessed in an extensive programme of when they are rolling, new snow and loose gravel being two 

track tests. The performance of the systems in three exceptions. An anti-lock braking system will minimise 

different manoeuvres, on a range of road surfaces, has been stopping distances if it can maintain the braking force on 

compared to that attainable by the vehicles with the systems each wheel at that force necessary to provide the maximum 

wholly or partially disabled. It is shown that while the tyre-road friction coefficient. A system will achieve this by 

deceleration performance of an anti-lock system is closely transferring the wheel from conditions of high braking slip 

related to its degree of complexity, the improvement in to those of high brake force. 

controllability that is provided by any system ensures that Controllability is at a maximum when the available side- 

the accident avoidance potential of all of the vehicles tested forces are at a maximum. This is when the wheels are freely 

is greater than that of the non anti-lock vehicles. This rotating (zero slip in figure 1). When a brake force is applied 

potential is shown to be higher for the complex, and the available side-forces are reduced (1)*. Consequently, if 

expensive, electronic systems but still significant for a an anti-lock system is set up to minimise stopping distances 

cheap and simple mechanical system, by always applying the brake force required for peak 
friction coefficient, then the available side-forces may be 

Introduction insufficient to retain stability (see figure 1). It may be 

Over a period of many years car anti-lock braking 
necessary therefore to operate at levels ofbraking slip l°wer 

systems have been developed to improve vehicle stopping 
than those which achieve maximum braking force 

distances and to provide controllability under all braking 
coefficient, so that a compromise must be reached between 

conditions. By not allowing some or all of the wheels on a 
stopping distance reduction and controllability under panic 

vehicle to lock, sufficient side forces can always be 
braking. The balance between the two in a commercial anti- 

maintained to enable the vehicle to be steered. Releasing 
lock system will depend on the relative importance that the 

wheel lock can, in principle, be achieved very easily (by 
system designer attaches to each. 

disconnecting the brakes) but unless this is done in a tightly 
This paper sets out to describe work carried out at the 

controlled way there is likely to be a penalty, which can be 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory to investigate the 

serious in terms of increased stopping distances. Much of 
the development work has therefore been devoted to *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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-- Side Force + Brake Force 1 surface or the one with the lowest down-force acting on it) 
Force Coefficient but never both. 

1 
The Ford Escort has the mechanical two channel system 

0.8 which is described fully by Newton and Riddy (2). 

Summarising, the two front wheels are independently 
0.6 controlled, but the rear axle does not have its own separate 

wheel lock detection capability. Instead, each rear wheel is 
0.4 linked, via an apportioning valve, to the diagonally opposite 

front wheel. This arrangement is designed to ensure that 
0.~ under conditions of panic braking it may be possible to lock 

one of the rear wheels, but never both. 

o o., 0.6 0.6 1 The Test Procedures Braking 

Figure 1. A typical relationship between brake force coefficient Tests were carried out on a variety of surfaces (described 
and available side force coefficient as braking slip increases in table 2), with the cars both unladen (driver and front seat from 0 (free rolling) to 1 (locked wheel). 

passenger only) and laden (defined earlier). For the 
purposes of the wet tests, the track was watered by means of stopping distances and controllability that some existing 
a hose and sprinkler system. This ensured that the track was anti-lock systems can achieve. 
covered by a uniform layer of water rather than being 

The Test Vehicles merely damp in some places. The test programme is shown 

in table 3. The full test programme could not be carried out Four vehicles have been tested. Table 1 describes each 
on some vehicles due to inclement weather or unavailability model, including details of its anti-lock system, its tyres, 
of the vehicle or the relevant test surface. Nevertheless, and its weights as tested. All the vehicles were loaded in 
useful comparisons have been achieved in all the important such a way that for the laden tests the rear axle weight and 
areas. gross vehicle weight were both as near to the 

manufacturer’s recommended maximums as possible. This 
Table 2. The test surfaces. 

was done with two front seat occupants, a full petrol tank 
and the remaining load made up of metal weights or gravel Marne Texture Tested Wet/Dry 

filled containers. Bridmort Rounded Gravel Rough , polished Wet Macadam Carpet 

Table 1. The test vehicles. Smooth Mastic Asphalt Smooth , polished Wet 
Fine Textured Asphalt Smooth , harsh Wet and Dry 

Vehicle Tyre Type Weights (kg) (FTA) 
(anti-lock system) 

Unladen Laden Motorway Surface Rough , fairly harsh Wet and Dry 

Front    Rear    Front    Rear 
(Total) (Total) TabJe 3. The test programme. 

Ford Escort 1.4L 155 SR 13 615 460 665 660 ! (Lucas-Girling) (1075) (1325) Surface Test Unladen Laden 
Mazda 626 GT 195/60 R 15 814 560 982 870 No A/L A/L Half ’No A/L A/L Half (Girling-Sumitomo) , (1374) (1852) A/L A/L 
Honda Prelude EX-M 185/70 HR 13 705 475 765 725 Wet Bridport Straight E~HB EMHB E EMHB EMHB E (Honda) (1180) (1490) Wet Mastic Straight EMHB EMHB E EMHB EMHB E BMW 320i 195/60 HR 14 675 550 680 820 !Curve EMHB E EMHB E (Bosch) (1225) (1500) Wet FTA Straight EMHB EMHB E EMHB EMHB E Curve E~HB E EMHB E Dry FTA Straight EMHB EMHB E EM B EM B E Curve - EMHB E - EMHB E Wet Motorway Straight EM EM E EM EM E The BMW and the Mazda both have three channel Dry Motorway Straight EM EM E EM EM E Bridport/FTA Split EMH EMHB E EM EMHB E electronic systems, two of which independently control Mastic/PTA Split EM EMHB E EM EMIIB E 

wheel lock on each front wheel with the third channel E - Escort:, M - Mazda, S - Honda, H - ~w 
controlling the rear axle using the "select low" principle. 
"Select low" on an axle ensures that the brake pressure to 

Three separate braking tests were performed on each 
that axle is regulated by whichever wheel is in the greatest 

vehicle. These involved "straight line braking", "braking 
danger of locking. The result is that neither of the wheels are on curve", and "split surface braking". They are described 
allowed to lock. in detail later in this section. 

The Honda also has an electronic system, but it is only In all the tests the results, in the form of speed and 
two channel. The rear wheels are again controlled using the 

stopping distance, were taken from a fifth wheel device 
"select low" principle but the front wheels are jointly connected to the rear of the vehicle. An electronic 
controlled on the "select high" principle. This regulates the processing unit inside the vehicle was connected to both the 
brake pressure to the front axle such that one wheel may fifth wheel and the foot brake pedal. The unit gave a digital 
lock (usually the one on the lowest friction coefficient 

read-out of the velocity at which the brakes were applied 
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and of the distance travelled between application of the 
Table 4, The test results--Escort--straight line braking. 

brakes and the vehicle coming to a halt. The initial velocity Test Surface i Loading Anti- 
Average Deceleration (g) 

lock 
and the stopping distance could then be used to calculate the 30 ~/h 60 ~/h 90 ~/~ 

average deceleration, wet Bridport Unladen ~lone 0.41 0.35 0.30 

Most of the testing was done to compare the performance 
Malt o. 37 o. 32 0.31 
l, ull 0,32 0.31 0.30 

of a vehicle with its anti-lock system functioning to that Laden None 0.40 0.35 0.30 
Half 0.38 0.34 0.30 

with it disabled. The nature of the mechanical system fitted ~11 o, 29 o. 30 o. 29 

to the Escort is such that a complete failure of both anti-lock wet Mastic Unladen None 0.40 0.26 0.22 
Half 0.38 0.30 0.24 

circuits is highly unlikely. The two halves of the diagonally 
1~11 0.4x o. 33 o. 23 

split system are completely independent, and hence a failure 
Laden i None O. 43 O. 24 .... 

lalt 0.38 0.28 0.23 
Full 0.36 o,~8 o,23 

in one half, such as a broken drive belt, or stuck valve, can iNet I~A Unladen ~one 0.88 0.81 0.67 

only affect that half. As a result, extra tests were done with 
Half 0.82 0.78 0.63 
Full 0.78 0.71 0,58 

the Escort to investigate its performance with one of the Laden None 0.85 0.81 0.63 
~alf 0.79 0.76 0.58 

wheel-lock detectors disabled as well as with both disabled. Full o. 66 o. 67 o. 53 

These extra tests are referred to as "half" anti-lock in table 
Wet Motorway Unladen None 0.80 0.62 0.55 

Half 0.70 0.63 0.57 
Full 0,55 0.61 0,57 

3. Laden None 0.76 0.60 0 . 56 
The electronic systems fitted to the other three vehicles Half 0.70 0.59 0.53 

~11 0.50 0.56 0.sz 
could all be completely disabled by simply disconnecting Dry FTA Unladen None 0.82 0.83 0.84 

Half 0.79 0.83 0.82 
part of their electrical systems. There are obviously many ~Fulz 0.68 0.8~ 0.79 

more partial or complete failure modes possible but the test 
Laden None 0.79 0.78 0.80 

Half 0.75 0.77 0.72 
programme did not investigate them. ~11 0,64 0.75 0,72 

On all the vehicles tested the failed anti-lock condition is 
i Dry Motoxacay Unladen None 0.81 0.77 0.70 

Half 0.78 0.82 0.81 
Full 0.71 0,84 0.84 

equivalent to having a conventional, non anti-lock, system. Laden None 0.78 0.75 0.68 

It is not, however, necessarily equivalent to the standard, 
Halt 0.78 0.78 0.67 
Full 0.72 0.79 0.75 

non anti-lock, version of the vehicle as some or all of the 

individual components of the braking systems may vary Table 5. The test results--Mazda--straight line braking. 
from one model type to the other. 

i Test Surface Loading i Anti- Average Deceleration (g) 
Straight line braking                                                   look 30 ~/~ 60 ~/. 90 ~/~ 

This test involved driving the vehicle at constant speeds wet Sridporg Unladen None 0.42 0.38 0.32 
~u~l o.44 0.46 0.47 

increasing from 20 km/h to 100 km/h in roughly 10 km/h Laden ~one 0.36 0.34 0.31 

increments and applying the foot brake as hard and as fast as 
Full 0.38 0.43 o. 47 

possible while all four wheels of the vehicle were on the 
wet Mastic Unladen None 0.49 0.38 0.30 

Full 0.53 0.57 0,48 

same test surface. The initial velocity and stopping distance 
/.,aden None 0.42 0.30 0.23 

Full 0.43 0~42 0.40 

were found in the manner described above. This test was 
wet l~A Unladen Hone 0.72 0.74 0.56 

Full 0.69 0,83 0,69 

performed on the surfaces detailed in table 3 with the anti- 
Laden None 0.63 0.61 0.46 

~ull 0,63 0,72 0.56 
lock system functioning and with it disabled and with the Wet Moto~qay Unladen None 0.61 0.58 0.54 

~ull 0.57 0,66 0.70 

vehicles unladen and laden. Laden None 0.52 0.49 0.51 

Full 0.52 0,59 0,68 
The purpose of this test was to compare the average Dry FTA Unladen lone 0.76 0.77 0.79 

decelerations achievable with the anti-lock system func- 
Full 0.74 0.86 0.9o 

Laden None 0.62 0.64 0.68 
tioning with those achievable should the system fail. Full 0.64 0,70 0.75 

As explained in the Introduction, an anti-lock system 
Dry Hotor~ay Unladen None 0.69 0.72 0.72 

Full 0.70 0,82 0.83 

with good stopping distance characteristics should show an Laden None 0.63 0.64 0.65 
Full 0.62 0.75 o.81 

improved average deceleration when braking from any ini- 

tial speed when compared to the deceleration obtained with Table 6. The test results--Honda--straight line braking. 
the wheels locked, provided that the locked wheel friction 

coefficient is not the maximum possible. On all the surfaces 
Teet Surtece Loading Anti- Average Deceleration (9) 

Lock 

tested friction coefficients in excess of the locked wheel 
30 ~/h 60 ~/h 9o ~/h 

value should indeed be possible, and hence in principle an wet Bridport Unladen None 0.46 0.39 0.34 
Full 0.47 0.44 0.39 

anti-lock system should be able to provide improved de- Laden None 0.44 0.40 0.33 
Full 0.44 0.44 0.39 

celerations. For reasons explained in the Introduction, how- Wet Mastic Unladen None 0.44 0.32 0.26 

ever, even if an anti-lock system is unable to achieve such an 
Full 0.53 o. 51 o. 43 

Laden None 0.41 0.32 0.26 
improvement, it may still provide better controllability, and Ful 1 o. 51 0.50 0,38 

this should be evident from the other tests in the programme, 
wet ETA UnZaden i None 0.67 0.64 0.56 

Full 0.65 0.67 0.62 
The detailed results, showing decelerations obtained Laden ~one 0.61 0.58 0.52 

Full 0.63 0 . 63 0.60 
from three particular speeds, are given separately for each Dry F~A Unladen None 0.68 0.70 0.71 

Pull 0.71 0.75 0.80 
vehicle in tables 4 to 7. 
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Table 7. The test results--BMW--straight line braking. Table 8. The test results--braking on a curve. 

Test Surface Loading Anti- Average Deceleration (g) Vehicle Loading Anti- Maximum possible speed (%UBS) lock                                                          lock 
30 km/h 60 km/h 90 k~/h Wet Wet Wet Dry 

Bridport Mastic FTA FTA Wet Bridport Unladen None 0.34 0.31 0.33 
Full 0.4~ 0.49 0.45 Escort Unladen inner 75 84 85 89 ! Laden None 0.41 0.36 0.33 outer 76 87 87 84 Full 0.46 0.51 0,46 full 96 i00 i00 98 Wet Mastic Unladen None 0.33 0.26 
Full 0.42 O. 54 0,54 Laden inner 78 86 85 88 Laden None 0.40 0.27 .... outer 75 75 85 90 Ful! 0.46 0.47 0.48 full 93 99 99 99 Wet FTA Unladen None 0.65 0.54 0.56 
IFull 0.56 0.72 0,69 ~ Mazda Unladen full 94 i00 i00 98 I_aden :None 0.64 0.64 0.63 
Full 0.65 0.74 0.75 !Laden full 93 I00 i00 i00 Dry FTA Unlader None 0.70 0.71 0.72 
Full 0.75 0,86 Q,~8 Honda Unladen full 89 80 93 96 Laden None 0.65 0.71 0.72 
Full 0.74 0.82 0.86 Laden full 98 80 93 99 

BMW Unladen full 89 97 95 96 

Braking On a c~]rve Laden full 90 98 i00 94 

This test involved driving the vehicle at constant speeds 
increasing in 5 orl0 km/h increments through a curved path two combinations of surfaces to be tested, and these are 
marked out by cones. The radius of this curved path was shown in table 3. 
60m to the inside of the lane and 63m to the outside. Whilst Once again the procedure involved driving the vehicle at 
the vehicle was within the lane, the foot brake was applied various constant speeds gradually increasing from 20 km/h 
as hard and as fast as possible. Readings of initial velocity in 5 or 10 km/h increments, onto the split surface area and 
were taken in the usual way. then applying the foot brake as hard and as fast as possible. 

The purpose of this test was to investigate the control- Initial velocity and stopping distance were found in the 
lability of the anti-lock equipped vehicles under conditions usual way. 
of combined cornering and heavy braking. To give some A car not fitted with anti-lock is likely to spin violently 
idea of how well the systems were performing the maximum during this manoeuvre if all four wheels lock. This is be- 
speed at which the test could be completed under braking cause the two wheels on the more slippery of the two sur- 
was compared to the maximum speed at which the vehicle faces will not be slowed down as quickly as the wheels on 
could be driven through the course without application of the higher grip surface, and hence one side of the vehicle 
the brakes (referred to as the Unbraked Breakaway Speed, will try to move faster than the other. For this reason not all 
UBS). A vehicle was deemed to have failed the test if any of the cars were tested with their anti-lock systems wholly 
the marker cones were disturbed, that is if the vehicle could disabled. 
not be steered to stay within the lane. The UBS was found Again the Escort was tested in its two "half" anti-lock 
before the braking tests were carried out as it gave an idea of modes. By disabling one or other of the anti-lock sensors, 
the upper limit of speeds that would be achievable, the system could be made to provide anti-lock to the front 

It would be impossible for a non anti-lock vehicle to wheel on the low grip surface only (referred to as low ~t anti- 
complete this manoeuvre successfully as with both the front lock in table 9), or to that on the high grip surface only (high 
or rear wheels locked the vehicle would inevitably disturb l,t anti-lock in table 9). 
cones. Because of this, tests were only conducted with the The primary purpose of this test was to examine the 
anti-lock systems functioning. The Escort was also tested in controllability of an anti-lock equipped vehicle when it is 
both its "half" anti-lock modes, that is with the front inside braked heavily on a split high-low grip surface. This type of 
wheel only sensing (referred to as "inner") and then with braking condition can easily be encountered for example 
the front outside wheel only ("outer"). when snow, ice or water lies to one side of an otherwise dry 

Table 8 gives the results of each test on each surface in the road. 
form of maximum successful braked speed as a percentage Table 9 shows the maximum speed at which the man- 
of the Unbraked Breakaway Speed. A result equal to 100 oeuvre could be performed for the various anti-lock condi- 
percent would indicate that even when the vehicle is braked tions. For the manoeuvre to be performed successfully the 
while at its controllability limit the anti-lock system can driver had to be able (with some steering correction if neces- 
provide sufficient side-forces to allow control of the vehicle sary) to bring the vehicle to halt in a straight line, that is with 
to be maintained, either side of the vehicle remaining on the surface it was on 

when braking commenced. Speeds over 100 km/h were not 
Split surface braking investigated, so for an anti’lock system with good control- 

This test is similar to the straight line braking test but lability characteristics we would expect to see speeds up to 
rather than being carried out on a single surface, it is con- 100 km/h shown in table 9. If a system has been designed to 
ducted with the near-side wheels on a different surface to the minimise stopping distance at the expense of controllability 
off-side wheels. The layout of the TRRL track allows for we would expect to see a lower speed when the lack of 
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Table 9. The test results--s )lit surface braking. 

Vehicle Loading Anti- Maximum speed (kin/h) Deceleration (g) 
lock 

Bridport/FTA Mastic/FTA 

Escort Unladen None 50 60 0.8 
Low ~ i00 i00 
High ~ 70 70 

Laden None 60 7 0 
Low ~ I00 i00 0.4 

High ~ 5O 7O 
Full 100 i00 

0.2 

Mazda Unladen None 70 50 
Full I00 i00 

0 ’ ’ ’ 
Laden None 70 50 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Full i00 i00 Velocity (kmlh) 

Honda Unladen None 50 __ Figure 3. Mazda--split surface tests--Bridport/FTA--Laden. 

Full i00 i00 

Laden Full i00 i00 [ -+- No A/L ~ Full AlL 

BMW Unladen Full i00 I00 1 Deceleration (g) 

Laden i Full         I00             i00               | 
0.8 

controllability makes the successful completion of the man- 
0.6 

oeuvre impossible. At the lower speeds, however, we would 
expect the better stopping distances to be evident. Some of 0.4 

the speeds and stopping distances are shown in graphical 
form in figures 2, 3 and 4. o.2 

--~- NO AlL ~ Front high p sensed 
1 0 ~ -- ~ ’ ’ 

--~- Full AlL ~ Front low IJ sensed 
! 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Velocity (krn/h) 
Deceleration (g) 

Figure 4. Honda--split surface tests--Bridport/FTA--Unladen. 

0.8 

Escort 
0.6 

~ 
Escort--straight line braking 

o.4 

~ 
The results of these tests are given in table 4. From the 

0.2 
table two general trends emerge. First, the results obtained 
with the vehicle laden are very similar to those with it 

o ..... unladen. Second, the average decelerations are higher with 
20 40 60 80 100 120 

locked wheels (no anti-lock) than with the anti-lock partly 
Velocity (kin/h) 

or wholly operational. 
Figure 2. Escort--split surface tests--Bridport/FTA--Laden. The fact that the unladen and laden results are similar is 

not entirely surprising. It indicates that the load-sensing 

Discussion of the Test Results valves on the rear axle are able to maintain the braking force 

The purpose of the programme of tests described above 
coefficients on that axle at the same level regardless of 

was to investigate the effectiveness of anti-lock braking 
loading. 

systems as fitted to a number of modern passenger cars. The 
The second of the observed trends, that is that on many 

nature of the investigation was to compare the performance 
surfaces decelerations are not improved by the anti-lock 

of a vehicle with its anti-lock system fully operational to system, is not so expected. This result implies that the anti- 

that with it partly or wholly disabled. Different makes of lock braking system does not generally maintain the brake 

vehicles are bound to produce different results, even under 
effort at each wheel at a sufficiently high level to ensure 

the same external conditions. Because of this, it is only better adhesion than can be obtained by allowing the wheels 

possible to make a general comparison of the performance to lock. On all but two of the surfaces at 30 km/h 

of the four anti-lock systems. Such a general comparison is decelerations without anti-lock (referred to in table 4 as 

made at the end of this section, but first the performance of "none" anti-lock) are higher than the half anti-lock values 

each individual vehicle is discussed in turn. and these are higher still than the full anti-lock values. The 
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only exceptions are the Wet Mastic, unladen, and the Dry system has on the controllability characteristics of the 
Motorway, laden, results, vehicle. 

At 60 kmih the deceleration without anti-lock is still The decelerations were generally better with only half the 
appreciably better than the two anti-lock cases on the Wet anti-lock system functioning than with the whole system. 
FTA surface, and slightly better on the Wet Bridport. There The controllability of the vehicle was better with half anti- 
are negligible differences between the three cases on the lock than with no anti-lock at all, though not as good as with 
Wet Motorway and Dry FTA. A slight improvement is full anti-lock. These results suggest that the performance of 
obtained with the two anti-lock operational cases when the the car does not deteriorate noticeably when only half the 
vehicle is braked from 60 km/h on the Dry Motorway or Wet anti-lock system functions, and indeed may perform better 

Mastic. in conditions where reduced stopping distances (high 
At 90 km/h the Wet FTA surface still produces better decelerations) are considered to be more important than 

decelerations when the anti-lock system is disabled. This is increased controllability. 

also the case, though to a lesser extent, on the Dry FTA. No 
Escortmbraking on a curve significant performance differences were found at this 

speed on the Wet Bridport, Wet Mastic (unladen), or Wet The results of these tests are given in table 8. Once again, 

Motorway surfaces. The Dry Motorway surface once again as was the case in the straight line braking, there is neglig- 

showed better decelerations achievable with the anti-lock ible difference between the results achieved with the vehicle 

operational, laden and unladen. There is also negligible difference be- 

The vehicle was prone to rotate as it slid with all wheels tween the results obtained with the two half anti-lock condi- 

locked on the Wet Mastic and Wet Bridport surfaces. This tions, implying that either condition gives substantially the 

made the taking of results at higher speeds on these surfaces same degree of controllability. 

very difficult when the anti-lock system was disconnected. The main conclusion that can be drawn from table 8 is 

Indeed in the laden case speeds in excess of 70 km/h could that the results for the full anti-lock case are significantly 

not be attempted on the Wet Mastic, hence the deceleration better than those from the two half anti-lock cases. Speeds 

of between 93 and 100 percent of the UBS were achieved value at 90 km/h could not be established and so no entry is 
shown here in table 4. with the anti-lock system fully operational. 

The two half anti-lock cases produced speeds of between When operating, the two channel mechanical anti-lock 
system fitted to the Ford Escort car provides better 75 and 90percent of the UBS. This implies that, at relatively 

low speeds, a vehicle with part of its anti-lock system dis- deceleration characteristics on only two of the surfaces 
abled will still be controllable under conditions of panic tested and then only at certain speeds. These were at speeds 
braking, but at higher speeds (or higher lateral accelera- 

between 30 and 90 km/h on the Wet Mastic surface and at 40 
tions) the vehicle will be no more controllable than it would km/h and over on the Dry Motorway surface. At all other 
be if the whole system were disabled. Stopping distances speeds and on all other surfaces tested the anti-lock system 
were also measured but, unlike in the straight braking tests, 

did not attain the objective of increasing the decelerations, 
only small differences were found between any of the three 

Indeed, at low speeds (less than 50 km/h) the decelerations 
anti-lock conditions. 

obtained with locked wheels were often significantly better 
In summary, therefore, we can say that the mechanical 

than those with the anti-lock system functioning, 
anti-lock system fitted to this Escort car, when fully opera- 

The reason for the enhanced performance on the Mastic 
tional, provides significantly more controllability under 

may be that the ratio of peak to locked wheel tyre/road 
conditions of panic braking on a curve than is possible with 

friction coefficient is quite high, allowing the anti-lock 
half of the system disabled. Even this half anti-lock condi- 

system to operate within a larger range of brake pressures 
tion, however, provides an appreciable degree of control- 

that produce brake force levels in excess of the locked wheel lability which would be impossible in a car that allowed 
value. This locked wheel value can be further diminished by 

both wheels on any one axle to be locked at the same time. In 
the fact that the surface is smooth and so it is easier for a the previous (straight braking) tests, the half anti-lock con- 
layer of water to get between the tyre and the road. If the dition performed better than the full system. The braking on 
wheel is rotating the tyre tread will be able to disperse most a curve test, however, shows that the full system is prefer- 
of this water, but this process will not be as effective if the able under conditions where the amount of available side- 
wheel is locked, force (and hence contri~llability) is important. 

As is explained in the Introduction any anti-lock system 
has to achieve a compromise between good deceleration Escortmsplit surface braking 
and good controllability. This test shows that the Escort The results of these tests are given in table 9 and figure 2. 
system does not, generally, manage to reduce stopping As can be seen from the table maximum speeds of between 
distances. It should be stressed, however, that the stopping 50 and 70 kmih were achievable, with both loading condi- 
distances achieved with the anti-lock system are still tions and on both surface pairs, when the anti-lock system 
perfectly acceptable for a modern passenger car. Thefurther was completely disabled. Very similar results were 
testing outlined below shows what effect this anti-lock achieved when only the front wheel on the high grip (FTA) 
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surface was able to detect wheel-lock (high ~t in table 9). At Mazda 
speeds above the figures shown (that is the maximum), the 
vehicle would have rotated violently through angles ex- 

Mazda--straight line braking 

ceeding 90 degrees. The results of these tests are given in table 5. Two 

The results obtained from the other half anti-lock mode, important trends emerge from the table. First, the 

that is with the front low grip wheel sensed, wereconsidera- decelerations achieved with the laden vehicle are 

bly different. Speeds of 100 km/h were achieved with no 
appreciably lower than those achieved with it unladen. This 

violent instabilities apparent. This means that the vehicle 
is the case on all surfaces and at all speeds except the Wet 

could be braked hard from 100 km/h and could, with mini- 
Bridport at 90 km/h. 

mal steering corrections, be brought to a halt in a 
It was found that, even with the anti-lock system 

straight line. This was the case on both surface pairs and 
disconnected, the rear wheels could not be made to lock. 
This indicates a degree of under braking to the rear axle that 

both unladen and laden. Identical results were obtained is probably sufficient to produce the deterioration in braking 
when the full anti-lock systemwas operational, experienced when the vehicle was loaded to the very high 

It is evident, therefore, that the half anti-lock mode can maximum levels specified by the manufacturer, as listed in 
provide significantly more controllability under conditions table 1. 
of panic braking on split coefficient surfaces than can be The second, and more interesting trend from table 5 is 
derived from the no anti-lock mode, but only provided the that on all surfaces, under both loading conditions, and at 
sensed wheel is on the low grip surface. If the sensed wheel speeds of 60 and 90 km/h, the anti-lock system considerably 
is on the high grip surface, the controllability is no more increases the decelerations achievable when compared with 
than can be obtained from the vehicle with no anti-lock, the non anti-lock case. At 30 kmih there is little difference 

Figure 2 shows the Deceleration versus Velocity curve between the anti-lock and non anti-lock cases on any of the 

for one of the test conditions. Similar results were obtained surfaces tested. 

for the remaining three conditions. It can be seen that the The results indicate that at speeds of below about 40 kmih 

decelerations achieved by the two low controllability modes the stopping distances achievable are about the same with 

(no anti-lock and front high ~t sensed) were generally slight- and without anti-lock. As the speed increases from this 

ly higher than those achieved by the other two modes over value, the advantages of the anti-lock system become more . 

the speed ranges in common. The deceleration capabilities apparent. In general, the higher the speed, the more 

of the two high controllability modes are seen to be similar, significant is the increase in deceleration that may be 

The conclusion that has to be drawn from the series of obtained from the system. 

split surface tests is that the full anti-lock mode is signifi- It can be concluded, therefore, that the three channel 

cantly better than either of the two half anti-lock modes or electronic anti-lock system fitted to the Mazda has very 

the no anti-lock mode. It allows the vehicle to be braked 
good deceleration capabilities. This shows that the system is 

safely from high speeds on hazardous combinations of high 
able to operate at average tyre/road friction values in excess 

and low grip surfaces regardless of which side of the vehicle 
of those achievable with wheels locked. 

is on the low grip area. Mazdambraking on a curve 

Escort--summary The results of these tests are given in table 8. Unlike the 

The straight line braking tests indicated that the Escort 
straight braking tests there is no significant difference be- 
tween the unladen and laden results. The maximum speeds 

gave, generally, slightly lower decelerations when the two 
channel mechanical anti-lock system was operational, than 

achieved range from 93 to 100 percent of the UBS, indicat- 

those achieved with the system disabled. The Wet Mastic 
ing that the anti-lock system provides a very high degree of 

and Dry Motorway were the only surfaces on which the 
controllability at all speeds up to very near the limit of 
control of the unbraked vehicle. 

reverse was true. The results also show that the half anti- 

lock mode performed better than the full system in this Mazdamsplit surface braking 
respect. The results of these tests are given in table 9 and figure 3. 

Results from the tests involving braking on a curve and on The results in table 9 are seen to be identical for the unladen 
split surfaces suggest that the increased controllability that and laden cases. 
can be obtained from the full anti-lock system, when com- With the anti-lock system disabled the vehicle could not 
pared to half anti-lock mode and particularly the no anti- be brought to a halt in a straight line at speeds over 70 km/h 
lock mode, offers significant benefits, on the Bridport/FTA and 50 km/h on the Mastic/FTA. " 

The system offers the further advantage that a failure is As for the straight braking tests the rear wheels could not 

only likely to affect one-half of the braking system. The be made to lock. This affected the stability of the ’vehicle 

performance of such a failed vehicle has been shown to be such that at these higher speeds it merely pulled over onto 

significantly better than without anti-lock (both halves of the high grip (FTA) surface, rather than spin violently as it 

system failed), would have done had both rear wheels locked. This demon- 
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strates that the non anti-lock vehicle has good stability char- present when the vehicle was laden or when the anti-lock 
acteristics but with the front wheels locked there is very was operational. The "select high" system operating on the 
little controllability for the driver, front axle did allow one of the front wheels to lock, but 

~. In contrast, with the anti-lock system operational, the never both. When the anti-lock was functioning, the vehicle 
vehicle could be braked hard from 100 km/h and brought to therefore remained controllable and stable on all the 
a rapid, fully controllable, halt. Figure 3 shows the decelera- surfaces tested and at all speeds. 
tions achieved with and without anti-lock under one particu- It is apparent that the two channel electronic anti-lock 
lar test condition. Similar results were obtained from the system fitted to the Honda has good deceleration 
other three conditions, though once again deceleration lev- capabilities, particularly on the Wet Mastic, and provides a 

~, els were slightly lower in the laden case. The figure shows degree of stability and controllability.that is not possible 
that the results of this test are very similar to those of the with the system disabled. 
straight braking tests. The decelerations obtained with and 
without anti-lock are similar at speeds below about 40 km/h. I-londambraking on a curve 

At higher speeds the results with the anti-lock operating are The results of. these tests are given in table 8. On all the 
significantly better than without it. ¯ surfaces and with both loading conditions, the maximum 

¯ MazdaBsummary achievable speeds were at least 80 percent of the UBS. This 
80 percent level was achieved on the Wet Mastic, the other 

There can be no doubt that the three channel anti-lock surfaces produced results ranging from 89 to 99 percent. 
system fitted to the Mazda car greatly increases both the These results may slightly underestimate the true perfor- 
stopping power and the controllability of the vehicle under mance of the vehicle as shortage of time allowed only one 
panic braking conditions on all of the surfaces, through all attempt to be made at each speed. The speed was increased 

~ of the manoeuvres tested, and at all but quite low speeds in 5 km/h increments, hence if the course was successfully 
(less than 40 km/h). At these lower speeds there are no completed at, for example, 60 km/h the driver would then 
significant differences in the stopping power of the anti- have one attempt at 65 km/h. If this run was unsuccessful 
lock and non anti-lock vehicle, though controllability is still then 60 km/h was taken to be the maximum, whereas 64 km/ 
enhanced by the operation of the anti-lock system, h may have been possible. The UBS, on the other hand, was 

found by gradually increasing the speed in 1 or 2 km/h steps. 
Honda The "select high" system operating on the front; steered, 

axle allows one wheel to lock up. The inside wheel (the one 
Hondamstraight line braking with the lowest down-forces acting on it) did occasionally 

The results of these tests are given in table 6. Three lock during this manoeuvre, particularly on the Mastic. 
surfaces were tested both unladen and laden. The Dry FTA .Having one wheel locked on the steered axle is bound to 
surface could only be tested unladen. The limited reduce the available side-forces that allow the vehicle to be 

~ availability of the vehicle and bad weather prevented the dry steered. This helps to explain the slightly lower maximum 
surface laden tests from being carried out. speeds that were found to be achievable on the Mastic 

The Wet Bridport and Mastic surfaces both show only surface. 
small differences in the two loading conditions. There is a Overall it has been found that, despite the inherent possi- 
slight loss in deceleration capability when laden on the Wet bility of one front wheel locking, the controllability of the 
FTA. The deceleration performance on this higher Honda car, fitted with this two channel electronic anti-lock 

- coefficient surface may be adversely affected by the system, remains very high under conditions of panic brak- 
tendency of the non anti-lock vehicle to lock rear wheels ing on a curve. 
when unladen but not when laden. 

The decelerations achieved at 30 km/h are roughly the tlondaBsplit surface braking 

same with and without the anti-lock operating on all The results of these tests are given in table 9 and figure 4. 
surfaces except the Wet Mastic. On this surface there is a It is clear from the table that on both surface combinations 
significant improvement in the decelerations achievable and under both loading conditions the anti-lock equipped 
when the anti-lock system is operational. The same vehicle remained fully controllable when braked hard from 
improvement is evident on all the surfaces at speeds of 60 a speed of 100 km/h. 
and 90 km/h, though the differences on the Bridport, Wet With the anti-lock system disabled the vehicle was prone 
FTA and Dry FTA are less marked than those on the Mastic. to spin violently. Only one test of this condition was carried 

The results therefore indicate that at speeds over about 40 out and the maximum speed was found to be 50 km/h. At 
km/h anti-lock achieves a definite increase in deceleration this speed the car spun through almost 90 degrees. 
on all surfaces. On the Wet Mastic, in particular, there is a Figure 4 shows that the decelerations achieved by the 
considerable increase at all speeds, anti-lock vehicle were slightly better over the speed range at 

In the unladen, non anti-lock condition, the rear wheels which the non anti-lock vehicle could successfully corn- 
were able to lock, causing instability problems on the low plete the manoeuvre. 
grip (Bridport and Mastic) surfaces. This instability was not The fact that the front wheel on the low coefficient sur- 
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face could lock would suggest that the controllability may and this test suggests that it also has good stability 

be adversely affected, in that the side-forces available are characteristics. 

reduced. It was found that a fairly large degree of steering BMW--braking on a curve 
correction was needed by the driver, but control of the 
vehicle could nevertheless be maintained. The degree of The results of these tests are given in table 8. On all 

correction needed was found to be greater in the unladen 
surfaces and with both loading conditions the maximum 

case. This is probably due to the increased level of brake speeds at which the course could be completed were be- 

force necessary to cause rear wheel lock-up in this condi- tween 89 and 100 percent of the UBS. This demonstrates 

tion, causing a reduction in the available rear axle side- clearly that the anti-lock system provides a high degree of 

forces, and a resulting reduction in the vehicle’s stability, 
controllability when the vehicle is braked heavily from 
speeds that are very near the limit of control for the un- 

Honda--summary braked vehicle. 

The two channel electronic anti-lock system fitted to the BMW--split surface braking 
Honda car was designed to perform in a similar way to the 
more complicated three channel systems but cost about half The results of these tests are given in table 9. The violent 

the price. The results indicate that the system’s performance instabilities that this test caused with the anti-lock system 

is indeed likely to be comparable with that of its more disabled meant that the maneouvre was only performed 

complex rivals, with the system operational. As can be seen from the table 

The straight line stopping distances were found to be the vehicle, with anti-lock, could be braked heavily from 

significantly improved, particularly at speeds in excess of speeds of 100 kmih without any significant loss of stability 

40 km/h. 
or controllability. Some steering correction was necessary 

The controllability during the braking on a curve test was at higher speeds, but this could not be considered excessive. 

found to be slightly restricted by the "select high" control BMW~summary 
of the steered axle. Nevertheless the vehicle was still found 
to have a significant degree of controllability at lateral ac- 

The three channel electronic anti-lock system fitted to the 

celeration levels that would have rendered control of the 
BMW is complicated and expensive. We would therefore 

non anti-lock vehicle quite impossible, 
expect it to perform well, and indeed the results are 

Control of the vehicle could only be maintained on the 
excellent. 

split surface tests with a degree of driver steering input, 
The improvements in stopping distances were very im- 

particularly when unladen. With this steering input, how- 
pressive, with only one condition (Wet FTA, unladen, 30 

ever, control of the vehicle was maintained when braked 
km/h) showing a slight reduction in performance. 

hard from 100 km/h. Without anti-lock the vehicle was 
The controllability that the system provides when the 

uncontrollable when braked on the split coefficient 
vehicle is braked heavily on a curve or split coefficient 

surfaces, 
surface is also excellent. 

BMW Overall Summary of Results 
It has been shown that the three channel electronic anti- 

BMW~straight line braking lock systems fitted to the Mazda and BMW cars have 

The results of these tests are given in table 7. There is excellent performance characteristics. Both systems 

quite a wide scatter when comparing the unladen to laden reduced stopping distances and increased the stability and 

results, but there is no consistent variation between the two. controllability of the vehicles to a significant extent under 
At 30 km/h there is generally a slight improvement in the great majority of braking conditions to which they were 

decelerations when the anti-lock system is operational. The subjected. 

Wet FTA (unladen) was the only condition that showed a The two channel electronic system fitted to the Honda car 

reduction in the decelerations attainable. At speeds of 60 has also performed very well. The stopping distances were 

and 90 km/h there was a substantial improvement on all the reduced, particularly at higher speeds (over 40 km/h). The 

surfaces and under both loading conditions, controllability was found to be slightly hindered by the 

The rear wheels were prone to lock on the Wet Mastic "select high" principle acting on the front axle, but in 

surface when the anti-lock system was disabled. This extreme conditions it was still very much greater than that of 

caused the vehicle to rotate through an angle of almost 90 the non anti-lock vehicle. 

degrees at speeds of about 80 km/h. The test was therefore The two channel mechanical system fitted to the Escort 

not performed at higher speeds on this surface with the was found to provide very good controllability. At speeds 

system disabled. No such stability problems were found below about 50 km/h the stopping distances were found to 

with the anti-lock system operational, increase on the majority of surfaces when the full anti-lock 

The three channel electronic anti-lock system fitted to the system was operational. Even so, the stopping distances 

BMW seems to have excellent deceleration capabilities, achieved with anti-lock were always acceptable and were 
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generally comparable with the locked wheel distances only of use if drivers do try and steer in emergency 
achieved by the other vehicles. Moreover, the most likely conditions and do not simply "freeze." 
failure mode of this system is still capable of providing anti- In the absence of detailed accident data it is not possible 
lock for one half of the diagonally split braking circuit. This to say for certain which is the more important. Obviously it 
mode was also thoroughly tested and found to provide good is preferable to have both shorter stopping distances and 
controllability. It was also found to exhibit stopping better controllability, but it is the authors’ opinion that the 
distance capabilities that were often better than those of the advantages of the ability to steer and the improved stability 
full anti-lock system, while braking are probably sufficient to outweigh the small 

Ifweconsiderthedegreeofcomplexityandresultingcost loss in braking deceleration found under some 
of each system we would expect the more expensive and 

circumstances with the Escort in these tests. 
complicated systems to perform better than the cheaper, 
simpler, systems. The theoretical performance analyses by Conclusions 
Oppenheimer (3) provide further evidence, and the results 

1. Four modern anti-lock braking systems have been of the tests conducted at the Transport and Road Research 
tested on a variety of road surfaces, with the vehicle both Laboratory confirm, that this is indeed the case. However, 
unladen and fully laden, and at speeds ranging from 20 to even the simplest and cheapest system, as fitted to the 
100 km/h. Escort, showed a level of performance that should greatly 

increase the accident avoidance potential for a driver in 2. The performance of each system has been compared to 

many common emergency braking situations, that of the same vehicle with the system partially or wholly 

It was clear from the testing that all systems provided inoperative. 

much improved steering ability and stability while braking. 3. The deceleration characteristics have been assessed by 

Producing an anti-lock braking system that will decrease heavily braking the vehicles from a known speed to rest 

stopping distances as well as improve controllability under whilst driving in a straight line on several surfaces having 

a range of loading and road surface conditions is not a single (that is uniform)coefficients of friction. 

simple matter. The test programme of work described in this 4. The controllability of the systems has been assessed by 
paper indicates that these objectives are met in full by the heavily braking whilst driving on a curved path on single 
three electronic systems. The mechanical system meets coefficient surfaces and whilst driving in a straight line over 
both objectives on some surfaces only, but has considerable split coefficient surfaces. 
cost advantages over the other systems. It may also have 5. The vehicle controllability provided by all the anti- 
reliability advantages because of its greater simplicity, lock braking systems was found to be excellent. 

The relative importance of shorter stopping distances as 6. The deceleration characteristics were found to be 
against better controllability in reducing the number and closely related to the degree of complexity and cost of the 
severity of road accidents is not clear. Controllability in this systems. 
context means the ability to steer out of trouble and/or the 7. Both the expensive three channel electronic systems 
retention of vehicle stability. Road accidents which may be significantly increased the deceleration levels attainable on 
prevented or reduced in severity by anti-lock brakes are all the surfaces and at all but quite low speeds. An 
basically of two types. Firstly, accidents in which the driver appreciable increase at all but low speeds was also provided 
of a car fitted with anti-lock brakes might have been able to by the cheaper two channel electronic system. There was a 
steer around an obstacle or continue on a bend in the road slight increase provided by the two channel mechanical 
while still braking. Also in this category are accidents where 

system on some of the test surfaces but on most, particularly 
vehicle instability (spinning out of control) makes the 

at lower speeds, the anti-lock actually reduced the braking 
consequences of the accident worse. Secondly, accidents in 

deceleration slightly, although never to an unacceptable 
which there is no space available to steer out of trouble but 

level. 
where a shorter stopping distance would have reduced the 

8. Detailed analysis of accident data is required before severity of the accident or might have prevented it 
altogether, any definite conclusions can be drawn regarding the relative 

The relative numbers of these two types of accident importance of greater controllability compared with 
reduced stopping distances. determines whether improved controllability or reduced 

stopping distance is the more important. If accidents are 9. The enhanced controllability that anti-lock provides, 

and the wide variation in car deceleration capabilities that nearly all of the second type then it may be counter- 
productive in terms of accident costs to introduce anti-lock exists, means that even the cheap and simple mechanical 

braking systems which result in longer stopping distances, system is considered to provide a substantial improvement 

since the severity of accidents would be made worse. On the in accident avoidance potential. This potential is greater for 

other hand, there must be many accidents caused because a the more expensive and complex systems. 

driver tries to steer around an object but the front wheels 
lock under braking and the car continues in a straight line. Rt~l~erellCes 

The steering under braking offered by antilock is of course (1) Holmes, K.E. and R.D. Stone, Tyre Forces as 
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Control Concept for Traction Control System (TCS) and Its Performance 

S. Shiraishi, O. Yamamoto, H. Kiryu, unlikely to be an effective countermeasure, and it is always 

T. Nishihara, and M. Satoh up to the driver to recognize such situations and drive 

Honda R&D Co., Ltd. 
accordingly. In any case, all of the TCSs so far put on the 

market offer some compromise between satisfactory 

Abstract traction and handling performance, and all of them 

Typical traction control systems (TCSs) are mainly 
generally rely on the wheel-slip-control concept. 

designed to maintain the longitudinal acceleration 
To achieve an improved system, we tried to work out an 

performance of motor vehicles on slippery roads, 
integrated control concept with adequate consideration 

particularly snow-covered ones. If emphasis is placed on 
given to the vehicle dynamics and then develop possible 

traction, this may result in inadequate vehicle handling 
alternative technical features to put the concept to practical 

performance or, if undue priority is given to vehicle 
use. 

handling, it may lead to insufficient traction performance. 
Some existing TCSs have a tendency to overcontrol on 

Also, the TCS, essentially a spin velocity control system for bumpy and slippery roads, such as graveled ones, and 

the driven wheels, may not work stably on a gravel or vehicles, when negotiating these rough roads, often have 

bumpy road if the wheel rotation receives an external more traction without TCS. The development of an 

disturbance fromvibrationsofthesuspension, advanced TCS that can more adequately maintain 

An improved TCS should provide both satisfactory satisfactory performance both on smooth and rough roads 

traction and handling performance whatever the road might benefit from techniques which clearly distinguish 

condition, these road surface conditions and which make suitable 

This paper gives an example of a control concept which control responses to varying states of road surface. 

realizes the required system capability, followed by This report discusses an integrated control technique 

discussions of an experimental vehicle based on this aimed at meeting these requirements, and compares it with 

concept. Then it studies the control performance of the the conventional methods used for the existing TCSs. This 
example TCS using this experimental vehicle, is followed by a brief description of an experimental vehicle 

Introduction incorporating our control technique, and then by a study 

using this vehicle of the actual response and performance 
We have been conducting diversified research, primarily with the new integrated control technique. 

focusing on accident-avoidance capabilities of motor 

vehicles, with the goal of adapting vehicles to satisfy driver Control Concept for TCS 
demands and increasing the ease of operation. One of the 

major results from this research is a prototype traction As noted earlier, past TCSs have been primarily intended 

control system (TCS) incorporating a new control concept, to maintain longitudinal acceleration performance on 

The TCS discussed here is an automatic control system slippery roads, and therefore, they are sometimes unable to 

which helps prevent loss of traction to the driven wheels provide satisfactory vehicle handling performance, 

and enables the car to accelerate with good efficiency, specifically good stability and steerability during accel- 

Moreover, for rear wheel drive automobiles, the system may eration. If undue priority is given to vehicle handling, on the 

help to avoid a reduction in directional stability during other hand, a system may fail to offer sufficient longitudinal 

longitudinal acceleration, and for front wheel drive acceleration performance. 

vehicles, it helps maintain steerability during acceleration. Since the longitudinal acceleration performance of motor 

Of course, there are some conditions so adverse that TCS is vehicles depends on driving forces working on the tires, 
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such performance could be improved by controlling tire Working Mechanism of the System 
longitudinal slippage as will be discussed later. At the same 

time, the handling performance and the steering response Tire frictional force 
characteristics need to be considered. Therefore, using While a motor vehicle is moving, the tires generate 
steering response as one of the control parameters, we need driving forces for longitudinal acceleration and lateral 

to seek a better compromise between longitudinal forces for cornering. The resultant of these two forces, a 

acceleration and handling performances during traction, frictional force working between the tire treads and the road 

On the other hand, some TCS configurations may neither surface, is limited and declines as the road surface becomes 

work stably nor provide sufficient acceleration more slippery (see figure 2). 

performance on gravel or other irregular roads because Forces acting on the tire Umlt 

vibrations of the suspension give external disturbances to <Upper view> 

the control action of the system, which may result in excess 

control of the driven wheels. 

To get over these difficulties and develop an improved t’~*~Z~-i-~,,,,"/ 
TCS that can maintain satisfactory acceleration and 

handling performance on a variety of road surfaces, we 

divided the TCS control concept into three elements 
| 

~,~,~t~ 
comprising "acceleration," "handling" and "rough road" 

r ar~n~ f0~c~ ,~o~/~,,,, eo~/c",,x~",, controls. Then we decided on a system configuration with a 
| eo,~ ,,~ ~.~,,,,,-" 

longitudinal acceleration control element at the center as a 
| ~.e0~ ~ 

wheel-slip-control unit, which is supplemented by handling 

and rough-road controls (see figure 1). 
~ Tes ) 

Control 

¯ TCS Allows Ease of Acceleration off Slippery 

Figure 2. Example TCS function for the distribution of the tire 
frictional force. 

I AcceleraUonI 
Control Any attempt to give the tires a greater force than this limit 

( ) ~r~ [R°ugh r°ad might not only make the tires skid and fail to transmit the Integrated -. 
’~ " Control TCS ,~ expected traction force, but might also adversely affect the Handling 

Control vehicle handling performance. The essential function of the 
TCS is to try to automatically keep the frictional force 

¯ TC8 Provides Ease of Acceleration and Cornering within the limit noted above by curbing excess engine 
on a Variety of Road Condition~. power during longitudinal acceleration so as to preclude the 

Figure 1. Control concept for TCS. skidding of the driven wheels. 
In some existing TCSs, however, a substantial portion of 

More specifically, the handling control subsystem the lateral force for cornering remains even when only 
monitors the steering response characteristics of the straight-ahead acceleration is desired because driving and 
vehicle, to judge whether desirable steering response is lateral forces, the two components of the resultant frictional 
being maintained, and transmits the results to the force, are always distributed at a fixed ratio. For instance, 

acceleration control element. Based on these data, the the driving-force-dependent TCS example in Figure 2 

acceleration control element adjusts its control target, assigns 80 percent of the resultant frictional force to the 

Meanwhile the rough-road control subsystem monitors the maximum driving force and 60 percent of the resultant to the 

maximum lateral force. In the other TCS example which response to the road surface condition and sends the results 
gives priority to directional stability and steerability of the to the acceleration control element and also to the handling 
vehicle, an 80-percent equivalent of the resultant is 

control subsystem. Control parameters are then corrected 
distributed to the lateral force and a 60-percent equivalent to 

according to the transmitted information, the driving force. 
This is our INTEGRATED CONTROL CONCEPT, Understandably, however, the lateral force limits needed 

which is discussed in more detail in the following sections, for straight line acceleration may be low, and use of the 
with respect to its working mechanism and control residual lateral force as an additional driving force would 
technique, enable the vehicle to accelerate more efficiently. If a 
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sufficient lateral force is not generated in cornering, on the Forces acting on the tire 
other hand, the diversion of driving force into additional <Side-view> Slip ratio=B/A 
lateral force might help improve cornering performance. 

Taking note of this relationship between driving and 

lateral forces, we decided to study an integrated TCS Direction of travel 

concept which combines the control of acceleration and Spin velocity (A) 
handling into a whole system to try to make nearly 100- Spin direction 

percent driving and lateral forces available for acceleration 
and cornering, respectively. In other words, it is a concept of 

Slip velocity 
Travel velocity at contact point 

variable force distribution TCS which controls the 
distribution of the resultant frictional force between driving 
and lateral forces. To realize this integrated TCS concept, Tire force 
we first had to develop a specific technique to set the 
distribution ratios for driving and lateral forces, and 
secondly we had to work out a method for actually assigning 

the resultant frictional force to driving and lateral forces 
according to these ratios. Of these techniques, the former is 

discussed in more detail in the next section from the 
viewpoint of vehicle dynamics, and the latter is dealt with in //-~,’/////////× Maximum lateral force 

the next subsection in terms of tire skidding or slip ratio. 

Wheel slip control                                       ~        =        Slip ratio 
Target range of slip ratio 

Figure 3 describes the example TCS working mecha- 
nisms in terms of wheel slip ratio. 

During longitudinal acceleration, the tires may slip on the ,.~Conventional TCS) 
road surface, resulting in a velocity differential (slip veloc- 
ity) between the tire spin velocity and the vehicle velocity at Tire force 

the contact point. The ratio of this slip velocity to the tire 
spin velocity is generally known as the wheel "slip ratio." = ~ng force 

The diagrams in figure 3 show the possible relationship 
between the slip ratio and the force generated at the tires, ~’~ 

with the former given on the abscissa and the latter on the 
~///~, 

ordinate. The upper diagram is for the working mechanism 

~ 

~ ~Maximum lateral force 
of a conventional TCS and the lower diagram is for that of 
an integrated TCS. The solid curves indicate the driving 
force and the dashed lines represent the maximum lateral ~ Slip ratio 
force. 

Target range of slip ratio 

The relationship between the tire slip ratio and driving 

force shows that, in the lower range of slip ratio, the driving 
Figure 3. Example TCS function as the wheel-slip control. 

force increases in proportion to a rise in slip ratio, but as this 
ratio increases further, the driving force levels off and then 

integrated TCS tries to make an efficient distribution of 

begins decreasing gradually. A look at the relationship be- 
driving and lateral forces, and the desired slip ratio is set by 

tween the slip ratio and the maximum lateral force indicates the handling control technique within the extended avail- 

that the closer the slip ratio is to zero, the greater the lateral able range. 

force, or the higher the slip ratio the smaller the lateral force. The handling control technique using the control algo- 

For the existing TCS example dealt with here, the driving rithm for the example integrated TCS is discussed below. 

force oriented system in the upper diagram performs its 
control function using only the shaded range where the Control Algorithm for the Integrated 
driving force reaches its peak. This can result in a lower TCS 
maximum lateral force, putting narrower limits on the cor- 
nering performance. 

The control algorithm for the integrated TCS is shown in 

Meanwhile the integrated TCS example in the lower dia- figure 4. It consists of three blocks-the acceleration, 

gram tries to extend the available range of slip ratios as handling and rough road control units. Of these 

much as possible so that full range of driving and lateral components, the acceleration control unit plays a leading 

forces from zero to 100 percent might be used for accelera- role in system operation, and based on information from the 

tion and cornering. With such variable desired slip ratio, the handling and rough road control units, its purpose is to 
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provide integrated control of traction, taking into shows if the vehicle response is suitable. From the magni- 
consideration the "driver-vehicle-road system." tude and sign of their difference, changes in the transient 

¯ steering characteristics can be estimated and serve as a 

~"*~ - 
" ~""" ~ ~,,~o, 1:~~~] 

vehicle handling performance. Using this parameter, the 

"~’~’ 0 

’~ 

~~ ~" 

final evaluation of the handling performance is determined 

from a weighting function that takes into account the infor- 

~,~__,~,~ 
’*’" ,.~. ~ 

mation provided by the rough road control unit. The results 
of the evaluation are sent to the acceleration unit. 

*- ,,-*,~ In this process, the velocity difference between the two 
~"1’~" I I free rolling wheels is used to estimate the yaw rate. How- 

ever we do not think the correlation between the actual yaw 

,,~.~_,.,~ ~ ~ ~.,~ "~*~ i rate and the velocity difference between the right and left 
wheels is an important consideration in terms of traction 

control, because the velocity difference itself is among 
Figure 4. Control algorithm of integrated TCS. those vehicle response parameters which represent the lat- 

eral motion of the vehicle, and the reference steering re- 
Acceleration control sponse of which can be set through road or proving-ground 

This unit first measures the spin velocity of the free tests. Since its measurement does not require an additional 

rolling wheels-the vehicle velocity-and that of the driven sensor, this velocity difference is practically very useful, 
wheels using four wheel speed sensors. Then the slip ratio of compared with such alternatives as yaw rate, lateral acceler- 

the driven wheels is estimated from the vehicle and driven ation or side slip angle. 
wheel velocities. This is followed by the calculation of feed 

Rough road control 
back control to bring the slip ratio to the desired level, and 
the calculated results are transformed into an engine power When accelerating the vehicle on a bumpy road, such as a 
reduction signal to the engine control unit. At the same time, gravelled one, a greater driving force can be generated usu- 
the desired slip ratio is first set from the vehicle speed and ally if the driven wheels are allowed to slip and skid more 
then adjusted as necessary based on information from the than on a smooth hard road. Accordingly, a TCS capable of 

handling and rough road control units. Feedback gains are detecting road irregularities and reducing its control author- 
also corrected according to the results of rough road control, ity, when on a rough road, might not only enable the vehicle 

Handling control to accelerate more, but it could also make it less affected by 
external disturbances from vibrations of the wheels. Noting 

The vehicle handling control technique is schematically that unsprung components of the motor vehicle tend to 
described in the lower part of figure 4. This unit is designed vibrate at their resonance frequency during rough road driv- 
to minimize the difference between the reference yaw re- ing, we decided to use a technique which, with a band pass 
sponse when the steering wheel is turned and the estimated filter, would monitor vibrations of these components 
yaw response that actually results from the vehicle, through oscillations from wheel revolution, and based on 

The handling unit calculates a reference yaw rate every the monitored results, adjust the control gain and change the 
moment using precomputed values and based upon the control reference as necessary. This is the basic concept of 
steering wheel angle and vehicle velocity. This process is our rough road control which sends the results of the calcu- 
reflected in the "reference yaw rate" block in the diagram 

lation to the acceleration and handling control units. 
of figure 4. The reference yaw rate, an essential element of 

No additional sensors are needed to find oscillations from 
the handling control concept, represents a precomputed es- 

wheel revolution as they can be monitored by wheel speed 
timate of the nominal yaw rate that should result when the 

sensors. 
driver turns the steering wheel. These precomputed steering 
response characteristics of the vehicle, which are used to Experimental Vehicle Equipped with 
calculate the reference yaw rate, are stored in the TCS 
computer memory. These response characteristics can be TCS 
estimated, for instance, by steering response tests on an The experimental vehicle we have built on the basis of the 
example vehicle chosen for TCS installation under dry and integrated TCS concept is a front-wheel-drive car powered 
other road surface conditions. They might also be hypo- by a 2.7-liter normal aspirated engine. It has a wheel base of 
thetically determined from ideal response characteristics or 2.7 meters and a weight of 1,400 kgw. 
derived from the basic vehicle specifications and tire 
characteristics. TCS configuration 

The actual yaw rate of the vehicle is estimated from In a broad sense, the TCS possibilities include all types of 
velocity differences between the right and left free rolling systems designed to control excess power generated by the 
wheels. Comparison of the reference and actual yaw rates engine. As shown in figure 5, TCS configurations in general 
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may be divided into three main control areas, namely en- The TCS has a manual shutoff switch to keep it unactu- 

gine, transmission and brake controls. These can be subdi- ated when unnecessary or undesired, but the system can not 

vided further. The TCS used for the experimental vehicle is be shutoff by the driver if it is actually operating (in a TCS 

a simple system based on our engine control technique mode). Ordinarily, when the ignition key is turned on, the 

combined with fuel and ignition timing controls. TCS is automatically switched on, ready to work at any 
moment. 

Engine Control i ,Throttle control 

~Wuel injection control I~ Effects of Integrated TCS 

Boost pressure control 

The integrated TCS has three control functions; 
acceleration control, handling control and rough road 

control. This section discusses the effects of these control 
Transmission Control ~ Clutch control 

~-2WD --* 4WD change control 
units, compared with more conventional TCS designs. 

~--Differential Lock control Effect of acceleration control 
Brake Control ~_ Left/Right independent control 

Left/Right simultaneous control When negotiating a low ~t road, specifically a snow- 
covered one, the driver usually has to operate the accelera- 

Figure 5. TCS configuration for experimental vehicle, tor carefully to avoid tire skidding. Among major features 
of the TCS is its capability to modulate the engine power on 

System construction a low [t road. If the driven wheels tend to skid during start- 

The construction of our TCS is shown in figure 6. It uses up or longitudinal acceleration on such a slippery road, the 

wheel speed sensors installed at each of the four wheels, and TCS automatically reduces the engine power and regulates 

a steering wheel angle sensor based on our unique idea. The tire skidding to ensure that the driving force will be effi- 

steering angle sensor measures only the incremental angle, ciently transmitted to the road surface even if the driver does 

The steering wheel angle is estimated by the TCS computer not make careful accelerator inputs. Figure 7 compares the 

which monitors the steady state yaw rate response to steer traction performances of TCS and conventional vehicles 
inputs, and adjusts the null value of the steering angle grad- during start-up and acceleration on a low ~t road with the 
ually based on the memorized steady-state gain and the yaw steering wheel angle at zero or in the neutral position. The 
rate value every time the steady state is detected. Therefore driven wheels of the vehicle equipped with TCS skid very 
this element comprises both hardware and software. The little even though the throttle of the engine is wide open. The 
estimation program serves to automatically increase the diagram also indicates that the TCS vehicle reaches higher 
accuracy, and the settling time of the estimations is quick speed and in a shorter time after the standing start. The 
enough for practical use. A major advantage of this method 
is that adjustment of the steer angle sensor is not needed 

system enables anyone to achieve such efficient traction 

when it is installed on the production line. These features 
performance. 

are important elements of the technology needed to make 
When receiving information from the handling control 

the handling control concept suitable for practical purposes, 
unit that the vehicle is on a straight road, the acceleration 
control unit of the integrated TCS sets the target slip ratio so 

Whee~ speed sensors that the maximum driving force will be generated. The 
i (~.~ ~o~ stee~ 

zl system may therefore achieve better acceleration efficiency 
\wheel angle sensor ! I than more conventional TCS configurations under some 

~.~.~ s~,~ I at least as trac- 
:=~==!~) ~ a,~e ~,~ ~ 

adverse conditions, and may provide good 

tion performance as when operated by a skilled driver. 
~i~ ~ OFF switch -- ~ Traction control 

Signal These test findings are schematically described in figure 8. 

I- "-I ~ electronic unit wheel speed 

sensors In this test, 4 example drivers were given a task to start and 
t.__ ~-~ 

Engine contro~ , I accelerate the vehicle as quickly as they could over a given 

1 

electronic ,,nit Is~r~ to ~,~e po~,~ length of a narrow, straight course, and they were told to 
l keep on the course from end to end. The time required by 

~ ~ each test car to go through the specified test course was 

Figure 6. TCS structure for experimental vehicle, recorded. The test was conducted with 4 drivers each of 
whom made five tries on the course. In the diagram, the 

The TCS computer unit receives signals from these sen- average time of the five tries is marked with a circle, and the 

sors, makes the control calculations noted above, and sends best and worst performances are shown at either end. The 

power reduction signals to the engine control unit whenever effects of the acceleration control unit are clearly reflected 

necessary. In response to these signals, the engine control in the diagram. 

computer unit determines suitable values of fuel injection 
and ignition timing, taking into account the ever-changing 

Effect of handling control 

operating condition of the engine. To examine the effects of the handling control unit, anoth- 
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Without TCS angle, yaw rate, and driving and lateral forces at the driven 
(rough acceleration) 

wheels, were recorded. 
KWH Driven wheel In the case of the TCS with its handling control unit 

Veloc~ deactivated, as indicated by dashed lines in figure 9, the tire 
driving force did not decline significantly even after the 
steering wheel was turned and the vehicle began cornering, 

~ 
but the tire lateral force decreased gradually until the vehi- 

o cle was unable to maintain the expected yaw rate. In this 
o 
"$ example, this means that if no handling control is provided, 

After 20 seconds 
the steering response is less than expected. 

In the case of the TCS with the handling control unit 
actuated, the example shows that the tire driving force de- Vehicle velocity creases while the tire lateral force capability, given priority, 

o ~ ~ ~ is maintained when the vehicle starts cornering, as indicated o Time 30 ~c 
by solid lines in the diagram. As a result, the yaw rate and 
steering response of the vehicle are about the same as the 

Integrated TCS 
(Wide open throttle) case with no longitudinal acceleration. 

If the integrated TCS was actuated, therefore, the vehicle 
KM/H 

1 O0 Automstlc lransmi~en was able to turn without getting off the course appreciably 

Shift point in this example. This is the effect of the handling control 
unit. 

~ Veklcity Steadng Wheel Angle LF 

After 20 seconds                                        0        ~       ~        ~       , 
0 

Vehicle velocity Actual Yaw Rate ~ ........ 

o Time 30sec 

Figure 7. Straight line acceleration performance.                Driving Force l~TorqueJ 

(One wheel) 
Starting and Acceleration Test                                                         0 

0                                      5sec 

0                                      5sec 
Time                                           Time 

~ ~-o~) Oriver~) ~ ~ ~} Diner® Figure9. Effect of handling control. 

~ } Driver ~) ~-e~la ~ .,iv., ~ Effect of rough road control 
,, = ’,TeSO, A test was conducted on the experimental vehicle alter- 

natively equipped with two different configurations of TCS, 

Figure 8. Task performance on low p surface, one with rough road control capability and the other without 
this control function. An open-loop test was conducted (see 
figure 10). The driver started and accelerated the vehicle at 

er test was conducted on the experimental vehicle with the 
wide open throttle on an example gravel road to provide test 

TCS set in two different ways, one with the handling control 
data for comparing the longitudinal acceleration perfor- 

unit actuated and the other with this unit deactivated. An mance of the experimental vehicle alternately set in two 
open-loop test was conducted. The driver started and accel- different TCS configurations. The TCS with the rough road 
crated the vehicle straight ahead at wide open throttle on a control unit offered a little greater slip ratio than the other 
low ~t course, and when the vehicle velocity reached 20 TCS which did not have this control function. Accordingly 
km/h, he turned the steering wheel 180 degrees to perform the vehicle with the integrated TCS showed better accelera- 
cornering during acceleration. Measures of steering wheel tion performance and reached a higher speed in the same 
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time on the example course. This demonstrates that the Starting and Acceleration Test. 

rough road control unit can give the vehicle greater capa-                       . 
bility to negotiate typical rough roads. 

Without rough road control 

KM/H Time 

Figure 11. Task performance on rough road. 

0 
J \ Vehicle velocity , 

’ TCS. The findings of the tests and studies discussed in the 
o Time 15 sec 

foregoing sections may be summarized as follows: 

With rough road control 1. The control concept and the appropriate control 
techniques for the integrated TCS have been 

KM/H established through a study of the vehicle dynamics 

Velocity 

~ 

and vibration. 

Automatic transmission j 2. The acceleration control unit of the integrated 

Shill point ~ ~~’*’u’’’’l TCS can provide longitudinal acceleration per- 
,~ 

j~" 
formance that is about as good as an expert driver 

"~ under a variety of adverse conditions, because, based 
~ on information from the handling control unit, it can 
> adjust the slip ratio in a suitable way. 

3. The handling control unit can observe moment-to- 

"F 

\ Vehicle velocity moment changes in the steering response char- 
o ~ ~ acteristics of the vehicle, determine the values for 

O Time 15sec handling evaluation using these changes, and send 

Figure 10. Effect of rough road control, information to the acceleration control unit on the 

values thus determined. The acceleration control unit 

The rough road control unit of the integrated TCS senses regulates the engine power based on this information. 

if the vehicle is on a bumpy road, and sends corresponding 
Therefore, it can provide better steerability for front- 

information to the acceleration and handling control units, 
wheel-drive vehicles during acceleration under most 

In response to such information, these units adjust their 
conditions, compared with more conventional TCS 

control parameters to try to ensure that the TCS will not 
configurations. 

overcontrol. Compared with more conventional TCSs, 
4. The rough road control unit senses if the vehicle 

therefore, the integrated TCS can help improve vehicle per- 
encounters a bumpy road, such as a gravelled one, and 

formance during its operation. This favorable effect of the 
this information enables the acceleration and handling 

rough road control unit is shown in figure 11. In an example 
control units to change their control parameters as 

test on this control function, the drivers were given the same 
appropriate. Therefore the integrated TCS can 

task as in figure 8, but the road surface and course length 
accelerate the vehicle to greater degree than more 

differed from those used in the previous test. 
conventional TCSs, and it can also avoid over- 

As is apparent from figure 11, the rough road control unit 
controlling. 

was effective in precluding overcontrol for this example 
5. The research efforts discussed here have led to the 

establishment of important technological elements for 
roadway, 

making an integrated TCS available for practical 

Summary and Conclusion purposes. These elements include: 

We have presented a control concept for an integrated 
¯ Steering wheel angle sensor and position 

TCS, a method for realizing the concept, and an actual estimation which does not require adjustment of the 

system based on that concept; that can provide a sensor neutralpoint. 

combination of satisfactory traction and vehicle handling ¯ Digital filter technique for estimation of 

performances for a variety of road surface conditions. A vehicle yaw rate using velocity differences between 

’~series of tests have also been conducted on the integrated the right and left wheels: and 
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¯ Band pass filter technique to improve rough Traction by a Wheel-Slip-Control-system", 9th IAVSD- 
road operation. Symposium, June 1985, Sweden. 

It is hoped that the integrated TCS can give full play to its (6) H.-J. Schoepf, J. Paul, "ASR Acceleration Skid 

control and performance capabilities under various Control--A Further Contribution Towards Increasing The 

conditions which make the driven wheels liable to skid, and Active Safety of Daimler-Benz Vehicle", SAE 885050. 

thereby help contribute to future progress in the area of (7) Y. Inoue, H. Minegishi, K. Ise, H. Miyazaki, "A 

accident-avoidance capability of motor vehicles. Traction Control System for Use in Rear-Wheel-Drive 

Vehicles with Automatic Transmission", C366/88 IMechE, 
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Active Safety Through Traction Control of 4WD Vehicles 

Eiichi Yaguchi, Shuji Torii, Introduction 
Kiyotaka Ozaki, Genpei Naito, 

There are many reports in the literature dealing with the 
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. vehicle dynamics of 4WD vehicles (1, 2, 3).* However, 

most of them concern analyses of the stability of mechanical 
Abstract 4WD systems or analyses of vehicle behavior during 

Three performance areas can be singled out in the human- braking. This paper presents the Nissan concept for active 

machine system, consisting of the driver and the vehicle, as safety from the standpoint of vehicle dynamics. It also 

describes the construction and performance of a new- key factors for improving active safety. (1) The vehicle 
should provide good response and controllability in relation generation electronically controlled torque split 4WD 

to the driver’s operational inputs. (2) Vehicle behavior system which contributes to a significant improvement in 

active safety. This system was developed on the basis of should be highly stable and free of any sudden changes. (3) 
There should be a sufficient flow of information from the results obtained in a fundamental analysis of the 

vehicle to the driver to assure accurate recognition of relationship between traction control of a 4WD vehicle and 
the resulting vehicle dynamics. present vehicle conditions and good predictability of 

subsequent vehicle behavior. Based on this framework, an 
Nissan Concept for Active Safety analysis was made of the torque split between the front and 

rear wheels of a 4WD vehicle, and an optimum traction The Nissan concept for active safety from the standpoint 
control method was devised for improving the performance of vehicle dynamics is outlined in figure 1. 
areas noted above. That method was incorporated into an This concept strikes a good balance among the following 
electronically controlled torque split 4WD system which three performance requirements in terms of the human- 

employs a wet multiplate clutch in the 4WD transfer machine system comprising the driver and the vehicle, and 
assembly to achieve optimum traction control. Vehicle tests thus contributes to higher levels of active safety. 
conducted with the system confirmed that it significantly (1) The vehicle should move as the driver expects. This 

improves cornering properties and ABS performance under means providing good response and controllability in 
all road surface conditions, and thereby contributes to 
improved active safety. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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. Stas~ng Vehicle to Driver. ¯ A~:~.,o. 

~ 
a b ¯ Braking 

,~ 

[ Drive as one wants. ] Driver should have a goad 
feel of vehicle conditions. 

I 

I Vehiofe ehould move I 

Vehicle should nof make 
as driver exp~ts, unex~ movement. 

¯ Good I~diofeh~l~ and recag. 
niasl~lity f~x changes in yew 

¯ Good reqxmse and ¯ Good stehility against and ~1, ~eor ~eel, brake peda~ 

road sudaca condi~on ¯ ~ can easily predict next 
and sudden lateral behavior of the vehicle and also wind, ofc. kno~ ~ ,ehi~ ~s ~, cri- Front-wheel tractive force F! Reef-wheel tractive force Fr 

¯ No uneq~-’~ed or sud- t~cal cond~on or not. 
den change in vehicle 

driver input, a alld ~ o~ gravity I 

Figure I, Nissan concept for active safety from the standpoint of 
vehicle dynamics, h ° He, hi of ~enW of gravit~ 

relation to driving operations executed by the driver. W ° v~l~ ~ 
(2) The vehicle should not make any unexpected move- 

ment. This involves providing good stability against sudden Figure 2. Calculation model. 
changes in the road surface condition, sudden lateral wind 
or other external disturbances. There should not be any From this figure the following observations can be made. 
unexpected or sudden change in vehicle behavior as a result (1) The highest skid limit is obtained with the rigid 4WD 

of operational inputs by the driver, mode when the front and rear wheels are directly coupled. 

(3) There should be a sufficient flow of information from The front-rear torque split when traveling straight ahead in 

the vehicle to the driver so as to give the driver a good feel of the rigid 4WD mode is virtually equal to the weight 

the vehicle conditions. This means allowing the driver good distribution ratio between the front and rear axles (4, 5). 

recognizability and predictability based on changes in yaw (2) The torque split ratio has little effect on vehicle 

and roll, steer feel, brake feel and indicator lamps. Such dynamics on a high friction road surface because the 

information enables the driver to easily predict subsequent maximum powertrain torque limit is lower than the skid 

vehicle behavior and to feel the critical performance limits limit. 

of the vehicle. (3) By contrast, the torque split ratio has a large influence 

In achieving enhanced active safety, it is essential to on vehicle dynamics on a low friction road surface because 

improve performance levels simultaneously in all three the skid limit is lower than the maximum powertrain torque 

areas noted above, not simply attain higher absolute values limit. As a result, a 4WD system with a torque split ratio of 

for individual performance indices. A more detailed expla- (f)50 : (r)50 is capable of providing approximately twice the 

nation will be given later of the significant improvements tractive performance of a 2WD system. 

that can be obtained in all performance areas in figure 1 (4) From (2) and (3) above, it can be concluded that 

through the application of optimum traction control to a optimum tractive performance can be obtained from a 
vehicle by controlling the torque split ratio to match the road 

4WD vehicle, 
surface and driving conditions, rather than trying to 

Effect of Traction Control (Torque maintain a constant 4WD state with a (f)50 : (r)50 torque 

Split) on Vehicle Dynamics: Results of 
distribution. 

Basic Analysis Cornering performance 
An analysis of cornering performance and anti-lock 

Tractive performance brake system performance was carried out using a computer 

The tractive performance of a vehicle when traveling simulation model having 16 degrees of freedom. Six de- 

straight ahead can be analyzed in terms of the skid limit and grees of freedom were applied for body motion, four for 

the maximum powertrain torque limit. The former limit is wheel revolution, four for wheel toe change and two for the 

determined by the level of friction between the tires and the steering system. 

road surface. The tractive force at the front and rear wheels It was found that the torque split ratio had very little effect 

can be calculated using a model like the one shown in figure on cornering behavior under a constant speed or on comer- 

2. The latter limit is determined by the maximum engine ing behavior under gradual acceleration where the tractive 

torque, gear ratio and tire diameter. The relationship force does not exert much influence. However, under a 

between tractive performance on high and low friction road condition of rapid acceleration where the tractive force does 

surfaces and the torque split ratio is shown in figure 3 for a exert a large influence, the torque split ratio was found to 

typical passenger car. have a significant effect on cornering behavior. 
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~ (Drift out) 

~ FF (100 : 0) 
Torque split ratio 

.~ 1.0 d00) Tractive performance Flange of influencek 
Rigid 4WD 

¯ ~ 
(f33: r67) [~ High ~:~ 

Ol ~orque splR ~ 

~ 
/ LOW ’~" 

9 Rigid 

~ FR (0 : 100) 
/(150 : rSO) 

~ 
1 ~($pin) 

Lateral G 

~ 
/-~(f67 : r33) Figure 4. Cornering behavior under rapid acceleration. 

limit ~"~                      The differences in cornering behavior observed in figure 
, // ~ front wh 

4 result from the interrelationship between the longitudinal 

"~ 

,t 
r0) 

and lateral forces of the tires. Under this interrelationship, 
the lateral force of the tires decreases, as the longitudinal 

FWD 0.5             1.0            force increases. 
The foregoing discussion has considered cornering be- Ratio of front-wheel tractive force to vehicle weight (Ff/W) 

(a)High friclion road surface havior from the viewpoint of absolute performance values. 
When considered from the standpoint of active safety, it is 

~ important to examine cornering behavior on the basis of the 
~ FWD :Front wheel drive physical values actually felt by the driver. The physical 
~ RWD : Rear wheel ddve quantity selected here as the evaluation standard was the 
"~ (t0 : rl00) change in yaw velocity, A ~, that occurred when a step 

~ ~ : r67) tractive force was applied while cornering under a constant /(f33 

i 
analysis was made of the relationship between the torque 
split ratio and cornering performance. Typical analytical 

0 3 
/ id 4WD/(fS0 : r50) results obtained under various road surface conditions are 

~ 
~/ ,~.+~/ 

presented in figure 6. The reference line in figures 5 and 6 

j 
~ / / ~ ~ ~ (f67: r33) 

indicates the. optimum A ¯ change, for which there is no 
change in the turning radius within one second following 

_ ~ ~ .~-~ Limit from powerlrain    acceleration. 

~RW~" ,//~\~ "~yximum torque           lsecaftaracceleretion V : Vehicle velocity (km/h) 

] !//’/ ~ ~ ~ ,(fl00 : r0) ~: Vehicle yaw rate {deg,s) 
t - 

Constant steer angle 

,~ n [ / ~ ~ / Acceleration 
"- ~ le 0.3 -~=~,- ~0 .VI,.-]--, ~ r/~$tartofocceleration  v=v, - Vo . 

Ratio of front-wheal tractive force to vehicle weight (Ff/W) ~ ,,,~,,.~- "’,, ~o 
(b)Low friolion road surface 

. ring under 
~1 ,~ r / \ constant speed 

Figure 3. Maximum tractive performance. ~      Reference line I / ~, \ 
| OS (Optimum line) I 

F \V~_ 

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between lateral grav- .- 
ity (G) and vehicle cornering behavior, R/Ro, under a condi- 
tion of rapid acceleration during cornering. Here, Ro is the Figure 5. Evaluation method. 
turning radius of the vehicle at low speed with a certain 
steering angle and R is the turning radius of the vehicle The following observations can be made from figure 6. 
while accelerating with the same steering angle. From this (1) Depending on the magnitude of the tractive force 
figure, the following points are made clear. (longitudinal acceleration), the torque split ratio should be 

(1) The torque split ratio has a large effect on cornering varied continuously in order to obtain cornering behavior 
behavior in the high lateral G region. The range of influence that is acceptable to the driver. The desired cornering behav- 
of the torque split ratio is indicated by the shaded area in the ior suppresses the spin and drift out tendencies when the 
figure, vehicle is accelerated during cornering. A sample torque 

(2) Increasing the torque split ratio to the front wheels split control pattern is indicated by points A, B and C in 
results in a larger R/Ro value and produces a drift out ten- figure 6. 
dency. On the other hand, increasing the torque ratio distrib- (2) The optimum torque split ratio depends on the coeffi- 
uted to the rear wheels produces a spin tendency, cient of friction of the road surface. On a high friction road 
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cle equipped with an anti-lock braking system having three 

~ ~, (f}0 : (0100 I High friction1 road ( P = 111 ^.~. (f}0 : (0100 I Medium friction road ( p = 0.6) I 
~," 2o: 80 channels and four wheel speed sensors. (7) 

110:90 

]/]2°:8° Velocity (kmlh) 

]// Reference line 

=/,,/~C/~~ (Optimum line) 

I 
~-,~’~’~--~ . ~’,V, XG .~V, XG "U 

/ 
I [ I I 1 oIf vehicle body ~ ~ 4o: 8o -Calculated velocil 

(t)S0 : (r~      ~ ~                 (~0 : (r)S0 
(t)0 : (r)100 

t 
I ,20)//l:O: 00 , Low fric’don road, P: 0.3,, 

~" , ~V,XG | || ~ Time (sec) 
Figure 6. Influence of torque split ratio on cornering behavior          0.0              2.0 
under various road surface conditions. Figure 8. ABS performance (rigid 4WD) on icy road surface. 

surface, the torque split ratio should be controlled within a In this example, since the inertia of the engine and trans- 
range from (130 : (r)100 to (i320 : (r)80; on a low friction mission is applied to all four wheels, it takes longer for the 
road surface, it should be controlled within a range from wheels to recover their rotational velocity after slipping 
(f)0 : (r)100 to (f)50 : (r)50. occurs. As a result, this degrades the accuracy of the vehicle 

These observations can be explained in terms of the con- velocity calculations, particularly on a road surface with a 
cept of the tire friction circle illustrated in figure 7. It is seen low coefficient of friction. Since the slip ratio of all four 
from the figure that the optimum torque split ratio roughly wheels becomes excessively large, ABS performance dete- 
corresponds to the size of the friction circles for the front riorates drastically. One approach to avoiding this problem 
and rear inner wheels. The reason for this is related to the when ABS is actuated is to switch to a rear-wheel-drive 
fact that greater lateral and longitudinal acceleration can be condition by controlling the transfer unit so as to release the 
generated as the coefficient of friction of the road surface coupling force between the front and rear wheels. (6) 
increases; thus, with the resulting increase in load move- This approach makes it possible to achieve good control 
ment, the tire capacity of the rear wheels rises, allowing a over the front wheels because the vehicle velocity can be 
larger portion of the tractive force to be distributed to the calculated accurately. However, it has the disadvantage that 
rear wheels, vehicle stability deteriorates (figure 9), particularly on a 

Leaa mvement road surface with a low coefficient of friction. This problem 
is caused by the excessively large slip ratio that occurs at the 
rear wheels owing to the fact that they receive all of the 

Load movement engine brake torque. While a similar problem is also ob- 

served with a conventional rear-wheel-drive vehicle, it is 
Front inner wheel 

Front wheels Rear wheels              Rear inner wheel more serious in the case of a 4WD vehicle. This is because 

the actuation of ABS would cause a sudden loss of the high 
(a) During straight, stoady-state operation (b) During turning and acceleration level of vehicle stability felt by the driver until just prior to 

Figure 7. Size of friction circle of four wheels during turning braking. In order to resolve this problem, it is necessary to 
and acceleration, transfer a certain portion of the braking torque generated by 

the engine brake to the front wheels. 
Performance ot" anti-lock braking system 

(ABS) 
Velocity (km/h) 

A 4WD vehicle requires greater braking performance to 
match its higher tractive force capability, and thus there is 

~" ~-Real velocity o! vehicle body 

an especially strong requirement to incorporate ABS in ,/ -Calculated veloci! vehicl ty 

4WD vehicles. An anti-lock braking system calculates the 

velocity of the vehicle body and controls the velocity of 

each wheel accordingly, based on the concept that each -Vel acity o! l~ont ~h~-’~’_/"~" I"’-I-    . 
wheel rotates independently. 

-Velocity of rear wne 
Attempts to apply ABS to 4WD vehicles have run into the I 

problem of unacceptable performance degradation caused ,0 I > Time (sac) 
by the occurrence of a coupling force between the front and 0o0 2.0 4.0 

rear wheels that restricts wheel rotation. Figure 8 shows the Figure 9. ABS performance (rear wheel drive condition) on icy 
changes in wheel velocity calculated for a rigid 4WD vehi- road surface. 
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Figure 10 shows the relationship between the maximum Letting T represent the torque input to the transfer assem- 
transfer torque to the front wheels, Tc, and the average slip bly, the torque transmitted to the front and rear wheels, Tf 

ratio of all four wheels two seconds after the onset of brak- and T. can be given the following expressions: 
ing on an icy road surface. It is seen that the slip ratio of the 
front wheels, Sf, increases with increasing Tc, while the slip 

Tf = Tc (1) 

ratio of the rear wheels, S~, decreases. However, beyond the 
Tr = T - Tc (2) 

point where Tc = To, the rear wheel slip ratio switches to an where, Tc is the transfer torque of the multiplate clutch. 
increasing curve. The combined slip ratio of the front and Since Tc is proportional to the clutch pressure, P, controlling 
rear wheels, Sf + S, shows a minimum, i.e. optimum, value P enables the torque split ratio to be varied over a range from 
at the point where T~ = To. a rear wheel drive condition (Tf : Tr = 0 : 100) tO a 4WD 

condition close to the weight distribution ratio between the 

¯ ~1) rano(%) front and rear axles (Tf : Tr = 50 : 50). 

s,+s,                                 The multiplate clutch is oil-cooled and electronically 

~ 
controlled. This clutch management system design is fully 

30 capable of withstanding the level of heat generated during 
operation. Heat generation is equivalent to the product of 

20- the transfer torque (Tc) and the difference in rotational 
speed between the front and rear wheels that occurs during 
driving. 10                              wheels 

:: 
" 

. 
A motor-driven oil pressure source is provided to gener- 

0 1 : , Maximum lraflsfer torque ate hydraulic pressure which is controlled by a compact 
To Tc.,,, to front wheels : Tc 

(Rear wheel drive) (Rigid 4WD) (Nm) electromagnetic hydraulic control valve to produce the con- 
trol pressure (P) for the multiple clutch. Based on signal 

Figure 10. Relationship between maximum transfer torque to inputs from wheel speed sensors, a lateral G sensor and the front wheels and average slip ratio of each wheel on icy road 
surface. ABS unit, the controller sends a signal to the control valve to 

regulate the clutch pressure. Integrated control with ABS is 

New electronically controlled torque split provided for the wheel speed sensors, controller and most of 

4WD system the control logic. 

The foregoing analytical results provided the basis for the Control strategy 

development of a new electronically controlled torque split An outline of the control strategy used in this system is 

4WD system. Not only does this system improve tractive given in figure 12. In the figure Nr, indicates the average 

performance, it also provides excellent controllability, sta- velocity of the rear wheels (km/hr), N~ the average velocity 

bility and predictability of vehicle behavior during comer- of the front wheels and K the gain of Nr - NI and the clutch 

ing and braking, pressure, P, or the clutch transfer torque, T~. 

System outline N, : Average velocity of rear wheels (km/h) 
Nf : Average velocity of front wheels (kin/h) 

An outline of the system configuration is given in figure p (kg/cm2) K : Gain of (Nr -- N~) and P 

11. The output of the transmission is transmitted directly to (Tc (Nm)) 
K 

the rear differential gear to drive the rear wheels. Mean- 
~ while, the transmission output is transmitted to the differen- 

tial gear of the front axle via a multiplate clutch built into the 
transfer assembly. The engagement pressure of the multi- K -] , Lateral 
plate clutch is controlled by a hydraulic piston in the transfer N, -N~ (k~/h) acceleration (G) 
assembly. 

Figure 12. Control strategy. 

Hydraulic control valve 
(Signals) 
¯ VelocilYLateral of each wheel As indicated in the figure, in the region where Nr - Nf is 

~ ss0il positive, gain K is controlled such that it is high when lateral pressure G, etc. 

urce-     I     __ 

Front differential ~ ~ ~--~--~ G is low and low when lateral G is high. Consequently, with 
:-! this control strategy, large driver torque is transmitted to the 

~~°A-8~-)I ~,/Rear differential front wheels under operating conditions where gain K is 
’, i \ .~]~ large because lateral G is small. This occurs, for example, 

F.J~nsor \ i~lulti.plate~eel~’~-t:r~-’iC°\ntr°lpressure~2..~_ll_..~ 
under conditions where the drive torque must be split be- 

~ \ clutch \u.== ; tween the front and rear wheels, such as when accelerating 
Transfer Assembly while driving straight ahead or when traveling on a snowy 

road surface. On the other hand, when accelerating during Figure 11. Outline of electronically controlled torque split 4WD 
system, cornering on a dry road surface, where large lateral G oc- 
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curs, the amount of torque transferred to the front wheels is 
relatively small because the value of gain K is small. As a 
result, this makes it possible to obtain excellent cornering 
performance. ¯ 

Since control is carried out continuously, it does not 
cause any sudden changes in vehicle behavior. When ABS 
is actuated, the clutch transfer torque is controlled to a 
certain fixed level. To, based on the analytical results pre- 
sented in the previous section. This measure works to en- 
hance ABS performance. The control strategy has also been 
designed to avoid sudden changes in vehicle behavior when 
the driver lets up on the accelerator pedal during high-speed 
cornering. In this case, Nr- Nfin figure 12 is in the negative 
region and gain K is low. The control system increases the 
clutch pressure, P, rapidly so as to distribute a suitable (NI 

torque ratio to the front wheels. Figure 14. Tractive force distribution between front and rear 
The wind up phenomenon that can occur in the rigid 4WD axles (experimental) acceleration from steady-state cornering. 

mode during low speed operation is effectively suppressed 
because gain K is small when Nr - Nf is negative. 

4WD system shows a smaller R/Ro value than the vehicle 
equipped with a conventional 4WD system. This result con- 

Experimental results firms that the electronically controlled torque split 4WD 

Figure 13 shows the experimental results for cornering system provides better steerability than a conventional 

performance on dry and icy road surfaces. It is seen that 4WD system even under a condition of high lateral G. 

excellent cornering performance was obtained under vari- 
ous road surface conditions as a result of providing opti- R/R0 ’ Eleclronically COld, lied 

mum traction control over the 4WD vehicle equipped with 
0.6’ 

torque split 4WD system 

the electronically controlled torque split 4WD system. - .... ’ Conveational 4WD system 

’ I 
t~qu~ ~lt 4WD system 

_aid:~\\~ i 
-’- : Rear ~ drive 

1,0 ~1 0,6             .0 Lateral acceleration 

.-, av, xG                , ,~v. xG                                       (Bad) 

1.2 

Figure 13. Cornering performance (experimental) yaw rate 
change in acceleration from steady-state cornering. Figure 15. Steerability. 

Specifically, the gradual change provided from neutral Velocity (Km/h) 

steer to moderate oversteer assures high predictability, 
which means the driver can easily feel the cornering limits 100 /- Real velocity of vehicle Ix)dy 
of the vehicle. Second, good controllability is achieved / because linear yaw rate changes are achieved relative to ..’~z2~,,.~,.._,.~’..,_... o-, ,,.~’-~--~, ..... 
accelerator pedal inputs. 

The tractive force distribution between the front and rear 50 
/ L Veloofty of front wheeL~ 

axles of the 4WD vehicle is shown in figure 14 in relation to 
the road surface conditions of figure 13. It is seen in the                   ~Velocity of rear wheels 
figure that the change in the tractive force distribution was 
controlled in a smooth, continuous manner and that the , 
torque split ratio was varied to match the road surface 0 2 ,~ ) Time(s) 

conditions. Figure 16. ABS performance (T~ = To) on icy road surface. 
Figure 15 shows the relationship between the cornering 

characteristic, R/Ro, and lateral G when a step steering input Figure 16 shows the ABS performance obtained on an icy 

was applied during steady-state cornering. The vehicle surface. The slip ratio of the front and rear wheels was 

equipped with the electronically controlled torque split controlled to a suitable value through the control strategy of 
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Tc = To, as outlined in the previous section for AB S opera- wheel speed sensors, a lateral G sensor and a signal from the 
tion. It is clear from the figure that this strategy achieves ABS unit. 
good ABS performance. (4.) Vehicle tests on this new system have confirmed that 

it provides high tractive performance, good steerability in 
Conclusion reponse to steering wheel and accelerator pedal inputs (i.e. 

The conclusions of the present work are summarized good response and controllability), excellent ABS 

below, performance, superb high-speed vehicle stability and 

(1.) In the human-machine system made up of the driver excellent cornering performance on all types of road 

and the vehicle, it is essential to fulfill the following surfaces, allowing good predictability of the performance 

performance requirements in order to obtain higher limits of the vehicle. 

improved levels of active safety. 
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Active Safety Research on Intelligent Driver Support Systems 

Stig Franz6n, Bertil llhage, Some examples of active safety research and develop- 

SAAB-SCANIA AB ment work within the SAAB-SCANIA Group in the past, at 

Abstract 
present, and in the future are discussed. 

Introduction 
The rapid development of new information technology 

makes it realistic to look for more advanced driver support Safe driving has been one of the main goals of Saab Car 

systems to increase the active safety of modern vehicles. Division since the beginning of the Saab car history in the 
Application oriented R&D work must be stimulated in the mid 40s. The original concept with front wheel drive, 
areas of advanced micro-electronics, new communication precise rack steering gear and aerodynamic styling are early 
techniques, AI-type software, and automotive human characteristics of the Saab car design related to active 
engineering, safety. Other visible signs of Saab Car Division concern for 

The design of a driver-vehicle interface where the infor- 
active safety solutions are the introduction of the world’s 

mation flow to the driver and the control actions taken by the 
first headlamp wiper/washer in 1970 and the running light 

driver could be supported in an intelligent and selective way 
is the long-term goal. Research on optimal design of the in 1974. 

driver-vehicle interface, where also the adaptive dimension The passive safety issues have also been dealt with at an 

of the driver-vehicle dialogue (or interaction) can be ad- early stage. Protection of the driver and the car passengers 

dressed, will therefore be of specific interest, in traffic accidents by the early introduction of safety belts 
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GOALS 

and by the basic design of the mechanical structure of the car I(NOWL£OGIE-8ASEO 

body are examples of such steps, aeHAwou~ 

Today the development of new advanced solutions based 

on information technology may be a tool for further im- 

provements of the active safety of road traffic. These new Ru~e-aAseo 
"IT-tools" may be used for methodological improvements 

of the R&D process for the design of better vehicle dynam- 

ics and man-machine interface. 

A more frequent use of dynamic modelling and simula- 

tions of the driver-vehicle-environment system can be fore- SK,tL-aASeO 

seen-Thedevel°pment°ff°rcefulmeth°dsandcriterias f°r °~"~"°u" I FeA’UR~ ] ’S’O"S’ - "U’OMA’EO 
the evaluation of the principles of new systems as early as 

F0a"A"ON PAII~RN$ 
,, 

possible in the car design process may also be T TTT T 
accomplished, se,so~v iNPU! SIGNALS ~’110N$ 

Advanced micro-electronics, new sensors and communi- Figure 1. Illustration of the three levels of performance of 
cation techniques, new light sources, powerful signal and skilled human operators (Rasmussen, 1983). 

data processing, AI-type software, smart power supplies, 

etc. may be used in future vehicles to improve the "active 

safety competence" of the vehicle and of the total road 

environment. 

The total road traffic system 
The total road traffic system is a dynamic system com- 

posed of several subsystems or elements. You can identify \ ~ 
the driver, the vehicle, the road, the weather condition, the 

traffic situation, other road users, etc. The driving tasks will 

be dynamically influenced by the interaction driver- 

vehicle-environment. The driver is and will also in the fu- 

ture be responsible for how the vehicle is controlled. 
Figure 2. The total road traffic system. 

The driving tasks must be analyzed in detail and the 

driver’s behaviour in different tasks must be studied. The 
support the driver in the primary driving tasks, i.e. handling 

driver has a goal for the trip and makes a plan for the route to 
and stabilizing the vehicle on the road. High-frequency 

be followed. The driver then manoeuvres the vehicle in 
control of longitudinal and lateral motion of the vehicle 

intersections and in lanes, overtakes and tries to follow 
could help the driver control the vehicle in a better way. 

traffic regulations etc. These tasks can be defined as tertiary 

and secondary tasks, while the actual handling and stabiliz- 
Active Safety Research 

ing of the car on the road is the primary task. Rasmussen Active safety is concerned about the reduction of the 

(1983) has presented a three echelon model of an operator number of accidents and casualties/injuries in road traffic 

(or driver) related to knowledge-based, rule~based and skill- by supporting the driver in the driving tasks. The reduction 

based human actions (or planning, manoeuvring and han- of the negative effects of an accident if it should occur (i.e. 

dling) in man-machine systems (figure 1). passive safety) is also important, but is not treated in this 

The drivers and other road users of future road traffic paper. 

systems will probably not find the traffic situation simpler The task to improve the active safety in road traffic is 

than today. Subsequently the driving task will not become obviously a multi-science problem with the involvement of 

easier. The driver therefore needs active support in the driv- many actors with different competences. The central focus 

ing tasks. More information about the driving environment must be on the needs of the different road users, and 

and assistance in the actual driving task can if realized make consequently human-oriented sciences and the area of man- 

driving easier and hence actively influence the driver be- machine interaction are important and central. One new 

haviour in such a way that road traffic safety is enhanced research area where these aspects are concentrated is 

(figure 2). cognitive science engineering or cognitive engineering 

There is also need for coordinated actions of the different (figure 3). 

types of road users. If the road traffic system is better under- 

stood, smoother traffic flow and effective route guidance 
Cooperation basic research~car industry 

can be accomplished by intelligent traffic control input and The Saab Car Division started collaboration with univer- 

by intelligent driver support systems introduced in the sities and research institutes with active safety topics about 

vehicle. 20 years ago. One example is the work together with the 

The vehicle should also be equipped with systems which Psychology Department of Uppsala University in the areas 
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environmental negative effects caused by road traffic by 
means of advanced information technology systems. 

Automotive human engineering 
Engin~iru~ 

By tradition the automotive human engineering activities 
are mainly directed toward the ergonomical and perception- 
al areas. The driver’s seat, the steering wheel, the instru- 
mentation, the controls, and the driver’s visual view through 

Artifla=! Hum=n F=t~ the windscreen are all elements and subsystems related to Intellig~n~ 

co~i~, active safety. 

En~in~rin~ But today and even more in the future the psychological 
and cognitive aspects of different driving tasks will become 

more important in order to obtain a good man-machine 
interface design. 

computer" ~wa~*l*w A better understanding of different driver’s behaviour in 
-e.~ienc~ 

all possible road traffic situations must be developed. There 
is no such thing as an "average driver" and consequently no 
average way to design the interface between the driver and 
the vehicle. The variation of experience, age, skill, educa- 
tion, etc. of drivers is very large. The conclusion is that the 
driver-vehicle interface must be adaptive to this variation in Figure 3. Cognitive science engineering or cognitive engineer- 

ing (1987). order to really make a solution for enhanced active safety 
possible. 

of lighting and man-machine interface design. The practical Especially the driver’s own understanding of different 

results were an improved light distribution on low beam, the driving tasks must be better known. To develop a model or a 

running lights, and an improved organization of instruments description of the driver’s tasks from a cognitive point of 

and controls. However, due to the slow and complicated view is therefore necessary. A structured and comprehen- 

legislation process, many interesting research results were sive understanding of these tasks is essential to identify all 

not possible to implement in real road traffic at that time. safety relevant variables and to arrive to appropriate solu- 

One example today is the cooperation with VTI (Swedish tions for task allocation between intelligent driver support 

Road and Traffic Research Institute) in the area of driver systems and the driver. 

modelling, especially the cognitive process of the driver. In order to structure the work in the area of automotive 

The complex structure of human (or driver) behaviour can human engineering, concept studies related to the new func- 

for example be indicated in a block diagram (figure 4). tions developed for future road traffic systems must be 
performed. But these studies must be supported by relevant 

~ 
related basic research on driver behaviour as well as R&D 
work on potential technical solutions to implement the func- 

~~! 
: tions (figure 5). 

~ Sho~t D 
Stimuli _~.1. - -T~r~n:: ’ .... Response 

-- _~._S_en_s_oD,_ ~ Perce Execution ~ Concept Studies 

" ~ Store 
Information and Assistance 

Route Planning and Guidance MMI 

Vision Enhancement 
Safe Driving Information Display 

Cooperative Control 
Supportive Control 

L Memory Information and Control Management 

Feedback 
MMI Basic Research             Prototype Development 

Figure 4. A human operator model (Wickens 1984). Task Analysis Head- Up Display 
Driver Workload Active Control Elements 

Driver Capacity Voice Input 

Another example is the contact we have with Delft Uni- Driver Modelling Voice Output 

Dialogue Design Multitunclion Display and Control 
versity, The Netherlands in the area of vehicle dynamics. Test Tools 

The SAAB-SCANIA participation in European research 
programmes on road traffic systems of the future (Prom- Figure 5. Structure of future R&D work in the area of automo- 

etheus and DRIVE), will certainly increase our close coop- 
tive human engineering (Prometheus-WG4). 

eration with many other universities and research institutes 

in Europe over the years to come. The research programmes 
Methodological research 

have the objectives to increase the safety of road traffic, to New information technology has made it possible to 

make the total traffic system more effective, and to decrease make considerable improvements in methods and tools for 
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active safety R&D. Modelling, simulations (both on ¯ New sensors needed 
computers and in simulators), computer aided engineering 

and testing in general have been substantially improved. 
However, there is still much to gain in these areas, i.e. in O 4 main groups of seosors: 

driver-vehicle modelling, driver task analysis, simulation 

and test tools. An introduction of new intelligent driver -- Environment 
support systems will add new requirements for methods and 

-- R gad S u trace 
tools. One example is the recently started modification of 
the VTI driving simulator to better fit research work with -- Vehicle Status 
new systems for driver support. Saab-Scania is partly fi- 
nancing this modification. -- Driver Status 

Procedures and techniques for performing task analysis 
by both modelling and practical analysis of real driving Sensors 
situations must be developed. Simulation in both simple and 
advanced driving simulators as well as analysis of film or Temp. Force Vol. Position 
video recordings of real driving situations are two such 

? ? ? ? C~ra 

methods. ~ 
New software packages can be used as an early input in 

the design process for "rapid prototyping" of displays, ’ 

controls, and for dialogue studies. Different ideas and prin- 
[ 

Multisonsor 
I I 

Imaoo 
ciples can be tested in a simple manner and speed up the Procossino Processing 

design process of the driver-vehicle interface noticeably. 

Intelligent Driver Support Systems 

. 

l KnowledgODecision 

~ 

~ 
Representation 

The driver as a part of the road traffic system needs 
, 

support to improve active safety and other important aspects ~2 7 
of road traffic. The support systems must however be 

Finding 
introduced step by step. We have tried to identify some of 
these steps in terms of vehicle competences or vehicle 
copilot functions. Figure 6. Research on new sensing systems (Prometheus- 

The first step is "informative competences" where new 
WG1). 

sensing systems and communication links will make it 
c0mpetences" could be the next step. Such systems have 

possible to improve the quality and increase the quantity of 
already been introduced partly as autonomous subsystems 

information for the operation of different vehicle systems, 
like ASS and Traction Control. But in our context the 

An "informative copilot" should be used to select and 
present information to the driver relevant mainly to safety 

"cooperative copilot" should be able to interact with the 

and/or the driving task. 
driver, other road users, and the infrastructure systems in a 

One example in this area can be to present local weather 
cooperative and adaptive way. Examples in this area are 

information and information about road conditions in emergency warnings after an accident and adaptive speed 

winter time. Also real-time road friction could be measured keeping according to actual traffic flow and/or speed limits. 

and then presented to the driver. The selection of A long term goal would be the introduction of"predictive 

information and the way the information is presented must compentences" in vehicles and the road traffic systems. 

be optimally related to the driver’s needs, the driving Significant for a good and experienced driver is the ability 

environment and the vehicle status, to make correct predictions and judgements regarding what 

The development of new sensing systems is essential, will happen on the road traffic scene. A "predictive 

New physical principles, advanced signal and data copilot" as a support system may help the driver to expand 

processing, and the use of AI-techniques must be the prediction capabilities in critical situations. One 

introduced and be better understood. These ideas are example could be driving in bad weather conditions and in 

presented in figure 6. darkness where "artificial enhanced vision" may improve 

The next step can be the introduction of "communicative prediction and reduce the reaction time for the driver. 

compentences" where the copilot system can communicate The vehicle competences or copilot functions described 

with other road users and the infrastructure in a standardized can be realized as an information and assistance system 

way (preferably world wide standard). The system should (figure 7). Such a system will act as a linkage between all 

also have the competence to perform a dialogue with the subsystems and elements in the total road traffic system. In 
driver according to the driver’s needs and actual workload, all cases the responsibility will remain with the driver and 

Introduction of assisting systems or "cooperative the system will make use of the capabilities of the human 
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being in an adaptive way. At the same time the system will 
support the driver in situations where the human senses and 
the human motor system have limitations. Ft.IGHTOATA 

DISPLAY    ~                                                                                                                    STATUS IND 

Driving Envlronmenl 

Figure 9. Instrumentation of Saab JAS 39 Gripen. 

Figure 7. The principle structure of an information and area of active safety which now show intermediate results assistance system (Prometheus-WG4). 
are also presented. 

Some Research Examples Synergy from aerospace activities 

The SAAB-SCANIA Group of today consists of the Car, The core of the first engineering team of the Saab Car 

Truck, and Aircraft Divisions as well as the Combitech 
Division in the late 40s was coming from the Saab Aircraft 

Division. Unconventional and for that time highly sophisti- Group with small high-tech companies for the design of 
cated technical solutions were applied from the start. That 

space, advanced military, and automotive electronics 
tradition is still alive. Some examples of activities close to 

subsystems and equipment. Historically the Saab Car 
the technology front in the active safety area can be 

Division emanated from the Saab Aircraft Division. The 
mentioned. 

first Saab car therefore includes many for the automotive 
The Saab Space Company and the Saab Car Division 

industry at that time unconventional and high technology 
developed our own ABS system already in the beginning of 

solutions (figure 8). 
the 70s, and the Saab Car Division did in that time also 

j 
research on a "Speedometer for peripherical vision", in- 
vented by Mr. L Nordst6m, Saab Aircraft Division. In both 
cases the ideas were perhaps developed too early to be 

I inimplementedthe 70s. in seria! production at an acceptable cost level 

l 
Another example is our "Friction Tester Car" developed 

together with the Saab Aircraft Division about 15 years ago. 
This equipment is mainly used at airfields worldwide, but 

Figure 8. The first Saab car, Saab 92, introduced 1949. some "cars" have been sold to road administrations in 
Europe and USA (figure 10). 

The dashboard and the instrumentation of the Saab car 
have from the very beginning been designed with the 

Equipment installed for the measuring system: driver’s needs in mind. By tradition the pilot of a military 
aircraft has been supported by a well designed Panelmeter Co~troltoanel 
instrumentation. The ultimate goal has been to make the 0~s~ay 
combination of pilot and aircraft as effective as possible in 
fulfilling the military mission set out. The instrumentation 
of the new Saab jet fighter JAS 39 Gripen is a good example 
of such work (figure 9). 

The aerospace industry has been leading in the 
introduction and application of information technology. As Comlmter Chain T ..... ission M,asu,ing wheel 
the SAAB-SCANIA Group includes both aircraft and space 
industries the Saab Car Division has been able to profit from Figure 10. Saab friction tester car. 
their activities in this area. 

We have tried to accomplish synergy effects, more or less A new generation of the "Friction Tester Car" with mo- 
successful over time. Some examples are mentioned in the bile telecommunication systems has a potential to be used as 
following sections. Two on-going research projects in the a tool for improving road safety. The equipment can 
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provide real-time road friction information to other road 
integrated speed control with adjustments of the speed to the 

users through traffic information centres and local radio actual traffic flow or speed limit. 

transmissions. Ultraviolet headlamps 
Saab EV-1 Traffic accident rates on roads are much higher during 

The EV-1 was presented in 1985. It was a "test bed for nights compared to daytime. It is also a fact that road traffic 
new technology" within an experimental Saab sports coup6 during dark hours is rather large in Scandinavia. 

car. Improvements of the passive safety were made by intro- The Saab Car Division started a study on UV-headlamps 

ducing energy-absorbing front and rear sections and colli- in 1984 based on a proposed idea from Mr. L. Bergqvist, 
sion protection in the doors based on the experience of new Labino Patent AB. The first results were not so promising 

materials that had been gained in the Aircraft Division. A due to the lack of light sources with the UV-content needed. 

solar cell roof supported an advanced climate control sys- There were also problems with matching UV-filters and 
tem of the car. with the high voltage supply. 

With the assistance of VDO, the principle of "black pan- Later on Philips (NL) presented a new small discharge 

el" instrumentation was further developed for the EV-1. lamp with part of the light in an interesting UV-region. After 
The speedometer, which no longer included a trip meter and some tests we found that the UV-content did not have the 
odometer, was fitted right in front of the driver. So the right power and the spectral distribution. However, last year 
driver’s attention should not be distracted from the readings Philips presented a number of new prototype lamps with 
he wants--the speed of the car. Due to a segmented light higher near-UV content. In combination with optimized 
conductor illumination, only the speed range at which the filters they show considerable improvements in visibility 
car was travelling was visible on the instrument, range and optical guidance. 

Saab traction control system, TCS 
A lot of research is still needed and an expanded research 

group has now been formed. VTI, TFB (Swedish Transport 
The goals with the project TCS have been and is to ira- Research Board), Swedish National Road Administration, 

prove driving performance and vehicle stability on split and VOLVO among others are now joining the original 
friction and low friction road surfaces in low and medium Labino and SAAB-SCANIA team. The Swedish UV-light 
speeds. These goals are achieved by combining the ABS project is a part of the Swedish research programme in the 
braking system with a smart throttle and wheel slip control framework of Prometheus/DRIVE. One of the present test 
system, vehicles is a bus in the MalmO City urban traffic system. 

The system has been developed together with Alfred Further UV-light research is now performed to optimize 
Teves ATE (brakes) and Hella (electronic throttle control), the characteristics of bulbs, filters, headlamps, and elec- 
There are a number of unique features which also are rele- tronic drive units in the vehicles. Also research on floures- 
vant for the improvement of road safety (figure 11). cent pigments on clothes, road signs, markings and other 

items in the road traffic environment is carried out. In paral- 
lell the degree of visibility improvement by UV-light will be 
investigated under various conditions (figure 12). 

UV light 

..... 
Figure 12, Improvements of visibility range by the introduction 

Future Outlook 
Figure 11. Saab traction control system, TCS. The development of intelligent driver and traffic support 

It will be possible to pass a crossing or intersection more systems is now starting all over the world. For example, the 

quickly or to make a fast and safe merging manoevre into actual status in Europe, USA and Japan was indicated 

high density road traffic from a side road also on snow and recently both in Europe and in the USA at three conferences. 

ice with split friction conditions. Ideas about active safety systems based on future 

The system will also give more stable and safe manoevres information technology elements and subsystems were 

while overtaking or when passing through curves on snow, presented. The conferences were "Elektronik im 

ice and split friction road surfaces. Finally, there will be Kraftfahrzeug", Baden-Baden, FRG, September 1988, 
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"Convergence 88", Dearborn, Mi., USA, October 1988, Human Factors Society (1988). Proceedings of the 
and the Human Factors Society 32nd Annual Meeting, Human Factors Society 32nd Annual Meeting, Anaheim, 

Anaheim, Ca., USA, October 1988. Ca., USA, October 24-28, 1988. 
The automotive industries have joined forces with IEEE, SAE (1988). Proceedings of the International 

electronic industries, universities, research institutes, and Congress on Transportation Electronics "Convergence 
governmental authorities to develop the information 88," Dearborn, Mi., USA, October 17-18, 1988. 
technology in traffic systems applications. In parallel to the Rasmussen, J. (1983). Skills, Rules, and Knowledge; 
long-term research work (Prometheus, DRIVE, etc.) many Signals, Signs, and Symbols, and Other Distinctions in 
engineers all over the world are now engaged in the Human Performance Models, IEEE Transactions on 
development of new active safety systems for medium-term Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Vol. SMC-13, No. 3, May/ 
serial production. June 1983. 
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Driver Vigilance State Control: A Key Aspect of the Driver-Vehicle-Environment 
Interface 

C. Tarrii~re, D. Chaput, C. Poilvert, special severity of accidents affecting automotive vehicles, 

D. Tamalet, utilities and lorries, for which "fatigue" or loss of alertness 

Renault, France can be assumed. This is the main cause of 18% of accidents 

~ on motorways and 26% of fatalities. For example, the 

Abstract significant frequency of accidents involving a single 
vehicle is observed (65% of fatalities) due to leaving the 

At a time when interest in extending the use of computer road (35% of fatalities) and impacting against side barriers. 
technology and "smart" electronics in road transport sys- These accidents are twice as frequent at night, especially in 
tems is growing, it should not be forgotten that, on the road, the second part of the night, often after a long trip and long 

r~. man still remains at the wheel, hours at the wheel, in relatively monotonous driving ~ Even the most sophisticated and efficient systems still conditions. "Fatigue" is a factor in 21% of severe or fatal 
require input from the driver and the driver’s efficiency accidents studied in the REAGIR surveys, and it is a factor 
obviously depends upon the state of alertness of the central in 40% of weekend and holiday accidents, and in 66% of 
nervous system. The driver’s ability to use information will night accidents! 
be the k~y point of all future safety systems. 

_ How will drinking and dozing off, which are two very Brief Background to Research 
worrying facts, and which have a tremendous effect on road 

Fluctuations in vigilance levels in real or simulated safety, be integrated into the workings of the system as a 
whole? Such a question explains why, at the same time as vehicle driving conditions have been the subject of almost 

proposing a system such as CARMINAT to generate infor- constant research in France since the end of the 1950s. 

mation useful to the driver. Renault is also endeavouring to At R6gie Renault, F. Picard, then R&D Manager, initiated 
_ develop a system which will monitor the driver’s level of experimental work to try and understand the nature of 

alertness, and allow continuous measurement of the con- nervous fatigue of the driver, and if possible to develop 
stant fluctuations of vigilance which occur during the time means of limiting its adverse effects. This was the subject of 
spent at the wheel. 

The Driver Vigilance State Control System is described our initial automotive work in 1957, with the principle aim 

in its latest form, incorporating the most recent improve- of showing the drop in alertness during driving in 

_ ments. All the available results obtained for validation of monotonous conditions, and studying the influential factors 

the system are given and discussed in terms of the likelihood involved. 

of meeting the safety requirements for such a system. Moreover, as early as 1960, when the ONSER was 
founded, with G. Michaut, we endeavoured to verify in real 

Introduction driving conditions the observations made in laboratory- 

Statistical analysis of accidents shows the frequency and the simulated conditions. 
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alpha density Laboratory work (1 to 25)* and field work (26 to 36) ,t, alpha frequency 
provide very useful contributions to our understanding Oflapses 

9"1 : ! i ,o,,i !/~-~.! i 
! 

] of attention in car and lorry drivers. ~’~. i ! i i 

In particular, such studies have pinpointed the effects of 9,’., ~’~--r-~ ~IT,~.! |--!a~’ 
.~._/ driving time, halts (31), the nycterohemeral cycle and habit- 9 s’ 

uation (3), headlight dazzle in night driving conditions (33), 
° 

radio noise (music and speech) (3), (4), (8), (9), (23 to 25), , ~ =sl d ! ! halt an hour 

and tobacco(ll to 17). Studies being carried out jointly by 
o r" 2" 3" 4. v o r" 2’ 3" 4. 

Renault and the INRETS under EEC contracts aim at an- performance 
alyzing the effect of cumulative nuisances, where the effects m al pha ampl i rude 

of noise, vibration and heat are combined (figure 1). 
:26!:2r !~I ’ ’ 

HEAT NOISE 

/ 

:23 

Figure 2. Compared evolutions of the performance and the 
alpha waves evolution during a monitoring task (12 subjects) 

~ __ ~ (reference 15). 

alpha density .,~ performance 
301 : 

26L-.. --~ 

Figure 1. Synergic effect of noise, vibration and heat on the 3oL ~ 22 - 

driver’s vigilance. ~,~~ ~,.I ^ 

An essential characteristic of this work by Renault (14 to ~o~ ....... . 
17) and ONSER (26 to 36) (known as INRETS since 1985) I ~~ ~ur ~0| 

~ ~n ~our 
is the association of behavioural indicators (analysis of 0 r. 2" v 4. s. 0 r’ :2" 3" 4. 
driver performance) and physiological indicators describ- 
ing the driver’s condition (analysis of the electroen- 

alpha frequency alpha and beta amplitud~ 

cephalogram, the heart rate, the electromyogram and eye 

~ ~j 
movements) (figures 2 to 5). This dual approach provided at ~.6 .. i f-    ,~ . "~ ~ 
least a partial explanation of the phenomenon observed, and 

:20~0.~’~’~-- - 
. 

the data which justify the present research paper. 9.:2~ . ¯ ...... i ! supplied 
This accumulated knowledge gave rise to the Prevent Driv- 

’11 - .... ] er Dozing Project, through the selection of one or more 
"’~r -- -, ~,~ ~ou~ i functions in normal driving practice which may vary 

.:__ _ ~- i -~ x ! ~ 

depending on the driver’s level of alertness. The present 0 r" :2" 3" 4. ~" 0 r" :2" 3" 4. 

paper describes the implementation of that project, cardiac f~equency 3,I ocular activity 

The Renault System for Detection of o,0 i ~ 34| (s subjects) / 

Hypoalertness and Prevention of ..~ , .,~ 
~ ~0~_.__- . ~ 

~. ........... ~ i . ¯ . ’ ¯ 

:oo..     ’ 
Objective of the study ~" - 7- ~ I 

The objective of the study is to develop a Driving Aid I" 2’ 3’ 4" 5"              0 r’ 2’ 3’ 4’ 5" 

system to detect lapses in driver vigilance and to prevent * bef0rs the experiment ~ wit~ t0b~c:0 ~. ~- without 
him from dozing. 

Figure 3. Attendant variations of the performance and of 
Driving a vehicle involves complex activities of several physiological criteria during a monitoring task 

detection of any change in the environment to allow (reference 15). 

constant anticipation relative to the instantaneous situation 

perceived by the driver. Now the quality of this brain situation depends very much on the driver’s level of 
activity which involves continuously integrating all physiological alertness. Any deterioration in alertness 
available data and using them to predict possible changes in detracts from driving safety. In an extreme case, for driving 

in monotonous conditions and/or when fatigued, during 

¯ Figures in parentheses designate references at the end of paper, certain periods of the nycthemeron, dozing occurs. 
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s0, Principle of the study system 
.... A 

l ’ " Heart rate The driving aid system Renault would like to propose on 

"[ ~0~!~j , ~ [ its vehicles is based on the observation of a correlation 

~; , between the way in which the driver performs minor correc- 
~ I ~ 

~ 

tions of direction (made necessary, even on a straight road, 

i .. 7: I ,~o by irregular road surfacing and the effect of wind) and his 

¯ ~ :, i . :" ! J 
state of alertness. 

I i. i i !! : iL’ ." :. ’ ,:".:’ !i i ~ 1!~. :,/ ~ It is as though steering wheel micro-movements of small 

~:: .. i ! ! L:’ ~.~ :~’~-"-7’-~’�~’. ~"~ ~ .~0 ~ amplitude, only a few degrees, but very frequent under 

~- ~--~--~-~ I-~ -- ~ i i ~"! !I ~ "high alertness" conditions, became fewer in "low alert- 
’ i ’! i. t : ~ ’ i. ~ ness" conditions and were compensated for by corrections 
I ~,i: ~"©!ll~r !1©t|¥|1~ ° f~ 

of large amplitude. This is what we can all sometimes see on 
[ 

-’:I I 
~ 

the road. A car ahead drifts slowly and even dangerously 

~ ~o! [ [:1 towards a side railing or another vehicle and then suddenly 

~ ’ i ’~i’i [ and brusquely swerves back into its lane. 

~ ~ I 
j 

The following system is therefore proposed. An on-board 

"~ ~ __ ~ ~[ :/ I! microprocessor prepares for each driver and, if necessary, 
"~. for each trip, a so-called "high alertness" reference for the 
~ 

,~ 
function of steering wheel movement analysis during the 

~ , first 20 or 30 minutes of travel on the highway or motorway. 
~n ~ ~ The system then indicates any change in driving patterns 

0 II in the following hours, relative to the reference. 
0 ~0 ~0 ~0 i~0 ....... l~g 

The system, which consists of a steering wheel angle 
transducer, a speed transducer and a microprocessor calcu- 

Figure 4. Example of concomitant fluctuations in cortical, 
cardiac and ocular activities manifested by a subject during a lating the steering wheel function best adapted to the 
supervisory task (reference lS). psycho-physiological indices describing the state of alert- 

ness, continuously compares the instantaneous "steering 
..... wheel" values and the "high alertness" reference. Rroed, gentle graph shope, frequent alpha waves 

A For l I seconds, the subject remains without reaction on             Any change in driving pattern triggers alarms for present 
leo~lng ths mobUo,                                  thresholds of the "steering wheel" function. 

o ........... ~ ..... 4~!,----,~--~-~,~.~-~---~,~--+, - ~.~-~. Justification for study orientations 

.................... Desiredproperties.--The aim is to obtain a system hav- 

~c..~.~... ’ ing the following properties: FC .... ~ ’ ’ " ~ i-~-~-;~-~-. ’ ..... ’ ’ ’ 

MOVEMENTS 

[ .......... ’0; .... ..-+~ ~---=,~-,-a,---,~-~--~r~--4~ ..... ~ * The index detected must be inherent to the driving 
............. , ~ ~ k-~-~-~, task.--The indicator must not influence the driv- 

RESPONSES 
--’ ’d: ~ 11 seconds 4 signal ~ -2~ response 

ing task. 
REtrERENC£S. ~aO~U.~; " ..... / ¯ Relevance of the detected index.--The indicator 

~ i must be significant of the driving task and the 
I] The trucking tssk is checked sgoln 

driver’s psycho-physiological condition. 
c Signal detection ¯ Preventive.--The system must be able to detect 

. ,~--~ any deterioration in driver alertness sufficiently 

, ......... ~,.~, ~ early. 

................ ’ ~’~’P"~"~’~’i-- :-’-"~-~" ¯ Personalizable.--A reliable system must be able 
~: ! ’-~ ~-~ ’ - ’-~-~-~"~-~" ~ .... : ....... to allow for driving differences from one individ- I’IOVEMENTS 

(~) ,      i ~) ! ~" ~.. 
........ ~" ~--~.~,1,~,,,~,-------: -~,,---~-.-.~;.-~ ual to another. 

/ i ¯ Informative.--The system must be able to inform 
RESPONSES 

f ..... i the driver (visual indicator, audible alarm, etc.) of 
R~VERENCES. ~o,,t~r __ ~ ~- any deterioration in his driving ability. 

D Reaction of stoppage and mobile traJector9 correction. Then Note: This type of system is also designed for interven- 
slpho again Invades the curve. 

E Curve occelerotion flottenlng when mobile reaches end of tion. One could, for example, envisage automatic speed 
travel. Its treJect0rg Is modified by the subject, limiting ifa series of alarms were to occur without the driver 
F odd Immediately olphe becomes generol groin, stopping (such interventions should of course be tested with 

Figure 5. Examples of fluctuations of attention during a respect to their utility and possible detrimental side- 
supervisory and tracking task (reference 15). effects). 
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Constraints accepted by the driver for system selec- 

tion.- 
2 

¯ Convenience: The system must be easy to use, and 

usable only at the driver’s request.    ~olc~ ~ ~ ~ ~,,~. 
¯ Constraint: The system must not cause a nuisance 

and especially no extra fatigue. 

in the driving task (steering wheel movement and speed),Hence the choice of a system based on an index inherent 

not requiring the installation of any electrode or any other .~.., 

constraint such as holding the hand on the steering wheel, .: 

or, again, any mental or percepto-cognitive overload which .z.~ 
could be represented, for example, by a task added on to 
evaluate availability for driving. Nz = 1~ ~sr0r = s~÷) ÷ s~-~ 

Credibility of the basic systems.--The suitability of steer- ~ NI = N~*> ÷ ~1~-~ = ~ ~sl - s~÷) ÷ s~-~ 
Nl.5 : Nl.5(÷) ÷ Nl.5~-) = 2 g~’~Sl.5 = 51.5(*) ÷ 51.5(-) 

ing wheel movement analysis to account for variations in 
alertness levels is based on numerous experimental obser- ~. 

vations described in the scientific literature (21), (22), (26), Figure 6. Definition of "steering wheel" parameters for axes 
(35) and (37). offset by 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 degrees relative to Om. 

However, there remained the task of defining and select- 

ing functions deduced from analysis of the steering wheel No. 64 the straight line number--I had to tap the 

movements most suitable for predicting dozing and there- subject on the shoulder; it was frightening"). 

fore, in practice, suitable for triggering an alarm before it At certain times, most of the subjects also took risks or 

could be too late. had sluggish reflexes associated with fatigue, resulting in 
This was the subject of an initial stage of study entrusted "oscillations" or "sudden swerves" sometimes causing 

by Renault to the ONSER, which was performed in real "close shaves." 

driving conditions on the motorway, here called "Experi- It is important to emphasize the nature of the concomitant 
mental phase 1." neurophysiological data for these driver "failings." The 

EEG showed peaks of greater density at alpha or theta 
Description of the Study rhythms known as hypoalertness indicators. 

Experimental phase 1 in real driving Definition of functions describing steering 
conditions wheel movements in relation to speed 

This experimental phase involved motorway travel by On the basis of ONSER experimental study 1, functions 
night for long periods (5 to 6 hours) performed on a Renault were created which combine the frequencies and ampli- 
18 station wagon equipped with a steering wheel angle tudes of steering wheel movements and the speed of the 
transducer, a speed transducer and physiological recording vehicle (figure 6). 
equipment allowing simultaneous recording on magnetic Statistical studies have shown significant correlations 
media of not only the two parameters mentioned above but between the most pertinent steering wheel functions and 
also the EEG, heart rate, nape electromyogram and eye psycho-physiological variables. Hence, for all subjects, 
movements (figure 6). provided only the cumulative High and Low Alertness areas 

An experimental researcher sitting in the rear could also are adopted, a population of 228 "steering wheel function/ 
collect observations concerning driving quality or the EEG variable" pairs was tested. For the best three func- 
apparent condition of the driver, and even intervene in the tions, the correlation factors vary between .64 and .68 sig- 
event of dangerous behaviour, nificant at a threshold of P = .01. These are the factors which 

We may note, for example, that for 5 subjects in a were adopted for the validation tests of Experimental 
preliminary study by the ONSER in 1978, and for 12 Phase 1. 
subjects in this preliminary phase, 3 out of 17 underwent Finally, alarm thresholds were set relative to the high 
states of drowsiness close to complete inattention leading to alertness reference period for each of the steering wheel 
loss of control of the vehicle: functions. 

¯ One subject had to be replaced by the experi- Experimental Validation of Research 
mental researcher. 

¯ Another subject went into the ditch. Products 
¯ A third subject had to be wakened (comment of The new phase at present being carried out involves 

the experimental researcher: "I was very afraid at validating, in real driving conditions, the steering wheel 
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tests. ANGLE SEN6OR          PARAMETERS 
CONTROL 

This research phase is performed under contract between 
Renault and SENT, on behalf of the Ministries responsible 
for Transpo~ation and Research. . 

Objective validation with direct reference to the neuro- 
physiological condition of the driver analyzed simul- 
taneously. 

The objective, indisputable way of proving the quality of 
the Doze Prevention System might well be to show that the 
ala~ generated by it occurs at the same time as signs of 
brain hypoale~ness. 

Fioure 7. Experimental floweh~ of dri~inO aid s~stem. This is precisely what we do, in various ways. 
By having the system peffo~ post-reading in laboratory * "Yes" button, meaning "I am tired," which is a 

of magnetic tapes containing records, during night driving relevant ala~; 
hours on the motorway, of: * "No" button which is not a relevant ala~; 

"Don’t know" button, when the answer is not 
micro-movements of the steering wheel for 
analysis; 

obvious. 

¯ vehicle speed; By means of this procedure, the frequency of false ala~s 

¯ electroencephalogram changes with high and low can be analyzed as a function of the alarm threshold 

ale~ness phases. It should be mentioned that ex- "height" and the necessary data can be acquired to select 

perimental researcher obse~ations are also avail- the most suitable threshold for the end system to be defined. 

able, marked on the same time base (data collect- Initial results of objective validation 
ed prior to 1983 under the initial contract between 

Renault and ONSER). The example described shows the relevance of ala~s 
with respect to the concomitant state of the driver’s electro- ¯ Direct implementation of this comparison in real 

time during driving (simultaneous recording of encephalogram (graph A). 

steering wheel functions and LEG). 
~osmos OF ALARMS o~rn~N[D ~v T,e STee~lSO WHELk 

An example of the results obtained will be described in a.~ FUNCTION Vl ON THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM GRAPH 

th~ ~oHowin~ 
Subjective validation in real driving conditions by asking 

the driver to pe~anently define the relevance of ala~s 
relating to his own evaluation of his ale~ness level. 

An example will also be described in the next section. 
However, the procedure should first be explained.              . 

For this subjective validation test, a car was specially 
0 ~0 ao ~o    fim*(mlnut*s) 

inst~mented and equipped with a data acquisition and proc- POSITION OF ALARMS OBTAINED BY THE STEERING WHEEL 
essing computer. This system was called "VIVRE" (Vig- 

z. 5 
FUNCTION Y3 ON THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM GRAPH 

ilance-V6hicu]e Renault Exp6rimenta]). The functional de- 
scription of the "VIVRE" system is given in figure 7. 

The main component is an on-board computer which is 
sufficiently plastic to present several steering wheel func- 
tions and allow them to be modified if any optimization is 
required. In this way, 9 different ala~ tripping thresholds 
can be tested. 

~ zo ~ 
time (m~nutes) 

During the trip which must last several hours, the driver Graph A 
must select and retain one of the 3 "steering wheel" func- 
tions which can be selected, Y~, Y3 or Y3M" The experiment The LEG is an excellent indicator of the driver’s state of 
inst~ctions require that he test the ala~ thresholds from 0 ale~ness. A high density of alpha waves (1) in the electroen- 
to 9, knowing that it is possible to move on to the higher cephalogram is characteristic of hypoalenness, while beta 
threshold only after 5 ala~s have occu~ed for any given waves predominate during a period of good ale~ness (2). 
threshold. A good correlation therefore exists be~een the physi- 

Each ala~ is validated by the driver, who must actuate ological condition of the driver and the occurrence of the 
one of the 3 pushbuttons available to him: alarms. 
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(1) Alpha waves (frequency in the range between 8 and of a gust of theta waves, which are slower and characterize 

12 Hz) appear in gusts of sinewaves of high amplitude, the first stage of sleep, that is, falling asleep. 

(2) Beta waves are more irregular, of smaller amplitude, 
ELECTROENCEPHALO6RAI’I AND STEERING ~HEEL AN6LE’S 

and their frequency is in the range between 13 and 25 Hz. EVOLUTION 0N THE STRAISItT LINE N’2O 
The alpha/beta ratio thus fluctuates in inverse proportion elactr0eiiCephologrom :i:~i i ii:~ii:i:i:~’ .i:: !!":: :ii .i : i !. ! ’ I 

to the driver’s alertness; it can be seen here that this ratio .. 
increases with driving time. 

The alarms, which correspond to what the system per- 

ceives as a state of hypoalertness, appear at the same time as I 

the alpha/beta peaks. 
Period of high alertness (graph B).--The electroen- 

cephalogram is characteristic of a normal state of alertness; 
~--l~l nM ~ tf strM|kt lime the gusts of alpha waves are rare and of small amplitude. 

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND STEERING WHEEL ANGLE’S 
EVOLUTION ON THE STRAIGHT UNE N*4 30 ...÷-÷’° ........... ~""                          "’- ........... 

:l:iel~t~-,o.encephalogmm .;?l,@i’?ilowamplitudealphawaves~.:.’.!~.l ! ;.: !:. ! i;! 20 

.... " tltr~l~l,t 9 {YI) 
.... tbre~kold 9 (Y3) 

..... Y3 ...... tllre=l~lll 9 (Y3) ---" tllmbeld 4 (Y3) 
¯ . tkrnbeld 4(YI) 

system’s InMb]llon tkr~llelll 4 (Y3) ~O ,teerlng wheelengM )~ --’" EVOLUTION OF THE STEERING WHEEL FUNCTIONS 

.~_...~.,.,.,,.,.~_ =.,_=_~_~!o_~.t.,.~_~.~;!u..,. ........... ON THE STRAIGHT LINE N’20 
20 

¯ 9~. ~ .... ~....,,~.. LOW VIGILANCE PERIOD 
10 returr~l In th= ÷/-$* zone "’. The window located on the steering wheel angle graph delimitea 

~ --"-- the values used for the steering wheel lunction calculation 
o 

o 2 4 s s lo lz 14 is is ~o when the alarm appears. 

time (s) 
The steering wheel function crosses the alarm’s threshold n°9 a 

long time before the indication: "alarm ¥3", but, at this time, 

EVOLUTION OF THE STEERING WHEEL FUNCTIONS the Y3 values are not specific of straight lines. 

ON THE STRAIGHT LINE N*4 However, when the indication "beginning of straight line values" 
appears, steering wheel functions are still above the alarm’s 

HI(~I-I V!G~ILANCF~ PERIOD 
threshold n°9. So, they generate a straight line specific alarm. 

Nowadays, the system Is working only in straight lines. Graph C 
It calculates constantly the steering wheel functions 
during the ten seconds before and Inhlbitee all angle 

values upper or equal to + or- 5 degrees. Steering wheel movements recorded at the same moment 
The straight lines specific values take place after 

the arrow indicating "beginning of straight lines values", are of large amplitude. 

The steering wheel functions both exceed the maximum 
Graph B alarm threshold. 

Steering wheel movements are not sharp. 
Conclusions concerning objective validation.--These 

The steering wheel functions (1), developed from the 
positive results lead us to believe that validation of the 
Renault system is well underway. 

steering wheel movements to predict the appearance of a 
The alarms occur at the moment at which the high density 

drop in alertness, do not exceed the alarm thresholds, of alpha waves indicates a state of hypoalertness. 
As a guide, threshold No. 4 is an intermediate threshold The steering wheel functions, calculated on the basis of 

and threshold No. 9 is the maximum threshold. The higher steering wheel movements, are clearly closely correlated to 
the threshold, the more it is typical of hypoalertness, the state of alertness. 

(1) The steering wheel functions were established on the The alarm threshold values appear to be suitably chosen, 
basis of: since the alarms occur at the expected times. 

¯ The amplitude of steering wheel movements; The basic assumption (correlation between steering 

¯ The frequency of intersection of steering wheel wheel movements and alertness levels) appears to be justi- 

angles from 0° to 2.5°; fled. The steering wheel functions and the thresholds of the 

¯ The vehicle’s speed. Renault system are hence at least partially validated. 
These initial results require confirmation: 

Period of low alertness (graph C).--The electroen- 
cephalogram is rich in alpha waves, which characterize a ¯ For other subjects, and 
lowered state of alertness. One also observes the appearance ¯ By extension of the system to bends. 
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Initial results of subjective validation At level 3, this alarm would have been avoided (figure 

These results, already published (38) will be summarized 
9a). 

ALARM = NO" here. The study concerned a trip between Limoges and ~6o. 7:1,0.~1 P.M 
Paris, driver D.C., function selected Y3. ~, 0- 

For the sake of example, we give the "yes," "no" and tre=ho~s = 
"don’t know" answers. 

Validated alarm: "don’t know" at time 7:04.40 p.m.--     100. 
The alarm was due to passage over a road surface irregu-      60. 
larity. Since the driver has a plausible explanation, he classi-      60. 
fled it as "don’t know" and not as "no."                    ,0. 

The plotted graph corresponding to this Y3 alarm just =0. fROM 7:1.=.~3 ~.M ~0 ~:~0.~7 ~.M 
exceeds the threshold (figures 8a and 8b); 15 seconds ear- 
lier, it had already reached the threshold, without, however, Figure 9a. Steering functions from 7:19.53 p.m. to 7:20.37 p.m. 
exceeding it and without triggering the alarm. 

ALARM "1 DON’]" KNOW" An analysis of steering wheel movements (figure 9b) 

1,0.[ 
7.0~.,o P.M ~ ~ revealed a major angular variation preceding the alarm. Just 

1~0 1~’*’~°l~° ° (v, a~.~ .. _"~’~" ~ after the alarm, another major angular variation was re- 

,~,.,~.l~ 0 ,v~,,, ~’ ~,~ ~ 
corded, but it was insufficient to pass the thresholds (figure 

lOO~o 4~~1 
9a). 

3 slee~ing angle 
60 hunClr t, cilh degree 

~ ~ ALARM 
10 

200 
7:1’0.11 F.M 

0 -200 

Figure 8a. Steering functions from 7:04.00 p.m. to 7:05.30 p.m. ¯ 3 o o, 

20$’~EERING WHEEL MOVEMENT, S FROM 7.04.00 P.M 30 7.05.30 P.M -600, 

100 - 7 00, STEERING WHEEL MOVEM, ENTS 

-i~00 FROM 7;1~.53 P.ld 3"0 7:20.37 P.M 
0 

Figure 9b. Steering wheel movements from 7:19.53 p.m. to 
. ~ oo "= 7:20,37 p.m. 
-200 

¯ ~oo "Yes" validated alarm at time 7:47.12 p.m.--The driver, 
.,~0 ~ still on the highway, is driving at a very moderate speed as 
¯ ~ o o -~ DO~ ~,OW" required by traffic conditions. 

s~,~,~,,g a,,g~, ~..o~.~o ~’.M An alarm sounded, which he confirmed as "yes" since he 
~"~"~ ~’~"’ was surprised in a state of inattention. 

Figure 8b. Steering wheel movements from 7:04.00 p.m. to The alarm threshold is then set to 1. 
7:05.30 p.m. 

The response on Y3 is of large amplitude (figure 10a). 
This also applied to Y3M, while Y~ just barely exceeds the 

The other two functions, Y~ and Y3M, are also recorded threshold. It can be observed, in spite of the increase in the 
simultaneously, even if these do not produce alarms in this 

threshold from 0 to 1 with respect to the previous example, 
experiment. It is of interest to note that Y~ would also have 

how the "yes" alarm corresponds to a very clear and signifi- 
produced the alarm and not Y3M- 

Since the threshold then selected by the driver was 0, the 
cant response to Y3. 

ALARM "YES"      y         ALARMS "’NO" ¯ lowest, and therefore the least selective, it can be observed ~ ~ o,                                                                 7"47. .36 P..~M 
3 

that, according to the functions (in this case Y~ and Y3), ~ 7:47.50 P.ld and 7:z=8.16 P.M 
some alarms can occur, but only just, and that these would ~00. 

r^\                    ~ 
have been avoided by a slightly higher threshold, e.g., 1 for thresholds 1 1~/� 

and 2 or 3 for Y~. ,6o (Y’I) antl (YZ) ~ Y3rn\N" Y3, 
"No" validated alarm at time 7:20.11 p.m.--The driver, ~ ~1 ~" \ NL_ 

who has been driving for approximately 3 hours, did his ~oo,. ~ i ~;lhreshoId 1"~-=\ ~ I - "~ ~ ", 

driving at speeds of between 100 and 140 km]h, depending ~ ¥ ~ m) 

on traffic conditions. 
., 0, 

An alarm sounded, for which there was no apparent justi- 
fication. The function barely exceeded the alarm threshold 

Figure 10a. Steering functions from 7:46.39 p.m. to 7:48.30 
which was set to level 2 for this period, p.m. 
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Two "no" alarms occurred during the same period of 
time. The first, in fact, corresponds to the same cause as the 
"yes" alarm, since the function had not returned to zero. 
The second "no" alarm is of low amplitude; this alarm 
would be eliminated by a higher threshold ....... 

Validation on Simulator ...... ~,~.,, 
......... 

The validation experiments, in real driving conditions ,,~ ! ,, . 

described above represent an essential but difficult method, " 

since they depend on the experimental researcher’s luck (!). 
For an experiment to be conclusive, a deterioration in 
vigilance must occur during the’, programmed trip. This is far ........... : 

from being always the case. E ..................................... (VALIE~T.~) 
One can therefore understand the advantage of ......... r:,~ ,-, ~", ...................... .’-.’"’ ...................... :’ 

performing the same work of objective and subjective 
validation on a driving simulator. 

~°° Reference: WITHOUT ALCOI-IOL 

In such conditions, it is possible to programme a very 
monotonous trip, and it will be very hard for the subject to 
retain a high level of vigilance during 2 or 3 hours of 
driving. 

"-/’\ ": ~, ,V’, !’’, In any case, it is then possible to speed up the - ..... ~.,.,~,/’~",,,,.,,~,./.~,.,,,.,, ....... ,., .,.~.,. ,,,,. ........ . 
deterioration of vigilance by depriving the subject of sleep 
or even administering a tranquilizer or a hypnotic drug. ’ ..... 

Of course, the simulator must be sufficiently realistic for ° ,~. ....... ’ .......... ’ ........ "----’ ......... ,’;i. ............ ’ ..... ’ ..................... ~.,~ 
the driving behaviour to be representative of real road ~ ......... ̄ .............. 
driving conditions. Figure 11. 

A trial has been programmed on the Swedish simulator of ¯ Comparison of the results obtained with and 
VTI at Linkoping as part of the DRIVE programme, 

without power-assisted steering; 

Evaluation of the Renault System for ¯ And, in particular, rapid multiplication of 
available results for validation either on the road 

Monitoring the Driver’s Internal or on simulator. 

Condition to Detect Alcohol Intake 
An initial test was performed on the Val6o simulator. 

Critical Analysis of an Alternative to 
Simulation is performed by coupling the vehicle directly to Ensure Detection of Lowered Alertness 
the system. The vehicle’s powerplant is used. Two side In a previous publication, the authors briefly mentioned 
cylinders monitor transverse movements in relation to the some existing experiments. A more exhaustive description 
vehicle’s centre of gravity, is given below. 

The experiment involved two test-bench driving phases, 
in the morning without alcohol, and after lunch with a Previous attempts based on an analysis of 
monitored alcohol rate of 1 g/litre, slightly above the fixed steering wheel movements 
legal rate in France of 0.8 g/litre. 

"Safety drive adviser", Nissan (Japan), 1985 (39).-- 
Figure 11 is very eloquent in this respect. 

Principle: Diminished vigilance is accompanied by steering 
Function Yl obtained during two 10-minute phases 

wheel movements different from those performed in states 
representative of behaviour with and without alcohol shows 

of high vigilance. It was demonstrated that, after a period of 
two strongly contrasted driving patterns. 

absence of steering corrections, the shape of the correction 
Further experiments are planned on the same simulator to 

and counter-correction movement curves would be differ- 
refine this initial result with other test subjects. 

ent, depending on whether the vigilance level is high or low. 

Experimental Development These special characteristics, which correspond to steering 
wheel movement speeds, were entered in the new steering 

In addition to experiments planned for the VTI and ValiD 
wheel "pattern" built into the "safety drive adviser" avail- 

simulators, experiments are continuing on the highway and able in 1985-1986 on the Bluebird, as sold in Japan. A 
motorway, reference period is determined during which the amplitude 

Four vehicles are now equipped, allowing: and speed of steering wheel movements are recorded. If, 
¯ Extension of the system’s operation from straight during a low vigilance phase, the driver exceeds both a 

lines to curves; threshold value and a movement amplitude value, an alarm 
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is triggered. The process operates in the same manner along resistance is directly affected by environmental thermal 
straight sections and bends, but the threshold crossing value variations, and the manner in which the spurious factor is 

on bends is higher, taken into account is not clearly explained. Finally, the 
Comments: This is the 0nly system already marketed, problem of the hindrance that a system of this type might 

However, it seems astonishing that, in spite of the sale of cause to drivers should be considered. 
several thousand vehicles equipped with the device, no pub- "Magneto Encephalo Grammetry"--Sweden--1987.-- 

lications have yet appeared to confirm the efficiency of the Principle: With electrodes worn not on, but simply close to 

system, the head, it is possible to record a magneto encephalogram 
"Driver Alertness Aid"~SA--1974.--An attempt was (MED) whose signals, very similar to those obtained in 

made to market this device in the U.S.A. in cooperation with electroencephalograms, are characteristic of the state of 

Ford. vigilance of an individual. This system can be miniaturized 
Principle: the frequency of steering wheel movements is and associated with an alarm so as to prevent diminished 

counted from two contactors set at +2° and -2° with respect vigilance while driving. 

to the steering wheel position at which the front and rear Comments: The recording of a magnetic field corre- 
wheels are aligned. A reference frequency is established sponding to the cerebral dipole requires sensitivities of 

over the first 3 minutes of use, then: 10-12 or 10-13 Tesla, which constitutes a laboratory or high- 
ly protected site performance. To extrapolate to the electro- 

¯ If the frequency drops below a certain percentage 
magnetic environment of our roads seems rather audacious. 

of the reference, an audible alarm indicates that 
Some French specialists in cerebral activity and analysis 

the driver is tired; 
do not consider that it is possible to master the problem 

¯ If the frequency exceeds a certain percentage of 
involved in application of MEG to car driving in the near 

the reference, an orange light indicates that the 
future. 

driver is "overexcited." 
Other recent proposals.--More than 200 devices have 

Comments: Excessive operation of the audible and visual been patented in the USA, which claim to detect diminished 
signals during the tests conducted by us would have tended vigilance. A rather amusing version involved the idea of 
to invalidate the system. This can be explained as follows: transmitting forward bending of the head to a bell. This 
the reference frequency corresponds to the sum of the vari- would seem to be the same idea used with the "Slarner" in 
ous actions (trajectory control movements, changes of lane, France (1980) attached to the ear, or by the Majima-CO 
bends, etc.). Now this reference frequency is established system in Japan (1984): a sensor attached to the head and a 
over 3 minutes, a period which is not sufficient to take all the buzzer. If the bending movement exceeds a certain angle, 
different driving situations into account. Therefore, it suf- the alarm sounds. 
rices that during these 3 minutes, the driver perform numer- Vigilynx--France (1987).--Principle: This is an elec- 
ous lane changes, or that the number of bends be high, so tronic device, the special feature of which is that it actuates a 
that, as soon as conditions change (clear highway, for exam- visual and/or audible alarm for any unintentional drift of the 
pie), the steering wheel movements decrease and the "fa- vehicle. The use of a flashing light, a sign of an intentional 
tigue" alert operates. The results of these tests further con- change in trajectory, neutralizes the device. 
firm what Nissan seems to be demonstrated: the frequency The system operates by analyzing contrast according to 
of steering wheel movements cannot alone provide an indi- the colour and distance (height) from the ground. It uses 
cation of momentary attention level (39). electronic filters, so that the system reacts to spurious con- 

trasts such as differences in light and shade, partial rework- 
Recent proposals based on direct recording of 
a physiological parameter 

ing of the roadway, puddles of water, etc. 
Conversely, the sensors detect change from tarmac to 

"Dormalert"--U.K. (1985).--Principle: The basic grass on the side of the road, or crossing of a continuous or 
hypothesis is that cutaneous resistance is clearly correlated broken white line. 
to the level of vigilance. The system analyzed changes in Comments: The fact that the alarm triggers when the 
skin resistance during driving time. The calibration duration vehicle crosses a white line or the edge of the road gives rise 
is 10 to 15 minutes, during which a detection threshold is set to questions concerning its efficiency. In fact, when driving 
at a level such as to eliminate false alarms. Any drop in at 130km/h, is it not too late to be alerted only when a white 
vigilance causes an increase in cutaneous resistance, and line is crossed? In this situation, does one have the time to 
therefore triggers an audible alarm, take corrective action before reaching the shoulder or safety 

Apparatus: Two electrodes, fitted to form a ring around preventive system? Moreover, it is liable to be intrusive, for 
one finger (or big toe, in the shoe), are connected by wires to the slightest omission in using the direction indicator to 
a unit the size of a large matchbox, that might be carried in a change lanes (which is a frequent occurrence) causes the 

pocket of the driver’s clothing, alarm to operate. 
Comments: Tests conducted by our Laboratory were not Use of "Artificial Skin"--recent French proposal 

conclusive, since the alarm did not operate in the drowsi- (1987).--Principle: This would consist of tactile instrumen- 
ness phase just before sleeping. Moreover, the cutaneous tation on the pedals, driver’s seat and steering wheel by 
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means of a pressure sensor known as an "artificial skin", represents the extreme but not exceptional condition of 

No experimental results have been published, but the au- deterioration in driver efficiency. 

thors claim that a multisensorial approach (pressure on ped- Technological advances will lead to significant traffic 

als, steering wheel and seat) is more likely to give responses safety progress only if one remembers that man is the 

to a change in the state of vigilance, in opposition to the essential link in the chain, since he is the responsible 

single-sensory approaches proposed previously, element in the overall traffic system. 
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Human Factor Capabilities for Avoiding Traffic Accidents 

Andrea Costanzo, M.D., and analysed can also contribute to limiting the number of 

Rome University, Italian Department of accidents. 

Transportation The range of factors that we have examined, and that is, 
those connected to the possibility that man has in the control 

Abstract of the vehicle and technical characteristics of both vehicle 
and infrastructure, represent the fundamental elements that 

This paper is essentially aimed to analyse the influence of define active safety, that is to say, safety intrinsically 
human factor in the contest of preventing the accidents, connected to the environment in which the vehicle operates 

In addition to that in this paper has also taken into consid- and to the various possibilities of managing the vehicle 
eration the possibility to give appropriate instruction in itself. 
order to improve the road safety. This work is essentially dedicated to the analysis of those 

After a short analysis of the general problem concerning problems which come within this sphere of influence and 
the safety both active and passive ones, we have concen- therefore, at a later stage, we shall return to this topic to 
trated our attention on the specific area of the physical examine it in greater detail. It is worth it however, to 
capabilities of the driver for the control of the vehicle over complete the picture and present a balanced argument, to 
all the time. mention that another type of safety comes into play in the 

Therefore the biomechanics of the human body has been management of motorway traffic. This type of safety is 
discussed and analysed in the most important functions of defined as passive safety. Passive safety concerns the means 
the body which are particularly involved in the vehicle’s available to reduce the consequences of an accident once it 
management, has taken place. The elements that are taken into account in 

The reduced capabilities of the driver is a consequence of this type of safety are again the characteristics of the vehicle 
the stress which is related not only to the time involved but and of the infrastructure in the sense that suitable structural 
essentially to the environment iincluding also the interface design of the vehicle can appreciably reduce the 
between the driver and the structure of the vehicle, such as consequences of an accident. 
the seat and the angle of visibility. Besides these elements, it is necessary to mention the 

Incorrect physiological posture of the driver or inade- possibilities that exist for an intervention in favour of the 
quacy of the structure, will stress or pain during the driving 

accident victim from the medical and traumatological point 
time with a consequence of reducing the capabilities for the 

of view. From the moment in which an accident occurs, it is 
vehicle’s control. Obviously this situation will increase the 
probabilities of crashes and accidents, 

thought that there should be set into motion a whole 

The areas of the human body particularly involved for organization which is capable of intervening at the site of 

stressing the driver, are the two parts of the spine which have the accident, wait for first-aid to be given and later, work 

more possibilities of movements: these are the cervical and with available hospital resources depending on the case. 

lumbar ones. The general problem that we have dealt with has served to 

In order to give the possibilities of analysing as deeply as give an idea in terms that define the problem of road safety, 

possible the problem, an appropriate appendix has been but to remain within the scope of this work, it is necessary to 

prepared for discussing mathematical and analytical approach more specifically the aspect of the physical and 

methods for calculating forces, stresses and displacement of psychological characteristics of the driver in controlling the 

the most significant vertebras, vehicle for the whole time that it is being driven. In 

As a conclusion of this paper the real possibilities of the conceptual terms, this topic falls within the framework of 

driver to keep the control of the vehicle at a sufficient level active safety, but it represents an aspect that undoubtedly 

can be envisaged, aims at an analysis of a sector that has not been approached 
but which, in our opinion, deserves careful analysis. We 

Introduction believe it our duty to point out, before entering into a 

Road safety can be discussed and analyzed taking into detailed discussion on the topic, that it is extremely difficult 

account two specific aspects that concern the human to quantify the level of the entity of responsibility that 

capacity to manage and control the car as well as the should be attributed to the human factor in the general 

conditions of the vehicle and the structures that are involved context of an accident. Perhaps this is the reason why up to 

in the problem of road traffic, now no mention has been made of this specific aspect, but 

These aspects specifically concern active safety in the this does not mean that the matter is of no importance. 

sense that an adequate training of the driver in the best 
possible conditions contribute positively to the reduction of The Physical Stress of the Driver of a 

accidents. In the same terms, even though with different Motor Vehicle: Biomechanical Analysis 
assumptions, reference should be made to the character- 
istics ofvehicle and infrastructure which ifcorrectly studied The term stress is used to define that complex of 
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pressures, suffering and tiredness derived from the activity 
of driving a motor vehicle. 

Two fundamental aspects exist in the general context of 
stress, one connected to the period of time for which the 
automobile is used and the other to the condition in which 
the driver finds himself when seated in the driver’s seat. 
Naturally it is the second problem that constitutes the heart 
of the problem in that the possibility of shortening the 
period of time spent driving is a simple solution to the first 
aspect of the problem. On the other hand, the second aspect, 
which concerns the condition in which the driver finds 
himself in the driver’s seat, deserves careful analysis. 

Problems arising from the driver’s position at the steering 
wheel are linked both to the geometry of his posture and the 
mechanical characteristics of the structure that interfaces 
with him. \ 

The topic should be dealt with in all its details but for 
reasons of simplicity and for its relative importance in the 
general context of the argument, we have concentrated on 
the fundamental element represented by tiredness deriving 
from an incorrect posture of the vertebral column and in 
particular of its two mobile sections: cervical and lumbar 
regions. 

With the aim of setting out the problem in the simplest 
terms we have correlated the two postures to two particular 
conditions. Figure 1. Outline of the cervical column with its muscular and 

With regard to the cervical column, we will examine the legament support system, 

position of the optical axis in relation to the level of the road 
as an element of evaluation of the configuration that the consequently he is forced to fix his gaze at a point that is 

cervical column adopts in order to adjust itself to the relatively close to the vehicle. This means a straightening of 

existing driving conditions. For the lumbar region of the the spinal column to such an extent the cervical curve 

spinal column, we believe that the configuration assumed disappears or is inverted. In this position, the system of 

(both in relation to the articulation of the hip joint as well as pressure of the vertebraes is completely upset to the point of 

to the point of contact with the seat), is the fundamental creating additional stress on top of the basic ones. This is 

cause of disturbance of the natural physiological due to the fact that the weight of the head is not in 

equilibrium to which the spinal column is accustomed, equilibrium with the base of the column and therefore the 

Physiologically, the cervical tract of the spinal column is muscles have to undergo greater tension in order to maintain 

curved in lordosis as regards as the equilibrium of the forces a balance. 

exerted on it and on the stability that it has to maintain, Figure 2 shows the different positions of the cervical 

(figure 1). The position therefore, which this tract of the column in respect of the angle of focusing and in figure 3 is 

spinal column assumes, is compromising in itself, in the shown the progression of the gamma’s angle on the optical 

sense that the slight curving that it assumes places extra axis with the level of the road with regard to the distance of 

stress on the seven vertebrae that form the curve and in the object to be observed from the perpendicular of the 

particular on the central ones. These, therefore, are under driver’s seat. From an examination of this diagram it can be 

additional stress as a result of the offsetting of the pressures observed that as the height of the seat is gradually increased, 

exerted on them. Though initially, this situation causes the angle of inclination of the cervical tract of the spinal 

differentiated tiredness in the vertebrae, in the end, the column also increases. 

difference is neutralized and there is a condition of The lumbar region of the spinal column presents a more 

equilibrium brought about by the involvement of legaments complex condition of load-bearing compared to the cervical 

and muscles, region for two fundamental reasons. Firstly, because it has 
Each time that these conditions are modified so that the to bear a greater weight that is above it and secondly, 

motorist has to adjust his gaze in such a way as to shift the because the reactions which are passed on to the column 

optic axis from its initial position, there is a negative must be taken into consideration. 

feedback. However, conceptually, the problem is the same as that of 
An extreme case of this situation is that of the driver who the cervical column, and that is to say, an artificial 

find himself in a position that is rather elevated from the configuration of the column as a result of the posture that the 

level of the road (e.g. bus drivers and lorry drivers) and driver is forced to maintain in the driver’s seat which causes 
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To be able to study the biomechanical behaviour of the 
lumbo-sacral system, it is necessary to refer movements to a 

fixed point (point H) which for our purposes corresponds to 
the point of articulation of the hip joint. In this framework, it 
is possible to define the various angulation that the 
delimiting points of support of the vertebrae assume and on 
which the pressures that induce vertebral stress depend. 

In figure 4, three extreme configuration are set out, also 
on an experimental basis, from which the angulation and 
deformation which the column undergoes can be seen. With 
regard to the lumbar region, there can be a reduction or 
inversion of the lordosis also involving notable shifting 

,, from point H; this gives rise to bending stress of inflexion 

~’/" I 

the vertebraes and therefore to fatigue. 

,,~, 

Poing H Point H 
a1~gned backwards 

/ 

road 

Figure 2. Posture of the driver with the optic axis inclined at an 
angle 8 with respect to the level of the road, this posture shows 
the corresponding complete disappearance of the cervical                                      ~orwards 
curve. 

Figure 4. Influence of the position relative to the point H in 
respect of the extreme upper part of the column in relation to 
mechanical pressures. HS: angle of reference of the superior 
arrow of $1 with the horizontal plane. 

Physiopathological Analysis 
No matter how much effort the driver makes to maintain 

Figure 3. Progression of 8 as a function of 7for various heights the best driving position, his wrapping line will not always 
of the cushion within the limits between half a metre and two correspond to the structure of the vertebrae, a condition 
metres, necessary for the physiologically even distribution of load 

on all the vertebral discs. In order to maintain static 
disturbance of the normal physiological configuration in the 

equilibrium, an opposite or contrary action is required on 
sense that a variation in the angle between the vertebraes 
creates a condition of tiredness, 

the part of the extensor muscles of the column, together with 

A study of the configuration of the column is more the elastic resistence of the legaments (intertrasversal, 

complex, because, besides taking into consideration the interaphofisal and interspinal processes, the yellow 

different orientation of the ve:rtebraes that make up the legament, the posterior longitudinal legament) and of the 

’ spinal column, shifts from the support base must also be posterior articulations. 

taken into account. This condition is particularly important After a period of driving, during which the driver has 

in cases where the driver must vary the lumbo-sacral angle maintained the same position, muscular fatigue takes place 

in relation to the different positions he must assume when and therefore further resistance will be entrusted to the 
seated in the driver’s seat. legaments only, these, depending on the biological make-up 
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of each particular subject, will be deformed in a manner that excessively inclined and therefore out of balance in respect 
is more or less irreversible, of the perpendicular line. In such a situation, the angle of the 

An abnormal, static position of the driver, therefore, sacrum is increased and the lumbar region is constricted, in 
inevitably gives rise to painful suffering. This depends, in compensation, to force in lordosis. So, almost paradoxic- 
fact, on the irritation of one or more of the pain-sensitive ally, from a posture of repose is derived an insidious 
tissues of the neighbouring structures. A similar irritation stressful action on the lumbar region of the spine. 
will, to a greater or lesser degree, compromise the function It is precisely in this phase that the peripheral section of 
of the spinal column and consequently, the safety of driving, the spinal body will experience a greater pressure than at the 
From a general point of view, the origins of the fatigue and beginning in that the interface between the two adjoining 
the behaviour of the spinal column are essentially similar cartilage discs is contracted. In the long run, this brings 
both for the cervical and lumbar regions of the vertebral about atrophy of the cartilage itself and the beginning of 
column, phenomena of degeneration which give rise to certain forms 

This notwithstanding, in the following part of this work, of marginal osteofitosis sclerotic, thickening of tissues with 
we will refer mainly to the pathology of the lumbar region deformations of the whole spinal body. 

for the more important cases. Abnormal postures and movements in persons who are 
The painful conditions of the lumbar region originating driving are factors that contribute unfavourably on the 

from posture are generally caused by an increase in the trophic state and on the structure of the vertebrae. Its 

lumbo-sacral angle and therefore to an increase in the degeneration begins with separation of the connection 

lordosis of the lumbar region. This increase in the between the concentric fibre of the anulus and dehydration 

angulation of the sacrum also causes an intensification of of the nucleus material. 

sharing stress at the lumbo-sacral level. The compression on the posterior surface on the disc and 

The anterior longitudinal legament limits the extensor on the posterior legament causes lumbo-sacral pain. Direct 

mobility of the lumbar region. Its insertions are such that the pressure on the nerve roots causes pain in the corresponding 

anterior intervertebral spaces are relatively restricted. It is cutaneous area. 

evident that if the extension is stretched, the anterior Apart from the involvement of the intervertebral disc, 

opening of the spaces will correspond to their posterior pain can also originate from suffering in the posterior 

closing. This closure will cause not only the narrowing of intervertebral articulation; this in fact will assume the form 

the posterior angles but also that of the posterior articulatory of lumbago with irradiation of the pain to the thigh and 

surfaces, sometimes even to the leg. Suffering in the interspinal 

The pain in the vertebral column which accompanies legament causes pain which spreads along the lumbar 

over-lordosis of the lumbar region is the result of posterior region and resulting in a form of renal colic and painful 

mechanical constriction of the functional unit and therefore, contraction of the inferior wall of the abdomen. 

at least in part, of the irritation and the distortive use of the 
posterior articulations. Conclusions 

The narrowing of the intervertebral space and the The biomechanical analysis carried out and the 
shortening of the distance between facets can also cause physiopathological interpretation given of the phenomena 
pain because of the irritation provoked in the nerve roots examined, demonstrate a clear situation of intolerance of 
near the intervertebral foramen, the driver when he is forced to take up positions that are 

Hyperextension of the lumbar region can also be significantly diffrerent from the physiological one. 
responsible for irritation and pain in the nerve endings This state of perturbation creates notable intolerance 
independently of the posterior articulations, and that is which is reflected in a lack of concentration on his driving 
through direct compression of the roots or of the meningeal activity and therefore on his capacity of control. 
nerve in the passage where they unite. Such a situation may The geometry and the structure of the cabin must 
occur in the case of a totally normal disc but it occurs more therefore be correctly studied to be able to evaluate all the 
early where an increase of angulation is associated with a possible consequences that they are likely to produce in the 
restriction of the intervertebral space, human factor. On the other hand, it is also necessary bear in 

The foregoing physio-pathological interpretation of the mind that a position of extreme repose in the driver can 
pain provoking posture of the lumbar, may be common to all reduce certain pressures but it may also provoke a state of 
the alterations, static and dynamic, of the vertebral column lack of concentration. 
in various working activities. These considerations supplemented by the technical, 

In the case of the driver of a motor vehicle, there also biomechanical and physiopathological observations allow 
occurs a situation which is the contrary of that described for a construction of the complete picture of the situation 
above, as for all other activities, and that is to say, similar with possible indicators for a theoretical and experimental 
unfavourable effects can be provoked by a relaxed stance, a study. 
fact commonly observed in habitual drivers of motor It may be recalled that in the introduction to this work we 
vehicles where the trunk is brought forward to the point of pointed out the lack of quantitative evaluation of road 
causing tension in the forked legament, with the pelvis accidents caused by tiredness or stress. 
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We believe that the statistical analyses obtained up to now (Review of some important aspects of the surgical and 

to identify the possible causes of an accident should be biomechanical anatomy). 

properly amplified by including this factor. Leonardi A.: Le protrusioni posteriori del disco 
intervertebrale. Atti 51° Congresso S.I.O.T. Catania 22-25 
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Accident Reduction With New Driving Aids: Efficiency Assessment 

H~l~ne Fontaine, Gilles Malaterre, tions, and hence what driving aids would be likely to reduce 

Pierre Van Elslande, or eradicate the accidents concerned. This qualitative ap- 

Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports proach allowed us to point out the major categories of driv- 

et leur S6curit6 
ing situations, accidents, needs and potential aids, but had to 
be corroborated by statistical analyses based on national 

Abstract accident records. 
Thus, we extended this type of approach to a representa- 

The aim of the research presented here is to assess what tive sample of police reports, tried to make a quick recon- 
benefits may be derived from new devices in terms of acci- strnction of the accident, and attempted to determine in 
dents avoidance. We focused on the driving aids specially which way various driving aids could have been efficient. 
designed to improve safety. We worked on 350 accidents, and then we added the results 

A first research project, based on in-depth accident an- of the analyses to a computer file which already contained 

alyses, showed that in most accidents a driver "weakness" the description of these accidents. By appropriate means 

could be identified in the behavioural chain. We determined (correspondence analysis), we specified the efficiency of 

which were the needs corresponding to every class of situa- each driving aid, in each situation and condition, etc.., in 
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order to determine what is globally at stake, but also to get The aim of this study has been, therefore, to attempt an 
an idea of more precise targets: that is driving aids partic- evaluation using accident police reports, but also referring 

ularly fitted to specific problems. A typology of accidents, to results obtained already from files of the in-depth 
drivers’ needs and efficient aids is analysed. Conclusions accident studies. The conclusions focus on the identified 
are drawn about devices that appear the most promising, needs for driver aids and the efficiency of 14 driver aids 

whose functions we have defined. Here, we are presenting 
Introduction the first available findings. 

Research into transport is tending to become more 
European, and several programmes are being developed at Methodology 
the present time which are putting emphasis on the Few studies are available on this subject. In 1987, 
problems of safety. These are, firstly, PROMETHEUS Hitchcock provided some evaluation. This author used two 
(Program for European Traffic with Highest Efficiency and files: 
Unprecedented Safety), set up on the initiative of 14 car 
manufacturers, and secondly, DRIVE (Dedicated Road The "at the scene" file containing the accidents in a 

Infrastructure for Vehicle Safety in Europe), launched by radius of 25 kilometres around the Transport and Road 

the European Commission. Research Laboratory, and for which detailed informa- 

One of the difficulties in evaluating the potential value of tion is gathered on site with 2468 statements recorded 

these projects comes from the fact that most of the systems in a period of about two years. 

suggested don’t exist, and are often not yet ex~’~n clearly 
The "stats 19" file, the national file on injuries from 

defined as a principle. The stated aims of the promoters are 
accidents in Great Britain. It contains about 250,000 

based on assumptions about driver behaviour in,he relevant accidents for each year. Only 1987 was used for this 

situations, and demand a high level of reliab/ility for the study. 

different equipment as well as an optimal level of/ equipping He selected four aid functions: 

for the vehicles. Some reservations have to ~e made about In the vehicle: 
the change in behaviour which will automatieally follow the "Electrical vision" which detects and signals any 
introduction of this equipment. However, f,’~iling anything object or vehicle present on the roadway. 
better, it should be possible, initially ti9 eva, luate the "Override", the anti-collision device which activates 
advantages expected of this equipment using studies which the brakes automatically or takes lateral avoiding 
have been carried out from analyses of accidents. The action in the case of an obstacle. 
reasoning used is the following: would the accident have Between vehicles: 
taken place, or have been as serious if any of the parties Communication of the position of the speed of the 
involved had had one of the aids which we are describing at vehicles nearby on the same road or on an adjacent 
his disposal? Of course, this type of reasoning applies in road. 
other respects, everything being equal, in other words, that Between the vehicle and the road: 
the potential advantages are evaluated, hypothesizing that Local information about the weather, ice, etc,. 
the results will not be canceled out by side-effects. Taking He then researched into how many of these accidents 
possible side-effects into account is a totally different could have been affected by these aids by examining the 
problem which must be treated separately. 

1429 "at the scene" drivers’ interviews (1042 accidents) 
We can see straight away that such an approach raises two 

one by one and only taking into account rear-end collisions 
questions: for the second file. 

Are the analyses of the accidents accurate enough to A study was also carried out at INRETS by Van Elslande 

be able to make predictions about what would have and Malaterre in 1987 on about thirty in-depth accident 

happened if a driving aid had been used? studies from the data bank at Salon-de-Provence. It aimed to 

Can equipment as yet non-existent for which identify the mechanisms such as "didn’t see", "didn’t 

technical documents are not yet available be accurately understand", "didn’t judge properly", and the corre- 

described? sponding factors such as restricted visibility conditions, 

There is no easy answer to these questions, in so far as negligence in signaling ..... and to deduce the main classes 
accident analyses can be detailed to varying degrees of elementary needs. Nevertheless, since the accident file of 
according to the source material used, i.e. detailed accident Salon-de-Provence is not representative nationally, no 
files from in-depth study, police reports, national or local qualitative conclusions could be drawn. 
statistical file data, etc, and the driving aids envisaged don’t In the research presented here, our objective was to go. 
have the same degree of complexity nor the same innovative from a qualitative to a quantitative phase, using not only the 

character. The level of analysis can be even anticipatory in in-depth accident studies from Salon-de-Provence, but also 
character by spot-lighting more the needs of the driver in an the police reports available to INRETS. The problem was to 
accident, rather than the assumed efficiency of a particular use the relatively well defined categories of needs in the in- 
piece of equipment, depth accident studies and then to try to evaluate them using 
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a much briefer type of document, but which is contain any bias. The procedure followed is shown in figure 

representative of accidents nationally. Furthermore, we 1. 

have defined 14 driving aids, as well as their intended ways 
[ I 

of use in such a way as to estimate, according to the I~Jtr~vPR°DUc~ 
accident, which ones could have been used and which could ~...,/- 
have stopped the accident happening. The defining phase of rotac~m~oRr snmrs 
the needs categories is inspired from the preliminary study 
of in-depth analyses and the definition of the aids comes ; 

P~cK~ our from the various texts in DRIVE and PROMETHEUS. A 1 ,so COR~OND~NGTO 
statistical analysis was then undertaken so as to evaluate the ~OUCEP.WORTS 

potential gain from the aids studied, on the one hand, and to ~DnaON~L 
underline the links between certain types of accidents, SrArL~CS 

needs and driver aids, on the other hand, by using a multi- 
DA’I criteria approach. BA.’ 

The Data Base Used for the Evaluation               ,, 
I CONSULTATION 

~ 

ACCESSING 

Whenever a personal injury takes place, the Police make OFPOLICEREPORTS THE DATA BASE 

out tWO types of documents: ~’---.-..~_ 
,,CmN~Our 

a statistical sheet: "Bulletin d’Analyse d’Accident OF3SOACCIDENTS 

Corporel de la Circulation Routi~re" (BAAC). ENUMERATION OF NEEDS 

These sheets are then entered into a computer. This ANDA~S 

national computer file makes a great deal of 
information available about all personal accidents. [" CO~UN~NEW 

This information concerns the general features of the L                          DATABASE 
accident, the infrastructure, the vehicles and the road- Figure 1. The data base used. 
users involved. 

a police report, which forms the basis of later legal The Driver Assistance Needs 
action. It’s about 18 pages long on average, and We got our inspiration from the study of driver assistance 
describes the facts very precisely. Moreover, the needs quoted above as well as a report which had followed it 
document contains the declarations of the parties in up (Marion, 1987). We delineated 13 significant needs, in 
question, plans and also, sometimes photos; ’it gives an this way, which seemed to cover all the cases examined up 
overall view of the accident, without being as complete to now. These needs are the following: 
as the in-depth accident studies. 

1. To maintain a sufficient level of arousal. 
A police report file, representative of accidents in France, 

2. To detect a dangerous point (to increase warning). 
was set up at INRETS (Fontaine, Gourlet, Jurvillier, 1989) 

3. To detect an obstacle on the roadway (debris, 
with the aim of making an intermediate data base available animals, pedestrians, stationary vehicles). 
between the exhaustive documents and information 4. To detect an oncoming vehicle. 
supplied by specific enquiries. Since the beginning of 1987, 5. To detect a vehicle on a side road. 
the Association TRANS-PV which has the task of 6. To detect an obstacle, behind or to the side. 
receiving, photocopying and sending all the police reports 7. To detect the catching up of a slower moving vehicle. 
to the insurance companies concerned, has also assumed the 8. To indicate that the vehicle is on a collision course 
task of picking out one in every 50 police reports at random with another one at an intersection. 
and to send them to INRETS. The corresponding BAAC 9. To detect the slowing down or an incident at the head 
sheet was also retrieved from the computer file. The sub-file of a platoon. 
obtained is then improved by more relevant additional 10. To evaluate the right speed for a punctual difficulty. 
statistics for the analysis of accidents and they are 11. To indicate the intention of a visible road-user not 
structured on a relational data base. to stop or to move away at an intersection where he doesn’t 

For our study, we decided to draw a sample at random of a have the priority. 
tenth of this file which represents 350 accidents. We don’t 12. To indicate a visible road-user’s intention of 
claim, at this stage that it is perfectly representative moving to the right, the left, or straight ahead. 
nationally. Our aim was first to set up a method on a small 13. To indicate a visible road-user’s intention to pass. 
sample, before extending the study to all the file. However, Categories 2 to 6 correspond to the detection of the simple 
the representativity was examined for the principle presence of an object or objects, categories 7 to 10 

variables of the study, and the statistics from the exhaustive correspond to an evaluation of a relative movement, and 

national accident file were referred to. Our sample does not categories 11 to 15 to a diagnosis of the likely intentions of 
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another road user. When several needs could be chosen, we intersection, on a bend or on the brow of a hill. It, therefore, 
have chosen the more simple, allows obstacles to be located. 

To encode needs, we added 3 categories to the list above Intersection control No. 4.---Considers the respective 
which are not, strictly speaking, needs but allow us to cover speeds and trajectories and warns of the risk of collision. It 
all of the cases envisaged: can also prevent moving off if the way is not clear. This 

¯ non-equitable road-user (two wheels or device is based on intervehicle communication, from co- 
pedestrians), pilot to co-pilot, but also takes into account priority factors, 

¯ indeterminable need (road-user not interviewed such as red lights and stop signs. 
for example). This type of device switches in when two vehicles ap- 

* no need identified or belonging to the list above, proach an intersection and both intend to continue without 
stopping. This is a cooperative device which necessitates 

The Devices Considered in the inter-vehicle communication up to 100 metres. 

Evaluation Detection of incidents No. 5.---Enables vehicles involved 

in accidents or bottlenecks to be detected. This feature is In the same way, we have compiled a list of 14 aids which 
sometime included in more general centralized information 

we have tried to define in terms of their functions and uses, 
devices, such as Road Service Information, which includes using the rare and imprecise documents already existing on 
traffic flow, diversions and weather information, etc,. the subject. Whenever the documentation didn’t allow a fair 

This device combines visual warnings with a radio trans- enough idea about how these devices work, we were 
mission of information at various distances from critical compelled to try to define their possibilities for ourselves. 
areas, such as accidents, bottlenecks, road-works PRO- These driver aids can be divided into two categories: 
ROAD and ROAD-NET have both offered devices fulfill- 

Information equipments (aids No. 1 to No. 7): ing these functions. The techniques aren’t the same, but the 
improve the driver’s information which he cannot get results are very similar. 
alone, or by simply making the system more reliable Detection of situations No. 6.---Messages sent by the road 
thanks to a certain redundance or, on the other hand, a or by a transmission system and displayed inside the vehi- 
selective presentation of the right information when cle: e.g. a dangerous point, speed restrictions, ice, snow, 
and where it is necessary, stops or priority. It’s no longer a question of inter-vehicle 

Assistance equipments (aids No. 8 to No. 14): can but of road-vehicle communication. Such equipment in- 
take over a part of the driving themselves, either volves the setting up of public data transmission systems. 
permanently, or voluntarily, or switching in when the Automatic detection No. Z---Diagnosis of the state of the 
automatic co-pilot detects an emergency situation, vehicle, warning of tyre pressure loss, bad state of the 

brakes, of the engine, etc. These are intra-vehicle communi- Information equipment 
cation devices. 

Electric vision No. !.--Equipment intended to amplify A vehicle monitoring device would supply information 
senses, and more particularly vision. It enables the driver to about critical components in safety and engine perfor- 
see in unstable weather conditions (at night and in fog) mance. The sensors would be installed for the vehicles in 
using infra-red or ultrasonic devices, In principle, it enables general. 
any object to be seen that could be seen by an eye in optimal 
conditions, in other words, anything which is not masked. Assistance equipments 
This is an active system not requiring any installation in the Monitoring of driver condition No. 8.---Detects a fall in 
road or of other road-users, attention, fatigue, the effects of alcohol, etc. The equipment 

The main information used by the driver, in normal con- sounds an alarm in the case of deviation from the road. 
ditions, is gathered through the windscreen. However, this This device should prevent a driver under the influence of 
information can be difficult to gather under certain condi- alcohol or unable to drive from taking the wheel. The 
tions: i.e. darkness when driving at night, dazzling from methods contemplated which would measure fitness for 
other car headlights, rain, fog, etc. With this equipment the driving are of two types: 
degree of information available through the windscreen direct: measuring the alcohol breathed into the air. 
doesn’t depend on the environmental conditions and the indirect: checking of driver performance by identi- 
information gathering activities are maintained, fying abnormal behaviour (swerving, abnormal move- 

Active rear-view mirrors No. 2. Work on the same lines ments of the steering wheel, etc). We choose to assess 
as above. They eliminate blind spots to the side or behind, the second type of device. 

Cooperative detection No. 3.---Different from the above Anti-collision radar No. 9.---Sounds an alarm when rela- 
devices in that hidden road-users can be detected (limited tionship of distance and speed become critical in regard to a 
visibility), as long as they are equipped with a co-pilot and a potential obstacle. 
transmitter. An anti-collision and anti-obstacle radar was contem- 

This device should enable road-users hidden by another plated as part of PROMETHEUS. The sensor is defined as a 
vehicle, trees or buildings to be detected, particularly at an long-range sensor (50 to 200 metres) which would work 
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through the Doppler effect using a high frequency band Precise and timely information about the direction to be 

(which is less sensitive to atmospheric conditions) or with a taken at any moment. It recommends the route to be taken at 

laser (which gives better spatial localization of obstacles), each intersection according to the user’s choice. 

Overtaking No. 10. Warns of the presence of obstacles These navigation aid devices can be autonomous or as- 

in an adjacent file of traffic, either going in the same or the sisted from outside. 

opposite direction, so as to aid passing. To encode the police reports, we adopted the following 
Passing aid equipment was put forward by PRO-CAR scale. A figure was attributed to each aid ranging between 0 

with the same principle as the obstacle detection device and 4 depending on the following criteria. 
described above. 0. No, the aid cannot be used for this type of situation. 

PRO-NET anticipates a cooperative system which would 1. The aid would have had an effect in advance of the 

assist in communication between vehicles. This system 
accident (such that the accident situation may not have 

would make up a communication network of up to 10 vehi- 
arisen). 

cles in a 500 m zone in front and behind. 
2. Unlikely to be effective for technical reasons: the aid 

would work but wouldn’t be enough to prevent the accident, 
Speed keeping No. 11 .-~Enable the vehicle’s speed to be 

since the information or assistance was little suited, or too 
stabilized at the desired level or in relation to the guidance limited technically, or too late. 
signals described in No. 6. 3. Unlikely to be effective for human reasons: the aid 

The legal or recommended speed limit is received by the would work but might not be sufficient for the driver, con- 
vehicle and displayed. When this speed limit is reached, an sidering his work-load, his state or intentions. Or even, the 
effective limit is applied with the hardening of the action of aid supplied is useless or redundant. 
the accelerator pedal orby the absence of response when it is 4. Probable effectiveness: the aid would have worked 
depressed to the floor. (cf Malaterre and Saad, 1984) and probably prevented the accident. 

Car following No. 12--In driving in a line, it automat- 
ically adapts the vehicle speed to that of the vehicle in front Statistical Treatment of the Data 
of the line so as always to keep a safe distance. It only First of all, we evaluated the effectiveness of each of the 
applies to motorways. The device for checking distances, aids. Then, in the second stage, we followed a multi- 
such as that described for the detection of obstacles and for dimensional approach, in order to bring out the 
aid in passing should also compare the vehicle speed in front homogeneous groups of vehicle drivers involved in 
with that behind in order to maintain the correct distance in accidents as well as relevant needs and aids. 
the case of motorway driving. 

A vehicle following d~vice should be capable of combin- The evaluation of the devices 
ing information about the~ distance and speed of the vehicle We first assessed the potential efficiency of the aids in 

in front with data concerning the atmospheric conditions, avoiding the accidents (the evaluation was made at the 

the road surface and the condition of the vehicle, accident level), and then we evaluated the drivers’ needs 
Lane keeping No. 13.--Allows driving in a given lane satisfaction (the evaluation was made for each driver). 

without having to move the steering wheel. Only applies to The accidents avoided. Below (figure 2) are the percent- 

motorway driving, ages of the accidents which could probably have been pre- 

Ove Sviden described such a device in Automatic Fast vented for each of the aids. Some driving aids have a previ- 

Lane Chauffering (cf. PRO-GEN 1987). A vehicle equipped ous influence coming from their delineation. This means 

with a multi-sensor system and an anti-collision device that they wouldn’t have had an influence on the accident 

could go into a fast lane in which the automatic co-pilot itself, but would have prevented the accident situation from 

would take over the steering and control of the speed and coming about. The results below concern both direct and 

distances. The co-pilot would also warn the road-user when indirect influence. It has to be emphasized immediately that 

he should change to a manual system, these are maximum estimates, which suppose the optimal 

Navigation aids No. 14 Helps to prepare the journey, working of the driving aids. The lack of information in some 

also indicates the direction to follow once the itinerary has police reports has, in giving them the benefit of the doubt, 

been chosen, led to an overestimation of the level of effectiveness. There 

The aim of this device is to supply the following informa- would be a case in applying a coefficient to reduce the level, 

tion. Information about the trip and the time taken during its especially for the less well defined aids. 

planning. The device considers the places of the departure Five aids show a high percentage of effectivess. These 

and destination, and during the driving, the directions to are: 

follow as well as the different alternatives possible at each ¯ Intersection control (16%). This is an aid for 

intersection, which the performance limits are not well-known. 

Real time information on the traffic. It considers the It was, therefore, assumed that this aid would reg- 

traffic speed and delays due to road-works or accidents. It ulate practically all misunderstandings at inter- 

also calculates the estimated time of arrival according to the sections or when the priority or traffic signals 

chosen route, aren’t respected except when done deliberately. 
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intersection control " ~,.~,=~.~.~,=~.~,.~.~.~~ 
ably preventable. And, in this case, what we mean by "prob- 

cooperative detection ~ ably preventable" is 3/4 of the accident avoided. 
anti-co,is~0e r,da ................. The assistance of the drivers. This was a matter of eval- 

speed keeping 

e~ectr~c v~s~on" ~.’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~’~ uating the effectiveness of the driving aids in meeting the 
detection of situations." ~’~’~’,=’~’~.~.’~’~’~’~ needs of assistance for the individual road users. It is clear 

monitoring of driver condition 

act .... ear-view mirror" ~ that driving aids can sometimes be redundant in connection 
navigation aids’~ with an accident, for example where they respond effec- 

car following" 

detection of incidents’~ tively to the needs of the two road users involved. The 
overtaking k~ results of this evaluation are given in table 1: 

automatic detection" 

lane keeping 
% of preventable accidents 

Table 1. Assessment of the assistance to the drivers. 

need size direct efficiency % of drivers 
or indirect (beforehand) ~isted by 

Figure 2. The percentage of accidents which could have been avoided by ddving aids. 
(number of users) at least one aid 

Figure 2. The percentage of accidents which could have been 
avoided by driving aids. -level of arousal 30 13 43% 

detection 

This explains the high level of effectiveness, z-dangerous point 13 11 85% 
3 - obstacle on the road 75 26 35% 

(8%) 
4-oncoming vehicle 32 23 72°/o * Cooperative detection , which detects hidden ~- vehicle on side road 73 35 48°/. 

oncoming road-users or those in side-roads. How- 6- obstacle behind, to the side 17 11 65"/o 

relative movement 
ever, there again, we don’t know if such a device 7 - catching up moving vehicle 10 10 100% 

8 - collision course (inter) 33 18 55% might not overload the driver with information, ~-incident 7 7 100% 
especially in a built-up area not all of which is 

10 - right speed 16 13 81% 
ev~alu~tion of intention 

relevant. This could reduce its effectiveness. 11- non stop or move away 27 8 30% 
12 - moving right or left 30 7 23% 

¯ The anti-collision device (7%) which would have t~- passing intention 3 2 67% 
worked in a much larger number of cases (in al- 

TOTAL 366 184 50% 

most all the car crashes), but which would not 
have prevented the accident, in particular when 
the obstacle cuts too close across the electronic The sample is composed of 621 vehicles (two or four 
beam of the vehicle. This is true of most of the wheels). A need of assistance has been identified for 366 
accidents involving pedestrians, road users and between them, 45% [+5%] could have been 

¯ Speed keeping (7%) which have in most cases a directly assisted by at least one of the 14 studied aids. If we 

previous influence, consider now the direct and indirect (beforehand) possible 
effect of the aids, this proportion reach to 50% [+5%]. The ¯ The electric vision aid 7%, is probably exagge- 

rated in as much as frequent statements such as "I 
more complex needs are the less correctly satisfied. We 
must not forget, here again, that the results present two types 

saw the pedestrian crossing too late" can some- 
of errors, a statistical one and one coming from the lack of 

times be categorized as a vision or detection prob- information. 
lem, but we know from experience of in-depth 
accident studies that it is not always detection Multi-dlmensional analysis 
which is at fault, rather the realization too late that We analysed all the drivers and vehicles involved in acci- 
the other road-user constitutes a potential hazard., dents. We tried to bring out homogeneous classes and to 
As long as he is immobile or on the pavement, he situate needs and aids in relation to these categories. The 
isn’t "seen" in the sense that he’s included in the process consists, in its initial stage, in making a correspon- 
relevant elements in the driving process, dence analysis, then, in its second stage, we made a hier- 

Some aids are very specific to types of accidents which archical classification using the factors determined previ- 

are little represented here (motorways accident for exam- ously in the analysis of correspondences. Thus, categories 

pie). These driving aids specific to particular situations, are obtained which are markedly different from the contrib- 

such as motorway and bad weather conditions would need utory factors of each of them. The programmes used belong 
to SPAD software (Portable System for the Analysis of 

studies using a suitable sample which we could not do using 
Data Lebart and Morineau--CESIA 1985) 

our 350 police reports. The correspondence analysis. The analysed sample com- 
Globally the effect of the 14 devices together is equal to prises 621 vehicles involved in accidents. An analysis of the 

44%, but it should be noticed that the results obtained pre- 350 accidents has also been undertaken (Fontaine, Mal- 
sent two types of errors: a statistical error coming from the aterre, Van Elslande, 1988), but it is not presented here. We 
small sample, and an error coming from the lack of informa- chose as "active variables" those which describe the acci- 
tion in the police report and in the definition of the aids, The dent objectively, and the "illustrative variables" were the 
latter is difficult to assess. We tried for "electric vision" evaluations of needs and the effectiveness of the driver aids, 
(Fontaine, Malaterre, Van Elslande 1988). The statistical with the aim of placing them in the different groups of 
error gives the following result: 7% [+3%] of accident prob- vehicles involved in accidents." 
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Active variables are, therefore, those describing the vehi- Typology of vehicles and drivers involved in accidents. 

cle and driver involved (category and age of the vehicle, The examination of results of the classification drawn up 

age, sex, profession and condition of the driver). We added from the factors obtained in the analysis above, shows the 

the relative variables of the accident in which the vehicle is number of groups selected to be 6. 

involved (day, lighting, atmospheric conditions, whether in Class I (240 vehicles). This deals with vehicles involved 
a built-up area or not, at an intersection or not, type of road, in accidents between several vehicles at intersections in 
cross-section, ground plan, result of the accident), built-up areas. The needs most often identified are the 

The other criteria were put down as illustrative variables, following: 
They could be variables which we are trying to explain, for 
example the needs or the effectiveness of the aids, or highly 

¯ Detection of a vehicle on a side-road. 

correlated with active variables. In this last case, active and 
¯ Detection of the intention of a visible road-user at 

additional items were determined after several previous an intersection not to stop. 

analyses which enabled the most relevant criteria to be ¯ Detection of a collision course at an intersection. 

selected for the axes. The illustrative variables play no part The individual manoeuvers most often found in this cate- 
in the fixing of the analysis axes, but they do appear on the gory are the change in direction and parking. Driving aid 
plan of factors and in the categories of the typology. The No. 4 (intersection control) is identified twice as often here 
plan of the factors formed by the first two axes is repre- as for the accidents as a whole. 
sented by figure 3. Class 2 (103 vehicles). This category includes a large 

number of 2 wheelers, which are most often involved in 
ax~s ~ accidents at intersections and in built-up areas. The riders 

* ¯ 60 %twHEELERS 

o ,o, EOU,P. and drivers are often under 25 and are only slightly hurt. The 

~ OLD rE.. most common manoeuvre is parking and moving away from 

* cu,0 sE,,ous~Y , ~,G.T ...... a parked position. No aid was possible because we didn’t 

......*Mo,o~,.,,~c~    * , ~o~,~°^. .... ,~o,    ~. ~ < ~         ~ ~ 
consider the two-wheeled road-user to be equiptable. 

¯ , o,. s D, ~ o N?,~. *~U"C~’O" Class 3 (80 vehicles). This category deals mainly 
~ ..... o N3 ...... 

~ 
collisions between several vehicles, outside built-up areas 

MULTI-VEHrCLE A 9 * 2-5 Y, OI 
O N. 2 axis 1 aj ,o ~u,C,,ON * v~ * and intersections on m or roads during the day. The acci- 

URBAN A. 

~0-~0 .,~ dents often happened on a bend or on a slope. The needs 
, 

N., O° 
O,. 0 ,,o represented in this category are: 

NIGHT                           O A. 2 
A. °                                   NEED 

¯ Evaluation of the suitable speed on a difficult 
SINGLE VEP 

~., o N. ~ O route. 
¯ Detection of an oncoming vehicle. 

Figure 3. Correspondence analysis on vehicles involved in ac- Driving aid No. 3 (cooperative detection) would probably 
cidents-axis I and 2. have prevented the accident in 14% of these cases; 

Class 4 (64 vehicles). This class is that of the vehicle 
The first axis is that of the location of the accident. It involved in an accident against a pedestrian in a built-up 

distinguishes the vehicles involved outside a built-up area, area. The identified need is that of the detection of obstacles 
not at an intersection, and vehicles involved in a built-up on the roadway. Driving aid No. 1 (electric vision) would 
area, at an intersection, have probably prevented the accident in 11% of cases. How- 

On one side we see accidents happening in open country, ever, we repeat that our method of evaluating using the 
on the motorway, which are fatal, involving more than 3 police reports probably exaggerated this aid to the detriment 
vehicles, at night, on a bend and on a slope. The needs 
identified are the detection of slowing down in the traffic 

of an aid detecting the intentions of another road-user. How- 

and the evaluation of a suitable speed for the conditions. The 
ever, we do not see, how such an aid could work. 

Class 5 (56 vehicles). This category consists mainly of 
driving aids appearing at this side of the axis are car follow- 
ing (No. 12), the detection of incidents (No. 5), speed keep- 

vehicles involved in accidents caused through loss of con- 

ing (No. 11) and detection of the situation (No. 6). 
trol, away from intersections, out of built-up areas, at night. 

On the other side, in built-up areas, we can identify the The driver, who is under 25 in almost half the cases, is 

two wheeled vehicle. The need to detect a vehicle in a side- 
killed or seriously injured. In this category, there are most 

road, as well as driving aid No. 4 (intersection control) are often accidents in the cold season or at weekends. The needs 

on this side of the axis. which are most linked to this category are the maintenance 

The second axis indicates the road-users. On the one of a high level of arousal and the evaluation of the suitable 

hand, there are the vehicles involved in accidents with pe- speed at a road difficulty. Aid No. 6 (detection of situation) 

destrians, on the other hand, accidents with two wheelers, would probably concern 7% of the cases, or almost three 

The need for detection of an obstacle on the roadway, driv- times as much as for the vehicles as a whole. Driving Aid 

ing aid No. 1 (electric vision) concern accidents involving No. 8 (monitoring of driver condition) and No. 11 (speed 

pedestrians, keeping) would work indirectly. 
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Class 6 (78 vehicles). This group is represented by vehi- These accidents take place mainly in built-up areas, in warm 
cles in accidents on the motorway in multiple pile-ups. The weather, on working days. The participation of young 

cause is either a slowing down (in half the cases) or a lane drivers is greater than for the other accidents as a whole. The 
change (in a third of cases). These accidents are often serf- most commonly found needs are the detection of an obstacle 
ous and happen in the warm season. There doesn’t appear to on the road-way or a vehicle on a side-road. The aids which 
be any need specific to this group. Aid No. 9 (anti-collision are likely to be useful are electronically improved vision 
radar) would prevent the accident in 19% of cases and (No. 1) and active rearview mirrors (No. 2). 
driving aid No. 6 (detection of situation) in 10% of cases. Four wheeled vehicles involved in single vehicle 

The categories of vehicles, the identified needs and the accidents (49 vehicles). These are serious accidents. The 
aids which could be used are shown in table 2. driver is under-25 in almost half the cases. Accidents at 

weekends, at night, in bad weather, outside built-up areas, 
Table 2. Categories of vehicles involved, needs of drivers, and away from intersections and on bends are all very common 
aids. 

in this category. Two needs are apparent: the maintenance of 
eategoria~otvebictes id~ntifiad,~-~a ~.~a~ driver arousal and the evaluation of speed to negotiate a 
involved 

~,~o~,~f~,~ngfo,,e~ road difficulty. The aids in this class are electric vision 
(No. 1), monitoring of driver condition (No. 8), the 

3ol[isions involving several detection of veh. on a side road intersection 
vehicles in a built up .... detection of an intenti ..... trol detection of the situation (No. 6), and speed keeping (No. 
at an intersection not to stop (n°4) 

detection of a collision course 1 1). 

Four wheeled vehicles in multiple accidents in towns 
’,wo wheelers in built up area non equipable 
at inl ..... tions road-user (199 vehicles). They are mainly non-serious accidents at 

intersections. The driver needs are the detection of a vehicle 
collisions between several suitable speed to 
vehicles, outside built up negotiate a road difficulty cooperative on a side-road and the indication of a collision course. Three 
areas, away from detection of an oncoming detection 
intersection, on major roads vehicle (nO3) types of aids could be effective here: intersection control 
during theday 

(No. 4), cooperative detection (No. 3) and anti-collision 
radar (No. 9). 

vehicles involved with detection of obstacles electric vision (n°l) 
:~edestrians in built up ...... th .... d Four-wheeled vehicles involved in multiple accidents 

outside built-up areas (121 vehicles). We find here a great 
single vehicle,loss of control suitable speed to ~etect. of situation(n°6) 
away from intersections negotiate a road difficulty speed keeping (n°11) number of accidents away from intersections, on bends, in 
outside built up areas,at night monitoring cood In°81 

bad weather, an also on the motorway. The main need of the 
anti-collision radar 

multiple accidents (n°9) drivers is the detection of an oncoming vehicle. A large 
on molorway detection of situation 

(n°~) number of aids would function efficiently: anti-collision 
radar (No. 9), car following (No. 12), cooperative detection 

In each category, we have indicated the most contributing (No. 3), the detection of incidents (No. 5), intersection 
forms, however, this presentation is of course very much control (No. 4), the detection of situation (No. 6) and speed 
reduced: the forms indicated apply generally to the majority keeping (No. 11). 
of the vehicles of the category and not to all of them. In the These 4 categories are represented by figure 4. 

same way, some vehicles belonging to other categories can 
use the same forms. It will be noticed that there is no single Colll2111sion 
need for accidents on motorways. This is due to the hetero- This typology should make it possible to evaluate needs 
geneity of needs, from files of national statistics. It should not be forgotten, all 

Synthesis of the Results the same, that this evaluation of the needs strongly depends 
on the precision with which the driving aids are defined. The 

The typology emphasized by a multi-criteria approach vaguer a definition of an aid is, the more difficult is the 
makes the most discriminating variables appear from the estimation of its effectiveness. We think that we 
vehicles involved in accidents, as a whole. However, the overestimated the performance of several aids. 
groups obtained are not completely satisfactory, in so far as We worked on a relatively small sample. We were able to 
regrouping the vehicles and drivers involved in accidents take into account a limited number of categories in 
from a national statistical file is not possible. We, therefore, proportion to the small number studied. Certain aids are 
had to find a simpler typology based on only two or three very specific to types of accidents which are little 
criteria. The choice of these new criteria was made, on the represented here (motorway accidents for example). This is 
one hand, by considering the results of the classification not problematic when making a general evaluation of the 
and, on the other hand, by relating to the possible aidsbutcanbeforaspecificanalysisoftheindividualneeds 
application of certain driving aids: for example, the type of of these categories. This is why this study should only be 
road-users concerned or the type of place. This new, simpler seen as a preliminary step in the analysis of a 1/50th sample 
typology comprise 4 groups: in a whole year’s police reports which should be undertaken 

The vehicles involved in accidents with 2 wheelers or soon. A more precise analysis of the unsatisfied needs will 
pedestrians (252 vehicles of which 106 two wheelers), be carried out in order to specify new potential aids. 
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Study of Laser Radar 

Tetsuo Teramoto, Introduction 
Toyota Motor Corporation Recent car electronics developments have made vehicles 

Keiji Fujimura, Yasuhiro Fujita, faster, safer, and more comfortable. One car electronics 

Fujitsu Ten Limited field is crash avoidance or headway control, a safety- 
oriented dream technology. Since 1960 various headway 
control devices have been studied. We announced a 

Abstract "headway control millimeter-wave radar system" at the 

We have made a prototype of a headway control radar Tokyo Motor Show in 1981. This was an FM-CW radar 

using a pulsed semiconductor laser and have confirmed its using radio waves in the 50 GHz millimeter-wave band; its 

feasibility. V-type transmitting/receiving antenna was installed on the 

The transmitter of this radar transmits two beams having front grille of a car. 

radiation angles of _+0.5 and +1.4 degrees. The transmitter In this paper we report a radar headway control system, 

uses an aspherical plastic lens, and the receiver uses a wide this time using a laser. Although laser and radio-wave 

aperture Fresnel lens for improved detection performance, sensing technique may seem different, light rays and radio 

The receiver has automatic gain control (AGC) and sensi- waves are both electromagnetic waves, differing only in 

tive time control (STC) circuits. AGC decreases meas- wavelength. The wavelengths of millimeter wave are 1 to 10 

urement errors caused by fluctuations in target reflectivity, mm; the wavelengths of ultraviolet and near-infrared rays 

STC decreases misdetection errors caused by rain or snow- are 0.1 to several microns. The wavelengths of the rays 

fall. An 8-bit microprocessor simplifies the range meas- generated by the semiconductor laser described in this paper 

urement block. Vehicle tests have shown that the maximum are about 1 p.m. The wavelengths of visible rays, 0.4 to 0.7 - 

detection range is 350m from therearofa static vehicle and Ixm, are close to those of the rays generated by the laser. 

the measurement error was 2 m or less in the range of 100 m Since the wavelengths of these rays are shorter than those of 

and above. Since lost targets occurred in the field tests, it millimeter wave, these rays are more effective when used to 

will be necessary to examine the beam scanning methods, detect smaller objects. 
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eyed in 1960, the laser is considered one of the greatest 
] ......... ~L I    laal;i0a)[ (0!0erati0a) 

, 
i , 

discoveries of this century. Since 1960, various laser os- 
11 7 cillators and applications have been studied and developed. 

Range measuring techniques using lasers have been used in ~ i mtio~) I~ld sensor ]d ~ I,I/tetu- I[,1 I 
~ 

[ 
i Sys~ 

the military and in meteorology. The advent of the digital 
audio disk (DAD) in 1982 triggered remarkable progress in 

laser device development. Today, light receiving/emitting 
devices such as semiconductor lasers, PIN photodiodes, and .... 

small, high precision optical components are inexpensive 
Figure 2. Concept of total control system for vehicle 

and readily available. Lasers for radar applications have the movement. 
following advantages: 

Brake actuator 

¯ They are not subject to the regulations of the 

Wireless Telegraphy Act. [Laser radar ~ 
_~ ~ke control 

¯ They are comparatively easy to obtain, rar0me actuator 
¯ The transmitted beam is easily controlled. [Speed sensor ~ 

~ ~L.h~/jottle control ~ ¯ They will continue to be made smaller and lighter. ~ " 

How our prototype laser radar for vehicle installation was I st~i~ si~a~ 
designed and evaluated is outlined below. 

Outline System                                        . 
Figure 1 shows a Toyota concept car called the FXV-II.    [s"c~ ~ll : 

The headway control system installed in the car is described 
first.                                                     Figure 3. Radar sensing cruise control system configuration. 

¯ A headway control function that maintains the 
optimum range from the motorist or obstacle 
ahead. 

¯ An alarm function that warns the driver of the 
presence of a motorist or obstacle ahead. 

¯ A laser radar system self-diagnosis function. 

Range information from the laser radar, information on 
the driver’s activity, e.g., steering and brake signals, and 
information on the activity of other system ECUs are input 
to the control computer (ECU). The radar ECU processes 
the information to selectively control the throttle and brakes 
to provide smooth control without confusing the driver. 
Headway information and information about how the 
system is being controlled are sent to the CRT display 
located at the center of the instrument panel. 

Figure 1. Experimental Toyota FXV-II with laser radar installed. Basic Characteristics 
(The radar is installed inside the Toyota insignia on the front 
grill.). 

Principle of measurement 

The total vehicle movement control system concept of the Radar devices focus an electromagnetic wave on a target, 
receive the reflected wave, and measure the target’s range FXV-II car is summarized in figure 2. Various sensors, 

ECUs and actuators are arranged around a man-machine and direction. 

interface that enables the system to be tailored to the Range is determined from the time it takes for the wave to 
reach the target and return to the radar receiver. Typical 

individual driver’s needs. This concept car provides more 
measuring methods are: 

drive control and uses state-of-the-art control technology. 
Pulsed method.--A pulsed electromagnetic wave is 

The laser radar in this system assists the driver’s brain and transmitted and the time difference between the transmitted 
eyes. The radar cruise control system shown in figure 3 has pulse and the received pulse is measured. 
actuators that control the throttle and brakes. In addition to CW method~A continuous high-frequency sine wave is 
this radar cruise control system, the FXV-II has the transmitted and the phase difference between the 
following functions: transmitted wave and the received wave is measured. 
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Our laser radar prototype uses the pulsed method (2) When Ao > (target > beam) 

because: 
Ar N 6 K T2 L Y Pt - (3) 

¯ Investigations of typical optical radars for 
R2 

detection of numerous and non-specific targets 
show that the pulsed method is most often used Where 
(the CW method is used in some applications, but N: Number of particles 
in most a special reflecting mirror is attached to ~: Particle scattering cross section 
the target to ensure adequate received power). K: Transmitter/receiver efficiency 

¯ Since cars, guardrails, and people are to be (including the gain of the transmitting lens) 
detected, the laser must have a wide power L: c X "c/2 (’t: laser pulse width, C: velocity of light) 
margin. Y: Geometrical efficiency of the transmitting/receiv- 

¯ Many types of high-power semiconductor lasers ing optical block Y = 1 when the field of view of the trans- 
for pulsed operation are available, mitting block completely matches that of the receiving 

¯ Pulsed radar signals are processed in a compara- block 
tively simple manner and the system is easily 
constructed. 

That is, if a fixed power is transmitted when the laser 
beam is larger than the target, the received power is inverse- 

Figure 4 shows the principle of pulsed radar measure- ly proportional, to the fourth power of the range. If the laser 
ment. The range (R) to the target, is given by: beam is smaller than the target, the received power is inver- 

t X C sely proportional to the square of the range. Equation (3) is 
R - 

2 
(1) often used when the target is a gas or aerosol. For detection 

of a car, equation (2) should be used. When the range to the 
where t is the time difference between the transmitted wave target is short, however, equation (3) gives the relationship 
and the received wave and C is the velocity of light (3 X between the transmitted power and received power. 
10s m/s). 

Target reflection characteristic 
Reflection characteristics obtained by radiating laser 

beams at a vehicle are shown below. 
y ,,~-,,~,~ ~,~. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the range and the 

~ received power. If a beam of_+0.5 degrees is transmitted, the 

~ ~ ~ ..... ®. diameter of the transmitted beam is about 1 m at a range of 

~ 60 m and the beam covers a significant portion of the target 

,,~ ,~.,*,’.’~ ] I ’~*~’~’ vehicle. When the range is 60 m or more, the received power 

is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the range. 
Figure 4. Principle of measurement by pulsed laser radar. When the range is less than 60 m, the received power is 

inversely proportional to the second or third power of the 
Laser radar equations range, that is, the reflection characteristic is given by equa- 

Radar equations describe the relationship between the tions (2) and (3). 

transmitted and received signal. Sensors are designed ac- Figure 6 shows the reflection characteristic of the rear of 

cording to these equations. For a laser radar, either of the a target vehicle. The characteristic represents the reflection 

following equations is used depending on the relationship 
cross-section (G). The reflection intensity from the rear of 

between the cross section (Ao) of the target on which the 
the target vehicle is very high at the reflectorsI and chrome 

laser beam falls and the cross section (A) of the beam: 
or decorative trim. Reflections from these areas can be 100 
times greater than that from other areas. 

(1) When Ao < A (target < beam) Radar equations tell how much power is received when 

Ar 6 Gt T~Pt the transmitted beam is sharp and the area of reflection is 
Pr - 

(4rt)2R4 
(2) inversely proportional to the second or third power of the 

range. If the beam is excessively sharp, however, the re- 
Where ceived power fluctuates considerably because it is affected 

Pr: Received Power by the reflection cross section, and a stable power cannot be 
R: Range to the target received. Beams which are excessively sharp do not con- 

Gt: Gain of the transmitting lens form to the Safety Standard for Laser Beams (described 

Ar: Aperture area of the receiving lens later). 
T: Transmission constant of air 
G: Scattering cross section of the target , The Japanese Vehicle Safety Standard rules that reflectors be installed on all 

Pt: Transmitted power vehicles. 
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~ asgle 

of a wh~cle 

7. Laser radar block 1. la- Figure sensor diagram.Table Major 
ser sensor spectifications. 

Table 1. Major laser sensor s )ecifications. 

IXlO’ It~ S~:ificatio~ 

~ apert~’e Biaeeter : ~b~ ~s~erical plastic le~s Less 

3 Badiatio~ ~ (peak value) 10 ~ or less each Coafro~s to class 1 
in IECS~ standard 

Basaangle (full asg~e) +0.~" , -+1.4" T~o=be~ayste~ 

~                                            ~ecei~.r Trammitter ~Ise .idth 70 nsec 

0.S 1 2 3 $ 7 10 20 30 ~0701~0 ~0~0 ~0 ~etitioa rate 2 mec 

(nO 0asiIlatio~ ~av~le~th 0.~04 #s ~s laser dixie ~a~e R 
Lens aperture 100× ~ m Plastic Fr’-,~nel le~ 

Figure 5. Relationship between range and received power.           R~iva~ Praa~lifier band (~3dB)          lO ~z      Light recelvi~ el~t 
PIN ~todlode 

~C ra~e ?OdB 

Detection raoge 80m or tara ’~arget : Bear of vshlcle. 

Ibnge re~olvIr~ po.e~                 0.5 ¯ 
Per fonzen~e 

0 50 100 ~ ~all~ ~ ~ ~. 
Operating voltage n~e +I0 ~ +16 V 

l~elative reflection i~tensity ~eml.~ ~ ~ -~o ~ +70 ~ 
Current coes~pti~              0.7 ~ or less 

~val 
, The characteristic .as measured by scanning the _+0.5-degree~ vi--lo~ ~ ao ¢, 
/ 240 x 7~ x 130 m 

~ la~er .bea~ a~ a distance of 2,~. ~ie~ ~.~ ~ 

Figure 6. Reflection characteristic for rear of vehicle. I~steIIatio~ locatio~ laside of fra~t ~’ille 

Sensor Configuration The lens used in the block is an aspherical plastic lens 

Basic configuration designed by Fujitsu Ten. Each beam angle is obtained by 
changing the gap (called the lens block) between the laser 

Figure 7 is a block diagram of the laser radar sensor. The diode and the lens. 
sensor consists of four sections: a laser beam transmitter, a The aspherical lens minimizes spherical aberration and 
receiver that collects and amplified the reflected light enables efficient transmission of the beam from the laser 
pulses, a range pulse generating section that generates the diode. A conventional single lens causes much spherical 
transmission-reception time difference pulse, and a range aberration and uneven intensity distribution of the radiated 
calculating section that converts the time difference pulse beam. An optical block consisting of two or three lenses can 
into range data. Table 1 shows the major sensor suppress spherical aberration but is expensive and heavy 
specifications. Figure 8 shows the prototype sensor and its and is not suitable for installation in a vehicle. Figure 9 
internal structure, shows the shape of transmitted beam measured by an infra- 

Each section is outlined below, red television camera. The shape of the beam in Figure 9(a) 
looks like an ellipse because the laser diode chip has an 

Transmitter oblong cleaved surface (called the laser oscillation edge). 
Transmitting optical block.--To extend the detection Figure 9(b) shows the cross section pattern at the center of 

range and to ensure stable target detection while the vehicle each beam (0.5-degree beam and 1.4-degree beam). These 
is moving, the block uses two beams of 0.5 and 1.4 degrees, patterns resemble a Gaussian beam. 
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+- Io~ 
8(b). ~nterior view. 

0 

8(a). Exterior view. 

Figure 8. Prototype of laser radar sensor. 0.~ ............. 

Laser diode.--The laser diode in prototype is a GaAs 9(b). Beam cross-sec~ion pattern, 
(gallium-arsenide) semiconductor laser diode and has a sin- 

gle hetero-junction structure. The laser generates near infra- 

red rays (invisible rays) with a peak wavelength of 0.904 

gm. A stacked chip is obtained by stacking three diode chips ...... 

in series tripling the laser output power for the same drive. 

This technique produces a high-power laser. 

Pulsed drive circuit.~Unlike a light emitting diode 

(LED), the laser diode generates laser beams only when the 

drive cu~ent exceeds a threshold value. A pulsed-type laser 

diode requires drive cu~ents in the tens of amperes. 

The drive pulse width is about 70 nanoseconds wide. This 

high-current, high-speed pulse drive circuit uses a high- 

speed silicon controlled rectifier (SCR). Figure 10 shows 

the basic drive circuit, which is the same as the flash circuit 
for a camera. The charge on the capacitor is applied to the 

laser diode when the SCR is triggered. Since the drive 

circuit is a high-cu~enL high-speed circuit, not only the 

components shown in figure 10 but the other components 

must be carefully designed. For example, the patterns on the 

PC board for the curcuit should be as wide and as short as 

much as possible. A pattern that is 1 mm and 5 mm wide 

long has an inductive component of about 25 nil. When the 9(a). Beam shape. 
drive pulse width is 70 ns and the drive cu~ent is 20 A, a 

Figure 9. Shape of beam transmitte~ ~rom laser~set ~istance: 
voltage drop of about 7 V occurs. This lowers the laser 

power and generates noise. It is important to select low- 

inductance components, beam or the width of the transmit pulse raises the radiation 

S@ty standard for laser beam.~The laser sensor was flux level. When the ape~ure of the lens used is 34 mm and 

designed on the basis of the IEC825 standard which dictates the pulse width is 70 ns, the permissible laser radiation flux 

that sensors installed in vehicle must be "totally safe" and level based on the MPE is 10 W. T~is means that at ~his leve~ 

have a Class 1 rating. Devices (e.g., this device) that gener- and below, the radiation is not har:mfut to the eye even 

ate rays of short pulse,duration must satisfy the limit for should be pressed against the transmitting lens. The further 

laser radiation flux level based on the maximum pe~issible the distance from the device, the higher the sa~ty. For 

exposure (MPE). Increasing the diameter of the transmitted example, in the prototype the e~fect of the laser beam is 
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Figure 10. Laser diode pulse drive circuit. 

halved ! m from the lens. Therefore, the prototype is a safe 

device conforming to the IEC regulations for a Class ! 

device. 

Receiver 
Receiving optical block.--Like the transmitting optical 

The reflector on the rear of a vehicle at a range of about 60 m 
block, the receiving optical block uses a plastic Fresnel lens was detected. 
designed by Fujitsu Ten. The reflected light from the target Figure 11(a). Example of transmitted/received waveforms. 
passes through the aperture ( 100 X 55 mm) of the lens and is 

focused on the light receiving surface (1.t X 1.1 mm)ofa The waveforms shown in (b) were obtained when one 

..... side of the rear of the vehicle and a wall further from the PIN photodiode. When the range to the target is 10 m or 

more, the incident light is nearly parallel. An ideal lens vehicle we detected, i.e., when the reflected light from mut- 

: tiple targets was received. collects parallel rays at its focal point. However, the diame- 

ter of the spot where the rays are collected is increased by 

the spherical aberration and the diffraction due to the 

Fresnel pitch. The spherical aberration of the lens designed 

for this optical block is one-tenth that of the conventional 

Fresnel lens. This lens can focus almost the entire incident 

light beam on the light receiving surface. The lens between 

the Fresnel lens and the light receiving element can be 

designed so that the back error is about +0.5 mm and re- 

quires little adjustment when assembled. The infrared filter 

.............. in front of the light receiving element suppresses external 

light such as the sun’s rays. This suppresses the optical noise 

currents (shot noise), improving the performance of the 

receiving optical block. 

Receiving arnplifier.--Transmitted light can be regarded 

as a single pulse (pulse repetition rate: 2 ms, pulse width: 70 

ns). Regenerating the pulse without loss requires an ampli. 

fier having a bandwidth larger than the half of the reciprocal 

of the pulse width. The receiver uses a wideband (10 MHz) A vehicle at a range of about 20 m and a wall at a range of 60m 
were detected at the same time. 

amplifier. 
The received optica! power can vary as much as 100 dB Figure 11 (b). Example of transmitted!received waveforms. 

(figure 5). The dynamic range of the amplifier is about 30 Range pulse generating section 
dB. To absorb the level difference, the receiving amplifier 

As shown by equation (1), a range of lm corresponds to 
has about 70 dB of automatic gain control (AGC). To pre- 

6.7 ns, the time difference (t) between the transmitted wave 
vent misdetection caused by dirt on the grille of the vehicle 

and the received wave. To measure the time difference, an 
or by light reflected by rain or snow, the receiver amplifier ECL counter and a 1-GHz clock are required: This block 
also has a sensitivity time control (STC) circuit. This circuit uses a special analog processing technique. In this tech~ 
is similar to that used in conventiona! radar receivers to nique, the time difference pulse width obtained with an RS 
increase the sensitivity of the receiver as the range to the flip-flop can be multiplied precisely This enables the pulse 
target increases. Figure 1 t shows examples of transmitted/ width to be measured using clocks from a microcomputer. 

received waveforms. The waveforms shown in (a) obtained Since the received signal is delayed by each signal proc, 

when the reflector on the rear of the target vehicle was essing block, there is an error in the time difference pulse. 

completely detected. Since the error varies with the radar set due to the variation 
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in component tolerances, each set is self-correcting (correc- 
tion 1, figure 7).                                                    ~.o~ 

Vehicle      Side 

Range calculating section ~l, ~., 

This section uses an 8-bit microcomputer to convert the Fr,~ 

transmission-reception time difference signal into range M,, 
data. The range is measured at intervals of 2 ms, and the 
results are smoothed by taking the average of several inter- e ......... 1 l 

vals. If successive abnormal data is detected, the data to be ~x~ r o~, ..... 
sent to the radar ECU is invalidated, and an instruction is 
issued to prevent incorrect control. ~x~"                                              ,,bor~o,rd’at’ ~ 

Final range correction is performed. That is, a standard 
target is installed at a range of several meters, and the bias 
error included in the range data is corrected. Error caused by 

the difference in reception level is also corrected so that an Figure 13. Detection limit ranges for statics targets. 

abrupt change in the reflection cross section of the target 
distance to the target is 100 m or less. Figure 15 shows an 

does not lower the accuracy of detection, 
example of how the field test data. The data shown in (a) was 

Moreover, whether the sensor is normal is diagnosed by 
obtained when the vehicle approached a concrete wall and 

monitoring the transmitted and received signals, 
receded from it at a fixed speed (5km/h). Lost targets 

Calculation information, including range data, is sent as 
serial data to the radar sensing cruise control ECU. The 

(missing targets) occurred in the area where the range to the 

transmission rate is 7812 bps and data is updated at intervals 
target was 60 m or more. The data shown in (b) was obtained 

of about 20 ms. 
with the vehicle pursuing a small truck. In this test, lost 
targets occurred when the range to the truck was 40 m or 

Evaluation of Performance more. The vibration (pitch and roll) of the vehicle is thought 
to be the cause of the lost targets. A sufficient detection area 

Figure 12 shows the areas in which a target (20 X 20 cm 
cannot be ensured if vibration cannot be controlled. A 

reflector) can be detected. The width of the horizontal area 
countermeasure is to increase the angle of the transmit beam 

is_+0.5 to 1 m; that of the vertical area is_+0.5 m or less. This 
or to scan the beam. Increasing the angle causes a great loss 

difference is caused by the oblong beam pattern (figure 9) 
in received power. If the angle is doubled, three-fourths of 

transmitted. The pattern is favorable because it is little 
the received power will be lost. For targets other than the 

affected by the light reflected from the road surface, 
reflector on the rear of a vehicle, the detection limit range 

~ 
(~ that depends on the equivalent noise power of the receiver 

0.st- should be taken into consideration. 

~ 
(~xO 1.4-de~e line 

~ 0.,~ 

-0.,’                                                       *~     I0 

5 

Figure 12. Detection area~target: 20 × 20 cm reflector. 
3 

When the range is 100 m or more, the width of the 
2 

horizontal area gradually decreases within the area enclosed 
by the 0.5-degree line. That is, the power of the 1.4-degree z 

z 3 
beam is attenuated and the target is detected chiefly with the R 
0.5-degree beam. Figure 13 shows the detection limit 

Figure 14. Range measuring accuracy--Target: reflector on 
characteristics for static targets. The rear of a vehicle can be the rear of a vehicle. 
detected at a range of about 350 m. Other targets can be 
detected at a range of 50 to 130 m. The data shows that the Scanning the beam enables the detection area to be 
sensor ensures a sufficient detection area. expanded without sacrifice of the detection limit range. The 

Figure 14 shows the accuracy of target (vehicle) beam may be scanned using a mirror or an ultrasonic wave. 
detection. The detection error is 2 m or less when the It is necessary to establish a high-stability scanning method. 
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Vehicle s~d : ~0 

~o ~get 

~ 40 
o 

FI~ obj~ , such as a ~i~ s~rip , ~-e 

£1apsed t~me 
4sec 

Fix~ 0bj~ on tha r~d ~re de~. ~a~e cut : ~ a) 

F~ure ~5(0). Examgle el obtained in I~e~ lest 

the feasibility of [he headway control using a laser was 

wi~, ~ : ~ ~ confirmed. Subjects to be tackled in the futm’e are: 

(~ / ~ The stability of the headway control should be 

~ ~mproved by taking measures to prevent lost 
2 N targets. 
~ 40 ~ ~ The detection characteristic in rain or snow 
= ~ should be examined. 

~ lO ~ Setting of the system control specifications for the 

’ ’ ’ features which reflect the laser should be 

El a~ ed time ~ examined. 

~ ~n ~k ~ d~. ~e ~ : ~ ~ We do not know how the public will receive our headway 

Figure 15(b), ~xample ol obta~neO in IielO test control system, but we think that it will effectively prevem 

accidents. 

Which of the two methods (increasing the beam angle or 
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scanning the beam ) is most effective should be checked by 
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strip while the vehicle was driven along a curve. It was 1984. 
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by range output only. Therefore. the steering signal input to Sha, 1982. 

the radar ECU was used to recognize the curve, and the D. Smith. "Electronic Distance Measurement for 
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Conclusion 
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Although there is room for performance improvement, 1976. 
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An Investigation on a Torque-Bias-Limited-Slip Differential and Assessment of its 
Influence on Vehicle Handling 

Written Only Paper system are equal. The disadvantage of this equality is that if 
the torque to one wheel is reduced by low friction at the 

D. Rahani, wheel/ground interface the torque on the other side is also 

A.J. Robertson, reduced leaving little tractive force. But the advantage of 

Cranfield Institute of Technology, England equal torque means no yawing moment is applied about the 
vehicle centre of gravity. 

Abstract A friction control limited slip differential on the other 

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the 
hand has the advantage that if the torque on one side of the 

control of wheel spin under adverse road conditions. Some 
system is reduced by low friction a higher torque can still be 

manufacturers are investigating complex control systems to 
transmitted by the other wheel maintaining a reasonable 

limit or prevent wheel spin by integrating with the anti-lock 
total tractive force. The disadvantage however is the 

brake systems. Other manufacturers are fitting limited slip 
difference in torque and hence tractive effort between each 

differential mechanisms of various designs, 
side resulting in a yawing moment on the vehicle which is 

This paper contains an analysis of a particular type of 
always present while differential action takes place. 

Torque-Bias-Limited-Slip Differential, showing that for 
Therefore whenever the vehicle turns a comer a yawing 
moment is applied to the vehicle. 

differential action to occur across the unit there must always 
The particular type of differential used in this 

be a difference of torque at the two output shafts. Parameters 
affecting this torque difference or Torque Bias Ratio (TBR) 

investigation was the Gleason Torsen (figure 1). 

between the two shafts are evaluated and the most signifi- 
cant specified. 

Verification of the analysis is obtained from meas- 
urements recorded on a 2.8 Ton Van fitted with the differen- 
tial. The existence of the Torque Bias Ratio was established 
for a number of driving conditions. 

Finally the magnitude of the yawing moment applied to 
the vehicle due to the Torque Bias Ratio is evaluated. 

Introduction 
In recent years safari rallies and off-road racing have 

increased in popularity and the experience of these has 
highlighted the value of Anti-Spin Regulation (ASR). The 
benefits of maintaining drive traction and control of the 
vehicle under low coefficient of friction and differ~,~g 
coefficient of friction conditions become obvious. Lessons Figure 1. Construction details of a Torsen Differential. 

learned have been incorporated in road going two-wheel 
drive and four-wheel drive cars by fitting limited slip Torque-Bias Ratio 
differentials. These differentials fall into three basic The ratio of the torque on one side of the differential 
categories, (1) Mechanical Lock, where the two halves of relative to that on the other is known as the Torque-Bias 
the system are mechanically locked to form a solid axle (2) Ratio (TBR). By definition we choose this value to be the 
Viscous Coupling, where plates attached to each half-shaft higher torque divided by the lower and therefore TBR is 
rotate relative to each other in a viscous fluid (3) Friction 
Control where the geometry of the system generates high 

always greater than unity. 

frictional forces. 
We can explain how the TBR occurs by considering the 

The subject ofthispaperis oneoftype (3) relying on high 
differential used as a gearbox as shown in figure 2. After 

friction forces to prevent wheel spin on one side of the fixing the casing of the gears, rotate the right-hand shah 

system, anti-clockwise with torque TWR the left-hand shaft will 

A vehicle travelling along a curved path requires the rotate clockwise with a torque output TWL. The diagram 

wheels on the side furthest from the centre of turn to rotate (figure 2) is shown with the left-hand shaft torque as the 

faster than those on the side closest to the centre. The reaction torque i.e. the torque necessary to prevent or resist 

magnitude of the difference between the rotations is rotation. The reaction torque on the casing TR~ will be the 

relatively small in normal driving but can be quite large for sum of TWR + TWL. Because of the friction forces developed 

parking manoeuvres or when negotiating obstacles. For an by the geometry of the differential the value of TWL will be 
"open" differential such as one consisting of two sets of less than TWR. 
bevel gears the torques transmitted by each side of the When the differential is used in an axle TR~ is the input 
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r The torsion equation is 
RG "~ 

T 
WL 

nr~enoN tORQUE FTR r + !.t2 FAR r’ = TWR (3) 

otrn, trr~or^~or~ Combining these equations we can express the normal 
force at the gear contact points 

TWR (4) ~ 
FNR= 3(Ar+~t2Br’) 

T 
WR 

~’D~G" ~o~o~ Forces at right-hand crossed helical transfer/ 
~trr no~.~oN spur gears 

Figure 2. Differential used as a reversing gearbox. The normal forces and friction forces generated at the 
tooth contact points by the right-hand side helical gear are 

torque from the ring gear while TWR and TwL are the right applied to the three right-hand crossed helical transfer 

and left-hand wheel torques respectively, as occur when the gears. Figure 4 shows these forces and the reaction forces on 

vehicle is making a right-hand turn. Note that the wheel the spur gears and end thrust face. 

closest to the centre of the turn carried the largest torque. For 
a left-hand turn the left-hand wheel becomes the ’driving’ 

side because the relative rotation is reversed, and has the i i ;    | 

higher torque. 

To determine the value of the TBR we need to examine 
~ 

~ ,. ~ / 
the forces generated at the gear contact points and determine 
the equations of statics for each of the gear wheels. 

Forces at right-hand helical gear 

Consider the right-hand side helical gear attached to the k, : 
right-hand half-shaft which in the situation shown in figure /~ I ’ 
2 is the input gear. Figure 3 illustrates the forces generated at ~�’ [                                    ’ 
the tooth contact point and the reaction thrust force at the 

left-hand face. , , 
I ¯ 

I , 

I 

F 

~ 
F.~ cos ~                        2 

Figure 3. Free body diagram of right-hand helical gear. 

The tangential (circumferential) reaction force Figure 4. Free body diagram of right-hand transfer gear. 

FTR = 3 FNR A                 (1) Tangential force on the right-hand crossed helical trans- 

There are 3 transfer gears in contact with the side helical fer gears 
gears. As these are equally spaced around the side helical 

FwrR = FNR B (5) 
gear no resultant radial load occurs on the side gear. 

The Axial force Axial force on end thrust face 

FAR = 3 FNR B (2) FATR = FNR A (6) 
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Separating force on crossed helical gears 
I 

FRTR=FNRSinW (7) I 
~ I 

] FNt" COS ~ ~ 1 
The tangential force on each of the two spur gears at- ~. I 1 - 

tached to the crossed helical transfer gear is obtained from 

Fx’rRrT (8) FTSR --    2 rs 

hence the normal force on the spur gear 

FTSR (9) I t I 

[ FNSR - COS tIJs 

I 
and the separating force on the spur gear 

/ 
FRSR = FNsR sin q~s (10) F~v~ r.~ 

From the tangential and normal forces on the crossed 
helical gear and spur gears we can determine the radial load 2 Fret. 
on the shaft and supporting journals 

/      \ 
FRR = [(FTTR + 2 FRSR)2 + (FRTR + 2 FTSR):]1/2 (11) 

/ 

Hence the friction torque on each crossed helical/spur 
gear assembly can be found 

T~rR = ~t3 FATR r’r+ ~4 FRR ~ (12) 

The torque output from the right-hand spur gears must be 
the input torque to the crossed helical gear less the friction 
torque 

Tos = Fa-rn rT -- TFTR            (13)     Figure 5. Free body diagram of left-hand transfer gear. 

/ We ignore any losses in the meshing of the spur gears as 
these will be small so the input to the left-hand crossed 
helical/spur gear assembly will be equal to TosE- 

The Left-Hand Crossed Helical Transfer/Spur Gears can 
be examined in a similar way while the main forces acting 
on the assembly are shown in figure 5. For brevity we will 
not list all the equations here. 

The forces generated at the crossed helical gears trans- 

"r,,~,~     - " 
mit the driving torque to the left-hand helical gear attached 
to the left-hand half-shaft. 

The Forces at the Left-Hand Helical Gear are shown in 
figure 6. Again as there are three gears equally spaced 
around the side gear no resultant radial load exists. However 
it is most interesting to note that the left-hand side helical / / 

gear is forced to the left by the thrust FAR from the right- r~,- 
hand side wheel and by the axial component of the gear Figure 6. Free body diagram of left-hand helical gear. 
tooth force resulting in FAL the left-hand axial force being 
high. Hence the frictional torque is very high. There is a 
friction torque generated at the right side ~2 FAL r’ and also The input torque FTL r = 3 F~L D r (16) 

at the left ~2 FAL r’. 
The output torque to the left-hand half-shaft must equal 

The axial force FAL = 3 FNL C ÷ FAR (14) the input torque less the friction torque. 

The friction torque T~L = g2 FAR r’ + ~2 FAL r’ (15) TWL = 3 FNL D r - ~2 FAR r’ - ~2 FAL r’ (17) 
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Now the Torque Bias Ratio (TBR) - TWR could occur in practice gives TBR from 5.0 to 12.0. If the 
TWL friction coefficient were to rise to 0.3 the TBR rises to over 

and can be expressed in terms of the many parameters as 
100 and the system would effectively lock-up. All the drive 

follows: 
is taken by one wheel only--the inner wheel closer to the 
centre of turn. T~R - {{D r - #2 C r’} x {B rT - //3 A rT’ 

÷ in, ÷ B ÷ Face shows an even more dramatic rise in TBR, figure 8. 
When the friction coefficient is as low as 0.18 the TBR is 

{A r + //2 B r’} X {C ET + /~3 D rT’ 
over 100 and hence the differential has effectively locked- 

d~ t, _~,t + in,_C ~t] } up and will drive on one wheel only. 

2 /~2 B r’     }-I 

(A r + /tI B r) ... (18) 

Parametric Study 
As seen in the previous section there are many parameters 

in the TBR so the equations were assembled into a computer 
program so that a parametric study could be made to 
determine the most important parameters. The differential 
functions primarily by the lead angle of the helical gears 

~ ~ 

~ 
1 

generating axial forces which cause high thrust reactions 
and high friction torques. 

The geometry of the Torsen Differential was taken from 
the actual unit that was tested except that gear tooth pressure 
angles were estimated. 

._._.--- ~ 
Coefficient of Friction at Crossed Helical Gear Teeth was -- 

varied from 0 to 0.30 and the variation in TBR is shown in 
~ ~.~ o.~ oo~ 0.o~ 0.~o 0.~ o.~ o.~ 

figure 7. The nominal coefficient of friction for steel on steel COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AT SIDE 
gear teeth can be of the order of 0.18 which would give a HELICAL GEAR END THRUST FACE 

TBR of 10. This value would occur if the relative siding Figure 8. Variation of torque bias ratio with coefficient of 

velocity is very low which is the condition occurring in the 
friction at side helical gear end thrust face. 

differential. 
The Lead Angle of the Helical Gears is very much in the 

~0 , , control of the designer. Figure 9 shows the effect of varying 

I 1 the lead angle between 25° and 75°. When the angle is 25° 
,o 

[ 
i.e. the gear is approaching a worm gear, high TBR occurs, 

~o~ while the minimum TBR is given by a lead angle of about 

O ~0 52°. Large lead angles of 75° will result in the helical gears 
approaching straight spur gears and high end thrust will 

~ B0 occur on the transfer gears which approximate to worm 

~ 7~ gears, reducing the overall efficiency. It is interesting to 

~0 i note that the range of lead angles from 40° to 60° have little 
m l influence on the TBR. 

/ ,o Experimental Tests 

~ A Torsen Differential unit was adapted to fit the Bedford 
~o 

/ CF2 van shown in figure 10. The adoptions consisted of a 
¯ o / ring for mounting the final drive ring gear and sleeves for 

~o _~ the support bearings--the Torsen unit was designed for a 
smaller axle unit. 

o 0.0~ o.o, 0o~ o~ o.~ ~.,~ 0.~, 0.~ o~n o.~o o.= o,~, o.z~ o~           These modifications were necessary for installation 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AT purposes in the available vehicle but of course did not affect 
HELICAL GEAR TOOTH SURFACE 

the function of the unit. The primary aim of the 
Figure 7. Variation of torque bias ratio with coefficient of 

experimental tests was to verify that the predicted Torque friction at crossed helical gear teeth. 
Bias Ratio (TBR) occurred during various turning 

Examination of figure 7 shows that with a variation of conditions of the vehicle. Three types of test were 
coefficient of friction at the teeth from 0.1 to 0.2 which conducted, simple steady state turns at various speeds and 
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I ’ 
22 

20 

10 

Z~ ~o ~5 ~0 ÷5 50 55 60 ~5 70 75 

LN ~G~ OF SIDE HEMC~ G~ 
~ 

LWTOQ 

Figure 9. Varia~ion of torque bias ratio with lead angle of side 
helical geaL                                                                   ~ ~ 

Figure 11. Right turn at 3 mis with s~eering 

~atiwly th~ i~n~ [y~ ~ay haw b~ 

road surface. 

Results taken at a higher speed of 6 mis ~21.6 kin/hi on a 

20m radius of turn are shown in figure 12. The left-turn 

results show a Torque Bias Ratio (TBRI of approximately 

4.5 while the right-turn results show virtually zero torque 

being transmitted by the outer left-hand wheel i.e. all the 

tractive effort is transmitted by the inner wheel. Oscillations 

in both the speed and torque of the inner wheel were again 

Figure 10. ~edford CF2 Van wi~h Torsen Differential and observed for both directions of tum~ 
instrumentation. 

radius of turn, lane manoeuvres and turns on a Hilt Climb 

~= ~= -- 
when the torque throughput is relatively higher. 

Steady state turns ¯ 
The greatest speed ratio between the outer and inner ~ ~=-- 

wheels on the axle will occur when the vehicle is turned on -~~*s~o ~ L~ 

full lock. Figure 11 shows the measured wheel torques and 

speed when the vehicle was travelling at a nominal speed of ’,~ ~ ,~, 
3 m/s (10.8 km~) at full right-hand lock. 

=~L ~ ~ ~    ~ ~ -~    -- 
The lower graph shows the right-hand (i~ner)wheel 

,~~~ ~ 

torque at 450 N m with the left-hand (outer) wheel trans- ~,= ~ ~ 
mitring about 45 N-m, hence the TBR is approximately 10. 

~: The upper graph shows the speed ratio of outer to inner 
~ ~ 

, , 
wheel of 1.43. 

~ ~ 
An interesting observation from this result is the oscilla- .(: ~ 

tions on both the speed and torque signals from the right- 

hand or inner wheel indicating vibrations probably caused ~; * " "~ ..... ~; 
by a stick-slip action in the differential mechanism. Alter- Figure12. Le~andrightturnsa~6m/sCnac~releo¢ra~as2Om. 
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Lane change manoeuvres will be of the order of 1000 N/degree of slip angle. There- 
fore changes in tyre slip angle due to the Yaw Moment 

This test was carried out on a gradient of 7.2% withatum caused by the TBR of the differential will be only about 
to the right, a short straight, a second turn to the right 0.128 degrees which will cause only small changes in vehi- 
followed by a turn to the left. The turns were typical of turns cle handling characteristics. 
on hilly roads and so the relative speeds of the two wheels 

HILL CLII~ING TEST RESULTS differed by only small amounts (figure 14 top graph). 
The torques in each drive shaft varied considerably with 

the Torque Bias Ratio at 11 for right-hand turns and 4.5 for 

(.) r (d) " ’    I -- LWSPD 

. .... 

,~ Figure 13. Left and right lane change manoeuvre at 13 m/S.Yawing moment of vehicle 

The sections on the theoretical analysis and the practical 
~= ,= test results have both shown that when differential motion 

l_vcr0Q_J 
occurs the torque transmitted by the two wheels differs by 
the TBR. Both theoretical and practical results show the 

’= ’J~ 
~,"’~ L 

higher torque is transmitted by the wheel closer to the centre L _- 

of turn. This will result in a yawing moment applied to the 
vehicle tending to turn the vehicle out of turn i.e. make the (e~ 

vehicle tend to understeer. Figure 14. Hill Climbing test on a gradient of 7.2%. 
The highest torque difference measured during the tests 

occurred on the hill climb when the inner and outer wheel Tests at high lateral accelerations were not conducted. 
torques were 540 N-m and 40 N-m respectively. This vehi- Further investigations are required to determine the condi- 
clehas atrackof 1.646 m which results in a Yawing Moment tions that will cause the torque to transfer from the inner 

= 410 N-m. With a wheelbase of 3.2 m the change in side wheel to the centre of turn to the outer wheel due to weight 
force generated at the front and rear axles will be 128 N. transfer from the inner wheel caused by increasing lateral 

Tyre Cornering Stiffness for the tyres fitted to this vehicle acceleration. There may be a condition when the understeer- 
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ing Yaw Moment reverses to become an oversteering Yaw 
FTI~ Tangential force on left hand helical gear 

Moment. FTR Tangential force on right hand helical gear 
F~sL Tangential force on left hand spur gear 

Conclusions FTsR Tangential force on right hand spur gear 

The investigations have proved both theoretically and Fa-’rL Tangential force on left hand transfer crossed 

practically that for all conditions of turning when relative helical gear 

rotation occurs across the differential there is a higher FYrR Tangential force on right hand transfer crossed 

torque on the wheel closer to the centre of turn. The TBR is 
helical gear 

dependent upon many parameters but is influenced mainly r Pitch circle radius of helical gear 

by the Lead Angle on the helical side gears, and the 
Effective friction radius on helical gear end 

coefficients of friction at the end faces of the side helical thrust face 

gears and at the gear teeth. Under normal driving conditions rs Pitch circle radius of spur gear 

the TBR causes an understeering Yawing Moment on the ra- Pitch circle radius of transfer worm wheel 

vehicle which has little influence on the vehicle handling r~’ Effective friction radius of crossed helical 

characteristics. Further investigations are required for transfer/spur gear end thrust face 

extremes of cornering condition. TF~ Friction torque on left hand helical gear 

T~rr~ Friction torque on right hand crossed helical 

Reference transfer/spur gear 

TosR Output torque on right hand spur gear 
D. Rahani, Analysis and Measurement of Torque-Bias 

Twi~ Left hand wheel torque 
and Speed Difference of a Limited Slip Differential. TwR Right hand wheel torque 
Cranfield Institute of Technology, M.Sc. Thesis, 1988. TBR Torque bias ratio 

Notation 3- Lead angle of helical gear 
Coefficient of friction at helical gear tooth 

dp Diameter of transfer gear shaft surface 
FA~ Axial force on left hand helical gear ~t2 Coefficient of friction at helical gear end thrust 
FAR Axial force on right hand helical gear faces 
F~,a-i~ Axial force on left hand crossed helical gear [t3 Coefficient of friction at crossed helical transfer/ 
F~,~R Axial force on right hand crossed helical gear spur gear end thrust face 
F~r~ Normal force on left hand helical gear ~J-4 Coefficient of friction at crossed helical transfer/ 
FNR Normal force on fight hand helical gear spur gear journal bearing 
Fr~sR Normal force on right hand spur gear W Pressure angle of crossed helical gears 
F~ Resultant force on right hand transfer gear shaft Ws Pressure angle of spur gear 
FRsL Radial separating force on left hand spur gear 
FRsR Radial separating force on right hand spur gear For brevity the following symbols used are: 

FRa-I~ Radial separating force on left hand transfer A = cos ~P sin 3- + ~tI cos 3- 
crossed helical gear 

B = cos W cos 3- - ~tl sin 3- 
F~r~ Radial separating force on right hand transfer 

C = cos W cos 3. + ~t~ sin 3- 
crossed helical gear D = cos W sin 3- - ~tI cos 3. 

Analysis of Optimum Low-Beam Illumination Pattern Based on Human Visual 
Perception Characteristics 

Written Only Paper the purpose of determining the optimum illumination pat- 

tern of low-beam headlamps. The results indicated that ob- 
Yasutoshi Seko, Tomoko Saito, stacle visibility distance is not the only factor influencing 
Haruhiko Iizuka 

the driver’s judgment of the quality an illumination pattern. 
Vehicle Research Laboratory, Central 
Engineering Laboratories, Nissan Motor Co., 

The perceived brightness of the road surface, especially in 

zones near the vehicle and at an intermediate distance, was 
Ltd. 

also found to have a large effect on the driver’s judgment. 

Abstract This paper first describes a new methodology for simulat- 

An analysis was made of the factors influencing the driv- 
ing low-beam illumination patterns which employs an im- 

er’s subjective judgment of illumination pattern quality for age processing system. It then presents an analysis of 
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perceived brightness and describes an attempt to devise a Illumination Pattern Simulation Using 
brightness quantification method. Image Processing System 
Introduction Evaluations of low-beam illumination patterns are 

In order to determine the optimum low-beam usually carried out in nighttime driving tests using actual 
vehicles. This approach by itself, however, is rather illumination pattern for nighttime driving, it is necessary to 
inefficient and it is not easy to construct various illumina- clarify what illumination conditions are needed by the 
tion patterns for confirming how well the driver can see the driver for good visibility. A considerable amount of 

research has already been carried out concerning this road. 

subject. Typical examples of the work done to date include To overcome these problems, we have developed a 
methodology for simulating illumination patterns using an analyses of visibility distance for recognizing obstacles or 

pedestrians in the road ahead. These analyses have been image processing system. This methodology makes it 

based on human visual perception characteristics, such as possible to create and display different types of forward 

the ability to distinguish differing degrees of luminance, 
visibility conditions on a CRT screen. 

The aim of this work was to clarify the optimum 
Outline of Illumination Pattern illumination pattern for low-beam headlamps by analyzing 

the illumination conditions perceived to be necessary by the Simulation 
driver as seen from the driver’s seat. As the first step in this 

research, a methodology for simulating illumination Incorporation of background photograph 
patterns was developed for use in evaluating the 
illumination patterns of low-beam headlamps. With this A daytime photograph of a forward scene as viewed from 
methodology, various road surface luminance patterns are the driver’s eye point (1) in (figure 1) was first input into the 
first calculated by computer simulation. These patterns are image processing system (Nexus 6510). Daytime 
then synthesized with a background photograph of a real- luminance distribution data, LD (XS, YS), were then found 
world landscape using an image processing system. As the from a shading pattern image of the photograph. Here, (XS, 
second step, the new methodology was used to analyze YS) indicates the coordinate system on the CRT screen 
different road surface luminance patterns. (figure 2). 

(1) Daytime photograph (2) Nighttime simulation 

Distance to left and right 
of vehicle center line 

(6) Example of Image synthesis 

~ 0,~ ,0,s 0,~ ,~ ,0~ ,0~ =~ o~ ,o~                                                                  showing obstacle 

U. 

(3) Road surface luminance data 
(4) Luminance pattern as seen 

from eye point 

Figure 1. Simulation of illumination patterns using image processing system. 

Simulation of daytime background image LNS (XS, YS) = k X Lo (XS, YS) (1) 

The daytime luminance distribution data, L~ (XS, YS), where, k is a coefficient. 
found in paragraph above were multiplied by a coefficient 
to reduce the overall luminance level. This resulted in lumi- Calculation of road surface luminance values 
nance distribution data, L~s (XS, YS), for a background Simulations were performed to calculate illuminance dis- 
image that simulated a nighttime driving condition (2) in tribution data, E (x, y) and road surface luminance distribu- 
(figure 1). tion data, L (x, y), from headlamp luminous intensity distri- 
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bution data, I (0, �~) and the installation position of the cient, r (XS, YS), was devised. This was done by finding the 

headlamps and the angle of the optical axis ((3) in figure 1). distribution of the relative luminance ratio for each CRT 
screen pixel from road surface luminance distribution data 

E (x, y) = f (I (0, (~))                     of the background image. 

where, 0 is the horizontal angle of the luminous intensity 
output of the headlamps and (~ is the vertical angle of the Image synthesis 

luminous intensity. (x, y) are the coordinates of a distance Based on the road surface luminance distribution data, L 
coordinate system, which has as its starting point the center (XS, YS) found with equation (2) and the road surface 
line of the vehicle. This point is at the front-end of the coefficient, r (XS, YS), road surface luminance distribution 
vehicle when the vehicle and the road surface are viewed data, LNr (XS, YS), were found for the synthesized image. 
from above, x is the distance to the left and right from the That result was then added to the background luminance 
center of the vehicle front-end (left = minus; right = plus), distribution data, LNs (XS, YS), to synthesize an image of 
and y is the distance in the forward direction from the the road surface ahead when illuminated by the headlamps 
vehicle front-end (figure 2). at night ((5) in figure 1). 

L (x, y) = (x × 13 × E (x, y) (2) LNr (XS, YS) = L (XS, YS) × r (XS, YS) 

where, ~ is the coefficient of luminance reflected back from The luminance distribution data, L~ (XS, YS), of the syn- 
the road surface and ~ is the transmissivity of the thesized image of the road surface ahead can be given as 
windshield. 

L~ (XS, YS) = L~r (XS, YS) + Lr~s (XS, YS) 

,/o(o, o) y Obstacle image synthesis 

[~ 
>XS 

t0~x 

The size and reflectivity of an obstacle and the coordi- 

nates of its position (x, y) were also input into the image 
processing system. Luminous intensity values for the obsta- 

,0) cle were determined from the luminous intensity distribu- 
tion data for the headlamps. An image containing the obsta- 

/ 7/ cle was then synthesized using the same procedure as J 
/ " outlined above. As a result, this made it possible to display CRT screen 

Road surface ~__] 
an obstacle in front of the vehicle, in addition to the road 

Vehicle surface. 

An example of a synthesized image showing an obstacle 
CRT screen and coodlnates Coordinates for vehicle position is illustrated in (6) in figure 1. The obstacle used was the 

and road surfaoe 
target recommended by the International Illumination Com- 

Figure 2. Coordinate system on CRT screen and coordinate mittee (CIE), having dimensions of 20 cm X 20 cm and a system for actual distance. 
reflectivity of 5%. 

A coordinate conversion operation was then performed Comparison of road surface luminance distri- 
on the coordinates of the road surface luminance distribu- 
tion data, L (x, y), to translate them to the luminance distri- 

bution of synthesized image and that found 

bution data of the coordinate system on the CRT screen, L from luminous intensity distribution data 
(XS, YS). The purpose of this operation was to generate Figure 3 compares the road surface luminance data, cal- 
image data corresponding to the road visibility as seen from culated by simulation from the luminous intensity distribu- 
the driver’s eye point (4) in (figure 1). tion data, and the luminance data of the synthesized image 

L (XS, YS) = F (L (x, y)) shown on the CRT screen. It is seen that the two sets of 
luminance data show good agreement. This result indicates 

Calculation of road surface coefficient that the image obtained in the illumination pattern simula- 

Road surface brightness in the real world undergoes sub- tion using the image processing system is capable of sim- 

tie and irregular changes caused by road surface irregu- ulating the nighttime road surface luminance distribution. 

larities. A synthesized image, generated by simply adding 
the background luminance distribution data, LNs (XS, YS), 

Analysis of low-beam illumination patterns 

found with equation (1) and road surface luminance distri- Four types of illumination patterns were found by simula- 

bution data, L (XS, YS), found with equation (2), is not tion for low-beam headlamps currently in use. These pat- 

capable of indicating such delicate changes. Thus it would terns were for different road surface illumination zones 

not provide a realistic depiction of a road surface illumi- ranging from a zone immediately in front of the vehicle to a 

hated by headlamps at night. In order to create such irregular distant zone. In each case, it was assumed that the luminous 

changes in road surface brightness, a road surface coeffi- flux was the same and that the headlamps illuminated a lane 
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Figure 3. Comparison oI road surface luminance calculated 
~rom luminous intensity distribution an~ roa~ sur/ace lumi- ~o,w.r,,d~t~,¢e (m) 
nance 1oun~ with image processing system. Figure4. Roa~surlaceluminance levellorvarious illumination 

patterns. 
width of two meters to the left and right of the vehicle’s 
center line. Images were then synthesized and shown on the Obstacle Visibility 
CRT screen for evaluation of the low-beam illumination The subjects were shown an image containing an obstacle 
patterns. An analysis was made of the factors thought to 

on the road in front of the vehicle and were asked to indicate 
influence the evaluation of the optimum low-beam illu- the visibility distance. As mentioned earlier, the obstacle 
mination pattem, was a target 20 cm × 20 cm in size and with 5% reflectivity. 

The characteristics of the four types of illumination pat- The visibility distance with pattern A was approximately 30 
terns are outlined in table 1. Road surface luminance data m, with pattern B approximately 50 m and with patterns C 
are shown in figure 4 for a zone immediately in front of the and D more than 70 m. The subjects indicated that patterns 
vehicle (one meter to the left and right) and examples of the C and D provided a greater visibility distance than pattern A 
road surface illumination patterns displayed on the CRT or pattern B. On the other hand, in their evaluations of 
screen are shown in figure 5. illumination pattern quality, pattern B received the highest 

Table 1. Characteristics of various illumination patterns, rating followed by pattern C. Patterns A and D received the 
lowest ratings. 

Pattern Oaractodstlcs The relationship between obstacle visibility distance and 
illumination pattern quality is shown in figure 6. It is seen 

A       Luminance graWent Is twice as great aa that of pattern B that the rating of illumination pattern quality has a low 

Has a luminance gradient equal to that o! current low-- correlation with obstacle visibility distance. This result 
8 ~eam need~amp suggests that the optimum low-beam illumination pattern 
C Ease o! obs~ele recognition Is virtually the same for cannot be determined solely on the basis of an evaluation of 

d~nerent forward d~st~nce 
obstacle visibility distance. 

D 
Luminance gmcllent Is twice as great as lllal 

Perceived road surface brightness 

Subjective evaluation of illumination patterns The relationship between the perceived brightness of the 
entire road surface and illumination pattern quality is shown 

The different illumination patterns of low-beam head- in figure 7. It is seen that there is a strong relationship 
lamps result in different feelings of brightness in the road between the rating the subjects gave to the brightness of the 
surface ahead that are generally perceptible to drivers. In entire road surface and their evaluation of the illumination 
this work, it was assumed that this perceived feeling of pattern quality. This suggests that the perceived brightness 
brightness also affected the driver’s subjective judgment of of the entire road surface has a major influence on the 
the quality of the illumination pattern, in addition to obsta- evaluation of low-beam illumination quality. Thus it indi- 
cle visibility difference. The following experiment and cates that the perceived road surface brightness is an impor- 
analysis were carried out to examine this assumption, tant factor which should be evaluated in making a deter- 

In the experiment, the four types of illumination patterns mination of the optimum illumination pattern for low-beam 
were shown on the CRT screen to six subjects. The subjects headlamps. 
were asked to evaluate the quality of the illumination pat- An analysis was then made of factors influencing the 
tern, obstacle visibility distance and brightness of the road subjects’ evaluation of the brightness of the entire road 
surface. The evaluation of road surface brightness included surface. This was done by examining the correlation be- 
the perceived brightness of the entire road surface as well as tween their evaluation of the brightness of each zone, i.e., 

that for three different zones: a near zone (8 - 20 m) an near, intermediate and distant, and their evaluation of the 
intermediate zone (20 - 40 m) and a far zone (40 - 100 m). brightness of the entire road surface. The results are shown 
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Figure 5. Pattern B~lumlnance pattern created by image     distance. 
processing. 
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Dark Bright 

Perceived brightness 
of entire road surface 

Figure 7. Illumination pattern quality 
ness of entire road 

perceived brightness in near and inte~ediate zones, which 
Figure 5. Pattern C~luminance pattern creat~ by image appear to have little relationship with the obstacle visibility 
processing, 

distance, are also important factors that must be considered. 

The foregmng results indicated that there was a need 
in figure 8. The coefficients of co,elation between their 

quantify the feeling of road surface brightness in order 
evaluations of the brightness of the entire road surface and 

dete~ine the optimum illumination pattern for low-beam 
evaluations of the brightness of each zone are given in table 

headlamps. The following section describes an attempt to 
2. 

devise such a quantification technique. 
The evaluation of the brightness of the near zone and of 

the intermediate zone show a stronger correlation with the Trial calculations of perceived brightness for 
entire road surface brightness evaluation than that of the far each illumination pattern 
zone. These results thus indicate that the perceived bright- Calculations were made of the mtat road surface tumi- 
ness of the near and inte~ediate zones has a large effect on nance using the following three methods in order to deter- 
the perceived brightness of the entire road surface, mine the amount of light entering ~5e driver’s eyes from the 

In summary, the obstacle visibility distance is nm the road surface. It was thought that this value could be used as a 

only impor[an~ factor to consider when dete~ining the yardstick for quantifying perceived brightness: 
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Figure 8. Correlation between perceived brightness of various road surface zones and perceived brightness of entire road surface 
(1/2). 

(l) The total road surface luminance was found for 

= o" 5 

- I!il 

the entire stretch of road (i.e., two meters on either side 

~, ~ (0 II~ of the vehicle and from 8 to 100 m in front of it) when 
"~ ," ’t: seen from directly over the road. 

¯ ~ "o (2) The total road surface luminance was found for 

" ~ 3 -- ¯ the entire road as seen from the driver’s eye point 
"o ,- (downward angle of vision of 0° - 8° and horizontal 
>~~_~ angle of 20° left and 13° right as seen from driver’s eye 

2 A. 
.o ~              point). 

0 
~ ~ ¯ (3) The total road surface luminance was found for 

~ 1 - 
the road surface in front of the vehicle (one meter to the 

~ left and right of the vehicle) as seen from the driver’s 
~ I I I I eye point looking at the road ahead. 

- 1 2 3 4 5 Figure 9 shows the relationship between the luminance 

- Dark Bright 
values calculated for the four illumination patterns with the 
first method and the subjects’ evaluations of the perceived 

Perceived brightness of brightness of the entire road surface. With this method, the 

distant .road surface zone calculated luminance values for patterns C and D, which 
have a high road surface luminance level for the distant 

Figure 8. Correlation between perceived brightness of various 
~ road surface zones and perceived brightness of entire road zone, are larger than the calculated luminance values for 
¯ __ surface (2/2). patterns A and B. The magnitude relationship of the calcu- 

lated values does not agree with that of the subjects’ evalua- 
Table 2. Coefficients of correlation for perceived brightness of 
various road surface zones relative to perceived brightness of tions of road surface brightness. 

entire road surface. The reason for this discrepancy can be explained as fol- 
lows. When the road ahead is viewed from the driver’s eye 

Road surface zone Correlation cofficlent point, the apparent area of the distant zone is smaller than 

. Perceived brightness of near road that of the near or intermediate zone. However, in calculat- 
surface zone 0.68 

ing the total road surface luminance, each zone was treated 
Perceived brightness of intermediate road 

0.57 as having the same area. 
surface zone 

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the luminance 
Perceived brightness of distant road 
surface zone 0.06 values calculated for the four illumination patterns with the 

second method and the subjects’ evaluations of the bright- 
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~ When the subjects evaluated road surface brightness, such 
o~ ¯ ~ as in the first zone to a distance of approximately 8 m ahead 

~) ~ ~/~ 

[!;CDI 

of the vehicle, it is thought that they did not necessarily 
¯ " = make an evaluation for the full lane width from one side to 
~ the other. In their actual evaluations, they may have looked 
.~ ~ at changes in road surface brightness that occurred in a 
"O ,O 3 -- ¯ smaller field of vision and based their ratings on that visual 
> ,_ information. 
"~ ~ 2 -- ~ In these experiments, it was not clear what the subjects’ 

I~. ’~ ~ | _ ¯ field of vision was when they evaluated the road surface 

~ O brightness. However, with the third method, an attempt was 
GI made to calculate the total road surface luminance only for 

~ I I I I the area in front of the vehicle. 

0 | 0 90 Figure 11 shows the relationship between the luminance 
values calculated for the four illumination patterns with the 

Calculated road surface third method and the subjects’ evaluations of the brightness 
luminance (cd/ma) of the entire road. The magnitude relationship of the calcu- 

lated values for patterns A and C still runs counter to that of 
(Luminance as seen from 
directly overhead) the subjects’ evaluations of entire road surface brightness. 

However, in comparison with the results in figure 10, a 

Figure 9. Correlation between perceived brightness of entire stronger correlation is seen between the subjects’ evalua- 
road surface and calculated road surface luminance, tion of the brightness of the entire road surface and the 

calculated values. 
ness of the entire road surface. With the second method, the 
total road surface luminance value is calculated according 

to the apparent area of the road surface as seen from the 
~ eo ~ 

5 - 

driver’s eye point. It is seen in the figure that the magnitude ~ ~: ~ 4 
relationship of the calculated luminance values for patterns ~._ 

B, C and D corresponds to that of the subjects’ evaluations ~’m 3 - ¯ 

of the brightness of the entire road surface. However, this 

correlation is not seen for pattern A. 
o,r,  o " 

o~ 5-- ¯A ~.’~ ~ 

=o=T  m. , , , , , ~ ~ 0 10 �~ 4- 
~C 

-=-o 3 -- ¯ Calculated road surface luminance (cd/m2) 
j~ ~o (Only for zone in front of vehicle) o 

>~ ~ 2 ~ ~ Figure 11~, Correlation between perceived brightness of entire 
road surface and calculated road surface luminance. 

I-- 0               . Further investigation will have to be made of a method for 
quantifying perceived brightness, but it is thought that the 

~ ~ third method described above for calculating brightness can 
0 50 100 serve as a general approach to brightness quantification. 

Calculated road surface Conclusion 
luminance (cd/m2) This paper has presented a new methodology for making 

immediate evaluations of road surface luminance 
(Luminance as seen from distribution pattern~,,,using the results of illumination pattern 
eyepoint) simulations obtained with an image processing system. 

Figure 10. Correlation between perceived brightness of entire It is shown that the obstacle visibility distance is not the 
road surface and calculated road surface luminance, only important factor to be considered when determining 

the optimum low-beam illumination pattern. The perceived 
With the second method, the total road surface luminance brightness of the road surface, particularly for near and 

was calculated for a distance of up to 8 m ahead of the intermediate zones, has a large effect on evaluations of 

vehicle and for a lane width of 4 m (20° left - 13° right), illumination pattern quality. Therefore, an evaluation of 
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perceived road surface brightness in these two zones is also A method for calculating the total road surface luminance 
a significant factor that should be taken into account when of the area immediately in front of the vehicle was one of the 
determining the best low-beam illumination pattern, techniques examined. It is concluded that this method 

73 An attempt was made to devise a methodology for 
quantifying perceived brightness by calculating the total 

provides a general approach to quantifying brightness, 

road surface luminance according to the apparent area of although further investigation of quantification methods 

different distance zones as seen from the driver’s eye point, will have to be made in future work. 

Steering and Traction Control for Accident Avoidance Maneuverability 

Written Only Paper Lane change maneuverability 

Masanori Tani, Tadao Tanaka, 
Vehicle behavior in lane change maneuver on a dry road 

surface was reported by the authors to evaluate the perform- 
Hiroo Yuasa, Hiroaki Yoshida, ance of 4WS (4) (5). A vehicle with 4WS showed smaller 
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation phase delay on the lateral acceleration to the steering angle 

as compared with a conventional (2WS) vehicle as shown in 

Abstract figure 1 and 2. 

In order to evaluate an obstacle avoidance performance (~Fluid r~serve tank 
of a vehicle, behavior was studied in steering maneuver, (with level sensor) 

I Front steering 
such as lane change, pump 

A vehicle with four wheel steering (4WS) was found to 
contribute to improvement of the vehicle transient response 
in steering maneuver on a dry road surface. On a slippery 
road surface, 4WS was also effective to improve vehicle 
maneuverability. 

Effect of traction force control to front and rear wheels on ~) Front ~ Left chamber of 
vehicle dynamics was also discussed, arms front power 

(~ Control su~ering cylinder 

(D Left chamber of-~ wheel 
Introduction control valve 

Vehicle behavior is determined by the forces acting ~) Rear Right chamber 
arms of control valve 

between tires and a road surface. In steering maneuvers, 
active control of cornering force distribution in front and Right chamber 

rear wheels improves the transient response of a vehicle, of hydraulically 
actuated power 

Among many functions of four wheel steering system cylinder 
(4WS), improvement of the vehicle transient response 
should be emphasized from the accident avoidance point of 
view, such as quick lane change maneuverability (1, 2, 3).* 

/ ~) Rear ste¢ring 
In-phase four wheel steering system generates cornering 

/_ 
pump 

forces almost simultaneously in front and rear wheels by z.~ Hydraulically 
steering the rear wheels actively in the same direction as the actuated piston 
front. The vehicle with 4WS showed higher lane change 

Figure 1. Structure and operating method of Mitsubishi Galant 
maneuverability than 2WS on a dry road surface. 4WS. 

The vehicle behavior in steering maneuver on a slippery 
road surface is studied in this paper. Lane change This can be interpreted as improvement of safety that a 
maneuverability is discussed from the experimental results 

driver allows a margin of an instant for avoiding an obstacle 
together with analytical consideration. 

As to the vehicle dynamics on a slippery road surface, 
on a road as shown in figure 3. 

compatibility of traction force with cornering force acting Maneuverability on a slippery road surface 
on each tire is important for accident avoidance 
maneuverability. This paper also discusses about effect of Effect of in-phase 4WS on lane change maneuverability 

traction force distribution to front and rear wheels on the was examined on a slippery road surface. Figure 4 shows 

maneuverability of a vehicle with 4WS. typical results of vehicle runniing tests on an icy road. 
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As can be seen from figure 4, faster rise of the lateral ".- ~ 
| 

acceleration resulting from drivers steering motion, which 

is similar to the case on a dry road surface, is observed on a 
-50 L 

\~/\,,.~/ 
~l.0sec:: 

vehicle with 4WS. Furthermore, the vehicle attitude angle 

and yaw angular velocity are also reduced in the case of 4WS 

4WS as compared to a vehicle with 2WS. This means that 50 
4WS improves stability at a quick lane change by reducing 

excessive yaw motion which often observed in convention- "~ ~ Time (s) 

al (2WS) vehicles. This stability is more important on a ~ 0 ’ - 

slippery road surface where a vehicle tends to become di- 

vergently unstable due to lower adhesion coefficient be- ~ ’*-50 

tween tires and a road surface. Figure 5. Comparison of variation of steering wheel angle at 
Figure 5 shows comparison of variation of steering angle quick lane change on an icy road. 

between 4WS and 2WS cars in several trials of a quick lane 

change maneuver on an icy road. Relatively smaller varia- Figure 6 shows experimental results of the relationship 

tion of steering angle time histories is observed in a 4WS car between the cornering force and the slip angle of a tire for 

as compared to a 2WS car. various road conditions. Cornering stiffness of a tire on a 

Regarding 4WS characteristics, the steering angle ratio slippery road surface is smaller than that on a dry road 

between the rear and the front wheel is discussed here in surface. The vehicle attitude angle in a steady state corner- 

after, ing increases according to the decrease of the adhesion 
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coefficient between tires and a road surface as shown in Dr), road, K = 0.25 
figure 7. Icy road, K = 0.25 

~ Icy road, K = 0.4 
Dry K : Ratio of the rear steering angle 

to the front 

5 ~’~’/~ -40~                      0dB ; 9.Sm/s:~/deg) 

-50 \ \ 

~- 45 "~ "" -’ , 

~ 3 

O __ : I , 

~ "~ -50. 
"~" ’/ 

~. -100         , 

o o o Snow 

t 
¯ ¯ 

1 . -150 i             I 
0.1      0.2 0.5 1.0 2’.0 3.0 

Fr~lueney (Hz) 

~, ¯ ~ ¯ Ice Figure 8. Frequency response of lateral acceleration to steer- 
/ ~ ~"" "~ ~ ing point. 

I I ! ¯ 

0 5 10 15 angle ratio of the rear to the front causes the reduction of 
Slip angle (deg) yaw angular velocity and leads a driver to excessive steering 

Figure 6. Tire cornering properties forvarious road conditions motion by which front wheels tend to lose the cornering 
(experimental results), stiffness. Therefore, steering angle ratio between the rear 

~ 4 Icy road Dry road 
and the front of 4WS cars, should be kept in appropriate 

~~ range by taking vehicle dynamics and human response into 

"~" 
3~’~ ~ 

ac 1 ~’~ 

consideration. 

"~2 As to the effect of traction force distribution and corner- 
ing force on vehicle dynamics, figure 9 shows the nor- 

¯ ~ 1 
malized relationship between traction force and cornering 

< 0 ’ ,~ force on front and rear wheels. In case of a FWD car with. 
2WS, the front wheels tend to skid due to larger resultant 

-1 ce o’s " n force of traction and cornering force than the rear in lane 

-2 (m/s2) change maneuver with acceleration on a slippery road sur- 

Figure 7. Vehicle attitude angle in a steady state cornering on face. On the other hand, the lateral acceleration ofa 4WS car 
an icy road. is observed to be smaller than that of a 2WS car as shown in 

figure 4. Therefore, a 4WD car with 4WS has larger margin 
The frequency response function between lateral acceler- of tire adhesive property than other combinations of traction 

ation and steering angle, which is calculated by the mathe- and steering control. 
matical model with two degree of freedom and the experi- 

mentally obtained cornering stiffness, shows smaller gain Conclusions 
and larger phase delay in the case of a 4WS car running on a In-phase 4WS was verified to be effective to improve 
slippery road surface than those on a dry road surface (fig- vehicle accident avoidance maneuverability both on a dry 
ure 8). and slippery road surface. 

Larger ratio of the rear steering angle to the front is On an icy road surface, this effect was observed as 
expected in order to improve a lane change maneuverability reduction in variation of steering angle time histories in 
on a slippery road surface. However, excessive steering quick lane change. 
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Technical Session 5A 

Side Impact Occupant Protection 
Chairman: Prof. Dr. Bernd Friedel (Federal Republic of Germany) 

Side Impacts: Expected Benefits of Planned Standards 

Claude Henry, Christian Thomas, In 1987, 1,700 to 1,800 car occupants were killed and 

G6rard Faverjon, Claude Tarri~re, approximately 6,700 people were severely injured due to 

Peugeot SA/Renault side impacts in France (table 1). In quantitative terms, side 

Claude Got, and Alain Patel, impacts come second after frontal impacts, which caused 

Orthopaedic Research Institute, France approximately 3,000 fatalities and approximately 20,000 
severe injuries. 

Abstract 
It is clear that in terms of utility (cost/efficiency), the Table 1. Relative importance of side impacts in France (all 

planned standards concerning protection from side impacts 
obstacles, all occupants). 

(the so-called global test procedure: collision between a 
mobile deformable barrier and a vehicle at 50 km/h, which 

All occupants involved in accidents 16g (Source 1) 

can be replaced by a "composite test procedure" as at Severely injured 2!% (Source 1) 
present under study by European car makers) appears of Fatalities 29g (Source 2) 
secondary importance by comparison with new initiatives 
which could be adopted concerning frontal impacts. (1)* 

What results can be expected from the planned "side Note: rn 1987, 6,000 people were killed and 31,841 

impact" standards? 
severely injured in passenger cars in France 

Based on the main characteristics of fatal accidents in- 
volving car occupants which occurred in France in the sec- Other studies carried out in Europe (3, 4) show that the 
ond quarter of 1980, and the accidentological data of the proportion of severe casualties (persons killed and severely 
Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics associated injured) due to side impacts is approximately 25%. 
with Peugeot SA/Renault, one observes that the planned Part 1 of this study analyzes the main statistical data 
impact speed, 50 km/h, which corresponds to a "mean" (obstacles encountered, occupants’ position relative to the 
velocity change (delta V) of 25 km/h for the impacted car, impacted area, risks for the occupant according to the point 
only covers approximately 10% of deaths and 30% of severe of impact). 
injuries in the category of occupants exposed to intrusion in Part 2 deals only with occupants involved in car-to-car 
car-to-car side collisions. As a consequence, the standard side collisions who, being positioned on the impact side, 
being prepared will no doubt lead to the adoption of provi- were directly subjected to intrusion by the adjacent side 
sions which will reduce the number of severe injuries, with- panel. Standards for this very specific configuration are at 
out having a very significant influence on the number of present planned both in Europe (Composite Test Procedure 
deaths, or again the CEVE Procedure) and in the United States 

Our evaluations show that the potential number of severe (NHTSA project). An estimate is given of the potential 
injuries concerned is less than 2.5% of all severe injuries (all victims (severe injuries and fatalities) concerned by these 
types of impact taken together), the potential number of projects. 
fatalities concerned being less than 1% of all fatal 
casualties. Principal Characteristics of Side 
Introduction Impact Categories 

The combined analysis of data from the Peugeot SA/ This approach requires that a distinction first be made 
Renault survey (approximately 13,000 occupants involved between two essential factors which, combined, provide a 
in accidents causing bodily harm--Source I) and the police useful measure of the risk of injury to which an occupant is 
reports on fatal accidents (2) which occurred in April, May exposed in side impacts. These factors are: 
and June 1980 on the entire French road network (1,400 
motoring fatalities--Source 2) allows overall quantifi- The type of obstacle impacted; 

cation of the risks to which occupants are exposed in the The occupant’s position relative to the impacted 

event of side impacts, area. 

The breakdown (by percentage) of all occupants 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, involved, and those severely injured and killed in side 
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impacts depending on the type of obstacle is given in table 2. 

Note, in particular, that car-to-car side collisions, which ,ege~: D a, .... 
poots 

~] se,~oo,~y~niore~ ~ k~,e~ (Source 1) (Source I) (Source 2) 

represent over two-thirds of side-impact collisions, cause 
,000~ ,000~ t000/0 

less than one-third of fatalities, o~s~c~s 

obstacle and level of injury severity in side impacts. 

Nearside 

OBSTACLES occupantswith    20 

~ 

Fixed Utility Passenger TOTAL intrusion 

Objects Vehicles Cars 10 

0 
All occupants involved 21 ii 6~ I00 
in accidents (Source 1) 

Severely injured 35 1~ 51 100 20 ~ % ~ 
(source 1) Nearside 

occupants 

Fatalities (Source 2} ~6 26 28 i00 without 10 

[~ intrusion 
~ 

0 

Side impacts against rigid fixed obstacles such as trees, 40 

posts, walls, etc., or against utility vehicles (lorries, 30 
coaches) cause 50% of severe injuries and 72% of fatalities, opposite 

side 20 

A knowledge of the occupants’ position in the car relative .... pa~t, 

to the impacted area is an essential item of information in 
understanding the causes of injuries. It is not sufficient to 0 

distinguish between occupants on the side opposite the 
impact and those on the impact side. In a single car, three 
radically different injury patterns can be observed, and a 
distinction must be made between: Figure 1. Breakdown (%) by injury severity of occupants 

involved in side impacts according to types of obstacles, seat 

¯ Occupants located on the impact side (nearside     position and intrusion. 

occupants) subjected to direct intrusion by the 
the front occupants generally being both belted or both 

wall; unbelted. 
¯ Nearside occupants who are not affected by Nearside occupants subjected to direct intrusion by a 

intrusion of the wall; utility vehicle or a fixed obstacle (approximately 7% of all 
¯ Occupants located on the side opposite the impact those involved in side impacts) are especially exposed to 

(farside occupants), risks of severe and fatal injuries, representing 23% of all 

Accident data shows that the risks differ greatly severe injuries and 52% of fatalities respectively. 

depending on the occupant’s position, intrusion and the These victims, subjected to intrusion by a high, rigid 

obstacle impacted (figure 1). On the whole, it appears that obstacle show, among other things, craniofacial injuries due 

the risk is especially high when the occupant is "nearside to direct impact of the head against the obstacle. Now, no 
realistic solution is at present in sight to reduce the severity 

with intrusion"; this group represents 48% of all severe 
injuries and 72% of all fatalities, although only one quarter 

of head injuries in the case of a direct side impact, and the 

of all those involved in accidents, 
potential for reducing severe casualties in this group is 
therefore very low. The percentage wearing seat belts for 

"Nearside With Intrusion" Occupants involved in car-to- this group of casualties is very low (less than 20%). Given 
car side collisions represent 16% of those involved in both the small numbers involved and the bias due to impact 
accidents, 25% of severe injuries and 21% of fatalities in violence between those wearing and those not wearing seat 
side impact. This configuration is dealt with in part 2 of this belts, a valid evaluation of seat belt effectiveness cannot be 
study. We may specify here that for this group, the safety made. 
belt is quite effective (approximately 20%) in reducing the "Nearside Without Intrusion" Occupants (28% of 
severity of injuries. This reduction, which is unbiased by occupants involved, with 20% of all severe injuries and less 
differences of impact violence or age between those than 2% of fatalities) have little risk of being severely 
wearing seat belts and those not, may seem surprising. To injured and still less of being killed by comparison with 
the extent that the proportion of cases with an adjacent those exposed to intrusion. Since ejection is the cause of 
occupant is similar from one group to another, it can be three quarters of fatalities and close on 30% of severe 
assumed that the role played by the adjacent occupant with injuries in this impact configuration, it is clear that the seat 
respect to an occupant located at the point of impact had belt is unquestionably effective by preventing ejection. The 

more severe consequences for those not wearing seat belts, effectiveness in reducing the severity of injuries is calcu- 
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lated as 42% due to elimination of ejection and reduction of fatalities) are exposed to projection against the side panels, 
head impacts against rigid elements (A-Pillar in particular) or even against the obstacle when it is high and located in the 

by close on half in the case of very oblique impacts, trajectory of the occupant. Here again, the obstacle has a 
~’; The occupants in this group are subjected to approx- significant influence on the severity of injuries; occupants 

imately the velocity change of the car, and the fact that the involved in impacts against utility vehicles or fixed 
door unit can absorb energy during occupant/wall impact obstacles (16% of all casualties) are clearly more exposed to 
and that the wall can be deformed outwards all favour risks of severe and fatal injuries (15% of all severe injuries 
thoracic protection. For the rare cases of severe injuries and 19% of fatalities respectively) than those involved in 
recorded among non-ejected occupants, the head, due to car-to-car collisions (33% of occupants involved in acci- 

.~, impact against the frame (A-Pillar, B-Pillar, roof dents, for 16% of severe injuries and 7% of fatalities). 
reinforcement) is the area most frequently affected, with the Of all farside occupants (belted on the one hand, and 
lower and upper members, unbelted, whether ejected or not, on the other hand), a 31% 

Non-ejected severe injury proportions according to reduction in severity is observed due to the seat belt, by 
various delta V levels for the impacted car are given in table preventing projection against the walls and ejection. The 
3. Since the occupants are not located directly at the effectiveness of the seat belt merely by preventing 

~) obstacle impact point, we have grouped all occupants projection against the walls is far from insignificant up to an 
without taking into account the type of obstacle impacted, impacted car delta V of 35 km/h (tables 4 and 5). 
The planned standard covers only a small proportion of 

Table 5. Proportions of severe injuries and fatalities according 
severe injuries (approximately 12% for these occupants), to the delta V of the impacted vehicle for unejected farside 
Not one fatality is covered by a delta V of 25 km/h. occupants (car against fixed objects). 

Table 3. Proportions of severe injuries and fatalities according 
Delta V of Number of Proportions (’,:) o1: 
impacted occupants, severe injuries and fatal- 

~) to the delta V of the impacted vehicle for unejected nearside vehicle (kin/h) of whom: fatalities ities 
occupants without intrusion all obstacles), belted (1) 

unbelted (2) 
Delta V of Number Proportions (’,’,) of: 35 2.9% 0.0% impacted of severe injuries and fatal- _< 25 6 (i) O.0~ O.O~ 
vehicle (km/h) occupants fatalities ities 29 (2) 3-~% 0.0% 

~40 22.5~ 2.5~ 
_< 25 183 2.2% 0.0% 26-35 ii (i) 0.0% 0.0% 

26-35         106              10.4%          0.0%                          29 (2)           31.0%          3.4% 

19 26.3g 5.3% 36-45 4o 42.5% 2.5% 36-45 6 (1) 50.0~ 16.7g 

> 45 7 71.4% 28.6% 
13 (2) 15.4% 0.0% 

9 66.7% 22.2% 
> 45 5 (i) 80.0% 20.0% 

(Source i) 4 (2) 50.0% 25.0~ 

Note: There is no unejected fatality for a delta V of 25 km/h 
~’, (Source 2) (Source I) 

Note: 0nly 4% of fatal casualties occur for a delta V of 25 lon/h 

Table 4. Proportions of severe injuries and fatalities according (Source 2) 
to the delta V of the impacted vehicle for unejected farside 
occupants (car-to-car collisions). It is clear that a test involving an impacted car delta V of 

Delta V of Number of Proportions (�) of: 25 km/h, irrespective of the type of obstacle impacted, 
impacted occupants, severe injuries and fatal- 

- vehicle (kin/h) of whom: fatalities causes only few severe injuries and fatalities. Clearly, the 
¯ belted (1) 

ities 
planned standard could cover only a minimum of severe 

unbelted (2) 

injuries in the event of impacts against fixed obstacles or 
227 0.9% 0.0~ 

< 25 92 (1) 0.0% O.OX utility vehicles (generally high obstacles), since the head, 
135 (2) 1.5~ 0.0% which in many cases impacts the obstacle directly, is not 
144 8.3~ 1.4~ protected. 26-35 62 (i) 1.6% 0.0% 82 (2) 13.4% 2.4% Sample of "Nearside Occupants with 
64 26.6~ 12.5~ 

36-45 17 (1) 23.55 17.6~ Intrusion" in Car-to-car Side 
47 (2) 27.7% 10.6% 

21 76.2% 47.6~ Collisions 
> 45 9 (i) 77.8g 33.3~ 12 (2) 75.0% 58.3X This very specific configuration, which, remember, 

represents 16% of all occupants involved in accidents, 25% 
-- (Source 1) of severe injuries and 21% of fatalities in side impacts, is at 

Note: 0nly 4% of fatal casualties occur for a delta V of 25 km/h present the subject of planned standards both in Europe 
(Source 2) 

(Composite Test Procedure or again CEVE Procedure) and 
in the United States (NHTSA project). 

Farside Occupants (approximately 50% of occupants On the basis of the data in the accidentological survey, a 
involved, for 32% of all severe injuries and 26% of sample of 164 occupants was selected (57 belted and 107 
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unbelted), whose characteristics are given in figure 2, Sample Characteristics 
namely: 

Impacted areas and main direction of forces 
¯ The occupant, aged 10 or over, non-ejected, (figure 3) 

belted or unbelted, sitting in the front or rear seats, 
is positioned on the impact side and is subjected to 

The classification of impacted areas on the body side 

intrusion of the side panel at the pelvic level¯ panel shows that deformation is confined to the passenger 

Cases where an adjacent occupant is present (side compartment only (A- and C-Pillars not affected) in 45% of 

opposite the impact) are taken into account; 
cases¯ The trajectory of the occupants is in 90% of cases 

¯ The speed of the side-impacted car is zero or 
perpendicular or slanting forward (slant of approximately 

negligible; 60° relative to the longitudinal axis of the impacted car). 

¯ The speed of the impacting car is an estimated 20 
Damage areas        Main direction of forces 

km/h at least; of (C.D.C. - SAE J224) Total 

¯ The main direction of the forces (or resultant impacted ears 
2 or I0     3 or 9     4 or 8 

trajectory for the occupants) is in the range 
between 60° and 120°. - ¯ ¯ (24.4 %) 

~ 24 13 3 40 

~ 
(17o7 %) 

. front or rear nears~de occupants w~th ~ntrusion 13 14 2 29 
at pelv~s level, more than 10 years old, 
unejected, belted or unbelted 

¯ velocity of struck car: . wlth or ~thout op~site ~ 
(5.5 %) 

zero or negl~ble 

/ 

s~de occupants 
4 2 3 9 

26 32 7 65 

-~ 

00.4 z) 

9 7 1 17 
-- obstacle : 

passenger car 

~ 
(2.4 %) 

I 3 - 4 

(~oo z) 

~ To tal 77 71 16 164 

¯ closing speed>~2o km/h (47.0 %) (43.3 %) (9.7 %) (I00 %) 

Figure 3. Breakdown of damage areas of impacted cars 
according to main direction of forces for the sample of nearside 
occupants with intrusion (car-to-car side collisions). 

Figure 2. Description of criteria used to select the sample of 
nearside occupants with intrusion in car-to-car side collisions. 

Violence of impacts and overall severity of 
The study first deals mainly with a description of    injuries 

accidents in which the occupants were involved:               The velocity change (delta V)of side-impacted cars is not 

Impacted area and direction of forces; the most relevant of impact violence parameters for occu- 

Violence of impacts (in terms of delta V of the pants exposed to intrusion, any more than the closing speed. 

impacted vehicle and closing speed). For calculation of The main parameter characterizing the severity for occu- 

fatalities, the data from fatal accident police reports pants subjected to wall intrusion is the "occupant/side pan- 

will be used. el" impact velocity (5, 6), even if this is not sufficient to 
entirely explain the presence or absence of thoracic, ab- 

An analysis is also made of the degree of severity of dominal or pelvic injuries in particular. 
injuries by body area. This being said, let us examine the violence of collisions 

The second part evaluates the number of severe casualties in terms of delta V of the impacted car and the closing speed, 

(severe injuries + fatalities) concerned by current plans for for all occupants involved in accidents and for severe 

this group of casualties, casualties. 
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The classification of injury severity levels (MAIS) ac- The mean closing speed is 55 km/h for all occupants and 
cording to impacted car delta V is given in table 6. The mean 59 km/h for severe injuries. For fatal casualties, 96% 

car delta V in this sample is 28 km/h for all occupants and 31 (Source 1) and 63% (Source 2) of them are involved in 
~ km/h for severe injuries (MAIS 3--4-5). For fatal casualties, collisions at closing speeds greater than 60 km/h. 

92% (Source 1) and 77% (Source 2) of them are involved in Here again, the potential fatality population concerned 

accidents with car delta V values greater than 30 km/h. consists exclusively of elderly persons. The 6 fatalities ob- 
served at closing speeds of 50 km/h and less (Source 2) were 

Table 6. MAIS classification according to delta V of impacted aged over 55, while 4 of them were aged 70 or more. In all 
car for nearside occupants with intrusion in car-to-car side cases, the presence of an adjacent occupant is noted. The 
collisions. 

,~, single fatality recorded in the accidentological sample was 
Oelta V (kin/h) of impacted ear for a front female passenger aged 82. 

MAIS         16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 > 
_< 15                          45 tOtAL     Occupant injuries 

0 4 9 5 2 20 The classification of injury severity levels according to 
1 - 2 8 20 22 21 9 5 85 body area shows a predominance of severe injuries (AIS > 

~-, 3 - 4 - 5 - 2 8 6 6 8 4 34 3) to the thorax and the abdomen. 
Of the 81 occupants involved in collisions in which the Fatalities -     -     -     2     3     5     7     8      25 

closing speed was estimated as at least 50 km/h (table 8a), 
Total    12 31 35 31 18 18 11    8    164 

(S ..... 1)                                                 the thorax is the main injury area (8.6% of cases of severe 
injury), followed by the abdomen (3.7%). 

Fatalities 2 2 6 13 8 4 8 43 
(Source 2) Table 8a. AIS by body area for nearside occupants with intru- 

sign in car-to-car side collisions (closing speed _< 50 km/h). 
"Mean delta V" 
Of impacted car AIS Total Proportions 

Body Areas [ (%) of 
0 1 2 3[ 4 5 AZS ! 3 

The 4 fatalities observed for a delta V of 25 km/h and less Head 34 28 18 1 81 1.2% 
(Source 2) were aged 70 or more, and in each case the Neck 7/4 6 - 1 81 1.2% 

~ presence of an adjacent occupant is noted. Likewise, in the Thoras 56 1/4 /4 2 5 81 8.6% 
26/30 km/h delta V class, 4 of the 6 fatal casualties were Upper members       63 15    3                     81       0.0% 
aged over 60. The effect of age on the risk of thoracic 

Dorsolumbar spine 72    9                           81       O. 0% 
injuries in particular is perfectly evident for casualties (7), 

Pelvis              58 15    7    1         -     81       1.2% 
and it is clear that a large proportion of the fatal casualty 

Abdomen 73 5 2 1 - 81 
population which could be covered by effective protective 

Lower members 67 12 1 i - 81 1.2% 
measures for car-to-car collisions has a low level of 
tolerance. 

The classification of occupants, severe injuries and fatal In the most severe collisions (table 8b), the most vulner- 
casualties according to closing speed is given in table 7. able body areas are, in decreasing order: 

Table 7. MAIS classification according to closing speed for The abdomen (29,2%); 
~., nearside occupants with intrusion in car-to-car side collisions. The thorax (23.1%); 

Closing Speed (Ion/h) The pelvis (12.3%) and the head (I0.8%). 
MAIS 

_< 30 31-/40 41-/45 /46-50 51-55 56-60 61-70 71-80 > 80 TOTAL 
Table 8b. AIS by body area for nearside occupants with intru- 

o 5 5 4 2 3 1 - 20 sign in car-to-car side collisions (closing speed > 50 km/h). 
(12.2%) 

AIS                   Total Propor tion.~ 
1 - 2 8 16 15 1/4 I0 14 7 1 85 Body Areas I (*) (%) of 

--~ (51.8%) 0 I 2l 3 /4 5 ArS > 3 

3-4-5 2 4 5 3 7 6 7 34 
(20.7%) Head 19 18 21 2 2 3 65 10.8% 

Fatali- - 1 7 3 1/4 25 Neck 59 5 1 65 O. 0% 
ties (15.2%) 

Thorax 28 14 8 3 i0 2 65 
Total 13 23 23 22 16 22 20 ii 14 164 
(Source (100%) Upper members 45 12 7 1 - 65 1.5% 

I) ~ Dorsolumbar spine 58 5 2 - 65 0.0% 
" Fatali- 3 3 6 4 Ii /4 12 /43 

ties Pelvis 37 4 16 8 - 65 12.3% 
(Source 

2) Abdomen /41 3 2 6 8 5 65 29.2% 

? Lower members 49 9 6 1 - 65 i. 5% 
Moving deformable 
barrier speed 

* For 18 fatalities, no injury description is available 
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Severe craniofacial injuries are caused by impacts in the problem of protecting the occupants. The proposed 

window frame area (4 cases out of 7) or against the bonnet of standards involve major extra costs (structural improve- 

the impacting car (2 cases out of 7). ment and paddings on the side panel). The expected gains, in 
the most favourable case in which the standard could cover 

Evaluation of the potential population of part of the "nearside without intrusion" and "farside" 
severe casualties covered by the planned severe casualties, would be small. 
standards For the latter two populations of casualties, the potential 

For only those occupants exposed to intrusion, we give number of severe casualties concerned has been evaluated, 

here the rate of coverage of severe casualties (proportions of namely: 

severe injuries and fatal casualties) involved in side colli- For nearside occupants without intrusion: probably 
sions (car-to-car) similar to a test with a moving deformable no fatal casualty, and from 100 to 150 severe injuries; 
barrier impacting at 50 km/h the passenger compartment of For farside occupants: approximately 5 fatal 
a car, which corresponds to a delta V value of 25 km/h when casualties and from 50 to 100 severe injuries in the best 
the weight ratio between the moving deformable barrier and 

of cases. 
the car is equal to 1. The potential populations of severe 
injuries and fatal casualties concerned by a delta V of The planned standards would therefore cover, at most, 40 

25 km/h are as follows: fatal casualties and 750 severe injuries due to side impact, or 
less than 1% of all fatal casualties and less than 2.5% of all 

MAIS 3 d 5: approximately 30% of cases; severe injuries. These results are summarized in figure 4. 
Fatal casualties: approximately 10% of cases based 

on the analysis of fatal accident police reports. (This rATAL~T~S (N = ~ooo~ SEVERn ~NJUR~S (. = 

speed does not cover a single fatal casualty in the 
accidentological sample.) 29~ in side impact 11 21~ in side impact 

(N = approx. 1750) (N = approx. 6700) 

A closing speed of 50 km/h gives a virtually equivalent .... f which ZS~ in / .... f which 51~ in 
proportion of severe casualties: 

car-to-car(N = approx.COllisions490) ] 
car-to-car(N = approx.COllisions3450) 

MAIS 3-4-5: approximately 32% of cases; ! 
... of which 70 to 75~ ... of which 50~ nearside 

Fatal casualties: Approximately 14% of cases based nearside with intrusion 

] 

with intrusion 

on the analysis of fatal accident police reports. (In the 
IN = app:l .... 350) (N = app .... 

:L 1700) 

accidentological sample, this speed covers only one ... of which approx. 10~ ... of which approx. 30~ 

covered by a test with a covered by a test with a 
fatal casualty out of 25.) 

del~ V of 25 km/h 

delta V of 25 km/h 
= approx. 35) (N = approx. 500) 

The slight deviations observed between the potential 
populations covered by a delta V of 25 km/h and by a POT~rr~AL NO~ OP Sm~00S S~DE-~PACZ CAS~ALT~ 

COVERED BY THE PLANNED STANDARD 

closing speed of 50 km/h can be explained by the fact that ~ 

the weight ratio between the cars is, on average, more fa- Approx. 40 fatalities (*) Between 650 and 750 

vourable to the impacting car. The velocity change (delta orthosolesskilledthan l~ of all ...... 
less thaninjuriesi,5~ of(’)’all°rthose 

severely injured 
V), taking into account the weight ratio, is in theory more 
relevant than the closing speed. ~.) Allowing for the fact (*) Allowing for the fact that 

In the end, it appears that approximately 10% of fatal 
that .... farsid ........ ious injuries 
fatalities in car-to-car nearside without intrusion 
collisions could be (all types of obstacles) 

casualties and 30% of severe injuries (out of all severe ...... d by the planned or farside ( .... t ..... 

casualties exposed to intrusion in a car-to-car collision) 
standard collisions) could be 

covered by the planned 

would be covered by a global side impact standard. In terms                                   standard 

of statistics, this represents approximately 35 car occupants 
killed and 500 severely injured in France in 1987, or 0.6% Figure 4. Probable effectiveness of the planned side-impact 
and 1.6% respectively of all fatal casualties and all severe standard for motorists (reference year 1987, all of France). 

injuries. 
To the extent that 60% of the occupants (Source 1) and It seems clear that side impacts cannot be easily solved by 

84% of fatal casualties (Source 2) exposed to intrusion had secondary safety measures. In the future, primary safety 

an adjacent occupant alongside them, these proportions research (Prometheus and Drive programs) should in 

probably represent maximum values, since the interaction priority develop techniques aimed at reducing the risks of 

between occupants is generally likely to increase the severi- side collisions by developing effective driving aid systems. 

ty of injuries to occupants located on the impacted side. Note that in France, "non-urban and non-intersection" 
side impacts cause close on half of the fatal casualties due to 

Discussion side impacts. 

Of the planned side-impact standards both in Europe and Improving the road infrastructure is also a way of 

in America, none provides an effective answer to the reducing the risk of side impacts. The building of central 
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separating walls, protection by trees and also the the objectivesoftheEuropeanprogrammesPrometheusand 
replacement of country intersections with roundabouts are Drive: Gains can also be obtained by improving the road 

all essential possibilities which should not be overlooked infrastructure. 
given the difficulty of protecting against side impacts. 
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Side Impact RegulationsmHow do they relate to real world accidents? 

Pete Thomas and Mo Bradford, which is acceleration based, and pelvic acceleration are 
imposed to minimise torso and pelvis injury. 

ICE Ergonomics The corresponding European Experimental Vehicle 
United Kingdom Committee (EEVC) proposals (2) employ a softer mobile 

- Introduction barrier, typical of the ’average’ European car. The mass is 
- lower and is based on the mass of production vehicles 

In 1988 NHTSA published an Advance Notice Of Pro- weighted by registration volume. The barrier strikes the 
posed Rulemaking (1)* that described a test procedure and passenger compartment of the tested car in a perpendicular 
performance requirements to improve the protection avail- configuration at an approach speed of 50 kph. A restrained, 
able to car occupants in side impacts. The test configuration instrumented Eurosid dummy is seated in the front struck 

involves a mobile barrier with a mass of the median value of side seat. Maximum limits of the dummy transducer meas- 
urements are set to restrict head, chest, abdomen and pelvis 

- US cars and a stiffness similar to that of light trucks. This injuries. 
impacts the passenger compartment of the vehicle in a Both tests attempt to assess the severity of the impact 
crabbed motion with an approach speed of 54 kph. The perceived by a struck side occupant and these are viewed as 
tested vehicle contains instrumented side impact dummies the priority for improving side impact protection. 

seated unrestrained in the front and rear struck side posi- 

¯ tions. Maximum levels of the Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI), *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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A part of the development of any standard should be an struck side of the car. These definitions are shown in figure 1 

appraisal of its likely effectiveness. Such an appraisal may and the distribution of the occupants in the accident 

fall into two stages; first an estimate of the numbers of car population is shown in table 1. 

occupants who are in impacts that are similar to the test 
procedure, and second an estimate of the reduction of the ~~-~-~ 

levels of the injuries of those occupants. This analysis ad- 
dresses the first stage of an appraisal and examines the 
similarity of the two test conditions to the data describing 
UK accidents. 

~ 
A - Potentially supported 

Accident Data intrusion 
The field data used is that collected as part of the UK a - Unsupported intrusion 

Cooperative Crash Injury Study and is based on cars that c - Non-struck side 

contain an injured occupant and that are towed away from 
~ ~ 

the accident scene. The data collection procedures have 
been described previously (3, 4). An important char- Figure 1. Classification of intruding contacts. 

acteristic of the study is that the relation between the sample 
Table 1. Intrusion experience of occupants where known. 

of accidents and the population from which they are drawn 
is known (5). Analyses of the data therefore represent the Intrusion experience A11 Serious Fate! 

severities    Injuries    injuries 
local accident population and all accident numbers 

Struck side occupants 
presented in this paper are weighted numbers unless ~o intrusion            565 (19%) 34 (14%) 3 (3%) 

Unsupported 330 (11%) 38 (15%) 9 (10%) 
explicitly stated. Potentially supported 723 (25%) 108 (44%) 51 (55%) 

Side impacted vehicles were defined as those struck on Non-struck Side Occupants 

either the left or right sides of the vehicle with a principal Restrained 934 (32%) 48 (19%) 19 (20%) 
Unrestrained                370 (13%)    19 (8%) ii (12%) 

direction of force between 1 and 5 o’clock or between 7 and Total 2922 (100% 247 ’,100%) 93(100%) 
11 o’clock inclusive. There were 417 vehicles of this type in 
the sample and they represented 1830 in the original 
population. Within these vehicles there were 738 occupants The accident data revealed that 723 (25%) of the 2922 

representing 3250 when weighted. In the following analysis occupants of all severities of injury experienced supported 

fatally injured occupants are defined as those who die intrusion patterns similar to the test conditions. 108 (44%) 

within 30 days of the accident; those seriously injured have of the seriously injured occupants and 51 (55%) of those 

a maximum AIS ofat least 3 but do not die within 30 days of who died were also in cars with equivalent intrusion 

the accident. Slightly injured occupants are the remaining patterns to the test. It was not possible to discriminate 

occupants with injuries of some sort. An overview of this between the incidence of the precise impact locations of the 

database has been published previously (6). two tests but both simulate the intrusion patterns most 
frequently observed amongst the serious and fatally injured 

Impact Configurations occupants. The EEVC barrier face has a central section that 

A primary characteristic of both test procedures is the is stiffer than the outer sections to simulate the engine 

impact of the barrier at apoint onthe car side adjacent to the stiffness of bullet cars. Experimental collisions employing 

dummy. The EEVC test centres the barrier on the R-point the barrier have suggested that this results in greater 

whereas the NHTSA barrier has its most forward impact deformation of the central part of the door. Any contact from 

point 94 cm in front of the wheelbase centre, an adjacent occupant is therefore likely to be supported by 

The two test impact configurations involve dummies that the stiffer barrier face. The NHTSA barrier however has a 

are struck by the intruding car side structure. This side constant stiffness across the barrier face. It tends to result in 

structure can be supported by the face of the impacting a constant deformation of the target car side structure that 

barrier so the effective stiffness becomes greater than that of preserves the distance between the two door skins. There is 

the car side alone. This will only occur when the outer door therefore some potential ride-down space for an adjacent 

panel is deformed to touch the inner panel. Occupants occupant. A further investigation of real-world accident 

seated in positions where this may occur are classified here data is required to examine the deformation patterns 

as being "potentially supported". In the real-world data car occurring in car to car side collisions and the effect. 

occupants may also be seated on the struck side and either be Restrained occupants seated on the non-struck side of the _ 

in front or behind the area directly struck by the bullet object car experienced quite different intrusion patterns. If re- 

but still strike an intruding car side. These were classified as strained they rarely contacted an intruding car side. The 

striking an unsupported car side. Additionally they may changes in car design following adoption of either of the 

contact an undamaged car side and be classified as having a proposed test procedures will do little to reduce the injuries 

non-intruding contact or they may be seated on the non- of these occupants. 48 (19%) of the seriously injured 
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occupants are restrained on the non-struck side of the car as 2 suggests that this may currently occur in up to 30% of fatal 
are 19 (20%) of the fatally injured occupants, side impacts. 

Of the 30 fatal non-struck side occupants 14 (47%) were 
in impacts so severe that the intrusion extended into the non- Direction of force 

struck side seat area and a further 6 (20%) were in cars that The barrier described in the US proposed regulation has a 
intruded above 45 cm but not as far as their own seat. crabbed motion to simulate the forward trajectory of the 
Alternative methods of occupant protection such as tested car and loads are applied from a direction of 27 
improved seat belt systems or passive restraints for side degrees forward of perpendicular. The EEVC proposals 
impacts might be considered to reduce the injuries of the however assume the test vehicle is stationary and apply 
remaining 10 fatal non-struck side occupants. Such loads from a perpendicular direction. The real world data 
measures might also aid 28 (42%) of the 67 non-fatal reveals that 36% of struck side occupants in side impacts are 
seriously injured occupants seated on the non-struck side in cars with a purely perpendicular direction of force, while 
with low levels of intrusion to the vehicle. These casualties 41% have a force vector 30 degrees forward. Table 3 shows 
will be examined in more detail later in this paper, the clock directions of force for occupants with each level of 

The remaining occupants are those seated on the struck injury. 
side either with no intrusion or with unsupported intrusion 
or unrestrained non-struck side occupants. The test Table 3. Direction ot principal torce for all struck side 

occupants. 
proposals will have some effect on their injuries but any 
reductions may not be as great as for struck side occupants Clock 

Direction Slight & 
with supported intrusion, of force Fatal Serious uninjured Total 

1 & 11 10 (14%) 28 (14%) 109 (8%) 147 (9%) Pillar involvement 2 & io 39 (54%) 8i (4i%) 565 (40%) 685 
3 & 9 19 (26%) 53 (27%) 520 (37%) 593 (36%) 

In experimental impacts involving the two barriers it has 4 & 8 4 (6%) 35 (16%) 207 (15%) 245 (1.5%) 

been observed that the A-pillars of smaller cars are fre- ~otal 72(100%) 197(100%) 1401(100%) 1671(100%) 
quently impacted, also the configurations are such that the 
B-pillars are always involved. Future designs of cars may 
have modified pillars that enable the loads in the test config- The proportion of occupants with a 30 degree forward 
uration to be more effectively distributed through the cars’ component increases to 54% amongst the fatally injured 
structure. The involvement of the A and B-pillars was found occupants. The 2 o’clock and 10 o’clock impacts were more 
to vary in the field data. This is shown in table 2 for the cars frequently associated with fatal injury impacts, of the 685 
of all severities and those with serious and fatal injuries, that occurred 6% were fatal compared to 3% of the 3 and 

9 o’clock impacts. The direction of force distribution was 
Table 2. Involvement of pillars for the cars of struck side 
occupants, found to vary with the nature of the striking object. The fatal 

2 and 10 o’clock impacts occurred mainly when the bullet All        Seriously    Fatally 
Pillars Severities Injured Injured object was a truck OF a pole. 66% of fatal pole impacts and 

A-pillar involved 816 (45%) 135 (66%) 53 (71%) 66% of fatal truck impacts were at 2 or10 o’clock compared 
B-pillar involved 667 (39%) 117 (60%) 52 (69%) 
C-pillar involved 224 (13%) 52 (26%) 39 (52%) with only 31% of fatal car to car side impacts. The impact 
A- and B-pillars 362 (21%) 86 (44%) 42 (56%) directions of fatal car to car impacts were more widely 

distributed, 31% were also at 4 and 8 o’clock. 

The A-pillar often takes the impact loads of real world In the accident population studied oblique impacts with 

accidents; it does so more frequently than any other pillar, poles were more often fatal than perpendicular impacts. 

53 (71%) of the 75 fatal struck side occupants had their There were 94 pole impacts with a force direction of 2 or 

adjacent A-pillar involved in the direct contact with 42 10 o’clock and 83 with perpendicular impacts. 20 (21%) of 

(56%) having both A- and B-pillars involved. The corollary the oblique impacts were fatal compared with only 8 (10%) 

is that 29% of all fatally injured struck side occupants do not of the 3 and 9 o’clock impacts. A similar pattern existed for 

have the adjacent A-pillar within the area of direct contact those occupants slightly injured. 

and 31% do not have the B-pillar involved. 22% of the Both sets of test proposals appear to simulate well the 

seriously injured do not have the A-pillar involved and 40% force directions applied in fatal side impacts with cars. The 

do not have the B-pillar involved. When a pillar is struck by majority of fatal impacts were not with cars however and the 

the bullet object it is usually loaded over a substantial part of more common, more often oblique, fatal impacts with poles 

its height, it is relatively easy for a strong pillar to spread and trucks were less well represented. The variation of the 

loads to the rest of the car structure. If the pillar is loaded by principle direction of force with striking object is believed 

an impact on the adjacent door the loads can only be trans- to relate to the different accident circumstances involved. 

mitted through the hinges or the latch for most car designs; Car-to-car side impacts are often intersection collisions 

the effectiveness of a stronger door or pillars therefore be- whereas car to pole impacts may more frequently be due to a 
comes limited by the strength of these components. Table loss of control. 
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Barrier Characteristics The choice of a mobile barrier that has the characteristics 
of a car should result in new car designs that give optimum 

Nature of bullet objects protection in car to car impacts. The level of protection in 

The EEVC mobile barrier is designed to simulate a 
collisions with trucks and poles may be only slightly 

typical car in stiffness with a width of 158 cm and a mass of 
increased over current car designs. Therefore 60% of all 

950 kg. The US barrier is much stiffer with a mass of 1364 
side impact occupants and 30% of the fatal occupants would 

kg and a width of 168 cm and is more typical of a light truck, obtain maximum benefit from a car optimised for protection 

The ground clearance of the EEVC barrier is 30 cm while in car to car impacts. The group of struck side occupants in 

the NHTSA barrier is 2 cm lower, cars striking other objects and the unrestrained non-struck 

No field data have been collected where the effective side occupants may well receive a lower level of protection. 

stiffness of the bullet object has been measured but the There were 1051 (32%)in the population of 3250 occupants 

stiffness can be crudely classified according to the type of in cars in side collisions. The 934 (29%) restrained non- 

the bullet object. In general cars can be considered to be struck side occupants are likely to receive only a minimal 

amongst the softest group of objects with trucks, utility reduction in injuries. 

poles and trees amongst the most stiff. The distribution of The NHTSA test procedure would result in cars with 
the bullet objects found amongst the field data is shown in protection optimised for impacts with objects with stiffness 

table 4 for all struck side occupants, those seriously injured, of light trucks. The test would be closely similar to the 

and those killed, impact conditions of only 6% of struck side occupants in 
side collisions and 3% of the fatal occupants. However such 

Table 4. Strikin~l object distribution for struck side occupants 
and all fatally injured occupants, a barrier would present a more severe impact to the test car 

than from a bullet vehicle of lower stiffness as the target 
Struck Side Occupants All 

~atail~, cars’ structure would be required to be more rigid. The 
Striking All         Seriously Fatally injured 
Object Severities Injured Injured occupants ability of the NHTSA barrier to deform both A-pillar and 

Car 1026 (60%) 77 (39%) 23 (30%) 38 (36%) B-pillar resulting in ride-down for struck side occupants 
Truck/Bus 216 (13%) 29 (15%) 16 (21%) 19 (18%) 
~-v 96 (6%) 10 (5%) 2 (3%) 2 (~%) appears to be an artificial benefit when car to car side 
Pole/tree 227 (13%) 62 (31%) 32 (43%) 43 (41~) impacts are examined. Other vehicle 7(0.4%) 2 (1%) 
Other object 135 (8%) 18 (9%)    2 (3%) 3 (2%) If the barrier simulated a tree or pole only 13% of the 
Total 1707(100%) 197(100%) 75(100%) 105(100%) whole population of struck side occupants would be 

represented as would 23% of those seriously injured. The 
proportion of fatal struck side occupants represented would 

A car is by far the most common striking object, 1026 rise to 43%. 
(60%) of all struck side occupants were in car to car Currently NHTSA is considering the retention ofFMVSS 
collisions while poles and trucks were less common, 214 which incorporates a static test where a pole-like device 
representing about 13% of struck side occupants each. A is pushed into the side of the car. FMVSS 214 has been 
different picture emerged amongst the seriously and fatally evaluated and has been shown to result in car designs that 
injured groups. 77 (39%) of the seriously injured and only are effective in car to pole impacts (9). A test procedure that 
23 (30%) of the fatally injured struck side occupants were in simulates car to car side impacts would seem to be less of a 
cars struck by other cars. The most common object striking 
fatally injured occupants were trees or utility poles. Of the 

compromise when alongside an additional test examining 

227 struck side occupants in cars that struck poles or trees 
the protection in pole impacts, particularly for the reduction 

32 (14%) died compared to only 23 (2%) of the 1026 that 
of numbers of fatally injured occupants. The design of cars 

were struck by other cars. The death rate for impacts with 
to protect occupants in side impacts with both cars and poles 

trucks was 7%. Poles and trees are clearly particularly 
appears to be difficult although concept designs with 

hazardous objects to collide with although impacts with cars external door beams have been discussed (10). There are no 

are more common. This balance of injury risk and exposure equivalent proposals for such a requirement in Europe. 

result,,; overall in similar numbers of fatalities due to each However the future addition of a supplementary pole-like 

type of bullet object. Other studies have reported similar test procedure to the mobile barrier tests proposed does 

results. Hartemann (7)described a three month population appear to have the potential for a further reduction in 

of side impact fatalities in France where 30% of casualties fatalities. However there were still 11,100 single vehicle 

were struck by a car, 45% against a tree or pole and 17% fatalities that occurred in the US (11) in 1987 and 2304 

struck by a truck. FARS (8) data in the US described the (21%) died in side impacts. FMVSS 214 is not completely 

involvement of cars, trucks and trees or poles as 31-33%, effective and a significant constraint may be the numbers of 

27-36% and 31-42% respectively for fatal occupants in fatal head injuries caused by striking the pole. The contact 

side collisions, locations are examined in more detail later. 
The effect of the height range of the fronts of the bullet Width 

cars was not determined within this analysis. It was 
therefore not possible to evaluate the relative consequences The diversity of the striking objects has consequences in 

of the ground clearances of the two barriers, terms of the width of the direct contact on the test vehicle--a 
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truck is likely to result in a wider contact area than a lamp- The field data show that the median mass, including the 
post. The median overlap for all severities and fatal occu- occupants of all case cars in all types of impact in the area 
pants respectively was 149 cm and 180 cm. The complete studied, was 992 kg and the EEVC barrier mass lies at the 
distribution is shown in table 5 for struck side occupants. 39%ile while the NHTSA barrier represents the 94%ile. 

Table 5. Width of direct contact in cars of struck side occu- However the study population was not completely represen- 
)ants---median values and spread of values, tative of the fleet of all cars on the road as all the case cars 

All Severities      Fatal Occupants were aged below 6 years at the time of the accident. This 

Bullet Median 25%-75%ile Median 25%-75%ile 
difference from the study population may therefore be arti- 

Obtect (c~a) (e~) (c,~) (c,*) ficial. The median mass of the cars in the complete study 

cars xss 115 - leo leo 171 - 217 population was not the same as that for the bullet cars in side 
Truck/bus 175 150 - 185 313 216 - 395 impacts. The masses of these cars is significantly greater, O~her vehicle 161 109 - 192 225 0 
Tree/pole 45 30 - 75 60 30 - 202 both for all severities of impact as well as for serious im- 
All objects 149 92 - 178 180 130 - 256 

pacts the median mass of the bullet cars was 1050 kg. The 
median for the bullet cars in fatal side impacts was heavier 

The median width of direct contact for the cars of occu- at 1150 kg. Table 7 shows the percentile point of the bullet 

pants of all severities was close to the 158 cm width of the car mass distribution that the two barriers represent. 
European barrier. Truck impacts tended to result in wider 
overlaps but the spread of the measurements was large. Table 7. Percentile point of masses of barriers. 

Only pole impacts were significantly different with a me- Test All Occupant Seriously Fatally 
dian width of only 45 cm. All of the widths of overlap of the Proposal Severities Injured Injured 
striking objects for the fatally injured occupants were wider, ~.~.vc 24%ile 38%ile below minimum 
ranging from 60 cm for pole impacts to 313 cm for truck us ar~ile 95~.le aS~ile 

impacts--probably as a result of spreading of the bullet 
object under high loads. The spread of these measures was As a representation of cars as the bullet vehicle in typical 
found to be relatively small for all striking objects in fatal European side collisions, the EEVC barrier appears to be 
collisions except for poles which had a spread of 172 cm 

light. To be more representative of serious injury car colli- 
between the 25%ile and the 75%ile. Trees surprisingly re- 
sulted in much wider direct contact than utility poles, the 

sions the mass should be raised by 100 kg to 1050 kg and by 

median values amongst the cars of fatal occupants were 30 
a further 100 kg to 1150 kg if the fatal conditions are to be 

cm for poles and 202 cm for trees. It was noted that 80% of reflected. It is of note that reference (2), citing a group of 

the fatal tree impacts were either with a 2 or 10 o’clock European field studies (13, 14, 15, 16) describes a typical 

direction of force. It appeared that the more glancing nature car to car side collision and gives the bullet car mass as 1100 

of these impacts was the cause of a relatively narrow strik- kg. The US barrier however appears to be heavier than 

ing object resulting in a wide area of direct contact, necessary to reflect European conditions. It would be more 

Table 6 shows the percentile values that the two barrier typical if it were made 2-300 kg lighter. It is not possible to 

widths represent. The EEVC barrier is close to the median comment on its suitability for US conditions as no accident 

value seen in the field data although it is too wide for the data is available to the authors. 

serious and fatally injured occupants. The NHTSA barrier, Impact speed 
being 10 cm wider, is less typical of all severities of side 
impacts but more typical of the serious and fatal groups. The EEVC proposed test procedure involves a barrier 

impact speed of 50 kph and the U~ proposes a 54 kph impact 
Table 6. Percentile points of direct contact width distribution speed. The field data employs the CRASH3 computer pro- 
representing barriers, 

gram to estimate delta-v in a manner equivalent to its use 
Test;    All occupant; seriously fanally within the US National Crash Severity Study. Table 8 shows 

Proposal severit;iea injured injured the median values of delta-v for the cars of struck side 

EEVC 52%ile 42%ile 32%ile occupants of each severity level in impacts with cars. 
US 64~ile 46~ile 38~ile CRASH3 does not estimate delta-v accurately for pole or 

truck impacts so the field data contains a high proportion of 
Mass unknown values for these striking objects. Table 8 therefore 

It was decided that the mass of the EEVC barrier would be only shows the values for car to car impacts. It was possible 

950 kg following examination of the characteristics of vehi- to estimate the delta-v of 491 vehicles, the remainder vio- 

cles sold in 12 European countries in 1976, while the US lated the assumptions of CRASH3. The use of CRASH3 

barrier mass of 1360 kg was based on the fleet of vehicles provides an estimate of the impact severity to the target car 

sold in 1978. The UK field data used for this analysis has as measured by delta-v. The computer algorithm incorpo- 

been collected in the years since 1984 and only a small part rates a number of approximations in its implementation and 

of the bullet car sample was built before 1976; this database its accuracy has been questioned particularly by those in- 

can therefore be considered to be more up to date than the volved in accident reconstruction for litigation purposes. 
original CCMC (12) data. Smith (17) compares the true and predicted delta-v values of 
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30 staged side collisions using CRASH3 and shows that it When a test proposal is developed the injuries that are to 

tends to produce an underestimate. CRASH3 does not ap- be reduced first have to be defined. The impact severity of 
pear to be suitable for individual delta-v estimates and the test car can then be at the level by which 50% of these 

Smith states that it is best used in statistical studies where injuries have occurred. The effectiveness of the test is opti- 

the under- and overestimates balance as much as possible, mised when the acceptable dummy measurements represent 
There is also no widely accepted alternative algorithm that the level where 50% of the population sustain the defined 
is more capable of estimating the impact severity to a wide injuries. If the crash severity to the vehicle is below the level 
range of car models, where 50% of injuries are sustained the acceptable dummy 

measurements have to be correspondingly reduced if the 
Table 8. Median delta-v of struck side occupants when struck 
by cars° test is to be optimised for the population. The impact severi- 

!~di,*n I~lta-v Percen~:ile Pointl     ty of the test cars resulting from the EEVC procedure are 
Injury severity ear to car Imgacts o~ a5 ~,h typically below the severity level where 50% of the popula- 

r1 injuries 24 kt, h 55~ tion of struck side occupants sustain serious injuries. An 
seriously, ~nJured 3~ kp~ 24~ equivalent situation exists comparing the NHTSA test to the 
Fa~ally injured 43 kph below lowes~ 

US accident data. The permitted levels of dummy meas- 
urement in the EEVC test however are at the 50th percentile 

The effect of the delta-v experienced in each of the test 
level although NHTSA is considering a range of levels. 

procedures will vary according to the mass ratio of the test. 
A car of the same mass as the barrier will have a delta-v of 

The impact severity measures to the vehicle and to the 

half the impact speed less the amount corresponding to the 
occupant are not the same. The severity to the vehicle is 

deformation energy. If the barrier is heavier the delta-v will usually measured by an estimate of delta-v; the velocity 

be correspondingly greater due to momentum conservation, change of the target car during the time when the deforma- 
tion is occurring. Experimental collisions however suggest The assumption that the barrier mass represents the mass of 

a typical car infers that the median delta-v expected in the that the impact severity to struck side occupants relates best 

tests is 25 kph. The percentile point that a 25 kph delta-v to the travelling speed of the bullet car at the moment of 

represents is therefore shown in table 8. The median delta-v impact. The link between the measures of impact severity to 

experienced by occupants of all injury severities is 24 kph the vehicle and the occupant from field and experimental 

so the severity of the EEVC test would represent these data is unclear. 

impacts well. The median delta-v of the seriously injured Experimental collisions suggest that the test impact speed 

occupants in collisions with cars is 31 kph, above the nomi- is at the level seen to result in severe injuries in cadaver tests 

nal test delta-v as was that for the fatally injured casualties at while the field data from the UK, the US and France indi- 

43 kph.. cates it is not. Therefore there is a discrepancy between 

Rouhana (18) reports that NCSS data shows a median impact severity to the car measured in field data and the 

delta-v of 27 kph for serious injuries and 50 kph for fatal impact severity to the occupant measured in experimental 

occupants. Cesari (19) found similar results in a small study data. It is recommended that a study be performed to exam- 

of 39 car to car side impact collisions. He reported the mean ine this relationship between the two measures to clarify the 

delta-v for AIS 3 to 5 injuries to be 30 kph. Mackay (20) situation. 

summarising other studies also describes the typical delta-v 
resulting in AIS 3+ injuries to be in the region of 30 kph with 

Occupants 
the 75 ~ile delta-v for these injuries at 38 kph. NHTSA (21) have estimated the likely changes in injury 

The typical delta-v of 25 kph expected of the range of test levels following adoption of the proposed regulation. 78% 

impacts is therefore only close to the median value of car to of the reduction of fatalities is to struck side occupants as is 

car impacts of all injury severities. It is 6 kph too low for 78% of the reduction of AIS 3-5 thorax injuries. The design 

serious injury collisions and 18 kph too low to represent improvements are expected to principally benefit struck 

fatal collisions. The NHTSA barrier is heavier and will side occupants and most of the serious and fatally injured 

result in a median delta-v of 35 kph with the European car occupants are in fact seated on the struck side in the front. 

fleet. This value is between the median values for serious The UK field data supports this distribution of seating 

and fatal collisions and would appear to be a much closer positions. Table 9 shows the maximum injury severities of 

compromise value than that obtained through use of the occupants and Table 10 the positions of fatalities. Tables 9 

EEVC barrier, and 10 show the seating positions for each level of injury 

It is of note that NHTSA in the Preliminary Regulatory severity and for those that died. 

Impact Analysis (21) states that NCSS data gives the me- 55% of occupants were seated on the struck side of cars in 

dian impact speed of serious injury accidents as 56 kph with which someone was injured representing 73% of all 
an additional forward component of 28 kph. The US test occupants with a maximum AIS of 3 or more and 71% of all 
speed therefore represents the lower threshold of serious fatally injured occupants. Only 59% of the occupants with 
injury and is inherently less severe than most serious and injuries were seated on the struck side. It appears therefore 
most fatal side collisions in the US. that side impact protection that is intended for the struck- 
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Table 9. Maximum AIS of occupants with known seating incidence of side loading finding that over 50% of fatal 
~osition. struck side occupants experienced such loads. The proposed 

Mmti=tm Struck l~on-struck now test procedures are therefore failing to reproduce the real 
AZS Side Side Totals side loading experience of 39% of all fatally injured occu- 

0 283 452 735 pants. Measures to protect struck side occupants might in- 
(:1.7%) (321) (24%) volve improved restraint systems for non-struck side occu- 

1 760 711 1471 
pants and would be an additional benefit of non-struck side 

( 46 % ) ( 51% ) ( 24 % ) occupant protection. 

2 3sa 141 499 Patterns of injury 
(211) (101) (48%) The EEVC test proposals include an assessment of the 

3 162 50 211 level of head, chest, abdomen and pelvis injury while the 
( 10% ) ( 41 ) ( 71 ) proposed US test will measure the levels of injury to the rib 

4 32 21 53 cage and underlying organs and the pelvis. Much of the 
(2%) (21) (2%) development of the proposed test procedures has centered 

around the reduction of torso injuries. In the field data it can 
5 42 23 65 

(3%) (,2 % ) (2%) be seen that injuries can be sustained by every body area of 
struck side occupants. The body areas normally associated 

6 34 4 38 
(2%) (-) (1%) with fatal injuries are the head, neck, chest and abdomen 

and these have been given the priority when developing 
Total 1671 1402 3072 improved side collision protection. The distribution of inju- 

(541) (461) (100%) 
ries amongst struck side occupants in the UK data is shown 
in table 11 for each severity group of occupants, the percent- 

Table 10. Survival rates of occu )ants. age of occupants with an injury to each body area is shown 

Survival Struck Non-struck Row together with the percentage of occupants with an injury 
Side Side Totals above a particular AIS level. 

Fatal 75 30 105 Table 11. Struck side occupants--percentage with injuries to 
(4%) (2%) each body region and percentage with injuries above an AIS 

level, 
Non- 1632 1394 3026 

Fatal Occupants Serious Occupants Slight Occupants Fatal (96%) (98%) Body ~ree t with % with % with % with % with % with 
any AIS 4+ any AIS 2+ any AIS 2 

Total 1707 1424 3131 I.~ury Injuries Injury Injuries Injury Injuries 
(55%) (46%) (100%) Heed 92% 63% 55% 44% 52% t6% 

Neck 221 13% 81 41 131 01 
Chest 94% 72% 43% 31% 21% 3% 
Abd~en 77% 59% 22% 18% 7% 1% 

side occupants with serious or fatal injuries is aimed at the ~ 6s% o% sz~ 39~ 37~ 
Legs 82% 3% 60% 45% 36% 

occupants that most commonly sustain these injuries. If 
however such measures provide little benefit for non-struck Fatally injured occupants had an average of 1.5 injuries 
side occupants then further methods of protection need to be 

with a severity equal to the most severe injury. The multi- 
developed to aid this significant group of casualties. Other 

plicity of injuries amongst the seriously injured was lower, 
field studies have observed similar frequencies of non- 

there being an average of 1.1 injuries per person equal to the 
struck side occupants amongst fatal occupants in side 

maximum AIS. Slightly injured occupants had an average 
impacts. Griffiths (22) found 28% of fatal occupants in side of 2.5 per person reflecting the ease with which cuts and 
impacts were on the non-struck side and the rate reported in 

bruises are caused. 
Peugeot-Renault (8) data is 26% while most recently 

The chest, head and legs of fatally injured occupants were 
Gloyns (23) reported the rate to be 36%. the most frequently injured; however not all of these injuries 
Occupant interaction were highly life threatening. No occupant was found to die 

Neither the EEVC nor the NHTSA side impact proposals in a side impact with a maximum AIS below AIS 4 and the 
position a second test dummy on the front row of seats. The body areas where these injuries most frequently occur were 

loading that the dummies receive in either test is applied the chest, head and abdomen. There was no AIS 4 arm injury 
from intruding side structures alone. Of the estimated 1707 defined. The priority, attached to torso injuries is therefore 
struck side occupants in the population in the study area 739 justified by the field experience. 

(43%) were known to have a second occupant seated next to There was a different pattern amongst the survivors with 
them. Additional loads from the adjacent occupant were a maximum AIS of 3 or more. The body areas most fre- 
observed to make the injuries of 134 (18%) more severe. Of quently injured were the legs, head, arms and then the chest; 
the 75 struck side occupants who died 29 (39%) had this and a similar pattern exists for injuries of AIS 2 and above. 
extra side loading as did 63 (24%) of the 267 that sustained a Rib fractures or thoracic organ injuries rarely cause long 
maximum AIS of 3 and above. Gloyns (23) reports a higher term impairment except in the elderly whereas extremity 
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fractures, particularly when they involve a joint, may cause ejection. It was not infrequent for a head injury to be associ- 

a significant reduction in the quality of life for survivors, ated with several contact points during the impact; such as 

The incidence of these injuries will not automatically de- the A-pillar and the bonnet of the striking vehicle. A deeper 

crease as a consequence of torso protection and the lack of analysis is required to examine the relative influence of 

protection criteria for extremity injuries appears to indicate these contacts in more detail. It would appear that the 

an insufficiency in both sets of test proposals. A deeper NHTSA suggestions for a padding requirement could be 

analysis of the nature of these injuries is needed to evaluate expected to address the head injuries of a portion of injuries 

the long term consequences and to establish the parameters of all severities but would provide little benefit for the 

for any future testing. Head injuries are seen to have a majority of occupants with serious or fatal head injuries. 

similar importance for the survivors. Rutherford (24) found Griffiths reports similar results in reference (22) where 42% 

that 10% of casualties with an AIS 2 head injury, represent- of the AIS head injuries of fatalities were found to arise 

ing a short period of unconsciousness, still had symptoms from striking objects outside the car; 82% of these follow- 

one year after the accident. Clearly the more severe head ing partial ejection. 

injuries have the potential for even greater lasting effect. The EEVC test procedure too does not appear to address 
the problem of head injury causation sufficiently. The im- 

Head contacts portant sources of the head injuries of seriously and fatally 

The EEVC test proposals include measurements of the injured occupants are glazing materials, objects outside the 

HIC values experienced by the dummy head aimed at limit- car and the A- and B-pillars. However the normal head 
ing the likelihood of head injury. There is no equivalent contacts occurring during the EEVC tests are with glazing 

within the US procedure. However NHTSA acknowledges materials, which very seldom cause life-threatening inju- 

the importance of head protection in reference (21) and ries, and the B-pillar. The HIC measured when the dummy 

suggests a future regulation requiring padding for the A- head strikes the top surface of a polyurethane foam barrier 

pillar, B-pillar and side header rail. Experimental car to car will be completely different to that measured from striking a 

side collisions indicate that test dummies contact the side tree. The test setup does not therefore seem likely to fully 

header only rarely although they may also pass through the reflect the real-world circumstances in which serious head 

side window aperture to strike the bonnet of the bullet car. injuries are sustained and a headform impact test may be 

Struck side occupant trajectories in real world collisions more appropriate. 

are varied, even when restrained, as they reflect the wide It would appear to be difficult to protect a struck side car 
range of impact directions to the vehicle. Within the group occupant from sustaining head injuries when the bullet ob- 

of accidents studied the most common contact material as- ject, for example a tree or a truck, is intruding heavily into 

sociated with injuries of any severity were side glazing the passenger compartment. Such impacts are probably un- 
materials. These were found to represent 41% of all head survivable with current technology, although other occu- 

contacts. The B-pillar or seat belt swivel were associated pants in the same car but seated on the non-struck side or 

with 11% of occupant injuries, the side header with 6% and more distant from the area of supported intrusion may be 

the A-pillar with only 1% of injuries. The US suggestion of more readily protected. 

padding these areas would therefore influence a total of 
19% of all head contacts in side impacts. The frequency of Discussion 
involvement of these structures reduces slightly when the The development of test procedures has taken a prag- 
more severe injuries are examined, amongst struck side matic approach addressing the types of impact that are the 
occupants with a head injury of AIS 3 or more 16% of head most easily reduced in severity while being commonly 

contacts were within this area as were 16% of the head associated with serious or fatal injuries. They necessarily 

contacts of the fatally injured, represent a compromise of many parameters observed to 
Objects outside the car were also found to be associated influence injury outcome in field data. Hobbs (26) suggests 

with head injuries particularly the more severe ones. Fatally that any test procedure should adequately represent the side 
injured occupants who had a head injury as their most severe impact injury process. This infers that the test should have 

had 59% of their head contacts outside the vehicle and 52% the impact severity of a typical fatal collision and that the 

of all struck side occupants head injuries of AIS 3 and above loads to the dummies should be transmitted in a reasonably 

were associated with head contacts outside the car. A simi- realistic fashion if the numbers of fatalities are to be 

lar pattern has been reported by Bradford (25) examining reduced. 

head injuries in all types of impact. She reports 64% of all There appear to be some significant differences between 
head injuries above AIS 2 arise from a contact outside the the test conditions and those in which many people die. Both 
vehicle. Some of these head injuries were known to be a test proposals simulate a car to car side impact but the field 

result of partial ejection of the head beyond the plane of the data suggest that only 36% of the fatally injured struck side 
vehicle but many were with objects that intruded into the occupants are in cars struck by other cars. More fatalities 

survival space of the occupant. 50% of the head contacts of result from collisions with more hostile objects such as 

all fatally injured struck side occupants were with objects trees, trucks or lamp-posts. The proposed test conditions 
outside the car but only 13% followed partial or complete will have some effect on this group of casualties but levels 
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of protection will be optimised for a car to car side impact, where serious injuries are sustained the test delta-v should 
The tests will however be a better simulation of non-fatal be 31 kph. The experience in France and the US appears to 

side impacts as collisions with cars form 39% of serious be similar. Experimental collisions with cadavers and 
injury collisions and 60% of all side impacts. The NHTSA dummies suggest that the tests do reflect the impact severity 
considerations for pole impact protection could provide an to the occupant and that there is therefore a discrepancy 
important degree of additional protection for car occupants, between field data and experimental data. This difference 
The introduction of an equivalent measure in Europe could needs to be resolved before the tests can be clearly seen to be 
help to address an important group of fatalities. However sufficiently severe. 
fatal head injuries from a contact directly on the pole are The benefits from the new designs of cars that pass either 
probably not preventable currently and are likely to be a of the proposed regulations will apply mainly to struck side 
limiting factor to the effectiveness of any regulation, occupants. These occupants represent the majority of 

The mass of the EEVC barrier is 200 kg lighter than the serious and fatally injured car occupants in side collisions. 
median mass of bullet cars in fatal real world collisions The reduction in the injuries of restrained non-struck side 
while the NHTSA barrier is 200 kg heavier. If it were typical occupants will be less as they only contact the intruding side 
of non-fatal side impacts with cars it would be 100 kg structures of cars in impacts with high intrusion. These 
heavier. The injury outcome in side collisions is related to casualties necessarily take a lower priority than struck side 
the speed of the bullet car at impact and the stiffness of its occupants but they still represent almost 30% of fatal and 
front end, while the mass influences injuries to a lesser seriously injured casualties. There is a need for improved 
degree. However the EEVC barrier mass is 200 kg (21%) protection for these occupants, possibly using restraint 
less than that seen in real-world collisions and is too systems that are more effective in perpendicular impacts. 
different from real world fatal collisions. If the barrier mass Improved restraint systems that were worn would have an 
were increased these collisions would be reproduced more additional benefit for struck side occupants. The field data 
realistically. The CCMC has proposed a harmonised barrier shows that it is common to find two occupants seated on the 
mass of 1100 kg and this represents a useful improvement in same row of seats and that they frequently interact during a 
the severity of the test. side collision. The non-struck side occupant can apply 

Both barriers have the front face parallel to the side of the additional loads to the adjacent occupant increasing the 
test vehicle at impact although the NHTSA barrier has a severity of the injuries of 18% of all occupants. Nearly 40% 
crabbed motion simulating the forward velocity of the test of fatal struck side occupants have this additional side 
car. The forces are applied with a clock direction of 9 and loading applied to some part of their body aggravating their 
10 o’clock for the EEVC and the NHTSA barrier injuries. This analysis has not examined the body regions 
respectively. The most common direction of force in the that experience additional loading nor the nature of the 
field data has a forward component and is at either 2 o’clock loads that are applied. These will depend on the principal 
or 10 o’clock. This is particularly evident amongst fatal side direction of force and the restraint use of the non-struck side 
impacts where 54% have one of these two directions of occupant. The field data shows that although this additional 
force. This trend mainly occurs in side impacts with poles loading is common amongst fatally injured occupants 
and trucks. Fatal side impacts with cars have a fairly neither test proposal attempts to simulate it. Neither uses 
uniform spread of directions between 2 and 4 o’clock and 8 non-struck side occupants and therefore both fail to 
and 10 o’clock. Neither barrier is clearly more realistic than reproduce a common situation where the severity of injuries 
the other. A test to simulate pole impacts, however, would is made worse. A deeper analysis is required to evaluate the 
be more typical of real world serious and fatal pole impacts degree of additional loading applied to struck side occu- 
if it reflected the more frequent oblique impacts, pants, the body regions involved, and the conditions where 

The impact speeds of the EEVC and NHTSA barriers are it occurs. 
50 kph and 54 kph respectively. If the test car mass is the The EEVC test proposal seeks to limit head, chest, pelvis 
same as the barrier the delta-v will be 25 kph, if the car mass and abdomen injuries while the NHTSA proposals only 
is greater the delta-v will be lower. The field data has shown restrict the causes of chest and pelvis injuries. Both are 
that the barrier mass is below the typical mass of bullet cars based on the assumption that torso injuries are the priority 
in the field and the range of delta-v when the current car and that reductions in chest injuries will result in a reduction 
population is tested is therefore below the range exper- in some abdomen injuries. Injuries to the chest and abdomen 
ienced in the field. A test delta-v of 25 kph is close to the were both very common amongst fatal struck side occu- 
median value for side impacts of all severities; 55% of car to pants and they are frequently the most life threatening. The 
car collisions are less severe. It is not close to the median of priority given to these proposals is therefore appropriate for 
31 kph for serious injury side collisions and is below the fatally injured occupants. This is not the case for those 
lowest value for fatal car to car impacts. Neither test sustaining serious injuries. The body regions that most often 
reproduces the impact severity to the vehicle in impacts sustain injuries that have the potential for long term 
where the more serious or fatal injuries occur. If the test impairment are the head, arms and legs. These body areas 
requirements are expected to address fatal car to car side were the most frequently injured amongst struck side 
impacts the delta-v should be 43 kph, if it is to address those occupants. The multiplicity of injuries amongst the 
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seriously injured was low so the reduction of just the most severities of struck side occupants. 59% of the 

severe injury of each occupant could result in a significant head injuries of fatally injured occupants were 

improvement to the overall level of injuries of each associated with contacts with objects outside the 

occupant. Neither test proposal addresses extremity injuries car. 

and it is not evident that any dummy designed for side 
impact can measure forces to these areas. Without a suitable Further investigations are necessary to examine the 

test requirement the injuries with the most potential for the deformation profiles of doors, the discrepancy between 

disablement of survivors will not be reduced, vehicle and occupant severity measures and the mechan- 

The limit on HIC imposed by the EEVC test shows a isms of side loading from non-struck side occupants. 

recognition of the importance of head injuries. However 
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Side Impacts: Test Crashes and Real-World Collisions 

Edwin S. Sowak, Alan German, areview of the injuries sustained by the vehicle occupants in 
Zygmunt M. Gorski, Robert N. Green, these real-world crashes. 
The University of Western Ontario, Canada 

Introduction 
Abstract The nature of current vehicle design leads to a significant 

The complexity of inter-related events occurring in safety problem with respect to side-impact collisions. 

injury-producing vehicle side impacts makes it necessary to Whereas it is possible to provide relatively extensive energy 

validate controlled prospective crash studies with retro- management zones at the front and rear of a vehicle, this is 

spective real-world investigations. Adequately detailed not the case for the side structure. Consequently, even 

field investigation of side impact collisions is a necessary moderate impacts to the side of the passenger compartment 

complement to controlled crash studies and other test pro- can lead to a significant measure of intrusion of the vehicle 

cedures and modelling, structure into the occupant space, and provide the potential 

Over the past five years, the authors have collected for serious injury to the vehicle occupants. 

a representative sample of over five hundred injury-produc- The extent of the problem of side impacts is underscored 

ing crashes involving passenger cars in Southwestern On- by recent research conducted by the authors on injury- 

tario, Canada. Case studies from this dataset have been producing collisions involving passenger cars. Over the 

selected which closely conform to the impact type, and past five years a statistically-representative sample of such 

collision severity, of the proposals for staged-collision test- collisions has been drawn from a prescribed geographical 

ing with respect to side-impact protection standards. The area in Southwestern Ontario, Canada. This study forms 

implications for occupant protection are examined through part of a programme of in-depth investigations of real-world 
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crashes being conducted by the federal government for the struck vehicle is dependent on both the type of impacting 

purpose of identifying safety-related problems and deter- barrier, and on the stiffness of the side s~ructure which is 

mining effective countermeasures, contacted. It is evident that contact by the European barrier 
The details of the study methodology have been reported results in considerably less crush, than that resulting from 

previously (1).* Analysis of current study data shows that. the heavier, stiffer, and faster-moving, North-American 

whereas one third of passenger car occupants are located in barrier. The deflection of vehicle side structure observed in 

side-impacted vehicles, this crash mode produces one half the staged collisions conducted to date has been of the order 

of ~he occupant fatalities, of 30 to 50 cm. 

Since the case studies presented here are drawn from a 

Staged-Collision Testing sample of all collision types, rather than from a series of 

The problem of side-impact protection for motor vehicle 
side-impact crashes, there are only a small number which 

occupants is currently receiving much attention from 
closely conform to the test conditions. Because of this, no 

governments and vehicle manufacturers on a worldwide 
attempt has beer~ made to differentiate collisions which are 

similar to the two different test methodologies. Rather, 
basis. In particular, two testing methodologies have 

evolved, one in Europe, the other in North America. Both 
envelopes representing the minimum and maximum levels 

feature a staged collision of a moving barrier striking the 
of side crush resulting from both test protocols were drawn, 

side of the passenger compartment area in the motor vehicle 
and crush profiles from real-world crash vehicles which 

fitted between these extremes were identified from the 
under test with an impact speed of the order of 50 km/h (2). 

The European test protocol specifies a moving barrier 
study data. 

which has a lighter mass (950 ks), and has less stiffness (7.7 
Case Studies 

kN!cm) than is used in North America (1361 ks, 20 kN/cm). 
An impact speed of 50 km/h is used for the European barrier The initial series of cases presented are those which most 

whereas the North American barrier is travelling at 54 km/h closely conform to the staged-collision test methodologies. 

at impact. Furthermore. the European test involves the In these real-world crashes the vehicle crush has been 

moving barrier impacting the test vehicle at 90 degrees, determined by methods similar to those described by 

whereas the proposed North American test has the barrier Tumbas (6). In all cases, the reported crush profile of the 

crabbed such that the longitudinal axis of the barrier is struck vehicle has been measured at the mid-door level 
angled at 27 degrees to the direction of motion of its centre which represents the approximate region of maximum 
of gravity. Finally, two different dummies, specifically deformation. Where available, the damage to each of the 
designed to estimate the severity of side impacts to vehicle collision-involved vehicles is described using a Collision 
occupants, are used in the tests. EUROSID in Europe and Deformation Classification (7)° Occupant iRiury severity is 

SID in North America (3). reported using the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale 
To some extent these staged collisions simulate the 

T-type collisions frequently observed in the real world: Case No, ~. 

however, the problems inherent in using surrogates for VI: 1984 Oldsmobile Omega two-door sedan 
human occupants remain. The biofidelity of the different V2:1979 Mercury Capri two-door hatchback 
dummies, and even the measured parameters which best Vehicle 2 was stopped facing south for a red traffic signal 
describe the potential for injury to human occupants, remain at an urban intersection. A vehicle to ~he driver’s right 
the subject of debate (4). commenced a right turn. Driver 2 proceeded across the 

The intent of the present paper is to provide a series of intersection on the red light. Driver 1, travelling eastboun& 
case studies of side-impact collisions which closely braked hard but was unable to avoid a collision. 
conform to the proposed test conditions. The crush resulting The front of Vehicle ! struck the right side of Vehicle 2 
to the side-impacted vehicle, and the details of the injuries 

received by the vehicle occupants will be reviewed. 

In Canada. a number of staged-collision tests have been 

performed using both the European and North-American 

test protocols. Both domestic and imported passenger cars 

have been used as target vehicles in the tests. A compilation 

of the resulting crush to the impacted vehicles shows that 

the deformation extends over approximately 190 cm of the 

side structure, with a maximum penetration of the order of 

45 cm measured at the mid-door level 15). 

The longitudinal extent of the damage patterns appears to 

be relatively consistent at between 180 and 200 cm along the 

struck surface. The degree of penetration to the side of the 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. Figure 1. Right-rear three.quarter view 
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(O3RZMW3). Damage was sustained across 160 cm of the imum penetration being 41 cm. 
passenger compartment, the maximumpenetrationbeing 40 Driver 2. a fully-restrained. 20-year-old female, sus- 
cm (figure 1 ), tained strained muscles in her back and sought treatmenl 

Driver 2. a 59-year-old male. was accompanied by his 60- from a chiropractor (MAIS 1 ). 
year-old wife in the right-front seat. Both occupants were 

The right-front passenger in Vehicle 2 was a fully-re- 
unrestrained at the time of the collision, The driver received 

strained. 20-year-old. female. She received a 10 cm lacera- 
no injuries, 

tion below the right knee anteriorly which required six 
The arm rest on the righbside door interior was distorted 

sutures, and minor bruising to the upper left arm (MAIS 2). 
as a result of contact by the right-front passenger who com- 

plained of pain and tenderness to the chest. She also suffered 

strained neck muscles, received a contusion to the right 

thigh, and sprained two fingers in her right hand (MAIS 1). 

Case No. 2 

V 1 : 1977 Chevrolet Impala two-door sedan 

V2:1980 Pontiac Firebird two-door sedan 

Vehicle 2 was stopped, facing east. on an urban arterial 

roadway. Vehicle t was eastbound to the rear of the case 

vehicle. Driver 1 steered into the westbound lane, intending 

to pass the stationary vehicle. At this point. Driver 2 

abruptly commenced a left turn, crossing in front of Vehicle 

1~ Driver 1 braked hard but the two vehicles collided. 

The front of Vehicle 1 ( 12FZEW 1 ) struck the left side of Figure 3. Left-front three-quarter view of Vehicle 2. 
the case vehicle (09LPMW3). Crush across 149 cm of the 

left side of Vehicle 2 resulted from the impact (figure 2). A Case No. 4 
maximum penetration of 45 cm was located at the centre of 

the left-front door. Vl: 1980 Volkswagen Scirocco two-door hatchback 

Driver 2. a tully-restrained. 25-year-old male. was re- V2:1986 Plymouth Reliant four-door sedan 

ported by police to have sustained only minimal injuries and Vehicle 1 was travelling westbound along an urban arte- 

did not require any medical attention, rial. Vehicle 2 was travelling northbound along an intersect- 

ing roadway. Driver 2 failed to stop at a red traffic light and 

entered the intersection. The front of Vehicle 2 impacted the 

left side of Vehicle 1 (10LPEW3). 

There was a broad crush across 217 cm of the left side of 

the passenger compartment of Vehicle I (figure 4), The 

maximum penetration of 35 cm was located to the rear of the 

left B-pillar. 

Driver t. a 19-year-old male. was unrestrame& He sas~ 

tained a contusion to the left side of his head as a result of 

contact with the window frame. He also received minor 

abrasions to a finger on his left hand. and ~o his ri gh~ foo~ 

(MAIS 1 ). 

Figure 2. Left-side view of Vehicle 2. 

Case No. 3 
VI: 1978 Chevrolet Camaro two-door sedan 
V2:1983 Plymouth Reliant four-door sedan 

Vehicle 2 was travelling westbound, approaching a stop- 

sign-controlled intersection. Driver 2 failed to bring her 

vehicle to a halt and drove across the path of northbound 

Vehicle 1. Both drivers braked prior to their vehicles 

colliding. 

The front of Vehicle 1 struck the left side of Vehicle 2 

(10LPEW3). Crush extended across 169 cm of the pas- 

senger compartment of Vehicle 2 (figure 3), with the max- Figure 6, Left-front three-quarter view of Vehicle 2. 
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Case No. ~ 
2 failed to observe any traffic and commenced a left turn 

VI: 1986 Chevrolet Chevy Van 20 
directly across the path of Vehicle 1. 

The front of Vehicle 1 (02FDEW1) struck the left side of 
V2: ! 976 Chevrolet Impala four-door sedan Vehicle 2 (10LYEW3). There was a broad crush across 262 

Driver 2 was travelling westbound along an urban arteria] cm of the left side of Vehicle 2 (figure 6); the maximum 
and made a left turn in traffic. Driver 1, travelling east- 

bound, braked hard; however, the front of Vehicle 1 
penetration was measured at 41 cm in the region of the 

( 1 t FDEW4) struck the right side of Vehicle 2 (02RDAW4). 
B-pillar. 

Driver 2, a fully-restrained, 45-year-old female, was re- 
Crush ~o the right side of Vehicle 2 extended across 252 

cm (figure 5). The maximum penetratio~ was 54 cm at the 
ported by police to have sustained minor injuries and did not 

.... receive hospital treatment. 
mid-door level, located towards the rear edge of the right- 

front door. 

Driver 2, a 66-year-old male, was accompanied by his 65- 

year-old wi[) who occupied the right-~;~ont seat. Both occu- 

pants of Vehicle 2 were fully restrained~ 

Contact by the right-front passenger was evident to the 

a~rest and the side-door interior at the level of the base of 

the side window glass. This occupant sustained a fracture of 

the right pubic ramus, and of the inferior pubic ramus, and a 

fracture of the eighth rib posteriorly as a result of these 

contacts. She also received superficial lacerations and abra- 

sions to the right side of the face from broken window glass 

(MAIS 2). 

Figure 5. R~ght~rea~ three-qua~er view of Vehicle 2. 

Case S udies wi h More Severe 
Intrusi n 

The above series of case studies, which closely conform 

to the proposed test configurations, indicate that in the real 

world one would not expect to see severe injuries to motor 

vehicle occupants resulting from such impacts. Many 

serious injuries, particularly fatal injuries to near side 

occupants, do however result from side-impact collisions. 

Situations in which such fatal injuries are seen to occur 

include narrow impacts to the passenger compartment, 

adjacent to an occupied seating position, which result in 

extensive intrusion: S~ch cases arise for vehicles striking 

fixed oNects such as trees, utility poles, and luminaires. 

A second group of cases results from side impacts where 

the crush to the passenger compartment is of the order of 

that observed in the test collisions, but significant contact is 

made to one of the axles of the struck vehicles. Such 

collisions are oi~en quite severe as a result of the inherent 

stiffness of the vehicle structure in the axle assembly region 
Figure 4. Left-front ihree-qua~er view ~ Vehicle 1. as compared to that in the area of the passenger compart- 

ment. The much greater energy transfer to the struck 
Driver 2 suffered fractures to ribs five and six on the right vehicle, and the greater lateral displacement of the impacted 

side ~)om loading by the occupant restraint system, and a vehicle, compound the impact energy transmitted to the 
minor laceration to the scalp t¥om contact by flying glass occupant who makes contact with the intruding side. 
(MATS 1L Additional cases result from high severity side impacts 

Case No. 5 where the side intrusion extends beyond the levels observed 

V 1:1983 Ford Escort station wagon in the staged collision tests. Whereas, some such collisions 

V2:1979 Pontiac Acadian four-door hatchback are extremely severe, a number of them result in side 

Vehicle 1 was travelling southbound aiong an urban arte~ intrusion only marginally greater than that observed in the 

riat. Vehicle 2 had been travelling eastbound and was testing situation. The consequences of this greater intrusion 

stopped at an intersection with the arterial roadway. Driver are however considerable in relation to the injury potential 
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to the vehicle occupants. This latter scenariois illustrated by Driver 2 failed to yield the right of way and Vehicle 2 
the following case studies, travelled into the intersection. The front of Vehicle 2 

Case No. 7 (12FDEW2) impacted the left side of Vehicle 1 
(09LYEW4). 

VI: t980 Chevrolet Citation four-door hatchback 
The resulting damage extended along 347 cm of the left 

V2:1976 GMC Suburban utility vehicle 
side of Vehicle 1 (figure 8). A maximum penetration of 72 

Vehicle 1 was travelling westbound, approaching an in- 
cm was measured at the mid B-pillar. 

tersection. Driver 1 failed to observe a stop sign and drove 
Driver 1, a 38-year-old male, was unrestrained. He sus- 

into the intersection. Vehicle 2 was travelling northbound 
tained a basal skull fracture with lacerations and contusions 

............ on the intersecting roadway. Driver 2 braked hard but the to the brain as a result of striking the edge of the hood of 
two vehicles collided. 

Vehicle 2. He also incurred a transection of his thoracic 
The front of Vehicle 2 (01FDEW2) struck the left side of aorta, with exsanguination, from contact with the left-side 

Vehicle 1 (09LZAW4). There was direct contact across 183 
door interior (MAIS 6). 

cm of the left side of Vehicle 1 with a maximum penetration 

of6I cm (figure 7). 

The only near-side occupant in Vehicle 1, the fully-re- 

strained, 3t-yea>old, male driver, received fatal injuries. 

As a result of contact with the left-side door interior, he 

sustained fractures to the ribs number 1 through 11 on the 

left side, a fracture of the second rib on the right side, 

lacerations to the pleura, lungs, and pulmonary vessels, with 

haemopneumothorax and exsanguination (MAIS 5). 

A 4-year-old male was restrained in a child seat in the 
right-t¥ont seating position. He received contusions to the ¯ 

shoulder and back from contact with the restraint system 

webbing and restraint shell (MAIS 1). 

Figure 8o Left-rear three-quarter view of Vehicle 1, 

Discussion and Concllusions 
From an analysis of real-world, side-impact collisions 

involving intrusion into the occupant space and dis- 

placement of the struck vehicle, a number of factors 

contributing to occupant injury have been identified. 

The pattern of side structure deflection was compared 

with the data generated in staged collision tests. Real-world 

collisions involving direct impact to the softer side structure 

between the wheel wells, with inward deflection of the order 

of 30-50 cm, resulted in very limited side displacement o~ 

Figure 7. Left-rear three-quarter view o~Vehicle 1. the vehicle. These collisions generally involved minor 

injuries (MAIS 0-2) to the vehicle occupants. 

A 30-year-old female occupied the right-rear seating po, Analysis of these collisions suggests that much of the 

sition, and had a 1-year-old, male child on her lap. Both collision energy was absorbed by the broad crush and 

of these occupants were unrestrained. During the post-collb deflection of the vehicle side structures, with minor e~ergy 

sion spin out of Vehicle 1 both rear-seat occupants were transfer to vehicle occupants. This scenario is apparently 

completely ejected. The female sustained a deep laceration close to the limit of occupant protection t~om severe injury 

to the left knee, a small laceration to the left eyelid, a bruise in the standard North American passenger car. When side 

over the left eye, and abrasions to both feet (MAIS 2). The intrusion is at the upper limit, or beyond this range of 

ejected child received fatal injuries, sustaining a fractured intrusion, severe and fatal injury patterns are common. 

skull with a massive head injury, and multiple fractured ribs Injury patterns to near side vehicle occupants are 

with haemothorax (MAIS 5). increased for a given degree of intrusion if the struck vehicle 

is also significantly displaced laterally as a result of the 
Case No. 8 collision. This pattern is seen where some of the initial 
VI: 1978 Pontiac Grand Prix two-door sedan contact involves a stiff portion of the vehicle, usualty the 
V2:1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass four-door sedan front axle. 

Vehicle 1 was travelling westbound along a rural arterial. For a given collision energy, side structure deflection a~d 
Vehicle 2 was northbound on an intersecting concession, the degree of intrusion is increased when the impact takes 
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Upper Interior Head Protection: A Fleetwide Characterization 

Donald T. Willke, Hampton C. Gabler, In a research project conducted by the National Highway 

National Highway Traffic Safety Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) at the Vehicle Re- 
search and Test Center (VRTC), a component test approach 

Administration, 
was selected to evaluate the head injury causing potential of 

United States 
vehicle upper interior structures. Specifically, we chose a 
free-motion headform (FMH). The FMH can simulate the 

Abstract glancing and nonperpendicular head impacts experienced in 

Over 3000 fatalities and over 7000 serious head injuries real world accidents, and can measure head rotational 

result each year from occupants’ heads striking various 
motion. 

upper interior structures. The magnitude of this problem has For the purpose of validating the FMH results, 22 differ- 

prompted both government and industry to address the issue ent head impact configurations were tested in 25 separate 

of reducing head injuries due to contact with these HYGE sled tests, using a full Hybrid III dummy. Also, 34 

structures. FMH tests were conducted under these same 22 configura- 
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tions. A regression analysis indicated the HIC response of a Table 1. Ranking of occupant contact zones by number 
full Hybrid III dummy in a sled test can be estimated from tatalities. 

I Most Severely Injured I Number of Fatalities the results of a similar FMH test, Rank ~    Oo~tact ~    Body ~0.~. ~_ ~11 
FMH impact tests were conducted on the upper interior 

i     Steering Assembly     Chest                       510~     4176 I 927 
structures of twelve cars, which were selected to be repre- 2 Upper Interior Head + Face 3385 2738 [ 650 

3 Windshield Head + Face 1364 1188 [ 176 sentative of the passenger car fleet on U.S. roadways. An 4 Steering Assembly Abdomen 1289 1123 [ 166 
impacl speed of 20 mph (32 kph) was used to test the 

5 Slde Interior Chest 1275 1269 
6 Roof Head ÷ Face 1192 1105 87 pill ph 7 Inst .... t Panel Head + Face 886 710 176 A- ars and front headers of these vehicles, while 15 m 8 Instrument Panel Chest 881 793 88 
9 Instrument Panel Lower Extremities 896 785 IIi (24 kph) was used on the side roof rails and B-pillars. HIC, l0 side Interior Abd .... 762 723 40 

ii Windshield Neck 699 689 i0 peak resultant linear acceleration, and peak resultant rote- 12 Roof Neck 613 564 49 
tional acceleration were measured in each test. In addition, 13 Interior Abdomen 559 559 0 

14 Upper Interior Neck 444 315 130 
the force/deflection characteristics of each structure were is Steering Assembly Head + Face 419 419 0 

16 Instrument Panel Upper Extremities 265 153 109 
measured using a guided, rigid impactor. 17 Side Interior Upper Extremities 221 133 88 

18 Interior Chest 242 242 0 
19 Window Glass/Frame Head ¯ Face 198 23 175 Problem Statement 20 Steering A .... bly Neck          192 192 0 

l 
I 1 In the United States. head impacts with the upper interior An of the Above 20884 I 17896 I 2989 

All Other Interior Contacts 2241 I 1604 I 637 of vehicles are the leading cause of fatal crash victim head An Noncontac= I 1624 [ 1193 I 431 
injury, for nonejected occupants. Estimates are that head/ An Exterior Contacts I 7251 ] 5307 [ 1943 

I I I 
face to upper interior impacts result in over 3000 fatalities. All l 

] 32000 I 26000 6000 

and over 7000 serious head injuries (based on NASS 1979- 

1986). In terms of disability, approximately 50% of the Table2. Ranking of injury contact zones t~y harm. 

medium term cognitive impairment in frontal crashes are ~ ~ Nest S ..... ly Injured I 
Rank I Contac~ I Sodv Re,ion I al~ ~ cars ~ LTVs 

due to contact with the A-pillars and roof rails (1).* 
Steering Assembly ] Chest 12.15 11.90 13.~5 

To examine the severity of this problem from another a~ uw,~ r,t*rio~ ~ a,,d ÷ F*oo 10.~ 11.~3 
3 Windshield [ Head + Face 8.93 9.71 5,85 

perspective, we ranked the twenty leading injury producing ~ Steering Assembly [ Abd .... 5.36 4.56 8.60 
5 Instrument Panel Lower Extremities 3.69 3.86 3~06 contact zones, presented in figure 1. table !. and table 2. The 6 Side Interior Chest 3.16 3.58 1.36 

InstrLunent Panel Head + Face 2.95 2~18 5~95 seriousness of head!face-upper interior impacts (3100 ~ S .... trig A .... hly Head * Face 2.85 3.20 147 
9 Side Interior Abdomen 2.02 2.42 O. 36 deaths/year. 10% harm) is second only to the severity of the 10 Roof Head + Face 1.8I 2 

bly (5100 /y 
~i,dow Glass/Frame Head + Face 1.80 1.59 2.59 chest-steering assem impacts deaths ear. 12% of [~ [nst .... t Panel Chest 1.69 1.79 1.29 

13 Side Interio~ Head + Face 1.61 1.85 0.68 harm). Furthermore. as measured by the number of fatalities 14 Interior Abdomen 1.51. 1.81 0.26 
15 Floor Lower Extremities I. 51 I. 44 i. 78 and harm. contact with the upper interior is the leading 16 i Roof Neck 1.3S 1.00 2.58 
17 I Instrument Panel Upper Extremities 1.30 i.ii cause of head injury, followed by the windshield, and the ~s I Windshield Neck 1.16 1.44 0.12 

roof. The period for which the accident data are currently ~o9 
]l InterlorSteerlng Assembly ChestUPPer £xtremlties 1.041"t0 1.191"17 0.390"79 

available for analysis reflects a relatively low restrain~ ~ 
i 

of the Above 67.2~ 69.04     60.16 usage. When additional years of NASS accident statistics aa[[ Other I .... ior C ....... 10.76 " 11.44 

inj All Noncon~ae ~ 7.82 ¯ 7.71 ~.23 become available, a shift in the distribution of uries, as 
All Exterior Cent .... I 14.16 I II.SI 23.43 

reported here, is expected, We anticipate that head impacts 

with upper interiors will continue to be a serious problem. All , lOO.OO ~ ioo.o~ lOO.OO 

Fatalities The upper interior, as defined in this paper, includes all 

~oo0 components of the roof support structure. This grouping 

includes the A-pillar. the B-pillar. the C-pillar. the front roof 

rail. the side roof rails, the rear roof rail. and the side door 
5000 

window frames. The accident statistics include both 

passenger cars and light trucks/vans ~under t0.000 
4000 

pounds---4536 kg), When the paper refers to head hereafter. 

this term wi II refer to both the head and the face. 
3000 

Purpose 
2000 

The objective of this program is to examine the degree of 

upper interior-head impact protection provided by the 
t000 

current production passenger car fleet. First. the paper 

contains a description of a promising technique for 
o 

evaluating head injury potential using a component test. 
Figure 1. Comparing the components. Secondly. it includes a discussion on the validation of this 

test procedure with respem to a series of full dummy sled 
¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, tests. Finally, the results of a series of head- upper imerior 
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impacts using twelve late model cars and the component test III head fitted with a specially designed mounting plate 

procedure are reported, place of the normal skull cap. For our experiments, the FMH 

is instrumented with a 9-accelerometer array which allows 

Test Approach the calculation of both HIC and head rotational kinematics. 

Head impact testing of the upper interior reqmres a 
The FMH has two important advantages over more tradi- 

number of impact tests for each vehicle. A complete series 
tional, guided head impactors. First, since there is no guid- 

of tests l~r a given vehicle would include tests of the 
ing mechanism, the FMH can simulate the glancing and 

nonperpendicular impacts experienced in real world acci- 
A-pillar, the B-pillar, the side roof rails, and the front 

header. When compared with other head contact zones (e.g. 
dents. The second feature of the FMH is the ability to meas- 

ure head rotational motion. 
the windshield), each of these components represents a 

Excessive head rotational motion has been advanced as 
relatively small target, requiring a very controlled test 

one of the leading explanations for some types of head 
procedure to ensure consistent head strikes. 

Test options for head impact testing included full-scale injury (4). To date, however, biomechanics research in this 

area is still incomplete, and has yet to propose a widely 
crash tests, sled tests with the vehicle body, and component 

accepted rotation injury criterion. However, it is anticipated 
tests. Our design objectives for the selected test approach 

that when such a criterion is developed, the FMH will have 
were to accurately measure head impact responses, provide 

the potential for measuring the appropriate head rotational 
good control of head strike location, and minimize test 

parameters which predict injury. 
expense. The full-scale crash testing option would require 

up to five crash tests to fully evaluate the upper interior. We Test procedure validation 
did not pursue this option, because of both the expense and Our primary objective during development of the FMH 

the lack of control over head strike location. Sled testing was to replicate the head responses of a full dummy in the 

with a vehicle body has the advantage of more control and crash environment. This section describes a battery of 59 

the realism of using a full dummy, but is considerably more validation tests in which the FMH test procedure was direct- 

expensive than the corresponding component test. While ly compared to the full Hybrid III dummy/sled test (5). 

sled testing was not used to evaluate the fleet sample, heavy The 59 validation tests consisted of 34 FMH tests and 25 

use of sled testing was made to validate the component test sled tests, simulating 22 different head impact configurao 

results, lions. Note that repeats of several FMH and sled tests were 

Within the design objectives stated above, we chose to conducted. These tests consisted of impacts with actual and 

use the component test approach in this research program, to simulated vehicle upper interior structures, at a number of 

evaluate the head injury causing potentia! of production pitch angles, using both surrogates. Each was performed in 

vehicle upper interiors, baseline and padded configurations. Dytherm 4, manufac- 

tured by ARCO Chemical Company, was used as the pad- 
Component test description ding for the A-pillar, side roof rail, and B-pillar tests, while 

The component headform test procedure selected for this Ethafoam 900, manufactured by Dow Chemical Company 

program was based on a free-motion headform (FMH) was used on the front header tests. A matrix of these tests is 

which is launched into each component of interest. Impact shown in table 3. The numbers listed in the table indicate the 

velocities were derived from NASS, and vary with each number of tests performed under each configuration, 

upper interior component (2). For the A-pillars and front 

headers, the impact velocity is 20 mph (32 kph). For the side 
"r~b~ 3o Ltpp~r ~n~r~r s~rue~ure 

roof rails and B-pillars, the impact velocity is 15 mph (24 II 

kph). 
Vehicle I Componen~ ~ I 

The FMH was developed from a Hybrid lII head in an I t ~5° I l I x I ~ 

earlier project conducted by the NHTSA at the VRTC (3). 
Simulated [ A-pillar I 40° I 1 t 3 I 1. 

I t 45° I 1 I :~ t 2 

As shown in figure 2, the headform is essentially a Hybrid 
I 0,itatiO~ t Z~i~a~ 
__ LTD I A-pillar ! 40~ 

1 A-pillar I 25~ I i I I [ I I I 
Tempo I Front header I 15~ I I I I I i I 1 

I Side roof rail I 35~ I i 1 I 1 I I 1 
1 Bopillar I 70~ I I I ]~ I l I I 

* as measured from horizontal 

HYGE sled: the benchmark 
Full dummy sled tests were conducted using *)~ur difl;er- 

ent sled bucks (5). The first, shown in figure 3, was the 

simulated A-pillar buck. This consisted of a fixture which 

held a length of steel tubing at any of the angles listed 

~:i~lure 2. Free-motion head,otto impaetor, table 3. The tubing was selected, in an earlier program (6), 
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to be roughly the same stiffness as a Chevrolet Citation used for the side roof rail and B-pillar impacts ,2}. 
A-pillar. The tubing was I inch square (254 mm2) by 18.75 baseline and padded tests were cond uc*ed. 
inches (476 mm) long with a 0.11 inch (2.8 mm) wall thick- 
ness. The mounting was such that the ends were simply Free-motinn headform 
supported, not fixed or pinned. As indicated in table 3, the FMH was used in simulated 

...... ~ A-pillar tests as well as in Citation. LTD. and Tempo tests 

(5). The tubing and support used in these tests were indenti- 

cal to those used in the simulated A-pillar sled tests. The 

headform was positioned so that the forehead struck the 

tubing through the head’s midsagitta! plane, about 6 inches 

(152 mm) from the top of the tube. It was then fired horizon- 

tally into the tubing at a speed of 20 mph (32 kph). Again. 

the tests consisted of both baseline and padded tests at each 

of the five angles. The tubing was replaced prior to each test. 

Similar tests were conducted on Citation and LTD A-pil- 

lars. In each case, the FMH was positioned to strike the 

A-pillar at the location determined from the occupant seated 

position. The FMH position was selected to coincide with 
Figure 3, HYGE s~ed buckMsimulated A-pillar. that of a normally seated Hybrid Ill dummy. The FMH was 

placed at this position and horizontally aimed at the A-pil- 
A Hybrid tit dummy, instrumented with a nine acceler- lar, defining both the location of impact on the pillar and the 

ometer array in the head, was used as the surrogate in these angle of impact with respect to the longitudinal axis of the 
tests. The dummy was seated such that the forehead struck car. All A-pillars were tested in baseline and padded im- 
the steel tubing through the bead’s midsagittal plane, about 

pacts, with a speed of 20 mph (32 kph). In figure 5. the set- 
6 inches (152 ram) from the top end of the tube. An impact 

up is shown for an FMH-to-LTD A-pillar test. 
speed of 20 mph (32 kph), determined in an earlier phase of 

this 
program (2), was used for all simulated A-pillar tests.1 

As indicated in table 3, ten tests were run, consisting of both 

baseline and padded tests at each of the five angles. The 

tubing was replaced prior to each test. 

Similar sled tests were conducted on actual vehicle A- 
pillars, with sled bucks made from the bodies era Chevrolet 

Citation and a Ford LTD. In each case, the car body was 

angled so that the head of the normally seated (per FMVSS 

208) Hybrid III dummy would strike the A-pillar. Both the 

Citation and LTD sled bucks were used in baseline and 

padded A-pillar impacts, with a speed of 20 mph (32 kph). 

A fourth sled buck was constructed from the body of a ~ - 
Ford Tempo. For this buck, the body could be positioned ~, ’~ 

such that head impacts with the A-pillar, front header, side 
roof rail, and the B-pillar could be achieved. The Tempo Figure 5. I:NH test set-up--kTD A-pi!lar. 
sled buck is shown in figure 4, set up for a side roof rail test. 

An impact speed of 20 mph (32 kph) was used for the The EMH was also used on the Tempo upper in,error 
A-pillar and front header tests, while 15 mph (24 kph) was structures. A-pillar impacts were performed ti~llowing the 

same procedure as for the Citation and LTD A-pillars. 

pact locations on the/Your header, side roof rail and B-pillar 

were found based on the normally seated Hybrid HI ta~erat. 

longitudinal, and vertical head positions, respectively. 

each of these tests, the FMH was horizontally aimed al the 

structure from these positions. The A-pillar and front header 

were impacted at 20 mph (32 kph), while the side roof rail 

and B-pillar were struck at 15 mph (24 kpht. [to~h baseline 

and padded tests were conducted. 

Test results and transform 
For each Sled and FMH test indicated in table 3. ~he 

’ acceleration components of the head center of gravity were 
Fi.~ture 4. I~YGI~ sled buek~Tempo side re~ rail. measured and the resultant calculated The acceleratmn 
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components were filtered with an SAE Class 1000 analog Using this transform, we can predict the HIC results from 

filter prior to digitization and HIC values were calculated HYGE sled tests, with good confidence, from the HIC re- 

from the resultant (see table 4). If more than one test was sults of component level FMH tests, for both 15 and 20 mph 
conducted, the average of the HIC calculations was used for (24 and 32 kph) nominal impact speeds. 
analysis, which is listed in the table. Individual responses 

Production vehicle test results 
are listed in the Appendix. 

Our next objective was to determine a fleetwide estimate 
Table 4. HIC values from upper interior testing, of head injury potential in current production cars. Using 

I Sled    I vrm 1987 sales figures (7), we selected a fleet sample of twelve 
Vehicle I     Conmonene    I an~le*l ba~9 [ p~ad I base I oad 

cars for FMH testing of baseline upper interiors. The indi- 
30* 626 343 477 192 vidual models were combined by body type (eg. GM 
35* 1027 489 890 316 

S fumalat:ed A-pillar 40* 1096 629 1039 422 A-body) and then ranked by body type sales. Only the top 40 
45" 1552 836 1423 682 
60" 2169 1318 2320 1164 selling body types were considered for use in this program 

(82% of total sales). 
Citation I A-pillar I 47* 1256 ! 689 I 1058 496 This group was then broken down into five weight cate- 

I I I I gories, and the number of cars tested from each category 
I I 

LTD A-pillar I t~0* 1287 661 I 1020 331 was selected based on sales percentages as follows: 
I I 

A-pillar 25° 854 425 438 358 
Weight Category Curb Wel~ht Ran~e-lb (k~ Fercent of Sales* Number Tested 

Tempo Fron~ header 15° 432 547 107 568 I 0 - 2250    (0 - 1021) 21.6% 3 
Side roof rail 35° 535 171 351 226 2 2250 - 2525 (1021 - 1145) 26.61 3 

3 2525 - 2750 (1145 - 1247) 17.31 2 B-pillar 70° 792 555 1250 732 4 2750 - 3000 (1247 - 1361) 7.8% 1 
5 over 3000 (over 1361) 26.7% 

* as measured from horizontal 100.0%* 12 

* percentage of top 40 selling body types only 

A linear regression was performed in an attempt to corre- 
late the FMH HIC results with those of the corresponding The top 40 selling body types were then listed, in order of 
sled tests. The computation used FMH HIC and nominal sales, for each weight category. From these lists, the appro- 
impact velocity (15 or 20 mph, 24 or 32 kph) as the indepen- priate number of body types from each category was se- 
dent variables and sled HIC as the dependent variable. The lected for testing, based on their availability to the VRTC. 
relationship produced by the STEPWISE regression (r2 = The twelve models tested are listed below. The numbers in 
0.93) is presented below, and is plotted in figure 6: parentheses following each model are the body type overall 

HICsled = 0.81515 (HICFlvn~) + 61.58 (Vnom)- 932 sales rank and the body type sales rank within its weight 
category, respectively. 

In this equation, nominal velocity has the units of mph. For 
the 20 mph (32 kph) tests (empty symbols), this equation ~,f~h ........ ~ wei=ht oat .... 

reduced to the following: 2-door Ford Escort: (2,1) 2-door Pont:tee Sunbird (4,1) 

2-door Nissan Senrra (13,3) 2-door Pont:lee Grand Am (6,2) 
2-door Mazda 323 (35,9) 4-door Ford Tempo (9,4) 

HICsl~d = 0.81515 (HICcup) + 300 

while for the 15 mph (24 kph) tests (solid symbols), it 4-door ~hevrolet Celebrit~ (1,1) 4-door Ford Taurus (3,1) 
reduced as follows: 

2-door Ford Mustang (21,3) 

HICsted = 0.81515 (HIC~H) - 8 ~-door Fo~d ~Z~ (7,2) 
4-door Chevrolet Caprice (19,7) 

4-door Buick Electra (23,8) 

FMH responses 
The A-pillar, front header, and side roof rail were tested in 

~.~ all cars. The B-pillars were tested in all the 4-door cars 

^ ~.~ 
~ ..... 

~ (excluding the LTD and the Caprice). As in the validation 
~ ~., was 20 mph (32 kph) for the 
~ ~° ~.~ q~ o 

tests,A_pillarsthe andimpaCtfrontVel°citYheaders, and l 5 mph (24 kph) for the side 
’ roof rails and B-pillars. For each test, three head responses 

o.s [] s were measured--HIC, peak resultant translational accelera- 

0., % ....... , o~ ............................ tion, and peak resultant rotational acceleration. 

o.~ 
"~ ...... The HIC results of these tests are listed in tables 5 through 

o 8 and are shown graphically in figure 7 (no transform ap- 
e o., o.~ ,.~ ~.~ ~ ~., plied). The FMH HIC values ranged from 225 to 1103 on the 

~o.~,~,~ ....... ~+~ ............ ~-~ A-pillar and from 71 to 338 on the front header. On the side 
Figure 6. Sled HIC versus FMH results, rail, the FMH HIC values ranged from 141 to 716 (exclud- 
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Table 5. Resuffs of production vehicle tests A-pillars--20 mph Table 7. Results of production vehicle tests side roof 
(32 kph). mph (24 kph). 

i ~ Peak Resultant i                  I I Peak Resultant 
~ I Acceleration I    Stiffness    ~Str~cture I ~ Acceleration I    Stiffness    IStructure 

Vehicle I HIC ILinearlRotatlonall Ib/In ~kN/m) I Angle Vehicle I HIC ~LinearIRotational~ ib/in (kN/m~ I Angle 
IAetualITransformedl (£) I(=ad/sec2)I 100% I 95% 1 ~de£). IActualITransformedl (£) I(rad/sec2)l 100% I 95% ~ (deg) 

Escort ~ 253 506 I 90.3 78786 1885 1994 35 Escort 442 352 i15.3 9,421 1274 1429 46 
I | (330) (349) (223) (250) 

Sentra j 598 787 I139.9 16.009 2630 2760 40 Sentra 280 220 100.3 12,295 1457 1478 65 
I (461) (483) (255) (259) 

Mazda 323 669 845 I138.4 14.407 2431 2569 40 Mazda 3231 178 137 79.81 11,914 1341 1385 65 
~ (426) (450) I (235) (243) 

8unbird 1103 1199 1200~4 28~122 2481 2769 24 Sunbird 419 334 I15~71 14,557 2481 3891 63 
(435) (485) I (435) (681) 

GrandAm 721 888 ~156~0 18~936 2794 8092 25 GrandAm 210 163 84.2[ ii,541 1180 1321 59 
~ (489) [(1417) ~ (207) (281) 

Tempo 438 657 ~123.6 12~750 3495 4513 25 Tempo 351 278 i09.3~ 14.527 1854 1958 35 
1 (612) (790) I (325) (343) 

Cel~brityl 579 772 I141.7 15.140 3205 4779 24 CelebrityI 638 512 139.3[ 14,160 2097 2308 38 
~ (561) (837) I (367) (404) 

Mustang 225 483 [ 92~3 9,738 4049 5148 40 Mustang 408 325 120.71 14.562 2070 3411 50 
~ (709) (902) l (363) (597) 

Taurus 290 536 Ii04~3 13~643 2273 3023 38 Taurus 141 107 85.7[ 9,937 2368 2698 55 
I (398) (529) ; (415) (473) 

LTD 1020. 1131. 181.1"[ 19~654" 2884 3309 40 LTD 11876* 1829. 232.31 22,255* 2761 3961 42 
(505) (580) [ (484) (694) 

Caprice 753 I 914 ~130.5 .... **~ 2897 2959 35 Caprice 303 239 84.0[ .... **[ 996 1063 37 
I (507) (518) I ~ (174) (186) 

Electra 982 ii00 173,3 16,427 2466 2628 40 Electra 716 576 141.41 14~211 I 1230 1469 50 

average 636 ~ 818 139,1 I 15,692 2791 3712 I 34 average I 371"I 295* I 106.81 12.713" I 1759 2198 50 

* average of two ~esns                                                                        * nominal impact speed was 20 mph (32 kph) for LTD tese, not averaged 
*~ data anomalous                                                             ** data anomalous 

Table 8. Results of production vehicte tests B-Pillars--15 mph 
(24 kph). 

[ I Peak Resultant [ Table 6. Results o~ production vehicle tests front headers--20 1 t Accelerati-qP~----I Stiffness J Structure 

lAetual[Transformedl (~) l(rad/sec2)I 100% I 95% I (deg) 

[ [ Acceleration    [    Stiffness     Struc=ure Tempo [ 1250 J i011 179.6~ 14.135 3563 3545 70 
Vehicle ] HIC [Linear~Rotational~ ~b/iD (kN/m) I Angle [ [ [ (624) (621) 

Celebrity~ 1141 922 183.51 15~528 1821 1833 62 
Escort 115 394 59.4 7.951 1094 1056 19 [ [ (319) (321) 

(192) (185) [ [ 
Taurus 944 [ 762 158.7 12~735 4272 4647 | 55 

Sentra 178 445 64.2 6,593     831 831 i0 I (748) (814) ] 

(146) (146) I I 
Electra    587 I 470 118.4 .... * 520 586 ~    67 

Mazda 323 71 358 50.8 5,980 410 387 18 I I [ ~ (103) . 
(72) (68) I I I     I I t 

average [ 981 [ 791 160-1l 14,133 ~ 2544 2653 I 64 
Sunbird 192 457 ~ 67.5 i0,357 703 960 20 ! [ I | (446) (465) 

[ (123) (168) [ 
* data anomalous 

GrandAm 164 434 ~ 72.7 11,735 1295 1340 [ 19 
(227) (235) , A-Pilaf Impacts 

Tempo 107 387 50.6 8,167 1202 1213 15 
H~ ~0~ (211) (212) 

1200 
CelebrityI 129 405 62.3 11,753 884 1062 15 

(155) (186) 

Mustang 338 576 [111.3 16,341 1279 1437 I0 1000 

(224) (252) 

Taurus 125 402 70.6 II.059     1018 940 15 800 
(178) (165) 

LTD 257 509 88.4 15,161 1063 1018 23 600 
(186) (178) 

Caprice 194 458 78.4 .... * 776 901 16 400 
(136) (158) 

Electra     99         381      55.0      8,028     1463     1662       18 
I (256) l (291) I                    200 

average [ 164 I 434 ~ 69~3 I 10,284 ~ 1002 [ 1067 17 
[     [ [     [ [ (175) [ (187) 0 
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Front Heart fm~acts B-pillar impacts producing the highest FMH HIC values 

~ 20 mph and impacts on the front headers the lowest, on average. 

400 The peak resultant linear acceleration and the peak resul- 

tant rotational acceleration for each test are also listed in 

-- tables 5 through 8. The resultant linear acceleration data 

300 were filtered with a nominal Class 180 digital filter (4-pole 

Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 300 Hz I. The 

peak resultant rotational acceleration data were obtained 
200 from the 9-accelerometer array mounted in the FMH and 

were filtered using a Class t000 analog filter prior to 

digitization. 

Earlier we stated that head contact with vehicle upper 

interiors is a significant safety problem. However. the ma- 

jority of the HIC values calculated from our FMH tests are 
0 below the standard H1C-1000 threshold. We are currently 

V~ 
reexamining these results. Our plans include conducting 

follow-up production car tests, using alternate test configu- 

rations with different impact angles and/or impact speeds. 
8kte R~ ~g~ots and considering other injury mechanisms. 

H~ 15 m~ Structural responses 
2o0o 

Structural stiffnesses were a~so measured for each struc- 

ture in a separate series of tests using a guided, rigid head- 

form (RHF), shown in figure 8 The RHF was developed by 
!500 - 

the General Motors Corporation (8) and has a hemispherical 

impact surface. All impacts were conducted perpendicular 
to the structure, at a nominal impact speed of ! 3.5 mph (21.7 

1000 - 
kph). Linear headform accelerations and displacements 

were measured thus providing force/deflection informa- 

tion for each structure. 

0 

B-Pilaf ~acts 
15 ~ 

t400 

1200 

1000 

Soo                                                      ~igure 8. RHF test set-up~LTD A-p~Har, 

~00 

~ 

400 
The stiffness values for each structure tested are listed m 

tables 5 through 8. Note that for each structure, two stiff- 

g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

nesses are listed, desigaated as100% and 95%. The100% 

__ e ~. stiffness is the slope of the force/deflection curve from the 
0 

time of impact, as determined from the event switch, to the 

time of peak force. In some cases, the early portion of the 
Figure 7. curve was quite flat, rising more sha~ly after a significant 

amount of deflection. This flat portion may be due to a slight 

ing the 20 mph---32 kph LTD test), while they ranged mispositioning of the event switch, thereby resulting in a 

from 587 to t250 on the B-pillar. in general, the headfo~ premature time of impact, or due to some property of the 

responses varied considerably among the vehicles, with the structure which would serve to mitigate the impact. 
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Because of this uncertainty, a second stiffness was calcu- summary of our test results and analysis: 

lated in each case. We determined the point where the force ¯ In the United States, the seriousness of head/face- 
level reached 5% of its peak and disregarded the portion of upper interior impacts (3100 deaths/year, 10% 
the force/deflection curve prior to this time. The stiffness harm) is second only to the severity of the chest- 
designated as 95% in tables 5 through 8 was simply the steering assembly impacts (5100 deaths/year, 
slope of the remaining force/deflection curve. The cut-off 12% of harm). 
level of 5% was chosen based on the review of a number of ¯ This project uses a component test approach to 
such curves, evaluate the head injury causing potential of 

Regardless of whether the 100% or the 95% stiffness was production vehicle upper interiors. This approach 
considered, the A-pillars were the stiffest structures, on was selected based on our design objectives, 
average, followed by the B-pillars and then the side rails, which were to accurately measure head impact 
The front headers were notably less stiff, on average, than responses, to provide good control of head strike 

the other structures, location, and to minimize test expense. 

We are currently conducting a detailed analysis in which ¯ The FMH was selected as the component 

we are examining the relationship between FMH responses headform we will use to assess the head injury 

and vehicle upper interior structural design parameters, causing potential of vehicle upper interiors in 
passenger vehicles. We can estimate the HIC 

Future work response of a full Hybrid III dummy in a sled test 

The NHTSA is continuing to conduct research in the area from the HIC results of a similar FMH test and the 

of upper interior head protection. The testing of the twelve nominal impact velocity (in mph) using the 

production vehicles presented in this text was recently com- following relationship: 

pleted and we are currently reexamining these results to HICs~eO = 0.81515 (HICFMH) + 61.58 (Vnom) - 932 
determine how representative they are of real world head 
injuries. Our plans include conducting follow-up produc- r2 = 0.93 

tion car tests, using alternate test configurations with differ- ¯ Since the FMH is a free-motion impactor and is 
ent impact angles and/or impact speeds, capable of simulating glancing impacts, headform 

In addition, we are analyzing these results to determine rotation occurs and can be measured. This allows 
the relationship between structural design attributes and for the possibility of using the FMH to predict 

head impact severity. Candidate design attributes include, head injury due to rotation, once such criterion is 

but are not limited to, structural stiffness, structural angle, developed and accepted. 

hardpoints, and fabrication techniques. Once we better un- ¯ Twelve production passenger cars were selected 

derstand the effect that the design attributes have on head for use in this program, based on curb weight, 

impact severity, our research will focus on determining sales, and availability. In each car, the A-pillar, 

practical methods for mitigating such impacts, front header, and side roof rail were tested to 

The Agency has also sponsored the development of a obtain headform impact responses, using the 

finite element model which simulates head impacts with FMH. In four of the 4-door cars, the B-pillars 

vehicle upper interiors. The technique was recently val- 
were also tested. A nominal impact speed of 20 

idated in a series of simulations which model FMH impacts 
mph (32 kph) was used on the A-pillars and front 

with Citation A-pillars, in both baseline and padded config- 
headers, while 15 mph (24 kph) was used on the 
side rails and B-pillars (one exception--the LTD 

urations. The model has produced results which predict 
side rail was tested at 20 mph--32 kph). 

those from actual FMH tests very closely. We expect that the ¯ In general, FMH impacts with the different 
finite element approach will improve our understanding of structures produced a relatively large range of 
the interaction of occupant heads with upper interior struc- HIC values. These FMH HIC ranges and averages 
tures and will aid in the development of injury counter- were as follows (LTD results not included in the 
measures, side rail range and average): 

The tests reported in this paper have focused on protec- 
tion of passenger car occupants. As noted in the accident range average 
statistics, head to upper interior impacts are also a serious /k-pi.llar - 225 1:o 1103 636 
problem for light truck and van (LTV) occupants. Research Front: Header - 71 t:o 338 164 
is currently underway to determine the injury causing po- $i.de Rail. - 141 t:o 716 371 
tential of LTV upper interiors, and to explore the appli- B-pt.1].ar - 587 t:o 1250 981 
cability of the FMH device to LTV testing. 

Summary ¯ For each structure of the twelve cars tested with 

This paper has presented a fleetwide characterization of the FMH, the stiffness was measured using a 

head to upper interior impact protection. The following is a guided, rigid impactor. These tests were con- 
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ducted perpendicular to the structures, at 13.5 Stephen Elliott, and Roger Smart for their handling of the 
mph (21.7 kph), nominally, data. 

¯ On average, the A-pillars were the stiffest struc- We also wish to thank Thomas MacLaughlin, Thomas 

tures, followed by the B-pillars, the side rails, and Hollowell, Michael Monk, and Lisa Sullivan for their 

then the front headers. The average stiffnesses, in assistance in formulating project objectives and for their 

lb/in (kN/m), for these structures were as follows: efforts in the execution of these objectives. 
Also, special thanks go to Susan Weiser for the 

100% 95% preparation of the manuscript. 
A-pillar 2791 (489) 3712 (65o) ~ TESTING 
Front Header 1002 (175) 1067 (187) 
Side Rail 1759 (308) 2198 (385) 30* Simulated A-Pillar 
B-pillar 2544 (446) 2653 (465) 

References FMH baseline [ padded 
(1) Jeffrey Marcus, Robert Blodgett; "Priorities of 

Automotive Crash Safety Based on Impairment;" Pre- 
sented at the Eleventh International Technical Conference 

test #1 273 I 158 
on Experimental Safety Vehicles; May 1987. test #2 587 I 245 

(2) M.W. Monk, H.C. Gabler, L.K. Sullivan; "Subsystem tes t #3 570 I 172 
Testing For Head To Upper Interior Safety;" National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration; Presented at the 
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SAE paper number 780886; October 1978. FMI’I baseline padded 

(5) D.T. Willke; "Selection of a Headform for Head/ HIC 
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration; Presented 
average 1423 682 
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LTD A-Pillar 
LTD Basellne A-Pillar 

~ FMH ~ baseline padded ~ Peak Resultant Acceleration 
HIC [ FMH ~ Linear Rotational 

test #i [ 975 295 ! (~_) (rad/secZ) 

test #2 i 1064 312 test #i [ 177.5 20,866 
test #2 I 184..6 18,441 

test #3 I :x~ 385 I 
~ 

~ 
average [ 181.1 19,654 

average [ 1020 331 

SLED TESTING 
LTD A-Pillar 

SLED [ basellne padded 

test #1 I 1267 500 

~ test #2i 1306 830 
test #3 [ xxxx 652 

average [ 1287 661 

Biomechanics of the Human Chest, Abdomen, and Pelvis in Lateral Impact 

David C. Viano, Ian V. Lau, Corbin Asbury, The 1986 FARS indicates that 31.8% of passenger car 

General Motors Research Laboratories fatalities occur in crashes with the principal direction of 

Albert I. King, Paul Begeman, force lateral on the vehicle (figure 1). Two-thirds of the 
fatalities are in multi-vehicle accidents where the car is Wayne State University struck by a passenger car, truck, or other vehicle, while the 

¯ ~’ other third involve single vehicle accidents into primarily 
Abstract fixed objects. Approximately an equal number of fatalities 

Fourteen unembalmed cadavers were subjected to forty- occur in driver side and passenger side lateral impact 

four blunt lateral impacts at velocities of approximately 4.5, crashes, and the toll in human life is about 8,000 victims 

6.7, or 9.4 rn/s with a 15 cm fiat pendulum weighing 23.4 kg. annually. 

- Chest and abdominal injuries consisted primarily of rib SJ,Gt.E Vt:I-IICLI~ ACClDt:NT$ MUL¥1-V~HICI.I~ ACClOliNrs 
fractures with a few cases of lung or liver laceration in the (31.~ s,oE) (~8.~’~ sto~) 

highest severity impacts. There were two cases of pubic 
ramus fracture in the pelvic impacts. Logist analysis of the 
biomechanical responses and serious injury, indicated that 
the maximum Viscous response had the best correlation 

~ with injury risk for chest and abdominal impacts. A toler- 
¯ - ance level of VC = 1.5 m/s for the chest and VC = 2.0 m/s for 

the abdomen were determined for a 25% probability of 
serious injury. Maximum compression was similarly set at 
C = 38% for the chest and C = 44% for the abdomen. The 

Figure 1. Distribution of Impact by principle direction of force experiments indicate that chest and abdominal injury can in 1986 FARS single and multi-vehicle fatal crashes. 
occur by a viscous mechanism during the rapid phase of ~ 
body compression, and that the Viscous response is an ef- A recent study (Viano 1989) of individual multi-vehicle 
fective measure of injury risk in side impacts. A compres- side impact crashes indicates that a majority of the fatal 
sion tolerance is set to assess crushing injury risks. Pubic crashes occur at an intersection and that the victim is pri- 
ramus fracture correlated with compression of the pelvis not marily an older occupant. An evaluation of national statis- 
impact force or acceleration. Pelvic tolerance was set at tics from NASS (table 1) indicates that when side and fron- 
27% compression, tal impact crashes are compared, side impacts represent 
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about half of the crashes involving serious to fatal passenger pact methods of this study. This approach has successfully 

car injury. When crashes are separated into multi-vehicle led to the development of human-like body deformation 

(car-car) or fixed object impacts, the age of the occupant characteristics which include the force-deflection or com- 

emerges as an important factor in side impacts. In particular, pliance behavior of the chest and abdomen under impact 

multi-vehicle side impact crashes are a major cause (40- loading. The data has enabled the development of the Hy- 

54%) of injury to occupants over the age of 40, whereas brid III dummy which realistically simulates the human 

occupants of this age range are infrequently involved in side response in frontal impact, and enables a valid assessment 

impact crashes into fixed objects, of product safety improvements. 
There has also been an advance in our understanding of 

Table 1. Passenger car crashes from 1982-86 NASS with seri- the mechanisms of injury, and tolerance criteria of the hu- 
ous-fatal front seat occupant injuries, 

man body to impact force. Much of this has been based on 

Sldo I~,.,~          F,.,=I Z.~ human cadaver tests, which help define body compliance 
~ c.r-~,, F~=~ 0bi.~ ~,.x., Fix.~ 0bi.,~ r.t.~ and assess injury severity primarily based on skeletal trau- 

~- 2,m (21~) 4,8~ (3~ ~,83~ (2~ 2,0~2 (~8~ ~,2n ma. Comparable research (Viano 1988b) has been con- 
~-~o 8,o~ (28~3 ~,n~ (~=) lo,~rl (33~ ~,11o (z’~ ~2,~ ducted for frontal and lateral impacts with a physiological 
40-60 5,004 (,tO’S) 761 (6~’) 5.466 (43’~ 1,417 (112) 12,646 

60-80 S.010 (44~’) 188 (1~) 4,122’3 (~) 2.n0 (Z8~ lZ,40~ model to study life-threatening trauma, by laceration or 
80. 819 (54~0 46 (3~’) 369 (2S~k’) 270 (18~k’) 1,504 

rupture of internal organs and vessels or by interruption of 
~,741 (3o~ ~2.81~ (17~ ~4,,~s (34~ ~=.~9 (x~ ~x,7o~ normal cardiac or respiratory function. In frontal and lateral 

impact, the Viscous response has been shown to be the 

The current study simulates the forces of contact on the principal mechanical cause of soft tissue injury. This study 

chest, abdomen and pelvis in a side impact crash. A pen- aimed to assess its comparable tolerance level and risk 

dulum impact mass is used to load an unembalmed cadaver function in lateral impacts of human cadavers. 

over a range of impact speeds and follows a protocol that has 
been used previously to study frontal impact responses Materials and Methods 
(Kroell 1976). This allows direct comparison of the lateral Unembalmed cadavers were provided through the 
impact responses to the frontal data, and takes advantage of Department of Anatomy at Wayne State University Medical 
a proven methodology for research on impact bio- School as part of a willed-body program.~ They had an 
mechanics, average age of 53.8 + 13.9 years and body weight of 67.2 + 

The study also addresses a range of candidate mechanical 16.2 kg. 
responses for injury assessment. These include the Viscous 
(Viano 1988b, Lau 1986) and compression (Nahum 1970) Specimen selection and handling 
responses for the chest and abdomen since they are an effec- The specimen were selected on an age, condition, and 
tive measure of injury risk by impact and crushing mecha- cause of death criteria, which limited age to approximately 
nisms, respectively. The Viscous response is evaluated 65 years unless the specimen was of good skeletal condi- 
since it is proven to be the underlying mechanism of soft tion. All cadavers were tested after rigormortis had passed. 
tissue trauma to internal organs and vessels in blunt impact. In some of the specimen, the average time lapsed between 
It has also successfully pinpointed the time of greatest inju- expiration and actual testing was one to two weeks. In other 
ry risk in an impact. This has helped focus efforts on vehicle specimen, the time lapse was greater between the expiration 
design changes to improve product safety. The Viscous and testing, so the specimen was frozen (4°F) for a period 
response has also been shown to accurately measure the risk of time. Prior to testing, the specimen were refrigerated at 
of serious and life-threatening trauma in cadaver and animal 35OF. 
studies. 

Based on Cesari (1982), hip acceleration is investigated Instrumentation and preparation 
for pelvic fracture. Although response and injury will be The cadaver was instrumented with an array of acceler- 
compared with peak acceleration measurements, peak ac- ometers attached to the spine and pelvis. A triaxial acceler- 
celeration is an insufficient correlate and not a causal factor ometer package was attached to the first, eighth and twelfth 
in soft tissue chest and abdominal injury (Brun-Cassan thoracic vertebrae and a similar package to the pelvic region 
1987). In addition, the recent acceleration formulation TTI, at the second sacral vertebrae. Targets were attached to the 
has been criticized by many in the scientific community triaxial clusters for photographic coverage and film 
(Tarriere 1988, Viano 1987b, Lau 1988). Although acceler- analysis. 
ation criteria have a rich history in product safety testing, 
our current understandings of human injury indicate that 

= The rationale and experimental protocol for use of human cadaver research subjects 
body deformations are the causal factor of soft tissue chest in this program have been reviewed by the Research Laboratories’ Human Research 

and abdominal injury and such deformation is not ade- Committee. The research complies with the provisions of the Uniform Anatomical 

quately assessed by acceleration measures. Gift Act, follows guidelines established by the US Department of Transportation, 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and recommendations of the Na- 
A scientific understanding of frontal impact injury hio- tional Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, and adheres to the 

mechanics has been developed by using the pendulum im- provisions of The Declaration of Helsinki. 
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The cadaver’s arterial system was pressurized by normal relates the probability of injury occurrence P(x) to the mag- 
saline infused through a Foley catheter inserted in the aorta nitude of a response parameter x based on a statistical fit 
above the diaphragm. A vent tube was inserted in the bra- to a sigmoidal function P(x) -- [1 + exp (~z - 13~)]-1. The 
chial artery. Prior to an experiment, the catheter balloon was goodness-of-fit of the statistic is quantified by the chi- 
pressurized to block the flow below it and saline was squared (Z2), p-value (p) and correlation coefficient (R). 
pumped into the body until it flowed out of the vent tube. 

The impact The vent was then clamped, ensuring pressure in the chest 
and upper abdominal organs. The lung was carefully Experiments were conducted with a power-assisted pen- 

drained of any fluid and then aerated repeatedly with room dulum impactor (figure 2). The 23.4 kg pendulum was free- 

air prior to testing. The lung was pressurized, ly suspended by guide wires and accelerated to impact 

speeds of approximately 4.5, 6.7 or 9.4 m/s in 5 cm by a 
Necropsy pneumatically charged cylinder with thrust piston. The lev- 

Autopsy was performed by a board certified pathologist, el of charge pressure determines the thrust velocity. The 

and special attention was paid to injury of the chest, abdo- forward motion of the pendulum was abruptly stopped by a 

men, and pelvis, cable tether after 15 cm of contact. 

Data analysis 
/ 

, , ..... 
High speed movies of the impact were taken at 2,000 / 

frames per second from the frontal and 500 frames per 
second from the posterior and overhead views. Frame-by- 
frame analysis of the impact event formed the basis for the 
instantaneous deflection data of the torso and hip. Deflec- 
tion was processed to derive the compression and Viscous 
responses based on an established algorithm by Viano 
(1988a) and Lau (1986). The acceleration channels were 
processed by SAE or FIR filters. 

Injury functions 

Viscous Response [VC(t)]--A time function producedby 
I:igure 2. I~xperimental set-up with a pneumatic power-as- 

multiplying the instantaneous velocity of deformation and sisted pendulum and upri~lht supported specimen. 

compression responses (units in m/s, derived from film 
data). The cadaver was suspended upright with hands and arms 

Compression Response [C(t)]--The instantaneous defor- overhead. The specimen was rotated 30° so the point of 
mation divided by the initial torso thickness along the axis pendulum contact was lateral on the thorax or abdomen. 
of the impact (dimensionless, derived from film data). This protocol was used to assure that full lateral thoracic and 

Spinal Acceleration Response [Gsp(t)]--Instantaneous abdominal impact occurred with the axis of force through 
lateral acceleration of the spine measured by an accelerome- the center of gravity of the torso. It resulted in controlled 
ter on T 1, T8, T12 or pelvis at $3 (units in g’s derived from compression of the torso without coincident rotation of the 
electronic data), body about the spine axis. The center of pendulum impact 

Force [F(t)]--Impact force resulting from pendulum con- on the thorax was aligned with the xiphoid process (7.5 cm 
tact (units in kN’s, derived from acceleration of the pen- below midsternum). Abdominal impact was aligned 7.5 cm 
dulum from electronic data multiplied by the pendulum below the xiphoid (15 cm below midstemum). Pelvic im- 
mass), pacts were conducted at 90° lateral with the impactor cen- 

Injury criteria 
tered on the greater trochanter. 

The pendulum interface was a smooth, flat, 15 cm diame- 
Viscous Criterion [VC]max--The peak Viscous response ter disc with the edges rounded. The axis of impact force 

(Viano 1988a, Lau 1986). was aligned through the center of gravity of the torso for 
Compression Criterion [C]max--The peak compression chest and abdomen tests (approximately 2 cm anterior of the 

response, intrathoracic surface of the vertebrae). A uniaxial acceler- 
Spinal Acceleration Criterion [Gsp]max--The peak lat- ometer was attached to the pendulum and its response was 

eral or resultant spinal acceleration response, multiplied by the pendulum mass to give the force of im- 
Force Criterion [F]max--The peak force acting on the pact. A suspension system released the arms at impact en- 

body. abling a free torso response to impact. The off-side of im- 

pact was padded to gradually support the free body 
Statistical methods response. 

Injury risk functions were computed using the Logist Multiple tests were conducted on a specimen to increase 
function in the Statistical Analysis Package. This function biomechanical response data. This could include a 1ow- 
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severity left abdominal impact, an injurious high-severity and the maximum overall severity of injury (MAIS). 

thoracic test and a lateral pelvic impact. The response and injury data were averaged in table 2 for 
the three pendulum impact speeds. Chest and abdominal 

Results impact responses increased as the severity of impact speed 

Three of six tests in the high velocity chest impact series increased. The experimental protocol maximized the 

resulted in lacerative injury of the lung, liver, diaphragm, opportunity to define a correlation between injury and the 

kidney or spleen. In the high-velocity chest impact series, measured response parameters but also set up the possibility 

five of six specimen had flail chest with an average of 14 rib that unrelated or weakly related parameters may also 

fractures. There were only two cases of severe upper correlate with injury. 

abdominal injury in the high severity impacts and they 
consisted of laceration of the liver and diaphragm. In these 
impacts, only one of four specimen experienced more than Thorax~...~: 

eight rib fractures. There were six high velocity lateral / ........ ~ ~_.. . ~ ~_~’! ’ i’i-.~ 

impacts of the hip and, in spite of the high severity of x ’ I ............ 

~’t’ "~/~- 
loading, there were only two incidents of pubic ramus 
fracture. In terms of overall injury severity, each exposure ~.-.~~.J~-./".~" ~::. 

was summarized by the number of rib fractures or skeletal ~’~ 

injury, the maximum severity of skeletal trauma (SAIS), 

Table 2. Summary biomechanics and injury for lateral thoracic, 
abdominal and pelvic impact. 

,...o.. ,.., ,,.., <.,., 
4.42 i 0.86 6.52 i 0.32 1.33 i 0.71 

~"~’.’i. <.                 . 
Force (kN) 1.67 ± 0.99 3.10 i 0.46 6.30 t 0.90 ’ 

Deflection {on) 8.40 i 1.30 11.20 ± 1.35 14.18 ± 1.79 

Co~presslon (li) 26.1 ± 4.1 34.9 I 4.5 43.2 t 3.g 

VC (i/s) 0.62 i 0.23 1.10 z 0.18 2.0,5 ± 0.41 

_~__~ 

14.0 ±6.0 46.1 ± 8.3 

16.5 ± 6.5 33.6 ± 8.1 62.5 ± 20.4 

~12-1’ 
12.6 ± 8.5 25.4 i 5.1 ,54.6 ± 25.3 ,- 

If~S 0.4 ± 0.9 2.8 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.6 
SAIS 0.4 ± 0.9 2.8 i 0.5 3.8 i 0.4 
i~b Fract, ures (|) 0.4 ± O.g 5.2 ± 1.5 12.7 ± 4.5 

Abdmte~ 
Response Tes~ Speed 

4.79 ± 0.77 6.83 ± 0.15 9.40 ± 0.87 

Force {kl() 2.41 ± 0.49 3.71 ± 0.48 6.S0 ~ 1.1o Figure 3. Grouped dynamic responses for applied force and 
Dellectilon (c~) 10.83 ± 2.30 11.43 i 0.76 14.60 ± 2.36 

Coepressio. (li) 3~.0 ¯ 6.6 36.2 ~ 1.~5 4S.S ± 3.1 body deformation in 4.5, 6.7 and 9.4 m/s pendulum impacts of 
vc (,/,) o.~ ± o.~3 i.2s ± o.1~ 2.=, o.41 the thorax, abdomen and pelvis. 
~aTl_y 6.9 ± 2.0 17.5 . ± 1.9 37.5 ± 11.0 

10.8 ± 4.4 28.9 X 7.1 29.1 ± 5.9, 

~11~y-I~ 11.6 ± S.° 29.8 t 12.4 44.3 , ,.0 A comparison of the chest and abdominal impacts 
~ 0.7 ¯ 1.~ ~.0 , 1.4 ~.0 ± ~.~ indicates a similar level of peak force, deflection, and 
SAIS 0.7 i 1.2 2.0 ± 1.4 1.8 i 2.1 

zi~ ~ .... (t) o.e ± ,.6 3.~ ± s.o 3.8 , 4.s compression for each level of impact severity. The Viscous 
response was higher in the abdominal impacts probably 
because of less skeletal structure resisting the low- 
deflection response. A lack of vitality in the upper 
abdominal organs may have led to a lower average severity 

~el,~, of abdominal injury than occurred in chest impacts of 
Itesponse Test~ Speed (m/s) 

4.83 ± o.68 6.77 ± o.so ~.65,0.64 comparable impact severity. Internal chest injury was 

~ .... (~) 6.4~ ± 1.~ s.81 ¯ 1.~0 11.~0, 1.46 frequently associated with multiple rib fractures indicative 
¯ e~ie~io* (�-) 4.~o ± 1.~o ,.~ ¯ 1.34 7.63, 2.27 of flail chest. For the pelvic impacts, the force increased 
Compression (l) 13.5 ± 4.0 25.0 ± 0.3 22.2 ± 6.0 

~rs-~ 7.7 ~ 3.1 with the increasing severity of impact speed. 
Tl2-y 

15.0 ± 12.6 18.,5 ± 3.8 31.6 ± 8.5 

34.4 ± 15.0 2.3.6 ± 3.6 39.9 , 26.8 Figure 3 summarizes the force-deflection responses for 
.~zs o o 0.7 , 1.o the experiments at the low, middle, and high severity impact 
SAIS 0 0 0.7 ± 1.0 

~l,~ ~,o~.~e o o 0.3 ± 0.5 of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis. The force-deflection 
response defines the compliance of the torso or pelvis under 
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lateral impact and is a key biomechanical response of The Viscous response emerged as the best and most 
impact. The area under each curve represents the amount of descriptive measure of injury risk. Logist functions are 

energy absorbed by body deformation, plotted in figure 4 for the probability of serious injury as a 
~ Logist analysis was applied to the biomechanical function of the Viscous and compression response of the 

responses to identify risk functions for four or more rib chest and abdomen. A 95% confidence interval is also 

fractures (MAIS 3+) or serious injury (MAIS 4+ or 9+ rib given. The functions are sigmoidal in shape indicating three 

fractures). The Viscous response shows the strongest distinct regions. For low values of the response, there is a 

correlation with serious to critical injury for responses 
region of very low risk of injury. Similarly, for the very high 
values of the response, there is a flat high-risk of serious 

,~. measured in the chest and abdominal impacts. Peak force injury outcome. In-between is a region where injury risk is 
had a higher correlation with serious injury but is an input 

proportional to the associated response. The sigmoidal 
parameter measured on the pendulum. Maximum chest function is typical of a risk distribution with a 
compression was also a significant correlate with serious biomechanical response from a population with weaker and 
injury, whereas none of the responses correlated with the stronger subjects. 
risk of moderate skeletal injury in the lateral abdominal Tolerance levels were determined for a 25% probability 

~ impacts. Pelvic compression emerged as the only correlate of serious injury in the chest, abdomen and pelvis. This 
with pubic ramus fracture, probability level is consistent with previous studies of 

injury risk from human cadaver and animal impacts (Viano 
Thorax 1988a, 1988b, Lau 1986, 1987, 1988) and is at a risk level 

ii] ...................//..~./ ............ 

found in current crash protection standards. Tolerance to 

~-~ ~ ...---" / 
¯ " ......... AIS 4+ injury is set a,t VC=I.5 m/s and C=38% for the chest 

J, ~ ~ and VC=2.0 m/s and C=44% for the abdomen. Pelvic 

i ~ tolerance is C=27%. 

" .... Discussion 
~ ~,¢,~ ........... ~ This study has shown that the Viscous response is the best 

biomechanical parameter to assess impact injury in lateral 
.... ’ impact of the chest and abdomen. The finding is consistent 

Abdomen 
with previous research by Viano (1988a) and Lau (1986) on 

.............. ...... ...... 
impact injury in frontal loading of the chest and similar 

~ ~ research by Lau (1987) on the abdomen. In those studies the 

i ~ 0.. Viscous response was found to be the causal mechanism and 
~ ...... strongest correlate with injury. More recent experiments by 
¯ j~ °., ;: o*:.*’ Lau (1988) have shown that serious injury to soft tissues and 

o:, ; .:, ~ ~:, ~ ° organs occurs at the time of peak Viscous response, well 
before maximum deflection. We expect that serious 
abdominal and thoracic injury from high-speed lateral 

Logi~ 

~rit~ri~/S .... it;)’/ED60 a ~ x2 v ~ impact will be similarly associated with the rapid 
~ compression phase of loading. 

Experiments by Viano (1988b) with anesthetized swine 
rsoRxx.. ~÷ ~ w~ ~s ~÷) show also that lateral impact injury is associated with avis- 

ve o 1.~6 ,/~ lo.o~ 6.08 13.7 o.ooo O.Tr cous mechanism. Serious internal thoracic and abdominal 
C = 3g.8~ 31.22 0.~85 13.5 0.000 0.78 

%8- r = 4~.s ~ 12.~8 0.2~2 10.2 0.000 o.~s injury.occurred with minimal skeletal damage. The research 
confirms in a physiologic model with organ sizes and 

- weights similar to that of man that the Viscous response is an 
ABDOMEN: Crlticnl Injury (~AIS 4÷) 

¥0 = 2.26 ,/, 8.64 3.81 8.1 0.013 0.60 
effective measure of injury risk in lateral impact. 

c = 46.8~ 16.2~ 0.348 ~.6 o.03z 0.~8 The correlation of maximum deflection or compression 
CT12_y = 45.5 g 7.73 0.160 4.0 0.027 0.53 

with injury is consistent with relationships found in 
previous studies on the frontal impact response of human 

~ELV~S.. ~o ~, w~ cadavers and anesthetized swine. However, a relationship 
-~- C = 27.4g 84.02 3.07 11.48 0.001 0.~08 was not found between compression and injury in recent 

d = 10.3 c~ 16.91 1.64 6.64 0.010 (I~S) 0.635 
csz_, = 142.r ~ 3.16 o.o2~ 0.34 o.661 (~s) o.o lateral chest impacts of anesthetized swine (Viano 1988b). 

In those tests, a relationship existed between low and 
middle severity impacts but was not found between the 

Figure 4. Logist functions and statistics for the probability of 
middle and high severity tests. Spinal acceleration was critical injury of the thorax and abdomen, and pubic ramus 

fracture of the pelvis, higher between the middle and high severity tests as well as 
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impact force, resulting in more whole-body displacement of key factor in impact injury and that whole-body accel- 

the animal. The failure of maximum compression to eration primarily brings the body to a common velocity with 

correlate with an increased severity of injury is further the impactor or sled. 

evidence that soft tissue trauma may be more associated Our work is part of an effort to define the global 

with the rapid-phase of body deformation during impact, biomechanics of the human chest and abdomen. It is 

However, in some circumstances injury may occur by a possible to characterize the force-deflection response by an 
slow crushing load on the body, and maximum compression initial stiffness, and average plateau force in the mid- 

. would be an important factor, deflection region. This was done for the frontal and lateral 

Although acceleration measures correlate with some chest impacts and is plotted in figure 5 by orientation from 
types of injury in this study, they have been shown in other frontal (0°) through 60° lateral to 120° lateral. Solid lines 
research to be unrelated when a range of test-types are connect the regions where test data are available and the 
merged. In two studies by Lau (1986, 1988), pendulum and dotted lines represent an estimate of what the full global 
sled tests could be independently shown to correlate body biomechanical response may be when a complete set of 
accelerations with injury; but, when the data were merged responses is collected for the 6.7 m/s blunt impact 
no relationship existed between peak accelerations and condition. 
injury. This situation has been shown for frontal impact and The force-deflection characteristics of the human chest 
is a result of acceleration being the sum of two independent are an important response for the development of anthro- 
components: one associated with deflection of the body, 
and the other with whole-body displacement in response to Thorax 
force. Our studies have shown that body deformation is the 
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Figure 5. The global impact response of the human chest and PEAK D[F’t~CTION (cm) 
abdomen is represented by the plateau force and initial 
stiffness (average _+ 1 standard deviation). Solid lines connect Figure 6. Peak force and deflection from blunt lateral impact of 
known data and dotted lines represent estimates of the human the human cadaver and current side impact test dummies at 
response, three levels of severity, 
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pometric test devices that simulate the human response to Proceedings of the llth International ESV Conference, 
impact and assess injury risks. Figure 6 summarizes the Washington, DC, May, 1987. 

peak force and deflection responses from lateral impacts of (2) Cesari, D., Ramet, M., "Pelvic Tolerance and 
human cadavers at three test speeds as well as similar Protection Criteria in Side Impact." In Proceedings of the 
information from recent tests with the SID and EUROSID at 26th Stapp Car Crash Conference, Society of Automotive 
similar speeds. These data indicate that current test devices Engineers Technical Paper #821159, pp. 145-154, 
develop significantly higher plateau forces and much lower Warrendale, PA, 1982. 
deflections than the human cadaver and anesthetized swine. (3) Kroell, C.K., "Thoracic Response to Blunt Frontal 
This lack of biofidelity in force-deflection response of the Loading." In The Human Thorax-Anatomy, Injury and 

current side impact ATD’s is a significant deficiency (Viano Biomechanics. SAE Publication P-67, pp. 49-78, 
1987a) in their ability to simulate the human response and Warrendale, PA, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1976. 
injury in side impact tests. (4) Lau, I.V., and Viano, D.C., "The Viscous Criterion: 

Biofidelity is important because the design of side Bases and Applications of an Injury Severity Index for Soft 
interior padding to optimize responses in the dummies will Tissues," In Proceedings of the 30th Stapp Car Crash 
result in much stiffer materials to be compatible with the Conference, SAE Technical Paper #861882 pp. 123-142, 
high force levels developed by the dummies. Stiff materials October, 1986. 
may essentially eliminate the safety potential for real (5) Lau, I.V., Horsch, J.D., Viano, D.C. and Andrzejak, 
occupants who develop much lower levels of force and thus D.V., "Biomechanics of Liver Injury by Steering Wheel 

need softer materials (Viano 1987b). The difference in Loading." Journal of Trauma, 27(3):225-235, April, 
compliance between current test dummies and the human 1987. 
will also result in significant differences in occupant (6) Lau, I.V. and Viano, D.C., "How and When Blunt 
kinematics during a side impact. In particular, the greater Injury Occurs: Implications to Frontal and Side Impact 
deflection experienced by the human chest and abdomen Protection." In Proceedings of the 32nd Stapp Car Crash 
will allow the head to move more laterally with respect to Conference, Society of Automotive Engineers Technical 
the vehicle’s side interior and will result in a significantly Paper #881714, Society of Automotive Engineers, 
different trajectory of the head. This aspect is important to a Warrendale, PA, October, 1988. 
system’s engineering approach to improving side impact (7) Nahum, A.M., Gadd, C.W., Schneider, D.C., and 
protection. Kroell, C.K., "Deflection of the Human Thorax Under 

On the basis of this study and our previous research, we Sternal Impact." SAE’s International Automobile Safety 
believe that the maximum Viscous response should be Conference, Society of Automotive Engineers Technical 
limited to protect against injury during the rapid phase of Paper #700400, pp. 797-807, Detroit, MI, May 1970. 
body deformation of the chest and abdomen during side (8) Tarriere, C., Brun-Cassan, F. and Thomas, C., 
impact loading. As shown in previous work by Viano "Specific Highlights Relative to Injury Parameters in Side 
(1988a) and Lau (1988), serious internal injury can occur Impacts Including Unanimous Opinions of ISO SC12 
without a significant number of rib fractures or rib cage Working Groups 5 and C." ISO/TC22/SC12/-GTG, No. 
injury at all. This evidence again supports the potential for 256, 1988. 
the early occurrence of soft tissue injury at about the time of (9) Viano, D.C., "Evaluation of the SID Dummy and TTI 
maximum Viscous response and where deflection or Injury Criterion for Side Impact Testing." In Proceedings of 
compression of the body has reached only about half of its the 31st Stapp Car Crash Conference, SAE Technical Paper 
maximum value. We also believe in the need to limit #872208, pp. 143-160, November, 1987a. 
maximum chest compression during crash testing to protect (10) Viano, D.C., "Evaluation of the Benefit of Energy- 
against crushing injuries which may occur during slow or Absorbing Material for Side Impact Protection: Part II." In 
static deformation of the chest and abdomen. This is clearly Proceedings of the 31st Stapp Car Crash Conference, 
a different mechanism of injury than the Viscous mechan- Society of Automotive Engineers Technical Paper #872213, 
ism. Limiting the Viscous and compression response is a pp. 205-224, Society of Automotive Engineers, 
complementary approach to assessing safety systems Warrendale, PA, November, 1987b. 
(Viano 1988a, Lau 1986). Our data also indicate that (11) Viano, D.C. and Lau, I.V., "A Viscous Tolerance 
compression of the pelvis may be a better predictor of hip Criterion for Soft Tissue Injury Assessment." J Biomech, 
fracture than pelvic acceleration. 21(5):387-399, 1988a. 

(12) Viano, D.C., Lau, I.V., Andrzejak, D.V., and Asbury, 
References c., "Biomechanics of Injury in Lateral Chest Impact in 

(1) Brun-Cassan, E, Pincemaille, Y., Mack, P., Tarriere, Anesthetized Swine." General Motors Research Report, 
C., "Contribution to the Evaluation of the Criteria Proposed Appendix to the GM Response to the Side Impact Notice of 
for Thorax-Abdomen Protection in Lateral Impact." In Proposed Rulemaking, Federal Docket, 1988b. 
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EEVC Working Group 9 Report on the EEVC Side Impact Test Procedure 

R.W. Lowne, 
England 

Abstract  ,ot 
The EEVC first proposed a Test Procedure for Side Im- 

pact 
protection at the Fifth ESV Conference. Since that time V-~~_I i-~I~~!~-~i~ 

the test procedure has been further developed, a specifica- Ill I II I1 I~ 
tion for a mobile deformable barrier produced and a dummy , ..... 

specifically for use in lateral impacts has been developed. 
These have been reported at previous ESV Conferences. 
Over the last two years it has been possible to evaluate the \ |V~’~ 
test procedure because Production Prototypes of the dum- 
my, EUROSID, and satisfactory examples of the deform- 
able barrier face have been produced. 

EEVC Working Group 9 has been created to support the 
development of the test procedure, including the dummy 
andMDB faceandtoconsidertheimplicationsoftheuseof 

Figure 1. Configuration of the EEVC side impact test 
component test procedures and mathematical modelling in procedure. 
legislative testing. This report describes the current status of F 
the test procedure, including some results of tests performed BOb,,, 

Blocks 60 to this procedure using the new dummy and the MDB faces ~o 1 and 3 40 
and draws conclusions from these tests and tests comparing 20 

o 

the EEVC and NHTSA Barriers.                                                                 0.1 0.~ 0.3 

Introduction                                   i= -= 
o 

A-A section 0.1 0.2    0.3 

EEVC first proposed a procedure for the evaluation of the s~o~k 4 ~I 
performance of vehicles in side impacts at the Fifth ESV 
Conference in 1974 (1).* The proposals were in general ~ 200 

~=4~1 kJ 

terms but included the evaluation of the performance of the ~ 
~       4 ~ ~ 0.1 o.~ 0.3 

Blocks 

vehicle by the use of dummies. 1 , 2 3 B and ~ ~ 

The proposals were further developed at the Ninth ESV 
Ground level 400~- 

0.1    0.2    0.3 

Conference (2). This revised procedure was to impact a .................... 
~oo/ stationary target car at 50 km per hour with a mobile barrier, ~o,~, 21~ 

to the front of which was attached a deformable face. The 
~ = 4B ± ~ k~ 

trajectory of the mobile barrier was to be perpendicular to O.~Deflection0.2 Iml°"3 
the longitudinal axis of the target car and the centre of the Figure 2. Main characteristics of the EEVC mobile deformable 
barrier face was to be aligned with the R-point of this barrier. 
vehicle (figure 1). The deformable barrier face was intended 
to have crush characteristics based on test results with a the test procedure were confirmed with the exception that 
number of European cars and was sub-divided into six the height of the barrier face was raised from 250mm to 
blocks, each with its own force/deflection characteristics 300mm and a proposal was made to permit excursions from 
(figure 2). The performance of the car would be judged by the barrier force specification during the first 150mm of 
the readings taken on a dummy. Since that time, the crush. Further testing to the EEVC procedure has followed 
procedure has been further developed, three designs of using the Production Prototype EUROSID and later 
Mobile Deformable Barrier faces have been produced and a versions of the MDB faces. 
dummy has been produced specifically for use in side EEVC Working Group 9 was created in 1988 to support 
impact tests (EUROSID). the development of the test procedure, including the dummy 

A major review of the original proposal was made at the and the MDB. The Working Group was also asked to 
11 th Experimental Vehicles Conference, 1987 (3) following examine the implications of the use of mathematical models 
test experience with early versions of the Mobile in association with sub-systems or component tests for 
Deformable Barriers (MDBs) and the Component legislative testing and an assessment of the possibilities and 
Prototype version of EUROSID. The main parameters of difficulties of this approach is contained in section 5 below. 

This paper reports recent experience with side impact 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, testing to the EEVC procedure. 
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EUROSID Table 1. Test results on a small passenger car performed at 
three test institutes. 

Twenty four Production Prototype EUROSIDs have been 
Test Institute                        BASt BASt TRRL Ford 

produced for evaluation by a wide range of test institutes Parameter 
and the experience gained from this testing is being used to 

HEAD 
HIC 448 758 275 267 

produce the specification and design of the first production THORAX 
Peak Rib Deflection (ram.) 30.5 35.0 33.5 36.0 

version of the dummy. Some improvement has been made to Peak Viscous Criterion (m/s) 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.7 
Max. Trl 138 132 132 the biofidelity of the dummy and problems with some of the ABDOMEN 

instrumentation have now been eliminated. The details of Force> 4.SkN. @39mm. 
(Switch contact) no no no no the status of EUROSID are presented in another paper given PELWS 

at this Conference (4). Peak Ilium force (kN.) 1.9 2.7 2.5 2.6 
Peak pubic symphysis force (kN) 7.3 8.1 11.2 10.3 

In the view of EEVC the production version of this MDB Peak longitudinal aecel.(g) 14.2 14.3 15.3 15.5 
dummy will provide an adequate tool for assessing the 
likelihood of injury from side impacts and is sufficiently Table 2. Results of applying proposed EEVC test criteria to test 

results on a small car performed at three test institutes. 
reliable and consistent for use in the proposed side impact 

Test Institute BASE BASE TRRL Forg[ 
regulation dynamic test. Parameter and Proposed Criterion 

HEAD 
HIC (1000) pass pass pass pass 

Mobile Deformable Barrier Face T Og,,x 
Peak Rib Deflection (42mm) pass pass pass pass 

Mobile Deformable Barrier (MDB) faces constructed Peak Viscous Criterion(1.0) pass pass pass pass 
(m/s) 

from rigid polyurethane foam and designed to meet the ABDOMEN 
Force> 4.SkN. @39mm. pass pass pass pass EEVC specification have been extensively tested by (Switch contact) 

government and industry in both Europe and North PELVIS 
Peak Ilium force (10kN) pass pass pass pass 

America. Two designs have been developed within the Peak pubic symphysis force" pass pass fail fail 
(lO EEVC, one manufactured by Fritzmeier GmbH and the original transducer with known errors 

other by Kenmont Ltd. A further design has been produced 
by UTAC in France. Although each appears to have Table 3. The effect of the impact speed of the mobile deform- 
satisfactory characteristics, none of them fully meets the able barrier on the measured dummy parameters. 

original EEVC specifications (1). Further studies are Parameter 
BASt 

planned to reconcile the performance of the barrier faces Impaetor speed (kin/h) 45 50 55 
and the performance corridors. HIC 167 265 

Peak Chest Deflection (ram.) 30.0 38.5 44.5 
Working Group 9 is considering the possible advantages Peak Pubic Symphysis Force (kN) 4.4 4.7 5.6 

of specifying the design of the barrier face in addition to a Peak Ilium Force (kN) 0.9 1.0 1.2 

performance requirement. TRRL 
Impactor Speed (kin/h) 41 50 61 
HIC 145 792 905 Experience With the Test Procedure Peak Chest Deflection (mm.) 45.0 48.0 47.0 

Peak Viscous Criterion (m/s) 1.0 1.3 1.4 
The EEVC Test Procedure specifies two side impact Maximum TI’I 135 169 218 

dummies; one in the front seat and one in the rear seat, both Peak Pubic Symphysis Force (kN) 5.3 6.9 13.5 
Peak Rium Force (kN) 1.2 2.5 1.9 

on the struck side. However, in order to improve 
photography of the inside of the vehicle, only the front 
dummy was used in these tests. Sensitivity 

Tests to determine the effect of barrier impact speed have 
Reproducibility been performed at two Laboratories, BASt(5) and 

Side impact tests have been performed at three institutes TRRL(6). The results are shown in table 3. 
on the same model of target vehicle; a small two door There is a general progression in the value of the parame- 
hatchback passenger car. The same make of MDB face was ters with increase in speed. This is more noticeable with the 
used for all tests, vehicle used in the BASt tests, which was a small hatchback 

Table 1 shows the results for these tests and table 2 pre- car, than with the TRRL tests, which used a medium size 
sents the effect of applying the proposed EEVC Perfor- hatchback. 
mance Criteria to the results. The main inconsistency is in TRRL has performed tests to investigate the effect of the 
the pubic symphysis force, but these tests were performed mass of the Mobile Deformable Barrier on the injury param- 
using a pubic symphysis transducer which is now known to eters (6). The results of the tests, which were performed 
produce erroneous results. A new force transducer is now using a medium size hatchback car, are shown in table 4. 
specified for EUROSID (See Ref 4). The barrier masses selected are those proposed for the 

With the exception of the HIC values which are all well EEVC (950kg) and the NHTSA (1350kg) test procedures. 
below the criterion level, it can be seen that the results are There do not appear to be any systematic differences 
very consistent for full scale tests suggesting satisfactory between the results with the different barrier masses, at least 
reproducibility for the test procedure, with the vehicle model tested. 
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Table 4. The effect of MDB mass on dummy transducer Mathematical Models for Side Impact 
readings. 

Barrier Face EEVC EEVC 
Testing 

Barrier Mass (kg) 950 1350 WG9 is now currently evaluating proposals to use the 
Dummy EUROSID EUROSID 

prediction of mathematical models, usually supplemented 
HIC 792 434 by component tests to provide the input data, as an 

Peak Chest Deflection (ram.) 48.0 46.0 
Peak Viscous Criterion (m/s) 1.3 1.3 alternative to whole vehicle impact testing as a means of 
Maximum "Eli 169 167 assessing the occupant safety of a vehicle. This would have 
Peak Pubic Symphysis Force (kN) 6.9 6.9 
Peak nium Force (kN) 2.5 1.9 advantages for the vehicle manufacturer if these predictions 

could be available at an early stage in the design process 

Comparison of EEVC and NI-ITSA test whereas full scale testing can only take place when 

procedures prototypes are available. The advantage is somewhat less 

BASt, TNO and TRRL have reported tests aimed at estab- 
when component tests are required to provide input data 

lishing the effects of the differences between the test pro- 
since whole vehicle structures will be required. 

cedures proposed by EEVC and NHTSA (5,7,6). These 
The mathematical modelling approach also has the 

results are summarized in table 5. In all the tests quoted 
potential advantage that the evaluation of the vehicle for a 

below, the dummy used was EUROSID to permit the effect 
range of occupant sizes, seat positions and impact speeds 
would be more practical than if whole vehicle tests were 

of the test procedure, rather than the dummy, to be 
examined, 

required each time. Depending on the technique used, a 
range of impacting objects such as trucks, rigid poles and 

Table 5. Comparison of EEVC and NHTSA test procedures, 
rigid walls could be simulated in addition to simulating car 

to car impacts. The mathematical simulation part will, of 
BASt 

Test Procedure EEVC N~rrsA’" course, be repeatable although any sub-systems testing will 
Barrier Face" EEVC EEVC 

add variability. 

HIC 265 160 However, the use of mathematical models is not 
Peak Chest Deflection (mm.) 38.5 37.5 
Peak Pubic Symphysis Force (kN) 4.7 3.6 straightforward and their ability to reproduce adequately 
Peak Ilium Force (kN) 1.0 0.7 
"250mm ground clearance for both tests, the dynamics and reactions of a barrier impacting a car 
"" MDB mass ll00kg, containing a dummy have yet to be demonstrated. Even if 

this approach is shown not to be sufficiently well developed 
Test Procedure EEVC EEVC NHTSA 
Barrier Face EEVC EEVC NrrrsA to be applied in a legislative test to a new vehicle model, it 

HIC 115 240 611 might prove to be suitable for evaluating small design 

Peak Chest Deflection (ram.) 40.0 39.5 27.5 changes to approved models or to extend approval to a wider 
Peak Viscous Criterion (m/s) 0.5 0.5 0.4 range of vehicle trim levels and specifications without the Max TI’I 121 128 136 
Abdomen Switch Contact yes" no yes need for further dynamic tests. 
Peak Pubic Symphysis Force (kN) 3.23 4.21 16.62 
Peak Ilium Force (kN) 0.87 1.26 1.01 The use of mathematical models to understand and 
* switch contact force set at 4kN instead of 4.SkN reproduce the behaviour of vehicle in side impacts is still in 

TRRL its infancy but some lessons have been learnt from attempts 
Test Procedure EEVC NHTSA Car-Car to do so. CCMC have proposed a test procedure in which a 
Barrier Face EEVC NHTSA Car 

vehicle bodyshell and other necessary body and trim parts 
HIC 792 254 

Peak Chest Deflection (ram.) 48.0 30.0 53.0 are loaded externally by a deformable face and internally by 
Peak Viscous Criterion (m/s) 1.3 0.6 1.7 a rigid body block representing the occupant. A computer 
Max TH 169 123 143 
Abdomen Switch Contact no no no model uses these data as input to predict the behaviour in a 
Peak Pubic Symphysis Force (kN) 6.9 15.8 6.6 
Peak Ilium Force (kN) 2.5 1.3 dynamic test (8). This procedure is being modified to allow 

the computer to control continuously the rams for the 

The BASt tests, in which EEVC barrier faces were used deformable face and the dummy (computer in-the-loop). 

for both tests, indicate that the crabbed test at 54km/h im- WG9 will be interested to consider this procedure when it is 

pact speed and 1100kg barrier mass is slightly less severe available and fully specified. Based on experience to date of 

than the 50 km/h perpendicular impact with a barrier mass mathematical models of side impact and the experience of 

of 950kg but the differences are small, full scale tests, WG9 have drawn the following interim 

The TNO and TRRL tests, which used different target car conclusion: 

models, suggest that the NHTSA test procedure is likely to 1. The use of a mathematical model/subsystem test 

be less severe to the thorax area but more severe to the approach to vehicle side impact legislative testing would 

pelvis. The TRRL tests indicate that the EEVC test pro- have the advantage of being able to approve a vehicle earlier 

cedure gives closer results to the car to car test than does the on in the design stage than current whole vehicle tests on 
NHTSA test procedure, at least for the models of target and completed vehicle. The time advantage gained depends on 
bullet cars used. the complexity of the mathematical model and on the 
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proportion of the vehicle necessary for the sub-system or to be slightly less severe to the thorax area but more severe 

component test. to the pelvis. The test results with the EEVC procedure were 

2. A mathematical model approach would allow the closertothoseofacar-to-cartestthanweretheresultsusing 

performance of a vehicle to be assessed under a wider range the NHTSA test procedure. 

of conditions than the single test condition of a full scale 5. The EEVC Test Procedure appears to be able to 

test. discriminate between different models of vehicle and would 

3. The use of mathematical models is not straightforward encourage the design of vehicles with improved protection 

and their ability to reproduce adequately the dynamics and for occupants in side impacts. 

reactions of a barrier impacting a car containing an occupant 6. Mathematical models for side impact simulation in 

have yet to be demonstrated, association with sub-systems tests are not sufficiently well 

4. The model of the occupant must be sufficiently developed or proven for their use as the main legislative test 

detailed to be able to predict likely modes of injury in lateral in the near future. 

impacts and to give the correct load transfer between 

vehicle and occupant and between the major body parts of Referellt2es 

the occupant. (1) European Experimental Vehicles Committee, The 

5. The sub-systems test procedure must be closely Future of Car Safety in Europe. Proceedings of the 5thESV 

specified and must adequately represent the collapse of the Conference, London, 1974. 

vehicle under dynamic conditions. (2) European Experimental Vehicles Committee Working 

6. The procedure for deriving the input data and for Group No. 6, Structures: Improved Side Impact Protection 

operating the model, including the dynamic correction in Europe, Proceedings of the Ninth ESV Conference, 

factors, must be uniquely defined and must not rely on Kyoto, 1982. 

expert interpretation. (3) European Experimental Vehicles Committee on Side 

7. The procedure must be fully validated over a wide Impact (Cesari D. and I. Neilson), Further Consideration of 

range of conditions which differ from those for which the the European Side Impact Test Procedure, Proceedings of 

model was calibrated, the Eleventh ESV Conference, Washington, 1987. 

8. The difference in the costs of testing a vehicle for final (4) Roberts A.K., Status Report of the EUROSID Dummy. 

approval between full scale vehicle impacts and a Proceedings of the 12th ESV Conference, Goteborg, 

mathematical model/subsystems test approach is not likely Sweden, 1989. 

to be as great as might be supposed, although testing for (5) Glaeser K-P., Results of Full Scale Tests with 

development purposes could prove to be much less by using EUROSID under Different Test Conditions. Proceedings of 

the latter approach, the 1 lth ESV Conference, Washington, 1987. 

9. Taking into account the present status of mathematical (6) Hobbs C.A., The Influence of Car Structures and 

modelling and the time required to develop, validate and Padding on Side Impact Injuries. Proceedings of the 12th 

evaluate test procedures, WG9 considers that it will be 5 to 7 ESV Conference, Goteborg, Sweden, 1989. 

years before a mathematical model/sub-systems test (7) DeCoo, P., A. Vermissen, E. Janssen, and J. Wismans, 

approach could be considered seriously for legislative Evaluation of European and USA Draft Regulations for 

testing. It might prove practical for it to be used earlier for Side Impact. Preceding of the 1 lth ESV Conference, 

supplementary testing Or Conformity of Production testing. Washington, 1987. 

(8) Richter R., H. Oehlschlaeger, R. Sinnhuber and R. 

Conclusions Zobel, Composite Test Procedure for Side Impact 

1. The EEVC test procedure appears to give reproducible Protection. SAE Paper 871117, SAE Govt./Industry 

resultsi tests at three different laboratories gave similar Meeting, Washington, DC, May 1987. 

results on one vehicle model. 

2. The results are sensitive to impact speed of the mobile Appendix 
barrier but do not appear to be very sensitive to the barrier Members participating in EEVC Working Group 9 

mass within the range tested (950-1350kg). meetings: 

3. For the same barrier face, the perpendicular impact J. Bloch; D. Cesari; G. Ferrero; K-P. Glaeser; P. Hoekstra; 

mode seems to be slightly more severe than the crabbed C.A. Hobbs; E.G. Janssen; M.G. Langdon; R.W. Lowne 

mode but the differences are small. (chairman); D. Matthes; A. Pastorino; E. Pullwitt; A.K. 

4. The NHTSA test procedure (using EUROSID) appears Roberts (secretary); W. Sievert; G.D. Suthurst. 
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The Influence of Car Structures and Padding on Side Impact Injuries 

C. A. Hobbs, So far, effort has been concentrated on studying 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, protection of the thorax, pelvis and abdomen, performance 

United Kingdom being measured using the EUROSID dummy. To help in 

understanding the mechanisms of injury, this programme 

Abstract has closely interacted with work on computer simulation 

modelling and quasi-static testing of car structures (5,6,7). 
An analysis of over forty full scale impact tests has re- 

vealed much about the nature of side impacts and how Side Impact Dynamics 
improved protection can be achieved. Most of the tests have 

used the proposed EEVC Side Impact Test, which has been Mass and stiffness effects 
shown to be capable of distinguishing between current pro- During a side impact between a moving "bullet" vehicle 
duction cars which appear to offer different levels of protec- and a stationary "target" vehicle, momentum is transferred 
tion. The most important factor identified as influencing from the bullet to the target. The rate of momentum transfer 
protection is the vertical intrusion profile of the door. By 

is dependent upon the effective stiffness of the numerous 
separating the load path through the door from those into the load paths between the bullet vehicle and the distributed 
car’s structure, it has been possible to control door motion 

mass of the target vehicle. In an impact, the effective 
whilst at the same time increasing the rate of momentum 

stiffness of a car’s structure is a combination of both its 
transfer from the bullet vehicle to the target car. The in- 

structural stiffness and inertial effects due to the mass of the 
crease in protection afforded by cars modified in this way 

individual parts of the structure. For a given target vehicle, 
has been substantial. The dynamic effects of transient door 

the decelerating force acting on the bullet vehicle is directly 
motion and structural failure have been seen to be impor- 

related to this effective stiffness. With a soft target vehicle, 
tant. It is not yet clear whether adequate account can be 

the velocity difference between the bullet and target 
taken of them in computer simulation modelling, 

vehicles, during virtually all of the impact period, will be 

Introduction greater than with a stiff target vehicle. This relative velocity 

could be expected to determine side intrusion velocity 
Over the past three years, the Transport and Road which has been thought to be an important determinant of 

Research Laboratory has carried out more than forty full risk of injury. 
scale side impact tests on cars. The data from these tests Similarly, for target vehicles having the same effective 
have been used: to validate the proposed EEVC (European stiffness but different masses, the velocity difference 
Experimental Vehicles Committee) Side Impact Test between the bullet and target during the impact will increase 
Procedure (1),* to aid the development of an EEVC MDB with mass. On this basis, to offer the same level of 
(Mobile Deformable Barrier) face (2,3,4) and the protection, heavy cars would require load paths with greater 
EUROSID side impact dummy, to provide an insight into effective stiffness than light cars. At this stage, the extent of 
the side impact injury process and to help indicate how the inertial contribution to effective stiffness is not known. 
improvements in car occupant protection may be achieved Nor is it known how this contribution varies with car size, 
(5,6). The majority of these tests used the EEVC side impact mass and structural characteristics, except in very general 
test procedure but, for comparison purposes, some car to car 

terms. However if, as is thought likely, the effective 
impacts and some tests using the NHTSA (National stiffness of larger cars does not increase in line with the 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration)MDB faces were 

increase in mass, it could be expected that providing 
also carried out. 

protection would be more difficult in heavier cars. 
A range of standard production cars, of different sizes, The stiffness characteristics of the bullet vehicle also 

has been tested, as well as cars with modified structural have an important effect. Of particular importance is the 
characteristics and door padding. The way the cars were way the strong and weak parts of the bullet and target 
modified has developed as more has been learnt about 

vehicles line up in the impact. There is no guarantee that the _ 
the influence of structural characteristics on levels of 

stiffparts of the bullet vehicle will line up with the stiffparts 
protection, 

on the target vehicle. It is much more likely that the few stiff 
Some tests have looked at the effect of virtually areas on one vehicle will act against the greater area of weak 

eliminating intrusion and of almost completely filling the structure on the other vehicle. As a result, the deflection of 
gap between the door and occupant with padding. Although weak areas will be greater than the deflection of stiff areas. 
such modifications would be impractical for normal use, A deformable barrier face is able to take some account of 
they have helped to give a better insight into the effects of this. 
intrusion and padding. Further tests have explored the The argument presented above would appear to support 
effects of changing the trolley mass and impact speed, the view that increasing the car’s structural stiffness would 

reduce injury levels. However, there is evidence that other 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, factors may be more important. 
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Timing of events in side impact over the sill it may remain upright with little or no tilt (figure 

Although side impacts occur over a period of several 2). 

seconds, the EUROSID performance parameters peak very 
early in the impact. Taking contact between the front of the 
mobile barrier and the car’s side as time zero, typically: the 
door hits the dummy at 15-25 msec, maximum rib accelera- 

tion occurs at 25-30 msec, VC (Viscous Criterion) (8) is a 
maximum at 25-35 msec, maximum spine acceleration is 
achieved at 30--35 msec and maximum thorax compression 
occurs at 35-50 msec. Similar timings apply to the other 
body regions. 

In most instances, all of the thorax and pelvis perfor- 
mance criteria have peaked by 50 msec, although this has 
extended to about 75 msec with some of the more exten- 
sively modified cars. By this time the centre of gravity of the 
target car has only moved about 80-130 mm, dependent 
upon its mass and structural characteristics. Intrusion of the 
door, relative to the car, is still increasing and the whole car, 
including the door, has still to make its major sideways 
movement. 

As the performance parameters peak early in the impact, 
the dynamics of the door motion are important. On impact, 
the door rebounds off the incoming MDB and continues to 
bounce through the period when the performance parame- 
ters peak. Door velocities in excess of 65 km/h have been 
measured in 50 kmih impacts. At first contact of the door 
with the occupant, in this transient period, the effective 
stiffness and mass of the door can vary widely, depending 
on the car’s structural design. Clearly the effective mass and 
stiffness of a door that is not in contact with the MDB face 
will be lower than the same door when it is being directly 
loaded by the incoming face. 

Side intrusion profile 
At the start of the programme of tests, modifications to Figure 1. Car with significant door to sill interaction. Door tilts 

car structures were aimed at reducing intrusion. However, in at the waistline. 

even though door padding was included, the reductions in 
measured performance parameters were small. It soon be- The degree of door tilt has been found to influence the 

came clear that the vertical profile of the intruding door was way loads are transferred to the occupant. When the door 

having an important effect. Although in the tests only the tilts in at the top, loads are concentrated on the thorax. 

final static intrusion profile could be measured, some infor- Where it remains upright, the loads are more evenly distrib- 

mation on the dynamics of the intrusion profile could be uted and it may be that earlier loading of the pelvis reduces 

obtained from high speed cine film recordings, 
thoracic loading, by helping to accelerate the occupant side- 

The profile of the intruding door is controlled, to a great 
ways. The danger is that benefits for the thorax will be 

extent, by the characteristics of the "B post" and the "sill." 
countered by increased risk of injury to the pelvis or 
abdomen. 

The B post can be considered as a beam supported at its top 
Analysis of door motion is difficult. It has not been possi- 

and bottom. When loaded, it bends with the greatest deflec- 
ble to fit transducers on those parts of the door adjacent to 

tion being near its centre, where the bending moment is the EUROSID dummy, consequently motion has been 
greatest. This coincides with a change in cross-section at the measured some distance ahead of the dummy. The presence 
car’s waistline and results in the bottom half of the B post of the dummy has also prevented the measurement of door 
tilting inwards at the waistline, motion at different vertical locations. For these reasons, it 

The extent to which the door follows the motion of the B has not yet been possible to study the dynamics of door tilt 
post is affected by the degree of interaction between the and to determine precisely how it affects the performance 
bottom of the door and the sill. If the sill prevents the bottom parameters measured by EUROSID. It is possible that the 
of the door from over-riding it, the degree of door tilt is velocity profiles, rather than the displacement profiles, are 
increased (figure 1). If however, the door can easily ride important. 
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In addition, padding can alter the relative loading, and its 
timing, between different parts of the body. Our experience 
is that the optimum thoracic padding would appear to be 
much softer than had been expected. Somewhat stiffer pad- _ 
ding has been used against the pelvis, where it has also been 
possible to increase the padding thickness. Thicker padding 
should be acceptable against the pelvis, as it does not get in 
the way of arm movement. 

Of all the performance parameters measured, TTI (Tho- 
racic Trauma Index) (9) is the most sensitive to the presence 

of padding. Padding significantly reduces peak rib accelera- 
tion which is one of the two parameters used in the calcula- 
tion of TTI. 

Full Scale Side Impact Tests 
The full scale side impact tests were performed in the 

open, on the TRRL test track. EEVC MDB faces, to the 
design used by Kenmont Ltd, were mounted on a mobile 
trolley which was towed to the impact point behind a 
powerful car. Additional guidance was provided by a 
channel mounted on the track surface. A single EUROSID 
dummy was seated in the front seat of the test car. In earlier 
tests, a second dummy had been placed in the rear seat but 

this had obscured the view from the rear "on board" 
camera. For these tests, no dummy was placed in the rear 
seat. 

The arms of the dummy were positioned, as specified in 
the EUROSID Dummy User Manual, in a forward position 
so they could not protect the thorax. In order that the motion 
of the individual ribs could be observed, the dummy’s suit 
was removed. To compensate for the suit’s padding effect, a 

Figure 2. Car with little door to sill interaction. Door intrusion piece of the suit material was fitted to the impact side of the 
profile is vertical. 

dummy’s thorax. The dummy, the car and the trolley were 

The Development of Independent Door            extensively instrumented and high speed cine cameras 
recorded events in the vehicle as well as from outside. 

Motion The instrumentation on the dummy measured: head 
Although controlling the vertical intrusion profile and acceleration, rib acceleration and thorax compression at 

increasing the rate of transfer of momentum from the bullet each rib, spine acceleration at three locations, pelvis lateral 
vehicle would both appear important, it is not yet entirely acceleration, pubic symphysis load, Ilium load and the 
clear what their relative importance is. Currently, improved operation of switch contacts in the abdomen. From these 

control of the intrusion profile would appear to be more data, HIC (Head Injury Criterion), VC, TTI and spine 
rewarding than increased momentum transfer. However the translation and rotation about two axes were derived. 
greatest improvements may be obtained by improving both On the test car, the motion of the inner and outer skins of 
aspects, the door, just ahead of the dummy’s thorax, was measured 

This can be achieved by further separating the load paths together with the motion of the car itself. In addition, final 

through the door into the occupant and through the car’s static intrusion of the car side was measured at a matrix of 
structure to its distributed mass. This approach has been points. For the mobile trolley, its impact speed and post 
adopted in some of the most recent tests on modified cars at impact deceleration were measured. 
TRRL. Despite the fact that the modifications did not con- A comprehensive record of the data from this programme 
trol the intrusion profile as well as had been intended, very of tests is given in Appendix I. 
significant improvements in the performance parameters 

were achieved. 
Reproducibility tests with standard cars - 

The results from reproducibility tests on a small hatch- 
The importance of padding back car (S 1) have already been reported (5) and are repeat- 

Padding between the door and the occupant has the effect ed below (table 1). Further results can now be reported from 

of attenuating the impulsive loading when contact occurs, a series of tests involving a medium sized hatchback car 
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(M 1). Although the variation in the impact speed was a little its base to make a stepwise intrusion (figure 3). A further 
greater than that specified for the proposed legislative test, plastic hinge had formed some distance above the waistline, 

the results obtained were fairly consistent (S 1 and M 1 in well above the thorax, but no hinge had formed at the waist- 

table 1). There was somewhat more variation in the parame- line. Between these hinge formations, the B post had re- 

ters measured on the more lightly loaded ribs than for those mained virtually upright. This had helped to ensure that the 

most severely loaded. For the legislative test, it is proposed door also remained vertical. 

that only the maximum value be used. For both sizes of car, 
the maximum thorax compression and VC were maxima on 

the same rib in each test. However, maximum TTI was not 
always related to the same rib. 

Table 1. Side impact tests on production cars. 

Model Mass Comp. VC TTI Lateral Symphysls Ilium 
(kg) (m) (G) (kN) (kN) 

Sl    WI 980 54 M* 1.58 M 185 T 14.2 5.6 
W2 980 47 M 1.30 M 186 M 108 15.0 3.0 

/ W3 980 52 M 1.23 M 164 B 95 13.5 9.4 

$2    X7 860 34T 0.48M 132T 121 11.2 2.5 

Ml WI6 1053 ~ 48 B 1.35 B 169 B 137 6.9 2.5 
WI8 1057 50 B 1.71 B 183 B 116 8.1 4.0 
WI9 1044 55 B 1.88 B 215 T 133 6.5 2.6 

LI W20 1640 51 T 2.21 T 213 T 83 4.5 2.5 

L2 Xl 1553 55 B 1.94 B 181 B 95 5.3 3.8 
/ I I 

II 

II The effects of car size ; I I In total, six different models of standard production car 
I 

have been tested. Two were small hatchbacks (S 1 and $2), 
one was a medium sized hatchback (M1), two were large 
saloons (L1 and L2) and one was a large estate (L3). 

i 
I I 

Although there was a size difference between the small 
¯ 

I / 
and medium sized cars, there was not a great difference in 
their masses. However when the first two large cars (L1 and 
L2) were tested, the results did appear to confirm that pro- ~’~ 

tection of the thorax was likely to be more difficult with 
heavier cars (table 1). The pelvis parameters were better 

than with the lighter cars, but this may be because these 
larger cars were intended for sale in the U.S. market and ~ plastic hinge 
were designed with strong sills to pass U.S. side strength 

Figure 3. B post with double hinge near base and single hinge 
tests, above waistline. 

Two of the cars tested, one small car ($2) and one large 

car (L3), were seen to perform much better than the other From these tests, it can be seen that both a small car and a 
cars. All the thorax performance parameters were lower, large one have apparently been able to offer much better 
although the load on the pelvis was quite high with the small levels of protection, because their doors have remained 

car. upright. 

There was no evidence to suggest that these two cars had Influence of intrusion and padding 
stiffer structures than the other cars tested. The rate of In an earlier French study (10), the effect of eliminating 
transfer of momentum was actually lower for this small car passenger compartment intrusion was reported. In this 
than for the other small car (S 1). Comparing the large cars, TRRL programme, tests have examined the effects of vir- 
the rate of momentum transfer was similar in all cases, tually eliminating intrusion, of almost completely filling the 

What was evident, was the difference in the vertical intru- gap between the door and occupant with padding and of 
sion profiles. Cars $2 and L3 had much less interaction doing both together. Some problems were encountered in 
between the door and the sill and the doors had remained the test where padding alone was used and so some care has 
virtually upright. Examination of the B post of car L3 re- been needed in interpreting the results. 
vealed that a double hinge had formed near its base allowing To minimise intrusion, a 6 mm steel plate was fitted to the 
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exterior of one of the small (S 1) hatchbacks (figure 4). To above and below the normal test speed. These tests were 
examine the effects of padding alone, 100 mm of padding carried out using the medium sized cars (Mt), although 
was fitted to the door adjacent to the dummy’s thorax, abdo- additional data was available from a test on a modified small 
men and pelvis. To reduce its stiffness, adjacent to the tho- car (S 1). In this test the impact speed had been low because 
rax, the cross-sectional area of the foam was reduced by of a failure in the towing system. It has been possible to 
coring out holes. When tested in combination with the exte, compare the results from this test with those from a similar 
rior plate, the padding thickness was increased to 150 mm. car tested at the normal speed. 

Comparing the low speed tests with those at the standard 

speed, it can be seen that, as expected, the performance 

parameters improved with reduction in impact speed (table 

3). If however the results from the higher speed test are 

compared, the performance parameters did not all increase. 

Although pelvic loading and TTI increased, thorax com- 

pression and VC remained the same. 

Table 3. Effects of changing MDB speed and mass, 

Car Test Thorax Pelvis 
Comp. VC TTI Lateral SymphysisI Ilium 
(ram) 

i 
(G)i 

(kN) 
i (kN) 

M1 Wl6 normal 48 B 1~35 M 169 B I 137 6~9 2~5 
WI8 normal 50 B 1.71 B 183 B [ 116 8.1 4.0 
WI9 normal 55 g 1.88 B 215 T 133 6.5 2~6 

XI7 fast MDB 47 B 1,38 B 218 M [ 155 13,5 1.9 
XI8 slow MDB 45 B 0.98 B 135 BI III 5~3 1.2 

X16 heavy MDB 46 B 1.26 B 183 B I 135 6.9 1.7 

SI X20 normal 39 B 0~60 B 86 T ~ 96 5.5 2.9 
3~5 X19 slow MDB        33 T 0.30 B     57 M I    72                         ,                  i~7~ 

* T~ M and B indicate which Rib ~ top, middle or bottom ~ gave 
the maximum value shown here, 

Figure 4. Car fitted with an externa~ steel plate to study the 
effects of reducing intrusion.                                   The reason for this apparently anomalous result would 

appear to be due to a change in the way the car’s structure 

The presence of the external steel plate virtually elimi- failed in the impact. At the higher impact speed, collapse 
hated intrusion but only produced a limited improvement in was more concentrated at sill level than had been the case in 
the performance parameters. Similarly, padding alone pro- the lower speed impacts. As a result, the door remained 
duced limited improvement (table 2). It was only when the more upright. In the 50 km/h impact, the B post tilted in- 
two were combined that significant benefits were seen. 

wards at its waistline whereas, at 60 km/h, the tilt was 

outwards at the waistline. Table 2. Effects of padding and virtually eliminating intrusion, 
As well as adding further confirmation of the importance 

Test Thorax Pelvis 
Comp~ t VC TTI LaterallSymphysis zliu~ of the vertical intrusion profile, this test had demonstrated 
<~] <G> [ (kN> 

(kN! the importance of dynamic effects in influencing the out- 
W1 standard 54 M* t, 58 M 185 T - 14.2 I 5.6 come of side impacts. 
W2 standard 47 M 1.30 M 186 M 108 15.0 [ 3.0 
W3 standard 52 M 1.23 M 164 B 95 13.5 9.4 It is possible that the structural collapse changed because 

WlO plate 48 M 0.86 M 139 M 39 3.7 - 
of a shift in the relative contributions from buckling and 

Wll padding 49 T 1.05 T 8.5 : 2.6 bending failure modes. Whereas bending increases in pro~ 
WI5 plate+padding 25 M 0.23 T 58 T 56 3.4 1.7 

portion to load, buckling failure is initiated when a thresh- 
* T, M and B indicate which Rib - top, middle or bottom - gave 

th .... imum value shown here. old load is exceeded and collapse can then continue at lower 
load levels, tn the case of side impacts, the car’s side struc- 

Clearly, with current technology, reducing intrusion to ture essentially fails in bending whereas the floor and its 
this extent would not be feasible for production cars and, cross members fail in buckling. 
even in these tests, dynamic intrusion was highest at the The way in which impact speed changes the failure mode 
car’s waistline. Almost comparable levels of improvement can be expected to vary with different structural design. 
have subsequently been achieved by less drastic changes, as Whether this effect can be adequately accommodated in 
will be explained later in the paper, computer simulation models is not yet clear. 

It is interesting to note however, that the changes due to 
The effect of changing MDB impact speed altering impact speed were in any case small compared with 

To examine the effects of changing impact speed, tests the differences between cars having different structural 
were carried out at impact speeds approximately !0 km/h characteristics. 
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The effect of changing MDB mass Comparison between the EEVC MDB face 
In order to examine the effect of increasing the MDB and the NHTSA MDB face 

mass a test (X16) was carried out with the trolley ballasted Tests have compared the characteristics of the NHTSA 
to 1350 kg. No deterioration in the performance parameters MDB face with those of the EEVC MDB face and other 
were seen from this change (table 3), and indeed the test cars. To simulate the "crabbing" of the NHTSA trolley, the 
results indicate that the thorax might have been more lightly NHTSA MDB faces were fitted, at the crabbed angle, to the 
loaded, as in the high speed test. front of the trolley which was also ballasted to the NHTSA 

A study of the vehicles’ motion showed that, with in- mass. The dynamics of this arrangement are the same as for 
creased mass, the MDB decelerated more slowly. However, a crabbed trolley, except that the centre of gravity is circe- 

the increased mass had no detectable effect on the motion of tively offset to one side. This is not thought to influence 
the car’s centre of gravity, over the first 100 msec of the events during the important first 50 msec of the impact. 

impact. As far as the measured door velocity was con- Analysis of the test results show that, unlike the EEVC 

cerned, no effect was seen in the first 50 msec. After 50 MDB face, the NHTSA face did not produce performance 

msec, the door velocity was increased but this was well after measurements similar to those produced in the car to car 

all the performance parameters had maximised, impacts (table 4). The thorax measurements were much 

lower and the pubic symphysis load was much higher. Only 
Car to car impact tests the lateral acceleration of the pelvis was about the same. 

To compare with the impacts using mobile barriers, a 
The development of intrusion resistance 

number of car to car side impact tests have also been carried 

out. These have used small and medium sized cars, S 1 and At the beginning of the programme of work, the reduction 

M 1, impacted by the same model of car. The medium sized of intrusion and increase in the rate of momentum transfer 

car M1 was also impacted by another medium sized saloon were major targets. The demonstration car ESV 87, which 

car (M2) (table 4). Whereas both the small and medium was presented at the 1 lth ESV Conference (5), was de- 

sized hatchbacks (S1 and M1) had modern styling, with signed along these lines. In its side impact test, it showed 

curved fronts and set back bonnet leading edges, the third improvements over the standard car, but the improvements 

car (M2) had a more prominent bonnet leading edge. were modest. 

When it became clear that simple reinforcement was in- 

Table 4. Comparative car to car MDB tests, sufficient, a further aim of controlling the vertical intrusion 

Car Test I=pactor ~hor,~ pelvis profile of the door was added. To achieve this, B posts were 
Model Comp. vc Tn Lateral S~physl, ln= strengthened, in an attempt to prevent them bending in the (mm) (o) (~N) (kN) 

S1 W1 E~/C MDB 54 M* 1.58 M 185 T 14.2 5.6 
middle. At the same time, the doors were reinforced with 

w2 E~vc ~ ~7 ~ 1.30 ~ 186 ~ 1~8 15.0 ~.0. door beams and the sills were strengthened. At the first 

attempt (W17), only limited control of the B post motion 
WI3 Car Sl 23 T 0.42 M 128 M ii0 8.0 4.9 

was achieved (table 5). 
M1 W16 EEVO HDB 48 B 1.35 M 169 B 137 6.9 2.5 

W18 E~C ~B 50 B 1.71 B 183 B i16 8.1 4.0 
W19 E~C MDB 55 B 1.88 B 215 r 133 6.5 2.6 Table 5. Effects of reduced intrusion and padding. 

X14 Car Ml 40 M 0.93 B 137 M 96 9.8 0.3 Car Test Thorax Pelvis 
Model Comp. VC I TTI Lateral Symphys is [ Ilium X6 Car M2 53 B 1.66 M 172 B 119 6.6 1.3 (ram) 

I 
(G) (kN) (kN) 

X12 NHTSA MDB 30 B 0.58 T 123 T 124 15.8 MI WI6 standard 48 B* 1.35 M 169 B 137 6.9 2.5 
WI8 standard 50 B 1.71 B 183 B 116 8.1 4.0 * T, M and B indicate which Rib - top, middle or bottom - gave WI9 standard 55 B 1.88 B 215 T 133 6.5 2.6 the maxlmt~m value shown here. 

WI7 modified** 36 T 0.56 M 121 M 66 2.9 1.6 
W23 modified 29 T 0.27 B 67 B 57 3.0 1.5 

In comparison with the EEVC MDB face, the small car x2 modified 41 M 0.73 T 104 T 45 3.5 2.0 

(S1) produced better performance measurements for the sl Wl standard 54 M 1.58 M 185 T 14.2 5.6 
W2 standard 47 M 1.30 M 186 M 108 15.0 3.0 

thorax and at the pubic symphysis but similar pelvic accel- u3 standard 52 M 1.23 M 164 B 95 13.5 9.4 
eration. The medium sized hatchback (M1) also produced x~ codified 50 ~ 0.9~ r i~4 x n 6.5 3.5 
better measurements on the thorax but in this case pelvic . T, M and B indicate which Rib - top, middle or bottom - gave 

the maximum value shown here. acceleration and Ilium load, though broadly similar, were 
** Details of modification are given in the text and Appendix II 

better and the pubic symphysis load was worse. When the 
medium sized hatchback (M l)was impacted by the medium With the next car (W23), a complete tubular hoop was 
sized saloon (M2), both thorax and pelvic parameters were added around the interior of the car at the B post. This hoop 
of the same magnitude as those produced by the EEVC was made from thick walled steel tube. In combination with 
MDB face. the sill and door reinforcements and thick padding this gave 

In each case, the EEVC MDB face was able to match the quite good results. However, a repeat test with a more prac- 
worst aspects of each of the different cars’ features, without tical thickness of padding (X2) gave less satisfactory re- 

being excessively severe, suits. Furthermore when this type of tubing was used simply 
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as B post reinforcing, in a small car (X3), little benefit was could be further developed so that it actually failed as 

seen. It was clear that a major contribution to its effective, intended. 

hess, when used as a hoop, came from the resistive torque at 
the top and bottom which reduced deflection at the waist- 

Table t5. Eflects of developing independent door motion .... 

line. Designing a B post for production, with the capability T~st thorax Pel,,io 
Comp.      VC       TTI Lateral S3rmphysis1 Ilium 

to supply such resistive torques, is probably not feasible. 

The development of independent door motion wl sto~dard 5~ .* 1.5~. 1~5 ~ ~4.~ 5.6 
W2 standard 47 M 1.30 M 186 N i08 15,0 3.0 

and separate load paths ~3 standard 52 M 1.23 M 164 B 95 13.5 9.4 

When it became apparent that the control of intrusion at x20 independent door 39 B 0.60 B 86 T 96 5.5 2.9 

door level seemed tess important than control of the vertical Y4 ind, door + B post 33 M 0.42 B 65 B 62 4,0 2.1 

intrusion profile, it became feasible to separate further the , T. M and B indicate which Rib - top, middle or bottom - gave 
the m~ximum value shown here load paths through the door from those into the car’s struc- ** Details of modification ar~ given in the text and Appendix II 

ture. To achieve this, a car (X20) was modified to incorpo- 

rate tall stiff sills which would transfer the loads into the car. Having said this, these cars have produced the best per- 

Above the sill level the B post was weakened to encourage it formance parameters of any tested, with the exception of 

to intrude near its base. The aim was to make the B post those cars with extreme structural modifications and full 

rotate inwards, about its joint with the roof, with the mini- gap filling padding (W15 and W23). 

mum of bending. To prevent interaction between the door 

and the sill, a horizontal gap was left between them. In this COI~C|llsit~I’IS 

way the door was controlled to intrude with a near vertical Analysis of the data from a comprehensive series of car 

profile. The door itself had no reinforcement and was ac- side impact tests has shown the importance of controlling 

tually weakened at its waistline to prevent line loading from the vertical intrusion profile of the incoming door. From this 

its stiff upper edge. analysis, control of the vertical intrusion profile appears to 

An inspection of the car after the test showed that the B be of greater importance than the prevention of intrusion. 

post had still creased at the waistline. In an attempt to By separating the motion of the door from that of the load 

overcome this, a second car (Y4) was tested with the B post paths into the distributed mass of the car, it has been 

reinforced at its waistline (figure 5). This car is on display at possible to achieve significant improvements in the 

the conference, performance parameters measured by the EUROSID 

dummy. Tests on standard production cars have shown that 

those for which door tilt is small have much better side 

impact performance than those where the door tilt is greater. 

The EEVC test procedure has been shown to be capable 

of distinguishing between cars with different structural 

characteristics and would appear to be a good assessor of 

injury protection. The EEVC MDB face has been shown to 

reproduce the worst features of the bullet cars tested without 

being excessively severe. Its deformable nature has bee~ 

shown to be capable of taking account of the stiffness 

variation across the impact area. "l)ests using the NHTSA 

MDB face showed that it did not reproduce the loading seen 

in car to car impacts. Despite its increased stiffness and 

mass, it presented a less severe impact for typical European 

cars than either the EEVC MDB or real cars. 

Analysis of door motion and tests at different impact 

speeds have shown the importance of detailed dynamic 

effects° Firstly, the transient motion of the door following 

the initial impact has been seen to extend through the period 

when the performance parameters ~each their maximum 

Figure 5. Car with independent door motion, values. Secondly, the way a car’s structure collapses has 

been seen to vary with speed, both because of inertial eft;~cts 

The results show that for both of these cars significant and because of possible changes in the relative 

improvements were achieved compared with the standard contributions from buckling and bending failure modes 

production car (table 6). Although strengthening the B post Whether these effects can be adequately accommodated in 

at its waistline had been beneficial, neither of the cars’ computer simulation models is not yet clear. 

structures failed entirely as intended~ It could be expected For the future, more detailed information on the rnotio~ 

that better results would be obtained if the side structure of intruding side structures is required. The reason for the 
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importance of the intrusion profile needs exploring, to (5) Hobbs, C.A., M.G. Langdon, R.W. Lowne and S. 
establish whether it is displacement, velocity or some other Penoyre, Development of the European Side Impact Test 

factor which is the major determinant of injury. Studying Procedure and Related Vehicle Improvements, Proceedings 

how separate load paths can be engineered into production of the Eleventh International Technical Conference on 

cars, without the need for high sills, would ease the problem Experimental Safety Vehicles, Washington, 1987. 

of providing increased protection. (6) Hobbs, C.A. and M.G. Langdon, Thoracic Impact and 

Overall the outlook is promising. Much better side impact Injury in Side Impact Accidents, 1988 IRCOBI Conference 

protection seems feasible and the proposed EEVC Side on the Biomechanics of Impact, Bergisch-Gladbach, 1988. 

Impact Test Procedure would appear to be capable of (7) Langdon, M.G., Developments in the Simulation of 

distinguishing between good and bad cars. 
Side Impact, Proceedings of the Twelfth International 
Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 
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Appendix I 

Test Car                   Impactor                 Head                  Pelvis 
Model I Test ] Mass       Type                   Mass       Speed              HIC          Lateral       Symphysis          Ilium 

No.[    (kg)                 (kg)    (km/h)              (max G)    (max kN)     (max kN) 

SI     WI     980 EEVC MDB     950    52.2       782                  14,2         5.6 
W2      980 EEVC MDB      950     49.3       291       108        15.0          3.0 
W3      980 EEVC MDB      950     51.1       863        95        13.5          9.4 

WIO     1040 EEVC MDB      950     48.6       473        39          3.7 
WII       980    EEVG MDB       950     49.7        484                        8.5           2.6 
WI5     1045 EEVC MDB      950     49.3       372        56          3.4          1.7 
WI3      980 Car Sl        980     49.7       186       II0         8.0         4.9 
X3      860 EEVC MDB      950     50.4       500        71         6.5          3.5 

XI9      867 EEVG MDB      950     41.4       109        72          3.5          1.7 
X20      867 EEVC MDB      950     51.5       204        96          5.5          2.9 
Y4      918 EEVC MDB      950     51.5       257        62         4.0          2.1 

MI    WI6     1053 EEVC HDB      950     50.0       792       137         6.9          2.5 
WI8     1057    EEVC MDB      950     53.3       260       116          8.1         4.0 
WI9     1044 EEVC MDB      950     51.5       677       133          6.5          2.6 
WI7     1180 EEVC MDB      950     50.4       152        66          2.9          1.6 
W23     1180 EEVC MDB      950     52.9        92        57          3.0          1.5 
X2    1115 EEVC MDB     950    49.0       113        45         3.5         2.0 
X6    iiii Car M2       1084    51.8       254       119         6.6         1.3 

XI2    iiii NHTSAMDB 1340    49.0                 124        15.8 
XI4     1053 Car MI       1050     51.1       510        96         9.8          0.3 
XI6     1080 EEVC MDB     1350     50.4       434       135          6.9          1.7 
XI7     1106 EEVC MDB      950     61.2       905       155        13.5          1.9 
XI8     ii00 EEVC MDB      950     40.7       145       III          5.3          1.2 

$2      X7      860 EEVC MDB      950     49.7       276       121        11.2          2.5 
LI    W20     1640 EEVC MDB      950     53.3       572        83         4.5          2.5 
L2      XI     1553 EEVC MDB      950     49.7       445        95          5.3          3.8 
L3    Y3 1280 EEVC MDB    950 46.8     223      79       5.6       1.9 

Details of impact and head and pelvis pe~ormance. 
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Test Thorax Compression Viscous Criterion Thoracic Trauma Index Max Rlb TI2 Spine 

No. Top Mid Bot Max @msec Top Mid Bo~ Max @msec Top Mid Bo~ Max maxG @msec maxG @msec 

WI 46 54 48 54 41 1.20 1.58 1.20 1.58 29 185 171 178 185 214 27 157 30 
W2 40 47 43 47 35 1.01 1.30 1.28 1.30 29 178 186 184 186 228 24 144 31 
W3 36 52 45 52 44 0.68 1.23 1.15 1.23 30 157 161 164 164 185 25 142 31 

WIO 44 48 31 48 54 0.82 0.86 0.50 0.86 42 89 139 91 139 225 39 53 47 
WII 49 45 43 49 1.05 0.71 0.60 1.05 25 96 21 
WI5 23 25 23 25 53 0.23 0.15 0.16 0.23 49 58 55 49 58 71 37 45 43 
WI3 23 21 17 23 58 0.26 0.42 0.27 0.42 38 Ii0 128 124 128 159 35 98 41 
X3 44 50 46 50 44 0.94 0.87 0.71 0.94 35 124 I00 96 124 158 29 89 32 

X19 33 31 29 33 74 1.82 1.83 1.88 1.88 29 55 57 53 57 58 53 55 38 
X20 36 34 39 39 37 0.58 0.41 0.60 0.60 31 86 86 82 86 85 30 88 33 
Y4 31 33 31 33 50 0.27 0.36 0.42 0.42 30 54 58 65 65 77 22 53 31 

WI6 36 40 48 48 39 1.04 1.02 1.35 1.35 31 164 162 169 169 232 28 106 36 
WI8 40 47 50 50 38 1.17 1.36 1.71 1.71 30 168 178 183 183 252 26 115 34 
WI9 49 53 55 55 35 1.82 1.83 1.88 1.88 29 215 206 205 215 300 27 129 33 
WI7 36 34 32 36 44 0.55 0.56 0.50 0.56 33 84 121 87 121 168 29 74 35 
W23 29 26 29 29 59 0.15 0.24 0.27 0.27 33 44 49 67 67 91 29 42 43 
X2 36 41 33 41 55 0.73 0.63 0.32 0.73 47 104 78 65 104 155 41 53 41 
X6 50 52 53 53 41 1.39 1.66 1.46 1.66 35 143 169 172 172 248 31 95 39 

X12 26 26 30 30 56 0.58 0.22 0.39 0.58 43 123 112 104 123 154 37 92 38 
XI4 34 37 40 40 50 0.70 0.77 0.93 0.93 43 127 137 133 137 190 38 84 45 
X16 44 44 46 46 39 1.21 1.01 1.26 1.26 33 167 182 183 183 244 29 121 35 
X17 45 46 47 47 34 1.30 1.27 1.38 1.38 29 203 218 210 218 277 25 159 31 
Xl8 32 38 45 45 42 0.53 0.71 0.98 0.98 34 102 122 135 135 191 30 79 38 

X7 34 31 28 34 55 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.48 33 132 130 123 132 151 31 114 34 
W20 51 50 47 51 35 2.21 2.11 1.57 2.21 30 213 185 148 213 311 26 116 32 
Xl 49 47 55 55 33 1.52 1.52 1.94 1.94 27 180 177 181 181 233 23 129 30 
Y3 28 27 31 31 39 0.51 0.42 0.60 0.60 32 143 145 144 145 205 31 84 35 

Details of thorax performance. 

Appendix II 

Car Test Modifications Car Test Modifications 

Model Model 

S1 WIO 6 mm External Steel Plate Ml W17 Reinforoed floor and sill and tall door beam 
B post supported at the waistline 

Wll Thorax Paddlng(1) - I00 mm Cored Urethane(2,3) Thorax Padding - i00 mm Cored Urethane 
Pelvis Pa~ing     - 100mmUrethane Pelvis Padding - 100mmUrethane 

WI5 6 mm Extez~al Steel Plate W23 Reinforced floor and sill, tall door beam and Steel 
Thorax Padding    - 150 mm Cored Urethane tubular hoop fitted within the car at the B post 
Pelvls Pa~Ing - 150 m~ Urethane Thorax Padding - 100 mm Cored Urethane 

Pelvis Padding - 100 mm Urethane 
X3 Reinforced floor, roof, sill and g post and tall door beam 

Thorax Padding 75 m Phenolic(4) X2 Reinforced floor and sill, tall door beam and Steel 
Pelvis Padding - i00 I Urethane tubular hoop fitted within the car at the B post 

Thorax Padding - 75 mm Phenolic 
XI9 Hi~h, reinforced sill with weak independent door Pelvis Padding - 125 mm Urethane 

B post weakened at the bottom 
Thorax Padding - 50mmPhenolic over 25mmUrethane 
Pelvis Padding - I00 mm Urethane i. All padding was wrapped in glass fibre netting 

2. Cored to reduce stiffness, with 20 mmholes at 50 mm centres 
X20 Hi~h, reinforced sill with weak independent door 3. 29 kg/ma Rigid Polyurethane foam (crush strength 170-200kN/~) 

B post weakened at the bottom 4. 20 kg/~ Rigid Phenolic foam (crush strength approx 80 kN/m=) 
Thorax Padding - 50 mm Phenolic over 25 mm Urethane 
Pelvis Padding - lO0 =m Uretha.e                        Details of structural modifications and padding. 

Y4 High, reinforced sill with weak independent door 
B p ...... kened ot the bott .... d roinf .... d at the .istlin. ’Ug  ’c’-now’e ’-emen’s 

Thorax Padding - 50 mm Phenolic over 25 ~m Urethane 

Pelvis Padding - 100 mmUrethane 

The work described in this paper forms part of the 

programme of the Transport and Road Research Laboratory 

and the paper is published by permission of the Director. 
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Effects of Belt Restraint Systems on Occupant Protection Performance in Side 
Impact Crashes 

Nobuyoshi Shimoda, Yousuke Nishida, to the occupant, that he may be more directly exposed to an 

and Akihiko Akiyama, impact from a striking car. 

Honda R&D Co., Ltd. Nearly half the deaths in side impact crashes are related to 
head injuries. (2, 3 and 4) Yet, passenger car occupants, if in 

Abstract a proper seating position, seldom receive fatal head injuries 
from the initial direct impact in a car side crash. Presum- 

Currently, belt restraint systems are among the most el- ably, the injuries are caused by the secondary contacts with 
fective occupant protection devices now available and man- the interior of their own car, or with outside objects during 
datory usage laws are spreading among the world’s nations, the moments immediately following the crash. Even if we 
Accordingly, the belt usage ratio is also increasing annually, exclude the consequences of occupants’ ejection from the 
Following the implementation of the FMVSS 208 Passive car, the incidence of head injuries in side impact crashes is 
Restraint Regulation in the United States, a diversity of belt by no means negligible. (5) 
restraint systems has come to be offered on the automotive Ideally, it would be desirable if belt restraint systems 
market, offered occupant protection for secondary impacts in side 

This implies that an increasing number of belt-restrained crashes as well as in head-on collisions. 
occupants may be involved in side impact traffic accidents In this context, it can be argued that belt restraints are 
in the future, effective in mitigating injuries to near-side occupants. 

Considering such a situation, in this paper, we focused But, in practice, experience shows that near-side occu- 
attention on occupant head behavior in a side impact crash, pants with 3P/M sometimes get serious head injuries in side 
and investigated the effects of several belt restraint systems impact crashes. 
on occupant head behavior and impact protection perfor- To date, the head injury mechanism of side-impact has 
mance in side impact crashes, not yet been fully clarified. 

For this purpose, we conducted 10 full-scale side impact An analysis of traffic accident statistics indicates that in 
crash tests according to the National Highway Traffic Safe- about half of all head injury cases, head contact points are 
ty Administration (NHTSA) test procedure using one model "unknown". (3) 
of a Honda subcompact car. 

So, in order to provide satisfactory protection against 
In half of these test cars, two ’88 improved-type Side 

head injuries in side-impact, it would be useful to clarify the 
Impact Dummies (SID) were placed one behind the other on 

behavior of the belt-restrained occupants’ head. 
the near-side. 

As the first step in such research activities, this paper tries 
In the other half, two SID’s were placed side by side in the 

to find out how the heads of belt-restrained occupants 
front seats. 

Five different restraint conditions were tested in both 
behave, how they are affected by alternative belt restraints 
and conditions, and whether belt restraints can be used 

seating configurations, i.e., lap belts only, 2 point automatic 
effectively for the occupants’ head protection in side impact 

shoulder belts (2P/A), 3 point automatic belts (3P/A), 3 
crashes. 

point manual belts (3P/M) and no-restraints. 
Based on these test results, we compared and analyzed 

A series of full-scale side impact tests were carded out 

whether SID head behavior and SID torso region accelera- 
according to the NHTSA test procedure (6) on 10 examples 

tions were affected by differences of condition such as occu- 
of sections of a generic model of a subcompact passenger 
car (Honda Quint Integra 3 door). 

parit restraints, seating positions and presence of a side 
As shown in figure 1, each of 10 test cars had different 

occupant, and discussed the effectiveness of the belt re- 
straint systems tested on side impact occupant protection. 

SID seating configurations or restraint conditions. 
During the tests, SID head behaviors and torso accelera- 

Introduction tions were observed to investigate the effects of the restraint 
systems in each SID seating position. 

The most popular belt restraint system now in use is 3P/M, The NHTSA side impact test procedure has not yet been 
a combination of lap and shoulder belts. But in a side impact 

fully developed as a side impact test. Also the SID is not 
crash, it has been argued, this belt system is mainly effective 

satisfactory with respect to some specific items to be 
in protecting the far-side occupant and precluding the 

measured nor do its responses have fully reliable biofidelity. 
ejection of occupants. (1)* 

This lack of effectiveness for the near-side occupant may However, we decided to adopt the test procedure and the 

be because the effective buffer distance from the outmost dummy as an interim means of comparison in this series of 

side of the vehicle body to the near side occupant is so short, tests. 

compared with the distance from the front end of the vehicle The occupant protection performance of each belt 
restraint system was measured at two different stages of side 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, impact resulting in occupant injuries. One is the initial 
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occupant impact stage (IOIS), a relatively early stage 

(within some 50 ms) of a crash in which the near-side occu- 

pant could be hit directly by the inside of the vehicle pressed 

inward by the striking car, The other is the secondary 

occupant impact stage (SOIS). in which the near-side 

occupam could be hurled by the rebound of IOIS or by the 

inertial force of the occupants’ own body against the cabin 

interior, outside objects or another occupant. 

Test Procedure 
Figure l provides an overview of the test vehicle condi- 

tions and number of tests. Figure 3. The side view ol a test vehicle bei~ore the test. 

Ras~aint N~at Si~ ~ar Sk~ Near ~ Far Si~ 

Figure 1. Matrix o~ S~D seating con~iguralions and ~estrain~ Figure 4. The ~oving deformable 
conditions. 

Test conditions 
~n ~uil scale side ~mpact tests according m ~HTS& tes~ 

procedures were conducted on these ~est vehicles to NHTS& Prescribed S~de ~mpac~ 

measure the acceleraiions of the StD torso regions and * NHTSA-specified side impac~ moving barrier 
observe the S1D head trajectories with two ~or lhree) (t.360kg) 
vehicle-mounted high speed cameras. 

* Crab angle: 27° 
Figures 2 and 3 show the front and side views of a tes~ * NHTSA-specified MDB 

vehicle bei~re the test. and figure 4 shows ~he moving * Projected impacI speed: 53.6 km/h 
defo~able ba~ier used in the ~ests. 

Side Impact Dummy 

SID incorporated with 1988 retrofi~ ki~. (Made by 

Alderson Research Laboraory). 

~ Measuring channeis are filtered with SAE J 2 ~ ~ b lk~r the 

head and SAE J 211 b - PIR ik~r aH oiher regionsA 

Beh restraint conditi~n 
Figure 5 provides the anchorage points of ~he belt 

straim systems tested. Ret)renced to the SID ;hip poim. each 

of ~he restraint system anchorage positions were se~ lo re~ 

produce lhe similar dimensions ~o the relating points of 

production cars. 

Test results 
Yhe SID head ~he forehead cemer~ tr~iecmries t~ five 

differem restraint conditions in three kinds o! SID sea~mg 

configurations, i.e.. ~he I?ont near--side ,wiihou~ far-side 

SID). the front near-side [with far-side SiD~ and ihe from 

far-side are shown in figures 6. 7 and 8. 

~Rear Seat SfD head trajectories could nol be observed. 

The acceleration time histories in three regions of the giD 

Figure 2. The fronl view ol a Ies~ vehicle before the ~esL torso are shown in fi~ ures 9 through 16. 
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Figure 5. The anchorage positions of tested belt restraint Figure 8, Head trajectories of front far-side SID (with near-side 

systems. SID). 

.... 3P. Manual Be~ 

Figure 9. Head response of front near-side SID (without far- 
side SID) in five different restraint conditions (resultant 
acceleration). 

Figure 6. Head trajectories of front near-side SID (without far- 
side SID). 

~ 
" 

3P. Manual Belt 

--me ..... 

Upger Rib 

" ~ Figure 7. Head trajectories of front near-side SID (with far-side Figure 10. Torso response of front near-side SID (without far- 

SID). side SID) in five different restraint conditions. 

Front neariside SID (without far-side SID) whether restrained or not, came in contact with the MDB or 
the upper edge of the vehicle door, and also the acceleration 

SID Acceleration (figures 9 and lO).--The peak accelera- 
of the head reached its peak at this moment (figure 8). It may 

.~_ tion of the SID torso regions occurred within 50 ms during be argued from these findings and for the test conditions 
- which the SID remained almost motionless. This suggests used that belt restraints provide not so effective occupant 

that belt restraints may not be so effective for occupant protection at the SOIS. 
protection at the IOIS. Note that all of the SID heads did not come in contact with 

Head Trajectory (figure 6).--At around 80 ms after the any other part of the vehicle body. 

MDB contacted the test vehicle, the head/face of the SID, As is apparent from the head trajectories in figure 6, 
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"’I ~ \j " " ’~ " ’ 

Figure 11. Head response of front near-side SID (with far-side 
SID) in five different restraint conditions (resultant accele- 
ration). ~~’~- 

~i", ~ ~ i ~ Figure 14. Torso response of front far-side SID (with near-side ~. 

I 

)~ 

ili 

SID) in five different restraint conditions. 

",, 

Figure ~5. Head response of rear near-side SID in two different 
restraint conditions (resultant acceleration). 

Figure 12. Torso response of front near-side SlD (with far-side 
SID) in five different restraint conditions. 

Figure 13. Head response of front far-side SID (with near-side ..... 
SID) in five different restraint conditions (resultant accele .... 
ration).                                                                              -- 

Figure 16. Torso response of rear near-side SID in two different 
however, the SID head, after hitting against the MDB, was restraint conditions. 
pulled back toward the inside of the cabin by the restraint 
system, especially when it had a shoulder belt. This suggests shoulder belt checks the outward movement of the dummy. 
that partial ejection of the near-side occupant’s head at the The lap belt, on the other hand, restrains the upward move- 
SOIS may be mitigated with a belt restraint system, ment of the SID but fails to check its outward movement. 

Compared with the no restraint case, the head trajectory The head trajectory of the 2P/A restrained SID went 

of the 2P/A restrained SID extended a little farther upward farther outward than that of the no-restraint SID, probably 
and outward, and that of the lap belt restrained SID, al- because, at the IOIS, the pelvis of the latter moved away 
though staying below the unrestrained SID at the initial" toward the far side of the vehicle and its torso was pulled 

stage of impact, went farthest out at the latter stage, back toward the inner part of the cabin, making the ejection 
These phenomena give a typical example of functional of the head that much less. By comparison, the head of the 

differences between the shoulder and lap belts during side 2P/A restrained SID moved farther outward in this example 
impact. The 2P/A cannot effectively restrain the upward as its pelvis was restrained by the lower pail of the shoulder 
movement of the SID because it has no lap belt, but its belt from moving away toward the far side. 
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The head trajectories of both 3P/A and 3P/M restrained against the near-side SID and the acceleration reached its 
SIDs stayed within that of the no-restraint SID. This was peak more than 50 ms after the MDB Contact. 

probably because the lap and shoulder belts of these re- The peak acceleration of the unrestrained far-side SID 

straint systems checked the upward and outward move- was higher and occurred sooner than with any of the belt- 

ments of the SIDs. restrained SIDs. This may have come from a combination of 

Compared with the 3P/M, the 3P/A slackened somewhat, the near-side SID’s rebound and the far-side SID’s inertial 
perhaps because the lap and shoulder ELRs, attached to the motion. 

door, were displaced a little farther inward by the crash than Apparently, the effects of belt restraints were reflected in 

the anchorage of the 3P/M which was attached to the side this phenomenon, indicating the potential usefulness of 

sill. these restraint systems in protecting far-side occupants at 

Apparently, this was why the head trajectory of the 3P/A the SOIS. 

restrained SID moved outside that of the 3P/M restrained Head Trajectory (figure 8)--The amplitude of the head 

SID. motion of the far-side SID remained virtually unchanged for 
all restraint conditions, because it contacted the near-side 

Front near-side SID (with far-side SID) SIDs. 
SID Acceleration (figures 11 and 12).--Up to about 50 At an early stage of side impact, the head of a no-restraint 

ms after the MDB contacted the test vehicle, the accelera- far-side SID rotated almost horizontally, but after its torso 
tionsofthefrontnear-sideSIDwiththefar-sideSIDpresent hit against the near-side SID, its head trajectory shifted 
were similar to those recorded without far-side SID present, upward because its pelvis lifted slightly as it moved against 
Apparently, the presence of the far-side SID had little influ- the other dummy. 
ence on the behavior of the near-side SID in this respect. The common type of shoulder belt with its lower anchor- 

After more than 50 ms from the contact, the near-side SID age fixed on the cabin center was less effective in these tests 

contacted the far-side SID, but the torso acceleration of the in checking the upward motion of the far-side SID, as the 
former was significantly lower than the latter. This test belt tended to slip off the dummy shoulder at an early stage 
result may be attributed to the asymmetric structure of the of side impact. 
current SID design. It was found that the head trajectory of the 2P/A re- 

Accordingly, it would be desirable if a two directional strained SID extended as far upward as that of the no- 
SID were developed to facilitate research efforts in this restraint SID. 

area. The lowest head trajectories were achieved by the 3P/A 

Head Trajectory (figure 7).--The head/face of the near- and the 3P/M. 

side SID, whether belt-restrained or not, hit against the These findings illustrate differences among the belt sys- 

MDB or the upper edge of the door with the far-side SID tems in occupant restraint capability. 

present. It did not come in contact with any other part of the A combination of these observations and the SID acceler- 

vehicle body. ation data indicate that belt-restraint systems provide effec- 

In all of the tests with the far-side SID present, the out- tive protection for far-side occupants at the SOIS. 

ward range of the head trajectories were shorter than those Rear near-side Sll) 
recorded without the far-side SID. This is probably due to 
the near-side SID coming in contact with the far-side one at The acceleration time responses for the rear near-side 

an early stage of side impact, and its pelvis and upper torso SIDs are shown in figures 15 and 16. 

were held between the collapsing door and the far-side SID, These SIDs, whether belt-restrained or not, showed 

resulting in a head trajectory more closely centered on the roughly the same acceleration wave form. This indicates 

neck. that for the particular impact used, and the resulting cabin 

The head trajectories of the lap belt-restrained and the no- and SID accelerations and other motions, the example belt 

restraint near-side SIDs moved farther outward when the restraints do not make a significant difference in the effec- 

far-side SID was present. In particular, the head of the no- tive occupant motions at the IOIS. Of course other example 

restraint near-side SID jutted considerably out of the cabin impact trajectories, kinematics, and impact points may have 

in the later stages because its motion was left unchecked in produced different results. 

these examples. These diagrams, also suggest that this series of tests had 

These findings suggest that belt restraints may influence good reproducibility in the absence of configuration effects. 

the behavior of the near-side occupants in the SOIS. Summary and Conclusions 
But, in mitigating the partial ejection of the head, the 

shoulder belt is more effective than the lap belt. A series of full-scale side impact tests were carried out 
according to NHTSA specified test procedure at a 27° crab 

Front far-side SID (with near-side SID) angle, a crash speed of 53.6 km/h and with an NHTSA- 
SID Acceleration (figures 13 and 14).--In all of the ex- specified MDB. Ten passenger car examples of one model 

ample restraint conditions examined, the far-side SID hit were used, prepared in five different restraint configu- 
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rations, i.e., lap belt only, 2P/A, 3P/A, 3P/M and no- Further research efforts would have to be made on a 

restraint. Onetestcarfromeachofthesefivegroupshadtwo technique to mitigate head partial ejection, possibly by 

SIDs placed in tandem, one in the front seat and the other in restraining occupants’ torsos more tightly. 

the rear on the near-side, and the other car had two SIDs Of course, the more firmly the torso is restrained, the 

placed side by side in the front seats on the near and far- greater the bending angle of the neck to the torso may 

sides, become. Opinions (7 and 8) are divided on the subject and 

The head trajectories of the SIDs and their accelerations no definite assessment has yet been made on the effects of 

at several different regions were measured to examine the this phenomenon on the incidence of neck injuries in side 

effects of varying seating positions and belt restraint impact. 

systems. The findings for these examples may be These trade-offs must beborne in mind in developing any 

summarized as follows: new restraint system to hold the torso more satisfactorily. 

1. In none of the restraint conditions, did the head of the 

front SID hit the upper part of the vehicle structure, such as References 

the front pillar, center pillar or roof side rail, but instead the (1) National Transportation Safety Board, Bureau of 

head, did strike the MDB or the upper edge of the vehicle Safety Programs, "Performance of Lap/Shoulder Belts in 

door in some cases due to partial ejection of the SID. 167 Motor Vehicle Crashes (Volume 1)", Report No. 

If the biofidelity of the SID’s sideways behavior can be NTSB/SS-88/02 U.S. Department of Commerce PB88- 

relied upon, it can be assumed that head injuries of belt- 917002, Mar. 1, 1988. 

restrained near-side occupants during side impact crashes (2) Department of Transportation, National Highway 

are mostly caused by head partial ejection against the door Traffic Safety Administration, 49 CFR PART 571 (Docket 

upper edge or some external object. We believe occupants’ No. 88-06, Notice 3), Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

heads seldom hit against any other structure in the car under Standards; Side Impact Protection--Passenger Cars 

these types of impact conditions. Federal RegisteriVol. 53, No. 161/Friday, August 19, 1988/ 

2. At the lOIS, all of the belt-restraint systems used in the Proposed Rules. 

example tests were not so effective in protecting near-side (3) S.W. Rouhana, M.E. Foster, "Lateral Impact An 

occupants. Analysis of The Statistics in The NCSS", SAE Technical 

3. Belt restraints had some influence on the head PaperNo. 851727, 1985. 

trajectories of front near-side SIDs (without far-side SID) at (4) F. Hartemann, C. Thomas, J.Y. Foret-Bruno, C. 

the SOIS, but none of the restraint systems precluded the Henry, A. Fayon, C. Tarrier, "Occupant Protection in 

SID heads from hitting against the MDB or the vehicle door Lateral Impacts", Proceedings of Twentieth Stapp Car 

upper edge for the test conditions used. Crash Conference, SAE Technical Paper No. 760806, 1976. 

4. The head trajectories at the SOIS of front near-side (5) S.C. Partyka, S.E. Rezabek, "Occupant Injury 

SIDs (with far-side SID present) differed significantly with Patterns in Side Impacts--A Coordinated Industry/ 

belt-restraint configurations. It was found that the shoulder Government Accident Data Analysis" Proceedings of 

belt was more effective than the lap belt in mitigating the International Congress & Exposition, SAE Technical Paper 

partial ejection of the head, but did not preclude the SID No. 830459, 1983. 

headfromhittingagainstthedoortopintheseexampletests. (6) Department of Transportation, National Highway 

5. Belt restraints appeared to offer effective protection at Traffic Safety Administration, 49 CFR PART 571 (Docket 

the SOIS for the far-side SID (with near-side SID). No. 88-06, Notice 1) Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

These findings indicate that the head trajectories of Standards; Side Impact Protection, Federal Register/Vol. 

occupants, except in the case of near-side SIDs at the IOIS, 53, No. 17/Wednesday, January 27, 1988, Proposed Rule. 

are more or less influenced by belt restraints during side (7) F.H. Walz, P.E Niederer, C. Thomas, F. Hartemann, 

impact collisions. A possible way of reducing the incidence "Frequency and Significance of Seat Belt Induced Neck 

of head injuries due to partial head ejection could be to Injuries in Lateral Collisions", Proceedings of The Twenty- 

prevent the occupants’ heads from translating out the side Fifth Stapp Car Crash Conference; September 28-30, 1981. 

window during side impact. (8) D.J. Dalmotas, "Injury Mechanisms to Occupants 

However, there is no known side window that combines Restrained by Three-point Seat Belts in Side Impact", 

such occupant restraint capability with the function and Proceedings of International Congress & Exposition 1983, 

performance of existing windows. SAE Technical Paper No. 830462 i983. 
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Side Impact Protection SystemmA Description of the Technical Solutions and the 
Statistical and Experimental Tools 
Hugo Mellander, Jan Ivarsson, there has been a lack of good test methodology including 

Johnny Korner, S. Nilsson, dummy and injury criteria (2, 3, 4, 5). 

Volvo Car Corporation Nevertheless, there is a common understanding today 
that structural reinforcement is needed to lower the velocity 

Abstract of the intruding side structure in car-to-car impacts, in order 

It is a well-known fact that injuries in side impact colli- to create a basis on which an interior padding will work 

sions constitute a large percentage of the injuries suffered 
satisfactorily. 

by occupants of passenger cars. 
For side collisions with fixed, undeformable objects body 

stiffness and strength have less importance since the struck A substantial amount of research has been conducted at 
Volvo during the last ten years in order to understand the side will almost instantly be brought to a stop. Reasonable 

mechanisms behind injuries in side impacts and to be able to body characteristics are, however, required to ensure 
survival space after a collision. This is to some degree 

introduce effective countermeasures in our cars. 
Different technical solutions used to upgrade the occu- regulated in USA by FMVSS 214, where certain strength 

pant protection of passenger cars in car-to-car side impacts 
and stiffness requirements are imposed on the front doors. 

However, interior padding is effective in smoothing out 
are presented. Specific features were built into a conven- 
tional uni-bodied passenger car and as a second step, engi- 

the contact phase between the occupant and the inside of the 

neering principles of a Side Impact Protection System were car. 

integrated into a prototype vehicle. The rationale behind This paper will give information on two successful 

these changes is described, 
research projects to improve the side impact crashworthi- 

In a recently developed methodology, data from Volvo’s ness of passenger cars. 

Traffic Accident Research Team was analysed with statisti- The work has focused on the car-to-car crash configura- 

cal methods in order to set requirement targets for the prod- tion, since this is one of the most common injury producing 

uct development, 
types of accident and also a matter for a proposed legal 

The method makes it possible to infer expected injury 
requirement. 

The authors of this paper are quite aware of the reduction in real accidents from dummy measurements in 
laboratory tests, 

continuing controversy regarding the most suitable test 

The concept cars were evaluated in tests with a moving methodology for side impacts. However, in order to bring 
forward feasible hardware solutions for consideration, and deformable barrier. The SID-dummy was used as the an- 

thropomorphic measuring device, to expedite their incorporation in the ordinary passenger car, 

The results show that a reduction of measured injury it has been necessary to choose one specific test method. 

criteria can be achieved by introducing body side structures Technical Solutions with optimized energy absorbing characteristics in car-to- 
car impacts. With a tuning of the mechanical properties of Improvements to a conventional uni-bodied 
the door, where occupant contact may occur, the results can 
be improved even further, 

car 

Structure.--Neither the stiffness nor the strength of the 
Introduction side structure of uni-bodied cars have by tradition been 

Injuries in side impacts still constitute the second largest optimized to take lateral forces under dynamic loading 

injury category in accident statistics after frontal impacts conditions. Door stiffness and strength were upgraded with 

(1).* The evolutionary process of vehicle design, where the introduction of FMVSS 214 but this requirement only 

priority has been given to low air resistance and low weight carries the deformation to a limited distance in a quasi-static 

in combination with compartment roominess and comfort, test. 

has so far given us a car shape with deformation zones in the The objective was to come up with suggestions for 

front and rear but with a rather limited amount of body required reinforcements or re-engineering of the body 

structure to absorb energy in side impacts, structure without causing severe penalties in terms of cost 
Numerous attempts have been made to reinforce the body and increased weight. 

or pad the interior of passenger cars in order to show A goal was set up to reduce the door intruding velocity at 
experimentally that it is possible to mitigate the effects of a the time of dummy contact during dynamic loadings from a 
side impact. The conclusions from this research have been CCMC-barrier to <10 m/s in a 35 mph 90° side impact with 
obtuse, partly because the injury mechanism has been the target car at rest. As a basis for the study, a midsize 
complex and difficult to understand and partly because production car body was chosen. 

The loading of a moving deformable barrier takes place 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, over a large area of the impacted car and it is important to 
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find the weak spots of the body. Once a failure has tunnel had a geometry which initiated a bending collapse, 
developed, as the cross section in a box section is destroyed and by changing the shape and adding material the 
by buckling, the structure collapses and the door velocity performance could be considerably improved. 
will increase. The suggested changes resulted in a stiffer and stronger 

The main load paths in a side impact are through the side structure with better possibilities to remain energy 
rocker panel, the cross member under the seat, and bending absorbing during deformation without creation of collapse 
of the B-pillar supported by the roof beams, joints. For more specific information see reference (6). 

In order to enhance the stiffness and strength of the side Interior--The existing door panel made of formed wood 
structure, a mathematical analysis was carried out at fibre was not changed and no extra padding was used 
Cranfield Impact Centre in accordance with their in-house between the panel and the inner door skin. The panel will 
methodology (6). crush during impact and dummy loading. 

Different quasi-static deformation tests were made on 
important elements and joints in order to map the Expanded and integrated improvements to a 
characteristics of the body and obtain in-put data for the uni-bodied car 
model. 

To further upgrade the side impact protection, a second 
A number of model runs on different solutions were tried, 

in an iterative process. It is beyond the scope of this paper to project has been run. In this project, more extensive body 

describe this work in detail, but briefly the following changes were made and door panels with energy absorbing 

elements and joints were studied: material was used. 
The constraints were that the concept should be possible 

¯ A-pillar with door-hinges, to apply on a modem 4/5-door midsize family car. 
¯ Rocker panel and joint to B-pillar. Overall system description.--In order to reduce the door 
¯ B-pillar and joint to roof frame, intruding velocity the main principle has been to increase 
¯ Roof panel and influence of sunroof, the lateral strength and stiffness of the car by using all the 
¯ Cross-member in the floor under seat. conventional elements such as the body, including the 

The analysis pointed out the importance of having a doors, the seats and the trim panels in a continuous load 
stable cross-section of the rocker panel while bending of the path. 
B-pillar occurred. Consequently, five bulkheads were In order to soften the occupant’s contact with the door 
designed which improve the crushing resistance of the box- energy absorbing elements have been built into the doors 
sectioned rocker panel considerably (see figure 1). between the inner door structure and the trim panel. 
Although it would have been desirable to improve the joint Structural elements.--In the very first phase of this pro- 
between the rocker panel and the B-pillar, it was impossible ject an in house lumped mass model was used to dimension 
to find a suitable solution for this specific body. the main load transferring structure. 

The B-pillar was reinforced with an additional inner part The goal was to restrict the rate and depth of intrusion. As 
to improve its bending characteristics. The joint between bullet vehicles, both a car and an MDB were analysed. 
the B-pillar and the roof frame was re-engineered to As a second step, a beam model was developed to enable 
improve bending resistance, a more detailed analysis. It was decided to try to avoid the 

initial peak and reduce the plateau of the velocity of the side 
frame and to keep the velocity at the time of occupant 

contact <10 m/s. 
Important joints like B-pillar to upper roof rail have also 

been studied in finite element analysis. 
In order to increase stiffness and strength at bumper 

height the body was equipped with a special concept which 
had been developed in several previous advanced engineer- 
ing studies. 

This concept consists of foam blocks inside the front 
doors and an enlarged lower joint of the B-pillar matching 
up with two thick-walled tubes in the front seats. Between 
the seats there is an energy absorbing box attached to the 

Figure 1. Improvements to a conventional uni-body. Shaded propeller shaft tunnel, (see figure 2). 
areas indicate reinforcements. The B-pillar has increased bending resistance and is sup- 

ported at the lower level by substantial cross-members un- 
It was found that a roof with sun-roof had sufficient der the front and rear seat and also by the load transferring 

strength but that a specific roof strap (closed section, see elements at bumper height. 
figure 1) had to be fitted to cars without sun-roof. The cross- At upper level the B-pillar is supported by an upgraded 
member between the rocker panel and the propeller shaft roof rail and a roof strap between the B-pillar (see figure 2). 
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The critical points in such a simulation are the mechani- 

cal properties of the door during the dynamic crushing of the 

car. 
In order to test a number of canditative materials and 

elements, quasi-static tests were performed. As the final 
step before full-scale testing, the chosen door padding was 

( tested by impacting the dummy at rest with a moving barrier 
carrying the door panel with the underlying padding 
mounted on a support resembling the crushed door. 

For the chest padding, a progressive (constant stiffness) 
characteristic was chosen to give protection in lower speeds 
and for the weaker portion of population. For the pelvis a 
square-wave characteristic was chosen. 

Statistical and Experimental 
Methodologies 

In order to test the two prototypes, and to try to assess the 
achieved level of safety, the following methodology has 
been used. 

Figure 2. An integrated Side Impact Protection System. Shad- Procedure for evaluating occupant protection 
ed areas indicate load transferring elements. The arrows show 
major load paths. As a first step in the research, a procedure for predicting 

the real-world effectiveness of different design approaches 
All these elements have been carefully developed step by for side impact occupant protection was established (7). The 
step both in mathematical analysis, component testing and method is summarized below. 
full scale testing as mentioned above. The point of the procedure is the evaluation of real-world 

The guiding principle for crush energy management in occupant protection over the whole range of crash severities 
this project has been the same as in the previous one. Specia! where injuries occur, in contrast to the traditional single 
emphasis has been put on compatibility between structural severity test. 
elements and on prevention of failure buckling in the By correlating real-world side impact accident data with 
structure, laboratory test data for the same baseline design in equiva- 

It is, for instance, critical that no bending collapse occurs lent crash configurations, it has been possible to develop 
in the B-pillar at chest height. The B-pillar, its upper and chest and pelvis injury probability functions associated with 
lower support and the door beams must therefore be care- dummy response amplitudes (see figure 3) where 
fully tuned in stiffness, strength and energy absorbing 
capacity. P(I Ix) = injury risk (e.g. chest injuries AIS 3+) vs 

The front doors have been specially engineered to carry crash severity function obtained from real- 

an upper beam close to the outer panel enabling the inner world accident data, 

panel to yield on occupant contact. The FMVSS 214 beam is d(x) = dummy response vs crash severity function 

placed at a low level where interaction with an occupant obtained frorn laboratory testing at different 

pelvis is avoided, test speeds, and 

All hardware for operating windows and door locks has P(II d) = injury risk vs dummy response function ob- 

been omitted in the prototype. When incorporating these tained by correlating P(I [ x) with d(x). 

functions into a door it is essential that they a~e kept out of The baseline car used for developing P(I I d) was the 
the way to avoid occupant contact. 

Volvo 240. Provided that dummy response is measured by a 
Interior--As mentioned earlier all clearances between 

doors, seats, and the tunnel box have been minimized, while 
parameter that fundamentally relates to the injury-produc- 

still allowing space for seat adjustment, 
ing mechanism, a given dummy response should corre- 

The door panel has been designed to make room for a 100 
spond to the same injury risk, irrespective of in which car 
this response is measured. This means that the established 

mm thick layer of compliant tubes between the panel and the injury risk vs dummy response function P(I I d) can be gen- 
door at chest height. The do0rpanel was flat with no armrest. 
At pelvic level the padding was 60 mm and consisted of 

erally used for predicting the real-world injury risks in any 

thin-walled aluminum honeycomb, 
car design that is tested in the laboratory--provided that the 

The depth and characteristics of the padding have been 
test procedure is kept the same. 

developed in a mathematical model where the door and the The injury risk vs dummy response function P(I ] d) can 

padding interact with the US-SID dummy. The input door be employed in two ways: (1) for direct evaluation of a 

velocity profile has been taken from full-scale testing, modified design, (2) for establishing a set of dummy re- 
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Inl.nisk (2) Establishing a set of dummy response reference 

~ 
curves: 

_ 

P(II 
In this case, a set of conceivable injury probability 

_ vs crash severity functions P’(I Ix) are obtained by 

shifting the baseline risk curve to the right. Corre- 
sponding overall injury risk reductions are calculated 

Crash as above, using the known crash severity function as a x S~verny 
weight function. 

The established injury risk vs dummy response 
function P(I [d) is then used for converting the at- 
tempted set of real-world risk functions P’(I ] x) into a 
set of dummy response reference curves d’(x), corre- 

n sponding to different degrees of overall real-world in- 
Dummy response jury risk reduction, as described in figure 5. 

Figure 3. Converting injury risk versus (;rash severity P(Ix) into 
injury risk versus dummy response P(I/d). Inl. Risk 

p(I I~)~--~- sponse reference curves that can be used as a guide in the 

~,~ 
~’p’(llx) 

design and evaluation process. 

(1) Direct evaluation of a modified design: 

Obtain the dummy response vs crash severity func- Crssh tion d’(x) for the modified design by running crash/      ~/x severity 

tests at several different test speeds and use d’(x) for __ 
converting P(I I d) into a predicted real-world injury 

~ 
risk vs crash severity function P’(I ] x) for the modified 

design (see figure 4). 

InJ. Risk Dummy response 

p(I Ix) ~! Figure 5. Coqverting a desired injury risk versus crash severity 
function. P’(I/x) into a desired maximum dummy response ver- 
sus crash severity curve d’(x). 

_~pp’(l[x) 

By comparing dummy response amplitudes for a 
modified design with the established set of response 

Crash reference curves d’(x), the overall real-world injury risk 

~~(x) 
/ 

x Severity reduction for the given modified design can be approx- 
~ imately estimated by running laboratory tests at only a 

~ 
few different test speeds, provided that the test data 
variability is known. 

In the side impact testing and development work cur- 

d rently in progress at Volvo, the latter evaluation strategy is 
Dummy response employed, i.e., a set of dummy response reference curves 
Figpre 4. Converting injury risk versus dummy response has been developed that can be used as a guide when esti- 
P(I Id) into injury risk versus crash severity P’(I J x). 

mating the overall effectiveness of a modified design. 
To be able to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the 

When the crash severity distribution for real-world specific side impact protection projects described in this 
side impacts is known, the overall injury risk P’(I), paper, crash tests will need to be run at different test speeds 
averaged over all crash severities, for the modified over the range of crash severities where injuries occur. This 
design can then be estimated by integrating the specific is to ensure good occupant protection even at the relatively 
injury risk P’(I I x) over the range of crash severities more frequent, and thus very important, low crash 
and using the crash severity density at each crash se- severities. 
verity level as a weight function. The final product of these elaborations will be a diagram 

The effectiveness of the modified design is the rela- as shown in figures 6 and 7. From this diagram it is possible 
tive difference between the (known) overall injury risk to approximately assess the overall injury reducing effect of 
P(I) for the baseline design and the predicted overall a countermeasure by plotting the test data at different 
risk P’(I) for the modified design, speeds. 
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rn (d) considered less repeatable, the 90 degree impact has been 
1~0 

~1 Baeeline chosen in our test matrix. 
120 

~~                                                                        
10% 

reduction 

15% ~0o/o Striking object barrier 110 25% 

100 ~o./0 
Since the preference in this examination was to study the 

~0. 
car-to-car impact, a moving deformable barrier (MDB) was 

~o. 
used as the striking vehicle. This increases the repeatability 

70’ 

~,~:==--" compared with results obtained with a car as a bullet. Sever- 
al barriers have been proposed over the years and the force- 

~ ’ 2~ " ~’8 ’ ~ ’ ~0 ’3~ ’ 3~ ’ ~ ’ ~ ’ ~ deflection characteristics differ significantly. 
At present the CCMC and the EEVC MDBs are based on 

TESTVELOCII"Y, MPH European cars. They present similar characteristics up to 
Figure 6. Baseline data TTI(d) and a set of curves for different approximately 200 mm of deformation. For higher defor- 
injury reduction. 

marion, the EEVC barrier is softer while the CCMC barrier 
g ACe MAX PELVIS corresponds well with a Chevrolet Citation up to approx- 

imately 300 mm. 
Baseline 

1,, The aluminum honeycomb NHTSA barrier is much stiff- 
12o 10%reduction er and does not represent the characteristics for most pas- 

10o ~0./. senger cars. 
~W/o Compared with the present car fleet, the CCMC barrier is 80. ~0% 

the closest with respect to force characteristics, and it was 
chosen as the MDB in this study. The ground clearance was 

40- 

set to 250 mm. 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 Test speed 
TESTV[LOCI~’.MPH                              Our accident data shows that 90% of all side impacts 

Figure 7. Baseline data for pelvis and a set of curves for differ- (irrespective of injury outcome) occur at impact speeds 
ent injury reduction. 

below 35 mph. Because of this, and since approximately 

To get an exact figure for the expected overall injury 
half of the severe to fatal injuries are incurred below this 

reducing effect the computations as described in (1) have to speed, 35 mph was chosen as an appropriate single severity 

be performed, test speed for preliminary testing. 
It must be emphasized again, that in order to assure that 

Laboratory experiments the safety design gives the desired level of protection over 

As mentioned earlier, in-depth studies of side-impact ac- the whole velocity span, the final development testing must 

cidents have been conducted by our accident research team. also be made at other speeds, especially in speeds lower than 

This knowledge is used to develop a laboratory procedure 35 mph. 

for side-impact testing. In this study the car-to-car accidents Anthropomorphic test device (ATD) 
have been focused, although other areas also need to be 
considered in the future, i.eo fixed objects and collisions Today, there are basically two side impact dummies; the 

with heavy vehicles. European Euro-SID and the American US-SID. 

The full-scale performance test using a moving deform- Both dummies have been subjected to various body and 

able barrier, and a side impact ATD and corresponding component testing to assess their biofidelity. This has been 

injury criteria have been used to assess the level of crash done by using the procedure recommended by ISO. 

safety. The results from these tests have shown that neither the 
Euro-SID nor the US-SID met these requirements. A1- 

Test configuration though some projects have been undertaken to improve the 

Today, proposals from European and U.S. governments biofidelity of these dummies, there is as yet no modified 

differ in terms of the approach for the barrier impact angle, dummy that meets the ISO requirements. 

The U.S. proposal (8) uses a "crabbed" configuration, The US-SID has been used for several years, and there- 

90/27 degrees, simulating an event where the struck and the fore the experience with it is greater than with the Euro-sID. 

striking vehicle are moving. The European configuration is The US-SID has also proved to be repeatable and able to 
a 90 degree impact with the target car at rest. discriminate between different levels of violence. It was 

Although the crabbed configuration might be a more therefore chosen to be used in this project. 
frequent situation in the real traffic environment, the differ- 
ences in test results between the two methods are considered Injury criteria 

of minor significance. Because the "crabbed" impact is Based on the frequencies and severity of injuries obtained 
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from our accident files, two body areas were chosen to be V m/s CHEST specially monitored in this study. These are the chest and the 
pelvis. 15 

For the chest, the Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI(d)) was 
chosen as the criterion for chest injury. The TTI(d), pro- 
posed by NHTSA as injury predictor, is calculated from Standard 
accelerations measured on the spine and the ribs on the Reinforced 
impact side (8). 

For the pelvis, peak acceleration was chosen. 10 

Test Results 
Test resultsmreinforced uni-body 

As mentioned earlier, a number of tests with a deformable 
barrier were made until a satisfactory result was achieved. Dummy contact 

Structural results.--In terms of permanent deformation, 
the reinforced car proved to be less deformed, (see figure 8). 

The difference between the reinforced and the standard 
car, measured at the B-pillar, was approximately 100 mm. ~. t 

I 

50 m/s 

~ ~ "~ Figure 9. Door velocity time history at chest height. 

~ ~ V m/s PELVIS 
~ ~ Standard 

~’~ I ~ Standard 

: ~ Reinforced 

i ~ 
10- 

5- 

The door velocity profile was also lower than for the 
standard car (see figures 9 and 10). Somewhat disappoint- 
ing, however, was the fact that the decrease in wall velocity [~ill t 
at the moment of dummy contact was not as significant as ’ I I I 

first expected, but the velocity showed much more 50 m/s 

consistent behaviour during the first 25 msec when dummy Figure 10. Door velocity time history at pelvis height. 
contact is probable. 

A positive effect of this is less sensitivity to the effect of Test resultsmbody with integrated side in]- 
distance between the occupant and the door. pact protection system 

Test with final prototype--structural results.--The per- 
Dummy results manent deformation of the body is depicted in figure 11 in 

Chest.--The TTI(d) at 35 mph was 98 compared to 115 comparison to the standard car. 
for the standard car. It should be noted that crushing of the The tubes in the front seats limit the deformation and 
door panel occurred and although the padding characteris- ensure that sufficient survival space is available after the 
tics of the panel were not optimized, it is understood that it collision. 
contributes significantly to the results. The door velocity time history is shown in figures 12 and 

Pelvis.--The pelvis maximum acceleration was 100 g for 13 for the chest and the pelvis height. 
both the standard and reinforced car. No effect was measur- It has been found from mathematical simulation of the 
able at pelvic level, interaction between the door and the dummy that the most 
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v m/s           PELVIS 

15 

Standard 

Integrated 
Side Impact 
Protection 

! System 

5 
Dummy contact 

Figure 11. Permanent deformation atthe B-pillar. 

V m/s CHEST , ~ ~ t 

50 m/s 
15 

Figure 13. Wall velocity time history at pelvis height. 

Standard strength characteristic of the padding limits the peak 
acceleration. 

Integrated 
Side Impact Following the methodology described earlier in this 

Protection paper, the single test speed results with the standard car and 

/ System the two prototypes indicate the following reductions of 
! severe to fatal injuries in chest and pelvis in car-to-car 

5 impacts (see figures 6 and 7). In relation to the baseline data, 
TTI(d) for the standard uni-bodied car suggests a -15% 
reduction, the reinforced uni-bodied car a -30% reduction 
and the uni-bodied car with the integrated side impact 
protection system a reduction in the region of 50%. 

For the pelvis, the reduction was -20% for the standard _t 
I - and the reinforced uni-bodied car. Consequently, no further 

50 m/s improvement was seen in the pelvis region with the added 

Figure 12. Wall velocity time history at chest height, reinforcements. In the car with the integrated side impact 

protection system the reduction was -25% compared with 

important parameter to reduce chest response is the door baseline data. 

mean velocity during dummy contact. In the test with the However, it is necessary to continue the testing at other 

prototype this mean velocity at chest height was 11 m/s. velocities and make repeated tests to assess the scatter 

Compared to tests with other cars this concept has shown before any final inference about the overall injury reduction 

a very repeatable door velocity time history throughout the can be made. 

project. For the prototype with the integrated system, the detailed 
analysis of the test results from component and full-scale 

Dummy results testing has given many important findings. 

Chest.--The TTI(d) was 80 compared to 115 for the Interaction between the chassis of the seat and the 
metallic pelvis and spine skeleton may occur and create 

standard car. The constant stiffness characteristic of the 
high peaks in accelerometer readings and by-pass the 

panel generates a peak of 65 g on the ribs. The spinal 
loading on the door padding. Stiff components in the door 

acceleration reaches its maximum of 95 g later in the phase may cause localized loading on the dummy which may 
when the door and the padding is more or less bottomed out. result in high injury criteria. The profile of the door panel 

Pelvis.--The maximum pelvis acceleration was 90 g will govern the deflection kinematics of the SID-chest. The 
compared with 100 g for the standard car. The constant existence of an armrest which catches the lower ribs will 
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cause large variations in dummy readings, other parameters Car Side Impacts. Hugo Mellander, N Bohlin/Volvo Car 

being held constant. Corporation. 8th ESV Conf. Wolfsburg, 1980. 

The conflict between roominess and the desire to use a (3) Status of the Development of Improved Vehicle Side 

deeper door padding became very obvious in this project. Structure for the Upgrade of FMVSS 214. William Thomas 

Unless future consumers are willing to sacrifice some of the HolIowell/NHTSA, Michael Pavlick/The Budd Company. 

interior space, the only solution seems to be to make the 8th ESV Conf. Wolfsburg, 1980. 

padding expand when an impact occurs. This could be (4) Analytical Simulation of the Effect of Structural 

made, for instance, with a side airbag (12, 13). Parameters on Occupant Responses in Side Impacts of 

It is also possible that the introduction of a new side Passenger Cars. Thomas J Trella/Transportation Systems 

impact dummy with better biofidelity will make it necessary Centre, Joseph N Kanianthra/NHTSA, 11 th ESV Conf. 

to re-tune the padding force deflection characteristics of the Washington D.C., 1987. 

door panel. (5) Legislative Proposals for Car Occupant Protection in 
Lateral Impact. Institution of Mechanical Engineers, April, 

Conclusions 1989. 
In this project, it has been shown that a significant (6) A Methodology for Enhancing Side Impact Crash- 

reduction of chest response [TTI(d)] can be achieved by worthiness. Roger Hardy, Cranfield Impact Centre, Hugo 

careful engineering and reinforcement of a conventional Mellander, Volvo Car Corp. 

uni-bodied car. Studies of the production feasibility of the (7) SAE 890747 A Method for Evaluation of Occupant 

changes are underway. Protection by Correlating Accident Data with Laboratory 

The prototype where structural and interior improve- Test Data. Johnny Korner, Volvo Car Corp. 

ments are combined in an integrated, expanded solution (8) DOT/NHTSA, CFR Part 571, Docket No 88-06; 

improved the results even further and this suggests that a Notice 1, NPRM FMVSS 214 Amendment Side Impact 

reduction of up to 50% for the chest and 25% for the pelvis Protection. January 1988. 

of severe to fatal injuries in car-to-car impacts is a realistic (9) Injury and Intrusion in Side Impact and Rollovers. 

goal. Further testing with an MDB at different impact Charles E Strother, George C Smith, Michael B James, 

v.elocities and with bullet cars with bumpers must be done Charles Y Warner/SAE Febr 1984. 

before final conclusions can be made. (10) SAE 890881 Design of a Modified Chest for Eurosid 

The conflict between compartment roominess and Providing Biofidelity and Injury Assessment. Ian V Lau, 

keeping the vehicle cross area small, and still being able to David C Viano, Clyde C Culver and Edvard 

add sufficient depth of energy absorbing door padding, is Jedrzejczak/Biomedical Science, dept. General Motors 

obvious. Research Labs. 

Ongoing research and innovations in this area, however, (11) SAE 890386 Biomechanical Design Considerations 

seem promising, for Side Impact Roger P Daniel/Ford. 

Redesign of the car door as a concept or the fitting of a (12) SAE 890602 Crash Protection in Nearside Impact-- 

side airbag could perhaps be solutions to this problem. Advantages of a Supplemental Inflatable Restraint. Charles 
Y Warner, Charles E Strother, Michael B James, Donald E 

References Shable and Timothy P Egbert/Collision Safety Engineer- 

(l) Volvo Traffic Accident Research Systems as a Tool ing. 

for Side Impact Protection and Development. H Norin, A (13) Airbag System for Side Impact Protection. Jan A 

Nilsson-Ehle, C Gustavsson, 9th ESV Conf. Kyoto 1982. Olsson, L-G Sk6tte, Electrolux Autoliv AB, S-E Svensson, 

(2) A Comparison Between Different Dummies in Car to Volvo Car Corporation. 12th ESV Conf. 1989. 

Air Bag System for Side Impact Protection 

Jan A. Olsson, Lars-Gunnar Sk6tte, mobiles. A different approach is to use the air bag technique 

Electrolux Autoliv AB to provide sufficient energy absorption and softening of the 

Sven-Erik Svensson, occupant door impact. 

Volvo Car Corporation Presented is an air bag system for side impact protection 
jointly developed by Volvo Car Corporation and Electrolux 

Abstract Autoliv AB. 
The system uses pyrotechnical gasgenerators to deploy a 

It is difficult to install side impact padding of sufficient side air bag hidden within the door structure. 

depth, due to the limited space inside conventional auto- A description of the function of the system is given to- 
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gether with a detailed description of the system components in frontal crashes; could air bags be used in side crashes too? 
including the sensor and diagnostic unit, the gasgenerators A study to evaluate the feasibility of a side air bag system 
and the side air bag. was therefore started between Volvo Car Corporation and 

Results from crash testing and computer simulation of the Electrolux Autoliv AB. 
system will also be presented. The study included a preliminary design and evaluation 

of a complete system, including sensor, diagnostics, bag and Introduction gasgenerator. 

Accident and legislative situation System Design 
Side impact is a severe type of traffic accident with a 

larger injury risk than other types of accidents. System analysis 
The car accident situation is presented in the ESV paper In the ESV report "Side impact protection system--a 

"Volvo Traffic Accident Research Systems as a tool for side description of the technical solution and the statistical and 
impact protection and development" by Hans Norin et al. experimental tools" by H. Mellander et al. the behavior of 

According to Norin approximately one-third of the the side structure in a side impact was described. These 
accidents, resulting in injuries with an Abbreviated Injury results are used as input for this program. The tests 
Scale reading (AIS) > 2 are side impact accidents. Injuries to performed show that the deformation zone is limited and 
the chest represent 34% and head 22% of the injuries to the there is contact between the dummy and the side structure 
various parts of the body. The proportion of injuries to the after 18-20 ms. 
chest and head also increase when the crash severity An air bag system working under these conditions must 
increases, therefore detect the crash and fill the bag considerably faster 

This situation has also been observed by the legislative 
than a regular air bag system used for FMVSS 208 

authorities in different countries, 
protection. 

One example of this is the notice of proposed rulemaking 
Another important difference compared to a regular air 

for side impact protection, NPRM, presented by DOT/ 
bag system is the distance between the occupant and the car 

NHTSA Docket 88-06 Notice 1. This NPRM is primarily 
structure. While the occupant in a normal passenger car 

focused on thoraxic protection since the data indicates that 
contact between the thorax and the side interior is a major 

compartment has a distance of 400-600 mm to the steering 

source of serious injuries and fatalities. A test method and 
wheel or the instrument panel, he only has 150-200 mm to 

the side structure. A side air bag system must therefore be the means to determine the injury criterion is also included. 
DOT/NHTSA have also presented an advanced notice of designed according to these conditions. 

proposed rulemaking, ANPRM, Docket 88-06, Notice 3, The height of the bag is dependant upon what parts of the 

which specifically asks for information and discussion occupant body the system is intended to protect. In our case, 

around the problem of head and neck injuries and ejections where the chest is considered most important, the height 

in side impacts. The ANPRM states that "several studies must be approximately 200-350 mm above the H-point. 

have shown that ejection increases the probability of an In figures 1 and 2 it can be seen that the bag, in its 

occupant fatality or serious injury by several times over that deployed mode, is located close to the upper part of the door 

for non-ejection", structure. 

The conclusion of all this information is that an improved The bag must give protection over the whole chest width 

side impact protection level must be focused on injuries to and the full seat track travel and it is therefore made in an 

the chest and head. The improvement for the head must be to ellipsoid tube shape. The main chest impact area in the 

reduce the ejection level, vehicle is the upper rearward part of the door structure and 
the bag system was therefore located at this position. 

Technical alternatives With the seat track in the rearmost position the chest will 
The ways to improve the protection level up to now have impact against the B-pillar and the bag must therefore be 

mainly been reinforcements of the side structure and/or the designed in the asymmetric way shown in figure 2. 
implementation of padding on doors, pillars and headers. 

Mathematical simulation These modifications on the other hand have major draw- 
backs with increased weight, increased fuel consumption, Mathematical models are useful especially in the early 
reduced interior room, obstructed visibility etc, These prop- phases of projects because it is possible to study and sort out 
erties are also important in a modem car and are therefore important parameters in a short time without extensive tests, 
difficult to combine with improved side impact protection, even when no hardware is available. In this project a model 

An alternative way to improve the side impact protection was used to study the effect of using an air bag as protection 
level could be the use of air bag technology. Air bags are in side impact. 
widely used today and the technique has matured especially The mathematical model used in this study is specially 
after the enforcement of FMVSS 208. However all air bag developed for simulations of side impacts and is designed as 
systems presently used are intended for occupant protection a one dimensional lumped mass model, shown in figure 3. 
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OOR~~.~." 
/~ PELVIS 

Figure 3. Mathematical model for side impact simulations. 

The basic model has been used in several studies and is 
validated against sledtests as well as fullscale tests. An air 
bag system was implemented in the model as a separate 
unlinear spring characteristic. 

Simulation results.--Simulations were made with differ- 
ent system configurations to define the bag system which 
gives an optimal system performance. The chosen system in 
this study was to use an 8 Litre bag filled to an over pressure 
of 1 Bar within 10 ms. With this system the improvement of 
occupant injury criteria was investigated at different door 
impact velocities. 

Side impacLF 
TTI Thoracic trauma index (TTI) 

" 12o. 

I00, 
Figure 1. Frontal view of deployed side air bag. 

80, 
,~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~/~~ 

40 

-~ 5irnulation w;th airbag 
ZO -~- 5imulation without alrbag 

0 ......... m/s 

7.00 7.50 8.0 8.50 9.00 9.50 ~0.00 10,50 11.00 
,~00 I1"1 m                            Figure 4. Simulation results with and without side air bag sys- 

tem at different door velocities. 

In the initial simulations a constant door velocity was 
used corresponding to the sled test conditions. Simulations 

~~. 
/ were also made with a realistic door velocity from a side 

¯ ~ 
impact test with complete vehicle. Door velocity according 
to figure 5 was used. 

An improvement of the same magnitude can be seen also 
for the realistic door velocity. 

Figure 6 also shows that the bottoming stiffness of the 
door structure has a great influence on the TTI value. TTI 
increases when stiffness increases. The reduction in injury 

Figure 2. Side view of deployed side air bag. index that is caused by the air bag system, does not decrease 
significantly if the bottoming stiffness decreases, which 

The characteristics of springs and dampers are strongly means that sledtests (with constant velocity and simulated 

nonlinear, and have been validated against dynamic door structure) could be used to reproduce a real side impact 

experiments, crash. 
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,Side impacL 

Door  elocity vs time 
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8-         / 
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4- / Bagsystem 
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2- I 
I Wiring 0.~ 
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Figure 5. Side impaet, door velo¢ily versus lime. 

~Side impact 
TT Thoracic trauma index (TTI) 

Realistic dooP velocily 
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Sen 0r 
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20- 
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Figure 7. Oomplele side air bag system. 
Figure 5. Thoracic trauma index (TTI) with mali$1ie door veloe- 
ily versus botloming $1iffne$$. 

A diagnostic unit will also be fixed to the bar, controlling 

Compenent de$i+n the system function. 
The complete system including the bag system, the sen- 

To achieve the required system performance several al- 
sor and the diagnostic system will then be independent and 

tematives were analysed. The best solution found was to use selfcontained within the door with the only wiring connec- 
gasgenerators of a similar type to that used for pyrotechnical tions being the battery voltage, ground and readiness 
pretensioner retractors. For the side air bag application the indicator. 
generators must be loaded with 3-4 grams of propellant to 
meet the bag fill criteria. Tests Performed 

The system is triggered by a deflection and force sensi- 
The bag system and the sensor system were tested 

tive membrane switch located in the lower part of the door. 
separately to evaluate if an acceptable system performance 

The switch consists of eight segments. Segments one, three, 
could be reached. 

five and seven close the circuit between the battery and the 
squib and segments two, four, six and eight close the circuit Bag system 
between the squib and the ground. Dynamic tests were made with a crash sled where the 

The intention is that two independent closures are re- proposed type of side impact was simulated. 
quired before the whole firing circuit is closed and the Test conditions.--A rigid door with a B-pillar was built 
bagsystem is triggered. The project goal has been to have a from undeformable steel tubing and was fixed to the crash 
closure of the complete firing circuit within 3 ms. sled. A layer of padding, 25 mm thick, covered the rigid 

To meet this goal the sensor switch must be fixed to a rigid door with the intention of simulating the stiffness of a regu- 
structure which gives a good reaction force. The switch was lar door. The alternative of using a regular door instead of 
therefore fixed to the side impact bar in the lower part of the the rigid one was found to give a softer impact structure than 
door, see figure 7. in a car crash test--because it is already deformed by the 
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barrier when the dummy is hit. It would also introduce an While having contact door-chest the door and sled were 

uncontrolled variation in the stiffness which could influ- not decelerated by any other means than the mass of the 

ence the results. It was therefore not chosen for the tests in dummy. The intention was to have a constant door speed 

this study, 
during the contact time. When the dummy started to sepa- 

A regular door panel and a B-pillar panel were fixed to the 
rate from the door, at 350 mm after nominal contact between 

rigid door on the outside of the padding, 
the door and the dummy, the sled was stopped mechanically. 

When an air bag system was used, a hole was cut in the 
Test results.--Several test series were performed and 

from the final series, the results with and without the side air 
upper rear part of the door panel. The airbag system was bag system are presented. 
then fixed to the door with metal bands. 

In the NPRM it is stated that the DOT-SID will be used 
for the determination of the side impact protection level. 
The acceleration in the chest rib, both upper and lower, the 

chest spine and the pelvis were measured and used for injury 
criteria calculation. 

There was a difference compared with the proposed test 
procedure, in that the signals were not filtered in the re- 
quired manner. Filtering according SAE CFC 180 was only 
used. This difference has an influence on the absolute values 
of the injury criteria and a direct comparison can not be 
made with other data. On the other hand a relative compari- 
son can be made within this test series. 

The dummy was placed on a styrofoam seat across the 
crash sled path. The position was aligned to give a chest 
impact in the centre of the deployed bag. 

Figure 9. Bag deployment and influence on a dummy kine- 
matics. 

Chest acceleration traces both with and without a side air 
Figure 8. Rigid door with dummy before test. bag can be seen in figures 10, 11 and 12 below. 

The sled with the door and a B-pillar was then acceler- 
ated, and when a constant speed was reached at the end of 

WITH SIDE AIR SAG 

the path, the side of the dummy was hit, as in a side impact, 
loo w~rHotrr 

The speed of the door at impact was lowered slightly to ao 
compensate for the stiffness of the rigid structure used in the 
door. Crash test results described in the ESV report "Side 

6o 

impact protection systems" by H. Mellander specify the 
4o 

impact speed to 11 m/s. In these tests the impact speed was zo 

reduced to 9 m/s. 0 
During the sled tests with the air bag system, the deploy- o o.oi    0.02    o.o3 o.o~- o.o5 0.06 

ment was initiated by an external timer. The triggering time Figure 10. Lower spine acceleration. 
was chosen by taking a sensor closure time of 3 ms into 
account. The triggering that initiated the bag deployment Zero in the diagram time scales is at gasgenerator trigger- 

was therefore started 15 ms before the nominal contact ing, 15 ms before the nominal contact between the door and 

between the door and the dummy chest, the dummy. 
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WITH SI~E AIR SAa 
Mathematicalsimulation validation.--The good correla- g 

----- WrrHour SID~ AiR aA~i 
tion between sled test and simulations is shown in figure 15. 

CHE~T ACCELE~TION PELVIS H~D 
30 /X    [ ~ TEST No SET UP LOWER UPPER I LOWER I TTI ACC E3ECTION 

O.05 9166 W~TH 5~bE 62.6 43.2 61.4 62.0 

WITH SIDE AIR BA~ AVE~ 
AIR ~o .2 #2.0 65.0 6#.5 9#.5 9 
WITH ~IDE ~ ........... 

L ------ WI~OUT 31DE AIR 

~o 9~0 W~0UT 8~ 793 92.~ 900 11~2 22~ 

o o.oi    0.oz o, o5 o.~ ao5 o.~ AV~rI’IwImOUT 87.0 85.5 ~.4 ~.7 118.9 214 
SIDE 

Figure 12. Lower rib acceleration. 

system can be seen as the bag accelerates the chest with 
approximately 5-10 G before there is contact between the Figure 14. Summary of crash test results. 
door and the dummy. ~e severity of the impact when the 
door hits the chest is then reduced significantly. ~)de im~c~ 

In figure 11 and 12 the influence of the air bag system is T~I ~Oeacic tmumo index 
seen on the fib accelerations. As for the lower spine the ribs 

~go 
are accelerated earlier and the maximum level is lowered 
when an air bag is used. 

100 ~ ~ 
From high speed film analysis the head ejection can be ~__~ 

studied. With the deployed bag the body movement is better 
80- 

controlled ~d retained in the compmment. The head ejec- ~ ~ ~ ~ 
tion is also reduced which is shown in figure 13. 60 ~ ~~ 

~ m m 
~0 + ~led+~ wi~ airbag 

+ Simuta~on w;~ airbag 
ZO + ~immta~ion w+thou+ airbag 

o 
200 ~50 8.0 8.~ 9~ ~50 ~0.00 ~0.50 ~1.00 

Figure 15. Simulation model validation. 

The theoretical model of the air bag system shows a 
slightly less improvement than what has been measured in 

]~ 
-- 

the sled tests. This could be explained by the fact that the 
~ model does not take any 3D effects into account. 

Sensor systems 
Figure 13. Head eieelion. Tests with the sensor system were made to evaluate the 

triggering perfo~ance and to analyse the "No fire" and 
In this final series of two tests, each test was done both "All fire" level. 

with and without an air bag system. The injury criteria with Test conditions.~The tests with the sensor system were 
equivalent systems shows good coEelation and an average conducted in two basic situations: 
value is therefore calculated. 

Pole impact against a fixed door. An improvement is also seen in the pelvis acceleration 
despite the fact that the bag is small and is not intended for a ¯ Side impact test in complete vehicle with moving 

direct protection of the pelvis. An explanation is probably baEier. 

that when the bag starts to accelerate the chest, the pelvis The pole impact tests were made with the door fixed to 
also starts to move and the severity of the impact between the ground, which was impacted by a rigid tube attached to a 
the door and the pelvis is reduced, pendulum. 
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The simulated pole was designed to have approximately The sensor system was also installed in a complete vehi- 

the same weight as a door (=35 kg). The impact velocity was cle which was crashed in side impact with a moving barrier. 

decided after analysis of how fast a door could be opened. Due to convenience and availability the crash was made 

The impact velocity was then set at the maximum level 3 according to the proposed European test standard with 

m/s. CCMC barrier and perpendicular impact configuration. 
This test was performed to study the resistance to un- This test was made to verify the triggering time in a crash 

wanted sensor triggering in minor impact situations such as where the side air bag must deploy. 
parking area accidents, door opening damages, etc. In these 
types of accident the door might be deformed but the sensor 
is not allowed to trigger. 

Impacts were made at different places along the door and 
each impact place was tested once. 

CCMC BARR EK 

VELOCITY 
15.6 m/s    " 

~---~’~"~ ~ Figure 17. Side impact with a moving barrier.~ 

Test results.--The sensor system has fulfilled the require- 

~ merits in all crash situations. There was no triggering during 
’ pole impact. In the worst condition only one segment 

.o-. closed, which is insufficient for system triggering. The sys- 

VELOCITY " tem will only trigger with two separate segment closures. 

In the complete vehicle side impact crash the sensor trig- 

3 m/S gered according to the requirement at 2-4 ms. 

MASS 35 k...q Conclusion 
It is possible to use air bag technology for side impact 

protection: 

¯ With a deflection and force sensitive membrane 
switch the situations, where an air bag is needed, 

Figure 16. Pole impact,                                            can be detected. 
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¯ A bag with a volume of 8 Litre can be filled protection and development." IXth ESV CONFERENCE 
quickly enough to cushion the occupant in a side in Kyoto November 1982. 
impact. 

(2) DOT/NHTSA, CFR 49 Part 571. Docket No 88-06; 
¯ ~ A side air bag system can reduce the injury criteria by 20- Notice 1, NPRM FMVSS 214 amendment side impact 

30%: protection. January 1988. 

¯ The chest acceleration levels are lowered for both (3) DOT/NHTSA, CFR 49 Part 571. Docket No 88-06, 

ribs and spine, giving a reduction of TTI of Notice 3, ANPRM FMVSS 214 amendment side impact 

approximately 27%. protection--passenger cars. August 1988. 

~ ¯ The head ejection is reduced by approximately 80 (4) H. Mellander, J. Ivarsson, J. Komer. "Side impact 
ram. protection system--a description of the technical solutions 

¯ The TTI value reduction is independent of door and the statistical and experimental tools." XIIth ESV 
impact velocity between 7 and 11 m/s. CONFERENCE in G(iteborg May 1989. 

References (5) c.Y. warner, C.E. Strother, M.B. James, D.E. Struble, 
T.P. Egbert. "Crash protection in nearside impact-- 

J~ (1) H. Norin, A. Nilsson-Ehle, C. Gustafsson. "Volvo advantages of a supplemental inflatable restraint." SAE 
Traffic Accident Research Systems as a tool for side impact 

CONFERENCE in Detroit 1989. 

Study on Side Impact Test Methods 

Analysis by Component Tests and Simulation tion of the influences of vehicle specification differences, to 
determine in detail the side impact behavior occurring in a 

M. Sakurai, T. Harigae, U. Ohmae, full-scale test, and to use the calculated results for an 
Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. improvement of vehicle design. 
(JARI) In addition, an attempt was made to evaluate the 

Y. Nakamura, K. Watanabe feasibility of the CCMC-proposed composite test procedure 

Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, (CTP) as an alternative to the full-scale test. The results 

Inc. (JAMA) indicated that there is a more or less satisfactory correlation 

between the CTP and a full-scale test, and suggested that the 
Abstract CTP could be substituted for the full-scale test if the 

In order to contribute to the worldwide discussions aimed remaining problems found are to be solved. 

at an improvement of the existing side impact test method, 
Introduction JARI and JAMA are engaged in a research project designed 

to provide a more realistic and effective test method in view The study on occupant protection in lateral collisions is a 
of international harmonization, matter of worldwide importance nowadays. So far, full- 

The results of the full-scale tests by various research scale tests (1, 2, 3, 4)* and component tests (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
groups have shown that at least three problems exist: One, have been proposed and studied in the United States and 
only a small amount of information on the vehicle Europe. 
characteristics can be obtained from full-scale tests. Two, it Accordingly, in the interest of international harmoni- 
is difficult to relate the results of full-scale tests to the zation, JARI and JAMA are carrying out a joint 
modification of vehicle designs. Three~ it is even more investigation of side impact procedures, to participate in the 
difficult to apply the results of full-scale tests to vehicle worldwide discussion for the development of a realistic and 
design in progress, 

effective side impact test. As part of this investigation, we 
To deal with these problems, JARI and JAMA have 

have already reported on the development of a new MDB 
attempted to determine factors influencing the impact 

(Moving Deformable Barrier) (11), a dummy evaluation forces on vehicle occupants in a lateral collision, and have 
test (12, 13, 14), and a full-scale test (15, 16, 17) at various investigated the possibilities of a method combining 

component test procedures with a mass-spring simulation international conferences. 

model. In this paper, factors influencing the severity of Full-scale tests can provide only a small amount of 

impact on the occupant were investigated by combining a information on vehicle characteristics, and that it is difficult 
component test with a simulation technique, and the results to reflect the results directly on vehicle designs and to apply 
obtained were compared with those of a full-scale test, the results for modification of vehicle design underway. 
using structurally modified and padding-added vehicles. We therefore studied a simulation technique combining a 

It was found possible, by combining the component test 
and the simulation technique, to make a consistent predic- *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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component test and a mass-spring simulation model and 
compared the results of this combined test with those of full- 
scale tests, attempting to discern the factors influencing the 

on occupants in lateral collisions and to develop a impact 
side impact test capable of analyzing the side impact behav- ~ ~ 

Dummy 

ior in a full-scale test and thus capable of modifying vehicle / ,~ --" 
Door                            /      Struck vehicle 

designs. 
In addition, a CCMC-proposed composite test procedure 

(CTP) (18, 19) was examined, there is a view that the CTP > . 

has many advantages, including a satisfactory repeatability,                                          Striking vehicle 

an effective factor analysis, and a greater capability toward 
harmonization. This view also claims that, since the CTP 

~ l.,/" 

,, 

could not only solve the aforementioned problems inherent 
in full-scale tests but also give a large amount of informa- 
tion on vehicle characteristics and side impact behavior, the 
CTP offers a possibility of a better clarification of vehicle 
performance for occupant protection. - \ 

To contribute to this worldwide discussion on CTP fea- ¯ Door intrusion for dummy 

sibility, this paper summarizes the results of our study com- 
bining component tests and simulation techniques, and also 
introduces the results obtained from our CTP tests per- 

~/ 

Thoraeicdell~etion 
formed in accordance with the proposed CTP outlines. 

Factors Influencing Occupant Impact Time band el maximum acceleration io thoracic section 

Severity Figure 1. Sumrnary of velocity-time history during side-irnpact- 

To determine factors influencing the severity of a side 
impact on occupants, it is necessary to clarify the process in impact on the occupant, from the standpoint of the struck 
which the impact on the occupant is affected by the vehicle, are as follows: 
particular condition of a lateral collision. 

Figure 1 outlines the time history of velocities and 1. Velocity-time history of door intrusion. 

displacements of, the center of gravity of the striking 
2. Stiffness of door interior structure during intrusion. 

vehicle, the struck vehicle, that of the struck door, and the 
3. Occupant’s location, including the clearance 

occupant. Upon collision, the striking vehicle is gradually 
between the occupant and the interior surface of the door. 

decelerated, but the struck vehicle is gradually accelerated. 
4. Deformation mode of the door interior. 

The struck door in particular is accelerated rapidly, These factors must be fully taken into consideration in a 

resulting in an intrusion velocity equal to the differential study combining a component test with a simulation 
between the velocity of the door and that of the center of technique. 

gravity of the struck vehicle. The occupant remains in the 
same seating position until struck by the intruding interior 
surface of the struck door, and is then displaced from that 

Component Test 
position by further intrusion of the door surface. Conse- The component test carried out by JARI/JAMA focused 
quently, the occupant receives an impact from the intruding on the stiffnesses of the vehicle side structure (exterior 
door corresponding to the intrusion velocity of the door. The stiffness) and of the door interior structure, which are 
magnitude of impact is greatly influenced by the stiffness of considered to be particularly large factors contributing to 

the door. the intrusion velocity and interior stiffness. Specifically, 
When coming into collision with the occupant, the attempts were made to determine how a modification of the 

interior surface of the door has a specific velocity-time side structure and the addition of pads inside the vehicle 

history including many factors such as the impacting would affect the exterior stiffness and the door interior 

velocity, the stiffness of vehicle side structure, and the energy absorption characteristics of the test vehicle. 

vehicle weights. The occupant’s response and point of This JARI/JAMA-component test was composed of two 

contact with the intruding door are determined by the parts: An exterior loading test designed to determine the 

interior surface deformation mode and location relative to strength of the vehicle side structure in terms of exterior 

the occupant, and it is considered that the magnitude of the stiffness, and an interior impact test aimed at determining 

impact on the occupant varies with the stiffness of the interior characteristics. The test vehicles were unmodified 

interior surface in contact with the occupant, models taken from the market and modified models with an 

Therefore, the main factors influencing the magnitude of additional side structure and padding. 
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Test Condition that the lower edge of the MDB face overlapped the side sill 

Exterior loading test 
by 35 mm in the vertical direction. 

A JAMA MDB face (11) was employed, which has F/D 
The test conditions used in the exterior loading test are characteristics and a shape (figure 3) virtually identical to 

summarized in figure 2. Using the same MDB face as that 
those of the EEVC MDB face (20, 21) and is composed of 

used in full-scale tests, a static load with a loading velocity 
polyethylene foams and rigid polyurethane foams. 

of 100 mm/min was applied on the side of a test vehicle 
The measurement points were set as follows: fixed with wheel hubs, hitching hooks, and lower arms. 
(a) Load Measurement. Since the total load on the test 

vehicle must be measured, load cells were placed on the two 

~ 
hydraulic cylinders of the loading test device. 

(b) Displacement Measurement. The loading device 

displacement (or loading device stroke), which includes the 

~ ~ deformation of the vehicle exterior sheet metal and the 

[x’ ~,,,,~,~/,~’~:,~*""~’ 
MDB face deformation, were measured. Further, the 

amount of interior door intrusion in the thoracic area of the 

~b~F,o~ dummy at a full-scale test seating position was measured. 

~ .... ,o ........ Interior impact test 

~,o~0,0.,0o,~ .... Figure 4 gives a summary of the interior impact test 
carried out to determine the energy absorbing characteris- 
tics of the door interior. After the completion of the exterior 

loading test, the vehicle was fixed with wheel hubs, and the 
door interior was struck from inside the vehicle by an im- 
pactor fitted with an impact face, while the impacted section 

Figure 2. Summary drawing of exterior loading test layout, of the door interior was supported from the outside. The 
exterior support was done by one block of MDB face in the 

The position of the MDB face against the test vehicle was same position and load with those in the exterior loading test 

identical to that used in the previous JARI-JAMA full scale of that vehicle. The vehicle exterior condition was not 
tests based on actual accident data in Japan on lateral changed when the door was struck from inside by the 
collisions, and thus the results of this exterior loading test impactor. 
were comparable with those of full-scale tests. Specifically, Figure 5 shows the shape of the impact face (22) and the 
the MDB face was positioned in such a manner that a side location of the impact point. The impactor weighed 26 kg, 
edge of the MDB face was 610 mm in front of the wheelbase including a built-in accelerometer. The impact point was set 
center of the test vehicle in the longitudina! direction and at the thoracic area of the dummy at a seating position as 

Figure 3. Shape and F/D characteristic of JAMA MDB face. 



used in a full-scale test, and the acceleration and displace- 
ment were measured by the following devices: ,~o,o            (a) Measurement of Acceleration. The acceleration of the 

~~ 
impactor during the interior impact test was measured by an 

accelerometer fitted inside the impactor. 
(b) Measurement of Displacement. The amount of interi- 

or deformation caused by the impactor was measured by a 
potentiometer placed on the impactor. 

.... Test vehicles 
Figure 4. Summary drawing of interior impact test layout. The test vehicles used are listed in table 1. All of the 

(a) Front shade of imoactor (b~ Impact Position of door 

Strain gauge type 
accelerometer Arm rest 

kjht: 26kg 
From ground       _ 

2150mm from front end of vehicle 

Unit: mm 

Figure 5. Front shape of impactor and impact position. 

Table 1. All test vehicles. 

~. Structurally Structurally Padding added Padding added 
Baseline vehicle modified vehicle modified vehicle vehicle vehicle 

(N) (S-1) (S-2) (P-l) (P-2) 

Unmodified Structurally Structurally Padding added Padding added 

Modification (four-door sedan) modified exterior with modified exterior with interior (stiffness interior (stiffness 

1.6mm steel plate 3.2mm steel plate characteristics characteristics 
2.Skg/cm2) 4.0kg/cm’) 

vehicles are Japanese compact 4-door sedans. The un- thick steel plate. The door interiors of the padded vehicles 

modified baseline vehicle (N) was taken from the market, were adhered with pads, those of the P-1 by a 2.5 kg/cm2 

and the modified vehicles were two structurally modified padding and those of the P-2 by a 4.0 kg/cm2 padding, in 

vehicles (S-1 and S-2) and two padded vehicles (P-1 and terms of compressive stress. 

P-2). Accordingly, there were a total of five test vehicles. 
Details of the vehicle modifications are shown in figure 6. 

Test results 

The side external sheet metals of the structurally modified Figure 7 shows the force-deflection characteristics of the 

vehicles were covered with a steel plate, those of the S-1 by baseline and modified vehicles obtained from each test. 

a 1.6 mm thick steel plate and those of the S-2 by a 3.2 mm Figure (a) indicates the force-deflection characteristics with 
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(a) Structurally modified vehicle without padding 
(Structurally modified vehicle (S-1), (S-2)) 

Bolts (MS) 

Thickness of steel plate is 
2500mm 

S-1 ~ t.6mm 
S-2 ~ 3.2ram 

(b) Padding added vehicle without struclurally modification 
(Padding added vehicle (P-l), (P-2)) 

"1 

Padding (thickness 50mm) 
~,.j3~_~,,.~’-~ --50ram 

~ . ~,/~ // P-1 ~ 2.5kg/cm2 
~,. ~/---"-~~ P-2--4.0kg/cm2 "1) Clearance (L) betweandummy 

and padding are the same with 
that of unpadded test. 

~i\,~’~ 

? 

’, 1 "2) Padding was fixed to interior 
surface by adhesive agent. 

Padding (thickness 50me 

Figure 6. Modification of test vehicle. 

exterior deflection measured at a loading test device. Figure impactor weight and the acceleration data obtained by the 

(b) shows the force-intrusion characteristics for the same accelerometer fitted inside the impactor. 
load as for figure (a), but against interior intrusion. 

-- Baseline vehlcle 

-- - -- Structurally modified vehicle iS-l) 

.... Structurally m~dified vehicle (S-2) 

(b} Intedor di~lacemenl -- --- Slructutally modified vehicle 

Figure 7. Results of exterior loading test. ,o ,o 

Figure 8. Results of interior impact test. 
The results showed that, within the indicated range of 

deformation, all vehicles recorded a two-stage slope as a 
All vehicles showed an almost total loss of the hollow 

side stiffness characteristic. Compared to the baseline vehi- 
space inside the door due to a deformation of the exterior 

cles, the structurally modified vehicles showed a larger 
sheet metal. Under this condition, in the baseline vehicles, 

spring constant in the first stage, thus indicating that the 
the force-deflection characteristics from inside out began to 

load was larger at an early stage of the deformation than at change when the deformation of door interior panel reached 
the later stages. With regard to the second-stage spring 20 me, and the characteristics weakened as the deformation 
constant, however, there was no difference between the is increased. The padded vehicles showed a low level of 
baseline and structurally modified vehicles, stiffness as a whole. The structurally modified vehicles 

The door interior stiffness test results for the baseline, showed a sharp rise in the slope of the force-deflection 
structurally modified, and padded vehicles are compared in characteristics after the deformation had reached 20 mm, 
figure 8. The load values were determined on the basis of the and it was considered that this sharp rise occurred when the 
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deformation of the door interior panel reached the exterior Table II. Each weight value. 

sheet metal. 
~ Standard value 

Accordingly, it was found that the deformation of the Struck vehicleweight (Wl) 975kg 

vehicle exterior sheet metal begin to influence the deforma- occupant weight (upper body) 0Av2) 34kg 

tion of the door from the inside at its early stage, and that the Side sill weight OAr3) 10kg 

interior stiffness is markedly increased by a strengthening Doorweight (W4) 15kg 

of the exterior sheet metal. From these results, it was con- Striking vehicle weight 0NS) 1100kg 
firmed that, to understand the relationship between the inte- 

rior stiffness of the door and the impact on the occupant, the ~ Struck vehicle side sill Id) Lower body of strikino vehicle 
conditions of the collision between the exterior sheet metal ........ - .......... ,--.-~-----~ 2°°r----~--"’~. ~ =’"’-~ 

of the struck vehicle and the frontal structure (MDB face) of 
! i i ; ,, ’ " 

A ’ ...... i ...... ~-----~ ...... ~ ...... i 
~ ~~_!. ~ loo ..... ...... +------’ ...... i .... :- ...... the striking vehicle must be reproduced. 

- 
Simulation ........... O0 

Deformation (ram)                                   Deformation (ram) 

Input data for a mass-spring model of the vehicle in the 
(b~ Struck vehicle door fe~ UDDer body of strikino vehicle 

simulation was obtained from the exterior loading test and ~ = .... : ...... , ...... : ..... r--, =oo ..... F ..... r ...... i ....... ,,’--’Z 
the interior impact test. The results of the simulation test ...... ~ ...... ~ ..... v ..... .L....~ 

were compared with the results of a full-scale test ..... 

Mass-spring model ~ ~,~;o ,;o ~’~ t/~ 
Deformation (mm)                                  Deformation (mm) 

Occupant                              Door                           Sl{iking vehicle 

L        1(3                   ~                                                  fc~ Occutmnl-door 

~ ..... 

’P ~o ..... ~ ..... ~ ...... ~---~ ...... 

~ / 
W5 Deformation 

I J 
Figure 10. Input data of spring stiffness. 

Wl KI [~ K4 spring model is by and large capable of reproducing the side 

~ impact behavior. Figure 12 provides a comparison of the 
calculated results and the test results, and it is found from 

Slmd~vehtde            Side sill                              the figure that, although the absolute values are slightly 

ta~ 
Ve~3cilv-Time hi~lorv dudno fmoaet                   ~ [ 

Figure g. Mass-spring model. -- - - -- ~o~ot ~ 

The mass-spring model employed is shown in figure 9. 
The striking vehicle and the occupant of the struck vehicle 
are each composed of a single mass. On the other hand, the fm Acceleralion-Time himto~ dufino impact 
struck vehicle consists of three masses: a door, a side sill, (Acceleration el .... pan, lhorax) 

~ ;F 
and the remaining mass. Two spring systems were provided 

~ !! in each of the striking and struck vehicles, one correspond- ,~. 

ing to door movement, and the other corresponding to the 
side sill. (The door and side sill in this model do not exactly 
correspond to those of an actual vehicle.) The door interior 
was also furnished with a spring corresponding to the occu- 

~o, ...... ,-Time hislorv durino i .... I 

..... Rolalive displacement / 

pant-door system, with the clearance L to the occupant. The ol ~=~,,, to ~oo, 

weight of the masses and the stiffnesses of the springs used 
in the simulation of a baseline vehicle are shown in table II 

IntrUsion of Door ~ ~ 

and figure 10. ~ ~! 

Calculated results 

The calculated results for the baseline vehicle, as shown 
in figure 11, suggest that the simulation using the mass- Figure 11. Calculation result for baseline vehicle. 
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different, the calculated results tend to conform with test Table III. Comparison of test method. 

results, and thus it was possible to predict the influence and 
CCMC JARI/JAMA effects of vehicle structural modification and padding by ~ 

¯ Oulside el test vehicle’s struc- - Outside of test vehicle’s strut- combining a component test with a simulation technique¯ step I hire is loaded untileither inlerior lure is loaded until int0rior door 

~.zp,2~ 

door panel conlacts driver’s panel contacts driver’s seat . 
seat, or EDLD stroke is 200ram. being Ihe aim el Ihis test, hence 

ineusion at B-pilla¢ is 60ram. 

75                                                                                                  ~ ..... s 

Step II ¯ Load first pelvic section wilh ILD ¯ Load first Ihoracic section ~ith 

120ram or force is approx. 40kN approx. 120ram 
approx. 20kN.( being tl~e 

rebound characteristic can be 

cO ,Load then thoracic section wilh ¯Loadlhen pelvicsectionwilhlLO 
~_~ ILD unlil either ILD stroke Is unlg either the ILD seeks is 

~ 65 approx. 120mm or force is approx. 120ram or force is 
approx, 40kN. approx. 20kN 

rebound characteristic can be ~11 

~ ¯ Loading speed 4mm/s, ¯ Loading speed 2mm/s 

¯ With pelvic (and Ibotacic. if sop- ¯ Wilhout pelvic and thoracic sec- ~ Step III arate loaded) section el inlerior tion in conlact, EDLD operation 
door panel in conlacl with ILD continues until the limd of EDLD 

¯ Load EDI.D on Ihe exlerior until 
slroke of EOLD reaches 600ram 
or force of EDLD reached 200kN. 

(.3         
,~O/                 /                                                                  (~     Baseline vehicle                                                        L~s                         ¯ Unload EOLD so that rebound 

characteristic can be determined. 

vehicle (S-I)                                                                       ¯ Loading speed 4mm/s.              ¯ Loading speed 3 3mm/s 

45 . Struclurally modilied 
vehicle (S-2) 

[~ Padding added vehicle (P-l) 

~-~t ...... , ¯ P~,ddiog ~o~, ~eh~o~o (P-~) test¯ The loading test device A, used in Steps I and III, had a 
¯ ~ ~o ~ ~o .~    6o maximum loading capacity of 16 tons and an effective 

f-ull scale lest resull, in thoracic acceleralion (G) stroke of 500 mm. The front of the exterior loading device 

Figure 12. Comparison of results of simulation and full scale was fitted with an NHTSA-proposed aluminum honeycomb 
test at dummy thoracic acceleration. MDB face. The loading test device B, used in Step I1, had a 

maximum loading capacity of 2 tons and an effective stroke 
CTP Trial of 150 mm. 

A trial test was conducted to examine the possibility of 
using the CCMC-proposed CTP (18, 19) as an alternative to 
a full-scale test. Also, a trial calculation by a simulation 

Fixingdeviceolslrut 

technique was performed, using the Step I, II and III test 
results as input data for the model constants. 

Test condition 
Comparisons of the CCMC-proposed test procedure and 

Loading device A 
the test procedure used in this study are shown in table III. (Exterior) 

Although the procedures are virtually identical, the loading 
Fixing device of wheel hub 

conditions (i.e., the values of the load and stroke serving as 
the criteria for determining the completion of each test step) \ 
of the two procedures differed due to the different capacities 
of the equipment used. 

Further, the two test procedures differed in that, although 

the CCMC-proposed procedure required the maintenance 

of the exterior load during the transition to Step II, in the test 

procedure used in this test, this load was partially released in 

the transitional period. Another difference was the loading 

sequence being reversed between the thoracic and pelvic 
sections. The test conditions in this test conformed with 
those of an NHTSA full-scale test (1, 2). 

Test devices  o ,ooo ta, ....... 

Figure 13 gives the summaries of the devices used in this Figure 13. Summary drawing of test device. 
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Japanese one-ton class compact sedans were employed as Fixing methods and measurement points 
test vehicles, comparable with the NHTSA full-scale test Figure 15 shows the method used to fix the test vehicle on 
vehicles, but these sedans differed from those used in the the test device. The vehicle was supported at six points, i.e., 
aforementioned component test. The loading points of the at the wheel hubs of the four wheels and at the upper ends of 
loading test device in Steps I and III conformed with those the front wheel strut towers. To prevent vertical movement, 
used in the NHTSA method, the lower beam and the lower arm of the suspension of each 

Figure 14 shows the shape and location of the interior 
loading device used in Step II. This device complies with 

wheel were welded together. The fixing jigs of the wheel 

the CCMC requirement in shape and aluminum material 
hubs were vertically adjustable and were used to adjust the 

composition. Since the interior loading device used in this 
position of the vehicle against the MDB face. 

study was not capable of applying a load to both the thoracic 
Figure 16 shows the points at which the load and dis- 

and pelvic sections simultaneously, the same amount of 
placement were measured. Points 1 to 12 indicate points 

load was first given to the thoracic section and then to the 
measured by a potentiometer and Points 13 and 14 those 

pelvic section. The loading was aimed at the dummy seating 
measured by a load cell. Point 11 inside the vehicle was not 

position where the seat was positioned at a point midway in 
used to measure the displacement against the ground but the 

the seat fore/aft adjustment travel and the seat back is placed displacement between the right and left B-pillars. Except 

in the manufacturer’s stated nominal design position, for the Point 12 displacement measurement and the Point 14 

load measurement in Step II, all other parameters were 

measured throughout all steps in the test. 

Mathematical model simulation 
Figure 17 shows the lumped mass model (18, 19) used in 

~ 
the simulation, and the weight of each mass part. This model 

i i 
~ basically complies with the CCMC, except for additional 

...... 
springs, dumpers and some other items which are neglected 

due to an uncertainty in their values. Figure 18 presents the 

Figure 14. Shape and location of interior loading device, spring input data for the simulation: K1 being the MDB face 

Rear 

Rear side member 

Lower beam 

Fixing jig of wheel hub 

Welded material 

~" Fixin.g jig of wheel hub                                                               ~ 

Front "1) Test vehicle is supported at 
Front side member 6 points, which are 2 on szruts and 

4 on wheel hub. 

Lower beam "2) All supports are in right-left symmetry. 
(loading and unloading) 

of wheel hub 

Wheel hub 

Lower arm 
Welded material 

Figure 15. Condition of fixing supporls of test vehicle. 
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(a) Localions of polenliometers and load cells                                                               ~a~_ Base dala from lest results 
K I 

~ ~ad Cell 

/ 

[D 

K2 

Measuring ~sition 

Figure 16. Measurement of load and displacement. 

(a) Lum~d ~ss ~ 

~~ 
~~w~ Figure18. Base data and input data. 

~ 6 (Drop test) 

W3 VEHICLE 990 

W5 S PINE 20 s,o 

W6 PELVIS 15 
(c) ~ele~al{on-~me ~we 

input data, and K2, K3 and K4 being the input data on force- 

deflection characteristics obtained from the CTP test. ~ ~ J 2 .... .. 
Figure 19 gives a comparison between the calculated 

results ~d ~e results of a test designed to obtain dummy 
input data (23), i.e., a SID dummy biofidelity drop test (13, 

24) (drop height h = 1.0m). Figures (a), (b) ~d (c) present 
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comparisons of the rib, spine and pelvis accelerations, re- differences in vehicle specifications. Accordingly, this test- 

spectively. The dummy input data was used after compari- simulation combination method is considered effective in 

son and alignment with the calibration test results of the analyzing collision behavior in full-scale tests and in 

lumped mass model and the dummy, improving vehicle designs for the protection of occupants. 

2. The trial test of the CTP, which attempts to develop the 
Calculated results concept of this test-simulation combination method as an 

Figure 20 compares the calculated results and those of a alternative to the full-scale test, indicated a more or less 

full-scale test. Although the setting of the simulation model satisfactory correspondence with full-scale test results. The 

and the selection of the input data were not totally satisfac- accuracy of the CTP test could be improved by solving the 

tory, the calculated results and those of a full-scale test following problems, so that it would be possible for the CTP 

generally show a close correspondence. It would be possi- to become an adequate alternative to the full-scale test. 

ble to achieve an even closer correspondence by improving (a) Vehicle Fixing Methods. If the test vehicle is fixed on 

the simulation model and input data. the test device at the wheel hubs and the strut towers as in 

this study, it is difficult to reproduce the climbing of the 

Conclusion MDB over the side sill of the struck vehicle and the bending 

Factors influencing the severity of impact on the 
of the whole struck vehicle in many lateral collisions. 

occupant were investigated by combining a component test 
Accordingly, further studies are necessary to fully under- 

with a simulation technique, and the results obtained were stand the influence of these types of collision behavior and 

compared with those of a full-scale test. The feasibility of to decide whether these more extensive deformations or 

the CTP was studied by a trial test. The findings made from only partial deformations should be reproduced by 

these studies are summarized as follows: changing the method of support to obtain effective 

1. It was possible to make a consistent prediction of full- information on vehicle characteristics for occupant 

scale test results by combining a component test with a protection. 

mass-spring model simulation technique. Using this test- (b) Clarification of Differences Between Static and 

simulation method, the effects of an improvement made in Dynamic Characteristics. Although interior and exterior 

the acceleration of the dummy thoracic section were stiffnesses can be determined by a static test, additional test 

reproduced, and the predicted results and actual tests results data and improvements in the test method are required to 

were found to be similar with respect to the influences of include procedures to compare with dynamic character- 

MDB Door Vehicle Rib Spine Pelvis 

i " Velocity ~ te ~’ ~ : / 

~me (msec) T~ne (msec) T~ne (rnsec) Time (msec~ 11rne (reset) Time (msec) 

Displacement I ~ 
~ 

/ "" I ~ ,, .v 

Figure 20. Comparison of the results at composite and full scale test, 
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istics such as one for converting static data into dynamic test (5) J.R. Hackney and others; Results of the National 
data. Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Thoracic Side 

(c) Methods of Determining Step I to III Transition. It was Impact Protection Research Program, SAE 840886. 
insufficient in this study to clarify the optimal condition at (6) S.E. Henson; Status and Update of MVMA Com- 
which each step is to be started or ended, especially the ponent Testing, SAE 871116. 
transition from Step I to Step II involving a discontinuation (7) C.J. Griswold; Side Impact Component Test 
of the exterior loading and the start of an interior loading. Development, the 9th ESV International Technical Con- 
But this problem may be overcome when simulation is ference, 1982. 
carried out in parallel with a series of tests to obtain (8) C.J. Griswold; The Development and Application of 
effective data for such conditions. Side Impact Component Test Methods, SAE 840887. 

(d) Development of a Biofidelity Model. Although the (9) T.F. MacLaughlin; Evaluation of Full Vehicle and 
CTP mathematical model is currently dependent on Component Test Procedures for Improving Side Impact 
anthropomorphic dummies, in the future it could be Crash-Survivability, SAE 830463. 
extended to a simulation model having a greater biofidelity (10) M.V. Monk; Sub-system and Full System Testing to 
than dummies, and hence should be efforted in that Assess Side Impact Safety, SAE 830465. 
direction. At the present stage, it is necessary to develop a (11) H. Ohmae and others; A Study on Energy Absorbing 
mathematical model satisfying the DP9790-1 to DP9790--6 Units of MDB for Side Impact Test, the 1 lth ESV Inter- 
characteristics required for side impact dummies, national Technical Conference, 1987. 

(e) Setting of Measurement Points for Determining (12) JAMA/JARI; Study on Side Impact Dummy by 
Vehicle Characteristics. With the growing prospects of JAMA, ISO/TC22/SC12/WG5 N193, 1987. 
developing a test method with a high vehicle deformation (13) JAMA/JARI; The Biofidelity Test Results on SID 
behavior reproducibility and a simulation model with a high and EUROSID, ISO/TC22/SC 12/WG5 N213, 1988. 
biofidelity, it will become necessary to reconsider measure- (14) JARI/JAMA; The Biofidelity Test Results on SID 
ment points to obtain the most useful force-deflection and EUROSID, IRCOBI, 1988. 
characteristics. (15) JAMA’s Test Results and Comments on Side Impact 

It is thought that the CTP can be used not only for Test Procedures, ISOiTC22/SC10/WG1 N145, 1988. 
evaluation purposes but also for a modification of vehicle (16) JAMA/JARI; Study on Side Impact Test Method, 
designs. If the CTP would be established feasible, it could ISO/TC22/SC10/WG1 N134. 
become more effective than the full-scale test. JARI/JAMA (17) H. Ohmae and others; Analysis of the Influence of 
intend to continue their CTP studies using different models Various Side Impact Test Procedures, SAE 890378. 
of vehicles in order to determine the effectiveness of the (18) R. Richter and others; Composite Test Procedure for 
CTP, and to establish the CTP as a practical test method. Side Impact Protection, SAE 871117. 

(19) ISO/TC22/SC10/WG1 DRAFT CCMC; Composite 

Refl~l’elll21~S Test Procedure for Side Impact Protection, 1988. 
(20) ISO/TC22/SC 10/GT1, N90 (1985); Validation of the 

(1) NHTSA; Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; EEVC Mobile Barrier. 
"Side Impact Protection", 49 CFR Part 571 [Docket No. (21) D. Cesari and others; Validation of the EEVC Mobile 
88-06, Notice 1] 1988. Deformable Barrier for Side Impact Testing, the 10th ESV 

(2) NHTSA; NHTSA Side Impact Testing Procedure. International Technical Conference, 1985. 
[Docket No. 79-04-GR-030] 1985. (22) R.J. Wasko and others; Results of the Motor Vehicle 

(3) TRANS/SCI/WP29/GRCS/R58 (1985); Protection of Manufacturers Association Component Test Procedure 
the Occupants of a Passenger Car in the Event of a Lateral Evaluation Program, the 10th ESV International Technical 
Collision. Conference, 1985. 

(4) A. DeCoo and others; Evaluation of European and (23) D.C. Viano; Evaluation of the SID Dummy and TTI 
U.S.A. Draft Regulations for Side Impact Collisions, the Injury Criterion for Side Impact Testing, SAE 872208. 
1 lth ESV International Technical Conference, (Wash- (24) ISO/TC22/SC12, DP9790-1-6; Road Vehicles-- 
ington, D.C.). Anthropomorphic Side Impact Dummy. 
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DEPTH: A Relationship Between Side Impact Thoracic Injury and Vehicle 
Design 

Hampton C. Gabler, James R. Hackney, a 90 degree impact to the occupant compartment of the 
target vehicle. The striking vehicle is a NHTSA Movable William T. Hollowell, 
Deformable Barrier weighing nominally 3000 lbs and 

National Highway Traffic Safety 
crabbed at 26 degrees. The initial velocity of the MDB is 

Administration, 33.5 mph. The struck vehicle is stationary. This accident 
United States configuration simulates a striking/struck velocity ratio of 30 

mph/15 mph. The modified VW Rabbit test series used the 
Abstract basic NHTSA procedure, but selected two alternate test 

In a previous NHTSA research program, the Door Effec- speeds: (1) 26/13 mph, and (2) 35/17.5 mph. 
tive Padding Thickness (DEPTH) was found to be highly All impacts were delivered to the occupant compartment 
correlated with side impact occupant protection. Using an of the struck vehicle approximately 37 inches forward of the 
expanded set of twenty-eight production car side impact centerline of front and rear wheels. In the production car 
tests and a series of modified vehicles side impact tests, this. tests, the driver side of the struck vehicle was struck. In the 
paper reexamines the question of how vehicle design influ- MVMA tests, the right front passenger side of the struck 
ences side impact thoracic injury. The findings of this ex- vehicle was struck. The accident configuration of the 
tended study confirm the conclusion of the earlier paper: Of production car tests is presented in figure 1. 
the design variables investigated, DEPTH is the single de- 
sign variable most strongly correlated with thoracic side maAer ~ox~r 

impact injury potential. 
~ 

Introduction 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA) has undertaken a research program to char- 
acterize the safety performance of the passenger car fleet in 
side impacts (1).* As part of that study, twenty-eight (28) 
current production cars were tested in side impacts, and 
found to vary dramatically in their capability to provide 
occupant thoracic side impact protection. 

In a NHTSA program using modified Volkswagen 
Rabbits, the influence of side impact design on thoracic 
injury was confirmed experimentally in a series of 
controlled side impact tests (2). Similar results were noted 

Figure 1. Side impact test configuration. 

in a program conducted by MVMA in which a series of 
sixteen 1985 Ford LTDs, some with padding and structural Vehicle selection 

modifications, were subjected to controlled side impacts 
A listing of the 28 production cars is presented in table 1. 

(3). 
The set of production cars is composed of an earlier test 

The objective of this paper is to determine those vehicle sample of sixteen (16) cars from model years 1981-83, two 
design parameters which are key to thoracic side impact cars from the 1985 model year, and an eight (8) car sample 
protection. A previous NHTSA research program, using a from model years 1987-88. Our earlier paper on the safety 
smaller set of crash tests, concluded that the Door Effective performance of cars in side impact was based on analysis of 
Padding Thickness (DEPTH) was strongly correlated with the first twelve crash tests presented in table 1. 
side impact occupant protection (4). This paper will revisit To determine the influence of design on thoracic injury, 

this conclusion using an expanded series of side impact NHTSA conducted a series of eight side impact tests using 

tests, and will explore additional vehicle design parameters, two door Volkswagen Rabbits as shown in table 3. Four of 
the tests were conducted with a velocity ratio of 26]13 mph, 

Background while the remaining four tests were conducted with a veloc- 
ity ratio of 35/17.5 mph. For each speed, four vehicle con- 

Test procedure figurations were considered: 

Both the production car tests and the MVMA tests used Modified VW Rabbit test matrix. 
the NHTSA proposed Side Impact Test Procedure to 
determine occupant side impact protection. The accident Striking/Struck Velocity (mph) 

configuration for the NHTSA Side Impact Test Procedure is Vehicle 26/13 35/17.5 

Baseline x x 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. Structural Mods x x 
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Modified VW Rabbit test matrix--(continued)      Occupant responses 
Striking/Struck Velocity (mph)       The occupant responses for each test were measured 

Vehicle 26/13 35/17.5 
using a NHTSA Side Impact Dummy (SID) as a human 

Padding Only x x surrogate. For the production car tests and modified VW 

Padding + Mods x x Rabbit tests, one SID was seated in the driver’s seat and the 
second SID was seated in the left rear passenger’s seat. In The MVMA conducted a program which parallels the 
the MVMA Ford LTD tests, a single SID dummy was posi- 

NHTSA side impact investigation as shown in table 2. In the tioned in the right front passenger’s seat. 
MVMA test series, sixteen 1985 Ford LTDs, some with Fo~" both sets of tests, the acceleration of the lower rib, 
padding and structural modifications, were subjected to upper rib, lower spine, upper spine, pelvis, and head were 
controlled side impacts. Four vehicle configurations were measured for each SID. The peak occupant thoracic and 
examined: pelvic responses are tabulated in tables 1, 2, and 3. The 

Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI) was computed using the peak 
MVMA Ford LTD test matrix rib and spine accelerations. TTI is defined as follows for a 

Arm-to-Door Distance 50-percentile human: 

Vehicle 0" 5" TTI = 1.4 Age + 0.5(max(urg,lrg) + tl2g) 

Baseline 2 2 where 
Structural Mods 2 2 Age = age of the occupant 
Padding Only 2 2 urg = upper nearside rib peak 
Padding + Mods 2 2 acceleration 

Table 2. MVMA Ford LTD tests: Side impact occupant responses (population-weighted). 

Proboblllty 
Telt Strl/Stru Strl/Stru Imp Occup Upper Lower Upper Lower Injury Criterion AIS >- n 

no. Vehicle Velocity Ang Poe Rib Rib Spine Spine Pelvis Nome Index 
G’s O’s G’s G’s G’s (Age-B) n-3 n,=4 n,=5 

849 MOB-to-.-LTD 38/15 98 RF 89. 18B. 1B5. 182. 15B. TTI-86 1B1.B 65 23 2 
(bose-nopod-eln.) 

858 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 98 RF 95. 112. 1B5. 1B4. 137. TTI-86 I88.e 72 29 3 
(boee-nopod-eln.) 

851 MOB-to-LTD 38/15 9B RF 68. 74. 64. 96. 154. TTI-86 85.B 47 12 1 
(ba$e-nopad-5in.) 

852 MDB-to-LTO 30/15 9B RF 5B. 73. 80. 119. 144. TTI-86 96.B 60 19 2 
(baee-nopod-51n.) 

853 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 9B RF 43. 39. 47. 69. 51. TTI-86 56.B 16 3 . 
(base-w/pod-eln.) 

869 MOB-to-LTD 38/15 9B RF 51. 5B. 6B. 72. 59. TTI-86 61.5 28 4 B 
(bose-w/pod-Bin,) 

854 IdDB--to--LTD 38/15 98 RF 62. 46. 52. 78. 54. TT[--e6 66.e 2~ 5 . 
(ba$e-w/pad-51n.) 

888 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 9B RF 57. 45. 51. 61. 51. TTI-86 59.B 18 3 B 
(base-w/pad-51n.) 

885 MOB-to-LTD 38/15 98 RF 57. 51. 68. 94. 91. TTI-86 8B.5 41 1B 1 
(mod-nopad-BIn.) 

886 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 98 RF 56. 58. 62. 95. 93. TTI-86 76.5 36 8 1 
(mod-nopad-eln.) 

878 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 9B RF 54. 61. 65. 1BB. 115. TTI-86 88.5 41 le 1 
(mod-nopod-51n.) 

882 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 98 RF 57. 59. 71. 117. 139. TTI-86 88.B 5@ 14 1 (mod-nopad-51n.) 

88B MOB-to-LTD 39/15 9B RF 49. 43. 47. 54. 44. TTI-86 51.5 13 2 B (mod-w/pod-Bin.) 

881 MDB-to--LTO 3B/15 98 RF 58. 48. 48. 59. 48. TTl-86 54.5 15 3 B 
(mod--w/pod-etn.) 

883 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 98 RF 52. 41. 47. 62. 38. TTI-86 57.B 16 3 B 
(mod--w/pad-SIn.) 

884 MOB-to-LTD 3B/15 9B RF 48. 49. 52. 63. 42. TTI-86 S8.e 16 3 e 
(mod-w/pad-Sin.) 
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lrg = lower nearside rib peak __ 
acceleration ...-" ~,s 4+ 

t 12g = lower spine peak g ..... ~s ~+ 

acceleration 

Using the thoracic impact risk functions recommended ~ ................ 
by Morgan et al (5), TTI was used to predict the probability ~ 20 

of injury at AIS levels 3, 4, and 5. Note that the probability 
of injury presented in tables 1 and 2 have been population- 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 

weighted using the distribution of ages of occupants in the ~’~) ~ (mox (or~.,~) ÷ ,~) / 2 
Figure 2. Probability of thoracic side impact injury~age National Crash Severity Study (NCSS) (1). Figure 2 pre- weighted over population at risk. 

sents the relationship between the Thoracic Trauma Index 
and the age-weighted probability of thoracic side impact 

set of production cars, the probability of serious thoracic 
injury. 

As shown in table 1, the probability of injury varies injury (AIS = 3) ranged from a low of 31% for the AMC 

widely among the tested production vehicles. In our earlier Concord, to a high of 94% for the 1982 Nissan Sentra. In our 

Table 3. Modified Volkswagen tests:Sideimpactoccupantresponses(population-weighted). 

Probability 

Teet Stri/Stru Strl/Stru Imp Occup Upper Lower Upper Lower Injury Criterion MS>- n 

no. Vehicle Velocity Ang Poe Rib Rib Spine Spine Pelvis Name Index 
G’~ G’e G’s G’s G’s (Age~,e) n~3 m,4 nm5 

512 MOB-to-V.W. Rabbit 26/13 96 LF 74. 88. 87. 186. 177. TTI-86 97.e 61 26 2 

LR 165. 112. 72. 76. 126. TTI-86 91.e 54 16 2 

623 MDB-to-V.W. Rabbit 26/13 96 LF 73. 68. 59. 74. 146. TTI-86 73.5 32 7 1 

(opt.mod.-unpadded) LR 45. 63. 56. 57. 122. TTI-86 6e.e 19 4 

663 MDE-to-V.W. Rabbit 26/13 ge LF 65. 62. 57. 86. 96. TTI-86 72.5 31 7" 1 
(baeellne~padded) LR 39. 46. 32. 47. 55. TTI-86 48.5 11 2 6 

596 MOE-to-V.W. Rabbit 26/13 96 LF 58. 66. 59. 72, 69. TTt-86 66.e 24 5 e 
(opt. mod.~padded) LR 42. 49. 27. 54. 111. TTI-86 51.5 13 2 

513 MDB-to-V.W. Rabbit 35/17.5 96 LF 178. 172. 153. 138. 221. TTI-86 158.e 96 88 16 
LR 127. 184. 77. 96. 131. TTI-86 146.e 91 68 

621 MDB-to-V.W. Rabbit 35/17.5 96 LF 115. 231. 96. 163. 2ee. TTI-86 197.e lee lee 36 
(opt.mod.-unpadded) LR 59. 72. 73. 93. 164, TTI-86 82.5 44 11 1 

664 MOB-to-V.W. Rabbit 35/17.5 96 LF lee. 116. 114. 135. 167. TTI-86 122.5 83 45 6 
(baeeline~padded) LR 56. 68. 56, 65. 137. TTI-86 76.5 36 8 1 

597 MOB-to-V.W. Rabbit 35/17.5 96 LF 69. 79. 169. 115. 123. TTI-86 97.e 61 26 2 
(opt. mod.~podded) LR 66. 66. 56. 87. 159. TTI-86 73.5 32 7 

latest set of eight 1987-88 cars, the probability of serious the vehicle response. Finally, we will examine the results of 
thoracic injury (AIS = 3) ranged from a low of 17% for the the regression analysis to identify those design parameters 

Chevrolet Caprice, to a high of 71% for the Volkswagen most crucial to occupant protection in side impacts. 

Golf. In this study, the struck vehicle was characterized by the 

Comparison of the 1981-83 tests and the 1987-88 tests geometry and mass parameters tabulated in tables 4a, 4b, 

suggests that side impact designs have improved since the and 4c. Occupant seating position is defined by four 

initial set of tests with 1981-83 model cars. The Nissan parameters: arm-door distance, hip-door distance, 

Sentra is a case in point: TTI has dropped dramatically from head-window distance, and head-side rail distance. Struck 

TTI = 149.5 for the 1982 Sentra to TTI = 99.5 for the 1987 Vehicle Impact Response for each test is presented in tables 

Sentra. This represents a 33% decrease in the span of five 5a, 5b, and 5c. Static crush in this table was measured at the 

model years, axle height and the h-point height, and was averaged over a 
range of 30 inches and 42 inches from the nominal impact 

Methodology point. This area, on the side of the car, encompasses the 

Occupant responses vs. vehicle design 
location of the struck front seat occupant. 

Door impact responses were described by the parameters 
In this paper, we will mathematically search for the tabulated in tables 6a, 6b, and 6c. Chief among these 

relationship between occupant impact responses and ve- parameters is the Door Effective Padding Thickness as 
hicle design parameters. First, we will characterize, the measured at the upper rib, the lower rib, the pelvis, and as 
design and response of each vehicle as a set of discrete averaged across all three sensor locations. An earlier 
parameters. Second, we will use a step-wise regression NHTSA study using twelve production cars concluded that 
technique to determine occupant response as a function of the DEPTH design variable was highly correlated with TTI. 
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Table 4a. Production cars: Struck vehicle description. 

Test Vehicle Number Total Wheel Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Am- Hip- He0d- Head- 

No. Model Doors Weight Base Length Width C.G. Door Door Door S.Roil 

(IbS.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

675 Citation 4 3045 104.8 176.8 68.8 46.0 4.9 6.7 9.4 6.5 

676 Citation 4 3060 105.e 176.5 69.1 46.3 4.3 6.3 8.1 5.8 

677 Citation 2 3100 104.9 176.7 68.1 43.3 5.4 7.1 9.4 6.6 

678 Horizon 4 2600 99.1 162.5 66.5 45.8 3.6 5.5 8.9 5.9 

679 Omni 2 2688 96.8 173.9 66.1 44.1 4.1 6,4 8.9 6.2 

683 Granada 2 3380 105.4 195.3 71.1 49.3 4.8 7.3 9.3 6.4 

684 Granada 4 3415 105.6 197.5 71.2 49.6 4.9 7.3 9.1 7.1 

702 Concord 4 3555 108.5 180.0 70.4 53.7 3,2 6,4 7.7 4.9 

704 Sentra 2 2340 94.6 167.1 63.9 44.5 3.9 6.2 7.3 5.1 

710 Rabbit 2 2403 94.9 154.4 63.0 44.7 3.5 4.9 7.9 6.5 

719 Civic 4 2488 91.3 161.4 62.2 43.8 3.4 5.8 6.9 5.0 

744 Dodge400 2 3028 100.0 180.8 68.6 41.3 4.5 5.7 8.2 5.8 

811 Civic 4 2468 91..3 161.5 62.6 44.2 3.0 5.3 5.8 3.5 

820 Sentro 2 2377 95.0 167.0 64.5 45.1 3.8 6.6 8.9 7.0 

855 Mazda626 4 2827 99.5 178.1 66.6 45.4 5.2 7.3 9.9 7.6 

856 $entro 2 2382 94.5 166.5 64.0 43.2 3.8 6.2 8.9 6.3 

863 Civic 4 2453 91.4 161.4 62.3 45.4 4.3 7.1 8.6 6.3 

879 Spectrum 2 2365 94.0 156.1 63.4 44.3 4.2 6 3 8.5 6.5 

887 Celebrit 4 3374 104.9 188.3 67.8 45.4 5.1 7 1 9.8 6.3 

1145 Sentro87 2 2510 95.5 168.8 64.9 47.3 4.1 6 8 8.0 6.4 

1210 Tercel 4 2550 93.4 157.5 64.5 41.4 3.7 5 5 7.3 5.0 

1222 Cavalier 4 2940 101.3 174.1 65.5 43.4 3.8 6 0 8.4 5.7 
1256 Bonnevil 4 3820 111,6 198.6 72.6 45.6 4.8 7 3 11.3 7.7 
1257 Taurus 4 3690 105.6 188.3 71,6 46.1 4.4 7 7 10.6 6.6 
1263 Sprint 2 2100 88.5 144.7 60.5 41.7 3.1 5 6 8.6 6,2 
1264 Excel 4 2700 93.6 167.5 63.7 43.7 3.7 6 3 7.2 5.1 
1269 Caprice 4 4030 115.0 212.0 75.5 57.2 5.8 7 9 11.0 7.8 
1272 Golf 2 2660 97.6 157.9 65.0 4~.7 3.8 5 7 8.5 5.5 

Table4b. MVMA Ford LTDtests:Struckvehicledescription. 

Test Vehicle Number          Total Wheel Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Arm- Hip- Head- Head- 
No. Model Doors Mad Pod Weight Base Length Width C.G.     Door Door Door S.Roil 

(Ibs.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

849 LTD 4 N N 3247 106.0 195.5 70.0 52.3 6.0 1.0 4.8 4.4 

850 LTD 4 N N 3239 106.5 196.5 68.6 53.9 0.0 1.0 4.8 4.3 

852 LTO 4 N N 3234 106.2 195.6 76.6 52.1 5.0 6.1 9.2 6.9 

851 LTD 4 N N 3261 165.5 195.9 70.4 52.9 5.1 6.6 9.3 6.9 

853 LTD 4 N Y 3216 166.2 195.6 70.6 51.4 0.0 0.1 8.9 6.8 

869 LTD 4 N Y 3205 106.0 197.6 70.0 53.1 B.0 6.6 9.2 6,7 

854 LTD 4 N Y 3214 1~6.0 196.B 7~.~ 53,1 5.~ 6.~ 14.9 11.5 

868 LTD 4 N Y 3215 106.0 196.6 69.9 52.6 5.0 5.9 14.9 18.8 

885 LTD 4 Y N 3263 105.5 196.4 76.1 51.8 0.0 1.6 4.5 4.4 

886 LTD 4 Y N 3249 105.5 196.6 76.3 52.2 e.0 0.8 4.6 4.1 
870 LTD 4 Y N 3262 165.8 196.4 76.5 52.0 5.0 6.1 9.2 7.6 

862 LTD 4 Y N 3242 165.5 196.2 69.9 52.1 5.6 6.5 9.2 7.6 
886 LTD 4 Y Y 3249 165.5 196.4 69.6 52.0 e.e 6.2 9.5 7.2 
881 LTD 4 Y Y 3253 106.0 196.2 69.0 53.1 0.0 0.5 9.3 7.4 
883 LTD 4 Y Y 3238 105.5 196.2 69.2 52.5 5.6 5.7 14.3 le.8 
884 LTD 4 Y Y 3204 105.5 196.4 70.1 52.4 5.0 6.2 14.5 16.6 

Table4c. Modified VWRabbittests:Struckvehicledescription. 

Test Vehicle Number          Total Wheel Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Arm- Hip- Head- Head- 
No. Model    Doors Mad Pod Weight Bose Length Width C.G.     Door Door Door S.Roil 

(Ibs.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

512 Rabbit     2      N N 2447 95,5 154.5 61.6    42.3    3.5 6.1 8.6 7.~ 
Rabbit     2      N Y 2546 94.6 154.6 63.8    41.9    B.~ 5.2 7.5 6.6 

623 Rabbit    2     Y N 2460 94.8 154.7 63.0    42.8    3.3 5.3 8.3 6,1 
596 Rabbit    2     Y Y 2395 95.0 154.6 63.5    42.1    0.1 2.5 8.8 6.4 
513 Rabbit    2     N N 2472 94.5 154,5 61.0    42.8    3.3 6.0 8.4 8.0 
664 Rabbit    2     N Y 2485 94.8 154.5 63.8    42.6    e.e 2.4 7.6 5.9 
621 Rabbit    2     Y N 2346 94.8 153.8 63.6    42.1    3.1 5.3 7.6 5.5 
597 Rabbit    2     Y Y 2380 94.9 155.6 63.5    43.1    0.6 2.3 8.8 6.7 



Table5a. Production cars:Struckvehicleimpactresponses. 

Test    Vehicle     Number     Impact Max Static              Static Crush 
No.     Model        Doors     Point     Crush      @ Axle    ¯ H-Point    Avero~e 

(in.)     (in.)      (in.)     (in.)        (in.) 

675    Citation       4         37.5       17.7        11.3        15.1         13.2 
676    Citation       4         38.8       16.9        11.2        13.1          12.2 
677    Citation       2         37.8       18.7        18.3        15,7         13.8 
678    Horizon        4         38.8       14.5        13.4        13.5         13.5 
679    Omni          2        37.8      15.9       11.8       14.2        12.6 
683    Granada        2         38.5       18.4        11.9        16.6         14.3 
684    Granada        4         37.5       21.5        18.7        17.9         14.3 
782    Concord        4          38.5       17.8         9.1         15.4          12.3 
784     Sentra          2          37.8       18.2         14.6        18.8          16.3 

Rabbit         2         37.9       18.5          no          no           no 
719    Civic         4        38.0      16.5       11.e       15.6        13.3 
744    Dodge400      2        36.5      20.7       15.5       20.0        17.8 
811    Civic         4        34.5      15.6       16.1       15.2        12.7 
828    Sentro         2         37.8       18.6        12.3        18.5         15.4 
855    Mazda626      4        35.5      22.3        12.3       28.1         16.2 
856    Sentro         2         38.8       23.4        12.2        17.9         15.1 
863    Civic          4         37.5      17.4       11.8       16.9         14.4 
879    Spectrum       2         36.5       15.7         8.9        14.8         11.9 
887    Celebrit      4        38.0      15.4       18.8        13.3         11.7 

1145    Sentro87       2         33.2       18.2        11.1        16.8         14.0 
1210     Tercel          4          36.0       12.8          S.7        11.1           8.4 
1222    Cavalier      4        36.5      14.6        8.9        14.4         11.7 
1256    Bonnevil       4        37.8      18.3       12.4       17.8         15.1 
1257    Taurus         4        35.8      14.2        8.6       14.8         11.3 
1263     Sprint          2          37.1        14.4         8.1         13.4          18.8 
1264    Excel          4         37.8       17.4        12.8        17.1         15.8 
1269     Coprlce        4          36.6       1.5.2        18.7        14.2          12.5 
1272     Golf            2          36.7       13.9          7.7        13.8          18.8 

Table5b. MVMA Ford LTDtests:Struckvehicleimpactresponses. 

Test Vehicle Arm- Impact Max Static Static Crush 
No. Model Mod Pod Door Point Crush @ Axle @ H-Point Average 

(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) Cin.) 

849 LTO N N 8.8 34.2 16.3 18.9 14.6 12.8 
858 LTD N N 8.8 36.2 19.9 11.7 16.1 13.9 
652 LTD N N 5.0 37.e 2o.e 12.6 17.e 14.8 
851 LTD N N 5.1 36.6 19.8 12.8 16.7 14.8 
853 LTD N Y 8.8 32.8 17.7 le.7 15.9 13.3 
869 LTD N Y 6.8 39.8 22.1 13.7 18.1 15.9 
854 LTD N Y 5.8 35.8 21.3 12.7 17.5 15.1 
868 LTD N Y 5.8 36.6 22.3 11.4 18.3 14.9 
885 LTD Y N 8.8 36.3 12.7 S.S 9.6 7.6 
886 LTD Y N e.e 37.2 14.8 5.5 9.9 7.7 
876 LTD Y N 5.8 38.1 14.3 6.1 18.9 8.5 
882 LTD Y N 5.8 37.e 14.7 7.5 12.6 18.1 
886 LTD Y Y e.8 37.1 14.4 7.e 9.8 8.4 
881 LTD Y Y 8.8 38.8 13.2 7.2 11.8 9.5 
883 LTD Y Y 5.8 38.8 15.9 9.5 13.6 11.6 
884 LTD Y Y 5.8 38.8 13.8 7.8 12.1 9.6 

Table5c. Modified VWRabbittests:Struckvehicleimpactresponses. 

Test Vehicle Impoc~or Arm- Impact Max Static ~ Static Crush 
No. Model Mad Pod Init.Vel Door Point Crush @ Axle @ H-Point Average 

(mph) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

512 Rabbit N N 25.6 3.5 37.8 13.8 5.4 18.8 8.1 
683 Rabbit N Y 26.1 e.e 37.5 12.7 5.8 11.6 8.7 
623 Rabbit Y N 26.1 3.3 38.6 8.5 2.5 8.8 5.3 
596 Rabbit Y Y 26.2 8.1 37.e le.2 4.1 9.3 6~7 
513 Rabbit N N 35.4 3.3 37.e 16.4 11.8 15.3 13.2 
684 Rabbit N Y 35.1 e.8 36.8 17.4 11.8 17.2 14.1 
621 Rabbit Y N 35.1 3.1 38.8 14.9 8.8 13.9 11.8 
597 Rabbit Y Y 35.1 8.8 37.8 14,1 no no no 
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Table 6a. Production cars:Doorimpactresponses. 

Test Vehicle Number Arm- Impoctor ---Contact Vel     --Con~on Velm ~ DEPTH 
No. Model     Doors Door Init.Vel U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U:Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv Av9 

(in.) (mph)    (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

675 Citation 4 4.9 36.1 26.6 26.5 27.9 19.7 26.4 22.8 5.3 6.6 7.1 6.1 

676 Citation 4 4.3 36.1 26.6 26.6 27.6 19.6 26.5 22.5 5.4 5.9 6.8 6.6 

677 Citation 2 5.4 36.1 25.3 25.9 27.1 26.6 26.2 22.8 4.3 4.9 5.7 5.6 

678 Horizon 4 3.6 36.1 26.1 26.3 28.2 26.6 26.6 23.8 5.3 5.1 5.7 5.4 

679 Omni 2 4.1 36.1 26.2 26.6 28.3 26.8 21.e 23.6 4.4 4.5 6.9 5.3 

683 Granada 2 4.8 36.1 24.9 25.9 27.4 18.2 19.8 23.1 4.3 5.2 5.8 5.1 

684 Granada 4 4.9 36.1 25.9 25.6 27.8 19.2 19.2 22.7 6.1 4.8 6.8 5.9 

762 Concord 4 3.2 36.1 27.8 25.9 27.2 18.3 17.8 21.2 9.5 6.1 6.7 7.4 

764 Sentro 2 3.9 36.1 26,6 26.9 28.3 22.1 22.3 25.2 4.2 4.1 5.6 4.4 

716 Rabbit 2 3.5 36.1 no no no no no no no no no no 

719 Civic 4 3.4 36.6 26.7 27.6 28.4 26.6 26.4 23.1 5.5 5.9 7.2 6.2 

744 Dodge466 2 4.5 36.1 25.9 25.1 27.7 19.6 26.6 23.6 5.7 3.6 5.1 4.8 

811 Civic 4 3.6 36.1 27.9 28.1 29.4 26.9 21.6 24.1 6.3 6.3 7.8 6.8 

826 Sentro 2 3.8 36.6 26.6 27.7 29.6 22.5 22.3 25.4 4.2 5.9 6.7 5.6 

855 Mazda626 4 5.2 36.6 26.9 27.6 27.3 26.5 26.9 23.8 6.4 6.3 4.2 5.6 

856 Sentro 2 3.8 36.e 26.2 27.6 28.5 22.7 22.1 25.3 3.6 4.5 5.3 4.5 

863 Civic 4 4.3 36.6 27.6 27.8 26.7 19.8 26.4 23.6 6.8 6.9 3.8 5.8 

879 Spectrum 2 4.2 36.2 26.1 26.9 28.6 26.6 26.3 23.8 4.5 5.8 6.4 5.6 

887 Celebrit 4 5.1 36.2 26.7 26.7 28.3 18.1 18.3 24.5 8.6 7.8 6.1 7.3 

1145 Sentra87 2 4.1 36.1 27.7 27.1 27.6 26.6 21.2 24.1 7~6 6.2 4.4 6.1 

1216 Tercel 4 3.7 36.3 26.9 26.2 28.6 18.4 18.3 21.8 7.3 6.2 6.9 6.8 

1222 Cavalier 4 3.8 36.4 28.7 27.1 28.6 19.7 28.4 22.9 9.2 5.3 6.5 7.6 

1256 Bonnevil 4 4.8 36.5 25.7 26.6 28.3 !8.5 19.7 21.4 4.9 6.2 8.2 6.4 

1257 Taurus 4 4.4 36.6 25.6 25.2 27.5 17.1 17.7 21.6 4.8 5.6 6.6 5.5 

1263 Sprint 2 3.1 30.3 25.8 26.8 29.2 19.8 21.6 24.2 4.1 4.6 7.4 5.4 

1264 Excel 4 3.7 30~5 26.6 26.8 28.4 18.5 20.5 23.3 5.8 5.6 6,4 5.9 

1269 Caprice 4 5.8 36.1 24.2 24.6 27.3 15.6 17.e 17.8 7.6 5.7 9.1 7.5 

1272 Golf 2 3.8 36.4 27.1 28.6 29.2 19.4 19.5 22.9 6.6 7.4 8.7 7.4 

Table 6b. MVMA Ford LTD tests: Door impact responses. 

Test Vehicle Arm- Impoctor -~Contoct Vel--      Co~mon Velm            DEPTH ~ 
No. Model Mad Pod Door Init.Vel U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv Avg 

(in.) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

849 LTD N N 6.6 36.2 27.5 28.1 28.5 18.6 26.8 23.9 5.1 5.3 4.3 4.9 
856 LTD N N 6.6 29.9 28.7 28.3 28.5 19.9 26.2 23.5 8.9 5.4 5.5 6.6 
852 LTD N N 5.6 36.6 24.8 24.8 28.3 17.1 19.1 22.4 4.8 4.1 7.4 5.4 
851 LTD N N 5.1 36.6 24.6 23.6 27.4 18.2 14.3 22.6 4.1 5.7 5.9 5.2 
853 LTD N ¥ 6.e 36.2 29.4 28.8 28.8 19.2 19.7 21.4 11.4 16.6 8.1 9.8 
869 LTD N Y 6.6 36.1 29.6 29.2 28.8 2e.e 26.9 22.6 12.2 16.2 8.6 16.1 
854 LTD N Y 5.6 36.1 24.8 24.6 28.4 18.6 17.8 18.7 5.7 5.6 12.2 7.8 
868 LTD N Y 5.6 36.2 25.3 25.2 28.5 18.e 18.2 19.(~ 6.5 6.2 11.9 8.2 
885 LTD Y N 6.6 36.2 27.1 26~3 28.6 17.2 18.3 21.6 6.3 4.9 7.6 6.1 
886 LTD Y N O.O 30.2 26.4 27.9 28.4 17.8 19.6 21.9 5.4 7.0 6.3 6.2 
87~ LTD Y N 5.0 30.1 22.9 23.6 26.4 15.3 16.1 18.2 4.5 5.1 7.6 5.7 
882 LTD Y N 5.0 30.1 23°7 24.8 26.3 14.4 17.1 19.5 4.7 5.5 7.0 5.7 
880 LTD Y Y 6,6 30.2 28.5 26.3 28.3 17.0 17.4 19.1 9.5 5.7 8.0 7.7 
881 LTD Y ¥ e.e 30.1 27.8 26.0 28.4 16.5 17.6 18.9 8.1 5.5 8.4 7.3 
883 LTD Y Y 5.6 36.1 29.8 23.3 27.7 15.5 15.9 16.8 16.3 4.9 16.5 16.6 
884 LTD Y Y 5.6 36.1 23.6 29.1 26.5 14.9 15.4 16.5 5.2 14.4 8.4 9.3 

Table 6c. Modified VW Rabbit tests: Door impact responses. 

Test Vehicle Arm- Impoctor ~ontoct Vel-- ~Coe~on Vel~            DEPTH 
No. Model Mad Pod Door Init.Vel U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv Avg 

(in.) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (mph) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

512 Rabbit N N 3.5 25.6 21.5 21.5 24.8 16,7 17.2 19.9 3.5 3.4 8.8 5.2 
663 Rabbit N Y 6.6 26.1 24.6 24.3 25.e 17.4 18.e 26.7 5.1 5.1 4.9 5.~ 
623 Rabbit Y N 3.3 26.1 21.2 26.7 22.3 14.2 15.1 18.5 4.7 3.8 3.5 4.6 
596 Rabbit Y Y 6.1 26.2 23.3 23.7 24.4 16.8 17.5 26.1 5.5 5.5 4.4 5.1 
513 Rabbit N N 3.3 35.4 31.4 33.9 33.6 25.4 26.4 29.1 4.5 9.0 5.7 6.4 
604 Rabbit N Y 6.0 35.1 32.2 32.7 33.8 25.8 26.7 29.4 5.2 5.1 5.6 5.3 
621 Rabbit Y N 3.1 35.1 31.3 36.4 32.2 23.3 24.3 28.2 7.4 3.7 4.3 5.1 
597 Rabbit Y Y e.e 35.1 32.2 32.3 33.4 24.6 25.3 28.1 6.7 6.4 5.6 6.2 
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Definition of DEPTH perimental confirmation in a recent NHTSA side impact test 

DEPTH is defined as the relative displacement between using a specially instrumented Chevrolet Celebrity (7). 
Based on direct measurements of struck door displacement, and occupant from the time of occupant-door con- 
door contact velocity at the H-point was estimated to be the time of occupant-door separation. From the 

observer’s perspective, DEPTH is the amount which approximately 25 mph. Using the same model car in 

occupant crushes the door. NHTSA Test No. 887, our method estimated door contact 

DEPTH is the maximum deflection measured between 
velocity to range between 26.7 mph and 28.3 mph. 

occupant accelerometer and the door accelerometer. The time of door-occupant common velocity is defined to 
be that instant when the occupant reaches the same velocity Depending on the location of occupant instrumentation, this 
as the intruding door. Tables 7a, 7b, and 7c present the door 

include a portion of the dummy compression as well as 
of the door. As measured by the rib accelerome- contact velocity, the time of contact, the common velocity, 

and the time of common velocity, as measured at the struck DEPTH includes compression of the dummy skin be- 
ribs and door surface. The effect of skin compres- upper rib, the struck lower rib, and the pelvis. 

considered to be negligible. Likewise, compression 
dummy at the pelvis contact point is considered Occupant Responses Versus Vehicle 

insignificant as the pelvis is rigid. Design: Regression Analysis 
kinematic parameters To statistically determine the relationship between the 

our study, struck door contact with the occupant is vehicle design and occupant injury, the vehicle structural 

to have taken place once the occupant velocity characteristics and occupant impact responses were 

threshold velocity of 0.2 mph. The door is as- combined and examined with a stepwise regression tech- 

have reached the impactor velocity prior to con- nique. The production vehicles were analyzed separately 
from the MVMA test series. the occupant. Door contact velocity is then equal to 

The computed linear fits for the production vehicles are impactor velocity at the time of contact. 
method avoids having to rely on struck door acceler- shown below and presented in figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

to determine door contact velocity. Struck door 
TTI = 195.6 + -16.3*Davg Ra = 0.521 

accelerometers are subjected to very severe impact loads, Llrg = 88.1 +-12.2*Dllr + 4. l*Maxcrush R2 = 0.470 
measurements from these instruments frequently con- 

T12g = 220.4 + -10.5*Davg + -0.019*Vehtwt R2 = 0.549 
anomalies (6). Our method received a measure of ex- 

Pelg = 307.2 + -13.1*Dpel + -23.5*Ndoor R~ = 0.627 

Production cars: Door impact time history. 

Test Vehicle Number Time of Contact Time of Common Vel~ 
No. Model Doors U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv 

(msec) (msec) (msec) (msec) (msec) (msec) 

675 Citation 4 22.125 2e.eee 13.758 44.758 41.875 33.875 
676 Citation 4 21.888 18.758 13.875 42.588 39.125 33.258 
677 Citation 2 25.875 23.758 18.808 45.125 44.375 34.508 
878 Horizon 4 22.375 21.375 14.125 44.250 42.125 30.750 
679 Omni 2 24.250 23.125 15.000 42.875 42.250 33.875 
683 Granada 2 29.375 25.750 19.750 54.625 47.500 35.875 
684 Granada 4 23.750 25.125 16.000 47.875 48.000 35.125 
702 Concord 4 14.375 22.e80 17.000 46.375 47.750 36.625 
704 Sentro 2 24.500 23.125 16.250 41.875 41.125 30.000 
710 Rabbit 2 no no no no no no 
719 Civic 4 20.750 19.125 13.000 4A..750 43.000 33.375 
744 Dodge400 2 25.000 28.250 19.000 53.125 45.000 33.750 
811 Civic 4 18.500 17.625 9.625 45.250 42.750 31.500 
820 Sentro 2 25.250 21.125 12.375 40.750 41.375 30.088 
855 Mazda626 4 22.625 21.750 20.375 47.375 45.500 35.875 
856 Sentro 2 25.375 22.750 14.500 38.588 40.508 29.375 
863 Civic 4 18.375 17.875 20.750 44.750 42.875 34.000 
879 Spectrum 2 25.375 22.375 13.258 45.625 45.125 32.750 
887 Celebrit 4 20.375 20.375 13.125 50.875 50.000 29.250 

1145 Sentro87 2 17.625 20.125 18.250 43.500 41.750 31.625 
1210 Tercel 4 17.250 19.425 12.300 42.825 43.125 33.225 
1222 Cavalier 4 9.825 17.325 10o050 40.050 38.175 30.975 
1256 Bonnevil 4 22.950 19.725 12.000 47.775 43.275 37.950 
1257 Taurus 4 24.000 23.325 13.875 49.650 46,950 34.275 
1263 Sprint 2 23.486 19.958 8.925 45.458 46.275 28.500 
1264 Excel 4 19.800 19.200 12.300 52.500 42.150 31.950 
1269 Caprice 4 22.575 21.525 13.200 57.375 47.400 43.875 
1272 Golf 2 19.050 15.600 9.600 42.150 42.000 32.550 



Table 7b. MVMA Ford LTD tests: Door impact time history. 

Test Vehicle Ar~-- Time of Contact Time of Common Vel~ 
No. Model Mad Pod Door U.Rib L.Rib Pelv U.Rib L.Rib Pelv 

(in.) (msec) (msec) (meec) (meet) (msec) (msec) 

849 LTD N N e.e 16.756 14.875 12.eee 44,756 36.256 27.625 
856 LTD N N e.e 9.375 16.666 le.375 39.125 38.375 28.256 
852 LTD N N 5.6 28.666 28.256 14.875 58.375 48.625 35.256 
851 LTD N N 5.1 27,875 36,756 18.125 47.756 69.566 35.566 
853 LTD N Y 6.6 8.575 le.625 11.375 46.256 44.625 38.625 
869 LTD N Y 6.6 5.875 8.875 11.566 43.756 42.125 37.756 
854 LTD N Y 5.6 27.625 28.256 12,875 53.566 54.375 56.875 
868 LTD N Y 5.6 26.625 27.256 14.256 55.375 55.125 51.756 
885 LTD Y N e.e 16.756 19.666 le.eee 45.756 41.625 32.625 
886 LTD Y N e.e 18.756 14.256 11.375 46.666 39.875 32.625 
876 LTD Y N 5.6 28.566 26.625 17.875 51.256 48.256 41.256 
882 LTD Y N 5.6 26.756 23,875 17.566 56.566 45.756 38.566 
886 LTD Y Y e.e 11.125 18.625 11.375 45.625 44.125 39.566 
881 LTD Y Y 6.6 14.666 19.566 18,375 45.575 44.256 38.566 
883 LTD Y Y 5.e 5.666 29.566 14.875 55.625 54.375 56.256 
884 LTD Y Y 5.6 28.625 7.375 18.875 54.375 52.125 48.625 

Table7c. Modified VWRabbittests:Doorimpacttimehistory, 

Test Vehicle Impoctor Arm- Time of Contact ~ ~Time of Common Vel~ 
No. Model Mad ’Pod Init.Vel Door Up.Rib Lo.Rib Pelvis U.Rib L.Rib Pelv 

(mph) (in.) (mse=) (~soc) (msee) (msec) (msee) (msee) 
512 Rabbit N N 25.6 3.5 36.625 36.666 16.256 47.875 46.256- 35.375 
663 Rabbit N Y 26.1 6.6 21.375 19.756 16.666 44.666 42.125 33.875 
623 Rabbit Y N 26.1 3.3 24.375 26.256 20.256 48.756 45.000 33.875 
596 Rabbit Y Y 26.2 0.1 17.750 16.125 13.250 42.500 40.375 31.125 
513 Rabbit N N 35.4 3.3 22.500 13.625 15.125 39.750 36.750 29.375 
604 Rabbit N Y 35.1 e.o 16.375 15.eee le.see 35.566 33.125 25.375 
621 Rabbit Y N 35.1 3.1 17.875 21.375 14.756 43.375 46.666 28 625 
597 Rabbit Y Y 35.1 e.e 14.254 13.75~ le.256 37.256 35.375 27.566 

where 

TTI =Thoracic Trauma Index Vehtwt =Total Vehicle Weight with Passengers 
,_.. T12g =Lower Spine G’s (pounds) 
¯ ; Llrg =Lower Rib G’s Maxcrush=Maximum Residual External Side 

Pelg =Pelvic Peak Acceleration Structure Crush (in.) 
Davg =Average DEPTH Because only four tests were available for each speed, a 
Dllr =DEPTH at the Lower Rib stepwise regression was not run on the modified VW test 
Dpel =DEPTH at the Pelvis results. To some extent however, increasing TTI appears to 
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Figure 4. Lower rib peak acceleration versus vehicle design for 
Figure 3. ~1 versus average DEPTH for production cars. production cars, 
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Figure 5. Lower spine peak acceleration versus vehicle design Figure 7. TTI versus average DEPTH for MVMA tests. 
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Figure 8. Lower rib peak acceleration versus pelvic DEPTH for 

Figure 6. Pelvic peak acceleration versus vehicle design for MVMA tests, 
production cars. 

be related to decreasing DEPTH in these tests. The one Discussion of Results 
exception is the set of baseline tests which have a high TTI 

and a high DEPTH. The high DEPTH for these cases, due to Importance of DEPTH 
an unusually early time of door contact, appears to be an 
artifact of the DEPTH algorithm rather than a physical These mathematical fits indicate the important influence 

attribute of the actual door. which DEPTH has on occupant impact responses. Peak 

The computed linear fits for the MVMA Ford LTD test occupant responses are strongly correlated with DEPTH. 

series are shown below and presented in figures, 7, 8, 9, and For the production vehicles, three other structural design 
10. parameters, the number of doors, the vehicle weight, and the 

TTI = 132.3 + -8. l*Davg R2 = 0.629 maximum external crush, are also correlated with occupant 

Llrg = 113.7 + -7.0*Dpel Rz = 0.519 impact responses. Pelvic accleration is, in general, lower for 

T 12g = 156.2 + -9.9*Davg R~ = 0.643 four door cars than for two door cars. Lower rib acceleration 
Pelg = 236.3 + -20.2*Davg R2 = 0.715 is proportional to the maximum external structural crush. 
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140 regression was run using these variables as independent 
variables and DEPTH as the dependent variable. The 

~ computer mathematical fit between average DEPTH and 
~ ¯ two of these parameters is shown below: 

Davg = 6.75 + 0.436*Ndoor - 0.2*AxleCrush 

¯ R2 = 0.542 
~ 1oo 
o where 

~ Davg = average DEPTH = (Dpel + Dllr + Dlur/3 

~ 8o Ndoor = Number of Car Doors (2 or 4) 
o_ AxleCrush = Static External Crush at the axle height 

&, ¯ ¯ ¯ 
This paper has found a good relationship between 

~, 60 . 
~ 

DEPTH and two elements of vehicle design, i.e. number of 
o. ¯ 

~ 

doors and the static external crush of the struck car. Note 
that other design parameters, not investigated here, may 
also have an influence on DEPTH. These parameters, many 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 of which have been examined by Kanianthra et al (8) for a 
Averoge DEP’I’H subset of the cars reported here, would include door thick- 

Figure 9. Lower spine peak acceleration versus average ness and width, inner and outer design stiffness, pillar/roof/ 
DEPTH for MVMA tests, floor stiffness, lateral strength of the driver’s seat, seat de- 

~ 60 
sign, and dash board design. 

Comparison of the 1982 Sentra and the 
140 

" " 1987 Sentra 
~ The Nissan Sentra is an interesting example of the effect 

~ 1~o of design enhancement in a particular vehicle. The two door 
~ 1982 Nissan Sentra was found to have the highest Thoracic 

~ 100 Trauma Index (TTI = 149.5) and the highest pelvic accel- 

¯ 

eration (Pelg = 213.5 G’S) of any production vehicle in our 
test sample. Two repeats of this test gave similar results. 

,~ ~o 
After receiving indications from Nissan that side impact 

~ improvements had been made in the process of redesigning 

o_~ ~o the Sentra for the 1987 model year, the Nissan Sentra was 

~ ¯ ¯ ¯ again tested. The test of two door 1987 Nissan Sentra 

~o 
¯ ,, ¯ revealed a dramatic improvement in occupant protection. 

The Thoracic Trauma Index dropped to 99.5 while the peak 
pelvic lateral acceleration was reduced to 169.5 G’s. 

20 ’ An examination of average DEPTH for the two models 4 5     6     7     8 9 10 11 

Averoge DEPTH suggests the design improvements which Nissan made to 

Figure 10. Pelvic peak acceleration versus average DEPTH for affect this improvement: average DEPTH was increased by 
MVMA tests. 38% from 1982 to 1987, from 4.4 inches for the 1982 Sentra 

to 6.1 inches for the 1987 Sentra. How was this increase in 
Lower spine peak acceleration is, in general, lower for DEPTH achieved? Our regression analysis suggests that 
heavier cars. increased DEPTH is correlated with lower amounts of 

external crush. The two tests of the Sentra further confirm 
DEPTH versus vehicle design parameters this relationship: external crush at axle height at the location 

The statistical analysis of occupant responses versus ve- of the driver dropped by 24%, from 14.6 inches for the 1982 
hicle design parameters indicate that decreasing values of Sentra to 11.1 inches in the 1987 Sentra. 
TTI are highly correlated with increasing DEPTH. The ve- 
hicle design parameters which affect DEPTH remain to be Effect of structural stiffening 
determined. Among the candidate design variables are vehi- Our statistical fits indicate that larger DEPTHs (and low- 
cle geometry and weight, external static crush, the number er TTI’s) are associated with cars that limit the amount of 
of doors, and occupant spacing with respect to the door. external crush of the side structure. Given the goal of in- 

Using the production vehicle test sample, another stepwise creasing DEPTH, the most obvious design option would be 
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to preserve the integrity of the door by stiffening the side ington, D.C. The brief descriptions of possible side impact 

structure. The MVMA Ford LTD tests provide an experi- crashworthiness activities presented below are based on 

mental test of this design concept, these recommendations. (Note: these descriptions are very 

Four of the MVMA tests were conducted with modified general, and are presented only as potential guidelines of 

LTDs in which the A-pillars and B-pillars had been stiffened some of the research activities that NHTSA may pursue in 

without alteration (e.g. padding) to the door interior surface, the future). 

Comparing these tests with the four baseline LTD tests ¯ Light trucks and vans.--NHTSA has begun a 
suggests that to some degree structural stiffening does in- research program to test the safety performance of 
crease DEPTH--although the improvement is modest. The light trucks and vans in side impacts. Currently, 
mean Average DEPTH for the baseline cars was 5.5 inches 

work is focusing on the adaptation of the NHTSA 
while the mean Average DEPTH for the modified cars with Side Impact Test Procedure suited to this category 
no padding was 5.9 inches. Structural modification pro- vehicle. 
duced a 17% drop in TTI from a mean TTI of 98.4 for the ¯ Increased crash severity.--A research program is 
baseline LTD’s to a mean TTI of 81.1 for the modified currently being formulated to investigate the side 
LTD’s. impact safety performance of production vehicles 

Effect of padding on DEPTH at higher speeds and non-perpendicular impact 

The MVMA test series also shows how the presence of 
angles. 

padding influences DEPTH and TTI. Three inches of pad- Conclusions 
ding was added to four of the LTDs. No structural modifica- 

tions were made to these cars. Padding without structural This paper has examined the results of 28 side impact 

modification decreased TTI by 40%, from a mean TTI of tests using current production cars, and 16 side impact tests 

98.4 for the baseline LTD’s to a mean TTI of 58.7 for the 
using baseline and modified Ford LTDs. The objective has 

padded LTD’s. been to determine the effect of vehicle design on the 

The DEPTH parameter also detected the presence of pad- 
response of side-struck occupants. Our conclusions are: 

ding. The mean Average DEPTH for the baseline cars was ¯ Current production cars vary widely in their 
5.5 inches as compared with a mean Average DEPTH for the capability to protect the side-struck occupant. The 
padded cars of 8.9 inches. Note that three inches of padding Thoracic Trauma Index varies from a low of 57.7 
added an almost equal amount of 3.4 inches to average for the 1988 Chevrolet Caprice to 149.5 for the 
DEPTH. 1982 Nissan Sentra. Peak Pelvic acceleration 

A similar relationship is observed when structurally mod- ranges from a low of 60.8 G’s for the Caprice to a 

ified cars without padding are compared to structurally high of 213.7 G’s for the 1982 Sentra. 

modified cars with padding. The mean Average DEPTH for ¯ Of the design attributes investigated for the 

the modified/unpadded cars was 5.9 inches as compared vehicles tested, Door Effective Padding Thick- 

with a mean Average DEPTH for the modified/padded cars ness (DEPTH) is the single design param- 

of 8.7 inches. Note that three inches of padding added an eter most strongly correlated with TTI. Lower 

almost equal amount of 2.8 inches to average DEPTH. values of average DEPTH are associated with 

Based on only sixteen tests of one car and one padding higher TTI’s. 

design, it is unclear whether this correspondence between ¯ Design enhancement can dramatically drop TTI 

padding thickness and incremental DEPTH should be as witnessed by comparison of the crash tests of 

viewed as a design guideline or as merely a coincidence, the 1982 Sentra and the 1987 Sentra. After design 

However, we can conclude that padding decreases TTI and modifications between the two model years, TTI 

increases average DEPTH. dropped from 149.5 in 1982 to 99.5 in 1987. The 

design modifications appear to be reflected in 
Future Work DEPTH: average DEPTH increased by 38% from 

Several activities are planned by NHTSA to further 1982 to 1987. 

evaluate the safety performance parameters of production ¯ DEPTH is highly correlated with the number of 

vehicles in side impacts. These activities include continued doors and residual external door crush. 

full systems testing of production vehicles which will be ¯ The structural stiffening performed on the mod- 

used to supplement the above studies and more fully ified MVMA Ford LTDs was reflected to some 

evaluate the importance of DEPTH across the complete degree in increased DEPTH. DEPTH was also 

vehicle fleet, able to detect the presence of padding in the 

A recent NHTSA task force developed recommendations MVMA tests. 

for side impact crashworthiness research for the mid- 

nineties. These task force recommendations were presented References 
at the 1989 SAE Government/Industry Meeting in Wash- (1) Hackney, J.R., H.C. Gabler, J.N. Kanianthra, and D.S. 
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(6) Willke, D.T., M.W. Monk, and J.N. Kanianthra; "Side 
November 1987. Impact Subsystem Thoracic Impactor Evaluation," Pro- 

(2) Gabler, H.C., K.P. White and W.D. Pilkey, "Thoracic ceedings of the 12th International Technical Conference on 
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Variability of Results of the Same Test Conducted in Three Different 
Laboratories 

Bloch J., Cesari D., research. A directive which will establish a test procedure 

Inrets--LCB, France for vehicles to be licensed in Europe is at present being 

Pullwitt E., Sievert W., drafted by the ERGA SAFETY GROUP of the European 

~ BASt, Federal Republic of Germany Community. The principal marginal conditions of this test 

Lowne R., Robert A., were considered as early as 1982 by the Working Group 6 of 

TRRL, United Kingdom the EEVC (1).* 
Numerous vehicle and barrier tests were carried out in 

Abstract order to test these parameters. Representative smaller 
vehicles as well as vehicles from the upper medium class 

,~ Passenger protection in a side collision was investigated were used in test series conducted by the BASt, INRETS, 
¯ in numerous tests in different Laboratories. As for other TRRL and by other Laboratories, especially the car mann- 

studies and researches involving an international coopera- facturers. These tests were particularly conducted for 
tion, results of tests are compared. The aim of this presenta- developing the structure of the deformable barrier front and 
tion is to investigate the validity of the result exchanges and the EUROSID (EUROpean Side Impact Dummy). 
in other words to look at the reproducibility of the same test The aim of this work is to investigate the importance on 
conducted in different Laboratories. the results of the technical differences for conducting tests 

INRETS, BASt and TRRL decided to conduct the same in different Laboratories. To carry out this investigation, the 

test in the same conditions and to compare the results. As BASt, the INRETS and the TRRL decided to conduct the 
these three Laboratories are involved in side impact protec- same full-scale side impact test in the same conditions and 

tion research, this study was based on a full-scale side to compare their results. 

impact test against a Ford Fiesta according to ERGA 

~:.    conditions.                                       Test Conditions 
As a result of the investigation, it can be stated that some For these tests, one popular vehicle type has been chosen, 

differences occurred because of the accumulation of differ- namely the Ford Fiesta. 
ences between the technical parameters required for the test The vehicle was subjected to a side impact test (only 

performance, full vehicle test) according to the ERGA Safety draft 

Nevertheless, the main conclusion is that the protection directive (Document ERGA $65 Amendment 1) as shown 

-~ criteria were not exceeded in the three Laboratories. on figure 1. 
Two tests were carried out by the BAST (tests SKW 1, 

Introduction SKW 3), one by INRETS (test BFL 01) and one by TRRL 
(test X 7). 

The protection of passengers in private vehicles involved 
in a side collision is an important aspect of vehicle safety      *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Table 1. Measurements on the vehicles in the three labor- 
atories. 

BASt TRRL [ [NRETS 

triaxial acceleration at 

centre of gravity X X 

two door accelerations 

¯ in impact direction X X 

point non impacted side 

accelerations 
- base of A post X 

- base of B post X 

- top of B post X 

inner lateral deformation 
dynamic X X 
static X 

outer lateral deformation 
dynamic X 
static X X 

Table 2. Measurements on the dummy in the three laboratories. 

’ INRETS BASt ] TRRL 

triaxial head acceleration X X 

triaxial thorax acceleration - T1 X 

uniaxial thorax acceleration - T1 X 

uniaxial thorax acceleration - T12 X X 

rib acceleration in three ribs X X 

i 
deflection of three ribs X X 

Figure 1. Test configuration according to the ERGA directive, abdomen contact switches X X 

triaxial pelvic acceleration X 

The test conditions were: uniaxial pelvic acceleration X 

¯ The vehicle to be tested was stationary and was hit 
forces on ilium - rightleft 

xX XX 

on the left at an angle of 90° by a movable 
f .... pubic symphysis X X 

deformable barrier travelling at a speed of 50 

km/h. 
¯ The impact point in relation to the longitudinal 

centre plane of the barrier was the R-point of the 

test vehicle. 
¯ The mass of the vehicle to be tested correspondzd 

to the unladen weight plus dummy weight. 
¯ The deformable front face of this barrier was 500 

mm high, 1500 mm wide, and had a ground 

clearance of 300 mm. The elements manufactured 

by Kenmont (GB) corresponded to the stiffness 

and energy dissipation requirement laid down in Figure 2. Position of the measuring points to establish residual 

the above-mentioned ERGA document, lateral deformation. 

¯ A dummy was placed only in the driving seat. 
¯ As measurements were a little different from one are laid down in the ISO 6487 (1980), e.g., filtering (CFC-- 

laboratory to the others. In table 1 are summarized Channel Filter Class) and signal magnitude (CAC-- 

these measurements on the test vehicles and in Channel Amplitude Class). No such regulations exist for the 

table 2, the measurements on the dummy, sort of acquisition technique to be used (e.g., whether 

¯ On the Ford Fiesta, the residual deformations are piezoresistive or piezoelectric transducer) nor for the means 

measured along three lines drawn on the external of data transfer and recording. 

side panels as mentioned in figure 2. Caused by the minimal number of fixed parameters in this 

ISO-regulation, different characteristics of transducers and 
Acquisition and recording of measured 

the use of differing measuring chains could lead to different 

values progressions in case of rapid events. 

Certain parameters for the measuring of dynamic Since protection criteria mentioned below allow a 

processes in the field of impact test measuring techniques comparison between different Laboratories, some relevant 
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data concerning the measuring and evaluation techniques difference may be due to a light offset in the relative posi- 
used must be considered: tions between the front face of the barrier and the side door- 

sill of the vehicle. 
~ 

¯ The type of transducers for forces and accel- 
" ~ eration. 

In addition to the known negative effects for the pas- 

¯ Filtering and sampling of individual measured 
senger of the deep deformation in the passenger cell, addi- 
tional dangers were presented in the form of sharp edges, 

values depending on measuring position, 
resulting from the displacement and breakage of interior ¯ The data transfer techniques, 
fittings, e.g., steering wheel, dashboard and seats, and 

Test Results jammed safety belts, hindering escape from the vehicle. 
,’ In a further comparison of the behaviour of the vehicles in 

The front structure of the barrier demonstrated good an impact situation, figure 4 shows the speed progressions 
deformation behaviour, with no large undeformed pieces of the barrier, the Ford Fiesta and its left side door. The 
detaching themselves. The deformation of both the vehicles measurement of acceleration at the door was taken approx- 
and the barriers front faces were very similar in all tests, imately in the dummy’s thorax impact area. 

Vehicles behaviour 
All Ford Fiestas suffered severe deformation on the left 

side which consisted of a deep intrusion into the A-pillar 
and wind-screen frame, side door and B-pillar and into the 
rear third of the wheel house. The deformation at the three 
measurement planes, seen in figure 3 make this clear. 6 

Deformation ~oo Level 2 

(ram) 2 
300 
~ e (~s) 

0 , 8FL O!~ I 7 

8 

-- SKW 1 
6 

Level ’I -- SKW 3 

4~0 ..... "’ BFL 01 

~00                                                            6        49     80     tzo     ;60 o     40     80     ~0    ;60 

I : Ford Fiesta 

100 
2 : aobile defors~ble barr’ier 

3 : ~l~cted door 

~~ -~ -~ -~ -. ~o . ~= ,~ ~ ~ Figure 4. Speed variations during the four tests, 

A comparison of these curves shows that, with the same 
test parameters and very similar vehicle damage, different 
speed changes can be measured at the vehicle door. One 

~or Level 0 reason is that the acceleration measured in the door of the 

~** I test vehicle is dependent on the impact of the barrier outside 
and the dummy inside. Since the outside impact was similar 

- 200 
............................ ¯ . in the tests, the different rate of door acceleration in two 

~® ,’.~" 
~ 

-’~. tests must have been the result of a slight deviation in the 
, ..... dummy’s positioning and seat height above the ground. 

Despite these clear differences in door acceleration, there 

Figure 3. Residual vehicles deformations in the three measur- were no significant differences in the dummy loads. 

ing planes for the two tests conducted by the BASt (SKW 1 and The load values measured on the cars are presented in 
¯ 

SKW 3) and the one conducted by INRETS (BFL 01). table 3. 

Graphic representation also shows that in these tests the Dummy loads 
reproducibility of the deformation by the deformable bar- The measured values of dummy loads and the protection 
rier face was very good, even if we can note a difference on criteria deduced from these loads are listed in table 4. 
level 0 between the BASt tests and the INRETS one. This Beside the observance of protection criteria following the 
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Table 3. Vehicle load values in the four tests. HIC _<1000, this value is only used as a criterion in the 
BASt TRRL INRETS case of head contact with a part of the vehicle. 

VEHICLE 
Lo~ s~v 01 s~-,v 03 x 7 BFL 01 ¯ Thorax protection criterion (TPC) 

BARRIER None of EUROSID’s three sets of ribs may suffer de- 

am~, ~go 14.2 14.3 15.3 17.9 flection greater than or equal to 42 mm, and the Viscous 

a~o-50 mO ~go 7.4 7.1 10.0 Criterion based on the chronology of the deflection progress 

V(t=100ms) (m/s) 7.2 6.7 9.3 10.2 must be <1.0 m/s. 

¯ Protection criterion for the abdomen 
FIESTA 

In this area, the force from an impact must be <4.5 kN, 
anaax (go 26.8 - 32.5 

a(0-50 ms) (go 12.5 - 11.4 i.e., the switches with a switching threshold of>4.5 kN must 

not respond. At the same time, the maximal crushing must 
V(t=10Oms).(mis)          8.4                       -           8.4 be maximum to 30 mm. 
Door : 

amax Door (go lll.0 171.5 215.6 lS0.0 ¯ Protection criterion for the pelvis 

a(0-50 ms) Door (go 16.0 I0.6 21.8 15.5 Forces were measured at three points of the pelvis: at the 

Vmax Door (m/s) 9.6 12.1 14.1 10.0 left and right ilium and at the pubic symphysis. Forces must 
be maximum 10 kN; 

As was expected, the dummy loads resulting from this 
Table 4. Dummy load parameters in the four tests. 

crash behaviour were overall very similar. 
BASt TRRU I lr~r~ZS I Unlike the loads on the thorax and pelvis, the head load in 

DUMMY 
LOADS SKW 01 SKW 03 X 7 BFL 01 I the side collision test is highly dependent on the position of 
HEAD the dummy. The position laid down for the tests rarely 
a,, /ay3ms (gO 70/48 60/54 - 38/54 I 

91/54 82/64 -/81 I 42/40 I resulted in the head hitting the rigid B-pillar. In the case of 
~Jares3ras(g) 448 758 275 247 I the vehicles tested here (figure 5), it was generally the 
THOrO~X glancing impact against the roof which led to notable head 
TI: av /ay3ms (go 93/83 85/75 80/ 57/53 I 

a;~/ar~s3ms(g0 94/84740 87/76744 -- 58/54333 II 
acceleration. The dummy kinetics and the relatively late 
contact meant the impact was no longer as powerful as in the 

Ri~s: %m~, lower pans of the body fixed in the seat. In no test the limit 
upper" (g) 145 126 150 93 I 

mid (g0 186 163 145 101 I value of the head protection criterion (HIC 1000) was 
lower (g) 178 171 132 82 I 

TI2: aymax(go 126 I17 114 92 I exceeded. 
Thoracic Trauma Concerning the thorax load, the protection criteria (de- 
Index (TTI) 
upper rib (gO 134 121 132 93 ~ flection < 42 mm and VC < 1 m/s) were fulfilled in both 
mid rib (go 156 140 130 97 I 

lower rib (go 152 144 123 57 ~ tests. If we look at the rib deflections, the maximum values 

RIB DEFLECTION 
are very closed. The major difference which is only 7 mm is 

upl~r rib (ram) 28.0 35.0 33.5 30.5 I observed at the upper rib between tests SKW 1 and SKW 2. 
mid rib (mm) 30.5 33.5 31.0 35.5 [ 

lower rib (mm) 30.5 32.5 ~.0 20.5 I If we consider the VC values we can note some differences 

viscous from one test to another but overall the limit of 1.0 m/s were 
Criterion Q/C) fulfilled in the four tests. 
upl~r RIB (ra/s) 0.51 0.71 0.46 0.54 I 

mid RIB (m/s) 0.54 0.63 0.48 0.~S I At the pelvis level, the load values on the left iliac wing 
lower RIB (m/s) 0.54 0.72 0.47 0.39 I 

are very similar as the whole shape of the curves whereas the 
ABDOMEN 
Force > 4.5 kN no .... no , force on the pubic symphysis is over the limit of 10 kN in the 

PELWS TRRL test. This is in the four tests the only value which is 

a~illay3ms (g) 
99/91 104/97 121/114 I 120/113 I over the protection criteria limits proposed by the ERGA 

res/ares3~s(go 101/92 107/99 - 1211115 I 
~um crest directive but we know the pubic force transducer is now 

left (kN) 1.9 2.7 2.5 2.0 I 

right (~) 0.6 0.6 - subject to modifications in order to improve its signal 
pubis symphysis (kN) 7.3 8.1 11.2 

, , reproducibility. 
Beside the protection criteria of the EC draft directive, 

EC draft directive other values used for determining the the values for the thorax area include the acceleration of the 
protection criteria are also considered here. thoracic vertebra, measured in the upper and lower sections 

The protection criteria to be measured on EUROSID are (T1 and T12), and the acceleration of the ribs. The mean 

as follows: values of rib and lower thoracic vertebra accelerations from 
the thorax load criterion favoured by the NHTSA, the Tho- 

(Draft directive ERGA side impact documents S 65 
racic Trauma Index (TTI). If the TTI protection criterion 

Rev. 2a.) 
was used to judge the results of these tests, except in the 

¯ Head protection criterion (HPC) INRETS test, the values exceed the limit. This value, in- 
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10o acc. (g) As a result of the investigation, it can be stated that even if 

we observed some variations in the results, the small vehicle 
80 

!,~ selected comply with the specifications of the directive 

i~’ drafted by the ERGA-S working group, except for one 
SKW 1 ~ 60 \ SKW 3 --- pubic symphysis force. This fact that all three Laboratories 

~ observed the same tendencies about the overall behaviour of 
40 the vehicle is the most important result. 

~ Nevertheless, it can be stated that differences were 
" 

. 
I .,-~, observed and we have to try to explain the reasons of this. 

"° These reasons can be classified in six categories: the 
0 laboratory parameters, the vehicles structures, the relative 

100 positions of vehicles, the position of the dummy, the 

reproducibility of the dummy behaviour, the transducers 
80 and measures recording techniques. 

By laboratory parameters, we consider especially the 
60 x 7 ground surface aspect which can influence the vehicles 

kinematics. On another hand, even if the definition of 

40 vehicles is the same in all Laboratories, the vehicles can be 

not exactly identical. This is true for the mobile barrier but 

20 especially for the impacted vehicle; if the model is the same, 

the "histories" are different and it is difficult to evaluate the 
0 influence of the age and of the servicing on the structure. 

The condition of tires is also an important parameter for the 
100 

car kinematic. 

80 Concerning the dummy, its position on the driver seat 
depending of the seat itself and of the installation procedure 

60 BFL 01 can be origin of variations when measures are compared 

because the interior deformations on the whole lateral 

40 intrusion area are very localized and contacts points with the 
dummy can vary from one test to the other. Moreover, as the 

zo EUROSID is still in an improvement phasis, the three 

dummy used in the four experiments described in this paper 

o t (ms) were a little different and we know, for example, that the 
o 50 loo 15o pubic force transducers had a non satisfactory behaviour. 

Figure 5. Resulting head accelerations in the four tests. This can explain on one hand the defection of the measure- 

ment in the INRETS test and on the other hand the 

tended to prevent injuries greater than AIS 3, is quoted in (2) 
overpassing of the limit in the TRRL test. 

as 80-115 g. Finally, the results are very dependent on the transducers 

and on the measures recording techniques and we can For the pelvis the acceleration measured at the centre of 
gravity may be used as a protection criterion, too. In the US recommend Laboratories to precise it when comparing the 

proposal (2) a protection criterion is quoted for the pelvis results. 

which considers the maximum acceleration. The range of In conclusion, it can be stated that comparisons of test 

limit values there is given as 130-190 g. The pelvis loads in results between different Laboratories are valid but that a 

the tested small cars were lower, maximum of parameters described above must be explicit 

especially when results are near the criteria limits. 

Conclusion References 

Passenger protection in a side collision was investigated (1) European Experimental Vehicles Committee 

in four experiments with a Ford Fiesta in three different (EEVC). Structures Improved Side Impact Protection in 
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Influence of Driving Speed of Side Impacted Vehicle on Dummy Loading 

Eberhard Faerber, Test Method 
Bundesanstalt f~ir Strassenwesen 

The BASt is participating in the work of EEVC to 

Abstract develop a standardized side impact test procedure. Many 
different test series were carried out to assess and decide on 

Nine side impact tests with two moving subcompact cars specific test parameters. Some exemplary studies shall be 
(Volkswagen Rabbit) were conducted. The speed of the mentioned: side impact dummy comparison (3), influence 
impacting vehicle was always 50 km/h. The speed of the of impactor shape, stiffness and mass (4) and testing and 
impacted vehicle was set to 20, 30 and 40 km/h-~each assessing the EEVC deformable element (5). Depending on 
configuration was tested three times. The impact point was the goal of the investigation always different test procedures 
as defined in NHTSA NPRM on side impact. On the driver had to be applied. Because there could not be kept a global 
seat an US-SID and on the rear seat an Hybrid II dummy concept for the main test parameters, it was decided to 
were positioned, establish the test configuration for the presented study close 

to the procedure of NPRM on side impact. 

Introduction, Aim of the Study The left front edge of the striking vehicle impacted the 
struck automobile 940 mm (37 in) forward of the center of 

In the United States as well as in Europe in recent years its wheel base. Both test vehicles were Volkswagen Golf 

side impact fatalities account for about 30 percent of all Rabbit. Because there is no information available about the 

occupant fatalities (1,2). About two thirds of all side impact behaviour of existing deformable elements under lateral 

fatalities are due to vehicle-to-vehicle side impacts, loading, for the striking object an automobile of the same 

Because of the large number of fatalities and injuries which type as the struck car was selected. 

continue to result from side impact crashes NHTSA The impact speed of the striking vehicle was always 50 

published (January 21, 1988) a Notice of Proposed (-0,8)km/h. The driving speed of the target vehicle was 20, 

Rulemaking (NPRM) on side impact protection (2) to 30 and 40 km/h at the moment of impact. The longitudinal 

amend to FMVSS 214 (Side Door Strength). The proposed centerlines of the test cars were perpendicular to each other. 

amendments require an additional test in which the car is The test weight of the automobiles was their curb weight 

struck in either side by a moving deformable barrier (795 + 5 kg). The car’s own brakes were activated at the 

simulating another vehicle. The moving deformable barrier instant of impact. 

is a steel structure with a 259 cm wheelbase, with 160 cm As the height of the middle of the bumper of the striking 

track width, and has two aluminum honeycomb blocks on car was 485 (+10) mm and the ground clearance of the left 

the front to simulate the energy absorption characteristics of side of the struck vehicle was 210 (+15) mm, the bumper 

a striking automobile, and the longitudinal frontal beams of the striking car could 

By using the National Crash Severity Study (NCSS) data, override the left side sill of the target car. 

NHTSA determined the median speed of all side impact In the target vehicle two dummies were seated: on the 

accidents (42 km/h striker/21 km/h struck), and the median driver seat an US-SID and on the rear seat behind the driver 

speed of the serious injury accidents (56/28 km/h). Based on a Hybrid II dummy were positioned. The front seat was 
its analysis of accident data and its judgement about the moved 50 mm forward from the rearmost position. Front 
threshold speed of serious injury accidents, NHTSA seat back angle was adjusted at 25°. Distances between the 
tentatively decided that the threshold speed of serious injury dummies and the car interior were kept constant. The main 
(48,3/24,1 km/h ~ 30/15 mph) is the most appropriate test distances were measured to: 
speed to be simulated, shoulder/side structure pelvis/side structure 

In Europe namely by the Committee of Common Market driver dummy    95 + 5 mm 150 + 10 mm 
Automobile Constructors (CCMC) and by the European passenger dummy 95 + 5 mm 160 + 10 mm 

Experimental Vehicles Committee (EEVC) standard side 
impact test procedures with moving deformable barriers The front seat dummy was belted. The dummies were 
were developed too. The proposed speed configuration of equipped with the provided transducers. 
the European draft regulations is 50 km/h for the impacting The standard crash test propulsion system of the BASt 
car while the struck vehicle is at rest. consists of a regulated engine which drives an endless cable. 

Two competitive regulation proposals differ among other For the impact tests with two moving cars a second 

items in an essential parameter: the driving speed of the propulsion system was coupled to the endless cable, see 

struck vehicle whose safety performance has to be exam- figure 1. At the endless cable section moving to the collision 
ined in a legal test. To clarify the effect of this discrepancy point the striking vehicle was coupled. At the cable section 
the aim of this study was to investigate the influence of moving in the other direction a second cable was coupled. 
driving speed of the side impacted vehicle on vehicle and The second cable was pulled from a cable drum on which a 
dummy loadings, sufficient length of cable was winded up. A gear with 
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adjustable transmission ratios (2:5, 3:5 and 4:5) was But due to the low number of test results per parameter 
connected with the first and a second cable drum. On the and the high scatter of the data, the calculated factors of 
second cable drum a third cable was winded up which towed quality of regression were poor. Furthermore the influence 
the target vehicle to the collision point, of driving speed of the target vehicle on the dummy loadings 

was very low, usually substantially lower than the scatter of 
w~nd up cable drum            i~tr°ll°Y                  measuring data at a certain test speed configuration. 

~_ 
~    _~ Therefore, it is not useful or should be done with great 

gear unit ~ ...../_._-~._~ care to apply the evaluated regression equations to predict 
¯ impacted car dummy loadings for a specific test configuration from secondary guiding 

system dummy loadings which were measured in different test 
unwind cable drum cable configurations. 

Vehicle measurements 

At the vehicles accelerations and residual deformations 
~prima ry guiding 

system were measured. The desired impact point was met with 
trolley-- greater accuracy at lower speeds of the struck car (from 0,0 

to + 6 [+forward] cm at 20 km/h, from -1,5 [-rearward] to 
14,0 cm at 30 km/h and from -9,5 to 19,5 cm at 40 km/h). 

The most essential vehicle related test results are summa- 
rized in table 1. The location of the target points at the struck 

impacting car, whose intrusions were measured are defined in figure 2. 
vehicle 

For the striking vehicle the scatter of measuring values 
was considerably higher. With increasing speed of the 
struck vehicle the front of the striking car was bent further to 
the left (4-6 cm). The mean longitudinal deformation of the 

regulated hydraulic 
~,gi,e striking car was nearly unchanged in all test configurations. 

Concerning the lateral residual intrusions (depth and 

Figure 1. Propulsion system for the test vehicles, shape) of the impacted automobile no tendencies could be 
found. The presented data are restricted to the target points 

Test Results close to the driver dummy. In figure 3 the intrusions at levels 
1 and 2 are illustrated. There was no influence of driving 

In the following tables the test data are summarized, speed on velocity as well as duration of intrusion of the side 
Mostly 3 ms accelerations were analysed because other structure. 
characteristical values as peak acceleration, pulse duration, For the accelerations of the impacted car, correlations and 
average acceleration and instants of special events showed a linear regressions (see table 1 A) were calculated. Regarding 
higher scatter or lower tendencies with the different test longitudinal accelerations weak, regarding lateral accelera- 
configurations. Overlooking the figures even for the 3 ms tions, practically no correlations were found. 
values the high scatter of results is evident. For some The presented data and the observed car rotations during 
parameters there seems to be an in- or a decrease of the collision as well as the final car position lead to the 
measuring values with increasing collision speed for most conclusion that the increasing speed of the struck vehicle is 
of the other not. For statistical analysis of the test data the preferably transduced into skid (rotatory, translatory) me- 
Spearman ranking correlation method (6) was applied and tion and to a lesser extent transduced into deformation 
the Spearman correlation coefficients (r~) with ties and their forces. 
significance values (SIG) were calculated. 

The Spearman coefficients can lie between -1 and +1: -1 Dummy loadings 
means full degressive (negative) and ÷1 means full For all presented data correlation and linear regression 
progressive (positive) correlation. Coefficients higher than analysis were performed. 
a value of about ] 0,6 ] (depending on the number of tests) Again it shall be emphasized that the statistical calcula- 
indicate a statistical correlation between the dependent tion procedures were formally applied although the number 
(dummy loading) and the independent (target vehicle of tests is very low and the applicability on crash test data 
speed) parameter of the 5% error probability level (SIG < cannot be tested and proven. 
0,05). Only some parameter showed a more or less weak 
positive or negative correlation with the driving speed of the Head 
impacted vehicle. In side impacts head accelerations, summarized in tables 

To evaluate the effect of the increase of this driving speed 2 and 2A, are of less importance. The very low HIC-values 
from 20 to 40 km/h linear and non linear regression analysis support this statement. Except for the x- and y-components 
were performed, of passenger head no influence of the speed of the struck 
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~ble 1. Measurements on the impacted car. 

Car Intrusions at target point 
Test Velocity Car accelerations 
Nr.    (km/h)                                   level 1                 level 2 

ax/3ms    ay/3ms 
(g)       xg)     - 11    10      11 - 21    20     21 

1                20                   - 5,3           - 12,6        303           329           353          209           238           264 
2                20                   - 5,8           - 11,9        372           398           421           258           280           300 
3                20                   - 4,2           - 11,5        269           285           306           198           217           250 

4                  30                     - 4,9            - 14,3         317            309            318            259            264            239 
5                  30                     - 4,7            - Ii,0         317            318            311            195            200            203 
6                30                   - 4,9           - 10,3        296           295           298           200           211           225 

7                40                   - 6,2           - 14,2        287           294           298           190           204           198 
9                  40                     - 6,1            - 15,7         288            294            289            186            188            185 

11                  40                     - 6,3            - 13,2         267            280            254            243             214            181 

rs        0,6351 0,5270 

SIG                   0,033           0,072 

impact 
edge 400- middle wheelbase 

of struck car 

Figure 2. Location of target points to measure the residual ,oo. / 
intrusion of the struck car. / ]eve1 1 R- point 

vehicle was found. In x-direction there is an increase in o , , , , , , , 

y-direction there is a decrease in the 3 ms values. For the 
resultant accelerations these effects neutralized each other. 

Thorax 

In all tests summarized in tables 3 and 3A the 3 ms- / 
accelerations were close to but remained below the 60 g/3 

ms limit. A very weak progressive influence of speed can be ~-~ ........................ ..- 
observed in c.g. x-acceleration of the US-SID on the driver z~o ........................ ;::~::’"’.-:::: ....... 

seat. Surprisingly a degressive effect on LURI (left upper 
’" "’" ..... 

rib)-acceleration can be observed, which however is nearly ,oo 

completely vanished in the TTI (thoracic traumatic index). I":"/’ 
level z /R-poi,t 

The interpretation of this result might be found in the con- °Ft"    , , , , (~     , 
struction of the thorax of the SID. 

The statistical analysis of the rear passenger dummy data 

indicates a progressive correlation between struck car speed --u:~ ~, .......... u~ ~�~ ¯ ¯ .~ ~,~ 
and thoracic accelerations, but the variances in the different 

parameters are very high. It should be remembered that the 
Figure 3. Residual intrusion of struck car at two levels: level 

rear seat dummy was a Hybrid II type. l~ummy pelvis, level 2~ummy thorax. 
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~ble 1A. Linear regression equations of side impacted car 3ms-accelerations. 

Parameter       Constant (SD)* Slope (SD)    ¯ v*      r2 

Driver ax =    3,7 (12,5)    + 0,06 (0,03) ¯ v       0,40 
ay = 9,2 (1,9) + 0,12 (0,06) ¯ v      0,34 

Pass. ax = 3,7 (0,8) + 0,06 (0,03) ¯ v       0,40 
ay = 9,2 (1,9) + 0,12 (0,06) ¯ v      0,34 

* dimensions: (g), v in (km/h), SD = Standard Deviation 

~ble 2. Head accelerations. 

Test Velocity         Head, Driver                        Head, Rear Passenger 
Nr. (km/h) 

ax/3ms ay/3ms ares/3ms HIC ax/3ms ay/3ms ares/3ms HIC 
(g)            ~g)               (g)                               (g)            ~g)               (g) 

1           20           - 9,1     -20,4       27,3         140     - 4,4    - 39,1       41,5           75 
2           20           -I0,I     -21,9       29,4         171     -    5,0    - 58,1       58,5         155 
3           20           - 8,7     -22,3       31,8         155     -    6,0    - 43,2       44,3         102 

4                 30                 -14,6         -16,6           29,8              136         - 20,3      - 28,4            39,1                 91 
5       30       -30,9    -35,5     48,3      214    - 10,6 - 36,3     38,7        69 
6        30       -14,6    -21,5     30,2      161    - 16,7 - 26,5     34,0        65 

7           40           -14,3      -17,8       27,9         145     - 50,6    -    9,1       50,1         103 
9           40           -19,8     -18,3       31,5         184     - 27,4    - 13,0       35,0           98 

11           40           -15,4     -23,0       28,5         170     - 31,0    - 34,0       48,1         255 

rs                 0,6880 -0,21081 -0,0572              -           0,9487      -0,8433    - 0,1581            - 

SIG                 0,020         0,293         0,446                 -           0,001            0,002            0,342              - 

Table 2A. Linear regression equations of head 3ms-accelerations. 

Parameter      Constant (SD)*    Slope (SD) ¯ v*      r2 

Driver ax = 4,5 (8,3) + 0,36 (0,27) ¯ v       0,21 
ay = 24,7 (7,5) - 0,09 (0,24) ¯ v      0,02 
ares = 31,9 (8,7) - 0,01 (0,28) ¯ v      0,0002 

Pass. ax = -27,7 (9,7)    + 1,6 (0,31) ¯ v       0,78 
ay = 74,1 (12,0) - 1,4 (1,39) ¯ v      0,66 
ares = 48,8 (10,5) - 0,19 (0,34) ¯ v      0,04 

* dimensions: (g), v in (km/h), SD = Standard Deviation 
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Table3. Thoraxaccelerations. 

Test Velocity        Thorax, Driver                                           Thorax, Rear Passenger 
Nr. (km/h) 

ax/3ms ay/3ms ares/3ms LURI/3ms RURI/3ms TTI* ax/3ms ay/3ms ares/3ms 
(g)           ~g)              (g)                (g)                (g)                                (g)           ~g)              (g) 

1       20       -15,7 -47,7     49,4      -70,3      -50,7      61,9     -6,3     -17,3     18,8 
2       20       - 9,4 -43,1     44,3      -60,9      -58,4      40,2     -8,1     - 9,9      9,9 
3       20       -13,3 -47,0     50,1      -58,8      -51,3      57,7     -5,6     -18,3     19,0 

4 30       - 7,5    -48,5     49,3      -37,1      -39,9      41,8     -6,7     -27,0     29,8 
5 30       -11,3    -55,9     57,2      -52,8      -52,5      57,4    -ii,I       -**      - 
6 30       -12,3      -**      -         -43,5      -48,6        -      -30,1     -22,0     30,7 

7                40                -38,3        -12,0           38,9              -49,4              -50,0              33,4        -22,8           -27,7           28,2 
9                40                -25,0        -47,6           49,3              -48,2              -59,2              52,2        -22,5           -34,0           40,3 

11                40                -19,0     - 55,4           58,8              -50,5              -67,5              59,3         -15,1           -23,3           32,0 

rs     0,5798 0,126C -0,0317 -0,6325    0,2108 -0,252C 0,7379 0,8819 0,8189 

SIG             0,051           0,383        0,470              0,034              0,293              0,274      0,012           0,002           0,006 

* TTI = 0,5 ¯ (LURI + THI2Y), FIR-Filter i00 Hz 

** defect 

~ble 3A. Linear regression equations of thorax 3ms-accelerations. 

Parameter       Constant (SD)* Slope (SD) ¯ v*      r2 

Driver ax = - 5,1 (9,8)    + ~,73 (0,32) ¯ v       0,43 
ay = 56,1 (18,5) - 0\,38 (0,59) ¯ v      0,06 
ares = 48,1 (8,8) + 0;05 (0,28) ¯ v      0,009 
LURI = 73,3 (10,6) + 0,70 (0,34) ¯ v      0,38 
TTI = 57,9 (14,2) - 0,25 (0,46) ¯ v      0,05 

Pass. ax = - 5,9 (9,2)    + 1,67 (0,29) ¯ v      , 0,43 
ay = 2,7 (5,8) + 0,66 (0,19) ¯ v      0,68 
ares = - 0,31(6,9) + 0,88 (0,22) ¯ v        ,72 

* dimensions: (g), v in (km/h), SD = Standard Deviation 

Pelvis h. Each test configuration was repeated three times. Impact 

The highest loadings were observed in this dummy re- 
configuration was similar to NHTSA New Proposed 

gion. Very weak correlations exist between driving speed of 
Rulemaking for side impact testing. 

struck car and pelvis x-accelerations of both the driver and The increasing speed of the struck car is predominantly 

the passenger dummy. Again the high scatter of test data is transduced into rotatory and translatory motions of the 

obvious, involved vehicles and to a lesser extent transduced into 

deflection forces. 

"Summary and Conclusions Although the resulting speed of the test configuration was 

Nine side impact tests with two moving automobiles increased from about 54 (50/20-configuration) to 64 km/h 

(Volkswagen Golf Rabbit) were performed. The impact (50/40-configuration--energy plus 4i%) and the angle of 

speed of the striking car was always 50 km/h. The struck car the speed vector of the side impacted’ vehicle shifted from 

was moving in perpendicular direction at 20, 30 and 40 km/ about 22 to 39 degrees, there was no influence of the driving 
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Table 4. Pelvis accelerations. 

Test Velocity       Pelvis, Driver         Pelvis, Rear Passenger 
Nr.    (km/h) 

ax/3ms ay/3ms ares/3ms ax/3ms ay/3ms ares/3ms 
(g)            Xg)              (g)              (g)           Xg)              (g) 

1 20        - 8,2    -86,7     88,6      - 9,4 - 35,9      36,1 
2 20        - 9,3 -103,5    104,2      - 5,9 - 39,0      40,1 
3        20        -ii 2    -82,1     82 6      - 17,0 - 53,2      55,1 

4 30        -25,8    -83,2     88,8      - 25,6 -103,8    119,5 
5 30        -21,3    -98,6    101,3     - 20,4     -*         - 
6 30        -11,2    -83,3     84,5     - 18,7 - 89,0     89,6 

7                  40                  - 9,8         -84,3            85,1            - 27,0      - 78,0            84,7 
9                  40                  -25,9         -87,7            93,9            - 20,7      - 74,3            81,4 

ii                  40                  -12,5      -103,9         104,2            - 16,4      - 24,0            41,9 

rs     0,5557 0,2117 0 2117 0 6325 0,1890 0,4410 

SIG               0,060            0,292         0,292            0,034            0,327            0,137 

¯ ~i * defect 

Table 4A. Linear regression equations of pelvis 3ms-accelerations. 

Parameter Constant (SD)*    Slope (SD) ¯ v* r2 

Driver ax = 88,7 (12,5) + 0,05 (0,4) ¯ v 0,003 
ay ~ 5,3 (9,0) + 0,33 (0,29) ¯ v 0,15 
ares 88,7 (11,6) + 0,13 (0,37) ¯ v 0,02 

Pass. ax = 2,0 (6,9) + 0,53 (0,22) ¯ v 0,45 
ay = 38,0 (37,6) + 0,80 (1,21) ¯ v 0,07 
ares = 30,2 (37,7) + 1,28 (1.21) ¯ v 0,16 

* dimensions: (g), v in (km/h), SD = Standard Deviation 

speed of the side impacted vehicle on the loadings of the References 
driver dummy (US-SID). For the rear seat dummy (Hybrid 

(1) D. Otte, et al.: Erhebungen am Unfallort Unfall- und 
II) in some parameters there was a significant tendency of Sicherheitsforschung StraBenverkehr BMV/BASt, Band 
increasing dummy loadings with increasing driving speed. 37, 1982. 
In all test configurations the pelvis accelerations were high. (2) National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 49 
All other dummy toadings remained well below the known CFR PART 571, Docket No. 88-06, Side Impact Protection 

performance criteria limits. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. 
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(3) Glaeser, K.-E: Lateral Dummy Comparison Testing Conference San Diego, 1983. 

9th International Technical Conference on Experimental (5) Sievert, W., Pullwitt, E.: Movable Deformable 

Safety Vehicles (ESV), Kyoto, 11/1982. EEVC-barrier for Side Impact 1 lth ESV Conference 1987, 

(4) Sievert, W., Pullwitt, E.: Lateral Protection of Washington, D.C. 

Passenger Cars Comparison Tests by Means of Different (6) L. Sachs: Angewandte Statistik 6. Auflage, Springer 

Barrier Configurations Proc. of the 27th Stapp Car Crash Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, Tokyo, 1984. 

Developments in the Simulation of Side Impact 

M.G. Langdon, facturers to help develop better car structures, and most 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, recently as a possible regulatory test to replace full scale 

United Kingdom impact testing (7). 
Most of the models use simple lumped component 

Abstract systems (masses, springs, dampers) to represent the 
complex structures of real car bodies. Models of this type 

Simulation models of side impact have been developed as were originally developed for the simulation of frontal 
part of the basic research aimed at understanding the impact, where it is much easier to identify the significant 
mechanisms by which injuries are caused, and the methods components involved in the structural response to the 
by which car design can be improved to minimise injuries, impact. The dynamics of side impact are more complex, and 
Early simulation models were based on experimental tests in the development of models to represent the problem there 
in which cars were hit by rigid impactors. These models has been a continuing conflict between the desirability to 
represented the side structure of the target car by a single simplify as much as possible, and the necessity of adding 
mass/spring element. However, analysis of tests, using both further components to the model to give a sufficiently 

mobile deformable barriers and cars as impactors, have complete representation of the real world phenomena. 

shown that this simple model provides a poor representation Simplification has been most apparent in the representation 

of reality. When a car side is hit by a non-rigid impactor, of the occupant, which has frequently consisted of a one- 

there is considerable relative movement of the different dimensional thorax only, either completely rigid, or 

structural components, such as the sill, the A and B posts, possibly with a single mass/spring/damper system to 
represent a rib. However, some recent models have added a 

and the door. The way in which this relative motion occurs, 
pelvic section to give a more complete representation. It is 

particularly between the door and the sill, can have a 
possible to use a complex linked rigid body model to 

considerable effect on occupant injuries. It is essential that 
represent an occupant, as with the Calspan CVS (8) and 

these motions are properly represented if a simulation is to Madymo (9) programs, but there are problems in linking 
be effective. The paper discusses ways in which a such models to the vehicle sub-model, and such linkage has 
simulation can model these complex motions, both in terms been rare. 
of the car structure and of its interaction with the occupant. The development of adequate side-impact models must at 
The paper also describes some of the difficulties in present be regarded as incomplete, and much work remains 
obtaining adequate calibration data for the dynamic model to be done before they can be regarded as standard 
from quasi-static tests. The present stage of development of development tools, rather than as research undertakings in 
simulation at TRRL is described, together with results from their own right. This paper reviews some aspects of the 
a set of quasi-static crush tests on one car model. It present state of the art in model development, with 
concludes that much has been learnt from using simulation 

particular reference to current work at the Transport and 
models as a complement to dynamic tests, but that current 

Road Research Laboratory (TRRL). The paper first sets out 
models are far from being able to provide a complete 

the requirements of models developed for different 
substitute for full scale impact tests, 

objectives. The structural system to be modelled is next 

Introduction described, with particular emphasis on aspects which it is 

felt important to include in a model. A section on methods 
Since the early 1970s there has been an increasing 

interest in the development and use of computer simulation 
available for simulation is followed by a discussion of the 

models to investigate various problems relating to occupant problems of data collection for model calibration, including 

injury in side impact accidents (1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6)*. Three main a description of recent quasi-static crush tests carried out by 

objectives can be identified: basic research to complement TRRL. Finally there is a description of the present stage of 

results from full scale impact tests, design aid for manu- development of models at TRRL, and a discussion of the 
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problems encountered in trying to correlate the model with plastically rather than elastically, and elements undergo 
the results from full scale impact tests (10, 11). changes in orientation during folding of the collapsing 

structure. 
Objectives of Simulation It may not be necessary for such design purposes that the 

simulation should give results which agree exactly with 
Research those from full scale impact tests, as engineering judgement 

The most fruitful use of side impact simulation so far has could be used to "adjust" results in the light of previous 

been as a research tool to improve understanding of the experience. However, the car would still have to pass a 

mechanisms of injury causation. A side impact on to a regulatory test before being marketed; the objective of the 

vehicle structure, which intrudes inwards and injures an "design aid" simulation is to minimise the probability that 

occupant, is an extremely complicated process, much of it would fail such a test. 
which is not open to observation in a full scale impact 
experiment. The use of simulation enables data to be 

Regulatory tests 

obtained on the motion of any part of the structure which is A recent development has been the proposal that a sim- 

represented in the computer model. Furthermore, it is ulation model could be used as a regulatory test, inplaceofa 

possible to repeat simulation experiments with controlled full scale impact test. The input data describing the car 

alterations in any desired parameters (e.g. input speed, structure would be obtained by a quasi-static crush test on a 

initial gap between occupant and door, stiffness of the sill complete car body (14). The proposal could have consider- 

structure) without the confounding effects of inevitable able advantages for a manufacturer, if a body-in-white for 

small variations in results between supposedly identical full the crush test were adequate and could be provided at an 

scale tests. Such additional tests are also, of course, far earlier stage of development than the complete car neces- 

cheaper than additional full scale tests. At TRRL the use of sary for a full scale impact test. In this case more time would 

simulation has helped in understanding various effects seen be available to overcome problems. The principal require- 

in full scale tests, even though the absolute values of some ments for use in regulatory testing are that the method of 

of the simulation outputs has differed from the full scale test collecting input data should be well defined and straightfor- 

results. (Such differences in turn have suggested inade- ward, and that the model output should have been shown to 

quacies in the simple simulation model.) be an accurate representation of full scale impact test results 

Simulation of the occupant has also improved under- for a wide range of verification tests. This poses severe 

standing of some of the mechanisms of injury within the problems for simulation modelling in comparison with its 

body, and in the future might help to decide which injury use for research or as a design aid, since on the one hand 

criteria are most relevant to the prediction of injuries of more consistently accurate output results are required, 

people in real accidents, while on the other hand the acquisition of data for input 
needs to be simpler, with no scope for the use of "engineer- 

Design ing judgement". 

There are at present no "obvious" ways of designing cars An open question, not yet resolved, is whether validation 

to meet the requirements for side impact protection in tests of such a test procedure would require the results to provide 

of the type being proposed by the European Experimental a good fit to full scale impact results for a wide range of car 

Vehicles Committee (EEVC) (12) and the National High- and occupant parameters, or only in terms of criteria which 
way Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) (13). Past at- are usedtojudge whether the vehicle has passed or failedthe 

tempts to improve side impact safety in research vehicles by test, such as peak values of injury criteria. Unless the model 

overall strengthening of the structure have usually not been can show agreement with full scale tests over a wide range 

very successful. It appears that a rather sophisticated ap- of parameters, and with reasonable correspondence of event 

proach to improvement is necessary, with the emphasis times, it is difficult to see how it can be extrapolated with 

being on obtaining the correct relationship between the confidence to test new car types for which there is no previ- 

stiffnesses of various parts of the structure, rather than just ous experience of the results of dynamic impact. Impact 

on the absolute level of stiffness, tests of previously untried car types at TRRL have fre- 

With the impending introduction of side impact test regu- quently produced surprises of some sort, which could only 
lations, manufacturers need to be able to predict the side have been predicted by a very sophisticated model. 

impact performance of a new vehicle at a relatively early 
stage of manufacture, so that major changes are unlikely to The System to be Modelled 
be required when a complete vehicle is finally tested. Proba- 
bly the best way in which such predictions can be made is by 

Interactions between structure and occupant 

computer simulation. The stiffness data required for input to The effects of a frontal impact on a car occupant are 

such a simulation could be obtained either from component simpler to simulate, as the occupant is fairly remote from the 

tests, or possibly by some form of finite element analysis of direct effects of the impact on the car structure. The main 

the body structure. The latter poses difficulties, as the analy- loadings on the occupant are through the seat and harness 

sis has to remain valid whilst the materials are deforming (and/or airbag) systems which are attached to relatively 
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undistorted parts of the structure, although some account taken in side-impact tests, these should be supplemented in 

has to be taken of intrusion into the passenger compartment regulatory tests by impacts with a special headform on a 

of objects affecting occupant contact. Moreover, the motion range of possible areas of contact. It appears that reduction 

of the occupant within the passenger compartment has only of head injuries will depend largely on the provision of 

a small effect on the overall motion of that part of the car suitable padding in possible contact areas, and it seems 

structure, so for many purposes the occupant simulation can unlikely that changes in the design of car side structures will 

be completely decoupled from the vehicle simulation. In the by themselves have much influence on head injuries. Head 
use of Calspan CVS or Madymo simulations it is common to contact and motion has therefore been omitted from current 
assume a "vehicle deceleration" pulse, which is completely side impact simulation models. 

independent of occupant motion, to describe the motion of This leaves the current areas of interest for contact as the 

the passenger compartment, thorax, abdomen and pelvis (with the thigh as a possible 

In side impact the situation is completely different. The area of interest for loading the pelvis). 
occupant is in close contact with the part of the car structure Early side impact models have concentrated on the 
which is directly involved in the impact. The main loadings thorax since, together with the head, this is the most impor- 
on the occupant are from the door, and possibly from the tant area of injury in accidents. Most models have consid- 
B-pillar in some cars. These components have a rather ered the thorax in terms of a single point contact, with one- 
complex motion relative to the rest of the car structure, and dimensional motion of the thorax masses. In models of the 
are themselves likely to be deforming whilst in contact with Calspan CVS and Madymo types, contact between the car 

the occupant, so that different parts of the structure loading structure and occupant thorax can be represented in terms of 

the occupant can have significantly different motions, the intersection between a plane (door) and ellipse or ellip- 
These relative motions between different parts of the soid (thorax), with the contact force determined by the 
intruding structure are thought to have a significant effect amount of overlap. This does not provide a very good repre- 
on occupant injuries, sentation of the rather complex dynamics of thoracic rib 

The door inner skin and B-post are relatively light, and structures, and most models use more detailed mass/spring/ 
can under some circumstances strike the occupant when damper systems for this purpose. These have normally in- 
they have no large mass behind them (e.g. if there is a cluded two masses, a light one to represent the ribs and a 
"bounce" away from the impacting object after the initial larger one to represent the spine; it is generally assumed that 
impact). In such a case the mass of the occupant is most of the soft tissue mass in the thorax is concentrated at 
comparable with that of the intruding car structure and can the spine. Connection between rib and spine is through a 
have a significant effect on its motion. The dynamic systems spring and viscous damper, though the TRRL models use a 
of the car structure and the occupant are therefore closely second spring in series with the damper to give viscoelastic 
coupled, damping, as in the actual EUROSID dummy (15, 16). For 

If the simulation is to give an accurate picture of the effect simplicity it is usual to include only one rib in the simula- 
on occupant motion (and hence on injury) of various tion, with the mass, spring, and damper parameters factored 
differences between car structures, it is necessary to model to represent all the ribs in a dummy (or human occupant). 
all these interactions in some detail. This may be too much of an oversimplification, as it is 

known that in full scale impact tests injury parameters can 
Contact points differ significantly between top, middle and bottom ribs of 

In full scale side impact tests, contact between the occu- the dummy. However, the inclusion of additional ribs to 
pant and the vehicle structure is observed for the head, provide two or three contact points on the thorax would also 
thorax, abdomen, and pelvis. Contact also occurs on the require further sophistication in the vehicle structure model. 
thigh, and injury to the femur is a factor in real accidents, but The abdomen has been largely ignored in simulation, as it 
there is little knowledge of the loading involved as a suitable has normally been assumed that sufficient information can 
load measuring dummy leg has not yet been developed, be obtained by studying the thorax and pelvis. This might be 

Arms are not a major cause of injury in real accidents plausible if the only part of the abdomen to be considered 
(though the struck-side arm can provide useful padding for were the relatively thin segment of the "soft abdomen" 
the chest if it happens to be interposed between the chest and between the bottom floating rib and the pelvis. The "tho- 
the door). In side impact tests using the European Side rax" of a side impact dummy like EUROSID, however, only 
Impact Dummy (EUROSID) the arms are extended and kept represents the upper ribs which encase the lungs and heart. 
high (hands on the steering wheel) and are thought to play The "abdomen" represents the part of the body containing 
little significant part in the impact dynamics. They are not the liver and spleen, most of which is enclosed by the lower 
included in most side impact simulations, ribs and is quite stiff. It is therefore able to transmit signifi- 

The head is not normally involved in the initial impact, cant force from the impacted surface to the spine. A model 
though serious injuries can occur when its subsequent mo- representation of EUROSID which only includes the upper 
tion causes it to strike the header rail, or some other part of thorax (EUROSID rib structure) and pelvis is unable to 
the car side. Its precise motion is rather unpredictable, and transmit sufficient force to the thoracic spine to generate the 
although measurements of head acceleration are always magnitude of spinal acceleration observed in full scale im- 
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pact tests. An adequate representation of a dummy occupant unoccupied car, in which the door can be more fully instru- 
may therefore have to include the abdomen as a contact mented. Although the motion in the absence of the occupant 

point with the vehicle. This raises questions about the effect will not be quite the same as when an occupant interacts 
on bending and rotation of the dummy torso by these multi- with the door, the experiment should throw some light on 
pie contact points; this problem is discussed later in the the complexities of door motion. 
paper. A fact which has been established is that at the door centre 

Pelvic injuries, although not as frequent a cause of fatal- (in front of the occupant) there are major oscillations when 
ity as thoracic injuries, are important. It is therefore desir- there is side impact by a deformable barrier. After the initial 
able that a simulation should include the pelvis and estimate impact the door "bounces" off the barrier, and can attain a 

the magnitude of suitable pelvic injury parameters. Recent speed significantly higher than the impact speed. In one car 
work at TRRL (10) has also suggested that the magnitude type impacts at 13.9 m/s (50 km/hr) have produced peak 

and timing of impact loads on the pelvic area can have a inner door speeds of over 18 m/s. As the door loses contact 

significant effect on the value of thoracic injury parameters, with the barrier face it is pulled back by the rest of the car 
giving further reason for including pelvic contact in the structure, which has not reached this high speed, and decel- 

model. The pelvis itself is a fairly rigid structure, apart from erates down to quite a low speed. Typically this could be 
the padding provided by skin and subcutaneous tissue over 6 m/s or less, reached at between 28 and 38 msec after the 
the bony protrusions. Pelvic contact is included in most initial impact. The speed then rises again, and may oscillate 

recent simulations. It can be modelled in terms of a direct several more times; the details can be very different for 

force to the spine, without the complications required for different types of car, or for different types of impactor. 

modelling the thorax. However the form of connection that Although details of the door motion at the points of contact 

should be included between the pelvic spine and the tho- with the occupant are probably a little different, the broad 

racic spine is not yet clear. The simple shear connection picture is likely to be similar. 

included in some models may not be sufficient to show the It has still not been possible to elucidate the exact connec- 

correct interactions between pelvic and thoracic motion, tion between details of the door motion and the injury pa- 

It is possible that in some side impact situations there may rameters measured by the dummy. However, factors which 

be significant direct loading into the spine by the seat back. seem to be relevant include: 
The magnitude of such loading has not been established, 

(i) The door velocity at the first contact time. 
and seat/spine contact is not yet included in any simulation (ii) The effective mass behind the door in the early 
models, 

stages of contact. A high velocity contact by a light 

Door tilt and structural interactions door is much less serious if the door is not in contact 
with the impactor, and is decelerating, than if it has the 

If a sophisticated occupant model with multiple contact full mass of the impactor behind it. 
points is necessary to simulate all the relevant phenomena 

(iii) The amount the door has crushed at the moment 
observed in full scale tests, it is necessary to provide an of contact. In some cases it appears that the door was 
equally sophisticated model of the car structure to interact already fully crushed, with the outer and inner door 
with that occupant model. The most obvious aspect visible 

skins in close contact, before contact with the occu- 
in a crashed vehicle is the tilt of the door in a vertical plane, 
with intrusion frequently being greater at the waistline than 

pant. In other cases there was still a gap between inner 
and outer skins, which effectively acted as padding, at 

lower down. Results of full scale crash tests at TRRL sug- the time of contact with the occupant. In these cases an 
gest that there is a correlation between the final tilt angle of 

imprint of the dummy was left in the inner door skin. 
the door (variation of intrusion with height) and the severity Injury parameters were lower than would otherwise 
of occupant injury; a vertical door indicates lower injury 

have been expected. 
than a tilted door. This can be partially explained in terms of 
load spreading; a vertical door loads all the contact points It appears from these observations that the motion of the 
evenly, while a tilted door concentrates the load on one door is rather complex, and that its relative motion com- 

contact point, producing severe injuries at that point. How- pared with the motion of other parts of the car structure is an 
ever, this does not necessarily describe the whole story, as important factor in determining occupant injuries. For these 

final tilt angle does not necessarily correlate exactly with tilt reasons it was decided that the simulation model at TRRL 

angle in the early stages of impact when the occupant inju- should consider the sill, the A-pillar, the B-pillar, the door, 

ries occur. It is an unfortunate fact that there is at present and the "rest of the car", as separate components which can 

very little knowledge of just how a door intrudes into the move relative to each other. This leads to considerable com- 
passenger compartment during side impact, as it is not cur- plications in the model formulation, and particularly in the 

rently possible to instrument a door in the places where it difficult practical problem of obtaining the relevant 

interacts with the dummy occupant. The present limited "spring" stiffnesses between the various components. 

measurements which have been made are at a point ahead of When a model has been developed which can accurately 

the occupant, where the motion may be rather different. It is reproduce all the phenomena which are relevant to occupant 

hoped to carry out tests at TRRL in the near future with an injury, for a wide range of types of car structure, it may be 
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possible to simplify the model somewhat. However, any so a wave transmission model of the problem (using finite 

simplification made before all the implications are fully element techniques), though feasible in principle, would be 
understood would be premature, and potentially dangerous excessively costly and time consuming and is not at present 
if the model were subsequently to be used as a substitute for a practicable possibility. It is therefore necessary to develop 
full scale dynamic testing, a simpler model which can give an approximate solution to 

It may be noted that if a rigid (or very stiff) barrier is used the problem at reasonable cost. 
as the impactor, the whole side of the car tends to be con- Finite element modelling divides the structure up into a 
strained to move inwards as a single unit, with all compo- large number of small elements, each of which is defined by 
nents having a common velocity. In this case a simpler its mass, and by the way in which it is connected to the 
model could well be adequate to represent such an impact, neighbouring elements. Simplifying the simulation consists 
but a rigid barrier would not provide a good representation of enlarging the elements and reducing the complexity of 
of impact by another vehicle, connections, so that the end result is a model with a few 

large masses, interconnected by a small number of (usually 
Simulation Methods non-linear) spring/damper systems. With proper design of 

Lumped mass/spring systems the (non-linear) spring elements, such a model can still give 
an accurate representation of the transmission of forces 

A car consists mainly of a fabrication of shaped steel between two points in the structure, provided the forces are 
pressings, with the mass and stiffness distributed through- applied slowly, as in quasi-static crushing experiments. 
out the structure. It also contains a few lumped masses, such 

However, the transfer function of such a model (to use the 
as the engine, transmission, and suspension/wheels. An 

linear analogy) is deficient in terms of high-frequency 
impact (i.e. a sudden change of velocity applied to one part 

response, and so the model becomes steadily less accurate in 
of the structure) is propagated into the structure as a wave, 

its representation of reality when the applied impulses 
or set of waves, which progress with finite velocity. (The 
propagation velocity, which determines how long it takes 

become larger in amplitude and shorter in duration, as in a 

for a disturbance to reach distant parts of the structure, must 
side impact crash. The art of simulation is to use the smallest 
number of discrete elements which give an adequate 

not be confused with the velocity change which is 
transmitted. In an analogy with sound transmission, the representation of reality for the particular purpose required. 

propagation speed is the "wave velocity", while the actual The TRRL simulation includes a module which 

velocity change which occurs in the structure is the represents the response of a distributed parameter system, 

"particle velocity".) In a real car structure propagation can without the use of finite elements, by a direct representation 

be both by longitudinal waves, transmitted by compression of impulse waves within the module. This is only valid 

of the material, and by transverse waves, transmitted by when the material is behaving linearly, and so can be used to 

bending and shear. The wave velocity of the compression represent (approximately) soft tissues within the occupant 

waves is so fast in metallic materials that for many purposes model, but is inappropriate for representing any parts of the 

it can be considered as instantaneous, and so the effects of car structure. 

wave speed, can be ignored, but the finite propagation time Linked rigid body models 
of the transverse waves can be significant in the context of 

The lumped element models discussed above assume that 
impacts on cars. 

the elements consist of point masses, which do not accom- 
It may be noted that by the use of Fourier transforms, the 

modate rotation. Although point mass models can have 
propagation of small amplitude waves through the structure 

more than one dimension, only translational interactions 
can also be described in terms of a frequency response, 

can be represented, with no account being taken of rotation. called the Frequency Transfer Function. If the structure 
were different in that the mass was concentrated at a few In modelling the car occupant in side impacts, consideration 

points, instead of being distributed continuously, the higher of rotation is important because of the way in which rota- 

frequencies would be considerably attenuated in the tional torques, as well as translational forces, control the 
interaction between the pelvis and thorax. transfer function. This would alter the impulse response, 

and hence the response to an impact. However, the behav- Acceleration measurements made at two different points 

iour in quasi-static experiments is determined only by the on the spine (T1 and T12) sometimes show substantial dif- 

very low frequencies in the transfer function, which would ferences, due to rotation of the thorax around the roll axis. 

remain virtually unaltered by any change in mass This is not surprising, as force is applied to the thorax at a 

distribution, number of different locations. External forces are applied to 

It would be difficult to model the transmission of impulse the three separate ribs of the EUROSID dummy and to the 

waves through something as complicated as a car body abdomen. In addition there are reactionforces from the neck 

structure, even if the material behaved in a linear fashion (connected to the head mass) and the lumbar spine (connect- 

(i.e. elastically, with no plastic deformation), and the ed to the pelvis). The sum of the moments from all these 

disturbances were small (i.e. without significant buckling), forces around the centre of gravity of the thorax is unlikely 
In side impact accidents neither condition is satisfied, and to be zero. The effect of this rotation is to modify the lateral 
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motion of the spine at the level of the ribs, and hence to underlying physical system. Such programs may, in prac- 
modify the injury parameters shown by those ribs. tice, be rather "non-transparent". Unless a program has 

Experience at TRRL suggests that a one-dimensional been written in terms of clearly defined modules, it can be 

dummy model, using separate thorax and pelvis elements difficult to see the correspondence between the coding and 

linked by a spring/damper shear element, may not be ade- the problem being solved. However, they are economical in 

quate to estimate injury parameters in the simulation. The storage and running time requirements, since they should 

TRRL model is currently being modified to include a two- contain no unnecessary coding which is not used for the 

dimensional simulation of the dummy, with linked seg- particular problem being studied. Such a program might be 

ments to represent the pelvis, lumbar spine, thorax/abdo- less useful as a research tool, but ideal for regulatory testing. 

men (these are rigidly connected in EUROSID), neck and The simulation program suite being developed at TRRL 

head. When the new model is developed, it will be possible is rather different from either of these alternatives. The 

to compare results obtained from it with those from the basic programs are tailor made for each problem, and to 

original one-dimensional model, and also with those from simplify program writing and operation use the ACSL (Ad- 

models with various intermediate levels of sophistication. It vanced Continuous Simulation Language) high level lan- 

should then be possible to determine the form of the least guage. This provides a step-by-step integration facility, 

complicated model which gives an adequate representation using either fixed length or variable length steps, and auto- 

of real world tests, matically carries out most of the organisation required for 

The dynamics of the linked segments and their connec- manipulation of the differential equations and initial condi- 

ting joints are similar to those used in the two-dimensional tions. It also provides powerful on-line facilities for repeat- 

versions of Calspan CVS or Madymo, but the contact points ing runs with modified values for any constants. A particu- 

of the thorax will be represented by the same sprung rib with lar advantage is the provision of facilities for including user- 

viscoelastic damping that is used in the current model, rath- written Macros and Fortran subroutines. The result is that it 

er than by the intersecting ellipse/plane formulation avail- is possible to set up program modules, common to many 

able in the other linked segment simulation models, programs, which can represent any particular building 

It is possible that a full two-dimensional model may also blocks in the overall simulation. These modules are stored 

be required to represent the rotation of the door in the in Macro and subroutine libraries remote from the actual 

vehicle sub-model, but this part of the model has not yet program. They can be nested, so that it is possible to build up 

been fully developed, complex dynamic systems which require only a very limited 
amount of coding in the main program. For example, a 

Program organisation single call statement could reference a Macro describing the 
A simulation program is an exact mathematical analogue EUROSID dummy, which in turn would reference modules 

of a simplified physical system, which in turn is an approxi- describing the thorax, a single rib system, a spring with 
mate representation of the real world system which is being viscoelastic damping, and the skin covering the rib. Differ- 
modelled. There are two main ways in which a program can ent versions of the dummy macro with different degrees of 
be matched to a simplified physical system, sophistication in the dynamic modelling are available in the 

One is to write a general program which, in any particular library, and any one can be chosen simply by changing a 
case, is adjusted to conform to a particular physical configu- single line of code in the main program. The main programs 
ration by the provision of a suitable set of data in a control are relatively short, and are "transparent" to the user be- 
file. This is the approach adopted by Calspan CVS and cause of their basic simplicity. It is very easy to add modules 
Madymo. Such a program is fairly flexible, in that it can to the library when new facilities are required. The whole 
easily be modified if changes are required in the underlying system is versatile in use, and provides a useful research 
model, provided that such changes do not require program- tool. Its very versatility, and the current need to use the 

ming facilities beyond those envisaged by the original pro- ACSL Translator, would make it unsuitable as a simulation 
gram designer. They should be "transparent" in use, as for regulatory purposes as it stands. However, it would not 
although the actual programs are extremely complicated, all be difficult to "freeze" any particular model, and rewrite it 

the data describing the system being modelled is clearly as a Fortran program with the required subroutines and 
exposed in the data file. Disadvantages are that such pro- macros included in a single program unit. 

grams require a lot of computer storage, and possibly run- The current stage of development of the 
ning time, as they provide a lot of facilities which are not 
regularly required. They are useful for research purposes, TRRL model 

but would be an unlikely choice for a simulation to be used The TRRL simulation models are derived from an early 
for a regulatory test. side impact simulation developed at British Leyland (now 

The alternative is to tailor a program precisely to fit a Rover Group), for impact by a rigid impactor. This model 

particular problem; i.e. the program is "hard wired". The was modified for use with a deformable barrier by adding a 
disadvantage is that the program is inflexible, and has to be (non-linear) spring to the front of the original impactor (17). 

re-written by a specialist if any changes are required in the Although this program gave a useful insight into details of 
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the dynamics of side impact, it became apparent that it was 

not able to reproduce all the phenomena which full scale 

tests had shown to be important in determining injuries, and 
it was not giving correct results. The program has therefore 
been modified to include more detail of the dynamic proc- 
esses, and further modifications are in progress to take 
account of results from quasi-static and dynamic impact 

tests. The intention is to continue modifications (mostly 
requiring increasing sophistication) until the simulation re- 

sults give adequate agreement with full scale test results. 
When this has been achieved, further work will investigate 
what (if any) simplifications to the program are possible 
without seriously degrading the performance, in terms of Figure 1. Car model for simulation. 
agreement with full scale tests. 

The current system reproduced by the simulation is 

shown in figure 1. The most significant improvement over ~-i .......... 
the original version is the division of the barrier face into 
several areas with different stiffnesses, which contact dif- 
ferent parts of the car structure. The specification for the \ 

EEVC barrier (12)defines six areas (figure 2), with four 
different stiffnesses. The current assumption in the model is 
that the three bottom barrier segments 1, 2, 3 all contact the 
sill, which is rigid so that all three segments compress \ 

together as a single unit, for which a combined force/deflec- Figure 2. Segmentation of EEVC barrier, showing ditferent 
tion characteristic is applicable. It is assumed that the top stiffnesses. 
side segments, 5 and 6, contact the A and B posts respec- 
tively, and the centre top segment contacts the door. This is Fs = static force estimated from force/deflection 
an oversimplification, as in practice segments 5 and 6 will curve. 
also contact the edge of the door, as will the top of segment k = dynamic magnification factor. 
2, so further adjustment of the model may be required. The V = compression speed of "spring". 
deformable elements in the barrier are represented in the VR = reference speed (50 km/hr in this simulation) 
simulation by "springs". As with most other non-linear 

In the current version of the model, which does not yet 
springs for the model, these are defined by a table of force/ 

include a tilting door, the A and B posts are each represented 
deflection characteristics, which includes loading and un- 
loading segments so that the relevant hysteresis characteris- 

by point masses connected by "springs" to both the sill and 
the rest of the car structure. Quasi-static crush tests, in 

tics can be provided. ACSL provides a standard routine for 
which car bodies were loaded separately (in different tests) 

linear interpolation from these tables. The front of the ~e- 
on the sill and on the mid points of the A and B posts, 

formable barrier face consists of an alloy sheet of low, but 
not negligible mass. This is included as a separate element 

showed that the post forces and/or deflections could not be 

only for the top centre segment 4, where a single mass 
related solely to the relative motion with the sill. The A-post 
has a stiff connection to the rest of the car structure through 

represents the barrier front and the outer door skin (after 
the firewall and dash, while the B-post is less stiffly con- 

contact). The initial gaps between the barrier front and the 
nected through the roof. The bending of the B-post is a 

car structure can be set independently for the top and bottom 
of the barrier, 

complicating factor in this case. The next version of the 

The sill is connected to the main mass of the car through a model will probably have to include separate motions at two 
levels of the A and B posts, to provide an input for door 

spring (deformable massless element) which represents the 
sill and floor pan structures, together with any relevant cross 

tilting. 
The "door" in the model represents the inner door struc- 

stiffening. Comparison between quasi-static and dynamic 
full scale tests suggests that the dynamic stiffness of the sill 

ture of a real car, and is not directly impacted by the barrier 

is considerably greater than the quasi-static stiffness, so this 
front. Impact occurs on the outer door, from which loads are 
transmitted to the rest of the car structure through a spring 

spring incorporates a dynamic magnification factor in the 
connection to the inner door. This in turn transmits loads 

model, of the form: 
through springs to the sill, A-post, and B-post. In the next 

FD = Fs (1 + kV/VR) version of the model there will probably be connections to 

where: 
the A and B posts at two heights, to provide an adequate 

FD = dynamic force of spring between sill and "rest 
description of door tilt. 

of car". 
There is provision for dynamic magnification in all the 

springs connecting to the A and B posts and the inner and 
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outer doors, but it is thought that the need for them is likely of the impacted car. Probably the best way of estimating 
to be much less here than for the sill-body connection, as masses is to work back from the observed dynamic re- 

deformation is mainly through bending rather than buck- sponses in one full scale test to estimate component masses 
ling. The magnifiers are therefore currently set to zero. under those test conditions, and assume that the equivalent 

Loads are transmitted from the inner door to the dummy component masses will be similar for other test conditions. 
through two pads, which contact the thorax and pelvis. The It should also be possible to use such previous experience to 
load/deflection characteristics of the pads can be set to have derive factors for estimating the effective component 
any characteristics required by the user. The initial gap masses for other car types. Similar comments apply to esti- 
between the door pads and the occupant can also be set mates of moments of inertia, where these are required. 
independently for thorax and pelvis. Estimating the mass of dummy components is a great deal 

The dummy thorax consists of a single rib structure, with easier, as in this case most of the components can be dis- 
spring/mass/damper parameters factored to represent the mantled and weighed. 
three ribs of EUROSID. The rib is covered by a pad repre- 
senting the skin and subcutaneous tissue (represented by a Quasi-static crush experiments 

covering of Sorbothane in EUROSID). In the present ver- The force/deflection characteristics of the various ele- 
sion the rib system is connected to the pelvis by a rigid ments ("springs") connecting masses within the car struc- 
spine, which can move laterally and rotate, but which does ture have to be estimated by means of a"quasi-static" crush 

not include a shear element. This will soon be replaced by a experiment. This requires the car body shell to be held 
more elaborate version which will have separate two-di- stationary in a suitable rig, while loads are applied to vari- 

mensional segments for the pelvis, thorax, and head con- ous parts of the structure, and the corresponding deflections 
nected by elements representing the lumbar spine and neck, are measured at a number of points. The problem of holding 
with appropriate hinges at the joints, the car stationary is not trivial, as it is important to do this in 

The simulation can include the effects of tyre loads on the a way which does not significantly change any of the stiff- 
vehicle as it is propelled sideways, and of lateral belt loads nesses which are to be measured. This is much more diffi- 

on the occupant (using a very simple formulation), but it has cult than for experiments relating to frontal impact. The 

been found that neither of these has much effect on the solution adopted for tests carried out by TRRL was to sup- 

overall results, port the full length of the sill structure on the "non-struck" 
side of the car by a pre-shaped block. The "non-struck" side 

Data Input for Simulation suspension pick-up points were also held rigidly. The 
"struck" side suspension points were constrained ver- 

Requirements tically, to prevent any roll motion of the car, but in a way 
Themain data inputs required for a dynamic simulation which applied no forces in a horizontal plane. 

are the masses of each component which is separately Loads were applied to the body through compliant 
represented, and theforce/deflectioncharacteristics of each blocks, to avoid local stress concentrations. The blocks 
"spring" which connects components. A two-dimensional were made of a similar material to that used for the deform- 
simulation would also require the moment of inertia of any able front of the EEVC barrier. Loading was applied by a 

component which has rotational freedom, and a geometric hydraulic ram, which was controlled to produce a constant 

description of the points of application of all forces, and rate of movement, rather than an increasing force. Four 

their directions, separate tests were carried out in the TRRL experiments, to 
try to assess the relative stiffness of different parts of the 

Masses structure. The location of the loading points is shown in 
It is very difficult to estimate the effective masses of the figure 3. 

various "lumped" components within the car, defined in the Test 1 was intended to assess the stiffness of the A and B 
simulation model. A real car body has a continuous struc- posts without a door, at the level of the upper part of the 

ture without well defined boundaries between different re- door. It had initially been assumed that the effect on each 
gions, so any division in the model into separate lumped post could be considered independently of the loading on 

masses is artificial, and it is unclear where the boundaries the other. This was found not to be strictly true, but the error 

should be placed. It is possible to estimate the actual masses is not serious. Deflections were measured at a number of 
of parts such as the door, but in practice some of the door heights on the A and B posts, and at several points on the sill 
mass may effectively be carried by adjacent structures, such (figure 3a). Deflections were also measured at correspond- 
as the B-post. As has been stated by Richter et al (7), it may ing points on the "non-struck" side. There was very little 
be that the results are not very sensitive to variations in the deflection on the non-struck sill, but rather more at the top 
mass of some components, since their motion is largely points on the A and B posts on the non-struck side due to 
determined by effects from extraneous masses. So it may "lozenging" of the structure. 
well not be necessary to attempt much precision in estimat- Test 2 (figure 3b) applied a load to the sill only, again 

ing masses, other than those for the large components such without a door, and deflections were measured at the same 
as the impacting mobile barrier (or car) and the main mass points as in test 1. The deformable impactor was loaded at 
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¯ used, and was not at the time expected to yield any addition- 

~!~i~!~ 
~~’’~ 

model, al information relevant to the development of the simulation 

During the course of each test the load was periodically 

reduced to zero, so that deflection measurements could be 

~ ~._.iiii~ ~i,,, !,......~i~ ii) !~ ~_~ made for an unload/reload cycle. This data was required in 
order that hysteresis cycles could be correctly modelled in 

the simulation. (This is necessary to provide adequate 

damping.) It was found that after the load had been re- 

(3a) Test 1 - Load applied to A and B posts applied the force/deflection curve followed on very closely 

from where it had been broken by the unloading phase. 

There is no reason to suppose that the overall force/deflec- 

tion curve was any different from the one that would have 

been obtained if loading had been continuous. The slope of 

the force/deflection curve while unloading was very similar, 

for any particular measuring point, regardless of the amount 

of deflection before the load was removed. This suggests 

that a fairly simple model can be used to represent a hyster- 

esis cycle. 
(3b) Test 2 - Load applied to sill 

Quasi-static test results 
¯ Outer door 

i ¯ ~ .... door Some typical results from quasi-static crush tests are 

shown in figures 4-7. These are the raw results taken direct- 

\ ly from the experimental data, apart from the corrections 

, ¯ necessary to allow for the small whole-body motion meas- 

..... , t ured on the non-struck side. This was measured, either at the 

""~~"-~l ’’’’’°’°’~" .............. 
’~ ~ ~’~ 

centre of the sill when measurements were available (tests 1 

........ ] and 2), or at the bottom of the A-post (test 3), or at the 

bottom of the B-post (test 4). The maximum corrections 
(3c) Test 3 - Load applied to centre of door 

were less than 10 mm for tests 1, 2, and 3, and less than 

.............. 20 mm for test 4. All the unload/reload cycles are shown. 

The crush tests were essentially force driven, although in 

practice the large mass of the crush rig gave a reasonably 

steady strain rate. In the plots of force against displacement 

force is therefore actually the independent variable, and the 

various displacement measurements are the dependent vari- 

ables. However, to conform with the usual method of dis- 
5 4--3-- 

Lo~d ~, ~ Loa~ c~, 2 playing such data, displacement is shown on the horizontal 

(3d) Test 4 - Load applied through EEVC deformable barrier axis and force on the vertical axis. 

Figure 3. Quasi-static crush tests, showing area of indentors 
Figure 4 shows the force/deflection characteristics for the 

and location of deformation measuring points, top (waistline level) of the A and B posts (figures 4a and 4b). 

The A,post is much stiffer as would be expected. When 

two points, driven by the same hydraulic ram so that move- loads are applied to the top (waistline) of the A and B posts, 

ment was the same, but with separate load measurements at there is also some deformation lower down, right down to 

each point, sill level. There was some difficulty in interpreting the re- 

Test 3 (figure 3c) applied a load to the centre of the door suits, as in this experiment the A and B posts were loaded 

only. In this case the door deflection was measured at four simultaneously, but it seems likely that almost all the sill 

points on the outer skin and two on the inner. Deflections deformation was due to the load on the A-post. The B-post is 

were also measured on the A and B posts, but not on the sill. relatively so weak that it supports much less load, and all the 

Test 4 (figure 3d) used a complete EEVC deformable deformationistakenupintheB-postitselfratherthanbythe 

barrier face to load the whole side of the car. Deflection sill. Figure 4c shows the relationship between deformation 

measurements were made on the A and B posts, the sill, and in the A-post and in the sill, due to loading on the A-post at 

the door inner and outer skins. Two loading points were the waistline. Figure 4d shows the corresponding relation- 

used, as for test 2. ship between deformation at the B-post waistline, and half- 

No measurements were made of the deflection caused by way down to the sill. 

loading the door from the inside, as in the CCMC composite Figure 5 shows the effects of loading the sill in test 2. 

test procedure. This would have been difficult in the test rig Figures 5a and 5b show the relationship between total load 
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Figures 6a and 6c show the relationship between load and 

iI 
l~f~~Y~i~ ~/ 

deflection of the outer and inner doors respectively, when 
~ ,6 i; the door is loaded centrally (Test 3). These figures refer to 
~ ,2 / the top of the door. Figure 6e shows the corresponding 

~) ~ 

~,/ 
, deflection at a lower point of the inner door; it is signifi- 

,, ..... .~ / cantly less than for the top. Figure 6b shows the relationship 
......................... between upper door compression and load, with compres- 

~.~ ~,~,.~r®,~ ~1 Ib~ ~.r®,,, ~.~ 
sion being estimated by the difference between outer and 

~ ,, inner door deflections. In the test it was not possible to 

,~’~ ~z -~ ’~ /// 
measure inner and outer deflections at quite the same place 

~" ~ z ,~ 

~ 

(see figure 3c), so the difference in deflections is not quite 
~ ~ the true compression. It will be seen that in this car the door 

i ~ 
i 

¯ is essentially squeezed flat at a compression of about 
~ 

~---- ~ ~/ 80 mm, so that even high loads can cause no further 
.--~ ~ ....... compression. 

,o~ ................. ~,~ ........ ~ ~, Figure 6d shows the relationship between deflection of 

Figure 4. Quasi-static test results--Test 1 (load on A and El theouterdoorandoftheB-postatwaistlinelevel. Figures6f 

posts). (Adiusted for motion of sill on non-struck side.) and 6h show the relationship between load on the door and 

deflections of the B and A posts respectively. Figure 6g 
and deflections at the front and rear of the sill respectively, shows the relationship between load on the door and the 
The curves are very similar, but there is slightly more de- difference between the inner door and B-post deflection. 

~-~ flection at the front. Figures 5c and 5d show the correspond- 
This curve was used to estimate the force/deflection charac- 

¯ ~; ing relationships between total sill load and deflections at 
teristics of the door to B-post "spring" in the simulation 

the top (waistline) of the A and B posts respectively. Figures 
5e and 5f show the relationships between deflection at the model. A corresponding curve was derived for the A-post. 

waistline and at the sill for the A and B posts respectively. This was of similar shape, but stiffer. 

This relationship is approximately linear for the A-post, but 
has a very pronounced change of slope for the B-post. 

, 
, 0~ ....... // , 

0 ~o ~o eo eo ~® ~o ~4o ~ ,~ ~o    o~ ~b ~ ~ ’ so ’ ~o e~ ~) 

Figure 5. Quasi-static test results--Test 2 (load on sill). (Ad- Figure 6. Quasi-static test results--Test 3 (load on door). (Ad- 
justed for motion of sill on non-struck side.) justed for motion of bottom of A-Post.) 
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Figure 7 shows the effects of loading the car side with an enough approximation to reality to provide a useful research 
EEVC deformable barrier face (Test 4). Figures 7a and 7c tool. 
show the (total) force/deflection relationships for the outer Interpretation has been complicated by the use of force as 
and inner doors. Figure 7b shows the force/compression the driving factor in the crush tests, rather than displace- 

relationship for the upper part of the door, using deflection ment. This was necessary in the type of rig which was 
measurements for the centre outer door minus the upper available, but in future tests it would be desirable to provide 
inner door (see figure 3d). Figure 7d is the corresponding more loading points. These should be controlled directly in 
figure using the deflection of the lower inner door, showing terms of displacement, with force (measured at the various 

a higher effective stiffness, loading points) being regarded as the dependent variable. 
The current simulation model assumes that the charac- 

_~o[; 
li i[ l,~ ffli-il~/~ 

teristics of each spring depend on the deflection of that 
= ~ ~ ~ spring, and are independent of deflections elsewhere in the 

¯ 
/ ~ system. This may not be true in a complex non-linear system 

---~" ’ ! ~ such as the side structure of a car, and further work is 

c ,0 ~ ~ ,~o ~ 2,o ~ ~o ~ ,0 ~ ~ ,0 ~0 ~ ,0 ~o 
required to improve the force estimation sub-model. How- 

t,~ o,,~=~,~0,.~,,o.~,~,~ ~ ~o~o..,~,~-~,~ ever, it may prove unnecessary to map the force/deflection 
characteristics for any arbitrary distribution of deflections 

2~0[ ~(~ Ii !’i              ,. 

across the structure, as data is only required for sets of 

_ ,o ~1 deflections likely to be encountered in a side impact. This 

i ~ set must, however, embrace the conditions of a dynamic 

,i ~’. 
~ side impact. Because of inertia and rebound effects, this will 

’° not usually correspond closely with the sets of deflection 
o ,o ~ ,~o ,~o ~o 2,~ ~o o ,o ~0 ~o ,o ~o ~o ,o ~o measurements recorded in the whole barrier front quasi- 

static crush experiment of test 4. A developed version of the 
Figure 7. Quasi-static test results--Test 4 (EEVC barrier face), computer controlled composite test procedure (CTP) (14) 
(Adjusted for motion of bottom of B-Post.) might provide suitable data, using a number of rams, con- 

trolled for displacement, to load different parts of the 
Interpretation of quasi-static crush data 

structure. 
In order to run a side impact simulation program it is 

necessary to be able to calculate the force on each mass Dynamic stiffness effects 
element, knowing the relative displacements of all the rele- As explained above, the simulation model allows the 
vant elements. If all the force/deflection characteristics inclusion of an empirically determined "dynamic magnifi- 
were linear over the whole range of interest, this would best cation factor" to allow for the different stiffnesses observed 
be done by the use of influence coefficients. In this case the in static and dynamic tests. The increase in stiffness under 
force on each element is calculated as the sum of the prod- dynamic loading has several causes: 
ucts of each displacement with the relevant influence 

(i) The stress/strain relationship of most materials 
coefficient, 

changes with different strain rates. 
, (ii) Structures are stiffened against buckling by "lat- 

F~ = ~ kij,uj eral inertia". In order for buckling to occur, part of the 
~= ~ structure has to move transversely to the direction of 

where: compression; at high strain rates this transverse motion 
Fi = Force on the i-th element is opposed by the inertia of this part of the structure. 
Y. = Summation symbol (iii) The mode of buckling may itself change at high 

kij = Influence coefficient on the i-th force by the strain rates, again due to inertial effects. 

displacement of the j-th element A classic case of mode change occurs in the floor struc- 
u~ = Displacement of the j-th element 

ture of a car. In a quasi-static crush, the floor tends to buckle 
Unfortunately, as has been shown in figures 4-7, the over its entire width. However in a dynamic impact most of 

force/deflection characteristics are very non-linear, and the the buckling occurs between the struck side of the car and 
influence coefficient approach is not valid. An attempt has the tunnel, as the tunnel is constrained by its inertia so that 
been made to estimate the force/deflection characteristics the compression load is higher on the struck side than on the 
for the set of "springs" shown in figure 1. The sill spring non-struck side of the floor (see figure 8). If the structure 
characteristics were found directly from the results of test 2 were being modelled in more detail, the floor structure 
using the sill centre deflections (intermediate between fig- should be shown as two springs, separated by a mass repre- 
ure 5a and figure 5b). The A and B post spring characteris- senting the tunnel. 
tics were then estimated from test 1, and the door charac- An entirely different effect occurs in the deformable bar- 
teristics from the results of test 3: This produCed enough rier front. In this case the foam plastic material is stiffer 
data to set up a working simulation model, which is a good under quasi-static loading conditions than under dynamic 
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whole-car motion after impact, and spinal accelerations in 
~------~ the dummy. 

/ Car body motionmmass and dynamic 
¯ ~ s ...... ,oa,~0, ..... ,oo magnification effects 

~ The initial comparison between simulation and reality 

[. was made for the overall motion of the body shell, measured 
in impact tests by an accelerometer at the bottom of the 

Co,.~oe,o~yo.m~o~mp= Co,a~ootos~ ...... h B-post on the non-struck side of the car. The force on the 

~%~ Figure 8. Comparison of floor buckling under quasi-static 
body shell (i.e. the "rest-of-car" not directly involved in the 

loading and dynamic input, impact) is largely determined by the motion and stiffness of 

the sill. This stiffness (sill to body) is probably the easiest to 
loading. The barrier front is designed to have the correct measure accurately in the quasi-static crush test, so if the 
(specified) stiffnesses for its various segments under the simulation is to give any reasonable representation of real- 
conditions of dynamic loading at an initial speed of 50 km/ ity, it should be able to make a good prediction of this 

r’~ hr. The material is not very speed sensitive in the range of motion. 
speeds likely to be encountered in impact tests; it is in fact The results of a full scale crash test were analysed to 
fairly uniform within a range of a decade either side of the estimate the equivalent mass of the car, by assuming that all 
test impact speed. The TRRL simulation uses the specified the mass was concentrated at the bottom of the non-struck 
stiffnesses rather than any directly measured quantities, so side B-post, and applying the laws of conservation of mo- 
the simulation should be a good representation of reality in mentum to the car and the impacting trolley. The analysis 

~ this respect. However, there would be a potential problem if 
showed that, in the first 100 msec of the crash, this equiva- 

the stiffness of the barrier front were measured directly in a 
lent mass was consistently lower than the real mass, proba- 

quasi-static test, and the result were then used, without 
bly due mainly to the way the car bends and leaves the ends 

correction, in an impact simulation. There may also be an 
behind while the centre is pushed away by the impactor 

effect on the distribution of loading across the car side in the 
("banana-ing"). There may also be some effect from the 

quasi-static test, as the barrier face will be less compliant 
resilient mounting of heavy components such as the engine 

73 
than under impact conditions, 

and suspension, and from the effect of roll. The actual mass 

Results from Simulation of the car was about 920 kg (without the dummy). The 
effective mass rose from 450 kg at 10 msec after impact to Relationship to full scale impact tests 
840 kg at 31 msec, averaged about 750 kg, with small 

The development of simulation at TRRL has been very fluctuations, until about 65 msec, and then rose slowly with 
closely linked with work on full scale impact tests, and to increasing time. An average effective mass of 750 kg was 

~ date has been mainly used to improve understanding of 
selected for the simulation. 

details of the impact dynamics. There has been a clear 
It was thought likely that the dynamic stiffness of the sill 

symbiosis between simulation and full scale testing, with an 
structure would be greater than the measured quasi-static 

information flow in both directions. 
The simulation has indicated the likelihood of occurrence 

stiffness, so the simulation was run with values of the dy- 

namic magnification factor varying between 0 and 1.0. Fig- 
of various phenomena, which have then been investigated 

ure 9 shows the value of car body acceleration produced by _     and found to occur in full scale tests. For example, the 
the simulation, with three different values of the dynamic importance of door rebound, and subsequent velocity 

oscillations, was first observed in simulation, before magnification factor k. It will be seen that increasing the 

suitable instrumentation had been developed for use in car factor increases the magnitude of acceleration soon after the 

impact tests. Simulation also highlighted the relative impact, and shortens the period before acceleration is re- 

importance of structural modifications and padding, and duced to zero. Figure 10 shows a comparison between the 
"best" ~_ was able to suggest suitable values of stiffness for the door simulation result (with k = 1), and the result re- 

padding, corded in a full scale impact test. The full scale test result 

These results were mainly qualitative rather than quanti- shows a lot of oscillation, even after filtering at 100 Hz. The 

tative. There have been many discrepancies between oscillation is due to the complexity of force transmission 

simulation and full scale results when exact quantitative through the distributed structure of the car body. This can- 

comparisons were made. These have been due to various not be reproduced by the simulation, which represents the 

~ inadequacies in the simulation modelling. Finding the cause whole floor structure by a single (non-linear) spring, with 

of the discrepancies has invariably led to a better under- no distributed masses. 

standing of what really happens in full scale impacts. The Fortunately, these oscillations are unlikely to be relevant 
representation of the car side structure by a number of to the problem of occupant injury, and the important factor 
~eparate mass elements was the first result of such observa- for the simulation to reproduce is the component velocities. 
tions. Other significant observations have concerned the Figure 11 compares the velocity of the car body measured in 
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a crash test with the velocity estimated by simulation, using For further comparison figures 13 and 14 show the accel- 

no dynamic magnifier for the sill spring force. The curves eration and velocity of the car body estimated by a sim- 

are comparable, but the simulation shows a noticeable lag. plified simulation in which the whole side of the car (sill, A 

Figure 12 is similar, except that the simulation uses a dy- and B posts, and inner door) is treated as a single mass 

namic magnification of 1.0. With this change the two curves element. The stiffness was derived from quasi-static test 4, 
really are very similar, and the use of this value of dynamic in which the whole side of the car was crushed by an EEVC 
magnification appears to be justified. It may be noted that in deformable barrier face. The deflection was measured on 
this simulation the changes made to match the simulation to the inner door (figure 7c). A dynamic magnification factor 
the car body motion had relatively little effect on the injury of 1.0 was used, but as can be seen there is a considerable 
parameters measured on the dummy model. The change difference between the full scale and simulation results. 
from the real car body mass of 950 kg to the effective mass Figures 15 and 16 show the effect of increasing the dynamic 
of 750 kg had a negligible effect, and the addition of the magnification factor to the improbably high value of 4.0 in 
dynamic magnification factor for the sill stiffness decreased the simplified simulation. This gives quite a good fit be- 
the principal injury parameters (peak rib compression, vis- tween reality and simulation for times greater than about 30 
cous injury, TTI) by less than 5%. However the smallness of msec after impact, but the initial differences are still much 
the effects in this example does not necessarily imply that greater than with the more sophisticated multiple element 
they would be so small in other simulations, simulation. With this simulation model changing the effec- 

2, tive body mass again had a minimal effect on injury parame- 

-~ ~ k. 0 ters, but changing the dynamic magnification factor (for the 

~ k o 0.5 side to body stiffness) had major effects. For example, rais- 
i 8 = " ing k from 0 to 1.0 reduced the major injury parameters by 
~ 0 about 20%. Raising k further to 4.0 reduced rib compression 
~ by a further 5%, but again reduced viscous criterion and TTI 

8 ~, ,~ ~,, ~’2 ~’ ,~ ~ ~’ ;2 ~ ~ ~ by about 20%. 
Time    Ims~l 

Figure 9. Car body acceleration-comparison of simulations Fult Scale Test (Faltered at lOOHz) 

with three values of dynamic magnification factor k. 

(k = ~.0) 

~ Figure 13. Car body acceleration~comparison of result from 
0 ~ ,8 ~, ~2 20 ~ 5~ ~ ~’~ ~0 ~ ~ simplified simulation (k = 1) with result from a full scale side 

r,.~ (~ impact test. 

Figure 10. Car body acceleration-comparison of simulation 
with results from a full scale impact test. 

2    ~ ,~ ~, ~’2 ,~ ~ 5~ ~ ~ ~o e~ ~ 
Figure 14. Car body velocity--comparison of result from sim- 

Tzme (msec) 
plified simulation (k = 1 ) with result from a full scale side impact 

Figure 11. Car body velocity---comparison of simulation (k = O) test. 
with results from a full scale impact test. 

FuJI Scale Test (Filtered at 100 Hz) 

~ ~o 

r,m~ ~m~;                         Figure lS. Car body acceleration--comparison of result from 

Figure 12. Car body velocity~omparison of simulation (k= 1) simplified simulation (k = 4) with result from a full scale side 
with results from a full scale impact test. impact test. 
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" the rotation of the dummy. This should eventually lead to a 
E ,0 . better understanding of the way in which the car structure 

~    ~ 
interacts with the occupant, and causes injury. 

Conclusions 

I ,6 2, ~2 A ,~ ~ 6’, ~2 ~ ~ ~ 
Mathematical modelling of side impact on car structures 

~o~m~ has proved to be a very useful research tool, and has given 
considerable insight into the complicated dynamics of the 

Figure 16. Car body velocity--comparison of result from sim- 
plified simulation (k = 4) with result from a full scale side impact impact process. Knowledge gained by the development and 
test. use of simulation models is likely to lead to the design of 

Dummy spine accelerations 
safer cars. 

Useful progress has been made towards the design of a 
It has not yet been possible to compare simulation results simulation model which can reproduce the dynamics of side 

for dummy injury parameters directly with those from full impact on a car and its occupant with sufficient accuracy for 
scale impact tests, as the simulation model for the door and most purposes, and it is reasonable to expect the goal of an 
B-post area is still under development. The simpler model adequate simulation to be reached within the next year or 
with a single mass to represent the side structure of the car two. 
had given dummy injury parameters which were clearly too However, it appears that such a simulation model will 
high compared with reality, and it was this observation have to be fairly complex, and contain a number of separate 
which gave much of the impetus for the development of the mass elements if it is to reproduce all the factors known to be 
more sophisticated model, important in determining injury in side impact. Furthermore 

However, comparison of rib and spine accelerations the model will require knowledge about certain factors such 
showed a clear discrepancy between the dummy simulation as the equivalent masses of different parts of the structure, 
and EUROSID, even though care had been taken to provide and the relationship between static and dynamic stiffnesses 

an accurate model of the rib structure. The peak spine accel- for certain structural elements. These can at present only be 

erations were much lower, relative to the rib acceleration, determined by dynamic experiments on a structure which is 

than the values observed in full scale impact tests. Further at least similar, if not necessarily identical, to the one being 

examination of the dynamics of the EUROSID rib system simulated. Although in some cases it appears that values of 

showed that, on its own, it was incapable of transmitting injury parameters may not be significantly affected by 

sufficient force to give the observed spine accelerations, moderate variations in the values of these factors, it cannot 

The additional force required to produce these observed be assumed that this is universally true. For example, it was 

thoracic spine accelerations can only be transmitted through not true for the effect of dynamic magnification factors in 

the pelvis, the abdomen, or directly into the spine from the the simplified model in which the whole side structure was 

seat back. No attempt has yet been made to model direct represented by one mass. Considerable caution is therefore 

interaction with the seat back, since at present this is thought necessary about proposals to use simulation as a complete 

unlikely to be a major factor determining spine acceleration, substitute for full scale tests. The reliable use of mathe- 

As a temporary expedient, it was possible to obtain spine matical modelling for this purpose is likely to be some way 

accelerations of the right order of magnitude by appropriate in the future. 
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Mathematical Modelisation of Side Collisions 

C. Steyer, P. Mack, P. DuBois, Regie Renault, uations of SID and EUROSID dummies in lateral impact 

Renault, France showed their poor biofidelity and also their important 

differences of conception as regards human being. For those 

Abstract reasons, it is necessary to have recourse directly to the 

Numerical simulation can be very useful in the study of 
human being. A simple modelisation was developed by the 

LPB-APR on the basis of cadaver tests and integrated in the 
side impact both for a better understanding of the structural 

model of structural deformation described above. Then, the      - 
behaviour and to provide more representative human body 

data provided by this model were used with Prakimod to 
characterisations, 

simulate the behaviour of the human being under lateral 
In the first part of this paper, a complete structural model 

impact with a given structural deformation. 
using the Finite-Element method and running on a 

supercomputer simulates the impact of a deformable barrier Introduction 
( C. E. V. E. ) on a vehicle. This modelisation takes into 

account the very complex deformations and interactions Several regulation projects are studied to improve the 

inside the structure and between the car and the barrier. The protection of the occupants in case of a side impact. A lot of 

comparison with the experiment is very satisfactory and the experimental analysis has been done at Renault over the last 

model can be considered as validated, years and not less than 150 crash tests have been performed. 

As for the modelisation of the occupant, the recent eval- Even with such a great volume of data, it is sometimes 
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difficult to get a clear insight into the fundamental phenom- occurs through two aluminum plates located in the frontal 
enons occurring during the impact. Several plastic hinges part. Several foam blocs ensure the right stiffness dis- 

appear on the side frame, the floor or the roof. It is very tribution. 

difficult for instance, to predict what would happen if the We would like to emphasize that very special care has 

structure was modified in a way such as one of those hinges been taken for the definition of the impacted vehicle. As we 

disappeared, wanted to validate the modelisation of the structural 

The interaction between the occupant and the structure is behaviour, the main purpose was to reduce as much as 

also quite complicated. Some structural changes may de- possible the origins of differences between test and 

crease the final deformation but have negative effects on the simulation. In this first step no dummy was placed inside the 

impacting speed of the dummy and on injury criterions. The car. We also took away most equipment of the passenger 

same thing can occur with some door-reinforcements which space especially the seats whose influence may be 

increase the local stiffness of the structure, important. They would require some further caracterisation 

Those reasons justify the use of numerical simulations to tests because a predictive modelisation of the seat under 
those loading conditions seemed quite hazardous. At last, shorten and improve the conception of a new car as concerns 

side-impact. Once the necessary experimental validations all the important masses have been connected rigidly to the 

of such tools are done they provide very accurate and reli- structure which is the easiest to reproduce in the simulation. 

able tendancies on the physical behaviour of the various Calculation Method 
elements. Automotive crash in general and side impact in particular 

Two numerical approaches are presented in this paper. In is a highly non-linear short duration phenomenon. Indeed, 
this first part, the simulation possibilities of the finite ele- the maximum deformations are reached in only one tenth of 
ment method for side-impact are illustrated. The covered a second and within this very short time span a multitude of 
field concerns both the behaviour of the structure and a first physical events take place. These events include metal sheet 
step toward the introduction of an occupant model, buckling, plastification of the steel, complicated contacts 

The second part deals with semi-empirical models. An but rarely rupture so that classical continuum formulation 
analysis of the behaviour of the human body has led to a can be applied. The features of the numerical techniques 
physically equivalent system composed of masses, springs used to simulate such a process are the following: 
and viscous dampers. This caracterisation has been associ- 
ated with the structural deformation inside the software Spatial discretisation using 3-Dimensional shell 

Prakimod in order to study a two-dimension interaction finite elements. In the RADIOSS code a 3 or 4 noded 

between the structure and the occupant, bilinear shell is used in a so called global formulation 
based upon curvatures and bending moments rather 

Experimental Conditions than strains and stresses. 

The choosen test is in agreement with the C.E.V.E. 
Two differentalgorithmsdesignedtosimulateeither 

folding of one sheet upon itself or contact of two shells, 
regulation project. The studied vehicle is impacted 

for both a penalty method is used to evaluate contact 
orthogonallyby a deformable barrier at a speed of 50 km per 

forces as a function of the detected penetration. 
hour. The weight of the impacting charriot is 950 kg. The 

Time integration of the conservation of momentum 
deformable element is divided into 6 geometrical areas 

equations using an explicit integrator (in this case the 
(figure 1). Each of those 6 contact areas and the whole 

central difference scheme). This is the main specific 
barrier has to stay within prescribed force vs deflection 

feature of crashworthiness analysis. 
curves of a calibration test against a rigid wall. 

Such simulation programs have been used for several 

............. ,.o.~ - ~oo years in the field of frontal crash analysis. Their application 
for side impact is more recent. (I)* 

Simulation Model 
As the impacting barrier is deformable, a specific 

modelisation of this part had to be done. Several kind of 
finite element and material laws have been tried until we 
could obtain a reasonably representative behaviour of the 
barrier. 

The results obtained with two modelisations are 
Figure 1. View and dimensions of the used barrier (dimensions presented later in the paper. Barrier number one has force vs 
in ram). 

deflection caracteristics that fit to the average values of the 

A few manufacturers propose such barriers realised with C.E.V.E. prescriptions. Barrier number two has been 

different technologies and materials. The one we used is a 
crushable foam version. The impact with the structure *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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recalibrated very precisely on an actual test against a rigid 
wall and accounts better for the actual behaviour during 
the impact of the car which is an even more complex 
phenomenon. 

~,0- 

~..........._... ...... 

The structural modelisation itself was more classical. We .~,~- ""’" ........... 

kept the model used for statical or dynamical analysis on the 
~,~- non-impacted side whereas the side of impact was remeshed                                               ~_~._ 

finer especially on the side frame and the floor. A model of 
both doors was also introduced on this side. 

Several contact definitions have been introduced in the 

model. The first series concern the interaction between the 
....... T ....... 7 ........ barrier and the structure. Some other contact areas were 

defined inside each door because the outer skin transmits 
Figure 3. Comparison of the relative deformation on the lower 

efforts to the inner parts once the doors get deformed. At last B-pillar between test and simulation for Model 1. 
some localised contacts have been foreseen between the 
doors and their environment. 

No special boundary conditions have been introduced on ............. 
the structure. The friction effect of the wheels on the ground ~. 
was compared to the average force of the barrier on the ~..,,’" 
vehicle and appeared to be of a smaller order of magnitude. 
In the same way the vertical reaction of the suspension was ,~,: ,I ’~ _-~_ r_,_..t .... checked to remain small compared with the inertial forces. 

The total number of elements, not including the barrier, is          ~.:~- 
14,700 (picture of the complete model in figure 2) and the 
computer time required for a 60 millisecond simulation is 
14 hours of C.P.U. time on a Cray XMP14 computer. 

Figure 4. Comparison of the relative deformation on the front 
door between test and simulation for Model 1. 

the top of the door body. Those points give a good 
representation of the side frame deformations. The 
differences between test and simulation are in both cases 
already fairly acceptable. _ 

Several checks have to be done on the numerical 
behaviour of the model itself. The main source of errors 
comes from uncomplete contact definition. The potential 
contacts must all be defined at the beginning. During the 
simulation, the structural deformation may induce some 
new interactions that are quite difficult to foresee consid- 
ering the initial shapes. 

Figure 2. View of the complete simulation model. Figure 5 illustrates those problems: it is the deformation 
of one section in the front door. The deformed shape of the 

Results and Comparison With door, for instance, has not much in common with the initial 

Experiment shape. The C.P.U. time used for the computation of those 
contacts becoming quite important, we could not afford to 

As we have seen before, in the field of crash analysis, the have too much contact definitions that were not actually 
cooperation between the testing and calculation team is useful. 
fundamental. This has to be done through physical We have improved the barrier model as explained before, 
modelisation assumptions that are to be validated by and completed the contact definition in the structural model 
experimental observations, until the physical behaviour was entirely satisfactory. 

For this simulation, we could get quite good results (Model 2) We are now going to analyse in a more detailed 
before any correlation of that kind (Model 1). Figure 3 way the results of that last simulation. 
represents the relative deformation measured between two The first interesting information is the comparison 
points on each side of the car. The first couple of points is between the speed of the barrier and the impacted car’s 

located in the lower part of the B-pillar (about 350 mm center of gravity. (figure 6 and 7) According to those curves, 
above the floor). The second points (figure 4) are at the front the impact ends at 75 millisecond when both the chariot and 
door about 100 mm in front of the B-pillar and 50 mm under the car reach the same speed of 8 meters per second. 
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t~ 

A second important element of comparison is the position t~" ~ 
and shape of the main plastic deformation areas in the 

/                                         structure. The four main features of this impact are the 

~ 
! [ 

~r 

following: 

I [ 
| ¯ The V-shape deformation of the B-pillar. 
I ¯ The deformation of the floor. 

I 
I I ¯ The collapse of the roof. 

| ¯ The crushing and bending of the doors. 

~ | I On all those points, the numerical simulation is found to 

I ~, 
be in very good agreement with experimental observations. I 

[ Figure 8 shows a side view of both deformed shapes. 
! ! ~ 

~ 

~ 

The relative deformations are, as expected, better than for 

i Model 1 (figure 9 and 10). But what is more interesting is 
I \ the comparison of the relative deformation speeds (figure 

11 and 12). The maximum value and shape of the curves are :~ 
I ~ 

’~ now very close to the experiment. It is obviously more 

| ~ ~.! difficult to obtain similar deformation speeds than just 

~ ..--"/’l 
similar deformations. 

I 
/ I Modelisation of the Occupant 

\ ~ As mentioned in the introduction, the interaction between 

~X. I the structure and occupant is very important in the case of 

"I 
side impact. The results presented in this part are the result 
of a cooperation with the Laboratory of Physiology and 

Figure 5. Initial shape and deformed shape at 40 ms of a front Biomechanics that provided us the required data for the 
~ door section, representation of the human body as exposed in the second 

sp,~ ( ,is ) part of this paper. 
The model we used is very near in its philosophy to the 

one developed in the context of the Composite Test Proce- 

~~.,.. dure, The body is represented by two segments one for the 12 ........... 
thorax and one for the pelvis. Each of those segments 

<~ ~o- "’" ....... consists of an undeformable interface element connected to 

~-~ t--¥1~ ....... i a simple physical model composed of one mass, two springs 
~. and one damper. The shape of the undeformable element is a 

portion of cylinder standing for the volume of the occupant. 
4- 

Besides, another physical system couples the masses of the 
thorax and pelvis. At last the system is fully guided in the 

-- 0 ........ r ..... r ..... r ....... , ........ r ....... ) ....... , ...... ) .... transverse direction. 
" 0     10     20     ~     40     59     ~     70 In the case we studied, the occupant model can be 

Figure6. Comparison ofthebarrierspeedbetweenexperiment considered in almost direct contact with the structure 
and simulation. 

(figure 13). That means that the inner door plastic parts have 
Speed ( I~ts ) 

not to be taken into account in the simulation. Any padding 
with a given deformation law could be integrated easily in 
this modelisation if necessary. 

Such a simulation is quite expensive in terms of 
computing time and is not suited for a general parametric 

10- 

,---- s~.~o~, study on the occupant model and interface conditions. This 
.............. L._~._._r.~t_ ..... ; is the field of the semi-empirical models developed in the 

~- 
...o~ 

second part of the paper. The simplifications introduced in 

~ ~- ..,’""" ..... 
" 

those last models can be studied and validated with the help 
of our complete finite-element simulation. 2- :-" 

~ (")              The results of the simulation are consistent with the 
0- ~" ~:~’.’- ................ I’-- I" I- ....... ff ..... I ....... I ....... | .... 

10 2o ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 z0 ~0               calibration information available for the occupant model 

Figure 7. Comparison of the car center of gravity speed 
considering the average speed of the interfaces during the 

between experiment and simulation, contact of the occupant and the structure. The maximum 
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Figure 8. Final structural deformation of the experiment and simulation. 



t b_orer. 

0 10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 70 

Figore 9. ~omparison of the relative deformation on the lower 

Figure 13. Side-view of the occupant model placed inside the 
structure. 

Figure 10. - -Comparison of the relative deformation on the front -.~..~ ........ ~ ..... ~ ....... ~ ....... ~ ....... r ...... ~ ....... , ..... 
door ~een test and simulation for Model 2. ~0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.~ ~’:, 

Figure 14. Contact force between the thorax and the structure. 

0 10 ZO ~9 4~ ~ ~ 70 

Figure 11. Comparison of the relative deformation speed on the ~e    :~,    ~0 ~ ~,:,    ~::    ?o 

lower B-pillar between test and simulation for Model 2. Figure 15. Contact force be~een the pelvis and the structure. 

~ force is 7 K~wton fo~ the thorax and 13 KNew[on fo£ 

+~-’~" ¯ 

.~, 
,,/:~~~ 

pelvis and is reached first on the pelvis. (figure 14 and 15) 

Simple physical model of the human being 

~,- , i---:s~.t~o~ , One of the major advantages of mathematical modeliza- 

~ ~ ~r.~ ~ tion is the capability of immediately integrating all the new 
~_ : ..., data produced by the biomechanical experiments. Similarly 

~_i[ ~~,~.... and instantaneously, the validation of the model can be 
checked out by simulating biomechanical tests with human 

~’- "~ ~ ~ ~ subjects, selected as being the best references available. 

-~+ .... ~0 ~ ...... ~n ..... 5~’ ........ ~’ ...... ~ r ....... ~ ~ ...... z0 n ....... ~ This is what has been ~erfo~e                                              d by    the Laborato~ o                 fPhy 

Fl~ur~ ~. e~a~n ~I ~, ~,1~ ~~n ~,~ ~n ~ 
ology and Biomechanics associated with Peugeot S.A./ 

front door between test and simulation for Model 2. Renault: 
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1. By performing special tests with human subjects, to Construction of the model 
obtain the necessary data which do not exist in bibliography To construct the model of the human being, we have used 
world-side. The characteristics of the coupling function be- the study by Robbins (2) on driving posture and the image of 

tween the thorax and the pelvis, for the essential provided by a 50-percentile human being scanned by a MRI system. 1 

the spinal column, were obtained by these new APR experi- Construction of the skeleton 

ments. The model issued from these experiments is shown The skeleton consists of the following 6 segments: 

below: C.G. head--Occipital condyles 

Occipital condyles--C6/T1 

~ C6/T 1--T8iT9 
k o 

T8/T9--T 12/L 1 

T 12/L 1--Sacrum 

Sacrum--Point H 

The mass and centre of gravity for each segment is de- 

~ 
I 

fined on the basis of the work by McConville (3). 

4AWe Definition of ellipses 

C3 kS Prakimod is a simple global behaviour model, and for 

K~r9 I 
~-’-l._.- 

| each contact with an ellipse there is only one possible 

deformation. 

This being so, it is preferable to increase the number of 
!,L?_ 

ellipses to refine the model’s behaviour. - 
k3                                     We therefore defined the following ellipses: 

2. By validating the mathematical model of the human Ellipse Center 

being thus obtained, with reference to highly conventional (transverse axis) 

available data, such as those obtained from already old Shoulder T3 

experiments such as those of the HSRI (7) for the thorax, Arm 

Hard upper thorax T6/T5 and INRETS for the pelvis (8), or very recent experiments 
Hard middle thorax T8/T9 

performed by G.M. (1). 
Hard lower thorax T10 

The mathematical modelization can be used to simulate 
Soft thorax T11/T 12 

various occupant configurations. For example, the thorax 
Upper abdomen L2 

can be covered or uncovered by the arm, the mass of the Lower abdomen L5 
occupant can vary, the skeletal resistance, which depends Pelvis 
on the age and activity of the users can also vary. Iliac wing Iliac wing 

The model presented herein represents the configuration Ischium Ischium 

for which the existing data are the most numerous, i.e. the Since the human being scanned by RMI is in reclining 
"uncovered thorax". A complementary experimental pro- position, we used the work by Robbins (1) to apply a rota- 

gram is now in course to enable the CCMC to modelize the tion movement to each segment of the spinal column corre- 

"thorax covered by the ann" configuration. Further details sponding to the sitting position (figure 16). 

can be found in reference (5). 

Modelling of the human being in side impacts 

with Prakimod ! ~,. 

The object of this study is an initial modelling of the 

human being in side impacts, by means of the 2-dimensional 

model Prakimod (Peugeot Renault Accident Kinematics , 

Model (4)). 

This model will first be validated on the basis of the 

impactor tests by Mr. Viano (1) performed on cadavers at                        . 

different speeds. 
11 g thi th ti ti f th Fo owin s, ma ema cal simula on o e structure 

in side impacts will be adopted as input data. Figure 16. Construction of the model. 
This will allow complete simulation of a global impact, 

from the car structure to the human being. , MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
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Validation will allow definition of the behaviour of the 
thorax, abdomen and pelvis, by means of Viand impactor 
tests (1). 

/ No data is at present available for characterization of the 
shoulder and a~ behaviour, so that only the behaviour of 
the thorax will be modelled. 0 ~0 ~0 ~0 40 BO 80 

T~me (~) 
Three cu~es were selected according to Viand parame- 

ters to validate the model response to: deflection versus         ~.~ 
time; V.C. versus time; Load versus time.                       _ ~.~ 

Simulation of the thorax (figures 17, 18, 19) 

u    ,~ ~ ~, 
- ~ Figure 18. Dynamic response of the thorax for lateral impacts 

x¢¢e; at 6.7 m/s. Comparison of model with Viano data. 

~ CORRX.                                                    0               ~0              20              ~0              40              ~0              ~0 

0 iO     ~0     30     40     50     80 

Figure 17. D~namic response of the thorax for lateral impacls 
al 4.42 m/s. Comparison of model with Viano dala. 0 ~0 ~0 ~ 40 50 

Info~ation is available from impactor tests perfo~ed in 
the "driver" position, i.e., without inte~osed a~. The 
impactor is centred on a 7.5 cm axis under the middle of the 
sternum. The impactor diameter is 150 mm and it weighs 
23.4 kg. 

Three impact velocities are available, 4.5, 6.7 and 9.4 
m/s, with five tests for each velocity. 

For thoracic deflection and V.C., the model behaves very 
well for all three velocities. 

~o    ~o 

On the other hand, for load versus time, the model goes Figure ~ g. Dynamic response of the thorax for lateral impacts 
slightly beyond the co~idor for all velocities, at g.4 m/s. Comparison of model with Viand data. 
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Simulation of the abdomen (figures 20, 21, 22) 

200 IL=O ~-- a 

....... ~, 

,~ 
~..... 

- ........ ~ ~ eo 

o     ~o    ~o 

T~ ~1 

0 
0       I,O      ~0      SO      40      ~0      aO 

Tim (m) 

o Figure 21. Dynamic response of the abdomen for lateral im- 
o ~o    go    so    4o ~o eo 

T~e (~m) pacts at 6.8 m/s. Comparison of model with Viano data. 

Figure 20. Dynamic response of the abdomen at 4.8 m/s. 
Comparison of model with Viano data. The model performs well in deflection, but under load, on 

the other hand, it exceeds the two corridors. 
The test conditions are identical to those for the thorax 

except that the impactor is located on an axis 15 cm below Validation conclusions 
the middle of the sternum. 

Three impactor velocities are available, 4.8, 6.8 and 9.4 For the thorax, the abdomen and the pelvis, the Prakimod 

m/s. model behaves well in terms of deflection and V.C., and 
In terms of deflection and V.C., the model performs well although the responses for load versus time are less satisfac- 

by comparison with real tests, but in terms of load it goes tory they are nevertheless not too far from the corridors. 
beyond the corridors for the velocities of 4.8 and 6.8 m/s, 

With reference to the work by Viano (1), V.C. is one of the and on the other hand is slightly below the corridors for the 
9.4 m/s velocity, b~st injury criteria for side impacts, and in this case the 

model is biologically faithful in terms of deflection and V.C. 
Simulation of the pelvis (figures 23, 24) However, if we want perfectly to simulate the human being, 

other tests would have to be performed to understand the Same impactor configuration as for the previous tests, 
with the impactor centred on the greater trochanter, more complex mechanisms of behaviour of:the human be- 

Two impact velocities are available, 5.2 and 9.8 m/s. ing’s body areas. 
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~,so 
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4 T~me ~) 
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~ 

~ ............ 

T~ 1~1                                          0 
20      30      40      50      80 

s .... 

0 
0 ~0 ~0     ~0     40     ~     80 0 

T2~ ~) 0 ~0 20 30 40 80 80 
T2~ ~s) 

Figure 22. Dynamic response of the abdomen for lateral im- 
pacts at 9,4 m/s. Comparison of model with Viano data, 

Figure 23, Dynamic response of the pelvis for lateral impacts at 
On the other hand, to characterize the whole human be- 9.2 m/s, Comparison of the model with Viano data. 

ing, we lack data concerning the behaviour of the shoulder 

and inte~osed a~, at different velocities, diameter 150 mm. Such tests seem unsuitable in te~s of 

impacting area in relation to the defo~ed car door area. It 
Simulation of a global side impact seems probably that tests perfo~ed by a larger impactor 

The input data for this modelling exercise are as follows: would be more representative of a car door impact. 

¯ Transverse acceleration of the car body; General Conclusions for Mathematical 
¯ Defo~ation of the car door versus time in the Modelling 

dummy plane. 
This study enabled an initial complete simulation of a 

This data is obtained directly from the structural simula- 
side impact, with first a simulation of the st~cture and 

tion perfo~ed using a l-dimensional dummy. Since the second a simulation of the human being. 
dummy used has 2 pa~s, the sufface-indefo~able thorax Note that the dummy used for structural simulation is 
and pelvis, and knowing that the Prakimod model covers the greatly simplified in shape and behaviour (1 dimension) and 
whole human being, by an initial approximation we can that validation of the 2-dimensional Prakimod model is 

adopt a defo~ation point for the thorax and a point for the based on tests peffo~ed on an impactor which has an 

pelvis ~d we can liken the car door to a straight line be- apparently small surface area by comparison with the area 

tween those two points, of the impacting car door. However, this study shows the 

feasibility of mathematical models as a tool for research and 
Results (figures 25, 26, 27) development work in the study of side impacts. 

The results of this simulation in te~s of deflection seem To continue this work, st~ctural simulation should be 

to be high, approximately 200 mm for the thorax and 180 performed directly on a dummy defined along three 

mm for the pelvis. This can be explained by the Viano dimensions, but at present insufficient data is available 

reference impactor test configuration, using a cylinder of concerning these three dimensions for the human being. 
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Figure 26. Segments kinematics of the global simulation. Figure 27. Kinematics of the global simulation. 

Side Impact Subsystem Thoracic Impactor Evaluation 

Donald T. Willke, Michael W. Monk, Three series of tests were performed using the device on 

Joseph S. Kanianthra, nine vehicle models that were previously crash tested. The 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, data from these tests wcrc analyzed to determine the de- 

United States vice’s capability to distinguish between padded and unpad- 
ded doors, and to distinguish performance differences in 

Abstract car/door/side structure designs. Subsystem test results were 
also compared to full-scale side impact crash test results. 

In January, 1988, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) issued a Notice of Proposed Introduction 
Rulemaking (NPRM) for side impact protection. In this 

notice, the Agency proposed that the level of side impact The topic of testing to assess thoracic injury in side 

protection in passenger cars be assessed through full-scale impacts has received a great deal of interest in the last 
several years. An earlier study performed at the National crash testing. The NHTSA has conducted extensive re- 

search, as has the vehicle safety community in the U.S.A. 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Vehicle 
Research and Test Center (VRTC), investigated the feas- 

and in Europe, to explore the use of subsystem testing for 
ibility of performing subsystem, or component, level tests 

assessing side protection in passenger cars. for this purpose (1).* Upon comparison, it was found that 
This paper presents the findings from a study conducted the component test results indicated the same benefit from 

to evaluate the thoracic subsystem test device and associ- added padding to the inner door as crash tests, but were 
ated test procedures, developed by the Motor Vehicle Manu- different from full-scale crash test results in discrimination 
facturers Association of America (MVMA), for use in as- among production vehicles. 
sessing side impact protection in vehicles. In the tests During fiscal year 1985, the Motor Vehicle Manu- 
conducted by the NHTSA’s Vehicle Research and Test Cen- facturer’s Association (MVMA) sponsored the 
ter (VRTC), the MVMA thoracic impactor was tested for its development of a thoracic subsystem test device and its 

ability to produce thoracic responses for injury assessment associated test procedures. For the study of this paper, this 

and for its capability to differentiate between padded and device was borrowed and installed at-the VRTC. An 

unpadded doors. These tests included testing of cars fix- 
tured to the floor as well as testing of doors in a frame. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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evaluation of the device and test procedures has sub- interior of all of the doors at the same pre-determined speed. 

sequently been completed (2). For one vehicle, the door was replaced following an unpad- 

This paper reviews the test procedure developed at the ded test, and a padded test was conducted. From these tests, 

VRTC for this program. This includes outlining the test the ability of the device to distinguish between padded and 
objectives, defining test parameters to meet these objec- unpadded doors, and to distinguish between different vehi- 
tives, and presenting the matrix of tests conducted. Also cles when tested at the same speed was determined. In 
included is a comparison of the results from tests performed addition, exterior crush force/deflection data were collected 
using different test methodologies, for each vehicle. These were used in developing a velocity 

adjustment procedure based upon the side structural 
Objective strength of a vehicle. 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the MVMA Test Series Number 2, similar to the first series, also used 

Thoracic Impactor and its associated procedures. This the full body of the vehicles. The impact velocity was deter- 

required the development of additional test procedures and mined separately for each car, using the velocity adjustment 

parameters by the VRTC. It included an evaluation of the procedure developed from the exterior crush data obtained 

impactor on its ability to produce responses that could be in the first series of tests. From these tests, the ability of the 

used in thoracic injury assessment, subsystem approach to distinguish between good and poor 
door/side structure designs were determined. Also, a com- 

Test Procedure Development parison of these test results to those of the corresponding 
crash tests was made. 

Test objectives Finally, a third series of tests was done which essentially 

In order to develop a test procedure and a matrix of tests, followed the subsystem test procedure suggested by the 
it was necessary to establish the goals of the testing. First, MVMA. This included mounting the doors in a rigid frame, 

a test device and procedure should be capable of distin- performing a pre-crush on each, and impacting them at the 
guishing between padded and unpadded door conditions. In same pre-determined velocity as in series 1. With these 
addition, they should be able to differentiate among various tests, a comparison of the door-in-frame and the full-body 
cars and between good and poor door/side structure designs, subsystem approaches was made. 
A test matrix was developed to determine how well the The vehicles selected for testing were those for which the 
MVMA device and procedures could accomplish these Agency has crash test data. Several vehicle models had been 
functions, tested, both by the NHTSA and the MVMA, under the same 

Another test objective was to compare the results of the conditions (as specified in the NPRM for Side Impact Pro- 
subsystem tests with those of full-scale crash tests. This tection, issued January 1988). From these, the cars selected 
involved defining subsystem test parameters to simulate the for subsystem testing were as follows: 
crash environment as nearly as possible. This objective also 4-door Chevrolet Celebrity 
made it necessary to select vehicles for testing which had 4-door Chevrolet Citation 
previously been crash tested. 2-door Dodge 400 

The suggested MVMA subsystem test procedure called 2-door Ford Granada 
for mounting the door in a rigid frame. Previous subsystem 4-door Plymouth Horizon 
test programs done at the VRTC utilized the full body of 4-door Ford LTD 
the vehicle, thereby testing not only the door but the 4-door structurally modified Ford LTD 
surrounding side structure. A comparison of these methods 2-door Volkswagen Rabbit 
was of interest. Therefore, tests were planned to make this 2-door Chevrolet Spectrum 
comparison. 

Finally, door-to-occupant contact velocities in crash tests Impact and pre-crush location 

may relate to some door/side structure property, such as Foreach vehicle in each series of tests, it was necessary to 

stiffness. If this is true, then the impact velocities used for determine certain test parameters. These include the impact 

the subsystem tests should be dependent upon this property, location on the interior of the door, the location of the 

Therefore, force/deflection data from exterior static crush exterior pre-crush, and the extent of this pre-crush. The 

tests were collected for all doors tested, whether mounted in impact velocities used were also determined. This included 

the vehicle body or in the frame, determining the velocity for the first and third series of tests, 
as well as developing a velocity adjustment procedure for 

Testing determining the individual velocities for the second test 

To achieve the objectives outlined in the previous section, series. 

three series of tests were conducted. Test Series Number 1 Since the full-body tests were to be compared to the crash 

utilized the full body of each vehicle tested. These tests tests, the impact location on the inner door for each of these 

included fixturing the cars to the floor, performing an exteri- tests should match that impacted by the SID in the corre- 

or pre-crush on each door/side structure, and impacting the sponding crash test, as determined from crash test photogra- 
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phy. The vertical line containing the center of the SID rib- Impact Velocity 
cage was located from each crash test. The impact for the One of the potentially critical test parameters to be deter- 
corresponding subsystem test was centered on this line (see mined was impact velocity. In crash tests, the moving bar- 
table 1) and located such that the impactor face hit just 

rier velocity was the same for each test. The actual contact 
below the window opening of the door. 

velocity between the door and the occupant may be a func- 

Table 1. Impact and pre-crush locations,                       tion of the moving barrier velocity and the integrity of the 

struck vehicle’s side structure. A good design appears to 
~ Horizontal Imoact Locations*     I Vertical 
! ~11 Body ~ Door-In-Fr~e I Fre-Crush reduce this contact velocity more than a poor design, there- 
I I Impact & Locations # 

Vehicle I Immaet I Pre-Crush I Pre-Crush - all rests by offering a greater degree of occupant protection. 

Celebrity 7" 9.5" 8.5" 4.5" In a subsystem test, however, the impact velocity must be 
Citation 6" 8.5" 7.8" 4.8" determined prior to testing. If all vehicles are tested at the 
Dodge 400 21" 23.6" 22.5" 5.6" 

G .... ~ 18.5. 21. 22.5- 4.5- same speed, benefits from superior door design may not be 
aorizon 7.5" 10" 11.3" 5.2" evident. Ideally, the impact velocity in a subsystem test LTD 5.5" 8" 11.5" 5.9" 

Rabbit: 11.5" 14" 15.5" 5.7" would vary from vehicle to vehicle, being representative of Spectrum 10.8" 13.2" 17.3" 5.8" 
the actual contact velocity that would occur in a crash test of 

* distance forward of the lower rear corner of t:he window opening 
# distance from bottom edge of crusher face above lower rear the particular vehicle. Determining these contact velocities 

corner of closed front: door is not trivial. 
Nine vehicles, listed previously, that had been crash 

It was also necessary to specify the location of the pre- tested were selected for subsystem testing with the MVMA 
crush for each car. Normally, the pre-crush would be cen- thoracic impactor. An attempt was made to determine the 
tered on the same vertical line as the impact. In the first door-to-occupant contact velocity for each test. Dummy rib 
series of tests, several additional tests were conducted (not and spinal acceleration data from the crash tests were used 
reported here) in which impacts were centered farther for- 

to determine the time of door-to-occupant contact. Struck 
ward on the same door, for the same pre-crush. This re- 

door accelerations were used to determine door velocities at 
quired that the pre-crush be centered 2.5" (64 mm) forward 

contact. The struck door accelerometers were placed in a 
of the impact centerline (see table 1). The one padded test 

performed on the replaced door used the same pre-crush and 
very severe environment in the crash tests, so it was not 

unusual for the data from these instruments to contain 
impact locations as the corresponding unpadded test. In 

order to allow for comparisons, the pre-crush location used anomalies. Since the use of these data was rather subjective, 

for each car in the first series of full-body tests was also used and since the results were scattered, the door accelerometer 

in the second series of full-body tests, information was not used to determine contact speeds for 

The vertical location of the crusher face was determined individual cars, but was only used to determine a general 

using the suggested MVMA procedure. The bottom edge of range and overall average for contact velocities. This aver- 

this face was positioned 15.7" (400 mm) above the ground age contact velocity was found to be 18 mph (29 km/h), and 

surface reference plane for the vehicle being tested. Using was used as the impact velocity for the first series of full- 

the lower rear coruer of the closed front door as a reference, body tests and the series of door-in-frame tests. 

this position was found from the standard MVMA specifi- For the second series of full-body tests, it was still neces- 

cations for each vehicle (see table 1). sary to derive an individual contact speed for each of the 
The longitudinal interior impact and exterior pre-crush cars, for use in a correlation with exterior crush properties. 

locations for the door-in-frame tests were found differently Peak rib and spinal velocities from the crash tests were more 
than for the full-body tests. Since only one test was done per reliable and more consistent than the door velocities. Unfor- 
door, the impactor was centered on the vertical centerline of tunately, these velocities differ from the actual contact ve- 
the crusher face. As in the suggested MVMA procedure, the 

locities by rebound velocities and variations in the velocity 
crusher face was positioned such that its vertical centerline 

during the loading on the dummy that are not easily deter- 
passed through the mid-seat H-point. In cases where the 

mined. The rebound velocities are probably not constant 
crusher face was within 3" (75 mm) of the door opening, the 

from one vehicle to the next, although assuming them to be 
crusher face was moved to achieve this minimum clearance 

so may lead to predicting reasonable contact velocities. 
(see table 1). The vertical pre-crush and impact locations 

were determined in the same manner as for the full-body Dummy rib and spinal peak velocities from each crash 

tests, test were used as possible independent variables in the 

The extent of the pre-crush was determined from the STEPWlSE routine of the Statistical Analysis System 

MVMA proposed subsystem test procedure. An exterior (SAS). These are listed in table 2 and were defined as 

crush of 9.1" (230 mm) was applied to all doors/side struc- follows: 

tures. Once extended, the crusher face was held in this RIBV--peak average rib velocity 

extended position throughout the conduct of the dynamic SPINEV--peak average spinal velocity 

test. Inner panel displacements were also monitored for all The dependent variables for these regressions were taken 

tests, from the static force/deflection data obtained from the exte- 
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rior pre-crush performed on each vehicle in the first full- 
body test series. These were the stiffness (average slope of ~. 
the rising portion of the force/deflection curve), peak force, 
and static crush energy from each car (area under the rising 
portion of the static force/deflection curve, ie. not the dy- 
namic crush energy seen in a crash test). These are also ~ ~s- 

listed in table 2. ~ a~- 

Table 2. Crash test velocities and exterior crush results SAS _~ 
=4- 

variables. ~ =~ _ 
I Indevendent Variables I           Dependent Varfables 

Vehicle I RIBV ~ SPINEV I Stiffness I Peak Force Crush Energy 2~- 
I (’mvh) I (mvh~ I (Ib/in) I (Ib~ (ft-lb) 

21- 
Celebrity 22.4 25.7 920 7580 3252 

Citation 24.7 27.1 904 7744 3624 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

Dodge 400 25.3 26.1 777 6793 3228 

Granada 23.6 26.7 947 7606 3245 Figure 1. Stiffness/velocity regression. 

Horizon       24.6          27. I           690           6962     I      3516 
Table 3. Adjusted velocities--regression results. 

bas LTD       22.5          26.0           774           6548            2911 
Actual l Predicted I Predicted 

rood LTD 19.5 21.6 1770 13,382 5308 Stiffness Spinal I Spinal I Contact 
Rabbit 25.5 27.2 666 6119 2903 Vehicle (ib/in) Velocity I Velocity l Velocity 

Spectrum 24.8 29.6 633 5768 2956 

Celebrity      920         25.7         26.2          17.9 

STEPWISE was run using the data described above. Only citation 904 27.1 26.3 18.0 
one variable model was considered since there were a rela- 

tively small number of data points. When stiffness (STIFF) 
Dodge 400 777 26.1 27.0 18.5 

and peak force (FORCE) were used as dependent variables, Granada 947 26.7 26.1 17.9 

the highest correlations existed with peak spinal velocities. Horizon 690 27.1 27.5 18.8 

Although stiffness and peak force produced the same coeffi- bes 
cient of determination when correlated with peak spinal 

mod LTD 1770 21.6 21,6 14.8 
velocity (r2 = 0.81), stiffness was chosen as being more 

representative of the entire exterior crush event than peak Rabbit 666 27.2 27.6 18.9 

force. Thus, spinal velocities could be predicted from the Spectru= 633 29.6 27.8 19.0 
I stiffness of a vehicle’s door/side structure by the following I I I I 

relationship: average I XXX [ 26.3 [ 26.3 I 18.0 

SPINEV = 31.28 - 0.00549(STIFF) 
Padding 

where STIFF is in lb/in and SPINEV is in mph. The MVMA thoracic impactor was evaluated to deter- 
The line predicted by this relationship is shown in figure mine its ability to distinguish between padded and un- 

1, along with the actual data points from the nine cars tested, padded door conditions. The padding selected for use was 

Note that this regression was heavily influenced by the that used in the MVMA MDB-to-Ford LTD crash tests (4). 

rightmost data point (modified LTD). Using this equation, a This was ArCel padding, manufactured by the ARCO 

predicted spinal velocity was calculated for each car (see Chemical Company, and had a nominal density of 21b/in3 

table 3). As mentioned previously, spinal velocity differs 
(32 kg/m3). 

The results of the crash tests of Reference 4 indicated that 
from the actual contact velocity by some rebound velocity, this padding was too stiff, thereby not offering as much 
Based on the approximation that rebound velocity was a protection to the occupant as was possible. Softening the 
constant percentage of the spinal velocity, contact veloc- padding, to a point, would reduce the impact severity. Be- 
ities were estimated by normalizing the predicted spinal yond that point, when the padding becomes too soft, impact 

velocities to the average contact velocity of 18 mph (29 km/ severity increases. A limited attempt was then made to 

h). These predicted contact velocities, also listed in table 3, determine this "optimum" stiffness. 

were used as the impact speeds for the second series of full- First, an 18 mph (29 km/h) test was done into a rigid 

body tests. [Crash test data obtained since the completion of 
surface, recording both small and large mass accelerations, 
as well as the relative deflection between the two masses. A 

this study indicated that an impact velocity of 22 to 25 mph second test, also at 18 mph (29 km/h), was done into a 3" (76 
(35 to 40 kph) may have been more appropriate (3). While mm) thick piece of 8" X 12" (203 × 305 mm) ArCel pad- 
this would have increased the response levels, the relative ding. The peak accelerations and relative deflections from 
difference between the cars would not necessarily change.] these tests are compared in table 4. The padding produced a 
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significant decrease in the small and large mass peak accel- 

erations, as well as in the relative deflection, over the rigid 

impact (41%. 44%. and 9%. respectively). 

Table 4. Padding stiffness results 18 mph. 

I _ Ac~leratio __(g~_ I Relative 
Impact ~ ~ I Deflection 

Rigid I 171.4 1 83.6 I 2°97 

Padding I i01~ 3 [ 47. i I 2.70 

Padding I [ 
With ~ 66.4 I     45.3     I 2.67 Figure 2. Overview of test 

Holes I I 
system tests performed for the MVMA (5). This device was 

A second piece of ArCel padding was also tested at 18 adjustable to achieve the desired vertica~ position for the 

mph (29 km/h). It had the same exterior dimensions as the crush plate. The entire pre-crush apparatus could also be 
first, but had nine 7/~,, (22 mm) holes drilled through it adjusted laterally relative to the car (left to right in the 
vertically. These holes were intended to reduce the effective photo). 
stiffness of the padding. The results of this test are also listed A frame was built to support and posmon the impactor 
in table 4. The large mass peak acceleration and relative itself, shown in the left side of figure 2o The [’rame allowed 
deflection remained essentially unchanged from the prew- 

the impactor to reach into and across the width of the tested 
ous padding test. but the small mass response showed anoth- 

car and be easily moved out of the way to allow vehicle 
er sizable decrease (34%). 

installation. The impactor was mounted on a triangular 
Because the small mass acceleration decreased, this re- 

frame and was adjustable vertically. The triangular frame 
duced stiffness padding represented an improvemem over 

the original padding. It was recognized that an even softer 
was attached to a rectangular sub-frame by means of linear 

padding might be closer to the "’optimum" stiffness when bearings, which permitted movemem of the impac~or 

mounted to an actual door since the door acts as a spring in and out of the vehicle being tested. The triang alar frame and 

series with the padding. However. this was intended to be a impactor were secured prior ~o performing a test. l~he rec- 

limited investigation, so the reduced stiffness padding de- tangular sub-frame was also capable of limited adjustmem 

scribed above was selected for use in the padded full-body in the longitudinal direction relative to the car I in and out of 

test. the page). 

H ardware 
Finally, a frame was built for mourmng the doors tested 

tsee figure 3). The doors mounted to two posts by Iheir 

In order to perform the required tests, support hardware hinges and latches/striker pins. The periphery of the doors 
for the impactor was needed. This included a frame to sup- was also supported along the bothm~ and sides by memos of 
port the impactor, a pre-crush device, a means to secure the 

bars mounted in a backup frame. These st~ ppor~s ~imulated 
car to the ground in the full-body tests, and a frame to mount 

~he door opening of the vehicle, excep~ that ~hey were ri~ id. 
the doors for the door-in-frame tests. 

Figure 2 gives an overview of the hardware. The vehicles 

were positioned between parallel I-beams which were bolt- 

ed to the floor. Raised off of their suspension, the cars 

attached to cross-horses at both the front and rear bumper 

mount locations. These cross-horses fastened to the 

I-beams. To further reduce body movement, chains were 

added in line with the direction of crush. Early tests indi- 

cated that this method of secunng the vehicles results in 

essentially no general body movement during the pre-crush 

phase of testing. 

The pre-crushes were accomplished with the apparatus 

shown to the right in figure 2. Powered by a servo- 

controlled hydraulic pump. a 4" diameter piston pushed ~he 

crush plate into the side of the vehicle being tested. This was 

a cast aluminum plate identical to the one used in the sub- Figure 3. Door frame fixture. 
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Impactor Calibration 
The MVMA Thoracic Impactor was a two mass system 

/ \ connected by a spring/damper element. A schematic view of 
the impactor is shown in figure 4. The spring/damper 
element was actually composed of two parts, a cylindrical 
Urethane main "spring" between the two masses and a 
conical secondary "spring". Upon impact, the small mass 

\ 
moved toward the large mass, thereby compressing the 
Urethane spring. After about 1 inch (25 mm) of relative 
deflection, compression of the conical spring began. This 

continued for the rest of the stroke between the two masses, 
for a total of about 3.2 inches (81 mm). These springs were 
a major factor in determining the dynamic response char- 
acteristics of the impactor. 

oo 50 100    150 200 250 300 350 400 450 50.0 

Time (rnsec) 

Figure 5. 1 m calibration--urethane spring system. 

Figure 4. MVMA thoracic impactor. 

The impactor was to meet the force/time and peak relative 
deflection corridors established from the one and two meter 
cadaver drop tests performed by Association Peugeot- \’ 
Renault (APR) (6), and normalized by Krause (7). There- 
fore, calibration impacts were performed into a rigid surface 
at both the 1 and 2 meter drop speeds (9.91 and 14.01 mph-- o 

20 o 25.0 3~o 3~o 40,0 15.95 and 22.55 km/h, respectively). The force/time 
histories from these calibration tests, as compared to the 
APR corridors, are shown in figures 5 and 6. At the lower 

Figure 6. 2 m calibration--urethane spring system. 

speed, the resulting force curve followed the corridor fairly 
done previously (see figure 7). The peak relative deflection 

well during the loading portion, but reached a peak about 
for this test was 1.37" (34.8 mm), which was closer to the 

350 lbs (159 kg) above the upper limit of the corridor. At the desired range, but still high. The 2 meter drop speed test 
2 meter drop speed, the resulting force curve stayed within resulted in the force versus time curve shown in figure 8. 
the corridor for essentially the entire event. These results There was quite a difference from the original curve, with an 
were similar to those obtained by the MVMA from earlier exaggerated center hump, peaking about 300 lbs (136 kg) 
testing, higher than the original. Peak relative deflection for this test 

The peak relative deflections measured for these tests was 2.39" (60.7 mm), slightly lower than the original, but 
were 1.40" and 2.43" (35.6 and 61.7 mm), respectively. The still half an inch over the specification. 
calibration ranges for these values were as follows: Throughout all testing, two conical springs were torn, and 

1 meter--l.06 to 1.30" (26.9 to 33.0 mm) 
a third damaged. A brief investigation led to the finding that 
the cone would deteriorate gradually from the inside 

2 meter--l.54 to 1.85" (39.1 to 47.0 mm) surface. This degradation would become evident, if 

As can be seen, the device did not meet the peak inspected, after very few impacts, but many were required 

deflection criterion established, to actually tear the cone. The severity of the impacts would 

After the previously described tests were performed, as determine the actual number it could withstand. 

well as many others, the impactor was disassembled and 
Test Methodology Comparison 

inspected. It was found that the conical spring was torn 
nearly in half at its mid-length. This spring was replaced and Test results 
the calibration tests were repeated. The 1 meter drop speed The most crucial aspect of this program was to evaluate the 
test produced a force versus time trace very similar to that ability of the device and its associated procedures to assess 
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the thoracic injury potential of vehicles. This included per- 
forming three series of tests, two using the full body of the 
vehicles, the third testing the doors mounted in a fixture. In 
addition, one padded test was done to estimate the benefit 
from 3" (76 mm) of ArCel padding, using the impactor. The 
results from the three series of tests are listed in tables 5 
through 7. 

¯ 

oo 50 ~00 150 2o 0 250 30o 350 400 

Figure 8. 2 m calibration--urethane spring system. 

Comparison of Results 
Padding effects.--Baseline and padded Granada tests 

were conducted. The purpose of these was to estimate the 
,~, benefit from 3" (76 mm) of ArCel padding, using the impac- 

,~o~ 20° 2so 3°° tor. The peak accelerations, peak relative deflections, and 
peak Viscous Criterion (8), or V’C, for these two tests are 

Figure 7. 1 m calibration--urethane spring system, compared in table 5. Overlay plots of these responses for the 

Note the relative deflection between the large and small two tests are shown in figures 10 through 13. Note that the 

masses as shown in figure 9. Frequently, this deflection largest peak of the baseline small mass acceleration oc- 

~ flattened near the peak. Since this happened at various lev- curred at about 60 msec. This was due to the small mass 

els of deflection, it was not due to overscaling the instru- rebounding into the large mass and was therefore not con- 

ments or data acquisition components. Both peak accelera- sidered to be the peak small mass response. In summary, 3" 

tions and peak velocity occur prior to this flattening. (76 mm) of ArCel padding had the following effect on the 

Table 5. MVMA thoracic impactor test results full-body test series No. 1--18 mph. 

.~ Actual Peak Acceterat ion TTI Peak 
¯ ~’ Test Impact ( ) Retative VC(max) 

Vehicte Nt~nl~er VeLocity sm mass tg mass age age age Deftection 
~mph~) ~rib~) (T12;1 0 23 41 ~in~) (msec) (m/sec) (msec) 

CeLebrity P25018 18.0 118.6 44.4 81.5 113.7 138.9 2.48 27.000 1.035 22.625 

~ citation P25001 17.7 94.2 41.4 67.8 100.0 125.2 2.35 30.625 0.747 15.375 

Dodge ~,00 P25006 17.9 55.2 ~8.8 52.0 84.2 109.~ 2.58 34.250 0.871 26.250 

Granada P25013 18.0 71.7 51.3 61.5 93.7 118.9 2.60 35.125 0.973 20.625 
(base&ine) 

Granada P25017 18.0 43.0 31.2 37.1 69.3 94.5 2.18 39.250 i 0.426 32.375 
(padded)* 

Horizon P25011 18.0 92.8 35.7 64.3 96.5. 121.7 2.22 32.500 i 0.763 27.875 

bas LTD P25019 17.9 72.5 50.6 61.6 93.8 119.0 2.63 32,125 ! 1.279 19,875 

~ mod LTD P25020 17.8 73.7 53.3 63.5 95.7 120.9 2.67 29.625 1.307 17.625 

Rabbit P25021 18.0 77.3 59.2 68.3 100,5 125.7 2.67 30.750 1.237 18.250 

* Granada padded test was done on a new door and at the same tocation as Granada unpadded test, 
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Table 6. MVMA thoracic impactor test results fixtured door tests~18 mph. 

Actua| Peak Acceteration TT] Peak 
Test Impact (~1) Retat{ve VC(max) 

Veh|cte Nt~ber Vetocity sm mass tg mass age age age Deftection 
(m~h) (rib) (T12) 0 23 41 {in) i (msec) (m/sec) (msec) 

Cetebrity P25036 18.1 113.9 50.5 82.2 114.4 139.6 2.83 26.750 1.202 20.625 

Citation P25038 18.0 116.1 46.0 81.1 113.3 138.5 2.88 22.875 1.361 17.500 

Dodge 400 P25030 17.7 53.2 35.6 44.4 76.6 101.8 1.66 38.750 0.384 15.250 

Granada P25028 17.7 48.2 33.2 40.7 72.9 98.1 1.38 36.250 0.250 14.000 

Horizon P25039 18.0 96.0 44.8 70.4 102.6 127.8 2.51 33.000 0.733 15.000 

LTD P25040 18.0 83.0 41.3 62.2 94.4 119.6 2.21 32.625 0.533 13.500 

Rabbit P25031 18.0 127.2 63.4 95.3 127.5 152.7 2.81 22.250 1.292 16.000 

Spectrum P25035 18.1 73.9 40.4 57.2 89.4 114.6 1.94 34.500 0.524 14.000 

Table 7. MVMA thoracic impactor test results full-body test series No. 2mad usted velocities. 

Impact Vetocity Peak Accetenation TTI Peak Crash 
Test (mph) ~ I) Re|at|re VC(Bax) Tests 

Vehicle Iitlltber s ~ rues; |g mass age age age Deftect|on TT! 
intended actust rib) (T12) 0 23 41 (in) (maec) (m/sec) (msec) a~le=O 

Cetebrity P25045 17.9 17.86 11.g 39.9 75.9 108.1 133.3 2.40 30.625 0.827 26.625 79.0 

Citation P25044 18.0 17.97 80.9 43.8 62.4 94.~ 119.8 2.7O 32.750 0.875 23.125 89.5 

Dodge 400 P25046 18.5 18.36 90.4 42.7 66.6 98.8 124.0 2.51 36.375 0.867 27.375 118.5 

Granada P25051 17.9" 22.63* 19.4 92.4 05.9 138.1 163.3 2.92 23.000 1.733 19.875 102.5 

#orizon P25049 18.8 18.97 00.9 41.? 71.3 103.5 128.7 2.66 30.125 1.0% 25.250 111.5 

bee LTD P25050 18.5 18.40 66.8 54.5 60.7 92.g 118.1 2.77 24.125 1.287 19.000 98.5 

mad LTD P25054 14.8 14.78 56.2 38.5 47.4 79.6 104.8 2.28 32.625 0.613 27.000 83.5 

Rabbit P25047 18.9 18.74 68.5 61.9 65.2 97.4 122.6 2.73 25.375 1.242 19.875 115.5 - 

Spectrum P25048 19.0 19.07 74.2 61.5 67.9 100.1 125.3 2.84 24.375 1.350 19.125 83.5 

* test intent|ona~|y conducted at s higher speed~ as discussed in the ~Co~llpar|son of FuLl- and Sub-System. Approaches~ section. 

responses measured by the impactor: peak small mass and V’C, static crush curves, and overall deformation of the 

large mass accelerations were reduced by 40% and 39%, doors. 

respectively, resulting in a 40% reduction of TTI (age=0), In many cases, the crush pattern on the fixtured door was 

and peak relative deflection and peak V*C decreased 16% very different from that mounted in the body. Overhead 

and 56%, respectively, views of the crushed doors from the full-body (a) and fix- 

Comparison of subsystem approaches.--Another aspect tured door (b) baseline LTD tests are shown in figure 14. 

of this study was to compare two different subsystem test Note that the full-body door followed the contour of the 

procedures. This was done using the results of the full-body crush plate reasonably well, while the fixtured door creased 

tests performed in test series 1 and those of the fixtured door in the center, causing it to bend away from the crush plate. 

tests, since both were conducted using a nominal impact This left a large gap between the plate and the exterior 

speed of 18 mph (29.0 km/h). Comparisons were made surface of the door. As evidenced in the figure, the pre-crush 
between peak accelerations, peak relative deflections, peak locations for the fixtured door tests were determined differ- 
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Figure 11. Granada--small mass--HSRI filter. 

Figure g. Baseline LT~relative deflection. 

~ntly ~rom thos~ of the fuji-body t~sts. One o~ th~ r~asons 
for this was th~ proximity of the rigid fixturing. 

Overlays of th~ force vs. exterior c~sh and inner pan~] 
displacement vs. ~xt~rior c~sh cuw~s for th~ ba~li,~ LTD 
full-body and fixturCd door t¢~ts a~ ~hown in figures ] ~ and 
1~. ~� forc~ cuwCs ar~ similar ~or th~ first 4=/~" (] ]~ ram) 
or so, but then s~parat¢. As indicated in fi~ur~ 1~, about 
3 V~" (90 mm) mor~ ~xt~fior c~sh wa~ r~quir~d to produc~ 
inner panel displacement on the fixtured door than on the _. 
body mounted door. ~e main reason for these differences, ’ 

as well as those of the c~sh patterns shown in figure 14, was 
that the door fixture had a rigid "B-pillar" while that of the FJgure~12. Granada--relative deflection. 

car body was not. The B-pillar of a car has a large effect on 
the side strength of a vehicle. Mounting a door in a rigid 

~ 
’ ’                       ~,,..~’ _ ~.~" ./,.= ’ 

frame changed the c~sh characteristics significantly. 

Time (msec) 

Figure 13. Granada~viscous criterion. 

r i~e (~,~c~ mination (r;) for TTI (age = 0), peak relative deflection, and 

Figure 10. Granada--large mass--HSRI filter, peak V*C of 0.51, 0.14, and 0.00, respectively. 
The number of tests that produced essentially the same 

results (I A I < 10%), the number in which the full-body test 
The results of the dynamic tests (listed in tables 5 and 6) 

produced higher results, and the number in which the fix- 
were also used to compare the two subsystem approaches, tured door test produced higher results are summarized in 
Three response measurements were used: TTI (age=0), pe~ table 8. These figures and table indicate that one approach 
relative deflection, and peak V*C. These are compared in did not consistently give the same or higher results than the 
figures 17 through 19 for each door, with the full-body test other, but that they varied considerably. Overall, there was a 
results in increasing order. Linear co.elations were done to mild co.elation of ~I values between the two approaches, 
compare the full-body test results with those of the fixtured and no significant co.elation based upon deflection or 
door tests. The regressions produced coefficients of deter- V*C. 
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a. Full-body pre-cmsh. N’~    ~.~    ~2~    ~i~ "~. .ff ~.~    ~.~    a.~    ~.~ ~.~ 

Figure 16. Baseline LTD--Inner panel displacement. 

Figure 17. FuH-body/fixtured door test comparison TTI 

b. Fi~tured door pre=crush.                                  (age=0). 

Figure 14. Baseline LTD pre-crush comparison. 

Figure18. Fuil-bodytfixtureddoo~testce~par~son~peakre~- 
tive deflection. 

Figure !5. ~asel:~e LTD~exte~ior crushes. 

Comparison ~ifull- and subsyszem approaches. A sec 
ond series of full-body tests were conducted using various 
impact speeds. These speeds were dete:ined as described ~.~ 
previously, and each was intended to be representative of 
the door-to-occupan~ contact velocity that occu~ed in the 
fu!l-system crash test performed on that particular vehicle. 
The results of these tests I listed in table 7 ) were compared to Figure 19. Futl-body/fixtured ~oor test comparison peak Vis- 
those from the crash tests. Comparisons were made based c~us Criterion. 
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Table 8. Full-body versus fixtured door test results frequency 
summary, the impactor and crash test results did not follow similar 

Relative Peak               patterns and the results from one type of test could not be 
TTI(0) Deflection    V*C average predicted by the results of the other. 

Although comparisons with crash test results could not be 
same I,~1 _< 10~ 3 1 2 2 made, two other response measurements were estimated 

from the impactor test results. As shown in figure 21, the 
full body higher 2 3 3 2 2/3 

peak relative deflections from the second series of full-body 
fixtured higher 2 3 2 2 1/3 tests, like the TTI (age -- 0) values, showed little variation 

I I I I among the production vehicles. Excluding the modified 
total I    7 I 7 I 7 I    7 LTD, the average peak relative deflection was 2.65" (67.3 

mm), with a coefficient of variation of 5.4%. The peak V*C 
on TTI (age = 0) only, since comparative relative deflec- values, on the other hand, showed a higher level of variation 

tions and V*C’s were not available for the crash tests. (see figure 22). Excluding the modified LTD, the average 
A comparison of the TTI (age = 0) values for the crash peak V*C was 1.064 m/sec, with a coefficient of variation of 

tests (in increasing order) and for the second series of full- 19.5%. 

body subsystem tests is shown in figure 20. Note that the 
baseline Granada test results from the first series of tests 
were used here rather than those from the second. The 
reason for this was that impact velocity found for this vehi- 
cle to simulate the crash test contact velocity was 17.9 mph 
(28.8 km/h), which was very close to the 18.0 mph (29.0 km/ 
h) used in the first series of tests. Instead of repeating that 
condition, the second test was done using a higher speed. 

Figure 21. Full-body subsystem tests: adjusted velocities-- 
peak relative deflection. 

Figure 20. Crash test/subsystem test comparison TTI (age=O) 

Two things stood out when the results were compared. 
First, the subsystem tests produced less severe impacts than 
the crash tests in every case, with an average decrease in TTI 
(age = 0) of 34.4%. This may simply indicate that the impact o. 

velocities chosen for the subsystem tests were not high 
enough to produce similar injury levels at the crash tests. 
[Crash test data obtained since the completion of this study 
indicated that an impact velocity of 22 to 25 mph may have 

Figure 22. Full-body subsystem tests: adjusted velocities-- 
been more appropriate (3)]. Second, the injury levels pre- peak Viscous Criterion. 
dicted by the impactor showed little variation among the 
production vehicles. Excluding the modified LTD test, the It was also possible to distinguish between the baseline 
average TTI (0) was 66.4, with a coefficient of variation of and structurally modified vehicles, using the impactor and 
7.9%. This compares to a coefficient of variation on the this test procedure. The results of the LTD’s tested in the 
crash test TTI (age = 0) values for the same eight vehicle second series of full-body tests are contained in table 7. All 
models of 14.9% (see table 7). A linear regression was three response measurements decreased in the modified 
performed to compare the TTI (age = 0) values of the sub- vehicle test. TTI (0) decreased 21.9%, peak relative deflec- 
system tests with those of the crash tests. The resulting r2 tion decreased 17.7%, and VC (max) decreased 52.5%. This 
value was 0.02, indicating that no significant correlation was expected since the impact speed predicted from the 
existed. Overall, for the test procedures used in this study, study described previously and used for testing for the mod- 
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ified LTD was 20% lower than that for the baseline vehicle peak Viscous Criterion--52.4% 

(14.8 and 18.5 mph--23.8 and 29.8 km/h, respectively). 5. Using a nominal impact speed of 18 mph (29 km/ 

Note in table 5, that when these two vehicles were tested at h) for all tests, a slight correlation was found between 

the same impact speed, the results were nearly identical, the TTI results of the full-body subsystem tests and 

the fixtured door subsystem tests. No significant cor- 
Conclusions relation was found using other response measure- 

Based on the results and observations of this study, the ments. Linear regressions performed to compare the 

following conclusions were made: two subsystem test approaches produced the following 

1. For the subsystem test procedures used in this coefficients of determination, r2: 

study, the MVMA Thoracic Impactor and the full- TTI (age = 0)--0.51 

system crash test results were essentially unrelated, peak relative deflection--0.14 

The TTI (age = 0) values from the second series of full- peak Viscous Criterion--0.00 

body subsystem tests were 34.4% lower, on average, 6. Many of the peak relative deflections measured in 

than the crash test values. A linear regression this study flattened near the peak. Peak accelerations 

comparing the two sets of values produced a and peak V*C occur prior to this flattening. 

coefficient of determination, r2, of only 0.02. 7. The thoracic impactor did not meet the calibration 

2. The ability to show variation among the corridors as well as desired, but its calibration per- 

production vehicles tested using the thoracic impactor formance was judged to be acceptable. The original 1 

and the procedures of this study was dependent upon 
meter drop speed calibration test done on the impactor 

the response measurement considered. The 
produced a force/time history that stayed within the 

coefficients of variation for the second series of full- 
corridor during most of the loading phase, but peaked 

body subsystem tests were as follows: 
about 350 lb (159 kg) above the corridor. Peak relative 

deflection for this test was 1.40" (35.6 mm), which was 
TTI (age =0)---7.9% 

0.10" (2.5 mm) above the corridor. The original 2 
peak relative deflection--5.4% 

meter drop speed calibration test produced a force/time 
peak Viscous Criterion (V*C)--19.5% 

The coefficient of variation for the TTI (age = 0) values history that matched the corridor very well. Peak 

relative deflection for this test was 2.43" (61.7 mm) 
from the crash tests on the same eight vehicle models 

which was 0.58" (14.7 mm) above the corridor. 
was 14.9% 

8. The durability of the conical secondary spring 
3. The 3" (76 mm) ArCel padding sample used on 

used in the thoracic impactor was not good. During the 
the Granada door resulted in substantial response 

course of testing, two were tom and replaced, one 
reductions. In full-body tests, with an impact speed of was damaged. It was determined that deterioration 
18.0 mph (29.0 km/h), the padded test responses were occurred gradually from the inside surface. 
reduced as follows: 9. The response of the thoracic impactor was 

TTI (age = 0) 40% somewhat sensitive to the condition of the conical 
peak relative deflection--16% secondary spring. Calibration tests done following the 
peak Viscous Criterion--56% replacement of the torn conical spring with a new one 

4. Using the thoracic impactor and the full-body test produced different results. The 1 meter drop speed test 
procedures of this study, it was possible to distinguish showed very little change from the corresponding 
between baseline and structurally modified vehicles original test, with a peak relative deflection of 1.37" 
only if an impact velocity adjustment procedure was (34.8 mm). The 2 meter drop speed calibration test 
applied. When both were tested at a nominal speed of produced a different force/time history than that of the 
18 mph (29 km/h), the structurally modified vehicle corresponding original test, peaking about 300 lb (136 
produced the following response changes: kg) higher than the first test. The peak relative 

TTI (age = 0)~3.1% increase deflection was 2.39" (60.7 mm). 
peak relative deflection--l.5% increase 

peak Viscous Criterion--2.2% increase References 
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Safety Performance Evaluation of Production Vehicles in Side Impacts Using the 
Modeling Approach 

Joseph N. Kanianthra, Index (TTI). Viscous Criterion (VC) showed a similar trend 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration for absorbed energy in the door core due to thorax contact. 
However, such energy dissipation in certain components 

Thomas J. Trella, alone does not assure that the desired vehicle or occupant 
Transportation Systems Center response to effectively reduce the TTI measured on the 
Stephen P. Edwards, dummy (TTI(d)). Instead, the appropriate sharing of the 
Automated Sciences Group Inc., energy in an optimum manner among the various interacting 

United States components is essential to achieve the lowest possible 
TTI(d). 

Abstract A mathematical relationship between the energy 
dissipated in three of the major structural components in the 

For the past several years, the National Highway Traffic 
model and the TTI(d) has been derived knowing the energy 

Safety Administration (NHTSA), has conducted research dissipation distribution for the eight vehicle tests simulated. 
on thoracic protection in side impacts. As part of this This relationship is utilized to present a set of useful curves 
research a lumped mass computer model was developed for which will enable the user to select energy absorption levels 
simulating side crashes. This model has been exercised for various components of the side structure when TTI(d) 
extensively to simulate the interaction of the struck car door level desired for a particular vehicle design is known. 
and the occupant in side impacts. Simulation studies were 

also undertaken to investigate the effects of various vehicle Introduction 
design parameters on occupant responses. Thoracic injuries constitute a very large portion of the 

This paper analyzes the performance differences seen in serious to fatal injuries among occupants involved in car-to- 
eight production vehicles tested with the NHTSA side car side impact accidents. The NHTSA has issued a Notice 
impact test procedure, with the aid of this model. The energy of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) (1)* proposing to amend 

absorption in various parts of the side structure of the struck FMVSS 214 (2), "Side Door Strength", to establish its test 

car, the striking barrier and the occupant represented in the procedures and performance requirements for passenger 

model were computed for the passenger car tests simulated, cars in side impacts. As a prelude to this activity the NHTSA 

The results showed that increased energy dissipation in the 

struck vehicles generally yielded lower Thoracic Trauma. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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has conducted numerous research projects on side impact detailed description of the model is given in (7). Next we 
protection in passenger cars for the past several years, in- describe the test conditions and the occupant and vehicle 
cluding side impact tests of production cars between 1983 structural characteristics that are likely to affect the safety 
and 1985 (3, 4, 5, 6). performance of vehicles. Finally we present a detailed dis- 

One research effort that was undertaken looked at the cussion of the methodology used in analyzing the simula- 
effects of various vehicle design parameters on occupant 
response with the aid of a lumped mass computer model (7) 

tion results and provide findings and conclusions. 

specifically developed for simulating side impacts. This Side Impact Crash Model 
model has been successfully used in evaluating various 
injury mitigation concepts for passenger car designs and to Figures 1 through 2a show the mathematical model that 

identify the most significant parameters that affect occupant simulates the responses of the Moving Deformable Barrier 
responses. The sensitivity of some of those parameters in (MDB), the struck car and an unrestrained occupant, the 
producing different levels of thoracic response measure- Side Impact Dummy (SID), seated in the front seat on the 
ments have also been investigated. Using the model, many struck side. 
side impact tests of production passenger cars conducted by The struck car is characterized by nine masses and twenty 
NHTSA have been simulated. The model has shown close one non-linear energy absorbing elements (EA’s) that 
correlation to vehicle test results (7) and is considered suita- interconnect the various masses representing the different 
ble for analytical investigation of the influence of certain 
structural components in crash performance of cars in side 

components of the struck vehicle. Four masses are used to 

impacts, model the response of the upper and lower, inner and outer 

This paper analyzes the safety performance differences, sections of the door. The upper and lower sections of the A 

as measured by the TTI(d) (8) and the VC (9), seen in the and B pillars are represented by an additional four masses. 

production vehicles simulated in terms of the structural The remaining masses of the struck vehicle components are 
behavior of the various vehicle components represented in lumped with the rear seat occupant and is represented by a 
the model. We begin with a brief description of the model. A single mass designated as the passenger compartment. The 

Figure 1. Lumped spring mass model for impacting vehicles. 
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A-~,~, pillar sections and the door masses are interconnected by 
- EA-I= ~ non-linear energy absorbers. Similarly the passenger 

~A.~ 
compartment is also connected to the pillars. The energy 

M, absorbers in this model can be grouped to represent the 

following attachments: 

¯ ,, E~.~ ~., ,~ ~ Group A: Outer Door to Pillar (EA-3, 4, 5, 6) 
"-&-=;’-] ~ Group B: Inner Door to Outer Door (EA-7, 8) 

Mo= 
~ Group C: Pillar to Passenger Compartment (EA-18, 

,,| 19, 20, 21) 
Group D: Inner Door to Pillar (EA-11, 12, 13, 14) 

Group E: Upper Door to Lower Door (EA-10, 15) 

Group F: Upper Pillars to Lower Pillars (EA-16, 17) 

The MDB is characterized by a single mass and two non- 

linear energy absorbing elements that represent the softer 

Figure la. Top view of the impacting vehicle model, face and stiffer bumper sections of the front of the MDB. 

MH Head Mass 
Mp Pelvis Mass 
MR Rib Mass 
Ms Spine Mass 

~ 
SR~ Rib-to-Door Energy Absorber 

~S~s~_ 

SPo Pelvis-to-Door Energy Absorber 
S~s Rib-to-Spine Energy Absorber 
Ss. Spine-to-Head Energy Absorber 

~~ ~ 

S~s Pelvis-to-Spine Energy Absorber 
D.s Rib-to-Spine Damper 

Floor Sill 

Figure 2. Lumped spring mass model of occupant. 

impacting surface of the car door and the other representing 
Mt Striking Vehicle Mass 

EA-1Lower Front Energy Absorber the remaining equivalent mass of the thorax. These two 
EA-2 Upper Front Energy Absorber masses are inter-connected by an energy absorbing non- 

~ 

~ 

linear spring and a viscous damper in parallel. The pelvis 
and the head are also included in the dummy model, with the 
door interacting with the pelvis and the pelvis connected to 
the spine as shown in figure 2. The model assumes that the 

Figure 2a. Schematic of the moving deformable barrier, energy from the impact is transferred to the SID directly by 
the door. The interaction between the dummy and the seat is 

Impact energy from the MDB is transferred to the struck 
neglected. Even though the head responses can be obtained vehicle through the pillars and the door sections. The 

occupant comes in contact with the inner door mass. The from the one dimensional model, no interactions of the head 

occupant response due to its interaction with the door is with the side structure is considered in this simulation study. 

used in calculating the TTI(d). Vehicles Simulated The SID is modeled by four masses and six non-linear 
energy absorbers. Two of the masses represent the thorax, In an effort to establish the validity of the test procedures 
one representing the equivalent mass that interacts with the and test conditions in discriminating side impact safety 
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performance of vehicles, NHTSA conducted twenty side tests. The vehicle makes and models included in the 

impact tests of production cars between 1983 and 1985 (3, 4, simulation are given below: 

5, 6). The primary objective of the test program was to deter- 1. 1982 Honda Civic 4 door, weight 2488 lbs. 
mine the safety performance level of selected production 2. 1982 Nissan Sentra 2 door, weight 2340 lbs. 
cars in side crashes, while fine tuning the test devices and 

3. 1981 VW Rabbit, 4 door, weight 2465 lbs. 
test procedures used. Since the issuance of the NPRM that 4. 1984 Chevrolet Celebrity 4 door, weight 3374 lbs. 
proposes to amend FMVSS 214, NHTSA has conducted 5. 1985 Chevrolet Spectrum 2 door, weight 2488 lbs. 
eight additional tests of production cars in 1988 (10) 

6. 1985 Ford LTD 4 door, weight 3239 lbs. 
primarily to expand the existing side impact data base. 

7. 1988 Toyota Tercel 5 door, weight 2550 lbs. 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA) (11) 8. 1988 Chevrolet Sprint 2 door, weight 2100 lbs. 
also conducted tests of Ford LTD cars, using the NHTSA 
test procedures and the SID to evaluate the repeatability of Figure 3 displays a ranking of these vehicles, based on the 
the test results. TTI(d) determined from the tests and by model simulations. 

In all of the tests above, the test condition simulated a 90 Note that the simulation results are based on averaging the 
degree intersection collision with the striking vehicle maximum rib and peak lower spine response from the model 
moving at 30 mph (48 Km/hr) and the struck car at 15 mph without any filtering of the model response. Also, given in 
(24 Km/hr). The impact point was 37 inches (92.5 cm) figure 4 is the ranking on the basis of VC obtained from 
forward of the centerline of the wheel base. The struck simulations of these tests. Since the vehicle and occupant 
vehicle remained stationary and the striking vehicle was are modeled as lumped masses and non-linear energy 
towed at the closing velocity of approximately 33.5 mph (54 absorbers, it is envisioned that the safety performance, as 
Km/hr) at a crab angle of 26 degrees. A MDB weighing measured by TTI(d), can be directly correlated to the 
3000 lbs and having a 45 psi hexcel honeycomb face and physical characteristics assigned to the various vehicle 
245 psi hexcel honeycomb bumper is used as the striking components and their behavior in the model. 
vehicle. A SID placed in the driver seat measures upper and 
lower rib and spine accelerations as well as the pelvis and Safety Performance Parameters 
head accelerations in the lateral direction. The thoracic 
injury potential is indicated by the TTI. TTI(d) as measured In a majority of side impact accidents, thoracic injuries of 
by the dummy is computed by averaging the Finite Impulse occupants may be caused mainly by the occupants’ impact 
Response (FIR) filtered maximum rib acceleration and the against the door interior and other intruding structures. A 
peak lower spine acceleration, secondary impact can also occur due to velocity change of 

The mathematical model mentioned earlier has been used the struck vehicle. Even though it is difficult to determine 
to simulate eight of the vehicles tested. Out of these, five the thoracic impact velocity of the door interior, it could be 
tests were from the earlier series of twenty tests, one from surmised that the primary impact velocity for the occupant 
the MVMA series and two from the latest series of eight could be as high as the impact speed of the striking vehicle. 

~ Crash Test 

140 Simulation 

120 

100 

40 

2O 
Civic    Tercel Celeb    LTD    Spect Sprint Rabbi[ Sentra 

Figure 3. Vehicle rankings: thoracic trauma index. 
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0.8 

~ 0.6 

.-~ 0.4 

0 
Sprint Spectrum Civic     Tercel    Rabbit Celebrity    LTD     Sentra 

Figure 4. Vehicle rankings: modeled viscous criterion. 

This could occur when the side structure of the impacted car It is therefore conceivable that a number of vehicle design 
has low side strength and it easily deforms. On the other characteristics such as door thickness at the occupant 

--., hand, for extremely high strength side structures, the contact ~r~as, pillar design, pillar/floor/roof and pillar/door 
" J occupant impact velocity may be the same as the velocity attachments, the seat and dash board design, the door width, 

change of the struck car, or even higher. In a real situation, and the car weight, all have important influence on the 
neither of these theoretical conditions occur. The occupant dummy injury measurements obtained in vehicle tests. 
impact velocity in real world accidents will, in all proba- Further, vehicle structural characteristics; such as the pillar 
bility, lie between the velocity of the striking vehicle and the strength, door strength, energy dissipation capability of side 

-- velocity change of the struck vehicle, structures, and lateral resistance offered by the seat and seat 
"- The occupant interior impact velocity is only one aspect attachment to the floor; also have an important bearing on 

of the overall injury causing parameter. Sudden collapse of the response characteristics of the struck vehicle. In 
the door structure, reducing the available space for the addition to all of the above, occupant seating, occupant/ 
occupant, is equally unacceptable for the occupant. This vehicle contact area, impacting vehicle characteristics, 
requires that the structural integrity of the vehicle be impact point and the principal direction of applied force 

_ maintained at least for some period of time during the crash, during the crash etc., also have equally important influence 
" " Also, any "hard" points on the door interior surface should on the severity of the crash. Thus it is clear that the severity 

be limited to areas where the occupant is least likely to of the injuries an occupant receives in side crashes depend 
contact, upon many factors such as the structural characteristics and 

The engineering challenge facing the designer is to select masses of the striking and struck vehicles, the impact point 
the appropriate design characteristics so as to minimize and impact angle, the position of the occupant with respect 

._. the occupant contact velocity while maintaining the com- to the intruding structures, the impact velocity and the 
partment integrity. Thus the overall response of the struck capability of the occupant to withstand the crash loading. 
vehicle is an important factor which affects the injury As a designer of a vehicle, one may have control of a few 
measurements obtained in tests of vehicles. For example, in of the parameters mentioned above. As an occupant, a 
some of the side impact testsconducted by NHTSA, it was person totally relies on the protection capability of the 
observed that buckling and tear failure of the pillar and floor vehicle to reduce the severity of the injuries he or she may 

_ structure occur very early during the crash event and that the receive. Even though it is difficult to design a vehicle to 
occupant injuries indicated by TTI(d) were severe. When perform safely at all possible impact conditions and speeds, 
such dramatic failures do not occur, the thoracic injury the most logical approach is to make the vehicles perform 
measurements tend to be low. Similarly, in some vehicles, satisfactorily at least at the most prevalent accident 
the collapsed door appears to have no energy absorption conditions. In proposing the 30/15 mph impact condition in 
capabilities remaining after the test while others indicate the NPRM, NHTSA had concluded, on the basis of the U.S. 
otherwise, accident statistics, that side impacts producing moderate to 
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severe injuries and fatalities in side crashes occurred at that Analysis and Discussion 
speed and at an impact angle of 90 degrees (12). In defining Energy from the moving barrier is in part transferred to 
the test barrier, the agency considered it necessary to use a the struck vehicle, which is initially stationary. Since the 
barrier that is consistent in its loading behavior and that is MDB is considered to be moving in the lateral direction at 
capable of discriminating struck car safety performance. 30 mph (48 Km/hr), the total energy to be distributed in the 
Even though the NHTSA MDB is heavier and stiffer than system is approximately 90 K ft-lbs (122 K Newton- 
the other barriers used in Europe and Japan, the test meters). Out of this, the kinetic energy retained by the 
configuration is considered to be representative of the barrier at the end of 75 milliseconds in the eight car tests 
impacting vehicle in injury producing crashes in the U.S. simulated ranged from 15 K ft-lbs to about 28 K ft-lbs (20 to 
fleet. 38 K Newton-meters). The energy thus transferred to the 

The simulation studies described in this paper are based struck vehicle together with that dissipated in the barrier 
on test conditions and test devices described in the NHTSA face, ranged from 62 to 75 K ft-lbs (84 to 102 K Newton- 
proposed side impact test procedure. As such all the meters) (table 1). The simulation of these tests showed that 
baseline results pertain to side impact tests of production the barrier face absorbed from 3.3% of the crash energy in 
vehicles using the 30001b NHTSA MDB striking a point 37 the Chevrolet Sprint crash event to about 5.7% in the 
inchesforwardofthecenterlineofthewheelbaseandusing Chevrolet Celebrity crash event. For a majority of the 

the unrestrained SID placed in the driver seating position, vehicles, the energy dissipated in the barrier is consistently 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the influence of as about 4%. 

many of the struck vehicle design and structural charac- The exactbreal~downofthetotal crash energy into energy 

teristics as possible on the occupant response measurements dissipated in the impactor and that which is transformed into 

indicated in the tests by using the mathematical model kinetic energy of the vehicle, along with the remaining 

described earlier. This model is not comprehensive enough energy transferred to the dummy in these simulations are 

or even suitable for a complete analysis of the implications presented in table 1. The crash test TTI(d) and the model 

of vehicle structural characteristics. Nevertheless, it is TTI(d) are also given in table 1. The energy absorbed (AE) 

possible to examine the effect of energy absorption in various components of the struck vehicle is presented in 

capabilities of certain components of the vehicle structure, table 2. As seen in table 2, the model results indicate that 

component stiffness characteristics, and their strength on maximum dissipation of energy occurs in the structural 

the occupant responses and the resulting TTI(d) as components attaching the pillar to the passenger corn- 

determined with this model, 
partment, followed by the outer door-to-pillar attachments 

For the purpose of this paper, crash energy is defined as 
and the door inner core structure. About 62 to 80% of the 

the overall energy input into the struck vehicle that is 
energy is absorbed in the pillar-to-vehicle compartment 
structural elements (Group C EA’s) for the eight vehicles 

equivalent to the initial kinetic energy of the striking vehicle 
less the final kinetic energy at the striking vehicle at the end 

simulated while only 11 to 29% is consumed in the outer 
door-to-pillar connections (Group A EA’s). The door inner 

of the crash. Since the energy in each of the components of 
core (Group B EA’s) accounts for only about 4 to 8%. The 

the interacting vehicle/barrier/dummy system are varying 
remaining energy is dissipated in the inner door-to-pillar 

with respect to time, it is essential to compare these energies 
attachments (Group D EA’s) and the pillar structure itself. 

at a prescribed time when all the energy transfer would have Figure 5 shows the total energy absorbed in the struck 
been completed. For the analyses of the eight vehicles vehicle from table 2 plotted against the TTI(d) for the eight 
simulated, 75 milliseconds was considered to be sufficient vehicles simulated. The data show that the higher the energy 
for the energy transfers to have been completed in these dissipated in the struck vehicle, the lower the TTI(d). 
tests. Also, since the occupant has left the contact with the However, it is not apparent from the data in this figure the 
door at about 45 milliseconds, this is sufficient time for the importance of sharing of this total energy among the various 
structure to reach a steady state. We also assumed that no structural components of the car. This will be illustrated in 
secondary impacts of the dummy occur after 75 milli- the subsequent analysis. 
seconds. Therefore, all the analyses presented will be based The data in table 2 show that the TTI(d) correlates well 
on this period of time. with the energy dissipated in both groups A and B energy 

It is also assumed that in all of the tests simulated, the absorbers and to a lesser extent, the energy absorbed in 
barrier impact velocity, the crab angle, the barrier weight, group C elements. The differences in the energy dissipation 
the effects of barrier braking etc. are similar. The occupant among the various structural components in the worst and 
kinematic differences seen in the tests like dummy rotation best performing vehicles, indicated by their TTI(d), are 
are not considered in this analysis which uses the one presented in graphical form in figures 6 and 7. In these 
dimensional model. Further, the terms dissipated, absorbed, figures, the complete distribution of the crash energy is 
expended, and consumed have been used throughout this shown. Along with this, the distribution of the energy 
paper interchangeably to describe energy dissipated in absorbed in the struck vehicle components are also 
various components of the vehicle model, indicated. 
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Table 1. Modeled vehicle results. 

Crash Test Modeled Crash KE Rise Absorbed in Delivered 

TTI(d) TTI(d) Energy of Vehicle Impactor to Dummy 

Rabbit 97 120 68,242 22,802 2,702 7,001 

Sentra 149 126 66,,3..30 22,,390 .3,096 6,619 

Civic 79 78 66,962 22,690 2,795 5,025 

Spectrum 85 108 68,920 24,789 .3,665 5,118 

LTD 78 9,.3 84,661 25,09‘3 ,3,669 4,285 

Celebrity 80 89 75,601 24,8,31 4,295 ,3,800 

Tercel 79 8,3 66,189 22,929 2,5,32 3,364 

Sprint 110 110 62,610 21,590 2,101 5,792 

* Energy in Ft-Lbf Tll(d) in g’s 

Table 2. Absorbed energy in modeled vehicles. 

Modeled Total EA Out Door-Pill Door Core In Door-Pill Up-Lo Pill Pillars-PXC 

Trl(d) in Vehicle Group A Group B+E Group D Croup F Croup C 

Rabbit 120 35.737 4,183 1,289 130 620 29,515 

Sentro 126 34.225 4,640 1,324 96 619 27,546 

Civic 78 36,452 9,190 2,467 10 310 24,475 

Spectrum 108 35,348, 8,126 2,671 5 1,345 23,201 

LTD 93 410614 12,002 2,825 59 575 26,153 

Celebrity 89 42,675 9,977 2,849 15 206 29,628 

Tercel a3 37,364 9,120 1,548 10 454 26,232 

Sprint 110 33,127 7,006 1,939 34 857 23,291 

" * Energy in Ft-Lbf Tl-I(d) in G’s 

Structural Stiffness Relationship in this study. Other parameters such as equivalent strength 

The choice of equivalent stiffness as a parameter to could have been used in place of stiffness since both 

characterize the safety performance of cars was attempted parameters indicate similar trends. Equivalent stiffness is 
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Figure 5. Modeled total absorbed energy in struck vehicle. 
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Figure 6. Crash energy and side structure energy distribution (1982 Nissan Sentra). 

defined in this paper as the energy absorbed in a component EA’s) and door-to-pillar (Group A EA’s) structural 

divided by the square of the total crush of that component, elements, the lower was the TTI(d) in the cars simulated, 

The stiffness values for the three major groups of side with the exception of the Ford LTD for Group A and Honda 

structure elements, namely groups A, B and C, were Civic for Group C. Ford LTD tests conducted by MVMA 

calculated. The results are tabulated in table 3. It shows that were different from the other tests conducted by NHTSA as 

the outer door-to-pillar structures are the stiffest followed the Ford LTD’s were impacted on theright side. However, it 

by the pillar-to-compartment elements and the inner door is not known whether this caused any deviation from the 

core components, general trend observed in the other vehicles. It should be 

The pillar-to-compartment structural stiffness (Group C noted that the Celebrity, Ford-LTD and Tercel vehicles’ 

EA’s) as well as door-to-pillar (Group A EA’s) and TTI(d) pillar-to-passenger compartment structure showed the 

correlations are shown in figure 8 for the eight vehicles highest equivalent stiffness. Of these three vehicles, the 

simulated. This figure shows that generally, the higher the Celebrity and Tercel also revealed higher values for the 

equivalent stiffness of pillar-to-compartment (Group C outer door-to-pillar equivalent stiffness and lower values 
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Figure 7. Crash energy and side structure energy distribution (1982 Honda Civic). 

Table 3. Modeled equivalent stiffness. 

Modeled Out Door-Pill Upper Door Pillars-PXC 
TTI(d) Group A Core (EA-8) Group C 

Rabbit 120 51,044 15,682 48,156 

Sentra 126 57,115 16,645 52,578 

Civic 78 119,875 1 o, 106 56,45.5 

Spectrum 108 85,402 9,906 65,1 6.5 

LTD 95 58,581 8,.556 79,901 

Celebrity 89 100,107 9,4,52 69,899 

Terc el 85 101,154 10,558 81,284 

Sprint 110 94,708 17,01.5 65,488 

* Stiffness in Lbf/Ft -Frl(d) in G’s 

for the equivalent stiffness for the outer-to-inner door Optimized Struck Car Stiffness 
energy absorber. These vehicles had TTI(d)’s ranging With the aid of this model, the lowest achievable TTI(d) 
between 80 and 90 Gs. in the Nissan Sentra was investigated by varying the 

The authors believe that the TTI(d) correlated well with stiffness levels of the different side structure energy 
these stiffness parameters because the energy absorber absorbing elements depicted in the model. Stiffness 
groups selected to define these equivalent stiffnesses changes are defined as multiplication factors for the 
represent distinct zones of the vehicle which are generally baseline vehicle force levels in the force-deflection 
affected in a crash. Therefore, the energy imparted by the characteristic traces. Their corresponding energy absorp- 
MDB is mostly absorbed in these groups of side structural tion levels due to these stiffness changes were used to 
elements represented in the model, evaluate the TTI(d). 
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Figure 8. Side structure equivalent stiffness (ranking of modeled vehicles). 

Since the energy absorbers in Groups A and C absorb in side structure stiffness resulted it~ a decrease in car 
most of the impact energy from the MDB. the energy absorbed energy. VC also showed the same decreasing trend 
absorbers contained in these two groups were subjected to as TTI(d) for all the three levels of stiffness increases. 
the following stiffness changes: However, the reduction achieved in TTI(d) for increase in 

Level 1 EA-18,-19, 20 and 21 (GroupC) varied 
stiffnesses (Level 3) was much more than what was 
observed in VC. For both the injury measures, increase m 

from 0.2 thru 2.5 nominal stiffness with EA-3. -4. -5. -6 
stiffness was found to be effective only up to about 

(Group A)maintained at their nominal stiffness value, 
nominal stiffness. As before, the lower VC levels were 

Level 2 EA-3, -4, -5, -6 and EA-I 8_ -19. -20. -21 
achieved by the variations where the outer doorqo-pillar 

(Groups A and C) simultaneously varied from 0.2 thru 2.5 
(Group A EA-3. -4. -5. and -6) were chosen [o yield the 

nominal stiffness, and maximum amount of absorbed energy. 
Level 3 EA-18, -19, 20. -21 (Group C) varied Figure l l shows that the TTI(d) vary over a large range of 

between 0.2 thru 2.5 nominal stiffness with EA-3. -4. -5.-6 values for the same amount of total energ~ absorbed by ~he 
(Group A) stiffness factor based on the maximum amount of vehicle when the side structure is optimized to yield the 
energy absorbed by the EA-3, ~. -5 and -6 (Group A) maximum amount of energy absorbed in EA-3,-4 -5, and 
elements. The stiffness factor for Group A elements ranged -6 (Group A. outer door-to-pillar) for the different levels of 
from 0.5 to 2.9 in this case. the pillar-to-compartment. EA-! 8 -t9, -20 and 

stiffnesses (Level 3~. However, the amount of energy The stiffnesses of the remaining EAs were maintained a~ 
absorbed by the various interconnecting EAs di~[~/ers for 

their baseline values, 
approximately the same total energy absorbed by the entire 

Figure 9 shows that the TTI(d) decreased as stiffnesses 
car. Level 3 indicates that it is important to absorb as much 

were increased for all the three levels of variations in the 
of the crash energy as possible in EA-3_ -4, -5 and -6 

Nissan Sentra. The increase in side structure stiffness 
(Group A. outer door-to-pillar) energy absorbers. 

decreased the total absorbed energy of the struck car as well 
It is also observed that the decreased total absorbed 

as the TTI(d). On the surface, this may appear to contradict 
energy in the car at large stiffness values ~’or Group A and 

what was indicated earlier that total absorbed energy has an 
Group C energy absorbers, results in lower TT~(d~ and is 

inverse relationship to TTI(d). However. it will become also accompanied by an increase in the absorbed energy b5 
apparent in the subsequent discussion that not only the total the MDB. 
absorbed energy, but also how this energy is shared by 

The foregoing discussion makes it dear that arbitrarily 
various elements of the side structure is equally important, 

increasing the overall side stiffness s not necessarily going 
The lowest TTI(d) levels were achieved when the outer to achieve the desired reduction in TTI(d), Instead. it 
door-to-pillar (Group A EA’s-3, -4, -5 and-6) were chosen necessary to make a judicious selecfi on of stiffnesses for she 
to yield the maximum amount of absorbed energy (Level 3). various structural components so treat the crash energy is 

Figure 10 shows the relationship between VC and three shared in an optimal way to reduce th u TTI(d, to the lowes~ 
levels of stiffness variations. As mentioned before, increase possible level. 
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F!gure 10. V*C vs normalized stiffness. 

To illustrate this point, refer back to figures 6 and 7 to absorbers use most of this energy followed by the outer 
compare the crash energy dissipation that occurs in the door-to-pillar structures. The third most important energy 
Nissan Sentra and the Honda Civic cars. In the Nissan absorbing element in the system is the inner-outer door core 
Sentra, approximately 52% of the crash energy is dissipated elements while the other components such as the upper-to- 
by the vehicle side structure while about 54% of the energy lower pillar and inner door-to-pillar attachments use only a 
is dissipated in the Honda Civic. The energy absorbed in the small fraction of the energy dissipated in the struck vehicle, 
side structure is broken-down into that dissipated in totalling less than 2% ofthe energy dissipated in the vehicle, 
different components of the vehicle structure represented in for most of the cars simulated. When the energy dissipated 
the model. The pillar-to-passenger compartment energy in the three major energy absorbing components of the 
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Figure 11. Side structure stiffness analysis (Nissan Sentra trials). 

Nissan Sentra and the Honda Civic are compared, it is seen procedure. The coefficients a, b, c, d and the correlation 

that there are appreciable differences in the amount of coefficient (r**2) obtained through this procedure are given 

energy being shared by these components of the two below: 

vehicles. When the two vehicles are compared, it is a = -9.88,    b = -7.261,    c = -7.776, 
observed that more energy is absorbed in the outer door-to- d = 12.653 and r**2 = 0.846 
pillar, pillar-to-passenger compartment and door inner core 
elements of the structure for the Honda Civic than in the Though the selected function is not unique, it is useful in 

Nissan Sentra car. developing a family of curves relating the TTI(d) and rl, r2, 
Since the occupant response shows a general trend of and r3 that will give abetter understanding of the interaction 

reduced TTI(d) with increased energy absorption in the between the major components of the side structure 
components of the side structure modeled, it is assumed modeled. 
possible to select a mathematical model that results in a As stated before, when some energy dissipation occurs in 
functional relationship between TTI(d) and the energy other components of the side structure than its three major 
dissipated in these components. For this relationship, the elements, the ~ r is < 1. The limiting case is when ~ ri = 1. A 
small amount of energy dissipation that occurs in all except series of curves relating the TTI(d) and rl, r2, and r3 for the 
the three major components of the side structure simulated limiting case is shown in figure 12. This figure shows lines 
are neglected. If the energy dissipated in the outer door-to- of constant rl and r2 for values between 0.0 and 0.75 for 
pillar, outer door-to-inner door core, and the pillar-to- both the variables. The range of TTI(d) for this case is 
compartment are expressed as a fraction of the total energy between 16 g’s and 220 g’s. 
dissipated in the side structure, designated here as rl, r2 and The maximum TTI(d) occurs when r2 = 1 and rl and r3 
r3 respectively, then ~ ri < 1. The mathematical relationship are both zero. Similarly, the TTI(d) is a minimum when r 1 = 
of the following form was then chosen to relate the TTI(d) 1, and r2 and r3 are both zero. When rl and r2 are both zero 
and the variables rl, r2 and r3: and r3 = 1, the TTI(d) is 131 g’s. It is thus clear from figure 

TTI(d) = {e (arl+br2+cr3+d) } ...................... (1) 12 that the theoretically achievable TTI(d) is bounded by 

the two lines for rl = 0 and r2 = 0 for the case ~ ri = 1. 
where a, b, c, and d are constants. When ~ ri < 1, the TTI(d) is again bounded by the 

The energy absorbed in the three major structural conditions rl = 0 and r2 = 0 as before. However, the 
component groups (table 2) were expressed as fractions of maximum and minimum TTI(d) shifts upward from the 
the total absorbed energy in the struck cars for the eight limiting case ~ri = 1. For example, using equation (1), when 

vehicles simulated. TTI(d) and the values of rl, r2 and r3 Y. ri = 0.9, TTI(d) max. = 454 g’s when rl and r3 are zero and 

obtained from the simulations of the eight vehicles were r2 = 0.9. Similarly TTI(d) min. = 43 g’s when r2 and r3 are 

used to determine the coefficients a, b, c, and d in equation zero and rl = 0.9. 

(1) utilizing the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) GLM The values ofrl, r2 and r3 for baseline vehicles modeled 
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Figure 12. TTl(d)/side structure energy (sum Ri = 1.00). 

are around 0.2, 0.05 and 0.73 respectively. Therefore, the minimum achievable TTI(d) lies along the line of constant 
region of interest is for values of rl, r2 and r3 in that r2=0. For example, whenrl =0.2andr2=0, theminimum 
proximity. This region for the vehicles modeled is indicated TTI(d) achievable is about 86 g’s for r3 = 0.8. 
in figure 12. Figure 13 shows the relationship between It is recognized that the data used in developing the 
TTI(d), rl, r2, and r3 values in the range of interest for the mathematical relationship between the TTI(d) and the 
limiting case when ~ ri = 1. For each value of rl, the absorbed energy is from simulations of tests ofbaselinecars 

120 .......... ¯ ..................... ........... .,...__.....o.., 

~ 90 .: ................... .~.:...--:...o....~ ................ 

70                                                                         , 
0.65                          0.7                          0.75                          0.8                          0.85                          0.9 

Figure 13. TTl(d)/side structure energy (region containing modeled vehicles sum Ri = 1.00) 
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which use current design technology. The methodology in for any pair of rl and r2 for a given ~ ri is indicated by the 

no way implies that the relationship indicated in the family intersection of the r 1 and r2 lines. TTI(d) decreases as r2 and 

of curves shown in figure 12 will always be valid when side r3 decreases and rl increases. 

structure designs change or when new materials or padding 
is used in vehicles. All the same, the concept is useful to Door Crush and Absorbed Energy Due 
investigate the effects of varying energy dissipation to Occupant Contact 
characteristics in different parts of the side structure. 

This is a very useful concept. It is easy to see the trade-off The ability of the door to retain as much of its original 

the engineer has to make between the three major groups of thickness during a crash and at the same time maintain the 

structures to achieve a certain level of TTI(d) performance, ability to absorb energy due to occupant contact is a 

Also, the cost and feasibility of choosing a particular force- desirable design feature. This is brought out in figure 14 

deflection characteristic for achieving a certain level of where the model shows that of the eight vehicles considered 

energy dissipation may be difficult. In order to achieve the in this study, the vehicles with the least amount of door gap 

desired TTI(d) level, it may be necessary to make a trade-off available to cushion the occupant from the impact also 

between all of the side structure components, and if yielded the highest TTI(d). The general trend showed that, 

necessary decide on adding other energy absorption the more the door crush due to thorax contact, the less was 

materials to the door, such as padding. The minimum TTI(d) the TTI(d). 

.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.;.~.~.~.~.~.~.~. ~.~.~.~.~-~.~.~.~.~.~.~-~-~.~.~.~.~.’. ........-,......-..,-...........-.. 

0                  0.2                0.4                0.6                0.8                  1                   1.2                 1.4 

Door Crush (In.) 
Figure 14. Door crush due to occupant contact. 

Figure 15 shows for these same vehicles, the general material(13)placedontheinnersurfaceofthedoorinorder 

trend which was observed between the TTI(d) and the to reduce the TTI(d)’s. 
energy absorbed by the door caused by thoracic contact. The Figure 16 shows the same general trend for VC as 

absorbed energy was computed in the simulations by observed in figure 15 for TTI(d). 
computing the total energy absorbed in the EA-8 energy 
absorber at the end of the simulation minus the total energy Effect of Door Contact Velocity 
absorbed in the EA-8 energy absorber when the pelvis alone The door-occupant contact velocities for the upper and 

impacted the door in a separate run of the simulation. These lower masses of the door were obtained using the simu- 

results showed that the occupant TTI(d) generally reduced 
lations for the eight vehicles. The results showed that the 
contact velocities calculated in these simulations are much 

with increased levels of absorbed energy in the door core. higher than have generally been estimated from side impact 
Interestingly, the higher absorbed energy levels shown in test data. For the vehicles simulated, the velocities ranged 
this figure are in the range of energy levels which have been from 22 mph (35.2 km/hr) to 28 mph (44.8 km/hr) for the 
calculated with the model for a 3 inch thick GTR-pad upper door-occupant thorax contact. 
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Figure 15. TTI(d) .vs. absorbed energy in door core due to occupant contact. 
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Absorbed Energy (Ft-Lbf) 
Figure 16. V*C .vs. absorbed energy in door core due to occupant contact. 

. An independent estimate of the door-dummy contact contact velocities were slightly lower than the contact 
velocities for production car side impacts is reported in velocity for the thorax and were in the range of 20.5 mph 
reference (4). Those estimates are of the same magnitude as (32.8 km/hr) to 28 mph (44.8 km/hr). Figure 17 shows the 
presented in this analysis and tend to confirm the estimates trend that the higher contact velocities at the thorax resulted 
obtained in these simulations. The lower door-pelvis in higher TTI(d)’s. 
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Thorax Contact Velocity (MPH) 
Figure 17. Modeled door contact velocity upper door to thorax. 

Summary and Conclusions presented in this paper is based on modeling only eight 
vehicles tested. Therefore, the results discussed are pre- 

The safety performance differences as measured by liminary. Additional vehicles will have to be modeled to 

TTI(d) in eight production passenger cars tested by NHTSA confirm some of the conclusions reached in this analysis. 
were analysed using a lumped mass model developed for Data from about fifty side impact tests of passenger cars 
side impact simulation and reported in reference (7). The using the NHTSA MDB and the SID are available in the 
structural behavior differences seen in various components NHTSA crash test data base. It is our plan at this time to 
of the side structure modeled were analysed in terms of model as many of the tests as necessary to confirm the 
the energy dissipated by different structural elements findings reported here. Also, a relationship between TTI(d) 
represented in the model. Analysis showed that, in general, and equivalent stiffnesses of the various components 
an increase in absorbed energy in the side structure resulted represented in the model similar to the one described in this 
in lower TTI(d). While increase in the total absorbed energy paper will be attempted. Since energy absorption correlates 
in the struck vehicle is deemed desirable, it has been well with TTI(d), it is possible that the DEPTH (4,14) 
established that such an increase achieved through reduc- parameter may also correlate with absorbed energy. This 
tion of stiffness of the major structural components will also be investigated in future analyses. The energy dis- 
represented in the model, may result in higher TTI(d). It is sipation due to pelvic contact and its relation to pelvic g’s 
important that the energy dissipation occur in a manner so obtained will also be examined. 
as to reduce the TTI(d), thus indicating the importance The analyses presented here confirm the suitability of the 

of sharing of energy between the various structural model for such analyses as well as parametric studies to 

components, investigate the effects of various vehicle design parameters 

A new concept for selecting side structural elements for on TTI(d) and VC. 

optimum TTI(d) on the basis of fractional energy dissipated The discussion and conclusions in this paper represent 

in the three major components of the modeled structure has the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the 

been introduced as design curves relating the TTI(d) to the NHTSA. The United States Government does not endorse 

three variables. These variables represent the fraction of products or manufacturers. Trade or manufacturers’ names 

energy dissipated in the outer door-to-pillar, outer door-to- appear herein solely because they are essential to the object 

inner door core, and the pillar-to-compartment components of the paper. This document is disseminated under the 

of the side structure designated as the variables rl, r2 and r3 sponsorship of the Department of Transportation in the 

respectively, interest of information exchange. The United States 

As expected, contact velocity has been shown to be an Government assumes no liability for the contents or use 

important parameter affecting TTI(d). The analysis thereof. 
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Side Impact Simulation Analysis Using an Improved Occupant Model 

J. Hasewaga, T. Fukatsu, T. Katsumata, responses through dummy impacts tests using a rigid 
Toyota Motor Corporation surface impactor, and improved the previous occupant 

model developed by Toyota, taking account of dummy 
Abstract rotational motions as well. For the verification of the 

Various simulation models have been proposed so far as a validity of this new model, predictions made by this model 
means of the analysis on side impact phenomena. However, were compared with actual dummy behaviors determined 
it was difficult to simulate actual occupant behaviors in 

by a padded impact tester which simulated the full-scale impact accidents and the complex thoracic response in 
particular, since most of those models have been derived vehicle impact. As a result, it has been verified that the 

from the simple one-dimensional spring-mass model accuracy of the new model for the prediction of dummy 
approach, behaviors is higher than the previous model. 

The authors, therefore, analyzed DOTSID thoracic The new model was also used in parametric studies to 
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evaluate potential injury reduction measures in side 
/ \ 

impacts. 

\ Introduction sp i ne n i b 
The occupant energy absorption space in car-to-car side ~ i..-~- 

impact accidents is relatively small compared with that of 

~"~’" I 

frontal or rear-end accidents, and for the occupant injury 

reduction measures, it is found to be generally more difficult .... 

in side impact accidents. , _ 
In this regard, manufacturers and research laboratories Pelvis 

have been carrying out extensive side impact tests on actual 
vehicles, and evaluations and reviews on technologies for/                                       (~ 

the development of countermeasures have conducted in 

energetic manners. 

Side impact phenomena, however, involve various fac- 

tors, such as (1)* the stiffness of the front portion of striking 

vehicle, (2) the stiffness of side portions of struck vehicle, 

(3) behaviors of occupants, etc. The development of 
Fi~ura ~. Previous mod~l (DOT~ID). 

countermeasures was thus considered as a cost and time al~ s~,ino PolYi~ 

consuming process. 

~[1 

~’ 

Under such circumstances, a variety of numerical simu- 
-, ..... 

~o,, 

lations (references 1-3) by modelling said factors have been ~ 

~ 
’ . I I~-._ ._ conducted, in order to determine the mechanism which ,~ . . ~ ,~ ..- 

causes occupant injuries. Results of such studies have been 
~.o 

used in extensive parameter studies, taking account of the 

impact speed, the weight of the striking car and so on, to find ~ ~ ~ 

a proper guideline for the establishment of injury reduction _,, 
measures, 

i[~    ~"" 

The authors have been also carrying out such simulations, - 

using a simple spring-mass model as a means of analysis on ~. 

side impact phenomena. The previous occupant model has ~’~° ~"° ~’~° 

been thus improved based on the DOTSID model, with a Figure 2. Comparison between teat data and simulation 

higher accuracy in the prediction of occupant injuries, 
results. 

Details of this new model will be reported in the following. 
upgrade the accuracy in predicting thoracic injuries. 

Previous Occupant Model 
Figure 3 shows typical dummy motions in actual vehicle 

tests. Acceleration waveforms are sometimes different 
The previous occupant model used in past is shown in between spine positions of T1 and T12, presumably due to 

figure 1. It was designed to simulate the DOTSID, with each the difference in spine rotation. The previous model has the 
of the rib and spine considered as a single mass, and a simple problem of incapability to reproduce the spine rotation, 
linear viscous damper and a non-linear spring located since such a rotation is not taken into account. 
between the rib and the spine to connect them. Only one 

degree of freedom was provided with this model to allow Improvements of the DOTSID Model 
lateral linear motions of the occupant in the direction of 

impact alone. 
Improvement of thoracic damper 

Simulation results using the previous model are shown in There are three types of load transmission paths during 

figure 2. While the results of pelvis accelerations agree thoracic impacts as given below: 

fairly well with the test data, thoracic accelerations show 

some significant difference. A conflict also occurred in 
(1) Rib attaching hinge 

efforts to provide good correlation between simulation data 
(2) Interference between the rib ballast and 

and test data. That is, when an attempt was made to adjust 
antibottoming pad 

characteristics of the model to provide a better correlation in 
(3) Damper 

rib behavior with the test data, the spine response deviated The previous model was characterized by the simple 

further from the test data and vice versa, thoracic damper which acted as the linear viscous damper. 
It was thus recognized that the conventional spring- Three kinds of steps have been taken to improve the 

viscous damper model would have to be modified in order to damping characteristics. 

First, the structure of the damper was reconsidered. 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
Figure 4 shows the cross-section of the damper. This 
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)er Spine ~    Upper Spine 

Doo r 

Time 

°�    Lower Spine 

Figure 3. Dummy response in side impact. 

damper had four orifices on the cylinder wall, and it was 
Vo = S° * Vp (1) considered that the damping force would occur in the 

damper by the oil flowing out of the orifices, and the oil flow n*Sp 

velocity would change according to the number, where 
Orifice Vo : velocity at orifice 

Vp : piston velocity 
Piston Sp : area of piston 

SO : area of orifice (Each orifice has same area.) 
Force n : number of orifices available for the oil flow 

In general, the damping force generated by orifice is 

F = C*Vo (2) 
where 

Accumu lator 
F : damping force 

Figure 4. Cross-section of damper. C : constant value 

The second step, therefore, was to characterize the The third step was the implementation of a series of 
damper by means of fluid mechanism as shown below, damper impact tests for the verification of the validity of the 
Employing the law of continuity, the oil flow velocity gives: new model. Impact velocities were varied in the range of 16 

S i mu I a t i on (improved) 

S i mu I a t i on (previous) 

Test 

0 

Figure 5. Comparison of force-displacement and velocity characteristics with test data. 
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to 44 km/h. Figure 5 shows the force-displacement and                M. *~,, =Fs.*s in(Os +ca ) 

velocity characteristics at the impact velocity of 29 km/h. 

It has been verified by the test data that the improved 

model is capable of a faithful simulation of the char- 

acteristic phenomenon of the increased damping force 
P e 1 v i s : M. 

despite the reduced velocity of the damper piston. It has 
M p * ~p = F~** s i n(Os +OP ) 

been also found that the previous model is incapable of 

simulating this phenomenon. 
where 

Spine and other elements FIR : impactor-to-rib force 

The previous model took no account of the rotational FRS : rib-to-spine force 

motion of the spine as stated earlier. The spine of the im- 
FD : impactor-to-spine damper force 

proved model, on the other hand, is provided with two 
Fip : impactor-to-pelvis force 

degrees of freedom--that is, it is capable of turning around 
Fsp : spine-to-pelvis force 

the longitudinal axis of the chest rotation, in addition to the 
Fsrt : spine-to-head force 
M : concentrated mass 

single degree of freedom given in the previous model. The I : product of inertia on the longitudinal (X) axis 
head motion, which presumably affects the chest rotation, is O : turning angle 
also incorporated in the new model. Moreover, three non- L : length of arm for the moment of rotation 

linear springs are incorporated as couplings of the impactor- 

to-rib and the rib-to-spine, in order to represent the load 
R as subscript; rib 
S as subscript; spine 

transmission in chest rotation more faithfully. Figure 6 H as subscript; head 
shows the improved model. P as subscript; pelvis 

Head j as subscript; the number of impactor-to-rib 
and rib-to-spine couplings 

Geometrical dimensions and inertial properties are 

shown in tables 1 and 2. 

Darape r         _ ~/              R i b 
Symbol      Length of Moment-Arm(era) 

I (L,.), 7.6 Spine ~. | _ 

I ~ ~ I (I.~)~ 0.0 

Pelvis | / 
~ 

(Lm)3 7.0 
/ 

~ (I,~), 6.4 
I 
t (Lr~)~ 0.0 

I ~ 
y< .... X 

\ ~ (L~s)~ 6.4 

Figure 6. Improved model. 
L0 0.0 

Equations of motions 
L~ 17.4 

L,                  2.5 
Equations of motions for the new model are as follows. 

Lsp 14.2 

9.2 
Impactor :M, *~, =-Z(F,~), *cos(Os )-FtP 

Rib :M~ *~ =t~(Ft~), -5: (F~sL -F. 
*cos(Os ) 

~ .... Table 1. Geometrical dimensions. 

M~ *~ =t~,(F,~),,:      . -E,., (F~sL -F, *s in(Os ) Segment Mass(~g) X-Moment of Inertia (~g .m~) 

ttEAD 5.3 0.024 

,., , =, RIB 7.3 0.053 

SPINE 17.1 0.053 

Sp ine :Ms *~s = t,~_!F~sL +FD -FsP-Fs.}*COS(Os ) PELVIS 16.1 0.120 

Ms * ~s = { p.! F~s), + F~ - F sp- r s. } * s i n (Os) Table 2. Inertial properties. 

I~ *~ =g(F~s), *(L~)~ -F~ *L~ -Fs.*Ls. ,o, Characteristics of elements 
- r.* L. Figure 7 shows force-displacement characteristics of the 

H e a d : M. *~. =Fs.* c o s (Os +O. ) improved DOTS ID model. The data have been obtained 
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Impactor~Rib            Rib~Spine              Pelvis              ;. ~-,Upper Rib        bzooL Upper Spine 

;~ Lower _Sp i ne DI Sp lacement (ca~) Dlsp lacement (cm) Ol splacement (crn) 
~ i Lower 

Rib, 

-==u~p ino A Pelvis~Spine 10o Pelvis 

Displacement (cm) Figure 9. Comparison between test data and simulation results 

Figure 7. Force-displacement characteristics of improved (Case I). 

model. 

Upper Rib Upper Spine 

through quasi-static compression tests and bending tests ~ .... 

carried out so far. The rib-spine data show a sharp rise by the 

~ i! ]~,~! ,oo ..:. 
displacement of 40 mm or so, as the rib ballast starts con- 

1o .o 
tacting the antibottoming stopper made of a rubber pad. ,,.,i..) ~,..I..i 

Verification of New Model 
 ,00 .ower  ,0o .o.er s.,ne _ Three types of case studies have been conducted for the ; 

verification of the validity of the entire new model, as !~°°IA 
shown in figure 8. " o ~--’--~’;-o~ o =o 

I /[ Ill Figure 10. Comparison between test data and simulation 
Rigid Surface Rigid Surface Padded Surface 

results (Case II). 
Impactor Impactor Impactor 

@1/ 

i~~ 

l~~!/ 

history. Differences in acceleration wave-forms of spines 
T1 and T12 are more obvious than the Case II because of a 
more significant deformation of the damping pad. 

Figure 8. Impact test conditions for validation of improved .... ,..) 
model. 

(I) The kinematic comparison of accelerations of ~0~oo Lowe~r .Ri_b 

upper and lower ribs between the test data and the ; ~ 
model is shown in figure 9. The correlation between ,, . 
the two is qualitatively satisfactory except for the o =0 x.,o o 
difference in peak acceleration. The effect of spine .... "’~ .... ") .... ,..i 

Figure 11. Comparison between test data and simulation rotation is small in this case, as the impact speed was results (Case III). 
high (Case I). 

(II) Figure 10 shows results of the Case II study on 
the chest and the pelvis impact tests using a rigid Figure 12 illustrates the top view of the DOTSID’s rib 
impactor. Similar to the Case I, the qualitative cor- cage. Figure 13 shows rib and spine acceleration-time 
relation between the model and test data is satisfactory, histories and force-time histories of impactor-to-rib and rib- 
The effect of the direct pelvis impact is particularly to-spine forces. Each of the rib and spine response was 
significant on spine acceleration, calculated at its center of gravity. Spine acceleration 

(III) Comparative results of Case III study using a waveforms and the rib-to-spine force-time history are quite 
padded impactor simulating the full-scale test are similar, with two sharp peaks of rib accelerations. This 
shown in figure 11. In this case, each one of ribs shows means that the padding force increases the rib accelerations 
a wavy mode with two peaks in the acceleration-time against the damping force due to the following mechanism. 
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Ant ibottomlng Pad 

Rib Attatchlng Hinge 

Spine                      Bal last 

~ Impact 

Direction 

Rib Bar 

Rib 

Front 
Figure 14. Force-deflection characteristics of padding. 

Figure 12. Thoracic structure. 

14. In both cases, the padding thickness is fixed at 
? 2~ ~.,_~_, c,, ......... 8 cm, and the hard contact of the padding is represented by 

~ tf~ ___~_ ’~:~ ........... the steep slope in the second portion of each curve. 

Other parameters, i.e., the pelvic padding, impact speed 
. (39 km/g) and impact weight (1726 kg) have been kept 

o i : ,o ~ constant throughout the studies. 

; ~,,..l ~ ’° Figure 15 shows the simulation results. In the case A, 
~- there is a significant difference between the TTI (d) and the 
-~ lOO 

o 2o 40 

~ .... ,-°’ V × C in the lower stiffness area. TTI (d) seems to indicate 

~ the optimal stiffness for a lower injury. On the other hand, 
..... the V × C indicates diminution below the TTI (d) optimal 

stiffness. In the case B, the TTI (d) and the V × C seem to 
Figure 13. Relation between thoracic acceleration and force. 

have a similar tendency. TTI (d) may have the optimal 
The rib-to-spine force consists mainly of the damper padding crush strength around 0.5 KN for a lower injury. It 

force and the contact force between the rib ballast and the is around 0.25 KN the optimal padding crush strength of the 

antibottoming pad. The damper force becomes higher than V × C. 

the impactor-to-rib force in the phase of 12 msec to 16 msec 
after the collision of the padded impactor. In this phase, the 
damper force reduces the rib acceleration against the 
impactor-to-rib force. Because of this mechanism, the rib 
response shows a wavy mode with two peaks in the 
acceleration-time history. ,~..~. 

As described in the foregoing, it has been verified that the 
new model is capable of predicting the DOTSID chest / ’ 
acceleration accurately in various forms of impacts, and 

1 

I 

useful for the reduction of occupant injuries in side impacts. 

Parametric Studies ........... ’ 
Based on the improved model, parametric investigations 

T o’ t ~ o’. ..... 

were carried out for the padded impact condition as shown 
in figure 11. This study is on the parameter variations of the Figure 15. Relation between thoracic injury and padding 

chest padding characteristics. The DOTSID response to the 
variation by simulation. 

parameter variation has been also evaluated with the TTI (d) 
and Viscous Criterion (V × C) (reference 4). For the Conclusions 
assessment of the padding characteristics, two schemes (1) The thoracic injury prediction accuracy was partic- 
were used in the simulations. The force-deflection ularly poor in the previous DOTSID model using the spring- 
characteristics of the padding used in the study are shown in mass approach. Thus, the thoracic model has been improved 
figure 14. by means of the following: 

The first variation scheme, Case A, involves the change 

of padding stiffness as shown in the left half of figure 14. ¯ modeling approach based on the mechanism of 

The second variation scheme, Case B, involves the change occurrence of damper force; and 

of padding crush strength as shown in the right half of figure ¯ modeling approach taking account of the spine 
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rotation based on actual thoracic behaviours of efforts will be continued for further improvements of the 
occupants in side impact accidents, impact model in order to simulate human characteristics as 

closely as possible. 
It has been verified by the comparison of simulation 

results of this model with dummy test data that this model is References 
capable of improving the injury prediction accuracy. 

(1) Thomas, J. T., Joseph, N. K., "Application of Derived 
(2) Complex mechanism of the occurrence of chest 

Characteristics from Dynamic Test Data for Simulation of 
accelerations has been clarified owing to the in-depth 

car-to-car Side Impacts Using a Lumped Mass Approach", 
analysis of simulation results. 

SAE Paper 851187, 1985. 
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The Composite Test Procedure (CTP)mState of the Art 

B. Richter, test procedure. This paper describes the CTP’s state of ad- 
CCMC, Belgium vancement and how the CC-CTP works. 

Abstract Introduction 
In 1988, the European car manufacturers represented by Developments in the field of safety legislation over the 

the CCMC, decided to promote an alternative method to past few years have caused great debate among motor 
full-scale side impact testing. Since this alternative method vehicle manufacturers and regulatory authorities. A char- 
is a combination of testing and computer evaluation, it is acteristic of this development is the proliferation of anthro- 
called Composite Test Procedure (CTP). It was presented at pomorphic test dummies required for full-scale tests. 
the meeting with the EC Commission and Government rep- Currently, only one single dummy, the Hybrid II, is 
resentatives and the CCMC Car Technical Commission in required to comply with safety standards for frontal 
Brussels on 28 April 1988. collision. As this dummy is scheduled to be replaced by 

A major advantage of the CTP over the current full-scale Hybrid III at the beginning of the 1990s, motor vehicle 
tests is that with the CTP there is no need for a mechanical manufacturers will have to work with both dummies for a 
dummy. In the CTP, occupant loading is evaluated by means transition period. 
of a mathematical "dummy". Since the properties of a If one considers the outlay involved in the procurement, 
mathematical dummy are free of scatter, the repeatibility of maintenance and calibration of one single family of 
the CTP promises to be superior to that of the full-scale test. dummies (approx. 30-40 examples of the 50% type), an 

Mechanical dummies considered thus far for use in full- estimate can be made as to the increase in costs which will 
scale tests have proved unsatisfactory in terms of bio- be brought about by the multiplication ofdummy types. The 
mechanical response. CCMC therefore believes that a crucial point however is the much larger number of full- 
mathematical occupant is better suited to provide human- scale tests required because of the proliferation of dummies 
like behaviour. In order to achieve this goal, a more sophisti- and the resultant increase in vehicle development time. 
cated occupant model is being implemented in the CTP. These concerns have led to the development of various 

Although the CTP’s ultimate goal is humanlike response, methods to simplify and improve the accuracy of side 
it has to be demonstrated that the CTP can produce results impact test procedures. One such method that shows high 
equivalent to those obtained in dynamic tests with a physi- potential for producing meaningful countermeasures and 
cal dummy. This can be done by comparing the full-scale improving test accuracy is termed the Composite Test 
test results to the equivalent CTP results. Procedure (CTP) and is being developed in a joint effort by 

A very recent development of the CTP is the Computer the major world motor vehicle manufacturers represented in 
Controlled CTP (CC-CTP). This approach not only repre- CCMC, JAMA and MVMA. 
sents the full-scale test better but also simplifies the whole In order to coordinate the research activities of these three 
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associations in the most efficient way possible, a CTP Steer- test speed used in a full-scale test have an optimum effect 

ing Committee has been set up. The Committee, equally considering the speed spectrum. 

composed of experts from CCMC, JAMA and MVMA, Mass and rigidity of the movable barriers 
meets on a regular basis. One of the Committee’s major 
tasks is to ensure the CTP meets the particular safety condi- It is claimed that the full-scale test can provide an evalua- 

tions prevailing in all the regulatory jurisdictions, making it tion of the side impact protection of a vehicle based on a 

a potential candidate for an international harmonized regu- collision with a barrier of specific mass and rigidity. Real- 

latory requirement, istically however, the vehicle under examination is sub- 

Following a brief review of the various test methods jected to a much broader spectrum of masses and rigidities 

available for side impact evaluations, a description and corresponding to the wide variety of vehicles on the road. 

progress report of the Composite Test Procedure will be Dummy characteristics and seating position 
given as well as a description of future projects scheduled to 
finalize development of this test procedure. The full-scale test requires the dummy to correspond to 

the so-called 50% male with regard to its mass distribution 

Side Impact Test Methods and size. In addition, a precisely defined seating position is 

Various test methods designed to evaluate improvements 
specified. Even if the biomechanical characteristics of the 

in side impact protection have been investigated. These 
dummy were to correspond to those of the 50% male, the 

methods range from simple laboratory tests of vehicle 
problem would still remain--as described in the sections 

components such as doors, A- and B-pillars, to full-scale 
above--of transposing the results of one "representative" 

tests using instrumented anthropomorphic test dummies, 
person to the entire population of vehicle occupants. 

The full-scale test is currently the most popular. Conclusion 
Full-scale Tests In summary, it can be said that all of the above full-scale 

The full-scale tests for side impact proposed in the U.S. test parameters describe an accident in such detail that the 

and in Europe are different. The most important difference 
probability of precisely that accident occurring in real life is 

lies in the dummy used. The SID (HSRI-SID) is proposed to practically nil. This means that the full-scale test can at best 

be used in the U.S., whereas Europeans propose to use the 
provide a rough forecast of what would happen in a real 

EUROSID. accident. This fact expresses itself concretely in the lack of 

All attempts to date to harmonize the specifications of success in harmonization negotiations between the relevant 

these two test procedures have failed. The chances that a 
authorities in Europe and the U.S. Although both propose a 

common procedure will be agreed upon appear to be 
full-scale test, each side is reluctant to accept that the other 

minimal. Consequently, if these two test procedures are party’s proposal can provide an adequate evaluation 

eventually adopted by the U.S. and European governments, because of the specific test requirements. 

it will result in a further proliferation of test dummies and 
The most serious disadvantage of current full-scale tests, 

additional testing requirements. There is serious concern however, can be attributed to the shortcomings of the test 

that the duplication of efforts will not result in improved dummies. The dummies provide scattered results on 

side impact protection for vehicle occupants contrary to 
account of the complexity related to the biomechanical 

what would happen if a single, meaningful test procedure 
requirements and, therefore, a large number of tests are 

were to be adopted, required to provide a reliable evaluation of a vehicle model. 

Full-scale tests, however, indubitably offer individual In addition, neither the U.S. SID or the European EUROSID 

vehicle manufacturers the opportunity of selecting a 
has successfully demonstrated the biomechanical 

combination of various measures appropriate to obtain 
characteristics that fall within the loading corridors 

specific dummy loading levels. This fact has led to the specified in ISO/TC22/SC12, document DP 9790. 

opinion in some quarters that the full-scale test is the only It would be reasonable to assume that compliance of 

means to evaluate vehicle safety and to the belief that the currently available dummies with the biomechanical 

test results are much more accurate than they really are. The specifications conflicts with the requirements for a durable, 

points discussed below will attempt to show how imprecise 
reliable measuring instrument. For the sake of 

and limited the safety data produced by dynamic side 
completeness, it should be noted that a committee set up by 

impact tests are because of the inherent nature of the test the Society of Automotive Engineers is developing a new 

configuration, dummy that shows promise of exhibiting more humanlike 
behaviour (i.e. ISO corridor responses) in side impacts. 

Test speed Nevertheless, doubts persist as to whether any future 

The full-scale test is only performed at a single test speed mechanical dummy will be apt to resolve the intrinsic 

whereas the speeds occurring in real accidents cover a wide conflict between the demands for biofidelity and durability, 

spectrum. It is not clear whether measures for the specified for example. 
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Comporler~t Tests process, t~ is therefore not only suitable as a res~ 

The component test. pursued for a time by the Ameri can 
procedure, but can also be used as a developmem 

It goes without saying that. as in the case of Nil-scale 
automobile manufacturers, avoids the use of an anthro- 

tests, the designer is free to select the countermeasures 
pomorphic test dummy. The component test is based on the 

he wants. He can exploit the optmns both in terms of 
fundamental idea that protection for occupants in a side 

structure and padding to protect the occupants. 
~mpact can be verified entirely by the energy absorption 

characteristics of the inner door. Side structure components Current Status of the CTP 
are simply pre-deformed from the exterior by a rigid ram at a 

The test procedure 
constant stroke depth so that the surface shape is more or 

To illustrate the changes tha~ have been brought to the 
less realistic for the subsequent deformation of the door 

CTP since it was first presented by CCMC in April 1988. we 
inner panel by the dynamic double-mass impactor, have reproduced in figure 1 the original single piece interior 

The weakness of this method is that the designer is com- 
loading device (ILD) which was used at that time, and 

pletely deprived of the freedom to choose whether he would 
which represented the torso of a 50th percentile dummy. 

like to obtain the required occupant protection level by 
The mathematical model corresponding to this single piece 

means of padding, structural improvements or both. Ac- 
ILD is given in figure 2. 

cordingly, it is no! possible to design a vehicle with an 

optimum combination of structural elements and padding 

when using the component test approach. 

The Composite Test Procedure (CTP) 
The weaknesses of the full-scale test and the deficiencies 

of the component test methods have led motor vehicle 

manufacturers to look for new procedures. 

In April 1988. European motor vehicle manufacturers 

represented by the CCMC proposed a COMPOSITE TEST 

PROCEDURE (CTP).i This test procedure combines 

testing and calculation, thus providing dynamic outputs 

!accelerations. velocities) just as the full-scale test. but 

offers a number of advantages over the full-scale test. These 

advantages can be summarized as follows: Figure 1, Original CTP, using single piece JLD. 

a. A fully equipped vehicle or body-in-white, with 

all necessary components for lateral impacts, can be 

used in the test. allowing the safety characteristics of 

the vehicle to be evaluated at an early stage. 

b. The CTP does not use a mechanical dummy. The 

loads to which occupants are subjected are calculated 

with the help of a mathematical occupant. As the 

characteristics of a mathematical occupant are no~ 

subject to scatter, the CTP offers superior overall test 

repeatability. 

c. Everything indicates that a mathematical occu- 

pant is better suited than a mechanical dummy to 

simulate human behaviour. In addition, less time and 
Figure 2. Nathematical mode~ eorrespondin~ to tt~e 

money is required to modify a mathematical occupam piece ~LD. 
as new biomechanical findings emerge, which is not 

Although this rather simple desig~ an~ its corresponding 
the case for a mechanical dummy. A first proposal for a 

mathematical model alread} gave satisfactory results m 
mathematical occupant was presented on 28 April 

comparison to the full-scale tests CCMC decided 
1989. together with this status report, 

introduce separate ILDs for the thorax and pelvis, with an 
d. Although the CTP results are developed from a additional !oad cell included in the thoracic ILD to idemify 

specified collision speed and vehicle!barrier mass. possible toad concentrations at abdominal level (figure 
results for other speeds and masses can. within certain The final shapes of the ILD sections for ~he humanlike 
limits, be derived from the same test. Thus. other occupant wil! be defined by CCMC~ ~AMA and MVMA 
accident situations can be evaluated from a single test ~he near future. 
which is not possible using a full-scale test. The lack of provisions in lhe origina~ CTP version 

e. The CTP offers deeper insight into the collision detect load concentrations at abdominal leve| had been one 
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A loading device with a deformation element repre- 

~senting another vehicle or a deformable barrier is used to 

deform the exterior. The interior loading devices represent 

the occupant. Figure 6 shows the test set-up. 

Figure 3, Dimensions of the ILD based on the 

of the m~\ior causes for concern in certain quarters, 

government experts critical of CCMC’s new approach. A 

similar design, without abdominal force measurement 

however, has bee~ adopted %r the ILDs co~responding to F~gute 6. C~m~s~te test set~u~. 
the US-SID, taking into account that this dummy’s 

abdomen is ~ot equipped with any switches or other load 

sensing devices (~?gure 4). 

Figure 7. Measurement of ram strokes and vehicle 
deformation. 

F!gure 4~ Dimensions of the ILO, based Qn the US~SID. By measuring the forces applied and the resultant 

formation (figures 6 and 7), all the important vehicle 
Despite these changes to the ILD desig~, the current CTP characteristics for side impact can be calculated. The test 

version remains based on a step-by,step approach, procedure is performed according to the step-by-step 
consisting in a sequence of quasi-static force/deflection 
measurements foliowed by a calculatio~ which provides 

procedure shown in figure 8 and explained as follows. 

dynamic results of the barrier, vehicle and eccupant: As 

shown in figure 5, a body,in-white or fu~ vehicle with the 
equipmem required for side protection (seatsi padding) iS 

fixed i~ position. 

Figure 8. Test procedure for step-by-step method for 
composite test ..... 

First the exterior loading device deforms the side of the 
vehicle and is stopped when the inside of the door makes 

Figure 5. CQmpositetest rig. contact with the seat~ This is Step L The end of Step I 
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corresponds approximately to the point at which the occu- 

pant makes contact and is accelerated by the door. The force 

of the exterior loading device is then kept constant. 
In Step [I. the interior loading device deforms the inner 

panel of the door. This produces the force/displacement 

characteristics for thoracic and pelvic loading. The dimen- 

sions of the (rigid) interior loading device representing both 

the thorax and pelvis are shown in figure 4. 

The end of Step I1 is determined by a certain energy 

absorption of the vehicle door during occupant contact. Step 

Ill is a continuation of Step I. The exterior loading element 

continues to deform the side of the vehicle until all the 

deformation energy of the side impact has been absorbed. 
Figure 10. Anomalies in recording measurements at ribs of 

In Step IV. the dynamic process is then calculated using EUROSID in FST. 
the measurements recorded during Steps 1. II. and III. 

Figure 9 shows the basic mathematical model used in the HN: unpadded door. no space between dummy and 

dynamic process. The characteristics of the mathematical door. 

dummy, represented by the masses m4. m5. m6 and by the HF: unpadded door. space between dummy and 
door. 

groups of characteristics F4, F5. F6. F7 are not a part of the PN: padded door. no space between dummy and 
test procedures and must be specified beforehand, These door. 
parameters can be defined to represent a mechanical PF: padded door. space between dummy and door. 

dummy such as S1D or EUROSID. or a human as specified Figures I 1 and 12 show one of the vehicles used in the 
in ISOiTC22/SC12-DP9790. CTP tests as well as the deformation element (NHTSA 

element) used as the exterior loading device. 

Figure 9. Model for the calculation of dynamic processes. 

Test results NHTSA detormat~on elemenL 

One of the goals of the CTP is to provide the mathemati- 

cal dummy with characteristics which are more representa- 

tive of human behaviour than is possible with existing 

mechanical dummies (example in figure 10).: As sufficient 

information on human biomechanical characteristics is not 

presently available, the practicability of the CTP can only 

be demonstrated in comparison with tests using mechanical 

dummies. Accordingly, a series of tests were required 

where results were availaNe from full-scale tests with dif- 

fering vehicle configurations. This requirement was satis- 

fied by a series of tests conducted by MVMA using various 

modifications to the American passenger car of the type 

Ford LTD. Figure 12. Deformed NHTSA 

With ~he same modifications used in the MVMA tests. 

~ests were perfo~ed (at MGA Corporation in Akron. N.Y. The test results of S~eps t and 
USA) using the CTP method. The four vehicle configura- figure ~3 and the results of S~ep H are shown in figures ~4 
tions considered were: and 15. 
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Figure 13~ F~,O characteristic measured at exte~’io~ ~arn, Figure 16. Comparison of calibration tests on the thorax of 
mechanical and mathematical LIS=S~D, 

Figure 14, FiD characteristic measured at pelvic impact zone, 
F:igure 17, Comparison of calibration tests on the pelvis of 
mechanica~ and mathematical LIS-SID, 

the full-scale test for the unpadded, near spacing (HN) test 

configuration. Although it is difficult to indicate a standard 

for the level of agreement, the results can be considered 

satisfactory, in particular for the time below 30 milliseconds 

where maximum occupant loading occurs. 

Figure 15~ FiD ch~r~ctertstic measured ~t thoracic impact 
zo~e~ 

Bet~.~re perlbrming Step IV, the model parameters of the 

mathematical dummy had initially to be adjusted to the 

characteristics of the specific SID used in the MVMA full- 

scale ~ests. Only the results of the calibration tests were 

available ~)~r this and unfortunamly did not provide a com- 

plete description of the dummy characteristics. Missing ~igu~e 18. Comparison o~ barrier ~eceleration in FST and CTP. 

from the dummy calibration info~ation was the coupling 

of the thorax and spine as shown as F5 i~ figure 9. The tables in figures 24 and 25 provide an ove~iew of all 

Figures 16 and 17 show a comparison between the SID tests. It can be seen that there is agreement in important ......... 

calibration measurement and the CTP calibration results: trends. This applies in particular to the effectiveness of the 

Using the characteristics of the mathematical dumrny estab- space between the occupants and the door in the case of 

Iished in this manner, the res~its could then be calculated unpadded doors and to the value of padding in general for 

withi~ the ~?amework of the CTE occupant rib loading. The comparison will have to be made 

Figures t 8 to 23 show a comparison between the CTP and again once the results of the computer controlled CTP (See 
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Figure 19. Comparison of Ford LTD acceleration in FST and Figure 23. Comparison of pelvic acceleration in FST and CTPo 
CTP. 

below "Further Development of the CTP"t are available 

and the mathematical dummies are finally validated 

Figure 20. Comparison of door acceleration in FST and CTP. 

Figure 24. Comparison of US=SID loads in FST and CTP for 
Ford LTD HN and HF. 

Figure 21. Comparison of rib acceleration in FST and CTP. 

Figure 25. Comparison of US-SiD ~oads in FST and CTP tot 
Ford LTD PN and PF. 

The quantitative differences which occur m indiv~dua! 

cases such as for spine acceleration--require careful 

analysis. They cannot automatically be considered as poin~- 

mg to a deficiency in the CT~as can be seen from the 

examples in figures 26 and 27. Here. it would seem that the 

problem results from anomalies that occurred in the full- 

scale test. 

Further development of the CTP 
Fundamental considerations and practical e×perience 

Figure 22. Comparison of spine acceleration in FST and CTP, would indicate that dynamic effects of the structure and 
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In addition, the number of deformation measuring points 
is reduced so that the deformation measurements are limited 
to the movement of the loading devices themselves (figures 
29 and 30). 

Figure 26, Anomalies in recording measurements st lower 
spree i~ FST. 

Figure 29. Reduction of measuring points in CCoCTP. 

Fi.qure 27, Anomalies in recording measurements at upper 

padding are of secondary importance in ~he event of a side 

impac~ co!lision. However, this point is being considered Figure 30. Measurement of ram strokes and body-in-white de- 
for further development within the framework of the joint fiecti~n in CC~CTP. 

CCMC, JAMA and MVMA activities. 
Another area of investigation is the replacement of the CCMC has initiated an extensive test programme to eval- 

current s~ep-by-step procedure with a computer controlled uate the CTP and ~o compare it to known ful!-scale tests 

method. This method is called Computer Controlled Com- performed with the EUROSID. As a starting point, the 

posi~e ~?est Procedure (CC-CTP) and is currently undergo- CTP’s mathematical occupant model has been adjusted to 

ing development. The CC-CTP combines measurements one of the EUROSID dummies used by MVMA in its test 

and calculations in a single laboratory test controlled by one programmes involving the Ford LTD (figures 31 and 32) ....... 

computer (figure 28). Here the calculation determines Preliminary results from the comparison of the CTP to the 

which data is required at any pagicular moment and con- co~esponding full-scale tests with that car model are given 

trois ~5e tes~ ~ig accordingly, in figures 33 to 35. 

Figure28, Computer control~ed composite test procedure (CC~ Figure 31. Comparison of calibration tests on the thorax of 
CTP). mechanica~ and mathematical EUROSIDo 
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The CTP mathematical model may have to be adjt~sied to 

the specific EUROSID examples that were used i~ the vari~ 

OUS tests that have been performed in Europe. Obviously, 

order for CCMC to demonstrate that the CTP leads to results 

at least similar to those obtained in full-scale tests, the 

known deficiencies of individual EUROStDs will also have 

to be included in the CTP mathematical dummy. One may 

therefore expect the calibration test graphs reproduced in 

figures 31 and 32 to differ according to the particular pro- 

ductiOnfull_scalebatChtest.and EUROSID model that was used in a given 

Related to CCMC’s criticism of current physical dum- 

Figure 32. Compar|son of calibration tests on the pelvis of mies and their deficiencies m representing humans in bio~ 

mechanical and mathematica~ EUROSID. mechanical terms. CCMC has launched a research pro- 

gramme aiming to provide the data necessary to implement 

a mathematical occupant model of the human occupant. 

This will then be introduced into the final version of the CC 

CTR 

Summary 

Of the various test procedures available for evaluation of 

side impact protection, the Composite Test Procedure offers 

greater potential for providing optimum and mem~ingfu~ 

countermeasures. Compared m full-scale testing, lhe fot~ 

lowing advantages of the CTP are evident: 

® It is easier to perform. 

Figure :33. Comparison ~f rib acceleration in FST and CTP with ® I! provides results which are easier to reproduce. 
~UFtOS~. ~ It makes it easier to incorporate new biomechani~ 

ca! findings. 
® It can be applied from an earlier s~age of vehicle 

development. 
~ It offers a new approach rewards harmonizing 

legislation on side impact collisions 

It allows a wider approach m vehicle designs~ 

resulting in solutions which are more robnst_ 
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Appendix 

The Computer Contro~tied Com pos~e Test 
Procedure (CC-CTP} 

. ~, ~:~ ~.~,~ ~ Progress achieved after the IMECHE 
seminar 

Figure 35. Comparison oti pelvic acceleration in FST and CTP 
with EUROSID. CCMC’s progress report published at the seminar 
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organized by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in Rib 12oL | 
London aimed at illustrating the changes that have been Acceleration 

brought to the CTP since its first presentation. At the same Comparison 90 

time, the report described the research projects underway to of Full-Scale 
and Composite 60 

further develop the procedure. Test Results 

One essential element of CCMC’s work programme has - CC-CTP 
been successfully completed only a few days ago: under -(x=0- Method il 

30 

A!I~,t~. contract with CCMC, MGA performed two computer -FST2 0 " 

.... .... controlled CTP tests, one in "NHTSA configuration , the Ford LTD (HF) 

other one in "EEVC configuration" together with the 
US-SID 30 

respective barrier faces. The initial, very promising results 
Full-Scale 

--- Upper and 

were presented by MGA in a meeting of the CCMC ad hoc --- Lower Rib 60 

working group AHC on May 11, 1989 in Brussels. 
-- Composite Test    10 40 70 100 t [ms] 160 

The most important characteristic of the CC-CTP is that, Figure ii. Rib acceleration in CC-CTP versus FST 2. 
after the test vehicle and the MDB face have been set in 15o Spine 
accordance with the test conditions, it runs automatically Acceleration 
once initiated, without any further intervention by the test 12o 

Comparison 
operator. Since the strokes of the hydraulic cylinders are of Full-Scale 90 
automatically controlled by the computer under" real time" and Composite 

Test Results 
conditions and as a function of the momentary force/ -CC-CTP 60 j .~ 

deflection characteristics of the barrier face, the vehicle side - Method II 
i ¯ - (x=O             30 

structure, and the padding, the deformation patterns of the -FST1 

vehicle correspond more closely to those observed under Ford LTD (HF) 0~f~"/ i~             ~. .... 
---- ._ 

dynamic test conditions. 
US-SlD 

Full-Scale 
Figures i to v show a sample of CC-CTP test results in --- Upper and 30 

comparison with two full scale tests (FST) on the Ford LTD --- Lower Spine 

under identical test conditions. In both FSTs, the NHTSA 
-- Composite Test 60. 10 40 70 100 t [ms] 

160 

barrier was run into the vehicle in "crabbed" configuration, Figure iii. Spine acceleration in CC-CTP versus FST 1. 
and space was provided between the US-SID and the 120- 

unpadded interior panel ("HF" configuration). 
Spine 
Acceleration 90- 
Comparison Rib 12° 

L 
[ 

of Full-Scale 60 Acceleration and Composite 

Comparison 90 Test Results 

of Full-Scale - CC-CTP 30 ii~)]., .., 

and Composite 60 - a = 0 0 - Test Results_ CC-CTP 

,’-f" \ / 
-FST2 

- Method II 30 k., Ford LTD (HF) 30 ’ 

- c(= 0 ti ’.tN~ :~ US-SID 

Full-Scale -FST1 o ............... 6o 
Ford LTD (HF) 

--- Upper and . 
--’-- Lower Spine 

US-SID 30 Composite Test 90- 
Full-Scale 10 40    70 100 t [ms] 160 

--- Upper and 
--- Lower Rib 60 Figure iv. Spine acceleration in CC-CTP versus FST 2. 

10 40 70 100 t [ms] 160 
~ Composite Test 

Pelvic 200 I 

Figure i. Rib acceleration in CC-CTP versus FST 1. Acceleration I ~, 
Comparison        150 

of Full-Scale 
Test anomalies and significant scatter could be noted and Composite 100 

during those two full scale tests. Most probably, these Test Results 

anomalies are related mainly to the dummy, and are very - CC-CTP 
~ Method II 50 

unlikely to ever manifest themselves in tests using the CTP - ~x = 0 

dummy model. 0 ~z’ I1’~: ...... 
With one exception, the CTP dummy produced higher US-sloF°rd LTD (HF) 

~ ~ ’~"~-~ ’"~" ..... 

loads than could be observed in the two full scale tests. This -.- Fu~l-Sca~e Test ~ 50- 
indicates that both the existing CTP dummy and its --- FulI-Scale Test 2 10 40 70 100 t lms] 160 

underlying interior loading devices need further devel- 
~ Composite Test 

opment. On the other hand, the acceleration/time histories Figure v. Pelvic acceleration in CC-CTP versus FST 1 and 2. 
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of both the FST and the CTP tests are satisfactorily inphase, final shape of the interior loading devices corresponding to 
As can be observed in FSTs, contact of the pelvis with the the CTP occupant model. 
door occurs earlier than with the ribs. After the final CTP dummy and occupant models and 

Further research aimed at validating the CTP dummies, their corresponding ILDs are available, an extensive eval- 
on the basis of human beings and existing dummies (US- uation test programme will be launched, coordinated by the 
SID and EUROSID) is underway at APR, under contract for CTP Steering Committee which is equally composed of 
CCMC. Another goal of this research is the definition of the representatives from CCMC, JAMA, and MVMA. 

An Assessment of a Composite Test Procedure for Side Impact 

J.A. Bennett, K.H. Lin, Y.-C. Deng, tolerance levels will be specified on anthropomorphic 
General Motors Research Laboratories dummies placed in the impacted vehicle. These test 

J. Stocke, procedures have been under development since the 1970’s 

General Motors Current Product Engineering and there still remains significant disagreement within the 
technical community about their efficacy as an assessment 

Abstract technique for side impact injury mitigation. In order to 

A composite test procedure for side impact evaluation resolve some of these difficulties, VolkSwagen (1),* has 

has been proposed by Volkswagen as an alternative to full proposed an alternative procedure using static component 

scale dynamic test procedures for side impact compliance, tests and a mathematical system simulation using this static 

Alternative procedures such as this approach could offer data. We believe there is merit in examining alternative 

increased customer benefit due to lower testing costs and compliance procedures to full scale dynamic tests for side 

perhaps ultimately increased side impact safety. The Volks- impact. However, it is imperative that this alternative 

wagen procedure utilizes a three-step static crush of door procedure be a system evaluation procedure and this implies 

inner and outer structures and then uses this data in a lumped that the alternative procedure probably will involve some 

mass computer model to simulate the full scale crush. The type of computer simulation. 

fundamental assumptions of this procedure, such as Modeling simulations are commonly used as tools for 

dynamic rate effects and alternative load path assumptions automobile crash development, and are routinely accepted 

are evaluated. The bulk of the report is devoted to a in other disciplines when it is difficult, impractical or 

comparison of results from the alternative test procedure impossible to perform full scale tests. For example, wind 

with full scale dynamic moving barrier tests. Results are gust loading during a space vehicle launch is estimated 

shown for a full sized four door vehicle and a two and four using probability based processes to determine both the 

door intermediate vehicle. The sensitivities of the results to vehicle structure design and whether it is safe to launch the 

several parameters such as door mass and strain rate were particular vehicle. Also, in the nuclear power industry 

evaluated. It was found that the portion of the static test computer simulations of a large number of catastrophic 

associated with the inner panel was probably the most events are used to certify the design of the power plant. 
critical part of the alternative procedure. If this test is not Furthermore, although it is not a certification process, the 
controlled accurately, the simulation results may differ NHTSA specifies the use of a simulation program, 

significantly from the results of a full scale dynamic test. CRASH3, to generate accident data for the NASS file. The 

Although there is still relatively little data available, data in this file is in use to develop their side impact 
significant differences between the alternative protocol and compliance process. 
the dynamic test were observed. Some of these differences Although it is possible to construct several altemative 
may be difficult to resolve within the proposed protocol, compliance procedures which meet the goal of a computer 
Several other alternative procedures also based on computer based system evaluation, the Volkswagen composite test 
simulation are suggested, procedure (CTP) merits consideration. An extensive 

Introduction evaluation of this procedure serves two important purposes. 
First, it will allow us to determine the merits of the CTP as 

Currently, both the National Highway Traffic Safety an alternative test procedure. Secondly, the process of Administration (NHTSA) in the U.S. and the European 
carrying out this evaluation can develop a methodology for 

Economic Community (EEC) have proposed full-scale evaluating other alternative compliance processes. 
dynamic test procedures as compliance measures for As pointed out earlier, a considerable amount of effort has 
passenger vehicles for side impact. Although there exist gone into developing the dynamic full scale test procedures 
significant differences in details between these two tests, that are currently under discussion. In addition, there is a 
the concept is essentially similar. The vehicle will be 
impacted on its side by a deformable moving barrier and 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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IMPACTED DUMMY MASS DUMMY BODY 
significant uncertainty as to whether these dynamic pro- 
cedures are the correct assessment technique of side impact 

injury mitigation. To attempt to establish an alternative pro- 
cedure to serve as a correct assessment technique is proba- 

bly inappropriate at this time. However, any such technique ¢EHICLE 

must ultimately be related to full-scale dynamic impact. 
Therefore, a possible methodology for evaluation is to as- 
sume that the NHTSA (or EEC) dynamic procedure is a 
correct assessment technique for side impact injury mitiga- 

tion. Now the only question that remains to be addressed is 
what margin of difference must be imposed on an alterna- 
tive procedure such that it will remain conservative with 

respect to the full scale dynamic impact. This separation of "-~ Xb 
Xa 

issues will then allow us to examine the crucial aspects of Figure la. Model 1--A mathematical model proposed by 
the alternative procedure. Two areas need to be investigated Volkswagen to evaluate the CTP test results (reference 1). 

in some detail. First, any inherent limitations imposed by 

the alternative procedure which may ultimately limit its 
Rib Spine 

practicality as a compliance procedure must be determined. 
Secondly, an objective assessment can then be made of a 
comparison of the alternative procedure with respect to a 
full-scale dynamic test applied to a number of vehicles. 

F(I)     F_(3) F(5) 

Fundamental Concerns in Lumped 
Mass Modeling 

The composite side impact test procedure as proposed by Pelvis 

Volkswagen is essentially a lumped mass modeling 

approach. This approach was initially developed by Kamal, 
et el. (2, 3) as a technique for modeling of frontal impact Ba~rler Door Yehlcle 
behavior. As such it is one of the most used techniques in the 

automotive industry for development purposes for frontal Figure lb. Model 2--A mathematical model proposed by 
Volkswagen to evaluate the CTP test results (reference 4). 

and rear impact behavior, and its strengths and weaknesses 

are well known. The Volkswageriimplementation of this typical of the entire test series and indicate that in terms of 
procedure for side impact is shown in figures 1 a and lb. Two dummy measures, the test to test variability was generally 
versions are shown here, an initial one which they applied to low with the worst variability being of the order of less than 

a Volkswagen Golf and a second version which they later 20%. There is relatively little data available on the 

applied to a Ford LTD (4). The major differences are in their variability of static test of major structural components that 

representations of the dummy and the interior surface of the are used in lumped mass simulations. Some typical data 

vehicle. The force-deflection curves of the various springs from identical specimens of front rail components is shown 

are obtained by statistically crushing a full vehicle in a pre- in figure 3. Typically, this type of variability may result in a 

determined sequence. The sequence is described in the 5-10% variability in the response in a lumped mass 

Volkswagen report (1). There are three fundamental simulation. It is clear that additional work will be needed to 

concerns in lumped mass modeling that need to be 
generate data associated with static test variability in side 

addressed: the variability associated with the modeling, rate 
impact simulation. 

The second area of rate dependency has been an issue 
dependency, and path dependency, since the introduction of the lumped mass modeling 

In comparing a dynamic test procedure with an alter- technique (2). It is well understood that some materials 
native procedure, there are two types of variability that need perform differently from a structural standpoint as the 
to be discussed. The first is the variability in the full scale impact speed increases. Since the component tests for 
dynamic procedure itself. The most extensive data currently lumped mass simulation are conducted statically, this 
available on the subject is the sequence of tests performed phenomenon is typically handled by including a rate 
by the U.S. Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association dependency parameter in the computer model such that the 
(MVMA), in which they tested a sequence of Ford LTD’s in force-deflection curves are modified by this parameter as a 

a number of configurations, but in each configuration they function of the instantaneous rate of deflection. Because 

performed two identical tests. The results of these tests are this parameter is a component parameter as opposed to a 

available in (5). Figure 2 shows a summary of some of the material parameter, it becomes very difficult to specify one 

tests using the NHTSA SID dummy. These results are number that can be used in all situations, and different 
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the dynamic test in order to get correct results. This 

~1 fundamental limitation of lumped mass modeling has 
=*~"’ essentially precluded its use in full three-dimensional 

,, simulations, although mathematically there are no 
~-~ limitations to constructing such a simulation. Similar 

problems arise in trying to develop a complex multiple load 

path simulation model, and therefore it is difficult to 
conceive of an effective compliance procedure built around 
a multiple load path model. For this reason, a lumped mass 

alternative compliance procedure will probably be not 
much more complex than the first model (figure l a) 

proposed by Volkswagen. The second model (figure lb) in 
fact introduces a multiple load path by using two springs to 

-,- ~,,, ~’ ,,, ~ represent the interactions between the occupant and the 

~ ~ .~,= ~ interior. 
As a result of our discussion of inherent limitations with 

Figure 2. MVMA side impact test results, the lumped mass modeling approach, the following 
tentative conclusions can be drawn. Although more data 

10o 
needs to be generated, the variability probably will not be a 

~o major factor. On the other hand, some method must be 

~ developed to handle the rate dependency problem. The 
, ~o 

material factor approach, although simple, requires that 

~ ~o these factors be developed for all materials that might be 
,2 used in future vehicles, or that some standard test procedure 

~o be developed to ascertain these factors. A second alternative 

o that has been proposed is to use a dynamic test on the 
o =o ~o no so lOO 1=o 1~o leo lao ~oo 220    interior portion of the component test protocol. Finally, 

because of the fundamental path dependency problems the De~lectlon -ttn 

Figure 3. Variability of front rail drop-tower test data. complexity of the model should not be significantly 
extended beyond that already proposed. 

groups have developed different methodologies to deter- Results From Evaluation of the mine an appropriate parameter. At GM we have tradi- 
tionally used 1% per mile per hour to represent mild steel Composite Test Procedures 
components in frontal impacts, whereas high strength steel Volkswagen has presented the results from two series of 
and aluminum components have essentially a zero strain tests. The first of these was the Volkswagen Golf (1) and 
rate effect. Very little rate information is available on used the model shown infigure 1 a. The test procedure used 
polymeric materials that are traditionally used for padding, the CCMC barrier, crabbed to the vehicle, and the SID 
It is known that these materials may be highly variable in dummy. The second series of tests was conducted on the 
their rate sensitivity, and this is clearly an additional area Ford LTD (4) according to the NHTSA test protocol and 
that will require further research in order to quantify these used the SID dummy. The simulation model shown in figure 
numbers. However, the dilemma this phenomenon presents l b was applied in this case. GM has just completed an 
to an alternative certification procedure is obvious. A most additional series of tests. Three vehicles were tested. A full 
desirable side impact structure would be one which is soft at size 4-door vehicle (identified in the figures as F4), an 
low speeds and stiffer at high speeds, and therefore, any intermediate 4-door vehicle (I4), and an intermediate 
alternative compliance procedure must develop some way 2-door vehicle of the same body style (12). Two dynamic 
of incorporating any type of rate dependent structure that tests were performed for each vehicle style using the 
might be invented in the future. NHTSA barrier protocol, but one using the SID dummy and 

The third area of concern is path dependency. Unlike the other the EUROSID dummy. These dynamic tests were 
linear elastic structures, in nonlinear problems the final performed at the GM Proving Ground. The static tests were 
result is dependent upon the loading sequence involved. As performed by MGA Corporation, Buffalo, New York, and 
a simple example, consider a tube loaded both axially and in were tested according to the Volkswagen double ram 
bending. If the tube is first bent, and then crushed, the final protocol for the model in figure 1 b, This is the same protocol 
response will be much different than if it is first crushed and as used on the Ford LTD tests which were also conducted by 
then bent. This problem is well understood by practitioners MGA. The static test results for the three components are 
of lumped mass modeling and they are aware that the failure shown in figures 4 through 6. One surprising result in the 
mode in the component test must match the failure mode in test data needs to be pointed out at this time. The thorax 
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interior spring force-deflection curve in figure 6 for the 
intermediate 4-door vehicle never shows an increasing 
force level of the magnitude exhibited by the other vehicles. 
This is clearly unrealistic because at some point all of the 
door inner material must be crushed and the stiffness of the 
barrier should dictate the stiffness of the interior spring. 

20o. 
~ 

,’ 

,.o : 

]// 

Legend 

+0. Z--’-’--[,, .,%. - t,. ...... 

//""                                                         _..,.~-~ ~"                 " 
~, ~o- .            ~." 

._~._.~,~;.,>~"~ " ~ !f 0 ’ ~’0 
P 

,/, ~i~)f 
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~.0 

80’ 

¯ ¯ ~4 
Figure 6b. Force-deflection curves for F(3) pelvis. 

~,/’/. ¯ m 
Since the dynamic tests were run at an angle of 27 degrees 

~ at a speed of approximately 54 km/hr and the simulation 
,/ does not directly comprehend the angled impacts, the o ,b ~’o +’o +’o s’o +’o 

Deflection (CM) 
normal velocity was used in the simulations. A summary of 
accelerations and displacements of the dummy responses in 

Figure4. Force-deflection curves for F(1). the composite test procedure as compared to similar 
responses in the dynamic full scale test is shown in figure 7. 

zoo- The Model 1 results are calculated assuming that F(3) is 

composed of the thorax force only. For comparison, results 
"--- ...... from the Volkswagen Golf and the Ford LTD are also shown 16o- 

~ ir~- ,., ~ in this figure as obtained from (1,4). Differences for the GM 
¢Y ,,’°° .......... vehicles range from +3% to-72% for model 2. If we neglect 

~ ;so- /,/ ,.’" the results from the intermediate 4-door for which the 
"-" /;" " interior static test is somewhat suspect, the differences 
~ "/ range from +3% to -52%. A full set of results for all three ,9 80- 

i/,,’’" Legend vehicles for the model 2 dummy are shown in figures 8 
o .m. ...... through 12. In general, the responses for the structural 

¯ o. " ~ behavior are fairly good, whereas the responses for the 
¯ LZ occupant model are somewhat erratic with the responses for 

the intermediate 4-door vehicle extremely low. In particular o I~ io ~’o ~’o ~’o 6’0 the responses for both the peak door velocity and the time of 
Deflection (Cld) peak door velocity are quite good and are within 20% and 

FigureS. Force-deflection curves for F(2). 10% respectively. These results are generally consistent 
with the expectations from lumped mass models in that the 

60" 
responses of the major masses are usually more accurate 
and displacements and velocities tend to be more accurate 

so. than do accelerations. 
Another interesting summary of the results is shown in 

~- figure 13, in which for each of the dummy measures, spine 

~" acceleration, rib acceleration, and rib deflection, each series 
. ,o- ,+/ is ranked as best, middle, and worst for both the tests and the 
,9 ~ model. On looking at the model results, in none of the three 

zo. .,/’ ,* cases does the model predict the same ranking as does the 
.~ ~ test. However, if the suspect 4-door intermediate data is 

/" o" removed, the model gives the same ranking in one of the 

...S:.+- ~-+ 
three cases. 

o , Discussion of Results 
Deflection (CM) 

There are several things that might contribute to the 
Figure 6a. Force-deflection curves for F(3)thorax. differences between the composite test procedure results 
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Figure 7. Summary of SID test and simulation results.               -~oo 

¯ ~ 30 
35 r - 3 

Solid     : Test 

Figure 9. Door acceleration and velocity. 

F4 1o 15 
s .......... -", xo and the full scale dynamic test procedure results. For 

o s example, one of the causes of the discrepancy could be the 
.~ -5 o simulation itself. Although Volkswagen communicated to ~- ~o ao    ~o so xoo o 2o    ,o ~o so ~oo 

usacopyofthecomputerprogramthattheyusedtoruntheir 

sl 
!..~. ~i~,/~,^£~ / 

s°I~ 

simulations, an implementation of the same technology that 
25 25 

"° .... is available within GM was used. This was convenient 

I4 15 15 because of the postprocessing capabilities that were in place 

~ 

~,.o--_-, ~o within GM for this code. In order to establish that the GM 

-. s implementation produced the same results as the Volks- ¯ ~ ~ o wagen, the available parameters for the Golf and LTD 
o 2o ,o 60 so ~oo o 2o ~o ~o ~o loo simulations were input into our code. Simulations were run 

and virtually identical results were produced. One such 
2o ~5 example is shown in figure 14. A second possible cause of 

so discrepancy is in the full scale test procedure used. These 

-- ~o tests were run with the NHTSA test protocol at the GM 
~ ss Proving Ground. Since two identical tests were run on each 

’ 1 "~ ~ " 
~o vehicle with different dummies in the vehicle, a comparison 

D ~, ~ ’, ~5 / of the door velocities from each of these tests will indicate at 
\ 2o ~ least the variability inherent in the tests. Figure 15 indicates 

~ 
~o ! that there was no significant variability in the door velocity 

/~ for identical vehicles. The tangential effect was clearly not 
~ ~, addressed in the simulation, however since no consistent 

o 2o ~o ~o so ~oo o 2o ~o 60 ~o ~oo differences were observed, this effect is difficult to assess. 
T£.e (=s) rime ~=~ A third possibility is with the static tests that were run. As 

DashedS°lid :: ModelTe~ stated previously, these tests were conducted by MGA who 
had previously conducted the Ford LTD test for Volks- 

Figure 8. Struck car acceleration and velocity, wagen, and therefore, the protocol is at least consistent 
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Figure 10. Dummy response for vehicle F4. 

solid : Test 
among the various tests that have been run. The force- Dashed : Model 
deflection curves for spring F(1) which represents the 
barrier and some portion of the door response are shown in 
figure 4. These curves show an initial consistency of slope Fi0ure 11. Dummy response for vehicle 14. 
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S ID                                 Criterion    Method       Best    Middle     Worst 

200 Spine A Test F4 I4 I2 
t~odel I4 I2 F4 Lower 

160 Sp i ne Rib A Test F4 I4 I2 
Mode I I4 I2 F4 

120 Rib D Test F4 I4 I2 
}~odel I4 F4 I2 

80 
Figure 13. Ranking of the test vehicles. 

40 force-deflection curves for spring F(2) are shown in figure 5 
and represent the deformation of the remaining vehicle 

0 structure. This is essentially the deflection of the A- and 

t~ B-pillars relative to the undeformed part of the vehicle. In 
~ 

this case we see differences in the curves occurring very 

o" 
- 4 0 early in the deformation process. The remaining spring F(3) 

-~ 
0 20 4 0 6 0 8 0 100 is shown in figure 6. This spring is intended to represent the 

,~ 200 interior of the vehicle as seen by the occupant. Under the 

~ Upp e r current protocol, the ram pushing the exterior of the vehicle 

m Ri b is stopped when the interior touches the seat and the interior 
o 160 is then crushed. As shown in figure 6, there are significant 
< differences among the thorax curves. As pointed out 

! 20 previously, the 4-door intermediate shows no hardening 
behavior at all, and this clearly must exist at some point in 

80 time. This behavior is shown by the 4-door full sized 
vehicle. It was observed during the test of this vehicle that 

40 ~ the exterior ram was allowed to push approximately 5 cm 
,," further into the vehicle than was specified by the test 

protocol. So, although the results generated for this vehicle 
0 compare somewhat favorably with the dynamic test results, 

it was not tested exactly as specified as in the protocol. As 

-40 discussed previously, the 4-door intermediate vehicle 
0 2 0 4 0 6 0 80 10 0 produced occupant measures that were significantly below 

the dynamic test results. As can be seen, the spring 
representing the interior of the vehicle essentially acted as 

30 
an extremely soft interior interface which is consistent with 

~" 20 
Uppe r the static force-deflection curve in figure 6. It appears that 

~ R i b the most sensitive part of the simulation is the interaction of 

"= 
! 0 

the occupant with the interior spring, and in order to get 
o 0 ._ ..... , 

,],-- 
comparable results with the dynamic test the occupant must 

,~ . .. interact with the stiffer portion of the curve. It is our belief 

/ 
,~ -I0 ’ ./ that correctly specifying the protocol for spring F(3) is 

o - 20 critical in producing results that are similar to the full scale 
~ dynamic test. ~ -30 ~ Finally, we would like to comment on some specific 

-40 ...... , i studies of the CTP mathematical model itself. From the 
0 4 0 80 120 16 0 structural standpoint, the selection of the equivalent door 

mass was thought possibly to be a key issue. For the full size 
Time (ms) vehicle the mass was taken to be 60 kg and for the inter- 

S o 1 i d : Te s t: mediate vehicles it was taken to be 50 kg. These were chosen 
Da s h e d : M o d e 1 to roughly represent the same percentage of vehicle mass as 

Figure 12. Dummy response for vehicle 12. did the Golf and LTD simulations. In order to investigate the 
effect of reasonable changes in the door mass, the mass in 

followed by differing points at which the curve becomes the Volkswagen Golf simulation was changed by +7.8% and 
extremely soft which probably represents the different the simulations were rerun. As shown in figure 16 this 
deformation levels of some part of the side structure. The resulted in a change of approximately +3.5% in the chest 
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Figure 14. Comparison of simulation results from GM code and 
nnn. 

VW code based on the VW Golf/Model I input date (reference 1 ). × Ventcle r4ass Door, f’l~se X Change Oe/’lec&ten X Change 

deflection. Other similarly small changes were also 
observed. This suggests that precise determination of the ~. ~z ~o. o~g    -- ~o o~- -- 

door mass is not a critical issue, and that once a reasonable 
formula for computing an equivalent door mass has been Figure 16. The effect of door mass variation on chest deflection 
agreed upon, the errors contributed by this approximation in simulation based on the Volkswagen Golf/Model 1 data. 

are relatively small. 
The next area investigated was that of the strain rate parameters. Only selected results will be discussed. Figure 

effect. Because of the large components in this model it is 17 shows the response of the velocity of the door mass both 

very difficult to identify a rigorous selection for the strain with and without strain rate effects for the full sized vehicle. 

rate parameter. In both the Volkswagen and the Ford LTD As one might expect, strain rate reduces the peak door 

simulations a strain rate parameter of 0 was used. This is velocity. In figure 18 the response for the dummy is shown. 

also true of the results that are shown in all previous figures, Here we see significantly higher levels for the occupant 

since we were attempting to replicate the CTP protocol. For responses. This can be explained by looking at figure 19 
ex~e"~ments,r’-- we selected the strain rate parameter of all which shows the force-deflection curves actually expe- 

our 

springs (except in the occupant) to be 1% per mile per hour rienced during the simulation for the response with and 

assuming that this represented mild steel behavior. The without strain rate effect. In the case with strain rate effect, 

entire group of simulations were then rerun using this set of sufficient energy was absorbed in other parts of the structure 
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such that the response never got into the stiffening portion 
40 

of the curve. However, when the strain rate effect was 

inactive, the response encountered the stiffening portion of 
(F4/l/odel the curve and significantly increased the force levels on the 

30 occupant. As a result, no conclusion could be drawn as to the 
improved quality of results using the strain rate effects and 

~ 
__ Si,~ulation ,]o Strain Rate 

therefore, the results reported in figure 7 do not contain any , --~ Simulation with .%rain Rate 
strain rate effects. It is conceivable that a strain rate effect ¯ 9.0 
parameter could be determined for each component for each 
vehicle which would produce high quality results, but 
clearly, this is inconsistent with the concept of a compliance 

10 
procedure. 

Finally, let us examine the models of the dummies, Model 

0 

50 ~ 
0 50 100 150 201 

Deflection - 

I 
. --- SiJaulation with Strain Rate, Figure 19. Force-deflection curves of Ft(3) from simulations 

dO 

~~.~: 
:=i:~ :~=~r:i~tR , 

reflecting the effect of strain rate, 

i 
1 and Model 2, as implied by figures la and lb which are 
replicated complete with force specifications and mass 

30 

I!. ~I ....... 

specifications in figure 20. These are the forces and masses 
selected by Volkswagen based on their ability to replicate 

the response of a pendulum test. In general, this selection is 
~ 20 not unique and other combinations of springs and masses 
o~ " ...... could produce similar correlations with pendulum tests but 
~ perhaps different results in the dynamic simulation. The 

10 .~ significant change in rib mass (Model 2 is approximately I/3 
of Model 1) is most curious. The results in figure 7 do not 
seem to clearly favor either of the models. As pointed out 
earlier, we are reluctant to recommend a more complex 

0 i                model of any part of the CTP because it introduces problems 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

of insuring that the tests constructed to determine the 

component behavior resolve any anticipated path de- Figure 17. The effect of strain rate on door mass velocity, 
pendency problems. Perhaps the best approach might be to 

30. , , , , 
select some small model such as the Model 1 and then use a 

regression analysis to obtain the best fit to the dynamic test 
............. ~ data of the full vehicle tests. 

In conclusion, the specification of the dummy and the 
2o 

interior component test appear to be the major contributors 

M 
(lZ4/l~odel 9.) .~ 

to the differences between the CTP response and the full 
i ""’- ....... ’""" scale dynamic test response. Although some improvements 

o~ 10 

~ 

may be made to these parts of the CTP to reduce these 

~ discrepancies, the existing somewhat limited data and the 
~ inherent limitations suggest that we will require a margin of 
~ o ..... difference of the order of 25 to 50% in order to insure 

~ conservativeness with respect to the dynamic test envi- 
~ Sinulatin w/o Strain Rate ronment. 

-~- Simulation with Strain Rate Other Alternative Procedures 
... l~ull Scale ~yna=ic Te~t As we indicated previously, the CTP is just one of a 

number of alternative procedures that might be proposed. 
-20 ’ ’ ’ One of these proposed by Volkswagen is to modify the CTP 0 20 40 60 80 100 

to include what they call "computer in the loop" (6). This 
Time - ms 

process would run the dynamic simulation simultaneously 
Figure 18. The effect of strain rate on chest deflection, with the component tests. In this scenario the simulation 
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Impacted and these approaches rely on a component test of these key 

Du~y ~zss Du~y Body 
hinging mechanisms. As a result, it may be possible to 

\ 11odel 1 specify a small number of component hinge tests that need 

’~ 

to be conducted such as the B-pillar to rocker, and B-pillar to 
11~=15 kg 115--35 kg roof rail, etc., and perhaps components such as door latches. 

For F(4) : These tests could be conducted in a less costly manner than 
spring eonsf, an~, = 400000 N/m 
damping coefficient = 5000 N.s/,n the full vehicle test as envisioned in the CTP, and could be 

potentially easier to specify. A third alternative is to use full 
non-linear finite element modeling. This is a technology 
that has been emerging during the past three to five years, 

Rib and has the potential to resolve virtually all the difficulties 

~14 
Spine associated with the lumped mass type of methods. One such 

11~ol 2 example is given in (10). The rate dependency can be 

handled at the material level, and therefore material tests 
114=5.7 kg 11,5=31.9 kg 116=20 kg can be specified. The remaining test information that is 

?or F(4) : required is essentially material properties for which existing 
spring constant = 400000 

F (4) F (5) d~ping coefficient = 5714 N.s/~a test procedures are in place. It is entirely conceivable that a 

full finite element model of the dummy or occupant could 
?or ?(5) : 
spring eonst~n~ = 400000 N/,. also be constructed using this technology. However, we are 
damping coefficient = 1053 N.s/m some years away from realizing the full potential of this 

approach. Each of the last three modeling approaches has 
pelvis shown excellent agreement with test data (of 5 to 10%) as 

Figure 20. Dummy parameters for Model 1 and Model 2 as indicated by the references. It should be cautioned that these 
proposed by Volkswagen (references 1, 2). were isolated instances in which careful efforts were made 

would indicate when the occupant contacted the interior 
to correlate to one particular test. However, they do indicate 

surface. At that point, the exterior ram would be held and the the possibilities for resolving the many difficulties 

interior ram would start to deform the interior surface. This 
associated with the simpler CTP simulation. 

could resolve many of the difficulties associated with 
insuring that the simulation is on the correct portion of the 

Concluding Remarks 

interior response curve. Conceivably, this process could be A methodology which involves assessing the inherent 

broken down into fine enough steps such that many of the limitations as well as comparing results to full scale tests has 

problems associated with path dependency could in fact be been proposed for initially investigating alternative 

resolved. On the other hand, if it were necessary to go to a procedures to full scale dynamic test for side impact 

dynamic impact for the interior component test, the compliance. This approach has been followed in making an 

’computer in the loop’ approach could only be used to initial evaluation of the Volkswagen CTP proposal. 

indicate when the dynamic test should be started. 
Although there is clearly promise in using the CTP as a 

Another approach would be to investigate more compliance procedure, work needs to be done to develop 

sophisticated simulation techniques. A number of these 
protocols that will decrease the confidence factor that will 

have been discussed at one time or another in the literature 
be needed to insure that the results are conservative 

in terms of side impact modeling. The next step in with respect to the dynamic tests. Several other alterna- 

simulation sophistication would essentially involve the 
tive computer based systems compliance processes were 

CVS/CAL3D, or MADYMO methods of occupant simu- 
suggested. 

lation such as described in (7). This approach would allow a 
better simulation of the occupant’s three-dimensional 
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Application of Finite Element Method to the Design of a Light Weight Composite 
Passenger Car Door 

Dr. Mostafa Rashidy, Dr. Majid M. Sadeghi, friction losses. Weight and aerodynamic shape became the 
Cranfield Impact Centre Ltd., England key factors in reducing fuel consumption and it is the area of 

weight where composites make a decisive contribution. 
Abstract It is true to say that plastics, as engineering materials, 

could not compare favourably with the metallic materials. The paper describes the development of a finite element 
However, the development of first generation thermo- model to predict the deformation values of a passenger Car 
plastics based composites has resulted in the introduction of door under lateral loading. This correlated closely to those 

of the measured deflections from a test on an actual door. toughened, filled and reinforced grades of polypropylene 

and polyamide for more critical under-bonnet and exterior The model has proved to be valuable for investigating the 
body panel application. behaviour of the door under static loading conditions. The 

The use of reinforced plastic is also far from restricted paper then discusses the application of the techniques for 
designing a light weight composite car door. to the simpler less critically loaded components. The 

application will extend from body panels to areas such as One aspect of the research was concerned with occupant 
suspension units, chassis and support framework where safety during side impact. Hence, an anti-intrusion door 
high strength and fatigue loading resistance are essential. beam was designed and incorporated into the model to 

satisfy the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard The replacement of steel structures by composite 

(FMVSS214) requirement. The initial crush resistance was materials has been practised for many years. The devel- 

obtained by using a composite tube. The combined effect of opment of a novel concept requires massive investments in 

the tube and the reinforcing ribs of the inner panel of the design and prototype manufacturing and testing. In order to 

composite door satisfied the intermediate and peak crushing select the best concept, the designer must obtain the cost/ 

resistance requirements of the FMVSS214. performance relationship of the new design. Most car 

The material used for the composite door design was a components have complicated geometry and design 
constraints. Therefore, a quick tool is required to evaluate glass mat reinforced thermoplastic. The properties of this 

material were used in a plastic analysis which predicted the the design parameters. One such tool is the Finite Element 
Method of structural analysis. deformation and the failure load with acceptable accuracy. 

The door is the most complicated component of a car with The composite door resulted in a 36.9% reduction in weight 
all kinds of reinforcements to take the forces exerted in the and a 33.6% reduction in material cost. The technique 
hinges and latch areas plus supporting the window lift provides significant savings in prototype testing and 
mechanism and maintaining a perfect seal between the door enables efficient use of the material, 
and the body shell at high speeds. The door is chosen 

Introduction because it is an independent component and also contributes 
towards the strength of the side structure especially during 

Man’s search for some form of motive power goes back side impact. 
over 300 years. It was the advent of the bicycle in 1860s In view of the fact that the car door is subjected to 
which revived touring by road. As the decade wore on, more considerable stresses, comprehensive analysis and testing 
features were designed to motor car to make motoring more were carried out on the steel door to establish the design 
comfortable and safer. The need to save energy has forced requirements for the concept composite door design. Based 
the automotive industry to concern itself with factors such on these criteria, various materials and their processing 
as vehicle weight, aerodynamic, transmission design and techniques were considered to obtain the optimum design. 
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The concept composite door design was based on the inno- 

vative use of glass mat reinforced polypropylene 

thermoplastic. 

Development of a finite e~ernent model for the 
stee~ door 

Structural problems encountered in engineering design 

tend to be complex. Establishing the structural idealization 

which approximates the true behaviour of the structure is a 

prime problem. Finite Element Structural Analysis leads to 

better results than the classical approximating method. To 

model the steel door the engineering drawings and manu- 

facturing specifications such as tolerances, the relationship 

of hardware attachment, door assembly and the location of 

the local reinforcements were studied. 

The main factor which influences ihe generation of an 

approximate mesh configuration are the displacement inter- 

polation functions used in the formulation of the selected 

elements, the number of the nodes on the element and the 

number of the integration points on the element. The idea of 

predicting the overall behaviour of the structure is essential 

in order to avoid unnecessary fine mesh generation which 

increases the cost of analysis. 

in the door model the inner panel was approximated to a 

flat rectangular plate with the access holes included. The 

outer panel was represented by a curved panel and the front. 

rear and lower shut faces were modelled as flat panels 

ignoring the recesses at hinges and latch areas. The window 

aperture, the window comer panels and the door overlap 

panels were discarded because they had no great effect on 

the behaviour of the model. The analysis is limited to the 

main body of the door. Figure 1 shows a simple representa- 

tion of the door using eight noded isoparametric shell ele- 

ments. The model was analysed for various load cases using 

the ABAQU S finite element code which provided an under- 

Figure 2. intrusion, compression and bending tests on the 
steel door. 

standing of the structural behaviour and the load pare for the 
steel door. Laboratory testing of the steel door was carried 
out to provide data for comparison with the finite elemem 

anal ysis results, figure 2. The coarse mesh model provided 
an acceptable result with respect to the analysis CPU time 

and cost. 
Study of the steel door behaviour (t)* indicated that an 

Z 

Figure 1. Fini~:~ eminent: model el the sleet door. *Numt~ers in parentheses designate tel?fences at end of paper. 
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optimal composite door would require a mechanism to pro- Table 1. Mechanical properties of the GM40PP composite. 
vide the required torsional and bending stiffnesses. Also a 

better transition of the load flow from the hinge attachments S,~mple or ~en t,~,. ~on 
to the latch area was essential. Based on the results of these .qo 45 
analyses many concepts were considered for maximizing re.~tNo. ~ I : I3 4 I 6 i6 7 ! 8 i9 

thedoorweight/costpefformancetradeoffs. The composite tensile 

167.7 54.4 63.3 58.6 70.a 72.21~:.0 76., 

door concept was developed around fixed constraint points 
~/m~ ¯ 

such as hinge attachments, latch position, overall dimen- 
sions, test and finite element analyses results of the steel Val~,~ 57.9 $7. r 7~ 
door and the properties of the composite material. 

~/,,~z .. 

Modulus Selection of material N/mm 
Average There are a wide range of materials to choose from but it 
va~, 63 ~4 

is important to realize that although a material may be ~/~m~ 
- 6686 67~9’ 

chosen mainly because it is able to satisfy a required proper_ Shea~ 
5~’9I 

! I 

Strength 50.5 56.6 56.2 56.9 54.3 45.9 44. 43. ty, it must always possess in addition certain back-up prop- 
erties. These may be categorized as mechanical, chemical, A .... 

Value 55.8 53.6 44.8 physical properties and economic factors. Typical desirable ~/~=~ 
properties for each category are strength, toughness and romp. 

5°r 
[ 

_ 

!8~. 

stiffness for mechanical properties, oxidation and degrada_ Stz’ength ~4.0 .5 63.3 68.3 64.0 68.3 76.9 
N/ram~ 

tion resistance for chemical properties, density for physical A .... 
prbperty and finally material and manufacturing costs for Val~e 5Z. 6 66. Z ~5.4 
economic consideration (1). ~/mm’Z 

Composites, however, are difficult to fit into the steel- 
Table 2. Tabulated results of impact tests on GM40PP oriented assembly environment of the motor industry. !n 
composite. 

contrast, new materials require new processing methods 
and equipment and also require proper training Of the work T~’r to. r,~’~su~ s~.~:u~ ’l’l~tmma~m ~l~x~ltrl ~x ti~,~;v 
force. To speed up the transition from sa~a~ 0~’,.. 
new materials should be designed such that they can be 

1 0 0.53 /~ta~mr 14.79 32~3 100.05 *. processed using existing tools and manufacturing plant, 
~ 10 u.a mstmr u.58 ~8.2 225.96 ..... thereby reducing the capital investment cost. ’ 
3 15 15.24 /~IBIEI~T 20.02 46.7 300.51 The most ideal plastic materials are the stampable ther- ° 

moplastic sheets (2). These materials are commercially 4 25 ~6.91 m~u~,r 14.99 43.5 782.52 .... 
5 0 8.601 80 14.77 34.5 108.9     * available under different names and grades, depending on 

the type of reinforcement. The well known stampable ther- ~ 15 14.56 80 22.84 44.7 411.9 
moplastic with polypropylene as the matrix material is glass 7 10 11.59 80 19.84 41.6 207.2 **,*** 
mat reinforced thermoplastic (GMT), manufactured by 0 0 0.62 -30 ~4.92 ~2.~ ,L73 * 
Symalit AG. The data sheet supplied by the material manu- 9 ~5 14.97 -30 ~4.89 ~.8 351.~ ** 
facturer (3) refers to GMT as an isotropic, tough and light 10 25 19.03 -30 29.19 44.7 7116 
material with good energy absorption characteristics both at ¯ ,o ~t~b~e 

Surface c~ack high and low temperatures. To verify the properties of 40% ***** ~,t 
glass content grade of GMT, a series of tests were carried .... 

¯ **** Total separation 
out to check the values of the flexural strength, flexural ~,u, d~leetlon Is measttt~:l at maxh .... trengt.h. 

modulus, tensile strength, tensile modulus, compression 
strength and impact strength. These tests indicated that TableS. Comparison of severalrequirements criteria for possi- 

ble material variants. there exist a slight variation of the properties at various 
material orientation as shown in table 1. However, it can be ,~ .... ~ 
assumed that the material is isotropic in the plane of the VarianE /’k~clmnlc~lllmpact [~nical , T~mrl;~erature Des19n Weight 

Due to the fact that the material will be exposed to high 
s~c ......................... 

and subzero temperatures and various impact velocities, a 
series of impact tests were carried out. The results of these 
tests are summarized in table 2. The comparison between ~n ................................. 
several candidate materials to replace steel in the automo- 
tive industry, table 3, suggests that the glass mat reinforced ** 
polypropylene composite is most suitable material for load 

~,*;;, 
bearing application, w~ 
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Composite door design 
Based on the tests, analysis and the overall geometry of 

the steel door, the composite door model was created, figure 

3. The two piece composite door concept was designed with 

the inner panel and its reinforcing ribs, figure 4, as the main 

load bearing component. The ribs on the inner panel also 

contributed towards the side intrusion protection behaviour 

of the door. High stresses around the hinge and latch areas 

and the cut-outs in the inner panel were reduced with the 

design of a rib structure. This allowed the inner panel to act 

as a monocoque structure. 
The use of lower bound mechanical properties of the 

selected composite material in a plastic collapse analysis 
predicted failure forces and deformation patterns which 

were in good agreement with the steel door test results, 

figures 5 to 8, respectively. The weight comparison between 

the steel door model and the composite door model showed 

that a weight reduction of 36.9 percent was achieved with a 

33.6 percent reduction in material cost. 
Figure a. Finite element model ot the composite door. 

AE T UAL SI HPLI FII~LI 

J_ 
SE CTIOtl A-A 

SECTION B-B 

Figure 4. The inner panel of the composite door. 

Door anti-intrusion beam design intrusion into the passenger compartment in a side impact. 

The design strategy was based on the available space 
The occupant safety in the event of vehicle side impact inside the door and accounted for fittings and required clear- 

has caused concern within the motor industry. In order to 

provide an added occupant protection a composite anti- 
ances for various attachments. In order to establish a suita- 

intrusion beam was included in the concept door design, 
ble finite element idealization, the boundary conditions as 

The FMVSS 214 legislation specifies a strength require- 
well as the general characteristics of the door had to be 

ment for motor car door to minimize the injuries caused by analysed. 
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,-" _ ~igure 1, Deformed geometry of composite door, axial col- 
lapse load ease. 

~igure ~. Comparison of load/deflection curves for axial col-      - 
lapse load ease. 

.. ~ ~ .-..: ~ "~ 

Z    x 

Figure 8. Deformed geometry of composite door, outer panel 
deflection load case. 

Figure 6. Comparison of load/deflection curves for outer panel 
deflection load case. 

The anti-int~sion beam worked in two stages in order to Figure 9. The anti-intrusion door beam. 
satisfy the initial, inte~ediate and peak c~sh resistance. 
The initial resistance to the intrusion was achieved by caten- panel interacted with the door be~, allowing the door to 
~ action of the door beam during the first 100 mm int~- resist the intrusion. At 263 mm intrusion the ribs on the 

~ sion, figure 9. The door beam is a circular tube made of inner p~el of the door sta~ed to fail sequentially due to 
laminated glass reinforced polypropylene. ~e lamination their geometry configuration, causing a gradual decrease of 
was designed such that the r~dom strand mat layer pro- the load, figure 10. This analysis was ca~ied out using the 
vided the rigidity and the unidirectional layer the bending Cranfield St~ctural High Defo~ation program (CRASH- 
stiffness. D) which predicted the collapse modes, figure 11. The 

For the remaining int~sion, the outer door beam stmed achieved initial, inte~ediate and pe~ crash resistance of 
to fracture due to large deflection but the ribs on the inner 

the anti-int~sion device indicated that the level ofoccup~t 
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protection during side impact can be improved, provided side structure and the kinematics of the occupant subjected 

the side structure of the car is sufficiently strong to resist the to various impact speed), can be evaluated. Figures 14 to 15 

loads transmitted through the door hinges and the latch. To represent typical results for a 4-door vehicle using the above 

validate the beam idealization of the door, afinite element approach. 
beam model was developed which followed the characteris- Improving the intrusion resistance of the side structure 
tics of the test data of an intruded steel door, figure 12. and designing doors to provide the maximum available 

: ~_ compliance will improve both acceleration and deformation 
~ 

i response of the occupant. The concept of clean door design, 

~ i (i.e. no hard objects between the occupant and the outer 

~ -..= [ panel of the door), will generate low acceleration pulses for 
=- "-- ~"    ~ the occupant. However, the rib deformation criteria will 

[ 

//~ 

~ 
depend on the gap between the occupant shoulder and the 

-.~. i .... inner trim panel of the door,- the thickness of the padding and 

"-~ the stiffnesses of the padding and the inner panel of the door. 

i ~.~ Also, the position of the door beam and interaction between 

, ~ ~ the doors and the side structure, (i.e. the use of inter-lock 
mechanism between the door and the rocker), can affect 
both the structure and occupant responses. 

i Conclusion 
mm~.~m= ~ ~__~.-~= 

The trend towards lightweight construction in the motor 
1~_- r~-~ industry will continue through the use of plastics and 

i 

/ 

suitable light alloys. It must still be determined to what 
~r~-.~ extent conventional materials can be superseded by fibre 

~ c ~ ~¢._~-= reinforced plastics in load=bearing applications. A suitable 

/ 

design method and composite material can provide a low 
cost method of reducing component weight. The main 

conclusions of this research are summarised below: 

, 1. The steel door test and analysis results indicated that a 

~/ mechanism was required in composite door design to 
~ ~ ~.:-: i~ ~ z_=~ ~.~ -_,~ :..=2 ~_=.: ~_z-z provide sufficient torsional and bending stiffnesses- Als° a 

.-_:_:.--,_ .~ ~ better transition of load from the hinges to the latch was 

Figure 10. Load/deflection characteristic of the composite essential in order to use the whole of side structure 
door beam. effectively. The finite element method proved to be an 

extremely valuable tool for providing better and quicker 
i~[~ Uldefor.ral ~3eo"eLrY design decisions. 

~.~,~~--x,~ 
De,or,,~l geometry 2. The selection of a suitable composite material with 

~ "~"’~ ~7"-..~ ~II~p 
. 

reasonable mechanical and chemical properties and g°°d 

~ fabrication characteristics at low cost was a difficult task. 

~~\ ~~V,.~ ~ 

The motor industry has its 0wn requirement which makes 

this task even harder. To make the new design attractive to 

the industry, the concept must be economically acceptable. 

i~,~" ~-~--~ //~---~___._.~~.~ Z 
Hence, it should take into account the material cost, capital 

investment and ease of fabrication. The selected material 
~ ~----~"L--~~~_~-~_ for the concept door has the above characteristics. 

-- "":-- ~ ~ ~’-’*’-~ ~z~iI [.~/ The of data applicable t0a random-in-the-plain 
~ 

3. use 
fibre orientation distribution in isotropic plastic collapse. 

Figure 11. Deformed geometry of the door beam. 
analysis gave acceptable deformation results. However, 
less favourable fibre orientation could occur during the 

Cranfield Impact Centre have developed a beam idealiza- production process. Therefore, a lower bound mechanical 

tion method (4, 5, 6, 7)using a hybrid approach, combining 
properties data should be used in the analysis using such 

component testing and analysis, for simulating the behav- materials. 

four of side structures during side impact, figure 13. This 4. The composite door analysis predicted failure forces 

approach quickly and cost effectively predicts the behav- 
which were in good agreement with the steel door test 

four of the side structure with reasonable accuracy. The 
results. The weight comparison between the steel and 

dynamic behaviour, (i.e. the velocity and deformation of the composite door models showed that a weight reduction of 
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Figure 12. Comparison of!odd/deflection cu~es for side intrusion analyses. 

showed that the FMVSS 214 requirement concerning the 
occupant protection during side impact was achieved. 

6. Improving the int~sion resistance of the side st~cture 

~ and maximizing the door compli~ce and introduction of a 

~ 

~ clean door concept reduces the occup~t inju~ levels. 

Finally it should be noted that the design concept 
described in this paper is based only on finite element 

~ 
~ 

analysis results. Therefore, further prototype manu- 

/ facturing ~d testing are needed to enhance the method and 

/ applicability of composite material. 
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Analysis of Factors Affecting Dummy Readings in Side Impact Tests passenger compartment, crash force of the vehicle, door 

K. Watanabe and T. Yamaguchi, padding hardness and thickness and dummy seating posi- 

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. 
tion, among others. The analytical results clarified which 
vehicle factors have a pronounced effect on dummy 

Abstract readings. 

The assurance of adequate occupant protection in side 
An analysis was also made of the effects of the test pro- 

impact accidents is an issue of worldwide significance. In 
cedure differences on dummy readings. Experiments were 

January 1988, the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad- 
carried out to make clear the influence that the crabbed 

ministration in the United States issued a Notice of Pro- 
angle and barrier stiffness exert on dummy readings. Based 

posed Rule Making in which a side impact test procedure is 
on the experimental results, a study was made of the neces- 

proposed. Studies are also under way in Europe concerning 
sity of applying a crabbed angle and of the possibility of 

other procedures for conducting side impact tests, devising a test procedure using a rigid barrier. 

In this work, an analysis was made of the effects of 

various vehicle component parameters on dummy readings Introduction 
obtained in full-scale tests. The component parameters ex- 
amined included a time history of door velocity into the 

Full-scale test results were analyzed to examine the 
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effects that various vehicle component parameters have on 
dummy readings. The full-scale tests were conducted 
according to the procedure (figure 1) proposed by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
~n ~ts Notice of Proposed Rule Making issued in January 
1988 (1).* The side impact dummies used in the full-scale 

Rib Deflection 

tests were SID (2). 

Lower F 
Honeycomb Impactor 

Spine Acceleration 

~ Pelvis Acceleration 

Figure 2. Measurement on the dummy. 

pelvis acceleration data were obtained by filter processing 
according to the following steps (3): 

(1) Filtering with a 300 Hz SAE Class 180 filter. 
(2) Subsampling at a 1600 Hz sampling rate. Impact Speed ............. 33.5 MPH (3) Filtering with a finite impulse response (FIR) 

MDB Weight .............. 3000 LBS filter. 
Figure 1. Test configuration.                                   A study was also carried out to examine the effects of test 

procedure differences on dummy readings. To clarify the The test vehicles were partially modified so as to make it 
influence of the crabbed angle, the following three types of easier to identify and analyze the effects of the vehicle 
tests were conducted using a test vehicle having the same component parameters. The pillars, side sills, floor panels 
specifications: and other parts were reinforced and paddings were added to 

the doors. The following factors were chosen to represent ¯ Side impact test between a moving barrier and a 
the component parameters and the effect of each factor on moving test vehicle. 
the dummy readings was analyzed: ¯ Side impact test with a stationary vehicle and non- 

crabbed moving barrier ¯ Impact velocity between door and dummy. 
¯ Side impact test with a stationary vehicle and a ¯ Reduction in door velocity during impact with 

dummy, crabbed moving barrier 

¯ Crash force of the vehicle. The effect of the stiffness of the moving deformable 
¯ Amount of vehicle deformation, barrier (MDB) on dummy readings was also investigated. A 
¯ Door padding thickness, rigid barrier having the same dimensions and weight as the 
¯ Door padding hardness. MDB (4) proposed by the NHTSA was manufactured and a 
¯ Vehicle weight, comparison was made between the test results obtained with 
o Dummy seating position, it and with the MDB. 

The dummy readings selected for analysis included the Effects of Vehicle Component thoracic trauma index (TTI) (3) and rib deflection for the 
chest region, the head injury criteria (HIC) for the head, and Parameters 
peak acceleration of the pelvis for the pelvic region (figure Velocity-time data for the MDB, struck vehicle, door and 
2). The SID was not originally developed for the purpose of dummy obtained in a side impact test with vehicle A are 
measuring rib deflection. Therefore, in this work, rib shown in figure 3. The phenomena that occurred in each 
deflection was examined only for the sake of comparison, time step are described below: 
since the object of this study was to identify quantitative 
trends in the effects of the component parameters on dummy To-T~ : Following the impact, the door is accelerated 

readings, and reaches the same velocity as the MDB. 

The rib deflection and head acceleration data used in Tz : The door impacts the dummy. During the 

interval of To-T~, the vehicle has moved in calculating HIC were obtained by filter processing in 
the direction of movement of the MDB, but accordance with the SAE J-21 lb specification. Rib accel- 
the dummy remains in a stationary position eration and spine acceleration data for calculating TTI and 
relative to the ground. 

T3 : The dummy reaches the same velocity as the 
¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, 

door and separates from the door. 
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T,~ : The vehicle and the MDB reach the same 
o 

velocity, and the body deformation stops. 

~ 
o~ 

vz 

V2 

Figure 4. Relationship between V2 and TTI. 

% 

Figure 3. Velocity-time data for the MDB, struck vehicle, © 

impacted door and dummy in side impact test. © 

It is seen that the dummy is in contact with the door only 
in the interval between T2 and T3. Therefore, the following 
two factors can be considered as vehicle parameters having 
an effect on dummy readings: 

o o Oo . 

¯ Time history of door velocity between T2 and T3       ~                     © 0        0                     ,      ’. 
¯ Energy absorption properties of the door                ~ ,     ,                 , 

Here, the energy absorption properties of the door refers 
to the capacity of the door to absorb impact energy at the Figure 5. Relationship between AV and TTI. 

moment of impact between the dummy and the door. 
time history of the MDB after T1 is virtually the same as that 

Effects of Time History of Door Velocity of the door. 

In considering the correlation between the time history of It is seen in figure 4 that TTI becomes smaller as the 

the door velocity in the interval of T~-T3 and dummy read- 
impact velocity of the door and dummy, V~, decreases. 

ings, the time history can be divided into two stages: 
Considering that other factors, such as the door padding 
thickness and dummy seating position, were not the same, 

V2 : Door velocity at the moment of impact between because these full-scale tests were carried out using various 

the door and the dummy (T2) vehicles, it can be concluded that the correlation coefficient 

AV : Reduction in door velocity (Vz-V3) during the 
noted in the figure of 0.65 shows a high degree of 

impact (T2-T3) 
correlation. 

Figure 5 indicates that TTI tends to become smaller with a 
The results obtained in an analysis of the effects of these larger reduction in the door velocity, AV~ during its impact 

two factors are as follows. The correlation found in full- with the dummy. However, the correlation coefficient is 

scale tests between TTI and V2 is shown in figure 4 and that smaller than that calculated for V2. 

between TTI and AV is given in figure 5. An attempt was From these results it can be seen that TTI is affected more 

made in the tests to measure the velocity history of the door 
by the velocity of the impact between the door and tl~e 

using an accelerometer. However, deformation of the door dummy than by the reduction in door velocity during the 

panel where the accelerometer was attached caused the axis impact. If we consider this in terms of the crash force of the 

of the accelerometer to shift, making it impossible to obtain 
vehicle, it can be concluded that TTI is greatly affected by 

accurate values. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis the the crash force of the vehicle in an extremely early stage of 

values used for V~ and AV were calculated from MDB 
the side impact (i.e., 0 to 20 msec) prior to the contact 

velocity histories, 
between the dummy and the door. 

It was seen in figure 3 that at time T1, prior to impact 
The correlation between rib deflection and V2 is shown in 

between the door and the MDB, the door reached the veloc- 
figure 6 and that between rib deflection and AV is given in 

ity of the MDB. Subsequent to that point, the door pene- 
figure 7. It is seen that both V2 and AV have virtually no 

trated the passenger compartment while still in contact with 
correlation with rib deflection, which is completely differ- 

the MDB. Consequently, it can be assumed that the velocity 
ent from the tendency observed for TTI. 
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Figure 7, R~lalionship b~twe~n ~V and rib deflection. 

O      O O 

¯ The co.elation between HIC ~d V2 is presemed in fig- .~ ~ o 
ure 8 whil~ figure 9 shows ~he co.elation with aV. Also, ~h~ 
coE~lafio~ b~[~e~ p~lvis acc~l~rafio~ ~d V~ a~d ~V is 

~ 
o o 

given in figures 10 and 11, respectively, Both ~Ig and 
pelvis acceleration tend to decrease as V~ increases ~d as o 

~V becomes smaller. In addition, both of tgese dummy o ~. 

readings show a higher co.elation with V2 than with AV. o 

O 

O O 

~igure 11. ~alationahio batw~n A7 and pelvis acceleration. 

O 

o o~ does not receive such a direct impact from the door, its high 

co.elation with V~ is thought to be attributable to the fol- 
lowing reason. In many cases when side impact tests are 

o H 
~            ~ 

/ ~ 
o c~ied out according to the NHTSA procedure, the head of 

O the dummy does not strike the vehicle fr~e and only re- O ~ o~ ceives a force input from the chest region. Consequently, as 

~ , 
~ ~ V~ decreases, the force transmitted from the chest to the 
.... ~ head also decreases, resulting in a lower HIC value. 

~’ However, an analysis of NHTSA’s Prelimina~ Regula- 
Figure 8. Relationship between V~ and HIC. to~ Impact Analysis (PRIA) data (5) indicates that the 

causes of head injuries in real-world accidents are ex- 
This result~ ~.seems suitable for pelvis acceleration since it tremely diverse. Comparative data on places of head contact 

Feceives ~,re~ impact from the door. However, since head with different pa~s of the vehicle are given in figure 12. One a 
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set of data was taken from an analysis in PRIA of actual 
accidents resulting in AIS 3 or greater head injuries. The o o 

other set was obtained in side impact tests conducted by the 

authors. 

40 
I- Side Impact Tests ] 

C,ash Force 

~o- 
Figure 13. Relationship between crash force of the vehicle and 

Figure 12. Ratio of head contact area in real world accidents TTI. 
and side impact tests. 

© 

The figure shows considerable difference in how the 
places of contact are distributed. For instance, in the full- 
scale tests conducted by the authors, there was no instance ~ 

o ~. 

of contact between the head and the A-pillar, whereas it 
accounted for as much as 46% of all the places of contact in 
the real-world accident analysis. It would appear that eval- 
uations of places of head contact in full-scale tests using the 
NHTSA procedure do not correlate directly with the distri- 

bution patterns seen analyses of real-world accidents. 
Next, an analysis was made of the correlation between 

dummy readings and the crash force of the vehicle and 

degree of body deformation, two factors that are strongly Figure 14. Relationship between degree of body deformation - 

related to the door velocity time history. The crash force of and TTI. 
the vehicle, F, was calculated using Eq. (1), in which the 
energy absorbed by the vehicle during a side impact test, vehicle weight, as was indicated in Equation (2), body de- 

AE, is divided by the amount of dynamic body deformation, 
formation does not show as strong a correlation with TTI as 

So. The formulas for calculating AE and So are shown the crash force of the vehicle. Nonetheless, TTI still tends to 

below. Equation (2) was derived from the law of conserva- be lower when there is less body deformation. 

tion of momentum before and after an impact, assuming that The results discussed so far in this section can b’e summa- 

the velocity of the MDB and that of the vehicle are the same rized as follows: 

after an impact. (1) TTI shows a stronger correlation with the impact 

F = AE/SD (1) velocity between the door and the dummy, V2, than 

A E = M * m * v2/2 (M + m) * (2) with the reduction in door velocity, AV, during the 

impact between the two, and it tends to become smaller 
where, M is the MDB mass, m the weight of the vehicle, v as Vz decreases. A higher level of crash force of the 
the impact velocity of the MDB and ~ a coefficient for the vehicle reduces TTI, as does a reduction in the degree 
energy lost on account of the turning of the vehicle, of body deformation. 

SD = Ss * 13 (3) (2) However, there is no correlation between rib 
deflection and AV or V2, and it tends to show a differ- 

where, Ss is the amount of static body deformation and 13 is ent result relative to the time history of the door veloc- 

the ratio of static to dynamic deformation. The correlation ity than TTI. 

between the crash force of the vehicle and TTI is shown in (3) Similar to TTI, HIC and pelvis acceleration show 

figure 13 while that between the degree of body deforma- a stronger correlation with Vz than with AV. 

tion and TTI is presented in figure 14. It is seen that TTI (4) The locations of head contact are clearly differ- 

tends to decrease with higher crash force levels, indicating ent between the distribution seen in real-world acci- 
there is a strong relationship between TTI and the crash dents and that observed in side impact tests. 

force of the vehicle. This is attributed to the fact that the Effects of energy absorption properties of the 
velocity at which the door impacts the dummy, V2, is re- 

duced in the case of a vehicle having a higher level of crash 
door 

force. 
Among the energy absorption properties of the door that 

Since the degree of body deformation is influenced by the can influence dummy readings, one typical factor is the door 
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padding¯ The effects of the door padding could not be an- 

minimizes TTI differs from the hardness that minimizes rib alyzed accurately in the full-scale tests because there were 
deflection. Padding B is the best for reducing TTI while too few vehicles to which door padding had been added for 
padding C is the best for reducing rib deflection. The results analytical purposes. Consequently, sled tests were carried 
indicate that a softer door padding is better for minimizing 

out in order to make an accurate assessment of the effects of 
TTI than for minimizing rib deflection. the padding thickness and hardness. An outline of the test 

procedure is given in figure 15. In figure 16, TTI, rib deflec- 
tion and pelvis acceleration are shown as a function of the ~ A 

/ padding thickness. It is seen that TTI and pelvis acceleration ..... 
show a marked tendency to decrease with increasing pad- --’-- ° / 
ding thickness, but rib deflection does not show any sensi- ~ ,,g~d D 

/’ tivity to padding thickness¯ 

Impactor o , 

Figure 17. Static crush characteristics of paddings. 

Padding                                                                      ~ "     " 

~ ~ ~o 

~’ 20 0 

Figure 15. Outline of test equipment. 

~ 
, ~r, Figure 18. Relationship between padding hardness and dum- 

~ ~8 ~o 

~ my readings. 

~ ~ ~0 \ 
The results presented in this section can be summarized 

t n ~o~i, A~ as follows: 

(1) Both TTI and pelvis acceleration show marked 
,0 sensitivity to the door padding. 

(2) Rib deflection is little affected by the door 
padding¯ 

~0    ~0 ~ (3) TTI and rib deflection show different tendencies 
Padding Thickr~ss (ram) in relation to door padding hardness¯ 

Figure 16. Relationship between padding thickness and dum- 
my readings. Effects of other factors 

The foregoing sections have described the effects on 
Sled tests were carried out with three types of door pad- dummy readings of the time history of the door velocity and dings (figure 17) in order to examine the relationships be- 

the energy absorption properties of the door. Two other 
tween door padding hardness and TTI and rib deflection, 

factors related to these vehicles parameters are the seating 
Typical test results are shown in figure 18. It is seen that TTI 

position of the dummy and the vehicle weight¯ An analysis 
is more markedly affected by door padding hardness than was also made of the effects that these two factors have on 
fib deflection. In addition, the door padding hardness that dummy readings. 
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The correlation between vehicle weight and TTI is shown 

in figure 19. It is seen that TTI decreases with increasing 
vehicle weight. This is attributed to the fact that a heavier 
vehicle has a slower velocity change after an impact, which 
works to reduce the impact velocity between the door and 
the dummy, V2. However, in comparison with the crash Dimonsion-A 
force of the vehicle, the correlation coefficient between the 
vehicle weight and TTI is smaller and the effect of the 

vehicle weight is not so large. 

0     0                                                             -- Dimension-B 

0        o 

0     0        0 

o 

cP        o 0 0o 
o o o o Figure 20. Lateral clearance dimensions. 

0 0 0 0 0 

0                          0 

Figure 19. Relationship between vehicle weight and TTI.             0            0 
O 

O 

Figure 20 outlines the investigation made of the correla- 

tion between the seating position of the dummy and dummy 
readings. As shown in this figure two distances, dimension o 
A and dimension B, were chosen as factors that were 
thought to influence the impact velocity between the dum- 
my and the door. Dimension A is the distance between the 
dummy’s chest and the door interior trim while dimension B 4F ’ ’ 

is the distance from the dummy’s pelvis and to the same 
door part. The correlation between dimension A and TTI Figure 21. Relationship between dimension-A and TTI. 
and rib deflection is shown in figures 21 and 22, and that 
between dimension B and pelvis acceleration is presented in 
figure 23. As the distance to the door interior trim increases, 
TTI and pelvis acceleration tend to decrease. Still, the cor- 
relation coefficient is small, which suggests that the dis- 
tance between the dummy and the door interior trim has 
little effect on these dummy readings. Rib deflection, on the ~ 

o o ~-’~......~ _ 

other hand, shows a higher correlation with this distance 

than TTI. As the distance to the door interior trim increases, 
rib deflection tends to decrease. 

The results of this section can be summarized as follows: 

(1) As the vehicle weight increases, TTI tends to 

decrease, but the effect of the vehicle weight is small. 
(2) Rib deflection tends to decrease with increasing Figure 22. Relationship between dimension-A and rib 

distance between the dummy and the door interior deflection, 

trim, but TTI and pelvis acceleration are little affected crabbed barrier for the purpose of simulating a car-to-car 
by this distance factor, impact, which results in an extremely complex impact test 

Effects of Differences in Test 
configuration. Provided that identical results can be 

obtained, it is felt that a simpler test procedure is preferable. 
Procedures A study was made as to whether identical dummy readings 

The test procedure proposed by the NHTSA in the Notice could be obtained with a simpler test procedure using a rigid 

mentioned earlier calls for the use of a deformable and 
barrier with and without a crabbed angle. As the first step of 
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O                                        Test-A 
O 

O O O                                               Both Car and MDB Moving 

O 

0                                 0      . =-0.0~                                                      I 
o          o ~ o o o o ~ ~l~Jtlll~ll II II 

o 
MPH 

0 Test-B " 

Crabbed Angle 0° 

Figure 23. Flelalionehip belween dimension-B and pelvis 

the study, an experiment was carried out to clarify the 
effects of different crabbed angles and barrier rigidity levels -- 
on dummy readings. 

~=~o Effects of crabbed angle uP~ 

In order to examine the effects of the crabbed angle on 
Test-¢ 

dummy readings, three types of tests were carried out as 
Grabbed Angle 27* 

shown in figure 24, using three four-door sedan models 

having the same specifications. 

¯ Test A 

The deformable barrier impacted the test vehicle 

at a right angle at a velocity of 30 mphl The struck u===U 
vehicle was moving at a velocity of 15 mph at the 

time of the impact~ " ~ 33.5 MPH 

¯ Test B 
Figure 24. Test configuration. 

angle. In this test procedure, the velocity compo- 
nent of the struck vehicle in test A was ignored. 

The deformable barrier traveling at a velocity of 
33.5 mph struck a stationary test vehicle at a 

’i , , ~ _ , . 
crabbed angle of 27 degrees. In this procedure, the 

velocity component of the struck vehicle in test A Figure 25. Comparison between crabbed and non-crabbed test 
was expressed by the crabbed angle and impact results. 

velocity. 
Investigation of a test procedure using a rigid 

Typical test results are shown in figure 25. The values 
barrier obtained for TTI and pelvis acceleration are very similar in 

The variability in the dynamic characteristics of the MDB all three types of tests. It is seen that there is no pronounced 
could have the effect of influencing the variability of the test difference between the crabbed and non-crabbed test re- 
results. Two series of tests were carried out with a rigid suits. These results suggest that the velocity component of 
barrier in order to examine the possibility of devising a test 

the struck vehicle has little effect on dummy readings and 
procedure without using the MDB. The rigid barrier used in 

can therefore be ignored. Consequently, the non-crabbed these tests had the same configuration and weight as the 
test procedure would be a more desirable method to use MDB proposed by the NHTSA. 
from the standpoint of its simplicity. The first series of tests with the rigid barrier were carried 
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out using the same impact velocities as in the tests con- absorbed by the vehicle by 700 kgf-m. The dummy readings 
ducted with the MDB. The dummy readings obtained are obtained are shown in figure 28 and the degree of body 
shown in figure 26 and the static deformation of the body deformation is presented in figure 29. It is seen that the 

outer panels measured at the center of the door is given in degree of body deformation corresponds very well with the 

figure 27. result obtained in the MDB test. As a result, the values for 
TTI and pelvis acceleration are also very similar. 

140 

140 !-- 
12o 

] 

Delorrnable Barrier 

(V = 33.5 mph) 120 

~ 

[] Deformable Barder 
100 (V = 33.5 mph) 

100 

80 
[] Rigid Barrier 

(V = 33.5 mph) 

(V = 31.7 mph) 

Figure 26. Comparison of dummy readings in the tests with 
deformable and rigid barrier. Figure 28. Comparison of dummy readings in the tests with 

deformable and rigid barrier. 

¯ ~-                                         ~ Deformable Barrier (V = 33.5 mph)       ~= 300               ~" ~ ~ ~ 

Figure 27. Comparison of body deformation in the tests with 
polo. 

deformable and rigid barrier. 
Figure 29. Comparison of body deformation in the tests with 
deformable and rigid barrier. 

In the tests conducted with the MDB, the aluminum hon- 
eycomb structure of the barrier face absorbed a certain Although only one vehicle body style was used in these 
portion of the impact energy. Since all that energy was tests, it is thought that by expanding the test vehicle sam- 
absorbed by the vehicle in the tests conducted with the rigid pies, a rigid barrier test procedure could be developed that 
barrier, a greater degree of body deformation naturally oc- would yield the same results as obtained with the MDB. 
curred and, as a result, the values for TTI and pelvis acceler- 
ation were larger. Conclusion 

In the second series of tests, an effort was made to achieve 
the same level of absorbed energy by the test vehicle. The 

Full-scale test results and sled test results were analyzed 

amount of energy absorbed by the honeycomb structure of to examine the effects on dummy readings of various 

the MDB was calculated from the degree of deformation it vehicle parameters. It should be noted that the purpose of 

showed and from its dynamic force-deformation charac- this work was to analyze experimentally the correlation 

teristics data. The result was approximately 700 kgf-m. In between different vehicle parameters and dummy readings. 

the second test series, the impact velocity was lowered from Consequently, before the results of this work can be 

33.5 mph to 31.7 mph so as to reduce the amount of energy incorporated in production vehicles, there are issues 
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relating to passenger compartment comfort, vehicle weight performance based on dummy injury levels, the use of 
increases and other factors that must be resolved. The major the inadequate injury criteria could result in vehicle 
results of this study are summed up in table 1, and the 

modifications which are ineffective in improving 
following conclusions can be drawn from the analytical occupant safety under actual field conditions. Because 
results: of this possibility, injury criteria should be determined 

on the basis of carefully conducted studies. Table 1. Correlation between vehicle component parameters 
and dummyreadings. (5) The HIC value tends to decrease with a 

Parameters rrT ~tb 
G 

decreasing impact velocity between the door and the 
De£1ection Pelvis I-IIC dummy. However, the locations of head contact seen in 

Impact Veloctty Between the the results of side impact tests carried out according to 
Door and the Dummy 

the NHTSA’s procedure differ from the places of Reduction In Door Velocity 
! during the impact between ~ × ~ × contact found in an analysis of actual accidents. This 
the Door and the D~y discrepancy indicates that the procedure for assessing 
Crash Force of the Vehicle (3 × (3 (3 head injuries in full-scale tests requires careful 

Vehfele Derogation (3 × ~ O examination. 

Padding Thickness (6~ ~ © - In an effort to simplify the side impact test procedure, an 
Padding l-lardness ~ /~ © analysis was made of the effects of the crabbed angle and 

Vehicle Weight × × × × barrier stiffness on dummy readings. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from the analysis: Clearance between the Dummy × 

and Door Trim © × × 

(l) Three types of tests were conducted: one 

Correlation ~ Very good O Good ~ Moderatel × Poor involving a right-angle impact with both the vehicle 

and barrier moving, one involving a crabbed impact 
between the moving barrier and a stationary vehicle 

(1) TTI shows a higher correlation with the impact 
and one involving a non-crabbed impact between the 

velocity between the door and the dummy, V2, than 
moving barrier and a stationary vehicle. Both the with the reduction in door velocity, AV, that occurs 

during the impact between the two. This indicates that 
crabbed and non-crabbed impact tests showed TTI and 

TTI is greatly affected by the crash force of the vehicle pelvis acceleration values that were similar to the 

results of the test in which the vehicle and barrier were at the initial stage of the impact. TTI is also markedly 
influenced by the thickness and hardness of the door moving. These results indicate that there is no need to 

padding, go so far as to apply a crabbed angle. Consequently, the 
non-crabbed test procedure is regarded as being (2) The rib deflection findings can only be regarded 

as reference data because of the poor biofidelity of the preferable because of its simplicity. 

SID. Still, a strong correlation is seen between rib (2) Tests were conducted with a rigid barrier in 

deflection and thedistancebetweenthedummy’schest which the impact velocity was lowered so that the 

and the door interior trim. Rib deflection is little amount of energy absorbed by the vehicle upon impact 

affected by the time history of the door velocity and the would be the same as in a MDB test. The TTI and pelvis 

door padding, unlike TTI which tends to be strongly acceleration values obtained were virtually identical to 

influenced by these factors. Even though TTI and rib the results found in MDB tests. The variability in the 

deflection are dummy readings for the same chest dynamic characteristics of the MDB could increase the 

region, they correlate differently with the vehicle degree of variability in the test results. Studies should 

component parameters, be carried out to examine the possibility of designing a 

(3) Like TTI, pelvis acceleration is greatly affected test procedure using a moving rigid barrier. 
by the impact velocity between the door and the 
dummy and by the door padding. Pelvis acceleration References 
and TTI show similar correlation with vehicle (1) "Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Side 
parameters. These similarities are thought to be caused Impact Protection", NHTSA 49 CFR Part 571, Docket No. 
by the fact that both of these dummy readings are based 88-06, Notice 1, 1988. 
on acceleration data. (2) "Side Impact Anthropomorphic Test Dummy", 

(4) As the foregoing results indicate, dummy NHTSA 49 CFR Part 572, Docket No. 88-07, Notice 1, 
readings show different correlation with vehicle 1988. 
component parameters depending on whether they are (3) Richard M. Morgan, Jeffery M. Marcus and Rolf H. 
based on acceleration data or on deflection data. Eppinger, "Side Impact--The Biofidelity of NHTSA’s 
Consequently, in making assessments of vehicle Proposed ATD and Efficacy of TTI", SAE 861877, 1987. 
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(4) "Set of Drawings for the NHTSA Side Impactor Pre- ANPRM’s for Side Impact Protection Upgrade", NHTSA, 

pared by Dynamic Science Inc.", NHTSA, Docket No. 79- Docket No. 88-06, Notice 3, 1988. 

04 GR. (6) "Protection of the Occupants of a Lateral Collision", 

(5) "Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis on the TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRCS/R58, 1985. 

Reconstitution With Partial Testing of a Full-Scale Side Impact Test Severity 

J. Bloch, D. Cesari, R. Biard,                       could be induced statically as the measurement of internal 
vehicle rigidity, and that the evaluation of collision Severity 

INRETS / LCB, on an occupant could be made Using simplified dummies, 
France by the use of specifically designed impacters or by 

Abstract 
mathematical simulation techniques. 

Such simplifications, the basis of all sub-system trials, 
All studies undertaken to analyse phenomena occurring beg the question as to whether they give results as accurate 

in lateral collision accidents are based on two types of as global experimental collisions. To try and reply to this 

experimental collisions--global collisions and "sub-sys- question, it was essential to understand the influence of the 

tem" collisions, main parameters used for the overall protocol. These were 

This latter type is designed to reproduce the component the aims of the research programme presented in this 

variables of global lateral collisions in a simplified form document: to make an accurate evaluation of a specific 

with the aim of evaluating how a given vehicle performs, global lateral collision and then to attempt to reconstruct a 

Simplification usually means selection. For this reason collision of similar severity using partial tests in a stepwise 

the INRETS Laboratoire de Chocs et de Biom~canique 
manner. This research was also interesting for French 

(LCB) decided to simulate the severity of global lateral 
manufacturers within the general framework of sub-system 

collisions as accurately as possible using a partial test which 
procedures. 

The study used two widely distributed vehicles with 
nevertheless considers all the parameters, different structures to create the experimental global lateral 

Attempts to simulate collisions involving 2 different ve- 
hicles require data from global reference tests and are oblig- 

collision used as a reference. Vehicle A was a 3-door model 
and vehicle B had 4 doors. The two main steps comprising 

atorily complex as they involve a large number of variables, the reconstitution work were (a) a pre-deformation of the 
This situation is made even more difficult by a certain vehicle body shells and (b) the reproduction of the contact 
number of experimental problems which were also between the lateral structure of the vehicle and the 
investigated, occupant. 

Even if the low number of tests implemented so far have 
not yet enabled the accurate reproduction of the severity of 
the global collisions used for reference purposes, they have The Reference Tests 
enabled the evaluation of the impact on severity of various The sub-system experimental protocols shown elsewhere 
parameters which could be very useful in the context of the must use a configuration defined at the outset to enable the 
preparation of a definitive simplified sub-system experi- reproduction of the phenomena which contribute to injuries. 
mental protocol. For this reason we have used a specific lateral collision 

configuration which was representative of the majority of 
Introduction vehicle/vehicle impacts--the ERGA group European 

Research carried out over the last few years into configuration. 

secondary vehicle security and concerning both frontal and With the purpose of making the most accurate possible 

lateral collisions basically used global type experimental 
analysis of the phenomena occurring during the collision we 

procedures. Recently, another type of approach has been 
implemented a large number of measurements during 
experiments A & B, both on the vehicle and on the 

introduced which involves analysing the performances of a EUROSID dummy installed in the driving seat. 
given vehicle using a sub-system experimental protocol. Eight (8) accelerations to the structure (figure 1) were 

The benefits of this simplified approach include lower measured on the impacted vehicle in a direction on the 
costs per experiment which means that more tests can be following locations: 
carried out. As simplification is the main objective sought 
by the architects of this new approach, the proposals and the 

¯ The base of the left and right A pillars (1 & 2) 
¯ The base of the left and right B pillars (3 & 4) 

research findings presented in this field may appear to be ¯ Mid-height of the left and right B pillars (5 & 6) 
somewhat unrelated to global collision simulation. One 
example of this was the fact that, according to the methods Two penetration measurements on the left front door 

presented, deformation of the vehicle subjected to impact were made at the thorax (T) and pelvis (P) levels. 
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15000 

Figore I. Localization of transducers on tested vehicles. ~ooo.,,-" ,,.,,’" 

En f once~ment: (e~) 
The following measurements were made on the 0 .’, , , , , , 

EUROSID dummy in the driving seat: 
Figure 2. Static crushing force of the european front face ¯ Head : 3 a~celerations (x, y, z) compared with the dynamic corridor. 

¯ Thorax : 3 rib deflections 
1 spinal acceleration (y) Determination of the depth of penetration to 
2 rib accelerations (y) be obtained 

¯ Pelvis : 1 sacral acceleration 
1 pubic force The decision to pre-deform one side of the vehicle body 

1 iliac wing stress shell implies the definition of the final shapeof the crushed 

¯ Abdomen : 3 contacts panel. Crushing the body shell with the front side of a 
deformable mobile barrier means that one does not control 

These measurements and the resulting biomechanical the overall shape of the final profile. The best one could do 
parameters were used as references for the severity recon- was to produce a deformation in a specific point of the body 
stitution experiments described below, 

shell side panel, the remainder of the impaction being gener- 
In addition to these measurements made during the ated by the process itself. ¯ 

collision, residual deformation ofthe impacted vehicles was Because of this factor, it was decided to enhance the 
also evaluated, 

reproduction of the phenomena intervening in a true colli- 

sion at the thorax level as this is the part of the body which is Static Crushing of Vehicle Body Shells the most seriously and the most commonly affected in this 
It is known that when a lateral collision occurs the most type of accident. 

seriously injured passengers are located on the collision Given the decision to induce an impact at a point coming 

side, directly in front of the intrusion area. The intrusion into contact with the thorax, how deep should the deforma- 

phenomenon was most naturally observable on the driver in tion thus caused be? The principle retained was that induced 

lateral panel deformation at the thorax level should be the the experiments described above and was used as reference 
same as that measured during the reference experiments at data in this research programme. Examination of previous 
the instant at which the biomechanical criteria recorded on 

research aiming to define lateral collision sub-system 
the thorax of the EUROSID dummies attained maximum 

experimental protocols shows that all include an initial 
values. 

phase which consists in deforming the lateral structure used. The use of the films and of door deformation meas- 
As our purpose was to reconstitute phenomena occurring urements during global collision experiments gave these 
during lateral collisions in the fullest possible way, we also values as 330mm for vehicle A and 300mm for vehicle B. 
pre-deformed the side of the body shells of the two vehicles 

being investigated. Description of the pre-deformation 
In parallel, and to try to evaluate pre-deformation procedures 

significance, we also carried out reconstitution experiments Figure 3 shows the results of tests run in the PSA Auto- 
on the occupant/lateral panel impact using non-deformed mobile Safety Laboratory. Front panel/1/was fixed and 
structures, guided at the end of an ram/2/. Dynamometric pads/3/were 

This work was implemented using body-in-white shells inserted to record energy consumption during crushing. Ve- 
and thus crushing could not be dynamic. A static test hicle body panels were attached to the ground by the wheel 

consisting in crushing the front side of a European de- hubs and the body was supported on the opposite side by a 

formable mobile barrier made of polyurethane foam against rigid longitudinal beam/4/. During crushing, ram motion 
was measured/5/as was thorax level/6/(figure obtained a dynamometric wall showed that deformation occurred 
from the collision data) and pelvic level/7/impaction. 

with energy levels close to those recommended for dynamic 
In every test, each of the deformation penetration values 

tests in~ the CEVE specifications (figure 2). This observation aimed at the thorax was exceeded by 55ram to take account 
led us to think that it was possible to deform body shells, 

of restitution from the residual elasticity of the deformed 
statically using the front side of this mobile barrier, panel. 
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Figure 3. Configuration of car body-in-white static crushing 
tests. 

In comparison with the shape of vehicles impacted dy- 
namically during the reference experiments, lateral defor- 

mation of one of the two vehicles appeared to be satisfactory 
whereas the bottom of the door was excessively deformed in 

the other. 1. Trolley 

To conclude discussion of this initial pre-deformation 2. Trolley/seat interface 

phase, the main findings concern the possibility of crushing 3. Seat of the vehicle (A or B) 

vehicle body panels using European mobile barriers with 4. EUROSID 

polyurethane foam front faces. It is also interesting to note 5. Side structure 

the importance of the relative positions of the front face and 6. Deformable pad 

the vehicle body shell as well as the method used to attach 7. Front face of european MDB 

the shell to the ground. During our experimental programme Figure 4. Test configuration to simulate the occupant/side 
the shell was firmly fastened to the ground whereas it seems structure impact. 

preferable to allow the deformation side to move to some the panel must be similar to the speed variation of the 
extent, door panel relative to the floor of the vehicle during an 

Contact Between the Passenger and the authentic global shock. This implies the choice of a 
contact speed and the deceleration of the trolley over a 

Deformed Lateral Panel very short distance. 

As our initial intentions were to use a sub-system As we know that the attachment between the dummy and 
experiment to reproduce the shock severity of a global test the seat is weak, the added complication of imposing a de- 
on a EUROSID dummy, it seemed simpler to reuse the celeration law after contact does not appear to be justified. 
dummy as a measuring device latterly too. 

The inclusion of the greatest possible number of 2. One can only consider system 3 + 4 in figure 4. 

parameters coming into play during a global shock is In this case link 2 slides (double trolley system) or is 

complicated and for this reason we decided to define the very fragile. Thus only the speed at the EUROSID/ 

simplest possible experimental protocol to simulate the panel contact needs to be imposed. 

shock between the dummy and the lateral panel. This As the non-attachment of the dummy on the seat is ac- 
protocol is described in figure 4. The dummy is installed in counted for, and thus, a fortiori, that of the dummy on the 

the same seat as used in the test vehicle attached to a mobile chariot as well, it was this second system which was used. 
trolley. In the conditions defined below the trolley + seat This means determining the speed of the trolley at the mo- 
assembly moves towards the lateral structure which has ment of contact between the dummy and the panel. 
previously been cut out of the vehicle’s body shell and As we had chosen to enhance the severity of the shock at 
which is pressed up against the foam front face used to the thorax level, determination of the speed at the moment 
deform it. There is an interface between the panel and the of contact between the dummy and the isolated panel had to 

foam to fill the residual empty spaces, be based on the observation of the speed at which the door 

Selection of impact speed 
panel was deformed at the thorax level during the global 

shock reference tests. 
Several calculations can be used to consider the speed at Our initial hypothesis led us to choose as the impact speed 

which the trolley and dummy should approach the structure the instantaneous speed measured.during the reference tests 
attached to the shock wall: at the moment at which the biomechanical criteria recorded 

1. One can consider the complete system as shown in on the thorax were at their maximum values. This is why the 

figure 4, (i.e. 1 + 2 + 3 + 4). speeds used in the first trials were respectively fixed for 

In this case, link 2 is rigid or least similar to the seat/ vehicles A and B at 30 and 33 k.p.h. 

floor attachment used in the vehicle itself. Thus trolley A second hypothesis which seems more realistic was to 

1 speed variation relative to the ground from the mo- decide that the reference tests should have also considered 

ment of contact between the EUROSID dummy and the speed of the panel at the instant it came into contact with 
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the driver’s thorax. These speeds were respectively 42 and ~rmtm~cg 
38 k.p.h. 

As the question of the merits of pre-deforming the side of 
the body panel was also under review, a total of 6 reconstitu- 

tabletion tests were made. The main features are given in the below. 

Vehicle Trial Body Panel Speed 

~ (k.p.h.) 
RECONS?ITUTIO$S 

A 

B2          
A Not         

Deformed deformed 33           
30 

A A2 Not deformed 30 
A A3 Not deformed 42 
B BI Deformed 33 

S 

B A~ // ~.~ H~c = 137 

..... B B3 Nor deformed 38 

Generally speaking, the true speeds observed in the tests 

were very close to the theoretical speeds given above except 

for the third test on vehicle A (test A3) in which the speed 
~z     " HIC = t67 was 37.8 k.p.h, instead of the 42 k.p.h, specified due to a 

technical error when setting up the test rig. ~ ------= _- - - 

Results and Comments 
As stated above, test results were obtained from 

instruments attached to the EUROSID dummy and the 

consequent biomechanical criteria. 
~a Hie = 376 

Overall, results obtained from these initial tests were 

disappointing for both vehicles. If the results for vehicle A 
° - 

show that we can hope to reach our objective by introducing 
a few improvements, results from vehicle B contain several Figure 5. Resulting head accelerations concerning the vehicle 
aberrations which show how difficult it is to succeed in this A tests. 

endeavour. The thorax of the EUROSID dummy 
There are many reasons why such difficulties arise and 

Interpretation is much more complex for this part of the 
seeking their causes could be profitable providing that it is body. Maximal transversal values for spinal acceleration are 
possible to define the significance of the various parameters as follows: 
coming into play when a collision occurs and also the 

defects inherent in the experimental protocol used. 
Te~t N* A A! A2 A3 As an initial approach, let us review the principle features 

of the results obtained from studying the head, thorax and Maximum acceleration (g) 79.6 55.7 54.9 69.6 

pelvis of the EUROSID dummy. Test N* B B1 B2 B3 

The head of the EUROSID dummy Maximum acceleration (g) 90.4 58.2 62.6 61.9 

Measures are taken of 3-axis accelerations and the rele- 
vant HICs. Figure 5 gives resultants of accelerations for When AI/A2 and B I/B2 test result values are compared, 
vehicle A and shows that if the lateral panel of the vehicle predeforrnation does not seem to make any significant con- 
(trial A2) is not deformed, the kinematic described by the tribution. The result obtained at 38 k.p.h, in test A3 is close 

dummyis different, provoking a contact between the head to the reference value. However, for vehicle B, the value 

and the longitudinal lateral roof panel beam. If this beam is obtained at 38 k.p.h, is slightly below that obtained in test 

B2, which appears to be an anomaly. The same phenomenon removed there is obviously no contact, and it is possible to 
is observable in the rib deflection measurements. 

reproduce approximately the same shock severity as can be The results for vehicle A rib deflection measurements 
seen from the third reconstitution test. The same observa- (figure 6) are more satisfactory as far as maximum values 
tions can be made about vehicle B. are concerned but it was observed during the reconstitution 
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s-eea~ ~ at which the ribs were+penetrated (the were obtained when the lateral structure of the vehicle was 
that the tests 

positive slopes of the graphs) was lower, 
pre-deformed (figures 7 and 8). 

REFERENCE 

deflection ’" acc. (g) 
I (cm) upper rib ~ 

~ 
i 

acc.y max. = 80,3 

"- B acc.y max. = 79,8 

RECONSTITUTIONS 

e middle rib 

B2                                                acc.y 

t (ms) 

B3 ~                                                      t (ms) 

.... A3 r~onsti~tion te~t .. 

~i~ure 6. Comparison of the EOROSIO rib deflections. ~i~ure 7. Transversal pelvis accelerations concernln~ vehicle 

An initial explanation of this lesser severity is that, for 
vehicle A, the tree speed of the final reconstitution test was Conclusion and Propositions for the 
lower th~ that defined using data from the reference test. Elaboration of Sub-system Tests 

A second expiration which concerns both vehicles ap- As stated above, these initial trials, designed to 
pe~s from the films. ~ey show that the lateral panel sup- reconstitute the severity of global lateral collisions, have 
po~ made up of the mobile european ba~er front face ~d enabled the significance of some of the shock parameters to 
an interface mat (figure 4) defo~s under the shock and one be dete~ined and the impo~ce of some aspects of the 
c~ imagine that the ~gidity of this suppo~ is not co~ectly experimental protocol to be revealed. These parameters 
reproducible nor in confo~ity with the rigidity of the front include: 
face when it collapses during a global shock. 

The impo~ce of pre-defo~ation of the lateral 
The pelvis of the EUROSlO dummy st~cture of the impacted vehicle. The degree of 

As for the thorax, the severity of shocks reconstituted at pre-defo~ation must fall within the limits of the 

the pelvic level is lower than the reference shocks for both defo~ation obse~ed at the instant of contact 

transversal sacral acceleration and for the stresses recorded with the occupant ~d maximum defo~ation. 

in the iliac wings and the pubis. ¯ The impo~ance of global rigidity of the lateral 

For vehicle B, the results closest to the reference values panel. Rigidity stems both from the deformed 

for both transversal sacral acceleration and pubic strain panel itself but also, and essentially, from the 
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R~r~-~m~e~ 
panel support assembly which was imperfect in the research 

- programme described above. 
F (daN) 

" If a dynamic test method is used to study passenger/body 
" panel contact, the following points should be considered: 

8 
,. 

r ~.. ~z5,8 da, Contact speed choice. In our case we carried out a 

. reconstitution from a base provided by a global 

¯ ,. ,.. reference test during which we measured the lateral 

structure penetration speed in the passenger cell at the 

~’~,.¢rt~wrro,s moment at which contact was made with the occupant. 
- However, a reference of this nature cannot exist when 
- 

~ ~ 
one wants to design a sub-system test procedure to 

" ~/~_]1 predict the structural performance of a vehicle in the 

"/ ~l design phase. 
~t ,. 

~, 
r ~t.. ~8o,~ d~ 

One way of getting round this difficulty would be to 
, t . . ¯ use static panel/occupant contact tests as in the 

"" COmposite Test Procedure supported by the CCMC but 

- it would be essential in this case to ensure the rigorous 

- evaluation of a dynamic contact severity, both in terms 

- .~ ~ 
of measuring the rigidity of the lateral structure which 

- 

/ ~x,,/~K~." 

can vary with respect to speed and in terms of the 
11~ 

,,. 
F ,~. ~ 317,9 dat~ 

occupant simulation device which must integrate its 
¯ . ,; :~ 

~ own rigidity and which must, in every case, give the 

" best possible simulation of the characteristics of the 

,. - human body in both the static and the dynamic mode. 

" In conclusion, even if the research described above did 
" not enable full global shock severity reconstitution through 

113 ’~ ~.~ r ~t. = 236,6 dan partial testing, we did acquire beneficial experience in the 
" 

~a k~ - .~ t ~ detailed analysis of lateral impact which will be extremely 
’ o ~,~,--.~a.,,~--, ~.._,-,.._,_.~.,.--.._ useful in the preparation of a simple, reliable and repeatable 

"- test procedure which will not require the prior imple- 

Figure 8. Pubic forces concerning vehicle B. mentation of global dynamic reference tests. 

A Methodology For Enhancing Side Impact Crashworthiness 

Written Only Paper against the background of this in-house test procedure that 

R. N. Hardy, Cranfield Impact Centre investigated the potential for 

Cranfield Impact Centre, enhancing the performance of a conventional production 
United Kingdom car during side impacts. 
H. Mellander, The methodology uses a hybrid technique for evaluating 
Volvo Car Corporation, side impact crashworthiness. Iteration with the technique 
Sweden enables identification of compatible component properties 

Abstract and hence to enhanced side impact crashworthiness. The 

methodology is described, discussed and demonstrated in 
The world-wide vehicle community has for the last five 

this paper. 
years focused its attention on side impact crashworthiness. 
Now, NHTSA has published a prospective timetable for the 
introduction of side impact legislation--revised FMVSS Introduction 
214. Although it is essential for a vehicle to pass a 
legislative test it must also perform well during real-life Accident statistics relating to side impact accidents are 

accidents, well documented in many countries (1, 2, 3).* In the U.K. 
Volvo has developed an in-house test method in which 

good resemblance to real-life accidents is achieved. It was      *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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junctions, when vehicle speeds are unlikely to be high. 
, ~ COMPONENT 

However, when side impacts occur they tend to generate 

~ " 
~ ~ 

_ 
more injuries than other types of collisions. A comparison 
of U.K. data, using the U.K. definitions of slight, serious _~ COMPONENT & JOINT [ 

and fatal injuries shows the following: ~1 0ESIGN 

slight serious fatal sample 

~] 
CALCOLATIoNsBENOING COLLAPSEji 

0A 

Side impacts       67% 29% 4% 466 _ Non-side impacts 77% 22% 1% 3270 
5. ~ 

~ 10. 

Further, during a side impact with another car it is not COMPONENTS STRENGTH I - I 
OPTIMISED 

uncommon for the nearside occupant to experience a veloc- 
AND ENERGY ABSORBEOJ 

" 
] 9. ’~ 

YES 

ity change greater than the velocity change of the car in YES I 
which he is sitting (4). 

The main cause of injuries to an occupant is the change in                       ~ 
velocity which he experiences (4). Intrusion on its own does 
not necessarily cause injuries, although gross intrusion of 

the inner door panel/side structure may eventually become IREsuLTs : 1 
important as a cause of injuries. 

|I÷STRUCTURAL DESIGN GUIDELINES 

~ 2-OCCUPANT SIMULATION 
Methods of reducing or minimising the velocity change 

of the occupant generally revolve around two parameters: Figure 1. Flowchart of the methoclolog¥. 

(i) Side structure characteristics. conducted using the component properties from the tests to 
(ii) Padding characteristics, confirm the likely improvement in side impact performance 

Neither of these, on their own, will provide the total of the car. 
solution to reducing the level of occupant injuries, but each The place of the methodology in the develop- 
will play its part. How then to assess the benefits each can 
offer? A methodology which includes a capability for the ment of passenger cars 

rapid and cost effective assessment of various options is Although the methodology requires the input of compo- 

clearly needed. Just such a methodology, which includes nent non-linear properties, this does not restrict its use to the 

both component testing and computer simulations, is de- improvement of crashworthiness of current production or 

scribed here. prototype cars. Once a number of a manufacturers’ cars 
have been tested to obtain a likely range of component 

The Methodology properties a database can be established. This database can 

The methodology uses a hybrid technique (figure 1). The be used as a springboard in the design process of a new or 

structural and energy absorbing elements and joints of the concept car. Revised component properties can be intro- 

side structure are first tested to determine their non-linear duced until the desired side impact performance is 
behaviour. A data file is then constructed which includes achieved. Thus the methodology can be used to: 

this non-linear behaviour together with a coarse finite 
element mesh of the side structure. This is analysed with the 

(i) Investigate the means by which the crashworthi- 

CRASH-D computer program to determine the structural 
ness of a current production vehicle could be improved 

characteristics of the side structure. The motion charac- 
(5). 

teristics of the side structure and car centre of gravity are 
(ii) Steer the design process during the concept stage 

then determined. The kinematics of the occupant and his 
(6). 

likely level of injuries are predicted with an occupant 
(iii) Interact with the development programme of a 

simulation program---e.g. Madymo or Calspan. 
car at the prototype and pre-production stages in a 

Once the basic simulation models have been constructed 
timescale.helpful to the programme. 

they can be used to enhance the structural performance of This methodology does not preclude the use of the Com- 

the car during side impacts. Now a series of computer posite Test Procedure (7) or even full scale testing from 

simulations are performed with variations in the being used in the design and development of a car or for that 

characteristics of the elements and joints of the side matter any other vehicle. 

structure. This process identifies the areas of the structure The methodology offers important advantages over these 

where revised component properties would maximise the other two methods, not least because it can be used from the 

enhancement of side impact crashworthiness. The designs concept design stage, in terms of timing and costs. In addi- 

for components having the characteristics identified in the tion, these methods do not provide information on the rela- 

computer simulations can be finalised after a component tive contribution of the various structural components to the 

test programme. Final computer simulations are then overall collapse performance of the car side structure. Thus, _ 
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actual sources of strength or weakness cannot be readily or 
reliably classified and, therefore, any suggested design al- 50~ 
terations may not improve the structure in the most direct 

~ 
11 ~ 3 

and rational manner. 
~10 

Use of the methodology 

~6 

7 

The methodology was used on a conventional production 18 
car. The objective was to reduce the intrusion velocity of the 16 
door/side structure at the time of dummy contact to less than 

t~l ! __21 ~2~ 
~7 z~ 2_2 ~ 20 

--10rn/s. The impact conditions were a stationary target car 

~ ! 
struck by a CCMC mobile deformable barrier travelling 61 - ~ 5 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the struck car at 2 3 

56km/h. (It was felt that an APROD dummy occupant Figure 3. F. E. mesh. 

would experience reduced accelerations and impact forces 

under these conditions.) 
In addition, the Impact Centre were given limits for the ~0 

weight which could be added to the car. Also a list of those 
components which could not be changed, those which could w     ~ 30. 
have some changes and those which, if necessary, could be 
completely redesigned. 

~0. 
__ 

Initially, simple bending, torsion, shear and compression ~0 
tests were carded out on the elements and joints of the car 
which would contribute to its side impact crashworthiness. ~00 ~00 ~00 ~0 
The moment and energy absorption capabilities of the cam- Figure 4. Force-deflection eharactariaties for side structure. 
ponents were thus evaluated and could be compared by 
means of tables and bar charts (figure 2a). 

t~O0 

~1500 1000 

b. enhanced section 
___ 

3~ 

,,,o~~ 
1oo~~"~’" 

/ 
~ 5 degrees rohafion /" ,,~ 

[] 20 degrees rotation 

Figure2. Moment and energy absorption capabilities of cross- 
sections from bending tests about a longitudinal axis. 

A data file incorporating these properties, a coarse F.E. 
mesh (figure 3) and other information were analysed with 
the CRASH-D program to determine the force-deflection 
characteristics of the car side (figure 4) and the likely col- 
lapse mechanism (figure 5). Figure 5. Collapse mechanism. 

The velocity of the front door at chest height (figure 6) 
and pelvis height were calculated with a spring-mass model, ated and could be compared with results from a full size test. 

Finally, these velocities, the properties of the inner door A series of parametric investigations were then under- 

taken to determine the structural properties which would panel including padding and the characteristics of an 
enable the 10m/s velocity target to be achieved. APROD dummy were input to the Calspan CVS program to 

Five major components were eventually identified, 
determine the kinematics and accelerations of a car occu- 

which with modifications or redesigns could potentially 
pant (figures 7 and 8). give the required improvement in crashworthiness (8). 

The characteristics of the production car were thus evalu- Designs for new or revised components were undertaken 
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15. 

12 

~ 4~ 

TI~E( ~sec~ ) 

Figure 6. Door velociW at chest height. 

Figure 8. Occupant accelerations. 

to achieve the prope~ies needed. Components to these de- 
signs were then const~cted, assembled with the necessary 
su~ounding st~cture, if any, and tested. 

Fu~her computer simulations were then unde~aken to 
dete~ine if the prope~ies from the component test results 
were sufficient to achieve the required st~ctural crash- 
wo~hiness t~get. 

If the target had not been achieved, components were 
modified or completely redesigned, const~cted ~d tested 

The test result for a redesigned B pillar section showed a 
significant improvement (figure 2b). 

The final computer simulations showed improved force- 
deflection characteristics for the car side (figure 9) and ~e 
achievement of the lOm/s velocity target (figure 10). ~e 
occupant kinematics and accelerations were also much im- 
proved (figures 11 and 12). 

50’ 

/ ....... NOOE 22 
~0 

~- ....... 

TI~E =    I~ ~S£C ~I~E =    ~ ~SEC ~ 20- 

10" 

~ 
t 

~60 ~00 
OEFORHATION (mini 

Figure 9. Enhanced force-deflection characteristics for side 
structure. 

Productionisation 
The simulation results and design information con- 

ceming the new and revised components were passed to 

Tt.~ = 20 ,S~C ~"~ = S~ .S~C Volvo. If inco~orated into a cu~ent production car these 

changes should enable it to demonstrate compli~ce with 

Figure 7. Occupant kinematics,                               the lOm/s velocity target. 
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T ] ~E( ~ecs ) 

Hgure 10, Enhanced door velocity at chest height. 

During the course of the work reposed here, the Impact 
Centre s~ved to ensure the new ~d revised components 

could be inco~orated into a production c~ on an assembly Figure 11. Enhanced occupant kinematics. 

~ CHEST 

+ PELVIS 

Figure12. Enhanced occupant accelerations. T I I1 F msec 

line. Hevenbeless, it should be pointed out that the final described in another paper at this ]2th ~nternationa] 
decision concerning the feasibility of these changes must be Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles (8). 
Volvo’s. 

The technical solutions, as they were built into a 

prototype car and later evaluated in a full scale test, are (1) Griffiths, D.K., et al. An Investigation of a Repre- 
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Technical Session 5B 
Evaluation and Assessment 

Chairman: Gunnar Carlsson, Sweden 

A Mechanical Buckle Pretensioner to Improve a Three Point Seat Belt 

Yngve H~land and Torbj6rn Sk~nberg, amount of slack depends on several factors, for example the 

Electrolux Autoliv AB, type of clothing worn by the person, the beltgeometry and 

Sweden seat position. A way of eliminating slack is to equip the belt 

with a pretensioner. There are different ways of 

Abstract pretensioning. You can for example retract the belt webbing 
by rewinding the retractor. This is often done by 

The occupant protection in a car can be improved by 
pyrotechnical means. An other way is to pull the buckle 

supplementing the three point seat belt with an efficient 
downwards towards the buckle attachment point. The 

pretensioner. This is of special importance if there is a lot of 
advantage of pretensioning at the buckle is that you 

slack in the belt caused by e.g. thick clothes, 
simultaneously pull in the diagonal and the lap part of the 

This paper describes a mechanical pretensioner which 
belt. 

has been in production since January 1989. It acts on the seat 

belt buckle. At the very beginning of a crash the buckle is Description of the Buckle Pretensioner 
rapidly pulled down, thereby pretensioning both the lap- 

The buckle pretensioner is an all mechanical solution and chest belt parts. 
bolted into the seat at the standard buckle attachment point. The pretensioner comprises a preloaded torsional spring, 

which acts upon the buckle and a sensor mechanism for The pretensioner assembly is shown in figure 1. It consists 

of three main parts, namely the sensor, the pulling and the triggering. The design, performance and effectiveness of 
locking parts. They are separately described below. the buckle pretensioner in a three point belt system with and 

without slack is presented. The main advantages are reduc- 
tion of occupant forward displacement, lower impact speed 
into the steering wheel, less head injury criteria (HIC) and 
less risk of submarining. 

Introduction 
The three point seat belt is an efficient restraint system in 

cars. There are however means to further improve it. One 
problem is that excessive belt slack can cause unnecessary 
injuries to the head, chest and abdomen. A pretensioning 
device which acts very early in a crash, before an un- 

restrained mass has moved more than 20 mm, and that is 
strong enough (1000 N), will reduce the risk of these 
injuries. 

Our company, a manufacturer of seat belts, has developed 
a low cost mechanical pretensioner which works by rapidly 
pulling down the seat belt buckle. The pretensioner has been 
in production since January 1989. 

This paper gives a description of the buckle pretensioner, 
how the triggering is set and results from 35 mph tests. 

Background Figure 1. Mechanical buckle pretensioner. 

During the initial phase of an impact, when the front zone 
of the car is being deformed, a person restrained by a Sensor part 
standard belt system initially continues at an unchanged The sensor is fully mechanical and is integrated with the 
speed. The distance the person travels before the belt starts mechanism that makes the pulling. It consists of five parts. 
to absorb energy and decelerates him depends partly on the The different parts are configured in a way that the torque 
locking distance of the retractor and the so called filmspool from the tensioned torsion bar spring creates the following 
effect, but is mainly dependent on the slack of the belt. The arrangement of reaction forces acting upon the lever. 
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1o spdng 
2o rear leg 

~ 3o lever arm 
¯ ~ 4° upper leg 

5o lower leg 

Figure 2. Sensor part. 

forward 

Figure 3. Reaction forces. 

The lever arm is striving to move backwards but is pre- A typical sensor force characteristic is shown in figure 4. 

vented from doing so and is only allowed to move forward. The characteristic is chosen so that pretensioning will 

The force needed to move the lever arm forward is in theory take place only when needed avoiding inadvertant trigger- 

constant, but taking into account the bending of the torsion ing. A complete pretensioning has to be completed before 

bar and some friction the force actually increases slightly. If the person (dummy) has moved 20 mm forward relative to 

the lever arm is moved forward a distance S mm the two the car during the impact. The low speed impact behaviour 

legs, upper and lower, are positioned in a straight line and is shown by the two figures 5a and 5b. By following the full 

for an additional motion they will collapse. The preten- drawn line it can be seen that for a 9.3 km/h impact speed the 

sioner has then triggered and the pretensioning force is lever arm doesn’t reach the collapsing distance. It only 

released to pull the buckle downwards. The sensor charac- moves 0.9 mm whilst at 12.3 km/h it collapses after 16 ms. 

teristics can easily be altered to suit various carpulses, only The dummy (an unrestrained mass) has by this time moved 

by changing the geometry of the legs. 
only 3.2 mm. Thus it is evident that the sensor characteristic 
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LOW6PEED ~2.3 km,/h 
1"-’1 

S [mm] 
3 

/ 
! 2 

Figure 4. Sensor force characteristic. 

"swallows" low energy/lowspeed pulses and triggers 

above a certain level. When you take into.a.csount that the 

/ pulling action takes a maximum of 10 ms, the pretensioning 

~ LOWSPEED 9.3 km/h 0 . , . 
E 

,E. 
I I "fi’me Figure 5b. 12.3 km/h impact. 

~ ,., io ~0 29 ~ ~[’ms] 

¯ in this case is completed after 26 ms. The dummy has moved 

\ ....... ,4.8mm t   iswo,, e,owt o ,,owa ,e Omm.  e 
~ 7 ..... 

.; ~ ----~-~\ ~~..~(]) 
minimum triggering pulse for this setting was around 10 g. 

The behaviour in high speed crashes is shown in figure 

~ -5 ~ ~     I \ 
v 

6a. The lever arm collapsing distance is reached after 4.8 

~:~ : ~ / ,\ 
ms and full pretensioning is completed after 14.8 ms. By 

k,)~/’ \\ this time the dummy has moved 16.5 mm. 
~ In an oblique crash the sensor only senses the frontal axis 

~-10[ \~) 
c°mp°nent °f the decelerati°n" A c°mparis°n between a 0° 

~ 
and a 30° impact at 30 mph can be found in table 1. See also 

figures 6a and 6b respectively. 

Table 1. Comparison of triggering in 0° and 30° frontal 30 mph 
impact. 

Triggering Time Time to full Dummy Motion 
Pretensioning 2 

(ms) (ms) (rnm) 

:1.5 0* 5 15 17 

~ 1 30° 19 29 18 
E 
~ Pulling part 

~ The pulling part consists of a spring and a lever arm. o o 
1o 20 30 ~0 

When the sensor part has collapsed the spring is free to 

Figure 5a. 9.3 km/h impact, pull the buckle downwards. The nominal torque of the 
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HIGHSPEED #8 krn/h, 0 DEGREE 
HIGHSPEED 4-8 km/h, 50 DEGREES 

I /\ - "~’@ l,o :, - ---. l 

~ J~ --~ ~.~ ~’- ..... 
,~, 

3./ 
I 

0 
0 ~B ~) 20 ;50 44:1 

Figure 6a. 48.4 km/h 0° impact. Figure 6b. 48.7 km/h 30° impact. 

spring is 150Nm and the pulling force 1000 N. This force ~ 
decreases to 40% when the pulling operation is complete. 

~ua ~ ~e force vs time characteristic is shown below. ~ 
~      ~ 

1-’~-. ~ ~ t 
,’ ,’ ,, (N) (~)(ms) ~--- 

I / ,’ ~ iO to ~ �I 

/ ~ ~ 

0 0 0 ~ 

Figure7. Pulling pa~. 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 50 ~ 70 ~ ~ ~ 

Locking part DISTANC~ ~ (ram) 

The occupant restraint load is taken by the locking plate, Figure 8. Force and torque characteristics. 

which has a toothed element. [t must be able to take the load 

imparted by a Hybrid II 9Sth percentile male dummy in a 40 

mph impact. ~e locking plate is directly bolted into the Test~ in/~nu,vmen, 

seat. The load is thereby transfe~ed to the nodal seat The sled crash track facility at the Electrolux Autoliv 

attachment point. R&D centre in V~g~rda Sweden uses a hydraulic 
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transmission system. The sled is accelerated over a 40 m 

distance. The maximum possible speed of the sled is 50 

Figure 10. Side view. 

Figure 9. The Electro~ux Autoliv crashtrack in V~rg~rda, 
Sweden, 

mph. Max weights that can be pulled are I to:n at 50 mph and 

2 ton a~ 40 mph. 

The braking of the sled is achieved by the deformation of 

steel plates of different lengths and cross sections at 

different positions. Any carpulse can be accurately 

simulaled by this brake arrangeinent. The sled data 

acquisition system consists of onboard amplifiers Imax 54 

ch annels possible) as well as an onboard data memory. The 

data are transferred after the test to a mini computer for 

processing. The amplifiers have a basic filtering of CFC 

1000 and additional filtering is made numerically by the 

computer. 

High speed cameras {max 3~ are used for recording of for 

example dummy motion, webbing extraction and 

pretensmning action. Evaluation of the high speed films is 

undertaken using a filmscreen with a digitizer coupled to a 

personal computer. The software permits calculation of 

displacements, velocities and accelerations. 

Test Configuration and Teslt 
Parameters 

Figure 11. Front view. 
A standard vehicle seat with a reinforced substructure 

abl e to withstand repeated dynamic tests was attached to the 

sled. 

The belt geometry was equivalent to the front installation 

of a four door sedan car. See figures 10 and t 1. The tests 

were run without dashboard or steering wheel. 

The impact speed was35 mph (56,3 kin/h)+_ 0,2 mph and 

the stopping distance 585 _+ 20 mm. The deceleration pulse 

was acc. to figure 12. An antropomorphic dummy, Hybrid H 

50th percentile male. was used. The evaluation of test data 

was made in accordance with FMVSS 208. 

To simulate belt slack a t~am material of 30 mm thickness 

was inserted between the webbing and the dummy in the o , ~ ~ ~. 

chest area and with two layers (60 mm) in the pelvis/ ~    ~ 4~ ~ 
80 ~ 120 

abdomen area. The characteristic of the 30 mm foam was a Figure 12. Sled deeelerat~o~ pu~se. 
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4.6 N/cm pressure resistance at a 40% compression. A total      ~,~- 
of about 120 mm of slack was created. 

Test Results 
-= 

The test results presented here are for35 mph tests. The 
positive effect of the mechanical buckle pretensioner is 
increased at this impact speed compared to 30 mph. 
However some typical figures from 30 mph tests are 
mentioned. With the same seat configuration and belt 
geometry as in the 35 mph tests the use of a pretensioner 
resulted in a typical reduction of HIC of about 25%. This _, , , , , , , . ~ ×-t~R. 

was applicable to belts both with (120 mm) slack and 
without. The reduction of maximum chest acceleration (>3 ___ 
ms) was about 4 g in both cases. , 

Forward displacement Figure 14. Head displacement. Three point belt with 120 mm 

The displacements of head, chest and pelvis can be seen 
slack. 

in the table below. The time to trigger the buckle preten- one without slack. The reduction is also larger for the pelvis 
sionerwas9-10ms.Thepullingdowndistanceofthebuck- than for the head. For belts with 120mm slack the head 
le was 35 mm for the belt with no slack and 65 mm for the forward displacement is reduced by 40mm from 630 to 590 
belt with 120 mm slack. mm and the pelvis forward displacement by 90 mm from 

310 to 220 mm. This latter figure indicates how effective the 
Table 2. Head, chest and pelvis displacement. 

buckle pretensioner is in preventing submarining. 

Head Fo~ard Oh~t Fon~ard Pelvis Forward As far as the head is concerned it is not only the forward 
Displacement Displacement Displacement displacement that is of interest but also the speed when for 

(ram) (ram) (ram) 
instance impacting the upper rim of the steering .wheel. 

sta.t~reepo~t ~oo a~o 2~ Figures 15 and 16 show the velocity of the head versus 
belt. 

forward displacement. 
Three point belt 570 315 180 

Std three point 630 400 310 

belt. 120 mm skack. 

Three point belt 590 325 220 

with buckle Wet. "~’" \A~ 9.5 

120 mm slack. 

The trajectory of the head for belts both without slack and ~. -, i~ 
with slack can be seen in figures 13 and 14. 

/ 
0     100    200    300    ~0    ~    000       rmm] 

0 

___ Standard Three Point l~elt 

~ Three Point l~t with Buckle P~etensdonen 

Figure 15. Head velocity versus head forward displacement. 
-~oo \\ Belts without slack. 

If the head impacts the steering wheel after a 550 mm 
forward movement the velocity is 13.3 m/s for the standard 

, . ~ x-~. three point belt with no slack and only 9.5 m/s for the belt 
lad    ~ ado 4no ~ ned ~ [mm] with a buckle pretensioner. If the steering wheel is another 

___ Standard ThreePoint l~lt 
25 mm forward (at 575 mm) the impacting velocity is 11.4 

~ The, Vo~ ~ ~ ~ p~,io~, m/s for the standard belt whilst head contact will not occur 
in the case of a belt with a pretensioner. The test results for 

Figure 13. Head displacement. Three point belt without slack, belts with slack show the same effect. The buckle preten- 

As expected the reduction in forward displacement is sioner is therefore effective in reducing the impact of the 

larger for a belt system with slack than for a corresponding head into the steering wheel. 
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HEAl) IN~/URY CRITERIA 
[m/~] s~o.sr5 / ~a.~ HIC |8~O 

HICk6 

~.o 

~oo 

............ ~ X-Din ~ ~    ~    ~ ~ ~ [mm] 6~0 

S~ard ~e~nt ~lt 

Th~ ~b~ ~t ~ ~e ~en~er 

Figure 16. Head velooi~ ver~u~ head fo~ard displacement. 
I Belt~ with 120 mm slsck.                                                I 

He~d injur~ criteri~ ~nd ~hest ~cceler~tion 
CHEST ~CE~TION 

~i~ures 17 ~d ]8 show values ~or head injury criteria 
(both HIC ~d HIC36) ~d chest acceleration for the differ- 9    ~ a~s > 3 ms 
ent cases. 

H~D INJURY CRITERIA ~ ~-~ 

~ Standard HIC HIC~ ~ I I 

~ 
~ ~ Three ~in~ Belt 

’~ 
’~l 

~o 
~ 

~ 

~ J Th~ePoint ~elt =~ ~ ~ ~ 
= Bugle ~ensioneP 

I I 

Figure 18. HIC and chest acceleration. Belts with 120 mm slack, 

There is also a significant reduction of max chest acceler- 

ation (>3 ms). The reduction was from 49 g to 43 g for belts 

with no slack and from 55 g to 51 g for belts with slack. 
, 

Chest belt force 

~EST ~CE~r~ON The cu~es for the chest belt forces in figures 19 and 20 

9    ~ ~s > ~ms show that the dummy is a~ested earlier (about 8-10 ms) in 

I ’ Standard 
I I 

~ ~ m Buckle ~[ensione~ s 
I 

I I 
Figure 17. HI~ ~nd ~hest ~eler~tion. Belts without slg~k. 

o     .                            ~--          TIME 
Th~reductionofHI~isconsidemble about 50%inall o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ [msJ 

four c~ses. The l~est ~duction, from HI~ 1~80 to 870 
S~ndard ~e 

(-54%), w~s achi~wd with th~ belt with 130 mm slack. 
Th~ ~t ~t ~ ~e ~onen 

co~respondin~ figures for H~)~ w~re 1~0 and 
r~spectively. Figure lg. ~hest belt for~e. Belt without slack. 
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belts where the buckle pretensioner has worked. The slope of Summary and Conclusions 
the curves are lower and there is a reduction in peak values. The mechanical buckle pretensioner acts with a high 

initial spring force of 1000 N. It can trigger and complete the 
pretensioning operation before an unrestrained mass has 

FORCE moved 20 mm forward. The sensor threshold level can be 
[ItN] set so that inadvertant triggering can be avoided. 

to. ~,~$ Test result show that the use of a buckle pretensioner will 
mean a less severe head impact with the steering wheel. 

f ~\ 
The HIC value can be reduced significantly. In 35 mph 

$ \\ barrier tests a reduction of HIC by 50% to less than 1000 

~ 
i 

~ was achieved with 120 mm of initial slack in the belt. 

The pelvis displacement was decreased by up to 90 mm, 

TIHE thereby reducing the risk of submarining. 

e ~0 ~o 60 $o t~o =0 ti~ ~o [rns] The belt with a pretensioner is loaded quicker (about 10 
ms). This means lower peakloads and reduced maximum 

___ Standard Thr, e Point l~t chest accelerations. 

~ Tl~eePolntlb~lt ~it~ Bucklelt~2ensione~ It can be concluded that the mechanical buckle 
pretensioner is a cost effective device to supplement the 

Figure 20. Chest belt force. Belts with 120 mm slack, standard three point belt. 

Estimating Effectiveness of Increased Seat Belt Usage on the Number of 
Fatalities 

F. Wegman, J. Bos and F. Bijleveld, 
On the basis of the actual knowledge we think that the 

SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research, 
best estimation of belt use effectiveness is 35-40%. 

The Netherlands Introduction 

Abstract The Dutch government decided in 1986 to strive for 25% 

Research results indicate a wide variation in belt use 
less casualties in the year 2000 than in1985. To arrive at this 

effectiveness (reduction of the number of casualties in 
quantitative aim, a policy was formulated in which some 
"profitable priorities" are the central themes. One of these 

percents of belt use increases from 0% to 100%). Results are priorities is the promotion of seat belt use. In figure 1 the 
reported from an increase to a decrease of more than 50%. development is given of belt use in the Netherlands. In June 

Accepting some variation in different countries due to 1975 it became mandatory for front seat occupants to use the 

different accident circumstances, weakness in research belt in cars built after 1970. Between 1975 and 1979 the 

designs could form a part of the explanation of this presence of belts increased from 70% to 100%. 

variation. 

Analyses have been made of trends in fatality rates of car o~ 100 
occupants in three European countries: the Netherlands, the ~ 
Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britain. The aim g 8o 

was to assess seat belt use effectiveness using common, 
60 

plausible assumptions. 

It turned out that is not recommendable to use the before 40. 

and after comparison, because it is hard to assume that there 

are no other influences than changes in seat belt use. Before 
20. 

and after comparison with a control group is a-- 
methodologically seen--strong design but its application 

0 

could be unnoticed weak, despite "plausible" assumptions, 
year 

So a dangerous design. The use of time series analysis is 
recornrnended but the nature of the seat belt intervention 

Figure 1. Usage rates of seat belts in the Netherlands inside 
and outside built-up areas. 

and other influences and their course in time have to be 
known. Specific and careful ,research and good data are Before mandatory use the users’ percentage was 13% 

needed, ins.ide and 28% outside built-up areas. Within one year the 
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percentages increased to 49% respectively to 67%. Until problem of an "effectiveness below expect- 
1986 the use remained on the same level, but since 1987 it ation". 
has increased. There are clear indications that this increase 

The aim of this contribution is to search for the is due to (regional) policy in the fields of information 
explanation(s) of the great differences in belt effectiveness, campaigns and police enforcement (Gundy 1988, and 
shown in the various reports. 

Varkevisser & Arnoldus 1989). The users’ percentages 
were 63% inside and 77% outside built-up areas in 1988. Decrease of the number of casualties by belt 
The percentages are still considerably below those of Great ilse 
Britain and the Federal Republic of Germany (see figure 2). 

Set the number of casualties at 0% use at No. Set the 
o~ ~00- 

_ ........... percentage of belt use at Ub and the number of casualties at 
~ Cb. If the belt use effectiveness is e the relationship between 
~ 80. N, o0t these quantities is: 

40- or the number of casualties in a before period Cb is the sum 

of the number of casualties not using the belt and that of 

20                                                 using it. Equation (1) can be rewritten: 

Cb = (1 - Ub.e) No (2) 
0 .~ .~2 8’3 .~4 .~ ’~6 .~r ’~8 If belt use would increase later to Ua: year 

Figure 2. s of seat belts in the Netherlands, the Federal Ca = (1 -Ua.e)No (3) Republic of Germany and Great Britain. 
The expected reduction of casualties is then: 

Belts reduce the risk and the severity of injuries for car 
occupants in accidents. Based on theoretical considerations Rc - Cb - Ca 

(4) 

Cb this has been proven by laboratory tests and by in-depth This equation can be transformed to: 
studies. Belts prevent the ejection of car occupant and 
diminish the risk of being harmed by the car’s interior. The Rc = (Ua - Ub)e 

(5) 

possibility of a belt causing severe injuries is extremely 1 - e.Ub 
small. An individual occupant thus runs less risk to get The relationship between e and Ua, so the relationship be- 
(severely) injured in an accident, but it is still a question tween belt use effectiveness and users’ percentage in the 
how much the number of killed and severely injured "after period" can be rendered on the basis of equation (5): 
occupants would decrease if more of the drivers and 
passengers would use the belt. This is specially interest- e = 1/(Ub - (Ub - Ua)/Rc (6) 

ing when introducing mandatory belt use. We define In figure 3, where e and Ua from several studies are 
effectiveness of belt use as the reduction of the number of compared, a great variation is shown. It is possible ofcourse 
casualties in percents if belt use increases from 0% to 100%. 

It remains a question how much the increase of belt use ~e 

has contributed and will contribute to the arrival at the goal 

of-25% by 2000 in the Netherlands. How many casualties ~ ~0. ¯ 
are prevented if belt use rises by 1%? Some researchers have :~ 
indicated that seat belts are not that effective, and Janssen ~ ~ 

40" ¯ 

recently (1989) drew the conclusion that belt use laws have 
~ ¯ ¯¯ ¯ 

not been proven to be effective. The study was based on a 
~ 

¯ ¯ 
.- 30. ¯ ¯ 

time series analysis of the numbers of killed car occupants _~ 
per kilometre driven from eight Western European "~ ¯ ¯ 
countries. ~ ~0. ¯ 

Bos’s study of literature (1989) on the belt use -~ ¯ 
¯ 

effectiveness led to three conclusions:                            ~0 

¯ effectiveness is reported from an increase of 
casualties to a decrease of more than 50%, so a 00 ~0 ~e ~0 ~’0 ~e0 
wide range; 

¯ sometimes the research methodology was not usage rates (%) 
(Ua) 

quite impeccable; 
Figure 3. Belt use effectiveness for fatalities (e) and usage ¯ most researchers seem to wrestle with the rates (Ua) reported in different studies. 
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that seat belt use laws in different countries have a different be solved with the research design: the number of casualties 

effect because circumstances and types of accidents vary has to be determined after the increase of belt use and this 

between countries. It is known e.g. that belts are more effec- number has to be compared to the estimated number if belt 

tive in head-on collisions than in head-tail or side collisions, use would not have changed. Besides it has to be shown that 

If a truck enters the car compartment the belt is hardly this change is caused by the increase of belt use and cannot 

effective. If the distribution of the different types of acci- be otherwise explained. 

dents vary, the effectiveness of the belt will vary too. But Mandatory belt use offers profitable possibilities from 

before conclusions are drawn the validity of the results has the research viewpoint because it has always caused a 

to be studied, considerable increase of belt use in a short period of time 
(Vaaje, 1986). This situation enhances the possibilities to 

Surveys on belt use find a significant effect and reduces effects of other 

Nearly all studies on the effectiveness of belt usage use (disturbing) influencing factors. 

sample data of belt use among traffic participants, not of A number of possible research designs: 
injured road users. Dutch accident registration does not 
have data on belt use among casualties, a problem of many 

1. A comparison is made between numbers of 

more countries. Then it is known how many car occupants 
casualties where the belt can be effective and where it 

after belt use became mandatory, use the belt (direct aim of 
can not. It means a comparison of numbers of 

the law!) and this number may be compared to the number 
casualties of front seat occupants of cars before and 

of the before period, but often it is not known how many of 
after the introduction of the belt use law. 

the involved car occupants really used the belt and conse- 
2. The number of casualties among front seat 

quently are not or less Severe, injured (indirect aim of the 
occupants of cars before and after the introduction of 

law!), 
mandatory use is compared to a control group. This is 

An important question is how the sample was made 
to correct for other developments between the before 

among road users. It is important because it is a known fact and after study periods. There are two possibilities for 

that not all drivers use the belt everywhere, always and on 
the composition of the control group: the number of car 

all roads. In the Netherlands this has been established as 
occupants in a comparable area where the law was not 

well (Varkevisser & Arnoldus, 1989). The belt appears to be 
changed or the number of casualties not influenced by 

less used at night than by day (Noordzij, 1988). This fact is the mandatory use. 

not taken into consideration in the yearly national samples 3. A more differentiated following (than just before 

on belt usage (Varkevisser & Arnoldus, 1989). It might and after) of the development in time of numbers of 

mean a slight (there is little traffic at night) overestimation casualties among front-seat car occupants and a 

of belt use and consequently under-estimation of the belt looking for a trend breach after a sudden strong rise 

effectiveness. The sample must also be representative for of belt use--in the numbers of casualties. Here too a 

traffic on the different kinds of roads, an indication of which control group may be used. 

was produced only recently in the Netherlands, though ob- In all three designs it is recommendable to not use the 

servations have been made for years, absolute numbers of casualties as a criterion, but to relate 

Another important point is the development of belt use in them to driving distances to make it possible to correct for 

time. If there is an obvious development it must be possible changes. 

to observe it like that, which means regular sampling, e.g. Recently a number of overviews was made of research on 

every month. If these data are not known interpolation is the effectiveness of safety belt use laws (e.g. Hedlund, 

necessary, with all its uncertain consequences. The impor- 1986; and Campbell & Campbell, 1986). In Bos’ (1989) 

tance may be shown by data from 4 US states (Lund et al., study the strong and the weak methodological aspects of the 

1987). They show that belt use decreased strongly in one various research designs are given. 

year, but it is not known whether this was gradually or The methodological aspects of the various designs will be 

immediately after the introduction of mandatory use. discussed here on the basis of data from three European 

Monthly sampling proves that belt use increases, even countries: the Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain, 

before it is mandatory. The increase in belt use before the and the Netherlands. These countries were selected because 

introduction of the mandatory use and the decrease after a they all have mandatory belt use laws and good and ready 

period of great use immediately after it has become manda- information. 

tory have to be known to prevent over- or under-estimation The development of the fatality rates (number of fatalities 

of the effect. It appears not to be usual to report on the details in cars per kilometre driven) is given in figure 4 for the three 

of observations of belt use, even though it is necessary if countries. It would have been better to use kilometre 

only to avoid too precise estimations of belt effectiveness, travelled, but these data are not available in a good enough 
quality. In the Netherlands the seat belt use law became 

Methodology effective in June 1975. In the Federal Republic of Germany 

To determine the reduction of the number of casualties two dates are important: from 1 January 1976, safety belt 

due to the increase of belt use some usual problems have to use is mandatory and from 1 August 1984, non-use is 
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punishable. In Great Britain belt use became mandatory in and by the end of 1973 a law became effective on drunk 
February 1983, after some earlier efforts, driving. The conclusion may thus be drawn that it is imposs- 

ible to assess this result to the belt use law in the Nether- ~, 40, the Netherlands 

~ lands, a control group is needed. 

-~ 30. Table 1. Effects of seat belt usage increase from On to U, on a 
~ % /a,. ~.o....~ reduction of fatalities (Rf) and seat belt effectiveness (e) in The 

Netherlands, the Federal Republic of Germany and Great Bri- 
tain based on before and after comparison (n.s., not significant, 

20- *significant at 95%-level). - 

NL                      FRG                         UK 
10 

in % 1 year 4 years    i year 4/2 years    I year 4 years 

Belt usage before (Ub) 15 

year 
(Rf) +5     -25 -33 -34 -20 -20 

~ 
40" Belt use effectiveness 

~ (e) +13     -53" -60* -62" -32" -32e 

30" 

The German data show a reasonably stable situation in 
the period of the introduction of the "Verwamungsgeld" in 
1984. The length of the period considered hardly influences 
the calculated effect. If the belt use law were the only influ- 
encing factor the effectiveness would be ca. 60%. 

10 i"~* In Great Britain also the introduction of the belt use law 

year took place in a relatively quiet period. If no other influences 
were to be found, which seems to be indicated by the over- 

~ 
40 

Great Britain 
~ view of measures/influences a reasonable estimation of the 
-~ belt use law effectiveness is found here: -32%. 
-~ If we assume the safety belt use effectiveness to be com- 

parable in all three countries and see the results, we have to 
20 ,~ conclude that other factors have influenced the results. The 

uncertainty cannot be eliminated in this research design. In 
general this design must be called methodologically weak, 
because it is hard to assume that there are no other influ- 

i ences than safety belt use. Because we often cannot "ex- 
0 ......................... plain" developments in numbers of fatalities (related or not 

~aar related to exposure) it is not recommendable to use this 

Figure 4. Fatality rates for car occupants in The Netherlands, design in research on effects of measures. 
Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britain and indicating 
introduction of mandatory seat belt usage. Before and after comparison with a control 

group 
Before and after comparison The first possibility is to find a control group within the 

In the three countries it is easily possible to compare the country where the law became effective. We compare e.g. 
fatality rates before and after the introduction of the law. If the number of casualties on the front seat of cars to the total 
these rates would not be influenced by other factors the number of casualties. In the year the law became effective 
comparison gives the effect of the law. First an estimation this ratio has to go down, a continuing trend if belt use does 
has been made assuming a linear trend in the before and not change. 
after period. Analysis of variance turned out this was a For the three countries the ratio of fatalities in cars com- 
wrong assumption. The results given in table 1 are based on pared to the total number was calculated on the basis of an 
comparisons of the mean values. The variation in the results estimation from the past. For the Netherlands a backward 
per country if longer or shorter before and after periods are estimation was made as well. This estimation is compared to 
taken into account, and compared between the countries the actual number and then it is determined whether there 
shows the unlikeliness of the results. The Dutch data make it was a significant difference. For all three countries the re- 
reasonable to suppose that there were more influencing suits indicate that in this way no significant differences have 
factors, specially the decrease from 1973 to 1974 which will been found. 
have been influenced by the energy crisis: speed limits were With this method the chance seems to be very small to 
introduced on the Dutch roads as a consequence of the crisis find any significant difference. 
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An other drawback of this method could be the idea that two years. Safety belt use rose from 40% by the end of 1982 

belt users behave more dangerously, which may cause more to 95% from February 1983. Monthly data show that this 

casualties among the "third party". Theoretically this phe- percentage remained at this high level. Scott & Willis use a 

nomenon (an example of the risk compensation theory) log-linear regression, in which influences of trend and sea- 

cannot be discarded, but practically little evidence was sons are admitted. The method assumes that the linear series 

found in the framework of belt use (Evans et al., 1982; Lund has the same trend in the before and in the after period. 

& Zador, 1984; O’Neill et al., 1985; OECD, 1989). When the error plot is inspected--with differences between 

A second possibility in this design is to compare fatality 
observed figures and numbers fitted by the model--the 

rates before and after the introduction in countries to other opposite of this assumption would not appear. A dummy 

countries with the same trend in fatality rates. This method 
variable is used, being 0 in the before and 1 in the after 

can be used for the three countries involved, i.e. the third 
period: intervention. Changes in the numbers of casualties 

country can be compared with the other two separately or on are determined for various categories of road users. Scott & 

average. The results of this calculation are given in table 2. 
Willis conclude that the number of fatal casualties among 
drivers decreased by some 20% and among other car front 

Table 2. Fatality rates after the introduction of the seat belt seat occupants by 30% thanks to belt use. An average reduc- 
laws (observed) compared with fatality rates using trend in 
othercountriesascontrol(estimated)(n.s.notsignificant,*sig- 

tion of 25% means a belt effectiveness of 38%. Scott & 

nificant at 95%-level). Willis cannot exclude the possibility that part of this reduc- 
tion is due to another method of testing on drunken driving, 

,L r~G ~x Cobb. Rf o introduced in 1983. 
ob .... ~ Esti,a~e~ 

Harvey & Durbin execute a time series analysis, structur- 

Th, .~ho~.~ 16.~ 15.~ ~6.~ ~.~ ÷ 6, ÷~* ~., ing time series modelling, provided with the possibility of 
F.R. of G .... y 11.8 14.4 ].~.8 ~.6 -tg~ -~2~* an intervention analysis. The trends before and after do not 
Great B~cieain 7.7 7.5 7.3 7.4 ÷ ~ ÷ 7, ,.~ 

have to be the same now, as they have to be for Scott & 
Willis. 

Harvey & Durbin conclude that the number of casualties 
It would mean for the Netherlands anci Great Britain that (fatalities and severely injured) was reduced by 25% for all 

introduction of mandatory belt use would have ended in an car front seat occupants. After introduction of the seat belt 

increase of the fatality rate, and for the Federal Republic in a law, the number for other road users did not change. The 

significant reduction of ca. 20%, realizing the introduction results of the two researchers agree very well and make us 

date in the second half of the year. conclude that an estimation of a belt use effectiveness of ca. 

Summarizing we conclude that though the research de- 35-40% at this moment is the best to be made. This conclu- 

sign--before and after comparison to a control group--is a sion is supported by a report from the USA, where Evans 

strong design theoretically seen, its application has practi- determined belt use effectiveness in his own elegant way. 

cal problems asks sometimes for unverifiable assumptions He did not use time series analysis. 

and leads to such results that the method must not be recom- Evans developed a method, the "double pair comparison 

mended for this use. method", to determine the effectiveness of belts for an 
accident population of a jurisdiction where it is known 

Time series analysis whether a belt was used in an accident. This possibility is 

In literature many research reports appear to have used offered by FARS (Fatal Accident Reporting System). Acci- 

time series analyses. This design is particularly indicated if: dents with at least one fatality are studied here. In Evans’ 
method the criterion is used of the number of killed drivers 

¯ The (after) period is (too) short; seasonal effects with belt related to the number of killed passengers without 
e.g. then have to be admitted and estimates in this belt. This ratio is related to the reference proportion of 
respect necessitate assumptions; numbers of killed drivers and killed passengers, when none 

¯ Within the (after) period other interventions take of them used the belt. 
place at different moments; through time series Evans concludes that if all car front seat occupants not 
analyses the various effects may be determined, using a belt would start using one and they would not other- 
but assumptions have to be made on the nature of wise change their behaviour the number of fatalities would 
the interventions and on their course in time; si- decrease by ca. 43% (Evans 1986, 1988). 
multaneous interventions need a control group. A research design using a time series analysis seems to 

On the basis of Bos’s literature study we conclude that offer most possibilities to determine the effects of the inter- 

two researchers--from a methodological viewpoint--may ventions. In the British circumstances this possibility was 

be called very strong. They report on the reduction of the enhanced by the high rise of belt use in a short period of time 

number of casualties in Great Britain after the introduction (in one month) in an otherwise quiet period regarding acci- 

of the belt use law as of 1 February 1983, using time series dent development. This situation was not so in the middle of 

analyses. Scott & Willis (1985) report on the effects in the the seventies when a number of European countries intro- 

first year, and Harvey & Durbin (1986) have studied almost duced mandatory belt use. It is a question whether a time 
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series analysis then also can detect effects of measures. 
The Netherlands: number of killed car occupants per Iraffie volt~e 

State-space model description 

On the data bases of car occupants fatalities of the Nether- 
lands, Great Britain, and the Federal Republic of Germany a 
number of analyses was executed with a model that may be 

4 ’ described as: 
Set the fatality rate in one year at yt. This number is equal 

to the number of the year before that, yt - 1, plus a certain 
trend in that year (at), in a formula: 

yt = yt- 1 +at 

The model used now tries to estimate value for at. Taken 
into account are the development of the expectation error of 
yt from yt - 1 + at and the observation error in yt. The 
estimates for yt together results in a filtered estimation for 
yt, which together with the trend at time t + 1 is used to 
estimate yt + 1. For time t = 0 all available information is 
used, i.e. the observed value of that year only, to determine 
the filtered value. 

In the analysis the presence of two effects is assumed. 
First an effect to be indicated as "energy crisis effect" from 
1974, though it is not clear which caused the sudden steep 
decrease of the number of casualties per kilometre driven. 
The analysis resulted in the description of the observed 
values with the following model: before 1974 the develop- 
ment was linear, in 1974 a trend breach took place, and after 
that there was another linear trend. To compensate for belt 

use a second intervention was added, in which it was as- 
sumed that a second breach occurred in the year mandatory 
belt use was introduced. They result in value bt, in a 
formula: 

yt =yt- 1 +bt 

For the combined interventions: 

yt =yt- 1 +at +bt 

Because it is not well known in which way the energy 
crisis effect influenced the development of traffic safety we !, 
checked what the effects would be with two assumptions, 

i . giving the extremes. The first assumption is that the effect 
would lead to a one-year decrease of fatality rates, and in the 

Figure 5. Normation of the derivative of the model estimation of other to a permanent one. The effect of increased belt use on 
the fatality rate, given an one year or permanent intervention of 

the development of the number of casualties was calculated the energy crisis and an introduction of a seat belt law 
intervention. in either case. The results are given in figure 5. The model 

estimates the most suitable intervention on the basis of the 
assumptions used. The results of the three countries show Conclusions and recommendations 
that belt use would result in a decrease of casualties, de- (1) Safety belts reduce the risk and the severity of injuries 
pending on the assumption, (in a one-year effect) or in an in collisions. If an individual runs less risk of (severe) 
increase in case of a permanent effect of the energy crisis injuries in a collision it still is a question how much the 
(figure 5). number of casualties is reduced if more car occupants use 

Reality will be in between but the variation of the results the belt. Study of the literature shows that the dispersion in 
and the uncertainty on the nature of the effect of the energy effectiveness is enormous. The research designs and the 
crisis is so high that this method cannot indicate the effec- assumptions used therein are questionable. They seem to 
tiveness of safety belt use laws, especially not if both in- not be taken too lightly. 
terventions happen to coincide like they did in the (2) Research on the effectiveness of belt use can be done 
Netherlands. with the following designs: before and after comparison; 
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before and after comparison with control groups, and with 1988. 

time series analysis. To illustrate our warning not to take the Harvey, A.C. & Durbin, J. (1986). The effects of seat belt 

assumptions too lightly three designs were applied on the legislation on British road casualties: A case study in . 

data of the Federal Republic, Great Britain, and the 
structural timeSeriesmodelling.JournalofRoyal Statistical 

Netherlands. Society 149, Part 3, 1986. 

(3) Before and after study is a weak design from the Hedlund, J. (1986). Casualty reductions resulting from 

methodological viewpoint, because it must be assumed that safety belt use laws. In: Effectiveness of safety belt use 

no other influences play a role but changes in seat belt use. laws: A multinational examination. National Highway 

The results show an enormous spread. It is recommended not Traffic Safety Administration, 1986. 

to use this design. Janssen, W.H. (1989). Het effect van gordelwetgeving op 

(4) Before and after comparison with control groups is a slachtofferaantallen in een aantal West-europese landen. 

strong design. The selection of the control group is essential. IZF 1989-13. Instituut voor Zintuigfysiologie TNO, 

The results show that seemingly plausible assumptions re- Soesterberg, 1989. 

garding the control group result in different output. Therefore Lund, A:K. & Zador, P. (1984). Mandatory belt use and 

this is a dangerous design, driver risk taking. Risk Analysis 4 (1984) 1. 

(5) With time series analyses effects of measures may well Lund, A.K.; Zador, P. & Pollner, J. (1987). Motor vehicle 

be determined, if the nature of the interventions and their occupant fatalities in four states with seat belt use laws. In: 

course in time can be determined. Specific and careful re- Restraint technology: Front seat occupant protection SP- 

search on process variables (belt wearing rates) and the avail- 690. Warrendale, 1987. 

ability of accident data of good quality are needed. OECD (1989). Road user capacities and behavioural 

(6) On the basis of the actual knowledge we think that the adaptations in adjusting to changing traffic tasks and 

best estimation of belt use effectiveness is 35-40%. accidents risks. (Draft final report). OECD, Paris, 1989. 
O’Neill, B.; Lund, A.K.; Zador, P. & Ashton, S. (1985). 

Mandatory belt use and driver risk taking: An emperical 
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The Effect of Fully Seat-Integrated Front Seat Belt Systems on Vehicle Occupants 
in Frontal Crashes 

J. Harberl, F. Ritzl, S. Eichinger, theoretical and experimental investigations, that the ideal 

Bayerische Motoren Werke AG, location for the lower seat belt anchorage points, is the seat 
frame itself rather than the conventional mounting to the Fahrzeug-Sicherheit 
chassis. In the case of seat frame mounting, the lower belt 

portion stays fixed in relation to the occupant in all seat 
Abstract adjustment positions, and accordingly provides optimum 

For years, the entire worldwide production of BMW comfort and protection to the occupant. Additionally, a lap 

passenger cars has been equipped with 3-point belts belt angle of approximately 60° from the horizontal has 

installed in the front seats. It has been proven, through many been proven to be the most effective. 
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This technical paper describes BMW’s research of an comfort as well as improved protection in all 
alternative installation location for the upper shoulder b~It 

accident situations (even in lateral impacts) (4). 
anchorage point and its influence on occupant protection 

All these effective measures, however, cannot overcome 
and comfort. The first part of the investigation reviews the 

one remaining disadvantage of almost all current seat belt 
results of theoretical examinations, taking well known 

systems: the diagonal belt run, which significantly 
parameters into account. As a result of theory, in the second influences the level of comfort and protection, still depends 
part an anchorage point in the upper seat back was further 

to a large extent on the position of the seat, since the upper 
examined, using computer simulation models as well as a 

point of the diagonal belt is attached firmly to the car body. 
series of experimental frontal impact tests. The correspond- 

Even with the height adjustment capability, a uniformly 
ing dummy load data are compared with those of conven- 

effective~ seat belt run cannot be achieved for every 
tional belt geometry. Finally, a short overview of additional 

occupant position, This shortcoming becomes particularly 
safety features of a seat integrated belt system in the overall 

evident on vehicles which have no B-pillars due to their 
crash scenario is presented, 

basic design concept, such as convertibles and coupes. 

Introduction In View of these facts, we made it our objective to develop 
a belt restraint system which eliminates these disad- 

Seat belts designed as 3-point retractor belt systems have vantages: a system which guarantees optimum occupant 
demonstrated their high protective effect for vehicle 

restraint for all conceivable body sizes and at the same time 
occupants (1, 2, 3)*. The design of such a restraint system is 

is exceptionally easy to use and more comfortable to wear 
subject to an extensive range of international regulations 

than ever before. with regard to construction and effectiveness, so that a 
minimum level of protection is always guaranteed. System development and test results 

However, several particularly safety-conscious auto- 
It was clear right from the beginning that new paths mobile manufacturers have gone beyond these legal 

would have to be explored in order to meet these require- requirements and introduced a series of improvements to 
the standard 3-point automatic seat belt system on their own ments. The most obvious starting point was to move the 

initiative, upper belt point towards the occupant, in other words to 

integrate it into the seat back itself. Not only would belt 
The following list contains examples which are now 

location no longer be influenced by seat position, but advan- 
installed by a number of manufactures either as optimal or 

tages with regard to restraint effectiveness were also ex- 
standard equipment: 

pected in view of the shorter belt and more favourable belt 
¯ 3-point retractor belt with anchorage points for angle at the first belt/shoulder contact point (5). In addition, 

the buckle and the belt end directly on the seat. a belt tongue installed closer to the occupant is easier to 
Advantage: steep lap belt angle for optimum reach and the reduced belt length and belt friction reduce 
pelvis restraint in all seat positions, retraction forces, improving comfort and convenience still 

¯ Shoulder belt attached to the car body by an further. 
adjustable height anchorage, some with automatic Of course, the introduction of a seat-integrated belt sys- 
adjustment device. Advantage: belt geometry is tem of this kind also necessitates extremely robust seats and 
adaptable to the size of the occupant, resulting in seat mountings. Because of the anticipated problems, the 
increased safety and comfort, additional safety potential of this system was first estab- 

¯ Belt clamping device integrated into the retractor, lished by means of theoretical investigations. 
Advantage: no "film spool effect", so that The accuracy of the findings then had to be proven in a 
occupants are not displaced as far forward in an computer simulation model for predicting the forces exerted 
emergency situation, on vehicle occupants. Following this, prototype seats of the 

¯ Belt tensioner system integrated into the retractor, required strength were constructed and examined in sled 
Advantage: elimination of belt slack, reducing tests. The interaction between the seat and a vehicle was 
forward displacement of occupants, then investigated in crash tests with modified production 

¯ Belt tensioning/clamping retractor: a combi- cars. 
nation of the two above mentioned versions. 
Advantage: the effects of both systems are Theoretical investigations 
combined to minimize forward displacement of Compared to the standard belt geometry with B-pillar 
occupants. " anchorage point, the seat integrated belt system (SBS) 

¯ Improved rear seat belt systems, e.g. with shows three main advantages concerning restraint 
optimized belt geometry and seat-integrated effectiveness: 
buckles in an outside position, Advantage: high 

¯ Shorter belt length. (Forward displacement of oc- acceptance due to easy handling and optimum 
cupants is decreased since the amount of belt 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, which can be stretched is reduced, especially with 
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the use of a bell clamping device at the upper 

shoulder point.) 

® Almost horizontal belt run on to the shoulder. 
(Restraint forces are built up earlier, so that the 

occupant’s body is coupled more rapidly to the 

passenger compartment of the vehicle and is par- 

ticipating in the crash event as early as possible.) 
® The belt wraps wel! around the body. (This brings 

extensive benefits in a number of load situations 

occurring in actual crashes, keeping the occu- 

pant’s torso position right in front of the seat back 

without rotating out of the belt.) 

Two of these three claims, which are logica! even if they 

require confirmation, are also borne out by theoretical anal- 

ysis, the optimization objective of which is the familiar 

reqmrement for the occupants to participate at the earliest 

possible moment in the vehicle deceleration process. This 

can be described mathematically by the following simple 

equation: 

AF Figure 2. Schematic geometry of shou~c~er 
A~ ~ maximum 

the belt location. According to the above equation the value where AF = variation in belt force per unit of occupant 

forward displacement kx. of C is an important factor in the assessmem of occupant 

From this. the fol!owing formula was derived in (6): safety: 

From X = 1 cos o~ we obtain AF= K (x2!13} 
C = /cos Ax 

This describes in a simple manner the relationship be- This shows that a reduction of I and c< towards zero_ both 

tween shoulder belt run angle and belt length with the force leads to an increased C. The reduction in occupant load as 

built up in the diagonal belt per occupant forward displace- increases was already confirmed by sled ~es~s in 

ment (see figure 1 and 2). If we now examine a geometry representing ~he integra- 

non of the upper belt poinl into the seat back. we can clearl) 

see that the distance t is much shorter than with co~venti~ 

al belt systems. Also the angle {z is greatly reduced 

moving the horizontal belt run on to the shoulder 

In a simple example calculatio~ of C the difference be- 
tween convemional belt geontetr? and the seat imegrated 
belt system (SBS) is shown: 

Conventional geometry: 

cz = 55 degrees 

\\ 
1 = 0.30 m 

~, C = 1.0 m-~ 

SBS: 

~ 
c~ = 29 degrees 

Z l - 0.25 m 

Figure 1. 3-dimensional correlation. C = 3.0 

K = spring constant of seat belt Computer simula[ion 
P = idealized fixed belt contact point on occupant The advantages of SBS derived fl’om theoretical analysis 

(= first point of contact between belt and shoulder ~ were achieved subject to the upper point of the diagonal bett 
O = upper belt anchorage point participating rigidly in the vehicle deceleration process, 

1 - belt length between points P and O The seat back would theretO)re have ~o possess an infini~e~} 

x = component of 1 in vehicle longitudinal axis high level of stiffness, This degree of rigidity i,~ neither 

o~ = angle between belt and vehicle longitudinal axis attainable nor desirable on an actual seat, With a specific 
The quotient (x2/l-~) is referred to as the anchorage coeffi- rigidity rating, the shoulder belt [k>rce pattern can be inf{u~ 

cient C. and is dependent onl y on the geometrical pattern of enced, so tha| the maximum ~k~rce in the shoulder belt and 
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therefore the acceleration load on the chest is limited. In this 
Figure 4 shows occupant kinematics at the moment of 

way, the seat back also acts to a certain extent as a force- maximum belt force t = 70 ms. The defined forward dis- 
limiting element, placement of the seat back is easy to discern here. 

In analyses of standard belt systems, the Madymo The calculation results indicate the advantages of SBS. 
computer simulation model correlates well with the results The expected earlier belt force increase in comparison with 
from sled tests. Therefore this model was also used to calcu- conventional belt geometry is immediately recognizable in 

late the dummy response when integrating the upper diago- the belt force time diagram (figure 5). The force-limiting 

nal belt anchorage into the seat in conjunction with force effect of the seat back is also clearly reflected by the path of 

the curve. It is expressed by the qualitatively more rectangu- limitation by the seat back. When designing the model, a 
lar shape in comparison with the more triangular shape of belt clamping device at the belt outlet in the seat was 

included, conventional systems. 

To simplify the calculation, the rigidity characteristics of 
an actual floor pan assembly, which certainly exerts an 

~ 
s~otJt_t~E~ BEt_r t_O~t~ 

influence on the results by way of its elastic and plastic 
s~,nd,r~ ~y,~om 

deformability, were not taken into account in the arithmetic .... ~ 
model. The calculation was based on a sled impulse which 

corresponds with a rigid barrier collision at 35 mph. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the computer modelling with dum- \ 
my positions at different times. / / \ 

0 1TLS / \ 
/ \ 

/ \ 
-/ \ 

Figure 5. Calculated shoulder belt load. 

HERD RCCF’LIZRRT I~ON 
~ 

5BS 

Figure 3. Computer model: occupant position at t = 0 ms. ’ 

¯ 70 ms 

Figure 6. Calculated restraint head acceleration. 

The computer results for head and chest loads also con- 
firm the increased safety potential of the SBS (figures 6 and 
7). The peak values of both curves stay far below the bio- 
mechanical limits. The calculation of the head acceleration 
curve for example produced an extremely low HIC value of 
only 264. 

SBS prototypes in accident simulation 
I n the next phase, prototype seats with integrated seat belt 

systems were constructed on the basis of theoretical find- 

ings. These were put through sled tests and crash tests with 
modified production cars in order to provide the first empir- 

Figure 4. Computer model: occupant position at t = 70 ms. ical results. A short description of the principal design fea- 
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A ramp integrated into the seat shell corabined ~ ~ 
CHES~ RCCELE~AT~ON with a rigid seat base provides exceUem pelvic 

~ 
~s support and greatly reduces the likeUhood of 

~ [ "" submarining". 

SBS in sled tests 
~ 

/ "-~ ~-_ The following test parameters were selected for the first 

series of crash simulation tests with S BS. 

~ ~ x ~ Test ca~ied out on a Bendix Hyge-sled (see figure 

/ 9) 
/ ~ Rigid sled construction fo~ the seat anchorage 

~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ points 

~ Acceleration pulse according to regulation ECE 

F~gure 7~ Ca~eu~ate~ res~tant chest acceleration. R 16 
~ Simulated rigid ba~ier impac~ speed of 50 km~ 

rares which have a direcl influence on occupant restraim is , Dummy according to Pa~ 572~ Hybrid I~ 

Buckle and belt end are anchored to the seat frame 

with short connectin~ fittings so that an optimum 

lap be~t angle of approximately 60° is achieved 

and t~ oth anchorages move correspondingly with 

every adjustment of the ~eat base. 

The upper belt point which is inte8 rated into the 

head restrain~ am~ of the seat back. is adjustable in 

heighL The height is adjustec automatically by an 

electromomr drive according to the seat base 

height semng, As figure 8 shows, this results in a 

consistently good, relatively fla~ belt run angle on 

to the shoulder, even for extreme body s~zes. 

Figure 9. ~per~menta~ s~e~ test 

S ince this test method with the absolutely rigid anchorage 
of the seat to the sled does not take imo account ~e capacity 

of the actual floor assembly to deform a certain degree~ 
co~esponding]y high loads are exerte6 on the sea~. How- 

ever. this test procedure with s~ch restricted parameters 

pa~icularly well suited [~r a comparative analysis of seat 
and belt characteristics, Biomechanica/sa~)ty eva~uation of 

the SBS was based on the generaUy accepted criteria, 

addition m th~ dummy size and seat position required by 

FMVSS 208 ( "50% ma~e" in ~ iddle sitting positionL dum~ 

5 % female 95 % male 

Figure 8. Shoulder be~t run for extrenle body sizes, 

A belt clamping device ~s integrated to avoid the 

-film spool e[~ct". For practical reason. 

located directly a~ the belt outlet of the sea~. 

ducing the stretchable length of the belt 

minimum. 

The load-sustaining seat elements are extremely 

teristic to guarantee a specific ~brce-limiting 

fect in extreme load situauons withou~ fracturing Figure 

individual e ~ements. 
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mies of other sizes and in different seat positions were also of the SBS compared with fl~e c(mventiona[ seat be[~ s 3 s~em 

used (95% male. 5% female). The results for a "50% mate" in tests with a "95% mate’" dummy 

dummy in the standard seat position and a ’95% male’" This confirms the results predicted in section 2.2 by the 

dummy with the seat adjusted correspondingly rearward are calculation both qualitafivdy and quantitatively to a very 

compared below with the results for conventional sea~ belt high degree: 

geometry (figure 10). The SB S enables an earlier toad increase together with a 

Figures ! 1-13 show the corresponding load/time curves load limiting eff’ect resulting in remarkable improvemems 

for: in occupant protection. 

* Resultant head acceleration. SBS in real car cras~ tests 

~ Resultant chest acceleration and the The positive results of the crash simulation tests under 
® Shoulder belt force idealized conditions with absolutely rigid seat mountings 

were next checked in an actual car with a modified floor 
HE~[} @~CELERRT ~ON 

...... SBS 

s \ 

/ 

Figure 11. Head accelerations"95% male," 

CHEST F~CCELERRT I ON 

$8S 

Figure 12. Chest accebratien--"95% male." 

SHOULI]ER BELT LORD 

SBS 

Figure !3, Shoulder belt ~oad~"95% maim" Figure 15, Crash car with SBS, 
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assembly. In other words, the interaction between SBS and a 

feasible floor assembly concept and the effects of a specific 
car crash pulse had to be tested. For this purpose, a series of 

production car was prepared and its floor pan reinforced 
to meet SBS requirements. Figure 14 and 15 show the test 

car equipped with SBS. 

HIC chest shou I der 
acce|eration belt |oad 

lllllill -37~. 

III 
~     SSS        5"I~NU-S~J     SBS        STI=NJ-~U 

$8S 

(789)     (445)    (48g)     (349)    ( 18.6kN~ (7.6kN) 

Figure 16. Reduced occupant load on 50% male dummy in real 

car crash test with SBS. 

SHOULDER BELT LOFIB 

...... $8S 

Figure 18. SBS safety features. 

tions. These characteristics, combined with the essential 
extra stiffness of the floor pan, results in demonstrably 
lower loads on the occupants in the event of a side collision. 

The primary reason for this is reduced lateral deformation 
/ / and a correspondingly lower speed of door penetration. 

/ / 
/ If the impact is not absolutely perpendicular to the side of 

: ,~ ~e ~ 0 t,o~’~ the car but comes diagonally from the front, the excellent 

1 body wrapping effect of the diagonal seat belt reliably pre- 

Figure 17. Shoulder belt load as a function of relative dummy vents the occupant from rotating out of the belt. 

forward displacement. If a crash occurs in which the B-pillar is forced rearwards, 

Crash test configuration according to FMVSS 208 (Part occupants protected by SBS do not incur any additional belt 

572 dummy; 30 mph/0° rigid barrier impact), 
loads. 

The considerably reduced occupant load values meas- SBS in a rear-end collision 
ured in this crash test are shown in figure 16, compared with 
a conventional belt restraint system. 

The high stiffness of the seat back and connections to the 

The best explanation for this remarkable reduction in seat frame by the SBS increase the occupant protection 

load values is provided by figure 17, which shows the cor- effect in the event of a rear-end collision as well for those 

relation between shoulder belt load and dummy forward occupying the front seats, but in particular for those in the 

displacement relative to the car. Again the high energy rear of the car. Since the SBS seat back deforms only slight- 

efficiency of the SBS is demonstrated, ly, driver and front passenger are held reliably in their seats 

SBS in other crash scenarios and there is no risk for the rear seat passengers being trapped 

behind the front seat backs. 
In addition to the advantages in frontal accident events 

which have already been described, SBS also offers benefits SBS in rollover 
in terms of safety and convenience in almost all other forms 
of vehicle crash. The good belt wraparound effect of the SBS system 

already mentioned improves protection in roll over 
SBS in side impacts accidents. The occupant is held in his seat more effectively. 

As already mentioned, the system has an exceptionally The risk of contact injuries, particularly as a result of head 

rigid seat frame in both the longitudinal and lateral direc- contact with parts of the roof frame, is further reduced. 
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Conclusion Seat shell with integrated ramp--prevents "sub- 
marining". Integration of all 3-point belt anchorages into the seat 

permits a further improvement in both user convenience and 
References the safety to be achieved. Loads on the occupants are 

significantly reduced in the event of a frontal collision, but (1) Bolin, N.J., "A Statistical Analysis of 28.000 

in all other accident situations as well, SBS increases the Accident Cases with Emphasis on Occupant Restraint 

level of occupant protection. Value." SAE Paper 670925. 

The decisive advantage of SBS is however that it (2) HUK-Verband, "Fakten zu Unfallgeschehen und 

provides equally effective protection for persons of all sizes Fahrzeugsicherheit." BiJro fiir Kfz-Technik. Mtinchen 

and therefore represents a major step forward for tall 1977. 

persons in particular. (3) Langwieder, Klaus, "Aspekt der Fahrzeugsicherheit 

Figure 18 shows a driver’s seat with fully integrated belt anhand einer Untersuchung von realen Unf~illen." 
Dissertation. Berlin 1975. system, with references to the principal safety features. 

(4) Haberl, J.; Eichinger, S.; Winterschoff, W.; "New All belt anchorage points move with the seat---optimum 
Rear Safety Belt Geometry--A Contribution to Increase 

belt geometry in all seat positions. 
Belt Usage and Restraint Effectiveness." SAE Paper 

Automatic height adjustment of head restraint and seat 
870488. 

belt outlet---eliminates incorrect adjustment. 
(5) Hotnschik, H.; Mtiller, E.; Ruter, G.; "Necessities and 

Clamping device at belt outlet--reduces occupant 
Possibilities of Improving the Protective Effects of Three 

forward displacement. Point Seat Belts." Battelle-Institut. 1976. 
Defined energy absorption--minimizes occupant load. (6) Nakahama, R.; Katoh, H.; "Study on the Relationship 
High-strength frame structure--improves protection in Between Seat Belt Anchorage Location and Occupant." 

side impacts and rear end collisions. ESV 1987. 

Rear seat occupant protection. A study of children and adults in the rear seat of 
cars in relation to restraint use and car characteristics. 

Krafft M, Nygren C, Tingvall C., Background 
Karolinska Hospital Restraining of car occupants has been used as a safety 
dep of ENT and Folksam Ins Co measure in road traffic for the past forty years. The standard 
Stockholm. 

of safety belts has been raised considerably both in safety 

and comfort since then. These efforts have been mainly Abstract 
concentrated to the adult front seat occupants, while 

The rear seat ofpassenger cars has not been studied to any occupants in the rear seat and children only partly have 

degree compared with the front seat. The use of restraints benefitted from the increased knowledge and technique. To 

~ among rear seat passenger is also lower for rear seat be able to transport a child in a car the car has to be equipped 

passenger, especially for this purpose. 

In this study the rear seat occupant protection was The use of restraints for children and adults in the rear 

analyzed by using a material with both damage only as well seat is lower than occupants in the front seat (1).* It is 

as injury producing accidents. All injuries were coded therefore important to study the benefits from restraining 

according to AIS. The effectiveness of restraint use among also rear seat occupants in order to get a better knowledge 

children and adults as well as the influence of car size and from which incitaments for better technique and increased 

use can be taken. type was investigated. The difference between front and 

rear seat occupants was also studied regarding injury risk The objectives of the present study were to: 

and pattern. 1. Study the risk relation between the front and the rear 
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seat for restrained occupants, 
e = (Pu-Pr)/Pu 

2. Study the effectiveness of restraintuse for children imd Where Pu and Pr are the proportions of injured among 
adults in the rear seat. unrestrained and restrained children. The sample variance 

3. Study the influence of vehicle weight on injury risk for for e was calculated from the formula: 
rear seat occupants. 

S2 = P,/Pu * (((1-Pr)/X1) + ((1-Pu/X2)) 

Material and Methods where X1 and X2 are the numbers of injured restrained and 

A prospective study was conducted on children and unrestrained children, respectively. 

adults in the rear seat travelling in private passenger cars Two-tailed t-tests were used for comparisons of two - 

involved in accidents that occurred in Sweden during the proportions and averages. *, ** and *** denote the level of 
period 1st June 1983 to 31st December 1984. All cases of significance (0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively). 
car damage, both damage-only and injury-producing and The quality of the data was assessed on the basis of a 
reported to the Foiksam Insurance Company, were filed and random sample of 100 accidents for which a questionnaire 
a questionnaire was sent to the driver, if possible, in all cases should be sent back. It was found that 78 returned the 
(approximately 80,000). The questionnaire was to be re- questionnaire and 22 did not. Among those cases where at 
turned if at least one occupant, either adult in the rear seat least one occupant was injured (16), 14 answered the 
or a child, has been present in the car in question during the questionnaire. 
accident. 

The questionnaire contained questions about the travel Results 
occasion, the accident, car damage, the age, sex and size of 
all occupants, available restraints, used restraints, and 

A total of 10 118 occupants were involved in the 

injuries. If any of the occupants had been injured, medical 
accidents studied. Their distribution can be seen in table 1. 

data such as hospital records and doctor’s certificates were Table 1. Tl~e number ot occupants on different positions in the 
collected from the insurance files, ear. 

From the registration number of the car, the car make and Nm~r of occults reat~t~t use c~,d~en 
model were identified and information was thereby 

Drivers 2911 94.8% 

obtained about the seat belt system, interior dimensions, Front seat paseengers 2407" 94.1% (10.2%) 

service weight and type of head rest etc. Rear seat passengers 

Personal injuries were coded according to the 
outbo~posiaons ~970 42.1% 49.205 
Rear seat passengers 

Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) (1980 version) (2). All middle position 830 20.0% 57.7% 

injuries are classified into one of six levels, where AIS 1 is a *R~rwa~ ~a~ng seat ....... ~de~. 

very minor injury in terms of the death risk and AIS 6 is an It can be seen in table 1 that the restraint use differed 
unsurvivable injury. The Injury Severity Score (ISS) (3), substantially between the front and the rear seat. In thefront 
where the highest AIS values for up to three body areas are seat, almost 95% of the occupants used seat belts, while in 
squared and summed. Both AIS and ISS are ordinal scales, the rear seat, less than 40% (38.3%) were restrained. There 

ISS and AIS for body regions were used to predict the 
outcome in terms of death or permanent medical disability 

was a big difference between the outboard positions and the 

by a method called Rating system for Serious Consequences 
mid position. 

(RSC) (4). Values for young car occupants (0-30 years)(see 
It can also be seen from table 1, that the proportion of 

appendix) were used. RSC has a range from 0 to 1, and is 
children in the rear seat is high. More than 50% of the rear 

seat passengers were children. The mid rear position is 
calculated from the formula: relatively more often used by children than the outboard 

RSC = rf+((1-rf) * (1--~t(1--rid))) positions as compared to adults. 
The mid rear position is used by almost 18% of the: rear 

where rf is the risk of dying based on the ISS value and rid is seat occupants. 
the risk of receiving a permanent medical disability of at In table 2 the proportion of injured on different seating 
least 10% due to an injury to one out of the body regions positions is showed. The occupants are also divided into age 
coded according to AIS. groups. 

The average RSC, mrsc, defined as sum of RSC/number 

of injured, was assumed to be approximately normally Table 2. ~lisk o! inlun/in tl~e lront and rear seat tot restrained 
distributed for large n. For this reason only mrsc and the occupants. 

standard deviation of mrsc are given when n was at least 20, ,. Age Drivers Front seat occupants Rear seat occupants 

although this limit was set arbitrarily. In some cases the ~o~srd facing systems) outboard pos. 

limit was ignored. 0-~4 2~ 12.8. 1028 7.5 

Restraint effectiveness was calculated in the usual way 15-~0 98~ 12.4 826 ll.6 324 11.7 
31-50 1396 13.2 645 15.0 161 9.9 

from the formula: 51- 365 16.7 344 19.5 128 13.3 

all. 2743 15.4 2081 14.1 1641 9.0 

¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. *Corresponding figure for rearward facing systems is 1.2%. 
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It can be seen in table 2, that for restrained occupants fatally injured, this was true for only 1.4% of the restrained. 
there is a correlation between injury risk and age. In the The differences between the restrained and unrestrained 
front seat older occupants have a higher injury proportion, 

were significant (***). 
~’ The distribution of age on different seating positions In table 6, the injury severity, as measured by RSC, riskof 

therefore influences the total injury proportion when 
serious consequences, is presented. Also by using this 

comparing i.e. the front and the rear seat. It can be seen in 
technique, there is a clear and significant difference 

the table that the rear seat occupants were generally younger 
between restrained and unrestrained for adults, while for 

compared to the occupants in the front seat. The high in- 
children, there Was no such difference. 

jury risk in the front seat among the oldest occupants 
is explained by the fact that the very old occupants were Table6. Themeanriskofseriousconsequences(mrsc)andthe 

standard deviation for mrsc associated with restraint use. Note more frequently in the front seat than in the rear seat 
mrsc is differently calculated for adults and children. 

proportionally. 
It shall also be noted, that the injury proportion for age mrsc Std .... 95%cordid .... limits 

rearward facing child seats in the front seat, is lower than for -14 
any other group. Rest~n us~ 0.0188 0.0~68 81 1.8-2.0% 

~ Restrain not used 0.0238 0.077 217 1.4-3.4% 
15- 

Table 3. Risk of injury in the front and rear seat in cars of 
Rest~n used 0.0433 0.047 71 4.2-5.4% different weight. (15 years and older) restrained occupants. 
R~t~i..ot.sed 0.0711 0.1~ 320 8.0-7.~ 

Dfive~s Front scat pass. R ...... t pass. It Can also be seen from table 6, that the risk of serious 
Carweights No %~ni No ’~o~. No %~ni consequences is lower for children than adults. The 

-950kg 365 17.3 223 14.4 78 15.4 reduction in mrsc for adults was 39%. 951-1250 kg 1253 14.1 822 16.9 301 13.0 
1251 kg-              1126    11.2    770     11.6 

Table 7. Injury pattern for rear seat occupants and drivers. 

From table 3, it can be seen that there is a strong relation- 
-~4 15- ship between injury risk and weight of the car. It can also be restrained not restrained restrained not restrained (Dfi ..... tr.) 

seen that there were fewer rear seat occupants in the small Skull/brain 30.7 39.1 21.I 22.5 21.3 
Neck 7.3 6.9 42.3 17.2 42.1 cars compared to the large ones. This fact also influences the 
Fa:~ 26.0 40.2 12’.7 26.3 14.2 

~ total injury’risk when comparing the front and the rear seat. ~t~¢~tles 16.5 29.1 38.2 37.5 38.3 
In small cars, the injury risk was approx. 50% higher than Chest 9.1 6.9 22.5 11.6 19.9 

in large ones. Abdomen 17.0 6.3 18.3 19.4 !7.2 
External 2.2 2.1 8.4 4.1 3.8 

Table 4. Risk of injury in the rear seat for restrained and 
In table 7, the injury pattern is seen for restrained and unrestrained occupants. 

unrestrained occupants. Among children, injuries to the 
~..:, Forward facingchild restraint Adult seatbett 3p.     belt 2Adult scarp. (mid seat)    No restraint skull, face and extremities were highly reduced, while 

Age No % inj No % inj No % inj No % inj 
injuries to the abdomen increased relatively. In absolute 

-14 556 6.6 425 9.2 85 7.1 1274 17.0 risks, there was however no injury type or localisation that 
15- 613 11.6 60 15.0 1690 18.9 increased. 

Among adults, especially injuries to the neck were both 
In table 4, the injury proportion for restrained and 

relatively and absolute more common among restrained. 
~ unrestained occupantsis shown. The figures in the table can This was true also for chest injuries. Injuries to the face were be used for calculation of restraint use effectiveness. For 

highly reduced while other injuries were reduced to the adults, the reduction of the injury risk was 38.6% (22.0- 
same amount as the total number of injuries. 

55.2%, 95% confidence limits). For children, the 
Compared to drivers, the injury pattern among adult rear effectiveness is higher, around 55%, while for children 

seat occupants similar with a high proportion of neck sitting in a forward facing restraint the effectiveness was 
even higher, injuries. 

- Comparing restrained children and adults, children still 
Table 5. Injury severity in ISS-groups for rear seat occupants, have more injuries to the head and face. 

Age ISS 1-3 4-10 11- ~led n Table 8. The risk of injury and the mean risk of permanent -z4 
disability for unrestrained rear seat occupant on the mid rear 

Restraint used 85.2 -’ 14.8 0.0 0.0 81 and outboard rear positions. 
No Rxtraint 67.7 28.6 3.2 0.5 217 
-15 

~ no. % inj mrsc Seat belt 76.0 22.5 1.4 0.0 71 

No seat belt 65.9 26.6 5.3 2.2 320 
-14 mid 374 13.1 0.0188 

outboard 900 18.7 0.0245 

In table 5, the injury severity is presented. It can be seen 15- mid 290 18.3 0.1)970 
that the severity, expressed in ISS is different for restrained outbea~ 1400 19.1 0.0605 

and unrestrained occupants. While among unrestrained In table 8, the different positions of the rear seat are 
adults, more than 7% of the injured were either seriously or compared. It can be seen that while there was a large and 
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significant difference for children between the mid and while for adults, the effectiveness estimation was 22-55%. 

outboard positions, no such difference was present for In all, the effectiveness was over 50%. Evans estimated the 

adults. For children the injury severity was similar 
fatality reduction to 9-27% which must be considered to be 

irrespective of position, while for adults, the injuries were 
lower than in the present study. The lower effects in the 

more severe on the mid position, 
study by Evans can be explained by the fact that the belt 
system most common was lap belts, while in the present 

Discussion study, most cars had three-point belts (5). 

In this paper, several parameters affecting the injury risk In another Swedish study the effectiveness was estimated 

for rear seat passengers were presented. Although rear seat at 52% for children and 28% for adults (9). 

occupants is a smaller group compared to front seat In the present study, the injury severity was shown to be 

occupants comprising 10--15% of all occupants (1, 7, 8) it affected by restaint use. When measured by mrsc, mean risk 

is essential that also subsets of the population can be ofbeingeitherkilledordisabled, the risk decreased by 39%- 

described adequately concerning risk and potential Injuries that were mostly affected by restraint use were 

protection. The willingness and possibility to protect car injuries to the head and face. Neck injuries increased as a. 

occupants can be related to the risk and potential risk result of restraint use. 

reduction and the background for decisions should therefore The high risk of being injured in the rear seat and the high 

be described with sufficient precision and methods, effectiveness of restraint use in the rear seat for both 

In the present study, a material with both injury children and adults leads to the conclusion that the restraint 

producing and damage only accidents was used. This kind standard in the rear seat must be high. The big proportion of 

of material gives the possibility to estimate risks and risk children also focuses on the need for integrated child 

reduction with a better precision than materials based on restraints (10). 

injuries only due to the fact that the exposure is known. The It is also of importance to increase belt use in the rear seat. 

exposure in terms of accident severity was however not It seems from most countries that the belt use in the rear seat 

known. In a technique used by Evans’ (5), this can be done, is lower than in the front seat, even when there is a 

but the size of the material will then decrease, 
legislation (1). This implies that the comfort and other 

The material was carefully coded concerning the medical factors related to belt use is increased in the rear seat. The 

data thus giving the possibility to assess also injury severity 
possibility to install automatic crash protection ought to 

and pattern. This is important as restraint effectiveness 
be investigated. The fact that an unrestrained rear seat 

should not be measured only in reduced injury risk but also 
occupant is a risk to a front seat occupant in case of a frontal 

injury severity (10). 
collision also leads to that the use of seat belts in the rear seat 

It was shown in the present study, that consideration must must increase (8). 

be taken to age as a factor influencing the risk of injury. The 
age distribution in the front and the rear seat differs. Rear 

Conclusions 

seat passengers are younger, and the proportion of children The risk of injury to restrained front and rear seat 

is higher. Children and younger occupants have a lower occupants is similar when taking age and car size into 

injury risk than older occupants and can therefore give a account. 

biased estimate of the front and rear seat injury risk. The The effectiveness of restraint use in the rear seat is higher 

effects of separating the occupants due to age has been for children compared to adults. 

demonstrated also by Norin et al (9) as well as Huelke and The weight of the car influences the risk of injury in the 

Lawson (6). rear seat for both children and adults. 

Another factor that influences the risk relation between 

the front and the rear seat was the size of the car. Rear seat 
Ret’erences 

occupants were less frequent in small cars where the injury (1) Effectiveness of safety belt use laws: A multinational 

risk is higher. In the present study the injury risk was 50% examination DOT HS 807018. Washington D.C. 1986. 

higher in cars weighing up to 950 kg compared to cars (2) Abbreviated Injury Scale, 1980 revision. AAAM. 

weighing more than 1250 kg for restrained rear seat Morton Grove 1980. 

occupants. (3) Baker SP, O’Neill B, Haddon W Jr, Long WB. The 

It seems to be a fair assumption that by taking age and car Injury Severity Score: A method for describing patients 

size into consideration, the risk of injury in the front and the with multiple injuries and evaluating emergency care. The 

rear seat is so homogeneous that they can be analyzed Journal of Trauma, Vol. 14. No. 3 1974: 1887-196. 

together and not separately in the field of crash protection. (4) Gustafsson H, Nygren/~, Tingvall C. Rating system 

It has been shown earlier that the injury severity for for serious consequences (RSC) due to traffic accidents. 

unrestrained occupants in the front and the rear seat is Risk of death or permanent disability. In: Proc. 10th Int. 

similar (8, 9). Conf. on Experiments Safety Vehicles 1985. Oxford 1985: 

The risk reduction due to restraint use in the rear seat was 556-560. 

obvious. For children, the effectiveness was more than 50%, (5) Evans L. Rear seat restraint system effectiveness in 
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preventing fatalities. Accid, Analysis and Prevention Vol were not likely to lead to death, while the disability risk was 
20, No 2, 1988: 129-136. 

high, 22.6%. The most probable disabling injury was the 
(6) Huelke DF, Lawson TE. Injuries to rear-seat 

fractured patellae (19.0% risk) followed by the neck injury 
,’~i passengers in frontal automotive crashes. HSRI Res Rev 

(4.0% risk). vol 9 no 1 1978:11-14. 
If RSC is treated as a random variable, the density (7) Langwieder K. Risk of injury for the back seat 

function is probably very skew. The minimum number of passengers in road accidents. Effectiveness of safety belts. 
Manuscript 1986. observations that have to be available to consider the mean 

(8) Nygren A. Aldman B, Gustaffsson H, Tingvall C, RSC (mrsc) as approximately normally distributed is 

~ Wers~ill J. The use of an insurance material to study traffic therefore 25. 
safety. In: Proc. 9th Int. Conf. on ESV. 1982. r,,, values for permanent medical disability for different body regions and‘MS levels, used in the RSC 

scale. 

(9) Norin H, Nilsson, Ehle A, Sareton E, Tingvall C. The Body region AIS 1 ,MS 2 ‘MS 3 AIS 4 MS 5 injury-reducing effect of seat belt use on rear seat 
Skull/brain 0,01 0.02 0.15 0.25 0.50 

passengers. Volvo-TSV report 1980. N~k * 0.x0 0.50 0.50 0.75 
(10) Tingvall C, Children in cars. Some aspects of the Face 0.000~ 0.005 0.~0 OAO 

~’~. ~ safety of children as car passengers in road traffic acci- A~m 0.0005 0.035 0.x5 0.60 
Leg 0.0005 0.15 0.25 0.60 dents. Suppl. 339. Acta Paedatrica Scandinavia. 1987. Chost o.oool 0.0005 0.0~ 0.03 0.05 
Abdomen 0,0001 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.01 

Appendix Polv,s o.ooo, 0.075 0.075 0.075 
Back 0,001 0.05 " 0.20 0,75 

ISS values and mortality risks (r0 used in the RSC scale. External 0.001 0.05 0.05 0.05 

ISS Mortality risk * 0.10 if rear-end collision, 0.04 if other direction. 

1-3 0.000 r,d values for permanent medical disability for different body regions and AIS used in the RSC scale for 

4-8 0.001 
young car occupants aged 0-30 years. 

9-14 0.005 Body region MS 1 AIS2 AIS 3 AIS 4 ‘MS 5 
15-19 0.040 

Skull/brain 0.002 0.004 0.15 0.25 0.50 20-24 0.080 
Neck 0.04 0.10 0.27 0.50 0.75 25-24 0.080 
Face 0.0001 0.005 0.05 0.10 25-29 0.160 
Arm 0.0005 0.035 0.15 0.60 

,,,~ 
30-34 0.260 

Leg 0.0005 0.10 0.19 0.60 ¯ 
35-39 0.370 

Chest 0.0001 0.0005 0.01 0.03 0.05 49-44 0.500 
Abdomen 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.01 45-49 0.650 
Pelvis 0.0001 0.075 0-075 0.075 50-54 0.650 
Back 0.0001 0.05 0.12 0.75 55- 1.000 
External 0.0001 0.05 0.05 0.05 

ff at least one AIS 5 is present, the mortality risk (r~) is set at least 0,5. An AIS 6 is set at 1.0. 

Assessment of the injury zeverity of an injured child in terms of AIS, HAIS, ISS, and RSC. 

In this example ISS had to be based on the highest AIS for     ~inry de~pao,              a~S    ~S rt~s~ ~     1.~ 
only two body regions, as the Skull, brain and neck are 

C~ebr~ ....... ~o~ 
treated as one body region in ISS and out of the two lower ~ ...... i ....... ~ - 15 2 2 4 0.004 0.0~ 
extremity injuries the one with the highest AIS was chosen, r~k pain I 0.04 0.96 

Fractured patella, complicated 3 3 9 0,19 0.81 For the disability risk calculations, three values were used, 
F~ct~ed tibia 2 as in this case the skull/brain injury and neck injury are 
~ss 13 ~ separated, while only lower extremity injury is included. ~, 0.005 

In the ekample, the injured child received injuries that ~-~0- r,0~ 0.226 
RSC - 0.005 + (1 - 0.005) * 0.226 - 0.230 

Passive Compared to Active Approaches to Reducing Occupant Fatalities 

Leonard Evans, approaches include energy absorbing steering columns, 
General Motors Research Laboratories instrument panel padding, and increasing car mass. Active 

approaches include lap/shoulder belts in the front seats of 

Abstract cars, lap-only belts in the rear seats of cars, motorcycle 

helmets, car passengers transferring from front to rear seats, 
The results, of a recent study which estimated the and crash avoidance. It is concluded that many disparate 

effectiveness of airbags in reducing driver and right-front- approaches can generate important reductions in occupant 
passenger fatalities are summarized. In addition, the fatalities (a one percent reduction in occupant fatalities 
effectiveness of various other active and passive approaches saves about 200 lives per year). The most commonly 
to occupant crash protection are also discussed. Passive discussed active protection device (the lap/shoulder belt)is 
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substantially more effective at reducing driver fatalities than Impact directions for fatally injured unrestrained car drivers 

is the most commonly discussed passive device (the airbag). 
A 54% use rate of lap/shoulder belts generates the same 1~41.5% 
fatality reduction as universal use of airbags (without other 7.3% 8.0% 
restraints). It is recommended that discussions of occupant [’-] 10.9% 
protection should include all measures which reduce occu- 

~ 6.6"/, 
pant harm. For example, of the various passive approaches 
reviewed, increasing car mass generates the largest occupant 
fatality reductions. Top Non collision 

Introduction 
In recent years the effectiveness of a variety of occupant 

[ 13.1"/, 

protection devices in reducing fatalities to occupants of 
motor vehicles has been determined quantitatively using 
fatal crash data. Some of these determinations are reviewed 
and summarized in the present paper, which has two main 

purposes. First, to compare the effectiveness of passive and Figure 1. Distribution of driver deaths by principal impact 
active approaches to occupant protection, and second, to point, from (1). 

suggest that all approaches which reduce harm to occupants 
of vehicles should be included when the term occupant 

Figure 1 shows driver fatalities by principal impact point, 

protection is used. 
defined as the impact judged to have produced the greatest 

Passive protection refers to protection incorporated personal injury or property damage for a particular vehicle. 

directly into the engineering of the transportation system in All fatal crash data in this paper are from the Fatal Accident 

such a way that no user action is required each trip. The most Reporting System (FARS), a computerized data file 

discussed passive protection device has been the airbag. A maintained by the National Highway Traffic Safety 

recent determination of the effectiveness of this device in Administration containing detailed information on all 

preventing fatalities is summarized in this paper. The traffic crashes occurring in the United States since January 

effectiveness of other forms of passive protection, such as 1, 1975 in which anyone was killed (2). Figure 2 shows lap/ 

energy absorbing steering columns and increased vehicle shoulder belt effectiveness versus principal impact point, 

mass, are also discussed, with the component of this effectiveness which is due to 

Active protection requires action, such as fastening a eliminating ejection (3) shaded. The remaining unshaded 
safety belt, by the driver, or other occupant, each trip. Here portion is the component of lap/shoulder belt effectiveness 

we summarize effectiveness estimates for lap/shoulder which is due to reducing occupant impact, and is the 
safety belts in car front seats, switching from front to rear effectiveness we assume for airbags. It is apparent from 
seat, lap-only belts in rear seats, and helmets for ~43 
motorcyclists. Crash avoidance as another approach to Percent unrestrained driver 

fatalities prevented by 
active occupant protection is also discussed. 

Lap/shoulder belts--~ 41 

Results Eliminating ejection_ 

Effectiveness of airbags in reducing driver 

fatalities 

217 ~l.~~~                                                                 .. ~ 39 
In a recent study (1)* airbag effectiveness in preventing 

I 

fatalities was inferred by applying a number of assumptions 
to empirically determined results for fatality reductions 
provided by lap/shoulder belts. Here we provide a brief 
review of that study; for discussion of the rationale behind 
the assumptions and details of the calculation, the reader is 
referred to the original paper (1). The main assumptions Top Non collision 
were that airbags did not affect ejection probability, were 
deployed only in frontal, or near frontal, crashes, and in such 
crashes they provided the same interior impact reducing Figure 2. Effectiveness of lap/shoulder belts in preventing 

effectiveness as lap/shoulder belts. The airbag effectiveness 
driver fatalities, and the fraction of fatalities prevented by 
eliminated ejection according to impact direction. For example, 

calculation therefore requires the distribution of occupant in frontal (12 o’clock) crashes, lap/shoulder belts prevent 43% 

deaths by direction of impact, and lap/shoulder belt 
of driver fatalities; 9% of this is due to eliminating ejection, so 
that 34% is due to interior impact reduction; from (1). 

effectiveness by direction of impact and ejection 
contribution. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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figure 2 that lap/shoulder belts reduce fatalities for all Table 2. Estimates of effectiveness of various approaches to 
principal impact points, and that much of this effectiveness reducing occupant fatalities. 

is due to ejection prevention; even for rear impacts, lap/ Protect,lea approach Persons Fatalit,y reducing 
shoulder belts substantially reduce fatalities. Lap/shoulder prot,ectad effecl;iveness 
belts are (77 +6)% effective in preventing driver fatalities in eASSIVE 
"non-collisions", most typically relievers; 63% of this Airbag Car drivers 
effectiveness is due to ejection prevention, compared to , - 
14% from reducing interior impact. Airbag Car rlght,-front, 

seat, passengers 

By assuming that frontal, and near frontal, crashes Energy absorbing sl;eering 
column, etc. Car drivers (6 _+ 3)~ include those with principal impact points at 10, 1 l, 12, I or 

2 o clock, alrbag effectiveness for drivers is calculated from I.prov~ i nst,rument, panel Car r 
padding, etc. seat, passengers about, 6~ 

the information in figures 1 and 2 as 0.415 × 34 + 0.175 X 
24 = 18.3, with a standard error of 4.2; that is, we find that Double car’s *~ss A~ occ.pa.ta 

of car about, 65~ 

airbags are (18 + 4)% effective in reducing driver fatalities. 
In (1) it is similarly calculated that airbags are (13 + 4)% ACTIVE 

effective in reduc!ng right-front passenger fatalities. These Front; neat, lap/shoulder belt, Car drivers (42 _+ 4)~ 
estimates assume non-use of safety belts. In conjunction 
with a lap-only belt, the airbag has been estimated inthe Front, seat, lap/shoulder belt, Car rlght,-front, 

(39 + 4)~ 
literature to have effectiveness similar to that of the lap/ Change from unbeltad front, Car rlght,-i~ront; 

(26 ÷ 2)~ shoulder belt (4); if used in conjunction with a lap/shoulder ~o unbell;ed rear passenger seat; passengers -- 

belt, overall effectiveness has been estimated by NHTSA 
Rear seal; lap-only bell; Car oul;board 

(18 ÷ 9)~ (4) to be about five percentage points higher than for the lap/ tea r passengers -- 

shoulder belt alone. Moborcycle he met, M’cycle drivers 
(28 ÷ 8)$ end PaSsengers - 

The fatality reducing effectiveness found is of the 
Cr,sh avoidance -- if magnitude expected, based on a number of prior estimates it, occurs All read users I00~ 

(4, 5, 6) discussed in (1) and listed in table 1. 

The energy absorbing steering column, etc. 
Table 1. Estimates of airbag effectiveness. 

The "energy absorbing steering column, etc." entry in 
Method and Reference !Effect,i venmas 

table 2 refers to the combined effects attributed to the intro- 
sst,imate duction of two Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 

Fat,el ity reduct,ions inferred by eat,ira- (FMVSS), namely, FMVSS 203, which required energy 

sting reductions in occupant, impact with 
18~ driver absorbing steering columns designed to cushion the driver,s 

" 13~ psngr chest impact and a frontal crash, and FMVSS 204, which 
the vehicle’s interior[I], 

limited the rearward displacement of the steering wheel 
towards the driver. These standards, which became effec- 

Expert,s j udged the fatm I i t,y prevent;i on tive in January 1968, were both aimed at reducing driver 

)ot, ent,i a¯ I of vat i ous prot,ect,i on dev i ces 18~ injury risk in frontal crashes. Kahane (7, 8) used FARS data 
for 706 act,ua I fat,a I i t,i es [5]. ¯ from 1975 through 1979 to estimate the influence of these 

standards on fatalities by two different methods; each 

Set ions i nj ur i es (AIS _) 3) to occupants method provided consistent estimates, leading to a compos- 

ite estimate (7, 8)of effectiveness in reducing driver fatal- 
protected by airbag compared to un- 9~[ ities in frontal crashes (12 _+ 5)%. A separate analysis sug- 
protected occupant,s i n matched crash [6]. 

rests that the performance on impact. Kahane finds that the 
fatality reducing effectiveness is similar to that of FMVSS 

Fatalit,y reduct,ions est,imated from 203 plus FMVSS 204, which is the basis ofthe entry in table 
national accident data fi les-and other 20~ - 40; 2. 

i nformation [4]. 
Increasing car mass 

The entry for "doubling car mass" arises from relation- 
Comparison with other passive devices ships between car mass and occupant fatality risk summa- 

Table 2 shows the airbag effectiveness estimates dis- rized in table 3. The car mass effect for two-car crashes is 
cussed above, together with estimates of fatality reducing based on (11). The car mass effect for all other crashes is 
effectiveness of other passive and active approaches to re- from (12), and replaces a slightly different earlier estimate 
ducing occupant fatalities. Most of the remainder of the (13) based on fewer data; this effect should be essentially 
paper focuses on describing and discussing the entries in independent of the mix of cars on the road because it is 
table 2. mainly due to single-car crashes (which account for almost 
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half of all driver fatalities). Although the fatality risk a large cars crashing into each other than for two small cars 

driver in a specific car faces in a two-car crash increases as crashing into each other (17). 

the mass of other increases, it is far from intuitively obvious Active occupant protection 
how the reduction in fatality risk to a driver switching to a 
heavier car is influenced by the mix of other cars. Indeed, The most basic difference between active and passive 

one cannot infer even the sign of the change without knowl- protection is that the active protection is available only on 

edge of many details. The simple weighted average in table occasions when the device is used. The values in table 2 are 

3 does not take into account any specific mix of cars, nor estimates of the effectiveness of the device if it is used. 

does it reflect many details such as different involvement Overall fatality reductions depend not only on the effective- 

rates in two-car crashes as a function of car mass (14). Any ness of the device when used, but on the use rate. For 

calculation incorporating all known relevant effects in a devices such as safety belts there is convincing evidence 

mathematically rigorous manner would be complex beyond that users are safer drivers than non-users, so that benefits 

what is required here; there is no reason to expect that such a are less than proportional to use rates (18,19). 

calculation could give a materially different answer. Lap-shoulder belts 

Table 3. Comparison of fatality risk in 900 kg car to that in 1800 The most widely discussed active occupant protection 

kg car. device is the manual lap/shoulder belt which has been avail- 

Frsction o~ a ~ Fa~a ~ r ~sk ~n 900 k~ car able to drivers and right-front passengers in essentially all 
Crash t,ype driver fat, al it, ies Fst, al it,), risk in 1800 k9 car cars in the U.S. since model year 1974. We do not address 

Teo c,r crsshes ,bou~ 2s~ 4 the various forms of automatic belts that have appeared in 

All o’6her crashes abou’o 75~ 2.4 recent years because no satisfactory estimates of effective- 
ness are yet available. The estimates shown in table 2 for 

Weighted ,vorago 2.8 
active, or manual, lap/shoulder belts are from (20). These, 
as well as the effectiveness estimates for lap-only belts in 

In order to reflect the above and other uncertainties, the rear seats (21) and motorcycle helmets (22), were deter- 
entry in table 2, which is nominally one minus the reciprocal mined by applying the double pair comparison method (23) 
of 2.8 = 64.3%, is given as an approximate rounded value, to FARS data. A summary of all these estimates is given in 
This risk reduction is compatible with insurance industry (24). 
injury claim data. For example, for two-door models, large The values in table 2 suggest weakly that effectiveness of 
cars were found to have injury claim frequencies 47% lower lap/shoulder belts may be somewhat higher for drivers than 
than those for small cars; the corresponding difference for for right-front passengers. Other studies (25,26) have found 
four-door models was 44% (15). The mass of the large cars 
(the categories are based on wheelbase) is less than double 

larger differences in the same direction. There does not 
appear to be any obvious explanation of this difference. The 

the mass of the small cars. higher fraction of passengers compared to drivers who are 
The comparison in table 3 of doubling the car mass from female, and thereby more likely to die from the same impact 

900kgto 1800kg follows the example in the original papers (27), is unlikely to influence effectiveness much because 
cited (11-14). More generally, the percent fatality risk re- 
duction for any mass increase, Am, can be expressed as 100 

the greater fatality risk is present whether the female occu- 

[ 1 - exp (13Am)], where 13 = -0.00114 for Am in kg, or 
pant is belted or unbelted. Although lap/shoulder belt and 

13 =-0.00052 for Am in pounds. Thus, the calculation indi- 
airbag effectiveness are each higher for drivers than for 

cates that increasing the mass of a car by 174 kg (384 
right-frontpassengers, the difference has different causes in 

pounds) generates an 18% reduction in fatality risk for all 
each case. The airbag difference arises, in part, because cars 

occupants in the car, the same risk reduction that a driver 
with only one occupant have a different distribution of fatal 

airbag provides for the driver. It is not strictly correct that 
crashes by impact direction than cars containing a driver 

mass increases generate the same fatality risk reduction for 
and a right-front passenger; in particular, a larger fraction of 

all car occupants. Applying the same procedures as in (16) 
frontal crashes (1). A calculation using the variation of 

to FARS data stratified by car mass and principal impact 
safety belt effectiveness with impact direction (1) shows 

point shows that the risk of fatality in the rear to that in the 
that differences in the distribution of impact directions be- 

front increases with car mass in non-frontal crashes, so that 
tween lone and accompanied drivers generate no apprecia- 

an increase in car mass therefore generates a somewhat 
ble (less than 0.1%) difference in overall belt effectiveness. 

smaller fractional reduction in fatality risk to rear than to The additional indication in (1) that belt effectiveness is 

front seat occupants, higher for drivers than for right-front passengers in frontal 

It should be stressed that the above discussion focused on crashes suggests that factors such as the presence of the 

an individual switching to a car of a different mass. If all steering wheel may be relevant. 

cars increased in mass, fatality risk reductions would be Choice of front or rear seat 
smaller, but still large (recall that almost half of all occupant 
fatalities involve only one car). Also, when cars of similar The choice of whether to sit in a front or rear seat is not 

mass crash into each other, fatality risk is still less for two usually thought of as part of active occupant protection. 
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However, when there is only one non-belt-wearing pas- sober drivers resulted from side impact. The relative ab- 
senger accompanying the driver, that passenger forgoes a sence of any dependence on driver age implies that the 
26% fatality risk reduction (16) by making the usual choice airbag, and the energy absorbing steering column provide 
of sitting in the front rather than the rear outboard seat. similar fatality reducing effectiveness for drivers of all ages, 
Opting for the less safe alternative in this, and in other and all levels of alcohol use. 
situations (such as forward-facing seats in airlines, trains 
and busses) are other obvious examples of the general prin- 130 q ¯ o°. ¯ ¯ ¯ ° ¯ ° 

ciple that safety is one of many often competing goals 
sought in transportation systems (28). If the passenger is a 
belt user, and uses the restraint system available in most cars 

~ 
Single-car crashes 

until recently (lap/shoulder belts in the front seat, lap belts 
0 

in the rear), then the fatality risks in front and rear become 
indistinguishable (16). Although we do not yet have esti- 60 
mates of the effectiveness of the now widely installed lap/ Percenl 
shoulder belts in rear outboard seats, it seems likely that ~ 

¯ o ¯ ¯ ° 

passengers using such systems would have lower fatality trontal1 Two-ear crashes 
risks than belted front seat passengers; even if the front seat 

0 were equipped with an airbag, it seems likely that a lap/ 
shoulder belted rear seat occupant might still have lower 

130-] ¯ ¯ fatality risk than a lap/shoulder belted front seat passenger. ~ °-’’’’~’’~’’’’’°° ~"’’"~ %" ° ° ¯ ¯ 

1" " 
Other active protection approaches 

All car crashes 
The effectiveness lap-only safety belts to prevent fatal- 

0 
ities to adult rear outboard-seat occupants shown in table 2 15 25 
is from (21); Kahane (29) reports an effectiveness of 17%. 

Driver age, years Motorcycle helmets (22) are included because they relate to 
many of the matters we explore, and are one of only a small Figure 3. The percent of driver fatalities that are frontal (princi- 

pal impact point at 12 o’clock) for single-car crashes, two-car number of devices with fairly well known effectiveness, crashes and all crashes; from (32). 
Although crash avoidance is not normally considered in the 
context of occupant protection, we include it for the reasons The generally higher fraction of all crashes that are fron- 
given in the discussion section, tal in two-car crashes compared to in one-car crashes leads 

to the somewhat surprising result that devices designed to Protection provided to different occupants, protect only in frontal crashes are in fact more effective in 
and in different types of crashes two-car crashes than in one-car crashes. 

Unlike the airbag, the effectiveness of lap/shoulder belts Here we address the question of whether the devices in 
does appear to depend on driver age. Almost half of its table 2 protect all occupants equally, or whether some favor 

occupants of a particular type (for example, younger driv- effectiveness flows from preventing ejection (1). The effec- 

ers, intoxicated drivers, etc). Such a concern arises because, 100 
for example, older occupants fatalities are more likely to be 

90 . Lap/shoulder belts 
the result of side impact than those of younger occupants 
(30,31). As some of the devices in table 2 (airbags, energy 80 . Eliminating ejection 

absorbing steering column, improved instrument panel pad- 70 
ding) protect mainly in frontal crashes, this suggests that 

Fatalities ~o they might offer younger (or drunker) occupants more pro- 
prevented ~o tection than older (or more sober) occupants. 

Figure 3 shows the fraction of all driver fatalities that o~ 40- 
resulted from frontal impact versus driver age for single-car 30 - 
crashes, two-car crashes, and for all crashes (32). For all 

20 crashes, there is a remarkable lack of any dependence on 
driver age. This arises despite important changes in crash 10 ~. 
types with age. Younger drivers are more likely to be in- 0 ~ ~ , . , ~ . , . 
volved in rollover crashes, while a larger fraction of older 10 ~0 150 70 90 
driver fatalities result from side impact. A similar lack of Driver age, years 
dependence of the fraction of all fatal crashes that are frontal 

Figure 4. The effectiveness of lap/shoulder belts in reducing 
was found for alcohol use (32), the explanation being sim- fatalities (upper data) and the percent fatalities preventable by 
ilarly that drunk drivers were more likely to be involved in eliminating ejection (lower data) versus driver age. The lower 

line is a weighted least squares fit to the lower data; the upper 
rollover crashes, whereas a larger fraction of all fatalities to line is parallel to the lower; from (32). 
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tiveness of lap/shoulder belts and the fraction of fatalities others not listed table 2) cannot collectively generate 

preventable by eliminating ejection are shown in figure 4. changes of such magnitude. Behavioral factors necessarily 

The fit to the safety belt data is a line parallel to the fit to the play an important role. 

ejection data, as described in (1). Hence the finding in (1) The other item not normally considered part of occupant 

that front-seat lap]shoulder belt effectiveness is higher at protection is car mass. This is more surprising, because it 

younger adult ages. has been long ago firmly established that increasing car 

mass decreases occupant injury risk (42-44). 

Discussion One characteristic in which increasing car mass differs 

from the other forms of occupant protection in table 2 is that, 
The entries in table 2 with the largest effectiveness 

estimates for both passive and active protection are for 
while decreasing risk to occupants in the car in question, it 

increases risks to other road users, especially occupants of 
approaches not normally even considered in the context of other cars into which it crashes. If one car in a two car crash 
occupant protection. The omission of car mass from most were to have its mass increased, while the other one 
discussions of passive protection seems difficult to remained unchanged, there would be a net reduction in 
understand given that increasing car mass appears to satisfy 

every definition of passive protection. The omission of 
fatality risks (44). This is because the decrease in fatality 

risk in the heavier car would be larger than the increase in 
crash avoidance is perhaps more understandable, as the smaller car. While such effects are important and 
discussed below. 

Although avoiding the crash altogether clearly reduces interesting, it should be recalled that about 75% of fatally 

occupant harm by 100%, such a countermeasure is not 
injured car occupants do not die in two car crashes. Another 

traditionally considered in the context of occupant 
way the larger car imposes increased risk on others is its 

protection. Traditional determinations of occupant fatality 
increased size as such. Other factors being equal, it is more 

reductions intrinsically require knowledge of the number of 
likely to strike another vehicle or pedestrian. 

occupants in each of four categories; those killed using and 
Another feature of increasing car mass which makes it 

not using the device, and those not killed using and not using 
different from most of the other items in table 2 is that its 

the device. Drivers avoiding crashes usually leave no 
effect appears to be relatively independent of other effects. 

evidence. If an intervention or device reduces crash risk, it is 
This is not so for occupant protection devices in general. For 

still unlikely to provide specific unharmed occupants that 
example, because lap/shoulder belts and airbags both 

one could be confident would have been harmed but for the 
reduce driver impact with interior structure, their combined 

intervention. Yet various policy and other interventions can 
effectiveness is not given by 1 - (1 - 0~42) (1 - 0.18) = 52%, 

lead to reductions in fatalities (33). A 34% drop in the 
as would be the case if they were independent effects; as 

number of traffic fatalities per unit distance of driving on the 
noted earlier, an airbag in conjunction with a lap/shoulder 

U.S. rural Interstate system followed the Arab oil embargo 
belt is estimated in the literature (3) to increase the lap/ 

begun in October 1973 (34). A 66% reduction in serious 
shoulder belt effectiveness by 5 percentage points (say, 

injuries and fatalities during weekend drinking hours has 
from 42% to 47%). As the estimates in (3) tend to be higher 

been associated with the period immediately following the 
than values obtained later, I believe that the 5 percentage 

introduction of the 1967 British Road Safety Act (35, page 
point estimate is also likely to be high. The combined effects 

66). It is extremely unlikely that we will ever see even one of 
of airbag and energy absorbing column are unlikely to be 

the large number of people whose lives are saved by such 
much different than those of the airbag alone; similar 

interventions explain to a television audience that, but for 
comments apply to any combination of occupant protection 

the intervention, they would be dead. 
devices with overlapping functions. In contrast, increasing 

Even more difficult than determining the influence of car mass appears to operate independently of other occupant 

specific interventions on occupant harm is the question of 
protection devices. This is suggested by two studies (12,45) 

long term evolutionary changes. This is particularly true for 
which examined the dependence of lap/shoulder belt 

the sort of slow evolution towards safer driving practices 
effectiveness on car mass. The absence of any systematic 

related to changing social norms (34,36). Although difficult effects in either study suggests that using a lap/shoulder belt 

to quantify, such effects clearly contribute a large pro- in a large car reduces fatality risk by a similar proportion to 

portion of the reductions in fatality risk to occupants using it in a small car. Such a result, which is reasonable on 

which have occurred over the decades. For example, the intuitive grounds, suggests that the effectiveness of air- 

fatality rate in the U.S. in 1986 was 2.63 deaths per hundred bags, energy absorbing steering columns, and improved 

million miles driven, compared to 21.86 in 1923. That is, the instrument padding would be likewise relatively inde- 

fatality rate (all traffic fatalities) declined by 88% from pendent Of car mass. Thus, the combined effects of 

1923 to 1986 (37, page 70-71). Current U.S. fatality rates increased mass and use of any one of these devices could~. 

(deaths per unit distance of travel and deaths per registered be calculated by assuming that their effects operated 

vehicle) are more than 95% below current rates in many less independently. For example, doubling car mass and using 

economically developed countries (38, page 12; 39, page an airbag (compared to no restraint) is calculated to reduce 

111-119; see also 40-41). Clearly, the more traditional fatality occupant risk by 1 - (1 - 0.65) (1 - 0.18) = 71%. 

occupant protection devices (even if augmented by the The finding that large and small cars are driven dif- 
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ferently (46,47) is not related to passive protection, but is 
Conclusions an aspect of crash avoidance. Engineering features which 

users perceive are, in general, likely to influence driver Many approaches to occupant crash protection can be 
behavior; the extent to which they do so should, ideally, be identified which have the potential to make important 

determined empirically (48). There is little convincing contributions to reducing occupant fatalities. Although the 

evidence that wearing lap/shoulder belts produce effectivenessoftheapproachesreviewedvariedoverawide 

observable driver behavior changes, and convincing range, it should be remembered that a one percent reduction 

evidence that if there are any such effects, they could not be in car occupant fatalities represents 200 fewer deaths 

annually in the United States. Any method which can make large (49,50). It seems unlikely that the installation of 
airbags would lead to important modifications in driver 

reductions of such magnitude makes a claim for serious 

behavior, 
evaluation in terms of economy, practicality and other costs. 
However, in addition to focusing on specific devices we 

The question of car mass raises the even broader question 
should also keep in mind the potential harm reductions 

of the choice of vehicle. An unhelmeted motorcyclist which might be available from more general considerations 
reduces his fatality risk by 28% by wearing a helmet. He can such as vehicle choice, car mass, and crash avoidance. 
reduce it by 95% by travelling by car rather than motorcycle 
(37, page 60); the risk reduction would be smaller, but still 
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Impairment Resulting From Motor Vehicle Crashes 

Stephen Luchter, the methodology. Topics of particular emphasis in the paper 

- National Highway Traffic Safety are the definition of impairment, the attributes that comprise 

- Administration, impairment, and comparisons with other concepts that have 

United States been developed to quantify health status and the impact of 

Abstract 
injuries on society. 

Motor vehicle crashes are a major cause of death and Introduction 
-- injury in the United States. Quantifying the enormous im- Motor vehicle crashes reported to the police in the United 

pacts on society resulting from these deaths and injuries has 
States result in injuries to about three and a half million 

been the subject of numerous studies. This paper discusses 

the present state of knowledge of an approach to quantifying 
persons each year (1),* about forty-six thousand of whom 

societal impacts, called impairment, in which the parameter die (2). A means of allocating the limited resources avail- 

of interest is the time injured persons are unable to function able to attack such a vast problem is needed which will 

~- at their pre-injury level. In this approach, a "whole body result in the greatest reduction in the impact of these injuries 

impairment factor" for each specific injury is multiplied by and fatalities on society. This paper is concerned with 

the life expectancy of the injured person, resulting in "per- measuring societal impact, and particularly with the current 

son-years of impairment". The duration of the impairment status of the method called Impairment. 
for less than lifetime, and any reduction in life 

expectancy as a result of the injury are accounted for in *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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~ble 1. Incidence ~ motor vehicle occupant injuries in the Uni~d St~es in 1986. 

AGE        AIS I        AIS 2       AIS 3       AIS 4       AIS 5       FATAL 

0-4          69347        6623         1287         149           97          954 

5-9          78479        6716         3045         133          313         1005 
10-14       78859        9076         2747         302           38         1201 
15-19      578131       62091        18305        3662         2353         6839 
20-24      568676      71022        22888        3048         1646         7970 
25-29      451448      50835        15294       2627         1822         5932 
30-34      298239      38297        10195         893          556         4215 
35-39      257933      27093         7870        1024          328         3203 
40-44      175326       18424         5642         641          404         2186 

45-49      105315       13588         4711         278          356         1700 
50-54      102213       13135         3499         360           21         1575 
55-59       110180      12208         6369         394          142         1563 
60-64         82258        I0001          3168         1128            33          1564 

65-69         54136         7930          1728          251            162          1458 
70+          116400       13461          4431         1221            496          4437 
Unknown    142106       2543         291         39          20         254 

Total    3269046    363043     111470     16150       8787      46056 

Source" Injury data from the National Accident Sampling System, Fatality 
data from the Fatal Accident Reporting System [4] 

Measures of Societal Impact                   are shown for each five year age bracket through 65 and for 
those 70 and older (4). For all severity levels, injuries to 

Until recently, there have been two ways to estimate the     persons under 15 are low, peak in either the 15"19 or 20-24 
societal impact resulting from motor vehicle crashes, by the     cohort and trend downward after that, with fatalities drop- 
number of persons affected (incidence), or by the economic     ping more slowly than serious injuries. Note that the 70+ 
impacts. With the increasing use of occupant restraints and     cohort includes persons injured or killed up to about 90. 
advances in trauma medicine saving many lives that would       Using incidence as a measure of societal impact has the 
have been lost in the past, the interest in accurately measur-     advantage of being a direct measure of the number of per- 
ing the long term impacts on survivors has increased. A     sons actually injured or killed. However, there is concern 
method has been developed to measure these long term     over the accuracy of the injury data, as the data shown here 
impacts by measuring the time lost as a result of the injury,     are based on an estimate developed from a sample of police 
This method, called impairment, focuses on the impact the     reports. The AIS 1, 2 and 3 values can be considered tea- 
injury has on the individual. The effect the individual’s     sonably accurate, as they are based on large numbers of 
injuries have on society is then the sum of the time lost by     persons in the initial sample. The AIS 4 and 5 values have 
each injured person. Note that each of these methods pro-    much smaller sample size and cannot be treated with the 
vides a different insight into societal impacts, and they     same level of confidence. The fatality data are based on a 
should be considered as complementary to each other,        census of all motor vehicle related fatalities in the United 

States and can be considered quite accurate. A concern with 
Incidence                                            the fatality data is that there is a cutoff of 30 days after the 

Probably the simplest way of measuring the societal im-     crash, and some persons, especially older persons, may die 
pact is by counting the number of persons injured or killed,     after 30 days as a result of the injuries received in a crash. 
With currently available data, injury incidence can be disag-       Another disadvantage of using incidence as a measure of 
gregated by age, sex, body region injured, injury severity     societal impact, which recently has been confirmed by a 
using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) (3), and other     careful study, is that it is difficult to compare injuries at the 
factors. (The AIS has been shown to be a good indicator of     same severity to different body regions (5). The fatality 
threat to life.)                                             rates and the long term consequences are different for the 

An example of incidence in 1986 is shown in table 1,     same AIS level for different body regions. Or, stated in 
where the number of injured survivors of motor vehicle     another way, the AIS does not appear to be a good indicator 
crashes at AIS levels from 1 to 5 and the number of fatalities     of the long-term effects of trauma on survivors. Thus, even 
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~ble 2A. Summaw of human capital costs. 

COST CATEGORY          $, Billion     Percent 

Property Losses             27.37        36.9 
Insurance Expense           20.86        28.1 
Productivity Losses          16.38        22.1 
Lega! and Court Costs        4.32         5.8 
Medical Costs                4.12         5.6 
Emergency Costs              0.70         0.9 
Other Costs                  0.45         0.6 
Total                     74.20       100.0 

Injury or Accident 
Severity                 $, Billion      Percent 

AIS I                         9.39          12.7 
AIS 2                                                2.47                      3.3 
AIS 3                         1.88           2.5 
AIS 4                1.01       1.4 
AIS 5                2.71       3.7 

Fatal i ty                    16.50        22.2 
Property Damage Only             29.59         39.9 

Uninvolved                   IO.64         14.3 
Total                     74.19       lOO.O 

Table 2B. Distribution of unit societal costs, percent. 

Cost Category      AIS I     AIS 2     AIS 3     AIS 4     AIS 5     FATAL 

Medical Costs         8.4 ¯ 33.6      34.8      24.1      55.5       0.6 
Productivity Loss    4.0     10.9     14.0     26.2     31.9     86.9 
Property Damage      33.2      27.0      19.1       5.9       I .3       l .3 
Legal/Court          21.8      II .6      24.1      I0.6       3.7       5.0 
Emergency Costs       2.5      2.3       1 .l       0.4      0.1       O.l 
Insurance Admin.     24.8      12.O       5.5      31.7       7.2       5.7 
Public Assistance     0.2       O.l       O.1       0.8       0.2       0.2 
Insurance U/write     2.2       1.1       0.5      0.1       0.0       0.0 
Gvt. Programs         2.9       1.4       0.7       O.l       0.0       0.O 

Total Cost, $      3,245     6,245     14,742    64,812    284,752 358,310 

Source for both tables - Reference 9 
Note: Table 2B totals do not add to 100% in all cases due to rounding. 

if we knew how many AIS 4 head injuries and how many     Economic Impacts 
AIS 4 thorax injuries resulted from crashes, there is no way . 

to determine if either has a greater impact, because a greater       One weighting factor that has been applied to incidence to 
number of thorax injuries do not necessarily have a greater     provide an indication of the impact injuries have on society 
impact than a lesser number of head injuries. To measure the     is to use the cost to society. Techniques have been developed 

longlterm effects requires some factor that either directly     toestimate thedirect and indirect monetary costs to society, 
measures the long term effects or is a surrogate for a direct     and to monetize otherwise intangible impacts such as pain, 

measure,                                               suffering, grief, "willingness to pay", etc. 
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Human capital ity levels, discounting .has not been used in the NHTSA 
analysis because costs were assumed to not occur after one 

The human capital approach, initially developed in the year). In this figure, each vertical bar represents the percent- 

1960’s (6), has become widely accepted as the method of age of the maximum incidence for that age cohort. For 

estimating the societal cost of motor vehicle crashes. As example, the largest incidence of AIS 1 injuries occurs in 

applied at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra- the 15 to 19 year old cohort. The 0 to 4 age cohort experi- 

tion (NHTSA), this accounting of the costs resulting from ences about twelve percent of the incidence as the 15 to 19 

motor vehicle crashes sums the medical, property damage, year olds. Similarly, for the earnings, the curve shows the 

insurance overhead, legal and court, emergency, and public percentage of the maximum earnings. At age 45 to 49, the 

assistance overhead costs, as well as the cost of government average person achieves peak earnings. At age 30 to 34, the 

programs to reduce crashes and the resulting fatalities and average person achieves about 80 percent of their peak 

injuries, and of particular importance in fatalities and the earnings. 

more serious injuries, lost productivity (7, 8). Future costs INCIDENCE AND EARNINGS 
such as long term medical expenses and lost productivity A~S 

are discounted back to their present value. 
An estimate of societal costs of motor vehicle crashes in 

1986, using NHTSA’s human capital methodology, is 0.84 

shown in table 2A (9). These data are based on motor vehi- o.r - 

cle injury incidence during 1986 from NHTSA’s National 
0.8- 

Accident Sampling System (NASS) (4), the number of fa- 
o.~- 
0.4 

talities from NHTSA’s Fatal Accident Reporting System o.a 
(FARS) (4), and an indexing of the unit human capital cost 0.2 
values developed in (8). In developing the basic cost esti- 0.1 
mates in (8), a 7% discount rate and a 1.5% productivity o 
growth factor were used. Note that the cost for those injured 
relate to injured survivors. 

m AIS 1 m AIS 2 ~ AIS 3 --~-- EARNINGS 

The percent distribution of the unit human capital costs 
by severity level and cost category is shown in table 2B. 

Figure 1. Incidence and earnings. 

Note that the costs due to lost productivity increases signifi- The age/earnings distribution differs significantly from 
cantly as the injury severity increases. The medical costs at the age/incidence distribution. Whereas the AIS 1, 2, and 3 
the AIS 4 and 5 levels include more than one year’s costs incidence peaks in either the 15 to 19 or the 20 to 24 age 
and the amounts shown include the discounted value of the cohort, earnings do not peak until 45 to 49 years. This 
future costs, results in the productivity of the 0-15 year old portion of the 

Recent results of research in human capital costs are population not counting at all, the higher incidence cohorts 
included in references 10, 11, 12, and 13. counting little, and the low incidence middle age group 

Although the human capital method is currently the most counting a lot. However, since lost productivity is 4.0, 10.9, 
accurate approach to measuring the costs to society, it has and 14 percent respectively of the total unit cost for theAIS 
certain limitations when estimating societal impacts. Pri- 1, 2, and 3 levels respectively (see table 2B), this overall 
madly, it does not count persons equally. It effectively undercounting cannot be considered a serious problem, 
downgrades the importance of children, young adults, given all of the other potential errors. 
homemakers, the unemployed and older persons, with The situation is more significant for the AIS 4, 5, and 
greater weight given to persons in their peak earning years. Fatal injuries. This is illustrated qualitatively in figure 2, 
This is a particularly important bias when considering the 
effects of motor vehicle crashes, where the injury incidence INCIDENCE AND DISCOUNTED EARNINGS 

AIS 4, 5 AND FATAL 

is highly skewed toward the young adult. Note however that 
this is not an inaccuracy in the human capital methodology,        1 - 

0.9- 

only a limitation in how the results should be applied. 0.8- 
¯ 

The total economic impact depends on the age distribu- 0.7- 
tion of the incidence. Especially for serious injuries with 0.6. 
long term effects and for fatalities, the lost productivity and o.~ 
the medical costs after the first year make up a major part of 0.4 

the total. Unfortunately, both the earnings and the dis- 0.a- 

counted earnings are highly non-linear functions of age. o.~ 

A qualitative illustration of the problem at the AIS 1, 2, 
0.~ 

and 3 levels is shown in figure 1, where the normalized 
0 

incidence for injured survivors at the AIS 1,2, and 3 severi- 
ty levels is shown as a function of age, along with the ~,~ ~s~ ~r~ ÷~,~c. --~-lo~sc. 

normalized average earnings. (For the AIS 1,2, and 3 sever- Figure 2. Incidence and discounted earnings. 
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where the normalized incidence is shown along with the sion of the concept to injuries (10, 13). For additional dis- 
discounted average earnings at both 6% and 10% discount cussion of this topic see (12). 

rates (not including the effect of possible future changes in 
Harm productivity). The range of 6 to 10 percent is considered a 

reasonable bound for the discount rates that may be applied The human capital and willingness to pay methods are 

to this type of analysis, generally applicable to determining the overall economic 

For the AIS 4 and 5 injuries, where discounting affects impacts on society. Neither method is well adapted to deter- 

about 40% to 50% of the total (lost productivity and some mine the societal impacts of specific injuries. The "harm" 

part of the medical costs from table 2B), a large error is concept was developed to allow consideration of the effects 

introduced. For illustrative purposes, assume that half of the of individual injuries (15). It normalized the human capital 

total costs at the AIS 4 and 5 levels are affected by discount- societal costs of each injury severity level using the Abbre- 

ing. Thus, persons under age 15 are counted at between 60 viated Injury Scale (AIS) (3), including the relative percent- 

and 75 percent as much as a person unaffected by discount- age of those killed at that injury severity level. The main 

ing. This range of percentages is based on the half un- shortcoming of harm was found to be that by considering 

affected by discounting (50%), plus 20 to 30 percent of the only the threat to life, that is the AIS level of the injury, 

remaining half that is affected by discounting. The 20 to 35 important relative effects were neglected. As noted earlier, a 
recent study showed that injuries at the same AIS level to 

percent can be seen from figure 2. Similarly, persons in the 
different body regions have different relative frequency of 

15 to 19 and 20 to 24 cohorts, with by far the largest part of 
fatality, and different long term effects (5). Theoretically at 

the total incidence, count about 80 percent as much as a 
person in peak earning years (half plus 60 to 70% times the 

least, this shortcoming could be overcome if costs were 
available for each body region/severity level. 

other hal0, persons in the age cohorts between 25 and 49 
count for about 95% of a person in the peak earning years Impairment 
(half plus about 90% of the other half), after which the 

Another weighting factor that can be applied to incidence percentage declines to about 60 percent at the older age 
brackets (half plus 20% of the other half), to estimate the societal impact is called Impairment. A dis- 

The error introduced into the calculation for the econom- cussion of Impairment and its current status is the primary 

ic effect of fatalities on societal impact is larger than the topic of this paper. In this approach, a "whole body impair- 

effect of the AIS 4 and 5 injured survivors, because 87% of ment factor" is applied to the most serious injury, and 

the total cost of fatalities is based on lost productivity. For multiplied by the remaining life expectancy of the injured 
individual. The whole body impairment factor is intended to example, persons in the peak incidence cohort for fatalities, 

20 to 24, would count for 80% as much as a person in their 
portray the degree to which the person is functionally im- 

peak earning years, (13% not discounted plus about 75 % of 
paired. It is based upon the composite decrement in func- 
tional performance of a series of attributes that persons in 

the remaining 87%), while older age cohorts, with much 
smaller incidence, would be counted nearly at full value, 

society exhibit. The product of the impairment factor and 
the life expectancy is then the amount of time the person will 

Although the human capital cost is widely accepted as the 
not be functioning at full capacity over the remainder of 

most accurate measure of what society pays as a result of 
their lifetime. The Impairment concept was developed as a 

injuries, it does not reflect the overall societal impact. The 
means of eliminating some of the biases introduced when 

primary problem is that it counts individuals differently, economic costs are used as ameasureofsocietalimpacts. In 
due to the differences in earnings as a function of age, the the Impairment concept, a person’s worth is not based on 
effect of discounting, and the male/female differences in their earning ability. Rather, life itself is considered as hav- 
work force participation and earnings, ing its own inherent value. 

INJURIES, FATALITIES, EXPECTANCY Willingness to pay 
NORMAL,ZEO WITH RESPECT TO MAX VALUES 

The human capital approach is based on the identifiable 
costs to society as the result of a crash. Although experts 
differ on some details, the general outline of the human 0.s- 
capital approach and its derivatives is reasonably well de- 0.7 

fined. An alternative approach to estimating the economic 0.6 

impacts on society of motor vehicle related injuries is based 0.6 
0.4 

on the concept that people are willing to pay more than the 
0.3 

identifiable costs in order to avoid being injured or killed 0.2 
(13). This approach has been advocated by some econo- 0.4. 
mists as the correct measure of benefits for use in cost/ 

0-4 10-14 20-24 30-34 40-44 50-54 60-64 70~ benefit analyses, however not all authors agree on the de- 
tails of the methodology (14). Work is still underway to 

~ Injuries ~1 Fatalities ~ Life Expectancy 

develop the willingness to pay concept, including an exten- Figure 3. Incidence and life expectancy. 



A qualitative illustration of the match between injury and The duration of the impairment for less than lifetime, and 

fatality incidence and life expectancy is shown in figure 3. any reduction in life expectancy as a result of the injury also 

Here the age/expectancy distribution does not differ as were accounted for. The study found that about 0.7 million 

widely from the age/incidence distribution as in the eco- person-years are lost each year in the United States to sur- 
nomic models. If there is any overcounting it occurs at the vivors of motor vehicle injuries, and, taking death as 100% 
youngest ages, which generally reflects the cultural charac- impairment, 1.7 million person-years are lost to fatalities. 
teristic of western industrial society to highly value its These papers also demonstrated how impairment could be 
children, used to solve a variety of practical problems. In addition, the 

This paper describes the current state of the effort to papers identified further work needed before Impairment 
develop the Impairment concept to the point where it can be could be widely applied--the development of a comprehen- 
widely applied to measure the societal impact of motor 

sive definition of impairment, the development of a consen- 
vehicle crashes, and discusses the additional work that 

sus on the impairment resulting from each injury, how best 
needs to be done in order to achieve that goal. 

to combine the impairment factors into an equivalent whole 

Evolution of the Impairment Concept body factor, and the development of an approach to quan- 
tifying the impairment of AIS 1 injuries. 

The initial effort to develop impairment as an alternative 
to economic measures of societal impact of motor vehicle Comprehensive Definition of 
injuries considered the effects of specific injuries rather Impairment 
than the effects at the AIS level (16). The impairment result- 
ing from each injury included in the AIS manual (3), the Being impaired means that in some way a person cannot 

Occupant Injury Code (OIC), was estimated for each of six function "normally". In the Same way as being healthy 

impairment attributes: mobility, cognitive, sensory, pain, includes physical, mental, and social health, a person may 

cosmetic, and daily living. A physician, expert in a particu- be physically, mentally, or socially impaired. All of these 
lar medical specialty (neurology, orthopedics, plastic sur- factors must be considered in developing a comprehensive 
gery, general surgery), judged which of four levels of im- definition of impairment that can be used operationally. 
pairment (minor through maximum) would result for each In every-day speech impairment, disability, and handicap 
injury, and the duration of that impairment. Three time often are used interchangeably, however, these words do 
frames were considered: less than a year, a year to five have different meanings. Impairment means lessening in 
years, and five years and beyond. In addition, differences in value or strength, disability means being incapable of nor- 
impairment for four age categories were considered, as was 

mal physical activity, and handicap means a person has a 
any reduction in life span as a result of the particular injury, 

hindrance or disadvantage. In this paper, these dictionary 
The result of this effort was a listing of the impairment 

definitions are modified and narrowed so that they can be 
estimates, disaggregated by the categories noted above. Al- 
though this was a monumental undertaking, the results were used as the basis for developing quantitative estimates. 

difficult to use, and thus were not widely applied. Overall, the definitions follow those of the American Medi- 

A further step in the evolution of Impairment was the cal Association (AMA) (18) and the Association for the 

development of the Injury Priority Rating, (IPR) (17). Like Advancement of Automotive Medicine (AAAM) (21), and 

harm, the IPR represented the normalized cost of an injury, in part the World Health Organization (WHO) (22). At times 

but used costs appropriate for each injury at the OIC level. It the distinctions between these definitions are subtle, and 

also considered survivors and fatalities separately. Most must be considered in the context of the application. 

important to the development of the Impairment concept "Impairment" is defined here as a functional loss result- 
was the idea of collapsing the factors in (16) to a "whole ing from an injury, the "loss" being describeable in medical 
body impairment factor", similar to those developed by the terms, such as found in the Abbreviated Injury Scale (3), or 
American Medical Association (18). the International Classification of Diseases (22). For exam- 

Another key to the development of the impairment con- pie, amputation of an arm, having a disfiguring scar, or 
cept, the idea of using time as a measure of impairment, suffering from depression, etc., would be typical impair- 
came from two NHTSA in-house efforts. One estimated the ments. Impairment is independent of the person’s age, sex, 
duration of short term impairments lasting less than one 

occupation, or socio-economic status, (except where the 
year by collapsing the time values for each of the six catego- 
ries of impairment in (16) into an equivalent single time 

impairment is unique to persons of a particular age, or sex). 

period (19). The other, (20), estimated the long term impair- 
"Disability" is defined here as a reduction in one’s abili- 

ment (greater than one year) for each injury using the whole ty to participate actively in society in a manner appropriate 

body impairment factors developed in (17). These factors to the person’s age, sex, socio-economic status and relation- 

were multiplied by the life expectancy of persons injured in ship status prior to the injury. For example, as a result of the 

motor vehicle crashes at the AIS 2 and above level, taken loss of an arm, a young, single, fashion model with adequate 

from the 1982-1984 National Accident Sampling System prosthesis might no longer be able to engage in his former 

data base. This resulted in "person-years of impairment", occupation, and his social life might be affected if his 
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Table 3. Comparison of definitions. 

~MERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION        ASSOCIATION FOR THE          THIS PAPER 

ADVANCEMENT OF 
AUTOMOTIVE MEDICINE 

IMPAIRMENT 

"the loss of, loss of use of, "any loss or abnormality of "the loss of function or the loss of physical, 
or derangement of any body psychological, physiological, abnormal function of an mental, or social function 
part, system or function", or anatomical structure or organ, tissue, or organ resulting from an injury 
based on "an assessment of function" system resulting from an 
data collected during a injury and remaining after 
clinical evaluation" healing has occurred" 

DISABILITY 

"the limiting loss or absence "any restriction or lack "the effect or consequence    a reduction in one’s 
of the capacity of an (resulting from an impairment) of an impairment or multiple ability to actively 
individual to meet personal, of ability to perform an impairments on the whole participate in society 
social, or occupational activity in the manner or person as a member of in a manner appropriate to 
requirements" based on a within the range considered society" one’s age, sex, socio- 
nonmedical assessment normal for a human being" economic and relatlonshlp 

status 

HANDICAP 

"a disadvantage for a given     "the loss of function, the society!s view of the 
individual, resulting from an abnormal appearance, or the functional loss resulting 
impairment or a disability, abnormal behavior caused by from an impairment 
that limits or prevents the an impairment which is 
fulfilment of a role that is evident to the public" 
normal (depending on age, 
sex, and social and cultural 
factors) for that individual" 

friends and companions were not particularly supportive, Table 4. Some functional status factors by author and intended 

whereas a bank teller with a spouse and children, suffering application. 

the same impairment, might be able to return to her job and 

largely continue her earlier social life. The model would be 

considered disabled, the bank teller not disabled, even 
though they both had the same impairment. 

One reason for the importance of the distinction between 
the definitions ofimpairment and disability is that data are 

available describing injuries people receive, from which 
impairment can be estimated. These data are applicable to S,n,o~ 

the general population. Data are not always available to 

describe the social or economic situation of the injured 

person, and thus disability may be unknown. If it is known, 
it is not likely to be applicable to the general population. 

Care must be taken in reading the literature, however, as 
these definitions are not universally accepted, and some 

authors use "disability" as "impairment" as defined here. 

"Handicap" is defined here as society’s view of the func- 

tional loss resulting from an impairment. For example, a ,,,~ ~oo~ 
wheelchair-bound paraplegic would be impaired, might be 
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disabled, but if there were access ramps at sidewalk cross- definitions of impairment include the concept of loss of 

ings, and facilities for use of a wheelchair in public accom- function, and are in reasonably close agreement. The defini- 

modations, probably would not be considered handicapped tions of disability are not in close agreement, with the AMA 

by these definitions, and AAAM definitions including the concept that disability 
A comparison of these definitions with those of the is the result of the outcome of an impairment related to the 

AMA, AAAM, and the WHO is shown in table 3. All of the particular individual, while the WHO definition is closer to 

Table 4 (continued). Some functional status factors by author and intended application. 

Kaplan             Wood-Dauphinee      Stewart et al       3acobs              Wolf son et al 
et al 

Genl. Use Reintegration of Patients & Head Injury Stroke Victim 
Pati ents Genl. Popul ati on 

Mobi I i ty Mob; l i ty Mobi I i ty Transfer, 
Ambul ati on, 
Wheel chai r 

Cogni ti on Unders tandi ng 

Pain 

Self Care Self Care Dressing,bathing 
conti nence, eati ng 

Physi cal Activi tyDai I y Acti vi ti es Physi cal Functi on 

Social Activity    Recreational &     Social Functioning Social & Adaptive 
Social Activity                        Living Skills 

Symptom Heal th Perception 

General Coping Mental Health, Behavior/Emotional Mental Status 
Ski I l s Rol e Functi on Probl ems 

Personal 
Rel ati onshi ps 

Presentati on of 
Sell to Others 

Communi cations Speech 

Household Business 
& Housework 

Child Care 

Empl oyment 

Communi ty Ski I l s 

Educati on 

Seeking Employment 
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Table 4 (concluded). Some functional status factors by author what the other two would consider impairment. The WHO 
and intended application, definition of handicap is close to the AMA definition of 

disability. The AAAM definition of handicap introduces the 
,~ R o $ s e r S i n t o n e n concept of public perception. 

Functional Status ScalesnA Review of 
Inpati ents General Publ i c the Literature 

Having defined impairment as a functional loss, it is next 

~ Hovi ng 
necessary to consider just what is meant by function. This 

" ’ complex subject has been the subject of considerable re- 
search, undertaken for a variety of reasons, and based upon 
a variety of theoretical approaches. A small sample of these 
research results are summarized in table 4. This table is not 
intended to be comprehensive, as the literature on function- 

Seei ng, Heari ng al status, indices related to a specific injury or disease, and 
quality of life indices, etc. is quite extensive. 

Oi s t res s Each column in table 4 is a list of functional attributes 
described by the cited author. These are grouped so that 
similar functions are on the same row. Note that not all of the 
definitions of terms are in total agreement. What to some 
authors is daily living is to others self care, and to still others 

physical functioning. Additional details on most of these 
Sl eepi ng, Eati ng, scales are included in the Appendix. 
i nconti hence The first three entries in table 4 (Hirsch et. al. (16), 

Carsten and O’Day (17), and States and Viano (21), were 
developed to describe impairment resulting from injuries 

~ sustained in motor vehicle crashes. Although these lists of 
¯ ¯ attributes cover a wide variety of human functions, there is 

no factor concerned with the use of the upper limbs (except 
indirectly through daily living), or of impairment to internal 

Social Participation organs. Only the States and Viano set of attributes in table 4 
includes sexuality and reproduction. 

~ Perci eyed Heal th MacKenzie et. al. (23) used a three attribute scale to 
describe functioning of trauma survivors: self care, (feed- 
ing, bathing, dressing, toileting, and bed transfer), mobility 
(getting around own home, the neighborhood, and the abili- 
ty to use public transportation) and physical capabilities 
(walking a quarter of mile, walking up and down stairs 

_ without resting, using fingers to grasp and handle as major 
- functions, and standing for long periods of time, bending 

down, and light lifting as minor functions). Even though 
MacKnezie uses only three attributes, her work covered the 

Communi cati ng physical functions in a thorough manner. However, this 
listing does not include factors relative to emotional or 
social functioning. 

Torrance and his collegues have written extensively 
about the application of multi-attribute utility theory to scal- 
ing health status. Their scale uses three major attributes: 

W orki n g physical function (mobility and physical activity), role 
function (self-care and role activity), and social-emotional 

function (emotional well being and social activity), plus a 
category called health problem, (a diversity.of factors such 
as vision, scars, pain etc.) (24). A more recent publication 
cited by Torrance indicates that cognitive, sensory, and pain 
attributes should be included in a comprehensive scale (25). 

Di s abi l i ty Kaplan (26) also uses a three factor scale, mobility, phys- 

.- ical activity, and social activity. This scale is typical of the 
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psychometrically derived scale of health status. In addition, The model 
Kaplan developed a "correction factor" to be applied to the A model of the attributes of a healthy person in a "nor- 
health status depending on symptom or health problem, mal" setting was conceived. The attributes for persons in a 

A scale developed to assist in determining how well a hospital or extended Care facility are then subsumed into the 
person reintegrates into society was developed by Wood- basic definitions. Any decrement from the healthY condi- 
Dauphinee et. al. (27), who take the view that the person’s tions will then describe impairment. 
roles in family, community, or work settings are more ira- The model identifies four levels of human functioning: 
portant than their physical capabilities. Thus, the use of fundamental functions necessary to be alive (primitive 
adaptive equipment, supervision or assistance in order to functions), functions to allow operation as an independent 
accomplish the tasks is not considered a reduction in func- being (mechanical functions), functions related to emotion- 
tion. This scale includes three mobility factors, plus self al well-being and higher level thinking (thinking-feeling 
care, daily activities, recreational activity, social activity, functions), and functions related to interaction with others 
general coping skills, personal relationship, and presenta- (interactive functions). The model is represented in figure 4 
tion of self to others, as a series of concentric circles. In some ways this concept is 

The scale developed by Stewart et. al. is based on the six similar to the Maslow concept of hierarchary of needs found 
"health concepts" of pain, physical function, social func- in the psychology literature. Here however it is not fully 
tion, health perception, mental health, and role function 
(28). This scale was developed to provide a short form 

necessary for attributes at a lower level to take precedence 
over higher level attributes. 

useful for general health surveys. One of the physical func- 
tions pertains to what other authors have called self care 
(eating, dressing, bathing, or using the toilet). 

Jacobs developed a very comprehensive scale of 700 

discrete daily behaviors in twelve "major life areas", to .............................. 

describe the functional status of survivors of severe trauma- 
tic head injury (29). Excluded are those who are comatose, 
and those with mild long term impairment. The major life 
areas are shown in the table. Several of the factors would be 
in what this paper would call disability, such as h6usehold 

business, employment, seeking employment, etc. 
The final three columns represent scales reported else- 

where in the literature but not reviewed in the original (30, 
31, 32). Note that Rosser’s Disability includes mobility, 
social disability and work performance. 

Examining the results in table 4 as a whole, it is surprising 

that there is as much commonality as there is, since these 
Thinkin0-Fe~ling 

scales were developed for different purposes. Almost all of 
the scales include some factor for mobility, and most in- 

clude attributes relating to cognitive impairment, pain, and 
daily living functions. Several include attributes relating to 
mental health and social functioning. Unfortunately, how- 

ever, there is not enough commonality that an inclusive 
Fi~lure 4. Pictorial re0r~s~ntation of I~uman functioning. 

scale can be synthesized. Thus it became necessary to devel- At the most primitive level, such as if a person were in 
op a set of attributes and the interrelationship between them hibernation, the body can be thought of as functioning as if it 
based on an analysis of how people in society actually were a chemical plant. Raw materials (air, water, food) enter 
function, the "plant", a variety of chemical processes occur, and 

Functional Status--A Systems 
products (body heat, waste) leave the plant. A variety of 
"pumps", "heat exchangers", "pipes", and "reactors", 

Engineering Approach have to operate properly. The "control system" is simple, 

A typical engineering approach to solving a complex and not particularly adaptive. There is no interaction with 

problem is to break it down into manageable parts. It is often others, and interactions with the environment occur only to 

helpful to develop a model describing the total entity and its the extent that the inputs and outputs come from and go to 

major systems, and then break these major systems into sub- the environment. Impairment at this level includes loss of or 

systems and components. This method was applied to de- improper? functioning of the body’s internal organs, a reduc- 

velop a comprehensive list of the attributes of human tion in the ability to eat or drink, and any difficulties with 

functioning, elimination. 
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At the next level, the body can be thought of as function- Impairment in this case would include reduction in reason- 
ing as an adaptive mechanical device, not just like a robot, ing ability and judgement, and psychological impairment 
but aware of what is going on, initiating and controlling its (emotional well being). 
motions, but without feelings. The senses provide informa- The model takes into account the innately gregarious 
tion about the environment, the brain processes the informa- nature of humans at the highest level of functioning. At this 
tion, and directs some part of the body to do something, level, a person interacts with others by sharing both things 
Impairment at this level would include sensory impairment, and ideas, negotiating, recognizing the needs of others, etc. 
(such as blindness, deafness, lack of tactile sensation, lack Impairment at this level would include a reduced ability to 
of smell, lack of taste, and pain); simple cognitive impair- interact with others. Sexuality is included in this level rather 

ment resulting from lack ofability to translate sensory infor_ than in the mechanical level, recognizing that sexuality 

mation into physical action, given that the senses are func- includes not only lust but intimacy as well. 

tioning, and the body parts are capable of normal motion; 
and impairment due to inability or restriction in movement Results 
of body parts, such as a "frozen" joint, amputation of a Based on this model, the attributes of a "whole person" 
limb, etc. in society are shown in table 5. Excluded from the list is 

It is necessary to depart from the mechanical analogies at reproduction, as lack of ability to reproduce is not consid- 
the next level, because the person now loses any robot-like ered to be an impairment. Some persons do not want to 
qualities. He is able to think creatively so as to change his reproduce, and others may be infertile due to age or illness. 
situation, and has feelings such as happiness or sadness. Also excluded is what may be a significant category, the 

Table 5. Impairment a~ributes derived from systems analysis. 

Type/Level Primitive Mechanical Thinking-Feeling Interactive 

Basic Bodily Functions 

breathing 
eating 
drinking 
digesting 
eliminating 
circulating (blood) 
sleeping 

Sensory 

seeing 

hearing 

touching 

smelling 

tasting 

feeling pain 

Motion of body parts 

walking 
grasping 

speaking 

Cognitive 

controlling body motions 
reasoning 1ogically 
having judgement 
thinking creatively 

Emotional 

feelings of self worth 
interacting with others 

having appropriate sexual drive 
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effect of an injury or fatality on other persons. For example, maximum mobility impairment was taken as 85%, the value 

it has been indicated that persons in a vehicle in which shown in the AMA publication for "Cannot use upper ex- 

someone was killed in a crash may suffer from post trauma- tremities". These values were roughly confirmed by a 

tic shock syndrome. If these survivors were not otherwise forced choice ranking by a small group. The forced choice 

injured, their impairment would not likely be found by indicated higher numerical impairment values than the 

current data collection techniques. Another exclusion is AMA for the less severe levels of impairment. 

being disfigured. This is a matter of definition. Disfigure- Another approach to measuring severity level avoids the 

ment is included in two places, lack of ability to move body need to define attributes, and places each injury onto an 

parts, or in feelings of self worth as a result of unsightly arbitrary impairment scale. A recent TRRL report used a 

scars, etc. five level scale: nil, slight, moderate, severe, and very se- 

Note that all of the entries in table 5 are stated in the form vere (33). (See Appendix for further details). Here, too, the 

of a verb. This is to recognize that these attributes imply authors defined this scale as related to disability, rather than 

action or state of being, not static description. A rigorous impairment, however it appears from the context that it is 

definition for each attribute remains an area for further appropriate to consider it as an impairment scale. 

research. The Japanese insurance industry also has a "disability" 
scale that appears to be related to impairment as defined in 

Attribute Severity this paper (34). "Injuries which fail to heal completely and 

The method of quantifying impairment described in this 
continue to affect the body to some extent are recognized as 

paper requires that severity levels be defined for each attri- 
disabilities even if the resulting disorders do not continue 

bute. For example, slight, moderate, and maximum could be 
throughout a person’s lifetime." In this listing, long term 

considered as levels of severity. Each attribute will have effects are divided into 14 classes. A typical impairment in 

some level or range of performance where there is no im- 
Class 1 is total loss of function of both upper limbs. A 

pairment. As performance degrades, impairment increases, 
typical impairment in Class 14 is being disabled in the 

For example, visual acuity of between 20/20 and 20/40 
functions of the little finger of one hand. A complete listing 

might be considered as unimpaired vision, and visual acuity 
is shown in the Appendix. An analysis of this table shows 

of 20/400 or worse might be considered as total visual 
that the body regions/functions included are eyes, ears, 

impairment. Visual acuity between these values would rep- 
nose, mastication and speech, teeth, nervous system or 

resent an intermediate level of impairment, 
psyche, spinal column, thorax and abdominal organs, upper 

As shown in the Appendix, each author has their own idea 
limbs, lower limbs, hands and fingers, feet and toes, defor- 

on the number of severity levels appropriate for a particular 
mities, and genitals. Classes 1, 2, and 3 impairments gener- 

attribute. Hirsch et. al. utilized the same four levels for each 
ally last a lifetime. About 97% of disabilities are in classes 

attribute: slight, moderate, severe, and maximum (16). A 
7-14. In addition to the scale listing, a "Rate of Loss of 

separate definition for each attribute/severity level combi- 
Working Capacity" for each Class is identified, as follows: 

nation was developed by an expert in the field. For example, 
1, 2, 3 = 100%, 4 = 92%, 5 = 79%, 6 = 67%, 7 = 56%, 8 = 

moderate cognitive/psychological impairment was defined 
45%, 9 = 35%, 10=27%, 11 =20%, 12= 14%, 13 =9%, 14= 

as "Often disoriented, loss of ability to do simple arithroe- 
5%. If one assumes that the loss of working capacity can be 

tic, slight impairment of language or memory, may be psy- 
considered as impairment, it is possible to use the scale 

chotic but not commitable". States and Viano defined six 
quantitatively. For example, "disabled in the function of all 

severity levels for mobility, central nervous system impair- 
fingers of both hands" is in Class 4, and would with this 

ment, pain, and activities of daily living; four for cosmetic/ 
assumption be considered 92% impairment. A monetary 
amount also is applied, ranging from Y25 million for grade 

disfigurement and sensory; and three for sexuality and re- 
1 to Y75 thousand for grade 14. The relative monetary scale 

production (21). Kaplan utilized five levels for mobility and 
does not follow the relative loss of working capacity scale. 

social activity and four for physical activity (26). Another approach to defining severity level is to apply 
A different approach is taken by the American Medical 

Association (18). They define numerical values for impair- 
utility theory (24). In the utility approach each health state 

ments found in twelve body systems: the extremities, spine 
(attribute/severity level combination in the jargon of this 

and pelvis; the nervous system; the respiratory system; the 
paper) has a value between 0 and 1.0, where 0 is dead and 1 
is healthy. When considering impairment, disutility is the 

cardiovascular system; the hematopoietic system; the visual 
system; ear, nose, throat and related structures; the digestive 

parameter of interest, where 1 implies total impairment and 

0 none. Utility (and disutility) generally is measured by 
system; the reproductive and urinary systems; the endocrine 
system; the skin; and mental and behavioral disorders. For 

survey techniques. A sample of persons !s shown the de- 
scriptions of several health states, and they determine their 

example, amputation of the thumb at the interphalangeal relative preferences for these different states using any of 
joint is considered as 75% impairment of the thumb. several techniques, such as: 

In Carsten and O’Day’s work (17), the percent impair- 
ments for each attribute were taken from AMA values (18) ¯ Rating scale.--subjects define where a particular 

for a typical injury related to each definition. For example, health state falls between a most desired and a 
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least desired state; 19, 20). The analysis of the current state-of-knowledge 
¯ Standard gamble.--subjects choose between two concerning impairment presented in this paper identified 

alternatives, certainty of a particular health state further research needed to develop the method to a point 
for life or some treatment what will result in either where it can be widely accepted and applied as a measure of 
a probability of being healthy for life, or immedi- societal impact, and brought some inherent shortcomings 
ate death. The probability is varied until the sub- into focus. These are summarized in this discussion. 
ject is indifferent to the outcome; 

¯ Time trade-off.--two altematives are presented-- Advantages and limitations 
some health state for the remaining life expectan- 

Probably the most important advantage of the impair- 
cy, and healthy for a variable time less than the 

merit method of measuring the societal impact of injuries is remaining life expectancy, followed by death. 
that it counts persons more nearly equal than the economic (Note however that the time trade off technique is 
methods. Persons of the same age and sex receiving the not universally accepted (35).) 
same injury are by definition counted as equals in the im- 

One difficulty with applying the utility approach to a pairment method. An unemployed person doesn’t count for 

particular person’s situation is that a person’s preference for zero as in the economic methods. Also, males and females 

health states varies with their risk propensity. A person with are counted as equals except for the differences in their life 
high risk tolerance may have a lower disutility for a expectancy. Thus persons in the workforce or at home are 
particular health state than a risk averse person, counted equally, eliminating the need for elaborate methods 

Determining the appropriate number of severity levels to estimate the monetary contribution to society of home- 
for each attribute, developing rigorous definitions for each makers. Another advantage is that the method allows a 
attribute/severity level combination, and quantifying the highly disaggregated analysis, as the whole body impair- 
impairment resulting from each attribute/severity level ment factors are applied to specific injuries rather than to 
combination remain as areas for further research. Research broad classes of injuries. Also, impairment can account for 
is also needed to apply these attributes/severity level 
combinations to the injuries resulting from motor vehicle different long term effects for the same injury as a function 

crashes, of age, and can include any reduction in life expectancy as a 

result of a particular injury. Although it is theoretically 

Whole Body Impairment possible to do a similarly disaggregated analysis with the 
economic methods, it is not practical, as the costs ofindivid- 

As used in this paper, the whole body impairment factor is ual injuries are not available, whereas impairment estimates 
a number between 0 and 1 which indicates the overall are feasible at the injury level. 
degree to which an injured person functions at less than a One factor that should be recognized when applying im- 
normal level. In order to develop these factors it is necessary pairment is that the basic value to society is taken to be the 
to quantify each attribute/severity level combination, and fact that a person is alive. Also, the variation of life expec- 
then to combine the applicable factors into a single factor 

tancy with age is a quite smooth, nearly monotonic relation- 
relating to the whole body. 

ship rather than the highly non-linear age/earnings function. 
The AMA approach identifies a percent impairment for 

Since younger persons are expected to live longer, they are 
individual body functions and then combines the individual 
factors according to the formula 

counted more heavily than older persons. However, as 
shown earlier in this paper, in the impairment method, per- 

C = A + B(1 - A) (1) sons in the highest incidence category (15 to 24 years old) 

where C is the combined value, A is the decimal rating of are counted more nearly equal to their incidence, older 

one impairment, and B is the decimal rating of another (18). persons are counted about the same as in the economic 

For example, if a person had two impairments that methods, and the very young are counted much more highly 

individually had 35% and 20% whole body impairment, the than they are in the economic methods, where often they are 

combined value would be counted as zero. This set of biases is more nearly in line with 
the cultural values of Western Industrialized Society, where 

C = .35 + .20 (1 - .35) = .35 + .13 = .48 considerable efforts are expended for the very young. 

Carsten and O’Day [17] also used the AMA method to 
determine whole body impairment values from the Need for Further Research 
individual attributes. The work to date has been based upon one approach to 

Multi-attribute utility theory also has approaches to defining impairment, the attributes that should be included, 
combining attributes. A discussion of this complex subject the severity levels that should be associated with each 
is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is referred to 

attribute and their definitions, how the various factors could 
the literature, particularly (36). 

be combined into composite whole body impairment 

factors, and the application to injuries (16, 17, 19, 20). 
Disl211ssioII Although this work has demonstrated the value of the 

The feasibility of the impairment concept as a measure of impairment concept as a measure of societal impact, and 
the societal impact of injuries has been demonstrated (16, provided considerable insight into its application, the 
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factors were developed by one physician in each of four The second problem is how to combine the individual 

specialties, which did not include specialists in values into a single overall whole body impairment factor. 

rehabilitation medicine or allied health professionsals who This paper has defined a set of twenty three attributes, which 

have contact with injured persons over the longer term. Also would likely have an average of four or five severity levels. 

several additional attributes have been identified in the As noted above, the American Medical Association has a 

literature and appear to be important. In order to bring the method of combining any number of factors. Also multi- 

concept to a point where it can be widely applied in the - attribute theory has developed techniques to combine a 

safety community, further development in several areas is large number of factors. These approaches need to be 

needed, examined and decisions made on how best to accomplish 
this combination. 

Definition 
One issue that needs to be settled is ~the development of a Conclusion 

consensus definition of impairment that would be broadly The changing safety environment in the United States as a 
accepted by the safety and medical communities, meeting result of greater use of occupant protection systems and the 
the needsofthevariousdisciplinesinvolved. A comprehen- advances in trauma medicine have brought about an 
sive definition would include a generic statement of what increased interest in the long term effects of injuries 
impairment is, the attributes that should be included, and the resulting from motor vehicle crashes. Various measures of 
related severity levels and their definitions. This paper has these effects have been developed, including sophisticated 
offered a generic definition of impairment and has pre- approaches to measure injury incidence, economic impacts 
sented a list of attributes based upon a comprehensive sys- applying a number of approaches based on a variety of 
tems approach. These can serve as a starting point for fur- economic theories, and more recently, measures of the 
ther discussion, and once agreement is reached, the severity integrated lifetime loss of time. This latter approach is being 
levels appropriate for each impairment attribute need to be called Impairment. 
identified and defined so that they could be used Basically, impairment is defined as aloss of function and 
operationally, is quantified by multiplying a whole body impairment 

factor for a particular injury by the injured person’s 
Application to injuries remaining life expectancy. The whole body impairment 

Once a consensus of the attribute/severity level factor is based on a combination of the impairments 

definitions have been agreed to, these factors must be resulting from a set of attributes and severity levels. For 

applied to the injuries expected in motor vehicle crashes, example, one impairment attribute may be mobility~ and it 

The earlier results (16, 17, 19, 20) are based primarily on the might have three severity levels, mild, moderate, and 

injuries shown in AIS 80 (3). (Certain additional injuries severe. Each of these would have a numerical value. 

also were used). The AIS 80 scale has been supplanted by To determine what attributes are needed to describe 

the AIS 85 scale in many applications (3). Several of the impairment, a model of human functioning was developed, 

injury definitions and severity levels have been changed which considered human functioning at four levels: 

between these two versions of the AIS. Another scale that is primitive, mechanical, thinking-feeling, and interacting. 

becoming more widely used is the ICD scale (22). Any Twenty three attributes were identified. Further work is 

application of the attribute/severity level definitions must needed to develop a consensus on these attributes and to 

consider each of these scales in order to make the results develop rigorous definitions for each at appropriate severity 

applicable to currently available data, to data now being levels. Also remaining to be accomplished is the relating of 

collected, and to possible future applications, these attributes to all known injuries, and the development 
of a societally based judgement on the numerical value of 

Whole body impairment factors impairment for each attribute/severity level combination. 
The advantages of impairment are at the philosophical as 

Two problems that need to be resolved in order to 
well as the practical level. Each person of a particular age 

complete the development of the whole body impairment 
and sex counts the same, with life itself as the measure of 

factors have been identified, intrinsic worth. There is no need to be concerned with 
A numerical value of impairment must be developed for averaging income, or calculating equivalent homemaker’s 

each attribute/severity level combination. For example, 
contributions to society. 

what is the impairment resulting from a severe cognitive 
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June, 1986. sion Making vol 5 no 2 pp 191-213 1985. 

From: "Impairment Scaling from the Abbreviated Injury Scale", Aurthur E. Hirsch et. al., Final 
Report, DOT Contract Number DTNH22-80-C-07455, ~une 1983 

Mobi I i t.v 

Mi nor Impai red mobi I i ty wi th i ntact functi onal abi I i ty. 

Moderate Impaired mobility with mildly abnormal function. Partially dependent on 
mechanical assistance. Unable to lift reasonable size objects (needs crutches, 
wal ker). 

Severe Severely impaired mobility with abnormal function. Dependent on mechanical 
assistance and wheel chair, occasionally needs attendant. 

Maximum Entirely dependent on attendant otherwise confined to bed. 

Cogni tive/Psvchol o.qi cal 

Slight Mild inapproopriate behavior, neurotic, increased irritability, intermittant 
confusion, occasional swings into elation-depression, increased errors in 
language and mental arithmetic. 

Moderate Often disoriented, loss of ability to do simple arithmetic, slight impairment of 
language or memory, may be psychotic but not commitable. 

Severe Severe memory impairment, severe impairment of language processing and/or 
psychoti c commi tabl e behavi or. 

Maximum Vegetative, total amnesia, no purposeful response to stimuli. 
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Di sfl gu rement/Cosmetl c 

Sllght Normally covered, amenable to cosmetic cover-up. Readily covered orthosls. 

~ Moderate Can be effectlvely covered by cosmetics and/or forces a change in dress habits, 
may require orthosls but does not require prosthesis. 

Severe Prosthesls or cover-up requlred. 

Maximum Severe, readily observable, not amenable to cosmetic, prosthetic, or clothing 
cover-up. 

Sensory 

Slight 10 to 25 percent loss to special senses or limbs. 

Moderate 26 to 50 percent loss to special senses or limbs. 

Severe Greater than 50 percent loss to special senses or limbs. 

Maximum Total loss to special senses or limbs. 

Pal n 

Slight Normal function with no or occasional non-narcotic drugs and/or other 
non-i nvasive therapy. 

¯ J Moderate Normal function only with the use of non-narcotic drugs and/or other non-invasive 
therapy. 

Severe Can function normally only with narcotic drugs and/or invasive therapy. 

Maximum Cannot function normally even with narcotic drugs and/or invasive therapy. 

.... Daily Livinq 

Slight Inability to do some normal non-essential activities. 

Moderate Inability to do most non-essential and/or some essential activities. 

Severe Partially dependent on assistance for essential functions. 

Maximum Totally dependent on assistance for most activities and functions. 

From "Proposed Impairment Scale (IS) and Disability Scale (DS)", John D. States, and David C. 
Viano, 3une 29, 1987 

Mobi I i tv 

Minor Detectable impairment of mobility .but with intact functional ability; i.e. minor 
limp due to knee with degenerative arthritis. 

Moderate Walking distance limited to less than I/4 mile. Uses cane occasionally. Can use 
- s tai rs. 

Serious Cane, crutches, prosthesis and/or walker are necessary for walking except in 
dwelling. Stairs are difficult, railing is essential. 

Severe Wheelchair is used by choice but patient can stand and walk with apparatus; i.e. 
crutches or walker. 

Very Severe Wheelchair is required for ambulation although patient can stand and walk short 
distances with crutches or walker. 

Totally Requires hoist for transfer, cannot stand, requires aide for activities of daily 
Immobile living. 
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Central Nervous System Imairment - Cognition, Psychological Functions, Speech, and Motor 
Deficits 

Minor         Mild inappropriate behavior, occasional errors in language and arithmetic. 

Moderate Noticeable memory loss, difficulties with simple arithmetic, difficulty in self 
expression, infrequent disorientation, dizziness, difficulty in balance. 

Serious       Occasional disorientation, significant memory loss or language impairment, 
occasional signs of psychosis, motor deficit impairment of hands, extremities. 
ADL detectably limited. 

Severe        No memory for recent events; disoriented, psychotic, requires sheltered home, 
speech unintelligible, severe motor weakness, incoordination or spasticity, self 
feeding slow and uncertain. ADL severely limited. 

Very Severe No memory, total loss of speech, psychotic, usually requires institutional care, 
virtual complete motor paralysis. No ADL. 

Coma          Vegetative, no purposeful response to stimuli, brain dead. 

Cosmetic/Disfigurement 

Minor         Normally covered, amenable to cosmetic makeup. Readily covered orthosis. 

Moderate Can be covered by cosmetics and/or forces change in dress, may require orthosis 
but not prothesis. 

Serious       Prosthesis or coverup required. 

Severe        Readily observable, not amenable to cosmetic, prosthetic, or clothing coverup. 

Sensory 

Vision                Hearing               Sensation           Taste and Smell 

Minor        Minor loss but does not interfere with usual activities,correctable with readily 
available aids such as glasses, hearing aids. 

Moderate Correctable to        Hearing loss not      26 to 50% loss to Complete loss of 
20/100 in best eye    fully correctable     special senses      taste or smell 

with aid              or limbs 

Serious      Complete loss of one, Total hearing         Greater than 50%    Complete loss of 
partial loss of       loss                  to total loss       both taste and 
vision in other eye                                               smell 

Severe       Legally blind 

Pain 

Minor Occasional pain, analgesics not required nor used, no interference with sleep, 
normal ADL, work, recreational and social abilities. 

Moderate      Occasional pain’ more frequent, occasional use of non-narcotic analgesics. 

Serious       Constant or occasional severe pain, non-narcotic analgesics required for sleep, 
work. Recreation restricted by time and/or intensity. Narcotic analgesics 
occasionally required. 

Severe        Constant or severe occasional pain requiring narcotics or invasive therapy. 
Sleep poor, unable to work. Recreation and socialization severely ~imited. ADL 
limited. 

Very Constant or severe occasional pain requiring narcotics or invasive therapy. 
Severe Sleep poor, unable to work. Recreation and socialization severely ~imlted. ADL 

limited. 

Total         Constant and/or occasional pain uncontrolled except with large doses of narcotics 
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which effect CNS. Incomplete control with invasive therapy.-ADL severely 
limited. 

Activities of DaiIv Livinq 

Minor Detectable limitation of ADL but limitation does not interfere with work nor with 
most recreational activities. 

Moderate Requires occasional assistance and/or use of special equipment of devices, able 
to work and manage home. 

Serious       Requires assistance several times a day; i.e. dressing and Undressing, can do own 
toilet, manages at work with occasional assistance, uses special equipment such 
as wheelchair, specially equipped automobile. 

Severe Requires frequent assistance but not full time, uses highly specialized equipment 
to operate car. Home and workplace modified with ramps, elevators, hoists. 

Very Completely dependent, requires aid for bathing, feeding, dressing, turning pages 
Severe of reading material, requires assistance to move in bed. 

No ADL        Unresponsive, in coma, requires total care. 

Sexualltv/Re~roduction 

Minor         Decreased frequency of intercourse because of occasional pain or decreased libido. 

Moderate Inability to have satisfactory erection, loss of libido. Pain with intercourse. 
Reduced fertility. 

Serious Complete loss of capability for an erection. Pain precluding intercourse. 
Reduced fertility. 

From "Functional Recovery and Medical Costs of Trauma: An Analysis by Type and Severity of 
Injury", Ellen J. MacKenzie et. al., The Journal of Trauma v .28 n 3 March 1988 

Self care 

feeding, bathing, dressing, toileting, and bed transfer. 

Mobility 

getting around own home, the neighborhood, and the ability to use public transportation. 

Phvslcal capabilities 

(major) walking a quarter of mile, walking up and downstairs without resting, using fingers to 
grasp.and handle 

(minor) standing for long periods of time, bending down, and light lifting. 

From "Application of Multi-Attribute Utility Theory to Measure Social Preferences for Health 
States", George W. Torrance, Michael H. Boyle and Sargent P. Horwood, Operations Research, v 
30, n 6 Nov. Dec 1982 

Health State Classification System 

Level         Description 

Physical Function: Mobility and Physical Activity 

1            Being able to get around the house, yard, neighborhood or community WITHOUT HELP 
from another person; AND having NO limitations in physical ability to lift, walk, 
run, jump, or bend. 
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2 Being able to get around the house, yard, neighborhood or community WITHOUT HELP 
from another person; AND having SOME limitations in physical ability to lift, 
walk, run, jump, or bend. 

3 Being able to get around the house, yard, neighborhood or community WITHOUT HELP 
from another person; AND NEEDING mechanical aids to walk or get around. 

4 NEEDING HELP from another person in order to get around the house, yard, 
neighborhood or community; AND having SOME limitations in physical ability to 
lift, walk, run, jump or bend. 

5 NEEDING HELP from another person in order to get around the house, yard, 
neighborhood or community; AND NEEDING mechanical aids to walk or get around. 

6 NEEDING HELP from another person in order to get around the house, yard, 
neighborhood or community; AND NOT being able to use or control the arms and legs. 

Role Function: Self-care and Role Activity 

1 Being able to eat, dress, bathe and go to the toilet WITHOUT HELP; AND having NO 
limitations when playing, going to school, working or in other activities. 

2 Being able to eat, dress, bathe and go to the toilet WITHOUT HELP; AND having 
SOME limitations when playing, going to school, working or in other activities. 

3 Being able to eat, dress, bathe and go to the toilet WITHOUT HELP; AND NOT being 
able to play, attend school or work. 

4 NEEDING HELP to eat, dress, bathe and go to the toilet AND having SOME 
limitations when playing, going to school, working or in other activities. 

5 NEEDING HELP to eat, dress, bathe and go to the toilet AND NOT being able to 
play, attend school or work. 

Social-Emotional Function: Emotional Well Being and Social Activity 

l Being happy and relaxed most or all of the time, AND having an average number of 
friends and contacts with others. 

2 Being happy and relaxed most or all of the time, AND having very few friends and 
little contacts with others. 

3 Being anxious or depressed some or a good bit of the time, AND having an average 
number of friends and contacts. 

4 Being anxious or depressed some or a good bit of the time, AND having very few 
friends and little contact with others. 

Heal th Problem 

1 Havlng no heal th prob] em. 

2 Having a minor physical deformity or disfigurement such as scars on the face. 

3 Needing a hearing aid. 

4 Having a medical problem with causes pain or discomfort for a few days in a row 
every two months. 

5 Needing to go to a special school because of trouble learning or remembering 
things. 

6 Having trouble seeing even when wearing glasses. 

7 Having trouble being understood by other. 

8 Being blind OR deaf OR not able to speak. 
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From "Health Preference Measurements for Health Decis.ions and the Evaluation of Long-Term 
Care", Robert M. Kaplan, in Values and Long Term Care, edited by Kane and Kane, Lexington 
Books, 1982 

Function Levels: Combinations of Steps on Mobility, Physical Activity, and Social Activity 
Scales, and Associated Levels of Well-being (Social Preference Weights) 

MOBILITY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SOCIAL ACTIVITY LEVEL OF 
WELLBEING 

NO SYMPTOM PROBLEM COMPLEX 

Drove car and used bus or Walked without physical Did work, school, or housework l.O00 
train without help (5)     problems (4) and other activities (5) 

SYMPTOM/PROBLEM COMPLEX PRESENT 

Drove car and used bus or Walked without physical Did work, school, or housework 0.7433 
train without help (5)     problems (4) and other activities (5) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked without physical Did work, school, or housework 0 6855 
train without help (5)     problems (4) but other activities limited (4) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked without physical Limited in amount or kind of 0 6683 
train without help (5)     problems (4) work, school or housework (3) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked without physical Performed self-care, but not work 0 6955 
traln wlthout help (5)     problems (4) school or housework (2) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked without physical Had help with self-care 0 6370 
train without help (5)     problems (4) activities (1) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked with physical Did work, school, or housework 0 6769 
train without help (5)     limitations (3) and other activities (5) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked with physical Did work, school, or housework 0 6172 
train w~thout help (5)     limitations (3) but other activities limited (4) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked with physical Limited in amount or kind of 0 6020 
train without help (5)     limitations (3) work, school or housework (3) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked with pysical Performed self-care, but not work 0 6292 
traln without help (5)     limitations (3) school or housework (2) 

Drove car and used bus or Walked with physical Had help with self-care 0 5707 
train w~thout help (5)     llm~tatlons (3) actlv~t~es (I) 

Did not drive or had help Walked without Did work, school, or housework 0.6065 
to use bus or train (4)    physical problems (4) but other activities limited (4) 

Did not drive or had help Walked without Limited in amount or kind of 0.5913 
to use bus or train (4)    physical problems (4) work, school or housework (3) 

Did not drive or had help Walked without Performed self-care but not work 0.6185 
to use bus or train (4)    physical problems (4) school or housework (2) 

Did not drive or had help Walked without Had help with self-care 0.5600 
to use bus or train (4)    physical problems (4) activities (1) 

Did not drive or had help Walked with physical Did work, school, or housework 0.5402 
to use bus or train (4)    limitations (3) but other activities limited (4) 
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MOBILITY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SOCIAL ACTIVITY LEVEL OF 
WELLBEING 

Did not drive or had help Walked with physical Limited in amount or kind of 0.5250 

to use bus or train (4)    limitations (3) work, school or housework (3) 

Did not drive or had help Walked with physical Performed self-care but not work, 0.5523 
to use bus or train (4)    limltations (3) school or housework (2) 

Did not drive or had help Moved own wheelchair Limited in amount or kind of 0.5367 
to use bus or train (4)    without help (2) work, school or housework ~(3) 

Did not drive or had help Moved own wheelchair Performed self-care but not work 0.5649 
to use bus or train (4) without help (2) school or housework (2) 

In house (3) Walked without Performed self-care but not work 0.6488 
physical problems (4) school or housework (2) 

In house (3) Walked without Had help with self-care 0.5902 
physical problems (4) activities (1) 

In house (3) Walked with physical Did work, school, or housework 0.5?04 
limitations (3) but other activities limited (4) 

In house (3) Walked with physical Limited in amount or kind of 0.5552 
limitations (3) work~ school or housework (3) 

In house (3) Walked with physical Performed self-care but not work 0.5824 
limitations (3) school or housework (2) 

In house (3) Walked with physical Had help with self-care 0.5239 
limitations (3) activities (1) 

In house (3) Moved own wheelchair Performed self-care but not work 0.5950 
without help (2) school or housework (2) 

In house (3) Moved own wheelchair Had help with self-care 0.5364 
without help (2) activities (1) 

In house (3) In bed or chair (1) Performed self-care but not work 0.5715 
school or housework (2) 

In house (3) In bed or chair (1) Had help with self-care 0.5129 
activities (1) 

In hospital (2) Walked without Performed self-care but not work 0.6057 
physical problems (4) school or housework (2) 

In hospital (2) Walked without Had help with self-care 0.5471 
physical problems (4) activities (1) 

In hospital (2) Walked with physical Performed self-care but not work 0.5394 
limitations (3) school or housework (2) 

In hospital (2) Walked with physical Had help with self-care 0.4808 
limitations (3) activities (I) 

In hospital (2) Moved own wheelchair Performed self-care but not work 0.5520 
without help (2) school or housework (2) 

In hospital (2) Moved own wheelchair Had help with self-care 0.4934 
without help (2) activities (1) 

In hospital (2) In bed or chair (1) Performed self-care but not work 0.5284 
school or housework (2) 

In hospital (2) In bed or chair (1) Had help with self-care 0.4699 
activities (1) 

In special care unit (1) Walked without physical Performed self-care but not work    0.5732 
problems (4)               school or housework (2) 
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MOBILITY                                          PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SOCIAL ACTIVITY LEVEL OF 
WELLBEING 

In special care unit (1) Walked without physical Had help with self-care 0.5147 
problems (4) activities (1) 

In special care Unit (1) Walked with physical Performed self-care but not work 0.5070 
limitations (3) school or housework (2) 

In special care unit (1) Walked with physical Had help with self-care 0.4483 
limitations (3) activities (1) 

In special care unit (1) In bed or chair (1) Had help with self-care 0.4374 
activities (1) 

Dead (0) Dead (0) Dead (0) 0.0000 

Symptom-Problem Complexes and Linear Adjustments for Level-of-Well-being Scores 

Trouble seeing (includes wearing glasses or contacts)                                 .01898 
Pain or discomfort in one or both eyes, such as burning or itching                   .03370 
Trouble hearing (includes wearing hearing aid)                                        .08338 
Earache, toothache, or pain in jaw                                                    .09779 
Sore throat, lips, tongue, gums or stuffy, runny nose                                .09332 
Several or all permanent teeth missing or crooked                                     .07154 
Pain, bleeding, itching, or discharge (drainage) from sexual organs (excludes      -.09202 

normal menstruation) 
Itching, bleeding or pain in rectum                                                  -.03795 
Pain in chest, stomach, side, back or hips                                           -.03824 
Cough and fever or chills                                                                 .00775 
Cough, wheezing, or shortness of breath                                              -.00752 
Sick or upset stomach,, vomiting, or diarrhea (watery bowel movements)                .00655 
Fever or chills with aching all over and vomiting or diarhea (watery bowel         -.07216 

movements) 
Hernia or rupture of abdomen (stomach)                                               -.05008 
Painful, burning, or frequent urination (passing water)                             -.03271 
Headache, dizziness, or ringing in ears                                               .01308 
Spells of feeling hot, nervous or shaky                                               .01288 
Weak or deformed (crooked) back                                                      -.04?43 
Pain, stiffness, numbness, or discomfort of neck, hands, feet, arms, legs,         -.03439 

or several joints 
One arm and one leg deformed (crooked), paralyzed (unable to move), or broken      -.06814 

(includes wearing artificial limbs or braces) 
One hand or arm missing, deformed (crooked), paralyzed (unable to move) or         -.06087 

broken (includes wearing artificial limbs or braces) 
One foot or leg missing, deformed (crooked), paralyzed (unable to move), or        -.06304 

broken (includes wearing artificial limbs or braces) 
Two legs deformed (crooked), paralyzed (unable to move) or broken (includes         -.08806 

wearing artificial limbs or braces) 
Two legs missing (includes wearing artifical limbs or braces)                       -.I0270 
Skin defect of face, body, arms or legs, such as scars, pimples, warts, bruises      .06331 

or changes in color 
Burning or itching rash on large areas of face, body, arms, or legs                   .01706 
Burn over large areas of face, body, arms, or legs                                  -.llO04 
Overweight for age and height                                                          .07848 
General tiredness, weakness, or weightloss                                          -.00270 
Trouble talking, such as lisp, stuttering, hoarseness, or being unable to speak     .01936 
Trouble learning, remembering, or thinking clearly                                  -.08298 
Loss of consciousness such as seizures (fits), fainting, or coma (out cold or      -.15066 

knocked out) 
Taking medication or staying on prescribed diet for health reasons                   .I1238 
Breathing smog or unpleasant air                                                         .15553 
No symptoms or problems                                                             .25672 
Spells of feeling upset, depressed or crying [Note: The reference showed the factor for 

this sympton/problem as blank] 
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From "Assessment of Global Function: The Reintegration to Normal Living Index", Sharon L. 
Wood-Dauphinee et. al., Arch Phys Med Rehabll v 69, August 1988 

Patient version of the RNL 

I. I move around my living quarters as I feel is necessary (Wheelchairs, other equipment or 
resources may be used). 
2. I move around my community as I feel is necessary (Wheelchairs, other equipment or 
resources may be used). 
3. I am able to take trips out of town as I feel are necessary (Wheelchairs, other equipment 
or resources may be used). 
4. I am comfortable with how my self-cares needs (dressing, feeding, toileting, bathing) are 
met. (Adaptive equipment, supervision, and/or assistance may be used). 
5. I spend most of my days occupied in a work activity that is necessary or important to me 
(Work activity could be paid employment, housework, volunteer work, school, etc. Adaptive 
equipment, supervision, and/or assistance may be used). 
6. I am able to participate in recreational activities (hobbies, crafts, sports, reading, 
television, games, computers, etc.) as I want to. (Adaptive equipment supervision and/or 
assistance may be used.) 
7. I participate in social activities with family, friends, and/or business acquaintences as 
is necessary or desirable to me. (Adaptive equipment, supervision, and/or assistance may be 
used.) 
8. I assume a role in my family which meets my needs and those of other family members. 
(Family means people with whom you live and/or relatives with whom you don’t live but see on a 
regular basis. Adaptive equipment, supervision, and/or assistance may be used.) 
9. In general, I am comfortable with my personal relationships. 
lO. In general, I am comfortable with myself when I am in the company of others. 
II. I feel that I can deal with life events as they happen. 

From "Permanent disability in road traffic accident casualties", E. Grattan and J A Hobbs, TRRL 
Laboratory Report 924,TRRL, 1980 

Di sabi I i ty Level Defi ni ti on Exampl e 

Nil no residual incapacity 

Slight full range of activities possible, slight, occasional headaches or 
individual not quite returned to minimal or painless loss of 
complete normality movement in a joint 

Moderate no interference with normal activities some instabilit.y of joint, or 
might interfere with "special" shortening of lower limb by 2 cm 
activities such as sports deafness in one ear, loss of 

smel l 

Severe interfered, to a variable extent with loss of or loss of function of 
normal activities and limited or an eye, a major part of a limb 
precluded "special" activities 

Very Severe mainly or totally incapable of substantial and irreversible 
normal activities brain damage or spinal cord 

damage with parapl egi a 

From "Rationalization of the Payment of Medical Expense Under Japanese Compulsory Automobile 
Liability Insurance (CALl) and Voluntary Bodily Injury Liability Insurance; and the Method of 
Awarding Grade of Permanent Disability under CALI", Medical Research Department, Automobile 
Insurance Rating Association of 3apan, October, 1988 

Grade    Amount    Description 
K Yen 

l 25,000 I. Those who have been blind in both eyes. 
2. Those who are disabled in the functions of mastication and speech. 
3. Those who have the heavy impediments or disturbances left in the 
functions of the nervous system or in the psyche and require care and 
protection at all times. 
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4. Those who have the heavy impediments left in functions of the thorax and 
abdominal organs and require care and protection at all times. 
5. Those who have lost both upper limbs upward of the elbow joint. 
6. Those who have been totally disabled in the functions of both upper 
limbs. 
7. Those who have lost both lower limbs upward of the knee joint. 
8. Those who have been totally disabled in the function of both lower limbs. 

2      21,860    I. Those who have been blind in one eye, and have the other eye, the vision 
of which has become 0.02 or less. 
2. Those the vision of both of whose eyes has become 0.02 or less. 
3. Those who have the heavy impediments or disturbances left in the 
functions of the nervous system or in the psyche and require care and 
protection as occasion demands. 
4. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the functions of the thorax 
and abdominal organs and require care and protection as occasion demands. 
5. Those who have lost both upper limbs upward of the wrist joint. 
6. Those who have lost both lower limbs upward of the foot joint. 

3      18,980    I. Those who have been blind in one eye a’nd have the other eye, the vision 
of which has become 0.06 or less. 
2. Those who have been disabled in the functions of mastication or speech. 
3. Those who have the heavy impediments or disturbances left in the 
functions of the nervous system or in the psyche and cannot labour for life. 
4. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the functions of the thorax 
and abdominal organs and can not labour for life. 
5. Those who have lost all fingers of both hands. 

4      16,370    I. Those the vision of both of whose eyes has become 0.06 or less. 
2. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the functions of mastication 
and speech. 
3. Those who have totally lost the audition of both ears. 
4. Those who have lost one upper limb upward of the elbow joint. 
5. Those who have lost one lower limb upward of the knee joint. 
6. Those who have been disabled in the functions of all fingers of both 
hands. 
7. Those who have lost both legs upward of the Lisfranc’s joint. 

5      13,830    I. Those who have been blind in one eye and have the other eye, but vision 
of which has become O.l or less. 
2. Those who have the heavy impediments or disturbances left in the 
functions of the nervous system or in the psyche and cannot serve in any 
labour but the specially light one. 
3. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the functions of the thorax 
and abdominal organs and cannot serve in any labour but the specially light 
one. 
4. Those who have lost one upper limb upwar~ of the elbow joint. 
5. Those who have lost one lower limb upward of the knee joint. 
6. Those who have been totally disabled in the functions of one upper limb. 
7. Those who have been totally disabled in the functions of one lower limb. 
8. Those who have lost all toes of both feet. 

6      II,540 I. Those the vision of both of whose eyes has become O.Ol or less. 
2. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the functions of mastication 
or speech. 
3. Those, the audition of both of whose ears can not catch a loud voice, 
unless it is uttered close by the auricles. 
4. Those who have totally lost the audition of one ear and the audition of 
the other ear can not catch an ordinary voice, when it is uttered at a 
distance of more than 40 cm from them. 
5. Those who have the heavy deformity or motorial impediment left in the 
spinal column. 
6. Those who have been disabled in the functions of two of the three 
greater joints in one upper limb. 
7. Those who have been disabled in the functions of two of the three 
greater joints in one lower limb. 
8. Those who have lost the five fingers of one hand or four fingers of it 
including the thumb and the second finger. 
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7 9,490 1. Those wo have been blind in one eye and have the other eye, the vision 
of which has become 0.6 or less. 
2. Those, the audition of both of whose ears can not catch an ordinary 
voice, when it is uttered at a distance of more than 40 cm from them. 
3. Those who have totally ]ost the audition of one ear and the audition of 
the other ear can not catch an ordinary voice, when it is uttered at a 
distance of more than 1 m from them. 
4. Those who have the impediments or disturbances left in the functions of 
the nervous system or in the psyche and can not serve in any labour but the 
]ight one. 

7 contd 5. Those who have the impediments ]eft in the functions of the thorax and 
abdominal organs and can not serve in any labour but the light one. 
6. Those who have lost the thumb and the second finger of one hand or three 
fingers or more if it including either the thumb or the second finger. 
7. Those who have been disabled in the functions of five fingers of one 
hand or four fingers of it including the thumb and the second finger. 
8. Those who have lost one leg upward of the Lisfranc~s joint. 
9. Those who have a a residual pseudo-joint on one upper ]imb have a heavy 
impediment of movement left. 
]0. Those who have a residual pseudo-joint on one lower llmb have a heavy 
impediment of movement ]eft. 
11. Those who have been dlsabled in the functions of a]l toes of both feet. 
12. Those females who have the remarkable deformities left on. their 
external appearances. 
13. Those who have lost both testicles. 

8 7,500    1. Those who have been blind in one eye, or have one eye, the vision of 
which has become 0.02 or ]ess. 
2. Those who have the motoria] impediment left in the spina] column. 
3. Those who have lost two fingers of one hand including the thumb. 
4. Those who have been disabled in the function of the thumb and the second 
finger of one hand or three fingers or more of it including the thuumb or 
the second finger. 
5. Those who have one lower ]imb shortened by 5 cm or more. 
6. Those who have been disabled in the functions of one of the three 
greater joints in one upper limb. 
7. Those who have been disabled in the functions of one of the three 
greater joints in the lower limb. 
8. Those who have the false joint left in one upper limb. 
9. Those who have the false joint left in one lower limb. 
lO. Those who have lost all toes on one foot. 
11. Those who have lost the spleen or the kidney on one side. 

9 5,720 1. Those, the vision of both of whose eyes has become 0.6 or less. 
2. Those, the vision of one of whose eyes has become 0.06 or less. 
3. Those who have the hemianopsia, the contraction of the field of vision, 
or the distortion of the field of vision left in both eyes. 
4. Those who have the heavy losses left in both eyelids. 
5. Those who have lost their noses and have the heavy impediments left in 
the functions of them. 
6. Those who have the impediments left in the functions of masticiation and 
speech. 
7. Those, the audition of both of whose ears cannot catch an ordinary voice 
when it is uttered at a distance of more than I m from them. 
8. Those, the audition of one of whose ears cannot catch a loud voice, 
unless it is uttered close by the auricles and the audition of the other ear 
has difficulty in catching an ordinary voice, when it is uttered at a 
distance of more than I m from them. 
9. Those who have totally lost the auditon of one ear. 
lO. Those who have the impediments or distrubances left in the function of 
the nervous system or in the psyche and have labour to be engaged in limited 
to a considerable extent. 
If. Those who have lost the thumb of one hand, those who have lost two 
fingers including the thumb, or those who have lost three fingers except the 
thumb and the second finger. 
12. Those who have been disabled in the functions of two fingers of one 
hand including the thumb. 
13. Those who have lost two toes or more of one foot including the first 
toe. 
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14. Those who have been disabled in the functions of all toes of one foot. 
]5. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the genital organs. 

10 4,340 1. Those, the vision of one of whose eyes has become 0.1 or less. 
~ 2. Those who have the impediments left in the functions of mastication or 

speech. 
3 Those who have 14 teeth or more repaired dentally. 
4. Those, the audition of both of whose ears has difficulty in catching an 
ordinary voice, when it is uttered at a distance of more than 1 m from them. 
5. Those, the audition of one of whose ears can not catch a loud voice, 
unless it is uttered close by the auricle. 
6. Those who have lost the second finger of one hand or two fingers of it 
except the thumb and the second finger. 

7. Those ~o have been disabled in the functions of the thumb of one hand, 
those who have been disabled in the functions of two fingers including the 
second finger, or those who have been disabled in the functions of three 
fingers except the thumb and the second finger. 
8. Those who have one lower limb shortened by 3 cm or more. 
9. Those who have lost the first two or the other four toes of one foot. 
10. Those who have the heavy impediments ]eft in the functions of one of 
the three greater joints of one upper limb. 
11. Those who have the heavy impediments left in the functions of one of 
the three greater joints of one lower llmb. 

11 3,160 1. Those who-have the heavy functional impediments in accomodation or - 
motorial impediments left in both eyeballs.. 

~ 2. Those who have the heavy motorlal impediments left in both eyellds. 
3. Those who have the heavy damage left in one eyelid. 
4. Those who have 10 teeth or more repaired dentally. 
5. Those, the audition of both of whose ears cannot catch a low voice, when 
it is uttered at a distance of more than 1 m from them. 
6. Those, the audition of one of whose ears can not catch an ordinary 
voice, when. it is uttered at a distance of more than 40 cm from them. 
7. Those who have the deformity left in the spinal column. 
8. Those who have lost the third or fourth finger of one hand. 
9. Those who have been-disabled in the functions Of the second finger of 
one hand, or those who have been disabled in the functions of two fingers of 
it except the thumb and the second finger. 
10. Those ~ho have been disabled in the functions of two toes or more of 
one foot including the first toe. 
11. Those who have the impediments left in the thorax and abdominal organs. 

12 2,170 1. Those who have the heavy functional impediments in accomodation or 
motorial impediments left in one eyeball. 
2. Those who have the heavy motorial impediment in one eyelid. 
3. Those who have 7 teeth or more repaired dentally 
4. Those who have lost the major part of the auricle of one ear. 
5. Those who have the heavy deformity left in the collar-bone, the 
breastbone, the rib, the shoulder blade or the pelvis. 
6. Those who have the impediments left in the functions of one of the three 
greater joints of one upper llmb. 
7. Those who have the impediments left in the functions of one of the three 
greter joints of one lower llmb. 
8. Those who have the deformity left in the long pipe bone. 
9. Those who have been disabled in the functions of the third finger or the 
fourth finger of one hand, 
10. Those who have lost the second toe of one foot, those who have lost 2 
toes includlng the second toe, or those who have lost 3 toes except the 
first and second toes. 
11. Those who have been disabled in the functions of the first toe or the 
other 4 toes of one foot. 
12. Those who have the obstinate nervous symptoms left in the affected 
parts. 
13. Those males who have the remarkable deformities left on the external 
appearances. 
14. Those females who have the deformities left on the external appearances. 

13 137 I. Those, the vision of one of whose eyes has become 0.6 or less. 
2. Those who have the hemianopsia, the contraction of the field of vision, 
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or the distortion of the field of vision left in one eye. 
3. Those who have the damage left in parts of both eyelids, or have the 
eyelash baldness left on them. 
4. Those who have 5 teeth or more repaired dentally. 
5. Those who have lost the little finger of one hand. 
6. Those who have lost a part of the finger bones of the thumb of one hand. 
7. Those who have lost a part of the finger bones of the second finger of 
one hand. 
8. Those who have become unable to extend and contract the last joint of 
the second finger of one hand. 
9. Those who have one lower limb shortened by 1 cm or more. 
10. Those who have lost 1 or 2 toes of one foot except the first and second 
toes. 
11. Those who have been disabled in the functions of the second toe of one 
foot, those who have been disabled in the functions of 2 toes including the 
second toe, or those who have been disabled in the functions of 3 toes 
except the first and second toes. 

14 75 1. Those who have the damage left in a part of one eyelid, or have the 
eyelash baldness left on it. 
2. Those who have 3 teeth or more repaired dentally. 
3. Those, the audition of one of whose ears cannot catch a low voice, when 
it is uttered at a distance of more than 1 m from them. 
4. Those who have the deformed scars of the size of the palm left on the 
exposed sides of the upper limbs. 
5. Those who have the deformed scars of the size of the palm left on the 
exposed sides of the lower limbs. 
6. Those who have been disabled in the functions of the little finger of 
one hand. 
7. Those who have lost a part of the finger bones of the finger of one hand 
except the thumb and the second finger. 
8. Those who have become unable to extend and contract the last joints of 
the fingers of one hand except the thumb and the second finger. 
9. Those who have been disabled in the function of 1 or 2 toes of one foot 
except the first and second toes. 
10. Those who have the nervous symptoms left in the affected parts. 
11. Those males who have the deformities left on the external appearances. 

Status of Costs of Injury Research in the United States 

Stephen Luchter, Barbara Faigin, Another approach to measuring the economic impact of 

Daniel Cohen, Louis Lombardo, injuries, called willingness to pay, is being developed. This 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration approach is concerned with value rather than cost, and is 
more directly applicable to cost/benefit analysis than is 

Abstract human capital. Significant measurement problems remain 
to be solved for the willingness to pay method. This method 

Understanding the composition and magnitude of the 
is not widely applied within the National Highway Traffic 

enormous economic burden injuries place on society re- 
mains a research issue, even though this subject has been 

Safety Administration because this agency does not per- 
form strict cost benefit analyses in its formal decision mak- 

under study for several decades. The human capital ap- 
proach to measuring economic costs has evolved to the 

ing process. 

point where the methodology is widely accepted and many 
Neither the human capital nor the willingness to pay 

practical applications have been demonstrated. Most of the 
methods of economic analysis provide a measure of the 

gaps in the state-of-knowledge of the human capital 
overall impact to society resulting from injuries, which is a 

methodology concern problems of measurement, including 
broader, inter-disciplinary problem, requiring considerably 

estimating several sub-sets of the incidence, and problems 
more development. 

in estimating the magnitude of some costs which are not Introduction 
collected routinely. The human capital method and certain 
of its derivitives are the primary method now used by the Injuries place an enormous burden on society, 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration for deter- economically, socially, and emotionally. This paper 

mining economic costs resulting from injuries, reviews the current status of research completed and 
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underway in the United States to determine the composition incidence (present and future costs for those individuals 
and magnitude of the economic costs resulting from contracting the illness in that year). This work was updated 
injuries, primarily injuries resulting from motor vehicle in 1972 and again in 1980 (6.~. 
crashes. It describes the methodologies now in use to A significant contribution to the costs of injury literature, 
estimate costs, presents recent research results, identifies by Hartunian et al., was published in 1981. It described 
other research currently underway, and discusses the both methodology and results of a calculation of incidence- 
unsolved problems that should be considered for further based costs of coronary heart disease, cancer, stroke, and 
research. It also emphasizes that since economic costs do motor vehicle injuries (7). The results were disaggregated 
not measure the social or emotional burden resulting from by age and sex, and for the costs of motor vehicle injuries, 
injuries they are not a comprehensive measure of total by severity using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). The 
societal impact, results show that the cost to society, in 1975, using a dis- 

count rate of 6%, was $23.1 billion for cancer, $14.4 billion 
Human capital for motor vehicle injuries, $13.7 billion for coronary heart 

The principal method now being used for estimating the disease, and $4.6 billion for stroke. 

costs of injuries is called the Human Capital method, which A compendium of data on deaths resulting from injuries 

measures the cost of resources used or lost as the result of an by Baker et al. was published in 1984 (8). In this study the 

injury, such as medical costs, legal costs, earnings lost as a data were disaggregated by various demographic and socio- 

result of an injury, etc. All future costs are discounted to the economic variables. Injury types included were non-motor 

present, vehicle transportation, machinery, falls, firearms, burns and 

Even though it has certain shortcomings the human fire, drowning, choking and suffocation, poisoning, motor 

capital method is the most accurate method yet devised to vehicle occupants, pedestrians, motorcyclists and bicycl- 

determine the societal costs in monetary terms as a result of ists. Although the focus of this book was on incidence, 

injuries. Note, however, that this method does not identify especially for non-motor vehicle injuries, it was an impor- 

the total societal impact of injuries, which includes several tant contribution to the problem of costs of injuries as it 
included data on the distribution of injuries across the socio- non-monetary aspects, nor does it fully capture the costs 

from the individual’s point of view. economic spectrum of the population. 

Application of human capital costing at 
Evolution of the human capital methodology 

NHTSA 
Before there was an interest in costs of injuries, attempts 

In 1971 work was begun at NHTSA to evaluate the costs 
were made to estimate the costs of illness in order to develop 

of motor vehicle injuries. In the spring of 1972, an internal 
national priorities for allocation of health care resources. 

working paper by Yasnowsky and Faigin (9) on the applica- 
These studies were based on various methods ranging from 

tion of the Dorothy Rice methodology to incidence data 
gross estimates to detailed analyses. Productivity losses 

from 1971 motor vehicle accidents indicated a fatality cost 
were calculated for morbidity and mortality but often age, 

of $200,000 and an average cost per non-fatal injury of 
sex, labor force participation rates, and other factors were 

$7,300. Though an assessment of disability status was made 
not included. These were added to medical and other costs, 

for the determination of non-fatal injury costs, the available 
but in some cases, transfer payments were incorrectly added 

data precluded any detailed analysis of costs by injury se- 
into the totals, 

verity at that time. 
In 1966, Dorothy Rice precisely structured the human 

Three years later, a more detailed analysis by Barbara 
capital methodology and authored what is considered by 

Faigin utilized the basic methodology of the earlier NHTSA 
many to be the landmark work on the application of the 

work with a modified list of costs (10). Data on costs and 
human capital approach to the measurement of the cost of 

injury severity by AIS were available and were incorporated 
illness (1).* In her report she referenced work by Rashi Fein 

into the fatal and non-fatal injury cost estimates. In addition, 
(2), Burton Weisbrod (3), Herbert Klarman (4), and Selma data from a DOT study of the economic impact of auto 
Mushkin (5) in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s which fo- 

accidents was utilized (11). Average costs for 1975 fataland 
cussed on developing costs for application to benefit-cost AIS 5 through 1 level non-fatal injuries were estimated at 
analysis of investments in public health. Her study devel- 

$287,175; $192,240; $86,955; $8,085; $4,350; and $2,190 
oped and applied a framework for calculating the costs of respectively. 
illness in the U.S. for 1963. Costs were developed according 

In 1983, NHTSA revised its 1976 estimates (12). The 
to two components: direct costs, which are the actual dollar methods developed in 1976 work were expanded, and use 
expenditures related to the illness or injury, and indirect was made of the data in the National Accident Sampling 
costs, which measure the value of lost output due to reduced System. In the 1983 study, the estimated total economic cost 
productivity. These estimates, and subsequent work by Rice to society of motor vehicle crashes included medical costs, 
on the cost of illness were based on prevalence (i.e. costs productivity losses, property damage, legal and court costs, 
associated with all illnesses or injuries for a given year 
whether or not the onset was in that year) as opposed to *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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insurance administration and underwriting, emergency "cookbook" approaches to determine the savings that 

service costs, coroner and medical examiner costs, public could be achieved by increased use of motorcycle helmets 

assistance administration, and government programs. (14), increased use of safety belts (15), and estimating the 

costs of motor vehicle crashes in state and local jurisdictions 
Table 1. Summary of aggregate spcietal costs of motor vehicle 
crashes in 1986dollars. (16). These reports made use of the 1986 updates of the 

agency’s estimates of human capital costs noted above, and 
COST CATEGORY $, Billion Percent 

Pro~rty Lewes 27.37 36.9 appropriate formulae for effectiveness, usage, and factors 

Insurance Expense 20.86 2S.1 for estimating local incidence. 
Productivity Losses 16.38 22.1 

Legal and Court Costs 4.32 5.8 

Modical cos= 4.12 ,.6 Appli inj 
Emergency Costs 0.70 0.9 cation of costs of ury data in 
Other Costs 0.45 0.6 

Total 74.20 100.0 setting research priorities 
Costs of injury data are applied for a number of different 

Injury or Accident 
Severity $, Billion Percent purposes. These applications define the type of data and the 

AIS 1 9.39 12.7 degree of resolution required to solve practical problems. 
ntS2 2.47 3.3 One such application has been conducted at NHTSA, 
MS 3 1.88 2.5 

AIS 4 1.01 1.4 utilizing costs of injury data to help establish priorities for 
AIS 5 2.71 3.7 

Fatality 16.50 22.2 future research efforts directed at enhanced crash 
Property Damage Only 29.59 39.9 

Uninvolved 10.64 ~ protection. 
Total 74.19 100.0 

To determine relative societal costs, weighting 

Table 2. Summary of unit societal costs of motor vehicle parameters based on human capital costs can be applied. 
crashes in 1986 percent. Onesuch parameter that has been widely used at NHTSA 

Cost Category AIS 1 AIS 2 AIS 3 AIS 4 AI$ 5 FATAL has been the "harm" concept. This concept, introduced in 

Medical Costs 8.4 33.6 34.8 24.1 55.5 0.6 1982 and upgraded in 1985, attempts to relate the relative 
Productivity Lo~ 4.0 10.9 14.0 26.2 31.9 86.9 
Property Damage 33.2 27.0 19.1 5.9 1.3 1.3 costs of injuries for each injury severity level using the 
Legal/Court 21.8 11.6 24.1 10.6 3.7 5.0 

Emergency Costs 2.5 2.3 1.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) of injury severity (17, 18). 
Insurance Admin. 24.8 12.0 5.5 31.7 7.2 5.7 

Public Assistance 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.2 Harm is defined as "the sum of injuries of crash victims, 
Insurance U/write 2.2 1.1 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 

Gvt. Programs 2.9 1.4 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 with each injury weighted in proportion to the economic 
Total %* 100 100 100 100 100 100 

cost of the outcome of such injury whether fatal or not". In 
Total Unit Cost, $ 3,245 6,245 14,742 64,812 284,752 35s,310 

addition to harm, other parameters that could be used in 

Source for both tables-Reference 13 estimating priorities have been developed. Concepts that 
*Note: Totals do not add to 100% in all cases due to rounding, consider impairment consequences in addition to threat to 

life have been discussed in the literature. Hirsch, et. al. 
A 1986 update of these costs estimated a total economic developed a system for evaluating the impairment 

cost of $74.2 billion resulting from motor vehicle crashes, consequences of an injury (19). This system considers the 
based on a seven percent discount rate (13). Note that this specific injury and its severity and the victim’s age. This 

total includes property damage, and thus not all of the costs system has been utilized by Carsten and O’Day (20) and 

are specifically injury related. Rather, this total should be Marcus and Blodgett (21) in examining crashworthiness 

viewed as accident related. These costs are based upon an priorities. The current state-of-knowledge of the 

estimated incidence representative of the early 1980’s, 3.4 impairment concept has been described by Luchter (22, 23). 

million injuries, over 46,000 deaths, and 45 million dam- The following discussion is not intended as a 

aged vehicles. Tables 1 and 2 summarize these 1986 comprehensive discussion of crashworthiness priority 

estimates, development, but rather as an illustration of how the 

Roughly $60 billion of the overall cost represents losses 
approaches applied in the past can vary with different cost 

that could be reduced in a roughly proportionate manner if 
assumptions. Specific analyses are presented. NHTSA’s 

National Accident Sampling System (NASS) 1986 files, a 
crashes, injuries, and fatalities were to decrease. The re- 

nationally representative sample of crashes occurring 
maining portion, totalling $14.5 billion, represents costs 

within the United States was utilized in these analyses. This 
which are relatively fixed, i.e., that will not change in direct file contains information on the six most serious injuries 
response to foreseeable changes in the crash or injury rate. resulting from a crash (24). Harm was applied to the 
This latter category of costs include primarily insurance maximum injury received by an occupant. Note that other 
underwriting costs, which are the administrative costs of algorithms could have been used, such as applying harm to 
writing and maintaining insurance policies, and the cost of all injuries received. 
govemment agencies that were established to improve vehi- The harm weighting factors associated with each AIS 

cle or highway safety, value, called the "base" weights here, are based on the 

In 1988, NHTSA published three reports concerning ap- injury costs presented by Miller, Luchter, and Brinkman, 

plications of human capital costs. These reports provided adjusted by subtracting the property damage costs (25). 
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They are shown in table 3, which also summarizes the other The results of the analysis are shown in figure 1. As can 
approaches used in the analysis. In the "head" mod, the be seen, no matter which analytical approach is used, the 
weighting factor is doubled from that of the "base" harm most significant body region appears to be the head, 
for the AIS 2 thru 5 severity level injuries. The weightings followed by the chest, even though the absolute values 
remain the same to the other body regions. Likewise, forthe differ depending on which method was used. When 
"neck" mod, it is assumed that low severity neck injuries counting AIS 3+ injuries, the head, chest, and lower 
are more serious than other body regions at similar extremity body regions each account for approximately the 
severities. For neck injuries at the AIS 1 and 2 level the 

same amount of harm. In applying the "base" weights, the 
weighting factor is doubled from that of the baseline while head and chest are the dominant body regions. For the 
all other body regions injured continue to use the "base" 

"head" mod weighting factors, the harm attributed to the 
weightings, 

head body region increases from 37% to 45%. For the 

"neck" mod weighting factors, the harm attributed to the Table 3. Examples of different injury cost weightings. 

neck almost doubles from 7% to 12%. Based on this 
AIS LEVEL AIS ,:3+ INJURIES $,~t I~ElC~f$ HEAD INJ MOD NECK ~NJ MOO analysis, it can be seen how differences in "harm" between 

~s 2-5 ~s 1,2 different body regions can result in fairly substantial 

differences in priority ratings. 
~s 1 0 1.6 1.6 ‘3.2 Focusing on head injuries, figure 2, shows that although 
~s 2 0 5.0 10.0 10.0 there is a very high incidence of low severity head injuries, 
~s ‘3 1 15.o ~o.0 15.o the bulk of the harm is associated with the more serious AIS 
~s 4 1 roD.0 300.0 m0.0 4 though fatal injuries. Focusing on neck injuries, figure 3, 

AIS 5 1 386.0 770.0 .386.0 both incidence and harm are seen to be high for the low 

rar~ 1 418.0 418.0 418.0 severity (AIS 1) injuries, and the small number of fatal neck 

injuries account for most of the remaining harm. 

5O 

~ AIS 3+ 

40 
~ BASE WEIGHT COSTS 

~ HEAD AIS 2-5 MOD 

Z ,3O 
LL] NECK AIS 1,2 MOD 

Ll_J 

el._ 20,~’" 
(> X 
()~ X 

X 
X 

10 

BODY REGIONS INJURED 
Figure 1. Distribution of body regions injured 1986 NASS files for passenger car occupants. 
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70 Application of human capital costing to 
62.4 [] Ir~JURY COUNTS 

developing national level priorities 60                               [] BASE COSTS 

A 1985 report by the National Academy of Sciences 

50 44.3 (NAS), "Injury in America", found that Federal funding of 

,.,z 40 ~ research on injury control was disproportionately low when 

~. ‘50.8 .... compared with (a) the high costs of injury, (b) the research 

13_Ld 30 24.4 

~ 
expenditures on other public health programs such as can- 

20 :.:x:. cer, heart disease and stroke, and (c) the likelihood of suc- 
12.9 

~ 

10 
9.6 cess as a result of the available "Exciting opportunities to 

2.8 2.6 understand and prevent injuries" (26). The report con- 

0 .... trasted the total Federal research expenditures on injuries, 
AIS 1 AIS 2     AIS 3     AIS 4     AIS 5 FATAL 

HEAD AIS LEVEL 
heart disease, and cancer with the respective number of pro- 

retirement years of life lost, as shown in figure 4. This figure 
Figure 2. Head injury distribution by injury severity. 
Application of different weightings 1986 NASS file for 

shows millions of life years lost and millions of dollars of 

passenger cars. federal research. It is plotted on a logarithmic scale, and 

shows that although injuries have twice the life years lost as 
Although this discussion was not intended to be cancer and stroke, the disease research is from six to ten 

comprehensive, nor to define priorities, it demonstrates that 

injury costs should be known with reasonable resolution, as 
~ Reseoreh Expendltwee In t Mlfllone 

their values can affect practical application of the data. [----] YIMI Of Ufe Loll In MIIIIoIII 

120 

[ ] INdUR¥ COUNTS 

100 98.2 
[] BASE COSTS 

80 

0 60 

4O 

20.9 

7.2                     t~ 
1.2 2.,5 

0                                                                                             Injury            CanP.~r       Heart DiseaselStroke 
AIS 1    AIS 2    AIS ‘5    AIS 4    AIS 5    FATAL 

NECK AIS LEVEL                     Figure 4. Comparative magnitudes of health and safety prob- 

Figure 3. Neck injury distribution by injury severity, lems and the resources devoted to their solution. 
Applications of different weightings 1986 NASS file for 
passenger cars. times greater. The report helped the Congress to conclude 

that additional resources devoted to injury programs would 

Application of human capital in NHTSA be in the nation’s interest. As a result, a national program 

regulatory actions has been established in injury control, a Division of Injury 

NHTSA analyzes both costs and benefits in connection Epidemiology and Control was established at the Centers 

with most rulemaking actions in compliance with the re- for Disease Control, within the Center for Environmental 

quirements of either the Office of Management and Budget Health and Injury Control, five Injury Prevention Research 

(Executive Order 12291), or the Department of Transporta- Centers have been funded, and an extensive research pro- 

tion (DOT Order 2100.5). However, the agency does not gram in injuries is underway. About 55 percent of these 

conduct strict cost/benefit analyses for its regulatory actions monies are being used to support motor vehicle and high- 

primarily because the governing statutes do not require way safety related injury research. Another feature of the 

safety decisions to be based upon strict cost/benefit consid- program is the holding of national conferences to facilitate 

orations. Rather, the agency measures safety benefits in the exchange of research results. 

terms of lives saved and injuries avoided. It should be noted Costs of injuries was one of the topics covered at the 1987 

that current Department of Transportation policy is that Injury Control Conference. An overview of the subject of 

where cost/benefit analysis is done, a value of at least $1 estimating injury costs, "The National Safety Council’s 

million per life saved must be used. Higher values may be Estimates of Injury Costs", was presented by I. B. Etter of 

used if justified, the National Safety Council (27). The conclusion of the 
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paper was that "there is much work still to be done in this ¯ There is a great need for long-term cost data for 
field". A paper presented by Carol MacLennon of Michi- injuries. Many researchers believe that the long 
gan Technological University, "The Unmeasured Costs of term costs of minor to moderate, as well as serious 

.~ Injury", reviewed much of the research on the limitations of injuries may be significantly undercounted. 
economic approaches to valuing the costs of injuries and 
called for research on a broader "social consequences" Recent Results 
model of costs of injuries (28). Such a model would include 

many far reaching costs that are not included in current costs NHTSA grant studies 

~, of injuries studies. In addition, a "Topical Table" open In the summer of 1987, NHTSA undertook a study of the 
¯ "~ discussion by a panel of experts on motor vehicle injury economic costs and other impacts of injuries on individuals, 

costs covered the human capital methodology, the willing- families, communities, and society. Grants were awarded to 
ness to pay methodology, unmeasured costs, and alcohol the University of California, San Francisco, Institute for 
related costs. Health and Aging, and The Johns Hopkins University, 

The 1988 Injury Control Conference also included a School of Hygiene and Public Health to study the economic 
~ ;~ "Topical Table" on injury costs. In these sessions, informal costs, public program impacts, and long-term impacts 

presentations of current research results were followed by 
resulting from injuries of all types, and the potential cost 

questions from potential users. A number of issues were 
savings of injury prevention strategies. The grants were 

uncovered: 
conducted as part of the NHTSA/Centers for Disease 

¯ Accurate measurement of injury incidence con- Control Trauma Research Program. A Report to Congress 

tinues to be a problem, especially concerning in- is in preparation which will describe the research and 
" juries not treated at a hospital. As a result more findings. 

people are injured than most data bases indicate. In these studies, the human capital approach to injury cost 
There is some evidence that even serious injuries measurement was applied using secondary data sources to 
may be included in this missing incidence data. determine cost estimates for the population of injuries 

¯ Most of the data on costs is really data on paid occurring in 1985. One of the most significant contributions 
~; charges. Since not all charges are paid, the actual of this work was the development of injury incidence 

costsofinjuriesaregreaterthanshowninthedata, estimates by cause, by age, and by severity. Table 4 
¯ Cost data from Trauma Centers, where patients 

Table 4. 1985 injury incidence rates and totals by cause, intent 
with more severe injuries are treated, underrepre- and severity level. 
sent actual costs of care because trauma centers Cause FatalitiesHosnitalizedNon-14osDitalized 

Injuries Iniuries are allowed the same charges as the average facili- Rate Total Rate Total Rate Total 

(~ ty, whereas their costs are higher due to special Motor Vehicle 19.4 45,923 220.6 523,028 2,026.1 4,803,000 

facilities and expertise, rails 5.4 12,866 330.5 783,357 4,848.3 11,493,000 
Firearms 13.3 31,556 27.5 65,129 72.1 171,000 
Fire/Burns 2.4 5,671 22.9 54,397 591.4 1,403,000 ¯ There is evidence that persons in lower socio- Drownings* 2.6 6,171 2.3 5,564 11.0 26,000 
Poisonings 5.0 11,894 92.2 218,554 620.5 1,472,000 economic groups receive different, lower cost, Other** 12.0 28,487 293.9 696,707 14,764.9 35,001,000 
Total 142,568 2,346,735 54,369,000 treatment than persons with greater ability to pay. 

Thismay skew the total cost estimates downward, ca,~e by Intentionality 

¯ There may be some overreporting for minor inju- lntentionalUnintenti°nal 20.838"2 49,27690’469 834.6110.41,978,518261.738 HANA 
Intent Unknown 1.2 2,823 44.9    106,479 NA 

ries treated in emergency rooms. Physicians may Total 142,568 2,346,735 54,369,000 
report some kind of injury so that the person can * Iocledes near-~ownings 

¯ * Includes work related, sports and recreation related, other transportation, and all 
receive payment from their insurance--"multiple other sources of injury. 

contusions" is a diagnosis often used for persons 
_. not seriously injured, indicates these incidence findings. Data from the National 

¯ Most cost estimates do not include the costs re- Hospital Discharge Survey, the National Health Interview 

suiting from secondary illness, that is, problems Survey, and Mortality Statistics of the U.S., along with 

that arise as a result of an injury, such as urinary cause-specific data bases, were carefully evaluated to 

problems for persons confined to wheel chairs, produce these estimates. 

¯ Dataaresparseonthebehavioralorpsychological The research indicated that the total cost of injuries 

- impacts on injured persons and how this relates to occurring in 1985 was $160 billion. Table 5 indicates the 

their return to their former lifestyle. These non- cost findings by cause and severity on a unit and total basis. 

physical impacts are thought to be significant. The study found that additional data was needed for a 

¯ Standard definitions for impairment and disabil- comprehensive evaluation of the incidence and costs of 

ity do not exist. U.S. practice differs from that injuries. Such data might be gathered by a Supplement to the 
established by the World Health Organization. National Health Interview Survey on Injuries, Accidents 
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Table 5. Lifetime costs of injuries and fatalities, 1985 by cause Security Administration of the Department of Health and 
and severity, dollars in millions. 

Human Services (HHS, SSA) (29). Using the 1985 study as 
Cause                 Total       Fatalities      Hospitalized       Non-Hospitalized 

Inittries Injuries a point of departure, he conducted an additional investiga- 
Motor Vehicle* 51.142 18,897 23.515 8,730 tion published in February, 1986, which utilized data from 
Falls 37,280 1,642 29,904 5,734 
Firearms 14.410 12.172 2.160 78 the Survey of Income and Program Participation and the 
Burns 3,831 1,424 1,920 487 
o .... ing** 2,4s3 2.278 175 National Medical Care Utilization and Expenditure Survey 
Poisoning 8,537 4,433 3~853 2~1 
All other 42,422 8,989 19,347 13,096 (30). 

Total 160.075 49,835 80,874 29,366 Both of these efforts applied a human capital methodol- 
ogy for measuring costs. Based on the data deficiencies 

* Authors have included legal and court costs for motor vehicle which are not included determined in these studies, Berkowitz is currently engaged 
in the other categories. 

** Includes near drownings in a new study to measure the economic consequences of 

and Rehabilitation, together with a follow-up for long-term traumatic spinal cord injuries. Data collected through 800 

costs and consequences, and a series of well-designed, personal interviews will be used to produce a national esti- 

coordinated studies of the long-term consequences for mate of the number of spinal cord injured persons and the 

patients treated at trauma centers. The study also found the costs of SCI to individuals, families and society. Incidence 

need for universal use of nature and cause of injury coding will be measured for the number of new cases in 1985, 1986, 

(ICD-N and ICD-E) to provide national estimates of and 1987andaprevalenceestimatewillbemadeofthetotal 

injuries, number of spinal cord cases in existence in the U.S. on 
January 1, 1985. Another goal of the study is to establish a 

Rand study permanent computerized database on the economic conse- 

Currently underway at the Rand Corporation, Institute quences of spinal cord injury. 

for Civil Justice, is a study to determine the economic losses Costs of injuries to belted and unbelted 
that households suffer as a result of injury, the sources of 

reimbursement and compensation that Americans use to 
occupants 

cover these losses, and the role of the tort liability legal A recently completed study compared hospital costs of 

system in providing compensation. The study is designed in belted and unbelted victims of motor vehicle crashes in 

part to replicate a major study of accidental injury loss and Iowa (31). The results included an age and sex distribution 

compensation in England, which was conducted by the Ox- of those injured, injury severity levels by body region, hos- 

ford University Centre for Socio-Legal Studies. pital charges, disposition from emergency departments, and 

The RAND study includes a large-scale telephone survey payment status. Statistically significant higher risk of injury 

of more than 25,000 households to identify households with for unbelted persons was demonstrated in all comparisons 

injured individuals and tort liability claimants, and to esti- except for those whose most severe injury was at the AIS 1 

mate national rates of different forms of economic loss, level. Not included were charges for physicians, emergency 

compensation and legal claiming; a follow-up (baseline) medical services, and rehabilitation. The average hospital 

telephone survey of a subset of about 3,000 individuals to charges for injured persons who were unbelted were $2,462, 

collect detailed information about their injury, the circum- 3.3 times as high as the hospital charges of $753 for injured 

stances of their accident, economic losses over the past 12 persons who were belted. 

months as a result of the injury, benefits, reimbursement and Another recent study of the hospital and emergency room 

compensation received from various sources to cover these costs associated with persons injured in motor vehicle 

losses, attitudes towards the injury, injurer, and accident, crashes was performed in Chicago from January to June, 

and experiences seeking compensation through the tort lia- 1986 (32). The main purpose of the study was to determine 

bility system; a re-interview of a small number of respond- any differences between these costs for persons who were 

ents who will be empanelled to study longer-term claiming restrained and those who were not. The study results 

behavior; and the use of additional data sets, such as the showed mean charges of $583 for persons injured while 

Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), to restrained, and $1,583 for unrestrained persons. The. report 

impute expenditure values that individuals do not report also included data on injury severity scores, payment, and 

reliably, the demographics of the injured population. 

An automobile crash study currently being conducted by 
Costs of spinal cord injuries the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services 

For the past several years Monroe Berkowitz at Rutgers Systems (MEIMSS) is examining restraint usage, acute and 

University has conducted research for the Paralyzed Veter- long-term costs of injuries sustained in the sample of 

ans of America Spinal Cord Research Foundation on the crashes, and many other crash variables (33). 

costs of spinal cord injury and severe disability. In a Febru- 

ary, 1985 study he presented a review of existing data Other sources of cost data 
sources and previous studies on spinal cord injury incidence Theoretical work in this decade by Broome, Marshall, 

and cost and the results of his evaluation of costs based on Arthur, Berger, and others has made notable contributions 

the Survey of Disability and Work compiled by the Social to the methodology for measuring of costs of injuries (34). 
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In addition, several other data sets and special studies have In January, 1984, the FHWA published a report based on 
produced injury cost data. the work of Miller, Reinert, and Whiting titled "Alternate 

A number of studies on the impact of motorcycle helmet Approaches to Accident Cost Concepts" (46). FHWA char- 
use have been published. Notable among these are work by acterized the report as presenting "state-of-the-art methods 
Rivara, Bergman, and associates at the Harborview (Wash- for deriving highway accident cost estimates essential in 
ington) Injury Prevention and Research Center (35), meas- evaluating highway safety countermeasures." The report 
urement of the costs of unhelmeted motorcyclists in Texas concluded that "Estimates of willingness to pay for life and 
(36), a study on the effects of re-enacting state h.elmet use safety would be theoretically superior to human Capital 
laws (37), and a study by Bray and associates at the Univer- costs for use in benefit-cost analyses. Empirical studies of 
sity of California, Davis on the cost of orthopedic injuries willingness to pay offer widely divergent value of life esti- 
(38). Also on the subject of motorcycle injuries, data is mates, and most are based on questionable data, assump- 
being collected on costs as part of a Maryland Department tions, or estimation procedures". 
of Transportation study (33). A succinct summary of interim results of additional 

The National Spinal Cord Injury Data Base, funded by FHWA sponsored research concluded in 1986 that willing- 
the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Re- 

ness to pay values of life of about $1.1 million should be 
search (NIDRR) and maintained at the University of Ala- 

recommended as consistent with current economic thought 
bama, Birmingham, contains medical cost and rehabilita- 

even though these values were considerably higher than 
tion data for spinal cord injuries occurring as far back as 
1972. A Head Injury Data Base, also funded by NIDRR, is 

values currently used by some highway agencies (47). Fur- 
ther results have been reported recently (25, 45). 

in its initial phases and will contain longitudinal cost data on 
The current best estimate of the Willingness to Pay value 

head injuries similar to that in the Spinal Cord Injury Data 
Base. of life in the United States is $2 million (45). 

Trauma Centers’ Annual Reports contain some injury Willingness to Pay theory has been accepted by some 

cost data, specifically on charges for acute trauma care (39). economists as the proper approach for cost/benefit analyses. 

In addition, individual researchers have published papers However, as stated in the Administrative Conference report, 

which included injury cost data. Ellen MacKenzie and asso- "While willingness-to-pay provides the most inclusive 

ciates at The Johns Hopkins University have undertaken analysis currently available for evaluating the benefits de- 

significant research on the treatment related costs of trau- rived from regulatory reduction of fatalities, it falls far short 

matic injuries (40). Julian Waller at the University of Ver- of an ideal process and can produce results that are mislead- 

mont also has done research on the costs of certain types of ing for failure to consider all variables relevant to an inclu- 

injuries (41). Data on severe injury costs by type of injury sive valuation process" (44). The authors have a concern 

are available from the Michigan Catastrophic Claims Asso- that when willingness to pay is applied outside of the strict 

ciation (42). cost/benefit context it can be easily misinterpreted. 
It should be noted that there is active interest in the 

Willingness to Pay willingness to pay concept outside the United states. For 
Another approach to economic analysis of injuries is example, the UK Ministry of Transport has recently revised 

called Willingness to Pay. Instead of seeking to estimate the its estimate of Willingness to Pay to avoid a fatality from 
costs of injury, it attempts to estimate the "value" of the £283,000 to £500,000 in 1987 prices (48). (At the current 
lives lost or the injuries sustained. A recent report by the exchange rate of $1.65/£, this would equal an increase from 
Rand Institute for Civil Justice found that"most economists $467,000 to $825,000.) A recent Australian study consid- 
would agree that willingness to pay is the most conceptually ered willingness to pay and its relationship to human capital 
appropriate criterion for establishing the value of life" (43). (49), and a recent New Zealand study included estimates of 
Another recent report to the Administrative Conference of willingness to pay to avoid a fatality in that country (50). 
the United States cited a number of different Federal agency 
applications of costs derived by a willingness to pay ap- Unresolved Issues in the Measurement 
proach (44). and Application of Injury Costs 

Willingness to Pay estimates are based on quantifying the 
incremental risks persons are willing to take in order to No matter what approach is taken to estimate injury costs, 

achieve some desired end, that is the "small change in their the quality of the estimate and the confidence that can be 

probability ofcontinuedsafeandhealthyliving" (45). For placed-on it depend to a large degree on the 

example, some persons are willing to take greater risks in comprehensiveness and completeness of the underlying 

their jobs in return for higher pay. The application of this data used in developing the estimate. Other problems arise 

concept to highway safety was undertaken by the Federal in the application of the results to questions of societal 

Highway Administration (FHWA)in 1982, when it initiated impact, where the social or emotional aspects of the 

research to review and study the basis of accident costs to problem, such as pain and suffering, are not amenable to 

assist highway officials in their efforts to allocate program economic analysis and have not been included in the total. 

resources for highway safety improvements. Certain of these problems merit further study. 
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Incidence Unmet needs 
It is difficult to define incidence due to limitations in One concern with the Human Capital methodology is that 

sources of data. For example, differences between data de- although it attempts to measure the actual costs to society, it 

rived from sampling techniques and from epidemiological does not attempt to determine what it would cost if all of the 

data show factors of three to five in the number of persons needs were being met. That is, some persons do not have 
seriously injured in certain categories (51). Another recent their injuries treated, or do not receive rehabilitation care 

report showed that the numbers of brain injured and spinal (which could return them to productive lives) because they 

cord injured persons does not agree with the values derived cannot afford to. A rigorous application of Human Capital 

by sampling techniques (52). Also, the data reported here as says these costs were not incurred thus they need not be 

part of the NHTSA Grant Studies, using incidence based on measured. It appears, however, that there is a societal cost 

public health records and personal reporting, differ from here that is not being counted. 

some specific data bases such as NASS. There is a strong Who pays and transfer payments 
likelihood that the number of injured persons is much larger 

than the presently available data suggest. 
Knowledge of the sources of payment for the direct costs 

of injury can yield important information, especially in the 

Multiple injuries public program context. Similarly, transfer payments for 

Most often an injured person has more than one injury, both direct and indirect costs provide important informa- 

especially for those with the more serious injuries. For tion, as long as they are not added to total costs, which 
would result in double counting. Knowledge in these areas 

example, a person with a moderate brain injury also may 
could be strengthened. 

have an open fracture of the femur. Both of these injuries 

may have long-range cost implications; however, with cur- Use of economic costs as measures of societal 
rent data collection schemes it is not possible to disaggre- impact 
gate the costs. This creates a number of problems if one is 

An additional problem with costs developed under the 
interested in determining the cost resulting from a particular 

human capital methodology, of particular significance 
injury, which is often the case in applications of cost data 

when considering the effects of injuries and fatalities result- 
relating to vehicle countermeasure development. At present ing from motor vehicle crashes, is the undercounting of the 
the data are typically treated for the most serious injury, as significance of the injuries for certain age groups due to the 
shown in the example above concerned with methods of application of discounting. Although discounting normal- 
establishing research priorities, izes future costs to the present year, injuries of the very 

Uncounted and undercounted costs young and very old essentially do not count, and injuries to 
late teens, the largest category in the incidence of motor 

The magnitudes of some cost categories are not well vehicle injuries, count for less than injuries to persons in 
known, and are believed to be undercounted. For example, their peak earning years. Thus, usingthe human capital cost 
in the medical cost area, there is considerable data on hospi- estimates for purposes other than estimating the resources 
tal and emergency room charges; however, data on physi- used and lost resulting from injuries, such as a measure of 
cians’ charges is not widely available, and there is limited societal impact, results in answers that are contrary to some 
knowledge of rehabilitation costs. There is also some evi- highly developed cultural attitudes. As an alternative meas- 
dence that costs often go far beyond costs to the injured ure, evaluation of life years lost may be more reflective of 
person and extend to the family and community as well. In basic societal attitudes, such as the importance society 
the productivity area, there have been some attempts to places on the development of the very young. 
include the costs of lost productivity as a result of the time 
spent by significant others in caring for injured persons; 

Willingness to pay 

however, further work is needed. Investigation also is war- There are several unresolved issues remaining with the 

ranted into measurement of the costs that might be incurred willingness to pay methodology. They include: 

by persons who are not physically injured but who may have ¯ The best estimates have a range of over a factor of 
serious emotional reactions to the injury or death of some- about 2 to 1. This is hardly encouraging as an 
one else, such as when someone else is killed in a crash but accurate estimate, especially considering the con- 
the individual is not hurt at all. Also, related to this, is the cerns with any societal measure mentioned above, 
evidence of increased mortality following bereavement, such as incidence errors, etc. 
and the consequences of serious injuries that can extend ¯ The estimates are based on a variety of studies 
across generations as families are affected by the death of a reported in the literature. Certain assumptions are 
parent or child (53). Another important aspect of the un- implicit in these analyses, such as that there is a 
counted cost problem is the fact that the available data free labor market, that persons have full informa- 
generally reflects charges, not costs, and costs are believed tion, etc. These assumptions often are unrealistic. 
to be generally higher than the charges. ¯ Extension of the willingness to pay concept to 
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injuries is at an early stage. Some questions re- need for a "social consequences" model of loss that might 
main about the appropriate methodological base include sociomedical indicators was raised in the discussion 

to use for such estimates, by MacLennan (28). Obviously, there is a need for 
¯ Little work has been done on the difficult problem additional research in order to develop and test these 

of determining what the public at large believes concepts. 
the value of life to be. Included here are some 
definitional problems that must be addressed, Conclusions 
such as is the value to be considered as the differ- 

Two methods of economic analysis of the impacts of 
ence between life and death, or is it the difference injuries have been developed, called the Human Capital and 
between life as it normally would have progressed Willingness to Pay methods, and additional conceptual and 
and life as a quadriplegic or brain damaged person methodological approaches have been explored by 
dependent on family, friends and society? Clear- researchers. The Human Capital methodology attempts to 
ly, how the question is asked will influence the measure costs. The Willingness to Pay approach attempts to 
value chosen by the answerer, measure value. The latest estimated cost for a motor vehicle 

At the base of many of the concerns with Willingness to fatality is $400,000 using the Human Capital method, and 
Pay is that it attempts to value life. There is a "moral" the value of a life is estimated at $2 million using the 
concern here which goes beyond any methodological con- Willingness to Pay method. 
cern. Willingness to Pay presumes to arrive at monetary Research results are now available on both an individual 
values for such human values as love, hope, aspirations, incident and a national level, for a variety of injuries 
grief, pain, and suffering. The authors contend that these are occurring as a result of a number of causes. Detailed data are 

priceless, and can not be expressed in monetary terms, available for certain particular injury types, such as spinal 
cord injuries, or injuries resulting from particular causes, 

Beyond Human Capital and such as motor vehicle crashes for unrestrained occupants. 

Willingness to Pay Several methods have been demonstrated using costs of 
injuries and related data in making decisions at both very 

Even with its shortcomings, Human Capital is a highly detailed and broad levels. 
developed economic methodology. Willingness to Pay, Using either economic cost or economic value for 
though not as fully developed, also meets a need in certain decision-making leaves out several critical elements, such 
economic analyses. The principal problem, as the authors as social and cultural concerns, and political considerations. 
see it, is that these economic estimating tools are often used These frequently are given great weight in making 
in non-economic settings. Many decisions include decisions, especially policy decisions, even though they can 
consideration of factors which do not fit in the economist’s not be expressed quantitatively. This speaks for the need for 
model, such as attitudes, social and cultural values, and further development at the conceptual level. 
political considerations. For those cases where non- Although important decisions cannot be made based 
economic considerations are important it is desirable to go solely on costs, these data can be valuable as part of the 
beyond the constructs of the Human Capital and the process. For example, the costs to local jurisdictions of 
Willingness to Pay theories to an approach that would having to treat uninsured, unbelted motor vehicle crash 
include these other concerns, victims can influence the decision to require occupant 

One such approach, called the Rational Investment protection. 
Decision, was an attempt to go beyond the narrow Further work is needed in the development of cost 
Willingness to Pay concept and include the concept that estimates. Measurement of incidence has several gaps. 
society may find it worthwhile to develop a methodology Many injured persons do not end up in any data base, and 
that would allow decisions to be made on a societal there is some evidence that there may be seriously injured 
investment basis (43). persons in this uncounted incidence. Several categories of 

Another concept would add to estimates derived from the costs are not counted at present, and they could have major 
Human Capital and Willingness to Pay economic effects on the total. These include persons who are injured 
approaches those costs that an informed society would want but who cannot afford medical care, or who receive minimal 
to take into account in any carefully considered decision on care; the costs borne by the family or household in lost work 
health and safety. This is being called here the Wise caring for an injured person; the costs to community 
Investment Decision Estimate (WIDE). Some of the costs of organizations that respond to injured people in time and 
injuries that may be included in a WIDE methodology are resources; costs related to uninjured persons who are 
costs that presently are unmeasured, or poorly measured, affected emotionally; and the costs borne by the hospital or 
such as loss of parental support, nurturing and guidance, trauma center who are reimbursed by formula rather than 
These costs are often borne by individuals, families, friends for total charges and which are ultimately borne by society 
and neighbors for many years subsequent to the injury. The at large through higher medical charges in general; etc. 
value to society of reducing or eliminating a public health Another concern is that costs of rehabilitation may be 
problem for future generations would also be included. The grossly underestimated. 
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Additional conceptual work is needed on developing a O’Neill, and Ronald S. Karpf, Lexington Books, 1984. 

methodology for assessing costs from the individual’s (9) "Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle Accidents", John 

point of view. The perspective of human capital cost Yasnowsky and Barbara Faigin, U,S. Department of 

measurement is primarily societal. Willingness to pay Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Admin- 

attempts to measure costs to the individual by determining istration, May 1972. 

the amount that individuals who are alive and well are (10) "The Societal Costs of Motor Vehicle ACcidents, 

willing to pay for reductions in injury or fatality risk. 1975", Barbara Faigin, U.S. Department of Transportation, 

Neither of these methodologies comprehensively measures DOT-HS 802 119, December 1976. 

the costs from the viewpoint of the injured or dead person. A (11) "Economic Consequences of Automobile Accident 

new methodology for cost measurement from the individual Injuries", in Automobile Insurance and Compensation 

perspective could focus on information gathered from Study, U.S. Department of Transportation, 1970. 

injured persons and their families and attempt to place a (12) "The Economic Cost to Society of Motor Vehicle 

value on what has been lost. Accidents", U.S. Dept. of Transportation, DOT HS 806 
The economic analysis methods discussed in this paper 342, January, 1983; "The Economic Costs to Society of 

have validity when properly applied, however neither Motor Vehicle Accidents", L. J. Blincoe and S. Luchter, 

Human Capital nor Willingness to Pay fully measures the SAE 830614. 

societal impact of injuries and fatalities. Difficulties arise (13) "The Economic Cost to Society of Motor Vehicle 

when these methods are used beyond their limits of validity. Accidents, 1986 Addendum", National Highway Traffic 

However, it is apparent that there is a need for a measure of Safety Administration, September, 1987. 

the total impact on society resulting from injuries, to include (14) "A Model for Estimating the Economic Savings 

not only the economic, but the social and emotional impacts from Increased Motorcycle Helmet Use", DOT HS-807 

as well. 251, March, 1988. 

This review of the current state-of-knowledge of costs of (15) "A Model for Estimating the Economic Savings 

injuries indicates that unanswered questions remain in both from Increased Safety Belt Use", DOT HS-807 252, March 

the conceptual framework and measurement capabilities 1988. 

concerning costs of injuries. Research leading to greater (16) "A Model for Estimating Economic Costs from 

knowledge of costs of injuries should prove valuable in Motor Vehicle Crashes in State and Local Jurisdictions", 

improving the decisions made by society to reduce the DOT HS-807 253, March 1988. 

impacts of injuries. (17) "A Search for Priorities in Crash Protection", A. C. 
Malliaris, Ralph Hitchcock, and James Hedlund; SAE 

Disclaimer 
820242. 

(18) "Harm Causation and Ranking in Car Crashes", 
The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the A.C. Milliaris, Ralph Hitchcock, and Marie Hansen, SAE 

authors, and do not necessarily reflect the position of the 850090. 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. (19) "Impairment Scaling from the Abbreviated injury 
Scale", A. Hirsch et. al., DOT HS-06 648, June 1983. 
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Proposal of a Motor Vehicle Safety Assessment 

H. Appel, W. Glatz, F. Kramer, the ecological stress imposed on the environment (pollution 

Technical University of Berlin and noise). 
To this must be added criteria which are specific to motor 

Abstract vehicles, e.g. the engine power, economy of space and 
aerodynamics. 

A means of assessing the passive safety of passenger If these criteria are used for comparison of different 
motor vehicles would represent a desirable instrument for vehicles, clear, generally accepted and quantifiable phys- 
the legislator, the automobile industry and the consumer. In 

ical assessment parameters are available. 
contrast to the dominating criteria of assessment for vehi- From the point of view of society in general, assessment 
cles such as, amongst other features, the engine power, the of the consequences of the technology employed is also 
economy of interior utilization, the aerodynamics and the 

necessary, i.e. in particular the detrimental ecological 
consumption of resources, no clear and generally accepted 
assessment standards are available for the field of passive 

consequences. 
Thus it cannot be disputed that high demands must be 

safety, 
placed on the safety of the vehicle. However at the present 

The proposed method of assessment combines the results 
time no assessment criteria and standards are available 

of experimental safety tests which are carried out in accord- 
which would do justice to the importance of the issue and 

ance with existing mandatory test conditions or test condi- which differentiate between active safety and passive 
tions which are under discussion, with biomechanical val- 

safety. 
idation of load values measured in tests. A method of assessment of the passive safety of pas- 

The assessment is made by means of risk functions de- 
senger vehicles would, all in all, appear both necessary and 

fined for individual parts of the body, these functions being 
desirable from the point of view of the legislative 

compiled by correlation of the results of accident analysis 
authorities, automobile manufacturers and not least the 

with results obtained from computed simulation. 
consumer. 

The degree of fulfillment of the particular protection Such a means of assessing safety can serve the legislative 
criterion thus arrived at is weighted by factors which take 

authorities for effective and purpose-oriented influence on 
into account the frequency of occurrence and the severity of 

road safety as well as for reconsideration of measures 
the accident in relation to cost. 

already taken and can also be incorporated in the work of 
The test program comprises in each case at least one 

drawing up and debating new regulations and guidelines. 
safety test for head-on and side-on collisions against a rigid 

For vehicle manufacturers, there is an incentive to 
or deformable barrier as well as a side-on collision test 

increase the level of safety of their products even further and 
between two vehicles of the type being examined in the 

to gain a competitive edge among customers who have 
particular case. Computer-aided analysis and assessment of 

become increasingly sensitive to such issues. 
the simulation results permit determination and graphic rep- 
resentation of an overall safety index referred to the vehicle 
as well as partial and individual safety grades. 

LEGISLATOR LI::GISLATION MANUFACTURER 
The passive safety offered by the vehicle being tested in i , 

each case can be quoted for individual seating positions, a 
specific accident constellation or individual endangered re- 
gions of the body. 

Introduction and Problems 
Among the complex spectrum of demands placed on a 

passenger motor vehicle, a dominating position is occupied GON~U MER 

by the function of the vehicle as a means of transport, the 
economical implementation of this--meaning economical TU I~erlin SAF~I’Y ASSI~SM[~NT QIJPASI 

utilization for the user and the economic implications of the 
consumption of resources (production and operation)--and Figure 1. Effects of safety assessment. 
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On the other hand there may be a necessity for These include the various types and sorts of collisions, 
manufacturers to have to react to a conceivable change in the position of the occupants in the car involved in the 
the demand situation. For the consumer a transparent accident, the injured regions of the body and the injury 
assessment of safety offers an additional, objective causing areas within the car as well as vehicle-specific 
decisionmaking criterion for the purchase of a vehicle and, parameters such as the crash weight, type and use of a 
assuming that public relations work is increased, may restraint system and the damage sustained to the vehicle. 
awaken and promote safety consciousness. The relevance of individual accident constellations and 

For the assessment of passive safety, the main means at the resulting injuries to passengers arises from the 
present available involves statistical analyses (1,2,3)* determined frequency of occurrence and the economic 

which, by comparison of accident-dependent follow-up losses arising which are taken into account via the costs 

parameters such as property damage and personal injury caused by the injuries. Assuming that a relationship is 

quantifiable in terms of money, supply a means of established between each dummy measuring point and the 

assessment with retrospective validity, body part of the passenger, further systematic analysis of 

Other procedural proposals are experimentally oriented the data provides what are termed relevance factors which 

(4,5,6) and use the results of individual safety tests as in the procedure of assessment serve for weighting the 

assessment parameters, loading parameters determined by technical tests. 

Since there was a lack of a consistent and practicable 
method of validating the safety level of individual types or Experimental Simulation 
categories of cars, the possibilities and the problems For the purpose of laying down the test conditions for the 
involved in safety assessment were analyzed within the experimental part of the safety assessment procedure, 
scope of a research project with the title "Quantification of considerations are based on the mandatory safety test, a 
Passive Safety of Passenger Motor Vehicles" (7) commis- head-on collision with a rigid barrier and the proposal for a 
sioned by the Federal Highway Research Institute. European side-on collision test with a mobile, deformable 

The assessment method proposed attempts to combine barrier. In addition a side-on collision test between two 
the various approaches and provides for incorporation of the vehicles of the type under investigation serves to take into 
biomechanics of the passengers and the economic accident account the degree of comparability. 
consequences in an experimental analytical procedure. 

~o ~’v~/~ o* ~o r,~ 9o* ~o ~ 9o* 
ACCIDENT EXPERIMENTAL BIOMECNANIC 
ANALYSIS S MULATION RESEARCH 

I PROTECTION 
WEIGHTING 

FACTOR I"’-"~ ME:r~-~I~ ~0-Gy i 

STANDARDS 

SAFETY                                            I 
INDEX 

~o~ DUMMY H II 
MDB       | DUMMY EUROSID 

TU BERLIN / SICHERHEITSBEWERTUNG / QUPASI 

L 
VERSUCHSPROGRAMM / 

TU Berlin 
,n~u.Or ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY QUPASI Figure 3. Test program for safety assessment. 

Figure 2. Input parameters for assessment algorithm. The instrumentation and the occupation of the vehicle 
correspond to FMVSS 208 as well as the European draft for 

Accident Analysis a side-on collision test procedure. The collision speed for all 
tests amounts to 50 km/h at an angle of 0° respectively 90°. 

The analysis of the real sequence of events of an accident The loadings on the occupants are measured using dummies 
is of decisive importance for compiling the boundary of types Hybrid II and Eurosid. The use of new dummy 
conditions for experimental simulation, types and extension of the technical methods of measure- 

Basing considerations on accident data collected by the ments is also possible if required. 
Accident Research Department of the Technical University 
of Berlin and the Medical Highschool Hannover for the Procedural Directive 
Federal Highway Research Institute (8), a statistical 

To obtain statistically reliable test results, a finite number evaluation was carried out with the aim of obtaining a 
detailed insight into all the parameters defining the reality 

of safety tests is necessary. However, for the field of vehicle 

of an accident, 
compliance tests only one single test is provided, which 
means that the value measured will with a certain degree of 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, probability deviate from the true value. 
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To reduce the expenditure required for the procedure, These boundary conditions being such that they should 

account is taken of this deviation of the measured values in a secure the same frequency distribution define the number of 

procedure directive, computer runs. 

This directive defines a Minimum Demand MA = The implementation of the procedure in a computer 

protection criterion level minus variance and an Upper program permits output of an overall safety index both for 

Tolerance Limit TG = protection criterion level plus the whole vehicle as well as a partial safety index for the 

variance of the measurement, level of the passive safety of the test vehicle in the event of 
The level of the particular load value in relation to these head-on or side-on collisions and safety ratings referred to 

parameters decides on whether the result can be admitted seating places and to the occupants’ body parts. 

for assessment, whether a single repeat test and an 
assessment of the mean values is necessary or whether the 
result must possibly be excluded from the procedure. SAFETY INDEX CRASHWORTHINESS 

Risk Function S NGLE RELATED TO OCCUPANT 
The results of a minimum of three and a maximum of six 

SAFETY INDEX POSITION OR BODY REGION 

full-scale safety tests obtained from the proposed procedure PARTIAL RELATED TO COLLISION 

can now be incorporated in the actual assessment SAFETY INDEX TYPE (FRONTAL OR LATERAL) 

procedure. 
The determined physical loading parameters are first OVERALL RELATED TO THE 

SAFETY INDEX COMPLETE CAR 

related to the protection criterion level defined for the 
particular measuring point, i.e. the tolerance limit for the 
loading on the relevant part of the body. These standardized TO Berlin SAFETY INDEX QUPASI 

fnstitut for 

values are the input variables for the risk functions referred 
to body parts. Figure 5. Assessment algorithm. 

PROTECTION- I       ~,~ MEASUREMENT 
P CRITERIA l ! 

’ STANDARDIZATION 

reversible 

IBIOMECHANIC    ~ ASSESSMENTALGORITHM ,~,~RISKDISTRIBUTON[FuNCTION 0,5 I 

FACTORS OF 
RELEVANCES 

irreversible                                            I 

l SAFETY INDEX 
0                       ACCIDENT CHARACTERISTICS 

I 
TU Berlin 

TUBerlin INJURY PROBABILITY QUPASI InstJtutfQr ASSESSMENT ALGORITHM QUPASI 

Figure 4. Probability function for occupant injury. Figure 6. Indices for vehicle safety assessment. 

By combining accident analysis with computed sim- 
ulation, the functions establish a relationship between the Application 
real consequences of an accident (occupant injuries) and the 
experimentally determined load values (physical loadings). 

Fields of application for the above-developed assessment 

Analogous to the sensors in the head, chest, pelvis and 
procedure include comparative tests to establish technical 

femurs of the dummy, the AIS-coded classes of injury safety within one class of vehicle, a longitudinal section 

severity are represented in the statistical analysis as a 
comparison between relevant vehicles of successive series 

function of the accident parameters in relation to the speed 
of models as well as an estimate of the increase in passive 

and mass classes for head-on and side-on collisions, 
safety after modification of a vehicle. 

The result is a distribution function for the probability of 
occurrence of reversible and irreversible injuries for each References 
part of the body sustained in the head-on or side-on crash (1) Folksam Insurance Company, S~ikra och farliga bilar, 

direction considered in each case. Viking Books 1984. 
Taking this statistical analysis of the sequence of events (2) Vehicle Safety Consultants Ltd., Car Safety Rating 

of the accident as a point of departure, boundary values are Scheme. 
determined to define the input parameters for computed (3) TOV Autoreport 1986, "Nicht in allen Autos gute 

simulation. Oberlebenschancen." 
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(4) Penoyre, S., Transport and Road Research Laboratory, (8) Otte, D., Erehbungen am Unfallort MHH/FUB, Projekt 
A Crashworthiness Rating System for Cars, 9th ESV-Confer- FP 7263/7506/7813-4/8200-1 BAST. 
ence Kyoto. (9) Kramer, F., Insassen-Crashmechanik-Rechen- 

(5) Miller, Patrick, Rydznski, Analysis Of Frontal Impact modell ~’r Frontalkollisionen Prograrnmbeschreibung, Veri- 
Test Data--New Car Assessment Program--DOT-HS-395, fikation und Validierung. Forschungsbedcht 324/88 TU-Ber- 
February 1984. lin 1988. 

(6) ADAC, ADAC-Motorwelt Heft 11/88, "Der groBe (10) Hofmann, J., Rechneriscbe Untersuchung zur opti- 
Crash Test." malen Seitenstruktur yon Personenkraftwagen, Dissertation 

(7) Appel, H., Kramer, F., Glatz, W., Lutter, G., 1980 TU-Berlin. 
"Quantifizierung der Passiven Sicherheit von (11) Kramer, E, Schutzkriterien ftir den Fahrzeug-Insa- 
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Low Speed Rear Impacts and the Elastic Properties of Automobiles 

D.P. Romilly, R.W. Thomson, A litigious syndrome does not appear to be the sole reason 

Department of Mechanical Engineering for the increasing numbers of injury claims. Whiplash or 

F.P.D. Navin, M.J. Macnabb, neck hyper-extension is, in many cases, symptomatic and 

Department of Civil Engineering, subjective in its diagnosis as existing evaluation techniques 

University of British Columbia are unable to identify soft tissue injuries (2,3). Assuming 
that genuine injuries are reported for accidents where 

Abstract vehicles show little or no damage, the authors have initiated 
an investigation into the dynamic response of the vehicle 

Many low speed, rear impact accidents produce occupant and its occupant to low speed impacts. 
neck injuries which have become a concern to the insurance The mechanics of a high speed collision are relatively 
industry and the medical profession. The authors, with the well documented. The vehicle structure deforms, 
cooperation of the Insurance Corporation of British Colum- converting the system’s kinetic energy into sound, thermal 
bia (ICBC), conducted approximately 30 low speed pen- and strain energies. The rate of deformation is a result of the 
dulum tests to measure the elastic and plastic properties of vehicle’s stiffness characteristics while the amount of 
selected vehicles in rear end collisions. Displacement/time recoverable deformation is a function of its elastic 
traces were generated f~om high speed video recordings of properties. At high impact speeds, very little elastic 
selected points on the vehicle and an anthropometric dum- recovery occurs and the vehicle generally behaves as a 
my occupant. The authors noted that a high impact speed plastic body. At low impact speeds, however, plastic 
was required to produce perceptible damage to the test behaviour may be absent allowing most of the total impact 
vehicle. This speed caused violent movement to the test energy to be recovered in elastic rebound. For the occupant, 
dummy neck. Discussion of these results with insurers indi- the best ride down profile occurs when the vehicle behaves 
cates there is a conflict between bumper stiffness (required as a plastic body with large deformations to reduce the 
for the Canadian 8 km/h bumper standard) desired by the overall acceleration. This creates a major dilemma for the 
material damage section of the insurance industry, and the manufacturer, occupant and insurer. Each would like the 
need for vehicle compliance for occupant protection. Inves- vehicle to provide the maximum protection for the occupant 
tigation into the vehicle’s elastic and plastic properties will with the minimum material damage to the vehicle during a 
also aid in the design of Civil Engineering roadside struc- collision. As the vehicle becomes stiffer, the vehicle 
tures and provide a better understanding of injury causation damage costs are reduced as less permanent deformation 
at low impact speeds, takes place. However, the occ_upant experiences a more 

violent fide down which increases the potential for injury. 
Introduction This implies that vehicles which do not sustain permanent 

Sprains to the neck and back occur in more than half of all 
damage in low speed impacts produce correspondingly 
higher dynamic loadings on their occupants than those 

casualty producing accidents. Associated insurance injury 
which deform plastically under the same or possibly more 

claims are estimated at over $100M (Cdn.) for the province 
of British Columbia, Canada annually. A recent provincial 

severe impact conditions. It is this premise which is under 

publication indicates that whiplash reports in B.C. 
investigation in this research project. 

increased approximately 30% from 1986 to 1987 (1).* The 
Much of the existing literarture has addressed vehicle and 

report also noted that damage to these cars was typically less 
occupant dynamics in the moderate to high speed range 

than damage occurring in other casualty producing 
(greater than 50 knffh). This is due to many countries setting 

accidents. *r~nm~ers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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vehicle performance standards based on occupant survival were used to maintain simplicity which is reflected by the 
of 50 km/h barrier impacts. However, it should be noted that low material cost of $1300 Cdn. and the relatively short 
the majority of accidents occur below this speed. Injury construction time of six man-weeks. 
costs from these low speed accidents are not insignificant, 

especially in neck injuries from rear impacts. Instrumentation 
Based on the experience derived from the development of The occupant, vehicle, and pendulum motions were re- 

an earlier low speed crash barrier (4), the researchers corded using a Kodak Ekta-Pro 1000 high speed video sys- 
initiated a project to study both vehicle and occupant tem with a maximum sampling rate of 1000 full frames/ 
response using a more accurately controlled, and second. Video images of the occupant and vehicle 
repeatable, low speed impact facility. A pendulum style (benchmarked with targets as in figure 2) were recorded 
impactor was developed permitting preselected impact throughout the test and post-processed to yield displace- 
conditions in a controlled test environment. This allowed a ment histories for subsequent analysis and modelling. This 
systematic study to determine the vehicle and occupant proved to be a simple, flexible, data acquisition system 
responses as functions of the impact parameters (i.e. mass, which also provided qualitative information beyond the 
velocity, impact energy, impact geometry, etc.), recording capabilities of a sensor based system. 

This paper presents the first phase of work completed The pendulum velocity was measured by a speed trap 
with the new impact facility. Impact tests were conducted to consisting of three equidistant mechanical switches 
investigate the dynamic response of a vehicle and driver to mounted such that the last switch was tripped by the pen- 
known rear-end impacts. The results of these tests are dulum just prior to impact. 
presented and discussed with respect to quantifying the 
relative motion between the vehicle and occupant for low 
impact speeds and the crash performance of the vehicle. 

Low Speed Impact Test Facility 

Impact pendulum design 
In order to provide controlled impacts in the low speed 

range, the pendulum style impact facility shown in figure 1 
was designed and constructed. The facility is capable of 
impact speeds up to 20 km/h with a swung mass selectively 
variable from 300 to 2000 kg. It has been designed to be 
recognized as a valid information source based on the 
Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (CMVSS 215) 
(5) and the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE J980a) 
(6) guidelines. The pendulum impactor faces prescribed in 
these guidelines were modified to provide a surface profile 

Figure 2. High speed video image Of occupant and car. 
more representative of a vehicle front end. This facility is 
located at the ICBC Research and Training Center in Test vehicles and crash dummy 
Bumaby, B.C. and is portable, having a relatively quickly 

The vehicles tested in this project were two and tour-door 
assembly/disassembly time. Manual set-up and operation 

Volkswagen Rabbit hatchbacks. These models were chosen 
because they are representative of compact cars currently on 
the road and have been extensively tested by UBC in previ- 
ous research studies (7). All of the test vehicles were insur- 
ance "write-offs" supplied through ICBC. Each vehicle 
was free of damage in the rear portion and free rolling. This 
ensured that the test vehicles were representative of func- 

tional cars. Due to accessability, a Hybrid II anthropometric 
dummy was used to represent the occupant and was made 

available to us courtesy of the Transport Canada Test Centre 
in Blainville, P.Q. A comparison, provided by Foster et al 
(8) of the Hybrid II neck performance, relative to the criteria 
put forth by Mertz and Patrick (9) is shown in figure 3. The 
results suggest the Hybrid II has limited use in whiplash 

testing because of an overly stiff neck arrangement. With 
this performance noted, it was expected that the dummy 

Figure 1. Low speed impact test facility, would yield conservative head-neck deflections. Interpreta- 
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tions of the results is based on the relative neck response to digitized frame by frame, producing displacement versus 
different test conditipns and avoids direct inference of pos- time curves which were corrected for projection distortion 

sible human injury. Although this may be unsatisfactory, it and depth effects. Data smoothing was performed by 
is necessary due to the lack of available human neck re- obtaining a least squares fit to the data. The software 
spouse data. provided time rate of change values of the displacement 

data which was used to generate velocity and acceleration Testing procedures curves. 
Prior to each test the vehicle mass was determined and 

matched by the pendulum. Test vehicle specifications (mod- Impact Test Results 
el, year, seatback type, occupant safety system, etc.) and For the Volkswagen Rabbit, limited.damage to the 
information relating to any pre-existing damage was vehicle was found for speeds under 15 km/h. Only a 5 mm 
logged. The car was positioned in line with the pendulum, movement of the bumper isolator mounting bolt within its 
the parking brake engaged and the transmission placed in adjustment slot was detected. Above 15 km/h, crush was 
gear. The crash dummy was then positioned in the seat and 

found to begin developing in the rear fenders and trunk area 
the distance between the mounted targets (as in figure 2) floor panels. For impact velocities below this threshold, 
were recorded. Triggering of the camera preceded the re- 

only cosmetic damage to the bumper itself was found. A 
lease of the pendulum by 2.5 seconds to provide the neces- slight curvature initially present in the bumper was removed 
sary lead time for initializing the recording process, as a result of the impacts, however, the amount of energy 

After each test, a general vehicle inspection was per- absorbed during this process was minimal compared to the 
formed by the researchers and the Material Damage staff at total elastic energy. Some fluid leakage from the bumper 
ICBC to locate any damage resulting.from the impact. The isolators also occurred, but did not have any significant 
dummy was also examined for final position, signs ofinteri- effect on the isolator performance during subsequent higher 
or contact, etc. speed impacts. The full stroke length of the isolators 

~*l appeared consistent at 5 cm. The 15 krn/h damage threshold 

~ 
| also supports the value presented in (8) where interpolation 

= ,,s~,,,s from barrier crush values indicated a damage threshold of 

~ 
~,,~,,,,,e ~’~’~ I 13.7 km/h. Figure 4 shows the impact pendulum, bumper 

and rear fender displacements versus time for a 14 km/h 
< HYSRIO II ~ ,0 ~,a,,, ~, impact. The envelope between the bumper and vehicle (rear 
~, . 
o ,.~ axle) displacements is representative of the energy absorbed 

i .. by bumper system. the 

Figure 3. Performance of Hybrid II neck against Mertz-Patrick 
criteria (from reference 8). 

To utilize the vehicles in the most effective manner, six 
were impacted three times each, at increasing speeds from 8 ~ 

- /// 
to 20 krn/h (it should be noted that the first two lower speed 

~ 
~ / / 

impacts did not produce any detectable residual deforma- 
tion). Two additional vehicles were tested to study the effect 
of variation in occupant posture (head inclination angle) and 
the presence of a head restraint system on occupant re- 

~.~ 
Figure 4. Displacement of bumper, vehicle and pendulum for a 

spouse at impact speeds of 8 km/h. 14 km/h impact. 
All of the tests which employed head restraints had the 

restraint adjusted to the lowest position. This reflected Whiplash or hyper-extension is generally related to the 
trends reported by States et al (10) and MacKay (11) where rearward deflection of the head relative to the body. Figure 5 
adjustable head restraints were found to be in the lowest shows the relative displacement and acceleration of the 
position in 70-90% of the vehicles surveyed, head’s center of gravity, relative to the shoulder. The results 

shown were produced by a 9:2 km/h impact. As indicated, 
Kinematic Data Analysis the maximum horizontal deflection and accelerations occur 

To obtain the required kinematic information, the video at approximately 120 ms. The rotational deflections of the 

images were digitized to give displacement information for head, figure 6, also reach maximum values at this time. The 
both the occupant and the vehicle. Benchmark points were positive rotation and velocity in this diagram signify the 
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extension movement (head rotating rearwards). It is also 
_ :%,,~ -__. ~.~.~_, .......... 

. 
evident from these figures that the head continues to move 

rearward while the shoulders rebound off the seat and move 
forward (shownat 108msonfigures5 and6).This 
differential motion between the head and shoulders will 
result in increased neck loading especially as the inertial ~ ~* ---" 
forces developed by the head grow larger at higher collision 
speeds. The presence of whiplash in cars with head ~ * ~. "~... 
restraints was recognized by States (10) where differential ~ ~"-.... 

~ rebounds, from the seatback and head restraint, may 
produce increased rearward deflections of the head, relative 
to the shoulder. The shoulder was found to rebound before 
the head in all the tests analyzed in this study. To further ’, 
investigate this effect, the acceleration and displacements .,o..~ .~ -~ .1~ .,® ~ , 
(relative to the car) for the shoulder and head are plotted in VtSPL~CZ~tENr RI~L/tTIV~ 1"0 CAR [rural 

figure 7 for cases with and without head restraint. These Figure 7. Effect of head restraint on occupant displacement 
plots are the results of 8 krn/h pendulum impacts. Figure 7 and acceleration. 
provides a seatback "stiffness" performance indicator. The 
curves already show that the shoulder moves through a For the head, higher accelerations are encountered after 
smaller range of motion than the head. States’ suggestion rebound than .before headrest contact (for the same 
for a tuned seating system stiffness may require a similar displacement) because of the spring effect of the restraint. 
"stiffness" approach to properly match the seatback and The converse is true without the headrest because there is no 
head restraint response, reloading of the neck from the seat structure. These trends 

also appear in the angular motion plots of the head depicted 

....... ~_"--_._~ 
¯ 

in figure 8 for the same tests. A higher peak angular velocity 

~ 
"/’-*" -,~ is experienced with smaller rearward rotations of the head 

.... 

~~...... ..... 
"~"’"~ 

with the use of a headrest (0.62 red) compared with lower 

"~’~ peak angular velocity and larger rearward rotations without 
~" , - ....... ~ the use of a headrest (0.7 red). This resulted in an increase 

~ _~, ~ in positive differential acceleration of the head of 
~ 

~,~. ~ 
~. 

~ approximately 25% with the introduction of an improperly 
~. .......... .’~ .......... / ~ adjusted head restraint. This suggests that injury severity 

"* "~..i~ii,~ ~;~~ / .... 

~’"- * may be a function of both displacement and dynamic 
~, loading. 

-co I I ~ ~ o.~ ~ -, 

Figure 5. Relative motion of head to shoulder for a 9.2 km/h - " 
impact. ~ 0" "~P’~*~    " - 

~a°= "\, -’*’~’     -~ ~ 
Figure8. Eflectofheadrestraintonangularmotionofthehead. 

"~"’\ ~.,, 
Figure 9 shows a set of vehicle and occupant response 

-" 
,-,=     ,-,.,~.~,,..._.../,       ,’ . ~\ 

curves for an 18.4 km/h impact with a normally positioned 
.... dummy. The influence of initial posture can be observed 
" ~ . ........... from figure 10. This test was conducted witha 20° forward 

~,~ ,~o,, ,,,~ r ............ ] leaning head position at an 8.1 km/h impact speed. The 
Figure 6. Rotational motion of the head (pitch). initial rearward velocity of the head (ear) in the 18.4 krn/h 

impact is less than that found at half the collision speed, with 
From figure 7, 6ne can see that the shoulders exhibit the occupant head forward. This is because the head has less 

smaller deflections with higher accelerations in the time to rotate rearward before contacting the head restraint 
presence of a head restraint than without a head restraint, and indicates that small changes in head position can 
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markedly effect head velocities encountered during an ° ~,~,~,~=g*,,,~ ... .... .. 
impact. Figure 11 shows the relative displacement between " 

’~-"’~"- 
. 

the head and the shoulder for these two tests. The 
° 

displacements are of the same magnitude, indicating that a 
_~ ,° --~\ ,:.,;~ ..... , ...... 

forward leaning occupant could increase their chance of 
injury to levels found at much higher impact speeds. As 
noted on the diagrams, again the shoulder rebounds to a ~ / ,~,~ o- ,~- , 
forward velocity relative to the car before the head. The 
corresponding occupant head deflections at 9.2 km/h 
(figure 5) show a normally placed dummy moves less than " - 

the inclined occupant shown in figure 11, even though the ~ - ,~ ....... 
latter experienced a slightly lower impact speed. All the -"- 

impacts recorded suggest that the elastic effects of the seat 
allow the vehicle to almost reach its maximum forward Figure9. Vehicleandoccupantvelocitytrendsforan18.4km/h 
speed as the occupant’s head reaches its maximum rearward Impact. 

speed. This increases the rearward displacements- " 

encountered which increases the propensity for a whiplash 
injury. Decreasing the rearward deflection of the head 
would reduce this velocity disparity and the attending neck ~ ~., - .......... ’/ ....... ~ ...... 
loadings. It is felt that a human neck would allow a much 
greater relative displacement between the head and ~. ..... .... ~;;"" - ,., , .... -~ ~ ~ ................. ~...o..:~, > ~,~...-’-    ~r ~" ......... ./~ 
shoulders than shown with the Hybrid II. However, it is also ~. , -~..-."""~"" ~ --’~ ..... . o./--.      ,,,/"," felt that the same trends can be expected in a human subject ~ ,., - .-. ~ ~. ¯ " ..-" ,’ 
for the same conditions albeit at different magnitudes. 

The elastic behaviour of the seat is a critical factor as .... .." 
evidenced by.the magnitude in which it catapults (in the .,-    ~,~,~,~ ~" ......... "" 

order of 150% of the original impact velocity) the occupant ....... 
forward after reaching a maximum rearward deflection. 
Reducing this forward acceleration would both lower the 

Figure 10. Vehicle and occupant velocity trends for 8.1 km/h 
seat loading on the neck structure and reduce the likelihood impact. 
of interior impacts. One method to control the seatback 
influence on the occupant would be to use the seat to absorb ~o - 
energy in some non-recoverable manner; through frictional ~o , 
or damping dissipators. Alternatively, a rigid seat and ’: . ~"~ ,~,~ ,," 
headrest coupled with a non-rebounding surface may be a -~o 

-,., :;,’ 
means to limit the relative head-shoulder motion by forcing I~’~* 

~~~"               / 
the head and shoulders to move as a unit. Deployable head 

I       -,0 

’,    \ / 
restraints were researched by Melvin et al (12) and were ,, 
found to be promising, but no additional work in this area 
has been found in the literature. -~ \ 

Noting the vehicle velocity curves (figures 9 and 10), 
there is a difference between the vehicle velocity attained .,,,    ’~’*’0~ " 

and the original impact velocity. This reduction is 38% at 
the higher speed where structural crush takes place and 22% 
at the lower speed where a greater portion of the energy is Figure 11. Effect of impact speed on relative displacement of 
elastic and is translated to the occupant compartment. At occupant head to the shoulder. 

lower speeds, losses through the sliding wheels and shoulder rebound is another possible solution for reducing 
compliance of the bumper and suspension systems become the whiplash injury potential. Should the belt spool in and 
increasingly important as dissipation mechanisms during lock in the rearmost position as the occupant moved back, 
impact, the differential velocity between head and shoulder would 

Visually noted from the video recording was the ramping be reduced. 
displacement of the occupant up the seat back, even at the 
lower (8 km/h) speeds. Also detected from the video was the Conclusions of Preliminary Testing 
slack which developed between the seatbelt and the 
dummy’s chest at the higher impact speeds. This identifies Phase 
the inability of the retractor to spool up the free play of the A brief description of the low speed, rear impact test 
seat belt. The use of a faster seatbelt retractor to control program at UBC has been presented. The developed 
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pendulum impact facility performed reliably, providing and quantifyelastic body stiffness: Of specific interestis an 
controlled and repeatable impacts throughout:the initial attemptto~redu~ occupant..¢ompartment loading through 
testing.phase of this project. The)video ~recording system ~improved energy ab~b~rlg~!b~er system2 - 
em#oyed in. theSe.tests provid~ useful=,information for ..... -~ ¯ = i ........ 
understanding the �ollisiOn kinematiCS Of both th~ ~ehicle References ........ ...... . ..... 
and 0ccupanti Of interest ~tO researchers ~ ~the ia~k of, 0~ ~ ...... 
minimal structural damagd~esfiliing~ from ~pact ~pee~is 
below 15 kin/h, and the in~rea~eof personal Jnj~ Claims 

associated with these, impacts. The absence of structural 

damagejndi~ates that the bumper :isolator system and 

retardation::forces at ~the .tire/ground interface are the 

predominant mechanisms of energy-absorption by. the 

VehiCleduriiigimpact~ : :. "~:::~"’. ....... ~:"~ " ..... 
It: was. Observed that the resulting deflection Of the 

the 

ulder 
Blainvil~ecP.Q~;~Cariada,June,:~988~ :-/~ .~-~ ¯ 

-the :.limited neck 

that higher                                                 : 

Novembei’, 1977, 

are 

the 
720967, 

USA.-, __ : 
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Effect of Internal Fittings on Injury Value of Unrestrained Occupant 

Written Only Paper FMVSS 208. The seat position was set almost at the center. 

As the secondary impact objects like the instrument panel 
Koichi Oho, Isao Sugamori and etc., get pushed towards the rear due to backward movement 
Kazuhisa Yamasaki of the engine and the dashboard during barrier test, these 

were fixed after making proper allowance for the amount of 
Abstract 

displacement toward rear. 
An overall improvement in the crash characteristics of 

vehicle body, occupant restraint devices (seat belt and air 
bag etc.) and energy absorption characteristics of the 
secondary impact objects (steering and instrument panels 
etc.) is essential for minimizing injuries to occupants when 
a vehicle gets involved in an accident. It is needless to say 
that striking proper balance among these is the main crux in 
designing. For this, it is necessary to analyze the behavior of 
occupants a’t the time of accident and the state of injuries 
they sustain so that the contribution of each factor to the 
injuries can be pinpointed. 

This paper discusses the investigations carded out by the rtoo~ 
authors on the effects of crash characteristics of the vehicle 
body, position of the windshield glass and instrument panel Figure 1. Calculation model. 

and the rigidity of instrument panel and cross beam etc. on 
_~) the injury values of the dummy, after analyzing the behavior 

I 
A CC E L. / of unrestrained dummy in the passe.nger seat during frontal /X ! 

collision at 30 MPH and 15 MPH by carrying out simulation ~ | 

; ~(~’--’~’~" 160 

with MVMA-2D program and by sled test. 
This study enabled the authors to gain some significant 

information on the effects of internal fittings on the injury ~ / _/~ /\ 
1 ~                 40 values of the dummy. Sled test carded out with vehicle I / 

modified on the basis of these data confirmed the validity of 
the findings. 

Method of Investigation 

Simulation calculation model 0 ,50    ~ 15~0 
The program MVMA-2D developed at Michigan 

University for analyzing the behavior of occupant was used Figure 2. Acceleration curves for sled test. 
in calculation. As shown in figure 1, a two dimensional 
model with 9 concentrated masses and 10 links was used for Behavior of Unrestrained Occupant 
the dummy. Elliptical bodies were provided to each link to and Verification of Accuracy of 
represent the body outline and to produce contact reaction 
force. Calculation Model 

Sled test Simulation model was prepared after studying the 

The behavior of unrestrained dummy was studied by 30 behavior of unrestrained occupant by sled test. For 

MPH (48 km/h) and 15 MPH (24 km/h) sled tests. Figure 2 verifying the accuracy of calculation model, it is necessary 

shows the vehicle acceleration curves of the sled tests. A to investigate the degree of accuracy by which the behavior 

Hybrid III type dummy was used. The sitting posture of the of the dummy and the accelerationcurves for each section of 

dummy was decided on the basis of the method specified in the dummy determined in the calculation model correlate 
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Low Speed Rear Impacts and the Elastic Properties of Automobiles 

D.P. Romilly, R.W. Thomson, A litigious syndrome does not appear to be the sole reason 

Department of Mechanical Engineering for the increasing numbers of injury claims. Whiplash or 

F.P.D. Navin, M.J. Maenabb, neck hyper-extension is, in many cases, symptomatic and 

Department of Civil Engineering, subjective in its diagnosis as existing evaluation techniques 

© University of British Columbia are unable to identify soft tissue injuries (2,3). Assuming 
that genuine injuries are reported for accidents where 
vehicles show little or no damage, the authors have initiated 

Abstract an investigation into the dynamic response of the vehicle 
Many low speed, rear impact accidents produce occupant and its occupant to low speed impacts. 

neck injuries which have become a concern to the insurance The mechanics of a high speed collision are relatively 
~) industry and the medical profession. The authors, with the well documented. The vehicle structure deforms, 

cooperation of the Insurance Corporation of British Colum- converting the system’s kinetic energy into sound, thermal 
bia (ICBC), conducted approximately 30 low speed pen- and strain energies. The rate of deformation is a result of the 
dulum tests to measure the elastic and plastic properties of vehicle’s stiffness characteristics while the amount of 
selected vehicles in rear end collisions. Displacement/time recoverable deformation is a function of its elastic 
traces were generated from high speed video recordings of properties. At high impact speeds, very little elastic 

~ selected points on the vehicle and an anthropometric dum- recovery occurs and the vehicle generally behaves as a 
my occupant. The authors noted that a high impact speed plastic body. At low impact speeds, however, plastic 
was required to produce perceptible damage to the test behaviour may be absent allowing most of the total impact 
vehicle. This speed caused violent movement to the test energy to be recovered in elastic rebound. For the occupant, 
dummy neck. Discussion of these results with insurers indi- the best ride down profile occurs when the vehicle behaves 
cates there is a conflict between bumper stiffness (required as a plastic body with large deformations to reduce the 

~ for the Canadian 8 km/h bumper standard) desired by the overall acceleration. This creates a major dilemma for the 
material damage section of the insurance industry, and the manufacturer, occupant and insurer. Each would like the 
need for vehicle compliance for occupant protection. Inves- vehicle to provide the maximum protection for the occupant 
tigation into the vehicle’s elastic and plastic properties will with the minimum material damage to the vehicle during a 
also aid in the design of Civil Engineering roadside struc- collision. As the vehicle becomes stiffer, the vehicle 
tures and provide a better understanding of injury causation damage costs are reduced as less permanent deformation 

~ at low impact speeds, takes place. However, the occ_upant experiences a more 
violent ride down which increases the potential for injury. 

Introduction This implies that vehicles which do not sustain permanent 

Sprains to the neck and back occur in more than half of all 
damage in low speed impacts produce correspondingly 

¯ higher dynamic loadings on their occupants than those 
casualty producing accidents. Associated insurance injury 

~ claims are estimated at over $100M (Cdn.) for the province 
which deform plastically under the same or possibly more 

¯ of British Columbia, Canada annually. A recent provincial 
severe impact conditions. It is this premise which is under 

publication indicates that whiplash reports in B.C. 
investigation in this research project. 

Much of the existing literarture has addressed vehicle and 
increased approximately 30% from 1986 to 1987 (1).* The 

occupant dynamics in the moderate to high speed range 
report also noted that damage to these cars was typically less 

(greater than 50 km/h). This is due to many countries setting 
than damage occurring in other casualty producing 
accidents. *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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vehicle performance standards based on occupant survival were used to maintain sm~plicity w}~ich it re~lected b? the 
of50km/hbarrierimpacts. However. it should be noted that low material cost of $I300 Cdno a~d the relatively 

the majority of accidents occur below this speed. Injury construction time of six man-weeks. 
costs from these low speed accidents are not insignificant. 

especially in neck injuries from rear impacts. Instrumentation 
Based on the experience derived from the development of The occupant, vehicle, and pendulum motions were re- 

an earlier low speed crash barrier (4), the researchers corded using a Kodak Ekta-Pro 1000 high speed video sys- 

initiated a project to study both vehicle and occupant tern with a maximum sampling rate of 1000 full frames/ 

response using a more accurately controlled, and second. Video images of the occupant and vehicle 

repeatable, low speed impact facility. A pendulum style (benchmarked with targets as in figure 2) were recorded 

impacmr was deve!oped permitting preselected impac! throughout the test and post-processed m yield displace- 

conditions tn a controlled test environment. This allowed a ment histories for subsequent analysis and modelling. This 

systematic study to determine the vehicle and occupant proved to be a simple, flexible, data acquisition system 

responses as functions of the impact parameters (i.e. mass. which also provided qualitative information beyond the 

velocity, impact energy, impact geometry, etc.), recording capabilities of a sensor based system. 

This paper presents the first phase of work completed The pendulum velocity was measured by a speed trap 

with the new impact facility. Impact tests were conducted to conststing of three equidistan~ mechanical switches 
investigate the dynamic response of a vehicle and driver to mounted such that the last switch was tripped by the pea- 
known rear-end impacts. The results of these tests are dulumjust prior to impact. 
presented and discussed with respect to quantifying the 

relative motion between the vehicle and occupanl for low 

impact speeds and the crash performance of the vehicle. 

Low Speed Impact Test Facility 

Impact pendulum design 

In order to provide controlled impacts in the low speed 

range, the pendulum style impact facility shown in figure ! 

was designed and constructed. The facility is capable of 

im pact speeds up to 20 km/h with a swung mass selectively 

variable from 300 to 2000 kg. It has been designed to be 

recognized as a valid information source based on the 

Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards t CMVSS 215~ 

(5) and the Society of Automotive Engineers I SAE J980a) 

(6) guidelines. The pendulum impactor faces prescribed in 

these guidelines were modified to provide a surface profile 
Figure 2. High s~ee~ ~i~eo image ~ ~ccu~ant ~ncl car. 

more representative of a vehicle front end. This facility is 

located at the ICBC Research and Training Center in Test vehicles and crash durum3 
Burnaby, B.C. and is portable, having a relatively quickly The vehicles tested in this pr~iec~ were ~wo and ~~ ~ur~door 
assembly/disassembly time. Manual set-up and operation Volkswagen Rabbit hatchbacks. These mode~s were chosen 

because they are representative of compac~ cars c~rren~ty on 

the road and have been ~xte~sively ~ested by UBC in previ.~ 

ous research studies (7). All of th~ test vehicles were 

ance "write-offs" supplied through ICBC. Each vehicle 

was free of damage in the rear portion and ~ree re,lingo Tbi.~ 

ensured that the test vehicles were representative of f~mc- 

tional cars. Due to accessability, a Hybrid II anthropome~ric 

durum y was used to represent the occupant and was 

available to us courtesy of the Transport Canada ~I:ast Cenirc 

in Blainvilleo RQ. A comparison, provkKd by Poster e~ 

(81 of the Hybrid II neck perff)rmance, relative ~o the criteria 

put ik)rth by Mertz and Patrick (91 is shown in fiaare 3_ The 

results suggest the Hybrid H has limi~cit use in whiplash 

testing because of an overly stiff neck arrangemem. Wi~h 

this performance noted, il was expected ihat the dumm~ 

Figure 1. Low spee~ impact test facility, would yield conservative head-neck deflections, la~ L~rprem- 
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tions of the results is based on the relative neck response to digitized frame by frame, producing displacement versus 
different test conditipns and avoids direct inference of pos- time curves which were corrected for projection distortion 

sible human injury. Although this may be unsatisfactory, it and depth effects. Data smoothing was performed by 
is necessary due to the lack of available human neck re- obtaining a least squares fit to the data. The software 
spouse data. provided time rate of change values of the displacement 

data which was used to generate velocity and acceleration Testing procedures curves. 
Prior to each test the vehicle mass was determined and 

matched by the pendulum. Test vehicle specifications (mod- Impact Test Results 
el, year, seatback type, occupant safety system, etc.) and For the Volkswagen Rabbit, limited damage to the 
information relating to any pre-existing damage was vehicle was found for speeds under 15 km/h. Only a 5 mm 
logged. The car was positioned in line with the pendulum, movement of the bumper isolator mounting bolt within its 
the parking brake engaged and the transmission placed in adjustment slot was detected. Above 15 km/h, crush was 
gear. The crash dummy was then positioned in the seat and found to begin developing in the rear fenders and trunk area 
the distance between the mounted targets (as in figure 2) floor panels. For impact velocities below this threshold, 
were recorded. Triggering of the camera preceded the re- only cosmetic damage to the bumper itself was found. A 
lease of the pendulum by 2.5 seconds to provide the neces- slight curvature initially present in the bumper was removed 
sary lead time for initializing the recording process, as a result of the impacts, however, the amount of energy 

After each test, a general vehicle inspection was per- absorbed during this process was minimal compared to the 
formed by the researchers and the Material Damage staff at total elastic energy. Some fluid leakage from the bumper 
ICBC to locate any damage resulting from the impact. The isolators also occurred, but did not have any significant 
dummy was also examined for final position, signs of interi- effect on the isolator performance during subsequent higher 
or contact, etc. speed impacts. The full stroke length of the isolators 

e,. appeared consistent at 5 cm. The 15 km/h damage threshold 

~ also supports the value presented in (8) where interpolation 
~ ,,~,~,s I / / from barrier crush values indicated a damage threshold of 

~ ~o~,,N~    I "~" I ~;~--- 7’- ---/- 13.7 km/h. Figure 4 shows the impact pendulum, bumper 
~o I ~.’ ~o ~ I " o~ I ~// and rear fender displacements versus time for a 14 km/h 
~.,o 

_~ ~~,_~~~7,o ~ 

impact. The envelope between the bumper and vehicle (rear 

o, axle) displacements is representative of the energy absorbed 
~ 

by the btimper system. 
~< 20- "" "~-’,’~1 ~0- 

o 
I,~/I ~ I’°’’’~’’’°’‘ I 

Figure 3. Performance of Hybrid II neck against Mertz-Patrick 
criteria (from reference 8). 

To utilize the vehicles in the most effective manner, six 
were impacted three times each, at increasing speeds from 8 
to 20 kmih (it should be noted that the first two lower speed _ 

,,~~ 
°- 

impacts did not produce any detectable residual deforma- 
tion). Two additional vehicles were tested to study the effect 

-, -I , 
of variation in occupant posture (head inclination angle) and 
the presence of a head restraint system on occupant re- ~,~,~ ~.~:o~ 

Figure 4. Displacement of bumper, vehicle and pendulum for a 
spouse at impact speeds of 8 km/h. 14 km/h impact. 

All of the tests which employed head restraints had the 
restraint adjusted to the lowest position. This reflected Whiplash or hyper-extension is generally related to the 
trends reported by States et al (10) and MacKay (11) where rearward deflection of the head relative to the body. Figure 5 
adjustable head restraints were found to be in the lowest shows the relative displacement and acceleration of the 
position in 70-90% of the vehicles surveyed, head’s center of gravity, relative to the shoulder. The results 

shown were produced by a 9’.2 km/h impact. As indicated, 
Kinematic Data Analysis the maximum horizontal deflection and accelerations occur 

To obtain the required kinematic information, the video at approximately 120 ms. The rotational deflections of the 
images were digitized to give displacement information for head, figure 6, also reach maximum values at this time. The 
both the occupant and the vehicle. Benchmark points were positive rotation and velocity in this diagram signify the 
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extension movement (head rotating rearwards). It is also _ ~-~,- .... ~"~.~’~" ......... * 

evident from these figures that the head continues to move 
rearward while the shoulders rebound off the seat and move 
forward (shown at 108 ms on figures 5 and 6). This ~ 

,,,, differential motion between the head and shoulders will 
result in increased neck loading especially as the inertial ~ ~ "-. "" ®.__ 
forces developed by the head grow larger at higher collision 
speeds. The presence of whiplash in cars with head ~ ° ",~’*.. -~.--..’*.             .--. 
restraints was recognized by States (10) where differential 

~ 
"~"’-... ’-~’-~-~ 

rebounds, from the seatback and head restraint, may 
produce increased rearward deflections of the head, relative 
to the shoulder. The shoulder was found to rebound before 
the head in all the tests analyzed in this study. To further 
investigate this effect, the acceleration and displacements ~-,~ .... ~ ......... 
(relative to the car) for the shoulder and head are plotted in ~s~uc~r RZLATIvI~ To CAR [mm] 

figure 7 for cases with and without head restraint. These Figurs 7. Effect ol hsad restraint on occupant displacement 
plots are the results of 8 km/h pendulum impacts. Figure 7 and acceleration. 

provides a seatback "stiffness" performance indicator. The 
curves already show that the shoulder moves through a For the head, higher accelerations are encountered after 

smaller range of motion than the head. States’ suggestion rebound than before headrest contact (for the same 

for a tuned seating system stiffness may require a similar displacement) because of the spring effect of the restraint. 

"stiffness" approach to properly match the seatback and The converse is true without the headrest because there is no 

head restraint response, reloading of the neck from the seat structure. These trends 
also appear in the angular motion plots of the head depicted 

........ ,.,,..~.~.~ in figure 8 for the same tests. A higher peak angular velocity 

....... ~..i’’~’.~ ~.~... 

"~ 

~ 
approximatelyiS 

experienced with smaller rearward rotatiOnSan Ofimproperlythe head 

~~ 
!i 

with the use of a headrest (0.62 rad) compared with lower 
’* "~’~ i’~--’-’- ......... "~- .,® ._ peak angular velocity and larger rearward rotations without 

-~ ..... " ............ . ~ the use of a headrest (0.7 rad). This resulted in an increase 
~ ° ~ in positive differential acceleration of the head of i ...... 25% with the introduction of 

~’~ ’ ~ adjusted head restraint. This suggests that injury severity 
~ // may be a function of both displacement and dynamic 

~ loading. 

Figure 5. Relative motion of head to shoulder for a 9.2 km/h o~ o., ...... ......./ ,,~/ 
impact. 

- o.~ ~     Figure 8. Effect of head restraint on angular motion ofthe head. 

Figure 9 shows a set of vehicle and occupant response 
-, = curves for an 18.4 krn/h impact with a normally positioned 
-, dummy. The influence of initial posture can be observed 
............. from figure 10. This test was conducted with a 20° forward 

............... ~ ............ ~ leaning head position at an 8.1 km/h impact speed. The ¯ 

Figure 6. Rotational motion of the head (pitch). initial rearward velocity of the head (ear) in the 18.4 krn/h 
impact is less than that found at half the collision speed, with 

From figure 7, one can see that the shoulders exhibit the occupant head forward. This is because the head has less 

smaller deflections with higher accelerations in the time to rotate rearward before contacting the head restraint 
presence of a head restraint than without a head restraint, and indicates that small changes in head position can 
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markedly effect head velocities encountered during an °- 
impact. Figure 11 shows the relative displacement between " "-.. 

the head and the shoulder for these two tests. The ,~,~,,~o~,,0.,~ 
displacements are of the same magnitude, indicating that a ~ 
forward leaning occupant could increase their chance of ~ ’ 

injury to levels found at much higher impact speeds. As ~, ~~.... .......... 
noted on the diagrams, again the shoulder rebounds to a ~ .~ ........ 
forward velocity relative to the car before the head. The z’~ 

,          ...’’-~ .... .......... 
.I.-’<’- ...- 

corresponding occupant head deflections at 9.2 km/h ~ ° ~---~ ...... 
(figure 5) show a normally placed dummy moves less than -’ 

the inclined occupant shown in figure 11, even though the ~ . 
lightly ......... latter experienced a s lower impact speed. All the -~ ’ ~o ,o    ® 

impacts recorded suggest that the elastic effects of the seat r,~,~ FROM I~,IP,\¢T [milli ..... 

allow the vehicle to almost reach its maximum forward Figure 9. Vehicle and occupant velocity trends for an ~ 8.4 km/h 

speed as the occupant’s head reaches its maximum rearward 
impact. 

speed. This increases the rearward displacements "                                                                                               _ 
encountered which increases the propensity for a whiplash ~’ ~,~’~" 
injury. Decreasing the rearward deflection of the head ’ 

would reduce this velocity disparity and the attending neck ~ ~’~ 

loadings. It is felt that a human neck would allow a much ~ ~ . 
greater relative displacement between the head and ~ ~ ~ ....... ~7_... 

shoulders than shown with the Hybrid II. However, it is also ~ , "~" 
felt that the same trends can be expected in a human subject ~ 

/ ..... 
~ -~ ........ / , 

for the same conditions albeit at different magnitudes. 
~ °~0 " ........ ~ 

,, 
The elastic behaviour of the seat is a critical factor as                          ~.- ................. " 

evidenced by the magnitude in which it catapults (in the -, o~ .... ~" ........ 
order of 150% of the original impact velocity) the occupant ............ 
forward after reaching a maximum rearward deflection. ~.~.,,z ~-,~0~ ~,,c.r 
Reducing this forward acceleration would both lower the 

Figure 10. Vehicle and occupant velocity trends for 8.1 km/h 
seat loading on the neck structure and reduce the likelihood impact. 
of interior impacts. One method to control the seatback 
influence on the occupant would be to use the seat to absorb ~0 - 
energy in some non-recoverable manner; through frictional ~o 

or damping dissipators. Alternatively, a rigid seat and ~ .......... o~.~ / 
headrest coupled with a non-rebounding surface may be a -~o- 

~~....~.7.//’ 

means to limit the relative head-shoulder motion by forcing ~ -~0 , 
the head and shoulders to move as a unit. Deployable head -,0 
restraints were researched by Melvin et al (12) and were -,0 ,, / 

found to be promising, but no additional work in this area -~0 ’ ’ 
has been found in the literature. ~ 

Noting the vehicle velocity curves (figures 9 and 10), ~ 
"’ ’"~ I/~’~’ ~ / 

there is a difference between the vehicle velocity attained -,0 
and the original impact velocity. This reduction is 38% at -,~0 ,’0 ~ 
the higher speed where structural crush takes place and 22% 
at the lower speed where a greater portion of the energy is Figure 11. Effect of impact speed on relative displacement of 

elastic and is translated to the occupant compartment. At 
occupant head to the shoulder. 

lower speeds, losses through the sliding wheels and shoulder rebound is another possible solution for reducing 
compliance of the bumper and suspension systems become the whiplash injury potential. Should the belt spool in and 
increasingly important as dissipation mechanisms during lock in the rearmost position as the occupant moved back, 
impact, the differential velocity between head and shoulder would 

Visually noted from the video recording was the ramping be reduced. 
displacement of the occupant up the seat back, even at the 
lower (8 km/h) speeds. Also detected from the video was the Conclusions of Preliminary Testing 
slack which developed between the seatbelt and the 
dummy’s chest at the higher impact speeds. This identifies Phase 
the inability of the retractor to spool up the free play of the A brief description of the low speed, rear impact test 

seat belt. The use of a faster seatbelt retractor to control program at UBC has been presented. The developed 
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pendulum impact facility performed reliably, providing and quantify elastic body stiffness. Of specific interest is an 

controlled and repeatable impacts throughout the initial attempt to reduce occupant compartment loading through 

testing phase of this project. The video recording system an improved energy absorbing bumper system. 

employed in these tests provided useful information for 

understanding the collision kinematics of both the vehicle References 
and occupant. Of interest to researchers is the lack of, or (1) Mercer, G.W., "Whiplash Producing Casualty Traffic 
minimal, structural damage resulting from impact speeds Accidents: Trends, Characteristics, Persons Involved, and 
below 15 km/h, and the increase of personal injury claims Consequences, British Columbia, 1987", Counter Attack 
associated with these impacts. The absence of structural Program, Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services, 
damage indicates that the bumper isolator system and British Columbia, Canada, 1988. 
retardation forces at the tire/ground interface are the (2) Mulligan, G.W.N., Thom, R., Dyck, K., Sobie, C., 
predominant mechanisms of energy absorption by the "Whiplash Injuries to the Neck: Acute Cervical Sprain, 
vehicle during impact. Hyperextension Injury; A Continuing Fnigma for 

It was observed that the resulting deflection of the Clinicians and a Frequent Dilemma for ~itigants", 
seatback with subsequent rebound, tends to pitch the Canadian Association of Road Safety Professionals; 
occupant forward during impact with the shoulder Blainville, P.Q., Canada, June, 1988. 
displacement leading the head. This relative head to (3) Mertz, H.J., "Neck Injury", SAE Conference 
shoulder motion is the likely source of whiplash injury. The Proceedings, P49, Human Tolerances to B iomechanics, 
spring rate effects for the seat back and the head restraint Impact and its Application to Automotive Design, 1973. 
have been presented in a quantifiable form in figure 7. Since (4) Miyasaki, G.W., Navin, F., Macnabb, M., "A Crash 
the stiffer neck of the Hybrid II is more resistant to the 

Test Facility to Determine Automobile Crush 
loadings experienced in this testing, the limited neck 

Coefficients", SAE Paper 880224, 1988. 
rotations recorded with the Hybrid II suggest that higher 

(5) "Motor Vehicle Safety Test Methods", Transport 
rotations can be expected by humans in similar loading 

Canada, TP 3666-E. 
situations and that an increased potential for neck injury will 

(6) "On Highway Vehicles and Off Highway 
occur. 

Machinery", SAE Handbook Volume 4, 1984. 
The effect of an improperly positioned head restraint and 

(7) Navin, F., Macnabb, M., Miyasaki, G.W., "Elastic 
initial occupant posture was shown to affect the maximum 

deflections of the head. The occupant experienced lower 
Properties of Selected Vehicles", SAE Paper 880223, 1988. 

accelerations with increased deflections when the headrest 
(8) Foster, J.F., Kortge, J.O., Wolanin, M.J., "Hybrid 

III--A Biomechanically Based Crash Dummy", SAE 
is not present. The head also experienced larger deflections 

relative to the shoulder when the occupant’s initial position 
Paper 770938, Proceedings of Twenty-First Stapp Car 

Crash Conference, October, 1977, New Orleans, USA. 
was moved farther from the seat. This latter effect was seen 

to produce effects comparable to responses at twice the 
(9) Mertz, H.J., Patrick, L.M., "Strength and Response of 

the Human Neck", SAE Paper 710855, Proceedings of 
impact speeds with a normally seated occupant. 

Fifteenth Stapp Car Crash Conference, November, 1977, 
The present compliance standards in Canada for head 

restraint employ a "best case" scenario. The tests are Coronado, Calif., USA. 

conducted for a 95 percentile male with a fully upright (10) States, J.D., Balcerak, J.C., Williams, J.S., Morris, 

adjusted head restraint (CMVSS 202). As mentioned A., Babcock, W., Polvino; R., Riger, P., Dawley, R.E., 

before, the majority of drivers do not properly adjust the "Injury Frequency and Head Restraint Effectiveness in 

head rests. The presence of ramping in the 50 percentile Rear-End Impact Accidents", SAE Paper 720967, 

occupant used in this research suggests that a large portion Proceedings of Sixteenth Stapp Car Crash Conference, 

of the population will not receive all the protection that is November, 1972, Detroit, Mich., USA. 

provided to them. The standards set by the government are (11) MacKay, M., "Occupant Protection and Vehicle 

met by the manufacturer, but unfortunately the occupant is Design", Proceedings of Crash Performance Standards and 

not responding by using the existing head restraints the Biomechanics of Impact: What are the Relationships, 

properly. AAAM, IRCOBI, February, 1989, San Antonio, Tex., USA. 

Future work includes more full scale vehicle impact (12) Melvin, J.W., McElhaney, J.H., Roberts, V.L., 

testing planned for the summer of 1989. During these tests Portnoy, H.D., "Deployable Head Restraints--A 

the vehicles will be instrumented (accelerometers and strain Feasibility Study", SAE Paper 710853, Proceedings of 

gauges) to provide accelerations and frame deformations Fifteenth Stapp Car Crash Conference, November, 1971, 

(unavailable from video recording) needed to fully develop Coronado, Calif., USA. 
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Effect of Internal Fittings on Injury Value of Unrestrained Occupant 

Written Only Paper FMVSS 208. The seat position was set almost at the center. 

As the secondary impact objects like the instrument panel 
Koichi Oho, Isao Sugamori and etc., get pushed towards the rear due to backward movement 
Kazuhisa Yamasaki of the engine and the dashboard during barrier test, these 

were fixed after making proper allowance for the amount of 
Abstract 

displacement toward rear. 
An overall improvement in the crash characteristics of 

vehicle body, occupant restraint devices (seat belt and air 
bag etc.) and energy absorption characteristics of the 
secondary impact objects (steering and instrument panels 
etc.) is essential for minimizing injuries to occupants when 
a vehicle gets involved in an accident. It is needless to say ~ -- 
that striking proper balance among these is the main crux in 
designing. For this, it is necessary to analyze the behavior of 
occupants at the time of accident and the state of injuries 
they sustain so that the contribution of each factor to the 
injuries can be pinpointed. 

This paper discusses the investigations carried out by the " 

authors on the effects of crash characteristics of the vehicle 
body, position of the windshield glass and instrument panel Figure 1. Calculation model. 

and the rigidity of instrument panel and cross beam etc. on 
-50 

the injury values of the dummy, after analyzing the behavior A L. / of unrestrained dummy in the passenger seat during frontal 
collision at 30 MPH and 15 MPH by carrying out simulation 
with MVMA-2D program and by sled test. 

This study enabled the authors to gain some significant 
information on the effects of internal fittings on the injury 

t 
values of the dummy. Sled test carried out with vehicle 
modified on the basis of these data confirmed the validity of 
the findings. 0 

Method of Investigation 

Simulation calculation model 0 50    L~/ 150 ~0 
The program MVMA-2D developed at Michigan "i’-I 

University for analyzing the behavior of occupant was used Figure 2. Acceleration curves for sled test. 
in calculation. As shown in figure 1, a two dimensional 
model with 9 concentrated masses and 10 links was used for Behavior of Unrestrained Occupant 
the dummy. Elliptical bodies were provided to each link to and Verification of Accuracy of 
represent the body outline and to produce contact reaction 
force. Calculation Model 

Sled test Simulation model was prepared after studying the 

behavior of unrestrained occupant by sled test. For The behavior of unrestrained dummy was studied by 30 
MPH (48 km/h) and 15 MPH (24 km/h) sled tests. Figure 2 verifying the accuracy of calculation model, it is necessary 

shows the vehicle acceleration curves of the sled tests. A to investigate the degree of accuracy by which the behavior 

Hybrid III type dummy was used. The sitting posture of the of the dummy and the acceleration curves for each section of 

dummy was decided on the basis of the method specified in the dummy determined in the calculation model correlate 
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with the test results. The behavior of the dummy and the (2) Acceleration Curves of Dummy: 

acceleration curves found during sled test as well as the A comparison of the acceleration curves for head 
results of accuracy verification carried out with the base and chest and of load curve for femur obtained by 
model will be described below, testing and by simulation has been shown in figure 5. 

(1) Behavior of Dummy: From the figures it will be seen that there is more or less 

Figure 3 shows the calculation results and the test good correspondence in the timings of ascent, peak and 

results of the initial posture of the dummy (t = 0 sec) descent as well as in the values at these timings in the 

and its posture at the time of collision (t = 110 msec). A 
H 

comparison of the amounts of displacement of the head |50 
position and of the hip point has been shown in figure l 

4. These results show that the head of the dummy in the 
--- TEST 

passenger seat dashes against the glass, the chest 
against the instrument panel and the knee against the 
lower part of the instrument panel. At 15 MPH, the 
head strikes against the upper part of the instrument .J. 
panel. From these findings, the authors concluded that 
as far as the behavior of the dummy is concerned, the ~ 50 
calculation model correlated very well with the test 
results. 

T=Omsec            T= i I 0msec 
0 5O 100 150 200 

~i 
TIME (MSEC) 

\ 
150 

CHEST 

SIMUL. 
--- TEST 

Figure 3. Dummy behavior (for 30 MPH).                      0      50    100    150 200 

,.SI FIUL.                 TIME (MSEC) 
--- TEST 

80 HEAD CO. 
FEMUR 

SIMUL. 

~ --- TEST ~60 10 

20    H-POINT , - ! N ............. 
"’--’~’""~ 5 ’ , 

o ¯ " do " " 
0 20 0 80 

X ( C M ) 0 50 100 """ 2(~0 
TIME (MSEC) 

Figure4. Amountsof headand hipdisplacementindummy(for 
30 MPH). Figure 5. Acceleration and load curves of dummy. 
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two sets of curves. From this the authors concluded Calculations were carried out by varying the 
that simulation gave the timing of contact of the dummy maximum acceleration -Gmax as has been shown in the 
with the secondary impact objects like the instrument figure 6, and the effects of maximum acceleration on 
panel accurately. This shows that simulation correctly injury value were investigated. The results have been 
predicted the distribution of contact reaction force shown in figure 8. The figures show strong positive 
(external force) acting on various parts of the dummy, correlation between maximum acceleration and injury 

(3) Face Injury in the Dummy: value. It shows that the injuries get reduced drastically 

When collision takes place at 30 MPH, the face of with the decrease of maximum acceleration. On the 

the dummy crashes against the windshield glass. The other hand, for the same impact speed, the maximum 

glass breaks causing injury to the face. acceleration bears the relation of inverse propor- 

tionally with the crash value of vehicle body. This 
Results of Parameter Study shows that to take as large a crash distance as possible 

Effects of vehicle body crash characteristics 
is advantageous for reducing the injury value. 

The following two cases will be considered by idealizing Effects of the position of instrument panel 
the crash characteristics (acceleration curves) of vehicle and glass 
body shown in figure 2 into triangular shape. The position of the front section of the instrument panel 

(1) Effect of Ascent Time (30 MPH Collision): with which the chest of the dummy makes contact was 

Calculations were carded out by varying the time t~ moved forward and backward for investigating the effect of 

(ascent time) at which acceleration became maximum instrument panel position on injury. The results have been 

as has been shown in figure 6, and the effects of ascent shown in figure 9. From the .figure it will be seen that the 

time on injury value were investigated. The results HIC and the chest G decrease with the shifting of the instru- 

have been shown in figure 7. From the figures it will be 
H ~C cHEst ~ FEMUR LOAD 

seen that the injury value shows a trend of slight 

decline when t~ is small. Here the maximum ~ o o ~�o 
acceleration has been taken to be -26 G, which is the 
same as the peak value in the acceleration curve of 

"~-~°I .g/. I.. ~-~I .~. I . . !,6 -~>~o o 

"J -- 2~ (3 Figure 8. Effect of maximum acceleration (30 MPH). 

TIME (MSEC)     TIME (MSEC) ..... ~      . 
¢o4)               X C~)               x (O4) 

Figure 6. Idealized vehicle body acceleration curve. 
Figure 9. Effect of instrument panel position. 

H C FEMUR LOAD 100 

, ,~, ~ HEAD 
¯ 

80 -"~" ~o ,; ~ - ~’-’ 
-,- _,r ~ t9 CHEST 

~-~c -~o 
i 0-0 ,’; 0 00KNEE 

t~/tz h/tz 
0 

Figure 7. Effect of ascent time (for 30 MPH), 

fi.o.e  .otimet   .me a, w.ic.acce,erationen   > O 
hereis ~04.6msec. × (CM) 

(2) Effect of Maximum Acceleration: Figure 10. Contact time of dummy. 
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ment panel in the forward direction. The femur load on the pretty high. Hence the following countermeasures were 

other hand increases. The proportion of decrease in HIC is adopted on the basis of the results of parameter study. 

about 4 times larger than the proportion of increase in the Proposed countermeasures: 

femur load. Again, the figure 10 shows that the time of 
impact of the chest get delayed, but there is almost no 

(1) Softening the front section of the instrument 

change in the time of impact of head and knee. On the other 
panel with which the chest of dummy makes contact by 

hand, the reverse trend is noticed when the instrument panel 
25%. 

is shifted backward. 
(2) Hardening of the cross beam with which the knee 

of dummy makes contact by 200%. 
Effect of rigidity of instrument panel (3) Adjusting the instrument panel position in such a 

The effect of varying the mechanical characteristics (the way that the head and chest of the dummy will make 

load-displacement curve) of the front section of the instru- contact with the instrument panel simultaneously. 

ment panel with which the chest makes contact was studied. Calculations carried out to verify the effects of the coun- 
Here, the load was increased or decreased at a certain fixed termeasures proposed above showed that HIC and femur 
proportion for a certain displacement. The results have been load would get reduced by 26% and 34% respectively. Sled 
shown in figure 11. From the figure it will be seen that the test carried out with vehicle modified by incorporating the 
HIC and chest G decrease with the softening of the instru- 

above countermeasures showed 25% decrease in HIC, 48% 
ment panel. The femur load increases on the other hand in 

decrease in right femur load and 10% increase in left femur 
this case. The proportion of decrease in HIC is about 4 times 
higher than the proportion of increase in femur load. The 

load. This proves the soundness of the proposed counter- 

trend reverse with the hardening of the instrument panel, 
measures. Again, the moment of the head section and the 

cuts in the face could also be restricted to the minimum. The 
"H’IC CHEST G FEMUR LOAD left femur load increased because the cross beam touched 

~ "~ o ~ ~o the vehicle body as the distance between the cross beam and 
_~ o 

~ °1-1----’%~ 
vehicle body was too small. The authors will take up this 

~-~°| / I 

~_~ 
~ 

question at some convenient later date. 

- - o-2s o o Conclusion 

Figure 11, Effect of rigidity of instrument panel,                   (1) The way the crash characteristics of vehicle body, the 
location of instrument panel, mechanical characteristics of 

instrument panel and cross beam and positioning of seat 
Effect of cross beam rigidity frame effect the injury values was investigated by means of 

The effect of varying the load-displacement curve of the parameter study. 

metallic cross beam located inside the instrument panel with (2) Accuracy of the base model was verified. It was found 

which the knee of the dummy makes contact was studied, to have possessed a high degree of accuracy that can be 

The mode of variation was similar to that employed in the supported by parameter study. 
case of instrument panel. As shown in figure 12, both HIC (3) Countermeasures were evolved to reduce the injury 
and femur load decrease largely with the hardening of cross values largely on the basis of the results of parameter study, 
beam. The femur load decreases here because with the hard- and the soundness of the countermeasures was verified by 
ening of cross beam it no longer remains in contact with the carrying out tests. 
high rigidity section (cowl) of the vehicle body.] 
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Consideration of Potential Safety Effects for a New Vehicle-based Roadway 
Illumination Specification 

Written Only Paper Relating Night-to-Day Accident Rates 

Gerald Stewart and August Burgett, Relating night-to-day accident rates involves both 

National Highway Traffic Safety accident counts and vehicle miles of travel. Also an 

Administration, important component of the relationship is the percentage of 
nighttime vehicle miles of travel. Calculation procedures United States are as follows: 

Abstract A(d) = number of day accidents 

This paper describes how accident data and travel data A(n) = number of night accidents 

can be combined to provide a basis for setting priorities and M(d) = vehicle miles of day travel in 100 millions 

evaluating safety effects of new vehicle-based roadway illu- M(n) = vehicle miles of night travel in 100 millions 

ruination specifications. T = total vehicle miles of travel 

Methods for making distinctions between daylight and P = night percentage of travel 

darkness are applied to both accident tabulations and vehi- R(d) = rate of day accidents per 100 million vehicle 

cle miles of travel tabulations. Exposure-based accident miles 

rates are calculated for several types of accidents and R(n) = rate of night accidents per 100 million 

roadways, vehicle miles 
R = ratio of night-to-day rates Measures for improvements in safety are discussed in 

terms of reductions in nighttime exposure-based rates as 
R(d) = A(d)/M(d) ; R(n) = A(n)/M(n); R = R(n)/R(d) 

related to improvements in visibility of signs, road mark- 
ings and general aspects of the roadway environment. M(n) 

A(n) (T) (I- p) 

Introduction A(d) (T) (P) 

Illumination performance of headlamps are specified as 
part of Standard No. 108 of the NHTSA Federal Motor 

The most important component of the relationship 

formula is the distinction between day and night conditions. Vehicle Safety Standards. The purpose of this standard is to 
The tabulation of accidents must accurately separate reduce accidents and deaths and injuries by providing ade- 
accidents into day and night categories and the corre- quate illumination of the roadway and by enhancing the 

conspicuity of motor vehicles on public roads so that their sponding travel information must be treated in a similar 

presence is perceived and their signals understood, both in manner to determine accurately the percent of nighttime 

daylight and in darkness or other conditions of reduced travel. 

visibility. Clear distinctions between daylight and darkness 

New vehicle-based roadway illumination performance conditions can be based on the astronomical event called 

specifications are being developed. These new specifica- "civil twilight". Civil twilight begins in the morning and 

tions are being developed in response to the need for stand- ends at sunrise or begins at sunset and ends in the evening 

ards which are more performance oriented and less design when the Sun is geometrically six degrees below the local 

restrictive. The approach to developing new standards is to horizon. Before morning civil twilight and after evening 

require the vehicles to provide certain illumination on the civil twilight, artificial illumination is ordinarily required. 

roadway. Twilight periods, the times when ambient light conditions 

This paper describes how accident data and travel data change from darkness to daylight (morning) or from 

can be combined to provide a basis for setting priorities and daylight to darkness (evening) last about 30 minutes. 

examining effects on safety. Methods for making distinc- Thus, by using ambient light conditions it is possible to 

tions between daylight and darkness are presented and ap- define nighttime as the time between the ending of evening 

plied to both accident tabulations and corresponding tabula- civil twilight and the beginning of morning civil twilight. 
tions of vehicle miles of travel to establish exposure-based The lengths of these periods of darkness for a given location 
accident rates for several types of accidents and roadways, vary according to the longitude and latitude of the location 
These exposure-based rates are used for setting priorities, and time of year. Daylight periods consist of the times 

The paper also discusses possible approaches to exam- between the beginning of dawn and the end of dusk as 
ination of the effects of improved roadway illumination. In determined by the onset of civil twilight. 
general, these approaches provide the initial step for consid- This definition of nighttime may give a conservative 
eration of potential safety effects which can result from estimate of times when motor vehicle lighting should be 
implementation of the new safety-oriented vehicle-based used. For example some accident files include a variable in 
illumination specifications, which the accident investigator directly codes the ambient 
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light condition using subjective judgement. In periods of as determined by the ambient light algorithm which was 

inclement weather this latter variable might indicate that the used on both the accident tabulation and on the estimation of 

ambient conditions were dark even though the civil twilight percentage of nighttime travel. The results computed here 

algorithm indicates a lighter condition. However, the files are for single-vehicle fatal accidents only because this class 

of travel information do not have this additional variable, of accidents gives the best comparative basis for consid- 
Because data from these two types of files are combined in eration of potential effects of roadway illumination ira- 
these analyses it is necessary to use information that is provements. Results for exposure-based rates are shown in 
common to both types of files for coding the ambient light table 3. 
level. This led to use of the civil twilight algorithm. 

Table 3. Exposure-based rates for single vehicle fatal Tabulations of Accidents by Daylight accidents per 100 million miles of travel. 

and Darkness Roadway Accident Type 
Type Pedestrian Of f road Roadside Overturn 

Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Accidents can be classified according to the type of area Urban .05 .62 .03 .21 .10 .75 .03 .21 
(Urban or Rural), by type of roadway (Interstate, Arterial, or Interstate 

Urban .20 1.80 .07 .81 .08 .95 .02 .20 
Local, Minor, and Collectors), and by type of accident Arterials 

Urban .30 1.63 .15 1.74 .10 1.23 .04 .38 
(Pedestrian, Offroad, Roadside, or Overturn). Single- ~ocal 
vehicle accidents provide the best basis for study of possible Rural .04 .41 .09 .29 .18 .63 .20 .47 

Interstate 
effects of changes in roadway illumination by motor Rural .10 1.18 .24 1.40 .13 .90 .18 .80 

Arterial 
vehicles. Tabulations of single-vehicle fatal accidents are Rural .23 1.72 .71 5.73 .23 2.16 .41 2.47 

Local shown in table I. All Types .18 1.21 .20 1.35 .12 .97 .12 .58 

Table 1. Single-vehicle fatal accidents (1982-1986) from 
NHTSA FARS (Fatal Accident Reporting System). Alaska Table 4. Night-to-day rate ratios for selected single-vehicle 
excluded--ambient light algorithm used. See pages BS-B7 of fatal accidents. 
reference 3 for algorithm. 

Roadway 
Roadway Accident Type Types Pedestrian Offroad Roadside Overturns 
Type Pedestrian Offroad Roadside Overturn 

Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night 
Urban 12.40 7.00 7 o 50 7.00 
Interstate 

Urban 383 1213 273 417 795 1475 266 420 Urban 9.00 ii. 57 Ii. 88 i0.00 

Interstate Arterials 
Urban 4428 8046 1625 3609 1709 4227 517 897 Urban 5.43 11.60 12.30 9.50 

Arterials Locals 
Urban 3338 3101 1645 3301 1081 2336 415 713 Rural 10.25 3.22 3.94 2.35 
Local Interstate 
Rural 205 690 544 478 902 1056 1154 785 Rural 11.80 5.83 6.92 4.44 
Interstate Arterials 
Rural 1117 3236 2593 3868 1389 2473 1973 2194 Rural 7.48 8.07 9.39 6.02 
Arterials 
Rural 1967 2902 6134 9695 2011 3650 3570 4173 Locals 

Local All Types 6.72 6.75 8.08 4.83 

All Types 11438 19188 12814 21368 7887 15271 7895 9182 

Table 5. Priority order for single vehicle fatal accident rates (*) 

Tabulations of Vehicle Miles of Travel for selected accident types In darkness by type of roadway. 
Exposure- 
Based Ve~cle miles of travel for the same 5-year period from Priority Accident Type and Roadway Type Rates (*) 

1982 to 1986 can be summarized according to type of area 
and type of roadway. Total vehicle miles of travel are 1 OPrROAD/RURAr,- LOCAL 5.73 
obtained from State summary files. Percent of travel for 

2 OVERTURN/RURAL -LOCAL 2.47 
3 ROADSIDE/RURAL - LOCAL 2 . 16 

nighttime (darkness) hours are estimated by using the civil 4 PEDESTRIAN/URBAN - ARTERIAL 1.80 
5 OFFROAD/URBAN - LOCAL 1.74 

twilight criterion discussed earlier. Tabulations of vehicle 6 PEDESTRIAN/RURAL - LOCAL 1.72 
7 PEDESTRIAN/URBAN - LOCAL 1.63 

miles of travel and percentage of nighttime travel are shown s OFFROAD/RURAL - ARTERIAL i. 40 
9 ROADS IDE/URBAN -LOCAL 1 . 23 

in table 2. i0 PEDESTRIAN/RURAL - ARTERIAL i. 18 
11 ROADSIDE/URBAN - ARTERIAL .95 

Table 2. Vehicle miles of travel and estimated percentage of 12 ROADSIDE/RUI~L - ARTERIAL .90 

nlghttime travel for 5-year period1982-1986, excluding Alaska. 13 OFFROADE/URBAN - ARTERIAL .81 
14 OVERTURN/RURAL - ARTERIAL .80 

Total Miles 15 ROADSIDE/URBAN - INTERSTATE .75 
Roadway Type (Millions) Percent in Darkness 16 ROADSIDE/RURAL -~NTERSTATE .63 

17 PEDESTRIAN/URBAN - INTERSTATE .62 

Urban Interstate 1,006,687 19.43 18 OVERTURN/RURAL - INTERSTATE .47 

Urban Arterials 2,641,644 16.88 19 PEDESTRIAN/RURAL - INTERSTATE .41 
20 OVERTURN/URBAN - . LOCAL .38 Urban Local i, 307,319 14.51 21 OFFROAD/RURAL - INTERSTATE .29 Rural Interstate 742,522 22.52 22 OVERTURN/URBAN - INTERSTATE .21 Rural Arterials I, 371,407 20.08 23 OFFROAD/URBAN - INTERSTATE .21 

Rural Local i, 034,034 16.35 24 0VERTURN/URBAN - ARTERIAL .20 
All Types 8,103,613 19.51 

(*) NOTE: Accident Rate = Number of Accidents per 
i00 Million Vehicle Miles 

Calculations of exposure-based rates can now be of Travel 

performed using the tabulated results in tables 1 and 2. The Ratios of night-to-day rates can also be computed as a 

calculated rates reflect the definition of darkness conditions basis for further work on estimating or projecting effects of 
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improved roadway illumination. Table 4 presents the rate roadway illumination was evaluated. For example the 
ratios calculated from Equation 1. relationship between the presence of fixed illumination on 

The primary use of exposure-based rates is to establish freeways and accidents has been studied with the result of 
the priority rankings of accident types and roadway types, an average reduction of 40 percent in night accidents as a 
Table 5 shows the priority order for accident and roadway result of the addition of fixed lighting (1). Improvements in 
types based on descending order of exposure-based rates for visibility of roadway signs and markings have also shown 
darkness conditions. Absolute counts can also be used as a significant reduction in accidents as a result of better 
basis for setting priorities; however, exposure-based rates illumination of roadway features (11). 
are generally best for the overall rank ordering of accident 

One approach to evaluating the effect of new lighting situations. 
specifications is to estimate the change in the difference 

The priorities in table 5 have been used in support of a 
between nighttime and daytime accident rates. A perfect 

companion project which focuses on the relationship 
nighttime system would provide the same visibility as is 

between visibility needs and vehicle-based roadway 
available during daytime, and, the ratios in table 4 would all 

illumination (6).* The companion project includes 
be unity. In general, if we assume that future daytime rates 

computer modelling of nighttime driving conditions. The 
are the same, the new ratios in table 4 would be given by: conditions include the presence of either an approaching or 

a following glare-producing vehicle on various types of R(new) = (1- f)R + f (Eq. 2) 
roads such as straight, curved or hilly, 

where f = effectiveness factor 

Approaches to Consideration of and R = R(n)/R(d) (See Eq. 1) 

Potential Reductions Future daytime rates can be the same although vehicle 

The development of new vehicle-based performance miles of travel may be slightly different for two different 
5-year periods. Assuming no change for daytime rates, a 

provides for specifications that can have an effect on safety, 
reduction in future nighttime exposure-based rates is This section reviews an approach that might be used to 

examine the effect on safety of new lighting specifications, computed from the difference in day and night rates. For 

This approach can be used for estimating benefits that will example a reduction of 10 percent of the difference between 

result from implementation of new specifications or for current night and day rates would produce the results shown 

evaluating safety effects after implementing new specifi- in table 6. 

cations. A general formula for this type of calculation is as 
follows: This section also discusses an approach for calculating 

the sizes of the changes in safety that would be necessary to NEW NIGHTTIME RATE = (1 - 0R(n) + fR(d) (Eq. 3) 
distinguish the effect of new lighting specifications from 
changes that occur due to chance alone, where 

For single-vehicle accidents, headlighting is directly f = effectiveness factor 

involved in the ability of the driver to see the road and R(n) = current nighttime exposure-based rate 
R(d) = current daytime exposure-based rate roadway features and obstacles. Thus, lack of proper 

roadway illumination can contribute to a driver failing to The results in table 6 correspond to an overall 8.6 percent 
stay on the road or to a vehicle hitting a person or other reduction in fatal accidents. With this approach the cases 
object on or near the road. The accident types presented in with the larger day,night rate differences have the larger 
table 1 thus become the accidents which are most likely to benefits in terms of accident reductions. Future work will be 
be affected by improvements in vehicle roadway ilium- necessary to determine the appropriate factor, i.e. "f", to be 
ination, used for the percent reduction based on the current 

Reductions in Nighttime Rates 
difference in nighttime and daytime rates. 

Improvements in safety can be measured in a variety of Table 6. New nighttime rates after reductions I~ased on current 
ways. One measure of safety improvement is the amount day-night rate difference--10% reduction--assuming no 
that nighttime driving becomes more like daytime driving, change in vehicle miles. 

Application of this measure would utilize tables such as eoadvay Ace±dent Type 
Type        Pedestrian Off road      Roadside Overturn 

table 3 and estimates of changes in the values of the                 old New Old New Old New Old New 
Urban .62 .56 .21 .19 .75 .69 .21 .19 nighttime entries in tliis table. The premise for this approach Interstate 

is that when roadway features are more visible less Urban 1.80 1.64 .81 .74 .95 .86 .20 .18 
Arterial 

accidents occur. Urban 1.63 1.50 1.74 1.58 1.23 1.12 .38 .35 
Local 

At this time no data on before-after effectiveness are Rural .41 .37 .29 .27 .63 .58 .47 .44 

Interstate available for vehicle roadway illumination improvements; 
Rural 1.18 1.07 1.40 1.28 .90 .82 .80 .74 

however, it is helpful to examine other situations where Arterial 
Rural 1.72 1.57 5.73 5.23 2.16 1.97 2.47 2.26 
Local 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. All Types 1.21 1.11 1.35 1.24 .97 .89 .58 .53 
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Another extension of Equation 1 can be used to estimate In general, the effectiveness of new forward illumination 

the effects on safety for changes in exposure-based rates, is expected to vary for the different accident and roadway 

This extension is obtained by rearranging Equation 1 and types. Statistical considerations provide insight on accident 

replacing the known value of nighttime accidents by an reduction levels which can be attributed to improved 

estimate of future nighttime accidents. The resulting illumination rather than to chance. The approach based on 
equation is: differences in daytime and nighttime rates reflects the desire 

E(n) = R [A(d)] P (Eq. 4) to develop roadway illumination specifications which 

(1 - P) address the worst nighttime driving situations first. 
where At the present time there are no quantitative facts 

E(n) = number of expected accidents at night available upon which to develop effectiveness measures for 
R = ratio of night to day rates improved forward illumination systems. However, past 
P = percentage of night travel studies of visibility-accident correlations and effectiveness 

Thus, changes in values of R that are different than those of fixed lighting give evidence that reductions in fatal 

in table 4 can be the basis for estimates of the effect, accidents may be feasible as a benefit from improved 
forward lighting practices which eliminate problems of 

Statistically Significant Reductions glare and low contrasts, and low contrasts and brightness. 
The search for insights relating to effectiveness of new 

A practical formula for determining the percent change vehicle-based roadway illumination standards should be 
necessary for a statistically significant change in a count continued. Special studies are being performed which may 
such as number of accidents is as follows: 

provide new insights on some of the nighttime accidents 

(~ a b 
~ 

which can be characterized by a likelihood of poor driver 

PERCENT REQUIRED = ~ 1 ÷ - ~ (~.q. S) visibility for the nighttime conditions. For example, 
2 b "~ ; rollover (i.e. overturn) accidents for the State of Maryland 

b = number of accidents in the before period are being studied carefully with respect to vehicle design 
~= the Chi-Square Value with 1 degree of freedom features (7). The rollover data that are being collected 

Application of Equation 5 to the accident counts in table 1 provide an opportunity to examine the characteristics of 

produces the results shown in table 7. These results 
nighttime accidents with respect to driver visibility factors 

represent the required changes in fatal accidents for a future as those factors are represented in the new specifications 

5-year period in order to attribute the changes to improved and modelling efforts used to develop them. Insights 

vehicle roadway illumination specifications rather than to resulting from investigation of rollover accidents may also 

chance, apply to some of the other accident types such as offroad and 
roadside fatal accidents. The process of determining which 

Table 7. Percent reduction required for statistically significant 
accidents may have been avoided in the context of better 

changes in fatal accident counts, vehicle roadway illumination must be developed in terms 

Roadway Acc’ident Type of the modelling efforts used to establish the new 
Type Pedestrian Of frond       Roadside       Overturn 

% Number % Number % Number % Number specifications and in terms of characteristics of accidents 
Urban 6.57 80 11.51 48 5.97 88 1!.04 46 either from national files such as FARS, NASS and CARD 
Interstate 
Urban 2.55 207 3.84 139 3.55 150 7.62 68 or from specialstudies such as theRollover study. 
Arterial 
Urban 4.14 128 4.01 132 4.76 iii 8.53 61 

Local Conclusions 
Rural 8.67 60 i0.37 50 7.04 74 8.14 64 

Interstate This paper describes the use of accident data for two 
Rural 4.05 131 3.71 143 4.63 114 4.91 108 
Arterial purposes. The first purpose is to help establish driving 
Rural 4.27 124 2.35 228 3.82 139 3.57 149 
Local conditions which should receive priority consideration in 
Total Reductions 730 740 676 496 

the development 6f new vehicle specifications for roadway 

illumination. For example offroad accidents on rural local 
roads were found to have the highest nighttime accident 

Closure rate. The second purpose is to explore approaches that may 
Tables 1 to 7 have all been produced using the number of be meaningful for evaluation of the effect on safety of 

fatal accidents in the selected types of single vehicle changes in roadway illumination specifications. For 
accidents. Similar tables can be produced for non-fatal example, it was found that on the average, there must be at 
accidents or for fatalities and injuries in fatal accidents, least a 4.1 percent reduction in nighttime single-vehicle 

fatal accidents to be able to attribute the reduction to a 
Effectiveness Considerations change in headlighting rather than to pure chance. 

Exposure-based rates can be used to make comparisons References 
between rates such as those presented here and the 
exposure-based rates which exist after the new specifi- (1) "Relationship Between Illumination and Freeway 

cations are in use. Accidents", Paul C. Box, IERI Report Project 85-67, 
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Illuminating Engineering, (May/June 1971). #89-2B-0-003, 12th International Technical Conference 
(2) United States Naval Observatory Circular No. 171, on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Harwin-Emery, May 89. 

Computer Programs for Sun and Moon Illuminance With (8) Highway Safety Performance (1982-1986) Fatal and 
Contingent Tables, P.M. Janiczek and J.A. DeYoung. Injury Accident Rates on Public Roads in the United States-- 

(3) The Almanac for Computers 1987, U.S. Naval Ob- Report of the Secretary of Transportation to the United States 
servatory, Nautical Almanac Office. Congress--Prepared by the Offices of Highway Safety and 

(4) "We Drive By Night", Hershchel W. Leibowitz and Highway Planning--U.S. Department of Transportation, 
D. Alfred Owens, Psychology Today, January 1986. Federal Highway Administration. 

(5) "Nighttime’s Fatal Vision", Linda Wasmer Smith, (9) Highway Statistics (1982-’1986) Prepared by the Of- 
Friendly Exchange, August 1987--NHTSA press clips rice of Highway Information Management, Federal Highway 
10/02/87. Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation. 

(6) "Relationship Between Visibility Needs and Vehicle- (10) Computer Tapes of Hourly Traffic Counts by High- 
Based Roadway Illumination", Paper #89-4B-0-001, 12th way Class, Information received from States by the Federal 
International Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Highway Administration Office of Highway Information 
Vehicles, Burgett, Ulman, Vanlderstine, May 1989. Management. 

(7) "The Crash Avoidance Rollover Study: A Database for (11) "The Nighttime Accident Problem, Phil Hirsch, Pag- 
the Investigation of Single Vehicle Rollover Crashes, Paper eant Press, Inc. New York 1957. 

The Effect of Occupant Restraints on Children and the Elderly in Motor Vehicle 
Crashes 

Written Only Paper been estimated to be $57,2 billion. (3) The following pro- 
spective study was undertaken to evaluate the effects of 

Elizabeth Mueller Orsay, M.D., safetybelt use in injuries and health care costs, specifically 
University of Illinois in pediatric and elderly population. 
Lutheran General Hospital 
Timothy L. Turnbull, M.D., Materials and Methods 
University of Illinois During the period of January 1, 1986 to July 1, 1986, data 
Mercy Hospital and Medical Center were collected on patients who presented after an MVA to 
Mary Dunne, M.D., the emergency department or trauma unit of four Chicago 
University of Illinois area hospitals. All patients presenting with complaints 
Illinois Masonic Medical Center referable to an MVA that had taken place within the 
John A. Barrett, M.D., previous 24 hours were eligible for inclusion. Pedestrians, 

University of Illinois bicyclists, motorcyclists, bus passengers and those in trucks 

Cook County Hospital with more than two axles were excluded. 

Patrlcia Langenberg, Ph.D., Initial data were collected prospectively for all study 

University of Illinois subjects by the examining physician. The physician 

School of Public Health administered a structured questionnaire which included the 

Charles P. Orsay, M.D., following data: 1. determination of safety belt usage; 2. 

University of Illinois position of subject in vehicle; 3. mechanism of injury (front- 

Cook County Hospital end, rear end, or broadside collision). For all subjective data 

collected, independent confirmation was sought from 
Introduction paramedics, police or others, whenever possible. 

Trauma resulting from motor vehicle accidents (MVA) is The medical records (emergency and inpatient, if 

currently the leading cause of death in young people and the applicable) of all subjects were subsequently reviewed by a 

seventh leading cause of death overall in the United States. member of the research team. An Injury Severity Score 
Statistically Americans can expect to be involved in an (ISS) was calculated based upon the Abbreviated Injury 
MVA every 10 years and has a 33% chance of sustaining a Scale Manual (1985 edition). (4) This score is obtained by 
disabling injury during a lifetime of driving. (1)* 1.3 million assigning a numerical score (1-5) to the severity of injury in 
years of potential life before age 65 years were lost in 1984 each region. 
as a result of MVA associated injuries. (2) The overall 

The squares of the three highest scores are then summated 
economic loss to the U.S. attributable to MVA’s in 1980 has 

to obtain the ISS. Financial records were analyzed to 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, determine the total hospital (exclusive of physician fees) 
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and emergency department charges generated as a direct patients were considerably higher in the non-seatbelt 

result of the MVA for each subject. Cost of consultants, wearers compared to the seatbelt wearers (table 1). 

admitting physicians, repeat hospitalizations and rehab- 
ilitation were not included. Table 2. Mean Injury Severity Scores in restrained versus 

Study subjects were divided into two groups (restrained unrestrained patients according to position in vehicle. 

and unrestrained by safety belts) for purposes of data Restrained Unrestrained %Reduet. p value 

analysis. Preliminary power calculations were made for an 
alpha of .05 and a power of .90 to detect a difference in ISS pediatriCpatients Fro~(n<03seat) 

1.56 -+ 0.27 3.51 -+ 0.59 55.6% 0.003 

score of at least 0.5. The principal statistical tests used were Back seat 0.59 +- 0.I4 2.57+- 0.89 77% 0.092 
t-tests for comparisons of means of continuous variables, (n:57) 

and Chi-square tests for drawing inferences concerning maerly ?font seat 2.77 ..+- 0.60 7.95 + 1.94 65.2% 0.002 
proportions. Patients (n=62) 

Back seat 1.50 + 0.50 7.4 + 1.67 79.7% 0.161 
Results (n=ll) 

A total 1,364 patients were enrolled into the study. Seven 
hundred and ninety one patients (58%) were wearing a 
safety belt, whereas 573 (42%) were not. 45.2% of pediatric Discussion 
patients (defined as <18 years of age) were restrained and Despite passage of child passenger restraint laws in all 50 
61.6% of elderly patients (defined as >65 years of age)were states and seat belt laws in 31 states and the District of 
restrained. The injury severity score for safety belt wearers Columbia, motor vehicle trauma remains a significant cause 
was 1.8 + 0.07 (standard error of mean) as opposed to non- of morbidity and mortality in the pediatric and elderly 
safety belt wearers who had a mean injury severity score of populations. This study clearly demonstrates the benefit of 
4.51 + 0.31 (p < 0.001), (two tailed t-test) a 60% reduction of seat belt use in reducing injury and health care costs in both 
injury. Restrained pediatric patients as well as restrained populations. 
elderly patients had significantly lower injuries severity Though the effects of child safety seats for younger 
scores than the unrestrained (table 1). Restraint systems children (newborns to age four) are well documented (5-7), 
were most beneficial in reducing injuries to the head and this study evaluated the pediatric age group from newborn 
face in both the pediatric and elderly patients. Of the total to age 18 years. To our knowledge, this is the first study to 
179 head and facial injuries that occurred, 132 (73.7%) evaluate the effects of seat belts in elderly patients involved 
occurred in unrestrained pediatric and elderly patients (98 in motor vehicle trauma. 
in pediatric patients, 34 in elderly patients). The effect of motor vehicle trauma in each of these two 

populations is significant. In pediatric patients, motor 

Table 1. Mean Injury Severity Score (ISS) and costs in vehicle accidents remains the leading cause of death, 
restrained versus unrestrained pediatric and elderly patients, despite passage of mandatory seat belt legislation across 

Restrained Ungestrained % Re~t~o11 p value much of the country. The death or disability of a young 

i:M~liatric Iss 1.25 +. 0.19 3.03 +-- 0.48 58.7% 0.002 person is always tragedy, especially one that could have 
been avoided. Seat belts can and do reduce injury arid death 

Patients Cost ~226 + 59 ~1389 +~ 723 83.7% 0.141 
(n=76) (n---92) resulting from auto accidents. 

Elderly patients are more vulnerable to the effects of 

Elderly    TSS 2.71 +- 0.Se 7.6e -+ 1.40 6~.7% 0.002 motor vehicle trauma, as reflected by their higher injury 

Patients CoSt ,z~74 +_ 50~ ~2~0 +- ~22 55.1% 0.052 severity scores. The older patient suffers an increase in the 
(11--45) (n=28) incidence and severity of injury from similar traumatic 

forces as compared to younger patients. In addition, 
Regardless of the patients position in the vehicle, recovery from these injuries take much longer and patients 

restrained patients consistently had lower injury severity stand a greater chance of permanent impairment or 

scores than unrestrained patients (table 2). Front seat disability. The economic impact of caring for injured 

passengers (driver and front seat passengers) had pediatric and elderly patients is tremendous. Decker et al 

significantly lower scores in the restrained group than the estimated a savings of $8.4 million for universal use of child 

unrestrained group for both pediatric and elderly patients. A safety seats in Tennessee in 1982 and 1983. (5) The costs 

trend for lower injury severity scores in restrained patients required to care for a permanently disabled child over a 

is also noted in back seat passengers in both pediatric and lifetime is staggering. In addition, society loses the potential 

elderly patients. Statistical significance was not reached in productivity of a child who is disabled or killed in an auto 

this group, although it should be noted that the samples sizes accident. Above all, the human suffering that results from 

were small. Overall, restrained occupants incurred mean such injury or death is appalling. 

costs of $543 versus unrestrained occupants who incurred The elderly incur far greater health care costs than their 

costs of $1,583 an almost three fold increase. (p < .001). younger counterparts. In this series the costs to care for the 

Again, costs on the pediatric patients and the elderly injured older patient was more than double that of the group 
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overall, for both the restrained and unrestrained patients. (3) The Economic Cost to Society of Motor Vehicle 
Older patients suffer more severe injuries from relatively 

Accidents, US Dept. of Transportation publication (HS) 
minor trauma compared to younger auto accident victims. 

806-342. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Again, society bears the burden of increased health care 

1985. costs for these patients as most of them are receiving 
medicare. (4) Committee on Injury Scaling: The Abbreviated Injury 

In conclusion, this study demonstrated the medical Scale, 1985 revision. Arlington Heights, iL, American 

benefit in reducing morbidity as well as the social benefit in Association for Automotive Medicine, 1985. 
reducing health care costs in seat belt users in both pediatric (5) Decker MD et al: "The Use and Efficacy of Child 
and elderly patients. Restraint Devices", JAMA, 1984; 252: 2571-2575. 

References (6) Wagenaar AC and Webster DW: "Preventing Injuries 

to Children Through Compulsory Automobile Safety Seat 
(1) Sleet DA: "Motor Vehicle Trauma and Safety Belt 

Use in the Context of Public Priorities", J Trauma, 1987; Use", Pediatrics, 1986; 78: 662-672. 

27: 695-702. (7) Guerin D and MacKinnon DP: "An Assessment of the 

(2) Seat Belt Use: United States. MMWR, 1986; 35: 301- California Child Passenger Restraint Requirement", Am J 

304. Public Health, 1985; 75: 142-144. 
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Technical Session 6A 
Pedestrian Impact Protection 

Chairman: Dominique Cesari, France 

A Study of Test Methods to Evaluate Pedestrian Protection for Cars 

J. Harris, (4) Test methods will be considered that evaluate the 
~-~ EEVC Working Group 10 performance of each part of the vehicle structure with re- 

spect to both child and adult pedestrians, at impact speeds 
Abstract up to 40 km/h. 

The European Experimental Vehicles Committee has set (5) Acceptance levels-will be proposed that aim to repre- 

up a Working Group to assess and develop test methods for sent injury severities of AIS 2 to the joints of the legs and 

~-) evaluating pedestrian protection for passenger cars. This AIS 3 to other body regions. For the legs the main objective 

work is scheduled to be completed by March 1990. is to reduce the risk of permanent disability, particularly to 

The methods to be considered are sub-systems tests to the the knee joint. Permanent disability is difficult to isolate by 

bumper, the bonnet leading edge and the bonnet top. Test the AIS scale and an acceptance level ofAIS 2 is necessary 

conditions appropriate for vehicle to pedestrian impacts of at the joints to reduce this risk. Injury to the long bone 

upto 40 km/h, will be considered, with adjustments made to however, is less likely to result in permanent disability and 

~ the test requirements to allow for the influence of the vehi- in these cases acceptance levels of AIS 2 would be difficult 

cles’ frontal shape, to achieve and predict. 

This report prepared by the Group gives the basic require- (6) The severity of the impacts to some locations of a car, 

ment of each sub-systems test, the test methods and the are partly dependent on the general frontal car shape. These 

proposed development programmes, variations in impact severity will be allowed for by adjust- 

The role of mathematical computer simulation in this ing the total impact momentum of the test. 

~ work is described and also an outline of compatibility stud- Detailed objectives of the study 
ies to assess any conflict between proposals for pedestrian 

The items that will be considered in developing each of safety and operational requirements or the requirements of 
current regulations, the sub-systems tests are: 

(1) The mechanism of injury to each of the body 

--. 
Summary regions that suffers injury from vehicle impact. 

..... i 
The development programme of EEVC Working Group (2) The shape, stiffness, mass, mass moment ofiner- 

10 to assess and develop test methods for evaluating tia of the impactors and the test velocity, particularly 
pedestrian protection for passenger cars will be based on the with respect to the different shapes and styles of cars. 
following basic conditions and development programme. (3) The degrees of freedom of the impactor--rigidly 

Basic conditions 
mounted to the propulsion system, mounted through a 

.... torque loaded hinge or free flight. 
(1) Three separate tests will be developed to evaluate the (4) The relationship of the transducer outputs on the 

pedestrian protection at the bumper, the bonnet leading edge impactors with respect to the injury severities and tol- 
and the bonnet top of cars. erance values of children and aged adults. 

(2) The bumper test will include the air dam, when fitted; (5) Assess the compatibility of the developing pe- 
the bonnet leading edge test will include headlight surround destrian safety proposals with existing vehicle regula- 

- and the leading edge of the wings; the test to the bonnet top tions, other safety features for vehicle occupants, or 
will include the scuttle, the lower edge of the windscreen basic operational requirements of cars. 
frame and the top of the wings. (6) Assess the performance of some typical current 

(3) The assessment methods will be sub-systems tests to designs of car against the proposed tests. 
each of these three locations. The basic requirements of sub- (7) Give precise definitions of each of the three 
systems tests are that they represent the important interac- vehicle locations to be tested (bumper, bonnet leading 

¯ ~ tions between the vehicle structure that is under assessment edge and bonnet top). 
and the corresponding body regions that are liable to suffer (8) Comment on the suitability of the different pro- 
serious injury from striking it. pulsion systems studied, for each test method. 

It is necessary that sufficient of the vehicle structure is 
included in the test to demonstrate the performance and Development studies 
interactions of all the contributing vehicle components. (1) Studies to develop test methods will be based on full 
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scale dummy tests, computer simulations, cadaver tests and overall frontal shape of the car on the severity of each phase 

accident data. Full use will be made of existing data, supple- of an impact. 

merited where necessary by additional testing to obtain an Full scale dummy tests require a sophisticated dummy 

understanding of the characteristics of each phase of a pe- that is robust and has stiffness characteristics that represent 

destrian impact, a human frame. A dummy automatically responds to, and 

(2) Accident data and cadaver test data will be used to takes account of the shape of the vehicle under test, but it 

identify the regions of a body most at risk, the mechanisms will only evaluate a narrow strip of bonnet top across the 

of injury and also to give a better understanding of tolerance width of a car for each size of dummy used. The dummy is 

values, liable to be damaged in the tests and assessment of each 
(3) Impacts to pedestrians by cars representing a wide phase of the impact is difficult. Repeatability is uncertain. 

range of frontal shapes, will be simulated on a computer for Sub-systems tests may be to any precise location on a car 
comparison with existing data to give a more strongly sup- using robust impactors. Evaluation of each impact is sire- 
ported and broader based data set. pier than for dummy tests, with good repeatability and a 

(4) Impactor devices will be developed from the results of more rigorous examination of the vehicle structure. 
full scale dummy tests, computer simulations or cadaver The design of the impactors must reflect the important 
tests as appropriate and variations in test requirements will characteristics of pedestrians body regions that may make 
be determined to reflect the influence of vehicle shape, contact with the vehicle structure under test. 

(5) The outputs of transducers, fitted to the test impactors The variations on the severity of pedestrian impact, re- 
will be calibrated for acceptance levels, by comparison with 
the results of full scale tests, cadaver data and accident data. 

suiting from the influence of different frontal car shapes, 

(6) The finally developed tests proposals will be tested 
may be allowed for, by corresponding pre-determined vari- 

against representative cars of current designs to determine, 
ations of the impactor momentum for the tests. 

the feasibility of the proposals and their compatibility with 
Mathematical computer simulations are a more complex 

existing regulations and normal operating requirements, 
method of determining the test requirements of sub-systems 
tests. 

Introduction The simulation model must be validated over the full 
range of the vehicle shapes that are to be tested. The data set 

An EEVC Working Group has been set up to assess and of the pedestrian must represent human stiffness and re- 
develop test methods for evaluating pedestrian protection sponse characteristics. Each car has its own unique data set, 
for passenger cars. Both industry and research institutes are describing the shape and the dynamic crush characteristics 
represented on the Group, with the research and of the different vehicle structures under test. 
development programme undertaken by five organisations: The crush characteristics would be determined by pro- 
BASt, INRETS, Laboratoire de Physiologie et de gressive sub-systems tests starting with the bumper, The 
Biomecanique APR, TNO and TRRL. The study was 
requested by ERGA-S the adhoc passive safety advisory 

impact data from leg to bumper sub-systems tests would be 
fed into the simulation model, so that it may progress to and 

Group of the European Commission and the Commission is 
providing financial support. The work is scheduled to take 

define the requirements of the bonnet leading edge sub- 

two years with completion by March 1990. 
systems test. The result of the bonnet edge test would sim- 

Accident data (1)* have shown that the regions of a car 
ilarly be fed back into the simulation model, so that it may 

most frequently causing serious pedestrian accident injury 
progress to and define the requirements of the bonnet top 

are: 
sub-system test. 

The leading edge of the bonnet and wings, the top of the 
This method would be more precise than using pre- 

bonnet and wings, including the scuttle and lower edge of determined typical values for the test conditions, but the 

the windscreen, the bumper and the A post. increased precision is not important when providing safety 

Research has shown that acceptable levels of safety may for a potentially wide mix of pedestrian accident victims. 

be given to all of these areas (2, 3, 4) except the "A post" 
which requires further work to develop practical and 

Proposed Test Method 
effective improvements. Of these options the Group has been given the objective 

of developing sub-system tests to assess the safety 

Possible test methods performance of the bumper, the bonnet leading edge and the 
bonnet top. The impact requirements of the sub-systems 

Various outline proposals for test methods to evaluate tests are to be based on pre-determined typical values 
pedestrian protection have been discussed in the literature 
(5, 6, 7, 8) which include full scale dummy tests, sub- 

relating to salient structural dimensions that describes the 

systems testing and mathematical computer simulations, 
general frontal car shape. 

This method avoids the difficulties and variables of 
All of these proposals considered the important influences 
of vehicle speed, the height of the pedestrian victim and the 

dummy testing. It also avoids the need to develop and 
approve computer simulation programs and data sets 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, representing pedestrians for inclusion in a regulation. 
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Determination of the appropriate impact test condition Contact model 
would also be simplified. 

This paper describes the objectives and the methods that One of the most important aspects concerning the simula- 

will be adopted in developing the test proposals, 
tion of pedestrian accidents is the representation of the 

contacts between vehicle and pedestrian, especially for the 

Mathematical Computer Simulations edge contacts. 
The research mentioned above leading to safety guide- 

The role of computer simulation lines used a Calspan 3D CVS program that had been mod- 
ified to give an improved contact model (9). In this model 

In previous EEVC reports dealing with pedestrian safety 
the vehicle contact surface consisted of up to 30 rectangular 

(1, 5) the values of mathematical models especially in plane panels (figure 1). 
combination with component or sub-systems testing has 
been well recognised. 

Computer simulation models have been extensively used 
to obtain a better understanding of the interactions in an 
impact between a pedestrian and a vehicle and of the 

influence that changes in a cars frontal shape would have on 

these interactions (9). a guide 

Based on the results of these simulations, set of 
lines were proposed specifying the depth and stiffness of 
protection required to be built into the components of the 
fronts of cars for the safety of pedestrians as well as 

suggestions for sub-systems testing (7). 

The use of a simulation to obtain the basic data, allowed a 
wide range of idealistic vehicle shapes to be studied and Figure 1. Vehicle simulation panels Calspan 3D program. 
parameters calculated, that would be difficult to obtain from 

any full scale dummy or cadaver tests. In the Madymo pedestrian models the external geomet- 

Validation 
rics of pedestrians and vehicles are simulated by hyper- 
ellipses and planes (figure 2). This use of a different type of 

To justify using simulation data of this type as a basis for model should reduce the risk of the two models containing 
determining test requirements, it is essential that the model similar basic weaknesses. 
used for simulations has been fully validated and shown to 
give a correct interpretation of the impact conditions. 

The series of simulations outlined above was validated 
against a series of full scale dummy tests for the parameters 
that could be directly compared. 

To support this existing data, further simulations will be 
undertaken using a different model to give a broader set of 
data and a more comprehensive validation, particularly in 
the areas that are difficult to measure by full scale tests. 

Proposed simulation model 

This additional validation will be done by TNO using a 
Madymo model. A review of existing models (10) showed Figure 2. Madymo pedestrian simulation. 
that they varied considerably in their complexity. The sim- 
pler 2 dimensional models with a limited number of seg- Dummies simulated 
ments can offer satisfactory results, but the reliability im- 
proves slightly as the number of segments defining the To make the validation of existing data as comprehensive 

as possible the dummy that is modelled in this study will be dummy is increased and also if a3 dimensional version is 
different to the Ogle dummy simulated in the Calspan pro- 

used (11). 
gramme. In this exercise the model will simulate a TNO 6 

To obtain the best use of computing time and accuracy of 
years old child dummy and a Part #572, 50th percentile 

complex models, the 2 dimensional version will be used for 
dummy that has improved neck and knee joints. 

the parametric study of this work and the 3 dimensional 
model will be used to analyse the influence of leg position Research programme 
on impact characteristics. Both models have previously The schedule of the simulations undertaken will be based 
been validated for pedestrians and cyclists (12, 13). - on the following conditions and requirements: 
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(1) The vehicle impact speed simulated will be 40 for tests to the forward and rearward sections of the bonnet 

km/h. respectively. 

(2) The output data will include the impact locations Headform impact conditions appropriate for vehicle to 

of the different segments of the pedestrian model to the pedestrian impact velocities of up to 40 km/h will be consid- 

vehicle, as well as the effective masses of these seg- ered with adjustments made to the test conditions to allow 

ments. The impact forces and penetrations will be cal- for the influence of the vehicles frontal shape. 

culated as well as the lateral bending angle of the knee. The test methods will only assess injury potential result- 

(3) The influence of vehicle shape will be studied for ing from linear accelerations. The group acknowledge that 

the range of vehicle dimensions shown below. These rotational acceleration may be an important feature of head 

will include current styles of cars and possible future injury; we believe however that there is insufficient infor- 

trends (figure 3). mation currently available to justify introducing rotational 
acceleration measurements into a proposal for test methods. 

,~i_ ~ 

l 

Accident data 

Ronnet Accident data (1) reported that head injuries were more 

_ ~e~in, frequently caused by impact with the vehicle rather than 
~ with the ground. 

Bumper height 

I~ight A recent indepth study of 529 pedestrian accidents (15) 
~ I ,. reported that for impacts in the speed range 30 to 50 km/h, 

87 per cent of the pedestrians suffered head injury. 

~ .__~[ Bumper lead 
Brain injury was reported in 25 per cent of the child and 

20 per cent of the adult cases at speeds below 30 km/h. 

Figure 3. Definition of vehicle dimensions. These values increased to 45 and 52 per cent respectively in 
the speed range 30 to 50 km/h and to 68 and 63 per cent 

Bonnet Leading Edge Heights--from 600 to 800 respectively for speeds between 50 and 70 km/h. 

mm Fractures of skull or facial bones were found to occur 

Bumper Leads--from 100 to 350 mm infrequently at low speeds and were reported in only 5 per 

Bumper Vertical Depth--100 mm minimum cent of the child and 15 per cent of the adult cases for speeds 

Bumper centre height--330-450 mm. of 30 to 50 km/h. These values increased to 18 per cent and 
32 per cent respectively in the speed range 50 to 70 km/h. 

(4) The choice of the range of vehicle shapes simu- When fractures occurred they were often associated with 
lated, will be developed as the work progresses, so that brain injuries. For accidents at less than 70 km/h, more than 
the study concentrates on the areas of significant 50 per cent of severe head injuries (without soft tissue 
change in pedestrian impact severity, injuries) were combined brain injury and facial or skull 

(5) The influence of vehicle stiffness will be studied, bone fractures. 
The strengths simulated will range between the mini- Soft tissue injuries occurred frequently at any impact 
mum required to give a durable and viable structure for speed, but they were of minor severity. In the speed range of 
normal use and the maximum stiffness that gives rea- 30 to 50 km/h nearly 80 per cent of the pedestrians suffered 
sonable penetration and safe loadings for the soft tissue injuries, mostly to the forehead. 
pedestrian. 

Full scale tests and simulations 

The results from full scale impact tests with pedestrian 
Bonnet Top--Sub-system Test dummies and cadavers and also of computer simulations 

Head injuries are the most frequent cause of pedestrian have shown the overall kinematics of head impact (9, 16, 17, 

fatalities and these often result from striking the top of the 18). 

bonnet (1). These showed that the head of an adult most frequently 

Head impact may be to any part of the structures adjacent strikes the rearward part of the bonnet top, the windscreen 

to the bonnet top and all of these elements are included in the frame or the windscreen itself. The head impacts of children 

following studies by BASt to develop a bonnet top sub- are more frequently to the frontal part of the bonnet top. 

systems test (14). The results also showed the variation of velocity and 
direction of motion at impact and an indication of the aver- 

Test method age effective mass. 

The objective is to develop a test procedure in which Test equipment 
impactors are propelled into the tops of bonnets, wings 
scuttle and windscreen lower frames to assess the safety To study these impact conditions a special hydraulic 

potential of the structure, impactor has been developed for BASt which is able to 

The impactors will represent child and adult headforms, propel dummy parts at velocities up to 50 km/h against the 
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outer surfaces of a test car (figure 4). This device will be has been designed to give acceptable headform 
used for the development of the headform test methods to accelerations. 
achieve the necessary headform velocities and impact Head injury criterion (HIC) will be calculated from the 
directions, accelerometer time histories. 

Development programme 
The headforms have been calibrated and some pre test 

runs completed. 
The continuing programme will include the following 

stages: 

(1) The influence of shape will be studied with re- 
spect to the results of simulation and full scale tests. 

(2) The resulting head accelerations and dents in the 
bonnets from the sub systems tests, based on the find- 
ings of (1) above will be compared with those obtained 

in full scale tests. 
The adult sub-systems tests will be validated by 

comparisons with car/cadaver tests previously con- 
ducted by INRETS. 

For child headform validation, only dummy tests are 

available. The tests of BASt, INRETS and TNO in the 
frame of the Biomechanics programme (19) using a 

dummy representing a six year old child will be utilised 
for these comparisons. 

(3) Protection criterion will be determined based on 
maximum acceleration for a given time, or by HIC. 

(4) If further studies of accident investigations show 

the necessity for frangible headforms, these will be 
considered later in the project. 

Bonnet Leading Edge Sub-Systems 
Test 

Figure 4. Hydraulic gun for head impact tests. In a pedestrian accident the severity of the impacts with 
the leading edge of the bonnet vary widely with respect to 

Headform impactor the bonnet’s location relative to the bumper and to the 
The child and adult headforms will be spheres of different ground. Also the body regions that are most frequently 

sizes, wei/~hts and materials. Their weights’ will be 6.8 kg injured ran~;e from the femur and pelvis of adults to the 

for the adult headform and 2.5 kg for the child headform; the abdomen of young children. 
diameters will be 165 mm and 130 mm respectively. The following studies by TRRL will take into account, 

This specification was proposed in the original TRRL these aspects, to develop a sub-systems test to assess the 
guide lines ERGA Doc/S60 but if necessary, changes will injury potential of the bonnet leading edge. 
be made to the headforms as the work progresses. 

Requirement of test method Skin coverings of silicone material have been developed 

and fitted to both headforms. The objective is to develop a test procedure in which 
impactors are propelled into the leading edges of the bonnet 

Instrumentation and wings and to the headlight surround, as necessary, to 
The headforms are instrumented with one set of triaxial assess the safety potential of the structure. 

accelerometers at the centre of mass of the headforms. The safety requirements of the aged adult pelvis and 
Measurements are also taken of impact velocity and struc- femur and the child upper abdomen will be studied and 
tural deformations of the test car. Load measuring foils (Fuji suitable impactors developed. 
foil) are used in the development programme to give an Impact test conditions appropriate for vehicle to pedes- 
indication of surface pressure during impact. This will help trian impact velocities of up to 40 kmih, will be considered 
to assess whether further work will be necessary to evaluate with adjustments made to the test conditions to allow for the 
the risk of skull fracture from impact with a bonnet top that influence of the vehicles’ frontal shape. 
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Accident data and below the diaphragm and includes the liver spleen and 

kidneys. 
Accident data (1) shows that the aged adult femur and These results show that all of the abdomen suffers less 

pelvis are most frequently at risk from bonnet edge impacts, than 2 percent of the total number of injuries suffered by all 

These injuries although serious are rarely life threatening, body regions. On the basis of HARM however the child 
This data also suggests that the child and adult abdomen upper abdomen suffers 17.4 percent of all injury and the 

followed by the child thorax although less frequently in- adult upper abdomen 7 percent. 

volved are most at risk from life threatening injuries. A USA 
sample (20) based on the concept of HARM (21) showed for Full scale tests and simulations 

the child the thorax to be much more at risk than the abdo- Reported impact tests on different simulated shapes of 

men, but these differences could probably be attributed to cars (18, 23) gave details of the energy absorbed in the front 

different definitions of the composition of the thorax and structure, the impulse of the impact (momentum change) 

abdomen, and the mean effective mass of the contact. 
To obtain a clearer understanding of the abdominal, tho- These show that both the severity and the direction of 

racic injuries, data has been extracted from the Scottish impact to the bonnet leading edge vary in a regular pattern 

Hospitals In Patients Statistics (SHIPS) data source (22) with respect to t~e overall shape of the front of a car. Typ- 

which combines in-patient data for Scotland with police ically each impact consisted of two separate phases. The 

accident data. This data gives the injury and severity with- initial part of the impact which accelerates the struck body 

out attributing the cause, region of the dummy up to the speed of the vehicle. This was 

The sample contained 5298 pedestrians aged 0-14 years 
followed by a period of more variable duration when force 

and 7255 over 15 years old who received in patient 
was transmitted through the impacted body region to the 

treatment, 
more remote segments of the dummy. 

The frequency and the severity of injuries to each body Test equipment 
region have been weighted by a HARM factor based on 

reported injury costs (21) using the scale shown in table 2 
To study those variations in test conditions a small trolley 

and the percentage of total injury and HARM weighted 
has been built to propel impactors into the fronts of cars at 

injury for each body region are shown in table 3. 
speeds up to 40 km/h. 

hrs 1 2     3 4 5 6 The impactors will be mounted on a ram and just prior to 
impact the trolley will be stopped allowing the ram guided 

~ ~I~GHTZI~    .7 3.0    9.2 56.7 232.2 264.9 impactor to run freely into the test car. 

Table 2. Relationships between AIS and HARM weighting factor       The first tests x~ill be with an impactor representing a 
femur (figure 5), later tests will include an impactor repre- 

based on injury costs. 
senting a childs upper abdomen. The femur impactor will in 

all injurios to ~ada body ra:j±on a~ the research stage, include measurements of bending mo- 
~ of total injur! e~urrc ment, force, acceleration and impact velocity. Meas- 

urements of panel deformation will also be obtained. 

Aceelarometers 

Energy absorbing material 

0-14 15-99 0-14 15-99 
~ ~ ~ ~ Guide 

~ ~ 53.5 37 34.5 34 
\ 

/Load 

cel!l 

~ _Abgt~n .3 .6 .9 2.1 
Abckz~.n 1.0 .4 2 2 
tmspecified Secondery mess ~ Padded ImlN~ctor face 
Upper ~hd~.~n .8 .3 17.4 7 
~3Oi’ax 1 5 4.5 7 
Spine .4 2 .4 4.0 
~ 35 41.7 36 35.7 Torque loaded clutch 

Up~P_r lim~s 8 13 4.2 8.2 
Figure 5. Femur impactor. 

I ~¢ca_l            loo     ~oo        1oo     1oo is mounted via a loaded pin The femur impactor torque 
joint so that, if necessary, the action of a pedestrian pivoting 

Table 3. Percentage distribution of injury by body region based around the bonnet leading edge may be reproduced. 
on frequency andHARM for Scottish Hospitals (SHIPS) pedes- 
trian accident data. 

A test trolley has been used for the development stage of 

this work to allow the choice of a wide range of impacts and 
The abdominal data is shown divided into three sections, mounting conditions which can be changed rapidly. Alter- 

The lower abdomen includes all of the organs of the lower native forms of propulsion system will be considered as the 

trunk up to the bottom of the rib cage. The upper abdomen work progresses and the final requirements become more 

consists of the portion of the abdomen inside the rib cage firmly established. 
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Development programme (2) The knee joint injuries are related to bending 

The programme to develop the test methods will include moments applied to the knee. 

the following stages: (3) The long bone fractures appear to be related to 

shearing forces at the impact point. 
(1) Mathematical computer simulation comparing (4) The shape of the striking surfaces, (Bumper/ 

dummy and impactor tests to identify the principal 
front face) and their stiffness distribution, has a clear 

design requirements of an impactor guidance system, influence on the frequency and severity of leg injuries. 
(2) Conduct impactor tests against a range of simu- (5) There is less probability of a knee joint injury 

lated car shapes and develop the impactor as necessary resulting from an impact by a low mounted bumper 
to reproduce reported variations in impact severity. (380 mm above the ground). 

(3) Validate the test method by comparing resulting (6) With present designs of cars and bumpers, leg 
impactor accelerations and dents in the bonnet leading injuries can occur at impact speeds of 20/25 km/h or 
edges from the sub-systemstests with results from full more. 
scale dummy tests. The vehicles damage will also be 

Computer simulation (9) has predicted that when a pedes- 
compared with the existing results of cadaver tests 

trian is struck by a car, the magnitude of the impact energy. 
conducted by INRETS and adjustments to the test 

of the bumper, is not dependent on the frontal shape of the 
method will be made as necessary, 

car, except for designs with a short bumper lead. 
(4) Conduct repeatability tests on the finalised 

system. Test equipment 

Bumper sub-systems test A propulsion system will be developed to guide the im- 

The bumper is one of the most frequently involved parts 
pactors, horizontally into the bumper. 

Two impactors will be developed. One will represent an 
of a car in pedestrian accidents. The body regions that are 

adult leg and the second a child leg. 
most likely to be injured are the upper or lower legs, or the 

Each impactor will consist of two segments representing 
knee joint, depending upon the relative heights of the bump- 

the upper and lower legs with an articulated joint represent- 
er and of the pedestrian. Although the resulting injuries are 

ing the knee. Two types of joint will be considered; a 
rarely life threatening they can have long term conse- 

deformable steel bar and a torque controlled hinge joint. 
quences, such as permanent disability, particularly for the 

The designs will reflect the experience gained with a 
knee joint (24). 

symmetrical pedestrian dummy developed by Chambers 
These variations of impact conditions will be included in 

University and INRETS (29). 
research by INRETS to develop a sub-systems test to evalu- 

In the experimental stages strain gauges and transducers 
ate the protection afforded by bumpers, 

will be fitted to the impactors to measure bending moments 

Requirements of test method at the knee and shear forces in the lower leg at the point of 

impact. 
The objectives of the following research are to develop a 

test method in which an impactor is propelled into a bumper Development programme 
(and if appropriate the air dam) to assess the safety potential 

A series of impacts of a trolley mounted bumper into the 
of the structure, 

legs of cadavers have been completed by INRETS prior to 
The tests will be conducted at velocities up to 40 km/h 

the start of this project. 
and the impactors tO be developed, will reflect the mass and The programme to develop this test method will include: 
size variations of the legs of children and adults. 

(1) An analysis of these tests and other existing 

Accident data cadaver test data, to determine the apparent mass and 

Published data (25, 26) report that between 70 and 85 the stiffness (force defo.rmation characteristics) of the 

percent of pedestrians involved in an accident, sustain a leg body parts in contact with the bumper. 

injury. In the SHIPS data table 3, 53 per cent of all child (2) The information determined in (1) above will be 

injuries and 37 percent of all adult injuries were to the legs. used to develop, two, double segment impactors. One 

impactor to represent a child leg the other an adult. The 

Full scale tests,and simulations size of the impactors will represent the anthropometry 

Research using cadavers has been performed in recent of the pedestrians that are shown by statistics to be 

years to obtain a better understanding of the detailed mecha- most frequently involved in accidents. 

nism of leg injury in pedestrian accidents (27, 28). The (3) The development of the knee joint will compare 

conclusions from these studies are: the performances of the torque controlled hinge and a 

flexible bar system. The use of strain gauges to meas- 
(1) Pedestrian leg injuries may occur either at knee ure knee bending moment will also be compared with 

level (ligament/joint injuries) or to the long bone (tibia the direct measurement of flexion angle. 
fibula), fractures. (4) The determination of the shear force in the long 
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bone is more complex, because the maximum force Conclusions 
occurs at the impact point on the leg, ~and this may vary A programme of research has been described to develop 
according to the geometry of the car front to be tested, sub-systems tests, that evaluates the protection offered to 

Methods to be considered include an adjustable pedestrians by passenger cars. Test methods will be 
shear force transducer which can be pre-positioned developed by BASt.INRETS and TRRL to assess the 
according to the geometry of the car front to be tested, protection at three discrete areas of the front of cars: the 

(5) Tolerance values for the adult, will be developed bumper, the bonnet leading edge and the bonnet top. 

from the results of cadaver work. For the child, rele- The test methods will be based on vehicle impact speeds 
vant biomechanical data is not available and published of up to 40 km/h and will consider the requirements of both 

results of animal tests and scaled down adult values child and adult pedestrians. The bonnet leading edge and 

will be considered as a guide to develop tolerance bonnet top test conditions will reflect the changes, resulting 

values, from the influence of the general shape of the front of the 

(6) The test procedures and the impactors will be car. 

validated by two series of tests. One by comparison Base line data for the studies will be drawn wherever 

with cadaver pedestrian tests performed with the same possible from existing research, but further computer 

typeofcar. Inasecondseriesdifferenttypesofcarwill simulations by TNO will be included to obtain further 

be used to test the effectiveness of the procedure evidence of the influence of vehicle shape and structural 

against a range of car shapes, stiffness or impact severity. 
Studies by APR to show if these proposals are practical 

Compatibility supported by the results of simulations by TNO, will assess 

When test methods and safety requirements are proposed, their compatibility with current regulations, operational 

it is not sufficient to just demonstrate that the proposals are requirements or possible future development. 

possible, it is also necessarythatthey are seen tobepractical The extent to which some typical current designs of 

from an operational, an engineering and a cost viewpoint, popular cars meet the safety proposals, will be assessed, 

With respect to pedestrian protection requirements, there together with the cost and the penalities that may result from 

are several important, compatibility aspects to be consid- meeting them. 

ered and this work will primarily be undertaken by Labora- 
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NHTSA Pedestrian Head Injury Mitigation Research Program--Status Report -- 

John Kessler and Michael Monk, underhood clearance measurements and the headform 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
impact responses. The measurement of underhood 

clearance is in process, so only two examples of complete 
United States results are provided. 

One of the better performing vehicles is used as an 
Abstract example of the type of protection which can be provided. 

ThispaperreportsthecurrentstatusoftheNationalHigh- The underhood clearance map, limited structural 

way Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) pedestrian description and impact response characteristics for this 
head-injury reduction research program. The pedestrian in- vehicle are provided. 
jury statistics of the United States are briefly reviewed and 

relationships between measured responses in laboratory Outline of Pedestrian Program 
testing and field injuries are offered. Elements 

The elements which are necessary to prescribe a test 
procedure are identified and discussed. Some possible test The research for the pedestrian head injury reduction 

procedures are presented, and the data upon which a choice program can be separated into six major elements. These 

could be made is provided, 
are: 1. analysis of field accident data, 2. establishment of 

Various measurements of current U.S. vehicles are pro- correlations between measured laboratory responses and 

vided. These include geometrical measurements of the front field injuries, 3. development of test procedures, 4. 

ends, measurements of the underhood clearance and impact measurement of production vehicle frontal geometry, 

response measurements from testing with a pedestrian underhood clearance and headform impact response, 5. 

headform impactor. One vehicle is discussed which exhib- demonstration of improved performance in hood region, 

ited exceptional hood clearance and impact response and 6. development of injury mitigation concepts for the 

measurements, more difficult cowl and hood/fender regions. 

Introduction Analysis of Field Accident Data 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
Accident data analysis has shown that 35% of the harm 

(NHTSA) is continuing a research program aimed at (2) to pedestrians results from injuries to the head, for 

reducing the numbers of deaths and injuries which occur in vehicle impact speeds of 30 mph or less. (3) Figure 1 shows 

pedestrian head impacts. A tentative test procedure, the the distribution of pedestrian harm by body region.for this 

results of pedestrian accident reconstructions and limited impact speed range. Forty percent of the harm is due to 

production vehicle testing were presented at the 1 lth ESV injuries to the thorax. Reduction of pedestrian thoracic 

Conference. (1)* This paper provides a brief review of the injuries is being researched in a parallel NHTSA study. (4) 

earlier work and presents the results of analysis and testing Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of harm by injury source. 

performed since that time. The data from figures 1 and 2 were combined to form table 

The functional relationship between HIC and the 1, which shows the most harmful injury source/body region 

probability of death (POD) has been subjected to further combinations. (3) Head impacts to hood, fenders and 

analysis. The POD was earlier derived based upon a study of vehicle face account for approximately 19% of the harm. 

injuries to all body regions. Since all of the pedestrian 
accidents were analyzed based upon only head injuries, an Correlations Between Measured 
analysis was conducted to derive POD functions based upon Laboratory Responses and Field 
head injuries. Two approaches were used. The newly Injuries 
derived POD functions were used to derive HIC-POD 
functions based upon only head injuries. The degree of Experimental reconstructions of selected pedestrian 

difference between the new relationships and the previous accidents were performed in order to better understand the 

one is noted and discussed, 
relationships between responses which can be measured in 

The elements necessary to define a pedestrian head- the laboratory and the field injuries. These were presented at 

impact test procedure are identified and discussed. Options the 1 lth ESV Conference, (1) The accident cases were 

are identified for some of the elements and example test selected from the Pedestrian Injury Causation Study 

procedures are presented. Data are provided from which to (PICS), a file of pedestrian accidents containing about 2000 

select a test procedure. The overall testing scheme is cases collected from 1977 to 1980. The reconstruction 

defined and example schemes are given, testing was performed with a mechanical headform (this 

Three types of measurements of production vehicles are will be.reviewed in a later section ofthis report) which was 

provided. These are the frontal exterior geometry, the used to impact into the vehicle frontal surfaces. The severity 
was matched by adjusting the velocity and mass until the 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper,                    damage profile matched that of the accident case. The 
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acceleration of the headform was recorded and used to 
compute the Head Injury Criterion (HIC). The HIC values 

,.oi, s Y - 1.16 + o.o01~ ¯ x 
were then correlated with various injury measures including 

the maximum AIS. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of pedestrian harm by body region and 
injury severity for impact speeds_< 30 mph.                     Figure 3. HIC reconstructions--normalized HIC versus 

maximum head AIS (adults only). 
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Figure 2, Distribution of pedestrian harm by injury source and I[ ~0 ¯ 
injury severity for impact speeds < 30 mph 
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Table 1. Most harmful injury source/body region contacts for 

(THOUSANDS) impact speeds < 30 mph. 
HEAD INJURY CRITERION (HIC) 

Injury Source/Body Region 
Harm (9~) " AIXJI_T Vehicle Face/Thorax 17 IHIC ¯ 8721 

Hood-Fenders/Head II Figure 4. HIC reconstructions--normalized HIC versus Ground/Head 
10 probability of death (adults only). O~her Vehicle Paras/Thorax 9 Vehicle Face/Head 8 

Hood-Fenders/Thorax 7 The method of estimating POD was based upon the 3 Bumper/Legs 7 
Non-conl:acl:/Neck 

5 
highest AIS levels to all body regions. However, in the 

~rindshield/Head 
5 pedestrian reconstruction study, only head injuries were 

79% considered. This was a potential source of inaccuracy since 

the POD associated with 3 head injuries of given severity A plot of the measured HIC values for 14 adult pedestrian 
levels could differ from the POD associated with three reconstructions along with the maximum AIS levels is 

shown in figure 3. The r-squared value is noted to be .68, injuries to other body regions with the same severity level. 

which indicates fair correlation. The maximum AIS alone A separate analysis of POD was performed using only head 

does not give a complete indication of the severity of the injuries. (6) Two separate methods were explored, one 

injuries to the pedestrian because of the other injuries which being identical to the Ulman approach except that only head 
occurred. A method has been presented by which the 3 injuries were considered, and the other being the method 
highest AIS levels are used to estimate the probability of reported by Eppinger in the 1 lth ESV. (7) The Eppinger 
death (POD) associated with the injuries. (5) This method method is based upon an optimization rather than regression 
was used to estimate the POD for each of the 14 pedestrian approach. The details of the methods are contained in 
cases. The presentation of HIC and POD is shown in figure Reference 6. 
4. This is noted to result in improved correlatio,, with an Table 2 contains the POD for combinations of AIS. The 
r-squared value of .94. 

first column is from the Ulman study, based upon 3 highest 
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AIS to all body regions, the second column is the same 
column is the Eppinger approach. It is noted that the 

approach except applied to head injuries, and the third Eppinger approach utilizes only the 2 highest AIS codings. 

Table 2. Death probabilities associated with Ulman model and regression and optimization methods. 

Olman Model Regression Method Op~4mlz’n Method 
ATS C,~=.,,~,’n ’7g-86 All Re~ Head Ix%~ ’82-85 Head In~ 

1 1 0 0 0.05 * 0.I0 

2 1 1 0 0.07 * 0.20 

3 1 1 1 0.09 * 
4 2 0 0 1.09 1.00 0.00 

5 2 1 0 1.28 1.55 0.10 

6 2 1 1 1.45 2.22 

7 2 2 0 1.62 3.00 0.00 

8 2 2 1 1.78 3.90 

9 2 2 2 1.93 4.92 

10 3 0 0 2.11 31.28 10.60 

11 3 1 0 2.45 35.88 10.69 

12 3 1 1 2.80 40.67 

13 3 2 0 3.17 45.63 10.60 

14 3 2 1 3.56 50.76 

15 3 2 2 3.96 56.06 

16 3 3 0 4.38 61.52 20,08 

17 3 3 1 4.81 67.12 

18 3 3 2 5.26 72.87 

19 3 3 3 5.72 78.77 

20 4 0 0 12.01 23.81 26.10 

21 4 1 0 13.30 25.88 26.17 

22 4 1 1 14.66 28.02 

23 4 2 0 16.08 30.23 26.10 

24 4 2 1 17.58 32.52 

25 4 2 2 19.41 34.87 

26 4 3 0 20.78 37.28 33.93 

27 4 3 1 22.48 39.77 

28 4 3 2 24.26 42.32 

29 4 3 3 26.10 44.93 

30 4 4 0 28.02 47.61 45.39 

31 4 4 1 30.00 50.36 

32 4 4 2 32.06 53.17 
33 4 4 3 34.19 56.04 

34 4 4 4 36.39 58.97 

35 5 0 0 17.03 31.73 33.00 

36 5 1 0 18.71 35.04 33.07 

37 5 1 1 20.49 38.58 

38 5 2 0 22.39 42,37 33.00 

39 5 2 1 24.40 46.42 

40 5 2 2 26.55 50.74 

41 5 3 0 28.82 55.33 40.10 

42 5 3 1 31.22 60.22 

43 5 3 2 33.76 65.42 

44 5 3 3 36.44 70.92 

45 5 4 0 . 39.26 76.75 50.49 

46 5 4 1 42.24 82.91 

47 5 4 2 45.37 89.42 

48 5 4 3 48.66 96.29 

49 5 4 4 52.11 100.00 

50 5 5 0 55.72 100.00                               55.11 

51 5 5 1 59.51 100.00 

52 5 5 2 63.48 I00.00 

53 5 5 3 67.63 100.00 

54 5 5 4 71.96 100.00 

55 5 5 5 76.49 100.00 

56 6 - - 100.00 i00.00 I00.00 

The HIC-POD relationships derived ~om applying the 3 this reason, all three versions were compared using power 

models of POD to the 14 adult reconstructions are contained curve fits. The value of HIC at which the POD begins to 

in figure 5. The Ulman data was fit equally well with a linear increase sharply is nearly the same for all three methods, 

curve, as shown in figure 4, or a power curve. The Eppinger 
varying between 900 and 1000. It was concluded in the 

(optimization) data was fit best with a power curve and for study of Reference 6 that given the increased level of 
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uncertainty resulting from the sparseness of the data when cumulative distribution of the WAD for the impacts occur- 
all but head injuries are eliminated, the differences in 

ring early in the PICS study (9) is shown in figure 6. It is 
observed POD are not very significant, 

noted that the slope of the line is somewhat constant at about 
An R**, Rog~,n, 1.7% per inch of WAD. The "adult zone" defined in Refer= 

ence 8 extends from 62 to 72 inches which includes about 

~ ,,, ~nj.. R0.r,,t,, 26% of the population. 
70 

100 

80 

o 

Figure 5. Fatality rate comparison/14 reconstructed cases. 
<~ ~o 

Test Procedure Development 0 I 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

In this section, several elements necessary to specify a ,n~ ~e0.~o ozST~CE. ~o tin) 
test procedure will be identified. These elements will be 

Figure 6. Cumulative percent distribution of accident cases 
discussed in terms of testing options. The hardware was with wrap around distance. 
documented in Reference 8 and will not be discussed in this 
paper. A similar presentation for the lateral distribution of head 

impacts is being prepared within the Agency. The longitudi- Pass/fail criteria 
hal distribution of WAD and the lateral impact frequency 

In the previous section, it was shown that the adult recon- distribution will provide the data for the definition of the 
structions resulted in a high degree of correlation between candidate zone. 
the measured HIC and the POD. It was also shown that the Again testing alternatives become apparent. The candi- 
POD derived from head injury data did not differ markedly date zone could be ground based (tied directly to WAD) or 
from the POD establishedin the Ulman study, which was 

vehicle based (referenced to vehicle components such as 
derived from injuries to all body regions. The relationship 

hood edges etc.). A possibility, given here only as an exam- 
of figure 4, derived from the Ulman study data, is used for 

pie, would be a zone of WAD and a lateral distance from the 
reference here. 

longitudinal centerline which falls within the hoods of most 
The POD begins to rise sharply beyond a HIC of 872 in 

vehicles. For example, a zone extending from 40 to 66 the figure. At HIC=1000, the POD is 7%, and at HIC=2100, 
inches WAD and 24 inches laterally from the centerline the POD is 50%. The only established use of HIC is FMVSS 
would define a zone of over 1248 square inches which 208 which establishes 1000 as the pass/fail criterion. This 
would lie within the hood of most vehicles. This surface appears to be supported by the pedestrian accident data as 

well. would include about 46% of the accidents based upon WAD 
but the actual percent would be less, based upon the portion 

Definition of candidate zone of the lateral distribution not included. 

If testing for pedestrian head-impact protection is stand- An example of a vehicle based candidate zone might be 
ardized, a target zone must be established. The target zone is the surface defined by the vehicle hood, or alternatively, all 
that portion of the vehicle front end which is eligible for ofthe hood surface that is 6 inches from the outer edges. The 
impact testing and which is required to meet the perfor- latter definition would exclude the stiff regionnear the hood 
mance standard, edges. One disadvantage of the vehicle based system is that 

From the standpoint of pedestrian safety it is desirable to it requires knowledge of the vehicle fleet in order to esti- 
define the candidate zone as comprehensively as possible, mate benefits, since the accident data were collected using 
The various zone alternatives will ultimately be weighed ground based rather than vehicle based references. 
against the difficulty of meeting a proposed criterion. Some 
of the information relative to this trade-off will be shown. Test mass 

A parameter called the "wrap around distance" (WAD) The testing discussed in Reference 8 was performed 
has been established to define where along the longitudinal using both adult and child size impactors. It is most likely 
direction of the vehicle the head impact occurs. The WAD is that any standardized test would be established based upon 
the distance from the ground to the head impact site, meas- one mass of impactor. Currently the adult impactor being 
ured up and around the front surface of the vehicle. A used by the Agency has a weight of 10 pounds. 
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Test velocity HIC (low speed) = HIC (high speed) * (velocity ratio) ^2.93 

A possible test procedure presented by the Agency at the 
The exponent of 2.93 was derived empirically from a lim- 

1 lth ESV referenced a test velocity of 27 mph. It was 
ited number of tests performed at differing speeds, The 

pointed out that this was intended to represent the speed 
details of the study are contained in reference 10. 

with which the head would impact the hood if the vehicle- Test scheme 
to-pedestrian speed was 30 mph. The 30 mph impact speed 
was selected based upon the observation that approximately 

The final element to a test procedure is the test scheme, o 

90% of pedestrian impacts occur at speeds of 30 mph or less. 
Primarily, the test scheme identifies the number and loca- 
tion of tests within the candidate zone and the portion of the 

(3) 
The distribution of injuries (injuries and serious injuries 

tests which have to meet the prescribed criterion. 

to all body regions) with impact speed is shown in figure 7. The most simple scheme might be the performance of a 

It is noted that 87% of the injuries and 55% of the serious single impact test at a randomly selected point within the 

injuries occur at speeds of 30 mph or less. Table 3 contains candidate zone and require that the response meet the re- 

the percentage of injuries and serious injuries correspond- 
quired HIC level. A more complex scheme might include 

ing to various accident speeds from 20 to 30 mph. The the requirement that 15 impact locations be identified equal- 

second column of the table indicates the head impact speed, ly spaced within the zone, and that at least 9 must meet the 

Since very few vehicle HIC responses are below 1000 at the HIC requirement. 

27 mph impact speed, another possible test procedure op- If the scheme were based on a percentage of the zone 

tion is to lower the test speed to an impact speed, another passing the requirement, an option could be given to allow 

possible test procedure option is to lower the test speed to an the designer to identify the location of a sub-zone with a 

impact speed corresponding to a 25 mph vehicle impact (23 particular percentage of the total area of the zone, in which 

mph head impact), the testing would be performed. This might then allow eval- 
uation by performing only 1 (or a small number) test at a 

l** random position within the sub-zone identified by the 

~*" designer. 
~* - The preceding discussion has identified various elements 

pertaining to test procedure development. The data perti- 
nent to making trade-offs has been identified and for the 
most part provided. Examples of the types of test conditions 

which could be adopted have been given. 
40- 

Production Vehicle Measurement 
~ The geometric measurements and headform impact 
t°- response results of production vehicles will be presented 

¯ i _ .        . and discussed in this section of the paper. The measurement 

~oo, ~,,j of the frontal geometry of late model U.S. vehicles was 
o A~s, 2 ÷ ~ recently performed (11), and the measurement of the 

Figure 7. Vehicle impact speed vs. cumulative injuries for U.S. underhood clearance of the same vehicles is currently 
pedestrian accidents (Data Source: U.S. Nass, PICS). underway. Most of the pedestrian head impact testing on 

Table 3. Cumulative injuries vs. accident and head impact 
production vehicles was documented in the 1 lth ESV. (1) 

speed. These data along with test data on additional vehicles and 

Accidenl: !tead Percent: Percent responses scaled to a lower velocity will be presented. 
Impac~ Impact All Injury Serious Injury 
Soeed Speed levels ~ Measurement of frontal geometry 

20 18.0 80~ 30~ The frontal geometry of U.S. vehicles was documented 

22 ~9. s 82~ 35~ by selecting a sample of late model vehicles and recording a 

23 20.7 83~ 38~ variety of measurements and photographing each one. Vehi- 
2z, 21-. 6 s~ z~0~ cle selection was based on 1987 U.S. auto sales figures. (11) 
25 22.5 

26 23.4 85, aS~ The top selling vehicle from each major manufacturer was 

27 2t,. 3 86~ t~8~ selected. For some of the larger manufacturers, several of 
28 25.2 s6~ 50~ the top selling vehicles were selected. The 36 vehicles se- 
29 26.1 87% 53% 
30 27.0 ~7~ 55~ lected are listed in table 4. To insure that the 36 vehicles 

selected represented an approximate cross-section of the 

A study was performed to scale all of the production U.S. car, pickup truck, and van population, a number of 

vehicle responses from 27 mph impacts to expected HIC 
factors were checked. These factors, and the comparative 

responses at lower speeds. (10) The lower speed HIC is results between the vehicles selected and the actual 1987 

estimated from the following equation: fleet, are listed in table 5. 
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Table 4. Representative cross section of 1987 U.S. vehicle 
Table 5. Vehicle size and type distribution. 

fleet, 
TOTAL DOMESTIC SALES 

NUMBER MAKE MODEL (1987) ~ Sample Of 1987 
I Vehicles Used U.S. Car 
J In This Study Population i Ford F-Series 550 125 Selection Factor I (%) 2 Chevrolet Full-sized pickup 418 221 

3 Ford Escort 392 360 0 
4 Ford Taurus 354 971 R % Domestic I 75 69 5 Chevrolet Cavalier 304 028 I 
6 Chevrolet Celebrity 306 480 G I 
7 Ford Ranger 305 295 I % Imports J 25 31 
8 Hyundal Excel 263 610 N 
9 Toyota Pickup 252 946 I I 

i0 Oldsmobile Cutlass Clera 244 607 C II Honda Accord 230 085 A I % Light Pickup Trucks 8.3 12 Chevrolet S-10 224 807 T I % Full-Size Pickup Trucks 5.5 8 13 Ford Tempo 219 296 E J % Pssenger Cars 77.5 73 14 Pontiac Grand Am 211 192 0 I % Mini-Vans 5.5 5 15 Cadillac All 203 487 0 ~ % Full-Size Vans 2.7 3 16 Toyota Camry 186 633 R 
17 Ford Full-sized Van 184 413 Y 
18 Chevrolet Caprice 177 344 
19 Oldsmobile Delta 88 168 853 
20 Ford Aerostar 159 149 M 
21 Dodge Caravan 153 191 A 
22 Buick Century 147 797 N % GM 36.1 35 

O % Ford 27.7 23 23 Buick LeSabre 141 126 F % Chrysler 13.9 14 24 Chevrolet Nova 134 956 A % Honda 2.7 5 25 Lincoln All 126 009 C % Nissan 2~7 5 26 Pontiac 6000 120 373 T % Toyota 5.5 6 27 Nissan Sentra 116 266 U % Other 11.4 12 28 Mercury Grand Marquis 113 972 R 
29 Jeep Cherokee 112 005 E 
30 Mercury Cougar ii0 722 R 
31 Plymouth Reliant 105 919 
32 Chrysler LeBaron J 87 802 
33 Dodge Shadow 77 086 ~ Vehicle Weight:     0-2250 ib 21.4 25 
34 Mazda 323 76 212 E 2250-2525 ib 21.4 25 

I 2525-2750 ib 25 14 35 Acura Integra 54 757 G 2750-3000 ib 3.6 9 36 Yugo ..... 48 812 H 3000 ib & up 25 25 
T Note: Figures taken from Automotive News, January II, 1988 and 

January 18, 1989, issues. 

Adult arid child head impact zones were determined using cles, the proximity of the adult zone to the cowl and rear 
WAD’s defined in Reference 8, which were based on aver- hood edge was gaged. The measurement results indicated 
age pedestrian height values. The adult wraparound region that the adult zone extended to the lower windshield for 3 
was 62-72 inches and the child wraparound regions was 30- vehicles (8%). The adult zone extended to the rear hood 
51 inches. By overlaying the adult impact zone on the vehi- edge for 10 vehicles (28%). (See figure 6) 

Table 6. Vehicle measurement data. 

! I 

.......... ............................... .... ............... .................. ,. D~xnestic at Centerl l Hood Front Co~t J’~"" ""~ "~’~’~’ ] I                                                                     wiper to 
Sates of Adult Tota!. Adu~°~t " .. to top edge to Top of Louer Upper at hood- hood front 

Make Model Year (1987) Zone l.idth z~t f.~.ro~t 
corner tlne j of AduLt ..b?t.tom I Ix~er hood hood fender ledge angle 

.................................................. ’ ......... ’...:....-.-.......’~.." ............... I zone cnna zoneI edge edge edge I(Oegrnes) 
1 Ford F-150 1988 550,125 69.00 71 12.00 ~8.~5 36.75 8.500 20.50 15.25 23.75 43.50 44.50 47.25 7 2 Chevrolet 1500 Pickup 1988 418,221 66.00 68.5 12.00 44.75 39.50 5.000 17.00 9.25 22.50 37.25 39.75 48.50 7 3 Ford Escort 1987 392,360 51.50 55 0.50 41.00 39.00 5.750 6.25 1.50 19.7~ Z7.~4 30.50 35.25 5’ 4 Ford Taurus L 198)’ 354,971 58.25 61 2.50 44.00 40.25 5.500 8.00 0.50 20.25 28.00 30.00 35.50 5 Chevrolet Cavalier 1988 307,028 54.50 58 3.25 47.25 42.75 7.250 10.50 -2.00 20.50 27.50 27.50 35.50 6 6 Chevrolet Celebrity 1987 306~4B0 58.00 61 3.75: 45.25 43.00 8.175 11.93 0.50 20.50 28.25 30.25 35.75 7 Ford Ranger XLT 1988 305,295 57.00 60 3.00 38.50 37.25 6.750 9.75 6.50 21.75 36.50 39.75 42.00 8 #yundai Excel GLS 1987 263,610 53.00 57 -I.50 40.50 38.00 5.500 4.00 0.00 19.50 28.00 28.50 36.00 9 Toyota 82008 Pickup 19~8 252,946 53.75 56.5 -1.25 38.75 36.50 5.750 4.50 2.00 22.00 31.50 33.00 39.50 10 Oldsmobile Cutlass Clara 1987 244,607 ~8.00 61 6.00 4~.25 42.25 7.750 13.75 1.75 21.00 28.25 30.00 35.50 11 8or~a Accord LX 1987 230,085 57.50 ~) -1.75 41.50 39.00 4.375 2.(G -1.25 20.25 25.75 2~.75 33.25 51 12 Chevrolet S10 Pickup 1988 224,807 36.75 62 5.00 39.00 37.25 5.500 10.50 8.00 22.75 36.25 37.50 41.25 13 Ford Tempo GLS 1987 219,296 ~1.50 57.5 -1.75 37.50 35.25 7.500 5.75 2.75 21.25 29.50 31.00 36.00 5! 14 Pontiac Grand Am 1987 211,192 ~4.2! 58 4.75 46.50 42.25 4.750 9.50 0.25 19.75 28.00 29.00 35.00 15 Cadillac CoupedeVi I te     1986 203,487 SO.or (~ 9.75 50.00 47.75 4.500 14.25 1.75 19.50 31.00 31.75 36.50 16 Toyota Camry 1987 186,633 i6.2~ 60 2.75 44.75 40.25 4.500 7.25 0.00 20.75 28.00 29.25 34.50 17 Ford club I~agon - Van 1987 184,413 ~7.2: 69.5 -7.50 22.50 21.50 7.250 -0.25 12.00 22.25 /.1.50 46.00 49.00 35 18 Chevrolet Caprice Classic 1986 177,344 ~4.51 68 22.00 60.50 56.25 4.750 26.75 3.50 20.25 31.50 32.75 37.50 19 Oldsmobile Delta 88 198~ 168,853 ;9.~ 62.5 8.50 50.25 47.25 4.500 13.00 0.25 20.00 28.75 2~.00 ~.00 ~5 20 Ford Aerostar XLT 1987 159,149 ;3.0( 67 -16.75 19.75 18.00 9.000 -7.75 5.50 2~.00 32.25 35.50 42.50 21 Dodge Caravan - SE 1987 153,191 ~).5( 61 -3.50 30.50 28.00 7.000 3.50 8.00 20.50 36.00 37.50 43.25 22 Buick Century 1987 147,797 ;7.7~ 61 5.25 48.00 ~,.25 8.250 13.50 -0.75 20.00 27.00 28.50 35.00 ~0 23 Buick LeSabre 1907 141,126 ’O.OC 70 10.50 49.75 46.50 4.750 15.25 2.75 21.00 29.50 30.75 37.25 24 Chevrolet Nova 1986 134,~56 .3.0~ 56 2.00 42.00 39.75 4.000 6.00 2.00 19.75 26.50 27.50 34.75 25 Lincoln To~ Car 1987 126,009 .3.25 69.5 26.75 60.75 54.75 4.000 30.75 8.00 21.50 36.00 37.00 37.50 ;7 26 Pontiac 6000-LE 1987 120,375 8.25 61 2.25 44.00 42.00 8.175 10.43 0.25 20.00 29.00 29.25 35.50 27 Nlssan Sontra 1987 116,266 4.75 58 -4.50 36.50 35.00 7.750 3.25 1.00 20.25 28.75 30.25 34.25 28 Mercury Brand I*arquis 1987 113,972 3.00 69 20.25 59.50 55.50 4.250 24.50 2.75 20.50 31.75 32.50 36.50 3 29 Jeep Cherokee " 1~88 112,005 8.00 S9.5 5.63 ~8.00 37.25 7.250 12.88 9.63 24.00 ~.75 ~8.75 41.25 30 Mercury Cougar XR-7 1987 110,722 9.25 50.5 18.00 56.50 50.50 4.500 22.50 3.50 21.25 29.50 32.25 37.50 2 31 Dodge Aries K 1987 99,039 7.50 ~2.5 7.75 46.25 43.75 3.500 11.25 3.50 20.75 30.25 31.25 35.00 4 32 Chrysler LeBaron 1987 87,802 8.00 1 61 5.75 48.50 43.00 8.500 14.25 -0.75 19.25 27.50 27.50 3/..50 6 33 Nazde 323LX 1987 76,212 2.25 56 -2.25 38.00 35.50 6.000 3.75 1.75 21.00 29.00 29.50 35.00 2 ~ Plymouth Sundance 1~87 75,883 5.25 i8.5 0.75 42.00 38.00 7.000 7.75 0.75 20.00 27.50 28.25 35.75 3 35 Acute lntegra-RS 1986 54,757 $.50 17.5 4.75 37.00 35.00 4.000 8.75 9.75 20.50 26.00 26.75 33.00 6 36 Yugo GV 1986 48;812 ;.25 60 -8.00 31.50 29.50 4.500 -3.50 2.50 t 19.25 ~0.25 30.50 34.50 I 11 I ............................................................ ~ ...... : ..................... , .......... : ............ 

* Measurements are in inches ......................................................... 
* The Mop (Measureaont Origin Point) is defined as a horizontal line targont to the curvature at the rear hood edge 
* The CoMI Line In defined as the line formed at the interface of the Io~er uindshleld and dashboard 
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Since the cowl, rear hood edge, and rear portion of the clearance available for the current U.S. fleet. The under- 

hood in the proximity of the rear edge are generally much hood clearance of a sample of the current fleet, identical to 

stiffer than the central region of the hood, an estimate was that used in the study of pedestrian head impact zones, is 

made of the frequency that the adult zone extended into this being mapped. 

stiffened region. It was noted, during preliminary testing, The surface of the hood is segregated into a grid of 2 in. by 

that approximately 6 inches of hood surface adjacent to the 2 in. squares. At the center of the square is a data point 

rear hood edge is stiffer than the central region. It was then beneath which the distance from the hood underside to the 

determined what percent of the adult zone fell in this stiff nearest hard structure is measured. If a hood reinforcement 
region for each vehicle. The sales numbers were then used lies beneath a data point, its depth is subtracted from the 

to find the weighted average percent. It was found that a clearance distance (hood underside to nearest hard 
typical vehicle has 33 percent of the adult zone surface in structure). 
that stiff region. Plots, similar to the one shown in figure 8 (which contains 

Observations concerning the child head impact zone about 700 measurements), will be produced for each vehicle 
measurements included the following: child zones over- in the sample. Figure 8 indicates that the 1988 Chevrolet 
lapped the leading hood edge for 89 percent of the vehicles, Celebrity has at least 2.5 in. of space beneath 47.8% of the 
and the bottom of the child zone was within at least 6 inches hood. This implies that head impacts of 23 mph or less into 
of the leading hood edge for 100 percent of the vehicles, most of the47.8% of the hoodhave the potential to result in 

Available underhood clearance on late model HIC values less than 1000. Specific impact test results and 

vehicles the available underhood clearance for a 1985 Oldsmobile 

Results from adult headform impact tests into production 
Ciera are contained in a later section of this report. Testing 

car hoods at 27 mph indicate that sub-hood clearances of 
of other vehicles has begun to explore the relationships 

approximately 3 inches are necessary for HIC values less 
between the percentage of the hood area having at least 21/2 

than 1000. For impacts of 23 mph the necessary clearance 
inches of sub-hood clearance and the number of 23 mph 

for a HIC value less than 1000 has been estimated to be 2.5 
head impacts resulting in HIC values less than 1000, for a 

inches. A study has begun which will gauge the underhood 
distributed area of tests across the hood. 
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Figure 8. Hoodlengine compartment clearance for 1988 Chevrolet Celebrity, 
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Impact test results which ones represented injury reduction potential. A sche- 

matic diagram in figure 9 illustrates the simulated head 
Simulated adult and child head impacts were used togeth- 

impact test set up. Results from the passenger car tests, 
er with the identified injury relationship to evaluate the 

conducted with an adult headform impact velocity of 27 
current fleet. To date, approximately 120 tests were con- 

mph, are summarized in table 7. The 27 mph HIC results 
ducted on 22 passenger cars, (results from 16 of these were 

shown are actual test results. The 23 mph HIC results in the 
reported in the 1 lth ESV) (1) and 5 light trucks and vans. 

last column were mathematically scaled from the 27 mph 
Headform impact test results indicated which designs show- 

results according to the relationship presented previously in 
ed a propensity for causing pedestrian head injury and 

the paper. 

Figure 9. VRTC pedestrian head impact simulator. 

Table 7. Production car test results--adult data. 

PRon. OFI IMPACT I MAXZMUM IMPACT TEST VEHICLE Hie ~ D~TH I DYN.*24IC PEAK TIME ES~G~ I HOOD Hie @ TYPE NO. TYPE 27 MPH (Z) I DEFL. FORCE DURATION ~8SOPmED lSTIFFN~SS 23 MPH 
(HIC) I (in) (ib) (msec) (Z) I (ib/in) 

HOOD/OA 312 1983 Caprice 1748 36.5 2.6 2248 22.5 99.9 2696 1093 HOOD/OA 324 1983 Chevette 2133 51.5 2.3 1848 18.0 96.4 2250 1333 HOOD/OA 298 1985 Grand AH 1557 29.0 2.8 2042 22.5 95. g 2857 973 HOOD/OA 322 1985 LeEaron GTS 1444 24.6 2.8 1979 25. g 97.8 2130 903 HOOD/OA 292 1985 SunbLrd 1717 35.3 3.1 2460 22.5 95.4 3000 1073 HOOD/OA 295 1985 Ciera 828 2.2 3.6 1413 28.1 g8. g 1956 518 HOOD/OA 323 1983 Saab 900 1355 21.1 2.8 2000 31.5 98.1 2867 847 HOOD/OA 290 1983 Saab g00 1225 16.1 3.0 2109 25.3 96.4 2667 786 HOOD/OA 288 1985 LeBanon GTS 1303 19.1 2.8 2115 22.5 97.6 1981 815 HOOD/OA 321 1985 Mustang SVO 2178 53.2 2.4 2053 18.0 92.4 2295 1362 
OA= open area 
SS= substructure 
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Table 7. Production car test resulte--:dult data (continued). 

PROB. OF I I I IHPACT i 
HAXIH~4 I 

IH~ACT TEST VENICLE HIC g D.EATH I DYNAHIC I PEAK I TIHE I ENERGY    HOOD I HIC ~ 

TYPE NO. TYPE 27 HPH (Z) I DEFL. I FORCE DURATION IABSORBED STIFFITESSI 23 HPH 

HOOD/OA 361 1984 Celebrity 1667 33.3 2.3 1794 20.8 97.8 2885 1042 

EOOD/OA 320 1985 Escort 1164 13.7 2.9 2086 25.3 96.3 2416 728 

HOOD/OA 304 1985 HustanK SVO 1832 39.7 2.6 1810 22.5 94.3 3103 1145 

HOOD/OA 308 1983 Thunderbird 1067 9.9 3.5 1922 25.9 96.6 2580 667 

HOOD/SS 313 1983 Caprice 1634 32.0 2.8 2025 27.0 99.5 3043 1021 

HOOD/SS 305 1985 Hustana SVO 5731 191.8 1.9 4434 7.9 99.0 7636 3563 

HOOD/SS 358 1985 Fiero 5249 173.0 1.9 3144 14.6 85.4 4110 3281 

EOOD/SS 315 1982 Cavalier 2799 77.5 2.4 1908 14.6 94.6 2857 1750 

H(~OD/SS 311 1983 Thunderbird 5461 181.3 2.8 3980 10.7 96.6 11470 3414 

HOOD/SS 319 1985 Sunbird 1957 44.6 2.1 1952 16.3 97.6 2432 1223 

HOOD/SS 286 1985 LeEaron GTS 3636 110.1 1.9 2824 11.3 97.4 3158 2273 

HOOD/SS 291 1983 Saab 900 2086 49.7 2.9 1775 18.0 96.7 3673 1304 

HOOD/SS 299 1985 GrandAm 2366 60.6 2.3 2133 16.9 96.1 3044 1479 

HOOD/SS 360 1985 Fiero 10600 381.7 1.2 5880 10.1 85.1 15909 6626 

HOOD/SS 293 1985 Sunbird 4759 153.9 1.8 4012 11.3 97.9 10263 2975 

HOOD/SS 316 1982 Cavalier 5557 185.0 1.6 3219 9.6 96.1 4688 3474 

HOOD/SS 302 1985 Escort 2230 55.3 2.7 2453 19.7 99.0 6154 1394 

HOOD/SS 309 1983 Thunderbird 2452 63.9 2.7 2050 15.2 97.5 4200 1533 

HOOD/SS 307 1985 Mus~an6 SVO 4765 154.1 2.1 3446 10,1 92.8 10312 2979 

HOOD/SS 301 1985 Escort 2483 65.1 2.0 2619 14.1 97.2 3478 1552 

HOOD/SS 318 1982 Cavalier 2386 61.4 2.7 2037 14.6 96.3 5806 1492 

HOOD/SS 296 1985 Clara 5281 174.3 2,2 3786 9.0 97.4 18947 3301 

HOOD/SS 327 1983 Chevette 1366 21.6 2.9 1802 22,5 97.5 1989 854 

HOOD/SS 362 1984 Celebrity 7023 242.2 1.6 4332 7.9 94.9 15273 4390 

SOOD/SS 325 1983 Chevet~e 2519 66.5 2,3 1918 18.6 95.8 3461 1575 

HOOD/FENDER 317 1982 Cavalier 6831 100.0 1.2 3754 7.9 96.3 6735 4270 

HOOD/FENDER 294 1985 Sunbird 5470 100.0 2.1 3320 12.4 95.1 7105 3419 

HOOD/FENDER 326 1983 Chevette 4683 100.0 1.6 2765 11.3 94,9 6818 2927 

HOOD/FENDER 287 1985 LeBaron GTS 5189 i00.0 1.6 2948 9.0 96.6 5581 3244 

HOOD/FENDER 363 1984 Celebrity 5363 100.0 1.3 3219 10.7 95.0 6383 3353 

HOOD/FENDER 289 1983 Saab 900 3346 98.8 2.4 2400 14.1 92.9 7778 2092 

HOOD/FENDER 310 1983 Thunderbird 4981 100.0 2.3 2923 11.3 94.9 12857 3114 

HOOD/FENDER 314 1983 CAPRICE 4805 100.0 1.3 3161 9.6 I 96.7 6522 3004 

HOOD/FENDER 303 1985 ESCORT 5112 100.0 1.7 3042 10.7 96.3 6000 3196 

HOOD/FENDER 297 1985 CIERA 5554 100.0 1.6 3197 9.0 96.0 6000 i 3472 

HOOD/FENDER 306 1985 SVO MUSTANG 5575 100.0 1.5 4466 9.0 93.1 6428 I 3485 

HOOD/FENDER" 359 1985 FIERO 10742 100.0 1.3~I 4687 8.4 84.3 3600 I 8715 

HOOD/FENDER 300 1985 GRAND AM 5183 100.0 1.7 2755 9.6 94.8 5567 ! 3240 

COWL 101 1985 CIERA 1337 19.8 2.9 1203 22.0 94.7 3200 I 835 

cOWL 389 1985 CIERA 1508 26.4 2.5 951 27.0 94.6 800 I 943 

COWL 395 1985 ESCORT 1804 37.9 1.9 955 21.9 90.6 1421 I 1128 

COWL 390 1985 CIERA 1919 42.3 1.6 1318 21.4 93.6 6375 I 1200 

COWL 100 1985 CIERA 2577 67.5 2.4 1673 I 14.0 92.9 3200 I 1611 

cOWL 103 1985 ESCORT 2656 70.6 2.1 1554 I 15.5 92.0 3200 I 1661 

cOWL 102 1985 ESCORT 3448 100.0 2.1 1759 I 12.5 93.2 1600 I 2155 

OA= open area 
SS= substructure 

Por headform impacts of 27 mph, a dynamic hood de~]~c- hood d~signs. This imp|J¢s that at least 3 inches of space 

tion of 3 to 3.5 inches is necessary to attain a reasonabl~ must b¢ avai|abl~ b~n~ath the hood to allow flc×in~ of a 

injury frye| prediction (109 death probability) for the best reasonab|y stiff hood. Less severe injury predictions were 
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also seen when head contact with the hood lasted at least 25 
ing pedestrian protection in the area of the vehicle hood. 

milliseconds, the hood stiffness was less than 2000 lb/in and Test results from the production vehicles test matrix " 
when the hood absorbed greater than 98% of the impact 

indicated that the hood design of the 1985 Oldsmobile 
energy. It was noted that the only 27 mph test result less than Ciera, having a 4 cylinder transverse engine, permitted the 
HIC = 1000, was that on the open hood area of the 1985 lowest injury predictions for adult head impacts into the 
Oldsmobile Ciera. central region of the hood. (8) (Central hood testing 

Based upon scaling the results to 23 mph, several of the included impacts at least 6 inches from the outside edge of 
open area tests, and at least one of the substructure and cowl the hood.) 
tests resulted in predicted HIC values less than 1000. None The clearance between the hood and the underlying 
of the hood/fender region tests resulted in predicted HIC structures for the Ciera is shown in figure 10 with a zone 
values less than 1000. identified containing all of the surface of the hood except a 6 

inch border along all 4 edges. The zone size was 

Demonstration of Improvement approximately 26 inches longitudinal by 48 inches lateral. 
Of the locations within the zone, 89% have more than 2.5 

This section will present information relative to provid-     inches of underhood clearance. 

50 - 
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Figure 10. Hood/engine compartment clearance for 1985 Oldsmobile Ciera. 

Because the impact tests performed during the results were not affected by other damage to the hood. All of ¯ ~ production vehicle testing showed the vehicle to be 
the tests were performed using the adult (101b.) headform at promising in design, more extensive impact testing was 

performed. A grid of 5 longitudinal and 7 lateral locations an impact velocity of 23 mph. The results of the impact tests 
within the zone was marked and 35 impacts were are contained in figure 11. It is noted that 21 (60%) of the 
conducted, replacing the hood as necessary so that the 

impact tests resulted in HIC values less than 1000. 
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~ 
~ HIC values less than 1000. tSee table 7o ~ A more thorough 

iTl~ ~ m 6~ ~l ~a ~ [ study of typical cowl designs and possible alternative 
m o o o o o [] 

t designs may be initiated based on the results of the head 

impact zone study and Ciera cowl test results. 

o    o o    o    o    [] 

Conclusions 
i~ ~4~ ~ ~4~ ~ ~ ~ The following conclusions are offered as a result of this 

m o o o o o [] 
study: 

1. A strong correlation was noted between measured/ 

o o o o o o [] calculated HIC responses and the probability of death 

(POD) for 14 adult pedestrian accident reconstructions. It 

i~ ~ ~ t~ ~ ~-~ ~ was found not to make a large difference whether the POD 

was derived from the Ulman approach, based upon injuries 

to all body regions, or on alternate approaches using POD’s 

o ~x~ ¯ ~ based upon only head injuries. 
[] ~x~ ~ ~ 

2. Although no specific test procedure was given. 
Figure 11. HIC values resulting from the distributed head,otto alternatives were identified and discussed. It was observed 
impact testing of ~he 1985 Oldsmobile Ciera. (Headlorm Impact 
Velocity--23 mph). that simulation of 30 mph pedestrian impacts (with a 27 mph 

head impact speed~, resulted in only 1 test with a HIC resul~ 

Research Efforts on Injury Mitigation below 1000. This was a hood open area test. Simulation of 

25 mph pedestrian impacts (head impact speed of 23 mph) is 
Research to reduce the severity of pedestrian head expected to result in several vehicles which can satisfy 

injuries caused by contact with the hood. tenders, cowl. and HIC=1000 for all but the hood/fender seam region~ 
leading hood edge has begun. To date some mitigation 3. Vehicles which have su fficient clearance between the 

research has been conducted in the hood/fender and cowl hood and the underhood structures have the potential of 

region. Some success in reducing head inj ury seventy was providing improved pedestrian protection. A target zone of 

found, for impacts into the hood/fender interface region, by 26 inches by 48 inches was marked in the central hood 

substituting a "full cover" hood (shown in figure 12) for the region of a 1985 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera. Eighty-nine 

more conventional hood/fender design. A more detailed percent of the hood surface within the zone was found to 

description of the full cover hood analysis is found in havesufficient~2.5inchesormorelclearance Aseriesof35 

reference 8. Preliminary testing in the cowl!rear hood edge impacts was conducted at evenly spaced locations on 

region indicates that headform impacts of 23 mph into the target zone of 26 inches by 48 inches on the Ciera hood 

frangible plastic cowl design of the 1985 Ciera can result in (replacing the hood as necessary). The impact speed was 23 

mph. HtC values below 1000 u ere obtained at 60c~ of the 

impac~ sites. 
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NHTSA Pedestrian Thoracic Injury Mitigation Program--Status Report 

Jeffrey C. Elias and 30 mph). Young pedestrians are over represented in this 
Michael W. Monk, accident classification. 
National Highway Traffic Administration, In order to develop a procedure in which laboratory 
United States simulations of pedestrian impacts could be performed, a 

series of thoracic surrogates were developed at VRTC 
Abstract which were capable of accurately reproducing the response 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is characteristics of a child’s thorax during lateral impact. 

conducting research at the Vehicle Research and Test Center Using information obtained from documented accident case 
for the reduction of pedestrian injury. Initial research in files, pedestrian accidents were reconstructed using the 
pedestrian thoracic injuries address translational side thoracic surrogates. Original accident impact conditions 
impact in child pedestrians. This paper reviews the were thus approximated under laboratory conditions. By 
development and current status of the child pedestrian relating injury levels observed in the original accidents to 
program, 

measurement data obtained using the thoracic surrogates, 
A brief overview of the development of the child thoracic 

threshold response levels corresponding to a 20 percent 
surrogate devices is given while tentative threshold injury 

probability of death were estimated for several variables criteria values developed from accident reconstruction 
commonly used for determining injury criteria. work using these devices are presented. Results of a 

Using the estimated injury criteria as a basis for baseline testing program of a selection of passenger 
vehicles, light trucks, and mini-vans is presented in terms of comparison, a selection of passenger and light utility 
relative potential injury. Additional testing shows impact vehicles were tested using the thoracic surrogates at a 30 
velocity affects on injury potential and indicates impact mph impact speed. Additional testing was performed at a 
velocity ranges in which realistic benefits should be series of lower impact speeds. The additional testing shows 
explored, the effects of impact velocity on injury potential while 

defining impact velocity ranges in which realistic benefits Introduction can be achieved. 
As part of the Pedestrian Protection Program, the 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) Thoracic Surrogate (Development) 
is conducting research at the Vehicle Research and Test 

In order to conduct accident reconstruction, a device was Center (VRTC) for the reduction of pedestrian injury. Based 
developed to simulate the thorax of a child pedestrian (3). It on the results of a problem identification study (1),* 

thoracic injuries caused by impact with the vehicle face was assumed that a struck pedestrian is generally traveling 
comprise the largest and one of the most significant in a path perpendicular to that of the vehicle prior to impact. 
categories of pedestrian accidents (for impact speeds under The selection of case studies included children ranging in 

age from 2 to 13 years old and estimated impact speeds 
ranging from 5 mph to 30 mph. A series of thoracic 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper,                       surrogates were developed to simulate lateral thoracic 
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impact response for the range of speeds and ages 
Instrumentation for the surrogate device consists of the 

encountered, 
following: 

Figure 1 pictures the six year old thoracic surrogate. With ¯ One accelerometer mounted to the rib plate. 
mounted weights to provide additional mass, this device is ¯ Two accelerometers mounted to the spinal mass. 

used to model the seven and eight year old pedestrian as ¯ Four inch linear potentiometer mounted between 

well. The surrogate’s design utilizes a lumped mass (dis- the rib plate and spinal mass. 

crete element) model. Cylindrical sections of Dow Eth- ¯ Twenty-five inch linear potentiometer mounted 

afoam are used to represent the stiffness and damping char- between the spinal mass (sled) and hydraulic ram 

acteristics of the ribs, thoracic viscera, and muscle tissue. (zero reference point). 

The major components of this device as seen in figure 1 are: This configuration allows the measurement of the rib and 

~~ 
-Beorin~ Blocks    (Guide Rods spine accelerations, relative displacement of the ribs refer- 

enced to the spine, and overall movement of the surrogate 

~ [__L_] /Accelerometers(:~ fAccelerOmeter 

during impact. 
The performance criteria used for development of the 

~/ .-P-’~-k Foom / / J .Front Plote 
k\ //~[ ((’~h~@Fo~m) / / ~/(Rib Moss) thoracic surrogate were force and deflection response 

~:~__.~~N~~ ~~_~i~ I ~ ! 

curves of the fiftieth percentile 3, 6, 9 and 12 year old age 

groups. These curves were derived by scaling and normaliz- 
ing the APR (Association of Peugeot-Renault) drop test 

wWe’~osl~sY~ ’~ i o~ml/ 
data (adult cadaver lateral thoracic impact data). The n°r- 

malization method and validation of the results are dis- 
Poten iometerFront F                 cussed in detail in reference 2. The surrogate design was 

~’-$orbolhone Dummy Skin,,] restricted to uniaxial motion, and has resulted in a thoracic 
B~cks device which has good repeatability characteristics and 

(a) Exploded view o! device,                                shows good fit to the normalized APR data (3). 

Accident Reconstruction 
Two databases were examined to obtain documented 

pedestrian accident cases involving children; the PICS 
study (Pedestrian Injury Causation Study) (4) and the 

i 
ji~t PAIDS study (Pedestrian Accident Investigation Data 

~, Support) (5). Final selection of the accident cases were 
based on quality and completeness of photographic and 
measurement documentation, detail of accident and 
medical records, and availability of the vehicle year and 

model (for procurement of vehicle and parts for testing). 
Three key parameters were considered for the 

reproduction of the conditions for each reconstruction: 

1. Impact location. 

(b) ,O, ssembled device. 
2. Effective mass of the thorax. 

Figure 1. Six year old child lateral thoracic surrogate. 3. Speed of impact (of the thorax). 

Location of impact was determined from photographic 
¯ A round metalplate--smallmass used to simulate records and measurements recorded from the actual 

the child’s rib mass. accident vehicle in the PICS or PAIDS documentation. The 
¯ The sled structure with accompanying weights-- effective thoracic mass was evaluated exp,erimentally for a 

to represent the spinal mass and remaining effec- series of age groups (3, 6, 9 and 12 year-old children). The 
tive thoracic mass of the child, mass of the test device was adjusted to produce the derived 

¯ Cylindrical section of Dow Ethafoam 600~to performance criteria of the scaled and normalized adult 
simulate the stiffness and damping characteristics cadaver test data (6). Figure 2 shows the total mass of the 

of the ribs and the thoracic content (viscera). impactor required to produce the proper scaled response 
¯ Smaller section of Dow Ethafoam 220 and"dum- plotted as a function of the age of the child being modeled. 

my skin"--to simulate the skin and muscle tissue This thoracic surrogate mass corresponds to the effective 
distal to the ribs. thoracic mass of the child of a given age group. The plot 

The rib mass, spine mass and diameter of the foam inserts shows that relationship between age and effective thoracic 

-are adjustable to allow configuration of the surrogate for the 
mass is essentially linear through the range of ages of 

full age range of interest (2 years to 13 years), 
interest. 
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23 

= n relationship. Each of these injury potential scales uses AIS 
~ 2, values (Abbreviated Injury Scale) as the basis for 
~ ¯ 20 

determining injury severity levels. 

~ 

,, The independent variables considered were: 

17 [] 
1. Peak Rib Acceleration. 
2. Peak Spine Acceleration. 
3. Average of the Peak Rib and Spine Accelerations. 
4. Peak Chest Deflection. 

~ ,2 5. Percent Chest Deflection. 
" 6. Viscous Injury Criterion. 

4 6 , ,0 ,~ Rib and special accelerations were filtered using the 
ArE OF CHILI] REINS S/,ULATED IYE~RSI procedure proposed for the SID dummy. The deflection data 

Figure 2. Thoracic mass versus representative age. were filtered with a 100 hz. cutoff digital filter. The data 
processing and all six of these independent variables are 

Initial estimates of thorax impact speed were obtained presented in reference 6. In this paper, only three of these 
from the accident files using the investigator’s "best will be used for analysis. The peak chest deflection and 
estimate" of the vehicle’s impact speed based on the percent chest deflection show very similar results. The 
physical evidence (skid marks) and on driver and percentage chest deflection, figure 3, allows some 
eyewitness interviews, Reconstruction testing was con- normalization of the deflection data with respect to the chest 
ducted over a series of different speeds in order to breadth across the range of age groups. 
determine the conditions which, upon visual inspection, 
best reproduced the physical damage documented in the So 

s~rrm o~,~ 

original accident. Table 1 shows the tabulated results of the . 
estimated vehicle speed and the thorax impact speed So’ ¯ 
derived from the reconstruction tests. 

,_o:. 40- ¯ 

Table 1. Impact speeds from case files and reconstruction 
tests. 

~5 30 - 
Case File J Nominal Thoracic 
Vehicle J Impact Speed 

Impact Speed J of Best ~ So" 
Vehicle (mph) I Reconstruction 

1980 Tercel 29 - 32 30 .iO - 1977 Monaco 05 05 
1986 Camaro 15 16 . 
1975 LeSabre ~     19 16 
1975 Camaro 15 16 0 So 
1973 Regal 18 - 21 i0 
1976 Cutlass 18 - 24 14 Figure 3. Probability of death versus percent chest deflection. ¯ 197~ Hornet 25 
1973 Cutlass i0 I0 
1973 Ghevy Pickup 14.9 I 13 The viscous injury criterion, figure 4, is the product of 
1974 Dodge Van 26 I 25 compression (expressed as a percentage of the half chest 1976 Olds 98 ~6 I 21 breadtfi) and velocity (rate of compression) and is computed 1977 Cellea 15 - 24 J 19 
1975 Marquis ~ 14 I 14 according to the procedure proposed by Viano and Lau (I 0). 

The determination of the thoracic impact speed proved to 
be the most difficult parameter to accurately determine, 
Accident data is volatile in nature and often irretrievably 

~ . lost within minutes of the occurrence. As a result, 
~ o information in the subsequent data files could often be 

incomplete or contradictory. Even under ideal conditions, 
reproduction of the documented damage pattern was found 
to require much more subjective interpretation than was 
needed with the head impact reconstruction work described 
in reference 7. ~0- 

Injury severity was the dependent variable in the study. ’ " 
MAIS (Maximum AIS) (8), ISS (Injury Severity Score) (8), * J : , 0 ~ , 
and POD (Probability of Death) (9) were the injury potential o So 

¥ISCOUS INdURY CSTTERZ~ IV~CI- {tn/~ecl scales considered in determining an injury criterion 
Figure 4. Probability of death versus V*C. 
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The average of the peak rib and spine accelerations, general impact location on each test vehicle was the upper 

figure 5, forms the core parameter for the Thoracic Trauma 
leading edge of the hood or facia. This height varied from 

index (TTI) (l l). This criterion uses age and weight factors, 
vehicle to vehicle and determined the age group of 

based on the 50th percentile male, to modify the accelera- 
pedestrian and the appropriate thoracic surrogate for the 

tion data. While the TTI is not intended for use with 
test. Each vehicle was impacted at three locations laterally 

small children, the core parameter is included here for 
across the face of the vehicle. The three locations were 

comparison, 
defined as: 

~.arrm ,xA~a~ 1. Headlight region.--Point centered over the 
®                                                       headlight or headlight region of the vehicle. 

° . 2. Midline region.--Point located in a position 
~*" midway between the inner edge of the headlight region 

~ ¯ and the centerline of the vehicle. a. 
40 =~ 

¯ 3. Centerline region.--Point located on the 
~ centerline (horizontal axis) of the vehicle’s face. 

~ ¯ 
A study of pedestrian accident data (1) has shown that 

~ ~0 _ most pedestrians are struck at relatively low impact speeds. 
~ As much as 90 percent of these occur at impact speeds of 30 

t, - 
mph or less. Based on this and the reconstruction work, 30 
mph was selected initially as the impact speed for the 

¯ and the level of 
o i :, , , ,-’, , ,¯ ......... 

~o 3o ~o 70 ® ~o t30 i~o i~o ~0 ~0 
baseline testing. As testing progressed 
severity of this impact speed became apparent, a number of 

Av~ w r~ ~ nab ~o ~*x,~ ~cc~us~rx~ t~l vehicles were tested at a lower impact speed of 20 mph. At 
Figure 5. Probability of death versus average rib/spine theconclusion of the baseline testing, a subsample of six 
acceleration, 

passenger vehicles was selected for retesting over a 

It is noted that this test device is fairly unique and the complete range of designs and response characteristics seen 

application differs from that in which other types of devices in the original test group. Each of these vehicles was tested 

are used. The results and observations in this paper are, at additional impact speeds of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 mph. The 

therefore, not applicable to other devices or test results of this testing show the sensitivity of the injury 

environments, criteria to speed of impact, and demonstrate the levels of 

As seen in the three preceding plots, results of the impact speed for which various levels of injury severity 

reconstruction work show a high degree of variability, response can be realistically met. 

Because of this, threshold values are effected rather than 
functional relationships between dependent and inde- Result of the 30 mph Testing 
pendent variables. The threshold values reported here Figure 6 shows the response range of one of the injury 
are based on the onset of a 20 percent probability of death criteria used in the study. Due to the physical limitations of 

(POD). While these values should be viewed as tentative the test apparatus, the actual speed of impact generally had a 

approximations subject to re-evaluation, they do provide variance of (+) 1.0 mph with a small number of tests varying 
some basic information for child impact response. The as much as (+) 2.0 mph. For comparison, the data have been 
resulting values from the reconstruction work are the normalized to a 30 mph impact speed. While viscous injury 

following: criterion V*C is shown here, very similar results are seen in 

1. Percent chest deflection = 25 percent, 
the percent chest deflection data. The acceleration based 

2. Viscous injury criterion = 15 in/sec, 
data resulted in more variation, which might simply be due 

3. Average rib/spine acceleration = 60 g. 
to hitting sheet metal with relatively small masses or 

Baseline Production Car Testing 
The baseline vehicle testing was conducted to establish a ,~x~,~ ~0~ [] [] m~ m t~[].~om ~ []    [] 

general performance level for current production vehicles. 
Using the thoracic surrogates, pedestrian impacts were 
simulated in order to determine what vehicle design features 

,~o,x~ 0e~xo, [] = ,,ta ~® ~[] r~,. ~ ~ m ~ [] 

may affect injury severity levels. Additional testing over a 

range of impact speeds showed the functional relationship c~r~,~ ~xo~ ,~ m:] [] ,, ,-,-’,~"- ~ m~m [] 

between injury criteria and impact speed. This helped 
define impact velocity levels in which realistic benefits 

~10 
I I I    I    I I I I 

could beachieved. 76 a’0 ~00 ~o ~0 ~30 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~7o ~e0 

Twenty-four passenger vehicles and five light trucks and 
v.c 0,/.,~) 

vans (LTV) were used in the course of the testing. The Figure 6. V*C response range for 30 mph impact speed. 
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possibly to design problems in the device or a true represented with a linear approximation. The Escort, with 
sensitivity to structural response differences. Efforts are its relatively stiff front end (minimum sheet metal 

.~-~ 
underway to improve the consistency of the acceleration deformation and/or grill damage), resulted in higher than 

¯ ~ responses. The same general trends are seen using this average values for nearly every impact. 
criterion as well. No judgment has been made on which is Figure 8 shows the V*C test results for the 1985 Pontiac 
the better criterion for purposes of this test device. Sunbird. The Sunbird has an unusually soft structure. The 

The responses for the headlight, midline and centerline facia is composed of a very compliant composite material 
regions show little difference in terms of total range or backed with a light sheet metal substructure. This 
distribution of response levels. This indicates that there is combination resulted in the lowest injury criteria values of 

¯. no region (i.e., headlights, central hood region, etc.) on the any of the vehicles tested. As can be seen in figure 8, the 
vehicle’s face which consistently tests higher or lower in the impacts fall consistently below the average value curve but 
predicted level of injury severity, with the same general characteristic curve as seen with the 

The minimum response for the 30 mph impacts is 70 in/ Escort. 
sec. This is well above the 15 in/sec threshold response 
value suggested in the reconstruction studies. The 30 mph * 
impact speed appears to be too severe to attempt the 

o reduction of injury severity to the threshold levels. _ 
While none of the vehicles tested could meet the desired 

threshold values, the range of response for the V*C criterion 
is approximately 100 in/sec (70 in/sec--170 in/sec). This 
range and distribution of the V*C values show that a 

~ considerable degree of improvement (in terms of the 
reduction of an injury criterion) may be possible on many , .... . ....... 
production vehicles. Less clearly demonstrated is the 
accompanying reduction in injury severity since no clear ~NP~er sP~ I.pal 

relationship has been established between injury severity Figure 8. V*C versus impact speed--l~85 Pontiac Sunbird. 

and an injury criterion for the more severe impact 
~ conditions. All of the vehicles tested showed similar patterns to the 

two shown. None of the vehicles tested met the threshold 

Velocity Sensitivity Results (V’C) criteria of 15 in/sec at impact speeds of 20 mph or higher. 
Based on the results, 15/20 mph appears to be the maximum 

The results of the 30 mph tests demonstrated the need for 
impact speed at which the threshold values of the injury 

testing at lower impact speeds. Six vehicles representative criteria might be satisfied. 
~, of the range of geometrics and responses encountered in the 
~ 

baseline testing were selected for re-testing. Tests were Additional Criterion Results 
conducted at impact speeds of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 mph. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the results of the Peak Chest Figure 7 shows the viscous injury criterion (V’C) test 
Deflection for the Ford Escort and the Pontiac Sunbird. The results for the 1985 Ford Escort. The three impact locations, 
relationship for this criterion to increasing speed is headlight, midline and centerline are shown over the range 
essentially linear. At the very severe impact conditions seen 

~ of impact speeds tested. The fourth set of data points (using 
in the 25 mph and 30 mph impact speeds, the thoracic the triangle symbols) represents the average value for all 
surrogate approaches maximum compression. This can be three locations and for all six vehicles tested thus providing 
seen in the average response curve and in the Escort test a benchmark for comparison. The lower speed impacts 
data. The data points for the 25 mph and 30 mph clearly show the V*C values approaching zero at an asymptotic 
depart from the slope defined by the data at the lower impact rate, while the higher impact speeds can be accurately 

IHpAcT SPEED (mph) IMPACT SPEED (mphl 

Figure 9. Percent chest deflection versus impact speed--1985 Figure 7. V*C versus impact speed--1985 Ford Escort. Ford Escort, 
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100 ~.o_x~r REsI~ in/sec overlaid on the results. Similar overlays are shown in 
. ~ MIOLIMER~SIO" figures 14 and 15 for the peak chest deflection and 

~ ~o o acceleration criteria. From these corridors it can be seen that 

i 70 

~ 

coam.i,E R,I~ the maximum speed at which any of the tested vehicles were 

~ AVG. Z able to meet the threshold response levels (for any of the 

~ 
50 " criterion) varies from 5 to 1 8 mph. Since a high frequency of 

~’ ’* 

~ ~ [] 

pedestrian accidents occur at low impact speeds (1), a 
3~ 

considerable improvement would be achieved if all vehicles 

were required to perform at response levels as low as the 
to    .,~O*. ..................... best of the vehicles shown in this test base. ¯ 

0    " ’ 5 
t0 t5 20 25 :30 35 

IMPACT SPEED (mph} 200 
NAXIMUt4 WC 

Figure 10. Percent chest deflection versus impact speed-- its ’P ’ 

1985 Pontiac Sunbird. t50 LOWER LIMIT 

speeds. The Sunbird, with its "softer" front end, shows this .~ G-CAM 
deviation to a much lesser degree. 

~ tog /~ o 

The acceleration data generally shows a higher degree of ~ ~s ./ 

variability. This can be seen in figures 1 1 and 12, which are 50 

the results of the acceleration based data for the Escort and ~s 

Sunbird tests. While the same overall trends are observed 0 o’s a’0 ~ 
with the acceleration responses, some of the Sunbird results 

o ~ t0 ts    oG 
IMPACT SPEED lmph) 

were higher than the average and some of the Escort 

responses were lower. Again, this could be due to hardware 
Figure 13. V*C versus impact speed response corridor. 

problems or to the response characteristics of sheet metal tog ,xi~ ~G~.EOTI~ 

surfaces. 
~0 ll~ 

~ ~50 [] 
[] 40 

~ ~o 

~ 

~o 

t00 IMPACT SPEED (faph) 

So s to ts so ~ ~o ~ Figure 14. Percent chest deflection versus impact speed 
IMPACT SPEED (mph) response corridor. 

Figure 11. Average of peak rib and spine accelerations versus end ACCeLE.~IO~ 
impact speed--1985 Ford Escort. 500 q, . 

0 

z~ aoo o 1oo 

50 IMPACT SPEED (mph) 

G - 
~ to t~ Go ~ ~o ~ Figure 15~ Average of the rib/spine acceleration versus impact 

ZNPACT SPEED �~h) speed--response corridor. 

Figure 12. Average of peak rib and spine accelerations versus 
impact speed--1985 Pontiac Sunbird. 

{~OIII~|IlSJOIlS 

Figures 13, 14, and 15 are the response corridors and 1. The child thoracic surrogate devices developed at 

mean response values for the V’C, percent chest deflection, 
VRTC match the response corridors which were scaled from 

and acceleration criteria respectively. Plot 13 shows the adult cadaver tests. The device is limited to translational 

corridor for the V*C criterion with the threshold Value of 1 5 
impact. 
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2. There ~is a limited database of accident cases which indicate that significant improvement is possible for injury 
adequately documents pedestrian accidents for laboratory reduction in pedestrian accidents. 
reconstruction. The sparsity and variability of the data 
limits the correlation of measured response-injury severity References 
to the estimation of threshold levels. These threshold 

(1) MacLaughlin, T.F., Hoyt, T.A. and Chu, S.M., 
values, based on the onset of a probability of death equal to 

"NHTSA’s Advanced Pedestrian Protection Program," 
20 percent (roughly comparable to an AIS injury rating Proceedings of the Eleventh International Conference on 
between AIS 4 with POD = 9% and AIS 5 with POD = 25%), Experimental Safety Vehicles, Washington, D.C., May 
are tentatively determined to be: 1987. 

a. Percent chest deflection = 25%. (2) Hamilton,. M.N., "Experimental Study of Thoracic 

b. Viscous criterion (V’C) = 15 in/sec. Injury to Child Pedestrians," Proceedings of the Eleventh 

c. Average of the peak rib and spine acceleration = International Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 

60 g. Washington, D.C., May 1987. 
(3) Hamilton, M.N., Chen, Hung-Hau and Guenther, 

3. Results of the baseline testing demonstrate that there D.A., "Adult to Child Scaling and Normalizing of Lateral 

are design features currently in use which can significantly Thoracic Impact Data," Proceedings of the Thirtieth Stapp 

reduce the observed injury criterion levels for pedestrian Car Crash Conference, San Diego, October 27-29, 1986. 

impact. However, the 30 mph impact speed is too severe a (4) Pedestrian Injury Causation Study Data Files, 

test condition for the pedestrian side impact studies. None National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Research 

of the vehicles selected for testing in the baseline study were and Development, National Center for Statistics and 

capable of meeting the defined threshold response levels of Analysis, Washington, D.C. 

a 20 percent probability of death. (5) Pedestrian Accident Investigation Data Supplement 
Files, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 4. The results of the six vehicles tested over a range of 
Research and Development, National Center for Statistics impact velocities show that the injury criteria increase in a 

predictable manner with increasing impact speed: and ’Analysis, Washington, D.C. 

(6) Elias, J.C., Monk, M.W. and Hamilton, M.N., 
a. V*C appears to have a higher order relationship "Experimental Child Pedestrian Accident Recon- 

(power curve regression) at lower impact speeds which struction--Thoracic Impact," Vehicle Research and Test 
becomes very linear in nature at the higher range of Center, Final Report, October 1988. 
impact speeds tested. (7) Hoyt, T.A., MacLaughlin, T.F. and Kessler, J.W., 

b. Percent chest deflection increases in what "Experimental Pedestrian Accident Reconstructions-- 
appears to be essentially a linear function with Head Impacts," Vehicle Research and Test Center, Final 
increasing impact speed. Report #DOT HS 807 288, June 1988. 

c. The acceleration responses from th6 pedestrian (8) American Association for Automotive Medicine, 
thorax device appeared to be more scattered than "The Abbreviated Injury Scale," 1980 Revision.’ 
expected. This could indicate hardware problems or (9) Ulman, M,S. and Stalnaker, R.L., "Evaluation of the 
could be an outcome of hitting sheet metal surfaces AIS as a Measure of Probability of Death," Conference 
with a relatively small mass surrogate. The data proceedings of the 1986InternationallRCOBl Conference 
appear ~to have a higher order functional relationship of the Biomechanics of Impact, Zurich, Switzerland, 

(exponential or power) with increasing impact speed September i986. 
throughout the range of speeds tested. (10) Viano, D.C. and Lau, I.V., "Thoracic Impact: A 

Viscous Tolerance Criterion," 1985 NHTSA Symposium 
5. Of the vehicles tested at 20 mph, none resulted in on Experimental Safety Vehicles, Oxford, England, June 

responses below the threshold values derived from .the 1985. 
reconstruction testing. However, since some of the test (11) Eppinger, R.H., Morgan, R.M., and Marcus, J.H., 
responses were fairly close to the threshold values, it may be 

"Development of Dummy and Injury Index for NHTSA’s 
feasible to achieve this level of response at 20 mph. Below Thoracic Side Impact Protection Research Program," SAE 
20 mph, there is a sufficient range of impact response to Paper No. 840885, May 1984. 
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Evaluation of the Round Symmetrical Pedestrian Dummy Leg Behaviour 

D. Cesari, C. Cavallero, a. Roche,                   This bumper is a model used on a mass production car, 
and is made of a hard plastic skin covering a steel sheet 

INRETS-LCB, beam. This beam is attached to the platform structure 
France through two force transducers which allow to determine the 

Abstract impact force between the bumper and the leg. 
The dummy hanged up in a standing position is released 

In a joint research programme Chalmers University just before the impact. Cadaver tests performed in the same 
(Sweden) and INRETS (France) developed a round sym- conditions are used for comparison. In these tests, the ca- 
metrical pedestrian dummy (1).* daver is hit on its right side and is in walking attitude with 

This dummy has a full instrumented leg in order to meas- the right leg in front and the left one at rear. Figure 1 shows 
ure knee deformations as well as shearing force and bending the test set up. 
moment at knee level. 

Even if the new methods for pedestrian protection eval- 
uation are not based on a full scale test with a dummy, a sub- 
system approach needs to use a mechanical leg model to 

predict the risk of leg injuries for a pedestrian. 
In this work the behaviour of the leg of the Round Sym- 

metrical Pedestrian Dummy (RSPD) is evaluated, as well its 

repeatability as its capability to predict pedestrian leg 
injuries. 

Description of the RSPD . -. 
Pedestrian experimental impacts showed that pedestrian 

dummies were not able to reproduce correctly the 
pedestrian kinematic, and moreover tests performed with 
such dummies had a poor repeatability. To solve these 
problems the RSPD dummy was designed. 

Figure 1. Test set-up. 

Its leg is made of three main components: the foot, the 
lower leg, and the thigh. 

Repeatability of the RSPD leg response 

The foot is in two parts: a wooden disk which remain on To make the evaluation of the repeatability of the RSPD 

the ground during the impact, and a steel block attached to leg response, six impact tests in the same conditions: bump- 

the lower leg through a steel bar. 
er height 380mm (75% of knee level) impact speed 32 km/h. 

The lower leg is made of a steel tube surrounded by a The following parameters were recorded and their varia- 

cylindric foam flesh. The knee joint is simulated by a steel tion is analysed: 

rod which would keep a permanent deformation after the ¯ Platform force 

impact test. The rod diameter, steel grade and the distance ¯ Upper tibia acceleration 
between leg and thigh are selected to provide a bending ¯ Lower tibia acceleration 

moment of 70 Nm at the beginning of plastic deformation. ¯ Knee bending moment 
The thigh is made of a steel tube surrounded by a conic ¯ Upper tibia shearing force 

wood block covered by a foam flesh. The thigh is attached to Beside this upper and lower tibia speed were determined 
the pelvis through an adjustable ball and socket joint. 

The instrumentation of the RSPD leg consists in ten sets by integration of tibia acceleration, and leg kinematic re- 

of four strain gauges distributed along the leg to make 
lated parameters were calculated and analysed. 

Table 1 contains the average value and the coefficient of 
possible to determine bending moment and shearing force 
about the joints. Table 1. Repeatability evaluation of RSPD. 

Average V.C. (%) 

Test methodology Platform force (N) 5 374 5.77 

To make the evaluation of the round symmetrical pe- Upper tibia acceleration (g) - 98.6 7.62 

destrian dummy, series of impact test were conducted. In Lower tibia acceleration (g) - 98.6 10.51 

these tests the dummy is hit by a car platform fitted with an Upper tibia speed (m/s) - 11.9 6.13 

adjustable bumper. The same model of bumper is used for Lower tibia speed (m/s) - 14.1 7.11 

all the tests, but before every test the platform is fitted with a Shearing force (N) 4 159 6.22 

new bumper. Knee bending moment (N.m) - 151.1 9.86 

Knee angle (°)                      - 23.4        11.24 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper.                               (V.(~. = 100 * (Standard deviation/average value) 
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variation of the main parameters. This table shows that 

standard deviation is within 10% of the average value ex- F0rcs IaaN) 
TOTAL FORC.~ ON FLATFORM - ~S;O - CAOAVE.~ 

cept for lower tibia acceleration and knee angle variation. 

-~0 .... 
e ~ ~/~ :,0,,,, 

Figure 2 shows the values of knee angle variation for the 
seven tests, and even if it is the worst correlated parameter, 

this figure shows a good repeatability of RSPD leg 

kinematic.                                                        .~0~ 

ANGULATION 
LOWER LIMB RSPO-32Km/h-3BOmm            J 3 ’    ~       ~       e       7 i’,         .’-~o~ .... o ....... ¯ ..... o 

Test number O ............ ~ ....... 

"oo              0 

¯ -0        H5 ~) 

~,-~ : - ~8.~ Figure 3. Bumper force~comparison between RSPD and 

¯ "m:, Average : - z3.~ cadavers. 

Standard-tier. : 2.6 

human 50th percentile leg. This value was chosen consider- 
ing that during a pedestrian impact the first impacted leg is 
fully involved whereas the second leg is only partly in- 

Angle(’) volved at the same time. In fact cadaver tests show that the 
i maximum of the bumper force due to the first leg occurs 

Figure 2. Knee angle variation, when the second leg has almost no influence on the force/ 
time history, as indicated on figure 4. Then the leg of the 

It has to be noted that the repeatability evaluation is based RSPD seems too heavy to simulate correctly a pedestrian hit 
on full scale tests which are necessarily not absolutely iden- by its side. 
ticah impact speed, dummy attitude, bumper height at im- 
pact may vary in a small amount. 

Generally speaking the RSPD was found to be repeatable 
especially if we consider that at its present stage of develop- 
ment it is only a laboratory prototype, and an industrial 

~0- production would probably improve its repeatability by 
,00 choosing slightly different technical solutions to build it. 

~’" 

Capability of RSPD leg to predict pedestrian 
leg injuries .... 

Twelve RSPD tests were performed in the following con- 
ditions: bumper height equal to 300, 380, 445, and 510 mm 

above the ground (respectively 60, 75, 90, and 105% of knee - 
level) and impact speed equal to 20, 32, and 39 kmih. 

The same parameters were recorded as for repeatability Figure 4. Cadaver test bumper force (32 km/h, 90% of knee 
tests, and each RSPD validation test was duplicated with a level). 

cadaver test performed in the same impact conditions. 
The RSPD dummy is able to record the bending move- Figure 3 compares the total bumper force recorded in 

ment applied to the knee, and it is possible to determine RSPD tests and in cadaver tests. This figure shows that in 
from film analysis the leg deformation at the knee level in dummy tests the bumper force is mainly correlated to ira- 
terms of angle variation between the thigh and the lower leg. 

pact speed. Bumper force is due to the inertia of the leg and 
Figure 5 shows the relationship between bending move- then there is a rationale that this force increases with the 

ment and variation of knee angle. This figure shows that for 
impact speed. However for high speed impacts, the bumper 

low knee angle variation (plus or minus 20°) the two param- 
force increases also with bumper height: the apparent mass 

eters are linearly correlated, but when the knee angle value 
of the leg depends on the impact location and a higher 

is below -20°, the bending movement increases slowly 
bumper would correspond to a greater leg apparent mass 

compared to knee angle. This is a realistic behaviour, as it 
especially in high speed tests in which the knee bar cannot has been found on cadavers that ligaments ruptures occur 
bend in phase with impact force, 

approximately at this value of knee deformation (2). When a 
In the average, bumper peak force is greater in dummy ligament rupture occurs, the knee becomes less resistant, 

tests than in cadavers ones, the ratio being 3 to 2. The weight and then it can deform without an increasing of applied 
of the RSPD leg is approximately 1.5 times the weight of a forces. 
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Comparison of RSPD and cadavers knee angle deforma- 

B~,~ ,~-,~ ~N.~,~ - ,~0 200. N.m tions shows that the two models perform in the same way, 

¯ but the RSPD has a more predictable behaviour: the RSPD 
,o~ .... /~b~, ~.~ - ~ 150 

knee angle variation increases linearly with bumper height 
whatever is the impact speed. 

50        ~ 

Conclusions 
-~0 -~ -~, -~o -~, -~* -10                         system test has to take into account the mechanisms A sub 

-~0 
producing injuries. Evaluation of the leg of the round 

~, symmetrical pedestrian dummy shows that it is able to 

. " discriminate between the two mechanisms producing 
" " injuries in the knee area; however it loads the car front at the 

" -2~. impact with a too high force due to a heavy dummy leg 

Figure 5. Relationship between bumper bending moment and 
compared to one human leg. 

leg bending deformation. 
Analysis of RSPD leg behaviour based on 7 tests 

performed in the same impact conditions shows a good 
RSPD is also able to record shearing forces on the tibia repeatability, especially if we consider that the model used 

just below the knee. Shearing forces appear to produce a is only a laboratory prototype. 
specific deformationoftheleginwhichtheupperandlower This study confirms that it is possible to develop a 
legs remain parallel and knee ligaments are tom (3). mechanical model of human leg to be used in a pedestrian 

Figure 6 shows the peak values of shearing force as a protection evaluation sub-system test based on the main 
function of test conditions: the maximum of shearing force specifications of RSPD leg, but with some modifications 
occur in tests with a 445 mm bumper height which corre- especially a reduction of its weight. 
sponds to the closest impact point to transducer location. It 
seems also that shearing force depends on impact speed; this 
is especially true when comparing results of 20 and 32 krn/h References 

ests. (1) B. Aldman, J. Kajzer, D. Cesari, R. Bouquet, R. Zac, 

~s~ ~0~-~-~s~ i "A new pedestrian dummy for pedestrian tests" 10th ESV 

’! ÷3z~m/~ I (2) D. Cesari, C. Cavallero, F. Cassan, Ch. Moffat, 
~0~- 

"" ~/~ i 
"Interaction between human leg and car bumper in pe- 

..0c~- 
[ destrian impact tests" 1988 IRCOBI Conference. 

,~ ...... 
’ (3) L. Grosch, J. Hochgeschwerder, "Experimental 

simulation of ear/pedestrian and car/cyclist collisions" 

~°i ..... °          " ii~           SAE paper 890751 in SP 782-1989. 
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Bumper System Evaluation Using an Experimental Pedestrian Dummy 

Janusz Kajzer, Bertil Aldman, for the assessment of car bumper aggressivity to pedestrians 

Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden 
in low speed collisions (about 20 km]h). Aggressivity of 
different current bumpers, experimental foam bumpers and 

Hugo Mellander, Ingrid Planath, a standard bumper with an additional structure fitted below 
Kjell Jonasson the bumper, was evaluated. 
Volvo Car Corporation, Sweden The frontal bumper is. now required to protect certain car 

structures in lower speed collisions (< 8 km/h). Such a 
Abstract bumper with extended structure mounted below would pro- 

Experimental studies have been undertaken using a rota- tect the adult pedestrian legfrom knee injuries and probably 

tionally symmetrical pedestrian dummy (RSPD) as a tool 
lower leg fractures in pedestrian accidents at or below 20 
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km/h. This would require a structure which protrudes con- 
Pritz (1979) described the design of a modified produc- 

siderably in the front of the car and is designed to actively tion vehicle and indicated that a reduction in pedestrian 
lower the contact point during impact. However, reasonably 

injuries is possible through straightforward modification of 
good protection can also be achieved if the scope is limited 

existing production vehicles. Aldman et al. (1985--c) corn- 
to a lower speed range. An additional structure fitted below pared the standard bumper with one compliant bumper de- 
a standard bumper is capable of transferring the forces nec- veloped by NHTSA (like Pritz’s construction) and made 
essary to accelerate the leg and reduce contact with the tests in two configurations with the bumper level 450 mm 
bumper. As an example results from tests with a structure and 325 mm above the ground. A significant difference was 
which is only protruding about 30 mm in front of the stand- found only between the standard bumper in the higher posi- 
ard bumper are shown, tion and the compliant bumper in the lower position. 

Harris and Radley (1979) presented a car designed for Introduction 
pedestrian protection. This car had energy absorbing bump- 

The study presented in this paper is a result of two joint er and bonnet leading edges. In another study Stcher- 
projects between the Department of Injury Prevention, batcheff (1979) designed the Renault EPURE. Zones of 
Chalmers University of Technology and the Volvo Car impact were specially equipped to reduce the frequency of 
Corporation. injury to the knee. Also Echavaidre and Gratadour (1979) 

In EEVC (1982) it was extensively reported that injury to presented a small car constructed for pedestrian protection. 
the leg is one of the most common forms of trauma Similar to the United States program Kruse (1976) and 
associated with pedestrian accidents. Richardson (1982) with its Research Safety Vehicle (RSV), 

The contact with the car bumper and the subsequent Wollert et al. (1983) presented the development program for 

acceleration of the pedestrian leg result in a rather complex the UNI-CAR. The front end of this car had a so-called soft 

injury mechanism. The knee joint is subjecte.d to a bending face developed on the basis of polyurethane foam. 

moment and often also to a shear force. The effect of this is A demonstration Pedestrian Safety Car was presented by 

compressive load on the nearest tibia condyle and tensile Hobbs et al. (1985)based on the standard Austin Metro Car. 

forces in the ligaments and the joint capsule. The inertia of The modification did not require the use of extra material, 

the foot causes the lower leg to rotate with shear in the soft only changes to the car’s styling were limited. Gaegauf et al. 

tissues and possibly torque is transmitted to the knee region. (1986) described a design of a car front with a pedestrian- 
activated displaceable hood. 

Experimental car fronts 
Current bumper design 

Earlier studies by Aldman et al. (1985-b) of the bio- 
mechanics in car-pedestrian accidents have shown that two Bumpers on today’s cars are made of a variety of materials, 

requirements must be met in order to achieve a reduction of like a simple plastic structure or a substantial energy absorb- 

the severity of injuries to the legs. The contact point be- ing arrangement conforming to low speed impact require- 

tween the car and the leg must be lowered and the contact ments such as US Standard Part 581 or ECE Regulation 42. 

forces must be limited. As it is understood that most manufacturers will supply their 

Protection of pedestrians in collisions with cars is a com- cars with energy absorbing bumpers in the future, bumper 

plex problem. Analysis of this kind of accident shows that configurations which will comply with these requirements 
were studied in the project presented in this paper. two body segments are overrepresented in the injury statis- 

Two different basic principles for energy absorbing tics, the lower limbs and the head. Ashton and Mackay 
bumpers are applied in production cars of today. The first (1979-b) reported that leg injuries were represented in 
type uses a strong exterior beam connected to the side mem- about 60% of non-fatal injuries. 
bers through energy absorbing dampers. 

Several parameters influence the type and severity of 
The other type consists of an energy absorbing foam or lower limb injuries, e.g. the geometry of the car front and the 

some other plastic cell structure in front of a strong beam 
properties of the structures. Pritz et al. (1975) showed that a 

across the side members. These arrangements normally 
lowering of the bumper level from 508 mm to 355 mm 

have force-deflection characteristics which are too stiff to 
reduces adult knee injury. Aldman et al. (1979) showed that 

yield for a pedestrian leg. 
a 450 mm bumper level caused significantly more severe 

The width and profile of different bumpers vary to a large 
injuries than the same bumper at 250 mm. Harris (1976) 

extent. It seems evident, however, that there is a trend to 
proposed that the bumper should strike near the midpoint of 

integrate the bumper into the car’s design. 
the tibia. Jehu (1974) showed that bumpers should absorb 

In spite of the existing regulations or recommendations 
energy also at pedestrian impacts, 

the height of different bumpers also vary significantly. The 
During the 70’s and 80’s many research groups have 

62 most common car models in Sweden were studied re- 
designed experimental car fronts with the aim to protect 

garding the differences in bumper level giving a mean value 
pedestrians, 

of 462 mm (figure 1). 
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The dummy was used to study the bumper agg~essiv~ty ~o 

a0, the lower limbs. This part of the RSPD ~s eqmpped with 

strain gauges, which are used to obtain bending moments 
and shear forces at the knee and the ankle levels. No 

~ 204 measurements in the upper part of the dummy were made 

=~ during the tests described in this paper. 
10,-!- The knee joint bar of the dummy is designed to deform 

plastically at a moment of 70 Nm. After each test the bar was 

replaced and the static bending angle was measured. In 
a00 as0 4o0 450 500 550 600 mm addition, the dynamic bending angle was determined by 

Bumper |evel high speed film analysis. 

Test matrix 
Figure 1. Bumper ~eve~ distribution of car models registered in 
Sweden 1987 (n=l~2). The study presented in this paper consists of three main 

phases. The first step was to perform tests with current 

bumper designs to define their aggressivity to the pedestri- 
MateriM and Methods an. Results from this series gave input to the second part of 

the program: development of an experimental l:oam type 
Rotational symmetrica| pedestrian dummy bumper. In the third phase, a protruding s~ructure was added 

(RSPD) below an unmodified current bumper. Different properties 

of the added structure were studied. A simplified test matrix 
All bumpers were evaluated with the RSPD (figure 2). is shown in table !. 

The RSPD was developed in cooperation between INRETS 

in France and Chalmers University of Technology in 

Sweden (Aldman et at. 1985-a). 
Tabte 1. Test matri×. 

Main ~est object Impact velocity RSDP 

3 different current bumpers 20 km]h Ye s 

experimental foam bumper 20-40 km!h Yes 
materia! and shape 30 km!h No 
additional protruding 
structure 20 km/h Yes 

Since it was difficult to distinguish the influence of differ- 

ent parameters in earlier e× periments and with mathemati~ 

cal simulations with modified anthropome~ric tesi device~ 

the RSPD was designed The leg of the RSPD is ins~ru* 

mented to enable the calculation of the bending moment, me 

shear and tensile forces and the torque about the knee and 

ankle joints. This makes it also possible to separately study 

the influence of various car fron{ characteristics on these 

injury producing parameters. RSP[) was used in all three 

phases. 

Bumper m~unting 
The bumpers, cut to the t~lalf width, were mounted on a 

trolley. The other frontal par~s of the vehicle were no~ sire a- 

lated. The experimental foam bumper w~ ~ mounted 375 mm 

above the ground. 

The standard bumper level was 442 mm above the 

ground. This level was measured to the vertical center of ~he 

bumper and includes a lowering of 15 mm represeming 

loading and braking effect in real world accidems. 

Signa! processing 
The signals from all the transducers were after amplifica- 

tion filtrated with a low pass 500 Hz filter. The bending 

moments and the shear forces were calculated from the 

Figure 2. The NSPD dummy, strain gauge signals. 
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High speed film (500 frames per second) was used to 
The results from these tests formed the basis for the 

determine the maximum dynamic bending angle for the 
further work with modified bumpers. It was decided to dummy knee. 
study two different principles. 

Damage criteria levels 1. To limit the bumper force by changing the energy 
In the evaluation of the tests performed, parameters and absorbing material. 

levels shown in table 2 were chosen. 
2. To keep the standard bumper and add a structure 

Table 2. Chosen damage criteria levels for the tests with the below it to limit the bending moment at the knee level. 
RSPD. ¯ 

Experimental foam type bumper 
Parameter Level Reference 

The objective of this work was to develop an energy 
Bending moment at knee level ~70 Nm Kramer 1973 absorbing bumper which would comply with existing low Bending moment at ankle level ~40 Nm Kajzer 1989 
Shear force at knee level ~1.0 kN IZ~zer 1989 speed collision bumper requirements except for the bumper 
Buml~r force ~4.0 kN FLramer 1973 Knee bar dynamic angle minimum level and at the same time exhibit characteristics which 
(used in relative evaluation 

between similar tesS) would mitigate injuries to the leg of a struck pedestrian. 

This phase of the project was performed in three steps. 

The chosen damage criteria levels are based on the avail- 1. Choice of material. 
able biomechanical research and experience from the 2. Pre-tests of the bumper. 
RSDP. They should be regarded as not yet fully verified. 3. Tests with instrumented leg. 

Bending moment, is the primary parameter which gener- 
ates injury in the knee joint, Aldman et al. (1985-b). Under It was decided that the principal system solution should 

dynamic conditions the magnitude of the shear force in the use a stiff, supporting cross-member bolted to the side- 
knee is less than the bumper force. This last parameter members of the car and a plastic-foam core should act as an 
describes only local phenomena around the contact point energy absorbing device. 
between the bumper and the leg and can generate a fracture The benefits of a reduced bumper fitting level have been 
at the impact point. For complete information about the shown in previous work (Aldman et al. 1985-b). It was 
strain-stress response of the knee joint, both bending mo- 

therefore decided to mount the bumper at a level of 375 mm 
ment and shear force must be measured about this joint, 

above the ground which was judged to be reasonable corn- 

Impact velocity promise between existing requirements and the need to have 

Farisse et al. (1981), Twigg et al. (1977), Appel et al. sufficient ground clearance for driving on to ramps. 

(1975) have concentrated on impact velocities of 30 km/h- The peak force which could be accepted by each side- 

48 km/h (30 mph). These speeds correspond to accidents member without permanent deformation was 40 kN. 

often resulting in very severe injuries, mainly to the head. 
Test velocities However, Danner et al. (1979), Tharp and Tsongos (1976), 

Ashton and Mackay (1979-a) reported that many lower For the low speed collision tests, a test speed of 8 km/h (5 
limb injuries occur at lower speeds. The tests described in mph) was set. 
this paper were mainly performed at velocity 20 km/h. For the pedestrian tests it was decided to start the evalua- 
However, in some initial tests the velocity was 40 km/h. tion process at a test velocity of 40 km/h. Later on in the test 

Different current bumpers series it was, however, found that this was an unrealistic 

Three current bumpers (figure 3) were tested with the 
goal and the test velocity was reduced to 20 kmih. 

RSPD. All three bumper types comply with US Standard Standard bumper with additional structure 
Part 581. 

Principles of the additional structure 
Figure 3. The current bumpers. 

A number of different parameters were tested in this 
phase: 

P,os~,o ~,,o          Plo,~,o o,,o       P~o~,c ,~,,                             ¯    Material, density. 

~~ 
~ 

Fo~o ~ ~ ¯ D, protrudingdepth(figure4). ..... 

~ 
¯ h, active vertical height. 
¯ H, level above ground. 

The objective was to assess the minimum value of the 

protruding depth (D), which would fulfill the suggested 

.umper- R ,Bumpom e .~p.~ c damage criteria levels and still not affect the properties of 
the standard bumper. 

Two different materials were used. Material M 1 was a 
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polyurethan foam with a density of 75 kg/m3. Material M 2 Experimental foam type bumper 
was a polypropene foam with a density of 55 kg!m3. 

Choice of material 

~ 
To be able to select a plastic foam with the proper charac- 

r~xst~0, 8tru~-e *~’a b~p~ teristics, a number of drop-tests with a tibia-like steel tube 

I 1_ ! 1- _ ,0~ada e~,,o~s f-~~j/~~ ~ 1~] 

~__._~.~_~Lq2L. 
were performed on samples of interesting materials. 

..... .~ The purpose was to find a material with specific charac- 

-- 2 ~. : -- ; -i: : 
teristics by a trial and error process. Tile material should be 

energy absorbing and give very little of the absorbed kinetic 
0 m l s~r 

~ | energy in rebound. The stiffness should be rate sensitive. 

meaning that at low speed it would be soft and at high speed 

]" 
~ 

it would be stiffer. This would prevent a bottoming out 
~o~ ~e~e~ " i effect at higher speeds which otherwise could create high 

contact forces between the bumper and the pedestrian leg. 

Figure 4. Set up ~or tests with the additional structure. The most efficient characteristics in terms of absorbed ener- 

gy would be a square-wave force-deflection curve but in 

The standard bumper had a horizontal depth of 155 mm. order to give protection also to the weaker part of the popu- 

The total horizontal depth of the additional structure was the lation it was decided to search for a materiat with a prog- 

sum of D and 155 mm. 
ressive linear deflection curve. 

A material was specially developed and found to be in 

Rl~sltl|~$ 
reasonable agreement with our requirements. The material 

was a polyether based polyurethan foam with a density of 60 

Different current bumpers kg/m3. In none of the tests, was there a skin covering over 

the foam core. The effect of such a skin was no~ studied. 
The results of the tests are presented in table 3. 

A first prototype bumper was designed as seen in figure 5. 

Table 3. Results ~f the tests with current bumpers, 

Test Bumper Bumper Bumper I Measurements a~ knee level 

no model level torce I Bending Shear Kneebar 

(ram) (kN) [ (Nm) (kN) (o) 

1 A 442 6.4 I 140 2.8 

2 B 442 5.3 ] 130 2.1 37 

3 B M,2 5.4 I 120 1.9 35 

4 B 442 5.4 I 130 2.0 38 

5 B 296 5.2 I 70 1.0 9 

6 C 442 6.1 l 135 2.4 36 

Chosen damage 
criteria levels <-4.0 ! _<70 <-4.0 minimum 

............................ Figure 5. The prototype bumpers. 

The bumper model B, which is not vertically The depth and height of the bumper were arrived at after 
symmetrical, was turned upside down in test no. 4. This energy calculations for both the low speed impact condi- 

resulted in an impact point about 50 mm lower than with the tions and the criteria levels to keep the forces acting on the 

standard mounting. In test no. 5, model B was mounted at a leg below a certain level. The calculations were based on 

level of 296 mm above the ground, elementary theory in physics and will not be discussed here. 

All bumper designs fulfilled the damage criteria level set It can be mentioned, however, that the effective mass of the 

for the shear force at the knee. When mounted at standard leg was chosen to be 5 kg. The trolley weight was 240 

level, all models gave too high bumper forces and bending The depth and height of the bumper were 240 mm and 200 

moments at the knee. Shear forces and bending moments at mm respectively. 

the ankle (not shown here) were acceptable in all tests. Performed pre4ests o~ ~he bumper 
From test no. 4 it was concluded that only a small change 

In order to find out whether i~ was advisable to move on 
in the impact point was not enough to influence the results. tests with the instrumented leg, drop tests with a cylinder 
When lowering the contact point between the bumper and with 50 mm diameter and a weight of 5 kg were performed 
the dummy leg more dramatically, as in test no. 5. the on the prototype bumper. Fhe objective was to keep the 
bending moment at the knee was reduced to an acceptable force below 4 kN. Due to restriction ~n height in the test hall 
level. The knee bar dynamic angle confirmed the best resul~ the possible maximum speed was limited to 35 

with the bumper configuration in test no. 5. The value in this The result showed that there was no bottoming-out and 

test was lower than for the higher bumper contact points, that the rebound velocity was 58% of the initial velocity. 
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The peak force was 4, 5 kN. 
improvements in pedestrian protection. A vehicle of normal 

Despite the somewhat negative result in terms of rebound 
weight would require a bumper with a very large horizontal 

it was decided to move on to the bumper low speed collision 
depth. Therefore it was decided in a third phase of this 

tests. These were carded out in accordance with US Stand- 
project to keep the standard bumper and add a structure at 

ard Part 581 with the exemption of the comer impact. The 
the level of the air dam, i.e. below the bumper. The addition- 

tests were successful without any permanent damage to the 
al structure will lower the contact point on the pedestrian 

foam which recovered completely after the tests. The react- 
leg. 

ing forces in the side members were between 39.5 kN and 
The results from the tests performed at 20 km/h with the 

40.0 kN in each test. 
RSPD are summarized in table 5. 

Test with instrumented leg 
Table 5. Test results: The standard bumper with an additional 

The prototype bumper No. l (figure 5) was tested initially structure. 

at 40 km/h with the instrumented RSPD leg. rest Material D h H Bumper M ....... nts at knee level 
The results showed that the bumper force and the bend- no force Bea~ng Sh~ r~eeb~r 

moment force dynamic angle ing moment exceeded the chosen damage criteria levels (mml (ram (ram) ~ ~m) (kN) (o) 
(table 4). 

12 M 1 85 80 315 3.0 ~6 1.2 11 13 M 1 86 80 315 2.8 ~6 1.2 I0 
Table 4. Results of the tests with foam bumpers, z4 M1 ~0 85 3~ 3.0 ~0 1.3 8 

15 M 1 80 85 3~6 3.0 ~0 1.3 9 16 M 2 80 85 306 4.0 50 1.4 2 
Test Bumper Velocity Bumper Measurements at knee level 17 M 2 30 85 308 4.5 60 1.3 2 no prototype force Bending Shear Knee Imr 

18 M 2 20 85 3~ 4.5 70 1.5 5 
moment force dynamic angle 

19 M2 20 85 3~5 4.5 70 1.5 5 
(kin/h) (k_N) (Nm) (kN) (*) 

Chosen damage 

7 I 40 5.8 135 2.0 29 
criteria levels ~4.0 ~70 .~4.0 minimum 

8 II 40 5.0 115 1.7 20 
9 nI 40 5.0 120 1.6 18 

I0 IV 30 3,4 100 0.9 8 LI IV 20 2.4 ~0 0.6 5 Comparison of the materials (tests 14-16) shows that 

material M 2 gives a lower bending moment at the knee Chosen damage 
level. The bumper force is higher for material M 2. criteria level .~4.0 ~70 ~4.0 minimum 

Leg impact results in the additional structure bottoming 
out when material M 1 was used with values for D as in tests 

In order to lower the main load path, an 82 mm diameter 12-15. A larger protrusion depth could have prevented this. 
hole was drilled (figure 5). This prototype was called No. II. With D = 85 mm the dummy leg was contacted by the 
The test showed that the bumper force was still too high bumper and experienced a more abrupt acceleration than 
(table 4). when the additional structure did not bottom out, e.g. when 

A more drastic shape was tested in prototype No. III: material M 2 was used. The characteristics of M 2 allows 
Even with this design the bumper force was too high. It was construction of a non-bottoming out additional structure 
also assumed that such a bumper would be impractical and with D-values down to 30 mm. The lower knee bending 
easily damaged in real life. It was therefore decided to moment and the knee bar dynamic angle for M 2 should be 
return to the original design but instead of having a homoge- regarded as results of the combination of the material prop- 
nous foam block, a diagonal 50 mm thick inner layer was erties of M 2 and the non-bottoming out for this material. 
positioned in the foam block (figure 5). The material in the For the same material, a slight change in the properties of 
diagonal part was polyurethane foam with a density of 60 the additional structure does not significantly affect the 
kg/m3 and the other material was polyurethane foam with measurements (tests 12-15). Bottoming out occurs for the 
very low density. This prototype was called No. IV. At this two values of D studied in these tests. 
stage it was decided to lower the test speed to 30 krn/h as it When varying the protruding depth of the additional 
became more and more evident that the test objective was structure most dramatically, the changes in the bending 
perhaps too stringent. All criteria levels were met except the moment at the knee level and the knee bar dynamic angle are 
bending moment at the knee which was on the limit (table more obvious (test 16-19). D _> 30 mm gives a satisfactory 
4). When lowering the velocity to 20 km/h all criteria levels bending moment, while 20 mm protruding depth proves to 
were met except the bending moment which was just above be insufficient to give results below the suggested damage 
the damage criteria level. With further optimization it is criterion level. The bumper force is affected in a less signifi- 
probable that this value could have been reduced below the cant way. 
level. Prototype No. IV did not meet the low speed collision The shear forces at the knee level seem to be of the same 
requirements originally set up for this project, order in all tests, with slightly higher values for material 

M2. Standard bumper with additional structure 
The bumper forces exceed the suggested damage cri- 

The results presented in the previous paragraph shows the teflon level for all values of D when material M 2 is used. 
difficulties in combining the low speed requirements with This finding confirms the difficulty in reaching compati- 
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bility between the existing low speed requirements and Conclusion 
future pedestrian protection. Pedestrian protection of different bumper systems has 

From the results in table 5 it can be concluded that the been evaluated by means of the RSPD. 
knee bending moment is less affected by variations in D Two approaches to the construction of a pedestrian- 
than by the differences between the materials M 1 and M 2. friendly bumper system were studied. 

The best combination, when both considering vehicle and 1. Changes of ordinary bumpers by varying geometry, 
dummy measurements, appears to be a bumper of material material and shape. The main disadvantages of this solution 

M 2 with a protruding depth of 80 mm (test 16). were the major design changes that would be needed, 

Not presented in table 5 are the shear forces and the resulting in e.g. unrealistic long car fronts. 
bending moments at the ankle level. The value of these 2. Addition of a protruding structure below the ordinary 
parameters increase when the contact point is lowered, but bumper. A major advantage with this approach is that it 

are in all tests below the suggested damage levels, lowers the contact point of the pedestrian leg without 
affecting the low speed response of the ordinary bumper. 

Discussion A system in accordance with point 2, with a polypropene 

This project was performed under certain restrictions, additional structure protruding 30 mm and an active vertical 

e.g. geometrical conditions and simplicity of evaluation, height of 85 mm mounted below the ordinary bumper, 

In the test method chosen, the impactor consisted of a resulted in the lowest bending and shearing at the pedestrian 

trolley on which the bumper system had been mounted. The knee. 

bonnet and the bonnet leading edge were not simulated. 
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Transport and Road Research Laboratory, the protection afforded by a particular design of car must 
United Kingdom take account of the important interactions between the vehi- 

cle structure and the corresponding body regions that are 
Abstract liable to suffer serious injury in an impact. In order to obtain 

further data to evaluate these interactions, the Transport and 
In a collision between a car and pedestrian, the location 

Road Research Laboratory has conducted two series of full and severity of impacts to the pedestrian vary considerably 
scale tests with a range of simulated car shapes. Impact 

with respect to the shape of the car front. Consequently for 
velocities, force and acceleration were measured at each of 

the three primary areas of a car that are important for pedes- 
the three primary impact points and these have been used to 

trian safety (the bumper, bonnet leading edge, and bonnet 
derive effective mass andenergy at eachphase ofanimpact. 

top) the protection requirements will also vary considerably 
This paper summarises results of tests at 40 km/h using 
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dummies representing a six year old child, and an adult 

pedestrian. The results show that bonnet height strongly 
influences impact energy for impacts to the bonnet leading 
edge and bonnet top. Bumper height influences the impact 
energy for bumper and bonnet leading edge contacts. The 

variations in impact severity are discussed with respect to 

their implications for sub-systems testing. The results in this 
paper can, for any style of car, identify structures where 
pedestrian protection requirements may be particularly de- 

manding and also give guidance on the amount of protection 

required. 

Introduction 
Figure 1. Typical test. 

and severity of impacts to the pedestrian vary considerably 

with respect to the shape of the car front. 
Research has shown that the important areas to consider 

o 

with respect to pedestrian protection are the bumper, the . 
bonnet leading edge and the bonnet top. Methods for eval- 

uating pedestrian protection requirements for passenger 

l 

c 

cars are currently being developed and are concentrating on 
a sub-system form of test in which an impactor strikes each 
of these three regions of the car. The basic requirement of 

sub-system tests is that they should represent the important 

interactions between the vehicle structure that is under as- 
sessment and the corresponding body regions that are liable 

1 Bumper near-side and off-side halves A. Height of top edge of bumper 
mounted on separate load cells          B. Vertical depth of bumper 

to suffer serious injury from striking it.                               z Section of b ......... ted on load C. B .... t leading edge height cells to measure horizontal and         D. Bumper lead 

In order to obtain further data to evaluate these interac .... 
,,cte forces E. Angle of head resultant force 

tions with respect to both the size of pedestrian and the Figure 2. Vehicle simulation. 

impact velocity, TRRL has conducted two series of full Pedestrian dummies 
scale tests with a range of simulated car shapes. Impact 

velocities, force and acceleration were measured at each of 
The adult pedestrian dummy used was an Ogle 50th per- 

the three primary impact points (Le. bumper, bonnet leading 
centile male, 1.7 metres tall weighing 75 kg, Modified knee 

edge and bonnet top) and have been used to derive effective 
joints were fitted which incorporated clutches to simulate 

mass and energy for each impact point. This paper summa- 
lateral bending at the knee resulting from ligamental strain 

rises results of impact tests at 40 km/h using dummies 
(1)*. Impact was square on to the left side, with the left leg 

representing a six year old child and an adult pedestrian, 
backwards and the right leg forwards. 

The results are discussed with respect to impact require- 
Miniature uni-directional accelerometers were attached 

ments for sub-systems testing. The dominant trends in the 
directly to the steel leg bones under the "flesh" to measure 

variation of impact characteristics with respect to vehicle 
the acceleration of the body region in contact with the car. 

shape are identified. Values for impactor mass, velocity and 
The positions of the accelerometers were adjusted to be in 

direction of impact are given, based on the performance of 
the centre of bumper and bonnet impact points for each car 

dummies. These values may need to be adjusted to allow for shape. 

the differences between the characteristics of the dummies 
To limit the number of test runs, the adult dummy head to 

bonnet impacts were not measured. These measurements 
and humans, 

would have required additional tests for each car shape, to 

Description of Tests identify the point of contact at which to relocate rear bonnet 

A range of simulated car shapes were mounted on a 
top force transducers. 

The child pedestrian dummy used was an Ogle dummy 
trolley to impact a standing adult or child dummy, at a 

nominal speed of 40 krn/h, see figures 1 and 2. The dummy 
represented a 6-year-old child, 1.19 metres tall weighing 

was supported from an overhead gantry and released 
23.6 kg. Two impact stances were used for each car shape. 

electrically by the approaching trolley justbefore impact. In 
For the tests to assess bumper and bonnet leading edge 

all tests kinematic data was digitised from high speed films 
contacts, the impact was square on to the left side, with the 

and used in conjunction with outputs from transducers on 

the dummy in the computer analysis. 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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left leg backwards and the fight leg forwards. To assess head 
The bonnet leading edge and the first 0.57 metres of the 

to bonnet impacts the tests were repeated with the dummy 
bonnet top were mounted on a frame with four bi-axial load 

turned to face 30 towards the car from directly sideways on. 
cells that measured both horizontal and vertical bonnet 

With this stance the head hit the bonnet without interference 
force. 

from the left shoulder. 
The accelerations of body segments directly in contact Discussion of Results 

with the vehicle were measured using pelvic and head triax- 
The results of the tests are shown in tables 1 to 9 for the ial accelerometers and by accelerometers fitted to the leg 

adult dummy and tables 10 to 20 for the child dummy. For and abdomen. Leg accelerations were measured by a minia- 
any given combination of bonnet and bumper dimensions ture uni-directional accelerometer attached directly to the 
the results for each dummy are from the same test, with the left leg bone under the flesh. For each test the accelerome- 
exception of child head results, where the tests were ter’s height was adjusted to correspond with the centre of 

the impact point, repeated as previously described. 

The abdominal and lower thoracic regions on a standard Velocity change due to bumper impact 
dummy have a poor resemblance to a human and there is no 

Table 1 (adult first and second leg) and table 10 (child well defined structural form at the outer surface on which to 
first leg), show the velocity change, up to common velocity, mount an accelerometer. To overcome this difficulty an 
for the section of the leg in contact with the bumper. 

abdominal mass, made from a modified Eurosid dummy 
abdomen was installed to fill the gap between the pelvis and Table 1. Adult--velocity change first and second leg due to 
the diaphragm. The mass of the child dummy was kept bumper impact, with respect to car shape. 

standard by removing some ballast weights. Lateral and I car 
vertical accelerations were measured by two miniature ac- 

celerometers mounted in the abdomen mass, in the foam Bonl’tet: Bumper Buraper lead Bumper lead 
behind the layer weighted with lead, their height being ~etght aei~t 50    150    250 50    150    250 
adjusted to the centre of bonnet impact, o~ 

leading Cop Velocity change Velocity change The use of a mass of this type will not give realistic edge edge oZ g:trsl: leg o~ second leg 
instantaneous values of acceleration but the derived values ~/s ~/~ 
should give a relative indication of the magnitude of the 600 400 ~1.0 ~0.~ .... 1~.~ ~.2 .... 

700 ~*00 10.7 10.6 11.1 11.4 10.8 11.5 total impact to the bonnet leading edge. 
750 400 11. i 10.9 11.0 11.8 11.1 11.2 
850 400 10.7 ii.0 Ii.i 11.7 11.4 11.7 The impact trolley 
~50 ~50 .... ~l.0 ........ 11.6 .... The impact trolley weighed 1050 kg and consisted of an 7~0 400 ll.1 10.9 1~.0 ll.~ ~i.1 ~.2 750 ~5o .... ~. 1 ........ ~1.3 .... unsprung steel frame running on railway lines. The nominal 750 500 .... 10.9 ......... 11.2 .... 

test speed was 40 km/h. The trolley was braked after impact 750 ~5o .... 1o. 9 ........ ~l. 3 .... 
at a rate of 0,7 g. The car shapes simulated included varia- 

Table 10. Child~velocity change first leg due to bumper im- tions in bonnet height, bumper lead and bumper height. The 
pact, with respect to car shape. 

vertical bumper depth was 200 mm in all tests. In all cases 
the bonnet top sloped downward to the front at 10 degrees to 

ca~ 
the horizontal, see figure 2. 

Force measurement ~o~e~ B~pe~ g~p.. ~..d 
He£ght Height 150 250 The front section and the leading edge of the bonnet and o~ o~ 
leading top Velocity change the near-side and off-side halves of the bumper were sep- 
edge edge of f:tret leg arately mounted on load measuring transducers and covered 

in dense energy absorbing foam (Plastazote). The foam was ~o 4~0 ~.~ .... 
112 mm thick at the bumper and 62 mm at the bonnet 700 ~0 n.~ .... 

~o ~o ~.~ ~.~ leading edge. The general stiffness characteristics of this ~o ~o ~.2 .... 
arrangement produced approximately sinusoidal force and 

7~0 ~o0 n.a .... acceleration time histories and were aimed to match the ~o 4~o ~.~ 
750 500 1]..0 maximum forces generated by cars developed for pedestri- 
7~0 ~0 

a.n s.afety. The coefficient of restitution of the foam was low, 
~" t .... 

g~vlng little rebound velocity. The smooth time histories 
The values were derived from the leg accelerometer 

and low coefficient of restitution improved the accuracy 
which was adjusted to coincide with the centre line of the 

with which force and acceleration curves could be used to 
bumper for each test. For both adult and child, the left leg 

derive energy, 
was struck first. The velocity change was the same as the 

Horizontal impact forces on the two halves of the bumper trolley impact velocity, and the small variations in the re- 
were measured using two pairs of load cells, 

suits arise from srdall frictional differences in the running 
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gear and braking system of the test rig. For the adult the 
The lower section of the tables shows the trend of energy 

impact velocity for the right leg is higher than the left leg in 
against bumper height. For the adult legs (table 2) the defor- 

all cases, this being most marked for the 50 mm bumper 
mation energy increases with bumper height until signifi- 

lead, (table 1). The increase in velocity is due to the dummy cant knee clutch deflections occur (table 3). When the 

rotating slightly as it is struck off-centre (legs apart) low 
bumper is high it impacts close to the joint, and the resulting 

down on the first leg. This swings the second leg towards the clutch deflection has the effect of reducing mass and there- 

bumper. As the child was shorter than the adult the impact fore energy. Operation of the knee clutch gives a measure of 

point is higher on its body, thus reducing the severity of the the effect of a broken knee joint or leg. For the child legs 

second leg impact. For this reason the only measurements (table 11) the deformation energy also increases with bump- 

made for the child second leg impact were the force time er height, reflecting the increasing mass as the bumper top 

history, edge approaches the level of the pelvis. 

Energy of deformation for bumper to legs Knee clutch deflection 

Table 2 (adult first and second leg) and table 11 (child leg Table 3 (adult) shows the angle of lateral bending of the 

first), show the energy of deformation. This was derived for adult knee. The clutch simulating the knee ligaments was set 

each half of the bumper from the measured bumper force to a torque of 200 Nm and a deflection angle of 6 degrees or 

and the displacement of each leg relative to the trolley, and more has been related to the onset of ligament failure (1). 

was calculated up to the point of common velocity of the leg Impact in the vicinity of the knee results in high lateral 

and bumper. The displacement was derived from the leg bending moments across the knee, resulting in a large clutch 

accelerometer which was adjusted to coincide with the ten- deflection angle. 

tre line of the bumper for each test. 
Table 3. Adult--angle of knee lateral bending, with respect to 

Table 2. Adult~deformation energy of bumper from leg im- car shape. 

)act, with respect to car shape, car dilaensions 

Car dimensions 
mm Bonnet Bumper Bumper lead Bumper lead 

Bonnet Bumper Bumper bead Bumper lead 
Height Height 50 150 250 50 150 250 

Height Height 50 150 250 50 150 250 of of 
leading top Knee lateral bending Knee lateral bending 

of of first leg second leg 
leading top Energy of bumper Energy of bumper edge edge 

edge edge deformation-first leg deformation-second leg 
degrees degrees 

k3 k~ 
600 400 25 0 - - 22 0 - - 

600 400 0.31 0.27 .... 0.36 0.31 .... 700 400 22 15 0 0 0 0 

700 400 O. 34 O. 44 O. 36 O. 36 O. 38 O. 38 750 400 40 15 0 0 0 0 

750 400 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.40 0.41 0.38 850 400 lO 0 i0 0 0 0 

650 400 0.29 0.40 0.35 0.25 0.41 0.42 0 750 350 - - I0 .... 

750 350 .... 0.23 ........ 0.28 .... 750 400 40 15 0 0 0 0 

750 400 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.40 0.41 0.38 750 450 -- 22 .... 0 "- 

0.45 .... 750       500       --       35 .... 10       - - 

750 500 .... 0.35 0,45 .... 750 550 -- 

750 550 .... 0.33 0.35 .... 

’Table 11. Child-deformation energy for bumper from leg im- 
Equivalent impactor mass for bumper to leg. 

)act, with respect to car shape, 
impacts 

car di,,~io,~ Table 4 (adult first and second leg) and table 12 (child 
m first leg), show the equivalent impactor mass of the leg 

~*nnet B~er B~,,~or lead striking the bumper. This is the mass of an impactor which, 

when used in a sub-system test at the same velocity, will 
Height Height 150 250 

of of give the same energy of deformation to the vehicle as a full 
leading top Energy of deformation of bumper 
edge edge by ~irst leg to bumver scale dummy test. Equivalent impactor mass was calculated 

from velocity change (table 1 for the adult and table 10 for 

650 450 0.32 .... the child) and energy of deformation for each leg impact 

700 450 o. 30 .... (table 2 for the adult and table 11 for the child). 
750 450 0.31 0.27 

850 6.5o o. 30 .... The upper sections of the table show that, in general, the 

750 6.00 0.29 .... 
leg to bumper equivalent impactor mass is not strongly 

750 6.50 0.31 0.27 influenced by bonnet height or bumper lead. This mass 
750 500 o. 39 .... ranged between 3.6 and 7.7 kg for the adult and between 4.2 
750 550 0.51 .... 

and 5.1 kg for the child. 

The results in the upper section of the table shows that, in The lower section of the tables shows the trend of equiva- 

general, the energy of bumper deformation is not strongly 
lent impactor mass against bumper height. For the adult legs 

influenced by bonnet height or bumper lead. 
the mass rises with bumper height, until significant knee 
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clutch deflections occur with the higher bumpers, this hav- 
impulse increases with bumper height, until significant 

ing the effect of reducing mass. As with energy, operation of knee clutch deflections occur with the higher bumpers, this 
the knee clutch gives a measure of the effect of a broken 

having the effect of reducing impulse. For the child legs 
knee joint or leg. For the child, raising the bumper increases (table 13) the impulse also rises with bumper height, with 
the mass from 4.6 kg for the 400 mm bumper to 8.2 kg as the the 550 mm high bumper giving the largest value as the 
550 mm bumper top edge approaches the height of the child bumper top edge approaches the height of the pelvis. 
pelvis. 

Table 5. Adult--impulse of first and second leg striking bump- Table 4. Adult--equivalent impactor mass of first and second er, with respect to car shape. 
leg striking bumper, with respect to car shape. 

Car dJ.mens:Lons 
Car dimensions 

Bonne~ Bumper         Bumper lead             Bumper lead 
Bonne~ Bumper         Bumper lead             Bumper lead 

Height Height 50     150     250 50     150     250 
Heigh~ Helgh~ 50 150 250 50 150 250 of of 
of of leadlng top Impulse of bumper 
leading top Equivalent impac~or Equlvalen~ impactor edge edge flrs~ leg second leg 
edge edge mass of first leg mass of second leg N-s N-s 

kg                          kg                      600       400        70      63      - - -       76      75      - - - 

600 400 5.12 4.63 .... 5.44 4.97 .... 700 400 71 93 88 76 84 87 
700 400 6.00 7.73 5.86 5.51 6.43 5.80 750 400 69 83 83 83 88 79 750 400 5.37 5.63 5.62 5.72 6.72 6.06 850 400 61 91 88 50 77 89 850 400 5.04 6.58 5.70 3.65 6.23 6.19 750 350 - - - 57 ...... 79 - - - 
750 350 .... 3.80 ......... 4.12 .... 750 400 69 83 83 83 88 79 750 400 5.37 5.63 5.62 5.72 6.72 6.06 750 450 o-- 90 ...... 92 --- 750 450 .... 6.57 ........ 7. Ii .... 750 500 - -- 75 ...... I00 -- - 
750 500 .... 5.81 ........ 7.16 .... 750 550 - - - 68 ...... 74 - o - 750 550 .... 5.43 ......... 5.48 .... 

Table 13. Child--impulse of first leg striking bumper, with re- 
Table 12. Child-equivalent impactor mass of first leg striking seect to car shape. 

bumper, with respect to car shape, 
ear d~.nmnsions 

Car dimensions 
"" Bonnet: I Bu~per 

Buape~ lead 

Bonne~ Bumper Bumper lead Heigh~ Helgh~ 150 250 of of 
Helgh~ Helgh~ 150 250 leading top Impulse of bumper to first leg of of edge edge 
leading top Equivalent impacgor mass of first 
edge edge leg to bumper 650 450 95 ..o 

kg 700 450 79 
750 450 85 70 650 450 5.14 .... 850 450 97 700 450 4.77 .... """ 

750 450 4.98 4.22 750 400 

! 

76 ... 850 450 4.70 .... 750 450 85 70 750 500 98 ... 750 400 4.56 .... 750 550 128 750 450 4.98 4.22 """ 
750 500 6.33 .... 
750 550 8.23 . .~.. 

Velocity change due to bonnet leading edge 
Impulse of first and second leg striking impact 
bumper Table 6 (adult leg) and table 14 (child pelvis/abdomen) 

Table 5 (adult) and table 13 (child), show the impulse, ie. shown, for the section of the dummy in contact with the 
bonnet edge, the velocity change that resulted from the change of momentum, for the adult first and second leg and 
contact. child first leg contact. The impulse for each half of the 

The values were derived from accelerometers mounted bumper was calculated up to the point of common velocity, 
on the adult upper leg or child pelvis/abdomen. The posi- for the section of the leg in contact with the bumper. The 
tions of these accelerometers were adjusted to coincide with values were derived from the bumper force time histories, 
the centre line of the bonnet edge for each test, and their 

The upper section of the tables shows that in general the 
outputs were resolved into the horizontal plane using the 

impulse of the bumper impact is not strongly influenced by 
kinematic data from the high speed films. 

bonnet height or the 150 and 250 mm bumper leads, but with 
For both adult and child, the horizontal velocity change 

the 50 mm lead "adult" tests there is a tendency for the 
was greatest with the short bumper lead and high bonnet. In 

bonnet leading edge to off-load the bumper, 
both cases the change approximated to trolley impact speed. 

The lower section of the tables shows the trend of impulse 
It reduced as.the bumper lead increased and the bonnet edge 

against bumper height. For the adult legs (table 5) the was lowered. Raising the bumper height also reduced the 
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Table 7. Adult-deformation energy of bonnet from upper leg 
horizontal impact velocity by up to 41 percent for the adult impact, with respect to car shape. 

and by 66 percent for the child. Both of these trends reflect ear 
the influence of the bumper deflecting the dummy from -- 

impact with the bonnet edge as the bonnet becomes lower to ~o~.t Buyer ~umt, er X*ad 
and further behind the bumper. 

..tght H.tght ‘50 xs0 2s0 

o£       o~ 

Table 6. Adult--velocity change of upper leg from impact with 
leadlng t:op ~onnet 

bonnet leading edge, with respect to car shape, 
edge edge defo~llatlo~tkj- 

Car dimens ions 600 400 0.25 0.12 
tm 

700 400 0. ‘52 0.37 .... 

750 400 0.59 0.49 .... 

Bonnet Bumper Bumper lead Bumper lead 850 400 0.50 0.50 .... 

Height Height 50     150     250 50     150     250 750 350 .... 0.60 .... 
of of 750 400 0.’59 0.49 .... 

leading top Velocity change of Velocity change of 750 450 .... 0.40 .... 
edge edge upper leg - horizontal upper leg - vertical 750 500 .... " ....... 

m/s m/s 750 5‘50 .... " ....... 

600 400 8.0 1.2 .... 1.8 2.1 .... 
700 400 10.7 6.7 4.4 2.3 3.9 4.2 

7‘50 400 11.1 8.1 S.,5 2.9 4.0 4.8 Eq 8,50 400 10.7 10.3 S.,5 0.0 ’5.7 ,5.6 uivalent impactor mass for bonnet leading 

750 3‘50 .... 8.2 ........ 4.4 .... edge to upper leg impact 
750 400 11.1 8.1 5.5    2.9 4.0 ~" 8 Table 8 (adult) shows tbe equivalent impactor mass of the 
750 450 .... 6.5 ........ 5.2 .... 

7‘50 500 .... 5.2 ........ 5.4 .... upper leg striking the bonnet. This was calculated from 
7‘50 ‘550 .... 4.8 ........ 4.3 .... velocity changes shown in table 6 and energy of deforma- 

tion for upper leg impact in table 7. 
Table 14. Child--velocity change of pelvis/abdome.n from im- 
pact with bonnet leading edge, with respect to car shape. 

Table 8. Adult-equivalent impactor mass upper leg striking 
c,~ d~,~,~o~ bonnet, with respect t_o car shape. 

Bonnet Bumper          Bumper lead               Bumper lead                                                        Car dimensions 

Height Height 150 250 150 250 

of of Bonnet gumper Bumper lead 
leading tOp Velocity change pelvis VelocitT change pelvis 
edge edge / abdomen - horizontal / abdomen - ~ertical 250 

m/s m/s Height Height 50 150 

of of 

650 450 + 3.8 --- 1.6 --- leading top Equivalent impactor 
700 450 * 7.8 --- 5.7 --- edge edge mass - horizontal 

750 450 * 9.6 8.8 3.2 5.7 kg 

850 450 * 10.9 --- 1.1 --- 
600 400 7.8 * .... 

750 400 * 10.8 --- 2.2 --- 
700 400 5.6 16.3 .... 

750 450 * 9.6 8.8 3.2 5.7 
750 400 9.6 14.9 .... 

750 500 * 8.3 --- 2.6 --" 
750 550 * 4.1 --- 2.5 --- 850 400 9.1 9.3 .... 

Note +- pelvis accelerometers used 750 350 .... 17.7 .... 

¯ - abdomen acceleroae~ers used 750 400 9.6 14.9 .... 

750 450 .... 18.7 .... 
750 .500 .... """ ""~ 

Energy of deformation for bonnet leading 7‘50 5‘50 ............ 

edge to upper leg impact . Force and velocity change small. 

Table 7 (adult) shows the energy of deformation for the The upper section of the table shows the trends for upper 

bonnet leading edge to upper leg impact. The horizontal 
leg to bonnet equivalent impactor mass with regard to 

energy of deformation was found from the measured bonnet bumper lead and bonnet height. The horizontal component 

forces and the displacement of the leg relative to the trolley, of mass generally reduces as the bumper lead reduces. 

and was calculated up to the point of common velocity. The lower section of the tables shows no significant 

The leg displacement values were derived from tbe leg change between equivalent impactor mass and bumper 

accelerometers whose positions were adjusted to coincide height, for the shapes tested. 

with the centre line of the bonnet edge for each test. The 

outputs were resolved into the horizontal plane using the 
Impulse due to bonnet leading edge impact 

kinematic data from the high speed films. Table 9 (adult) and table 15 (child) show the impulse, ie. 

The upper section of the table shows that the energy of change of momentum, for the section of dummy in contact 

bonnet deformation (horizontal) increases as the bonnet is 
with the bonnet leading edge. For the adult this figure was 

raised, the trend being similar to that of impulse shown in 
calculated up to the point of common velocity of the section 

figure 8. The lower section and figure 9 show that the 
of the leg in contact with the bonnet to eliminate the influ, 

horizontal energy reduces as the bumper height is increased, 
ence of rebound energy. For the child, it was calculated up to 
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the end of bonnet contact because the abdomen segment increased bumper lead. The lower section of the tables 
caused only a small proportion of the total impulse (see 

shows the bumper height has little effect on head velocity. 
transfer of energy to dummy at end of this section). The 
value was derived from the bonnet horizontal and vertical Table 16. Child--resultant velocity change of child head strik- 
force-time histories, ing bonnet, with respect to car shape. 

Car dimensions 
Table 9. Adult--impulse of upper leg striking bonnet, with re- 
s ~ect to car shape. 

Bonnet: Bumper Bumper lead 

Car dizens ions 
Height Height 150 250 
of of 
leading Uop ResulUant velocity change Bonnet Bumper Bullpor load Bumper lead edge edge of head to bonnet 

Height Height 50 150 250 50 150 250 m/s 
of of 

650 450 11.3 .... loading top Impulse of upper leg lalpulsa of uppor lag 700 450 9.3 .... edse edge Uo bonnet - horlzon~al ~o bonnet o vertical 750 450 8.6 6.1 N-e                       N-s                    850      450 ........ 

600 400 84 41 - -- 46 0 " " " 750 400 7.6 .... 700 400 125 138 128 62 98 88 750 450 8.6 6.1 750 400 211 176 139 116 125 95 750 500 8.8 .... 850 400 183 203 189 74 96 92 750 550 8.4 .... 
750 [ 350 - - - 195 ...... 138 - - - 

75075° 

I 

4504°° 2u... 14~176 
13~ ...... " U6 

1~21~5 .~.. Resultant energy of deformation for child 
750 550 --- 132 ...... 1~6 --- head striking bonnet top 

Table 15. Child--impulse of pelvis/abdomen striking bonnet, 
Table 17 shows the resultant energy of deformation for 

with respect to car shape, the child head to bonnet top impact. This was found from the 

car di~en~ions resultant of the measured bonnet forces and the resultant 

=, displacement of the head relative to the bonnet, and was 
Bonnet Bumper Bumper lead Bumper lead calculated up to the point of common velocity. Displace- 

Height: Height 150 250 150 2~0 ment was derived from the resultant acceleration of the 
of of head. leading top Impulso of pelvis / Impulse of pelvis / 
edgo edgo abdomen - horizontal abdomen - vertical 

N-s N-s 
Table 17. Child--resultant deformation energy of bonnet from 650 450 27 --- 24 .-. head impact, with respect to car shape. 

700 450 53 - - - 50 - - - 750 450 88 85 49 90 Car dimensions 850 450 136 - -" 30 .... ... 
750 400 II0 --- 54 --- Bonnet Bumper Bumper lead 750 450 88 85 49 90 750 500 60 --- 36 --- Height Height 150 250 750 550 32 """ 55 - - - of of 

leading top Resultan~ energy of deformation o£ bonne~ 
edge edge from head impa~ 

For both the child and adult the values of horizontal ka 
impulse increase strongly with respect to increasing bonnet ~50, 450 O.110 ..... 
height and decreasing bumper height (see also figures 8 and 700 ,50 o. 0~0 ..... 

7~o 4~o 0.034 0.037 9). The ratio of horizontal to vertical impulse also increases ~50 ~50 ..... 
as the front of the car becomes more upright (ie. high bonnet 

750 400 o. 051 ..... and short bumper lead). 750 450 0.034 0.037 
750 500 0.042 

Velocity change of child head due to bonnet 750 550 O.lOO 
top impact 

The upper section of the table shows that the head defor- 
Table 16 shows the resultant velocity change of the child 

mation energy is influenced by bonnet height ranging be- dummy’s head resulting from contact with the bonnet top. 
tween 0.034 and 0.11 kJ for the high and low bonnets re- The value was derived from the outputs of the accelerome- 

tars mounted in the head. spectively (see also figure 10). The influence of bumper 

The upper section of the table shows that the head veloc- lead was shown by two tests in which the energy increased 

ity change is strongly influenced by bonnet height. Raising slightly with increased bumper lead. The lower section of 
the bonnet from 650 to 750 mm reduces the velocity from the tables shows that bumper height has no significant ef- 
11.3 to 8.6 m/s.. The influence of bumper lead was only feet, except for the 550 mm high bumper, which acts as a 
shown by two tests in which the velocity reduced with low bonnet and the energy increases to 0.100 LI. 
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Equivalent impactor mass for child head Resultant impulse for child head striking 

striking bonnet top bonnet top 

Table 18 shows the equivalent impactor mass of the child 
Table 20 shows the impulse, ie. change of momentum, for 

head striking the bonnet. This was calculated from velocity 
the child head striking the bonnet top, and was calculated up 

changes shown in table 16 and energy of deformation in 
to the point of common velocity. The value was derived 

table 17. 
from the bonnet horizontal and vertical force-time histories. 

Table 20. Child--resultant impulse of head striking bonnet, 
Table 18. Child--equivalent impactor mass of head striking with respect to car shape. 
bonnet, with respect to car shape. 

Car dimensions 
Car dimensions mm 

mm 
Bonnet    Bumper                        Bumper lead 

Bonnet    Bumper                           Bumper lead 
Height Height                150              250 

Height Height 150 250 of of 

of of leading! top Impulse of head striking 

leading top Equivalent impactor mass of head edge edge bonnet 

edge edge striking bonnet N-s 
kg 

650 450 24 " " 

650 450 i. 74 .... 700 450 15 - - 

700 450 1.16 .... 750 450 12 15 

750 450 0.93 2.02 850 450 - " - - 

850 450 .... " " - " 

750 

1 

400 14 - " 

750 400 i. 77 .... 750 450 12 15 

750 450 0.93 2.02 750 500 13 - 

750 500 1.09 .... 750 550    I 25 -" 

750 
l 550 

2.83 .... 

The table shows that the head impulse follows a similar 
The table shows that equivalent impactor mass ranged pattern to that of deformation energy (see figure I0): gener- 

between 0.93 and 2.83 kg, which compares with the 2.73 kg 
static mass of the head and neck. Generally the mass in- 

ally the values lie between 12 to 15 N-s, except for the 650 
mm high bonnet and 550 mm high bumper, which gave 

creased with reduced bonnet height and increased bumper values of 24 and 25 N-s. For both these high values of 
height. Both direction of head travel and the unpredictable 
forces acting through the neck affects the measured head 

impulse the dummy pivoted about a low front edge. In the 
case of the 550 mm high bumper it acted as a low bonnet, 

mass. shielding the true bonnet edge. 

Angle of resultant force of child head striking Additional results are shown graphically in the following 

bonnet top figures: 

Table 19 shows theangleoftheresultantforceofthechild 
Figures 3 and 4 (adult) and 5 to 7 (child) show 

head striking the bonnet. This was derived from the ratio of 
typical plots of force and acceleration against time. 

vertical and horizontal bonnet forces (see figure 2). As with 
Firtt leg ~cceleration 

mass, both the direction of head travel and the force acting 
the neck affects the measured angle of resultant ,3 / through 

force. The angle, which ranged between 62 and 90 degrees / 

to the horizontal, showed no apparent trend with vehicle 
shape. 

/ ~nd hall b .... 

fot~ 

Table 19. Child--angle of resultant bonnet force from head im- 5 

~act, with respect to car shape. 

Car dtmens tons 

Bonnet Bumper                        Bumper lead 

Height Height                150              250 
of       of 
leading top         Angle of resultant bonnet force from head 
edge      edge            impact ( relative to horizontal ) 

degrees 

650 A50 62 - - 

700 450 62 -" 

750 450 75 72 I I 

850 450 - - 

750 400 80 - - 

750 450 75 72 Figure 3, Adult transducer outputs for bumper contact for ear 
750 500 74 "- shape 750mm bonnet edge 400mm bumper top edge and 
750 550 90 -- 150mm bumper lead. 

I 
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Force (kN) /                                                                                                                                                     Abdomen acceleration 

16 
horizontaIB°nnut forCeto 

Force (kN) Acceleration(g) J horizontal to ground 

ground 13 130 

Acceleration (g) 11 110 , Abdomen acceleration 
13 perpendicular to ground 

12 

9     90 

1 II Bonnet force 

perpendicular 

r~ 10 
to ground 

to ground 

¯ ,J (vertical) 

7 70 

8 Bonnet force 
perpendicular 

5 50 to ground 
Upper leg 

(vertical) 
acceleration 

horizontal 
6 

to ground 

3        30 

50 

4 
Upper leg 

acceleration                      1 
30 perpendicular 

to ground 
0 

2 

r~-~ -1     -10 I        I 
¯ / 0 I 0 20 30 40 50 60 

Time (ms) o 0 
Figure 6. Child transducer outputs for bonnet leading edge 

10 I ~ I I contact for car shape 750mm bonnet edge, 400mm bumper top 
20 30 40 50 60 edge and 150mm - Dumper lead. ]0 

Time (ms) 

Figure 4. Adult transducer outputs for bonnet leading edge 
contact for car shape 750mm bonnet edge, 400ram bumper top 
edge and 150mm bumper lead. 

Force (kN) Acceleration (g) 

15 ~                                   First leg acceleration 

Force (kN) Acceleration (g) Resultant head 

..- acceleration 
~ ~ 13 130 

14 
140 

11    110 
First half bumper force                                        12       120 

9    90                                                                 lO 

7      70                                                                                         8        80 

Second half bumper force 

Resultant bonnet 

force 5      5(]                                                                                         6        60 I 

3 30 4 40 

1 10 2 20 

-1 -10 I I I I o 0 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Time (ms) Time (ms) 

Figure 5. Child transducer outputs for bumper contact for car Figure 7. Child transducer outputs for bonnet top contact for 
shape 750mm bonnet edge, 400mm bumper top edge and car shape 750mm bonnet edge, 400ram bumper top edge and 
150mm bumper lead. 150ram bumper lead. 
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Figure 8 shows the horizontal component of impulse Figure 10 shows the impulse and energy absorbed 

at the bonnet edge with respect to bonnet height, by the bonnet top with respect to bonnet height. 
Buml)or load ¯ 150mm 

Child - bumper top edge height - 450mm 
Adult - bumper top edge height ¯ 400mm Energy of Deformation (K J| 

Impulse IN-s)40 

Impulse (N-s) 
300 

0.18 

Ioo o.oa 

60 

0 

seo soo sso 700 rso 600 s60 000 
Bonnet height (mm) 

Bonnet height (mm) 

Bumper 16~                           Figure 10. Child head to bonnet top impact resultant impulse 

and energy with respect to bonnet height. 
Figure 8. Bonnet leading edge impact horizontal component of 
Impulse with respect tobonnet height,                        Transfer of energy to dummy _ 

Study of the transducer outputs indicates generally two 
stages of energy transfer to the pedestrian for each of the 
main impact locations. In the first stage of an impact be- 
tween a vehicle component and a segment of pedestrian, the 

Figure 9 shows the horizontal component of impulse bulk of the initial energy transfer goes to accelerating the 
and energy absorbed by the bonnet edge with respect to contacted segment up to car speed. In the second stage of the 
bumper height, impact, energy will go to accelerating (to some extent) the 

other sections of the pedestrian by acting through the joints 
Bonnet leading edge height ¯ 750mm attaching them to the struck segment. These two stages 

Bumper lead ¯ 150mm 
overlap, the magnitude and overlap depending on the corn- 

Energy of Deformation (K J) Impuls6 (N-s) 

o., ~oo pliance of the pedestrian’s body regions, and severity of 

o.s ¯ 
impact. This effect can be seen in figure 4 where the hori- 
zontal and vertical force between the bonnet and leg seg- 

o.a 
,ao 

ment continues after the leg acceleration has essentially 
finished. 

o., ,o0 Figure 4 also shows horizontal upper leg acceleration 
o.~ well before bonnet edge contact, this resulting from the 

o.~ s0 bumper impact to the lower leg. 
For impacts to the skeletal parts of the dummies the 

¯ "                                                     impacted body segments achieved a common velocity with 
o ...... o th    lly ft pak lfo ( i p 
~oo sso ,oo ,so ,0o sso so, e tro e a er e structura    rce or max mum enetra- 

Bumper height (ram); tion) had occurred. It was therefore possible to calculate the 

I O .... 

~.~lr,, ¯ ,Suit ....... ¯ Ghil¢l ....... I 
energy of structural deformation and the equivalent impac- 
tor mass from the force/displacement data. 

Figure 9. Horizontal component of impulse and energy absorb" 
ed by bonnet leading edge with respect to bumper height. 

For impacts to the abdomen of the child durnmy,the two 

stages of energy transfer are somewhat different, with most 

of the deformation to the vehicle occurring in the second 
stage. Here, the relatively light abdomen mass was acceler, 
ated to car speed well before peak force was reached and 
before forces were transmitted to other segments of the 
dummy. Due to this action the abdominal accelerometer 
only registered the small amount of structural deformation 
resulting from the abdomen and did not respond to further 
and greater deformation resulting from later loading by 
other heavier dummy segments. The calculated values of 
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energy of structural deformation and equivalent impactor Bumper lead was a less dominant characteristic and only 
mass have therefore not been included in this paper. Values influenced impact severity with the medium height bonnets. 

~ 
of impulse, calculated to the end of bonnet contact, which 

The bumper tended to shield low bonnet leading edges 
¯ ~J reflect the influence of the complete dummy, have however from impact for all bumper leads tested and conversly gave 

been included, no protection to the high bonnet leading edges. For medium 

Repeatability height bonnets the shielding by the bumper of the bonnet 
leading edge increased as the bumper lead increased, partic- 

In these tests only one run was completed for each config- ularly influencing adult impact velocity and impulse. 
uration of vehicle tested. To give an indication of the repeat- For the child head Contact with the bonnet top, the impact 

’ .~ ability of the test result, values have been compared of velocity, energy of deformation and the impulse all in- 
bumper to leg impacts with a bumper lead of 250 mm and a creased as the bonnet height reduced. This resulted from the 
bumper height of 400 mm. 

bonnet edge contact occurring further below the centre of 
With this configuration the bumper itmpact is completed 

gravity of the dummy and inducing a more rapid rotation of 
well before bonnet contact and the results should be similar, 

the head and torso onto the bonnet top. 
For these tests the values of energy of deformation, impulse 

~’~ and equivalent impactor mass all repeated within + or - 6 Comparison with computer simulation 
per cent. This compares either values of + or, 11 per cent Previously reported computer simulations of pedestrian 
for impacts to bumper, bonnet leading edge and bonnet top, impacts (3) included vehicle shapes that were similar to 
obtained in previously reported tests at 32 km/h (2) in which examples in this study and the results are compared below. 
tests were repeated. In configurations where there is little For the computer simulation (3) of adult dummy impacts 
lead on the bumper the results are sometimes sensitive to the energy absorbed in deforming the bumper range be- 

~) precisely how the dummy is positioned at impact: a more tween 0.46 and 0.58 kJ. In these tests, for vehicles of compa- 
severe impact with the bumper may be accompanied by a rable shape values were on average 30 per cent lower and 
less severe impact with the bonnet leading edge i.e., or vice ranged between 0.27 and 0.45 kJ for each leg. No obvious 
versa. This gives rise to additional variation in the results, reason could be determined for this difference. 
but even so the important relationships have been clearly The energies of deformation of the bonnet leading edge 
identified, and the consistency of the trends seen in interre- however gave good agreement, with simulation and test 

,~_~) lated variables lends confidence that the observed trends are results varying between 0.06 and 0.55 and between 0.012 
genuine and not the result of random variation, 

and 0.50 kJ respectively. 

Influence of vehicle shape Child head resultant impact velocities to the bonnet top 
were calculated in the simulation model; these also gave 

Trends in impact characteristics have been noted for con- good agreement for most vehicle shapes, ranging between 
tacts with the bumper, bonnet leading edge and bonnet top 

8.7 and 10.3 m/s for the simulation and between 6.1 and 11.3 
~ 7’ and these are summarised below together with the probable m/s for the te~ts. The differences at the l0wer velocities may 

mechanisms that cause them. 
be partly due to the rapid change in head velocity prior to 

For adult impacts between bumper and leg, the angle of 
impact and the difficulty of accounting for the sensitivity of 

deflection of the lateral knee clutch increases as the bumper 
head velocity to neck stiffness in the simulation. 

is raised, particularly when it strikes close to the knee. The 
With respect to the basic trends in patterns of severity of 

energy of bumper deformation, the equivalent impactor 
impact: 

mass and the impulse all increase in value as the bumper is 
raised, until knee clutch lateral deflection becomes signifi- (1) Both the computer simulation and the full scale 
cant, which limits the moment across the knee joint. These tests showed the severity of the impact with bumper 
increased values of energy and momentum are caused by the and the angle of knee lateral rotation increasing as the 

inertia of the increasing mass of the leg below the bumper as bumper is raised in height. 
the bumper is raised. (2) The height of the bonnet leading edge is shown 

Similar trends occur for the child, but in these cases the by both simulation and test to be an important influ- 
knee is not designed to bend laterally, ence on the severity of impact to the bonnet leading 

For contacts of the bonnet leading edge, the height of the edge. The bumper lead also has an influence but this is 
bonnet edge is the dominant characteristic, with the impact less significant in the full scale tests. 
velocity, energy of deformation and impulse all increasing (3) The velocity of the child head impact to the 
as the bonnet edge is raised in height. Increases in these bonnet top is shown by both methods to be influenced 

~ values also result from lowering the height of the bumper, primarily by the height of the bonnet leading edge. 
These increases in the value of energy and impulse partly 

result from the redistribution of impact energy between the Sub-system Tests 
bumper and the bonnet edge as the bumper is lowered in The test data described in the preceding sections gives 
height. It also reflects the increased work done as the higher guidance on the imp’hct requirements of sub-systems tests. 
bonnets impact closer to the centre of gravity of the dummy. Such tests can be used to examine the protection afforded by 
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the three primary areas of the front of cars important for the 
abdomen, it has been stopped at the time of common 

protection of the pedestrian (the bumper, the bonnet leading 
velocity to avoid including the influence of restitution. For 

edge and the bonnet top) by impacting them with masses 
the child abdomen it was necessary to continue to the end of 

designed to represent contact with the appropriate part of a 
the contact, as explained previously, in order to include the 

pedestrian. The data given in the preceding sections should 
influence of all the segments of the dummy, but in this case 

be of value in determining the mass, the velocity and the it will also contain the impulse of restitution. In 

direction of the impactors used in the sub-system tests, consequence appropriate values for an abdomen impactor 

The results show that in an impact with a pedestrian, the impulse are 20 percent less than those shown in the results to 

energy absorbed in the bonnet leading edge and the bonnet allow for the coefficient of restitution of the material used. 

top varies with respect to the shape of the car. The velocity 
An impactor developed to include the additional mass 

changes of the body regions in contact with the vehicle also needed to simulate prolonged contact will require 

vary, and in a similar manner. As already discussed, the compliance to absorb the associated increase in kinetic 

impacts to each of the three primary areas of a car were 
energy. The results from these tests identify the trends of the 

considered in two distinct stages. In the first stage the basic relationships of impact with respect to vehicle shape 

vehicle structure deforms and the body segment in contact for pedestrian dummies. 

with the vehicle is accelerated to the velocity of the vehicle. 
These trends will be similar for impacts to the human 

In the second stage this body segment remains in contact 
frame but adjustments in the absolute values will be 

with the vehicle, at the same time transmitting forces to the necessary to allow for the difference of the dummy and 

other parts of the dummy. In all of the body regions studied human impact characteristics. 

(except for the child abdomen), maximum deformation to 

the vehicle structure occurred before the impacted body 
Summary of sub-system test conditions 

region reached a common velocity with the vehicle. In order 
The following summary of sub-system test conditions is 

to understand the mechanism of these impacts, the basedonthecharacteristicsofchildandadultdummiesfora 

following parameters have, where possible, been calculated 
vehicle design speed of 40 km/h, and should be treated as 

for each of the main areas of contact: indicative of basic trends and approximate values for a rigid 
impactor (except for child abdomen). 

Velocity change of the body region in contact with 
the vehicle. Bumper test for adult and child 

Energy absorbed in deforming the vehicle structure. Impact velocity--11 m/s 
Impulse of each impact (change of momentum). Impactor mass--5.7 kg adult (single leg) 

The results show that in a sub-system test the initial 
~4.7 kg child (single leg) 

kinetic energy of the impactor used to deform the car Direction of impact horizontal 

structure must be adjusted according to the vehicle shape Note--Bumper impact to a child involves a greater pro- 

and appropriate values of the energies of deformation are portion of the total body mass than for the adult. 

given in the results, for the range of vehicle shapes studied. 
If the mass of the impactor is fixed, the different values of 

Bonnet leading edge test for adult and child 

kinetic energy associated with different shapes of car n,,y Horizontal component of velocity--Dependent on car 

be achieved by adjusting the velocity, shape: values ranged from 1.2 to 11.1 m/s for an adult and 

However, greater realism may be obtained by using the 3.6 to 10.9 m/s for a child (this value strongly dependent on 

velocity change quoted in the results as the sub-system test bonnet and bumper height and bumper lead). 

velocity, for respective shapes of car. In this case the Horizontal component of kinetic energy of impactor-- 

required values of kinetic energy may be obtained by 
Ranged between 0.12 and 0.6 kJ for an adult (this value 

adjusting the mass of the impactor. Corresponding values of strongly dependent on bonnet and bumper height). 

mass have been calculated and are shown in the results as Horizontal mass of impactor--Dependent on car shape: 

equivalent impactor mass. values ranged from 5.6 to 18.7 kg for an adult. 

An impactor which is solely designed to cause the Direction of impact--Dependent on car shape: values 

appropriate amount of structural deformation will not ranged between 22 and 45 degrees to horizontal for the 

represent the additional mass which may continue the adult, and 12 and 60 degrees to the horizontal for the child 

loading after the deformation stage is completed. In some (derived from the ratio of horizontal and vertical change in 

circumstances this prolonged loading may increase the risk momentum). 

of injury. For instance a body region that bends may Child abdomen compliant impactor horizontal mass-- 

dynamically distort further, if the duration of the loading is Dependent on car shape: values ranged between 6.8 and 

extended, particularly if its natural frequency is relatively 12.4 kg with an average of 8.75 kg for the shapes studied 

low. An indication of the momentum of impact that includes (derived from velocity change and impulse). 

this addtional loading is given by the impulse (change of Note---For the adult the horizontal components of veloc- 

momentum) shown in the results. This value is only ity and energy are given. The true test conditions should 

approximate however as, with the exception of the child conform with the directions of impact shown. 
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Bonnet top test for child equivalent impactor mass (i.e. the mass that would give 

Impact velocity--Dependent on car shape: values ranged comparable bonnet deformation) ranged between 6 

from 6.1 to 11.3 m/s (this value strongly dependent on and 16 kg, and the impulse of the impact ranged 

bonnet height), between 40 and 200 N-s. For the child the impulse 

Kinetic energy of impactor--Dependent on car shape: ranged between 27 and 136 N-s. 

values ranged from 0.034 to 0.11 kJ (this value primarily (4) For child head to bonnet contacts, the energy of 

dependent on bonnet height), bonnet top deformation ranged between 0.11 and 0.34 

Mass of impactor--Dependent on car shape: values kJ and the corresponding effective mass between 2.83 
ranged from 0.93 to 2.83 kg. and 0.93 kg. The impact velocity of the child head 

Direction of impact--Approximately 70 degrees from ranged between 6 and 11 m/s for the impact tests and 
horizontal, between 8.7 and 10.3 m/s for the simulations (3). The 

differences at the lower velocities may be attributed to Conclusions 
the rapid changes of head velocity just prior to impact 

The input conditions for sub-system testing using and the difficulty of accounting for the sensitivity of 
impactors striking a car’s bodywork to evaluate the head velocity to neck stiffness in the simulation. 
protection afforded to pedestrians must be chosen to reflect (5) Variation in the impact energies and impulses as 
the influence of the shape of the front of a car. The main shown in figures 8 to 10 exhibit clear trends with 
conclusions are as follows: respect to bonnet and bumper height for the bonnet 

(1) In the design of an impactor the mass may be leading edge impacts, and with respect to bonnet 

considered as having two components, height for the bonnet top contacts. 

One component (referred to as the "equivalent This strong relationship between impact energy and 
impactor mass" in this paper) causes the structural vehicle shape may be used as a basis for determining the 
deformation of the vehicle. It represents the mass of a characteristics (i.e. weight, velocity and direction) for the 
rigid impactor that would reproduce the structural sub-system tests. 
deformation that occurred in the tests when a complete 

pedestrian dummy was struck by the front of a car. Acknowledgements 
The second component of the mass prolongs the 
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contact so that the injury potential of the complete 
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Bumper Configurations for Conflicting Requirements: Existing Performance 
Versus Pedestrian Protection 

¯ Rescue operations 
L. Gr6sch, W. Heiss, ¯ Accident surgery 
Daimler-Benz AG, ¯ Traffic conditions 
Federal Republic of Germany Nevertheless, the economic and social costs resulting 

Abstract 
from traffic accidents are enormous. Apart from this, a 
severe accident with the consequence of serious or even 

The primary task of the bumper is to withstand minor fatal injuries are grave to the persons involved and to their 

impacts (e.g. with walls, poles, other vehicles) during park- families. 

ing or car-to-car collisions so as to prevent damage to the car This is why Daimler-Benz, conducting crash tests for 

or reduce the cost of repairs. In order to fulfill these require- more than 30 years, does not reduce its efforts in accident 

ments, the front bumper needs to be positioned relatively research, safety engineering and car safety performance. 

high, its protrusion from the body and its contact area should Unfortunately, there are some problems which make further 

be large, and, most of all, it must absorb relatively high improvements in safety more difficult, for example 

impact energy. In contrast to this, in order to reduce the ¯ Both tests with anthropometric dummies and 
severity of injuries to the lower legs of pedestrians and, in mathematical modelling up to now do not provide 
particular, to prevent injuries to the knee or ankle, the bump- complete and reliable information about injury 
er design should be completely the opposite: i.e., the initial patterns and mechanisms which would be 
contact point as well as the bumper stiffness should be necessary to derive the suitable design features, 

rather low. The problems resulting from these conflicting ¯ Customers frequently reject safety design 

requirements are discussed in detail. It appears very diffi- features if the car becomes more expensive or less 

cult to fulfill both requirements--possibly with a system comfortable by it, 

consisting of the conventional bumper and, in addition, a ¯ Many safety requirements run counter to the 

pedestrian friendly bumper positioned approx. 150 mm be- necessities of practical use or regulations. 

low and slightly protruding. However, the authors are not The latter is particularly true with respect to pedestrian 
convinced that such a complicated and costly double bump- 
er system will be the most efficient solution. ,Instead of this, 

protection measures which usually do not have any 

measures to prevent any car-to-pedestrian collisions proba- 
advantage for the car occupants. It is the purpose of this 
paper to discuss in detail the conflicting requirements in 

bly would be more suitable, front bumper design and the possible solutions. 

Introduction Pedestrian Protection 
Although car accidents in the Federal Republic of 

Germany have increased in number by more than 40% since Loading of leg due to bumper impact/injury 
1970, the number of fatalities has reduced by more than patterns and mechanisms 
50% and the number of injured persons by about 15% (5). 
The main reasons for this encouraging development are im- 

During the initial bumper contact, the leg is subjected to 

provements in different loadings essentially depending on the bumper 

¯ Belt usage rates 
stiffness, height, protrusion from the body, the contact area 

¯ Safety perfoTance of the cars 
and the size and position of the pedestrian (figure 1). 

- 

~ of upper body 

support due to the 
chi I d 5 % 50% body weight 

"6 years" female male 

Figure 1. Loading of leg due to bumper Impact. 
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In addition to the local forces/pressure acting directly one hand and the inertial persistence of the upper 
on the bone--either tibia/fibula or knee or femur-- body on the other hand. As a consequence, there are 

~. there is a bending moment, resulting from the support three distinct injury mechanisms and injury patterns 
.... of the foot on the ground (due to static friction) on the (figure 2): 

Long Bone Fractures Tearing off of Ligaments Joint Fractures/Crush of 
of Tibia and Fibula the head of Tibia/Fibula 

¯ Long bone fractures of tibia, fibula or femur: ¯ Direct joint fractures/crush of the head of tibia/ 

Due to the bending and shearing forces, on the one fibula: 
hand and the local pressure, on the other hand, the If the knee is directly impacted, fracture or even 
bone is frequently breaking (1, 2, 3),* either directly in crush of the head of fibula or tibia may occur. The risk 
the contact area or below. In minor cases occur oblique, of such injuries can be reduced primarily with a very 
dentale or comminuted fractures which may be low bumper height, a large protrusion from the body, a 
harmless. However, if multiple or crush fractures or, in soft bumper (including the vehicle face) and a small 
particular, open fractures are combined to soft tissue contact area. 
damages, healing up frequently is complicated and 

Pedestrian Friendly Bumper Design may cause long term impairments (5). It seems that the 
risk of long bone fractures can be reduced by Interestingly, there are some conflicting requirements 

with respect to avoiding lower leg fractures or injuries to the ¯ larger contact area (local pressure reduced) 
joints and, unfortunately, different opinions as to which is ¯ lower bumper stiffness (both local force and 
the lesser of the two evils. In the opinion of many accident bending moment reduced) 

¯ lower bumper height (bending moment reduced), surgeons, severe joint injuries have a higher priority than 

avoiding uncomplicated long bone fractures. However, ac- ¯ Overstressing/tearing off of ligaments: cording to a recent study (5) analyzing the consequences of 

If the lower leg is shifted with respect to the femur or injuries which people suffered in real world accidents with 

if the angle between femur and lower leg ("knee respect to both, permanent impairment and economic and 

d 
¯ ,, social costs, open fractures of the lower leg rate signifi- eformat~on ) exceeds the tolerance level in the knee, 

significant tensile and shear forces are acting on the cantly higher than injuries to the joints. 

ligaments in the knee joint. Furthermore, the ankle is Nevertheless, some guidelines as to how a pedestrian- 

friendly bumper should be designed, can be established subjected to bending and twisting moments. 
(table 1): Ligamentum overstressing or even rupture are 

¯ It should be positioned as low as possible (2) in considered as serious injuries, sometimes with long 
order to avoid direct impact to the knee even if time impairment. The risk of these injuries can be 
small persons are involved and, furthermore, to 

reduced by reducing the bumper stiffness, height, 
reduce the bending moment to the leg and to pre- 

contact area and protrusion from the body. 
vent "overrunning", 

¯ Both its protrusion from the body and its contact 
¯ Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, 

area should be relatively small to avoid shifting of 
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the lower leg with respect to the femur. Table 2. Existing bumper regulatlonso 

USA Part 581 CA$~ADA CMVSS 275 EUROPE ECE m Its stiffness should be rather low and. in particu- B~r Standard Exterior Protection Regutatio~ 

lar. its local pressure to avoid soft tissue damages. 
barrier impact barrier impact 

The question arises, of course, how these requirements fit 
with 2.5 mph = with 5 npn : 

both~ the existing bumper performance and the bumper 4.02 kmih 8.04 km/h 

regulations, no damages at all no damages which 
would restrict the 
functioning of the 

Table 1. Confficting requirements with respect to pedestrian car i~ any way {e.g. 

protection and perIormance/regulations, to neadlign’cs, fuel 
system, radiator etc.) 

PEDESTRIAN BUMPER BUMPER 
BUMPER- PROTECTION PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

either or 
pendulum test pendulum test pendulum test 

STIFFNESS low high high low with 2.5 mpn = with 5 meh - 
ano ano 

4.02 km/h 8.04 km/I~ with a 0.25 KmJn PROTRUSION small large small large 
to the center aria td zne center ano to the center and 
with 1.5 mph = witF 3 mort HEIGHT low high 16 ... 20 inch 
2.41 <m/n 4.82 Km/m with 2.5 ~ 0.I km/h 
go the corner (30°) to the corner (30°) to gne corner (30°) 

CONTACT AREA smal" or large large large 
height: 16" and 20" height: 16" and 20" height: 18" 
mass of oendulum = mass of pendulum mass of oendulum 
mass of car mass of car mass of car 

 ’- sx snng" mumper Performance no eamages at all no oamages which no oamages which 
would restrict the would restrict ~ne 

The existing bumper performance is resulting from both, functioning ~o the functioni ng to 
car in any way car ~r any way 

normal operating requirements and regulations. As 
¯ 

force (kN) everybody knows, the function of the bumper is to 
stiff bumper withstand minor impacts e.g. with a wall. a pole or another 

,0 
vehicle so as to prevent damages to the car body, in 

0iil~0 

particular to fender, headlight or radiator grille, and avoid or 
absorbe~ energy i 

reduce repair costs (figure 3). t / I ~ barrier impact witr 2,~ mpl~ 

eumeer deformation (mm~ 

Figure 5, Correlation of bumper stiffness with protrusion from 
the body, according to the energy absorption required in Par~ 
581. 

® Bumper stiffness and protrusion from ~he body: 

In order to absorb the required impact energy {e.g. 

approx. 1 kJ in a barrier impact of 1600 kg mass with 

2.5 mph) either large protrusion of the bumper from the 

body or high bumper stiffness ~s necessary (ligure 5). 

® Bumper height and contact area: 

In order to be properly contacted by the test 

pendulum (fi~ ure 4) the bumper needs to be positioned 

relatively high and its contact area should be as large as 
Figure 3. Typical m~nor accident situation impact against a possible to cover the tested 16" and 20" range. 
pole. 

® Bumper height and protrusion from the body: 

Because petty damages like these are most frequent in In order to meet the requirements with respec~ to 

real world accidents, even regulations have been prescribed angle of slope (figure 7). larger protrusion of the 

by laws [e.g.U.S. Part 581. CMVSS 215. ECE-42. EWG bumper from the body requires a higher bumper. 

70/156--table 2~ figures 5.6) in order to protect consumers Although it is open to discussion whether ~he bumper 
from unnecessary repair costs. These standards greatly standards achieve this purpose to ~he fuHesL because in 
restrict the bumper design with respect to many real world accident~ the bumper is impacted in 
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protrusion from the bo~]y were s~fficient.) high~ Fur- 

ther problems would result with respec~ to passing over 

curbstones, slopes or other obstactes (figures 7. 
Because a lower from bumper necessarily requires a 

lower rear bumper { with similar problems with respec~ 

to angle of slope/low obstaclesL an additional problem 

would be to support im pact forces without damages m 

the rear end structure, i~ particular, where the rear e~ 

member sweeps over the rear axle (figure 9), 

teat according to ~umpe~ re~u~tions 

different ways as in the tests, there is no doubt at all that a 

bumper which 

® Enables high energy absorption without damages 
o Is rather stiff 
® Has a high protrusion from the body 
® Is positioned rather high 
® Covers a large area of the vehicle’s face 

is advantageous in practical use. 

C~r~fl~cting requirements 

A comparison of the conflicting requirements in bumper 

design (6) is given in table I. It is interesting to note that 
Figure 6. ~Jnderr~ding of bumpers in rear 

each of ~he pedestrian friendly design features runs corn- cars braking~fr~nt spt~ng suspension compressing, 
bumper go~ng down; ie~t spr~n~ suspension 

pletely counter to the requirements of bumper regulations bumper g~ing up; running ear un~erri~es ~mpaete~ 

and of practical use. The question arises whether a bumper 

can be designed with due regard to both reqmrements, re- 

spectively, which problems would be resulting from design- 

ing the bumper more pedestrian friendly. 

- Reducing the bumper height/contacl area 
) 25° 

Although positioning the front bumper very low 

would also be favourable in side impacts, because the 

side member would be loaded to a large extem instead 

of exclusively the doors and pillars, there would be 

problems, with respect to rear end collisions: In a rear 

end collision the running car is usually braking and. as 

a consequence, driving with the front and therefore 

tends to unde~ide the impacted car, in particular, if this 

car is also braking and, as a consequence, going up 

with the rear end (figure 6). With a sufficiently high 

front bumper and a large contact area. damages to 

headlights or radiator grille probably could be reduced. 

in particular, if both the stiffness of the bumper and its F~gure 7, ~equ~mments wRh respect te a~g~e 



Reducm g she bumper stied~ess/pr~rus~ en (figure 10). However, an extremely soft rigid foam. as 

it may be suitab]e with respect to pedestrian protection, 
As memio:~ed above~ because o~~ ~he higher risk of would be disadvantageous in an impact against a pole 

miur~e~ ~o me jomtso a l~wer ~tiffn~ ss of ~he bumper (figure 3), which also involves only a small contact 
mua~ ~o~ be introduced a~ ~be expense of a target pro- area. Furthermore. problems with respect to triggering 
trus~on from the hod y. Furthermore a lo~er car would 

the sensor of airbag or belt tensioner might arise. 
be disadvamageous wish res#ect ~o space required in 

parking or maneuvering° A very interesting possibility bumper h e i gh t 
~o reduce ~ he stifl?~ess of the bumper during pedestrian 

~ 

impact° without the ~ecesslt} ~o ,ncrease its ~ to,fusion 

distinctivel) with respec~ a~ bmaqper ret~ulationso is to 

face the bumper with rigid R~am. The essential advan- 

tage of rigid mum ~4~ is that its resistance ~o defor- 

h3 mation ~s proportional m she comac area. That is. in a 

barrier impac~ involving a ~arge contact area it reacts h~ 

hard~ absorbing much energy arid in a lower leg impact. 

because of the smail contact area. h is relatively soft h ] 

cross secti on 

bendin9 moment {n 
rear end member 
sweeping over rear axle 

hI h2 h3 

bumper height 

Figure 9. Bending moment in [he rear end ~nember due to 
~eren~ bumpe~ heights- 

Possible solutions 

In principle, there may be two ways to fulfill the conflict- 

ing requirements 

Finding a compromise with respect to bumper 

height, stiffness, protrusion and contact area. 

Looking gor other systems than. the conventional 

F~g~re 8. Passing ever curbstone or other obstacle, bumper, e.g. softnose or double bumper. 
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BUMPER FACED WITH ENERGY ABSORBING FOAM {11 Variation of stiffnessipro[rusvm ~initial conta:~ 

point approx. 360 mm above grounG, size o~ cadavers 

larger than 160 cm~. 

Two rigid foams were tested: 

® "’Soft" foam, large protrusion from the body. 

i o Stiff foam, small protrusion. 

~ 
As a result, with the relatively stiff bumper multiple 

fractures of fibula and tibia occurred, but no injuries to 

knee or ankle, whereas with the softer bumper, both. 

fractures and injuries to the joints occurred. 

(2) Initial contact area extended to bottom (figure 

~). 

/ 

// 

Figure 10. Deformation characteristics ~f rigid foam, resist- 
ance depending on volume of deformation. 

Both the local pressure m ~he bone a~d ~he bending 
Some of these bumper performances were tested at the 

moment to the leg ca~ be reduced wi~h a bumper which 
Institute of Forensic Medicine in Hannover (3), ~e essen- 

supports the lower leg in a large contact area. Accord~ 
tial results are summarized in table 3: 

ing to this, the bum~er was cor~ siderab/y ex~ended 

Table 3. Typical ~njuries in cadaver ~ests (3) wi~h diI~eren~ bottom (spoiler~. As a resu~I, multiple fractures ~,ffibu-~ 

bumper performances (impact speed approx. 32 kmth), la and tibia could be comple~el> avoided~ However. 

BUYER PERFORatE TYPICAL IRJURIES instead of fh~s. serious injuries ~o knee a~o ankle 

occurred. 
RIGID F0~, STIFF open crush fractures of fibula and 
{s~al 1 protrusion} no in jut{ es to knee and ankle { 3) Sot~nosei~umper lmegra~ed 

face (figure 12): 
RIGID gO~, SOFT both, ~naur{es to t~e ~nee and ankle [~ principle. ~here are two possibili{ies as m prevem 
(large pretrusion) and fractures of fibula and tibia 

car body damages 

B~NPER NI~ SPOILER injuries to ankle bumper regulations: ~i~her 
(large contact area) and fracsures of ~ne head of fibula b~mpeT is lower 

SOFT~OSE Do~n, injuries ~o knee and ankle 
(b~er integrated) and fractures of fibula and tibia 

~BLE B~NPER S~STEN simple fracture of fibula or ~o injuries 
pedes[riarl co]~sio~s wight suc~’ a so~~ose, [h( ini[ia~ 

(p~estrian buyer) to pones or joints i~ipacl occurs no~ only a~ ~he Io~ er leg. ra~her. ~e load 
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is distribt~ted flora top to bottom on both, lower leg and Evidently, it is difficult to futfi[1 contradictory 

t)mur: However, even with this system both, long bone requirements, pedestrian protection and normal oper- 

fractures and injuries to the joints occurred, ating requirements, with one simple bumper system. 
As a consequence, the possibility of two separated 
bumpers was investigated: the conventional one, rela- 
tively high positioned (approx. 450 mm) for energy 
abso~tion according to bumper standards and in minor 
collisions, and, in additiom another one positioned dis- 
tinctively lower (initial contact height less than 300 
mm), however slightly protruding (at least 20 mm) 
and significantly softer. In order to fiflfill the bumper 
standards, the pedestrian friendly bumper must either 

be deformable without pe~anent damages or tele- 
scopic, above a vehicle speed of 5 mph. In cadaver 
tests, with such a system no serious injuries occu~ed. 
Obviously, the suppo~ of the feet on the ground is 
reduced in time before the impact with the upper 
bumper occurred. As a consequence, the lower leg is 
pushed away from the bumper and, as a result, the 
loading to the leg is reduced. As is illustrated in figure 

F~g~e ~ 2~ S~n~se, ~ff~re~ ~e~f~rmanee~: bumper c~nt~ur 13, the "pedestrian bumper" is deformed distinctively 
~n ~ne w~ r~d~ator grille, due to a lower leg impact with approx. 32 kmih. 

{4) Double bumper (~g~res 13~ !4}: 
Consequences 

Particularly, when certain measures in the development 
of a car serve a number of goals at the same time, these goals 
are more easily realized. In this way, the smooth-surfaced 
design which serves to improve aerodynamics is also 
beneficial in pedestrian protection. However, the existing 
bumper per%rmance which results frem both normal 
operating requirements and regulations, greatly restricts a 
pedestrian friendly design. 

Of course, injuries which pedestrians suffer in collisions 
with moving cars certainly cannot simply be set off against 
damages to the car and repair costs in minor collisions2 
However, if on the one hand these injuries are damages to 
the car, economic aspects cannot be ignored in looking for 

F{g~re 13, Double bumper~ before an# after pedestrian ~mpact, technical solutions. Because, if a car is too expensive, 

customers may reject safety design features and may make 
their selection and decision by buying solely under financial 
aspects. "Fhis is particularly true with respect to pedestrian 
protection measures which do not have any benefit for the 
car owner. Under these circumstances., it is doubtful 
whether a complicated and expensive bumper perfo~ance 
such as the telescopic double bumper system, which may be 
a possible solution in the Nture even if designed as an 
aerodynamic spoiler, is a suitable design. 

On the contrary, the reduction of fatalities and injuries in 
spite of an increased number of accide~.ts indicates that 
other than technical solutions should be of higher priority, 
such as improvements in 

Traffic systems 
~ Road conditions 
~ Driver education. 

~#u~e 14. Project car A2000 (!981) w~th ~edestr~an ~r~end~y In our opinion, of major importance would be to prevent 

~oub~e bum~er, car~to-pedestrian collisions altogether, in particular, by 
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Pedestrian Casualties: The Decreasing Statistical Trend 
.~,~ 

’" Written Only Paper factors of evolution or origin of improvements in safety as 
regards pedestrians, are taken from various investigations, 

Harold Vallee, Christian Thomas, Claude the references of which are given at the end of the paper. 

Tarriere 
Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics Statistical Facts 

~, PEUGEOT S.A./RENAULT The fact most worthy of note is most certainly the huge 
¯ 

decrease in the number of pedestrian fatalities observed in 

Abstract western countries over the last fifteen years. It is in Japan 
and in the European Community that this evolution was the 

Protection of vulnerable road users and especially most appreciable since a reduction of around 50% of pedestrians is one of the problems to be solved in the field of 
fatalities against close to 25% in the U.S.A. was recorded 

road safety. 

~ Since the beginning of the seventies, many changes have 
(37% for the period 1972-1986) (figure 1). 

been observed in the magnitude of pedestrian casualties in 
most of the more motorized countries. The total number of 

~.~ _- pedestrian fatalities have been divided by 3 in West 
Germany (6,000 to 2,000) and by 2 for Japan and all Europe, 
while the vehicles in use greatly increased.                     ’ .... 

~. This interesting phenomenon is studied on the basis of ~.~- EUROPE 
" available world road statistics. Differences between ~.~- 

countries in terms of relative importance of pedestrian        ~o.~o_ 
casualties, accident areas, alcohol influence, age of victims,        ~.~ - 
violence of impact and risks are also given ..... 

Consequences of these statistical facts on improvement        ~.~_ 
in pedestrian protection are discussed. 

Introduction 
The figures quoted in the first descriptive part of our 

survey are taken from documents entitled "Statistics of 
Road Traffic Accidents in Europe", published by the UNO. Figure 1. Evolution of the number of pedestrian fatalities 

between 1970 and 1988 in European Economic community, 
The results given in the second part, devoted to various U.S.A. and Japan. 
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Within Europe, evolution varies according to the country. In 1970, for 7 EEC countries, more than a quarter of road 

Thus, the greatest decreases especially affect the most mo- fatalities were pedestrians. In 1986, this same proportion no 

torized countries (West Germany: 66%; Denmark: 59%; longer applies to only 3 European countries (figure 4). 

Belgium: 56%; Italy: 53%; Netherlands: 48%; France: 
,ot --39- 

4o 

49%) except for 2 countries where this decrease was lower 
(Ireland: 37%; United Kingdom: 34%). As for less mo- 
torized countries, either the decrease was much more mod- 
est (Spain: 5%), or there was a considerable increase 
(Greece: more than 20%). Another interesting fact, involv- 20 

ing the classification of the various countries of the Euro- 
pean Community in respect to the number of pedestrian 
fatalities in 1970, remains unchanged in 1986, except for 1o_ -- -~1 -- -~o 

Greece (figure 2). 

¯ 
"’~ Figure 4. Evolution of the p.roportion (in %) of pedestrian fatal- 

3.~o2 .3,o~ ities among all road fatahties between 1970 and 1986 in 10" 
3,ooo 

European countries. 
2.o~ ¯ 2,o~ *Are not taken into account: 

x,~ . ,.,,:,x --Portugal (data non available), 
--Luxembourg (weakness of cases) 

In 1986, within the EEC, only the United Kingdom and 

1.o~ 7~o. 1.ooo Ireland still record a third of all road deaths as being 

~[--~2 ~ ~ ~ pedestrians. 
~ ......... ̄  .......... ~ ~"~"~ ~"~^"~ Another pertinent sign is the pedestrian mortality rate 

............................................ (figure 5). Its evolution expresses a significant drop in all 
the countries of the European Community between 1970 

Figure 2. Evolution of the number of pedestrian fatalities be- 
tween 1970 and 1986 in 10" European countries, and 1986. This rate has thus been divided by 2 (Denmark, 
¯ Are not taken into account: Ireland, France and Italy) and even by 3 (West Germany, 

--Portugal (data non available) 
--Luxembourg (weakness of cases) Netherlands). The drop is less in 3 other countries (United 

Kingdom: 36%, Spain: 17% and Belgium: 11%). 

In a context of diminution in number of road fatalities in A relative equalizing of the rates around 3% is to be noted 

western countries, the very considerable decrease in pedes- in 1986 (except for the Netherlands, where the risk for the 

trian fatalities is expressed by an exemplary reduction of pedestrian is lowest), while in 1970 their disparity was 

their share among the total number of deaths. The reduction large. 

of this share was greater in Japan than in Europe (figure 3). 

JAPAN 
i 

2"~ 
~.o 3.,~ 4 

t 
~l~ ~ Figure 5" EvOlutiOn Of pedestrian mOrtality rates between 1970 

and 1986 in 9* European countries, 
¯ Are not taken into account: 

--Greece and Portugal (data non available, 

~ ~ T- - - 
~.s ~ --Luxembourg (weakness of cases) 

~o ~    7~    7~    78    ~0 82|    ~    ~ = 
The share of children under 16 years oldI among all 

Figure 3. Evolution (in %) of the proportion of p.e._de.st.rians 
killed among all road fatalities in Japan, Europe ano UtiA auring 

~ International statistics collections bring together children of under 16 years old, 

last fifteen years. 
The finest distinctions reveal certain effects of size among pedestrians. 
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pedestrian fatalities dropped in Europe from 21% to 15% on For all European countries, the distribution of pedestrian 
average between 1976 and 1986 (figure 6). In 1986, this fatalities according to area remained stable, on average, 
same share is variable from one country to another: in the 

over the last 15 years (around 31%). However, countries 
region of 10% (West Germany, Italy) or around 15% (Spain, 

where the share of fatalities outside built-up areas is on the 
Belgium, France, United Kingdom, Denmark and Nether- 

decrease (Denmark, France, Netherlands and West Ger- lands); the proportion of children among all pedestrians 
killed attains 28% in Ireland. many) are those in which the highest drop in pedestrian 

fatalities is recorded (figure 8). 

Figure 6. Evolution of the proportion of children (1 to 15 years 
old) among pedestrian fatalities between 1970 and 1986 in 9" 
European countries. 
*Are not taken into account: 

~Greece and Portugal (data non available, 
mLuxembourg (weakness of cases) Figure 8. Evolution of the proportion of pedestrians killed in 

rural areas (in %) among all pedestrian fatalities between 1970 
and 1986 in 7* European countries. 

In Europe over the same period, the demographic share of *Are not taken into account: 
this age group fell from 24% to 19% on average. The 2 mBelgium, Greece and Portugal (data non available) 

countries in which the drop in demographic share of chil- ~Luxembourg (weakness of cases) 

dren under 16 years old is greatest (West Germany and 
Netherlands) are those where the decrease in the share of Factors of Evolution 
children among all pedestrian fatalities was the most 

These are multiple. Some are the product of social 
appreciable, 

changes. Others are due to actions undertaken in the fields 
Except from 3 countries (United Kingdom, Denmark and 

Ireland), the share of elderly people among pedestrian fatal- of primary safety and secondary safety. 

ities is rising: their share, which was 39% in 1970, Social factors 
amounted to 42% on average for Europe in 1986 (figure 7). 

The extent of their respective influence is difficult on The demographic share of elderly people more than 64 
years old is rising slightly: it passed from 13% to 14% on account of their tight overlapping. Two of them have un- 
average for Europe between 1970 and 1986. questionable effects. 

(1) The drop in birthrate observed in western countries 

i ~, ~o ~ t ~o for several decades is one of the reasons for the decrease in 

~ -- ~ "~ ~o the share of children among pedestrian fatalities. 
For elderly people, their increase in the p~pulation ex- 

:o plains them maintaining the place they occupy among"pe-~ 
destrians killed. However, various observations allow it to 
be thought that the share of elderly people among pedestrian 

victims could diminish. An American survey (1)* (table 1) 

shows that the share of trips made on foot by elderly people 

is constantly decreasing in favour of trips in motor cars. 

This same survey notes the constant increase of driving 

licence holders among elderly people: 43% licence holders 

Figure 7. Evolution of the proportion of elderly people (64 among people more than 65 years old in 1969 and 62% in 
years old) among pedestrian fatalities between 1970 and 1986 

1983. in 9* European countries. 
*Are not taken into account: 

~Greece and Portugal (data non available) 
~Luxembourg (weakness of cases) *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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Table 1. Distribution of person trips by age and mode of Secondary safety 
transportation. 

Since the beginning of the seventies, numerous research 
,Be programs have been conducted in that direction and the 

~ear     ~e 5~-7, 75-0, 55 ÷ All Ases 
results have already been applied to motor vehicle 

1977 Pessense~" Car 83.1 75.8 70.1 83.8 

W~t~R 12.2 20.7 25.9 9.3 construction. 
Other 4.7 3.5 5.0 6.9 

-- Such is the case of the reduction of aggressivity of bump- 
~00 ~00 ~o0 ~00 ers in relation to predestrians’ lower limbs: elimination of 

~ ~ ..... 8~r c~ ~., ~,.0 7~.0 ~,.7 pl by ,al~ 8.~ ~2.0 ,.7 5.8 metal "blade" type bumpers, re acement shields con- 
O1;her 3.8 3.4 7.5 6.4 

sisting of materials with fibre base (in 10 years, the thick- 
~00 ~00 ~00 ~00 ness of bumpers of newly registered vehicles has doubled). 

The disappearance of sharp angles on the front edges of 

The effect of rural depopulation (61% of the French pop- bonnets and wings, retractable exterior rearview mirrors," 

ulation was urban in 1960 against 69% in 1982), which is elimination of gutter channels on windscreen pillars, gluing 

going to continue according to all the forecasts, will contin- of laminated windscreens opposing severe impact of the 

ue to lead to a reduction in pedestrian fatalities: the pedestri- head of pedestrian against the dashboard or the steering 
an mortality rate in Europe in 1986 was 15 killed for 100 wheel, recessing of windscreen wiper shafts under the back 
victims outside built-up areas against 3 killed for 100 vic- end of the bonnet constitute a list, not exhaustive, of various 
tims in built-up areas, recent appointments in zones struck by the heads of 

Primary safety pedestrians. 

This is the framework of all accident prevention actions 
These appointments are directly inspired by the lessons 

certainly involving the public community, but also car 
drawn fromtheconstructionofexperimental safety vehicles 

manufacturers, 
undertaken as far back as the middle of the seventies. Table 

The knowledge acquired by the survey on behaviour of 2 summarizes the principal characteristics of a few experi- 

children at crosswalks (2) (3) has enabled education pro- 
grams to be worked out, where the child, as pedestrian, then 
motor cyclist and future car driver, is trained in the rules of 
road traffic. Evaluation studies of such programs are at 

Table 2. Characteristics and estimated gain for 4 experimental 

present lacking, but we think that the effect of such is real. 
safety vehicles. 

Numerous surveys have revealed the important role of 
~,,~..,~o~ ~ ~0,_~ mm0~ s~ sm~.~ 
vehicle - P~I - ULS 104 - E.P.U.R.E. - U.S,S. 

alcohol in pedestrian accidents. In France, according to (4), 
~,, <8~ <8> 

among those presumed responsible for fatal .accidents, pe- 
destrians, with alcohol blood count 45% higher than the ~.~,~t -5~,~ -~.~,t -~,~ - 
legal rate, constitute the class of users most frequently under =,~,, _- ~=~,~"t ,o~°~ - ~’~’~,~,~ ,~,,*"~ _" ~’~=~,~-.,,~°~ -- 

the effect of alcohol. In Great Britain, according to (5), 74% ~’~°~t ~o,~e’ _ =~,~,~-.,~’e~ ,o,,~o=, ~=, 

of the pedestrians killed during "drink-drive hours" (from ~,~,,~,,, e~,~o.~ ~,*-,~ o~ ~,~’,~ ~ 
10 p.m. to 4 a.m.) had a positive alcohol blood count, against ~.,~,~to~ o~ ~,, o~=~t, ,~=, t, o~ 

14% outside those hours. In the U.S.A., according to (6), in ~ ..... t,,,~ ,~,~, - ,,,.~ ~,~, - ~,=~ - 

49% of fatal pedestrian accidents, either the pedestrian, or 
the driver of the vehicle involved, or one and the other, had a ,~=~t 

positive alcohol blood count. This finding has enabled the ~,~o~ ~, ~.~ ,0=. ~,~,~,. ,~ ~ht 8o~" ~o~ ~,,t~*,, h~ 
embodiment of a policy of prevention by education or re- 

~-to,lt~ 40to *hoekk=ih’ buti$ Itediocro.it peincipal lU inuol~ lld~el~ p~dlt~iane goose toleeo~¢o 

pression by alcohol tests at and away from accidents. The ~,,~¢ti,~ i, This pot.nti°llu* ¢oln¢,en$ 80 to 80 ~l of injured ~>,d,$~.eiort$ 

installation of devices preventing vehicles from being start- 
~,o~t~ to °g, ol ui¢til~) ~oe eol li$ion$ up ~o 40 k~ih. 

ed by drunken drivers is technically feasible for habitual 
¯ ~o~=~th,~o,~,* t,e ~o.o~o~ ...... ~ ~o~t 

offenders. ,~ not °tteibutoblt to the ~hi¢llt. 

In the field of road infrastructure, numerous efforts have 
already produced results. These basically cover better man- 
agement of crossroads and separation of traffic: diversion of 
inter-urban road traffic towards motorways and express- mental vehicles together with an estimation of the gain 
ways has the effect of leading to a reduction in pedestrian - 

obtained by the appointments incorporated. It is to be noted 
fatalities outside built-up areas. 

In the automotive technology sector, the enhanced per- that the only beneficiaries would be the injured, as fatal 

formances of braking systems and the improvement in visi- 
accidents take place at speeds lying beyond the perform- 

bility from the driving position have also individually con- ances of the counter-measures tested (figures 9-10-11 and 

tributed towards the decrease in accidents. 12). 
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Figure 9. Cumulative impact speed distribution for non minor Figure 12. Cumulative impact speed distribution for severely 
injuries and pedestrian fatalities, injured and pedestrian fatalities. 

Discussion 
Demographic changes, current upheavals in modes of 

transportation used, together with better assimilation of 
individuals to "civilization of the automobile", on their 

lOO9o ~ f~ ---7 own combine to the continuing decrease in pedestrian 

../" 
/ 

victims in western countries. 
~o / It is nevertheless possible to take action to accelerate this 
7o       /                                             favourable evolution. We think however that the 

/ 

6o t’ perspectives offered by secondary safety will be limited to 

~o. / less severe collisions only. There are several reasons for 
this. 

~ --No, fota~ ¯ The limits dictated by the performances of 
30- 

i1 
F~t~ experimental counter-measures exclude any 

~o. influence on pedestrian mortality in the present 
lo- state of knowledge. 

~/~ ¯ Research has not succeeded in overcoming 
lo ~ .... o ..... o certain contradictions. Thus, for example: a raised 

Figure 10. Cumulative impact speed distribution for fatal and bonnet nose tends to reduce the velocity of impact 
non fatal pedestrian collisions, of the head of an adult pedestrian, but it 

contributes to aggravating the impact of the 
thorax of a child. 

¯ The dimensional constraints to which cars are 
subjected oppose installation of the best 
performing "soft noses". 

¯ Some appointments risk being the source of 

/ ///.~ ..... 

wastage: taking into acount the discounted 
’° 

// 

performances of the counter-measures; in 
66- consideration of their low "statistical 
70. 

~/~ profitability" taking into account the evolution of 
6o. /’1 ~ the fall in risk per motor vehicle (division by 2 of 
~o. 

///~[ / 

the number of pedestrians killed and increase of 
~o. around 60% in the number of registered vehicles 

over the last 15 years); by entailing rising repair 
costs for low-speed impacts against other I 

~o _ obstacles (15). 

i ,./, Primary safety seems to be the most realistic way, and we 

,o can be allowed to think that it is by pursuing all the 
prevention actions led in that direction, that the most 

Figure 1i. Cumulative impact speed distribution for non minor substantial improvements for the community will be 
injuries and pedestrian fatalities, observed in the future. 
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l’Alcoolisme en France, ann6e 1984, Documentation 
Conclusions 

Francaise, Service du Premier Ministre. 
The statistical evolutions of the last 15 years have (5) Road accidents Great Britain, 1987, Department of 

modified the order of priorities of safety actions for western Transport. 
countries. In Japan and in Europe, the number of pedestrian (6) Fatal accident reporting system, 1987, US 
fatalities has been divided by two. Department of Transportation (NHTSA). 

Several of the causes of this evolution are independent of " (7) PSC 1--A demonstration car with improvement for 
the actions undertaken in the field of safety (demographic pedestrian protection, Transport and Road Research 
factors, rural depopulation). According to all the forecasts, Laboratory, 10th ESV 1979. 
their effect should continue in the years to come. (8) ULS 104 Peugeot and pedestrian protection, 7th ESV 

The reduction of the most aggressive zones on cars has 1979. 
contributed to reducing the gravity of collisions with (9) "Pedestrian protection: Special features of Renault 
pedestrians. The performances demonstrated with EPURE", G. Ttcherbatcheff, 7th ESV 1979. 
experimental safety vehicles do not allow a reduction in (10) "Am6nagement d’un v6hicule stir pour le piston", 
mortality to be envisaged if the appointments tested were USS action th6matique programm6e 1974, Minist~re des 
generalized on motor cars. Transports. 

Primary safety actions (infrastructure, education, (11) "Rappels accidentologiques concernant les pi6tons 
alcohol) seem to be the most realistic and efficient, impliqu6s dans les accidents de la route", C. Thomas et H. 

Vall6e, Soci6t6 des Ing6nieurs de l’Automobile, France n. 
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Technical Session 6B 
Motorcycle Safety 

Chairman: Hiroshi Kizawa, Japan 

Risk of Leg Injuries to MotorcyclistsmPresent Situation and 
Countermeasures 

A. Sporner, K. Langwieder, J. Polauke, Case material 
HUK-Verband 
Federal Republic of Germany The data base of the Automobile Engineering Depart- 

ment of the HUK-Verband contains 1,062 traffic accidents 

Introduction involving motorised two-wheelers. The structure of this 
data material, which has been compiled from insurance 

Leg protection, a safety element which, in recent times, records, police reports and expert opinions, corresponds 
has been attracting more and more attention, since it seems 

closely to the distribution of the individual vehicle types and 
to represent an unlimited reduction of the risk of injury to 

the consequences of the accidents according in the official 
motorcyclists involved in accidents, 

statistics. All those cases have been filtered out of this data 
How can this be assessed from the point of view of real- 

life accidents? material in which the lower extremities of the motorcyclist 

There is no doubt that it is the lower extremities of a were injured in the accident. Here the lower extremities 

motorcyclist in an accident which are especially exposed to include the following parts of the body: foot, lower leg, 

a high injury risk. But, in addition to this, a large number of knee, thigh and the pelvic region, the latter covering only 

concomitant injuries result, which, however, in terms of injuries to the bones. The lower leg injuries were broken 

frequency and severity, also influence the overall injury down into injuries to the flesh and to the bones. 
picture. This resulted in material for the study from 487 traffic 

accidents with a distribution of the vehicle types and acci- 
dent consequences according to figures 2a and 2b. 

¯ 
’~’1 According to official statistics 

[~! 

¯ lighUy injured 

........................................................................................................... ¯ injured 

2.0% 

~ver, e~ injured 
33.2% 

Figure 2a. Distribution of the accident (according to official 
statistics). 

According to HUK material 

Figure 1. Total injuries of a motorcyclist involved in an ss.2% 
accident. 

The fact that simple injuries occur extremely rarely in 3.6% 
motorcycle accidents and that the motorcyclist’s body is 
always injured in several places also indicates the diffi- ~ inl-~ 
culties which can arise when parts of the accident sequence 28.3% 

are examined in isolation. 
Figure 2b. Distribution of the accident (according to HUK This paper will therefore try to describe those parameters material). 

from real-life accidents which are mainly responsible for 
causing the injuries, and, moreover, to present an assess- The removal of a specific subset from the total amount of 
ment of what influence the injury mechanics have on the material resulted in a shift in the distribution of the vehicle 
injury picture, while paying special regard to the problems types, since the proportion of the lighter two-wheelers 
surrounding the lower extremities, decreased. 
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This might be a first indication that the sequence of the accident. The proportion of those severely and fatally in- 

accident will be of significance when injuries are caused to jured (MAIS 5 and 6) shows the frequency that can be 

the lower extremities, because this clearly differs in the case expected for the consequences to the whole body, although 

of lighter and heavier motorcycles, the injuries to the legs, for example, were only slight. 

All the considerations that follow therefore refer to this 
subset. 

[%1 

First, the distribution of injuries to the lower extremities 
6o 
40 

is shown without comparison and only with an indication of 20 
the individual degrees of severity, so that it is possible to o 

4     
:i0 I I~]"8 A 6 assess the frequencies within this region of the body. 

Lower part of Lower Leg 
(bones) Body 

NO.[ 
(bones) AII~ 9    8.4 

AI1S 

No. % 2 40 I 37.4 
38 55.1 

3 53 I 49.5 
2 7 10.1 4 4 8.6 [lower extremities] 
3 23 33.3 5 1 0.9 
4 1 1.5 6 - I 

am MAIB 1 ~ M&IB 2 ~ MAIS 3 
5 - 
6 ~ 107 (12.6) ~1~ MAIS 4 ~ MAIS 5 E~ MAIS 6 

~" 69 (8.1) Figure 4. Injuries to the lower extremities compared with the 
Lower Leg overall injury severity. (Comparison of AIS lower extremities 

Thigh (Flesh) with MAIS.) 
AII~ 

NO. % 

133 78.2 

AI1S 

NO. % 

3~ 

18.2 67 50.0 2 

2 34 24.7 3 3.6 For the degrees of injury severity to the head a similar 
3 32 23.4 4 - 

4 4 2.9 5 picture emerges up to AIS 2, since here, too, the total injury 
5 - 6 

severity may be higher than the injury to the head. About 6 
~ 170 (20.1) 

~- 137 (16.1) 40% of all the motorcyclists injured sustained more severe 

Fool injuries than to the head, when the latter had a maximum 
K,ee AIS of 2. But it can be said that from AIS 3 the head injury 

AIIS 

No. 

AI~;    NO. 

% 85 62.9 
185 80.1 2 37 27.4 determines the total injury severity, because there is no case 

2 3~ 14.~ 3 ~2 6.9 
3 13 

I 5.6 4 1 0.8 in which the MAIS was higher than the head injury. 

6 

Z 231 (27.2) 
~" 135 (15.9) 

[%] ,oo - i, Figure 3. Frequency and severity of injuries to the lower 80 

extremities. 40 

0 

Injuries to the knee amount to 27.2% and thus range at the uniej, ,IS1 AIS2 ~_~_~ AIS6 

top of the frequency distribution. If the injury severity is MAIS 6 1,: // 100 

also included, it can be seen that the most serious injuries 
MAIS 5 0,! 3,2 

i,oollOO MAI8 4 2,~ 4,8 9,7 

occur to the lower leg, even if the single case of an AIS 5 is MAIS 3 19, 29,8 25,8 100 

not taken into consideration. MAIS 2 2! 28,6 61,3 

LM_A s 1 50 78,8 

Comparison with the overall injury picture [head] 

The presentation of the distribution of the injuries to the am 

lower extremities alone says nothing about the significance 
am u^,3 4 ~ M~s 5 ~ .^~s 6 

of the leg injuries. Only in conjunction with the overall Figure 5. Injuries to the head compared to the overall injury 
injury picture is it possible to make an assessment. The severity. (Comparison of AIS head with MAIS.) 

following figures are therefore intended to supply a compar- 
This presentation can be made even more specific, if the ison between individual injuries and the overall injury se- 

verity (MAIS), both for the injuries to the lower extremities body regions head, trunk and upper extremities are included 

and in comparison with them for the head injuries, in the comparison. 

Figure 4 shows the injuries to the lower extremities from In this case, the question is: Which injuries to the head, 

the degrees of severity 1 to 5. There are no cases of AIS 6, trunk or to the upper extremities does a motorcyclist sustain 

which indicates that no motorcyclist has directly died as a when he has an injury to the lower extremities with an AIS 

result of injuries to the lower extremities at the scene of the of 1, 2 or 3? The result is summarised in the next chapter. 
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Upper parts of the body in comparison to the influence of the effect of the forces affecting the motorcy- 

severity of the injuries to the lower clist’s body in an accident. 

extremities From AIS 2 to the lower extremities the injuries to the 
trurd~ are greater than, for example, to the head. This allows 

In these descriptions the body is divided up into 4 regions, 
the conclusion that when there is an impact during the 

In each case the lower extremities are shown in conjunction 
accident resulting in an injury to the lower extremities with 

with the head, the trurtk and the upper extremities. Each an AIS of 2, the energy has to be so great that even the 
figure shows the maximum degree of severity AIS 1 to 3 for motorcyclist’s trunk is detrimentally affected. 
the lower extremities. This group of injured persons is con- In 54.6% of the cases in which the motorcyclist had an 
nected in each case with all the possible degrees of severity injury with a maximum AIS of 2 the injuries to the trunk 
of injuries to the head, the trunk and to the upper were above AIS 2. It is even more negative if the AIS 3 
extremities, injuries to the lower extremities are compared in connection 

with the slight injuries to the trunk (AIS 1 and 2). In this case 70.0~. ~ 
[] Mox. AIS ~ ¯ Uox. AIS 2 

i 
only 38.4% of the motorcyclists involved in an accident 

¯ Uox. AIS 3 

" 
I 

have slight injuries to the trunk. 
50.0~ The comparison between upper and lower extremities 

fo fhe lower extremities 

40.0x- produces less information which is helpful in solving the 
injury problems of the lower extremities. 

It emerges that the majority of the injuries range between 
AIS 1 and 3, and the probability of sustaining an equivalent 
AIS to the upper extremities increases with the injury sever- 

o.0~ ity to the lower extremities. 
AIS 1 AIS 2 AIS 3 AIS 4 AIS 5 AIS 6 

Head J 8o.o~.. 

Figure6, Maximum AIS to the lower extremities in comparison 
7o.ox- 

[] Max. Al$ 1 . Max. AIS 2 

to the injuries of the head. ¯ ~ax. AIS 3 

I fo the lower extremities 
50.C 

[] Max. AIS 1 . Max. AIS 2 

¯ Max. AIS 3 
20.0~. 

to fhe lower extremities 
10.0~ 

40.0~                                                                                              0.0~ 

AIS 1        AIS 2        AIS 3        AIS 4       AIS 5        AIS 6 
30.0~ ~ 

Upper exfremifies 

20.0~, ~ ~ 

Figure 8. Maximum AIS to the lower extremities in comparison 
to the injuries of the upper extremities. 

I AIS 1 AIS 2 AIS 3 AIS 4 AIS 5 AIS 6 

Trunk J The injuries to the lower extremities therefore represent 
an essential part of the injury picture of a motorcyclist 

Figure 7. Maximum AIS to the lower extremities in comparison 
involved in an accident. So every effort to lower this risk to the injuries of the trunk. 
should be examined to ultimately achieve an improvement. 

The comparison with the head injuries shows that even in But as the sequence of movements in a motorcycle accident 

the case of an AIS 1 to the leg 38.8% of the head injuries are contains a large number of possible variants it is necessary 

above AIS 1. If the motorcyclist sustains an injury to the leg to analyse in even greater detail the way in which the inju- 

with a maximum AIS of 2 it can be assumed that in about ries develop so that no unwanted side effects are obtained. 

34% of the cases an injury to the head occurs which is The next thing that is necessary to do is therefore to clarify 

equally severe or more severe, the origin of the injuries and to describe the various accident 
sequences which result in the corresponding injuries. Inas- On the other hand, it can be concluded from the presenta- 
far as the case material allows, the vehicle type will also be tion that in the case of an AIS of 3 to the lower extremities 
examined as a parameter, since the different accident se- 

about two-thirds sustained only slight head injuries, i.e, a 
head injury of an AIS of 1 or 2. 

quences are also due to the vehicle. The knowledge thus 
obtained will then help in making decisions which will lead 

For the body regions of the trunk and upper extremities to the optimum design of a leg protection element. 
more diversified accident consequences result. Here, too, it 
is clear that fatal consequences are not to be expected in the The cause of injuries 
case of injuries in the area of the arms. But the diagram also In the search for improvements the most important ques- 
shows, especially in the case of injuries to the trunk, the first lion is the one involving the origin of injuries. For a motor- 
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cyclist involved in an accident, the injuries principally re-      FRONT 471~ {223~                right $~DE 15.7~(223} 

suit from three parameters. 

1. Injuries through the forces exerted by the accident 

opponent 

2. Injuries through falling after separation from the 

motorcycle 

3. Injuries caused by the motorcyclist’s own vehicle 

In real-life accidents the third point can only be seen in 

the rarest cases without the involvement of an accident 

opponent. In most cases these injuries arise through the leg 

being wedged m or. in the case of glance-off collisions. 

when the leg has no room to escape. But even in these cases Figure 10. First contact in a tension with a two-wheeler. 
the effect of the accident opponent is responsible for caus- 

ing the injury, In our case material, in collisions with a car, tance, So much on the question as to which part of the 

the proportion of injuries which resulted from the influence vehicle causes the injuries when a collision with a car oc- 

of the accident opponent was 80%. In 20% of all motorcycle curs. But it cannot be concluded from this account what the 

collisions there was no contact between the accident oppo- directions of the forces are which affect the motorcycle. 

nent and the motorcyclist’s lower extremities. In these cases This question will be answered in the next chapter, which 

the injury resulted from the circumstances of skidding on deals with the directions of the ~mpact against the 

the road or hitting an obstacle, motorcycle. 

A more detailed breakdown of the cases in which a con- 

tact between a motorcyclist and a car as an accident oppo- 
Impact d~rections against the motorcycle 

nent occurred shows that the edges in the front area of the The influence of the vehicle type on the accident type and 

car produced about two-thirds of the injuries and were thus thus on the aggressive direction of the forces has already 

the main cause, been clearly presented from previous works. 

Smaller motorized two-wheelers are hit more frequently 

by the accident opponent, while larger and heavier motorcy- 

cles more frequently collide head-on with their accident 

opponent. This systematic pattern naturally also has consid- 

erable influence on the cause of the injuries. The following 

diagram shows the distribution ~f the ~mpact directinns 

against the two-wheelers, broken down into the groups 

Mofa. Moped, Mokick and light powered motorcycle (Ger- 

man = Leichtkraftrad, Lkr), motorcycle. 

In the case of the heavier motorcycles~ the main impact 

direction is in the front of the bike~ while in the case of the 

lighter two-wheelers it is less in the front than the sides of 

the vehicle, particularly the left s~de, which are struck more 

often, This difference results, as already mentioned, from 

Figure 9. Typical damage to edges o~ ~ ear, the distribution of the accident types. Bu! the collismn 

speeds of the vehicles involved are a~so dependent ~m the 
Impact areas of the accident opponent accident type and they, in turn. provide informatmn on the 

In a collision with a car, part of the car always touches the energy applied. For the collision speeds of motorized two- 

motorcyclist. Below. the vehicle areas are presented which wheelers the l’ollowing picture emerges for the combined 

first come into contact with the motorcycle. In the course of areas front, side and rear. 

an accident it is quite possible that further damage is caused About 10% of all accidents occur when the speed of the 

to the accident opponent, but this has not been taken into two-wheeler is over 60 kph. lnthecaseofimpactareasatthe 

consideration here. front of the two-wheeler, the higher speeds predominate. 

The front of the accident opponent, in our case of the car, although here, too. no more than 135% were above 60 kpho 

is the area which most frequently comes into contact with The main speeds range from 16 to 60 kp4~. If the collision 

the motorcycle. It is the edges, that is the transition point speed of an accident opponent’s car is examined it becomes 

between the bonnet and the mudguards, which rank first in clear that here the essential speeds are even lower, namely 

the distribution within the front section, between 16 and 45 kph. 

The side areas are dominated by the left side of the car, For the findings of this chapter the evaluation was supple- 

while the rear section of the car is only of secondary impor- mented by a question regarding the first contact between the 
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Figure 11. Impact directions against the motorcycle. MOFA Moped Mokick 

Collision speeds of the two-wheeler 
two-wheeler driver or vehicle and the accident opponent. impact areas front, side, rear on the two-wheeler 
For this purpose, the two-wheeler was divided up into the 

vK Front Side Rear Total .=, following areas: 

; [kph] % % % % A. Front wheel. 

" " > 100 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.5 B~ Side of front wheel with fork. 

81 - 100 3.1 0.0 7.1 2.7 C. Motor, tank and driver’s leg. 
61 - 30 9.8 2.3 0.0 7.7 D. Rear part of the motorcycle without leg. 
46-60 28.8 9.1 7.1 23.5 E. Rear wheel. 
31-45 28.2 43.1 7.1 29.9 
16-30 22.7 34.1 50.2 26.7 The following picture emerged from the information 

~ ~ - 15 6,8 9.1 21.4 8.1 known, broken down according to vehicle types. 
0 0.0 2.3 7.1 0.9 

Moped.. Motorcycle Total 
100 100 100 100 

Area of the firet A 32.6% 42.2% 38.8% 
Figure 12. Collision speeds of the two-wheeler and collision contact with the 
areas of the two-wheeler, two-wheeler B 30.4% 24.8% 26.9% 

C 28.2% 29.9% 29.3% 

Collison speed of the car D 4.4% 2.1% 2.9% 
impact areas front, side, rear on the two-wheeler                   E 4.4%       0.8%      2.1% 

V~ Front Side Rear    Total 
Figure 14. Area of the first contact with the two-wheeler. 

. [kphi % % % 

¯ 
> 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

The impact directions described above are very similar to 

81- 100 0.5 2.1 20.0 1.6 this picture; the deviations result from the fact that this 

61 - 80 3.1 0.0 30.0 3.6 picture includes all the accident opponents--from the car to 

46-60 3.1 8.5 0.0 4.0 the truck--and the areas were defined differently. But the 
31-45 4.1 10.6 10,0 5,6 result is completely confirmed. 

_ 16- 30 20.1 31.9 30.0 22.7 In about 70% of the cases the first contact and thus the 
- 15 65.0 46.9 i0.0 59.3 - first application of force, too, occurs with such parts of the 

0 4.1 0.0 0.0 3.2 
vehicle as the front wheel, side of the front wheel or the rear 

100 100 100 1 O0 wheel. In about 30% of the cases, the lower extremities are 

Figure 13. Collision speeds of the opponent car and collision , struck first, or the area of the two-wheeler which is covered 
area of the two-wheeler, by the lower extremities. 
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The differences between the vehicle types again indicate from behind and at an angle from behind are relatively 

the different accident types in which the smaller motorized seldom. Nevertheless, here, too, suitable protective ele- 

two-wheelers are more often struck in the side and the ments should be sought, since leg injuries, especially in 

heavier motorcycles collide more often head on with the view of the costs they cause to the national economy, are a 

accident opponent, significant factor. More on this in the next chapter. 

If only the areas in which a part of the lower extremities 
are struck, that is the area of the motor and the tank, are 

[Degree] 

concentrated upon, it is again possible to estimate the load 166-160 ~.ar. ~\ / ~ 
applied from the distribution of the collision speeds.                ¯ 

136-165 ~.6~* 
~180 

106-135 ~6.4~, oL ~ 
60~=- 

[ Collision speeds 

50~- 

[] Accident ] 46--75 ........ ~ ......... 2.0~* 

40~- 
opponent 

[] Two-wheeler 16-45 

20X. 0.0~. 10.0~ 20.0~ 30’.0~ 40.0X 

Figure 16 Impact directions when impact was in the leg area. 
10~ 

0~ Costs of the accidents consequences 
0 km/h 0-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-80 nber 81 

km/h km/h km/h km/h km/h km/h 
The division into AIS-values is a possible way of classi- 

Figure 15 Collision speeds of the two-wheeler and accident fying the consequences of traffic accidents. But it only 
opponent when the first contact was in the area of the two- 
wheeler driver’s leg. considers the personal consequences, and does not allow an 

assessment of the equally important social effects. For this 
The speeds of the accident opponent are relatively low. reason an attempt has been made in the following tables to 

Over 50% of the accident opponents were stationary or not relate the severity of the injuries which are caused to the 

moving faster than 15 kph when the contact between the two different parts of the lower extremities to the costs which 
road-users took place, arise. 

The speeds of the two-wheeler are at a higher level. In this Publication No. 73 of the "Forschungsvereinigung Auto- 

case over 50% of the two-wheeler’s collision speeds are mobiltechnik" was used for ascertaining the costs of the 

over 30 kph. Here, too, the first findings can be inferred for accident consequences. In this work the costs of the conse- 

the conception of a leg protection, since the energy applied quences are broken down into costs of treatment (for in- and 

by the accident opponent and the two-wheeler’s kinetic out-patients) and into economic costs, which are worked out 

energy require different solutions. Excessive energy from by a special calculation. The economic costs (abbreviated 

the accident opponent causes almost insoluble problems, EC) per case are, to a large extent, determined by the "re- 

while, on the other hand, solutions can be found when the duction in the capacity to work" and by the "pension for 

two-wheeler’s kinetic energy dominates. Here, however, injured persons" that has been granted. For a more detailed 

the further effects of the kinetic energy of the two-wheeler description of how these costs arise you are referred to the 

and of its driver must also be taken into account. More on literature. 

this in the chapter on the influence of leg protection on the An examination of the HUK-material shows that 487 

trajectory, people received a total of 948 individual injuries to the 

Next only the area of the two-wheeler is to be examined lower extremities. This results on average therefore to 1.7 

which is covered by the lower extremities of the driver, or, in injuries to the lower extremities per person. 

other words, only those accidents in which the forces were For all the injuries to the individual parts of the motor- 

directed to the middle of the two-wheeler, i.e. the leg and the cyclist’s lower extremities there is a wide gap between the 

corresponding parts of the two-wheeler. To simplify this costs of treatment and the economic costs. On average the 

both sides are combined. EC exceed the costs of treatment by a factor of 10. 
As was expected, the main directions of the forces are Particularly in the case of the lower leg it becomes clear 

between 0 and 75 degrees. But this time the area directly at that there is not necessarily a linear connection between the 

the front is not struck so frequently as was observed from the degree of accident severity and the costs. Open fractures 

impact directions against the whole vehicle. In this case it is require more intensive treatment than closed multiple frac- 

mainly a question of glance-off collisions which do not play tures. The effect of wound infection in the case of open 

a dominant role in the accident scene but which, neverthe- injuries is clearly more prominent in the table showing the 

less, cannot be ignored. The consequences of glance-off costs of injury consequences. 

collisions of this kind can be disastrous, since in these cases A comparison of pelvis, hip and thigh with the knee, 

it is often necessary to amputate limbs. An impact of forces lower leg and foot reveals a difference in the level of the 
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economic costs. It is noteworthy that the follow-on costs for the corresponding vehicle parts in the first contact during 
injuries to those parts of lower extremities which are fur- the accident sequence are examined. 
thest from the vital organs amount up to more than 100,000.- In the following two tables the parts of the motorcycle 
DM in accordance with AIS 2 or more. So here, too, it again and the areas of the accident opponent which are the first to 
emerges that an injury to the lower extremities is of a signif- touch each other in the accident are contrasted. Of course, it 
icance which should not be underestimated, is the front of the accident opponent in Energy Type 1 which 

~o~o~n ~ones) is most frequently the first contact area. The corresponding 
,~,.b~,~ rh~h parts on the motorcycle are distributed in the following 

.......................... order: leg area/front wheel and rear area. 

............................... In just over 40% of the accidents the leg area is struck by 

..................¯ .,,.,,,’ .............. the front of the accident opponent. Another area of the 
accident opponent’s vehicle which comes into contact with 

Knee Lower leg (flesh) 

...... [- d~= ......................... ]. ,.,=~ ........................ the leg area of the motorcyclist is the side of the accident 
............................. opponent’s vehicle. This, less aggressive, contact between 
........................... the two vehicles results from accident situations which 

show a relatively acute angle in the direction of the collision 
Lower leg (bones) Foot speeds. 

2 "Fr~ {4~1 I%,4~ 141.~ Fr~t.~ (=o.a) ,zelo .~.ooo 

°~’~) 100% 

Figure 17 Costs of the accidents consequences. 
~ Front wheel i 

~ 10.0 
~- ~ 1 1.1 ~ 

100% 

The sequence of movements lOO% lOO% lOO% 
All the results from the analysis of the real-life accidents Front Side area Rear 

and the considerations of the economic effects of leg inju- A c c i d e n t o p p o n e n t 

des to motorcyclists involved in an accident that have been Figure 18 Energy Type I. Collision of the car over 30 kph. 
mentioned above call for an intensive search for suitable 
safety elements. Knowing these results, one is far too easily *, Rear area 

~ ~ 
100% 

tempted to snatch at an isolated solution to the problem, i.e. 
to pursue a solution which only concentrates on reducing 

® Leg area ~ ~2 ~ 100% 

leg injuries. The rest of this paper is intended to help avoid Fork 
16.3 ~i 83.4~2 100% 

this danger. : Front wheel 
~ ~6 ~8.~8 

100% 
The injuries to the lower extremities have to be seen 

together with the other possible injuries. In most cases the lOO% lOO% lOO% 

impact which results in an injury to the lower extremities is Front Side area Rear 
also responsible for the whole of the trajectory of the motor- A c c i d 6 n t o p p o n e n t 
cyclist in an accident. 

Figure 19 Energy Type II. Collision speed of the two-wheeler 
An analysis of the available cases, supported by publica- over 30 kph. 

tions which have already appeared, shows two groups of 
accident sequences which contain an essential difference in In the second group, Energy Type 2, it is the accident 
the way the injuries are caused, opponent’s side area which is struck most frequently, name- 

In the first group, all those accidents are combined which ly in 63.6% of the cases. About two-thirds of the motorcy- 
are characterized by the collision speed and thus by the cles touch this part of the accident opponent first with their 
kinetic energy of the accident opponent. The sequence of front wheel or with the side of the front wheel. 
the accident is similar to that with a pedestrian; the motor- Making this distinction between the different accidents 
cyclist is struck and his speed is adjusted to the speed of the reveals an important aspect which it is essential to observe 
accident opponent. As already shown, this group contains when developing a safety element for the lower extremities. 
mainly lighter motorized two-wheel vehicles. There are accidents in which the impact takes place directly 

The remaining accidents make up a group which is char- against the lower extremities, and there are cases in which 
acterized by the motorcyclist’s own kinetic energy. While in the impact takes place indirectly against the motorcyclist’s 
the first group, referred to below as Energy Type I, the leg. While in the first case, the possible protection, i.e. 
motorcyclist is stationary or is only moving slowly, in this destroying the energy of the impact, must be applied in the 
group the speed of the motorcycle is higher and thus the immediate vicinity of the leg, in the second case the space of 
dominant factor. These basic differences also emerge when time between the first contact of the accident opponent and 
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the injury caused to the leg the motorcyclist’s trajectory can injury severity the proportion of MAlS values higher than 

be decisively changed, the injury severity to the lower extremities is ar~out one- 

What effects does this difference have on the pattern of fifth. 

injuries to the rest of the body? A comparison of the different regions of the body head, 

It can be gathered from the publications already men- trunk and upper extremities shows that, especially in the 

tioned that one factor for causing serious head injuries is the case of injury to the trunk, the injury severity of the lower 

rotation of the upper part of the motorcyclist’s body. This extremities plays a subordinate part. On the other hand. a 

rotation of the upper part of the body occurs when a force is comparison with the head injuries produces a proportion of 

about two-thirds of all cases in which, m spite of AIS 3 to the applied below the body’s overall point of gravity. In a nor- 

mal case the motorcyclist in a collision slides in a straight 
leg, only a slight injury to the head could be observed. 

line on his saddle in a forward direction until he meets the 
The causes of the injuries can be divided into two groups, 

which also show differences depending on the kind of two- 
first obstacle. Without leg protection and in a frontal colli- 

sion with another road user this is, as a rule, the tank. When 

the lower part of the body comes into contact with the tank 

the head and the trunk begin to rotate about this contact 

point. 

This kind of movement sequence also occurs when the 

motorcyclist’s knee strikes the leg pad. since the forces are 

passed on to the hip via the thigh. As early as 1982 we 

therefore recommended the introduction of pads in front of 

the motorcyclist’s leg only in conjunction with a handle-bar 

which forced the motorcyclist to sit in an upright position. 

In tests and in mathematical simulation models it was 

observed that the rotation of the upper part of the body can 

be shifted so far that any lowering of the head becomes 

acceptable, tt wit! never be possible to rule it out com- 

pletely, unless the motorcycle is equipped with an airbag. 

Another equally undesirable rotation of the upper part of 

the body occurs when the first contact between the two 

vehicles takes place in the leg area and not at the motorcy- 

cle’s front wheel, i.e. when the injuries are causes directly. 

In this kind of accident sequence the force is also applied 

below the overall point of gravity, and the decelerations 

which occur at this point are extremely rapid. 

Protective elements, which in this case are located in 

front of the motorcyclist’s legs and which possess certain 

deceleration properties, can here reduce the rotation of the 

upper part of the body, since the maximum deceleration 

rates can be reduced. At any rate. an acceleration of the 

rotation motion is not to be expected. 

The question is therefore: Which rotation of the upper 

part of the body can be accepted or is its influence on the 

causes of head injury too great? 

Padding elements or leg protection elements in front of 

the motorcylists legs will always have some effect on the 

movement of the whole body, especially when there is a 

delay in passing on the impact to the body. 

Conclusion 
Leg injuries characterize the injury picture quite 

decisively. Every second motorcyclist involved in an 

accident is injured in the area of the lower extremities. On 

average 1.7 injuries are caused to the various parts of the 

lower extremities. The motorcyclist’s knee is struck most 

frequently, and the lower leg is injured most severely. If the Figure 20 rest wit~ air~a{a at 50 RN~ amt b~tl~ ~e~e~e~ m 
injuries to the lower extremities are releated to the overall m~ti~n. 
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wheeler involved. For lighter and less powerful motorized Motorisierte Zweiradunf~ille, eine Statistik der Berufsge- 
two-wheelers it can be said that as a rule the impact resulting nossenschaftlichen Unfallklinik Frankfurt a.M. aus den 

~=,. in the injury is directly due to the contact with part of the Jahren 1977 bis 1980, Brrner M., 1. Workshop, Institut fiir ~ accident opponent. Here it is the edge of car’s front which is 
Zweiradsicherheit, IFZ, Bochum-Wattenscheid. 

dominant. The direction of the force is concentrated on front 
The problem of Leg Injuries in Motorcycle Riders, 

and front-side contact in the area of the leg. 
Nordentoft E. et al, IRCOBI 1984, Delft. 

In the case of motorcycles there is a group of collision 
Experimental investigation of motorcycle safety, Taneda 

types in which the first contact with the accident opponent is 
" K. IRCOBI 1976, Amsterdam. 

~ not in the immediate area of the lower extremities. Here, 
. Leg Protection for Motorcycles, Chinn B.P., TRRL, 

because of the available time of about 100 ms up to the 
IRCOBI 1984, Delft. impact of the legs against the accident opponent, changes in 

Leg Protection for Riders of Motorcycles, Chinn B.P., the motion sequence can occur which produce effects on the 

motorcyclist’s overall injury picture. In this connection the Hopes P., TRRL, 10. ESV Conference 1985, Oxford. 

A Study of Motorcycle Leg Protection, Tadokoro, H., rotation of the upper part of the body should be mentioned as 
=3 a negative effect, and it may mean additional loading for the Fukuda, S., Miyazaki, K., JAMA, JARI, 10. ESV Confer- 

head. ence 1985, Oxford. 

A solution might be found by combining leg protection Motorcycle Rider Protection in Frontal Impacts, Chinn 

with an airbag. This gives a motorcyclist’s body extra height B.P., Donne G., Hopes P., TRRL, 10. ESV Conference 1985, 

and exactly in that part which is otherwise pressed Oxford. 

downwards as a result of the rotation of the upper part of the Leg Protection for Motorcyclists, Chinn B.P., Macaulay 
~ body. This possibility, at the moment unfortunately still in M.A., TRRL, IRCOBI 1986, ZiJrich. 

the experimental stage, was examined in a series of tests Experimentelle und mathematische Simulation von 
carried out by us in cooperation with the DEKRA. Motorradkollisionen im Vergleich zum realen Unfall- 

It was possible to show in these tests that the direct impact geschehen, Spomer A., Dissertation TU Mtinchen, 1982. 

of the head against the area of the edge of the roof is Development of a safety concept for motorcycles: 

avoided. The additional rotation of the upper part of the Results of accident analysis and of crash tests. Spomer, A., 
¯ body was also cushioned by the airbag. Langwieder, K., Polauke, J., 11. ESV Conference, 1987, 

The safety motorcycle of the future must consist of Washington. 
several Safety elements which influence each other. Versuchsreihe in Zusammenarbeit mit Dekra und 
Although individual solutions may be successful for a short schweizer Winterthur Versicherung, HUK-Verband, Biiro 
time in the complex motion sequences during a motorcycle ftir Kfz-Technik Miinchen Pressekonferenz vom 22.02.88. 
accident, when attention is focused on the overall injury 

-~ picture only an integrated solution will, in the long run, Acknowledgements 
increase passive safety. 
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Leg Protection and its Effect on Motorcycle Rider Trajectory 

B.P. Chinn, P.D. Hopes, and 
Melanie P. Finnis, 
Department of Transport, 
United Kingdom 

Abstract (<50Km/hr) and at oblique angles of impact between the 

motorcycle and the opposing vehicle. Leg protection 66% of serious injuries incurred by motorcyclists in 
devices have, for some time, been considered to reduce the Great Britain are leg injuries. Surveys of motorcycle 
likelihood or severity of leg injuries in tliese types of 

accident data which show the collision configurations and 
impact. 

speeds which typically cause leg injuries are reviewed. The A series of tests was devised using a Norton Interpol II, to 
majority of these injuries occur at fairly moderate speeds examine the performance of leg protectors, designed to the 
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draft United Kingdom leg protection specification. The test studies which report on the accident configurations most 

series, equipment and test procedure are described. The likely to cause leg and head injuries. 

purpose of the test series was twofold. The first aim was to 

show the effect of leg protection on potential leg injuries in 
Accident Configuration Review 

those type of impacts where leg injuries are common. The Various studies have attempted to identify the type, 

second purpose was to demonstrate that leg protectors do direction and speed of impacts which cause leg injuries and 

not increase the risk of injury to other parts of the body in to determine which of these impacts causes each type of 

these, or in other impact configurations, e.g. head-on colli- injury. 

sions, where serious and fatal upper body injuries are more Injury mechanisms 
prevalent. Various methods are employed to assess the po- 
tential injury and the results are discussed with respect to Otte et al. (7) found that the highest injury severity tends 

these considerations, to occur when a two-wheeled motor vehicle collides 
obliquely with the front of a car, either when the motorcycle 

Introduction is ridden into the car or the car drives into the motorcycle. 
This was also the conclusion of Stcherbatcheff et al. (8) and 

TRRL has reported (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) on numerous impact Bourret et al. (9). The injury depended on the part of the car 
tests of motorcycles of various sizes with mainly stationary contacted. The bumper produced tibia and fibula fractures 
targets (barrier and cars) in order to assess the effect and 

likely benefits of leg protection. This report describes the 
(easy to repair) but if contact was made with the larger less 
smooth parts of the vehicle, i.e. radiator grill, several frac- 

results of impacts of a large motorcycle with (i) a moving tures of the leg occurred. These fractures were associated 
vehicle (3 configurations) and (ii) a stationary vehicle (2 with serious injuries to the soft tissue, the most serious 
configurations), a total of 13 impacts. The purpose of these being where muscle tissue is torn away from the bone, 
tests is to evaluate the performance of leg protection referred to as stripping. A study by Meyrueis et al. (10) also 
designed to the UK draft specification (6) by comparison highlights oblique impacts as the most frequent cause of 
with the standard faired machine, and in two instances a lower limb injuries with the rider often sustaining open 
similar machine unfaired, fractures of the knee-cap and femur. 

The potential injuries are analysed in two distinct ways. Hight et al. (11) looked at 126 injured motorcyclists from 
The first by an assessment from the output of transducers California and reported that their accidents could be divided 
fitted to the dummy and the second by the use of high speed into three groups: a. Non-ejected (remained with motorcy- 
film data to determine the trajectory and velocity of the cle); b. Ejected (thrown off during impact); c. Deflected 
dummy rider. The effect of leg protection on the trajectory (direction of motorcycle and rider changed on impact, i.e. 
of the motorcycle is also analysed in these two ways. glancing blow). The percentages of riders with moderate to 

If leg protection is to be of benefit not only must leg serious leg injuries in each of these groups were a. 83%, b. 
injuries be reduced but the potential for injuries to other 72% and c. 93%. The nature of the leg injuries was: 
parts of the body particularly the head must not be 
increased. The detailed analysis in this report focuses 

Group a. Mainly knee and femur injuries from direct 

strongly on this point, which is why the analysis is in two 
impact through the patella. 

parts. Information from transducers is extremely valuable 
Group b. Produced general injuries to the legs from 

but is subject to variations which are inevitable in impact 
impact with the car’s bonnet and the ground. Generally 

testing not the least of which is the variation in the stiffness 
much less severe than those seen in a. or c. 

of different parts of the car. The transducer analysis from 
Group c. Serious leg injuries were sustained when 

which injuries are predicted explicitly is compared and 
the riders struck with a glancing blow the vehicle or 

supported by the trajectory analysis which describes an 
object that they were trying to avoid. Crushing and 

implied and thus broader potential for injury. In analysing 
retarding forces were transmitted to, and through, the 

the trajectory the velocities calculated are related carefully 
leg. Typical injuries seen were multiple fractures of the 

to the motion and position of the impacted vehicle. This is 
femur, tibia and fibular and traumatic amputation. 

essential if the values quoted are to have any meaning in Direct impact force in oblique collisions caused 73 per- 

terms of potential injury, cent of the lower-limb and pelvic fractures in a study by 
It is important when testing a safety device that the impact Ramet et al. (12) whilst 27 percent were caused by force 

configurations chosen are those which have been reported transmitted through the knee. Of the total, 68 percent of 

in accident studies as the most likely to cause the type of lower-limb and associated pelvic fractures were to the upper 

injury against which the device is designed to protect. It is leg (including the knee) and pelvis. Bear et al. (13) have 

also important that the device is tested in impacts in which reported on pelvic injuries associated with traumatic disten- 

injuries to other important areas of the body (notably the sion of the leg, 33% were fatal, and all occurred when the 

head) are known to occur and to ensure that these are not rider’s knee impacted the front corner of an oncoming vehi- 

made worse. Hence there is a brief review of accident cle. Mackay (14) found that there are two general mecha- 
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nisms of leg injury, direct impact with the other vehicle and the most recent and comprehensive analysis of leg injury 
crushing between the machinery and the other vehicle. Hurt mechanisms, Harms (22) (available at this conference) has 
et al. (15) state that in angled collisions the rider’s ankle, shown that 92% of casualties sustained their leg injuries 
foot and lower leg become trapped in contact between the whilst still with the machine, and thus are likely to benefit 
automobile rear comer and the engine transmission side. from a properly designed leg protector. 
Pedar and Newman (16) have shown that all major leg 
injuries resulted from impact with the striking vehicle while Vehicles Equipment and Tests 
the rider is still on the machine, and Nyquist et al. (17) The system for launching the motorcycle into a moving 
emphasises the phenomenon of rider near-side lower leg car has been described previously (5). The type of car used 
injury as a result of the pinching action experienced when in the majority of the tests was either a Vauxhall Cavalier 1.6 
the cycle "slaps" against the car. A comprehensive analysis (Mk II) or a Ford Sierra 2.0, the same model being used in 
of the type of impact associated with leg injuries and- head each pair of tests. These cars were chosen because they are 
injuries is that of Larder (18) who concludes that fatal acci- 

the most popular medium sized saloon cars in the UK. The 
dents (from mainly head injuries) occur in "head on" im- 

type of motorcycle used was a Norton Interpol II which was 
pacts and the victims do not generally have leg injuries, 

tested in three forms, unfaired, fitted with the standard 
The conclusion is that leg injuries occur mainly in glanc- 

fairing and fitted with an ESM3 (24) type fairing incorpor- 
ing impacts to the side, front and rear of cars where the legs 

ating leg protection to the UK draft specification (6). The 
are likely to make direct contact with the opposing vehicle, 

leg protection consists of a glass-fibre outerskin, an energy 

Speed and angle analysis absorber which absorbs the energy of the impact between 
the motorcycle and the target vehicle, an energy absorber 

The most detailed estimates of accident impact speeds are 
positioned ahead of the knee and designed to react against 

given by Whitaker (19) and although they are stated to be 
the knee such that the axial force generated does not exceed 

very approximate they agree with implications for speed 
the knee-femur-hip tolerance, and a strong rigid element 

summarised in (20). The mean speeds for a motorcycle to 
designed to hold the energy absorbing regions in position car collision are 24 mile/h (39 km/h) for the motorcycle and 
and attach the system to the motorcycle. Details of the 14 mile/h (23 km/h) for the car. Over 60 percent of motorcy- 

cle casualties occurred in the speed band 0-10 mileih (0-16 specification relating to the leg protector components can be 

obtained from the paper describing ESM 4 (25), available at km/h) for the car and 50 percent for the speed band 20-30 
mile/h (32-48 km/h) for the motorcycle. Also in 75 percent this Conference. Also described in this paper are the 

of all the accidents the motorcycle was travelling at less than component test procedures and results of tests of some 

30 mile/h (48 km/h) and in 93 percent less than 40 mile/h (64 typical components. 

km/h). The mean accident speed for conventional motorcy- The impact configurations chosen for the tests (see figure 

cles was given as 27 mile/h (43 km/h) and for step throughs 1) are based on many accident studies, including those 

and mopeds as 19 mile/h (31 km/h), outlined above and are designed to be typical of impacts in 

Fuller and Snider report (21) that "the most prevalent which leg and head injuries are prominent. Thirty degrees to 

s~peed of motorcycle was in the range 25-35 mile/h. Speeds the front and side, and offset-front are typical leg injury 

of the adverse vehicle ranged from 10-45 mile/h with the impacts. Ninety degrees into the side of a car is a typical 

most often speed at the low end of that range". These speeds fatal head injury impact. Sixty degrees into the side, (near 

are slightly higher than those given by Whitaker but a more the front) is an intermediate type of impact designed to 

detailed analysis by Hurt et al. (15) found that the median expand the information on the performance of le~ 

speed was 21.5 mile/h for al! cases, and that 78% of acci- protection across the entire range of accident configu- 

dents occurred at a motorcycle speed of 30 mile/h or less. He rations. Included in the series of 90° tests is one using the 

also found that 78% of injuries (all severities) and 85% of ESM3 safety system complete with an air-bag in 

injuries AIS 1-3 occu~ed in the range 0-30 mile/h. (Almost conjunction with the leg protector, though for this test the 

all leg injuries are classified AIS 1-3). impact car was a Morris Marina. 

Otte et al. (7) and Whitaker (19) conclude that over 80% The dummy is the OPAT as used in all TRRL motorcycle 

of collisions occur within +30° from the front of the motor- testing and with the exception of the 90° tests the injury 
cycle, Harms (22) states that 72% occur within +15°. This indicating aluminum honeycomb leg developed at TRRL 
information indicates where the impact to the motorcycle and previously described in reference (1) was used. In the 
occurs but does not give the angle of collision between the 90° tests the standard leg incorporating a femur load cell 
machine and target. Fuller and Snider (21) state in their was used to be consistent with previous work on air bag 
analysis of femur injuries that the angle of collision between testing. The dummy was fitted with triaxial accelerometers 
the two vehicles is usually less than 30°. Hight et al. (23) in the head, chest and pelvis, and the upper legs which were 
indicate that the majority of leg injuries occur when the specially developed at TRRL were fitted with strain gauges 
angle of collision is between 15 and 25°. These analyses of to measure torsion and axial forces. Accelerometers were 
angles are in complete agreement with the other studies fitted to the motorcycle engine, approximately at the centre 
which relate leg injuries to "glancing" blows. Finally, in of gravity, to indicate fore-aft and lateral acceleration. An 
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glancing impacts the energy impacted into the included 
Impact Car Motorcycle lower leg was always significantly lower in the tests where 

configurations Type Vel MS-1 condition Vel. MS-1 leg protection was fitted. The 0° offset front tests show that 

30° front Ford in this respect a faired machine is also beneficial for the 
Sierra 6.7 Faired 13.4 lower leg. The upper leg results show again that leg 

~ protection significantly reduces the energy impacted into 
Sierra 6.7 U.K. LP 13.4 the upper leg, from above human tolerance levels to well 

below them in two instances. The results from the 60° tests 
30° side show that the energy impacted with both lower legs is fairly 

Sierra 6.7 Faired 13.4 low and the values are almost identical with and without 
~ protection (20, 21J respectively for leg the included and 16, 

= ~,,~o Sierra 6.7 U.K. LP 13.4 15J respectively) for the non included leg. The results for 
a post 

the upper leg are more complex, and are considered in 
0* offset front Cavalier 0 Unfaired 13.4 conjunction with the strain gauge measurements. 

Cavalier 0 U.K. LP 13.4 

60° front corner Vauxhall 
~,,,~,,,,,, ~O=l,k~ Oeofflet Filet 

~ Nonlndudedlq 

Cavalier 6.7 Faired 13.4 
,,~q 

o Cavalier 6.7 U.K. LP 13.4 

90° side Cavalier 0 Unfaired 13.4 

~ 
Morris 

0 Faired 13.4 
Marina 

Cavalier 0 U.K. LP 13.4 

Marina 0 U.K. LP 
13.4 ~’~ 

& Air bag 

Figure 1. Impact configurations.                              Figure 2. Energy absorbed by aluminium honeycomb legs, 

impact event was used to trigger a flash to correlate the 
impact point with the instrumentation and film analysis.                [ F. F,,r~ LF ........ uF- 

The analogue output from the instrumentation was filtered 
with an anti-aliasing filter and then digitally recorded. 
Digital filters were used in accordance with SAE J21 lb. 

Instrument predicted injuries in impacts 

Leg injuries.--The leg injuries are assessed using the 
aluminum honeycomb to indicate the energy impacted into 
the upper and lower legs and strain gauges to indicate the ~ ~] - 

0 
torsion and axial load sustained by the upper leg. For clarity 
the legs are considered as "included" and "non included" Figure 3. Femur torque and axial forces, 00-60° impacts. 

where the included leg is the one on the side of the machine 
facing the target on impact, i.e. the one most likely to be Of the different types of femur fracture torsion is 

injured. For the 0° and 30° (glancing) impacts only the considered to be the most harmful and in this respect the leg 

measurements for the "included" leg are given as the non protector is shown to have significant benefits in all the tests 

included leg suffered little damage. However for the 60° (0-60°) see figure 2. High axial loads affect not only the 

impacts, measurements for both legs are given because the femur but also the knee and pelvis and again the protector is 

motorcycle rotated away from the target and so both legs beneficial in all tests. This was most noticeable in the 30° 

were likely to be injured, and 60° side impacts where the energy absorbing material of 

Figure 2 shows the energy impacted with the upper and the knee protection element was most crushed. 

lower leg for each test and figure 3 shows the upper leg The results are given for both legs for the 60° tests. They 

strain gauge measurements. The results show that for the show that for the included upper leg there was a significant 
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reduction in impact energy with the leg protector fitted but                  ~;.~’o,~,,~ 
for the non included leg there was an increase. However the ............... 
motorcycle rotated more when the leg protector was fitted, 

so the impact to the leg is more to the side of than axial to the 
femur. This is verified by the very high torsional and axial 
loads sustained by both legs in the test with a standard 

machine. Consequently in this configuration also, as well as 
in all the other configurations tested, the protector offers a 

worthwhile reduction in injury risk. 
To clarify the potential for injury and to provide a concise 

map of the performance of leg protection, the measurements 
were compared with current human tolerance criteria and 

the results presented in figure 4. The criterion for femur 
torsion is 192 Nm, for axial loading it is 10 kN and 8 kN 
must not be exceeded for more than 10 ms (6). The values 
for energy are taken from (26, 27) and are based on a mean 
of 54J for the tibia and 43J for the femur. The criteria (4 per 

Figure 5. Head chest and pelvis, peak resultant accelerations leg) were exceeded or equalled in 12 out of 24 instances 
(00-60° impacts). 

(50%) without leg protection and in only 2 out of 20 
instances (10%) with leg protection. In the instances where front impact there was a slight increase in the peak chest 
the criterion was exceeded with a leg protector it was also acceleration with leg protector fitted (41-49g), however 
exceeded in the test with the standard machine and by a this difference is too small to be significant. 
greater amount. Thus at no time did the leg protector worsen 

Overall the highest levels recorded for all three body 
the potential for leg injury. It is worth noting that in one 

regions were in the 60° front corner impacts and the 
instance with the standard machine the measured value was 

standard machine was significantly worse than the one with 
3 times, and in two instances it was more than twice the 
criterion, 

leg protection. In particular the head peak acceleration of 

157g was by far the highest recorded. This result is 

consistent with accident studies where the majority of fatal 
........................... ¯ ~,,, ~ ..... ~,,, head injuries are from "head on" impacts between machine 

and target. 
~] ........... ~ ............. Across the spectrum of tests leg protectors have not 

increased the injury risk significantly to any part of the 

Instrument predicted injuries on impacts~ 
:!’~: ~ [~ I~I ~ 90° 

This group of 4 impacts was designed to research the 

0~.!~i’, [~ ~] 
~ 

behaviour of a dummy rider in the type of impact associated 
with fatal head injuries rather than leg injuries. However it 
is vital, as stated earlier, to ensure that leg protection does 

not worsen the potential for head injuries, and that it works 
Figure 4. Instances where the human tolerance for the leg was well in conjunction with frontal restraint devices designed exceeded, 00-60° impacts. 

to reduce the severity of head injuries. Thus the four ma- 

Head, chest andpelvis injuries.--The results for the head chines used were unfaired, faired, with UK leg protection. 

chest and pelvis are shown as peak accelerations in figure 5. and with a complete safety system incorporating a 120 litre 

The most significant differences and the most significant air-bag with the UK leg protection. 

benefits that leg protection afforded the rider occurred in the To be consistent with other tests conducted at TRRL to 

30° side and 0° offset front impacts. In both cases the head research the potential for air-bags, the standard dummy legs 

was prevented from hitting the vehicle whereas with the were used, and so the only leg measurements recorded were 

standard machines the peak accelerations from the head axial femur loads. Figure 6 shows the resultant head chest 

impact were over 90g. The benefits to the pelvis were also and pelvic accelerations and the femur forces. The most 

significant. In particular the dummy on the unfaired significant results are those for the head where largest accel_ 
machine in the 0° offset front impact suffered extensive eration recorded was with the unfaired machine 133g, the 
splaying of the right leg, synonymous with traumatic faired machine was 128g and the UKLP was 123g. However 
distension of the pelvis. This type of injury was reported with the air-bag the acceleration was only 33g, a significant 
( i 3) to have been fatal in 33% of the cases studied. In the 30° reduction. These results demonstrate that leg protection 
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does not increase the potential for head injury. Also that an restricted to the motion of the head as this is the most 

air-bag would significantly further reduce the likelihood, 
vulnerable part of the body, and given for each test are the 
maximum velocities and those 20ms before impact of the 

F -F,,,.~ head with the target. If the head does not hit, only the 
.......... maximum is given. It is considered that up to head-impact 

the rider’s trajectory will be influenced by the presence or 
otherwise of leg protection, but after head-impact it will 

.... ,~ ~,,.~ ,,~ ...... ~0~ ~ ...... ,k,~ depend on the target and so analysis after head-impact is not 
considered analytically. 

=-I "1              :.                                                              / 

Figure 6. Head, chest and pelvis, peak resultant accelerations / 
and femur peak axial force for 90° side impacts. 

"~v 
" 

The leg and chest results are all well below the levels at 
which serious injury is likely to occur. This is also true for Figure 7. Displacement and velocity axis reference. 

the pelvis with one notable exception, that of the unfaired 
machine. The high pelvis acceleration recorded, (95g), was Figures 8-12 are diagrams showing the trajectory of the 

caused by interaction between the legs and the handlebars, rider in each set of tests. Figure 13 shows the velocities in 

and it seems that there is some benefit from a standard the x, y and z direction relevant to each impact 

fairing in this type of impact. The leg protectors actually 
configuration. 

increased femur compression slightly in this configuration 
30°front (figure 8).--The trajectory of the rider in each 

test was similar, in both there was rotation about the hips and 
because the knees impacted directly onto the energy absorb- 

the rider’s head hit the bonnet. For the rider of the standard 
ing pads. The forces are however well below tolerance, and machine there was a greater percentage increase in the hori- 
it is precisely this interaction which slows the rider some- 
what and so reduces head acceleration. 

Rider trajectory and velocity analysis 

~~.~~.,/(t .- 
The rider trajectory analysis is an important complement an system 

i!~~~*-\ 
....... ..... 

,,,k, ~,,,,,,. <., 

to the instrumentation analysis and provides information on 
the potential for injury implied by the trajectory and veloc- 
ity of a rider after the first contact of an accident. Velocities 
can be measured at any time during an impact but to have 
any relevance to the potential for injury the direction and .................. 
position relative to the target must be known. For this pur- 

axis using the car as a reference is defined in pose 
figure 7. The car is regarded as the region of vulnerability 

-- D~J .... adhitsthe¢~r 

and for motion of the rider to be considered to be potentially 
injurious it must have entered or have the potential to enter 
the vulnerable region. In describing the motion, the x axis : 

lies longitudinally along the car, the y axis is vertical, and : 
: 

the z axis is at right angles to the x and y axes. In presenting : 

analysis of this type there are several factors to be consid- 
ered. On impact the rider will generally have a component : 

:::’-.,’ 
of velocity in the x and z directions, therefore the results in 
the x and z direction are compared with the impact velocity 
and expressed as a percentage change. Absolute values are ~ ----~.~ 

given for velocity in the y direction as it is assumed that 
there is no vertical motion until after the impact. Analysis is Figure 8. Rider/car motion for 30° front impacts. 
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zontal velocity (x) indicating a greater potential to reach the toward the car. The rider of the unfaired machine impacted 
"hard" parts of the car, i.e., the windscreen surround. Fig- the car headlamp with a knee and consequently the leg was 
ure 8a shows that this is indeed what happened and the films splayed and thrown into the air [known to cause distension 
show that the rider somersaulted across the screen with the of the pelvis], while the head was thrown downwards but 
potential for the back to be struck by the windscreen sur- not violently. The faired machine interacted violently with 
round. The rider of the machine with leg protection slid the car and the rider was thrown forwards onto the bonnet 
across the bonnet well away from the screen. The vertical and windscreen. The vertical head velocities were 5.4 m/s 
velocity (y) was greater for the rider of the machine with leg for the faired machine, 3.7 m/s for the unfaired machine and 
protection but it is worth noting that this agrees with the 0 m/s for the machine with leg protection. The velocity 
philosophy of pedestrian protection, i.e., to throw the victim change in the x direction was relevant only for the faired 
onto the bonnet which is soft and one of the least injurious machine and was -51% just before head impact. 
parts of a car. 

30° side (figure 9).--The fairing of the standard machine f-i ~...~ "~ - ..- .... 
broke on impact and the rider’s knee hit the car causing the 
head to be thrown violently downwards into the side of the 
car, whereas with leg protection the head did not hit the car. 
The difference in motion is reflected in the results, partic- ~ 
ularly for the vertical velocity, 6.3 m/s (std machine) is ’" 

~                        b~ke compared with 1.8 m/s (leg protector). In the z direction the No, ......... 

peak velocity was similar for both vehicles and in the x _qT~’--’~, 0o 
direction there was a relevant velocity only for the standard 
machine because with leg protection the rider’s head did not 
reach the region of vulnerability ........ 0~ko hit, th, ~lr Ipoint of ~ont~t} 

-- Dummy head hitt the car 

" ard 
< 0° 

....... Bike hits the car (point of contact) 

Dummy head hits the car 

60° Front Corner (figure 11).--With the standard ma- 
chine the rider was thrown into the windscreen head-first 

Leg protector and then over the roof of the car where a leg penetrated the 

~ rear screen. The rider of the machine with leg protection was 

~-,~* not violently ejected and fell on the ground to the side of the 

Figure 9. Rider/car motion for 30° side impacts, car and away from the machine. The head struck the car’s 
wing mirror. It was not possible to analyse the head vertical 

Offset front 0° (figure lO).--Three types of machine were velocity for the machine with leg protection as the trajectory 

used in this configuration: unfaired, faired and with leg caused it to be hidden from view during the critical part of 
protection. The trajectory of the motorcycle and rider was the impact. The peak value for the unfaired machine was 6.4 
very different for each test. The machine with leg protection m/s. Similar difficulties occurred in the x and z direction. 
glanced off the car with very little movement of the rider Because of this inability to track the head on film, the 
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clear that the rider of the machine fitted with leg protection 

has greatly benefitted by not being thrown into the car No fairing 

windscreen and surround. 
No leg protector 

.. .... : ...... 

: 
: ~" ’, t; 

-.~-~--"-----’-~ 

Front 

...... Bike hits the car (point of contact) 

.... ’:: :::.L: .... :::~-:- ,.’_: 

Figure 11. Rider/car motion for 60° front corner impacts. 
Front 

....... Bike hits the car ~ .............. 

90° side (figure 12).~The analysis and velocity compari- -- Dummy head hit, the cllr 

sons in this configuration are less complex than previously 

as the motion is largely 2 dimensional consisting mainly of z 
Figure 12. Rider/car motion for 90° side impacts. 

(horizontal) and y (vertical) components. The horizontal 

velocity is the most significant as this indicates the potential 
Vertical head velocity in the context of these tests is likely 

for hitting the car, which happened in all of the tests except 
to be potentially injurious only if the rider can strike the car 

the one with the air bag, and it was invariably the head 
or other hard object during the vertical motion, This was 

which first contacted the vehicle. A peak velocity change of 
demonstrated during the test with the air bag where the 

+23% (relative to the impact velocity) was seen in the test highest peak velocity was measured (10.6 m/s), but the 

with the unfaired machine, but the change 20 ms before lowest head acceleration was recorded because the head 

impact was only-2%. The lack of a fairing allowed the rider motion was directed toward the air bag. In the test with the 

to move rapidly forward relative to the machine, until the leg protector the rotation occurred earlier in the impact 

pelvis impacted the tank and induced rotation followed by resulting in more of a glancing blow to the car rather than 

the legs impacting the handlebars, the head then hit the roof direct impact with the roof and cant-rail as with the unfaired 

just beyond the cant rail. In the test with the leg protector the machine. The peak vertical velocities were 8.0 m/s with the 

% change in velocity just before impact was-11% and with leg protector and 7.0 m/s with the unfaired machine. The 

the standard fairing it was 0%. Thus without an air bag the rider of the faired machine rotated less rapidly (peak 3.8 

potential for injury was least with a leg protector and great- m/s), the head impacted the car roof and the chest impacted 

est with the unmodified machine, the cant rail. 
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~0., .... ~o.,,, °" ......... ~ ........ ’*’- arose because the machine with leg protection hit the car 

~ ~o -, ~’" front wheel initially whereas the standard machine im- 

~ pacted the much softer wheel arch. Even so, as the dummy 

~" i.J.~ .... 
~ ~[ "~ 

H 
~ ~ 

reduction    results show, the presence of the leg protector provided a net in injury risk. 

,,,, o. .,,,. o. 
The notable result in the 90° impacts is the high fore-aft 

~ 50 acceleration sustained by the machine with an air bag. The 

~ interaction-between the rider and machine through the air 
~-~    ~x ~ ~ ~ bag increases the overall effective mass. This causes greater 

[-Tq [- -~ ,~ .,,,. r-~ .N,,. intrusion and to the point where the car stiffness greatly 

~ - 
~ 

increases. The other results are not directly comparable 

because of the different carsused. 

~ ~ 

~ 
" 

~ ~ 
~t The angular velocity exhibits no obvious trend except 

~ ~" ~; that in the 30° and 60° impacts the values are more consis- 

tent (4.4, 6.1, 4.4 rad/s) for the machine with leg protection 

than for the standard machine (5.4, 1.9, 3.1 rad/s). 

Conclusions 
Figure 13. Head velocity analysis, y m/s, x, z percent change of (1) Accident studies show that leg injuries and head 
initial, injuries to motorcyclists do not occur in the same accident 

configurations. Head injuries occur in impacts "head-on" 
Motorcycle motion to the motorcycle and leg injuries occur in glancing impacts 

Table 1 gives the motorcycle frame fore-aft (F/A) and ie at angles of up to 30° between the longitudinal axis of the 

lateral peak (L) acceleration for each test where appropriate, motorcycle and the target face. 

Also given is the average angular velocity (R) over the first (2) Accident studies show that the majority (92%, in one 

100 ms for the motorcycle in plan view. study) of leg injuries occur while the rider is with the 
machine. Two types of injury dominate (a) "trapped and 

Table 1. Rotation and frame accelerations, crushed" where the motorcycle has swung toward the target 
and the leg is trapped between the, target and the machine (b) 

~ rn~ t~,~ ~ t~ u,j.~o o~ ~/~ ~ ~ ~ "Direct Impact" where the rider’s leg (often a knee) 

~0, mawr r/~ ~4 ~ ~ impacts directly on part of the target vehicle. 
~’ ~ ~ ~ (3) More than 75% of motorcycle impacts occur at a R +5.4 +4.4 z~,d/sec 

speed of 30 mile/h or less for the motorcycle, and over 60% 
¯ . ~ ~ occur at a speed of 10 mile/h or less for the car. 
~ +~.~ ~v~ (4) In the impacts at 0° (offset front), 30° to the front, 30° 

v/~ ~ to the side and 60° to the side front wing, significant 

I R +~.~ -~ ÷ .7 ~,a/~ reductions in the potential leg injuries were measured with 
the motorcycle fitted with leg protection designed to the UK 

, r. ~ ~ ~ specification when compared with the standard faired 
. ! motorcycle. When assessed against human tolerance 

~0, s~ r/~ ~5 ~5 ~ ~7 
i 

~ criteria for torque, axial load and energy for the femur, and 
energy for the tibia, the criteria were exceeded or equalled in 

z = ~ ~o~a~_~ 12 out of 24 instances with the standard machine and in only 
R = RD]~IL.q~I + ~Oft~.RD ~ ~ 

2 out 0f 20 instances when leg protection was fitted. There 

were no instances where the potential for leg injury was 
in the 30° front and side impacts the machine with leg made worse with leg protection fitted. 

protection sustained a greater lateral and a lower fore-aft (5) In all the impacts potential head injury was assessed 

acceleration than the standard faired machine, from the peak resultant acceleration measured. There were 

no instances where the peak was greater with leg protection In the offset-front tests both accelerations tended to be 
than for the standard machine. In the 60° impacts the peak 

lower with leg protection, particularly the fore-aft, because 
was significantly less with leg protection, and in the 30° side 

in this configuration the leg protector substantially reduces and 0° offset front impacts head contact was eliminated. In 
the motorcycle to car interaction. The results for the 60° the 90° impacts the peak acceleration was significantly 
impacts are anomalous with a high fore-aft acceleration reduced when an air-bag was fitted to a machine with leg 
recorded for the machine with (95g) leg protection com- protection. With leg protection only, there was little 
pared with 39g for the standard machine. This difference difference compared with the faired machine. 
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Motorcycle Accident Impact Conditions as a Basis for Motorcycle Crash Tests __ 

Jocelyn B. eedder, Table 1. Summary of data bases. 

Biokinetics and Associates Ltd., Ottawa ~c~c~ 
CALIFORNIA, USA BIRMINGHAM, UK HANNOVER, FRG 

Hugh H. Hurt, 
University of Southern California 

Study A~ea City of Los Angeles Urban and Rural Urban and Rural 

Dietmar Otte, Stooy Period 1976-1977 1977-1979 1~1-1982 1973ongoing 

Medizinische Hochschule, Hannover 
(Accident) 

Cfiteri~ random selection random selection nmdom selectlon random selection 

Investigation In-depth In-depth In-depth in-depth 

This paper describes the preliminary results of an r~muo E~r,,~.,, ~o,~.~p ~p ...... 
analysis of motorcycle accident data bases to identify the ~"~ 
frequency and severity of different types of motorcycle/car 

The accident investigation procedures utilized in each 
collisions. Data from three primary accident studies 
conducted in the United States of America and Europe were 

study were essentially the same. The accidents were 

utilized, 
investigated at the scene or within 24 hours by multi- 

From this analysis specific accident impact conditions, of 
disciplinary and skilled accident investigation teams. 

known frequency and severity can be selected as one 
Comprehensive data was collected on each accident. Injury 

possible basis for motorcycle crash tests, 
data were extracted and interpreted by medical personnel. 
Each accident was reconstructed. 

Evaluation of Accident Data An extensive analysis of the original data from the 
California study is presented in the final contract reports (1, 

The identification of the true nature of motorcycle 2)*. Since the completion of this work, some of the data has 
accidents and associated trauma depends on accident been re-evaluated to examine the effect of leg protective 
studies. Established records provide only limited infor- devices (3, 4). The "re-evaluated" data was used in the 
mation. Detailed field accident investigations facilitate a present analysis. The initial findings of the Birmingham and 
better understanding of the crash sequence and the source of Hannover studies have been published elsewhere (5-10). 
the riders’ injuries. Among other things, such accident data The raw data files which formed the basis of these pub- 
is seen as the key to isolating the problem areas and to lications were utilised for the present paper. 
identifying ways to reduce riders’ injuries. 

The effectiveness of potential protective systems can be 
determined through testing. Full-scale motorcycle/car Comparison of accident data bases 
crash testing could provide valuable insight into injury The selection criteria for the accidents included in the 
mechanisms (if the requirements for biofidelity in the crash original California and Hannover data bases were essen- 
dummy are met). tially the same, viz., a representative sample of all injury 

The overall consequences of equipment design changes producing motorcycle accidents. In the Birmingham 

can best be determined if the crash tests are based on "real studies, data was collected on two distinct injury severities; 

life" accidents. Field accident data can be used to guide the fatally and seriously injured riders. 

selection of those crash accident test configurations The motorcycle accident samples reflect two notable 

(speeds, angles, impact points, etc.), which are representa- 
regional differences; helmet legislation and motorcycle 
type. In comparison to California, helmet wearing is 

tive of real accidents, mandatory in Birmingham and Hannover. The Hannover 
This paper describes one method of analyzing motor- legislation was introduced in stages from 1976 to become 

cycle accident data bases for this purpose, mandatory for all motorcycle riders in 1985. Differences 
in the distribution of motorcycle types in Europe and 

The Accident Data Bases California are reflected in the accident data. In Europe 

A summary of the three accident data bases used in this 
analysis is presented in table 1. * Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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mopeds or mofas and smaller motorcycles are popular. In each vehicle, as seen from the other vehicle, is coded using a 

California larger motorcycles predominate. 12 hour clock. 

Selection of motorcycle/car collision Impact speeds 

sub-samples The California and Hannover data includes crash speeds 
of involved vehicles. Accident reconstruction, vehicle dam- 

Accident cases considered relevant to the present age, post-crash trajectories, skid and scuffmarks were used 
analysis were those in which the opposing vehicle was a to determine these speeds. 
passenger car; the motorcycle driver was seated in normal Speed estimates from witnesses or involved drivers and 
riding position and there were no passengers. A breakdown passengers may be unreliable. Speed calculations based on 
of the cases selected is given in table 2. accident reconstruction data can be effected by many vari- 

Table 2. Selection of motorcycle v. passenger car collision ables for example, elevation of back of motorcycle on im- 

sub-samples, pact, tumbling of rider, varying surface friction, collapse 
California Study Hannover Study Birmingham characteristics of different wheel types, etc. As such, the 

Fatal Serious 
impact speed data were used prudently as fair estimates 

Total Sample 900 534 197 96 rather than exact values. 
(accidents) 

Multiple Vehicle 663 433 108 61 Injury data 
Passenger Car 588 321 66 48 Injury data in each of the data bases are coded using the 
M/C Driver Seated 528 250 50 41 Abbreviated Injury Scale, AIS (12,13). Additional injury 
M/C Driver Alone 439 228 35 35 details including the precise location, nature and source of 

the injuries are recorded in each data base in a different 
As the Birmingham data base includes two accident manner. Overall this data is, however, reasonably compara- 

samples preselected on the basis of injury severity, it is ble. The present analysis utilized maximum AIS values 

considered separately from the California and Hannover determined for each casualty. 

data in the following analysis. 
Variable groupings used in analysis 

Analysis of California and Hannover data Within each variable, the data were classified as follows: 
bases 

Motorcycle contact.--3 contacts; front, side and 
The California and Hannover data were categorized rear. 

using five primary impact variables; motorcycle and car Car contact.--Califomia data base: 
impact locations, relative impact angle, motorcycle and car 
impact speeds. A comparison of the data collected on these 7 contacts; front, front comer, side front, side 

selected variables and the injury data and some of the limita- middle, side rear, rear, rear comer. 

tions of this data pertinent to the present analysis are consid- Hannover data base: 
ered below. 

3 contacts; front, side, rear. 
Vehicle impacts locations 

Impact angle.--5 codes; using increments of 45 de- 
The point of impact on both the motorcycle and car was grees and defined as the angle between the center lines 

recorded for every accident in each of the 3 data bases. In of the vehicles as illustrated in Figure 1. 
this preliminary analysis the California contact data was 
grouped into 7 contacts, the Hannover into 3 contact 
locations. 

Relative impact angle angle 

In the Hannover data base, the relative positions of the 

F-~~ 
[ 

~ ’ vehicles at impact were described by a single collision con- 0° 
figuration code. The estimated angle of impact was also 
independently coded. 

In the California data file, the angle of impact variable is 
coded as an acute angle between impacting surfaces which 
does not account for relative vehicle orientations. In the 
present analysis, to enable comparisons with the other data 
bases, a new angle variable which ranged from 0-360 de- Figure 1. Relative impact angle. 

grees was defined. This new impact angle is based on the 
originally coded impact angle and the relative pre-crash Comparable impact angles on opposite sides of the 

bearings of the impacting vehicles. The relative bearing of car were matched to give the following five groups: 
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1. 338-22 Costing methods 
2.23-67, 293-337 

The cost estimates derived from the concept of "harm" 
3.68-112, 248-292 

by Malliaris (11) was utilized in the present analysis. Max- 
4. 113-157, 203-247 

imum AIS values were used in the calculation of the 
5. 158-202 

"harm" costs. 
Impact speeds.--Thc motorcycle and car impact Notwithstanding the limitations of the costing method 

speeds were grouped as follows: used by Malliaris, the present analysis utilizes his 1981 cost 

Car impact speed values. These are presented in table 3. 

0-9 mph Table 3. Estimated costs as a function of injury severity. 

10-19 Injury Severity Average CostI 
20-29 (AIS) (with or without 

30-39 survival) 

40 and over 
1 0.7 

Motorcycle impact speed 2 3.9 
0-19 mph 3 . 10.2 

20-39 4 107.1 

40 and over 5 264.5 

6 307.8 
Rationale for selected variables groupings 

The groupings were selected to reflect the accuracy and 1In thousands of 1981 US dollars 

resolution of field accident data collection. At the same 
time, the largest possible increments were used without It should be noted that cost values used in the following 

including "dissimi!ar" accidents to minimize the total analysis serve as a comparative tool and the meaningfulness 

number of possible configurations and maintain a meaning- of the individual figures per se is arguable. 

ful number of cases in each cell. 
The basis for partitioning the data in the given groups is as 

Catalogue of collision configurations 

follows: The California and Hannover accidents were categorised 
using the 5 impact variable groupings into one of the possi- 

lmpact locations ble 1575 combinations. Only 199 of these combinations 
Impacts along the front or along the rear of a car typically were present in the California sub-sample, and 107 in the 

involve similar structures. So the two categories, front and Hannover sub-sample. These configurations were subse- 
rear were considered sufficient for impacts at these loca- quently listed with their respective frequency and costs 
tions. In contrast, impacts with the comer or side of a car utilising "harm" values. These lists are presented in Appen- 
involve structures of varying stiffness and profile. To isolate dices A and B respectively. Cases with unknown values on 
the different rider trajectories and injury patterns, impacts to the selected variables were excluded from these lists. The 
the side of the car structures were divided into front, middle, potential application of these catalogues in the selection of 
and rear; and comer impacts were classified separately, crash test parameters is considered later. 

Impact angle The Birmingham data bases 
The 45 degree increment was selected to reflect the accu- 

The relatively small number of cases of seriously injured 
racy of the field data and repeatability of crash test work. In 

riders in the Birmingham sample which met the selection 
recognition of the tendency of accident investigators to criteria (N=35) disallowed extensive analysis of this data 
describe angles to the nearest 45 degrees, i.e. 0°, 45°, 90° 

base at this time. 
etc., the groupings were selected to avoid splitting such 
clusters. 

Of greater immediate interest to the present analysis is the 
data from the Birmingham study of fatalities. The injury 

Impact speeds characteristics of the sample of fatally injured riders is one 

Car speeds can be relatively precisely estimated from of severity and multiplicity. The extremely violent nature of 

skid marks, post-crash trajectories, and vehicle damage, the fatal motorcycle/car collisions is reflected in the pat- 

The determination of motorcycle impact speeds in real acci, terns of injuries presented in table 4. 

dents is more difficult. The accuracy of motorcycle speed Selection of parameters for crash tests 
estimates largely reflects the precision of the accident re- 
construction. The broader motorcycle speed groupings This paper has provided a rationally organized set of data 

were adopted to account for the varying levels of accuracy, that could be used in determining some of the parameters in 
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Table 4. Patterns of injuries for Birmingham fatalities. The appended list must be augmented by other considera- 

% with AIS tions, such as the nature and severity of injuries to different 

body regions before it can be used effectively to select crash 
> = 3 > = 5     test configurations to evaluate specific protective systems. 

What this preliminary analysis has provided is something 

Head 67.7% 58.8% of a "universe" of motorcycle collision configurations. 

Neck 26.5 1 1.8 Some configurations just do not occur. It also serves to 

Chest 67.7 29.4 initiate the process whereby real accident data can contrib- 

ute to future crash test planning. 
Abdomen       44.1        41,2 
Arms 20.6 0 Summary and Conclusions 
Legs 41.2 0 The present analysis has used existing accident data to 

identify specific impact configurations of known frequency 

motorcycle crash tests. The tables in the appendix are, how- and costs. 

ever, not definitive. Different configurations may be appro- This information is one element to be considered in the 

pilate for different reasons, development of full-scale motorcycle/car crash tests. In 

For example, the appended lists would indicate that out of addition, consideration should be given to: 

all the California accident configurations, the single most 
The specific injuries addressed by a particular 

expensive configuration is: 
protective system. 

20- 39 m Oh ¯ The characteristics of that system. 

~ 
~ 

¯ Effects of vehicle size differences. 

~ 7 o ¯ Performance in single vehicle crashes, etc. 

___ Finally, all accident data are estimates. Crash speeds, 

impact angles, etc., associated with any data base must be 

interpreted accordingly. 

20 - 29 rn ph References 
However, this configuration type or "bin" involves only (1) Hurt, H.H. Jr., Ouellet, J.V. and Thom., D.R. Final 

two accidents. The next most expensive configuration may Report, Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors and Identi- 

be more appropriate in that it includes thirteen cases: fication of Countermeasures, Volume 1: Technical Report, 

Contract No. DOT HS-5-01160, U.S. Department of 

~ Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 

20- 39 m ph 
Administration, Washington, D.C., January 1981. 

m-- (2) Hurt, H.H., Jr., Ouellet, J.V., and Thom., D.R. Final 

113_157° Report, Motorcycle Accidents Cause Factors and Identi- 

fication of Countermeasures, Volume II: Appendix/ 
10-19 m Oh Supplemental Date, U.S. Department of Transportation, 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Neither of these collision configurations are the same as     Washington D.C., January 1981. 

the most "expensive" Hannover collision category:             (3) Hurt, H.H. Jr., Ouellet, J.V., and Jennings, G. 

~ 
20--39 mph "Motorcycle Crash Bar Effective: A Re-Evaluation Using 

~ 
AIS-80". Twenty-Eight Annual Proceedings, American 

~ Association for Automotive Medicine, Denver, Colorado, 

68-112° October 8-10, 1984. 

(4) Ouellet, J.V., Hurt, H.H. Jr., and Thom, D.R. 
"Collision Performance of Contemporary Crash Bars and 

20-29 mph Motorcycle Rider Leg Injuries". SAE Paper No. 87063, 

Accident Reconstruction: Automobiles, Tractor-Semi 
The costs of accidents as presented here may have been Trailers, Motorcycles and Pedestrians, P-193, Society of 

skewed by fatalities which may be beyond the limits of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale, Pennsylvania, Feb- 
foreseeable protective systems, ruary 1987. 
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(5) Pedder, J.B., Hagues, S.B., and MacKay, G.M. "A Information Note on Appendices 
Study of 93 Fatal Two-Wheeled Motor Vehicle Accidents". 

Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on the Bins are sorted according to their classification cate- 

Biomechanics of Trauma, Goteborg, Sweden, September, gories in the following order: 

1979. 1. Car impact location 
(6) Pedder, J.B., Hagues, S.B., and MacKay, G.M. "Head 2. Motorcycle impact location 

Protection for Road Users with Particalar Reference to Hel- 3. Relative heading angle (0-360°) 
mets for Motorcyclists". AGARD Conference, Cologne, 4. Car speed (mph) 
April, 1982. 5. Motorcycle speed (mph) 

(7) Pedder, J.B. and Newman, J.A. "After Helmets--Is 
There Anything Else?" Proceedings of 1987 International Impact location definition 

Conference on the Biomechanics of Impacts, Birmingham, Car FO = front 

United Kingdom, September, 1987. FC = front corner 

(8) Otte, D. "A Review of Different Kinematic Forms in 
SF = side front 

Two-Wheeled Accidents--Their Influence on 
SM=side-middle 

Effectiveness of Protective Measures". SAE Paper No. SR = side rear 

801314, 24th Stapp Car Crash Conference, Detroit, M/C F=front 
October, 1980. S = side 

(9) Otte, D., Kalbe, P. and Suren, E.G. "Typical Injuries R = rear 
to the Soft Body Parts and Fractures of the Motorized Two- 
Wheelers". Sixth International IRCOBI Conference on the 

Angles are expressed in terms of. the 5 group class- 

Biomechanics of Impacts, Salon de Provence, France, Sep- 
ification system as illustrated below. For convenience only 
the first angle grouping is presented in the catalogues. 

tember, 1981. 
(10) Otte, D., Appel, H. and Suren, E.G. "Recom- 63-112 

mendations for Improvement of the Injury Situation for the 
113-157 23-67 

203-247 293-337 

Users of Two-Wheel Vehicles". International IRCOBI 
Conference on the Biomechanics of Impacts, Zurich, 
Switzerland, September, 1986. 

~                                                158-202 

-338-22 
(11) Malliaris, A.C., Hitchcock, R., and Hedlund, J. "A 

Search for Priorities in Crash Protection", SAE Paper 
820242, Crash Protection SP-513, International Congress 
and Exposition, Detroit, Michigan, February, 1982. % represents percentage of total sub-sample population 

(12) The Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), 1976 Revision, contained in a bin. 

American Association for Automotive Medicine, Morton Harm is expressed in thousands of 1981 U.S. dollars and 

Grove, Illinois, 1976. is based on maximum AIS value. 

(13) The Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), 1980 Revision, Ave Harm is Harm/N 

American Association for Automotive Medicine, Morton % Total Cost is percentage of total sub-sample pop- 

Grove, Illinois, 1980. ulation harm. 
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Appendix A: Catalogue of California 
DatamMotorcycle/Car Collision Subsample (N = 423) 

Bin #    Car M/C Angle Car M/C N % Maximum AIS Ave Harm % Total 

Contact Contact Speed Speed Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 Harm Cost 

1 FO F 68-112 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0,1 

2 FO F 113-157 0-9 0-19 3 0.7 3 0.7 2.1 0.0 

3 FO F 113-157 0-9 40+ 1 0.2 1 10,2 10.2 0,1 

4 FO F 113-157 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 

5 FO F 113-157 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 307.8 307.8 3.7 

6 FO F 158-202 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 

7 FO F 158-202 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0,7 0.0 

8 FO F 158-202 0-9 40+ 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

9 FO S 338-22 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

10 FO S 338-22 40+ 20-39 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

11 FO S 23-67 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

12 FO S 68-112 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 1 1 2.3 4.6 0,1 

13 FO S 68-112 0-9 20-39 3 0.7 1 2 7.0 21.1 0.3 

14 FO S 68-112 10-19 0-19 3 0.7 3 0.7 2.1 0.0 
15 FO S 68-112 10-19 20-39 3 0.7 2 1 103.1 309,2 3.7 
16 FO S 68-112 20-29 0-19 3 0.7 2 1 3.9 11.6 0.1 
17 FO S 68-112 30-39 20-39 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

18 FO S 113-157 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 
19 FO S 113-157 0-9 20-39 3 0.7 2 1 1.8 5.3 0.1 

20 FO S 113-157 10-19 0-19 6 1.5 4 2 3.9 23.2 0.3 
21 FO S 113-157 10-19 20-39 13 3,2 6 6 1 25.4 329.9 4,0 

22 FO S 113.157 20-29 0-19 2 0.5 i 1 134.2 268.4 3.2 
23 FO S 113-157 20-29 20-39 2 0.5 2 10.2 20.4 0.2 
24 FO S 113.157 40+ 0-19 1 0.2 1 107.1 107.1 1.3 
25 FO S 158-202 0-9 0-19 2 0,5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0.1 
26 FO S 158-202 10-19 0-19 3 0.7 3 0.7 2.1 0.0 
27 FO S 158-202 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 2 10.2 20.4 0.2 
28 FO S 158-202 20-29 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
29 FO S 158-202 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
30 FO S 158-202 20-29 40+ 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

31 FO R 338-22 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 .1.4 0o0 
32 FO R 338-22 10-19 0-19 6 1.5 6 0.7 4.2 0.1 
33 FO R 338-22 20-29 0-19 3 0.7 1 1 1 4.9 14.8 0.2 
34 FO R 338-22 30-39 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
35 FO R 338-22 40+ 20-39 4 1 1 2 1 79.1 316.3 3.8 
35 FO R 338-22 40+ 40+ 2 0.5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0.1 

37 FC F 68-112 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 
38 FC F 113-157 i 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
39 FC F 113-157 i 10-19 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
40 FC F 113-157 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 7.0 14.1 0.2 
41 FC F 158-202 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
42 FC S 338-22 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
43 FC S 338-22 10-19 0-19 1 0,2 1 0,7 0.7 0.0 
44 FC S 338-22 10-19 20-39 1 0.2 1 264.5 264.5 3.2 
45 FC S 338-22 30-39 20-39 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 O, 1 
45 FC S 338-22 30-39 40+ 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 
47 FC S 338-22 40+ 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
48 FC S 338-22 40+ 40+ 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 
49 FC S 23-67 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
50 FC S 23-67 0-9 20-39 5 1.2 2 1 2 5.1 25.7 0.3 
51 FC S 23-67 10-19 0-19 2 0.5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0,1 

52 FC S 23-67 10-19 20-39 3 0.7 1 2 7.0 21.1 0.3 
53 FC S 23-67 20-29 0-19 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 
54 FC S 23-67 20-29 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 2,3 4.6 0.1 
55 FC S 68-112 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 
56 FC S 68-112 0-9 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 2.3 4.6 O. 1 
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Appendix A: Catalogue of California 
Data--Motorcycle/Car Collision Subsample (N = 423) 

Bin # Car M/C Angle Car M/C N % Maximum AIS Ave Harm % Total 

Contact Speed Speed Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 Harm Cost 

57 FC S 68-112 10-19 0-19 2 0.5 2 3.9 7.8 0.1 

58 FC S 68-112 10-19 20-39 6 1.5 2 1 3 6.0 35.9 0.4 

59 FC S 68-112 20-29 0-19 3 0.7 1 2 2.8 8.5 0.1 

60 FC S 68-112 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

61 FC S 68-112 30-39 20-39 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

62 FC S 68-112 40+ 0-19 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

63 FC S 68-112 40 + 20-39 1 0.2 1 307.8 307.8 3.7 

64 FC S 113-157 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 2 3.9 7.8 0.1 

65 FC S 113-157 0-9 20-59 7 1.7 2 2 2 1 42.0 294.1 3.5 

66 FC S 113-157 10-19 0-19 2 0.5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0.1 

67 FC S 113-157 10-19 20-39 6 1.5 2 3 1 3.9 23.3 0.3 

68 FC S 113-157 20-29 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 286.1 572.3 6.9 

59 FC - S 113-157 30-39 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

70 FC S 158-202 0-9 20-59 3 0.7 1 2 8.1 24.3 0.3 

71 FC S 158-202 10-19 20-39 3 0.7 1 2 8.1 24.3 0.3 

72 FC S 158-202 40+ 20-59 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

73 SF F 23-67 0-9 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 53.9 107.8 1.3 

74 SF F 68-112 0-9 0-19 5 1.2 4 1 1.3 6.7 0.1 

75 SF F 68-112 0-9 20-39 3 0.7 3 3.9 11.7 O. 1 

76 SF F 68-112 0-9 40+ 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

77 SF F 68-112 ¯ 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 0,7 0.7 0.0 

78 SF F 68-112 10-19 20-39 11 2.7 6 3 1 1 26.4 290.6 3.5 

79 SF F 68-112 10-19 40+ 2 0.5 1 1 68.6 117.3 1.4 

80 SF F 68-112 30-39 40+ 1 0.2 1 264.5 264.5 3.2 

81 SF F 113-157 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0;7 0.0 

82 SF F 113-157 10-19 0-19 2 0~5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 

83 SF F 113-157! 10-19 20-39 7 1.7 3 2 1 1 18.2 127.2 1.5 

84 SF S 338-22 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

85 SF S 338-22 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

86 SF S 338-22 10-19 40+ 1 0.2 1 264.5 264.5 3.2 

87 SF S 338-22 20-29 20-39 3 0.7 1 2 2.8 8.5 O. 1 

68 SF S 338-22 20-29 40+ 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

89 SF S 338-22 40+ 0-19 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

90 SF S 23-67 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

91 SF S 23-67 0-9 20-39 5 1.2 3 1 1 64.1 270.5 3.3 

92 SF $ 23-67 1~-19 20-39 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 

93 SF S 23-67 20-29 0-19 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

94 SF S 23-67 20-29 40 + 1 0.2 1 307.8 307.8 3.7 

95 SF S 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

96 SF S 113-157 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

97 SF S 113-157 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

98 SM F 23-67 20-29 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

99 SM F 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

1 O0 SM F 68-112 0-9 20-39 4 1 2 2 5.4 21.8 0.3 

101 SM F 68-112 10-19 0-19 2 0.5 1 1 2.3 4.6 0.1 

102 SM F 68-112 10-19 20-39 8 2 3 2 1 2 29.3 234.3 2.8 

103 SM F 68-112 20-29 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 

104 SM F 68-112 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

105 SM F 68-112 20-29 40+ .1 0.2 1 264.5 264.5 3.2 

105 SM F 68-112 30-39 20-39 3 0.7 1 1 1 40.4 121.2 1.5 

107 SM F 68-112 40+ 0-19 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

168 SM F 113-157 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

109 SM F 113-157 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

110 SM F 113-157 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

111 SM F 113-157 10-19 20-39 5 1.2 1 4 3.3 16.3 0.2 

112 SM F 113-157 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 
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Appendix A: Catalogue of California 
DatamMotorcycle/Car Collision Subsample (N = 423) 

Bin # Car     M/C Angle Car M/C N    % Maximum AIS Ave Harm % Total 

Contact Contact Speed Speed Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 Harm Cost 
:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::iiiiiiiii:".::.~iiiilliiiiiiiiii~iii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :..--.......-..-::::::::::: ..... ..... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: iiii::iii::iiiiiii~:"..:iii::::::::~i~ii::::::::i::::::i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i!i!!iiiiiiii!i~:iiiii:~iiiii~iii~i!i!iii!i!i!i!i!!iiii!!!i~i~ii!iiii!i::i!:~i:::~:~i:~ii:~!i!ii~ 
113 SM S 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0,0 

114 SM S 338-22 10-19 20-39 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0,0 

115 SM S 338-22 20-29 0-19 1 0.2 1 0,7 0,7 0.0 

116 SM S 338-22 20-29 2039 3 0,7 2 1 1,8 5.3 0.1 

117 SM S 23-67 0-9 2039 4 1 3 1 5,5 21.9 0.3 

118 SM S 23-67 10-19 0-19 2 0.5 2 0,7 1,4 0,0 

119 SM S 23-67 20-29 0-19 1 0,2 1 0,7 0,7 0,0 
120 SM S 23-67 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 0,7 0.7 0.0 
121 SM S 23-67 30-39 0-19 1 0,2 1 0,7 0.7 0,0 
122 SM S 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0,7 0,7 0.0 
123 SM S 68-112 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 0,7 0,7 0,0 
124 SM S 68-112 10-19 20-39 2 0,5 1 1 132.6 265.2 3.2 

125 SM S 68-112 20-29 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 2.3 4,6 0.1 
126 SM S 113-157 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 
127 SM S 113-157 0-9 20-39 1 0,2 1 10,2 10.2 0,1 
128 SM S 113-157 10-19 0-19 1 0,2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 
129 SM S 113-157 10-19 20-39 3 0,7 3 10.2 30.6 0.4 
130 SM S 113-157 20-29 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
131 SM S 113-157 20-29 20-39 2 0,5 2 10.2 20.4 0,2 
132 SM S 113-157 40+ 0-19 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 
133 SM S 158-202 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 
134 SM S 158-202 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0,7 0,0 
135 SR F 23-67 10-19 20-39 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
136 SR F 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0,7 0.7 0,0 
137 SR F 68-112 10-19 0-19 4 1 4 0.7 2.8 0.0 
138 SR F 68-112 10-19 20-39 9 2,2 5 1 2 1 32,5 292,3 3,5 
139 SR F 68-112 10-19 40+ 2 0,5 1 1 159,0 318,0 3.8 
140 SR F 68-112 20-29 0-19 2 0,5 1 1 2.3 4,6 0,1 
141 SR F 68-112 20-29 20-39 4 1 3 1 66.6 266,6 3,2 
142 SR F 68-112 30-59 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0,7 0,0 
143 SR F 113-157 0-9 20-39 1 0,2 1 0,7 0,7 0.0 
144 SR F 113-157 : 0-9 40+ 1 0.2 1 107.1 107,1 1,3 
145 SR F 113-157 i 10-19 20-39 4 1 2 1 1 3,9 15.5 0.2 
146 SR F 113-157 10-19 40+ 1 0.2 1 0.7 0,7 0,0 
147 SR F 113-157 20-29 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1,4 0,0 
148 SR F 113-157 20-29 20-39 4 1 1 3 7.8 31,3 0,4 
149 SR S 338-22 0-9 20-39 1 0,2 1 0.7 0,7 0,0 
150 SR S 338-22 10-19 0-19 2 0,5 1 1 2,3 4.6 0.1 
151 SR S 338-22 20-29 20-59 1 0.2 1 0.7 0,7 0.0 
152 SR S 338-22 30-39 40 + 1 0,2 1 0.7 0,7 0,0 
153 SR S 33~.22 40+ 40+ 2 0,5 2 0.7 1.4 0,0 
154 SR S 23-67 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0,7 0.0 
155 SR S 23-67 30-39 0-19 1 0.2 1 10,2 10,2 0.1 
156 SR S 23-67 40+ 40+ 1 0.2 1 264.5 264.5 3.2 
157 SR S 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 3.9 3.9 0,1 
158 SR S 68-112 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 10,2 10.2 0.1 
159 SR S 68-112 10-19 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0,7 0,0 
150 SR S 113-157 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0,7 0.0 
161 SR S 113-157 10-19 0-19 4 1 3 1 1,5 6.0 0.1 
162 SR S 113-157 10-19 20-39 5 1,2 3 1 1 3.2 16.2 0.2 
163 SR S 113-157 20-29 20-39 1 0,2 1 0,7 0,7 0,0 
164 SR S 158-202 10-19 20-39 1 0,2 1 0,7 0,7 0,0 
165 RC F 3,38-22 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0,7 0,7 0,0 
166 RC F 338-22 0-9 40+ 1 0,2 1 10,2 10,2 0,1 
167 RC F 338-22 40+ 20-39 1 0,2 1 10.2 10,2 0.1 
168 RC S 338-22 0-9 0-19 1 0,2 1 0,7 0.7 0,0 
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Appendix A: Catalogue of California 
DatamMotorcycle/Car Collision Subsample (N = 423) 

Bin # Car M/C Angle Car M/C N % Maximum AIS Ave Harm % Total 

Contact Contac~ Speed Speed Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 Harm Cost 

169 RC S 338-22 0-9 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 2.3 4.6 O. 1 

170 RC S 338-22 0-9 40+ 1 0.2 1 10.2 10.2 0.1 

171 RC S 338-22 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0.1 

172 RC S 338-22 10-19 40+ 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0,1 

173 RC S 338-22 20-29 0-19 1 0.2 1 0,7 0.7 0.0 

174 RC S 338-22 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

175 RC S 338-22 30-39 20-39 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

176 RC S 338-22 40+ 40+ 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

177 RC S 23-67 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

178 RC S 23-67 0-9 20-39 2 0.5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0.1 

179 RC S 2367 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0o0 

180 RC S 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0°7 0.0 

181 RC S 68-112 10-19 0-19 1 0,2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

182 RC S 113-157 10-19 40+ 1 0°2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

183 RO F 338-22 0-9 0-19 6 1.5 5 1 1.2 7.4 0°1 

184 RO F 338-22 0-9 20-39 5 1.2 4 1 1,3 6.7 0.1 

185 RO F 338-22 10-19 0-19 2 0.5 2 0.7 1.4 0.0 

186 RO F 338-22 10-19 20-39 7 1.7 5 1 1 2.5 17.6 0,2 

187 RO F 338-22 20-29 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

188 RO F 338-22 20-29 40 + 2 0.5 2 0.7 1 °4 0.0 

189 RO F 338-22 40 + 40 + 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

190 RO F 23-67 0-9 20-39 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

191 RO F 68-112 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0°7 0.7 0.0 

192 RO S 338-22 0-9 0-19 2 0.5 1 1 154.2 308,5 3.7 

193 RO S 338-22 0-9 20-39 4 1 2 2 5.4 21.8 0,3 

194 RO S 338-22 10-19 0-19 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

195 RO S 338-22 10-19 20-39 1 0.2 1 3.9 3.9 0.1 

196 RO S 23-67 0-9 0-19 1 0.2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 

197 RO S 23-67 10-19 20-39 2 0.5 2 10.2 20.4 0.2 

198 RO S 68-112 0-9 0-19 2 0,5 1 1 5.4 10.9 0.1 

199 RO S 68-112 10-19 0-19 1 0,2 1 0.7 0.7 0.0 
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Appendix B: Catalogue of Hannover 
DatamMotorcycle/Car Collision Subsample (N = 211) 

Bin # Car M/C Angle Car M/C N % Maximum AIS Ave Harm % Total 

Contact Contact ...,~....e...d. ~e..~!.., Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 Harm Cost 

1 FO F 68-112 10-19 20-39 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0.18 

2 FO F 68-112 20-29 20-39 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

3 FO F 113-157 0-9 20-39 1 0.5 1 0.7 0.7 0.01 

4 FO F 113-157 10-19 20-39 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

5 FO F 113-157 10-19 40+ 2 0.9 1 1 207.4 414.9 7.46 

6 FO F 113-157 20-29 0-19 1 0.5 1 307.8 307.8 5.53 

7 FO F 113-157 20-29 40+ 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

8 FO F 158-202 0-9 0-19 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

9 FO F 158-202 0-9 20-39 2 0.9 2 0.7 1.4 0.03 

10 FO F 158-202 0-9 40+ 1 0.5 1 10,2 10.2 0.18 

11 FO F 158-202 10-19 40+ 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

12 FO F 158-202 20-29 20-39 3 1.4 2 1 6 18 0.32 

13 FO F 158-202 20-29 40+ 1 0.5 1 0.7 0.7 0.01 

14 FO S 338-22 10-19 0-19 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

15 FO S 338-22 30-39 0-19 1 0.5 1 107.1 107.1 1.93 

16 FO S 338-22 40+ 0-19 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0.18 

17 FO S 23-67 10-19 0-19 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

18 FO S 23-67 10-19 20-39 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0.18 

19 FO S 2367 20-29 0-19 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

20 FO S 23-67 30-39 0-19 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0.18 

21 FO S 23-67 40+ 0-19 2 0.9 1 1 58,6 117.3 2.11 

22 FO S 23-67 40+ 40+ 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0.18 

23 FO S 68-112 0-9 0-19 7 3.3 4 2 1 3 20.8 0.37 

24 FO S 68-112 0-9 20-39 6 2,8 2 2 2 4,9 29.6 0.53 

25 FO S 68-112 0-9 40+ 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0,18 

26 FO S 68-112 10-19 0-19 12 5.7 4 5 3 4.4 52.9 0.95 

27 FO S 68-112 10-19 20-39 2 0.9 1 1 55.5 111 2 

26 FO S 68-112 20-29 0-19 8 3.8 4 2 2 3.9 31 0.58 

29 FO S 68-112 20-29 20-39 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

30 FO S 68-112 30-39 0-19 9 4.2 2 2 1 2 2 84.7 762.6 13.71 

31 FO S 68-112 30-39 20-39 1 0.5 1 10.2 10,2 0.18 

32 FO S 68-112 40+ 0-19 4 1.9 2 1 1 81.4 325.8 5.86 

33 FO S 68-112 40+ 20-39 1 0.5 1 264.5 264.5 4.75 

34 FO S 113-157 0-9 20-39 5 2.4 2 2 1 53.4 317 5.7 

35 FO S 113-157 10-19 0-19 7 3.3 3 4 6.1 42.9 0.77 

36 FO S 113-157 10-19 20-39 5 2.4 2 1 2 5.1 25.7 0,46 

37 FO S 113-157 20-29 0-19 3 1.4 2 1 6 18 0,32 

38 FO S 113-157 20-29 20-39 2 0.9 2 10.2 20.4 0,37 

39 FO S 113-157 30-39 0-19 2 0.9 1 1 155.8 311.7 5.6 

40 FO S 113-157 40+ 0-19 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

41 FO S 158-202 10-19 0-19 1 0.5 1 0.7 0.7 0.01 

42 FO S 158-202 20-29 40+ 1 0.5 1 10.2 10.2 0.18 

43 FO S 158-202 30-39 0-19 4 1.9 1 2 1 71.4 285.6 5.13 

44 FO S 158-202 30-39 20-39 2 0.9 1 1 7 14.1 0.25 

45 FO S 158-202 30-39 40+ 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

46 FO R 338-22 20-29 0-19 2 0.9 1 1 2.3 4.6 0.08 

47 FO R 338-22 40+ 0-19 1 0.5 1 307.8 307.8 5.53 

46 FO R 23-67 10-19 0-19 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

49 SM F 338-22 0-9 0-19 1 0.5 1 0.7 0.7 0.01 

50 SM F 338-22 0-9 20-39 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 

51 SM F 338-22 0-9 40+ 1 0.5 1 264.5 264.5 4.75 

52 SM F 23-67 0-9 20-39 3 1.4 2 1 6 18 0.32 

53 SM F 23-67 0-9 40+ 2 0.9 1 1 7 14,1 0.25 

64 SM F 23-67 10-19 20-39 2 0.9 2 0.7 1.4 0.03 

55 SM F 68-112 0-9 0-19 6 2.8 3 2 1 3.3 20.1 0.36 

56 SM F 68-112 0-9 20-39 3 1.4 2 1 6 18 0.32 
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Appendix B: Catalogue of Hannover 
DatamMotorcycle/Car Collision Subsample (N = 211) 

Bin #    Car ! M/C Angle Car M/C N % Maximum ,adS Ave Harm % Total 
Contac Contacl Speed Speed Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 Harm Cost 

57 SM F 68-112 0-9 40+ 1 0,5 1 3,9 3,9 0.07 
58 SM F 68-112 10-19 0-19 2 0,9 2 0,7 1.4 0,03 
59 SM F 68-112 10.19 20-39 2 0,9 1 1 5,4 10,9 0.2 
60 SM F 68-112 10.19 40+ 1 0.5 1 10,2 10,2 0,18 
61 SM F 68-112 20-29 0-19 3 1,4 3 10,2 30.6 0,55 

62 SM F 68-112 20-29 40+ 1 0,5 1 0,7 0,7 0.01 

63 SM F 68-112 30-39 0-19 t 0,5 1 3,9 3,9 0,07 

64 SM F 68-112 30-39 20-39 1 0,5 1 10,2 10.2 0.18 

65 SM F 113-157 0-9 0-19 1 0,5 1 0,7 0.7 0,01 

66 SM F 113-157 0.9 20-39 2 0,9 1 1 7 14,1 0,25 
67 SM F 113-157 0.9 40+ 2 0.9 2 3.9 7.8 0.14 

68 SM F 113-157 10-19 0-19 1 0,5 1 0.7 0,7 0.01 

59 SM F 113-157 10.19 20-39 1 0.5 1 0.7 0.7 0.0i 

70 SM F 113-157 10.19 40+ 1 0,5 1 107,1 107,1 1,93 

71 SM F 113-157 20-29 0.19 1 0,5 1 10,2 10,2 0,18 

72 SM F 113-157 20-29 40+ 1 0,5 1 3,9 3.9 0.07 

73 SM S 338-22 0-9 0-19 1 0.5 1 0,7 0.7 0.01 

74 SM S 338-22 0-9 20-39 3 1.4 2 1 3,9 11,6 0,21 

75 SM S 338-22 10-19 0-19 1 0.5 1 3,9 3.9 0.07 

76 SM S 338-22 20-29 20.39 1 0,5 1 0,7 0,7 0,01 

77 SM S 338-22 30-39 20-39 1 0.5 1 10,2. 10,2 0.18 

78 SM S 23-67 0-9 0-19 2 0,9 1 1 5.4 10,9 0,2 

79 SM S 23-67 0-9 20-39 2 0,9 2 0,7 1,4 0,03 

80 SM S 23-67 0-9 40 + 1 0.5 1 3,9 3.9 0,07 

81 SM S 23-67 10-19 20-39 8 3,8 7 1 1,1 8.8 0.16 

82 SM S 23-67 10-19 40+ 2 0,9 1 1 55,5 111 2 

63 SM S 23-67 30-39 0-19 1 0,5 1 3,9 3.9 0,07 

84 SM S 23-67 40+ 0-19 1 0,5 1 0,7 0,7 0.01 

85 SM S 68-112 0-9 0-19 2 0.9 1 1 5,4 10.9 0,2 

86 SM S 68-112 0-9 20-39 1 0,5 1 0,7 0.7 0,01 

87 SM S 68-112 10-19 0-19 1 0,5 1 0.7 0,7 0,01 

88 SM S 68-112 20-29 20-39 1 0,5 1 3.9 3.9 0,07 

89 SM S 68-112 20-29 40+ 1 0,5 1 0,7 0,7 0,01 

90 SM S 113-157 0-9 40+ 1 0,5 1 10,2 10.2 0.18 

91 SM S 113-157 10-19 20-39 1 0,5 1 3.9 3,9 0,07 

92 SM ’ S 113-157 20-29 0-19 1 0,5 1 3.9 3.9 0,07 

93 SM S 113-157 20-29 40+ 1 0,5 1 3,9 3,9 0,07 
94 SM ~ 158-202 0-9 20-39 1 0,5 1 3,9 3,9 0,07 

95 SM S 158-202 10-19 0-19 2 0,9 1 1 2.3 4.6 0.08 

96 SM S 158-202 10-19 40+ 1 0,5 1 307.8 307.8 5.53 

97 SM S 158-202 20-29 20-39 1 0.5 1 3.9 3.9 0,07 

98 RO F 338-22 0-9 0.19 2 0.9 2 0.7 1,4 0.03 

99 RO F 338-22 0.9 20-39 2 0,9 1 1 55.5 111 2 

100 RO F 338-22 0-9 40 + 2 0.9 1 1 7 14,1 0.25 

101 RO F 338-22 10-19 20-39 1 0.5 1 3,9 3,9 0,07 

102 RO F 338-22 20-29 40 + 2 0.9 1 1 137.3 274.7 4.94 

103 RO F 23-67 10-19 40+ 1 0,5 1 10,2 10,2 0.18 

104 RO S 338-22 0.9 0-19 1 0,5 1 3.9 3.9 0,07 

105 RO S 338-22 0.9 20-39 1 0,5 1 0,7 0,7 0,01 
106 RO S 338-22 10-19 20-39 1 0,5 1 3.9 3.9 0.07 
107 RO S 113-157 0-9 20-39 1 0,5 1 0.7 0.7 0.01 
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Design of a Motorcyclist Anthropometric Test Device 

A. St-Laurent, T. Szabo, Leg bone design 
N. Shewchenko, J.A. Newman, 
Biokinetics and Associates Ltd. Design Factors 

Ottawa, Canada The skeletal elements of interest are the thigh bone (the 

femur) and the lower leg bones (the tibia and fibula), struc- 

Introduction turally, these elements are non-symmetrical and aniso- 

tropic. However, for purposes of this preliminary design, 
Anthropometric Test Devices (ATD’s) have a long histo- 

the femur and the tibia/fibula were each represented by 
ry of use as surrogates in crash type environments. The 

environments have included cars, motorcycles, high perfor- 
straight circular tubes. 

To achieve a humanlike response to impact, it is neces- 
mance fighter aircraft, etc. Each environment has presented 

specific challenges to those designing the tests. Car crash 
sary to match certain physical characteristics of human 

testing presents a relatively controlled environment with bone. The parameters chosen for this study were the 

relatively little dummy motion. Further, the needs of the following: 

industry have evolved to require high levels of biofidelity ¯ Torsional stiffness up to failure 
(mostly in terms of impact response), repeatability, and ¯ Torsional strength 
reproducibility. The use of ATD’s with high performance ¯ Bending stiffness up to failure 
aircraft has been for the study of ejection seats where the ¯ Bending strength 
governing factors are biofidelity (relative to joint range of ¯ Compressive strength 
motion), durability and the need to allow the dummy unim- 

peded motion within his environment. The measurement of human bone stiffness and strength 
The environment of a motorcyclist in a crash situation has been the subject of considerable research (3-5). The 

lies somewhere between the two described above. Injury results of such studies depend upon the test protocol and 

prediction is of primary importance and biofidelic response may include such variables as loading rate, test site, sex, 

of the surrogate to impact is emphasized. Since the motorcy- age, specimen preparation, etc. 

cle crash environment is relatively unconstrained and since Loading rate is especially troublesome when attempting 

many individual events occur during the relatively long 
to design an appropriate bone surrogate. Response to impact 
is a function of the structural characteristics of the compo- 

period of the collision, keeping a surrogate’s motion true to 
nent materials, the visco-elastic or strain rate sensitivity of 

thatofahumanisvitaltotheassessmentofinjurypotential, the materials, and of the inertial properties of the body 
This is of particular importance in the later stages of a crash segments in question. 
when the structural collapse of a lower extremity compo- Results of existing studies are thus of limited value in an 
nent and the presence of a data transmission cable (1) (um- engineering design context. Such tests do however provide 
bilical cord) may influence body motion.* a means to validate an eventual design if it can be shown that 

Following an assessment of the merits of contemporary the response of the model equates to that of the original 

ATD’s, the "pedestrian" version of the Hybrid III (2) was specimens. Cadaver tests by Nyquist et al (6) for example, 

selected as the basis for the motorcyclist crash dummy. This provide such data. 

ATD has the capacity to monitor for a variety of injuries The strain rate sensitivity of femur bone to axial compres- 
sion (3) is such that a 40% increase in stiffness and yield 

including those of closed head injury, chest trauma, femur 
strength for both tibia and femur over the published quasi- 

compressive injury, and others. However, it has no capacity 
static values seemed appropriate for the dynamic values. 

to monitor directly for fractures or dislocations of the lower The following values were thus selected for the dynamic 
extremities and transducers are connected to a data acquisi- properties of the surrogate bones. 
tion system by means of an umbilical cord. Table 1. Frangible leg bone design criteria. 

This paper presents the results of an attempt to address Femur T~ia 
these matters through the redesign of the Hybrid III lower ~,~;c Bending Allowable (Nm) 328 294 
extremities and the adaptation of on-board data acquisition, l:~,~e Torsion Allowable ~m) 192 

Bending Deflection at Failure (mm) 12 10 
Bones that break, joints that dislocate and the removal of the Torsional Rotation at Failure (d©gre~) 18 17 
umbilical cord are considered to be significant improve- 

ments to the Hybrid III ATD. Bone design 

The lower extremity "skeleton" of the standard Hybrid 
*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. III is shown in figure 1. 
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Table 2. Percentage difference betweeo 
bones and human bones. 

T~Na 

D~ic Bering Allo~bl~ + 2 

D~ic Torsion ~owable + 7 + 8 
Ben~g Deflection at F~e + 
Torsion Deflection at F~e +9 +8 

Hip design 

Dislocation mechanism 

The most prominent injuries to the hip are to the liga- 

ments and pelvis bone. They are induced by excessive 
Figure 1~ Standard t~ybrid N lower ~eg.                         strains or loads, and may result in hip dislocation. It was the 

aim of this preliminary study to gain an understanding of the 
To meet the required strength and stiffness characteris- 

ligament injuries related to hip dislocations and to adapt this 
tics. and to be compatible with the Hybrid Ill. necessitated a to a hip joint for the motorcyclist anthropometric test 
material which permitted a broad range of structural proper- device. 
ties. It was determined that composite fibre materials such Field accident data studied by Stewart et al (4), has shown 
as glass, carbon, or polyamides in various resin matrices, that dislocations may occur in almost any direction in the 
provided the necessary flexibility of design. By orienting plane of the acetabular rim, Posterior dislocations have been 
the fibres appropriately, it was possible to achieve the de- noted to account for the majority (80%) of the dislocation 
sired mix of properties, injuries. Suracci (5) also encountered a large percentage of 

Sixty example frangible bones, representing about 15 posterior dislocations. Fractures of the acetabulum socket. 
design configurations, were fabricated and tested. Orienta- acetabular rim and fracture of the head or neck of the femur 
tion of the fibres were along the longitudinal axis of the can also be associated with hip dislocation. In an automo~ 
bones, at _+30 deg and at +60 deg to the long axis of the rive environment, hip dislocations were often attributed ~o 
bones. The bending strength was constant around the cir- large axial forces applied to the femur when it is flexed and 
cumference and along the length of the bone except for the adducted. The femur is driven towards the posterior portion 

end reinforcements. A bone fitted to a H ybrid lII lower leg is of the acetabulum where the femoral head is least supported 

shown in figure 2. by the acetabulum and the restraining effects of the liga- 

ments are the least. (7). Figure 3 depicts the typical loading 

conditions. 

Figure 2. Lower ~eg bon÷ ~itted in calf flesh. Figure 3. Posterior hip dis|oeation. 

In addition to the static torsion and bending tests used in To assess hip dislocation mechanisms it is necessary m 

this design process, dynamic bending tests of the candidate consider the geometry of the hip joint, the restraining forces 

designs were also performed. The dynamic tests were run afforded by the ligaments and muscles, and the physical 

utilizing a computer controlled hydraulic actuator, with a properties of the bone and ligaments, l~or this study, muscle 

toad celt and displacement feedback loop. involvement and bony fractures were excluded~ the rela~ 

Table 2 below summarizes the percentage differences tionship between femur angle, ligamem involvement and 

between the frangible composite bones and the correspond- dislocation forces could not be discerned grom available 

ing design values ~br human bones, biomechanical data. Therefore. the [brce required to disto- 
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cate the hip in the posterior direction and to strain the liga- Table 3. Hi p ligament properties. 

merits to the point of injury was no~ avai/able~ Cross-Sectional 
Ligaraen~ Area Average Length 

Quanti fication of these forces was realized through the (r~m2) (ram) 

construction of a physical replica of the hip joint and cap- ~b~eaps~a~ 12~ 72 
sule. The model- depicted in figure 4. was constructed from l[iofemoral 362 65 

plastic replicas and the joint capsule was modetled by ptac- Transverse 58 69 
ing elastic bands at the lateral and medial portions of the 

iliofemoral, ischiocapsular, and pubocapsular ligaments, to the postermr margin of the acetabular rim. It was interest- 

The geometry was confirmed with 50 percentile three di- ing to note that specific ligaments became slack at different 
mensional data established by Reynolds et at (8). The model femur positions. This had also been noted by Kapandji and 
allowed the femur to be oriented re lative to the pelvis and Gray (10, 1 1 ~. The strains and subsequent forces exerted by 

the strains and orientations to be mea ~ured. The model the ligaments are presented in table 4 with the femur at 115 

allowed the elastic ligaments m assume their natural paths degrees flexion and l 0 degrees adductio~. The coordinate 

thereby accounting for wrapping around the femoral head system has its origin at the center of hip joint rotation with 
and neck. The ligament strains and orientations were meas- the X-Y plane parallel to the rim of the acetabulum. 

ured with a three dirnens ional digitizer. 
Table 4. Force components actin~ on t~te hip. 

Component Force (N) 

X (posterior-anterior) -1671 
Y (inferior-superior) -864 
Z (medial-lateral) -4185 

Figure 4. H|p joln~ model 

~ ascertain the total resisting force ac~ing on the hip due 

to ligament strains, the mechanical properties of the liga- 

meres mus~ firsl be known. ~nsufficien~ physiological and 

biomechanical data [~r the hip ligaments necessitated the 

use and extrapolation of force~strain da~a from knee liga- 

ments, tt was assumed that the mechanical prope~ies of the 

knee and hip ligaments were similar, F~gure 5. Not~reyc~st ATD hip j~inL 

No) es et a/(9) presented data on the elastic modulus of 

the anterior cruciate ligament. Based on this data. a value of The cu~ent design depicted in figure 5 prese~es the 

~ l t MPa was chosen to represent the dynamic elastic mod- 
~rces required to dislocate the hip. The design consists of a 
split ring assembly which retains the femoral head in the 

ulus in the elastic region for the target age group. A max-- 
acetabulum until the cri tical dislocation force of 4 kN, nor- 

imum s~ram of 30% was chosen t:or the onset of ligament 
maltotheplaneoftheacetabulum.isexceeded.Thisforceis 

marin8 and a strain of 25% was Chosen as the inflection 
the lower bound of a perfo~ance co~idor as it is based on 

point between ~he elastic and plastic regmns, the femur orientation when it is most likely to dislocate. ~e 
The cross sectional areas of the li gaments and their aver- Hybrid Iit pelvic structure and femur head are used as the 

age lengths were derived from basic cadaver measurements basis for the design. The hip region has been modified to 
and model dimensions. A summary of ihe results is given in represent the 50 percentile geometry of the acetabulum. The 
table 3. two arms which clamp the femur head are mounted to the 

Wi~h ~he approximate properties and available measuring pelvis. The a~s pivo~ at one end and are retained at the 
techniques, it was possible to dete~ine the resistive forces other by shear pins. Failure of the p~ns occur when the 
acting at the hip. Data was collected with the femur at critical load has been su~assed. The afros include a 70 
maximum extension, flexion, and mid-position. In flexion, degree opening at the posterior potion to provide an unob- 
measurements were taken with ~he femoral head fully structed displacement path gor the dislocated femur. The 

seated in the acetabulum and also with the head dislocated design preserves the joint contact force vectors with a low 
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friction plastic lined acetabulum. In addition, joint torsional Four loading modes were identified as the most likely to 
resistance may be adjusted to aid in the positioning of the cause knee injuries in the motorcycle accident environment. 

ATD’s legs. These are: 
Refinements to the design shall include improved bio- 

fidelity and the ability to monitor for ligament injuries. The 
¯ Varus-valgus (inward-outward) rotation of the 

tibia relative to the femur 
concept, illustrated in figure 6, introduces a joint capsule ¯ Torsional rotations of the tibia relative to the 
which replicates the geometry and response found for hu- 

femur 
mans. The capsule incorporates thermoplastic/elastomer ¯ Anteroposterior (A-P)shear 
ligaments with stress-strain characteristics similar to those 
of real ligaments. Although this concept has not been com- 

¯ Lateral shear 

pleted, full fruition of the design is expected in future work. Of these motions, the only one currently possible in the 

~-- sop~Q Hybrid III is A-P shear. However, the current A-P mecha- 
/ / eoverP,a,o nism is susceptible to binding during combined loadings 

~ 
Fomo, e~ps.~osuppo~ and was excluded from the design. 

No failure data was found on the other three motions. 

~o~,e~o~o Consequently, dedicated cadaver tests were conducted (12). 
The knees of fresh frozen specimens were obtained from 

~.~oou~, male cadavers, aged 23, 26, and 23. All specimens were 
deemed "healthy". 

~ 
~o~c~, Two knees underwent 90 degrees of quasi-static tibia ¯ 

-~ ’~°’ rotation about the axis of the femur (in valgus, or outward 
rotation), while one knee underwent 90 degrees of quasi- 

~.~ static tibia rotation about the axis of the tibia (in external 
torsional rotation). Torque-rotation curves were obtained 

~ from all tests. The knee flexion angle was set at 90 degrees 
Figure 6. ATD hip joint capsule concept, for all tests. 

Experimental limitations prohibited the testing of lateral 

Knee design shear to failure. 

Modes of failure in the human knee may involve various Valgus rotation 
combinations of bony, ligamentous, muscular, and car- 

Failures of the anterior cruciate and the medial collateral 
tilaginons structures. The reaction of structures in the knee ligaments were observed in the applied range of movement. 
to loading is dependant on the rate at which it is strained as These failures coincided with a drop in torque observed at 
bone, ligaments, cartilage and muscle are strain rate sensi- approximately 30 degrees. The mean maximum torque ob- 
tive. Finally the degree to which the surrounding muscula- served just prior to these failures was 95 Nm while the mean 
ture is contracted significantly affects potential failure stiffness in the linear range up to failure was 4.3 Nm/deg. 
mechanisms. These were established as the static criteria values for val- 

A perfect surrogate knee would incorporate all of the gus knee failure. 
above factors in its design and monitor for them in an As an approximation, response to varus (inward)rotation 
accurate and repeatable manner, of the tibia was considered similar to that of valgus (out- 

It was decided to limit the design considerations to those ward) rotation. 
factors which were deemed the most relevant to the motor- 
cycle accident environment. The following points address Torsional rotation 

this issue: Failures of the medial collateral and anterior cruciate 
ligaments were observed in the applied range of torsional 

¯ Failures induced by combined loading (i.e., tor- 
rotation. These failures coincided with a drop in torque 

sion and lateral shear) were not monitored for due observed at approximately 50 degrees. The mean maximum 
to their complexity. Rather, the motions of the torque observed just prior to this drop was 57 Nm while the 
knee were considered uncoupled when incor- static stiffness in the linear range prior to failure was 2.4 
porating tolerance data. Nm/deg. Low resistance of the knee to torsional rotation 

¯ It was decided not to monitor for patellar fractures observed in the first 20 degrees of motion was not incorpo- 
given their low severity, rated into the knee unit, as much of this movement is cur- 

¯ Since the most readily accessible tolerance data is rently accounted for by rotation in the Hybrid III ankle. The 
quasi-static in nature, while the loading antici- obtained values were adjusted for dynamic effects and used 
pated in motorcycle crashes is dynamic, static as design criteria for torsional rotation. As an approxima- 
tolerance data adjusted for dynamic effects was tion, response to internal rotation of the tibia was considered 
used in the design, similar to that of external rotation. 
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In order to adapt the quasi-static values to a dynamic The knee design contains ~we brass pins which ac~ as 
environment, the strain rate dependency of ligaments was fuses, shearing when the load in either torsionm or var~ 
considered. A 42% increase in ligament strength was ob- vagus rotation exceeds the established tolerance levels. Hu- 
served in one study when the strain rate was increased from 

man-like response prior to failure is accomplished via pl 
0.036 sec-I to 0.14 sec-1 (13). It is also known that as the 

tically deformable springs which compress during torsional 
!oading rate to a joint increases the chances of sustaining a 

purely tigamentous {as opposed to bony) failure increase 
or varus-valgus movement. The springs are designed such 

that when the rotation in varus-valgus motion is between 25 (14). This phenomenon has been attributed to a higher strain 

rate dependency of bone than ligament. Given these facts, and 30 degrees, and/or rotation in torsional motion is bet- 

coupled with a dynamic increase factor of 40% used for wen 30 and 35 degrees, the compressive resistance is suffi- 

bone. it seemed not unreasonable to assign an increase of cient to shear the appropriate pin. In addition, the knee is 

30% to both the static yield strengths and stiffnesses of the equipped with a steel bolt which can shear in the event of 
knee. The criterion values for quasi-static knee failure in extremely high lateral and/or axial loads. This occurrence 
valgus rotation were thus adjusted to reflect this increase, could be indicative of complete knee amputation. The knee 
Table 5 shows the target values for both varus-v algus and 

unit is shown in figure 9. 
torsional rotation. 

Table 5. Design criteria ~r knee element. 

Motio~ Stiffness Failure Load 

Vants-valgus rotation 5.6 Nm/deg 124 Nm at 30° 
Torsional rotation 3.1 Nmideg 74 Nm at 30~ 

Knee design 

The frangible knee components bolt to the base of the 

clevis of the existing Hybrid III knee. but do not affect the 

knee in terms of flexion and extension. Figures 7 and 8 show 

schematics of the assembled knee. 

Figure 9. Frangible knee assembly. 

Figure 7. Knee assemNy in fronta~ plane.                         The device was tested on the same equipmen~ as was used 

for the cadaver tests. Figures 10 and 11 slh~va the rcsponse 

curves with the corresponding cadaver curves (a{tj ~sted tk>r 

dynamic effects). 

The surrogate knee response curves end a~ the points 

where their respective shear pins t~ailed. These points ar~ 

132 Nm at 29 degrees, and 72 Nm at 32 degrees, *k?r varus- 

valgus and torsional rotations~ respectively. These val~es 

are all within 7% of the target vaiues listed in tame 5. 

Although the stiffnesses were not direct] y calculated, due to 

their varying nature 1, it can be seen thal the resistance up ~( 

~_~~) ~o.~,o. failure is. to a degree, human-like ti>r both movements. The 

resistance to rotation post-failure ~s zero for both rotation 

Figure 8. Knee assembly in sagittal plane, modes. 
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t4o femurs; strain gauges are applied to the knee clevis, distal 
t~0. femur, and tibia; and the use of the chest potentiometer 

~i~’\’,,i~,"-~ 
standard in the Hybrid III has been retained. In all, 55 of the 

too 

~.’ j’~V i - Caaav~, 1 possible 64 channels are used. A detailed list of the trans- 
~o ducers and the measurements taken is presented in table 6. 

Toe:lue ~Nrn) \ "- Cadaver 2 

~o - su~egata~nee Table 6. Transducers used with the motorcyclist ATD. 
40 Location Measurement 

2o Head Linear Accelerations, Angular Accelerations 
<~ Neck Forces, Moments 

o Chest Linear Accelerations, Deflection 
o 1o 20 3o 40 ~o ~o 7o ~o 20 10o Pelvis LinearAcceleradons 

Rotation (degrees) L~ft Proximal Femur Forces, Moments 
Right Proximal Femur Forces, Moments 
Left Distal Femur Forces, Moments Figure 10. Response to Valgus rotation of the tibia. 
Right Distal Femur Forces, Moments 
Left Knee Clevis Load 

so Right Knee Clevis Load 
~ Left Proximal T~ia Moments 

¯ ; Right Proximal Tibia Moments 
Left Distal Tibia Axial Load, Moments ~o ~, 
Right Distal Tibia Axial Load, Moments 

50 ~ 
ii ..... Cadaver 3 

Torque (Nm) 40 
V ~,/’~ ~. For the most part, the transducers used equate to those ~. .__/ .. ~ ~. /,.,, -- Surrogate Knee 

~o \~ found on a fully equipped Hybrid III ATD and all kinetic 

.’~ 20 data that can be monitored by the Hybrid III is retained by 

10 this modified dummy. The differences between the two are 

o ~    , ~ , , ~ , , as follows: 
0      10     20     30     40     50     60     70 ¯ Three angular accelerometers have been added in 

Rotation (degrees) 

the head. 
Figure 11. Response to External Torsional Rotation of the 

~.; Tibia. 
¯ The chest deflection potentiometer, although in 

use, provides data of limited value due to reduced 
deflection space and altered compliance of the Data acquisition system 
chest. 

The on-board data acquisition system developed is an * The 6 channel upper leg transducers are not situ- 
extremely sophisticated piece of equipment whose produc- ated where they are normally found on a Hybrid 

.~ tion was made possible only by recent developments in III. These units, specially designed by Denton are ¯ ~ 
integrated circuit technology. For such a system to be truly located just proximal to the bend in the femur. 
useful, it was decided from the outset that it should: ¯ The sliding knee potentiometer has been 

¯ Be durable enough to withstand the rigors of me- eliminated. 
torcycle testing. ¯ The standard lower leg transducers were not 

¯ Be relatively easy to use and operate in a test included. 
’ environment. ¯ A large number of strain gauges have been placed 

¯ Provide for an appropriate combination of sen- on the frangible bones. For the lower legs, the 
sors, to allow for the accurate assessment of mul- values provided replace those previously fur- 
tiple injuries to various body parts, nished by the transducers. For the femurs, they 

¯ Result in data which is compatible with, and trans- supplement data obtained from other sensors. 
ferable to, commonly used computer systems. 

,- ¯ Not affect weight and mass distribution of the Data acquisition 
ATD. 

The data acquisition system designed and built for the ¯ Not interfere with the response of the ATD. 
motorcyclist ATD consists of several units which are de- 

These objectives were largely achieved. Any deviations scribed in detail in reference (15). Some of these units are 

relate to the size, weight, and location of the data acquisition used for setup, calibration and data retrieval and are only 

..... system and are discussed further on. connected to the acquisition system when necessary. This 
minimizes the volume required by the system. 

Transducers The heart of the data acquisition system is the Durable 

The motorcyclist ATD is fitted with four types of trans- Electronic Logging Violent Event Recorder or DELVER. 

ducers. Accelerometers are used in the head, chest, and Eight DELVERs are used for the motorcyclist ATD to pro- 
pelvis; load cells are used in the neck, and in the proximal vide a total capability of 64 channels. These have been 
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placed in an aluminum box which fits inside the chest cavity present, the configuration allows for only approximately 2 
and wraps around the spine box. This arrangement is shown cm. and that. only when compressed directly from the from. 

in figure 12~ The degree of biofidelity of this new thorax has not yet been 
assessed. 

The overall instrumentation system block diagram is 

shown in figure 14. A description of the principal compo- 

nents follows. 

Mounted 

~ Mou 

Figure 12. D~LVER housing inside Hybrid Ill ehes~. 
"~ 

The data acquisition system did no= entirely meet all of 

the design objectives. The mass and center of gravity as well 
Figure 14, DELVER block diagram. 

as the available deflection and compliance of the chest have 

been affected. 
Bridge Completion Module, This unit fits within the 

Ballasting at the base of the thoracic spine was removed 
thoracic spine box of the Hybrid III. Its function is to pro- 

to compensate at leas~ partially for the mass of the data 
vide bridge completion circuitry for 350 ~, 2 a~ and I a~ 

acquisition system. Neve~heless, the chest mass of this 
piezoresistive sensors, The bridge completion circuitry in- 

version of the motorcyclist ATD has increased by approx- 
cludes a precision potentiometer to provide circuit balanc- 

imately 7 kg. The mass distribution has changed slightly 
ing capability. This circuitry has been mounted on the s~em 

thereby raising the position of the center of gravity by close 
which fits inside the Hybrid III spine box. The uni¢ is shown 

to 2 cm. in figure 15. 
The size of the aluminium box also makes it impossible to 

retain the full amount of deflection no.ally possible in the 

chest. The box also interfered with the curvature of the ribs. 

The damping material had to be cut away in the front outside 

comers in order that the ribs fit on the ATD. As an additional 

modification, the ribs had to be cut at the spine into left and 

right sections. These changes are shown in figure 13. At 

Figure 13. Modified Hybrid Ill ribs. Figure 15. Circuitry mounted on Hybrid ill s~em. 
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Voltage Excitation Module. This module is also located represent a much larger percentage of the total mass of the 
within the spine box of the Hybrid III. The circuitry is lower extremities than the human. Future refinements will 

designed to provide the appropriate excitation required to endeavour to better match the overall mass distribution to 

support the previously described list of dummy sensors, that of the human through soft tissue development. 

DELVER. The primary specifications for the data chan- Modification to the lower leg soft tissue permitted the 

nels include: frangible bones to be easily installed and, following testing, 
be readily replaced. The provision of a series of strain 

¯ 10,000 samples per second per channel. gauges mounted to the surface of the bones, replaces the 
¯ Solid state digital memory, lower leg transducers normally fitted to the Hybrid III and 
¯ 8 bit resolution, 0.78% accuracy, enables monitoring for potential bone failure through stress 
¯ 13.1 seconds of data storage, strain analysis. 
¯ Shock and vibration resistant. Finally, the structure is such that inspection of tested 
¯ Compatible with low level and high level differ- parts which were caused to fail in bending and in torsion are 

ential DC inputs, visually different from each other. The failure characte- 
¯ Per channel DC gain adjustments from 1 to 500. ristics are distinctive enough that, with the strain gauge 
¯ Anti-aliasing filtering with the -3db point set at data, insight into the failure mechanisms in full-scale tests is 

2,500 Hz. possible. 
¯ Per channel full scale signal offset capability. The current effort has demonstrated the feasibility of 

composite material design in achieving a bone model with 
Field Power Supply. This component supplies 24 VDC humanlike structural properties. The present solution 

to the batteries and dummy during pre and post-test opera- however, should be regarded as interim. Improvements to 
tions when line power is available. The unit is compatible be considered in the future include: 
with input voltages between 85 VAC and 132 VAC. 

Batteries. There are three sets of batteries used with this ¯ Better representation of impact properties; 

system. Trolley mounted batteries can provide up to 10 
. Improved methods for predicting soft tissue 

minutes of power before a test. Dummy mounted batteries 
injury; 

¯ Variable strength properties along and around the 
provide 30 seconds of full power during a test and a second 
set of dummy mounted batteries can provide up to 1,000 

bone; 
¯ Improved quality control techniques for such 

hours of power for data retention only. This arrangement is 
used to minimize the mass and volume of batteries housed 

frangible elements. 
¯ Better mass and inertial representation. 

within the dummy. 
Calibration/Diagnostic Unit (CDU). During pre-test Laboratory tests have verified the performance of the hip 

operations, this unit is used to ascertain the operational design. Full scale crash tests are ensuing and should prove 
status of the DELVER as well as assist the user in setting the the feasibility of such a device for the monitoring of hip 
gains and offsets for the individual data channels, joint injuries due to dislocations. 

Data Retrieval and Playback System (DRAPS). This The knee design mimics the human knee well in its 
unit, used during post-test operations, is a solid state, high response to loading in both torsional and varus-valgus 
capacity mass storage system designed to retrieve test data movements. Complete knee dissociation is monitored for, 
from DELVER. DRAPS is the communications link re- although comparative cadaver data was not obtained. 
quired between DELVER and digital computers or analog Future improvements to be considered include: 
recorders. The down load of DELVER data to DRAPS is a 

¯ Refining post-failure resistance to loading to be non-destructive read process at the original sample rate, 
which is typically too fast for most computers. DRAPS more human-like; 

records DELVER data and then is capable of transferring 
¯ Reducing complexity of assembly; 
¯ Conducting dynamic testing to verify response; the data to different types of equipment at various selectable 
¯ Conducting tests to dissociate knee completely to 

playback rates, 
establish "amputation" loads. 

Summary 
A digital data acquisition system has been designed to fit 

Using newly developed structural materials and within the chest cavity of the Hybrid III. 
methodologies, frangible leg bones for a Hybrid III test An instrumentation package has been developed to 
dummy were designed, fabricated and validated to match provide the most complete kinematic and kinetic history 
the currently available dynamic strength properties of the ever achieved in motorcycle testing. 
human upper and lower leg bones. The stiffness and failure With the partial exception of chest compliance, all of the 
criteria were met within 10%. original design specifications have been met. It must still be 

The frangible bones are comparable in weight to human realized, that the chest compliance issue for motorcycle 
bones, however they weigh considerably less than the crash testing does not bear the same relevance as in car crash 
standard Hybrid III bones. The Hybrid III bones though, testing. 
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Finally, the data acquisition system of the motorcyclist (10) Kapandji, I.A., "Physiologie Articulaire; Schemas 

ATD has worked well in preliminary tests. Commentes de Mecanique Humaine". Libraire Maloine 

S.A., Paris, Fourth Edition. 
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A Combined Anti-lock Brake System for Motorcycles 

G.L. Donne Introduction 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory, UK Papers which discussed the difficulties faced by riders in 

Abstract the braking of motorcycles have been presented at pre- 

vious ESV Conferences (DONNE and WATSON, 1985) 
There is evidence that many motorcyclists use only one (DONNE and CART, 1987) and elsewhere. Two-wheeled 

brake, usually that on the rear wheel. This technique vehicles remain unusually susceptible to accidents which 
seriously limits the deceleration available to the vehicle, 

involve braking problems, such as skidding or excessive 
particularly in emergencies. Combined braking systems in 

which the brakes of both wheels are actuated by a single 
stopping-distance. In some cases, rider technique appeared 

to be inadequate, particularly under emergency conditions. 
control have been available for many years but not used in 

For example, a study of the behaviour of riders 
large numbers. Such systems ensure the use of both brakes 

by virtue of their design but problems related to distribution 
(SHEPPARD ET AL, 1985) indicated serious deficiencies 

of effort have remained unresolved. The addition of anti- in the way in which many riders attempted to brake. It was 

lock devices to a Combined brake system is discussed in the observed that even during emergency braking over 20 per 

paper, along with results obtained from braking tests using a cent of riders used only one brake, generally that on the rear 

sample of riders, wheel. In "normal" braking only about half the riders 
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observed used both brakes. If such a pattern of behaviour is relatively-small number of test-riders was used. However, 

widespread, many motorcyclists are failing to brake in the care was taken to ensure that they had a range of experience 

most effective way, since, failure to use the front brake and ability and that the test-procedure was well-controlled. 
~ limits the deceleration available to the vehicle and can lead The results indicated that the use of the combined brake 

to unnecessarily long stopping-distances. The relevance of system with anti-lock was advantageous, particularly for 
this has been illustrated in an accident study made in Austra- riders braking on a slippery surface. In all cases, the use of 
lia (MCLEAN ET AL 1979). This indicated that 30 per cent the linked system (both with and without anti-lock operat- 
of the accidents investigated might have been avoided if the ing) gave results which were superior to those obtained 

.~ available braking capacity of the motorcycle had been fully using the rear brake alone. 
utilized. The education and training of riders to use both 

brakes might improve the situation but available evidence Test Method 
(HURT ET AL, 1981) indicates that attempts at this have 
been unsuccessful in the past. Motorcycle 

Combining the operation of the brakes on both wheels to One machine was used. This was a BMW K100 which 
.~=3 a single actuation system could be a means of "enforcing" had been fitted with Lucas Girling anti-lock devices in the 

the use of both brakes. A few manufacturers have produced brakes of both wheels. Safety skids were fitted to protect the 
commercially-available machines with such systems, the rider from the effects of capsize when tests were undertaken 
first more than sixty years ago. Moto Guzzi (MANICARDI, with the anti-lock devices immobilised. In its standard form 
1979) and Yamaha (in the US market) appear to be the only the machine was equipped with brake systems of a 
producers in recent years. A previous assessment at TRRL configuration which has become the norm for large 

.,~ of a machine equipped with a combined system showed that motorcycles, with two disc-brakes on the front wheel and a 
intrinsically such an arrangement could not achieve results single disc-brake on the rear wheel. These were operated 
which were better than those obtained by an expert rider respectively by master-cylinders mounted on the handlebar 
using a conventional system. Indeed, the results indicated and near the right foot-rest. 
that on a good road-surface, the conventional arrangement For the purposes of this investigation the pipework of the 
produced vehicle decelerations which were significantly standard brake-systems was modified to provide an 

~ higher than those obtained with the linked system alone . J additional configuration referred to as a linked system. In 
(with an expert rider). However, another study (MORTI- this mode, the handlebar master-cylinder actuated one of 
MER, 1986) found that there were significant benefits in the brakes on the front wheel and the single rear brake. Both 
using a combined brake system when non-expert riders the second brake on the front wheel and the rear master- 
were involved. 

Generally, combined systems assessed previously had 
cylinder were isolated in the linked configuration. 

.~ a fixed relation between front and rear brake-effort, depen- Manually-controlled valves were provided to enable any of 

dent on the dimensions of components of the brake-system, 
the possible modes of operation to be selected, with or 
without the anti-lock devices operating. 

Inevitably, this was a compromise and was found to limit 
the deceleration which was available to the vehicle on good Brake configurations 
surfaces. This was because the rear wheel locked before 

Measurements were made in each of the following brake 
maximum brake-force was developed by the front wheel. 

¯ ~ On Moto Guzzi machines a supplementary brake was pro- configurations: rear brake only; front and rear brakes (sepa- 

vided on the front wheel to overcome this problem. How- 
rate operation); front and rear brakes (linked system), each 

ever, in extreme condition the rider was faced with the need with the anti-lock devices immobilised; front and rear 

to adjust front and rear effort just as with a conventional brakes (separate operation); front and rear brakes (linked 

arrangement, system), in each case with anti-lock devices activated. 

A logical extension of the combined brake system would Ideally, in the linked mode, both brakes on the front 

~ ~ consist of the addition of anti-lock brake devices on each wheel of the motorcycle would have been operated in order 

wheel. Any need to attempt balance between front and rear to maintain the original braking capacity. In practice, it was 

brake effort would be unnecessary. Under maximum or not possible to obtain a suitable master-cylinder capable 

panic braking conditions the operation of the anti-lock sys- of operating three brakes simultaneously. However, the ar- 

terns would ensure that both wheels were producing a brake- rangement used was able to illustrate the possible benefits 

force which was near the optimum, of a linked system, as a principle, despite the reduced brake 

This paper describes and discusses measurements of force available at the front-wheel compared with the con- 

braking-distance made to assess an anti-lock equipped com- ventional configuration. 

bined brake system on a motorcycle. Comparisons were 
Riders made with the performance of other brake operating config- 

urations. As this was a preliminary investigation, intended A total of ten riders took part. They ranged in age from 

to assess the possible benefits of the system, only a about 20 years to about 55 years and had a variety ofmotor- 
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cycling experience. None claimed to be an expert rider and Table 1. Deceleration (g) obtained using various brake operat- 
ing configurations on wet Bridport gravel surface, from 

not all were practising motorcyclists at the time of the tests. 50 km/h. 

Road surfaces ~ 
Measurements of braking distance were made on two test 

surfaces of the research track at the Transport and Road 
~ ,o ~¢~ ~o ~�~ w~ta ~/~ ~o ~�~ w~ ~,~ 

Research Laboratory in the UK. These were: "Bridport" 1. lo ~ ~---~. o.21 �1~ 0.,7 �2~ 0.40 0.53 o.~0 
gravel, a macadam with a rough, polished texture and a ~,_t,~ r~er 

peak coefficient of friction of about 0.4 when wet; fine, cold 2. 6 ~ ,~a~-ri~ 0.29 o.~ o.~ 0.~ o.~ 
asphalt with a smooth, harsh texture and a peak coefficient 

of friction in excess of 0.7, wet or dry, at the speed used in 3. 8 ~ ~_ri~,:~ 0.22 0.45 o.,1 0.,1 0.48 

this investigation. 4. 16 ~ ,~.~,~. ~: 
riding regularly at 0.27 0.38 0.46 0.44 0.59 

Speed measurement r~. 

A speed-measuring system was installed on each of the 5. ~,~ r~a~ 0.22 0.36 0.52 0.29 0.*5 

test surfaces. This measured the time taken by the motor- 6. ,.~t-ue ,~_ri~,:~ 0.21 0.3a 0.,3 0.43 0.*9 
cycle to cover the distance (one metre) between two parallel 
rubber tubes fixed to the road-surface at the approach to the 7. ,o~,~ 0.25 0.,3 ¯ 0.,6 0.40 0.51 

braking area. The passage of the vehicle generated pulses in 8. ~ ,~_r~. ~ 
rid~Ig regularly at 0.28 0.46 0.50 0.40 0.57 

the tubes which operated switches. These, in turn, operated 
an electronic timer. The equipment was situated approx- 

3 years e~erience. ~tive imately two metres in advance of a line marked by two 9. ~_~. ~ ~n 
0.2~ 0.,1 0.42 0.4~ 

traffic-cones which indicated to the rider where to com- ~J ~ 

mence braking. Although all measurements were made 10. 30 y,~ ~_~-~ 0.27 0.39 0.,9 0.39 0.55 
Active rider. 

using a nominal speed of 50km/h (30 mile/h) this arrange- 
ment enabled an accurate measurement of the actual speed ~w-~ 0.25 0.,3 0.,8 0.,3 o.5~ 
of the motorcycle just prior to braking. 

Figu~s are the average of 5 rur~ in eac~ c~mfiguraticn 
Order of testing ~i~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~ o~ ~=~. ~ ~ ~ 

As far as was practical the order of testing was ran- 
domised across conditions for each rider. This was intended Second, the average decelerations obtained by the use of 

to reduce any effects arising from increasing familiarity linked and separated configurations did not appear to indi- 

with the task among riders, cute any benefit intrinsic in the use of the former (without 

Each rider was asked to make five attempts at each test- anti-lock). However, there is subjective evidence (Appen- 

condition; failed attempts were repeated and a note made of dix) that riders perceive advantages in having to operate 

the reason for failure (usually loss of control), only one control to apply the brakes on both wheels. 
Third, the average decelerations obtained in the two con- 

Results figurations with anti-lock were 11 and 23 per cent higher 
than those obtained in similar configurations with the anti- 

Average vehicle-decelerations obtained by each rider lock devices immobilised. 
with each brake configuration are shown in tables 1 and 2. No pattern was apparent with regard to the decelerations 
Table 3 compares the average decelerations obtained with obtained by various riders. It appeared that experience and 
each configuration, as a multiple of that achieved by using regularity of riding were not factors which affected the 
the rear brake only. Riders’ subjective comments are shown performance achieved by riders in this assessment. How, 
in the Appendix. ever, the same general pattern of deceleration obtained 

"Bridport" gravel surface (table 1) across the various configurations was obtained for all riders. 

Several comparisons may be made. First, the average Fine textured asphalt surface (table 2) 
deceleration obtained using the rear brake only compared The limited brake-force available at the front wheel of the 
with that for each of the other configurations (in which test motorcycle in the two linked-brake configurations has 
brakes were applied on both wheels). In the case of the two been discussed. It was evident that this factor affected the 
arrangements without anti-lock, the average deceleration results obtained on this surface, which has a coefficient of 
achieved was about 70 per cent higher than that using the friction about twice that of the Bridport gravel. The pattern 
rear brake alone (table 3). With anti-lock operating, the two of results was less consistent in this case but similar compar- 

configurations which used brakes on both wheels gave aver- isons can be made. 

age decelerations about twice that obtained using the rear First, the two configurations without anti-lock (in which 

brake alone (table 3). brakes were applied on both wheels) produced decelera- 
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Table 2. Deceleration (g) obtained using various brake operat- Discussion and Conclusions ing configurations on wet fine textured asphalt surface, from 50 
km/h. The main purpose of the work described in this paper was 

~ ~-~ o~i~-,ti~ to make a preliminary assessment of the benefits of fitting a 

I I novel type of brake system to motorcycles. Namely, a 
~a~r ~o ~�~ ~o ~�~ ~ ~,~ ,a~ ~ system with not only a unified means of actuation but also 

anti-lock devices applied to each brake. Despite the 

~ve r~ practical difficulties relating to the conversion of the 
experimental motorcycle it was apparent that there were 

2. 6 ~_~ ,~a~i,-,~ 0.40 0.80 0.87 0.67 o.71 
advantages in the use of the linked-system with anti-lock. 

3. 8 ~ ~o~,,~ 0.47 0.70 0.75 0.82 0.86 This was particularly the case when used on the more 
slippery of the surfaces employed in this assessment. The 

4. 16 yeaz~ e~perience. Not 
riding regularly at 0.45 0.73 0.67 0.65 0.58 performance of the linked-operation configurations (with 
~" and without anti-lock) was slightly inferior to the 

~. ~-~ive ,~a~ 0.37 0.47 0.~0 0.4~ 0.51 conventional operation (with anti-lock) systems on the fine- 
textured asphalt surface. This was undoubtedly a result of 

6. Little e~i~rie-nce           0.37     0.73      0.78 0.64     0.81 
applying only one of the two front-wheel brakes in the 

7. r~,i~ 0.37 0.74 0.76 0.66 0.63 linked-configuration. 
In a practical installation which used a combinated 

8. Seine experierc::e. Not 
~u,j ~aarl~ ~t 0.38 o.~ 0.76 o.6~ 0.74 braking system, actuation by the foot would be more 
~ 

appropriate than the hand operation used on the experi- 
,~ 9. 3 ~e~ ~a~ari~-~e. ~-~i~ mental machine. This would have the advantages of leaving 
¯ / rider. Instructor in 0.42 0.73 0.76 0.65(1) 0.78 

~r~ua~j ~ the right hand free to operate the throttle and steering. 
Comments from the riders involved in this t-ri~tl suggested 

i0. 30 years experience 0.46 0.67 0.72 0.62 0.75 ~i,e ri~_r, that operation by the foot was preferable to hand operation. 

I Currently, the regulations which govern the design and 
~e~-~ 0.42 0.70 0.75 0.65 0.71 

provision of brake systems on motorcycles call for two, 

~ separate means of application. This is the case throughout 
¯ ~ Figures are the average of 5 n~s in eac~ c~%figuraticn 

Figume in brackets indicates number of cccasi~r~ c~ w~id% rider lost c~itrol. Europe and in most other countries. Consideration has been 
given to changing the regulations to accommodate 

Table 3. Ratios of average decelerations obtained using vari- combined braking systems with anti-lock devices. 
ous brake operating configurations on two surfaces--rear Despite the fact that no attempt was made to isolate brake only as base. 

hydraulically the two anti-lock devices on the test-machine 
~, ~ ,,a~ s,~,-~te s~te ~ ~ there appeared to be no adverse interaction between them. 

However, this might not apply to all designs of anti-lock 

I ~a~o~ ~ device and the use of a dual master-cylinder would be 
Surface 1.0 1.7 1.9 1.7 2.i 

beneficial. 

~ ~ ~ Secondary information was provided by the results of this 
Su~a~ 1.o 1.7 ~.8 1.~ ~.7 trial. This related to the differences in the braking 

performance available with only the rear brake compared 

tions which were typically about 60 per cent higher than that with the performance available if brakes on both wheels 

using the rear brake alone (table 3). When anti-lock was were used. This was an important result when it is 

operating, average decelerations were about 75 per cent considered how many riders habitually brake only the rear 

higher than those obtained using only the rear brake, wheel. 

Second, consideration of differences in the results ob- Although a more extensive trial than that described 

~ tained with linked and separate braking systems indicated a would be needed before any firm or generally-applicable 

small disbenefit of the use of the former. This was the case conclusions could be drawn, these preliminary results 

both with and without the operation of anti-lock. The lim- suggest that linking the operation of front and rear brakes is 

ited brake-force available at the front wheel in the linked beneficial. The use of both brakes would be "enforced" by 

configuration appeared to be a factor in this instance, the provision of such a system. Combined with anti-lock 

Third, the average decelerations obtained with the two any problems related to load-transfer and brake distribution 
--" configurations with anti-lock were between 7 and 10 per would be reduced. In any extended investigation of the 

cent higher than those obtained with the similar configura- benefits of such a system, the provision of a test-machine 

tions without anti-lock, equipped with either load-sensing Or pressure-limiting 

As with the results obtained on the Bridport gravel sur- valves in the rear brake would be advantageous. Such an 
face, there was no pattern apparent with regard to the experi- addition would reduce the effects of over-modulation of the 
ence and degree of practice of riders, rear wheel and perhaps eliminate criticism by riders that the 
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rear anti-lock system operates too readily. A field-trial of operation and anti-lock. The main comments are given 

machines fitted with combined braking systems and anti- below with, in some cases, explanatory remarks where 

lock devices could operate in a similar way to one already appropriate, in brackets. 

operating in the UK (DONNE and CART 1987). 1. ’°I am surprised at how good linked braking actually 
feels. I thought it would be terrible". (Several riders 

References expressed a similar view). 

Donne, G LandJCart, 1987. A Fieldtrial of Motorcycles 2. "Could be improved if rear wheel did not lock so 
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Car Driver Behavior During Differing Driving Maneuvers 

P.A. Hancock, G. Wulf, and D. Thom, Abstract 
Institute of Safety and Systems Management Motorcycle-automobile accidents occur predominantly 

when the car driver turns left across the motorcyclist’s right- 
University of Southern California of-way. Efforts to decrease this specific collision configura- 
P. Fassnacht, tion, through increase in motorcycle conspicuity, have con- 

Motorcycle Safety Foundation, Irvine, CA centrated on the physical parameters of the motorcycle and 
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its rider. The work reported here focuses on the interaction Using miles traveled as a baseline, the death rate in the U.S. 

between the observer (car driver) and the characteristics of for motorcycle riders is approximately 35 per 100,000,000. 

the object to be observed (motorcycle and rider). Investiga- This is about 13.6 times higher than the overall death rate of 

tions are directed toward the examination of car-driver be- 2.57 per 100,000,000 miles (National Safety Council, 

havior during the left-turn sequence. Two experiments are 1987). In West Germany, the kilometer-death rate is 44 

reported which used simultaneous video-taping of the driv- times higher for motorcyclists than for automobile drivers 

ers themselves and the forward-looking display scene. In (Appel, Otte, & Wiistemann, 1986). The high fatality rate of 

the first experiment, individuals followed a preset on-road motorcyclists leads to a dominant and prevailing miscon- 

course and were observed for workload responses such as ception that it is the motorcycle itself, or its control 

probe-response time, subjective assessment, physiological characteristics in conjunction with its driver, that are the 

activation, and manifestations of physical behaviors. Re- source of the problem. Analysis of actual accidents 

sults indicated that there were significant increases in work- indicates otherwise. In nine out of the leading ten accident 

load during turn sequences compared to straight driving, configurations involving a motorcycle and automobile, it is 

The second experiment included partial replication of pre- the automobile driver’s violation of the motorcyclist’s 

vious performance assessment but examined principally right-of-way that leads to the critical incident (Hancock, 

driver eye movement and fixation, while isolating the sepa- Hurt, Ouellet, & Thom, 1986; Hurt, Ouellet, & Thom, 

rate effects of head movement. Subjects drove round a one 1981). Subsequent analyses of automobile-motorcycle 

square block course making repetitive left turns at intersec- collisions show the dominance of a single accident 

tions. One of the intersections was controlled by a traffic configuration (e.g., Waller, 1972; Olson, Hallstead- 

light and involved very heavy traffic, pedestrians, and other Nussloch, & Sivak, 1979; Weber & Otte, 1980; Hurt, 

distractors. The other intersection was a two-way stop and Ouellet, & Thom, 1981). This type of accident is portrait on 

involved light traffic flow. Descriptive data concerning be- occasions when the automobile driver violates the motor- 

havior at these intersections is presented. Overall results cyclist’s right-of-way by making a left turn into the path of 

indicate that turning maneuvers tax the information proc- the on-coming motorcycle. We have represented this 

essing system more, result in higher workload and so in- situation schematically in figure 1. In post-accident 

crease the potential for detection failure. Such a propensity interviews, the driver frequently claims not to have seen the 

is increased by the higher structural interference that can be motorcycle. 

expected during turns. All left turns are not the same. The | 
second experiment provides initial indications that eye/ ~ | 
head behaviors are highly contingent upon the precise turn 

Path ot 
| 

configuration. This argues that a taxonomy of left-turns is 

needed. Even with such differentiation, further understand- 
ing of the dynamics of driver behavior is required to in- 
crease recognition of on-coming motorcycles during this 
critical maneuver. 

Introduction 
The leading cause of death of young people in urbanized 

societies is road traffic accidents. Such fatalities are not 
evenly distributed across different types of vehicle. Com- 
parative data from a number of sources indicate the 
significantly higher propensity for fatality while using a | 
motorcycle compared to other vehicles. While automobiles I 
comprised 74.5% of the 1986 vehicle registrations in the Othor 
United States and were involved in 62.4% of fatal accidents, 
motorcycles (including motor scooters and motor bikes) I 

Vohielo 

comprised 2.9% of the total vehicle registrations but were I 
involved in 7.9% of the fatal accidents (National Safety 

Figure 1. Predominant automobile-motorcycle accident con- 
Council, 1987). This problem is not confined to the United figuration. 
States alone. Comparable accident data are even less 
favorable for motorcyclists in other countries. In West Attempts to reduce the frequency of motorcycle- 
Germany in the same year, 4.4% of all registered vehicles automobile collisions have directed considerable effort to 
were motorcycles, the question of the physical characteristics of the motor- 

Their overall accident involvement, however, was 12.5% cycle and its rider. These manipulations have tried to 
and their involvement in fatal accidents was even greater at improve the probability to detect the motorcycle through 

15.6% (Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club, 1987). changes in its conspicuity. Conspicuity can be defined as the 
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degree to which an object can be distinguished from an Experiment lmMethod 
environmental display, that is, its visual prominence due to 

its physical characteristics. Clearly, this distinction has to Subjects 

be specified upon a number of axes, which are typically Eighteen subjects (10 female and 8 male) were recruited 

those of a dynamic visual environment, e.g., object size and from the staff and faculty of the Institute of Safety and 

constancy, reflected wavelength, etc. These factors which Systems Management, University of Southern California. 

represent the physical qualities of an object that can be Their age range was between 21 and 50 with a mean age of 

compared using external reference measures, should more 30 years. Subjects were not paid for their participation and 

appropriately be referred to as sensory conspicuity (Engel, all were naive as to the purpose of the experiment. Each 

1976). Numerous studies have focused on motorcycle subject possessed a current California State driver’s license 

characteristics, such as running the headlight during the and the visual capabilities that the license requires. 

daytime (e.g., Janoff & Cassel, 1971; Janoff, 1973; Fulton, 
Task and procedure 

Kirkby, & Stroud, 1980; Dahlstedt, 1986) or fairings which 

increase the frontal surface area (Williams & Hoffmann, The driver’s task was to negotiate a pre-set course of 

1977, 1979), and motorcyclist characteristics, such as the major Los Angeles non-freeway urban streets. It consisted 

wearing of fluorescent garments (e.g., Stroud & Kirkby, of 10 left turns and 10 right turns with interspersed straight 

1976; Stroud, Kirkby, & Fulton, 1980; Donne & Fulton, sections. The time required to complete the route varied 

1985; Olson, Hallstead-Nussloch, & Sivak, 1979a, b, 1981) with the individual driver and traffic but was between 12 

to enhance sensory conspicuity. These studies are reviewed and 18 minutes. Each subject was guided through the course 

by Wulf, Hancock, and Rahimi (1989). by an experimenter sitting in the passenger seat of the car. 

A second form of conspicuity is cognitive conspicuity; it The experimenter also activated a switch to turn on a probe 

is specifically contingent upon the characteristics of the light at random intervals during various turn and straight .... 

observer, and relies critically on the salience of the target, or sequences. The probe light was mounted on the dashboard 

its meaning with respect to the observer’s existing goals, directly in front of the driver. The subject was required to 

Cognitive conspicuity depends on the previous experience turn off the light as rapidly as possible upon detection by 

and momentary intentions of the observer. There are pressing a button that was attached to the dashboard to the 

indications that this aspect of conspicuity plays a role in left of the steering wheel. In addition to these measures, the 

failures to detect motorcycles. Post-accident interviews by subjects were asked to complete two subjective mental - 

Hurt, Ouellet, and Thom (1981) indicate that automobile workload procedures, which are described below. Each pro- 

drivers involved in collisions with motorcycles were cedure required the subject to complete portions before and 

generally "unfamiliar" with motorcycles. Also, Weber and following the driving sequence, while one of the procedures 

Otte (1980) report for West Germany that among automo- also elicited response during driving. 

bile drivers involved in a collision with a motorcycle, those Workload assessment techniques 
without a driver’s license for a motorcycle were 

overrepresented. It is our contention in the present work, The two procedures chosen to assess subjective workload 

that the failures of detection are the result of a complex response were the NASA Task Loadlndex (TLX)procedure 

interplay between the observer and the object to be and the USAF Subjective Workload Assessment Technique 

observed. While many studies have manipulated elements (SWAT) (see Hart & Staveland, 1988; Reid & Nygren, 

of the object, few have examined the characteristics of the 1988). Their administration is described below. The TLX 

observer while involved in the task of on-road control, consists of a two-step sequence, one step of which is com- 

The present experiments examined limitations in auto- pleted prior to the experimental procedure, and one which 

mobile drivers’ information processing and the competition follows performance termination. In the first step, the par- 

for limited processing resources which affect the driver ticipant compares the six dimensions of workload against 

efficiency in detecting on-coming motorcycles during left- each other in pairs to establish which of each pair is per- 

turn sequences. In the first experiment, such capabilities ceived to contribute the greater source of load. The dimen- 

were assessed using measures such as probe-response time sions are: mental demand (md), physical demand (pd), tem- 

and associated error, as well as eye-blink frequency. These poral demand (td), effort (el), performance (op), and 

measures have been found useful in measuring mental frustration (fr). The weight for each scale d~epends upon the 

workload (Hancock & Meshkati, 1988). Furthermore, head- number of times a scale is selected in the fifteen total com- 

reversal frequency was used to determine possible parisons. The weights therefore can vary between zero and 

structural limitations to visual information processing. The five. The second step of the TLX process requires the sub- 

second experiment was used to provide partial replication of ject to rate the load of the drive on a 0-100 scale for each of 

the first experiment, but the major focus was on eye the six dimensions. These are the raw scores for each scale. 

movement and eye fixation (gaze) patterns. Our initial The raw scores are multiplied by their respective weights to 

concerns were for the driver’s behavior with respectto static derive weighted scores, and the overall workload value is 

and dynamic distractors during the left-turn sequence, the sum of all weighted scores divided by fifteen, the origi- 
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nal number of pair comparisons. In the present experiment, and straight-lane sequence was recorded, together with the 
the subjects rated the driving sequence they had just per- associated error rate. The start and end of each turn 

formed against a nominal drive of equivalent duration that sequence was defined by the deactivation of the throttle 
they experience in their normal commute to work. It was LED and the achievement of a car position parallel to the 
these data that were subject to analysis, street, respectively. For each turn sequence the number of 

The SWAT technique also consists of two components, eye blinks and head reversals were recorded and their rate 
The first is a card sort procedure in which the participant per second was derived for analysis. The dependent 
sorts twenty-seven cards that contain statements about the variables were then analyzed against the driving sequence 
time, effort, and stress load of performance. Each card con- in which they occurred. Analyses of variance wer~ 
sists of three statements which describe three ascending performed for each dependent variable. For probe-response 
load conditions on each scale. It is the matrix of three scales time and probe-response error, one-way ANOVAs were 
by three loads in combination that give the twenty-seven performed on the three driving maneuvers, i.e., left turns, 
possible combinations. The subject sorts these combina- 

right turns, and straight sequences. The analyses for eye- 
tions in perceived ascending load, and a workload scale is 

blink frequency and head-reversal frequency involved 2 
derived from the individual’s responses.~The second phase 

(probe condition) × 3 (maneuver) models. Fisher-PLSD 
is the event scoring phase iti which subjects rate the event 

test was used for post-hoc comparisons of means. 
which has just occurred on one of three levels for each of the 

time, effort, and stress scales. In the present experiment, Probe-response time 
subjects rated performance following the driving sequence, For probe-response time, the ANOVA revealed a signifi- 
and as with the TLX, compared this with a nominal com- cant effect of maneuver, F (2,235) = 9.34,p < .001. Post-hoc 
mute to work. In addition, some subjects were asked to give 
three number SWAT ratings during the driving sequence, 

analysis indicated that the times to respond to the stimulus 

Each participant was probed twice during the left-turn, the 
light were significantly (ps < .05) longer for both left-turn 

right-turn and the straight driving sequence. These overall 
(2.01 sec) and right-turn sequences (1.84 sec), as compared 
to straight-lane driving (1.48 sec) (see figure 2). Left turns 

data were subjected to analysis as reported below. 
and right turns did not differ significantly from each other. 

Apparatus The intra-individual variability (variance) in probe-re- 

Automobile-driver behavior was recorded through the sponse time differed only minimally for the three driving 

use of simultaneous linked videorecorders. All experimen- maneuvers (.702, .501, and .592, for left turns, right turns, 

tal trials were conducted in a 1988 Ford Ltd. Crown Victo- and straight sequences, respectively). One possible expla- 

ria. To analyze drivers’ head and eye movements, "split- nation for the first finding is that during the execution of 
screen" video recording was used. This technique time turn sequences, drivers turned their head away from the 
locked the two video cameras. One camera was mounted centrally placed stimulus light, a form of interference not 
above the windshield in front of the driver, focusing on the encountered during straight driving. To examine this possi- 
driver’s face. The other camera was mounted on the roof of bility, probe response times were analyzed depending upon 
the car, directly above the driver’s head, and recorded the the type of turn. Those turns which did not require monitor- 
visual field of the driver. A light connected in series with the ing for cross traffic, i.e., controlled intersections showed no 
probe light on the dashboard was attached to the headrest of 
the driver’s seat, and recorded by the first camera. The ~3000 

subject’s activation of the throttle and brake lights was 
monitored as well. This was achieved by using microswitch 
activated light-emitting diodes (LED’s). Microswitches 
mounted on the floor of the car were activated by slight 

~- 2000 
pressure on the throttle or brake pedal, and lit the respective 
LED. The LEDs were attached to the headrest of the driver’s 
seat, along with the probe light. The output was such that 
approximately half of the image of the first camera occupied 
the lower portion of the video screen, and half of the image ~ 1000 
of the second camera occupied the upper portion of the 
screen. 

Results 
A digital time display was located on the split-screen 0 

Left Turn Straight RightTum 
tape. The block gave time in terms of hours, minutes, 
seconds, and frames (30 per second). The time required to Drivilag 
respond to the probe light, as well as the time for each turn Figure 2. Probe-response time in different driving sequences. 
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difference in response time from those that did (2.05s vs. Head-reversal frequency 
2.01s). This finding contradicts a simple explanation that With regard to the head-reversals frequency, there was a 
structural interference due to head position was responsible significant effect of probe condition, F (1,625) = 7.33, p < 
for the probe difference recorded. .01. The number of head reversal per second was generally 

higher for the sequences that included a probe (.209) than 
Probe-response error 

for maneuvers without a probe (. 169). No significant inter- 
Response times of more than 5 seconds were classified as action between probe condition and driving maneuver was 

response errors. The number of response errors was about found. The main effect of maneuver was statistically signif- 

twice as high for left turns (13.8%) and right turns (12.0%), icant, F (2,625) = 24.37, p < .001. The head-reversal fre- 

relative to straight sequences (5.5%). In keeping with the quency per second was higher during left turns (.255) and 

results for the response times, subject made more errors right turns (.253) than during straight-lane driving (.127) 

during turns. This finding contradicts a simple speed-accu- (see figure 4). Post-hoc tests indicated that both the differ- 

racy trade-off in responses to the probe light in this task. 
ences between left turns and straight-lane driving, and be- 
tween right turns and straight driving were significant (ps < 

Analysis of left turns that did not require head movement to 
.05). Also, the intra-individual variances were significantly 

monitor cross traffic indicated a 13.2% frequency. So, the (ps < .001) higher for both left turns (.055) and right turns 
failure to notice the stimulus light during turns cannot be (.055) than for straight-lane driving (.021). 
attributed simply to an interference effect. Both latency and 

accuracy of probe responses point to the increase in central .~ 0.3 

processing time during the more difficult turn sequences. 

Eye-blink frequency to .... 

For eye-blink frequency, there was no significant effect ~. 0.2 
of probe condition, or interaction of probe condition and 

driving maneuver. The main effect of maneuver, however, 

was significant, F (2,610) = 5.68, p < .01. Overall, the 

number of eye blinks per second was lower for both left 
~ 0.1 turns (.310) and right turns (.290) than for straight se- 

quences (.376) (see figure 3). Post-hoc comparisons indi- 

cated that the differences between both turn conditions and 

the straight-driving condition were significant (ps < .05), 

while there was no significant difference between left and 0.0 

right turns. The intra-individual variance in eye-blink fre- loft Turn Straight Right Turn 
quency was about 2.5 times higher during straight driving Driving Sequent@ 

sequences (.100) than during left (.037) and right turns Figure 4. Head-revereal frequency in different driving 
(.039). quences. 

0.4, Subjective workload responses 

~ The first analysis of workload concerned the comparison 

O of the present drive versus a nominal drive to work. If the 

~ 0.3, analysis had found any differences it would suggest that the 
~ present driving sequence was different from a normal com- 

~ mute. However, analysis indicated no significant differ- 

0.2, 
ences in perceived workload of the present test sequence in 
comparison to a normal drive to work. This finding was 

~ 
consistent for both the TLX and SWAT procedures. Inter- 
estingly, there was a significant difference for the TLX 

~" 0.1 score for gender. While this did not interact with the test 
versus nominal driving sequence, responses indicated a 
higher perceived load of driving for males compared to _ 

0.0 female drivers (Males = 42.33, Females = 27.6). However, 

Left Turn Straight Right Turn this finding was not replicated in the SWAT scores. For the 
SWAT scores taken during the driving sequence there was 

Driving Sequence no significant difference between the three noted condi- 

Figure 3. Eye-blink frequency in different driving sequences, tions. However, there was a trend in the direction noted for 
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the performance variables and other measures of workload subsequently recorded during driving. A real-time clock 
given in the results above (left turn = 27.58, straight = 25.42, was embedded in both camera images in the post production 

fight-turn = 34.29). editing. 

Experiment 2 Results 
The purpose of this experiment was to observe eye and In the present work, the descriptive results from the first 

head-movement activities while executing a series of left- subject are reported. Initially, to code the videotape data, the 
turn maneuvers. The number of eye and head movements forward visual scene was divided into four potential sectors 
were recorded from the post-processed video tapes. This of gaze. These are illustrated in figure 5. As can be seen, 
set-up was particularly designed for in-car experimentation they represent the potential locations of conflicting traffic. 
with minimum degree of intrusion from the measurement Figure 6 gives the descriptive breakdown by percentage 
equipment. The primary objective of this technique was to 

time of the eye movement pattern with respect to the busy 
observe eye and head movements related to the location of 
objects in the field of vision. 

Method 

Subjects 
The subjects were four members of the staff and faculty 

of the Department of Safety Science at the University of 
Southern California. Each individual was in good health, 
had 20/20 or adjusted 20/20 vision and held a current State 
of California driver’s license. No subject was under 
prescription medication at the time of testing. There were 

3 4 
two male and two female drivers. 

Task and procedure 
In this experiment, a one square block driving route was 

identified in which the diagonal corners represented two 
distinctly different intersections--a busy intersection with a 
number of potentially distracting elements, and a quiet in- 
tersection with little distraction. The busy intersection was 
controlled by traffic lights, but the left-turn was not con- 
trolled with a separate green arrow. Consequently, the driv- 
er had to either cross between traffic if a space became Figure 5. Descriptive regions for eye fixation. 
available, or wait until the light turned amber and turn when 1000 
the on-coming traffic stopped. The quiet intersection was a 

1 BUSY 
two-way stop where the driver faced one of the stop signs. 
The driver had to monitor the presence of on-coming traffic 80 
at the facing stop and had to complete the left turn between 
any cross traffic. As this was a quiet intersection, cross 
traffic was light. The driver was required to drive around the ID 60 
block completing four left-turns for each circuit. The total 
time involved in the turn, the number of eye and head 
movements and the pattern of gaze were recorded from the I~ 40 

post-processed video tape, and it was this digitized informa- 
tion that was used in subsequent analysis. 

Apparatus 20 

The technique used two synchronized video cameras-- 
one on the roof of the car and the other mounted on the 0 

driver’s head. The synchronization was obtained through 
" ’- ’- time-lock electronic circuitry. The head-set was designed .o .o .o .o 

with a mirror attached which allowed eye movements to be 
observed via the head camera. The spatial position of the 
eyes in relation to the objects in the scene could be cali- Figure 6. Descriptive breakdown of eye-fixation location, 
brated at the beginning of each experimental session, and relative to total turn time. 
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and quiet intersections. While each sector is identified, downtown traffic compared to a low-crowded one-way 

two additional categories are given. They represent eye route), the associated reaction time also increased. Also, 
movements into sectors 3 and 4, respectively, higher demands resulted in a narrower functional visual 

field. In a number of experimental procedures (see Hancock 
Discussion & Meshkati, 1988), processing time to the secondary task is 

With respect to detection failures that occur during the taken as a direct reflection of the mental workload 

left-turn sequence, there are two lines of evidence to be demanded by the task. In our experiments, this assertion 

considered. The first centers around the significant increase was supported by the findings for the physiological 

in head movements. Detection failures due to looking in the reflection of workload as reflected in eye blinks per second 

other direction are regarded as structural interference. This (Hancock, Meshkati, & Robertson, 1985). It has been 

can take two forms. The most common form is the masking observed that as subjects increase mental effort, particularly 

of the on-coming vehicle by some visual obstruction. The with respect to a visual task, the eye blink response is 

alternate form relates to the restriction of the visual system, suppressed. In the first experiment, we found a signifi- 

We have limited access to the 360 degree visual field, and cant depression, depending upon driving sequence, that 

structural interference can arise because the driver is simply followed the probe response time. 

looking in the other direction. To the experimentalist these The findings for subjective workload response presented 

are rather mundane findings, however, our evidence from a somewhat supportive pattern of data. First, it was 
established that there was no significant difference between the increasing propensity to head movement during turns 

warns that such behavior can be an important source of the test drive and a nominal commute with similar road 

detection failure. Data indicate that there was no significant conditions. While a number of cautions have been raised 

difference between head movements for the left and right 
concerning the influence of memory on subjective ratings 

turn sequences. However, the result of a detection failure 
(Eggemeier, Melville, & Crabtree, 1984), the present data 

when turning across traffic is clearly different than the result 
indicate that subjects found driving the test car of similar 

of such a failure when turning with no opposing on-coming 
load to their usual commute. The data from the subjective 

vehicles. It is also reasonable to suggest that structural 
workload probes inserted into the driving sequence 

interference due to head movement is more liable to result in 
indicated no significant effects for driving maneuver on 
perceived workload. However, examination of the actual 

missed targets with smaller frontal surface area rather than 
response indicates a propensity toward higher workload 

larger frontal surface area simply from the absolute 
intensity with which such a target impacts the retina, 

during turn sequences in accord with the other workload 
measures. As with all recorded responses, however, there 

The second line of evidence addressed by the present data were dominating effects for individual differences. Indeed, 
is resource competition. It is postulated that there are some one of the major findings of the first experiment was the 
limits to the central processing capability. Differing range of responses recorded across differing individuals 
performance demands tax the central processing capability each faced with the same common performance task. In 
to differing degrees. One theory that uses the concept of a summary, the results from the first experiment all point to 
limited central capability is the unitary attentional resource the conclusion that the responses involved with turning 
model of human information processing. Despite sequences are liable to increase detection failures through 
extensions into multiple resource constructs (Wickens, increasing structural interference and through the reduced 
1987), which provide explanatory power at the expense of central processing capability that remains when a more 
additional degrees of freedom, the unitary resource model difficult performance response is demanded. In the latter 
(Kahneman, 1973) is usually taken as the model construct condition, less residual attention is available to monitor the 
through which to interpret secondary task information. The surrounding environment for potential sources of threat. 
basic rationale is that the performance of the secondary This finding dovetails nicely with the observations of 
(probe) task, is a reflection of the residual attention left after performance under stress where a functional attentional 
performance on the primary (driving) task is accomplished. "narrowing" occurs as greater stress is imposed 
There are numerous discussions about the validity of this (Easterbrook, 1959). In the present case, the stress is the 
model and particularly this assumption (see Kantowitz, increased demand of driving difficulty. Also, the present 
1987). The length of time taken to respond to the secondary findings are allied to previous use of mental workload 
probe is taken as a measure of the residual attention. In the techniques to evaluate.driving performance (for a critique 
present findings, it is clear that processing time to the see Noy, 1987). 
secondary task is increased with the difficulty of the driving As yet, evidence from the second experiment is sparse 
maneuver between turning and straight driving. These and provides only initial indications of behavior during the 
findings are in line with those of Miura (1986; 1987). He turn sequences. However, the methodology that we, and 
examined driver response to a stimulus lights on the some of our colleagues are developing (Rahimi & Briggs, 
windshield that were illuminated at differing spatial 1989), may be able to relate gaze patterns to environmen- 
locations and at random intervals. Miura found that as the tal targets and distractors during carefully preanalysed 
situational demands increased (driving in high-crowded maneuvers. An initial question concerns the temporal 
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Difficulties in Leg Protection Research 

Shinichi Sakamoto In sum, the dilemma in motorcycle leg protection 

Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, research remains. 

Inc. 

Abstract Introduction 
Following the announcement of a leg protection draft Research into devices which potentially might protect the 

specification by the United Kingdom’s Department of legs of motorcycle riders and passengers, without in- 
Transport (UKDTP) in July 1987, we carried out a full-scale creasing injuries to other parts of the body, has continued 
test to observe the effects of the UK-proposed leg protectors over the last 2 decades. To date, this research has not found a 
for the motorcycle rider. The leg protectors were designed, viable solution. This is partly due to the basic nature and 
fabricated and verified to meet the performance 

properties of motorcycles as vehicles; but is also due to the 
requirements by the draft specification. Then, by repeating 

very wide range of crash conditions under which such 
Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) testing 
technique, we tested motorcycle 30 degree angle collisions 

devices should not create injuries. The research has also 

with a fixed barrier, using a dummy with metallic leg bones, been limited by the need for better test methodologies for 

and compared the test results with those of TRRL. the assessment ofrider injuries, especially in the areas ofthe 

Subsequently, we tested three collision modes, including a leg and the achievement of realistic dummy behaviour. 

motorcycle-to-car both moving collision. A dummy Notwithstanding this situation, the UK Draft Speci- 

utilizing "breakable" leg components, unlike the TRRL fication for Leg Protectors (UKDS, Refs 3 and 4) was 

metal leg components, was used as the motorcycle introducedbytheUKDepartmentofTransportinJuly1987. 
occupants. Our studies evidence that the utilization of However, until now, there has been a lack of any published 
breakable leg bones is preferable as such permits required information or data for devices which actually comply with 
evaluation ofpostimpactdummy dynamics. As were shown 

the UKDS. Also the work of TRRL has been severely 
in our former researches (Refs 1 and 2), the leg protectors 
studied in some cases had the potential of reducing the 

limited by methodological problems, as have been 

documented elsewhere. For these reasons, and in order to 
motorcyclist’s lower leg fracture; however, they also 

indicated the potential of increasing overall injury which understand and comment on the UKDS in a timely way, the 

results in a dilemma. In this series of tests, the possibility of Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association and Japan 

reducing rider’s lower leg fracture with the leg protector is Automobile Research Institute conducted a preliminary full 

not observed moreover, the possibility of increasing overall scale evaluation of a leg protector which met the UKDS. 

injury is indicated again. The results of this research are presented in this report. 
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Test Method specified in the Draft Specificatiom the three main elements 

Test motorcycb 
of the example UKDLP are described belo w. 

A Yamaha XS400SP motorcycle, the same model used in Primary impact element (PIE) 
the Ref 3 test programme was selected as representative of The example PIE consisted of aluminium honeycomb 
’medium" sized motorcycles. This was based on epi- and polyurethane foam. Figure 3 shows the displacement 
demiological studies (e.g, Ref5) which have indicated that characteristics of this PIE when tested using the UKDS 
the 50th percentile crash stiuation involved motorcycles impact test procedure. 
which are in the "’medium" category. This machine falls 

within the UKDS "Category 3 (less than 200 kg)" range. 
i00-+15~ specified b_y the Draft Speci_fication_ 

7 
Table 1. Specilications of test motorcycle. 

Manufacturer : Yamaha 
____L Mode!                         :      XS4OOSP 

Overall lengt21           :     2070m~ 
/ Overall Width : 870n~n ~ 50 Overall height : 1140rr~ ~ // Impactor mass 26kg 

~ / Impact speed 50km/h Weight : ~70 kg (~90,3kg for the ~ type) 
Appearance : Figures I and 2. 

0 50 100 150 

Time (ms) 

Figure 3. Displacement chara~er{s~ics of PiE° 

Knee protection element (KPE) 

The example KPE consisted of polyurethane foam. Fig- 

ure 4 shows the kneeform impactor load response during 

impact with the example KPE when tested using the UKDS 

impact test procedure. 

Time exceeding 8 KN : 
not to exceed 20ms per Draft Specification 

OK 
14.6 ’~’ ~Y.2 26.8 

Figure 1. Side v~ew of motorcycle with UKDLP. 

cation 

10 --~ 9 9 ~    Irnp~c~ speed 21km,:h 

Figure 4. Kneeform impactor ~oad response KPE energy ab~ 
sorption test. 

Rigid support element (RSE) 

The example RSE was fabricated from tubular and sheet 

steel. Figures 5 and 6 show the static load!displacemem 
characteristics and dynamic displacement response of the 

Figure 2. Front view of motorcycle with UKDLP. 
RSE, respectively. 

Analysis indicated that the stif[hess of the example RSE Example UK draft specification leg protector 
was greater than that of the CLP ~ Crushable Leg Protector~ 

(UKDLP) 
used in the Ref 2 tests. 

A leg protector which complied with the UK Draft Speci- Table 2 shows the specifications of the PIEo KPE. and 
fication was designed, fabricated and laboratory tested. As RSE materials. 
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This means a test result which Table2. Specification of example UKDLP(construction). 

indicates that the device meets 
the requirements of the draft ~ Impact Element 

Construction : Polyurethane form and aluminum 

snecification ~y~ on st~1 
Energy absorbir~ : Thickness 145mm(75nm) (Polyurethane 
component size foam) 

~ 
145mm (Alt~in~ heneyo~) 

A1umint~a honeyocmb : Manufacture : Hexcel & Showa 
Model No. : AL 3/8-5052-0.0015N 
Compression characteristic: 5,0kg/~m2 
~ensity : 0.026 gr/~3 

’ : Toyo Rubber Industry 
Model No. : WS0 

55 
.’,,,~,t.’.’,s:, ...... ~o~o~i~ : 

50 ~ ~t : s~, ~.~(~ 

b~ 40 c~st~c~ : Polyuret~am ~ steel sheet 

Oml=esslcn characteristic: 8 .Tkg/~2 
: 93% 

0 ~0 2b 30 ~.0 

Displacement (ram) 

Figure 5. Static load/displaceme.t characteristics of RSE.        shape as the Ref 2 test ~ehicle, although of a different model 
year, was selected based on accident statistics (e.g. Ref 2) 

26kgf which show that about 80% of the opposing Impactor mass vehicles in 
Impact sp~c:~t 50km/h motorcycle accidents are passenger automobiles. The 

Toyota Crown, which is representative of a medium sized 

~ v~ "-~s~acemen~ : less than          automobile when viewed from a worldwide perspective, Max 

~-- --- --~’~c~:ica~°n 
was believed to be appropriate for the kinematic analysis. 

lOmm Draft per E                                                    The specifications of the automobile are given in table 3. 

.5 Table 3. Specifications of opposing automobile. 

= Model           Manufacturer              Overall :       :     : 
Toyota     Crown     I 

~7. 5 Overall length : 4690n~ 
~. Overall width : 1690~m 

height 440nm 

0 ~ 50 |00 1 5 0 " 
Weight : 1380k~ 

Appearance : Figure 7 and 8 
Time (m~) 

Figure 6. Dynamic displacement response of RSE. 
Test conditions 

Fixed Barrier For this preliminary evaluation, motorcycle speeds of 24 
In order to duplicate the TRRL test method, a fixed bar- and 48 km]h, and opposing automobile speeds of 48 and 0 

rier 1.23 m high and covered with plywood was fabricated km/h were selected (Ref 2). 
and used in the barrier impact test. While a fixed barrier The test conditions used for these preliminary tests are 
impact is not realistic, these tests allowed comparisons with summarized in table 4. Motorcycles are involved in diverse 
tests reported by TRRL, many of which used a fixed barrier, types of accidents covering a broad range of vehicle speeds 
For the same reason, steel dummy leg bones were used in the and impact geometries. A representative sampling of this 
barrier tests only. 

wide spectrum is beyond the scope of this initial study. 

Opposing Automobile However, to the extent practical, except for the barrier im- 

The Toyota Crown passenger automobile was selected as pacts, the test conditions chosen are believed to be examples 

the opposing vehicle. This automobile, the same size and of some real world collisions. 
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To permit an analysis of leg injuries, %r the am omobile 

impact cases the dummy was modified by replacing ~he 

upper and lower steel leg "bones’ with breakable bakelite 
elements. Figure 9 shows the bending fracture characteris- 

tics of the bakelite and human leg bones. 

_ Human Tibia P’rac~ure 
/ (overage adult) 

~ ~ Human Femur [’racture 
{overage adult) 

Exoerimental Bakelit~ Bone’s Fracture 

Figure 7. Side view o~ the opposing automobile. 
I00                                         (r~) 

0 I0 20 30 

Displacement 

Figure 
man le~ bone. 

The current state-of-the-an of crash dummy technology 

limits the ability to predict and quantify human injuries. 

especially for the complex motions of motorcycle crashes. 

Although it is believed that bakelite bone is a representative 

means of identifying leg bone fracture modes in dummy 

analyses, it is also recognized that there may be limitations 

to its use. Consequently, research concerning the mech~ 
Figure 8. Fron~ vie~ oI the opposing automobile. 

anisms of human leg fractures is continuing, as im for 

example, Refs 6 and 7. 
T~Ne 4. Tes~ 

~t~o,~ The facilities, shown in figure 10. were those used in the 

dfset fronhl collision ~ C-I ~ 48 

Dummy Se eet on 
A modified Hybrid II dummy with a standing kit. the ~-~ ~p~c~c~o~ 

same type as that used in the Ref2 tests, was selected. The 

specifications of this dummy are shown in table 5. ~ ~o~o~ ~,~w 

Table 
4. C~ABILITY OF TESTS 

~i~ ~c~} 

} 
facilities.Figure 10. Specifications of JAR~ vehicie crash testing 
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The motorcycle was transported to the point of impact by 

a four-wheeled trolley, on which the motorc~rcle was held in Barrier tests 
place by attachments at the handlebar lower section of the 

wheels, and at the upper rear section of the frame until its 
Table 6 contains velocity data for the barrier impacts. 

release jus~ prior to impact gigures 1 / and 12 are front and 
These include motorcycle impac~ velocity, exit velocity, 

mean angular velocity, and dummy head forward velocity. 
side views of the trolley and motorcycle. Also included in ~able ~ for comparison are previously 

reposed TRRL data from Ref 8. The post impact velocity 

was dete~nined a~ !00 ms after impact and compared with 

the impact velocity ~o dete~ine the velocity reduction. 

Table ~. Velocity data ~r 3~~ ~ixed barrier ~mpacts. 

~00 ms Aft@r 

Figure It Front view of the tre|~ey~ The exit velocity of the standard motorcycle was slightly 

lower Ireduced by 33.1%) compared to tha~: of the example 

UKDLP motorcycle treduced by 30.6%). In contrast. Ref 8 

showed a larger reduction of motorcycle velocity with the 

TRRL prototype device ~51.1%) when compared to the 

unmodified motorcycle (31.3%). Thus. the present 

evaluation and the TRRL tests show some difference in this 

respect. 

Figure 13 and table 6 show that the mean angular velocity 

of the example U KDLP motorcycle was clearly lower than 

that of the standard motorcycle. This result was similar to 

the TRRL Ref 8 tests results. 

S~ Motoreyele 

Test Measures F~gure 13. P~ane view o~ motorcycle ~rajec~ery during barrier 
i~psc~ (~1 

The ~rans/atio~al and rotational velocities of the The dummy forward head velocity reduction was larger 

motorcycle were dete~ined from high speed film analysis, 
for the example UKDLP than for the standard motorcycle. 
This agreed with the TRRL finding that ;he head velocity 

Leg frae~ure reduction was ~arger for the motorcycle with the device than 

for ~he unmodified motorcycle. On the other hand. an 
The fracture modes or" the breakable r~akelite leg bones evaluation of the head velocity 100 ms after impact, as 

were observed to eva{uate the leg protective effects of the suggested by TRRL. may be meaningless in this test 

example UKDLP. configuratiom s ince the shoulder had already contacted the 

Dummy behaviour and head velocity 
barrier and the head motion had changed due to the reaction 

force from the bamer, as shown in figure 
Since past studies indicated that reinforced leg protection The dummy behaviour shown in figure 14 indicates that 

structures possessed a po[enual for increased injuries to the lifting of the hip and pitching of the torso were more 

head and chest, the head velocity of the dummy was studied accentuated with the example UKDLP motorcycle than 

from film analysis to dete~ine ~he ef~zc~ of the example 
wi~h the standard motorcycle, which agreed with the TRRL 

UKDLP on head veloci~ y. 
tes~ results. 
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; ~///////////// From the standpoint of leg fracture occurrence and fracture 

severity, the example UKDLP motorcycle is clearly more 

harmful than both the standard motorcycle and the CLP 

motorcycle used in Ref 2. The effects of the example 
UKDLP on the dummy can be summarized as follows: 

¯ In the 45 degree angled collision (A-5), the 

STD motorcycle UKI)LP example UKDLP caused combined (torsional, 
bending and compression) fractures in the leg. 

Figure 14. Side view of trajectory of dummy hip, shoulder, and 
leg (0-120ms). ¯ In the broadside collision (B-5), the example 

UKDLP caused a more severe combined (com- 

Overall, for the barrier tests there was general agreement pression and bending) fracture. 

between the results of the present evaluation and the Ref 8 . In the offset frontal collision (C-3), the example 

TRRL results. Quantitative discrepancies may be due to the UKDLP caused a fracture in the upper leg which 

differences in the test motorcycles (shape, size, weight, the did not occur in the case of the standard 
position of center of gravity, etc.), the test device, test motorcycle. 
dummy and in different test conditions such as road sur- 

Head velocity 
faces and friction coefficients between the motorcycle and 
the barrier. The analysis of injury to the head and chest is necessarily 

incomplete. Not only is there lack of agreement in the medi- 
Tests Involving Passenger Cars cal field concerning injury criterion, but in addition, appro- 

Leg fracture priate dummy technology is lacking. 
In the case of the angled and broadside collisions, where 

Although research continues into bone fracture mech- 
head impact to the bonnet seemed likely, the possibility of 

anisms, breakable bakelite bones were considered capable 
head injury was evaluated by comparing the resultant head 

of providing some indication of the likelihood of leg 
fracture. The breakable bakelite bones provided data 

velocity relative to the opposing automobile. Figure 15 
shows the effect of the example UKDLP on the relative 

indicating whether or not the loads were sufficient to cause 
fracture. They also enabled an evaluation of various fracture resultant head velocity. 

modes by analysis of its fracture section surface shape. ~ 
"~ 20 Angled Broadside Offset The fracture terminology utilized herein is for descriptive 2 r, oot,, 

purposes. It is recognized that generally both the bending g~ 
and the compression fractures are more appropriately ~ ~A-3 SrD 

~ B-3 STD ~ C-~ sro-1 
termed transverse fractures. ~ 

~ 

15 
~A-5 UKDLP Bo5 UKDLP e.3 UKDLP 

In this report: "bending" fracture means a transverse ~ o 
,~ o, 10 

fracture resulting from a bending moment applied to the ~ 
bone; "compression" fracture means a transverse fracture ~’~ 
which results from axial loading applied along the longi- 

~ 
~ 

tudinal axis of the bone. ~ ~ 
Table 7 includes the leg fracture occurrence data for the 

present evaluation series, and also from Ref. 2. 
¯ l : NO data: No impact on the ground occurred with STD, 

Table 7. Leg fracture data. 

head velocity at the moment right before any part 

offset frontal collision, head velocity at the 

Motorcl~le STD    CLP ~-ST~ (~ ~ STD (~ U~I~ ground. eo~figuratio~ 

B...Bending    C...Compression    r...~o±~;nal ¯ The relative resultant head velocity at the time of 
impact was increased by the example UKDLP in 

Experimentally, the nature of the fracture was deter- the angled collision (A-5). The dummy behaviour 

mined by an examination of the shape of the fracture point also indicated a high degree of dummy restraint 

and by film analysis of the dummy behaviour, by the example UKDLP. The initial impact, along 

The present test results indicate that bone fractures with the intrusion of the example UKDLP and leg 
occurred in both the upper and lower leg in all collision under the bonnet, resulted in combined fractures 
configurations with the example UKDLP motorcycles, of the upper leg. 
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¯ In the broadside collision (B-5), because the leg to move in the initial forward direction. The re- 

space appeared to be preserved by the RSE of the suiting deceleration of the motorcycle and the 

example UKDLP, the upper body of the dummy occupant’s knee caused the upper body to pitch 

was violently ejected, causing the head velocity to violently, and the dummy to eject and hit the road 

be increased. This indicates that the example head first. At the same time, because the KPE 

UKDLP has the potential of increasing head restrained lateral movement of the knee, the left 
injury, lower leg was initially forced to roll to the right 

¯ In the case of the offset frontal collision (C- 1), the with the motorcycle while the upper torso contin- 

dummy stayed on the motorcycle and fell down ued forward. In summary, the upper and lower 

together on the ground. On the other hand, in the body tended to move in different directions, plac- 

case of the example UKDLP in the offset frontal ing an extremely large load on the femur and 

collision (C-3), severe pitching motion of the pelvis. This bone fracture mechanism was clearly 

dummy was observed as described in page 24. visible in the film analysis. 

Dummy behaviour Motorcycle motion 
To determine the tendency to eject the dummy from the 

motorcycle, the hip lift was measured. The results are As in the case with the CLP motorcycle, Ref 2, the exam- 

shown in figure 16. pie UKDLP motorcycle tumbled after impact with the oppo- 
sing automobile in the broadside collision configuration. 

off~, ipp A,st~ B~slde f~n~., The fact that the motorcycle equ ed with the leg protector 

80 ~A-sA’3 UKDLpSTD ~ B-3B.5 UKDLpSrD ~                           c-3c’~ U~LrSrD 
tumbled in both the Ref 2 test and the present test is a serious 

~. problem, since tumbling can involve and injure third parties 
~ ~o 

[- in an accident. 

~ ,tO , Discussion 
~ ~_0 It was found, in general, that the barrier impact results 

~ obtained in this study were similar to those reported by the 
0 ~oo 2oo ~oo ~oo -- ~® ~ TRRL, although there were some quantitative differences in 

r~ ~s~ some specific measurement items. 
Figure 16. Comparison of hip lift. The results of these preliminary evaluations indicated 

These results suggest that the example UKDLP has some- that a protector complying with the UK draft specification 
what more tendency to cause higher hip lift and a more not only failed to reduce leg injury in all three of the 

violent ejection of the dummy, collision configurations but also induced more serious, 

The major features of the dummy behaviour in each colli- combined, upper leg fractures, strongly suggesting that 

sion configuration are as follows: such a device can actually increase leg injuries. The degree 
¯ In the angled collision (A-5), because the left of harm caused by this device was greater than those of the 

lower leg is firmly restrained by the KPE and side protection device used in the Ref 1 experiments and the 
intrudes under the bonnet, the occupant was push- crushable leg protector used in the Ref 2 experiments. 

ed back by the opposing vehicle, which increased In addition, it was found that the dummy was pushed back 

the impact on the leg and thus caused a leg frac- together with the motorcycle by the opposing automobile in 

ture. Further, the occupant’s torso pitched vio- an angled collision. The upper body of the occupant pitched 

lently, increasing the head movement towards the violently, increasing the head movement towards the 

bonnet, causing the neck to be flexed severely, automobile, causing the neck to be flexed severely while the 
¯ In the broadside collision (B-5), because leg head was accelerated downward. Obviously this may tend 

space was preserved by the RSE of the example to increase head injuries, neck and spinal cord damage, and 

UKDLP, the upper body of the motorcycle occu- other injuries to the motorcycle occupant. 

pant was violently ejected towards the opposing In the offset frontal collision, the occupant sustained not 

automobile. On the other hand, no damage to the only lower leg fractures but also more complex injuries to 
PIE was observed, indicating that the example the upper leg and other body parts because the lower leg was 

UKDLP absorbed little of the collision energy. In restrained and forced to move with the motorcycle. 

this collision configuration, therefore, the exam- In a broadside collision, the upper body of the dummy 

pie UKDLP produced the negative effect of caus- was ejected violently towards the opposing automobile, 

ing a more violent body ejection perhaps associ- causing an increase in the head velocity, as found in past 

ated with the preservation of leg space, investigations. This suggests that the occupant may sustain 
¯ In the offset frontal collision (C-3), although the more serious head injuries with the example UKDLP. 

motorcycle was decelerated violently by the rela- In the broadside collision, it is important to note that the 

tively high stiffness of the RSE, the knee was motorcycle with the example UKDLP tumbled after impact 

restrained by the KPE as the occupant continued with the opposing automobile. Past studies have also 
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observed a similar type of tumbling caused by proposed leg Protector Specification", Transport and Road Research 
protective devices. This is a serious negative effect that Laboratory, August, 1987. 
should not be overlooked, since tumbling can involve third (5) Hurt, H.I-I., Jr., J.V. Ouellet, and D.R. Thom, "Motor- 
parties in accidents, cycle Accident Cause Factors and Identification of 

Countermeasures, Volume II": Appendix/Supplemental 
Conclusion Data, DOT-HS-5-01160, January 1981. 

The results of the present evaluation clearly indicate that (6) Tadokoro, H., "Load Measuring Method of 
the example UKDLP was not only unable to reduce lower Occupant’s Leg on Motorcycle Collision", The 1 lth Inter- 
leg fractures, but could result in more serious upper leg national Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 
fractures and damage to other parts of the body, including Washington D.C., May, 1987. 

the head, in some cases. (7) Fuller, P.M., and J.N. Snider, "Lower Leg Injuries 

As noted in other studies, it is important to continue to Resulting from Motorcycle Accidents", The 1 lth 

work toward the improvement of test and evaluation International Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles, 

methods used in rider protection research, for use in Washington D.C., May, 1987. 

evaluating any future leg protector proposals. (8) Chinn, B.P., and M.A. Macaulay, "Leg Protection for 
Motorcycles", International IRCOBI Conference on the 
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A Study on Required Field of View for Motorcycle Rear-View Mirrors 

Masanori Motoki, (1) Head check duration and frequency, mirror 

Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. check duration and frequency, category Judgment for 

Tsuneo Tsukisaka, the rearward field of view were obtained on actual 

Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, roads using a test motorcycle with various rear-view 

Inc. mirror fields of view and a test car with typical rear- 

view mirrors. 

(2) The ratio by number of riders who used the direct 
Abstract rearward field of view by head check was measured 

~ In this study, with the overall goal object to determine the with a sample of riders in typical traffic situations, such 

¯ " desired field of view for motorcycle rear-view mirrors, we as lane changes and lane merges, in which the rider 

examined the role of the direct rearward field of view by needed rearward information. 

head check and the role of the indirect rearward field of view (3) The limits of the direct rearward field of view by 

by mirror check. The following three research items were head check within which the rider could perceive a 

selected: following car were measured. 
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As the results of these studies, we suggest considerations Objective Intermediate Objective Research Items 

for performance requirements (required field of view) and 
design requirements (i.e. rear-view mirror curvature, size [ 

and mounting position) relating waiting to possible designs 

for motorcycle rear-view mirror field of view in the future 
period. 

Introduction 
In order to help determine future design requirements 

(such parameters as the rear-view mirror curvature, size, Figure 1. Study process. 

and mounting position) and possible performance 
requirements (field of view reference) for the field of view traffic situations (lane changing and merging) in which 

of the motorcycle rear-view mirror, the following 
rear information is necessary, a survey was carried out 

prerequisites should be clarified: 
on a large number of non-specified drivers on public 
roads. 

(1) A method of eye point determination as a           (2) Measurement of the range of the direct rearward 

reference point for field of view measurements,              field of view in the case of head checks. 
(2) A measurement method of field of view for Measurements were made of the range of vehicles 

motorcycle rear-view mirror, coming from behind that can be seen by direct 

(3) The necessary field of view for motorcycle rear- rearward field of view through head checks on riders 

view mirrors, driving on a test course. 

Among these, concerning the eye point determination 
(3) Analysis of rider’s sight line. 

method and the development of a 3-dimensional motorcycle 
Analysis of the sight line of riders when changing 

lanes driving on a test course provided a determination 
manikin for use in establishment of the eye point, we have 

grasp of the time span and frequency of both head 
already made a report based upon data from 155 American checks and mirror checks. 
riders at the 10th ESV Conference (Motoki, M. and Asoh, (4) Category judgment of rearward field of view. 
T., 1985) (1).* Test vehicles with altered rear-view mirror fields of 

Also, concerning the measurement method of field of view were driven on public roads in order to obtain 
view for motorcycle rear-view mirrors using a 3-dimen- rider’s category judgment of the rear-view mirror field 
sional manikin on actual motorcycles as well as computer of view, as well as to determine the time span and 
simulation for assessment of the field of view for rear-view frequency of both head checks and mirror checks in 
mirror in the design stage, we have already made a report actual traffic situations (lane changing and merging). 
based upon data from 26 American riders at the 1 lth ESV 

Conference (Motoki, M. and Tsukisaka, T., 1987) (2). Survey on Use of Direct Rearward 
Accordingly, in order to help determine future design Field of View and Indirect Rearward 

requirements and possible performance requirements for Field of View 
the field of view for motorcycle rear-view mirrors, there is 

the further necessity for clarifying the necessary field of Purpose 
view for rear-view mirrors. In situations where rear information is necessary, riders 

For this reason this study took its objective in the obtainitbyuseoftheirdirectrearwardfieldofviewthrough 
clarification of the desired field of view for motorcycle rear- head checks and of their indirect rearward field of view 
view mirrors, making comprehensive considerations of the through mirror checks. 
role of the direct rearward field of view when actually Here a determination was achieved of the actual 
turning the head (hereafter referred to as the ’head check’), condition in the use of direct rearward field of view and 
as well as the role of the indirect rearward field of view indirect rearward field of view for obtaining the rear 
through the rear-view mirror (hereafter referred to as information necessary in typical traffic situations (lane 
’mirror check’) (figure 1). changing and merging). 

Work was carried out over four items listed below: 
Method 

(1) Survey on use of direct rearward field of view 
Survey on lane changing situation.--This survey was 

and indirect rearward field of view. carried out by observation vehicles (passenger cars) travell- 
Concerningtheproperuseofdirectrearwardfieldof ing at a speed of 60km/hr in the outside lane of 2-lane 

view and indirect rearward field of view in typical expressways (Tohoku Expressway and Higashi Meihan Ex- 
pressway). Observation of the behavior of riders of vehicles 

*Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, coming from behind and changing lanes to pass was ob- 
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served and filmed with a video camera to investigate the ReSUltS allld collsidera[ior~s 

presence or absence of head checks (figure 2). The surveyed number of motorcycle riders was 515 and 

": of 4-wheeled vehicles was 246. 

~ ~ ~ The ratio of drivers who made head checks in lane chang~ 

~-~ ~ng and merging situations is shown by observation position 

~ ~ ........... 
~ ~ in table 1 and figure 5. 

Figure 2. Survey condRions in a lane changing situation. 
m 

Survey on merging situation, The survey was ca~ied 
~ 0,9 ~e ~ging         ~rging 

out by obse~ation and filming with video cameras from the 

road side or a walk bridge near the merging position from an 
~ 0=8 

expressway to a highway or a road or vice versa to investi- 

gate the presence or absence of head checks (figures 3 and 

- Avenge 
0.6 

0 

m 0.5 

-~ 0,4 
vehicle Being 

0,3    ~ 

Figure 3. Survey conditions in a me,gins situation, o ~ ~ 
~ 0.2 

.~          0 

~tor~cles ~tor~cles ¯ 4 ~eel~ 
Vehicles 

F~gure 5. Na[~o of ddvers who made hea~ ~he~ks 
changing and merging situations. 

Table 1. Ratio of drivers who made hea~ cheek. 

7eh; cl~s 

R~d 0.58 140/242 

Nerqzng Highway 0.71 45/63 

Figure 4. An example of a head check in a merging situation, ~ssway ~0.67 67/100 

(NOTE) Figures ~n parenthes~s indicate the number 
drivers who made head check and the number 

The following three types of observation positions were of drivers taken as survey 

utilized: ~e percentage of riders who made head checks in lane 

(a) Merging position from the expressway to a road changing situations was 30%. meaning that abou~ one 

(near Kameyama Interchange). 
three made bead checks. 

The percentage of riders who made head checks 
(b) Merging position from the expressway to a high- merging situations was from 58% to 7 ~ %~ meaning tha~ 

way (near Yawahara Interchange), around two in three made head checks. 

(c) Merging position onto the expressway (Yawa- Also. the percentage of 4-wheeled vehicle drivers who 

hara Interchange). made head checks in merging situations was 38% meamng 

that around two in five made head checks. 
Further. at survey position (a), investigation of the pros- Compared wi~h lane changing situations~ the redo was 

ence or absence of head checks among drivers of 4-wheeled more than douNe ~br riders who made head checks in merg- 

vehicles (passenger cars) was also ca~ied out. ing situations. It is thought that the mNor reason behind this 
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is that due to differences in road lane shapes. It is more Table 2. Location of reference point and rear-view mirror 

difficult to obtain rear intb~ation with any mher method specifica~ions. 

than head checks (including use of the rear-view mirror 
field of view) ~r merging than for lane changing ..... 

Thus, in situations where rear in~b~ation is necessary, it 
has become clear that both motorcycle riders and 4-wheeled 

vehicle drivers make head checks depending on the traffic 

Measuremen  of the Range of the 
Direct Rearward Field View in the 
Case of Head Checks voice (two small video cameras, and image synthesizer unit, 

and a video recorder). 

Purpose Helmet.~In cases where the forward inclination angle of 

A dete~ination grasp of the direct rearward field of view the rider’s posture is large, the direct rearward field of view 
range is made by measuring the range at which a rear vehicle by head checks is sometimes limited by the helmet. 
can be seen through head checks by riders while driving. 

Here two types of helmets were utilized. One example 

has the standard full-face opening (hereafter refe~ed to as 

~s~ vehicie.~European type motorcycles on which the the ’Standard Helmet’), and the other is a full-face helmet 

rear-view mirror is mounted on the fairing were utilized (see with the opening expanded downward from that of the 
figures 6, 7 and table 2). A video system was installed on the Standard Helmet (hereafter re%~ed to as the ’Improved 
test vehicles for the purpose of recording the rider’s sight Field of View Helmet’) (figure 8). 
lines and the rear traffic conditions as well as the ~ider’s 

Figure 6~ Test vehicle. 

Figure 8. Helmets used in measuring, 

Test course,--A 2-Lane one-way (with 3.0m wide lanes) 

flat and straight road (of about 400m in length) was used. 

Figure 7o Small v~deo camera for recording sight ~ine~ Measuring procedures.-- 
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(1) The test rider wears a full-face helmet, and drives 

the test vehicle at a specified speed (about 40km/h) 

down the center of the lane. 

(2) The test rider carries out a head check when 

passing the half-way position of the test course (marked 

by a cone), and reports by means of either turmng 

signal or voice whether or not he was able to see the 

rear vehicle (driving down the center of the passing 

lane) through direct field of view (figure 9). 

3.0m 

When looking 

Figure 9. Test course and test conditions (measurement of 
rect rearward field of view range by head check). 

(3) The distance between the test vehicles and the 
rear vehicle which the driver is to look at is changed for 

each measurement (beginning with a distance of more 

than 40m, and gradually shortening the distance to 
determine the seeing limit distance for each test rider 

and each situation). 

Measuring conditions. For each test rider, meas- 

urements were carried out in accordance with the following 

three conditions: 

(1) Wearing a Standard Helmet when the rear vehi- 

cle is a 4-wheeler (passenger car). 

(2) Wearing a Standard Helmet when the rear vehi- When looking at right-side rear-view mirror° 
cle is a motorcycle. 

(3) Wearing an Improved Field of View Helmet 

when the rear vehicle is a 4-wheeler (passenger car). 

Test rider. Fourteen male American riders who use mo- 

torcycles in their daily lives, average age 31, average weight 

80kg, average height 1768mm. average arm length 783mm. 

The build of the test riders for this study was about the 

same with those in eye point measurement (1985) (!) and 

arm contour measurement (1987) (2) (see table 3). 

Table 3. Comparison of authropometric data among American 
riders (mean value). 

~ 1 Age 29 I 29 0 31 ÷2) 

~__ 4. A~m ~,~ngth ~ When star~ing a head check. 
.. ~ 780 779(-I ) 783 (+3) 

Unit: Age (years) Figure 10. Record of sight ~ines and rear ~rsffic conditions 
(NOTE] Values shown xn paren~hesls are those Dimensions (rnral (TestCourse). 

that differ from the ~98~ data 

Results and considerations 
Data processing. Records of sight lines and rear traffic 

conditions (in video tape, figure 10) were processed by an The seeing limit distance of the rear vehicle driving in the 

image analyzer to determine the distance between the test neighboring lane was determined for each ~est rider in each 

vehicle and the rear vehicle (between the rider’s eye point situation. 

and the front end of the rear vehicle) at the time of the head Seeing limit distance was divided np into 5 stage classes 

check by measuring the size of the rear vehicle in the image. ~class width difference of t 0m), the number of test riders in 
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each class is shown in table 4, and the number of test riders (1) The majority of the test riders (86%) were able to 

and their ratios are shown for each class in cases where the see the rear vehicle driving in the neighboring lane at a 

rear vehicle was a 4-wheeler in figure 11. distance of more than 40m to the rear through direct 
field of view. 

Table 4. Number of test rider’s by seeing limit distance. (2) Only on (7%) of the test riders had a seeing limit 

~ Helmet Standard Helmet Improved Field distance of less than 10m, and even in this case, when 
of View Helmet Rear Vehi61e : ~ 4-Wheeled 

Seeing Distance\ Vehicle Motorcycle:. 4-wheeledvehicle an Improved Field of View Helmet was worn, the see- 
Less than 10m 1 ~Tm~ 1 (s~,~ 0 ing limit distance was extended to 16m. 

20 m - 29 m 0 0 O 
30 m - 39 "m 0 0 1 (3Ore) Based on the data for these riders, these helmets, and this 
More than 40m 12 12 12 example motorcycle, when establishing the field of view 

(~) Figure in parenthesis are tile s~ing 
UNIT: ~ of ~r~s standards for motorcycle rear-view mirrors, it is thought 

Distaneces for each test rider 
(only figures below 40m are indicated) that there is no problem involved in considering the role of 

the seeing of rear vehicles in neighboring lanes at a distance 
of less than 10m as a role of direct rearward field of view. 

14                                                  I .0 
Improved Field of View Helmet 

Stan rd Helmet ---~ Analysis of the Rider’s Sight Line 
12 

0.8    Purpose 
10. 

The time span and frequency of mirror checks and head 

8 0 o 6 checks were measured through analysis of the sight line of 
riders making lane changes while driving on the test course. 

6 
0.4 Method 

4 
Test vehicles.--The same motorcycle and 4-wheel vehi- 

0.2 cle (passenger car) were used as in the visible range 
2 measurement. 

0 ~      ~             [~             0 
Test course.--The same as the visible range 

-9 _ 10-19 20-30 30-39 40- (m) measurement. 

Figure 11. Number of test rider’s and ratios versus seeing limit 
distance (when rear vehicle is a 4-wheeler). Measurement procedures 

(1) Rear-view mirror aiming.--The optical axis traveling 
In cases where a standard helmet was worn and the rear to the center of the mirror surface (M point) from the eye 

vehicle was a 4-wheeler.--Among the 14 test riders, there point of the test rider riding the test vehicle in a normal 
were only 2 whose seeing limit distance was less than 40m 
(one of which was less than 10m), while all the other 12 test 

position should be reflected horizontally and in a parallel 

riders were able to see the rear vehicle at more than 40m. manner in relation to the center line of the vehicle by adjust- 

In cases where a standard helmet was worn and the rear ing the angle of the mirror surface. Adjustment should be 

vehicle was a motorcycle.--Among the 14 test riders, there made using the optical axis from the left eye for the left side 

were only 2 whose seeing limit distance was less than 40m rear-view mirror and from the right eye for the right side 

(one of which was less than 10m), while all the other 12 test rear-view mirror (figure 12). Rear-view mirror aiming ad- 
riders were able to see the rear vehicle at more than 40m. justment is carried out for each test subject. 
This is about the same result as in cases where a standard 
helmet was worn and the rear vehicle was a 4-wheeler. 

C/L 

In cases where an improved field of view helmet was worn /~ ~ 
and the rear vehicle was a 4-wheeler.--Among the 14 test 
riders, there were only 2 whose seeing limit distance was - 
less than 40m (neither of which was less than 10m), while 
all the other 12 test riders were able to see the rear vehicle at t 

In the case of test riders who wore a Standard Helmet and 
had a seeing limit distance of less than 40m, an improve- G/L : Rightward 
ment of the helmet’s field of view almost doubled the seeing ..... 
limit distance. As a result, it was noted that there were no 
test riders who still had a seeing limit distance of less than 
10m. 

The role of the direct rearward field of view.--The results 
of this measurement are summarized below: Figure 12. Rear-view mirror aiming method. 
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Also, concerning the interior rear-view mirrors of Measurement conditions 
4-wheeled vehicles, test riders were allowed to make their 

In this measurement, three conditions were realized: the 
own adjustments, for the example vehicle used. first two were that the test vehicle was a motorcycle and that 

(2) Driving method.--The test riders were made to drive it has differing rear-view mirror outside field of view, and 
the example test vehicle along the center of the driving lane the third was that the test vehicle was a 4-wheeler (see 

at a specified speed (about 40 km/h), and to change lanes to figures 14 and 15). 

the passing lane when reaching the vicinity of the half-way Measurements were carried out on each test rider 8 times 
in accordance with the following three conditions: position (where there is a marking cone) of the test course 

(figure 13). Test Subjects were given the freedom to choose (1) An example test vehicle which is a motorcycle 

for themselves whether or not and how frequently they with no limitations on the mirror surface (referred to as 

made mirror checks and head checks. They were instructed Motorcycle L from here on). 

to make the lane change in as natural a manner as possible. Under this condition, the limit of the outside field of 
view from binocular eye points was set at 3.2m out- 

Distance from 
Rear Vehicle. [. ., ward from the vehicle center line on the ground surface 

~ 10m behind the eye points. 

Vehicle) (2) An example test vehicle which is a motorcycle 
’ o 

~ with partial limitations on the mirror surface (referred 
(Test Vehicle) ~ to as Motorcycle M from here on). 

Under this condition, the limit of the outside field of Figure 13. Test course and test conditions (analysis of rider’s 
sight lines). Note.--In Japan traffic is left hand. view from binocular eye points was set at 2.8m out- 

ward from the vehicle center line on the ground surface 

The rear vehicle (4-wheeler) was made to drive along the 10m behind the eye points. 

center of the passing lane and the distance between the rear (3) An example test vehicle which is a 4-wheeler 
with no limitations on the mirror surface (referred to as 

vehicle and the test vehicle was altered for each meas- 
4-Wheeler). 

urement (beginning with a distance of over 40m and gradu- 
Under this condition, the limit of the outside field of 

ally reducing the distance, see figure 13). view from binocular eye points was set at 3.7, outward 

-3 -2_ -1 C/t. 1 2 3 from the vehicle center line on the ground surface 10m 
3 

~ 
behind the eye points. 

IAr~a 
!1 

-~ 
Test subjects.--The same l4 male American riders as in 

2 the visible range measurement. 
Data processing.--The following items were determined 

r.ine, 
by analyzing the record (video tape, see figure 10) of sight 

1 line and rear traffic conditions through an image analyzer. 

s,~ ~,~ (1) Frequency of mirror checks and head checks. 

G~ (2) Duration from the beginning of eye movement 
(m) for mirror checks and head checks to the return of the 

Rightward = gaze to the front (including movement time of both the 

Figure 14. Field of view of right-side rear-view mirror of the test eyeballs and the head). 

vehicles in binocular condition (motorcycles). 
~ (3) Distance between the test vehicle and the rear 

~ vehicle just prior to lane change (from the rider’s eye 
~ point to the front end of the rear vehicle). 

(Measurement Conditions)    ~.." 

.,oto,;,olo L t ~.          Also, time was determined by the number of frames and 

~ ,o= ...... distance was determined by the size of the rear vehicle in the 

¯ " ....... l ~. Results and considerations 
Choice was made from the 8 data for each test rider and 

~ each condition of the typical data of set distances nearest to 
Eyo Point O~ the set distance from the rear vehicle (in 3 stages of 10m, 

~ 20m, and 40m). 
~ Next, using the above typical data, frequency of mirror 

Figure 15. Field of view of right-side rear-view mirror of test 
vehicle in binocular condition (ground level of 10m behind the checks and head checks for each run; time span of mirror 

eye-points), checks and head checks within each run (referred to as time 
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check (time span/frequency) (see figure 16). .. Mirror Cheek (Right Mirror ) 
Mirro~ CHeck(Room Mirror) 
Head Check 

Time Span for Mirror Check - aI + a2 ..... + am (Example aI + a2) 

~ Duration of Mirror Check     ( al + a2 ..... +am)/~ (Example 
Time Span for Head Check - bI + b2 ........ (Example bI + b2 ) 

w ~ Miter Check Mirro~ check Head Check Head check Motorcycle M Motorcycle L 4-Wheeler 

T me (S~onds) 

O     O 
~ O O 

Table 5 shows the frequency, time sp~, and duration of     ~ ~ o o o 
minor checks ~d head checks by condition and set dis- 
tance. Me~ values for all 14 test riders were used for each 
condition.                                            ~ ~.o 

Table 5. Frequency and time of mirror checks and head checks 
(mean value~test course).                                      ~.0 

10 20 40 (m) 10 20 40 (m)    10 20 40 (m) 

Figure 17. Frequency of mirror checks and head checks 
¯ ;, s~, ~.~ ~.], t.7, ~.~ ~.~ ;.~ ~.~ z.0e ~.~ relation to the distance from the rear vehicle (mean values-test 

course). 

In all rear-view minor conditions, the frequency of right 
re~-view minor checks tended to diminish as ~e distance 

¯ ,. s~. 0.~ 0.~ 0.,a from the rear vehicle became longer. 
~=.~ ~ In the case of motorcycle test vehicle, right rear-view 
,~ ~=o~) ~ 0.~, o.,, o.,, 

minor checks were from 2.5-3.1 times and head checks 0.8 

In the case of 4-wheeled test vehicle, right rear-view 
r~ ~. 1.,, t.~ 0., ,.~7 ~.o~ ,.~ 0.,~ 0.~, 0.~ minor checks were 2.1-3.0 times, inte~or rear-view minor 

¯ .~ ~ ~,-., ,.. o.. 0.n o., o.,, o.;~ 0.s, ~ 0.~, ~.~ checks were 0.7 times, and head checks were 0.6 times. 
As seen above, it was made clear that either minor checks 

~, ,.,~ t.,~ ,., t.,~ ,.~ ,.=o t.. ~ ,.~z ,.o, or head checks were ca~ied out several times in the case of 
l~e changes. 

~ Time span of mirror checks and head checks.--Figure 18 
¯ ..t,. (,..:~o.,~(,.~(0.,,(0.,~(o.., shows the time span of minor checks and head checks 

versus the distance from the rear vehicle by mirror 
conditions. 

~ ..... ~ ~ar-vicw mi~o~ checks tended to d~minish as th~ dist~ncc 
(’*~’~ ~"): from the rear vehicle bec~e longer. Also, the total time of 

~.t,~ t.~ ,.s, ,.s, t.~ ,.~ ,.,, ,.~, ,.~, ,.,, the minor check time span ~d the head check time span 

tended to diminish as distance from the rear vehicle became 
(~ ~) ~ : ~ ~/~ longer. 

o~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ In the case of motorcycle test vehicles, the time span for 
for m~l~ ~ ~ 

~o~ ~ v~ minor checks was 1.~2.5 seconds ~d the time span for 
head checks was 1.~1.3, b~nging the total time span to 

~T: ~ (n~ of ti~s) 

~ (~) 2.6-3.8 seconds. Also, the duration of each check was 

around 0.8 seconds for minor checks and ~ound 1.3 sec- 
onds for head checks. 

Frequency of mirror checks and head checks.--Figure 17 In the case of 4-wheeled test vehicles, 6ght side rear-view 
shows the ~equency (mean values) of minor checks and 
head checks versus the dist~ce from the rear vehicle by minor checks were 1.7-2.6 seconds, interior re~-view mir- 

minor conditions, ror checks were 0.~0.7 seconds, and head checks were 0.7 
seconds, bringing the total time span to ~ound 3.1-3.9 
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I i Mirror c~eok ÷ Head Check 

i the total time used by 4-wheeled vehicles, making their time 
Mirror Check (Right-side Mirror) 
Mirr-or. Check (~oom Mirror) somewhat shorter. 
Head Check Neglecting variations in visual field content and related 

factors, if the total time spent when the gaze is shifted away 

"~ from the road ahead in order to obtain rear information is 
~ taken as the assessment standard for the field of view of the 
~     ’ Motorcycie M Motorcycle L 4-Wheeler 
a s.0: rear-view mirror (the assessment is low when the time gaze 

-~ is shifted from the road ahead is long), it can be assessed as 

~ nearly equal to that of 4-wheeled vehicles for motorcycle 
~ 

~ 4.0 o o rear-view mirror conditions, M and L alike. 

o o Category Judgment for Rearward 
3.0                 O 

o                           Field of View 

~, ¯ Purpose 
¯ ~, ~, 2.0 ¯ 

~ ¯ ¯ Test vehicles with example altered rear-view mirror field 
¯ ~ ¯ 

of view were driven on both highways and expressways in 
m 

m 
~ 1.0 s s - ¯ order to obtain category judgment for rear-view mirror field 

~ ¯s s¯ s¯ of view and to determine the time span and frequency of 
~ mirror checks and head checks in actual traffic situations 

<~ 0 , , ~ ’    ’    ’ ’ (lane changing and merging). 
10 20 40 (m) 10 20 40 (m) ;0 20 4~0 ("m) 

Distance         Distance        Distance           Method 
Figure 18. Time used for mirror checks and head checks in 
relation to the distance from the rear vehicle (mean values--- Test vehicles.--The test vehicles are as described in the 
test course), sight line measurement. A video system (3 small video 

~ seconds. Also the duration of each check was around 0.8 cameras, an image synthesizer unit, and a video recorder) 

seconds for mirror checks and around 1.2 seconds for head 
was installed on the test vehicles to record the forward 

checks. These results are about the same as those for traffic conditions, the rear traffic conditions, and the rider’s 

motorcycles, sight line and voice. 

Comparison of total time used for mirror checks and head Driving course.--The driving course was set on high- 

checks.--Figure 19 shows comparisons of the total time ways and expressways in the vicinity of the Japan Auto- 

~ used for mirror checks and head checks by distance from the mobile Research Institute. The course was 24km long, and 
rear vehicle for the test configurations used. the roads used were 2- or 3-lane roads (figure 20). 

Measurement procedures.- 

(1) The test rider received an explanation of the 

direction to drive on the driving course. 
"~ "~ (2) The test rider drove around the driving course 
g once in a passenger car (with the examiner on board) in 
~ L0 ~ ~ -~ order to memorize the route. 

~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ (3) Rear-view mirror aiming was carried out before 

.~ 0.~ measuring (in accordance with the same procedures as 
~ the sight line measurement). 

~ 0.6 .~ ~ (4) The test rider made a run on the above mentioned 
~ driving course using the test vehicle. Presence or ab- 
"~ 0.4 
.~ sence and frequency of head checks and mirror checks 
~ were left up to the decision of the test rider, and he was 
.~ 0. z instructed to drive as naturally as possible. 

(5) After completion of driving, the test rider made a 
0 

14 L 4-Whooler bl I, 4-Whoolor M L 4-Wheelor report on category judgment values of the rear-view 

Figure 19. Ratio of total time used. mirror field of view. Category standards were set in 5 

categories (see table 6), but the test riders were in- 

Throughout all distances and rear-view mirror condi- structed that they could use intermediate values (for 

tions, the total time used by motorcycles was around 90% of instance 3.5) as well. 
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Measurement condiHons.--In these measurements, a to~ 

tal of 4 conditions were set, including that test vehicle be 

motorcycles with 3 different mirror surface areas, and one 
that the test vehicle be a 4-wheeler (see figures 14 and 15). ..... 

(1) The condition that the test vehicle be an example 

motorcycle with no limitations on the mirror surface 

(Motorcycle L). 

Yatabe Higashi 
S rv~ce Area 

~Johban Expressway 
~) Yatabe Intermhange 

0    1     2    3    4 

@ Merging into Expressway 

® r~, c~ge i~,to p~i.~ ~,~ When Iookir~g straight ahead. 

Figure 20. Driving course. 

~ble 6. Category judgment for rear-view mirror field of view~ 

Range of Real-View 
.Test. Mirror Field of View 
SuD]e~t S M L 4~eeler 

I 2.0 3.0 4.5 5.0 

2 2.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 

3 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 

4 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 

5                1.0              3.0              3.0              3.0 
WhenJookingattheright.sidem~rron 

6 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 

7 2.0 2.5 4.0 5.0 

2.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 

Categories for Field of View 

Very Good 

3-- Moderate 

2 ~ -- Somewhat Insufficient When starting head check~ 
Figure 21. Record of sight lines, traff{c cor~ditions both for~r~ 

] Insufficient and backward (highway and expressway). 
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(2) The condition that the test vehicle be an example Comparison of total time used for mirror checks and head 

motorcycle with partial limitation on the mirror sur- checks.--For use as analysis positions, three positions for 

face (Motorcycle M). lane changes from the driving lane to the passing lane, and 

(3) The condition that example test vehicle have three positions for merging into an expressway or a highway 

greater limitations on the mirror surface than that of (figure 20) were selected. 

condition M (referred to as Motorcycle S from here At the above mentioned measuring positions, records of 

on). Under these conditions, the limits of the outside 
sight lines and traffic conditions (figure 21) were made to 

field of view from binocular eye points was set 2.4m 
determine the frequency, the time utilized (referred to as 
time span from here on), and the duration time (time span/ 

outside of the vehicle center line on the ground surface, 
frequency) of one lane change or merge (see figure 16). 

(4) The condition that example test vehicle be a Table 7 shows the frequency, time span and duration of 
4-wheeler with no limitations on the mirror surface (4- mirror checks and head checks.. The mean values of 3 posi- 
Wheeler). tions × 7 test riders were utilized. 

Test riders.--Seven male Japanese Riders who use mo- "l’able 7. I:requene~� and time of mirror 
torcycles in their daily lives, average age 29, average weight cheeks (rne~n v~l,,es--I~ighw~� ana 
70kg,Compared averagetoheight the American 1744mm, riders average whoarm were length test riders 746mm. in 

~      . _-.~. "~"*~ ....... 
i ...... 

the previous measurement, they were 10kg lighter, 24mm ~0:o, " .°~,~, ,.~, ¯ 
shorter in height, and 37mm shorter in arm length. 

Data processing.---Records of sight lines and forward ,~-. ~,. ~.s~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~0 ~.~. ~.~ ~.~ 

and rear traffic conditions (figure 21) were processed by an ~ .... ~’~ ~,.~°.o~ z.z, ~.oo ~.oo ~.~ ~.oo ~.~ ~.~o ~.~, 
image analyzer, and the following items were determined: 

(1) Frequency of mirror checks and head checks. ~,~o~.o 0.~ 0.s~ o.~ 0.~0 0.~0 0., 0.~ 0.~ 

(2) Duration from the beginning of eye movement ,~,..~.. 0.~ 
for mirror checks and head checks to the return of the 
gaze to the front (including movement time of both the ~,~, 
eyeballs and the head, see figure 16) ....... 0.~7 0,~ 

Results and considerations ,,..~..: o.~, ,.~. o.~, 
Category judgment of rear-view mirror field of view.-- 

Table 6 shows the category judgment for each measurement 
condition of the rear-view mirror field of view: ~,~,, ,.0~ ~.t9 0.~ ,.~ !.~ ,.,9 0.~ ,.0~ 

(1) Category judgment of motorcycle S.--Six out of ,,. ~ ~.~ ~.~ t.~ ~.~, ~.~* ~., ~.oz ~.o~ 

the 7 test riders gave judgments of "somewhat insuffi- 
cient or insufficient , making the median value cor- 
respond to the "somewhat insufficient" value. ~,.,~,~, ~, ~.~ ~ ~.~s ~0 ~.n ~ ~.~ 

(2) Category judgment of motorcycle M.--Among 
the 7 test riders, one gave a judgment between "insuffi- 

~ s~.. ~.~ ~1 ~4~ ~ s.ll ~ ~o ~.~ 

cient" and "somewhat insufficient"; one gave "some- ’"~’~’~’ ~-.~--~ z.~ ~.~ ~0o ~.~o 

what insufficient"; and one gave between "somewhat ’ .... ~ 

insufficient" and "moderate". No one gave a judg- 
,~,.t~., ,.,~ 0., ,.n 0.~. t.s~ o.~ t.~ o.~ 

ment of "insufficient". Thus the median value was the ~ ~ ~ c~t_a,~ ~-~:~-v 
NOT~ 2) ~e val~es in paremthesis are ~atios of 

"moderate" value. ~ ~ t_~ £o~ ,~,~ ,~t~,~ 
4-Whee~d Vehicles ~ with each 

(3) Category judgment of motorcycle L.--Only one ~at~,~ ~or 
out of the 7 test riders gave a judgment of "somewhat t~wr.- r~ ~ o~ 

insufficient", and none gave a judgment of "insuffi- 
cient". Thus the median value was the "good" value. (1) Frequency of mirror checks and head checks.-- 

(4) Category judgment of 4-wheeled vehicle.-- Figure 22 shows the frequency of mirror checks and 

None of the 7 test riders gave the judgment of either head checks for rear-view mirror conditions by traffic 

somewhat insufficient or insufficient, making the me- situation. 

dian value the "good" value. In lane changing situations, in the case of motorcy- 
cles, mirror checks were carried out 2.0-2.2 times, and 

If the median value of the 7 test riders is taken as a typical head checks 0.4 times. In the case of 4-wheeled vehi- 
value, the value for the rear-view mirror field of view of cles, checks of the right side rear-view mirror (Note: In 
Motorcycle M is "moderate", and that for Motorcycle S is Japan traffic is left hand) were carried out 2.1 times, 
"somewhat insufficient", for the traffic conditions that pre- and checks of the interior rear-view mirror 0.5 times, 
vailed at the time. but there were hardly any head checks at all. 
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interior rear-view mirror was 0.4 seconds, making the 

total time span 2.0 seconds. Also, the duration for each 
check of the right side rear-view mirror was 0.7 sec- 

.......... , ........ ~ ........ onds. This is about the same as in the case of 
¯ .,,~:’~k . " motorcycles. 

In merging situations, in the case of motorcycle test 

vehicle, the time span for mirror checks was 2.0-2.7 

o       o                              seconds and for head checks, it was 1.0-1.6 seconds, 

~ o o 
¯ 

making the total time span 3.2-4.3 seconds. Also, the 

~d ~.~ ¯ ° duration for each check was 0.9 seconds for mirror 
¯ o o ° 

checks and 1.2 seconds for head checks. 
~ ¯ In merging situations, in the case of 4-wheeled test 
~ o .. vehicle, the time span for checking right side rear-view 

~ ’ ~ ; ~ .... mirrors was 3.3 seconds, for interior rear-view mirrors 
S L 4-Wheeler $ ~ L 4-Wheeler 

it was 0.2 seconds, and for head checks it was 0.6 
Figure 22. Frequency of mirror checks and head checks (mean 
values--highway and expressway), seconds, making the total time span 4.0 seconds. Also 

the duration for each check was 1.0 seconds for both 
In merging situations, in the case of motorcy- right side rear-view mirrors and head checks. 

cles, mirror checks were carried out 2.5-3.0 times and (3) Comparison of total time used for mirror checks 

head checks 0.9-1.4 times. In the case of 4-wheeled and head checks.--Figure 24 shows comparisons of 

vehicles, checks of the right side rear-view mirror were total time used for mirror checks and head checks by 

carried out 3.3 times, checks of the interior rear-view traffic situation. 

mirror 0.4 times, and head checks 0.6 times. 
In the above mentioned tests, it has become clear 

1.4- Lane Changing               Merging 
that in actual traffic situations, in the case of both lane 
changing and merging, mirror checks and head checks ~ 
are carried out several times. ~d .,~ 1.2 

(2) Time span of mirror checks and head checks.-- ~ 
Figure 23 showed the time span of mirror checks and ] ~.0 - 
head checks versus rear-view mirror conditions by ~ 

traffic situation. 
~ 
~d o~- - , 

=~ ,~ 0.6- - 

o * 
-~ 0.4 

~ o ° ° 
~ 

~                           ~ 0.2- 

~ ~ 
¯ O, . 

t ’ ~ ’ ’ ’ ~ S M L 4-w~eeler S M L 4-Wheeler 
$~       L 4-Wheeler~ M L 4-Whee!er 

Figure 23. Time used for mirror checks and head checks (mean Figure 24. Ratio of total time used (highway and expressway). 

values-highway and expressway). 
A comparison of total time used in lane changing 

In lane changing situations, in the case of motorcy- situations shows that the time span was somewhat 

cles, the time used for mirror checks was 1.4-1.9 sec- shorter for Motorcycles L and M than for 4-wheeled 

onds, for head checks 0.3-0.6 seconds, making the vehicles (94%-98%), but it was longer for Motorcycle 

total time span 1.9-2.5 seconds. Also, the duration for S than for 4-wheeled vehicles (122%). 

a single check was 0.8 seconds for mirror checks and A comparison of total time used in merging situa- 

1.1 seconds for head checks, tions shows that the time span was shorter for Motorcy- 

In lane changing situations, in the case of 4-wheeled cle L and Motorcycle M than for 4-wheeled vehicles 

test vehicle, the time span for checking of the right side (80%-90%), but it was longer for Motorcycle S than 

rear-view mirror was 1.5 seconds, and checking of the for 4-wheeled vehicles (106%). 
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If the total time spent when the gaze is shifted away altered mirror surface area driven in actual traffic situations, 
from the road ahead, in order to obtain rear informa~ assessments of "moderate" were obtained for condition M 

tion, is taken for the field of view of rear-view mirror motorcycle rear-view mirrors and " somewhat insufficient" 
assessment standard (the assessment is lower when the for condition S. 
time the gaze is shifted away from the road ahead is Again, neglecting other sources of variability, if the total 
longer), almost equal assessment can be made of Mo- time spent when the gaze is shifted away from the road 
torcycle L. Motorcycle M, and4-wheeled vehicles, but ahead in order to obtain rear information is taken as the 
it is thought to be somewhat lower than 4-wheeled assessment standard for the field of view of rear-view mir- 
vehicles in the case of Motorcycle S. ror, almost equal assessment can be made for Motorcycle M 

Summary of Test Results and Motorcycle L condition rear-view mirrors and 4- 

wheeled vehicles, but it is Somewhat lower than 4-wheeled 
In this study, the purpose was to clarify the desired field 

vehicles in the case of Motorcycle S. 
of view for motorcycle rear-view mirrors. In order to ac- 
complish this purpose, considerations were made of the role Required Field of View for Motorcycle 
of direct rearward field of view by head checks and the role 
of indirect rearward field of view by mirror checks. Rear-View Mirrors 

The following is a summary of the results obtained by this 
Basic requirement for the field of view of 

study, based on the example vehicle and helmets used, and 
the traffic conditions encountered, motorcycle rear-view mirrors 

When setting the desired field of view for motorcycle 
Survey on use of direct rearward field of view 

rear-view mirrors, it- was hypothesized that the following 
and indirect rearward field of view considerations would apply, and it was on this premise that 

It became clear that in situations where rear information this study was initiated: 
is necessary, both motorcycle riders and 4-wheeled vehicle (1) ’That in actual traffic situations, the motorcycle 
drivers used both mirror checks and head checks depending rear-view mirror has essentially equal usefulness as 
upon the traffic conditions, and other factors. that of the rear-view mirrors of 4-wheeled vehicles 

Measurement of the range of the direct rear- depending on the motorcycle configuration’. 

ward field of view in the ease of head checks (2) ’Combined utilization of mirror checks and head 
checks makes it possible to minimize the occurrence of 

The majority of the test riders were able to see rear vehi- 
obstruction angles in the rearward field of view.’ 

cles driving the neighboring lane at a distance of more than 
40m by direct field of view through head checks. It became In order to investigate consideration (1), example 

clear that test riders who had a limited seeing distance of motorcycles with altered rear-view mirror fields of view 

less than 10m were the exception, and even in the rare cases and 4-wheeled vehicles were used as test vehicles. 

where this did occur, when an example Improved Field of Measurements were made of the time used for obtaining 
View Helmet was worn, the limit seeing distance rose to rear information and a categoryjudgment was carried out on 
over 10m. the size of the rear-view mirror field of view. As a result, it 

Accordingly, concerning confirmation of the presence of was found that in the case of Condition M, the motorcycle 
rear vehicles at a rear distance of less than 10m in the rear-view mirror field of view is almost equally as useful as 
neighboring lane, there is no problem in using mainly the that of the 4-wheeled vehicle rear-view mirror. 
direct rearward field of view. In order to investigate consideration (2), a survey was 

Analys|s. of the rider’s sight line made of the use of direct rearward field of view and indirect 
rearward field of view in typical traffic conditions where 

When a rider changes lanes while driving on the test rear information is necessary. As a result, it became clear 
course, he carried out 2-3 mirror checks and 1 head check, that both 4-wheeled vehicle drivers and motorcycle riders 
with a total check time of 3 seconds. 

use both mirror checks and head checks depending upon the 
Neglecting traffic conditions and other sources of vari- 

traffic conditions. Further, measurements were made of the 
ability, if the total time spent when the gaze is shifted away 
from the road ahead in order to obtain rear information is 

rear visible range of head checks by motorcycle riders, and 

taken as the assessment standard for the field of view of direct rearward field of view ranges were set. As a result, 

rear-view mirror, almost equal assessment can be made for when the motorcycle rear-view mirror field of view was 

both condition M and L motorcycle rear-view mirrors and greater than Condition M, it was confirmed that a 

4-wheeled vehicles, combination of indirect rearward field of view and direct 

rearward field of view serve to avoid occurrence of 
Category judgment of rearward field of view obstruction angles in rearward field of view (the same was 

When category judgment was made of the rear-view mir- true even in the case of test riders with the smallest rear 
ror field of view in the case of example motorcycles with visible ranges, see figure 25). 
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....... ibl ........... d ..... Design Considerations in Determining 
, (Example of the Test Rider with the Smallest Rear 

Rear-View Mirror :Visible Range)     I 
(Rear Visible RanQe by Head    Fiel~ ~f View 

 okook-Stipulat. v ,uo, Cond ...... 
the Field of View for Motorcycle Rear- 

1 

111 

View Mirrors 
f Purpose 

~ ~/L In order to try to confirm whether or not the desired field 

’ ’ ~ ’~ ~ ~ ~ ~’0 (’~ ~’, ~ ,’~ ~’0~o of view is satisfied for motorcycle rear-view mirrors, one 
~ ~io~ 

could consider measuring the rear-view mirror field of view 
Figure 25. Relationship of rear visible range by head checks by using a 3-dimensional manikin for motorcycle on actual 
and rear-view mirror field of view. 

vehicles or evaluating the rear-view mirror field of view by 

From the above, and for the test motorcycle and 
means of computer simulation. 

Because of the complexity of and difficulties connected 
configurations used, it became clear that when the 

with the elaboration of these two options, an interim 
motorcycle rear-view mirror field of view is equal to or 

measure based on design requirements is suggested here, in 
greater than Condition M, both considerations are satisfied. 

order to satisfy the motorcycle field of view requirements 

Proposal for required field of view for future proposed in this report. 

motorcycle rear-view mirrors Method 
Concerning the desirable field of view for future motor- We use two example types of test vehicles, one with the 

cycle rear-view mirrors, and based on the example configu- rear-view mirror mounted on the fairing and the other on the 
rations studied, it was judged that rear-view mirror Condi- handlebar, and carried out computer simulation with CAD. 
tion M is most appropriate, and the following proposal is Computing procedures.--The computing procedures are 
suggested for future field-of-view requirements (see figure as follows (in accordance with reference (2)): 
26). (1) Set the binocular eye points (in accordance with 

2.5m Outside of JASO T005 (3)). 

I 
Mirror Center (2) Set the rear-view mirror specifications. 

(3) Set the angle of the mirror surface. In this case, 
Center of Rear 
-View Mirror the mirror angle i,s adjusted in such a way that optical 

~-~ axis from the reference eye point to the center of the 
, Center of Rear 

~ ~i t -View Mirror mirror surface (M-point) reflects in a parallel and hori- 

’~~ zontal manner to the center line of the vehicle. Con- 

~ 2.5rn Outside of cerning the left side rear-view mirror, the optical axis 
, ~ .... ~ .... ~0y~Mirror Center from the left eye is used to make the setting, and con- 

Figure 26. Required field of view for future motorcycle rear- ceming the right rear-view mirror, the optical axis from 

view mirror (10m behind eye-points on ground in binocular the right eye is used to make the setting (See figure 12). 
condition). (4) Set the arm line. 

(5) Compute and display the rear-view mirror field 
(1) The outside field of view from the binocular eye of view as it is projected on a screen 10m behind the 

points should be equal to or greater than 2.5m outside eye point. 
the mirror center at a point on the ground surface 10m 

Evaluation criteria.--Evaluations were made through a 
to the rear of the eye points (corresponding to the field 

field of view on the ground surface 10m behind the eye point 
of view of rear-view mirror Condition M). (see figure 26). In other words, the outside field of view 

(2) The inside field of view from the binocular eye 
from the binocular eye points is more than 2.5m outside the 

points should be equal to or inside the rear-view mirror 
center of the rear-view mirror, and when the inside field of 

center on the ground surface 10m to the rear of the eye view is inside the center of the rear-view mirror it is evalu- 
points, ated as having satisfied the desired field of view. 

Test considerations.--With the design position of the 
However, the eye point establishment method which was 

handgrips and the rear-view mirror of the test vehicles taken 
used as the reference point for the field of view meas- 

as the standard position, we made changes in the following 
urement was taken from Reference Material (1), while the 

items. But this is with the shape of the rear-view mirror 
mirror aiming method which stipulates the direction of the 

being square (the standard size is 100×100mm): 
rear-view mirror field of view and the arm line establish- 

ment method which stipulates the inside rear-view mirror (1) Curvature radius of the rear-view mirror 

field of view was taken from Reference Material (2). (1000.1200,1400mm) 
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(2) Change in the longitudinal location of the rear- Relationship between the vertical location of the rear- 

view mirror (-60, 0, +60 mm) view mirror and the rear-view mirror field of view.--Even 
(3) Change in the vertical location of the rear-view when the location of the rear-view mirror was moved up or 

mirror (-60, 0, +60 ram) down 60ram, there was very little change in the outside field 
(4) Change in the lateral location of the rear-view of view, but when the location of the rear-view mirror was 

mirror (-60, -20, 0, +20, +60 mm) moved upward, the inside field of view determined by the 
(5) Change in the lateral location of the handgrips ann line increased slightly (figure 29). When the location of 

(-60, 0, +60 ram) the rear-view mirror was moved upward 60mm, the inside 
(6) Size of the rear-view mirror (60×60, 80×80, field of view increased by about 140ram. 

100×100, 120×120, mm) 

Results and considerations T3°°° ...... 
:~’-~i’----=---~r]~i~:~i~J~’-----~_                , 

Relationship between the curvature radius and the rear- ~ ~ .... tion Change, 

view mirror field ofview.--Even when the curvature radius ~ D 

"--~ Standard of the rear-view mirror was changed, there was very little ~ 1~ --     Downward change in the inside field of view determined by the ann ~ 
!/il,, 6°=1 line, but the outside field of view diminished to a certain ~ looo 

? 
extent when the curvature radius was enlarged (figure 27). ~ 
Compared to a rear-view mirror with a curvature radius of 
1200ram, the outside field of view diminished by about ~/~ 

~ .... 
_2000 _ 000 1000 2000 

140ram with a rear-view mirror with a curvature radius of 
1400ram. Lateral Location (ram) RSghtward 

Figure 29. Right-side rear-view mirror field of view changes 
resulting from rear-view mirror vertical location changes (fair- 

3ooo 

i[-- - ¯_- ~_ _~_=_. il~_-_--_ _- _--_[__--_-_~-_-J-_--_..___ i~ 

ing mount, 100Xl00mm. 1200R). 

~ 
i i ~ 

l~Rteuarri-RVaI2[u:(i~nr~ 

r I Relationship between the lateral location of the rear-view 
~ 2ooo i l ~ i,oo --~ mirror and the rear-view mirrorfield ofview.--Even when 

(Standard) II~ the location of the rear-view mirror was moved 60ram to the 

~ ~ooo 
i I , [, ouside or the inside, there was very little change in the 

~ i i 
~ outside field of view, but there was a large change in the 

~ i " i 

~ 
inside field of view determined by the ann line (figure 30). 

~/~. i ,-looo    c/~ lo0o 2000 ~ ~ooo When the location of the rear-view mirror was moved ,oo -2000 i ~ ....... 
’ ....... r ..... ’ 60ram to the outside, the inside field of view increased by 

L_ ..................... .j-------J 
about 840ram. 

Lateral Location (m~) Rightward"~ 

Figure 27. Changes in right-side rear-view mirror field of view 
I3ooo 

[ (~--" c~iiii~ :1:o 

resulting from rear-view mirror curvature radius changes (fair- ’ 
ing mount, 100×100mm). 

~ ~ 
i " 

i 

Relationship between the longitudinal location of the 
~ i 

I|                                                   

/~1~_ 
-- Standard60 ...... 

d 

rear-view mirror and the rear-view mirror field of view.-- ~ i I’~          60ram Outward 
Even when the location of the rear-view mirror was moved 

~ 
looo i 

60ram backward or forward, there was very little change in ,~ i 
the outside field of view or the inside field of view (figure 

~ ~/ . 
< 

28). -3000    -2000     -I000     C/L    i000 \ 2000 3000 

Rear-View Hi .... Figure 30. Right-side rear-view mirror field of view changes 
"~ Location Cha~nges I 

resulting from rear-view mirror lateral location changes (fairing 
_~ ~.2oo0 ’ 6o~ r ..... d --" mount, 100×100ram, 1200R). 

~ 60m~ Backward ~ Relationship between the lateral location of the hand- 

~o 
~ooo 

~ 
[ ’ grips and the rear-view mirror field of view.--Even when 

~ the location of the handgrips was changed 60ram to the 
~ ~/~ I , outside or the inside, there was no change at all in the 

-3000 -2000     -1ooo    c/~ ~    looo     2000 I 3000 ~ ...... ] outside field of view, but there was a large change in the 
inside field of view determined by the arm line (figure 31). 

..... 1 Loc&tion (ram) Rightward ---~ 
When the location of the handgrips was moved 60ram to the 

Figure 28. Changes in right-side rear-view mirror field of view outside, the inside field of view diminished by about 
resulting from rear-view mirror longitudinal location changes 
(fairing mount, 100×100mm, 1200R). 700ram for this example configuration. 
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i no change at all in the inside field of view determined by the 
t3°0°1 

~ill 
ii ~ii~]i~ii:~: 1 

arm line, but there was a large change in the outside field of 
~ ~ "                                  ’,~, nd~o~’- ¯ " view for the example configurations used (figure 33). Com- 
~ 2000 I pared to a rear-view mirror of lOOXlOOmm in size, the 
~ ~ outside field of view diminished by about 340mm with a 
~ /~ +0 ...... rd 

80X80mm rear-view mirror. Since the outside field of view ~ ~ooo 
,; I from the binocul~ eye points was more than 2.5m outside 
~ ~ the center of the rear-view minor (more than 2.8m outside 
~ ~/~ i 

the center line of ~e vehicle) at a point on the ground -3000 -2000 I000 2000 3000 

~ ~    I’, , surface 10m behind the eye points, it may be desirable for 
~t~r~ ~o~o, ~ ~r~ the surface of the re~-view minor to have a width of equal 

Figure 31. Right-side rear-view mirror field of view changes to or more than 10~m (figure 34). 
resulting from handgrip lateral location changes. 

Comp~ed to the change of the inside field of view result- 

ing ~om ch~ges in the lateral location of the rear-view 
2000 minor, the ch~ge of the inside field of view resulting from ~ .... ~oo ; ~; ~ : : ,    . 

ch~ges in the lateral location of the handgfips is about ~ ~ 
;~ ~ ~    I 

The lateral distance from the handgrips to the rear-view 

mirror and the rear-view mirror field of view.--~e rela- I    -~’6op~    c~    xooo ~-~o- ~      : ~ooo 

tionship ~tween the lateral dist~ce from the center of the 
h~d~ps (G-point) to the center of the re~-view minor ~ L ~ r"-’] - 
and the inside field of view is shown in figure 32. For the ~r~ ~o~o~ 

two types of test vehicles, condition (-20, O, +20 mm) data Figure 33. Right-aide rear-view mirror field of view change re- 
was plotted against the lateral location change of the re~- suiting from mirror sudace size change (fairing mount, 1200R). 

view minor. ,ooo ~, , , , , , , , 
Test Vehicle 

.... ~ ~ o 
d ~ ~ 

) 
~ooo 

Handgrip) ~r~r ~ace, ~t~al wid~ (~) 

R~ute ~2. Inside [iel~ ol view relati.~ Io lhe laleral distance R~ure ~4. Oulsi~e fiel~ of wiew from hand~rips ~o tear-wiew mirror (I 00x100ram. 1200R). mirror su~aee. 

As ~e later~ dist~ce from the handg~ps to the rear-view Also, since the lower field of view is lower than the 
minor increased (placing the re~-view minor further out- ground surface 10m behind the eye point (me~ing that it is 
side), the inside field of view dete~ined by the ~ line possible to see the ground surface ~ead ~om at 10m behind 
increased line~ly. Since the inside field of view from the the eye point), it was indicated that it may be desirable for 
binocul~ eye points is inside of the center of the rear-view the vertical height of the surface of the re~-view minor to 
m~or at a point on the ground su~ace 10m behind the eye be equal to or more th~ 75~. 
point, it may be desirable to locate the center of the rear- 
view minor more than 30ram outside the center of the Factors for determination of rear-view 
h~dgfips, mirror field of view 

Relationship be~een the size of the mirror su~ace and (I) Determination factors for the inside field of view.- 
the rear-view mirrorfeld ofview.~ven when the size of The data suggest that the inside field of view of ~e re~- 
the surface of the rear-view minor was changed, there was view minor is dete~ined by the vertical location of the 
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rear-view mirror, the lateral location of the rear-view mir- However, this is on the premise that a rear-view mirror 

ror, and the lateral location of the handgrips. Among these, curvature radius of 1200mm be utilized. 

influence of the vertical location of the rear-view mirror is 
(1) The rear-view mirror surface center should be 

comparatively small, while the other two factors have a located equal to or more than 30ram outside the center 
share of 17-20%. Also, the inside field of view is not deter- of the handgrips. 
mined by the absolute values of either the lateral location of (2) The lateral width of the rear-view mirror surface 
the rear-view mirror or the lateral location of the handgrips, should be equal to or more than 100mm, and its vertical 
Rather, it was made clear that it is the relative lateral dis- height should be equal to or more than 75mm. 
tance between the two that determines the field of view. 

From the above, it is thought that "positioning of the Postscript 
center of the surface of the rear-view mirror equal to or more The objective of this study was to clarify the desired field 
than 30mm outside the center of the handgrips" might be of view of motorcycle rear-view mirrors. For this objective, 
utilized as a future consideration for the inside field of view. consideration on both the role of direct rearward field of 

(2) Determination factors for the outside field of view.-- view through head checks and the role of indirect rearward 
The results indicate that it is the curvature radius of the rear- field of view through mirror checks was made. Also, from 
view mirror and the size of the rear-view mirror that deter- these results, a proposal was made for the desired field of 
mine the outside field of view of the rear-view mirror, view of motorcycle rear-view mirrors that might be adopted 

Among these, it has been reported (4) that 1000-1200mm in the future. 
is most appropriate for the curvature radius of the rear-view However, since the scale (in terms of number of test 
mirror and one European Regulation (EEC Directive riders, types of test vehicles and helmets, types of specified 

80/780/EEC) is requiring this range, traffic situations, etc.) of this study is not necessarily 

More recent European Regulations however (like ECE sufficient; basically mean values or median values as 

Regulation 81) allow for wider range (1000-1500mm). It is typical values of the data were utilized. Accordingly, in the 

also true that 1200mm is a fairly typical volume for the future, in order to obtain data that shows a distribution, it is 

radius of curvature of today’s motorcycle rear-view mirrors, thought that it is possible that it could be useful to carry out a 

"From the above, it is thought that it is most appropriate larger scale study. 

to base further considerations on this typical value of 

1200mm when setting up design requirements for rear-view References 
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ESM-4mA Lightweight Safety Motorcycle 

PMF Watson and G.L. Donne, its basis is a small lightweight motorcycle of 125cc capa- 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, city. This represents a typical machine that learner riders are 
limited to riding in the United Kingdom prior to passing 

United Kingdom 
their Department of Transport Driving Test for motorcycles. 

Abstract The safety aspects of these smaller motorcycles are 
particularly relevant as all future new riders will have their 

The United Kingdom has previously shown safety motor- first motorcycling experience on these machines. The safety 

cycles based on large machines. These have incorporated features for both primary and secondary safety are again 
the findings of research into both primary safety and sec- retro-fitted to a standard machine using a systems approach. 
ondary safety features. However, a large proportion of the This fourth safety motorcycle demonstrates that the 
machines used in the UK are" of small capacity and many knowledge gained in previous research and development of 
accidents occur to inexperienced riders. Consequently the large motorcycles can readily be transferred to much 
exhibit for the 1989 ESV Conference is based on a 125 cm3 smaller lightweight machines, to produce a perfectly 
motorcycle which satisfies the UK regulations as a machine satisfactory and practical commercial motorcycle. 
which can be ridden under a learner’s licence. ESM--4 incor- 
porates features designed to enhance conspicuity, anti-lock Primary SafetymAccident Avoidance 
brakes, protection for the rider in frontal impacts, by means 

Brakes of an air-bag system, and a leg-protecting fairing. The paper 
discusses the design of these features and compliance with Research on motorcycle braking has been carried out by 
relevant specifications. TRRL for over 25 years as the instability of these vehicles 

during braking is known to be a contributory cause of 
Introduction accidents. More recently the laboratory has carried out work 

At the seventh International Technical Conference on to provide a solution to the problem of water on disc brakes 

Experimental Safety Vehicles in Paris, June 1979 the United (Donne and Watson, 1981) and the international braking 

Kingdom exhibited their first Experimental Safety Motor- regulations have since been amended to control the 

cycle ESM 1 (Watson, 1979). This vehicle, based on a disparity between wet and dry performance. Anti-lock 

Triumph 750cc motorcycle, incorporated both primary and brake systems have featured on all previous ESM’s and in 

secondary safety features at a prototype development stage, 1985 the TRRL launched the first field trial with Police 

to provide solutions to the problems of motorcycle safety, forces using motorcycles fitted with anti-lock. The system 

identified in studies by the Transport and Road Research used was a fully tested and productionised unit developed 

Laboratory (TRRL) since 1974. The second Experimental by Lucas Girling which was retro-fitted to motorcycles to 

Safety Motorcycle ESM 2 (Watson, 1985) was exhibited by Police specification. This year the German motorcycle 

the United Kingdom at the tenth International Conference manufacturers BMW became the first manufacturer to offer 

on Experimental Safety Vehicles at Oxford in 1985. This anti-lock brake devices on their motorcycles for sale to the 

vehicle was based on a BMW 800cc twin cylinder motor- public. 

cycle to Police Specification and showed progress made to ESM 4 is fitted with a re-developed unit which had 

those safety features that were originally fitted to ESM 1. originally been used by TRRL in the 1970s (Watson et al, 

On the occasion of the eleventh International Conference 1976) and was fitted to the first safety motorcycle ESM 1 

on Experimental Safety Vehicles in Washington the United (Watson, 1979). The unit was fitted to both wheels with 

Kingdom exhibited their third Experimental Safety independent brake operation and in this form had been 

Motorcycle ESM 3 (Watson, 1987) based on the Norton successfully tested by NHTSA in 1978 (Zellner and Weir, 

Interpol II rotary piston engine motorcycle nominally of 1978). This was the first motorcycle anti-skid system with a 

600cc. This vehicle showed the progress of the development fully-satisfactory performance and suitable for normal, 

of safety features from the prototype in 1979 to the everyday use. 

production stage, providing safety features which could The system developed for these smaller machines can use 
either mechanical or electronic sensing. The braking system readily be incorporated into machines in daily use. 

These three safety motorcycles were constructed using is however a combined system whereby the brakes on both 

standard large motorcycles designed for use on public wheels are applied by a single operation of the rider. Studies 

roads, retro fitted with safety features which had been by TRRL observing riders on the road (Sheppard, 1985) 

developed using a systems approach, have shown that braking behaviour of many riders is far 

For the occasion of the twelfth International Conference from ideal. Many apply only one brake. To overcome this 

on l~xperimental Safety Vehicles the United Kingdom now deficiency a single application to apply the brakes on both 

exhibits its fourth Experimental Safety Motorcycle ESM 4. wheels can now be used, in conjunction with the anti-lock 

This machine again incorporates primary and secondary device which prevents the inadvertent wheel locking which 

safety features but departs from its predecessors in so far as previous coupled systems with fixed ratio brakes could 
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induce. Work on coupled brake systems at the TRRL is the exit-velocity of the rider compared with that from a 
summarised in the paper by G.L. Donne in the proceedings standard machine. The systems on ESM 2 and ESM 3 were 

of this conference, based on prototype air-bags used in combination with mod- 
Although the practicality of anti-lock for large ified fairings. These modifications were intended to en- 

motorcycles has been established by BMW in commercial hance the effectiveness of the air-bag by providing a sec- 
production, a challenge exists for safety engineers to ondary load-path designed to reduce the pitch of the vehicle 
provide advanced braking for those small motorcycles and during the impact, and knee-restraints at the rear of the 
mopeds which are not fitted with hydraulic brakes. At the fairing designed to absorb energy and to modify the trajec- 
ESV Conference at Oxford in 1985 TRRL exhibited an tory of the rider. The air-bag of i20 litre capacity fitted to 
early prototype of mechanical anti-skid of simple design for ESM 3 was assessed in controlled impacts. It was found that 
very light machines which is still under development. The the air-bag could reduce the horizontal component of the 
system fitted to ESM 4 requires hydraulic operation but it rider’s velocity to zero, measured at the plane of impacts. 
has the potential to be produced relatively cheaply and is This result represented a very significant reduction in the 
suitable for use on all but the smallest and cheapest two- rider’s energy compared with that when a standard machine 
wheelers, was tested. 

TRRL has been involved in considerable research on The previous experimental safety motorcycles were all 
conspicuity for day (Donne et al, 1985) and night conditions large machines which provided the maximum scope for the 
(Donne and Fulton, 1987). Recommendations for daytime provision of safety features, particularly with regard to 
conspicuity are now contained in the U.K. Highway Code, space and accommodation of weight. ESM 4 is a much 
and the night time results have already been recognised in smaller and lighter machine. However it was considered to 
the vehicle regulations. The requirement for vehicles to be be possible to incorporate an air, bag system of similar ca- 
fitted with dim/dip lightingI equipment excluded motor- 
cycles as it was found that the brightness of motorcycle 

pacity to that used effectively on ESM 3. 

lamps in ambient traffic had a beneficial effect on the 
Accordingly, ESM 4 has been fitted with an air-bag of 

conspicuity of the motorcycle, 
approximately 130 litre capacity deployed with a single 

Identification of a vehicle as a motorcycle at night 
inflator produced by Bayern. Both are mounted at the rear of 

presents a difficult problem. The most effective treatment 
the fuel-tank. When deployed the bag tapers in both plan 

was found to be the fitting of two strip lights vertically on and elevation to its maximum cross-section at the forward 
end in order to make the most effective use of its capacity. 

either side in front of the rider’s lower legs. Such a solution 
is contained in the safety fairing of ESM 4. Use of the Initiation of the bag is by an air-damped inertia-switch 

relatively large headlight will aid conspicuity in daytime, which is designed to trigger at a vehicle deceleration of 10g, 
with a time-period threshold. Work remains to be done to 

Secondary Safety--Rider Protection assess typical accelerations experienced on motorcycles 
during normal use to ensure that initiators used in safety- 

Protection of the rider by engineering treatments to the systems operate at realistic levels without the risk of spuri- 
motorcycle has provided a reduction in risk of injury, as ous deployment. 
measured in full-scale impact tests using a dummy rider, to ESM 4 incorporates .features which are designed to com- 
an extent which a decade ago would not have seemed plement the operation of the air-bag. Knee-protecting ele- 
possible. There had been two approaches to reducing ments are fitted at the rear of the fairing as part of the leg- 
injuries in accidents, total restraint of the rider on the protection system. In frontal impacts these are designed to 
motorcycle or free ejection, both having benefits and absorb energy from the lower part of the rider’s body and to 
disadvantages. Work at TRRL has concentrated on 

impart rotation. This is intended to translate the motion of 
preferential restraint to provide the rider with some the rider into a component which can be most effectively 
protection in those accident configurations found to be controlled by the air-bag. 
important in investigations of accidents and injuries. In 
other situations the motorcycle design allows the rider to Table 1. Main results of impact tests made with standard ma- 

leave the machine, as in the case of "down on the road" chine and one fitted with the ESM 4 secondary protection 

single vehicle accidents, without introducing unnecessary 
devices. 

injuries caused by non separation during the crash phase. (900 z~ 

Frontal impacts 

Each of the experimental safety motorcycles shown at      ,~c 
previous ESV Conferences (Watson, 1979, 1985, 1987)      ~,~a~: 
demonstrated a system which was intended to reduce the      .,~ 
effects of frontal collisions. These were designed to reduce      ~ 

Pelv~s 47 26 

1Dim/dip lighting equipment provides for two levels of intensity of the dipped beam l~ri~ ~t-vo_~oe~y of r~l~r - ~/s 12 1.6 
of the vehicle headlamps. In good street lighting the intensity emited from the vehicle (Fro. 14 m/s 
is reduced to about I0 per cent of standard. 
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Table 1 compares the main results obtained in impact marginally outside the envelope defined by the rider’s legs, 

tests with a standard machine and one modified in the same and which often protrudes less than the handlebars. Without 
way as ESM 4. the fairing, it would be the legs which were making contact 

Leg protection with the object in collision. And it is quite clear from ESM 4, 

and the previous ESM 3, that this protection can be designed 
The concept of leg protection was introduced on ESM 1 into the machine to give an aesthetically pleasing appear- 

in 1979 (Watson, 1979)using the hardprototypelegprotec- ance, in a fully practical and commercially acceptable 
tor. TRRL carded out experimental work on different kinds machine. 
of leg protection devices which led to a less stiff energy- A great deal of effort has been spent investigating leg 
absorber designed to break away at high impact velocity, injuries which, considered together with the engineering 
and installed on ESM 3 in 1987 (Chinn and Hopes). It was in and physical principles of the impact, and underpinned by 
that year that the Department of Transport issued its Draft work on mathematical modelling, provides a very sound 
Specification "Leg Protection for Riders of Motorcycles" basis for safety engineers to design a system for controlling 
(Department of Transport, 1987) for comment. energy during impact. The latest analysis of motorcycle 

Since then there has been considerable controversy over accident and injury data is contained in the paper by P.L. 
the efficacy of leg protectors. Opposition from the enthusi- Harms, in the proceedings of this conference. Harm’s find- 
ast element of motorcycle user-groups, who object to any ings underline the need for leg protection for motorcycles, 
imposed change in their machines or freedom of use, is not and identify the most important circumstances under which 
surprising given the same lobby’s opposition to helmet leg- leg injuries occur. Caution is required when assessing pre- 
islation. The recent objections from the motorcycle manu- sentations of injury data, since it is important to identify 
facturer’s organisation, IMMA, have been more surprising, those accident situations where useful protection can be 
especially so since TRRL first published the potential bene- achieved, and not confuse the debate by diverting attention 
fits of leg protection ten years ago. to situations and configurations where survival is unlikely 

It has been suggested that head injuries can be made more whatever type of p~otection the motorcycle designer tries to 
severe and injuries may be transferred from the lower leg to provide. Leg injuries are rarely fatal, but they often cause 
the upper leg when leg protectors are fitted. However, these permanent disability, and of course most of the victims are 
objections (Dynamic Research Inc., 1988) (Motorcycle As- young. The total cost of motorcycle leg injuries in the UK 
sociation, 1988) seem to be based on information supplied (in terms of hospitalisation, loss of earnings, pain and suf- 
by the Japanese Automobile Research Institute (JARI) fering, etc) is currently £150 million per year. We estimate 
about results from a very small number of tests using a leg that fitting leg protectors to all motorcycles could save at 
protector design which, from visual inspection of the test least £50 million of this, even after allowing for the extra 
film, is very much bulkier than the TRRL device and which costs of designing leg protectors into the machines, and 
violates the draft DTp specification in at least one respect, recent results from testing suggest that even this large sav- 
As the paper by Chinn and Hopes (1989), presented to this ing might be an underestimate. ESM 4 is fitted with a safety 
Conference, shows, a series of tests of leg protectors fitted fairing incorporating leg protection devices meeting the 
to a large motorcycle gives consistently large reductions in Draft Specification (Department of Transport, 1987). 
leg injuries, as measured on a test dummy specially con- Table 2 (Appendix) sets out the main requirements spe- 
structed to indicate damage to the legs. Beyond this, TRRL cified for the performance of the three elements of a leg 
has conducted over 100 full-scale impact tests comparing protector and gives results of the tests made to assess this. 
motorcycles of various sizes and designs, with and without These results are for a protector intended for a category 3(ii) 
leg protectors, at a variety of impact speeds, angles and motorcycle. 
configurations, and into rigid barriers and stationary and The performance of leg-protectors in simulated accidents 
running cars. In almost all cases leg protectors provided a is discussed in the paper by Chinn and Hopes in the proceed- 
worthwhile reduction in leg injury, quite often dramatically ings of this conference (Chinn and Hopes, 1989). 
so, and in no case was injury to any part of the body increas- 
ed. In several instances the leg protectors also reduced head Conclusion . 
injury by slowing the rider down before he left the motorcy- There has been great interest shown in TRRL’s series of 
cle. It is also argued that leg protectors increase the width of previous safety motorcycles, both at the International 
the machine and may involve it in collisions which the bare Technical Conferences where they have been exhibited and 
machine might avoid. This criticism applies equally to fair- afterwards. The progress which has been made towards 
ed machines, yet normal fairings offer little, if any, protec- incorporating new safety features in production machines, 
tion from injury, and there are certainly instances where the since the experimental systems on ESM 1, is encouraging 
fairings actually add to injury. The energy absorption and and supports the forum of the ESV Conferences for 
protection provided by a properly designed leg protector introducing vehicle safety research and developments. 
fitted inside a fairing far outweigh any possible disadvan- The concept of secondary safety for motorcycles in 
tage from the greater width, which in any case is only particular, offers great scope for benefits in the future and a 
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challenge in design for those involved in promoting safety Watson, P.M.F., 1985. A Motorcycle Demonstrating 

now. Motorcycling carries much greater risk of both acci- Improved Safety Features. 10th International Conference 

dent and injury than most other modes of travel. The rider is on Experimental Safety Vehicles. Oxford (NHTSA). 
Watson, P.M.F., 1987. ESM 3--A Motorcycle Demon- unavoidably exposed and vulnerable yet it is possible by 

thoughtful design and engineering to provide a much higher strating Progress for Safety. 1 lth International Conference 

level of protection in accidents than is currently offered by 
on Experimental Safety Vehicles. Washington (NHTSA). 

Zellner, J.W. and D.H. Weir, 1978. Evaluation of the 
motorcycle manufacturers. Realistic testing of the devices 

Mullard/TRRL Anti-lock Brake System. Contract No 
developed through research has been most encouraging. DOT-HS-6-01381. Hawthorne, California (Systems 
The disappointment lies in the apparent reluctance of Technology Inc). 
motorcycle manufacturers to adopt them. 
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(i) The permanent deformation (measured at the first An energy-absorbing material of corresponding 

contact point and in line with the direction of impact) change of stiffness was implied if a constant decel- 

should be 100mm+ 15mm. eration was to be experienced by the striker. 

(ii) Peak dynamic force must be not more than 20 per Consequently an energy absorber was developed 

cent greater than the average crushing force, which comprised laminations of honeycomb of differ- 

(iii) Recoil energy should be not more than 5 per cent ent grades. The element used on ESM 4 comprised of 

of the energy absorbed, three components, namely a 3mm rubber facing, 

(iv) External profile should be smooth and not likely 30mm of aluminium honeycomb of grade 2.3 - 0.25 - 

to interact. 
Table 2. Specified performance and test results for the three 

(b) Knee protection element.--a dynamic test, using a 
elements of a leg protector--category 3(ii) motorcycle. 

cylindrical steel cylinder of mass 22 kg + 1 kg, was specified 
~ 

for the energy-absorbing material used in this element. The 
~i~i,a r~ 

striker diameter was specified at 80mm and the end making 
contact with the energy absorbing material was hemispher- 

~ 

ical. The striker was suspended in a double bifilar z~Aer ross 32 ~j_+ 2 nj 32~j 
configuration and the test-speed was 21 km/h. 

The characteristics of the energy-absorbing material z,r~er sm~ 13.89 ~/s _+ 0.55 ~/s    14.14 

were specified to be such that the loads sustained by the ~er ~ 2667a ~o 3~7~ 31P.a 
striker should be less than 10kN with 8kN not exceeded for 
periods totalling more than 20 ms. 

(c) Rigid support element.--a dynamic test similar to that 
for the primary impact element was specified except that the 
test speed should be 100 km/h (or with the mass/speed 
combination adjusted to provide the same energy input), m,a,~ ~ r~ a~sr lOO~ _+ a~ ~.~ 

Alternatively a static test, using a flat test-surface and ~ ~ ~ ~ rm-r 2~7~ to 3~7~ 283o~ 

applying a load of 55kN, can be made. In both cases, the ~co~ ~ ~s ~ or ~ ~ ~.7~ 

element should resist the applied energy such that either the 
~ ~ z~ ~,~ 

deformation, measured in line with the direction of loading 
mr~a~=~ ~ s-r~c rm-r 10o~ _+ ~ 88.~ 

does not exceed 50ram or the support becomes detached ~ ~ TM s-z~c =~r ~Ta to 3~7a ~7o~ 

from the motorcycle without leaving any sharp edges or ¯ ~or A ~ rc~ ~c rm-r, ~ rca 
projections. In the case of ESM 4, the mountings were ~ia ~ ~-,~ 
designed to permit the latter. 

Specified Test O~ditior~ 
The draft specification does not limit the design of the 

leg-protection system to the use of particular materials, but 
determines the performance to be achieved by each element. 
In the case of ESM 4, experience gained in the design of 
protectors used on large machines was used. The elements ~a~r ross 32~j _+ 2~j a3~j * 

were constructed and tested as follows: 
~4P~T SPIED 27.78 m/s + 0.55 m/s 17.73 ~/s * 

Primary impact element.--This was constructed of 
light-gauge mild-steel sheet of modified part-conical 
form and was filled with closed-cell plastic foam. After 
initial development using quasi-static testing the ,~ am a~tavatarr ~ 
complete protector was tested dynamically on the 
TRRL impact rig according to the draft specification. 

Knee protection element.--Aluminium honeycomb 
material was used for this element. Initial tests showed 
that this material was promising although the grades m~trammcr 

available did not provide characteristics which met the 
draft specification. Attempts were made to stiffen soft 

D~m~C t~UC=o, ~ ~ ~sr <1o~ 7.z~ 

grades by filling the cells with plastic foam. However, ~ ~ r~--a~ o~ ~ ~o~ ~.~ 
the main problem appeared to be concerned with the ~ ~ s-r~c ~ 
hemispherical end of the striker of the knee,form 
specified. With penetration of the energy-absorbing mor~er~ ~ ~ orr uavm~ ~o ~ m~s earr.a~ 

material the increasing cross-sectional area of the 
stiker resulted in a progressively rising deceleration. 
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10 (5052) T, and 40mm of honeycomb of grade 3.4- 0.25 - 

15 (5052) T. 

Results of the tests of ESM 4 installation were not 
available as this paper was printed. However, Table 2 gives 
the main results of similar tests made on a leg-protector for a 

22~j _+ ~j 21.65~j category 3(ii) motorcycle. 
This report discusses only the most important of the 

5.83 ~¢s 5.83 ~/s requirements of the UK draft specification. For full details, 
reference should be made to the specification (Department 

357.~a t~ ~91.~a       3~4.9a        of Transport, 1987). 

~ F-DI~ZE ON 10kN 9.875k~ 

ENEE ~ >8k~ ~-~R <20 m s >8kl~ FOR 7 ms 

Assessment of Motorcycle Braking Performance and Technical Perspectives for 
Enhanced Braking Safety 

Alois Weidele, (1)*. This is in like manner valid for the stationary cornering 
than for the straight ahead driving, which can be seen as a 

Department of Automotive Engineering, 
special case of cornering (with unlimited radius of the 

University of Darmstadt, West Germany bend). The gyroscopic moments, which are necessary to 
counterpoise around the roll axis, respectively the track 

Introduction line, are dependent on permanent derangements around the 

As a result of their static instability, single-track vehicles vertical axis, that are however hardly realised by the driver. 

are dependent on dynamic stabilization, which means Close by this fact, there is in higher speeds the possibility of 

working gyroscopic effects and sufficient adhesion derangement caused by increasing oscillations (2). 

reserves, as far as all the driving maneuvers are concerned. The physical roll angle ~h, that results in case of station- 

This is of a special importance for the breaking procedure of ary cornering on plain road form vectorial addition of lateral 

a motorcycle, because there is the possibility of a falling and vertical acceleration (= acceleration due to gravity), is 

away of the gyroscopic moments and the adhesion reserves enlarged through geometrical influences (notice 3) by the 

at the same time. Concerning the slope of brake force and additional angle ~,’ and through gyroscopic moments (4) by 

the distribution of brake force the conventional standard the angle ~" caused by the yawing motion, of the rotating 

brake is controlled by the driver and it doesn’t offer any parts around the center of the curve, as presented arithme- 

reliability in case of a lock of wheels. National and tically for a motorcycle of the 1000 cm3 class in figure 1. 

international studies demonstrate--in spite of an obligatory ~0 
statistical insufficiency--that braking faults have, as 
primary or secondary reasons for accidents, an immense ~r~ 

part on these accidents on roads. Regarding these 30 

~ 
background, the Department of Automotive Engineering of x,~÷x’~ 
the University of Darmstadt carries out investigations about ,,~// 
the behaviour of brakes and the stability of driving under 

20 
~/ consideration of the influence of driver, vehicle and 

roadway. In this respect, especially the braking in the bend a ~ 0 ~ ~ 
is driving dynamically because of lateral dynamic effects of 

~ 
/%" 

a single-track vehicle. 

Physical foundations of stationary driving 0 ~ ~ s ~ 
lateral acceleration 

with a single-track vehicle Figure 1. Physical roll angle ~, and additional roll angle ~,’ and ~," 
Above a certain minimum of speed, that is dependent on as a function of lateral acceleration. 

the vehicle, the single-track vehicle is stabilized almost 
exclusively by the gyroscopic effects of its rotating parts *Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper. 
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The center of gravity of the whole system, that turns the ing in the bend---of the cornering force and the wheel cir- 

scale for the angle beside the breadthe of the tyre, also cumference force on the respective wheel, geometrically to 

reduces by stationary cornering with increasing lateral ac- the total tangential force. As a consequence of the trigo- 
celeration and as a consequence of the increased pseudo nometrical relations between cornering, brake and total fric- 
weight of the vehicle, with correspondant body work cam- tion force, there is the possibility--if one is not driving with 
pression, figure 2. The fact, that the center of gravity is the threshold value of cornering speed--that there are de- 
dependent on the role angle, has a permanent modification celerations which are astonishingly high. Moreover the 
of the ideal distribution of the brake force as a consequence, transferable brake forces increase quickly with reducing 
This effect and additional influences like load or pitch, are 
responsible for the very problematical distribution of the 

speed, while the radius of the curve is constant, because of 

brake force, that is regulated by the driver. Only a dynamical the quadratic dependence of the lateral acceleration on the 

load dependent combined brake is able to recognize such speed. These brake forces approximate after a short break 

oscillations and to take them regulating into consideration, time on the threshold value of the straight ahead braking in 

an asymtotical way. Both effects are presented in figure 4 
2,9 

600    I I I / , with a theoretical ideal brake system for a medium friction 
~ mm height of gmvilycenter 

re~ar wheel J coefficient (~o = 0,8). 

Figure 2. Height of the center of gravity and dynamic wheel _ 
loads as a function of lateral acceleration, o u 3 

~ 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 s 2.0 

The dynamical wheel loads (figure 2), which increase by o 
o braking time t 

the lateral acceleration, are not identical with the wheel 
Figure 4. Theoretical time history of the deceleration in curve normal load (= wheel load, vertical to the roadway), that are braking (la° = 0.8; V° = 50 km/h). 

responsible for the transfer of wheel circumference and 
cornering force. On roads, which are not lateral inclined, the The theoretically possible medium decelerations are situ- 
wheel normal loads correspond by any cornering with those ated on a similar high level above a wide area of lateral 
in straight ahead driving; as far as roads are concerned, that acceleration, figure 5. In practise the level of deceleration is 
increase towards the center of the curve, the wheel normal a little bit lower, as a consequence of constructive influ- 
loads fall off overproportionally. In superelevated curves, 

ences, like the loss time of the brake, the relaxation of the 
these forces can increase until the amount of the dynamical 

wheel, and so on... and diving dynamical derange like the 
wheel loads as schematically presented in figure 3. 

uneveness of the roadway or the discharge of a wheel that is 

~ 
caused by the lift. The onliest way to reach this level is to use 

a brake system which is secure concerning the locking of 
wheels, because otherwise the risk of a sudden fall is very 

high. 

side incline of°the road ~ tp0:°’6 

Figure 3. Influence of the side incline of the road on the wheel 5 
normal forces. 

Theoretical considerations of braking in the ~ 30 1 2 3 /- S m #s2 7 

bend initial lateral acceleration ~0 

Similar to multi-track vehicles, there is, concerning the Figure 5. Theoret cal average deceleration as a function of the 
motorcycle, a basical superimposition--in the case of brak- initial lateral acceleration. 
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The curve of the ideal distribution of the brake force, 150 
which is already subjected to fluctuations by straight ahead 

driving because of the strongly marked pitch, is additionally N m 

influenced in cornering: On the one hand the body of the ~ 
~. 100 

vehicle sprungs more and more in, with increasing dynami- ~ 
cal wheel loads, that are dependent of the lateral accelera- ~*’ 
tion. On the other hand the efficient radius of the wheel 2 
diminish with the increasing roll angle of the motorcycle. .~ 50 
Both factors have a reduction of the center of gravity as a ~ 
consequence, shown in figure 6. 

o 0 
E 1 2 3 /. 5 m Is2 7 ~Jo 

~ 7=5.01 m ~ 7=0 "~2 lateral acceleration 

’- ~0 Figure 8. Maximum steering torque while braking as a function 
~ ’~~ ~~~ ~~~ of the lateral accelerati°n (theoretical, ltt° = 1,1)¯ 

~" ~0\~ .~-~’-~N ~’~~~~.~ 
this leads, in consequence of its effect, that diminish the 

,o \~ radius of the curve and consequently enlarge the centifugal 
¯ ~_ 0 , \,’~~\ power, to the feared tangential left of the circular path. 
0 0 10 20 30 /.0 50 60 70 80 90 100 1tO 120 130 % 150 

P relative brake force front F~..._~ 
Possible helps are a limitation of the brake force, a compen- 
sation of the steering moment or a constructive elimination 

Figure 6. Ideal brake force distribution for straight ahead and of the steering offset. 
curve braking. 

Driving dynamical analysis 
In lateral dynamical respect, the braking in the bend of the To verify the theoretical observations and to analyse the 

single-track vehicle is influenced by two factors, which influences, that are difficult to obtain by calculation, like for 
disturb: The brake-steering-moment (Bremslenkmoment) 

example the behaviour of the driver, extensive driving dy- 
and the lateral wheel slip. The brake-steering-moment 

namical measurements have been carried out. Therefore ¯ arises by the emigration of the efficient center of wheel 
brake force, that moves with an increasing roll angle to the 

two powerful motorcycles have been taken, that were 

inner side of the curve. The lateral movement of the center equipped, besides the normal standard brake system, with a 

of the wheel contact area, compared with the vehicle’s plane combined brake system, which can be operated by the feet, 

of symmetry and as a consequence also with the steering and an ABS-system, which can be inserted. To draw all 

axis, has been measured for a motorcycle of the 1000 cm3 relevant circumferential, vertical and lateral measuring val- 

class and is plot as a function of the total roll angle, figure 7. ues, a data acquisition system with 19 channels on the basis 

As it can be seen, it has, dependent on the width of the tyre, of a micro-computer has been developed and carried along 

considerable quantities. With the aid of these quantities, the with the motorcycle. The results have been reviewed with a 

brake steering moment, that is calculated for the case of micro-computer and finally they were evaluated on a mini- 

total utilisation of the possible adhesion reaches with in- computer, figure 9. 

creasing lateral acceleration more than 150 Nm, figure 8. 
During the driving experiments, maximas of 120 Nm have ,~.,~e~, 

[ 
~                      __ - 

been measured. It is impossible to compensate these quan- ~ I 

i         ""--/ 

tities by the driver because they are varying or pulsating and [ ~ II 

~30 / 

" 2 0 . Figure 9. Path of evaluation. 

~ 1 0 All important driver-, vehicle- and road-dependent pa- 
"$ rameter have been varied in the driving tests (carried out in 

O0 12 24 36 48 grd 60 the "closed-loop"-method): 
roll angle 

¯ Height, weight and degree of training of the 
Figure 7. Sideway travel of the tyre contact point as a function 
of the roll angle, driver, 
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¯ Braking system (standard, combined, ABS), the function of the initial lateral acceleration, figure 12, while 

sort of tyres; driving with and without co-driver, the other systems exhibit the expected moderate decrease of 

initial brake velocity, the deceleration with an increasing initial lateral accelera- 
¯ Surface of the roadway, adhesion coefficient, ra- tion. However, it must be mentioned that this gain of 

dius of the curve (inclusive lateral acceleration), deceleration is bought with greater lateral dynamical 

crossfall, disturbances. 

, 
The measurements with the vehicles are completed by 

experimental determination of the tyre’s way to transfer 
forces with the help of a special trailor, made for the re- 
search on motorcycle tyre. This trailor allows the realistical ~ I 

ff~ 
~[7// 

variation of the measuring speed, the wheel load, the cam- 
ber and the lateral slip. The map of lateral force, figure 10, 

~ V,=50kmlh 

shows an appearance, this is typical for the tyres of a motor- 
cycle: A considerable part of the cornering force is brought 
up by the camber force; cornering without lateral force *’,, 

= !                         ° 

~/ i 
would only be possible with a negative slip angle. " 0 I ¯ 

2       s 

2,6 
braking time ta 

kN lyre s~ze:UO~9O .t8 Figure 11. Time history of brake pressure at different initial 
tre~d depth:/, mm .~t" _ 

lateral accelerations. 

o 0,8 

,/~, /-....),/.-/ 

--:-’-’-- 20° 

..",." ;’/I ..................... ° o 0,t, 
¢ ./ .~/. - .... t,0* 

.,,,.,,/ ,~O,./ ....... ~o 
~ 

_..___~__            ._ _ .... 

0-6. -2 0 2 ~ grd 6 
slip angle ~ o 

Figure 10. Lateral force as a function of slip angle. 
1.5    2,0           3,0           /-,0     rn     5.0 

initial lateral occelerotion ~o 

At the moment, a teststand is tested, that allows the analy- Figure 12. Average deceleration as a function of initial lateral 
sis of the braking of a stillstanding motorcycle, fixed in the acceleration. 
center of gravity, on a translatorical moved, plain roadway 
(5). Besides the riskless simulation of braking in high Figure 13 illustrates by the example of the steering angle 
speeds (until 200 km/h), the teststand offers, among other declination and the steering moment that the lateral dynam- 
things, the direct measurement of the actual dynamic wheel ic disturbances in the case of increasing lateral acceleration 
loads, are much greater with the ABS-regulated brake than with 

Results (selection) 
the driver-regulated one. The reason therefore is the low 
frequent pulsating of the brake force if the ABS-regulation 

The tested ABS-system use as regulation dimension only works. Nevertheless, the risk of destabilisation with the 
the change of the spin of the road wheels. However espe- driver-regulated standard brake is greater as a consequence 
cially the electronical ABS-system is indirect sensible for of the permanent danger of a locking wheel. 
lateral acceleration as it can be seen in figure 11, where an 
illustration of the hydraulic brake pressure of the front .-.’ 

.... steering tocque .... I .... ABS 

wheel is quoted. The heel and toe curve, which is typical for ~ 
~.0 -- ~ ..... ,,i,~ .,~, ..... , .... ,~ 

//7~ 
’ 

the ABS-regulation, persists clearly longer in the range of o> 

the maximum transferable brake pressure in the case of 
higher initial lateral acceleration. The reason for this phe- .- 

nomenon is to discover in the kt-s-curve, that becomes more 
flat with an increasing utilisation of the possible lateral slip 
and the flattening of the maximum of the adhesion coeffi- .~- "-~ 

cient at the same time. As a result of the charged lapse of the .~ ~ ~0, ’ 
graph of the brake pressure, a bigger area under the graph of "1.5 2,0 3.0 ~,0    ~ ~,0 

initial lateral acceleration ~o 

the brake pressure, which is a gauge for the translated brak- 
ing work, is filled. This results in an increase of the average Figure 13. Relation of deceleration, steerin9 torque and steer- 

ing angle with and without ABS as a funct,on of initial lateral 
deceleration, that is reachable with the electronic ABS, as a acceleration. 
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With an increasing initial lateral acceleration the utilisa- described favourable average deceleration. However the 
tion of the possible brake force takes a more and more figure also shows a corresponding turbulent lapse of time of 
unsatisfyingdevelopmentasthelapsesofthebrakepressure the braking moment with big declinations and steep 

¯ " (frontwheel) demonstrate (figures 14 and 15). The driver gradients. 
stays, especially at the beginning of braking, while the The brake-steering-moment and the change of the steer- 
speed is still high, far below the possible maximum of brake ing angle, besides slip angle and sideslip angle, are two 
pressure. He also interprets the transgression of certain lateral dynamical disturbancies during braking which are 
amounts of the steering moment and especially of the steer- important for the objective driving stability and the subjec- 
ing moment velocity as a signal for imminent lockings of a tive feeling of security of driving. As a characteristic value 

~ wheel. As a consequence the driver loosens the brake totally for the security of braking, the increase of steering distur- 
or partly. The ABS-regulated brake makes, under identical bance (Lenkunruheanstieg) has been defined as a product of 
experimental conditions, a considerable level of brake pres- the appearing brake-steering-moment and the steering an- 
sure available, figure 16, with the result of the already 

glevelocity, realizedasareactionofthedriver.Withitshelp 

60 50 ~ the stability of the course of the straight ahead braking and 
~-~ broke 0 ....... VoO~0km,h 

the braking in the bend is to be valued likewise. Due to 
=~’~ bar Nm I -- steering torque ~°= 1.011.1 

~ 
I 

/~ 

yo= t.s 2 m/s, figure 17, the increase of steering disturbance of the unregu- 
lated brake shows obviously lower values in the whole 

i ! ~_~v~/~/~ 
t~~ t 

range of lateral acceleration than the one of the ABS-system 

~ ~ (a consequence of the heel and toe regulation). The situation 
is similarly favourable at the "ABS-protected" braking. 

~3 
- The driver is requested to brake nearby the maximum of the 

-~ 
’i 

~ //" ’ ~~//~. 
adhesion, however without an activation of the regulation of 

o 

! ~/~~~ 

the ready to act ABS-system. This procedure allows high 

0 -50 decelerations while the lateral dynamical stability is accept- 
0                                        s 

braking time te                      able. The lapse of the second employed driver is therefore 

Figure 14. Time history of brake 0res.sure (fr.on.t wheel) and more disadvantageous because he chooses the increase of 

~.~ steering torque at curve braking (stanoard brake), the brake force that he is occasionally surprised by a dynam- 
ic over-braking of the frontwheel (notice 3), connected with 

60 50 

bar Nm [ 
~ broke p ....... Vo= ~0 .... a single activation of the ABS-system. 
-- steering torque I~o= 10/ . 

o 

. 
~.~ 

o -5o0 I 
2      s "~ 

braking time te 
~ 0 

2.0 3,0 z..0 --~ 5.0 
~ initial lateral acceleration ~o .:- 

Figure 15. Time history of brake pressure (fron.t wheel) and 
steering torque at curve braking (standard brake). Figure 17. Rise of steering instability as a function of initial 

lateral accelerations beginning of the braking quiet steep to 
60 50 ~ 

]~ broke p’ressure Vo= 50kmlh have the favour of a utmost high deceleration. 

bar Nm I 
~ steering torque go= OI .1 

. - I , I~ ,,~ ~ One statement has been obviously again and again of not 
d. 

v~/~’~[ .~I~" ~ 

uninteresting importance: The less sophisticated the used 
~ brake system is, the bigger is the effect of the driver’s 

-~ 

i 

V’~ ~ ~-/~/]~’~" 

training. In figure 18 there is shown the reached distribution 
~, of slip on the unregulated braked front wheel at the begin- 

ning and at the end of the driving dynamical measurements. 

¯ 

’ 
"i ~)~ 

It is confirmed, that with an increasing practice, the frequen- 

~ cy of braking at the slip level with best adhesion increases as 
" - well, but the instable area of high slip or even of the block- 0 -50 0 2 s 3 

braking time t~ ade of the wheel (s > 95%) are extensively avoided. With 
driver of less routine this progress, which is conditioned by 

Figure 16. Time history.of .brake p..re.ss_u..re (front wheel) and 
steering torque at curve braKing wltn ~u~. practice, is even more obviously. 
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n St*nd*rd without ABSIIow skill| dependent on the deceleration and the lateral acceleration. 
3~ ~ s,o,~o,~ ..~o.~ ~s~ ~h ,~.,~ - These brake-steering-moments can only be compensated up 

V,= 50km/h 

¯ % ,.:,.0,,., to a driver dependent limit and moreover, they are able to 
.~_ ~.: 5.0, ~,s, impair the stability of the course up to a tangential left of the 

~ 
~ 

curve track. 
.s Improvements seem to be possible by ABS-regulated 
~ / systems, which are measuring cornering and adhesion, and 
"~ 

// 
/|7 ~ ~]~I7] ~q 

also by a constructive elimination of the brake-steering- 
~ Z’] moments or a compensating steering action, Solutions 
" , ~ v-~ ,---,._ concerning these possibilities are explored at the moment of 0 o.t. 3-~o/. ~-9./. 9.,3°/. ,2-,~0/. ~-,8./. t~-2~./. ~-90./. 90.~*~o ~./° the research institute. 
Figure 18. Front wheel slip spectrum (influence of the skill). 
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Motorcycle Safety Research and Development--State of the Art 

Dr. Hubert Koch, left) of a car which leads to a collision with an 
Institut fiir Zweiradischerheit e.V., oncoming or overtaking motorcycle (22, 55, 13, 54). 
Federal Republic of Germany The main accident locations are crossroads 

In the last years a multitude of projects have been carried (approximately 45%). Bends make up for around 32% 

out around the world to investigate motorcycle accidents, of accident locations,~whereas slopes and gradients 

The findings obtained have been published in a wide- account for around 11% (22, 55, 13, 54). 
ranging spectrum, for example (22, 24, 23, 36, 55, 1, 13, 34, The accident causes are predominantly not ob- 
54).~ serving the right of way of the motorcyclist by other 

Findings From Motorcycle Accident road users (approximately 67%) (22,1). 
The apportioning of blame in car-motorcycle 

Research collisions is approximately 61% for the car drivers and 
On the basis of a differentiated analysis of the available approximately 35% for motorcyclists (22, 55, 13). 

reports, the following central findings of motorcycle acci- 
dent research can be summarized as follows: The pattern of injuries in accidents involving motor- 

cycles has also been subjected to a highly differentiated 
The percentage of accidents involving only a single study. The following findings can be regarded as being 

vehicle accident is approximately 30% (55, 54, 22). 
reliable: 

The main collision partners are cars (approx- 
imately 75%) (22, 55, 35, 33). Head injuries can be registered in approximately 

The main type of collision is turning off (generally 52% of motorcycle accidents (1, 35, 29, 17). They lead 
turning left, or right in countries which drive on the most frequently to severe injuries and to fatalities (17). 

Leg injuries dominate clearlyin the injury fre- 

~Numbers in parentheses denote references at end of paper, quency (up to 83%) (45, 35, 55, 3). 
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The points of impact in collisions between cars and For this reason this development in passive accident 

motorcycles differ in the resulting injury severity and the protection should be looked at more closely in order to~ 

injury patterns. Particularly the impact with the front wind- pars pro toto--demonstrate the current state of research- 

screen frame, the roof edge and A, B, C, D-posts leads to supported motorcycle safety development. 

serious injuries (47, 19, 35). An analysis of the scientific literature published in the 

The direction of the collision is most frequently the 90° last few years around the world produces in part completely 

lateral collision (approximately 58%) (46, 35, 13, 34). different findings in spite of the comparable investigation 

The collision type which has the least severity of injury design. 

for the motorcyclist is flying over the car as collision obsta- The following illustrates the contrary statements on the 

cle (39, 46, 17). positive and negative consequences of leg protection for 

motorcycles using the most important sources as a basis. 
On the basis of the analysis of actual accidents described 

above, a multitude of laboratory experiments, as a rule Positive aspects of leg protection: 
collision tests, were carded out in order to investigate the Leg protection leads to a reduction both in the fre- 
kinematics of the motorcycle accident in more detail. The quency and the severity of leg injuries (6, 7, 9). 
aim here was to obtain more detailed findings on the se- Leg protection positively influences the line of 
quences of movements and more precise data on the causes flight by a put up moment (6, 7, 9). 
of injuries so that protection possibilities for motorcyclists Leg protection reduces the number and the severity 
could be developed on this basis (32, 40, 46, 36, 19, 6, 43, 7, of head injuries (6, 7, 9). 

9, 48). 
Negative aspects of leg protection: 

Constructive Conversion of the Results Leg protection leads neither to a reduction in the 

of Motorcycle Accident Research frequency nor the severity of leg injuries, according to 

the latest investigation findings even leads to an in- 
Using the basis of both the actual accident investigations 

crease of the frequency of leg injuries (43, 48, 18). 
and also the laboratory experiments, a series of protection 

Leg protection can induce additional thigh and hip 
possibilities for motorcyclists was developed which 

injuries and also increase the flight speed of the rider 
improve the passive safety and therefore reduce the severity after the collision (catapult effect) (48, 43). 
of injury. Certain examples should be mentioned here: Leg protection can lead to an increase in the number 

Protectors to reduce the danger from the posts of and severity of injuries to the upper part of the body 

crash barriers which are aggressive both in their form and the head (43, 38). 

and material (25, 11, 27). These contradictory findings can be explained with an 
Optimized crash helmets (41, 26, 47, 19, 21, 42, exact comparable analysis of the fundamental research 

44, 15, 5, 14, 28). work. There are a multitude of highly differing conditional 
Improved and/or newly developed protective factors: 

motorcycle clothing (protective suits) (51, 2, 37, 38, 

41, 4, 52, 53). The leg protection units used in the tests are clearly 

Motorcycle airbags as restraint systems and/or different in their design and were installed on com- 

structural elements to influence the line of flight (56, pletely different types of motorcycles (48, 6, 46). 

46, 8, 30). 
The impact simulation was carried out using artifi- 

cial barriers on the one hand and test cars on the other 
Leg protection (23, 36, 48, 16, 9, 7, 43, 20, 6). 

Concepts for safety motorcycles with elements 
(6, 43, 7, 9, 48). 

such as leg protection, special designs of the fuel tank- 
The impact speeds selected in setting up the tests did 

seat line, airbag, protective claddings, optimized 
not always agree (43, 7). 

The impact angles used in the tests did not cover the 
handlebar design and seat fixing or lateral collision 

same spectrum in every case. 
protection (18, 31, 30, 49, 50, 10, 46). 

The vehicle configurations differed clearly (e.g. 

shape of handlebars, seat position, form of the fuel 

Leg Protectionma Controversially tank-seat line, etc.) (48, 6, 46). 

Discussed Structural Element to The ergonomic parameters of the dummies used in 

the tests did not agree (7, 43): 
Increase Passive Safety 

Leg protection, although it has been under discussion Attempts to Define the Goals of 
for many years, can serve as the latest example of a 

development, which has been directly derived from Motorcycle Safety Research 
collision investigations and which was already a basis for a The problems illustrated clearly show a basic dilemma of 

political initiative (England). motorcycle accident research: 
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At the present time there is a lack of defined and the ideal case could simultaneously lead to an even greater 

standardized tests. There are no generally valid guidelines combined increase in the safety level. 

for the performance of the tests and there are no uniform The safety development of the motorcycle cannot be 

measuring processes. There are not even uniform test carried out in an isolated fashion, but directly in parallel 

equipment or measuring methods, with the design of other vehicles (cars, trucks, etc.), the 

In order to solve the last-mentioned problem it would development of protective clothing for the rider, the 

certainly be helpful to develop and use a measuring dummy reduction in the dangers of the road environment, etc. This 

specially designed for motorcycle impact tests, which was is the only way to comprehend the interactions which are 

presented at the 1989 ESV Conference in Gothenburg present in accident events. 

(125). The following diagram serves as an example to illustrate 

The Hybrid lII-ATD stands out because it takes particular in which conditional structure the research and 

account of the human movement behaviour and the vul- development work in leg protection stands, if it is orientated 

nerability particularly of the lower body extremities and of towards a higher aim. It should also be taken into 

the head area. Modified measured value recorders were consideration that leg protection must not only be effective 

adapted to the specific situation of a motorcycle accident in the context given for the collision type here, but must also 

and permit more exact measurements and more valid prove its worth in all other occurring collision and accident 

transfers of the measured results, types; as a minimum it must have a neutral effect. 

Although this technical innovation is without a doubt a 
step in the right direction, the decisive deficit in present Integration of Leg Protection in a 

accident research cannot be corrected by this. This deficit is Networked Model of Motorcycle Safety 
the lack of clearly defined research aims and the resulting Research 
research work acceptable to all research scientists. Such a 
clear definition of the aim, as for example in the automobile Integrated model of motorcycle safety research using leg 

industry many years ago, the survival of an impact against a protection as an example. 

solid wall at a speed of 50 km/h could make the research and 
development work clearer, more exact and more efficient. Survivable 

If motorcycle accident research and safety development ~sfinea e~eea ~th a coving car I 
were to be orientated towards such defined aims, then the 
complexity of the research item would be clearer and the 
conditional factors would stand out more clearly. 

The following is an attempt to formulate certain potential| 

wide-ranging aims of motorcycle safety development. The 
basis of the formulations is among others an international 
questionnaire study of motorcycle accident researchers 
prepared by the Institut fiir Zweiradsicherheit e.V. - Proteotive 

(publication in progress), 
clothing contours ~truc- 

- Protective Oeformetion turee 

Of decisive importance is the close networking of the 
findings from actual motorcycle accident research with the 
type and results of laboratory experiments. The 

- Craeh 

concentration on particularly serious accident sequences barriers 
which dominate in their frequency and injury severity - Li~tin~ 
promises an efficient improvement of the output. 

The projected aim named most frequently by the 
questioned accident researchers can be seen in parallel to 
automobile accident research: the lateral collision of a [- Air~ag 
motorcycle with a moving car at a speed of approximately 
50 km/h should be able to be survived by the motorcyclist. 

In general, the concentrated activities of international 
research institutes with an efficient safety element would 
lead considerably earlier to a consensus on the most I- 

effective design so that an appropriate introduction into I                          Pr°tectionl 

series production and therefore an improvement to the 

I[ 

actual accident events could be achieved. 
It is also of crucial importance that the findings obtained 

from the individual structural safety elements are integrated 
into an overall concept so that negative interactions of s~ee~ o~ ~,~ 

protect ion 

combined individual components can be avoided and that 
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The diagram shown above provides an exemplary Referate d. 2. BochumerWorkshopsfiirZweiradsicherheit/ 
overview of the components to be taken into consideration hrsg. von Hubert Koch.--Bochum, 1987.--S. 3-25 

and the relevant possibilities for improvement. However, (Forschungshefte Zweiradsicherheit; 5). 
these must not be investigated and taken into account in (6) Chinn, B.P.: Injuries to motorcyclists’ legs: testing 
isolation, but in their interactive combinations during both procedures and protection.--Uxbridge University Thesis 
research and development. The guideline for all actions is 1985. 
the higher aim, in this case the survivability of the lateral (7) Chinn, B.P.; Hopes, P.D.; Finnis, Melanie P.: Leg 
impact with a moving car at a defined speed. Here it must be protection and its effect on motorcycle rider trajectory. 
precisely formulated which partial components in the Paper presented to the 12th International Technical 
overall accident events can make which contribution to Conference on experimental safety vehicles. Gothenborg 
achieve the overall aim. In addition such a method of 1989 (printing in progress). 
proceeding permits the formulation of further precise aims, (8) Chinn, B.P.: Motorcycle impact simulation and 
which can be defined to be more realistic, more valid and practical verification IN: The eleventh International 
more comprehensive. Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles: 

May 12-15 Washington, DC.; 20 years of progress in 
Perspectives highway safety / U.S. Department of Transportation, 

The following results as a perspective for the future of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.- 

motorcycle safety research: Washington, D.C., 1987.--S. 858-864. 

It is not the continued accumulation of new individual (9) Chinn, B. P.; Hopes, P. D.: Protecting motorcyclists 

findings from empirical investigations which are important, legs IN: The eleventh International Technical Conference 

but the development of an achievable, realistic catalogue of on Experimental Safety Vehicles: May 12-15 Washington, 

aims, orientated towards the actual accident events. D.C.; 20 Years of progress in highway safety / U.S. 

An overall research and development concept can be Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic 

based on this catalogue of aims. Safety Administration. Washington, D.C., 1987.--S. 902- 

This method of proceeding permits the prevention of 909. 
short-term, political (wrong) decisions, and at the same time (10) Danner, Max; Langwieder, Klaus; Sporner, 
concentrates the available research capacities, and, using Alexander: Unf~ille motorisierter Zweiradfahrer: 
the same resources, can supply more and better results to Sicherheitserhtihung durch techn. Mal~nahmen aus d. 
further improve the safety level of motorcycle traffic. Kenntnis d. realen Unfallgeschehens IN: Der 

Motorradunfall: Beschreibung, Analyse, Priivention / hrsg. 
References von Hubert Koch. Institut ftir Zweiradsicherheit.-- 
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Load Measuring Method of Motorcyclist’s Leg During Motorcycle Collision 

Written Only Paper materials and sensors were adapted and tested in this 
research. 

Kyoichi Miyazaki and Masami Kubota, 
Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc., Dummy leg bone structure 

Shinichi Sakamoto, To evaluate rider safety in motorcycle collision experi- 

Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association mentally, it is useful to simultaneously measure leg loads 
and observe rider behavior. To do this, we made the leg 

Abstract joints of the Hybrid III dummy we had used before more - 

compact and unified the sensor mounts. More compact sen- 
In spite of considerable effort of researchers, an effective sor system with reduced cross-sensitivity was developed, 

leg protection device for motorcyclists free from undesir- the three kinds of dummy legs used were: 
able side effects has not been developed yet. In order to 
explore the feasibility in the development of an effective ¯ A steel bone with sensors at the end of each tibia 

motorcycle leg protection device, it is beneficial to analyze (hereafter, "steel-sensor bone"); _ 

the mechanism of leg injury. Progress in measuring methods ¯ A breakable bakelite bone without sensors (here- 

of leg load will contribute to research into leg protection after, "all bakelite bone") (reference 4); 

devices. Following the earlier report (reference 1), further ¯ A breakable bakelite bone with sensors at each 

investigation of leg load measuring methods has been end (hereafter, "bakelite-sensor bone"). 

continued. These leg’s structural outline is described in table 1. 

Introduction table 1. Structural summary of dumml/’s lower legs. 

Many researchers have been working to develop leg 
L ~ G ME^SOREM~Nr ~rEMS 

protection devices for motorcyclists. Although the purpose .ybrid ~ ~ppe~." M~. M~ No se~so~ 
of a leg protection device is to preserve leg space to prevent L~e~." M~. ry. r~ 
leg injuries, it must be attained without increasing the risk of se*eor~ toe 

injuries to other parts of the body. One research step for ^n boke- ~*.- ~es/N* ~ ~i~ie~l~ ~o 
achieving this is to measure and analyze the degree of leg ~i~ b*~ Mo~e ~,~ .... ~0~ ~i~o~ 

injury quantitatively. Leg load can be considered to be one 
of the factors influencing the degree of injury. ~,~,~ite- U~e~." r~. M~. M~. ~,k~bl~ ~r~ 

Through our research into leg protection, we have 
s ..... Lo~r.- r~. M~. My. s,~,~ ..... o~ 
bone Frx*: Yes/No & Mode possible 

recognized the importance of continuing to study leg load 
measuring methods. In the previous report, a leg load sensor Upper: Fx, Hx, My,. Non-breakable,lnflu- 

measuring system using many sensors attached to the leg bone Lower-.. Fx. Mx. My. e.ees dummy 
bones of a Hybrid III dummy (references 2, 3) was 
examined by impact tests. While the possibility of . Frx: Fracture 

specifying load points, load values and load direction was 
x. y, z: see Ref. Z 

indicated, some points requiring further improvement were 
also revealed. 

In addition, it was indicated that the dummy’s behavior at 
the time of impact could be hindered by its nonbreakable 
metallic leg bone. Accordingly, we have conducted 
experiments using three different types of leg bone 
structures, under more realistic impact conditions in 
furtherance of this research. 

Method 
If the dummy leg is made of non-breakable material such 

as steel, it offers the advantage of allowing load 
measurement beyond the level at which a human leg bone 

would fracture. However, because the bone does not break 
Figure 1. Lower legs of dummy for collision testing. 

at these measured load values, these values naturally differ Figure 1 shows existing lower legs, with (a), (b) and (c) 
from the actual ones and also the dummy’s behavior is representing the three kinds of lower legs explained before. 
adversely affected. In the hopes of resolving these The steel-sensor bone is (a), (b) is the bakelite-sensor bone 
problems, three kinds of leg bone structures utilizing and (c), the all bakelite bone. 
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More compactly modified knee joint of the Hybrid [H "raNe 2, Test outline. 
dummy is attached to the bakelite-sensor bone and is shown 

as (b)o it is also applicable to both (a) and ic/. 
Lower leg (d) is made to the standard measurements for 

the Hybrid llI dummy, while (e) is the lower-leg °’ flesh" for 

(a) (d), For reference. (f) is the lower leg used by the 

United Kingdom Transport and Road Research Laboratory 

(reference 5)° It features a square steel plate, to the left and 

right of which are attached of al uminum honeycomb. F~gure 
2 shows the detail of" the bakelite-sensor bone. As can be 

seen from thi s figure, sensors are located at the upper and 

lower tibia, with the bakelite bone held by metal adapters. ® In the static laboratory test, a loading test machine 

was used to examine the static bending load and 

deformation of the bone element (see figure 3). 

Figure 3. Static ~est 

® In the dynamic laboratory test. a movable cart 

with an impactor at the University of Tennessee. 

U.S.A. (reference 6) was used: dynamic bending 

tests of lower leg units were performed on the 
Figure 2. 8aketi~eosens~ bone.                                       three types of dummy legs (see figure 4). 

® ]n the next dynamic laboratory test, a pendulum 
Types of vall~dafion tests impactor was used: a dummy was sea~ed on a 

Development and testing of the three types of dummy motorcycle, then the load and fracture by the im~ 
legs was performed as shown in figures 3 to 6 for the four pact (dynamic bending) to each type of lower leg 
items listed in table 2, They are as follows: were analyzed (see figure 5), 
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Test Results and Considerations 

Comparison of three kinds of bone structures 

and measu rement data in elastic region 

Measuremem data for the three kinds of leg bone 

structures were compared under the same conditions after 

the series of tests. Table 3 shows the result of the static 

bending test and the dynamic bending test. 

~aNe 3. Da~a comparison o~ ~ree b~ne ~ype~. 

sensor i 648.6       0.03 l- 867 "!-.i 0.32 

Impae~ ~eioeJty 3.1 

Bteel-Sensor Bone 

The dynamic bending test is the one using a pendulum 

impactor and a dummy seated on a motorcycle, Here the 

~i~u~e 5. ~ndu~um impae~ ~sL dynamic load is derived i~om multiplying the impactor 

acceleration and the impacmr weight. 
. The final tes~ was the f~il-scaie impac~ ~est: a 

dummy was seated on a motorcycle and it’s be- 
The static bending stiffness (W!S) in elastic region 

havior when a car struck the left side of a motorcy- 
calculated ~?om Table 3 is as follow: 10.75 kgf/mm for the 

cle was analyzed. All three leg types were ~ested 
all bakelite bone. 16.70kgf/mm for the bakelite-sensor bone 

~see figure 6). and 324.30 kgffmm for the steel-sensor bone. It is quite 
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obvious that the steel-sensor bone has extreme stiffness. (a) All bakelite bone 

The dynamic bending load can be represented by the 0:’r~ ..,~.j,. .~0,~---~-,=,,~:~__ .......... ~,~ 

impactors peak load and it is; 151.8 kgf for the all bakelite ~.. zoo ---’~:::::-":;’.,o" : 
bone, 208.5 kgf for the bakelite-sensor bone and 467.4 kgf 100 

for the steel-sensor bone. Here again, the steel-sensor bone 

shows much higher load than the others. , , 2.0 (m) 
Using a stiff material such as steel possibly causes 

problems in analyzing measured load by requiring large (b) Bakelite-sensor bone 
correction ratio, while the use of a bakelite bone which more 
closely simulates the character of actual human bone 

presents few problems (reference 1). 
~00 300 " 200" " ""’,.’/.1/~Fi// 

Leg bone structure’s influence on dummy’s I ime(msec) 

behavior 
, , 2.0 (m) 

In our previous report (reference 1) it was pointed out that 
the dummy behavior during an impact test could be affected (c) Steel-sensor bone 
by the fact of whether or not the fracture of lower leg bone ~                   .~.. 
occurred. Accordingly, the three kinds of lower legs devel ...... 

,,,/~-~:/..~.-,,~ ,:,--~.~/~~,,~./.~~     " .~.-~ ¯ / , . .. _ .. . , . ....,/- ~ .. ~ ~, .- , ..~ /o- .., .. ¯ 

oped here were attached to a dummy and were examined by 400 300 200 ~00 0 
full scale impact tests to see their influence on the dummy 
behavior. However, since it was already recognized in the 

T i~e(~sec~ 

previous report that the steel bone influenced dummy be- , , 2.0 (m) 
havior, the bakelite-sensor bone, which could give more Figure 9. Comparison of dummy’s torso and pelvis stick mo- 
information than the others during the fracture, was mainly tion for three types of leg bone structure, 
compared with the all bakelite bone. 

!00 

All bakelite 

)~ 
~ ~_~ 

/ _                   / bakeli te-s e-n-s..Qr _ 
.J_ 

Jv \    -. ’ Bak#lile-$ensor bon# 
~ ~ , St~l;~orisor Bon~ 

I00 200 300 400 

Time (msec) 

Figure 10. Pelvis angle relative to vertical line. 

The dummy behavior focused on here is the rolling mo- 

Steel-sensor bone tion of unrestrained upper body, and it is caused by the 

excessive loads transmitted to the lower leg, knee and upper 

leg through joints to restrain the pelvis. 

The sketches of dummy behavior during impact is shown 

in figure 8. Figure 9 describes the stick motion represented 

by two target marks on each of the dummy’s torso and pelvis 

at each 10 msec. interval. In figure 10 we see the angle of 

pelvis relative to vertical line. And figure 11 shows the time 

Figure 8. Difference in rolling motion depending on leg bone 
history of the relative angle of torso and pelvis, that is, the 

structure, lumbar-spine flexion angle. 
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veloped to simulate bone fracture and bring load informa- 
~ tion during fracture. Although it was recognized to be quite 

~ 
informative, it still has some room for improvement when 

~ compared with the all bakelite bone structure. 

~ 18o In other words, the all bakelite bone could be more useful 
-4 if some methods were developed to extract load information 
~ during fracture. 

~ United Kingdom Transport and Road Research Labora- 
¯ ~ 90 Bakelite-Sensor Bone tory is also executing their own research to evaluate lower 
o~ Steel-Sensor Bone 

leg damage using honeycomb leg structure shown in figure 

It can be considered to have some influence over dummy 
200 v \ 400 

All Bakelite Bone behavior during impact. 

Figure 11. Lumbar spine flexion angle. Conclusion 
To develop a more effective dummy for motorcycle leg 

These figures show a similarity in that the lower leg is protection research, it is desirable to improve it’s fidelity to 
trapped between the car and motorcycle fight after impact, the human legs. In this paper, experiments were carried out 
however, subsequent behavior differs considerably, on three types of leg bone structures. The breakable bakelite 

Difference in pelvis motion is quite noticeable. Using the bone offers the advantage of allowing distinction of the load 
breakable bakelite bone, fracture of the lower leg and the mode by watching the fracture cross-section, apart from the 
upper leg can occur during impact, allowing the pelvis to timing of fracture. However, quantitative load analysis 
move and roll easily. The dummy’s upper body and pelvis below the fracture point is not readily achieved and, as this 
move easily over the car’s hood and then the pelvis bounces report demonstrates, it is desirable to develop some 
up. quantitative load measuring method without shortening the 

As shown in figures 10 and 11, the breakable bakelite- breakable portion of the bone structure. 
sensor bone did not allow the same behavior as the all Besides the leg bone itself, it is also desirable for the other 
bakelite bone. But rather, it brought about a kind of inter- parts of legs to be as human-like as possible. Approaches to 
mediate behavior between those of all bakelite bone and the solve these problems are the subjects of future research. 
steel-sensor bone. 

From these results we can conclude that: References 
(1) H. Tadokoro "Load Measuring Method of Occupant’s 

¯ A suppression of the pelvic rolling motion was 
revealed with the steel bone and with the bakelite- 
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¯ The flexion of the lumbar spine is most remark- 
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able in case of the steel bone and is slightly notice- 
able in case of the bakelite-sensor bone. 

(3) R.A. Denton, et al "An Over view of Existing Sensors 
for the Hybrid III Anthropomorphic Dummy" 1 lth ESV 

¯ The tendency to prevent the pelvis from bouncing 
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up is most noticeable in case of the steel-sensor 
bone and less so in case of the bakelite-sensor 
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Protection" 10th ESV Inter. Conf. July 1985. 

bone. (5) B.P. Chinn, et al "Protecting Motorcyclists’ Leg" 
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teristic of the steel-sensor bone tend to interfere with the (6) J.N. Snider, et al "The Response of the Human Lower 
natural dummy behavior. The bakelite-sensor bone was de- Leg to Impact Loading" Inter. IRCOBI Conf. Sep. 1988. 

The Application of a New Data Recovery System for Automotive/Motorcycle 
Dynamic Testing 

Written Only Paper been recorded. Based on the technology developed for a 

Richard P. White, Jr. and Thomas W. Gustin, 
computer-controlled data system for processing and storing 

Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. dynamic data measured on manikins during aircraft ejection 

Abstract 
tests, a small, ruggedized high speed data logger has been 

The accurate recording of dynamic data in a hostile 
developed. This small (2.2" × 3.1" × 4.75"), lightweight 

environment has been a challenge since this.type of data has (1 ~/~ pounds) batterypowered recorder samples data up to 
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10,000 samples per second, recording times up to 100 sec- diagram of figure 1, and its features combine to form a 

Duds for eight analog sensor signals and five event signals, versatile and easy-to-use piece of sampling hardware, 

This recorder has the advantage of not requiring a hard which is the subject matter of U.S. Patent Application Serial 

ground line link which can restrict the dynamic motions of No. 305-038, dated 2 February 1989; entitled: "Data 

the object being tested. While this system has been devel- Recorder Including a Recirculating Nonvolatile Memory," 

oped for recording dynamic data in many different haz- and invented by the author. 

ardous environments, its initial use for recording data dur- 
ing automotive/motorcycle crash investigations will be the 

o,,~ [,7~uo ’~ °","~i~i!ii"~’%’ ~-/~~-~ 
subject of this paper. The unique features of the recorder and s~ 0~,,, l/~ ,~,~T0,~,] .q __---~L_] ~ ~8 -; - 
its adaptability and usefulness in the automotive/motorcy- 

cle crash test program will be discussed in detail. 

This paper will present two main topics. First, a detailed 
discussion about the data acquisition system’s recorder will 

be presented. The second half will focus attention on 
~’~:’E’~ii i’- ~h~ ’~ ’~ ’ 

modifications to the recorder, support systems, and the 
overall system configuration for a test manikin being used 
in automotive]motorcycle crash tests by JAMA at the Japan 
Automobile Research Institute, Inc. 

Figure 1. DELVER block diagram. 

The Recorder The DELVER contains eight channels of analog signal 
conditioning, a high speed eight-channel analog-to-digital 

The "Durable Electronic Logging Violent Event converter, storage capacity for 1048576 samples, a variable 
Recorder" (DELVER) is a multichannel, ruggedized, high threshold generator, an event channel signal generator, a 
speed, solid state data logger with many enhanced data rechargeable integrated battery, and a very sophisticated 
acquisition system features. Its generic structure permits it sequential-state-machine controller. 
to be used in many test environments, some of which were 
previously of such configurations that valid physical event DELVER Details 
information was not attainable. Gathering data that are 
generated by a wide variety of sensors on small vehicles and 

Figure 2 presents one (of eight) of the analog signal 

test articles in violent test environments has been done in the 
conditioning circuits. The sensor’s input interface is to a 
differential input, variable gain, low power, monolithic 

past primarily by using either an umbilical cable or via radio instrumentation amplifier. The gain range is factory set (as 
or light telemetry. An umbilical cable imposes severe needed) in one of two ranges: 0.5 to 100, and 9 to over 500, 
restrictions on mobility and, therefore, adversely affects the 
natural reactions of the test article during the event, 

on a per channel basis. The ranges were split to provide the 
user good command of gain adjustments in the high gain 

subsequently affecting the data. Radio telemetry is subject 
regions of both ranges. The input impedance is greater than 

to loss of data due to misalignment of antennas, many forms 300 Mohms, and the input’s common mode voltage plus 
of radio interference, and test/environmental extremes. ,signal envelope should be maintained between ___2.5 volts 

The DELVER now makes it feasible to install "black- (referenced to ground) to ensure accurate (no clipping) 
box" recorders on high performance aircraft ejection seats amplification. This means that sensors attached to DELVER 
and on privately owned light aircrafts. The DELVER is self- will typically require bipolar excitation about ground. The 
contained; therefore, it can operate in a totally overvoltage protection circuitry on the analog inputs protect 
unconstrained test/event environment allowing vehicle and the DELVER to +2.5 volts (referenced to ground). 
passenger safety testing to be conducted in an untethered, 
free-flight manner. The DELVER’s selectable midpoint 
trigger feature enables the user to obtain important event ...... ~ ~ ~ ~__~ 
information both before and after a critical event; and a 
channel’s high threshold level, which often occurs during ........ 

~ ~,,~ .... 

violent events, can be used as an automatic trigger if needed. 
These features, and many others, will be discussed in 
greater detail later. Figure 2. Analog signal conditioning. 

The DELVER is physically composed of five densely 
packed printed circuit boards sandwiched together and The output of the inverting instrumentation amplifier is 

mounted in a durable, lightweight container with the fed to the inverting input of the unity gain offset amplifier. 

DELVER’s battery and interface connector. This data The offset adjustment provides a means for hulling a sensor 

acquisition system’s structure, as presented in the block over a +2.5 volt spectrum and is placed so that it can also 
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remove offset errors from the instrumentation amplifier, the ,~~ ~[~ 

offset amplifier circuitry, and the channel’s filter. Since the ,, ~ ~L I ~� 

sampling spectrum of the DELVER’s analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC) is from ground (zero volts) to +2.5 volts, _ 
most sensors generating bipolar signals will have their ~ I    I ..... ;~w I~ 
channel’s null state typically established at +1.25 volts. ~ ~ ~,~’~’~’ ~-~~ 

The unity gain bandwidth of the prefilter circuitry It[ ~ 
discussed so far is flat to 75 KHz, and is flat to 20 KHz at a 

~ channel gain of 1000. ~0’~;~ ~ 

The analog signal conditioning circuitry is terminated Figure 3. Analog-to-digital converter. 
(perchannel) with a switched-capacitor, seven-pole, six- 

zero, elliptic, low pass filter, which serves as a channel’s Before memory control is discussed, it is best to first 
bandwidth limiter for anti-aliasing protection. The filter present the main control functions of the DELVER, as 
clock (set at the factory) establishes a -3 dB point at 2500 depicted in figure 4, the power sequence controller (PSC). 
Hz, 1250 Hz, 625 Hz, 313 Hz, 156 Hz, or 78 Hz. Note that The "XPOWER" input is one of two control inputs that 
2500 Hz is dropped as an option if the DELVER’s sampling define DELVER’s mode. This +9 to +32 volts input serves 
rate is 5000 samples per second per channel; 2500 Hz and as an indicator to DELVER to turn on its digital power, and 
1250 Hz are not available if sampling at 2500 Hz; and only if data are not being saved in memory from a previously 

the three lower bandwidths are made available if DELVER captured event, it also turns on memory power and analog 

is running at its slowest sampling rate of 1250 samples per power, and DELVER starts sampling and saving data. If 

second per channel. These limitations are imposed to data were being saved from a prior test or event, thememory 

guarantee no aliasing error by DELVER. power will already by on (from the DELVER’s battery) 

Each of the eight filter outputs is fed simultaneously to prior to the application of XPOWER. In this latter case, 

both the user’s interface connector and to the ADC. The when XPOWER is applied, it then turns on digital power 

eight interface connector lines are made available for and replaces the DELVER battery as the power source for 

monitoring during system calibration and verification the memory power; analog power is not turned on, and no 

procedures for setting and checking each channel’s gain and data are sampled for storage, thus protecting the data in 

offset values. Additionally, any one of these eight lines can memory. Following any application of XPOWER, the 

be tied back into the analog input to the threshold generator "STATUS" output line will be high if DELVER is sampling 

circuitry to develop a bistate (digital) signal, which can, in and storing data, and it will be low if it is saving data from a 

turn, be used as the parametric "START" trigger for the prior event/test. 

saving of event data. 

The eight analog signals are also sent to the ADC, which .... 

~~ 
~~ 

is depicted in figure 3. This state-of-the-art CMOS device is ~’~ - 

a greatly enhanced (pin compatible) upgrade to the industry 

standard ADC0808 and ADC0809. A typical sampling 

cycle starts with the ADC controller circuitry selecting and 

latching a multiplexer address that gates one of the eight o~R~ ~ 
analog inputs (from the filter outputs) through the "’~’~,, 

multiplexer to the sample and hold circuitry. During the first 
~ 

few clock cycles following the subsequent issuance of a 

"start conversion" command pulse, the selected analog 

input signal and the ground reference are simultaneously ~%’~,~"~ ~ 

and differentially sampled by the auto-zero comparator, Figure 4. Power sequence controller. 
after which they are held for conversion processes. The 

ADC uses a successive approximation register (SAR) to The XPOWER input also serves as a supplemental source 
generate the digital code that defines the analog signal’s of power to the internal DELVER battery, for both the 
voltage level. The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) used running of DELVER and for trickle-charging the DELVER 
in this ADC is unique in that it uses a switched capacitor battery to keep it as fully charged as possible, regardless of 
array for the four most significant bits, and a resistor array mode of operations. 
for the four least significant bits, which enables superior The "START" input, which is conditioned and used by 

linearity and accuracy between 16 elements each, instead of other circuitry (see figure 5), is the other DELVER mode 
the 256 elements found in conventional designs. When the and function control input. Its use in figure 4 is that of 
conversion is complete, the ADC signals its controller to controlling the no-start timeout counter. If a START signal 

write the newly converted data into memory, and then the is not received within 16 seconds following the removal of 

process is restarted with the next channel. XPOWER, the DELVER shuts off power to all sections 
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(memory, digital, and analog) and remains rearmed so that it main clock and filter clock generators, ADC controller 

will start sampling and storing data again once XPOWER is including the sampling rate selector, and the digital port’s 

reapplied. During the 16-second interval between the handshake control lines. 

removal of XPOWER and the shutdown of all DELVER The START input circuitry found in the AMC section of 

operations, the DELVER battery is the only source ofpower DELVER consists of a special opto-isolated signal 

for all of the DELVER circuitry. If a START signal is conditioner, and a sequencing control latch that is functional 

received during the 16-second period following the removal during the times when DELVER is actually writing data to 

of XPOWER, DELVER will perform data acquisition duties memory. This input serves as the "capture data" trigger for 

as defined by the trigger input selector, finish acquiring the DELVER, and is also used to initiate the start of a data 

event information using DELVER battery power only, and dump from DELVER during data retrieval operations. 

then shut offall digital and analog power, while maintaining The START input is a single-ended (referenced to 

memory power for subsequent data retrieval operations. A 
ground) input into a bipolar opto-isolator with an input 

typical scenario that could use such a power sequence 
impedance of about 10 Kohms. The input signal range is 

technique might be like those encountered during ejection 
logic level compatible, with a capability of operating on 

seat and parachute testing, as well as live ejection 
absolute value signals. A signalincreasing above about+2.5 
volts or decreasing below about -2.5 volts will generate a 

operations. More will be presented on the START signal valid START signal. The AMC circuitry is leading edge 
during figure 5 discussions, sensitive, with only the first edge causing mode and control 

~..,, ....... ~o~,~ changes. The output of this circuitry is also internally 

ni~,~ ~ ~~I~ hardwired to the most significant bit of the event signal 
generator for data stream recording of the START signal if 
desired. The minimum input pulse time for a valid START 

!~~~ 
.......... 

action is about 500 microseconds. The output of the 

~:.~,g ......... threshold signal generator, which is discussed later, is 
designed to drive this input directly for automatic 
parametric starts. 

........... During a data capture operation, the first START 

iii~ ~~~,~ ~/’, .............. 

occurrence is latched and this information is used to control 
both the duration of the write to memory and to inform the 
PSC that after the current writing to memory is completed, a- 
change in modes to data retention is required. Any further 

F|gure 5. ~DI2 ~ntl mernor~� controller, applications of a START signal serves as ihitiation signals 
for the read of DELVER data, one complete dump of 

The last circuitry to be presented in figure 4 is that of the memory per valid input. The conditioned START input also 

"REARM" circuitry. As previously covered, a low presets circuitry designed to generate a first Data Strobe 

STATUS line (with XPOWER applied) indicates that valid (DS) only on channel 1 for proper synchronization of 

event data are stored within DELVER, and the DELVER 
channel information during data retrieval operations. 

will prevent the overwriting of those data by refusing power 
The AMC’s memory control functions are two-fold. The 

address controller keeps track of the current loop pointer for 
to the analog section of DELVER and by write-protecting 

both write and read operations. It also provides the ADC’s 
the memory. The application of a REARM (special format) 

multiplexer address for determining which analog signal is 
signal from the Data Retrieval And Playback System to be converted to digital information. The address 
(DRAPS) or Calibration/Diagnostics Unit (CDU) resets this controller provides all of the direct address lines as well as 
safety logic and allows the resumption of data sampling and the decoder for four banks of octal chip select circuitry for 
storage processes, which destroys (overwrites) the old event the 1MByte of memory within the DELVER. The second 
data. A successful rearm operation is indicated by the memory controller function in the AMC section is that of 
STATUS line going from a low to a high state. XPOWER providing the write protection logic for the memory when 
must be applied for the application of a REARM signal to the DELVER is in a "save data" mode, as well as generating 
reset the DELVER’s mode from "save data" to "take data" the proper number and sequencing of write pulses when the 
operations. DELVER is in a "take data" mode. The latter function is 

Figure 5 presents the ADC and memory controller closely coupled to two other functional elements depicted in 
circuitry (AMC). This circuitry performs all of the clocking figure 5. The read data counter provides the proper number 
and gating control functions in DELVER based upon the of address controller increments when data are being 
mode as established by the PSC circuitry of figure 4 and user retrieved from DELVER, while the write data midpoint 
control inputs. Its primary elements are the START trigger counter performs the same function when data are 
circuitry, the memory address and timing controller, the being stored within DELVER based upon the three trigger 

write-to-memory and read-from-memory counters, the selector inputs. 
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The three trigger select lines provide the user with a 
means of selecting the location of the START signal with 

relationship to the total event time captured with the 
DELVER. There are three middata locations available, each 
providing various amounts of data stored before and after 
the application of the START signal. The default option is 
that which causes the DELVER to save equal amounts of 
data before and after the leading edge of the START signal. 
This is implemented when neither TRIG-B nor TRIG-C are 
connected to TRIG-A. The second trigger location that is 
selecable places the START signal at the location where 75 
percent of the data occur before the START signal’s first ..~,~s.~0.0,.~,~0~ ~-~. 
leading edge, and 25 percent of it after. This option is 

Figure 6. Event circuitry. 
excersized by connection TRIG-A to TRIG-C (leaving 
TRIG-B open). The last option places the START signal The five user event inputs are identical, and they are 
very late in the data event sequence with about 87 percent of similar to the START input except for a few parameters. The 
the data occurring before the leading edge of the START event input impedance is about 2.5 Kohms, and the response 
signal and about 13 percent of it after. This option occurs time is much slower than that of the START input. All five 
when TRIG-A is connected to TRIG-B (leaving TRIG-C of the user’s event inputs are digitally debounced to remove 
open), noise and to bring their bandwidths more in line with those 

The main clock provides all of the clock signals necessary of the analog section. As mentioned earlier, the conditioned 
for the system’s sequential and asyncronous timing (unlatched) START signal is also applied to this circuitry, at 
circuitry. It provides the four different sampling rate clocks, the most significant bit location so that it causes a half full 
one of which is wired into the central timing and control scale change for easy spotting in posttest analysis work. The 
circuitry at manufacturing time. The four binary options are next weight bit location is hardwired to the output of the 
10000, 5000, 2500, and 1250 samples per second per threshold generator circuitry (to be discussed next). The 
channel for a system sampling rate of 80000, 40000, 20000, 

hardwiring of these two important internal signals 
and 10000 samples per second, respectively, 

simplifies the user’s interface with the DELVER. 
The main clock also provides the primary frequency 

The analog output from this circuitry can be externally 
required to develop the six cutoff frequency clocks that are 

tied to any of the analog channel inputs on this or another 
available within DELVER. As noted in the earlier 

DELVER (provided the ground references are identical) for 
discussions on the filter, one of six, five, four, or three 

inclusion of event information in the event data set. This is 
bandwidth options are available, and is hardwired to the 

accomplished by connecting the event output line to a signal 
filters at manufacturing time. 

There are two digital output port control lines developed 
plus input line and by grounding its corresponding signal 
minus input line. Then adjust that analog channel’s gain for 

by the AMC section. The "ZERO" output, an active low 
one and its offset adjusts to zero. That channel’s analog 

0.50 microsecond pulse, is generated everytime channel 
output and its digitized data will provide a full report of all 

is processed, with an output rate equivalent to the per 
seven event inputs, in standard binary format. Note that the channel sampling rate. The "DS" output, an active high 

0.50 microsecond pulse, is used by peripheral equipment for 
five user inputs are inverted by the debouncer. This is 

the latching of digital data presented by the DELVER during important for posttest reconstruction work. 

both data capturing and data retrieval modes of operation, The second of two auxiliary built-in circuits is presented 

and it has an output rate equivalent to the system sampling in figure 7. The threshold generator circuitry provides the 

rate. Because the START signal can occur asyncronously user with an optional way of generating event information 
for inclusion in the data set as either just an alarm channel or during data capturing processes, the first "DS" generator 

withholds the Data Strobe pulses during a read operation that of the parametric START generator. This single bit 

until the first occurrence of a channel one read attempt, DAC has a variable threshold that is typically set via the 

thereby providing a means for external channel CDU. Iftheanaloginputpresentedtothiscircuitryisbelow 

synchronization with host/peripheral computer processing the threshold adjust level, the output will be low; if it is 

equipment and the DRAPS. above the threshold level, the output will be high. The input 

The first of two auxiliary built-in circuits is presented in impedance is about 10 Kohms and the output impedance 

figure 6. The event signal generator develops an analog from the ground clamper is about 1 Kohm, which will 

signal representation of seven bistate event channels, five directly drive the DELVER’s START input if this circuitry 

from the user and two internally generated. The signals were is used as the parametric START signal generator. 
combined because 128 discrete states (out of a possible 256) Typically, the input signal to this circuitry will be an analog 
better utilizes the voltage spectrum than just two discrete output from the same DELVER (or another DELVER 
states, provided the ground reference is the same), but it can be any 
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analog signal source within the +2.5 volts spectrum four-arm piezo-resistive force sensors including: strain 
(referenced to ground) of this circuitry, gauges, force and moment load cells, accelerometers, and 

rate gyros. Most of the strain and load cell measurements are 
THRESHOLD 

ADJUST 

-~ 
L ~,~0~ configured for detailed analysis of leg, knee, and hip 

i ~ ~Ro~ ~ ~D~G~rAL, injuries in the initial configuration, with important physical 

, _ 
~,~ ~s.o~ phenomenon information also being collected in the head, (.~ALO~) ou’r~trr 

~’~ ° ro ~, neck, and chest regions. The purpose for the sensors and 
~"~ their placements is in the evaluation of "where did SPIKE 

I ~s I ~ get hurt and how bad is it?" Within the modified spine of 

Figure 7. Threshold generator. SPIKE, there is a group of five boards that provide 64 
channels of sensor bridge completion circuitry, offset (null) 

Interface with the DELVER is accomplished through a adjustment capabilities for the less-than-full bridge sensors, 
single 51 pin interface connector. Most of these lines have excitation for 64 sensors, and sensor and DELVER interface 
been discussed in detail. Twenty-four lines are used for cablings. SPIKE also contains two rechargeable batteries 
analog inputs and outputs for the eight analog channels of that contain sufficient power to run all sensors and eight 
signal conditioning. There are five event input lines and an DELVERs for about 10 minutes in a totally unconstrained 
event output line. The threshold generator has two lines, one test configuration. 
for analog input and a digital output line. The digital port Also shown in figure 8 is a block labeled "memory 
consists of eight data lines, and the two control lines of batteries," which is the first clue to a modified DELVER 
ZERO and DS. The START signal, along with the three system. The normal configuration for a DELVER is that it 
trigger select lines determine when a valid event has contains its own integrated rechargeable battery. To save 
occurred and where that START pulse should occur in the room, the DELVER batteries and their battery charging 
stored data set. In addition to the STATUS and REARM circuits were removed and separate memory batteries with 
lines, there is a line to monitor the DELVER’s battery status, their own dedicated trickle chargers were installed; one per 
With XPOWER input, and the DELVER’s system ground two DELVERs. This necessarily required the use of two 
point line, the list is complete, additional wires from each DELVER for connection to these 

This completes the detailed description of the DELVER memory batteries. The DELVERs were removed from their 
itself. Time and space do not allow for discussions into all of normal enclosures and installed into special carriers which 
the possible DELVER configurations, then fit snugly into two vertical boxes attached on either 

The Test System side of the spine box from the rear of SPIKE. The sensor-to- 
DELVER channel assignments were chosen to maximize 

Figure 8 presents the system configuration for a fully 
survivability of critical event data. Most of the sensors 

instrumented test manikin designed to evaluate "injuries" 
located on the left side of SPIKE went to DELVERs located 

incurred by a motorcyclist involved in automobile impacts 
at various speeds and angles, with and without different 

on the right side of SPIKE’s chest, and vice versa. Because 
this mounting scheme did not provide continual open access 

types of experimental safety equipment,                    to the gain and offset adjustments on the DELVERs, they are 

.............. ~ ..................... I slid backwards out of their slots far enough to gain access 

I ....... -- ...... ~ when adjustments are necessary. The memory batteries 

~ou ~,~,. -~*~ ~l 
were placed in special boxes below the DELVER boxes with 

access panels opening downward into the pelvic region of 
.............. I SPIKE. The offset (null) adjustments are made accessible 
............... I through an access panel at the top rear of the SPIKE’s spine 

box. The sensor interface wiring staging area is in the pelvic 
/ region of SPIKE, as is the - 12 volt onboard battery. The + 12 

volt onboard battery is on the front surface of the spine box, 
between the two DELVER boxes, for maximum 
survivability protection. 

/ 1 

Support Equipment 
As depicted in figure 8, many pieces of support 

¯ ~ ..................... equipment are deployed for an actual test scenario. The 
..................... CDU is typically used prior to DELVER installation to set 

Figure 8. Full~ instrumented s~stem configuration, and verify gain and offset settings for the DELVERs. 
"Trolley batteries" and an ac powered supply are used as a 

The typical sensors deployed on this manikin, nicknamed source of power for SPIKE in all constrained modes of 

(and hereafter called) SPIKE, include: single, double, and operations, including pretest setup and checkout procedures 
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as well as in-the-field power for SPIKE while on the valuable test data. SPIKE has two separate DRAPS 

motorcycle with totally unconstrained (internal battery supporting it. One is populated with enough memory for 

only) operations occurring just prior to impact with an five DELVERs, and the other has memory for three 

automobile. This power scheme permits a continual trickle DELVERs. If one DRAPS fails, the other one can still 
charge to be applied to all SPIKE’s batteries in all modes remove all of SPIKE’s test data by retrieving some of it, 

except for the impact test itself. A special harness was offloading it to the host computer, and then going after more 

designed to provide (constrained) access to all of the analog of the test data until it is all retrieved. Redundant data 

outputs from the DELVERs. This analog output harness is retrieval operations are always recommended, especially 

connected to a special "analog monitor" box which permits for expensive tests. SPIKE’s data are first played back on 

the test team to verify the static and dynamic status of every strip chart recordings, and then the data are played into an 

SPIKE channel during laboratory preparations, and in the FM magnetic recording machine using the same analog 

field while sitting on the motorcycle just prior to a test. This outputs as those used to make the strip chart recordings, and 
simple yet valuable tool provides the required system status then transferred to the host computer system via an RS-422 
information to make test-abort decisions if necessary. All serial link at 9600 baud (18+ minutes per DELVER). 

eight REARM inputs for the DELVERs were tied together Multiple data bases ensure that the data are most likely to be 

and made accessible to a CDU and/or a DRAPS for easy permanently saved for future analysis. 

rearming of all systems during pretest checkout operations. 
This technique makes it easy to transport SPIKE in a fully Instrumentation System Details 
powered-down condition by just implementing a START The first section of this paper presented a detailed 

sequence prior to transportation, and rearming SPIKE for description of the DELVER. The following discussions are 
more checkout procedures or for an actual crash test. For more details on the remaining elements of SPIKE’s 
this test configuration, SPIKE receives a start signal when a instrumentation system, excluding support equipment. 
looped wired is disconnected by a tether during the launch There are four boards that provide 64 channels of bridge 
sequence of the motorcycle SPIKE is riding from the trolley completion and sensor excitation (BCE) circuitry, each 
that is used to provide it the velocity required for the crash enough for 16 sensors feeding signals to two DELVERs, all 
test. All eight START inputs were tied together for the contained within the spine box. Each of the 16 BCE 

DELVERs, and were resistor pulled-up to the + 12 volt channels per board consists of a generic bridge completion 
battery in SPIKE’s chest. This START input line is made circuit that can be configured for completing sensor bridges 
accessible to the start loop, along with ground. When the with the addition of two or three 0.01 percent Vishay 
start loop is pulled, either by the separation of motorcycle resistors, and each can be coupled to the offset adjust board 
and trolley, or in the preparation laboratory, the START line (OAB), which is also located in the spine box above the four 

looses its ground and is pulled high to generate a BCEboards. Each channel’s excitation can be individually 
simultaneous START signal for all eight DELVERs. configured for +5 volts or +2 volts excitation. The lower 

The power conditioner shown in figure 8 is a special excitation is typically used for strain gauges located on poor 
device that is needed for the tests in Japan. While the ac field heat sink materials to minimize self-heating effects. 
power supply was chosen to handle the low power available Each BCE board contains DELVER monitor and power 
in Japan, other pieces of support equipment (CDU, DRAPS, switching circuitry to turn off all power to their attached 
and some computer support equipment) require the use of sensors once both DELVERs attached to that BCE have 
this device to boost the ac power to that which they were finished collecting data and have gone into "save data" 
designed, modes. This conserves main battery power enabling it to 

The DRAPS is a battery operated, solid state, high supplement the DELVER memory batteries in their data 
capacity, mass storage system designed to retrieve test/ retention activities. 
event data from up to ten DELVERs and present those data Excitation voltages for each board are generated from 
in any of three playback methods for posttest data analysis common source, high precision voltage regulators. Each 
purposes. The DRAPS is the communications formatting sensor’s excitation potential is buffered from the common 
link that is typically required between the DELVER(s) and source and all other sensors attached to each of them to 
the eventual data target, prevent crosstalk effects. Every sensor has its own high and 

The DRAPS retrieves data from the DELVER to which it low frequency excitation filtering network to prevent noise 

is attached at the same rate the DELVER originally acquired problems. Excitation voltages are jumper selectable for ease 
data. Once the data transfer is complete, the DRAPS permits of field changes if they are required. 
the rearming of the DELVER to take place because the data Sensor interface to the BCE boards is accomplished via 
have been removed from the DELVER at least once. The custom 100-pin high density connectors providing up to 
DRAPS also prohibits the writing of new DELVER five lines per channel (+signal, +excitation, and a shield), 
information into the same memory field just used by the although the number of lines actually used is a function of 

previous DELVER until after it has been read from the the type of sensors attached. 
DRAPS at least once, in parallel or serial modes. These DELVER interface to the BCE boards is accomplished 
safeguards are intended to prevent the accidental loss of via two customs 51-pin high density connectors, one for 
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each DELVER. Eight shielded twisted pair lines per Physical Installation of 
DELVER connector are all that attach to the BCE boards, Instrumentation System with the rest being used in other functions (described below) 

.................. or being tied off as spares. Under contract to Dynamic Research, Inc., Systems 

Eight analog output lines per DELVER interface Research Laboratories, Inc., incorporated an 

connector are brought out (via one of two large MS-style instrumentation system into a highly modified Hybrid 

connectors) to the analog monitor, previously described, manikin to be used to obtain injury data for a motorcyclist 

The other lines brought out of the 51-pin DELVER during car/motorcycle impacts at speeds up to 50 mph. The 

connector include: the START, REARM, XPOWER, requirements for the on-board instrumentation system were 

STATUS, and GROUND lines, all previously discussed, the following: 

The remaining lines for event inputs, threshold circuitry, 
* Onboard signal conditioning and storage for 64 

.... and the digital interface are bundled as spare lines in the 
channels of analog data. 

current system configuration. 
* A system that would operate successfully in a 

The offset adjustments on all nonfull bridge sensor severe, dynamic G field. 
channels is accomplished via a fixed resistor and 

............. ® A system that would survive when the manikin 
................ potentiometer across one of the bridge completion resistors, was subjected to severe impact damage. 

The OAB is capable of performing this function for 40 ® Be self-contained so that an umbilical line would 
channels, even though only 20 channels over the four BCE 

not hinder the dynamic response of the manikin 
boards currently utilize this feature. The 25-turn during the crash sequence. 
potentiometers are accessible from the rear of the spine box ® Minimize the effect of the instrumentation system 

............ 
after it is installed for easy fine tuning, on the manikin mass properties. 

: The internal +12 volt batteries were wired to be directly 

connected (in parallel) across the trolley batteries when they The system that was utilized to provide the required 

instrumentation needs was the DELVER Data Acquisition are attached. The four memory batteries in SPIKE are 

attached to the internal +12 volt battery through diodes and System developed by Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., 

dropping resistors, with values selected to maintain the in 1987 and 1988. 

In addition to the onboard instrumentation data system, proper float charge for maximum performance during data 
......... SRL designed, fabricated, and installed electronic circuitry .............. retention activities. The DELVER’s XPOWER lines are 

also directly connected to the internal +12 volt battery, to provide bridge completion networks for 64 data channels 

This section concludes with a few of the system and voltage excitation (+5V and +2V) for all the sensors 

specifications. In the current configuration, 54 channels are incorporated into the highly instrumented rnanikin. The 

currently active with the remaining held as future spares, following sections of the papers will describe the manner by 

There are no event channels being used. There are 20 which the instrumentation and onboard voltage excitation 

channels with bridge completion and offset adjustment system were incorporated within the manikin. 

circuitry. All DELVER gains are set for the high range (from 

9 to 500), with most of them actually being in the 30 to 70 

range. All operational offsets are at or very near the typical 

midpoint value of +1.25 volts. All eight DELVERs are 

sampling at 10000 samples per second per channel with all 
channel bandwidths set at 2500 Hz. The DELVER recording 

time is 6.5536 seconds of data before the START signal, and 

6.5536 of data after the START signal. The data format is 

eight bits (binary) per sample, with a total of 8388608 

samples being taken per test. The worst case full power 

requirements for SPIKE are +12 volts at about 2 amps and 

-12 volts at about 1 amp. Based on tests conducted so far, 

the following estimates are provided. In a fully Figure9. A|uminumins~rum~n~ationh~us~ng~ 

unconstrained configuration, SPIKE will operate all 

systems without error for about 10 minutes on internal In order to provide the rnaximum protection for the 

batteries alone, with this time being increased to about 40 instrumentation, minimize changes to the manikin mass 

minutes when running on trolley batteries without being properties, and use the best available space, it was decided 

powered by the ac field power supply. As will be seen, to incorporate the entire instrumentation system in the chest 

SPIKE needs to run on internal power only for about 7 cavity inside the rib cage, next to the spine. Figure 9 shows a 

seconds, and on trolley batteries for about 5 minutes, Due to photograph of the lightweight aluminum structure that was 

the nonstandard DELVER battery configuration, the placed around and attached to the steel spine. Four 

poststart data retention time is only about 100 hours, which DELVER units were placed on each side of the spine within 

is more than sufficient for data retrieval operations, this aluminum enc!osure. The rechargeable Nicad batteries, 
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to support the DELVER units, were placed on each side at aluminum holding fixture. The two wires extending from 
the bottom of the aluminum case to assist in maintaining the the front of the unit are the memory battery lines, and the 51- 

proper torso center of gravity and minimizing the inertial pin provides supports the instrumentation system interface 
contribution of these mass-dense items. The batteries, lines. The null and gain adjust potentiometers, for each data ............ 
located on each side, supported the four DELVER units channel, can be seen running fore and aft on each side, just 
placed on the same side of the spine. Figure 10 shows the under the cover plate. 
modified upper torso enclosed within the rib structure. The Figure 12 shows how the DELVER units were inserted 
plastic sternum/shoulder bib is not attached in this into the aluminum housing. When fully inserted, the unit 
photograph in order to illustrate how the complete was bolted to the front of the aluminum housing by two cap 
instrumentation system fits within the rib structure. Withthe screws (figure 11). The machined protrusion in the rear ........... 
instrumentation system incorporated, approximately 1 inch aluminum support of the DELVER fits into the mating slot 
of frontal rib deflection could still be obtained before the in the housing to resist G loading in the vertical direction. 
ribs contacted the aluminum support structure. One of the 

Nicad batteries, used to support sensor excitation, can be 

seen attached to the spine in the center of the torso. A second 

battery was attached to the lumbar spine/pelvic attachment 

block, located in the abdomen. The dual battery location 

was selected to minimize the effect of the instrumentation 
weight on the manikin CG location. 

Figure 12, DELVER incorporation w~thin torso housing° 

Figure 13 is a photograph of part of’ the instrumentation 

system that provides the bridge completion networks and 

the voltage excitation for all the transducers located withir~ 
Figure t0. Torso assembly with instrumentation housing,         the manikin. This part is mounted to the spine insert a~er the 

standard 5.3 pounds of ballast weight were remo~,ed. The 
Figure 11 shows a photograph of a DELVER Data smalt board in the right of the photograph incorporated the 

Acquisition System incorporated within the holder 

especially designed for installation of the unit within the 

manikin. Fore and aft G loadings on the instrumentation 
system were resisted by the front and back aluminum plates, 

and lateral G loadings were resisted by the sides of the 

20 precision trim potentiome~ers for ~he offset adjustment 

channels. Figure 14 shows how the entire system is inserted 

within the spine, and figure 15 shows how the offset 

potentiometers can be accessed through the upper back of 

Figure 11. The DELVE~ data acquisition system, the spine when the spine CO~v’er p~ate is removed. 
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Figures 16 and 17 show photographs of the suppor~ 

equipment for the DELVER system. The CDU (figure 16 ~ is 

used in conduct diagnostics and calibration checks of the 
DELVER units prior to a test. DRAPS (figure !7) is used to 

down!oad the DELVER units in the field immediately after 

a test. The DRAPS is then downloaded to a host computer in 

a laboratory environment. Both the CDU and DRAPS are 

battery powered so that they can be effectively utilized in 

the field when external power is no{ available. 

Figure 16. Calibration/diagnostic unit 

Figure 17. Data retrieval and playback 

Initial use of the DELVER system in a series of 

Figure iS. Access to trim potenti~meters inside torso, motorcycle/automobile crash tests, in late April at the 

Japanese Automotive Research Institute (JARI} 

demonstrated that the DELVER system operated The effect of adding the instrumentation to the mass 

properties of the thorax is shown in table 1. Since these 
successfully in the severe environment for which it was 

designed. 
properties were measured before and after all modifications 

During four violent crash tests, the instrumentation 
were made. the separate effects on the mass properties of the 

system collected al! data for later anal ysis in the taboratory~ 
DELVER system and the bridge completion-voltage 

The tests are continuing at JAR1 during the month of May, 
excitation circuits plus battery cannot be determined. As and it is anncipated that the DELVER system will conmmc 
can be seen from the data presented in table 1. while the total to be a unique asset in collecting all the dynamic data in the 
manikin weight increased by about l I percent with the violent environment, 

accompanying increase in inertia° the center of gravity did The DELVER system is currently being fabricated for use 

not change significantly in the torso, in manikins supporting very high speed parachute ~esting in 

Canada. Many other unique uses of DELVER in hazardous 
Table ~. Effect o~ instrumentation on torse mass properties, environments are expected in the near future, 

Before After 
Parameter Modification Medification Difference 

Scenario of Typical Test 
Weight (lbs) 37.59 53,26 15.67 

Prh~cipat Moments of 
This completes the technical presentation portion of this Inertia (lbs]inches2) 

l×x 1011.94 14t6.10 404.16 paper. The following is a short scenario of a ~ypica~ 
iyy 788.40 989.26 200.86 motorcycle crash test, including some of the pretest 
Izz 670.24 865,14 194.90 

checkout operations. This does not include the prior posttest 
CG Location (inches) 

Xsc 0.33 0.24 0,09 manikin refurbishment that typically is required due ~:0 me 

Y~ 0,33 o.l~ 0.17 many mechanical failures that occt~r durin~ such violent 
Xsc 4.83 5,28 0.75 
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HIT HIM ONCE! HIT HIM HARD! eight DELVERs are connected into the BCE boards and the 

memory batteries are connected to the eight DELVERs at 
The scene is a large table surrounded by several people this time also. A REARM sequence and power check 

working on SPIKE, whose torso is deribbed and separated 
from its pelvic section. The posttest calibration verification 

reveals that all systems appear to be operating, with the 

on all eight DELVERs revealed that all channels maintained 
current monitors indicating approximately + 2 amps and -1 

their gain and offset values at the values set several tests 
amp being supplied. A quick scan of all channels indicate 

prior to the one coming up. The ac power supply is on line, that all active sensors are at their null values. Pulling the 

charging a laboratory set of trolley batteries, which are also START loop activates a data capture sequence one more 

linked into SPIKE’s internal batteries, thereby providing a time, and 6.5 seconds later the power drops to a very low 

full charge to all internal batteries. The eight DELVERs standby (trickle charge) value indicating that all eight 

have been reinserted into their boxes, numbers 1, 3, 4, and 6 DELVERs successfully started on command. 

on the right side and numbers 2, 5, 7, and 8 on the left side. The DELVER connectors are bolted into place. The torso 

Their retention bolts are in place but no power is applied to is attached to the pelvis. The cabling is carefully placed into 

them. Because the DELVERs are off, the BCE boards have the pelvic region. The leg skins are installed. And SPIKE is 

removed all power to all sensors. The legs have been then positioned for final assembly. The 12 ribs are attached, 

completely replaced/repaired from the previous test, and the front and back, with careful placement of wires being 

left hip was repaired. There are no skins on the lower legs carefully monitored. The chest skin is installed and partially 
yet, and the chest is without skins and ribs. zippered, leaving the analog monitor box connectors, the 

The analog monitor box is hooked into the two MS-style START tether, the trolley battery connector, a ground 
connectors and a voltmeter is inserted into ground and a test connector, and the REARM line all hanging out SPIKE’s 
point for DELVER #1. A REARM source is attached to the lower back region. SPIKE and the trolley batteries (without 
common REARM line, and the START loop is attached to ac power now) and the analog monitoring and rearming 
the tethered start lines of SPIKE. The 51-pin connector for equipment are taken to the test pad. While hanging from a 
DELVER #1is attached (but not bolted) to DELVER #1, and forklift, SPIKE is outfitted with a motorcycle outfit, 
a REARM function is performed. A successful rearm including boots. It is then placed on the test motorcycle 
sequence is confirmed by an increase in power (BCE #1 is which has been previously installed into the trolley. 
on with all of its sensors and DELVER #1 is on) and by the SPIKE is removed from the portable trolley batteries and 
fact that the sensor channel being monitored by the is reconnected to the trolley-installed set of batteries, which 
voltmeter on the analog monitor registers a reading of + 1.25 have temporarily also received power from an ac powered 
volts. A quick scan of all active channels for DELVER #1 field supply. The eyehook is removed from SPIKE’s head 
confirms that all channels are working. Then all sensors are 

and the helmet is installed. SPIKE is carefully positioned on 
individually checked for activity by bending, twisting, 

the motorcycle, with many measurements and 
pulling, pushing, hitting, and dropping as needed to confirm 

documentation operations being performed. When SPIKE 
their operational status. The START loop is pulled, and 
about 6.5 seconds later the power drops to a very low 

is properly positioned, the trolly mounted START tether is 
attached to SPIKE, and a REARM sequence is generated. 

standby level and DELVER #1 is off. DELVER #1 
The power monitor is checked, and all channels are again 

connector is removed and DELVER #2 connector is 
checked for their null states. The REARM line and the 

attached. The same REARM and checkout procedures are 
conducted, with the START loop finally checking the analog monitor are then disconnected, and the chest skin is 

finished being zippered, now fully operational and ready to DELVER’s data capture timing capabilities. If a nonfull 
bridge sensor is significantly off the null value of +1.25 test. At about 1 second before impact, the motorcycle 

volts, then its corresponding offset adjust potentiometer is separates from the trolley, which mechanically removes the 

adjusted to bring it back on center. Typically this does not trolley batteries from SPIKE, placing it on internal batteries 

happen, even with bone replacement occurring between only, and it also pulls the START loop, indicating to the 

every test, because the gauge tolerances are very tight. DELVERs that an important event needs to be captured. 

DELVER #2 is disconnected and DELVER #3 is brought CRASH--OUCH! 
on line with the same REARM procedure as before. The 
power requirement is higher than before because DELVER After the high speed cameras have stopped, after the car 

#3 has turned on BCE board #2 which has 16 active sensors has stopped, after the motorcycle has stopped, and after 

attached to it (BCE #1 has some spare channels). The same SPIKE has stopped, the DELVERs stop. The BCE boards 

tests are conducted for all 64 channels. All spare unused turn off all power to all sensors, and the internal batteries 

channels have their offset values adjusted to maintain some maintain the test data. Following the posttest photo session, 

fixed voltage value above ground, and this is also checked access to SPIKE is permitted. Loose limbs and broken legs 

during these procedures, are carefully positioned so that the torso is accessible. The 

After DELVER #8 has gone through its sensor check and tattered and torn motorcycle suit is removed, as is the 
has shut down following a START signal activation, all helmet. The chest skin is removed and so are the ribs. The 
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eight DELVER connector bolts are removed in preparation After the files are established and massaged, window plots 

for data retrieval operations, of the crash event are generated and compared against the 

The DELVER # 1 connector is removed and the DRAPS is strip chart recordings to confirm that the data are stored in 
connected to DELVER #1. The DRAPS start button is the computer. Only then are the DELVERs permitted to 

pushed and the DRAPS indicates that a transfer has started, have their test data purged for the pretest setup and checkout 

The transfer is complete 13.1 seconds later, the DRAPS is procedures for the next test. 

disconnected, and the BCE to DELVER #1 connector is While these procedures take much longer to perform than 

reinstalled. The same procedure is performed for all eight to describe, they are about as simple as they sound. As many 
DELVERs using the two different DRAPS units. The more tests are conducted, the procedures will be refined and 

DELVER connectors are reinstalled to maintain memory simplified where possible. SPIKE and its instrumentation 

retention power from the main +12 volt battery. This system have ushered in a new era of advanced, 

minimizes the need to draw power from memory batteries unconstrained, data acquisition operations under extremely 

which is the last line of defense. The data will not be purged violent test conditions, and has survived (been revived) to 

from the DELVERs until after all of the data are transferred repeatedly perform the tasks it was designed to do. 

from the DRAPS units to strip charts, FM magnetic tape, 
and to the host analysis computer. If a failure in one or more Acknowledgements 
pieces of data retrieval equipment had occurred, the 
DELVERS would still have the data for subsequent retrieval The author would like to extend a word of appreciation to 

attempts, the SRL "DELVER team," whose hard work made the 

Following the last transfer of data from DELVER #8 to instrumentation system possible. I would like to also 

the DRAPS, both DRAPS are returned to the host computer express my gratitude to Dynamic Research, Inc., for the 

area, and SPIKE is returned to the refurbishment area for opportunity to help create and test SPIKE, especially to Mr. 

another test (usually in 24 hours). The DRAPS feed a strip Ken Wiley (who also provided "Hit him once, hit him 

chart recorder the test results for quick-look analysis of the hard"), and to Mr. John Brubacher (who named SPIKE), for 

test, and for verification that successful data transfers took their excellent team contributions in the technical aspects of 

place between the DELVERS and the DRAPS units. The this program, and for providing greatly needed support 

DRAPS then offload the analog version of the data to FM during our shared long hours of hard work. A note of thanks 

magnetic tape as a backup source of data. The DRAPS are is also due to our JAMA and JARI hosts. Their long hours of 

then individually linked to the host computer for serial support, both technically and culturally is greatly 

transfers of all eight files (at about 18 minutes a transfer), appreciated. 

Study of Antilock Brake Systems for Motorcycles 

Written Only Paper The following preliminary results have been obtained 
from this study: (1) they are effective over a certain range of 

Takumi Okayama, Tomoo Nishimi, Tsuyoshi road surface and straight line braking, (2) it is technically 

Katayama, Akira Aoki, difficult to optimize the ALB characteristics especially for 

Japan Automobile Research Institute, Inc. the front wheel during braking in a turn, (3) though 
momentary locking of wheel may occur while the ALB is 

Abstract operating, it does not necessarily affect the straight running 

Studies of Antilock Brakes (hereinafter called "ALB") 
stability for a moderately long time, (4) it may be useful to 

for motorcycles have been accomplished in various change the characteristics of the vehicle in order to match 

countries in recent years, and evaluation test methods have the properties of the ALB. 

been studied within the ECE. We have also studied this area 
since the spring of 1986, in order to investigate the Introduction 
effectiveness and the range of the effect of ALB for To improve vehicle behaviour under some braking 
motorcycles, to obtain data related to possible evaluation conditions and reduce driver workload, ALB has been 
methods, and to analyze ALB behaviour using a 
mathematical model. While detailed analysis is still in 

installed in some four wheel vehicles in recent years. This 

progress, some preliminary results can be described, includes adopting it to a range of passenger cars as well as 

ALB designs using an electronic control system were Japan, and it has been mounted to four wheel drive cars 

trial manufactured for this experimental work. They were which present somewhat different characteristics. 
applied to the front and rear wheels of 4 motorcycles: 2 each The effectiveness of motorcycle ALB has been studied in 
with displacement of 750cm3 and 400cm3. Eleven items various ways in several countries (1, 2, 3), and a 
were measured to analyze the operation of the ALB and the 
behaviour of the vehicle, 

manufacturer in West Germany has a version on the market 
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for example. Also in Japan, motorcycle ALB is being ac- manufactured ALB system, the corr~patibi~i~y with a 
tively studied, and some interim results can be reported~ motorcycle, the effectiveness of~he ALB e~c. We also 

With regard to possible standards, on the other hand, a analyzed ALB behaviour in straight line braking using 
brake performance eva!uation test method for motorcycle the kinematic model. 
ALB has been addressed by WP29/GRRF. Although the Third yea~: We studied further the problems of the 
work is still in progress, a part of the results can be presented ALB system which were identified in the second year. 

as a progress report, made the modifications required to adapt the ALB to 

the motorcycle, and studied the effectiveness of the 
Outline of Study on Motorcycle ALB motorcycle ALB by repeating the braking test used in 

the second year. and doing the obstacle avoidance Motorcycle ALB has been studied in various countries in 

recent years, and possible evaluation test methods have during braking test. We are in the third year. and the 

results are being analyzed at present. Using the been studied within ECE. We have also carried forward a 
kinematic model, the behaviour when the steering and 

study of motorcycle ALB, and the purposes can be 
braking are in combined operation is planned to be summarized as follows: 
analyzed. 

(1) To study the effectiveness of ALB and assess the 
The motorcycle ALB system used in this series of studies 

range of its effect during operation, was newly trial manufactured For this study, as discussed 
(2) To study possible evaluation test methods, and below. [t should be specially noted commercial factors such 
(3) To analyze the behaviour using a kinematic as cost. weight and reliability were not considered in the 

model, manufacture o~: thi s trial manufactured ALB system 

An additiona! objective was to study whether 
Description of Motorcycle ALB System performance evaluation using only the straight line braking 

method proposed by ECE is adequate, recognizing that it is used in the Experimenta  Work 
desirable that any testing method adopted for certification 

The trial manufactured motorcycle ALB system is 
should be brief. Consideration is also being given to ALB 

summarized in table 1. It includes wheel velocity sensors 
evaluation test methods used four wheel vehicles. For these for the front and rear wheels, control systems which detect 
reasons, we have considered the following evaluation test the respective wheel rotatio~ condition via the input signal 
items for motorcycle ALB: 

TaNe 1. Antitock brake system ~er 
(1) Straight line braking (including the braking test 

~ [ s ..... ~) ~e~l Ve~ooity S 
based on GRRF R.143). l 1@ glectronic control .......................... 

2 I Control 
(2) Braking in a lane change. 

[ { ] ~)) Front And Rear I~heel Independently 

(3) Braking in a turn. / / tiydraul.ic I (d) Single Hydraul:tc P .... Supply 

| 3 ~ Control 
)) ltydraulic Control: Front A~:td Rear ~heel ind~pertdently 

(4) Obstacle avoidance during braking, t Dual Independent Syste~ 
/ Syster~ 

In each case, the riders’ best braking by an expert rider [_l [ ~>) p ........ ~todulation: Variable Volume Type 

can be compared with ALB braking, in terms of the braking 

distance, behaviour stability during braking, etc. 

The schedule for the study has been as follows: 

First year. We designed and manufactured the 

ALB system for experimental study, measured the 

basic braking performance of a comparable 

motorcycle with a conventional braking system, 

measured the tire characteristics, vehicle data, etc., 

required for simulation analysis, and studied the 

performance evaluation test method for the motorcycle 

with ALB. The experimental methods include: (1) 

Straight Line Braking, (2) Braking In A Lane Change, 

and (3) Braking In A Turn. In addition, the basic 

analysis model for braking the motorcycle was studied. 

Secondyear.--We performed braking tests using the 

evaluation test method examined in the first year, and 

braking experiments based on GRRF R.143, and 

mounted the trial manufactured ALB system on the test Figure 1. gr~a~ manu~aeture~ ar~ti~ek brake 

vehicle for tuning and operational checkout. In the ® ~lectr~nie C~ntrol ~3ni~ 
process, we studied various problems with the trial <~ Hydraulic Contre~ 
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from the sensor to control the brake hydraulic pressure, and 

a hydraulic system which produces the braking force by 

changing the brake hydraulic pressure by means of the .... 
controller. The control and hydraulic systems comprise a 

dual independent system, in which the front and rear wheels 

are individually controlled. The hydraulic control is of the 

variable volume type. 

Figure 1 shows the trial manufactured ALB unit, and the 

electronic controller and the hydraulic control unit are                   ~p 

identified. Figure 2 shows the wheel velocity sensor unit for 

the ALB, fitted to the front and rear wheels. 

Figure 3. Operation flow chart for motorcycle ALB system. 

,, 

Figure 2, Wheel velocity sensor unit. 

System operation 
Figure 3 shows the operational flow chart for ~he ALB 

system, figure 4 shows the composite block diagram when operating+ 
the ALB system is not operating, and figures 5 and 6 show it 

in operation, wheel cylinder goes into a {{PRESSURE DECREASE)) 
When ALB system is not operating.~As shown in figure state (see figure 5). 

4, the cutoff valve opens, the inlet and outlet valves are 
When the wheel velocity begins to recover, the inter valve 

closed, and the master cylinder hydraulic pressure is direct- 
opens and the pressure of the hydraulic source is applied to 

ly applied to the wheel brake cylinder. At this time, the 

pressure control piston does not operate, and the hydraulic 
the pressure control piston to shift it to the left and the wheel 

source remains at a static pressure, 
cylinder goes into a {{PRESSURE INCREASE)) state (see 

When ALB system is operating.~When the controller figure 6). 

judges from the input signal from the wheel velocity sensor As mentioned above, the {{PRESSURE HOLD)), 

that the wheel is tending to lock, the cutoffvalve closes and {{PRESSURE DECREASE)), and {{PRESSURE IN- 

the wheel cylindeF goes into a {{PRESSURE HOLD)) state. CREASE)) modes change to control the brake hydraulic 

At this time, the pump operates to maintain the hydraulic pressure in accordance with the rotation state of the wheel 

source at the regulated pressure. Also when the antilock is not operating, the inle~ valve 

If the locking tendency increases further, the outlet valve opens to return the pressure control piston to its original 
opens to shift the pressure control piston to the right, and the position, and the cutoff valve opens. 
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~=~    ~u,F u~.,~ 
Outline of the Test 

I ~o~ ~-,1~ ’ 
Test procedures and road surface 

ua 

~ 
Three test procedures were used: (1) straight line braking 

~ 
VALVR on various road surfaces, (2) braking in a lane change on 

/~OMRETUEN VALVg [ 
V!tLVE various road surfaces, and (3) braking in a tum. The course 

~ 
PESSSOSB f 

layout for the braking in a lane change test was based on 

C0NTBOL [ SAE J46 JUN80 (4) as shown in figure 7, and the braking in 
PISTOM 

V~^LVS HLOOt a turn test is shown in figure 8. 

] Stop Point 

[ ~- Stopping Distance~ Unit : m 

001~ V^LV~ IMLET VALVSI ; 0~ l ,I Lane ~ 

6.1                Lane 1 

! 

FBOIff BRAKR IIAXNINO_a,.,~j~ 
ITr 

LAMP -’~" 
III i~ ol_iP.l _ ,, o oo ~ ~o o 

¯ m    I \ 

~ Brake Application Target 
___=~ YELOCITY $~I~SO~ ~. .................. 

] @ Actual Brake Application Point 
0 Pylon 

[ ._.. : VALYH 0P~,I6~TION I E Appl icat ion Error 

I HOLD I DECHHASI~ 
CUTOFF YALVE I CLOSE Figure 7. The course layout for braking in a lane change test, I INLET YALYE ~ CLOSE I CLOSE I 

I OUTLET YALVE I CLOSE I OPRN 

Figure 5. Block diagram when motorcycle ALB is operating 
(pressure decrease phase). Lane Mar k t = 

PR~URE 
~NTROL ~LVE B~[ P I STON 

I 
Unit ¯ m 

~ VALVE I 

f 
~ioure 8, The course layout for vraking in a turn test, 

I ~E~RONIC br~ing test specified in GRRF R. 143 was also perfo~ed 
~ SZ~R I 

~NTROLL~ 

.... together. For all of the test items and test conditions, the 

~ WLW 0~r~0~ riders’ best braking and ALB braking were perfo~ed for 
t I HOLD I INCREASEI 
~ C~OFP VXLVE I C~    I 
I [NL~ VhLV~ I CLUE OPeN three conditions: front wheel br~ing, rear wheel br~ing 

and both wheels br~ing. Table 2 shows the test items and 
Figure 6. Block diagram when motoreyel~ ALB is operating 
(pras,ur~ increase pha,~), conditions. 
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Table 2. Test items and test conditions. 

Friction Coefficient 

Surface I       of Surface Initial Hrak:ng Test Item Surface 
Condition!    ! Adhesion Coeff. Velocity (k~/h} 

SN 
~ K Value 1 

Straight High Dry ~r /9 0.77~I.03     50.80~ |00 

Change W~t ~4 0~2]~0.34 .... 

50.57.62 ( R=50 m ~ Br~i~ High Dry 19 

In A 72 ( R=IO0 m ~ 

Key) ~.SN : Skid Resistance N~r ~ by ~ ~a~ur~ ~thod ) 

2.K Value : The exten~ of four test vehlcles by G~ R. ~43 meas~ing 

~thod us~ L~t Valve in Strai~t Line Br~i~, ~d obtained by 

r~ders~" ~st braking in Br~ng In A ~. 

3.K Value of Br~ing In A T~ is for t~ing radius R=~ m.                   Figure 10. Tes~ vehicle with ~he s~ed lype outrigger. 

Table ~. Measurement i~ems and 
Test vehicles and measurement items 

~as~e~nt Items        ]          Se~ors 

Four t~st motorcycles were used: each [~s~ vehicle ~ Ve1~ity ~                    3rd ~eel, ~etic Pic~ 
equipped with d~sk brakes on the from and rear wh~Is as 2~ Front ~eel Velocity ~e~c Pic~p 
shown in table 3. In order to ensure safety during the test, ~          Rear ~eel Velocity ~ ~etic Pic~ 
each test vehicle was equipped with an outrigger capable of ~ Front gr~ 
changing the mounting angle in accordance with the test ~5 ~ Roar Br~o Press~ ~ Press~e ~r~ducer 
procedure. ~e outrigger was the wheel type for vehicle A, 

.~.~ Front Suspension Displacement 
and a sled type construction for vehicles B. C. and D (see 7 ~ R~ar Suspension Oisplacem~nt ~ Pote~tio~ter 
figures 9 and 10). ~ St~r Potontiomtor 

Table 3. The general specification o~ ~he ~est vehicles. 
~ Steer Torqu~ 

Potentiomet~r 
Rolli~ Velocity Rate Gyrosco~ 

~est Ve~i~ ~ A S C 
~ 

~ 11[ Yawi~ VeIocity ~te G~osco~ 

Caster ~le(" ) 28.2 25.5 
~ 26.0 26.0 

Front 

~ear 

....... Brae" -:: ....... 
Front~ -~2 ~:SK { DU~ DISK ~ ~ DISK 

{ 
~ DISK 

Figure 11. Test vehicle equipped with ALB system, measuring 
system and the outrigger. 

Figure 9. Test vehicle with the wheel type outrigger. 

The measures and sensors were the 1 ! items shown in 
table 4. They were recorded on a small-sized data recorder. 

The forward velocity was measured by mounting a third 

wheel to the test vehicle. Figures 11 and 12 show the instru- 

mentation of the test vehicle and a test in progress Figure 12. Straight line braking test on a low friction surgaceo 
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Test Results and Discussion The trial manufactured system properties allowed wheel 
lock on a very low friction surface in some cases.---Front 

Various issues arose during tuning of the trial 
wheel brake for motorcycles is usually performed by the 

manufactured ALB system hand brake. The brake hydraulic pressure can be much 
In the process of tuning trial manufactured ALB system lower than for passenger cars, and the coefficient of friction 

mounted on the test vehicle, it was discovered that ALB for some of these tests was very low. Since the trial 
tuning can be a complex process. For example, it was manufactured ALB system was adapted from a passenger 
necessary to improve the control logic for the ALB system, car design, the hydraulic pressure could not be reduced to a 
to adjust the brake fluid flow rate, and to adjust the fitting to low enough in the pressure decrease phase in some cases. As 
the motorcycle. Some of these isues are discussed below, a result, wheel lock occurred in some cases. 

Lowered control performance of ALB due to occurrence 

offrontfork vibration.--As mentioned in the reports ofR. J. Straight line braking test 
Miennert (5) and J. W. Zellner (6) et al., there may be cases Adhesion coefficient of road surface.--As shown in table 
where a resonant vibration of the front fork occurs due to the 2, the adhesion coefficients (based on GRRF R. 143) of the 
pulsing control of the ALB. In that case, the accuracy of the road surfaces used for this test were 0.77 to 1.03 for high 
forward velocity estimate may be degraded by the friction surface, 0.63 to 0.89 for medium friction surface, 
fluctuation in the wheel velocity, and the control and 0.21 to 0.34 for low friction surface, for the four test 
performance of ALB may lower because of improper vehicles. The high friction surface for all vehicles except 
increased/decreased pressure control due to said one and the low friction surface for all the vehicles 
fluctuations. To overcome these difficulties for this conformed to the requirement: K > 0.8 and K < 0.45 as 
particular prototype ALB and this particular motorcycle, it specified in GRRF R. 143. One test surface had a very low 
was necessary to increase the rigidity of the front fork, to value, K=0.21, and on such a low coefficient of friction it 
change the essential characteristic of the motorcycle by can be difficult for a motorcycle to accelerate and turn in 
increasing the rigidity of the main frame, and to review the some cases. To determine the K value of the road surface, 
characteristics of the brake pads and tires, the procedure required braking three to eight times on the 

Occurrence offull increase in pressure afterfirst control high and medium friction surfaces. On the other hand, we 
cycle for the front wheeL--In the initial braking of the front had to make 12 braking tests on the low friction surface to 
wheel, the trial manufactured ALB system detects a wheel measure the friction, since the wheel locked and the vehicle 
lock tendency before the load transfer due to braking, and tended to become unstable. 
operates the cutoff valve in the ALB unit to intercept the Brakingperformance.--Figure 13 shows a recorded time 
input hydraulic pressure from the master cylinder, history data example for test vehicle C on a medium friction 
Thereafter, the braking force may be small compared with surface. Figure 14 shows the braking performance, 
the increased front wheel load due to load transfer and there expressed as the ratio of ALB braking deceleration to test 
may be room for generating more braking force, and the riders’ best braking’s it, for the straight line braking test. In 
ALB control may increase the pressure. If, however, this terms of the ratio e specified in GRRF R. 143 at this time, we 
increase in hydraulic pressure is insufficient, and locking measured 0.80 to 1.19 on the high friction surface, 0.86 to 
does not tend to occur after the pressure has been increased 

more than a certain number of times, the cutoff valve will 80 
-- 3rd ~/heel 

open. Then, the input hydraulic pressure from the master .~ ...... Front l~heel o cylinder will be directly applied to the wheel cylinder, and ~ 
--- l~ear ~/heel 

the wheel may suddenly tend to lock. ~ 40 
-20 

Since a motorcycle typically has a larger ratio of the 
~ ~ 40 

height of center of gravity to the wheel base than passenger 
cars, a larger load transfer during braking may occur. As a 0 ~ ~ 0 ’~,~ ~ ’ 

result, the control logic should consider load transfer in ...... l~ear 
"- ," ...... ,~ ~ 50 order to account for the possible situation described above. ,.-- , ,, , , 

Occurrence of momentary locking of wheel due to a ".~ 0 ’-- ~-~ - ~ ’- ’ 
change in the surface friction.-~During braking tests when 
the surface friction changed (medium friction surface -~ 5 ~-50 
low friction surface), based on GRRF R.143, momentary ~ Front 

~" ...... l~ear ~" 10 

locking of the wheel occurred in some cases. This was ~ ~ ¯ =o ’ ...... ’,, o 
considered to be caused by a slow speed of response in the      ~ ~ 

~ ~ -10          Ti~e(s) hydraulic control valve, which was adapted from a ~ 0 0 
1 ~ 

passenger car design. However, even though a moderately Time(s) 
long momentary locking of the wheel occurred, the straight Figure 13. A recorded time history data example for straight 
running stability did not appear to be adversely affected, line braking test on medium friction surface (test vehicle: C). 
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1.30 on the medium friction surface and 0.91 to 1.85 on the occurs due to over-braking, and therefore the differences 

low friction surface, which numerically conforms to GRRF between riders’ best and ALB are small. On the other hand, 

R.143. In general, the lower the adhesion coefficient of the with front wheel ALB braking and both wheels ALB 

road surface, the greater the potential effect of the ALB. braking, all characteristic values tend to increase slightly on 

Since the results on the high friction surface have variations high friction surface and medium friction surface with the 

depending upon the final ALB tuning, the variation in trial manufactured system, and these changes are 

braking distance may reflect such factors. However, the considered to be within the allowable range. In the case of 

generally shortened braking distances shown can be rear wheel braking, the difference is slight as on the low 

expected from the operation of ALB on a wet road surface, friction surface. 
especially if it has low friction surface. These example 
results demonstrate this for the trial manufactured system. I I I~ i ders° Bes t Brak i ng 

~ hntilock Braking 

~11       ~ Front Brake 
i ; . 

10 
0 

re~tVehic’elAIBI ClD AIBI clDIAI~31CID Road Surface    ~ligh Friction     Idediur= Friction     Lo~ Friction 0 

Figure 14. Example braking performance (e value by GFIRF             40 
8.143) for straight line braking test (50km/h).                        ~_~ 

It should be noted, however, that variations in this value ~ 
can be large, depending upon ALB adjustment and the 
degree to which it is matched to each test vehicle. Such ,,.~"~ "~ ~O 

variations can result from an ALB system with inadequate 
settings in the ALB control logic, hydraulic unit, etc. Care ~ "~ 

should be taken to correctly determine Zm value (maximum 
braking ratio while ALB is not operating) which is a ~,~ -- 

standard to calculate ~ value, and the ~ value can be directly 
affected in turn, by the variations in Zm value. We plan to o 
study this issue in future tests and analysis for the example 
trial manufactured system. 

Stability during straight line braking.--To compare the 
lateral stability between during riders’ best braking and 
during ALB braking, we analyzed the steer angle, steer 
torque, and maximum values of rolling velocity and yawing 

velocity as reflecting possible characteristic values of 
~          ~ I’----’-] 

stability. 
--I ~           -- 

Figure 15 shows the results of braking tests for vehicle C 
0 on a low friction surface. In the case of front wheel braking 

[ and both wheels braking, variations and maximum values of Brake Front l~ear Both 

all characteristic values during riders’ best braking are Figure 15. Measures of the vehicle behaviour for straight line 
greater than during ALB braking, and the stability during braking on low friction surface (test vehicle: C, 50km/h). 

braking tends to be improved with the trial manufactured 
ALB operating. This is because the possibility of wheel lock Figure 16 shows the comparison between the stability 

due to over-braking is reduced by the operation of ALB. In during changing friction braking and uniform friction 

the case of rear wheel braking, the stability is hardly surface braking with the example ALB system. During 

affected for these examples even if wheel lock temporarily changing friction braking from medium friction surface to 
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low friction surface, the momentary locking data are also rolling velocity does not seem to be affected much for these 

included in the figure, and no particular difference is seen example cases. 

between the two in the independent front and rear wheel Braking in a lane change test 
braking. In the case of both wheels braking, the maximum 
value for rolling velocity is slightly larger, and the steer Braking deceleration.--Figure 17 shows the braking de- 

angle, steer torque and yawing velocity are on nearly the celeration ratio of ALB braking to the riders’ best braking. 

same level as seen with the uniform friction surface. Even if This figure shows that the braking deceleration for the four 

a momentary locking of 0.14 second duration occurs, the test vehicles with ALB braking is relatively high during 

running stability of the vehicle as reflected in the maximum front wheel braking on a low friction surface, and during 
both wheels braking on high, medium and low friction sur- 

~ oaifor~ Friction Surface faces. This is intended to show the braking effectiveness 
~ Changing Friction Surface 

^ 20r J with an ALB which can allow steering while braking the 

~ | I front wheel. Since, however, the difference is not clear in 

~ O~| ~ I 
these examples during front wheel braking on high friction 

-’ ’ ~ ~ surface and medium friction surface, we plan further study. 
Stability during braking in a lane change.--Figure 18 

shows the steer angle, steer torque, maximum values for 
yawing and rolling velocity when braking test vehicle C. 
During ALB braking with front wheel braking and both 

40 wheels braking for this example system, the maximum char- 
acteristic values tend to slightly increase as compared with 

~ the riders’ best braking, however the stability is hardly 

~[.~ 20 affected. 

>~ [~] Riders’ Best Braking 

0 
~ ~ Antilock Braking 

Ilediu, ~ Lo, Lo. ~ !~ediu, ~ ~ 10 

Figure 16. The comparison between measures of the vehicle r- 

behaviour for changing friction surface braking test and 0 
uniform friction surface braking test (test vehicle: A).~ Front Brake 

~ Rear Brake 

~’~---i Both Brakes                                             ~ ~                       -- 

I Brake 
Zro.tl oarl oth Fro.tl o rl otnl ro.tl  arl oth 

1 ~              .~                                       Road Surface High Friction ~edium Friction] Lo~ Friction 

Figure 18. Measures of the vehicle behaviour for braking in a 
lane change (test vehicle: C). 

Braking in a turn test 

Adhesion coefficient of road surface.--Table 2 shows the 
adhesion coefficient during braking in a turn (turning radius 

Test Vehicle A I B I C [ o I A ] B I .c. t D I A I _~ I c [ D [ 

Road Surface High Friction [ llediun Friction [ Lo~ Friction ] 50m) determined in the same manner as for straight line 

Figure 17. The braking deceleration ratio of ALB braking to the braking as specified in GRRF R. 143. The range for the four 
riders’ best braking for braking in a lane change test. test vehicles was 0.66 to 0.84 for the high friction surface, 
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and 0.61 to 0.79 for the medium friction surface. The former lO 
~ riders’ Best Braking 

is about 84% and the latter is about 93% as compared with -- Antilosk Braking 
[--]’~"- taxi,u, ¥alue 

those adversed during straight line braking. Braking in a 
N.--M~n~,u, Va~u0 turn on a low friction surface could not be performed as the 

Antilock Braking is Difficult 

test course was restricted. 
~ 

__ 
Braking deceleration.--Figure 19 shows a recorded time 

history data example for the braking in a turn for test vehicle 
C, and figure 20 shows the braking deceleration for riders’ 
best braking and ALB braking during both wheels braking. 
For braking in a turn with a radius of 50m on the high 
friction surface, only vehicle A was able to brake up to 

62km/h (initial lateral acceleration 6m/s2) in these exam- 

pies. The both wheels braking procedure at 50km/h (initial ~eloeity(k~h)lS01~71~Zl~0l~7[~lSOl~?l~lS0lTest Vehicle 

lateral acceleration 3.8m/s2) in this example could not be radius(,) 5 0 I 0 0 5 0 

performed fortestvehiclesB, C andD. However, therewere road Surface High Friction ~edi~ Frietio~ 

cases where independent front and rear wheel braking was Figure 20. The braking deceleration for riders’ best braking 

possible up to 62km/h. When the braking deceleration ratio 
and ALB braking during both wheels braking. 

(the ratio of braking deceleration of ALB braking to the A turning radius of 100m on a high friction surface, with 
riders’ best braking) was calculated, vehicle A showed so 

that the braking performance is improved (higher decelera- 
braking at 80km/h (initial lateral acceleration 4m/s2) could 

tion) by ALB. But, the stability which could be maintained 
be accomplished by all vehicles, except test vehicle B. Also, 

during straight line braking was lost for this example. A 
a turning radius of 50m on a medium friction surface, with 

main factor during braking in a turn is that the vehicle 
braking at 50km/h (initial lateral acceleration 3.8m/s~) was 
possible for all vehicles. In the case of a turning radius of 

behaviour may become unstable because of a momentary 
50m on a medium friction surface, ALB braking for all 

locking and a large drop in the wheel velocity, it is occurs. 
vehicles gave a shorter braking distance than the riders’ best 

( Front Brake ) ( Rear Brake ) ( Both Brakes ) braking for these example cases. 
.~ 80 Stability during braking in a turn.--The recorded time 
~ -- 3rd Ilheel 
~ ....... ~ront ~hee~ history data example in figure 19, shows an interval where 
¯ 
~ 

40 
k-----Rear ~hee~ the steer torque, rolling and yawing velocity fluctuate with 

~ , ,~" the increase and decrease in the hydraulic pressure for ALB 
O 

=’~ 1~0 r -- ~ront control, especially for the front wheel. 
.2~_o 

I . .__. ....... 
Rear To evaluate the stability during braking in a turn, we 

compared the riders’ best braking and ALB braking cases in 

~ =~.50 terms of the steer angle, steer torque, maximum rolling 
~ 20 I- velocity, maximum yawing velocity value and yawing ve- 

~ I~ ~-~ ’ ~ ~ ’ locity variation as the characteristic values. The maximum 

-2~ yawing velocity value has been normalized by the station- 

~ ~~7_~ 

~A,. 

ary yawing velocity values. Figure 21 shows the results of a 

¯ .g~’~ .... ...... wv~ ~’L/’ ’ braking in a turn test on a high friction surface for vehicle A 

~’~ _ which has the highest braking performance among the four 

~ ~~_~ [ ~ 
test vehicles. At 50km/h, there was not much difference 

~ .~~, 
, , between the riders’ best braking and ALB braking, other 

~_~ _ than the maximum rolling velocity value. The peak rolling 
~ 20 

[- 
velocity occurs in a direction to raise the vehicle body 

.-. 

~                                  /V 

immediately after braking, and this may lower the course 
¯ ~ 0 ,.. ~ -. , ~, ~/v~t ........ tracking property, though the upright running is not 

~ 
affected. Overall the example results show that it did not 

-20 deviate from the course with a course width of 1 m. 
--Front 

,.~ :iv/~i � r ~ ~/,~ ’,! , ...... Rear In the example of 57km/h, however, response values for 
~’~ i ~ "", = .. ~.~/’---~ ALB braking become larger in all indexes, and the steer 
"~ , . ~ .... ’,, ]"-’:("~’;~’".-,\ angle and steer torque needed to maintain the course be- 
~ 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 

Ti~e(s) Time(s) Ti~e(s) come larger. The stability appears lower at the same time, in 
this case. 

Figure 19. A recorded time history data example for braking in Figure 22 shows the results of a braking in a turn test for 
a turn test on medium friction surface (Test vehicle: C, turning 
radius: 50m). test vehicle C on a high friction surface. In the cases of both 
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3°tl 30II FII 
I I~iders" Best Braking .-. ~ l~iders" Best Braking 

u 20 .. ~,ntilock Braking 
~ 

~ 10 0                                   ~ 

~ 0 ~o 
~ 80 ~ 

.~. 5 

7eloeity(~/h)                      5 0            5 7 

~1~ Figure 22. Measures of the vehicle behaviour for braking ina 
~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ turn test on high friction su~ace (test vehicle: C). 

¯ ~ ~ ~ braking in a lane change and braking in a turn test under 

~ 
~ 

~ 

~ 

various road surface and velocity conditions. Though it was 
~ ~ ~ discovered that this trial manufactured ALB system has 

various problems and fugher improvements should be made 
in future, we reached the following interim conclusions, 

I 
Brake lFro~tl ~ I ~oth lFro~tl ~r I ~othI though the study has not yet been finished: 

Ye 1 oc i t y (km/h)J 5 0 [ 5 7 (1) When straight line braking from 50~ on low 

Figure 21. Measures of the vehicle behaviour for braking in a friction surface (adhesion coefficient: 0.21 to 0.34), it 
tum teston high friction suaace(test vehicle: A, turning radius: is possible to sho~en the braking distance more than 
50m). the riders’ best br~ing, and to prevent over-br~ing, 

and thereby improve the running stability. The 
wheels br~ing at 40 km~, and front wheel braking at 

effectiveness of ALB was recognized for this 
50km~, the vehicle behaviour with ALB braking becomes 

condition. 
unstable with this pa~icul~ example trial manufactured 

(2) Though momentary locking may occur during 
system. ~is indicates one possible difficulty with ALB changing friction braking (changing from medium 
control on the front wheel brake but it depends on the system friction surface to low friction surface) even while 
details. In the case of re~ wheel braking, the characte~stic ALB is operating, the straight running stability may 
velocity values increase du~ng ALB braking, however, the not be much affected, even for a moderately long time. 
behaviour is not much affected by the velocity, and is com- (3) In the braking in a lane change on low friction 
p~atively stable, surface, the steering property was retained by 

preventing over-br~ing of the front wheel ALB, and 
Conclusion the braking effectiveness for this trial manufactured 

To investigate the effectiveness and range of effect of the ALB was shown. However, the behaviour with this 
ALB for motorcycles, we developed a trial manufactured particular system was slightly unstable. 
ALB system for experimental work, mounted it on four (4) Braking in a turn is difficult with the trial 
motorcycles and perfo~ed tests of straight line braking, manufactured ALB system: during braking in a turn, 
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the vehicle behaviour tends to become unstable, and (3) J. W. Zellner, Advanced Motorcycle Brake Systems-- 
the course tracking property lowers. This tendency Recent Results, SAE Paper 830153. 
becomes especially apparent during front wheel (4) SAE J46 JUN80, Wheel Slip Brake Control System 
braking, and it is technically very difficult to optimize Road Test Code. 
the ALB characteristic for the front wheel. (5) R. J. Mienniert, Antilock Brake System Application 

(5) To apply the trial manufactured ALB system to to a Motorcycle Front Wheel, SAE Paper 740630. 
motorcycles, there would be cases where the 

(6) J. W. Zellner, D. H. Weir, Evaluation of the Mullard/ 
motorcycle would require a wide range of changes in 
its characteristics, such as changing the rigidity of the 

TRRL Antilock-Brake System, DOT HS 804192(PB 

front fork and the main frame, and matching the 297460). 

hydraulic system with the ALB. 
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Riders’ Control Behaviour of Lane Change 

Written Only Paper Introduction 
The obstruction avoidance performance is one of the 

Tomoo Nishimi, Tsuyoshi Katayama, 
Takumi Okayama, and Akira Aoki, 

important manoeuver-abilities of a motorcycle. When 

Japan Automobile Research Institute Inc. 
avoiding an obstruction, the motorcycle rider may not 
succeed even if he immediately turns the handle bar in the 

Abstract direction which avoids the obstruction, although the 
automobile driver turns the steering wheel in the avoidance 

This paper investigates by means of a mathematical 
direction. In the case of the motorcycle, the rider should roll 

model and running experiments how a rider controls a 
motorcycle while performing lane change, and proposes a the motorcycle in the direction for avoidance. For this 

rider model which reproduces the difference in riders’ purpose, the rider should add the steering torque which 

control patterns shown in the running experimental results, rotates the handle bar in the opposite direction to that of 

The mathematical model of the motorcycle used here is a avoidance, or the rider should directly add a torque which 

linear model having four degrees of freedom i.e. side slip, rolls the motorcycle by moving his body. With the 
yaw, roll, and steering. The rider model consists of the upper motorcycle, the movement of the rider’s body affects the 
body and the lower body, and the former has a degree of motion of the rider-motorcycle system, and plays a role on 
freedom for roll, and the latter has a degree of freedom for controlling the motorcycle. In this way, the motorcycles are 
the lateral direction, 

basically different from the automobiles in their controlling 
The running experiments of lane change were carried out 

method. 
as follows. In the experiments, five motorcycles with a 
displacement of 250 cc to 750 cc were used, and the lane The control model of the motorcycle has been studied by 

changes were performed by 24 skilled riders, many researchers, and it was disclosed that it is mainly 

The following results were obtained from the study on the controlled by the steering torque. However, concerning the 

running experiments and the simulations used by the detail of the control based on such rider’s bodily movement 

mathematical model. In this running of lane change, the as expressed by the lean angle, etc. of the rider, there has not 
rider’s steering pattern is mainly divided into two: smooth been much information available. 
steering pattern and sharp steering pattern. The difference The author et al. revealed in the previous study (1) the 
between the two is mainly based on the characteristic of the basic control operation of the rider while performing lane 
individual rider. The control of lane change is mainly 
performed by the steering torque. If the control by the 

change using the rider’s control model. Upon analyzing 

steering torque is assisted by the control of the rider lower running experiment results by many riders thereafter, it was 

body torque, the lane change behaviour can be quickened as found out that only a single rider model does not always 

compared with only steering torque control, express the control operation of all riders. 
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As concerns this analysis of lane change performance, the Rider-motorcycle dynamics 
rider’s control operation is made clear in more detail on the The block diagram for the rider-motorcycle system used 
basis of the simulations and running experiments, in this study is shown in figure 3. The movement of the 

This paper first presents the outline of the running experi- 
motorcycle is basically the same as four-degree of freedom 

ments and the introduction of the rider-motorcycle model to 

be used in this study. The rider’s control method is clarified, 
model of Sharp (2). The motorcycle has degrees of freedom 

the applicability of the control model which is proposed for the following: side slip, yaw, roll, and steering. The tyre 

here is investigated by comparing the simulations with the forces and moments which work on the motorcycle are 

running experiments, and this rider-motorcycle model is lateral forces, aligning moments, and overturning moments 

applied to lane change performance. Finally the conclusion due to side slip and camber of tyre. The dynamic charac- 

is described, teristic of tyre shall be first order lag. In addition, the 

aerodynamic forces and moments are taken into considers- 
Running Experiments tion. It is drag, lift and pitching moment that greatly affects 

To throw light on the rider’s control operation during the movement of the motorcycle out of the aerodynamic 
transient operation of the rider-motorcycle system, the lane forces and moments, and these affect the load on the front 
change experiments shown in figures 1 and 2 were and rear wheels of the motorcycle. 
performed. The rider traveled along these courses at various 
fixed speeds (40 km/h to 100 km/h). Five experimental tw~ ~ 

motorcycles (A to E) with displacement of 250 cc to 750 cc 
To,~ 

, ~ "--~ 
were used, and driven by 24 skilled riders in all. The , , ~ 

measurement items measured in the running experiments II r~ti~To,~ II 
were steer torque, steer angle, yawing velocity, roiling Lo~ ~,~ ~ ~ 

velocity, forward velocity, rider lean angle and rider lateral 
I~esinad Path 

, 
~RII)~ 

Torque 
, ~ 

] PeacticnTorque 

movement as shown in table 1. ~s~ 
J l~acti~n 

I Tomue 

3 m                                                ro~,        ~ 

1~11 Angle, Ya~ ~gle, I~otor~,cle P~iti~m 

m 

Figure 3. A block diagram of the rider-motorcycle system. 
Figure 1. Single lane change course. 

The rider is assumed to consist of two portions: upper and 

lower bodies as shown in figure 4. The upper body consists 

3.6m of the head, upper trunk, forearms and upperarms. The 

__~/ 

lower body consists of the parts other than the upper body, 

-- 1 0 m < 2 0 rn 
palms and feet. The upper body is secured to the lower body 

through a spring and a damper, and the lower body is also 
Figure 2. Double lane change course, secured to the motorcycle through a spring and a damper in 

the same manner. The rider upper body rolls to the lower 
Table 1. Measurement items,                                 body, and the rider lower body moves laterally to the motor- 

cycle. The lateral movement of the lower body is considered 

Items here to be replaced with the roll against the motorcycle with 

the ground point as the centre. The mechanical characteris- 

1 Steer torque tic of the rider is described in the latest study (3). 

The rider is assumed to input the lateral deviation to the 

2 Steer angle desired course and the roll angle of the motorcycle, and 

output the steering torque, upper body torque and lower 

3                 Yawing velocity                body torque as control torques. 
These three control torques are the internal forces of this 

system. Therefore, these should follow the Third Law of 
4                Rolling velocity               Newton’s Motion. It is assumed here that the steering torque 

reaction, the upper body torque reaction and the lower body 

5 Forward velocity torque reaction operate on the rider upper body, the rider 

lower body and the motorcycle respectively. 
6 Rider lean angle The coordinate system is downward to the right as shown 

in figure 4. The equations of motion for the rider-motorcy- 

7 Rider lateral movement cle system are described with reference to the projection 

point of the centre of gravity, Gm of the main frame on the 
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road surface shown in figure 4. The detailsof the equations desired course, and outputs steering torque, "ts, lower body 

of motions are shown in appendix I and II. torque, "cL, and upper body torque, "tu. The detail of the basic 

rider modelis specified in Appendix III. 
Control method This rider model well represents the basic features of the 

It is generally considered that the rider controls the me- rider’s control behaviour in lane change. 

torcycle by the steering torque, and at the same time controls When, however, studying the experimental results in de- 

the motorcycle and facilitates supporting his body by mov- tail, some individual differences are seen in the riders’ con- 

ing the body. However, the detail of the purpose and effects trol behaviours in running under the same conditions. Fig- 

of the rider moving his body are not clearly known, ure 5 shows examples of double lane change at a speed of 40 

First, the basic control method by the steering torque and km/h. The experimental motorcycle is motorcycle E 

moving the body is described, and a control model is pro- (250cc) and was driven by riders i and j. The control behav- 

posed, which represents the individual differences in the iours during lane change this time are divided into two 

control methods seen in the running experimental results, patterns. One is a smooth pattern represented by rider i, and 

In the previous study, the rider’s basic control behaviour the other is a control pattern with sharp peak represented by 

during running of lane change as below was clarified. The 
rider j. 

rider controls the course tracking and the roll posture of 
motorcycle mainly by the steering torque. The rider moves 

~ ~ 0 ~ -. ......... ~ 0 .... -~ ~, ’ ~ ’ : ’ 
his body in such a transient motion during lane change to 

TIME(s)     u3~)                            TIME(s) 

control the motorcycle by its reaction. The movement of the 
~oI- ~°L 

rider’s lower body assists the control by the steering torque. ~.~ 
~ ..... ~ _. 

~e movement of the rider’s upper body does not directly 
~ /-~’ ~ ~ ’J~ ’ ~ ~ ~ 0~.6~.~r 

’ 
control the movement of the motorcycle, but only the up- 

S-20 t 
rightness of the rider himself. 

In the basic ~der’s control model t~ing into considera- / .... tion the above movement of the rider, the rider inputs roll 
angle ~ of the motorcycle and heading deviation, ~, from the =~-~0 

r~,~, ~-~0 

~ ~o[ 
~,o~ 

~~ ~;g 

Figure 5. Results of experiments of double lane change (mo- 
A ~ i I torcycle E, velocity: 40 km/h). 

Gf~ ’ 

~ GL~ 
The basic rider model nearly reproduces a control behav- 

iour with a smooth pattern, however is not capable of repro- 
ducing its peak for a pattern with sha~ peak. Therefore, a 

h f rider model is introduced which describes the rider’s control 

~ behaviour of control pattern with sha~ pe~. 
Figure 6 shows a steering torque trace of rider j. It can be � / 

~ 12 > x seen from this figure that the rider of pattern with sha~ pe~ 

~x~ < t l = represented by rider j suddenly controls before the desired 

Steer axis 
z course changes. It is considered that he is going to more 

,~ 
~ 50[       Rider j 

, ~1 Z 

Ww ~ , ~~ t ~- ~ I I I 

GL 
~ I I / 
-50 - " ~ ~ I 

7.2 
t ~ 

~ , 

~ ~~ired path 

j -2 0 2 6    8 
TIME(s) 

’Z Figure 6. 8teering torque trace of double lane change (meter- 

Figure 4. Bider-motorcycle syslem, cycle E, rider j, velocity: 4~ kin/h). 
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faithfully travel along the desired course. That is, it can be stant gain ratio model" since the ratio of the roll angle to the 
regarded that the rider of the pattern with sharp peak in- heading deviation remains unchanged. 
creases the gain to follow up the desired course before the 

These two rider models are used for analysis. 
turning point. 

Therefore, in the rider model of the control pattern with Results of Simulations and 
sharp peak, the steering torque is assumed to be as follows: Experiments 

N 
’~ S : kscp + [~i:lWi (x) q- 1]ksdd, 

Comparison of simulational results to 
where k s~ is a coefficient of roll angIe input, and k sa is a experimental results 
coefficient of heading deviation input, w i (x) is a weighting 

The rider model proposed in this study is applied to lane 
function to correct the coefficient, k sa, of heading deviation 

from the desired course, wi(x) value becomes a maximum 
change performance, and it is compared with the running 

value before the turning point as shown in figure 7. experimental results. 

Figures 8 and 9 show examples of results of double lane 
Wi(X) = Hi exp[-2.77 (x - xi)2/Di2], change. The experimental motorcycle is motorcycle E, and 

0 
Turning point Xi x the running speed 40 km/h. 

Figure 8 shows the running result of a smooth steering 

path pattern by rider i, and the constant gain ratio model is 

y applied to simulation. Figure 9 shows the running result of a 

:~~,~~i ~ 

steeringpatternwithsharppeakbyriderj, andthevariable 
wi ÷ T __r~Weighting function gain ratio model is applied to simulation. In the figures, the 

experimental result is expressed by a thin line and the 

simulation result by a bold line. 
Figure 7. Weighting function of the steering torque gain. The constant gain ratio model nearly reproduces the 

rider’s experimental result of a smooth steering pattern, 
Since the ratio of the roll angle to the heading deviation while the variable gain ratio model more clearly reproduces 

which cover the steering torque changes in this model, this a sharp peak which could not be reproduced by the constant 
model is called "the variable steering torque gain ratio gain ratio model. Combination of other experimental 
model" here. The alternate basic model is called "the con- motorcycles or other riders shows the same result. 

Rider i 
"~ 50 >.--- 20 
Z Experiment 

~ ~ ,,, 0 ---:- --.-=---:- -: 0 - : v "=, , .-, , _.:_-_;-_ =- 
too -2 4 6 ta~ -2 0 2 4 6 
P" TIME(s) ~P: TIME (s) tn ~_ 50 

Simul (at i on J° ~- 20 

--- 20- 10 m Z 

Z~" ~ _~v~. , , -’1 LLI 

~O(~ 

0,_~-:~--- ~) ~~~/2TIME, ~v’,(s) 
~m~u~--~ 0 -2" 

’ ’~~:~ ’ ~~ 
TIME(s) 

>~-20 

~ 80 z--l° 

6 
n-~ TIME (s) ~ TIME(s) 

ta-80 -4 

Figure 8. An example of double lane change manoeuvre (motorcycle E, rider i, velocity: 40 kin/h). 
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Rider j 
--, 50 .-. 20 

~ 
Experiment~ ~ ~. 

m:::) 0 :~ ~d- -2~’ ~ 
~    ’-2 0 2 ~ 6 

-50 Simulotion ~-20 

20 ~o 

TIME (s) 

20                                 -1 0 

~ 80 < 

o~ 
~ w -2 0 2 ~ 6 

~o TIME(s) ~ TIME(s) 

 -80 

Figure 9. An example of double lane change manoeuvre (motorcycle E, rider j, velocity: 40 km/h). 

Since the const~t gain ratio model can be regarded as a Table 3. Riders’ control pa~erns (double lane change). 

special case where the weighting function, w i (x), of the 
variable gain ratio model has been set to zero, the 1~ Double lane change 

ch~ge motion of the motorcycle by v~ious riders can be Motor- Rider Age Experi- 

represented by the variable gain ratio model proposed here. cy cle ence    40 60~    80 
km/h km/h km/h 

Table 2. Riders’ control pafferns (single lane change). 
25      5    . 

~ing]e lane change 

~o~or- Rider A~e ~xperi- Riders’ h 31 
cycle ence Weight 40     60     80 I00 

years years kg km/h km/h km/h km/h~ 
i 26 5 @ 0 O 

~ 22 ~ 61 . ~ 0 0 A 

22     4 ~ ¯ 0 
~ z6 6 ~9 ~ ~ 0 0 

c 29 6 6z ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ k 32 10 . ~ 0 

~ 33 ~0 63 . ¯ 0 0 1 24 ~ 0 0 0 

22       1      70     .     0     0     0 
g      2~     ~    ~    0    0 

s 25 5 67 . ¯ ¯ 

h 3~ ~0 7~ 0 0 0 " 0 i 26 5 0 0 0 

E 
26     5    72 0    ~    0    0 j 22 4 @ @ 0 

k    32    10 ~ @ 0 
k    32    10    68 ~ ~ ¯ 0 0 

24    5    58 0 0 0 0                    I      24 

~ : Variable gain ratio model is applied. ~: Variable gain ratio model is applied. 
O: Constant gain ratio model is applied. 

O: Constant gain ratio model is applied. 
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The riders are skilled. This is considered to apply also to shown in figure 11. A point in the figure indicates the 

other transient motions such as slalom motion as well as average of the subjective rating for each experimental 

lane change, motorcycles. 

By comparing the above simulation results using the 
variable and constant gain ratio models with the to 

experimental results, the rider control pattern was classified 
u_ Single Lane Change 

by the rider model as shown in tables 2 and 3. On these     o                       100km/h      40km/h very 
tables, a black circle mark indicates an experimental result w 9 

~ 
easy 

which can be explained by the variable gain ratio model in n- 8 
which the heading deviation coefficient, [E w i (x) + 1] k sa, ~ easy 7 
of the steering torque has been changed into variable, while 
a white open circle mark indicates an experimental result ~ 6 

which can be explained by the constant gain ratio model. ,-,~ normal 5 
~ 80 km/h 40 km/h z 4 

1.0 p Double Lane Change 
< difficult 3 

LU "’ 2 

~ 0.8 Single Lane ~difficuttVery 1 

o, Change 
_o 0.6 

" 
to 0.0 0.z 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

<~. 
\ PROPORTION OF 

\ VARIABLE GAIN RATIO MODEL 

(~) 
\\~ 

Figure 11. Subjective rating on the degree of facility for tasks. 
z 0.4 

~L~ 
~ 

\ According to this result, the task becomes naturally more 
\\ difficult as the running speed increases. Also it can be seen 

  tq, 0.2 
’ that double lane change at 80 km/h is more difficult than 

~,~ 
\, single lane change at 100 km/h. From the foregoing, when 

n D ou ble Lan e the task becomes more difficult and room for performing the 
O I:1:: ~ 

task becomes less, the rider model to be applied is reduced 
no= 0.0 Change ’ O to one. 

Estimate function 
Two estimate functions are introduced to analyze the 

4 0    6 0    8 0    1 O0 simulation. 

VELOCI TY ( km I h )            [first estimation] = (heading deviation)~x2 dr, 
Figure 10. Proportion of the variable gain ratio model. 

[second estimation] = | (steer torque)~x~ dt, 

It can be seen from tables 2 and 3 that it depends upon the The first estimation provides an index for accuracy of 
rider as to which rider model should be applied, and that the course tracking, and the second estimation is an index repre- 
difference in the control pattem is based on the individual senting the degree of the rider’s effort at the time. The 
differences of the rider, respective estimations are multiplied by the square of x, 

The results obtained by determining the proportion of which is the coordinate of the forward direction, since em- 
variable gain ratio model to the running velocity from this phasis is placed on the second half of the running. 
result are shown in figure 10. The comparison of the course tracking result between the 

Figure 10 shows that the proportion of the variable gain variable and the constant gain ratio models using the first 

ratio model decreases as the running velocity increases, estimation is shown in figure 12. The course is single lane 

Especially in double lane change at a speed of 80 km/h, that change, the motorcycle is the motorcycle E, and the running 

of the variable gain ratio model is zero. speed is 40 km/h. In the case of the constant gain ratio model 
when the sighting distance is about 17.5 m, the first estima- 

When the lane change running experiment was tion becomes minimum. The value is about 0.5. In the vari- 
performed, subjective estimate on the rate of facility for 

able gain ratio model, the first estimation becomes mini- 
each experiment task was taken from six to twelve riders mum as the sighting distance is about 16.5 m. The value is 
who drove each experimental motorcycle. The relationship about 0.2 and is smaller than that of the constant gain ratio 
between this subjective estimate on the rate of facility for model. The variable gain ratio model has been obtained by 
each task and the proportion of the variable gain ratio model thus modeling the control behaviour of the rider who is 
in the simulation result for each running experiment is going to follow up the course more faithfully. 
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Effects of the rider’s lower body controlling 
torque 

~ As clarified in the previous study (1), the rider’s lower 

1.0                     - ~ Constant gain body torque plays a role to assist the control by steering 

~_ ’, ratio model torque. It is studied how the running result changes when 
controlled by the lower body torque and when not 

,1~ 
~ controlled. 

~ %~ Figure 13 shows the results of the estimations when con- 

I--’-’ "*,, ¯,’ trolled by the lower body torque and when not controlled. 
~ "’- ...... "¯ The running course is single lane change, the speed is 40 
LLI0.5 km/h, and the experimental motorcycle is motorcycle B 
I.- (400cc). For the rider model, the constant gain ratio model is 
¢t~ ~ ~ applied. The results drawn in this figure show such a travel 

~/. 
~ 

as to reduce the first estimation to a minimum at the respec- 

~,/ar i.o.b | @ ~lai 13 tive sighting distance. 

ratio mo d e | According to this result, the minimum value of the first 

0. 
I I ~ I ~ ..l estimation remains unchanged irrespective of the control of 

] 5 1 6 ] 7 1 8    1 9 2 0 the lower body torque, and the control of the lower body 

S I GH T I N G D I STANCE ( m ) torque does not affect the accuracy of course tracking. The 

Figure 12. Tracking performance of the rider models, 
sighting distance which minimizes the first estimation is 
shorter when controlled by the lower body torque. This is 
because the steering torque acts on the steering angle to 

generate tyre lateral force and this tyre force produces roll 
motion through yaw motion and lateral motion of the motor- 

cycle, while the lower body torque directly produces roll 
motion of the motorcycle. Therefore, the motorcycle re- 

Z 1.0 ~ W i t bOO t I owe r b o d y sponds slightly more quickly when the control by the steer- 
,-- ~ c ortt roi ing torque is assisted by the lower body torque. Therefore, 
< ~ the sighting distance is shorter when controlled by the lower 

~ body torque. The second estimation has a larger value when 
¯ ~ ¯ ¯ not controlled by. the lower body torque than when con- 

LU 0. ~ ~ trolled. When not controlled by the lower body torque, the 
I-- second estimation becomes larger since the control to be 

a: With lower done by the lower body torque is performed by the steering 
~ 

body control 
torque. Also in either case, when the sighting distance be- 

comes larger, the second estimation becomes less. That is, 

0. ~     t ~ ~ ~ I I when the control operation is started earlier, the control 

1 L , ,1 ~ 1 I~ 2 0 effort is reduced that much. 

,\ ~ Without lower Sighting distance versus forward velocity 

z 1 0 

\,,,, "X,,~( body~ control 

Figure 14 shows the sighting distance versus forward 
C)~ velocity determined to minimize the first estimation for 

< 
//~p,~,. ~ 

each experimental motorcycle. The running course is single 

~ 
lane change. The speed is 40 km]h to 100 km/h. The rider 
model is the constant gain ratio model. ~- With lower 

r~t"" ..... to body cant la.I Figure 14 shows that the optimum value for the sighting 

~ 5 distance becomes longer as the running speed increases 
~ though the minor portions differ depending upon the experi- 
t.) mental motorcycles. Even if, however, the running speed is 

to doubled at this time, the optimum sighting distance is not 
doubled. When the sighting distance is converted to time, 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I the time for forward sighting becomes shorter when the 

1/� 1 6 1 8 2 0 running speed becomes faster. This is because the response 

SIGHTING DISTANCE (m) of the motorcycle becomes faster as the running speed 

Figure 13. Effect of the lower body controlling torque,           increases. 
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characteristics and the posture for motorcycle roll are 
mainly controlled by the steering torque. The rider lower 

.0 body torque is applied in proportion to the steering torque, 

~,, 2 5 

,~!/’. 

and assists the control by the steering torque. The rider 
¯ upper body torque control only the uprightness of the rider 

ttl .,°°~ .~’7,-’- himself. The desired course follow-up gain of the variable 

-o¯¯~"" gain ratio model varies in accordance with the preset value 

<~ before the course change point. 

u~ 2 0 ~]~ ,’" 
The following conclusions have been obtained by 

~ 

~~B’~,,~,/. 

applying this rider-motorcycle model to lane change: 

t9 
~’,,.,,,~" ..... 

(1) The variable gain ratio model is capable of almost 

"r" B" reproduced by the constant gain ratio model. 
~ 1 5 (2) During lane change, the motorcycle is mainly 
(/) controlled by the steering torque. When, however, the 

control by the steering torque is assisted using control of the 

~ I          ~ i rider lower body, the behaviour of lane change can be 
4 0 6 0 8 0 ~ O0 quickened. 

VELOCITY (krnlh) (3) In these running experiments of lane change, the 
Figure 14. Sighting distance with the lowest first estimation control pattern can be mainly divided into two: a smooth 
value, steering pattern and a steering pattern with sharp peak. This 

difference is mainly based on the characteristic of the 

Conclusion individual rider. 

This study proposed a rider model: a variable gain ratio This rider model was applied to lane change performance 
model which reproduces the differences in control this time, and it is thought that the model can be applied to 
behaviour by riders during lane change performance, and other transient motions such as slalom. 
investigated the propriety by comparing the operational 
characteristics of skilled riders. References 

The outline of the models proposed here is as follows: A 
motorcycle has four degrees of freedom for lateral motion, (1) Katayama, T., Aoki, A., and Nishimi, T., Control 
yaw, roll and steering. The rider consists of the upper and Behaviour of Motorcycle Riders, Vehicle System 
lower bodies. The rider’s control inputs are the heading Dynamics, 17-4 (1988). 
deviations from the desired path and the roll angle of the (2) Sharp, R.S., The Stability and Control of 
motorcycle, and the control outputs are the steering torque, Motorcycles, J. Mech. Engng Sci. 13 (1971). 
the rider upper body torque and the lower body torque. The (3) Katayama, T., Aoki, A., Nishimi, T., and Okayama, T., 
control torque reactions which are output from the rider act Measurements of Structural Properties of Riders, 4th 
on the rider upper body, the rider lower body and the International Pacific Conference on Automotive 
motorcycle respectively. The course tracking Engineering, (1987) Melbourne. 
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Appendix I, Symbols 
a f,h f,h .,h ~.,h u,h a,L ~,l. ~,L a,L I,L ~.,f, Linear dimensions (Figure 4) 

C F~,C F.*,C v= Coefficients of aerodynamic forces 

C ,.,C =s~ Coefficients of aerodynamic moments 

C r~. Product of inertia of main frame 

C xc i ,C xc 2 Overturning moment coefficients due to camber angle 

(1 :front, 2 :rear) 

C x.l.Cx.2 Overturning moment coefficients due to sideslip angle 

C y~,,C y~z Camber stiffness 

C v. 1 .C ~. ~ Cornering stiffness 

C z ~ ~ ,C z ~ z Camber torque coefficients 

C z. 1.C z. ¯ Aligning torque coefficients 

C ~ Damping constant of steering system 

F. ~ ,F .. ,F ¯ ~ Aerodynamic forces 

Ff.,Fr. Tyre forces, cornering forces and camber forces 

F~,F~ Tyre loads 

O Gravitational acceleration 

I f~,I f~ Moments of inertia of front fork 

I ~,I ~. Moments of inertia of main frame 

I ~.,IL. Moments of inertia of rider lower body 

I ~,I ~. Moments of inertia of rider upper body 

i~. Polar moment of inertia of engine flywheel 

i t.,i ~. Moments of inertia of front and rear wheel 

k s~,k s. Coefficients of steering control torque 

k u~,k u. Coefficients of upper body control torque 

M ,,M = Mass of front fork and main frame 

M L,M u Mass of rider lower body and upper body 

T¯~,T¯.,T¯. Aerodynamic moments 

T f ~,T ~ ~ Overturning moments 

Tf.,T~ Aligning ~orques and camber torques 

x ,y Longitudinal and lateral positions of motorcycle 

/~ Steer angle 

~ L,~ ~ Damping ratios of lower and upper bodies 

~. Gear ratio between rear wheel and engine flywheel 

A Caster angle 

a ~,a ~ Relaxation lengths of front and rear tyres 

~ s Steer torque 

~ ~,~ ~ Rider lower and upper body torques 

~ Roll angle of motorcycle 

~ ~,~ u Lean angles of lower and upper body 

~b Yaw angle of motorcycle 

co L,co ~ Natural frequencies of lower and upper body 
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Appendix II, Equations of motions 
Equation of equilibrium of lateral forces 

(M,÷M.÷M~+Mv)’~" +[M,/. ,- (M~÷M~)/-.] ~ + (M,÷M.÷M~÷M~) ~ {b 

+ [M, h ,+M. h.+M~ h~+M~(h~+ h~)] ~+M, a,’~ 

+ [M~ h,.+M~(h,_+ h~)] ~,_+Muh ~-- F.,- F,,- F ~,= 0 

Equation of equilibrium of yawing moments 

Equation of equilibrium of rolling moments 

Equation of equilibrium of moments about steering axis 
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Equation of equilibrium of leaning moments of rider lower body 

Equation of equilibrium of leaning moments of rider upper body 

Muh,~’v’-Mvhv I..~-P Mvhu~ ~ -I-[M~ ho( h~+ h~)÷ I ~.] ~--Muh ~ 9 ~ 

+ [Muh~(h ~+ h~)+ I ~.] ~;~--M~ho ~ ~ 

+ (M~h~-+ I u.)~u+ 2 ~ue)u(Muhu’+ I u.) ~+e~’-(MuhuZ+ I ~)~u= ~-~sinA 

Equations of tyre forces and tyre moments 

Aerodynamic forces and moments 

F.,= c~.~q ( L, + t --)’b/~ ~= ~/2 p 
T..=C..,q (t ,+ t ,):~ ~/~ 

T.,=C., q( t ,+ t ~_)~ 
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Front and rear tyre loads 

Zf=Z,u- F.. ( L 2+ L .)/( L ,+ L ~.)- F.. h./( L 1+ L 2) +T.,/( L, + L 2) 

Coefficients of tyre forces and tyre moments 

C. : Tyre coefficients, Cy,1,Cy.2 etc. 

C.1,C.2 : Constants 

Z o : Tyreloads 
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Appendix III, Basic control method 
In this appendix, basic control method is described. 

In this study, it is asumed that input informations of a rider are roll 

angle 4, of a motorcycle and heading deviation d from a desired path, and 

his control outputs are steer torque ~: s, lower body control torque ~r L and 

upper body control ~orque ~ u. These control torques are given as follows: 

~s : ks,~ + ks~d, 
~ = 2 ~s, 

~ = k ~ + k ~d , 

where ~’s, and k v, are %he coefficien%s of the roll angle input, k s~ and 

k .~ are the coefficients of the heading deviation input. 

g/////////~ /// / / / / / / / / / / /~ / 
~~~////Z Head ing de vi at ion 

Motorcycle Desired path 
Y’ current position 

W 

mD 

lp L 

Attached figure 1. Geometrical configuration of a lane change manoeuvre. 

The heading deviation d from the desired path is determined as follows: 

First, all forward heading deviations are calculated with motorcycle lateral 

position {/ and yawing angle ¢, and the desired path $ as is illustrated at 

Attached figure 1. Then these heading deviations are averaged using a 

weighting function ~ (L) drawn at Attached figure 1. The averaged heading 

deviation d is given by the following equation, 

d = A Igxp[--2.7 7 ( L -- L p)Z/D ~]($ -- ~I- L sin~b) d L, 
o 

where L p is a rider’s sighting distance, and D is a width of the weighting 

function at a half value of A. 
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Appendix IV, Specifications of motorcycle models 

Attached table 1. Specifications of motorcycle models. 

Specification A B C D E 

M~ kg 38.81 35.48 35.87 27.75 30.87 
M. kg 200.8 173.3 206.2 179.7 166.6 
F~= N -1327.9" -1036.8" -1153.5" -1176.0" -1143.7" 
I ~x ksn 4.56 4.62 5.21 2.60 3.70 
I ~ z ka~ 0.774 0.715 0.745 0.431 0.843 
I.,, k~ 13.16 14.11 14.05 11.% 11.86 
I =z ka~ 26.56 21.75 29.61 16.98 25.77 
i ,, kan 0.666 0.666 0.657 0.441 0.441 
i r, k~ 0.6% 0.725 0.608 0.657 0.598 

a~ m 0.044 0.035 0.040 0.026 0.048 
hf m 0.554 0.563 0.579 0.483 0.562 
t ~ m 0.740 0.813 0.851 0.700 0.668 
h. m 0.503 0.491 0.478 0.~-A) 0.536 
h. m 0.627 0.627 0.573 0.641 0.633 
L t m 0.888 0.998 1.038 0.8D8 0.803 
L2 m 0.609 0.482 0.514 0.572 0.560 
t.. m 0.065 O. 106 O. 121 0.049 0.052 
R~ [] 0.318 0.320 0.3~D 0.284 0.299 
R r [] 0.315 0.304 0.308 0.314 0.312 
t [] 0.095 0.102 O.12B 0.090 0.086 
A ° 

29.4 32.0 33.7 25.0 27.0 

CF~o -0.246 -0.273 -0.242 -0.2"/5 -0.284 
CF,B (°)-’ -0.0113 -0.0102 -0.0102 -0.0128 -0.00Y-/5 
C~,o -0.0289 -0.0291 -0.0244 -0.0374 -0.0336 
C II lt~’ (0)--1 -0. 0002~ -0.000155 -0.~ 0.000237 
C,,o 0.0315 0.0323 0.0246 0.0407 0.0428 
C,~ (°)-~ -0.000134 -0.0(X)431 -0.000866 -0.001582 -0.00127 

NOTE * : Values of F(z are the values with a rider whose mass is 65kg. 
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Attached table 2. Tyre coefficients (Co= Cl X IF oz I+ C 2). 

A B C D E 

C,.~ N(o )_~ 
C, 0.1783 0.1984 0.1655 0.1471 0.1591 
C2 8.62 ~5.25 7.45 18.03 60.76 

Cy,,_ N(o )-1 C1 0.1276 0.1214 0.0557 0.1002 
C,_ 97.41 151.70 2~.25 80.16 77.42 

Cycl N(o )-I 
C1 0.02195 0.02085 0.01995 0.0176 0.0250 
C~ -6.96 -3.07 -6.44 -3.57 -4.83 

C~c._ N(o )-1 
C1 0.02245 0.flT)~ 0.019~5 0.01860 0.02021 
C2 -5.02 -9.14 4.13 -4.86 1.27 

Cz,l Nm(O )-1 C1 
0.00~ 0.0044 0.O0"JY5 0.00275 0.00425 

C2 -1.59 -1.43 -0.99 -0.95 -1.84 

Cz,~ Nm(O )-1 C1 0.00aJ35 0.0057 0.00625 0.0046 0.flY-36 
C2 -3.66 -4.16 -4.01 -3.90 -2.42 

Czcl Nm(* )-1 C1 
0.0(IE0 0.000105 0.00021 0.0l~tXl25 0.000245 

C~. -0.169 -0.014 -0.123 0.024 -0. 107 

Czc-- Nm(* )-1 C1 
0.00042 0.0130425 0.01D165 0.00041 0.000255 

Cz -0.310 -0.454 -0.180 -0.415 -0.029 

Cx.1 Nm(* )-~ C1 0.00315 
C,. -- 

m 
-2.41 

Cx.~ Nm(* )-1 C1 m 0.1~77 
C2 -- -3.02 

Cx, l Nm(* )-1 C1 0.00135 0.00140 0.00135 0.00125 0.00120 
C,_ -0.208 -0.206 -0.108 -0.167 -0.255 

Cx~,. Nm(* )-t C1 0.00173 0.00215 0.00315 0.00180 0.00157 
C~ -0.358 -0.~50 -0.958 -0.157 -0..~8 

C1 0.0887 O. 1329 0.1005 0.0880 0.1188 
C,_ 4.71 31.07 19.37 3~.66 29.00 

C1 0.0919 0.0540 0.0476 O. llSO 0.0379 a~ ~ 
C, 29.40 87.90 144.9 6.32 82.00 
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express our hearty appreciation to the Motorcycle Handling 

This paper is a part of the results of the research Stability Subcommittee of JAMA which supplied the 
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commission and finance by the Japan Automobile experiments of this research. 
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Leg Injuries and Mechanisms in Motorcycling Accidents 

Written Only Paper plus brief accident circumstances were obtained by the 
participating medical staff who then notified TRRL 

Peter L. Harms, investigators--usually within 24 hours of the accident. 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, Vehicle location and further accident circumstances were 

England obtained from the appropriate police Divisions. The 
vehicles were then traced to recovery garages (or ex- 

Abstract ceptionally to a home address), fully examined to a standard 

Concern has been expressed over the high proportion of procedure and photographed at the earliest opportunity. If 

motorcyclists who sustain serious leg injuries in road traffic appropriate, the casualty was questioned in more depth and 

accidents. This Paper reports on a targeted sample of motor- external clothing worn at the time fully examined for 

cyclist casualties whose leg injuries were severe enough to contact marks (preferably in a discrete hospital location 
warrant hospital in-patient care. Detailed mechanisms of before the garments were taken home and washed by caring 
injury were established for 115 casualties admitted to five relatives!). The accident scene was visited and 
hospitals in the same geographical location as the Transport photographed if a roadside structure was involved. If 
and Road Research Laboratory. another vehicle was involved in the accident, this was also 

Careful examination of the motorcycle and object struck traced, examined and photographed. However, since a 
(usually a car) enabled case profiles to be built up for each number of these vehicles were still driveable following the 
accident. There were two main mechanisms of injury: (a), 
entrapment and (b), direct impact to the injured leg. The 

accident, this sometimes meant arranging an evening visit 

upper leg sustained more direct blows from a car structure to a home address. Full information on accident 

and any entrapment usually involved the motorcycle petrol circumstances was obtained from police sources at a later 

tank and the car. The lower legs sustained more entrapment date. The Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) was used to 

injuries between some part of the lower motorcycle struc- classify injury severity. It is appropriate to touch on several 

ture and a car component, usually but not exclusively the aspects of the methodology: 
bumper. The handlebars also caused femoral fractures. (a) Such a study involves handling confidential medical. 

Other related studies with larger samples are also report- and police information at an early stage where the latter is 
ed and show that leg injuries predominate, both as a propor- often sub-judice. The sensitivity of these situations must be 
tion of total injuries and also in relation to the length of stay recognised and handled accordingly if the study is to 
in hospital required to treat these particular injuries. The succeed. The fact that the project involves injury causation 
findings of all these studies lend strong support to the provi- 
sion of integral leg protectors as a means of reducing leg 

as opposed to accident causation goes a long way to allaying 

injuries sustained by accident-involved motorcyclists, 
any fears of a breach of confidentiality. The involvement of 
staff from a nationally recognised Research Laboratory 

Introduction whose task was perceived as being involved in injury 

Out of 790 motorcyclist casualties attending one district 
prevention also gave further credibility. At any stage where 

hospital over a two year period, 61 percent sustained a leg casualties and others involved were interviewed, the 

injury of some severity. Concern over leg vulnerability, investigators always left a letter to be read at a later time 

coupled with information from other studies, prompted an explaining the reason for the study and assuring those 

in-depth study on motorcyclist leg injury mechanisms. This concerned of confidentiality. Names and addresses used for 
was carried out over an eighteen month period with the the initial search were eventually destroyed. 
cooperation of five district hospitals, two police authorities (b) The investigator is looking for interaction between a 
and various recovery garages. The machines and roadside 
structures/other vehicles involved were examined and 

motorcycle/rider/pillion and a striking/struck object-- 

photographed, correlated with injury details and other data usually a car. Therefore good lighting during the 

in order to obtain a leg injury mechanism profile for each examination is essential and structures must be viewed from 

case. Preliminary results were reported earlier (1).* This several angles. Ideally, clothing examination should take 
Paper finalises the work and also reports on, and integrates place and injury details noted before vehicle(s) are 
the results from, some related studies, examined as vehicle, paint traces or other marks are 

frequently present on the former which can then be 
Methodology correlated with the vehicle involved. Such marks usually 

The five hospital sample was selected from casualties take the form of a dulling of the vehicle paintwork in the 
whose leg injury was severe enough the warrant either in- area concerned and also fibres may have adhered due to the 
patient care or major out-patient treatment. The majority of paint melting slightly during friction impact. Care should be 
the casualties sustained leg fractures. Injury information taken when using photographic flash in order to avoid 

reflections from shiny body panels and glazed areas--both 

* Numbers in parentheses designate references at end of paper, on the vehicle and the garage building. 
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KI~SUI[S Table 5. Engine capacity of accident-involved motorcycles. 

These are presented in a series of tables with brief cA~,AenY so 90- n~ 17~ 200- 350- 500- 7~0 900- 
(co) -80 100 250 400 650 1100    NK 

comment. Percentages may not always equate to 100 due to 
N.     15 17 zo 3 14 9 9 7 5     3 rounding errors. 

The Accident The majority (62 percent) of the machines had an engine 
Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss capacity of 125 cc or less. (For comparison, 75 percent of 

primary accident circumstances, it is considered worth- motorcycles and mopeds currently registered in the UK are 
while presenting some key factors. Information was avail- under 150 cc). 
able for 116 accident cases and is presented in tables 1,2 and The principal direction of force to the motorcycle in the 
3. Some of these factors couldbeconsidered in combination accident is given in table 6. Secondary impacts usually 
as contributing to accident causation, involving the road surface invariably occurred. When there 

was no clear direction of impact e.g., when the machine 
Table 1. Accident location of posted speed limit. 

skidded and went on its side, a 00 classification is given. 
LIMIT(miles/h) 30/40 * 50/60/70 Limit NK 

" ( km/h ) 48/64 * 80/96/112 " 
Table 6. Clock direction of principal impact (12 o’clock is in line 

~. 60 41 ~5 of travel). 
(%) 1~own values (59) (41) - 

DIRECTION 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 00/NK 
¯ Built-up areas. N 1 6 6 14 51 14 5 3 4    7 

(1) (<1) (s) (s) (z3) (~s) (13) (s) (3) (4) (~) 

Almost 60 percent of the accidents occurred in built-up 
areas, which is in line with national figures. However, the Seventy-two percent of the principal collisions were to 

speed of the motorcycle prior to impact may have been the front (11-01 clock direction). 
higher or lower than the posted speed limit. In many cases it The principal object hit by the motorcycle is given in 

was not possible to determine this with accuracy, table 7 and show that almost three-quarters of the collisions 
were with cars. In many cases contact with the same object 

Table 2. Accident location related to road layout, also caused the leg injury. The detailed injury mechanisms 
z~O~VZ"G Junction * Non-junction Roundabout NK are presented in tables 10 to 16. 

N. 62 46 4 4 
(%) Known values (55) (41) (4) Table 7. Principal object hit by motorcycle. 

= Junctions of different types, including cross-roads. OBJECT Car HGV/PSV LGV Trailer Road Wall/Tree Other NC* NK 

N. 86 3 8 3 4 3 3 2 4 
It will be seen that a higher percentage of the accidents (~) (74) (~) (7) (~) (3) (3) (3) (2) (3) 

involved a junction where the potential for vehicle conflicts * No significant contact to motor~cle 
is greatest. 

Table 3. Day/night distribution. 
The Casualty 

AMBIENT Daylight Night with Night w/out Night,    Ambient 
Complete injury data for the casualties involved was 

~.ZGaT ~ghts lights lights N light available for a slightly smaller subset of 112 accidents, This 
N. 7~ 2~ n 5 6 involved 110 riders and 7 pillion passengers--all with se- 

(~) ~now., vere leg and sometimes other injuries. All except one sur- 
values (69) (20) (11) - 

vived their particular accident. 

The age distribution is given in table 8 and shows that 74 

The majority of the accidents occurred during daylight percent of the casualties for whom age was known were 21 

hours, years or under. 

Table 4. Road surface condition. Table 8. Age distribution of injuried motorcyclists. 

AGE 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26-30 31+ Age NK 
ROAD CONDITION        Dry      Wet    NK              .. 18 ~3 7 14 zo ~ 3 5 ~ 2 6    7     18 

N. 84 17 15 
(%) Known values (83) (17) - 

Of the 117 casualties, 108 sustained their leg injuries 
whilst still with the machine and 9 casualties whilst off the 

Wet road conditions did not appear to play a major role in machine. There were two cases where the mechanism was 
these accidents, not established. 

Location of leg injuries of severity > = AIS2 is given in 
The accident-involved motorcycle table 9. Most of these were fractures--sometimes at more 

Motorcycle engine capacity is given in table 5. than one anatomical site. 
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Table 9. Anatomical location of severe leg injuries (AIS > = 2). Results showing the numbers and percentages falling in 

LOCATION Pelvis Thigh Knee Tibia * I F’ibulal Tib+fib Ankle Foot 
each of the categories are given in table 10. 

L. limb - 22 9 16 2 18 5 2 

(% s/set) (0) (30) (12) (22) (3) (24) (7) (3) Table 10, Broad categories of leg injury mechanisms. 

R. limb 7 25 8 16 3 16 4 2 Entrap Direct Direct Direct i Mechanism 
(% s/set) (9) (31) (10) (20) (4) (20) (5) (2) CATEGORY -ment (Other) (M/C) (Off M/C) N.K. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

TOTAL 7 47 17 32 5 34 9 4 

(%) (4) (30) (ii) (21) (3) (22) (6) (3) Leg injuries 57 66 24 8 2 
(N=157) 

" Includes 2 non-fracture but severe lower leg injuries. 
(N.B. Because of the multiplicity of injuries, these exceed the number of casualties. 

% Casualties (49) (56) (21) (7) (2) 

Numbers are only exclusive relative to Left and Right Limbs). 
(N=II7) * 

% Leg (36) (42) (15) (5) (i) 
injuries 

There were five casualties with bilateral fractures of the ¯ Due to a multiplicity of leg injuries in some cases, numbers and percentages are not 
femur and some casualties sustained fractures to both limbs necessarily exclusive. 
but at different anatomical sites. Also one leg can have more 
than one significant injury. Lower leg injuries slightly pre- 
dominated. In general, there appeared to be no significant 

The broad injury mechanisms were further divided into 

difference in numbers of injuries to the left and right legs. 
two anatomical groups: Pelvic area/upper leg/knee and, 

However there were seven Right-sided pelvic injuries with 
Lower leg/ankle/foot. The distribution is given in table 11. 

none on the Left. Table11. Broad categories of injury mechanisms by leg region. 

Detailed mechanism of leg injuries 
~ 

Entrapl DirectlDireet Direot I 
-ment (Other) (M/C) (Off M/C) NK    TOTAL 

Mechanism of injury related to the unprotected road user 
LEG REGION ~ (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Upper N. 13 38 15 3 1 70 
is not always easy to determine. Unlike a vehicle occupant (~ sub-set) (19) (54) (21) (4) (1) 

in an accident situation, the casualty is not contained and the Lower N. 44 2~ 9 5 1 ~7 
lack of contact marks sometimes presents problems. How- (~ sub-set) (51) (32) (10) (6) (1) 

ever, interpretation based on experience and good investiga- Eoth N. 57 66 24 ~ 2 157 
(%) (36) (42) (15) (5) (I) 

tive procedures will produce results on most occasions. It 
must be appreciated that the leg is often swept aside during 
the impact phase to a location other than the normal riding 

The results indicate that there is more entrapment to the 

position and investigators must keep an open mind on con- 
lower leg than the upper. The precise mechanisms will be 

tact location for both the machine and other structures. For 
detailed in subsequent tables, again taking the upper and 
lower legs separately. 

the motorcyclist casualty, mechanisms of leg injury broadly 
fall into four main categories: Upper leg injury mechanisms 

(a) When the leg is trapped between some part of the As would be expected, the petrol tank was responsible for 
machine and the striking/struck object (usually part of a larger proportion of entrapment injuries to the upper leg-- 

a car exterior), in combination with a variety of car structures (table 12). 

(b) The injury has been caused by a direct blow from 
some part of the striking/struck object. However, in- 

Table 12. Upper leg injury mechanisms---entrapment. 

volvement of some part of the motorcycle acting in OTNER STRUCTURE Front Bonnet Wing/door Corner Road TOTAL 

combination cannot be ruled out and some injuries in M/c STRUCTURE ~ 
Grille L/edge panels /Edge 

this category could have been caused by entrapment 
Petrol tank 2 2 3 1 8 

without leaving evidence. 
(c) The injury has been caused by a direct and exclu- ~/c seat 2 2 

Front wheel 1 I 
sive contact with some part of the machine. Typical assembly 

situations are in frontal impacts when the machine M/C part NK 2 2 
remains in contact with the striking/struck object and 
the rider is projected forward causing the leg to strike 
the handlebars and/or a car front structure. 

There was a variety of contact locations for ’direct im- 

(d) The casualty has been thrown from the machine 
pact’ mechanisms as shown in table 13. As previously stat- 
ed, some of these injuries could have been caused by entrap- 

on impact and sustained leg injuries by striking an 
merit between the other structure and the motorcycle, but 

unyielding object (usually the road). Injuries to other 
body regions are sometimes sustained due to this 

leaving no direct evidence on the latter. 

mechanism. Table 13. Upper leg injury mechanisms. Direct impact by/to 
A fifth category (e), is used when the injury mech-     other structure. 

anism cannot be established.                              Grille Bonnet Wing/Door Wing Corner Front Torn RoadlOther 
/Boot L/edge Panels       /Edge    Bumper Panels SllrfI 

Aggravation of an injury can also take place following an 5 3 4 15 2 5                                               3 I 4 
initial impact e.g., (a), (b) or (c) followed by (d). 
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The car wing comer/edge predominates as an injury caus- Table 16. Lower leg Injury mechanisms caused by motorcycle 
structure. 

ing source in this mechanism category. There were also 15 

occasions when handlebar contact alone caused upper leg Handlebars 
EngineBars 

Pedals Frame 
WheelFr°nt M/Cother NKM/C 

injuries, mainly femoral fractures in frontal impacts. There 
was one upper leg injury where the mechanism could not be 
determined. 

In addition to the injuries listed in tables 14 to 16, there 

Lower leg injury mechanisms was one case where the injury mechanism could not be 
determined. 

There was a higher proportion of entrapment injuries to 
the lower leg/ankle/foot compared to the upper leg (table Additional Studies 
14). 

Table 14. Lower leg injury mechanisms--entrapment. 
Casualty attendance at one hospital 

OTHER     Front Front [PanelslCorner AirlRoadlSoft IOther 
An analysis was carried out of data from a separate 

STRU~TDRE Humper Grille /Edge dam ~.arth hospital-based TRRL survey of casualties attending one 
H/c \, large district hospital in Oxford (a different geographical 

Petrol 1 1 area from the above and over a more extended period). The 
/tank original data combined skeletal and other injuries so the 
Engine .5 2 5 1 2 distribution is not directly comparable to that given in 
/ ..... previous tables. However similar headings have been used. 
Front 1 The sample contained 1498 motorcyclist casualties of /wheel 

which there were 3748 separately identifiable injuries. The 
Gearbox 5 2 2 
/region distribution according to severity and body region is 

Platform 2 i presented in table 17. AIS 2 limb injuries were likely to 
/Pedals include fractures. AIS 3 limb injuries would all be fractures. 
Handlebar 1 Table 17. Distribution of Injuries, 14S8 motorcyclist casualties M/C Other 1 2 

N.B. numbers are not mutually exclusive). M/C, NK 2 1 2 1 

Other                                                          1                                                    Head Spine Shoulder Chest Uppr Abdo Pelvis BODY REGION 

~ limb 
TOTAL 13 4 3 10      2 3 2 4 

/neck                               limb * 
¯ Includes engine fins, frame, battery cover & exhaust.                       (%) 

1 [2537] 273 5 2 22 807 83    3    1342 
(%) (11) (<1) (<1) (<1) (32} (3) (<1) 

Table 14 shows a wide range of structures giving rise to 2 17o5s 252 12 101 16 16s 2 6 
entrapment injuries of the lower legs. The combined engine (~) (36) (2) (14) (2) (24) (<1) (<1) (21) 

(%) (10) (5) (3) (5) (22) (2) (4) (4s) area components give rise to most entrapment injuries in 3 [421] 42 20 12 23 96 l0 17 201 

combination with a variety of car structures. The gearbox 4-6 tss) 34 5 22 - 23 1 
region is the principal individual part involved on the mo- (~) (40) (6) (26) - (27) 

torcycle, while the front bumper and comers of the car also TOTAL( 3748] 601 42 1!5 83 1071 118 27 1691 
(%) . (16) (i) (3) (2) (29) (3) (<i) (45) 

feature prominently. 2-3 (n26] 294 32 n3 39 264 12 23 349 
As for the upper legs, there was a wide variety of contact (~) (zr) (3) (lO) (3) (z3) (1) (2) (3~) 

locations giving rise to ’direct blow’ injuries to the lower ¯ Includes hip. 

legs, caused principally by the car bumper. A proportion A more specific distribution for regions of the lower limb 
was also caused by direct road contact when the rider was is given in table 18. 

thrown from the machine, as shown in table 15. Again some 
Table 18. Number of injury sites. 

of these injuries could be in the ’entrapment’ category but 
leaving no evidence on the motorcycle. S~TE Pelvis * Up leg Knee Lo Leg Ankle/Foot TOTAL 

Table 15. Lower leg injury mechanisms direct contact by/to (%) (<1) (21) (1) (54) (23) (10o) 

other structure. AIS 2-3 23 75 79 114 81 372 
-- (%) (6) (20) (21) (31) (22) (i00) 

Front Wing    Bumpers Panels Torn    Bonnet Boot Car    HGV Road 
Grille Corner Panels L/Edge Rear Other AIS 1-3 26 360 94 844 393 1717 

(%) (2) (21) (5) (49) (23) (ZOO) 

2         2         i0         3         2         2         3      1      1    5 
" Includes hip. (N.B. Sites are not mutually exclusive) 

A rank order of injury sites by injury severity is given in 
There were relatively few lower leg injuries caused ex- 

table 19. 
clusively by direct contact with some part of the motorcycle Out of this total sample of 1498 casualties, there were 
structure. They are listed in table 16 and show that no 3748 separately identifiable injuries of all severities. Of 

¯ motorcycle structure predominates as an injury source in these, 45% were to the lower limbs of which about 50% 
this particular mechanism category, were to the lower leg (excluding knees, ankles & feet). 
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Table 19. Rank order of injury sites (%). 1498 motorcyclist                                                      ,"i 
casualties. 

I AISI             AIS 2-3             AIS 4-6 AIS 1-6 
(N=2537) (N=I126) (n=85) (N=3748) 

Lo Limb (53) Lo Limb (31) Head/Neck(40) Lo Limb (45)~ 40 N=364 N=239 
Up Limb (32) Head/Neck(26) Abdomen (27) Up Limb (29) AISvalue 
Head/Neck (ii) Up Limb (23) Chest (26) Head/Neck (16) 
Abdomen    (3) Shoulder (10) Spine (6) Abdomen    (3) 
All Others (1) spine (3) Pelvis (1) Shoulder (3) 

Chest (3) All Others(4) ~ 30 

There were 2537 separately identifiable injuries of AIS 1 ~ 20 

severity. Of these, 53% were to the lower limbs of which 

54% were to the lower leg (excluding knees, ankles & feet). 

There were 1126 separately identifiable injuries of AIS - 

2-3 severity. Of these 33% were to the lower limbs of which 

31% were to the lower leg (excluding knees, ankles & feet). 
9 0    1 2 3    4-10 ,-30 ~-~0o 10, 

The lower limb ranked highest as the site of the maximum 

number of injuries of AIS 2-3 severity and all severities. Figure 1. Motorcyclist casualties with leg injuries (N = 1383). 
Length of in-patient stay (bed-days) (N.B. ’stay’ scale is non- 

Length of stay in hospital 
linear). 

Length of stay as a hospital in-patient depends, amongst Discussion 
other things, on severity of the injury, treatment regimen, Although there has been a decline in motorcyclist 
bed availability, presence of other injuries and level of care casualties in recent years in line with a decrease in 
available in the casualty’s home. However previous clinical motorcycle usage, the young motorcyclist continues to 
experience suggests that leg injuries produce longer stay remain vulnerable to death and serious injury. Comparisons 

periods as treatment procedures such as traction require the are often made between accident rates for motorcycle riders 

patient to remain in bed for extended periods with plaster, and car drivers and analysis of national accident figures 

weights and a level ofnursing care that is not available in the show that these rates vary with age. For example, the 

home situation, estimated probability of death or serious injury for 

Although length-of-stay data was not available from the 
motorcycle riders in the 21-24 year age group per vehicle 
kilometre travelled is about 18 times that of car drivers of 

above in-depth studies, information contained in the Scot- 
the same age (2). 

tish Hospital Inpatients (SHIPS) database enabled leg inju- Translating results from a targeted in-patient accident 
ries and their specific in-patient care period to be assessed sample to national figures is not always possible. However 
separately. Injury severity is classified using AIS converted the large sample involving some 1500 casualties reported in 
from the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and the Oxford study shows that leg injuries represent nearly 
a fracture will be given a score of 2 or 3. Table 20 prese,~s half of the total injuries for which the motorcyclist casualty 

leg injury severity vs. length of stay in hospital for the attended hospital. Of all the injuries in that sample, 45 

treatment of that particular leg injury, percent were to the lower limbs. Experience has shown that 
a high proportion of these involve skeletal comminution 

Table 20. Length of stay versus leg injury severity: Motorcy- requiring lengthy in-patient care. In addition, there is a 
clist casualties strong possibility of protracted out-patient recovery with 

STAY(days,     0 

I I I1      2      3      ’- ] 1 Ill-    31-    101+    ~or~. 

theaddedriskofpermanentdisability, either from the outset 

~ 

10 30 100 or in later life. Data from the Scottish Hospital In-Patient 
Study shows an increase in the in-patient stay period for the 

1 n ~7 2~ 29 51 2~. 5 o lSS more severe leg injury. 
(%) (6) (25) (13) (15) (27) (11) (3) (0) (100) 

In the five-hospital leg injury study, nearly two-thirds of 
2 16 76 81 54 243 146 36 1 653 

(~) (2) (12) (12) (a) (37) (22) (6) (<1) (~00) the accidents occurred in built-up areas and a higher 

3 6 7 s x9 ~5 197 19s 12 522 proportion involved a junction. Most took place during 
(%) (I) (X) (1) (3) (14) (38) (38) (2) (lO0) 

¯ o~,. 33 13o n3 lO2 369 ~6~ 239 13 ~363 
daylight hours. Wet roads did not appear to be a major factor 

(~) ~2) (~o) ~) ~7) (~7) (27) (1~) (1) (loo) in these accidents but a combination of ambient conditions 
could be a casual factor. Where ages were known, 74 
percent of casualties in this study were 21 years of age or 

As expected and generally speaking, the more severe the under. Most of them were riding machines with an engine 
injury, the more extended the stay in hospital. The distribu- capacity of 125cc or less. 

tion of stay for each injury level is shown graphically in Most of the primary collisions to the motorcycle were 

figure 1 and illustrates this shift, frontal (72% having a clock direction of between 11-01). 
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However, this may not always have a bearing on the to the motorcycle structure in order to reduce leg injury 
subsequent leg injury mechanism due to the sometimes morbidity amongst young riders. This in turn would reduce 
violent post-collision movement of the machine with the costly in-patient treatment and therefore the cost to the 
rider still astride. An obvious example is in a frontal vehicle community. In addition to the obvious value of such a 
collision followed by violent pivoting of the machine about remedy, there is potential for improving parts of the car 
the headstock causing entrapment of the leg between the structure involved in motorcycling accidents. It is 
machine and (usually) a car side. In the majority of cases (74 encouraging to note that proposals for modifying car front 
percent), the motorcycle was in collision with a car. This structures to lessen pedestrian injuries are currently being 
contact also gave rise to most of the leg injuries, often in pursued by this Laboratory and others. This could also have 
combination with the motorcycle structure, great benefit in reducing motorcyclists leg injuries, as 

The majority of injuries were to the lower leg where most results from this Paper indicates that similar parts of the 
were to the tibia and/or fibula and 51 percent of these were car’s structure are involved in causing injuries to both types 
caused by entrapment between the motorcycle and the other of road user. 
structure, usually a car. There was no significant difference 
between the number or severity of injuries to the left and References 
fight limbs. As expected, there were a variety of structures 

(1) Harms, P.L. et al., Mechanism of Lower Limb Injuries 
giving rise to these leg injuries. However, the majority in the 

amongst Motorcyclist Casualties Preliminary Findings. 
entrapment category involved either front car corner Proc. 10th IRCOBI Confrence, Delft. September 1984. 
structures, bumpers or wing/door panels. The motorcycle (2) Broughton, J., Casualty Rates by Age and Sex. Road 
component involved in entrapment varied, but a high 

Accidents Great Britain 1987, the Casualty Report. Her 
proportion were components of the engine area, the gearbox 

Majesty’s Stationery Office, London, England. 
and petrol tank. Where injuries appeared to be caused by 
direct impact rather than entrapment (and entrapment was Acknowledgements 
almost certainly underestimated because its identification 

Studies such as those reported in this Paper could not take requires visible evidence on both of the structures 
involved), the principal parts of the ’other vehicle’ causing place without the cooperation of many people. The author is 

the impact injuries were again, corners, wing/door panels grateful to the following: 

and bumpers. The predominant feature on the motorcycle JeffMeades of the Vehicle Safety Division, TRRL for his 

giving rise to most direct-impact injuries (fractured femurs) contribution to the five-hospital study. Rob Tunbridge and 

was the handlebars in frontal impacts. Fred James of the Road Safety Division, TRRL. The former 
for providing the Oxford data and the latter for the SHIPS 
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The results reported in this Paper show that the greatest The Accident Consultants, their senior medical and 
cause for concern in motorcyclist casualties is the nursing staff and the Medical Records personnel of the 
predominance of severe leg injuries. These generally participating hospitals. Also the staff of the Accident 
require an extended period in hospital and may lead to Records offices and police officers of Thames Valley and 
permanent disability. The studies have shown that most of Hampshire Police. 
these injuries occur when the rider/pillion passenger is still Recovery garages in the study catchment area and also 
with the machine in the impact phase. There are two main the casualties, their relatives and others involved i-n the 
types of injury mechanisms: (a), entrapment and (b), direct accidents investigated. 
impact. A higher proportion of upper leg injuries are caused The work described in this Paper forms part of the 
by direct impacts and more lower leg injuries are caused by programme of the Transport and Road Research Laboratory 
entrapment between some part of the motorcycle and the and the Paper is published by permission of the Director. 
struck/striking object. However some of the ’direct impact’ Crown Copyright. The views expressed in this Paper 
injuries may in fact be entrapment injuries without any are not necessarily those of the Department of Trans- 
witness marks being left on the opposing structure, port. Extracts from the text may be reproduced, except 

The results from these injury studies strongly support to for commercial purposes, provided the source is 
the need for some form of integral leg protector to be fitted acknowledged. 
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